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SUGGESTIONS RESPECTING VOLDMES YIII. AND IX.

The simplest classification of the Old Testament Books is threefold : 1. Sev-

enteen Historical. 2. Five Ethical and Spiritual. 3. Seventeen Prophetical. In

this Work the seventeen Historical Books are treated in Volumes L, II., Ill,, and

VII. ; the five middle Books in Volumes IV., V., VI. ; and the seventeen Prophet-

ical Books in Volumes VIII. and IX.

Noting thus the |j/rtce of these closing Books, the general reader is further

reminded that these seventeen Books of Prophecy are largely and closely related to

the History contained in Volume VII.—that is, to the history of the People of

Israel from the Division of Solomon's Kingdom to and through the Captivity and

Return of Judah, with traces of reference to events of the after history up to the

Advent of Christ. Hence, in these tAvo Prophetical volumes (VIII. and IX.) will

})e found a continual reference to the pages of Volume VII., as well as succinct

statements of the main historical events with which the several Prophets have to

do. The reader, therefore, who would thoroughly grasp their meaning must care-

fully study and compare the prophecy and the history at every step.

It is to he further noted, that the ultimate and highest teachings of these

seventeen Prophets far outreach the period of Messiah's Advent. Their supreme

purpose and most essential disclosures cover the great facts of that Advent, in-

cluding the Person and office-work of the promised Redeemer, while they further

traverse the broad range of events to the close of the Christian Dispensation, and

clearly interpret the vital meaning of that Dispensation.

Another suggestion may be helpful to readers who may have been somewhat

wearied by the very frequent reiteration of the same charges and threatenings,

entreaties and i)romises which occur in almost all of these Prophecies. A sufficient

reason and justification of these oft-repeated statements is found in the fact that

through the history of more than five centuries the same spirit of disobedience and

rebellion characterized all the successive generations of God's chosen people. But

another, and to us more helpful reason for this seeming redundancy of warning and

promise, may be found in the fact that therein we are furnished with cumulative

evidence and proof of Jehovah's kind and gracious intent toward His people

through those long ages, an evidence and proof equally needed and applicable in

all subsequent ages until now. Nowhere else can we find so instructive and im-

})ressive a series of lessons touching man's natural disobedience and dislike of God,

and God's forbearing and forgiving mercy toward man. These considerations fully

Justify, while they demand our deepest gratitude for, every line of prophetic

denunciation, entreaty and jjromise.

It may be added, in reference to the treatment of these Prophetic Books, that

a considerable portion of the text, consisting largely of repetitions or enlargements

of main themes or statements, has required and received but little attention. But

the great themes and events of prophecy with their lessons, together with the many

high and helpful spiritual truths suggested therein, are fully set forth in these pages.



PROPHET AND PROPHECY.

The primarj' concept of the word " proplut"

is that of announcer, or forth-speaker. The

prophet is one who speaks in the phice of God,

who conveys God's word to men, who is an in

terpreter of God to men. W. L. A. A
prophet is a man specially called and sent by

God to communicate a Divine revelation. This

is apparent from the names given to those Di-

vine messengers. They are called prophets,

seers, men of God, men of the Spirit. The He-

brew word for prophet {'
' nabi") and the English

word as used in the Old Testament are fully

explained by a comparison of two passages in

the Book of Exodus—7 : 1 and 4 : 16. Moses

was to be as God to Aaron, Aaron as prophet,

mouth, or spokesman to Moses ;
Moses to com-

municate to Aaron, and Aaron to declare the

message. According to this, prophet means

the declarer or interpreter of the Divine will.

He is one who does not speak of himself, the

workings of his own mind, but declares the

mind and will of God, and speaks what he re-

ceives from without. To declare the will of

God and deliver His message, whether it re-

garded the past, the present or the future, was

the prophet's great duty. To have received a

call and message direct from God, and to de-

liver it, constituted the essence of prophetism.

A. McCaul.

The etymology of " nabi" and the cognate

verbal forms makes it impossible to look upon

foresight or prediction as their primary and

necessary import. The only derivation which

can now be regarded as philologically tenable

is that which makes the word originally sig-

nify the act of pouring forth or uttering, a nat-

ural figure in all languages for speech, and

more especially for public, solemn and contin-

uous discourse. In actual usage, the Hebrew

words are admitted by modern writers of all

schools and creeds to signify specifically one

who speaks (or the act of speaking) for God, not

only in His name and by His authority, but

under His influence—in other words, by Divine

inspiration. A complete induction of particu-

lars would show, with scarcely the appearance

of a doubtful case or an exception, that the

essential idea, running through the whole He

brew usage of the verb and noun, is that of in-

spiration.

Another obvious deduction from the usage

of the language is, that although " nabi," like

many other terms of such perpetual occur-

rence, is employed both in a wider and a more

restricted sense, the distinction thus made is

not that between inspiration in general and the

foresight of the future in particular. There is

probably not a single instance in which the

word denotes the latter, except as one impor-

tant function of the power which it properly

describes. The gift of prophecy included that

of prophetic foresight, but it included more.

The prophet was inspired to reveal the will of

God, to act as an organ of communication be-

tween God and man. The subject of the rev-

elations thus conveyed embraced the past and

present, and extended to those absolute and

universal truths which have no relation to time.

This is what we should expect a priori in a Di-

vine revelation, and it is what we actually find

it to contain. That the prophets of the old dis-

pensation were not mere foretellers of things

future is apparent from their history as well

as from their writings. The historical argu-

ment is stated forcibly by Gill when he ob-

serves that Daniel proved himself a prophet by

tejling Nebuchadnezzar what he had dreamed,

as much as by interpreting the dream itself ;

that it was only by prophetic inspiration that

Elijah knew what Gehazi had been doing ;
and

that the woman of Samaria very property called

Christ a prophet, because He told her all things

that ever she did. In all these cases, and in

multitudes of others, the essential idea is that

of inspiration, its frequent reference to things

still future being accidental—i.e., not included

in the uniform and necessary import of the

terms.

With respect to the nature of the inspiration

under which these prophets spoke and acted,

there can be no doubt that the Bible itself rep-

resents it as plenary, or fully adequate to the

attainment of its end (2 Tim. 3 : 16 ; 2 Pet.

1 : 21). Where this end was external action, it
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was sufficiently secured by the gift of courage,

strengtli and practical wisdom. Where the

Instruction of God's people was the object,

whether in reference to the past, the present or

the future ; whether in word, in writing, or in

both ; whether for temporary ends, or with a

view to perpetual preservation, the prophets

are clearly represented as infallible

—

i.e., in-

capable of erring or deceiving, with respect to

the matter of their revelation. How far this

object was secured by direct suggestion, by

negative control, or by an elevating influence

upon the native powers, is a question of no

practical importance to those who hold the es-

sential doctrine that the inspiration was in all

cases such as to render those who were inspired

infallible. Between this supposition and the

opposite extreme, which denies inspiration alto-

gether, or resolves it into mere excitement of

the imagination and the sensibilities, like the

afflatus of a poet or an orator, there seems to

be no definite and safe position. Either tlie

prophets were not inspired at all in any proper

sense, or they were so inspired as to be infalli-

ble. As to the mode in which the required im-

pression was made, it seems both vaia and

needless to attempt any definite description of

it. The ultimate effect would be the same in

any case, if not upon the prophet, upon those

who heard or read his prophecies. This wliole

question is rather one of curiosity than use,

even in reference to interpretation. A.

The prophets as an order were penetrated

with a sense of responsibility to a Divine com-

mission. They professedly spoke and acted in

obedience to its commands. There is no one of

the sixteen prophetical books which does not

bear witness to the truth of this assertion.

Ecich writer rests upon his own individual con-

sciousness of a mission. It is ever,
'

' The wor&

of the Lord came unto me. " The prophet, then,

was a person who stood in a position of excep-

tional nearness to God, and was the human

agent through whom, on special occasions, the

Divine will was made known to man. And,

from first to last, there is no instance in which the

])rophetic office may not be thus characterized.

All (;laimed to
'

' speak in the word of the Lord,
'

'

to one and all " the word of the Lord came,"

sometimes coupled with predictive utterances,

sometimes without them, but their message al-

ways rested on a foundation of " Tims saith the

Lord." Leathen.

The same spirit animates them all ; tliey are

all interpreters and laborers of Jehovah ; they

defend, all of them, the faith of God against

idolatry, justice and right against tyranny, the

national independence against foreign domin-

ion. In the name of the God of Abraham and

of Jacob they labor and succeed in maintaining

or in reanimating religious and moral life amid

the decay and servitude of Israel. " All the

time," says Augustine, " from the epoch when

the holy Samuel began to prophesy, to the day

when the people of Israel was led captive into

Babylonia, is the period of the prophets."

Even while calling the people of Israel back to

the faith of their fathers, the prophets open to

them new perspectives. While reproaching

them with the errors that have led to their decay

and servitude, they permit them yet to see the

future delivery and regeneration. It is their

Divine character to live at once in the past and

in the future ; to confide alike to the ordinances

of the Eternal and to His promises. They

move forward, but they change not ; they be-

lieve, they hope ; they are faithful to Moses

while they announce the Messiah. Guizot.

First God, then everything else ; be it man.

kingdoms, demons, power, even word as from

God, or signs and miracles ! This is the truth

which Israel's history had evolved, which Is-

rael's institutions embodied, which Israel's

prophecies set forth, and by which, in turn, ac-

cording to Deuteronomy, Israel's prophecy Avas

to be tested. This then is the meaning of the

canon in De. 13 : Try the prophet by his con-

fession of God. And similarly, we read it in

the New Testament (1 John 4) :
" Try the spirits,

whether they are of God. Every spirit which

confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh

is of God, and every spirit which confesseth not

Jesus is not of God ; and this is the spirit of the

Antichrist." And in Old Testament prophecy

everything is spiritual, comes from and points

to God. Divine revelation meets the moral

wants of man, and directs him to God. This

one thing appears most clearly throughout the

whole Old Testament : that there is absolutely

no power in any outward things to produce

prophecy, nor yet has the prophet himself any

power to produce it witliin himself bj' any

means of his own, but that in all cases it comes

straight from God, to whom, when, how and

where He pleases ; that a man becomes a proph-

et as God gives him the message, and is such

only and so long as God continues to send it.

On the other hand, God did meet this deep

want and longing of Ilis children by sending

His prophets and putting His word into their

mouths. Hence to receive or else to resist

them could not be matter of indifference, since

they were the direct ambassadors of God ; but

it involved either obedience to Him or else guilt.
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The prophet, as preacher, views the present in

the light of the future ; as foreteller, the future

in the light of the present. He points out pres-

ent sin, duty, danger or need, but all under

the strong light of the Divine future. He
speaks of the present in the name of God, and

by His direct commission ; of a present, how-

ever, which, in the Divine view, is evolving

into a future, as the blossom is opening into the

fruit. And when he foretells the future, he

sees it in the light of the present ; the present

lends its colors, scener3\ the very historic basis

for the picture. This will help to explain alike

the substance and the form of the prophetic

message. To the prophetic vision the present

is ever enlarging, widening, extending. The
hills are growing, the valley is spreading, the

light is gilding the mountain tops. And pres-

ently the hills are clothed with green, the val-

leys peopled with voices ; the present is merg-

ing into the future, although exhibited in the

form of the present. The prophet is speaking

of Moab, Amnion, Tyre, Assj^ria ; and these are

gradually growing into the shapes of future

foes, or future similar relations. And in the

midst of such references here and there appears

what applied exclusively to that Messianic

kingdom which is the goal and final meaning

of all, and of all prophecy. It is an entire mis-

understanding to regard such prophecies as not

appljing to the Messianic future, because they

occur in the midst of references to contempo-

rary events. As the rapt prophet gazes upon

those hills and valleys around him, they seem to

grow into gigantic mountains and wide tracts,

watered by many a river and peopled with

many and strange forms, while here and there

the golden light lies on some special height,

whence its rays slope down into valleys and

glens ; or else the brightness shines out in

contrasted glory against dark forest, or shad-

owy outline in the background. And the

prophet could not have spoken otherwise than

in the forms of the present. For, had he spo-

ken in language and introduced scenery entire-

ly of the future, not only would his own in-

dividuality have been entirely effaced, but he

would have been wholly unintelligible to his

contemporaries. A. E.

Place and Functions of the Prophets.

The prophets, as God's living witnesses, seem

to have stood between the priesthood and the

monarchy ; on the one hand, seeking to keep

the forms of religion vital with their proper

spiritual significance, and, on the other, to se-

cure the administration of the government in

the interests of morality and religion. Of
course, prophets would be indispensable in the

kingdom of Israel, unless that kingdom was to

be immediately abandoned of God as apostate.

Burt.

They were the national poets of Judea. Music
and poetry, chants and hjmns, were a main
part of the studies of the class from which,

generally speaking, they were derived. As is

natural, we find not only the songs previously

specified, but the rest of their compositions,

poetical or breathing the spirit of poetry.

They were annalists and historians. A great

portion of Isaiah, of Jeremiah, of Daniel, of

Jonah, of Haggai, is direct or indirect liistor}\

They were preachers of patriotism, their pa-

triotism being founded on the religious motive.

To the subject of the theocracy the enemy of

his nation was the enemy of God, the traitor to

the public weal was a traitor to his God ; a de-

nunciation of an enemy was a denunciation of

a representative of evil, an exhortation in be-

half of Jerusalem was an exhortation in behalf

of God's kingdom on earth, "the city of our

God, the mountain of holiness, beautiful for

situation, the joy of the whole earth, the city of

the great King" (Ps. 48 : 1, 2).

They were preachers of morals and of spirit-

ual religion. The symbolical teaching of the

law had lost much of its effect. Instead of

learning the necessity of purity by the legal

washings, the majority came to rest in the out-

ward act as in itself suflicient. It was the

work, then, of the prophets to hold up be-

fore the eyes of their countrj'men a high and

pure morality, not veiled in symbols and acts,

but such as none could profess to misunder-

stand.

They were extraordinary, but yet authorized

exponents of the law. As an instance of this,

we may take Isaiah's description of a true fast

(58:3-7); Ezekiel's explanation of the sins of

the fathers being visited on the children (chap.

18) ; Micah's preference of " doing justly, lov-

ing mercy, and walking humbly with God," to

" thousands of rams and ten thousands of rivers

of oil" (6 : 6-8). In these, as in other similar

cases (cf. Hos. 6:6; Amos 5 : 21), it was the

task of the prophets to restore the balance

which had been overthrown by the Jews and

their teachers dwelling on one side or on the

outer covering of a truth or of a duty, and leav-

ing the other side or the inner meaning out of

sight.

They were a political power in the State.

Strong in the safeguard of their religious char-

acter, they were able to serve as a counterpoise
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to the royal authority when wielded even by
an Ahab.

But the prophets were something more than

national poets and annalists, preachers of pa-

triotism, moral teachers, exponents of the law,

pastors, and politicians. Their most essential

characteristic is, that they were instruments of

revealing God's will to man, as in other ways,

so specially by predicting future events, and in

particular by foretelling the incarnation of the

Lord Jesus Christ, and the redemption effected

by Him. P. S.

The Kingdom and its King, Messiah, their Chief

Theme.

In the whole history of man we can trace the

course of one shaping, ovennastering and pro-

gressive power before which all others have

bowed, and that is the spiritual kingdom of

God. Henry B. Smith.

If we regard the collective contents of the

proplietic books of the Old Testament, we must

saj^ that prophecy is employed entirely in

promoting the interests of the kingdom of

God, and that its main office is to unfold its

ways. O.

The whole Old Testament is prophetic. Its

special predictions form only a part, although

an organic part, of the prophetic Scriptures
;

and all prophecy points to the kingdom of God,

and to the Messiah as its King. The narrow

boundaries of Judah and Israel were to be en-

larged so as to embrace all men, and one King

would reign in righteousness over a ransomed

world that would offer to Him its homage of

praise and service. All that liad marred the

moral liarmony of earth would be removed
;

the universal Fatherhood of God would become

the birthright of redeemed, pardoned, regen-

erated humanity ; and all this blessing would

centre in and flow from tlie Person of the

Messiah. Sucli is the promise of the Old Tes-

tament wliich the New Testament declares to

have been fulfilled in Christ Jesus. And this

Messianic idea is the moving si)ring of the Old

Testament. It is also its sole raison d'etre,

viewed as a revelation. Otherwise the Jewish

people and tlieir history could only have an

archaeological or u political interest for us.

Hebrewism, if it had any Divine meaning, was

the religion of the future, and Israel embodied

for the world the religious idea which, in its

universal application, is the kingdom of God.

. . . Thus the Old Testament pointed beyond

itself to the perfectness which it announced

and for which it prepared. That perfectness

consists in the removal of all the evil which sin

has wrought, in the restoration of man to God,

and in the fulness of blessings which flows

from fellowship between God and man. This

is the kingdom of God. To announce it and to

prepare for it was the object of the Old Testa-

ment.

It is in the light of the wider view of ful-

filled prophecy which, as a whole and in all its

parts, refers to the kingdom of God upon earth,

that we must study individual predictions.

They pass far beyond anything actual at the

time of their utterance to the underljing ideal.

They are not exaggerated Orientalisms for sim-

ple facts, but there Wiis one grand moving idea

set forth with ever unfolding clearness : the

hope of a great Fatherhood of God, of a great

brotherhood of man, in which the grand con-

necting link, alike witli God and man, should

be the One who embodied all that was ideally

possible in man, and who manifested all that

could be manifested of God ; who united the

liigliest point in the human with the utmost

condescension of the Divine—God and man ;

wlio brought God's reconciliation to man, and

by it reconciled man to God, combining in

Himself these two—the suffering of man and

the conquering of God, and organically united

them in conquering by suffering ; One who, by

so doing, made possible and introduced the

Messianic kingdom of God, through the willing

submission of man. Thus the God-Man fully

realized tlie theanthropic idea of the whole Old

Testament. As each event in His histor}' kin-

dled into light, it shone upon the individual

prophecies, and made them bright. A. E.

Prophecy is systematic, progressive, and all-

inclusive. The theory of a revelation of re-

demption accounts for these features. Christ

is then the centre, and hence all is connected

in Him ; and at the same time the Messianic

part of revelation is largest, most important,

most like tlie heart in the economy of tlie wliole.

This accounts also for the progress in all direc-

tions and toward all issues, but all cmiditioned

by the approach of Christ, and by tlie fulness

of the disclosure as to His person and work and

its consequences. And this accounts for the

all inclusive character of the predictions. The
Gentile future must stand in the light of tlie

Jewish past, and be indebted to it. The Jew-

ish unbelief must serve as a foil to the Gentile

faith, and be at length reconciled to it anil one

witli it. The world's kingdoms must go

through their crises of trial and judgment, to

prepare the world as a whole for the Heavenly

King. Tlius, with prophecy, there is a Re-

deemer, and with Him a philosophy of history
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leading upward ;
without prophecy, no re-

demption, but law and sin fastened down by

it. Cairns.

The Hebrew prophets enunciate those great

moral and even political axioms, which are per-

manent prophecies because they are at the same

time eternal truths, predictions which in con-

taining the grounds of fulfilment involve the

principle of foresight, and teach the science of

the future in its perpetual elements. Coleridge.

There are prophecies which unfold great

prospects and results in respect to the manifes-

tation of God's purposes of grace and truth

toward men. Such prophecies were of neces-

sity general and comprehensive in their terms,

and admitted of manifold fulfilments. It is of

them that we would understand the singularly

pregnant and beautiful remark of Lord Bacon

that " Divine prophecies, being of the nature

of their author, with whojn a thousand years

are as but one day, are therefore not fulfilled

punctually at once, but have springing and

germinant accomplishment ; though the height

or fulness of them may refer to some one age."

The very first prophecy ever uttered to fallen

man—the promise given of a seed through the

woman which should bruise the head of the

serpent—and that afterward given to Abraham

of a seed of blessing, may be fitly specified as

illustrations of the principle ;
since in either

i-jise—though by virtue, not of a double sense,

but of a wide and comprehensive import—

a

fulfilment from the first was constantly pro-

ceeding, while " the height and fulness" of the

predicted good could only be reached in the re-

demption of Christ and the glories of His king-

dom. P. Fairbairn.

It was one of the special functions of those

ancient prophets to minister to the faith and

hope of the few yet found faithful among the

many faithless. To them, and primarily for

their sake, God spake, through His servants, of

the great things then in the future of His Zion.

The Messiah yet to come ; the work He should

achieve while yet among men in the flesh ;
the

mission of the Holy Spirit ; the conversion of

the Gentiles ; the fortunes of the Jews—at first

mostly cast off for their unbelief, but ultimate-

ly brought in through great mercy ; the abro-

gation of the sacriflcial system ; the outgoing

of the gospel to the distant nations of the earth
;

tlie mission of truth and its triumphs in every

land, and the final victory of Christ over all

opposing powers—these things are grouped to-

gether into these glorious visions of the then

distant future—a grand and sublime panorama

of the Christian age in whole, making revela-

tions even to us who live midway in their ful-

filment, such as no lover of his race and lover of

Christ can contemplate without being quickened

anew in faith and love for the prayer and the

work to which Christ calls him. How earnestly

do these prophecies invite the most careful

study ! We do not wonder that Peter should en-

dorse and commend them to his Christian breth-

ren, saying :
" We have also the word of proph-

ecy made more sure" (i.e., by its incipient fulfil-

ment), " whereunto ye do well that ye take heed

as to a light that shineth in a dark place until

the day dawn, and the day-star arise in your

hearts" (2 Pet. 1 : 19). H. C.

How plain the Hebrew prophets talk to us,

how easily we understand their essential mes-

sage, when taken out of its partial aspects of

time and place ! We know well the chrono-

logical periods of their predictions ; we are not

at all ignorant of their primary applications,

nor of the peculiar, the very peculiar historical

states that furnish the ground of their impas-

sioned admonitions ; most special indeed, most

exclusive are they in their national and ethical

aspects ; and yet vv'e cannot help feeling that

these ancient seers are talking to us, talking to

all men, to all ages. Their words are just the

words, just the figures, which are needed now,

and found to be most appropriate now, in re-

buking every form of wrong, of oppression, of

public or private wickedness. T. Lewis.

They are most profitable for holiness, both

personal, ecclesiastical and national. They re-

veal God in all His fulness and variety of be-

ing ; they speak in human ears the strains of

heaven. Oh, how very sublime, how very pa-

thetic, how very moral, how very Divine they

are ! It is the richest tissue of discourse that

was ever woven. The poet, the orator, the

merchant, the statesman, the divine, every

form of spiritual workman, will find the in-

struments, and the measures, and the rules, and

the chief performances of his art, therein. How

many-sided are the prophets ! How they stretch

athwart the middle space between heaven and

earth, lying all abroad in the most varied beau-

ty ! E. Irving.

The sixteen prophets may be divided into

four groups : the prophets of the northern

kingdom—Hosea, Amos, Jonah ; the prophets

of the southern kingdom—Joel, Isaiah, Jere-

miah, Obadiah. Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk,
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Zephaniah ; the prophets of the Captivity

—

Ezeldel and Daniel ; the prophets of the Re-

turn—Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi.

They may be arranged in the following chron-

ological order—namely, Joel, Jonah, Hosea,

Amos, Isaiah, Micah, Nahum, Zephaniah, Ha-

bakkuk, Obadiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel,

Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi. But it will be

more convenient to take them in the order in

which the,y stand in the Old Testament, speak-

ing first of the four great prophets, and then

of the twelve minor prophets. P. S.

THE PROPHET ISAIAH.

The prophet Isaiah is by general consent the

greatest of all Hebrew writers, and the foremost

of the long list of seers who form so remarkable

an element in the history of the Jewish race.

And yet we know but little of his personal his-

tory. His writings are his great memorial, and

these so fully describe the person and offices of

the Messiah, that from the time of Jerome

downward he has been known as the Evangel-

ical Prophet. R. P. S.

Jerome, in his introduction to the prophecies

of Isaiah, saj^s, "He is to be regarded not so

much as a prophet as an evangelist. For he

revealed all the mysteries of Christ and of the

Church so plainly, that you would not think

that he was prophesying concerning future

events, but rather relating the history of the

past. " Other fathers in the Latin Church have

bestowed upon him the same and similar ap-

pellations ; especially does Augustine love to

emphasize the Gospel truths of tlie great

prophet. Nor did the fathers of the Greek

Church fail to recognize this prominent feature

in Isaiah's writings, as the words of Cyril,

Theodoret. and others sufficiently testify. The

reformers, too, re-echo these sentiments. Lu-

ther says, "He is full of loving, comforting,

cheering words for all poor consciences and

wretched, afflicted souls," and thus virtually

repeats what the Jewish commentator Abar-

banel had said centuries before him, " The

whole Book of Isaiah is full of consolation."

Vitringa, to the present day yet the mas-

ter commentator of Isaiah, in his edition

of 1714 (luotes with strong terms of approba-

tion the words of Jerome ; wliile the commen-

tators of the present day, both conservative or

liberal, can only approve the sentiment of their

predecessors as to the evangelical contents of

Isaiah. The voice of the Church in this regard

is but the echo of Christ and His disciples, as

is apparent from almost every book in the New
Testament. No writer of the Old Testament

is so frequently quoted in the New as the son

of Amoz. Paul's Epistle to the Romans is

almost built on the great prophet. Sebastian

Munster, in his commentary of 1660, declares

that the " testimonies of Isaiah ornament as

would stars and jewels the most pregnant letter

of Paul to the Romans."
Isaiah, more than any of his prophetic breth-

ren, spiritualized and denationalized all the

prominent ideas with which prophecy is accus-

tomed to deal. The central idea of both Testa-

ments, and the connecting link between them,

is the idea of the kingdom of God. The reve-

lations of both covenants are Christo-centric

only because the establishment of this kingdom

is possible through Christ Jesus alone. Isaiah's

sermons, like those of all the other prophets,

deal with this cardinal doctrine, but in a pe-

culiar manner. What distinguishes him from

them and brings him so near to the evangelists

of the New Testament is the fact that he more
than others points to the coming Messiah as th(!

chosen servant of Jehovah to accomplish the

end of which the others had spoken. With the

vividness of an eye-witness he describes the

manner in which this Messiah will fulfil His

mission, and the personal characteristics and

attributes that enable Him, and Him alone, to

accomplish this In other words, a New Testa-

ment and evangelical atmosphere pervades the

preaching of Isaiah, because he goes beyond the

other seers of the Old Testament, and does not,

like tliem, restrict himself to the simple an-

nouncement of the new dispensation, but, witli

a clear and (ilarion voice of a messenger bring-

ing the most glorious news, describes more

definitely than all his predecessors the person

and the work of the chosen mediinu. He takes

one vast stride beyond his proplietic brethren,

looks more deeply than they into the myste-

rious plans of the Godhead, and has been en-

lightened beyond their knowledge. Where in

all pre-Christian revelation could we find a
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clearer elucidation of the work of redemption

than in the redemption of the servant of

Jehovah (Isa. 40-66), especially in that most

glorious fifty-third chapter, the climax and

corner-stone of the whole Old Testament ? The

sufferings and vicarious death of the innocent

servant, the deliverance of the captives from

sin and its consequences, and the redemption

of all mankind through Him who bears away

all our sins, and in whose stripes all are healed,

have the vividness of historical narrative.

In this manner Isaiah, about seven centuries

before Christ, proclaims the fundamental doc-

trines of the Gospel. The prophet becomes an

apostle ; the lines of time are erased ; the cen-

turies still to come are overleaped, and the

work yet to be accomplished described as

though it were already done. Truly the pious

fathers of the Church did not go astray when

they called this chief among the prophets " the

Evangelist of the Old Testament." No book

of the Old Testament is so replete with Gospel

truth as that of the son of Amoz. Prophecy

reached in him its highest development, and he

stands unrivalled as the first among his peers

among God's preachers in the old covenant.

Schodde.

Isaiah is by far the greatest of the writing

prophets. We cannot open his book anywhere

but we meet with the grasp of a great spirit.

There is a rush of eloquence that carries you

away ; there is a splendor of diction and con-

ception like that of a seraph ; and wherejis in

other prophets perhaps a single idea stands out

with lonely grandeur, here you have a perfect

Alpine range of great truths, rising peak be-

hind peak, up into* the very heavens. Yet it is

not diflicult, I think, to see which is the great-

est idea in the whole Book of Isaiah. It is the

idea of God. That might, indeed, be said to

be the leading idea in all the prophets, because

what made them prophets was the vividness of

their conception of God. Undoubtedly
;
yet

none of the others come nearly vip in this re-

spect to Isaiah. It was given to him to speak

about God as God never was spoken of by mor

tal lips until the Son came forth to reveal the

Father. Stalker.

Whatever there is of poetiy in the roll of the

prophets, whatever of truth, of purity, and of

elevation as to moral principle and theistic doc-

trine, and especially whatever there is of cath-

olicity and of hopefulness for all nations, is pi'e-

emiuently found in the prophecies of Isaiah.

These prophecies may well be said to embrace

and to comprehend, and, in a sense, at once to

recapitulate the revelations of all preceding ages,

and to foreshow the revelations that were yet

to come. The moral law is there in the fixed-

ness of its eternal axioms ; the spiritual life is

there, and the substance of the Gospel is there
;

for the Redeemer of the world and the most

signal of all events in the world's history are

there ; and with the Saviour the brightness of

the latest ages of the human family sheds a

light upon this prophecy. Revelation culmi-

nates in the pages of this prophet ; for the Old

and the New Covenants are therein represented.

I. T.

Guided by the Spirit, he took in and pondered

the leading particulars of Christ's person, his-

tory, and work. He was enabled to contem-

plate Him as a child born, as a son given, as a

rod out of the stem of Jesse, as a branch grow-

ing out of his roots, and also as Wonderful,

Counsellor, the mighty God, the everlasting

Father, and the Prince of Peace. He speaks of

His teaching and of His miracles—of His life

and of His death ; fully and with wonderful

exactitude does he portray His sufferings, and

with unmistakable distinctness declare their

sacrificial nature. He proclaims Messiah as

Prophet, Priest, and King, and especially am-

plifies, under a variety of the most beautiful

images, the glory and blessedness of His reign.

And as his eye sweeps over this range of evan-

gelical truth—as he seems as if reading before-

hand the pages of the New Testament, we won-

der not at his clear recognition of a future life,

of the living again of the dead, of the dwellers

in the dust awakening to sing, of a freshness

of life covering them like the dew of herbs.

The knowledge of a resurrection and a blessed

immortality seems inseparably related to the

knowledge of a Saviour, without whom there

could be no resurrection, and future existence

could not be life, but everlasting death. And

therefore we see how to the man before whom
there was lifted up the veil of futurity, to be-

hold the Messiah so distinctly, there was also

lifted up the veil for the beholding of immor-

tality. Stoughton.

The style of Isaiah has been universally ad-

mired as the most perfect model of the sublime ;

it is distinguished for all the magnificence and

for all the sweetness of the Hebrew language.

The variety of his images and the animated

warmth of his expressions characterize him

as unequalled in point of eloquence ; and if

we were desirous of producing a specimen of

the dignity and beauties of the Scripture

language, we should have recourse to Isaiah.

Jerome speaks of him as conversant with every

part of science, and indeed the marks of a cul-
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tivated and improved mind are stamped in

every page of his book ; but these are almost

eclipsed by the splendor of his inspired knowl-

edge. In the delivery of his prophecies and

instructions he utters his enraptured strains

with an elevation and majesty which unhal-

lowed lips could never have attained. From
the grand exordium in the first chapter to the

concluding description of the Gospel, to "be
brought forth" in wonders and to terminate in

the dispensation of eternity ; from first to last

there is one continued display of inspired wis-

dom, revealing its oracles and precepts for the

instruction of mankind. Gray. His style is

alwaj's in perfect harmony with the objects he

describes ; and as the subjects vary, so his style

varies also. If he makes a recital, it is with a

natural simplicity, in which the skill of the

writer is felt but not seen. When he exhorts

or rebukes, his invectives are piercing and his

aspect is terrible. When he casts his prophetic

glance forward to happier times, his genius

seems to struggle with his subject for the in-

vention of images more beautiful and compari-

sons more just. But his chief merit, and that

which gives him a marked pre-eminence over

the poets of the East, is the admirable precision

of his expressions, the richness of his imagery,

and the perfect contour of his periods. Eich-

Jiorn.

In Isaiah we see prophetic authorship reach-

ing its culminating point. Everything con-

spired to raise him to an elevation to which no

prophet, either before or after, could as a writer

attain. Among the other prophets, each of the

more important ones is distinguished by some

one particular excellence and some one peculiar

talent. In Isaiah all kinds of talent and all

beauties of prophetic discourse meet together

so as mutually to temper and qualify each

other. It is not so much anj' single feature

that distinguishes him as the symmetry and per-

fection of the whole. . . . Both as prophet

and as author Isaiah stands upon that calm,

sunnj' height which in each several branch of

ancient literature one eminently favored spirit at

the right time takes possession of, which s(!ems,

as it were, to have been waiting for him, and

which, when he has come and mounted the

ascent, seems to keep and guard him to the last

as its own right man. In the sentiments which

he expresses, in the topics of his discourses, and

in the manner of expression. Isaiah uniformly

reveals himself as the kingly prophet. Ewald.

Isaiah stands pre-eminent above all other

prophets, as well in the contents and spirit of

his predictions as in their form and style.

Simplicity, clearness, sublimity and freshness

are the never-failing characteristics of his

prophecies. The spiritual riches of the prophet

are seen in his style, which always befits his

subject. When he rebukes and threatens, it is

like a storm, and when he comforts, his

language is as tender and mild as (to use his

own words) that of a mother comforting her

son. Hengstenberg.

For sixty years this noble and heroic man,
who after David fills the foremost place in the

story of the chosen people, discharged the

varied offices of prophet and seer, writer and
statesman, in a most critical and eventful period

of his nation's history. To his devoted loyalty

to the God who loved Israel, to his imswerving
faith, to his splendid patriotism was owing the

great moral revolution which was rewarded by
the golden reign of the great Hezckiah, and the

strange spectacle of the comparatively little

kingdom of Judah successfully defying the

mighty power of the greatest nation of the

Eastern world. And although Isaiah survived

the good and great Hezekiah, and lived long

enough to witness the relapse of the court and

people into their old sin and degradation, his

writings and his work lived on long after

Jerusalem was a byword and her temple a ruin.

Though, to human eyes, Isaiah and his work
seemed a failure, and his words as though only

traced in the sand, the words and the work, the

one dictated and the other inspired by the Eter-

nal of Hosts, men now see possess a deathless

power which increases as the centuries roll on

in their solemn course. The words have been

—nay, still are—in part, at least, the basis of

the theology of Christendom. On them the

pious Jew still loves to linger, because they

represent to him the noblest, truest aspirations

of his race. In them, century after century,

devout Christians in every nation under heaven

find written in the sublimest yet in the simplest

language those sweet and blessed promises

which, in all the stress and fever of life's trials,

nerve men and women to suffer and be strong,

and which again and again whisper to them of

the coming times when sorrow and sighing

shall flee away.

Like so many of earth's great ones, the

prophet-statesman—so runs the sad tradition

—

passed through pain and agony to his rest.

Now in the bosom of God he sees the fruit of

his long and noble though, as far as earth was

concerned, ill-requited toils—sees the souls of

unnumbered harassed ones finding in his story

of Messiah new and ever new bulwarks for the
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faith wliicli must save tliem ; reading in his

sweet and comfortable promises great and fresh

jissurances of the perfect peace which passeth

understanding. May we not say of Isaiah as

of Isaiah's Master, " He sees of tlie travail of

his soul, and is satisfied" ? Spence.

From first to last Isaiah's character stands

before us as one of almost superhuman eleva-

tion. When we think of him during those

sixty years dis(;harging so many varied offices

—prophet, apostle, psalmist, instructor, inter-

cessor, evangelist, apocalj'ptic seer ; expostu-

lating, reproving, expounding, comforting
;

doing all with deepest self-resignation and un-

faltering faith toward God, and with serene

dignity toward men, we seem to be contem-

plating one who, while retaining all human
sj'mpathies, has had a portion of seraphic na-

ture communicated to him ; one who was fitted

to bear witness to the perfect " servant of the

Lord" in prophecy, but even, in some degree,

to foreshadow Ilis character in actual life.

W. Kay.

Isaiah was not only a prophet, but also a

prophet-historian—a prominent instance, under

the general law, that the prophets, as a class,

wrote out the historic annals of their respective

times. He wrote " the acts of Uzziah" (2 Chron.

26 : 22) and of Hezekiah (2 Chron. 32 : 32). The
close resemblance between the two extant his-

tories of the great Assyrian invasion—the first

in 2 K. 18 : 13 to the end of chap. 20, and the

second in Isaiah, chaps. 36-39—leaves scarcely

a doubt that Isaiah wrote the former as well as

the latter, and if so, then also, generally, the

annals of his time. H. C.

Unity of Autliorship of the Book.

This book not only forms a part of the Old

Testaiueut canon as far as we can trace it back,

but has held its place there without any change
of form, size or contents, of which the least

external evidence can be adduced. The allu-

sions to this prophet, and the imitations of him
in the later books of the Old Testament, are not

confined to any one part of the book or any
single class of passages. The apocryphal wri-

ters who make mention of it use no expres-

sions which imply that it was not already long

complete in its present form and size. The
same thing seems to be implied in the numer-
ous citations of this book in the New Testa-

ment. Without going here into minute de-

tails, a correct idea of the general fact may
be conveyed by simply stating that of the

sixty-six chapters of Isaiah, as divided in

our modern Bibles, forty-seven are common-
ly supposed to be directly quoted or distinct-

ly alluded to, and some of them repeatedly.

The same thing may be illustrated clearly on a
smaller scale by stating that in the twenty-one

cases where Isaiah is expressly named in the

New Testament, the quotations are drawn from
the first, sixth, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh,

twenty-ninth, fortieth, forty second, fifty-

third, sixty-first, and sixty-fifth chapters of the

book before us. These facts, together with the

absence of all countervailing evidence, show
clearly that the Book of the Prophet Isaiah

(Luke 4 : 17), known and quoted by our Lord
and His apostles, was, as a whole, identical

with that which we have under the same name.
We find accordingly a long, unbroken series of

interpreters, Jewish and Christian, through a

course of ages not only acquiescing in this

general statement, but regarding all the pas-

sages and parts of which the book consists as

clearly and unquestionably genuine. A.

Tlie lifetime of Isaiah is the first key to the

true arrangement of his prophecies. During
its course the Assyrian power rose to its height,

scourged and wasted the nations, led Ephraim
captive, afflicted Judah, dashed itself against

the rock of God's promise to Zion and the house

of David, and then began to decay, its chief

mission being fulfilled. The prophet lived

through the gathering of this thunder-cloud.

He saw it burst over his country, was chosen

to announce the fall of the destroyer, and sur-

vived till after the peaceful close of Hezekiah's

reign. Thus his prophecies fall naturally into

two main divisions, contrasted in their charac-

ter and tone, Assyrian and post-Assyrian. To
make this contrast plainei', and show the his-

torical basis on which it rests, four chapters of

direct history are interposed between thera

(36-39), which recount the Assyrian overthrow,

the reprieve of the kingdom, and the Babylonian

embassy. The Assyrian prophecies all con-

verge on the great crisis of Sennacherib's over-

throw. The post-Assyrian diverge from the

brief warning of Judah's exile, occasioned by
the message of !Merodach, when all the royal

treasures and the royal seed of David would be

carried away to Babylon (39 : 6, 7).

Again, Isaiah's ministry before Sennacherib's

fall includes three periods, marked by diverse

characters. Twenty years—from the last of

Uzziah to the third of Ahaz—saw the gradual

advance of the Assyrian, through the reign of

Pekah, till a first crisis, when Pekah was slain

by Hoshea and Rezin by Tiglath-pileser, and
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Damascus was sacked and almost ruined. To

this corresponds a first series of visions (cliaps.

1-12). Its main features are a stern warning to

Israel and Judali of troubles at hand from the

Assyrian, mingled with prophecies of Im-

manuel, the Prince of Peace, the Rod from the

stem of Jesse, in whom the Gentiies were to

trust and Zion was to rejoice forever.

A second period of sixteen years reaches

from the fourth year of Ahaz to the fourth of

Hezekiah, when the siege of Samaria began.

During its course Ephraim barely survived, and

Judah was brought very low through the sin

of Ahaz. The Assyrian went on confirming

and extending his dominion in all the border

lands, but had not resumed any direct aggres-

sion on the land of Israel. The Burdens on the

Nations, a sec(md series of visions, belong to

this period, with a sequel in which warnings

of judgment are followed by new messages of

grace (chaps. 13-27). This series closes, like

the first, with a full promise of the gathering

of Israel (chaps. 11 : 11-16 ; 27 : 12, 13).

The third period reaches from the siege of

Samaria to the overthrow of the Assyrian host.

It is marked by the fall of Israel and the sore

distress of Judah, followed by the speedy de-

struction of the Assyrian army. The visions

begin with four woes on Israel and Judah,

mingled with promises of a signal deliverance.

They continue with a woe on the Assyrian

spoiler, a message of judgment to all the na-

tions, and a glorious prophecj^ of the good

things to come (chaps. 28-35).

The later, or post-Assyrian prophecies, be-

long to the peaceful close of Hezekiah's reign.

Hence their order and succession is fixed by no

historical changes, but by the nature of that

future to which the predictions belong. The
prophet, whose lips had so earlj^ been touched

with heavenly fire, attains in his old age to a

peaceful and lofty elevation, like that of Moses

on Pisgah, whence his eje ranges far and wide

over the landscape of ages to come (chaps.

40-66). Birks.

[For a detailed examination of the disruptive

theories of the earlier Continental critics bear-

ing upon the first thirty-five chapters of Isaiah,

see the Introduction to Volume of Dr. J. Addi-

son Alexander, on the " Earlier Prophecies,"

pages 25-68.

The main question, touching the unity of

authorship of the earlier and later prophecies,

is treated more fully in the special introduction

to chaps. 40-66, to which the reader's attention

is called. B.]

ISAIAH, CHAPTER I.

1 : 1 The vision of Isaiah the son of Amoz, which he saw concerning Judah and Jeru-

salem, in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of Judah.

2 Hear, O heavens, and give ear, O earth, for the Lord hath spoken : I have nourished

3 and brought up children, and they have rebelled against me. The ox knoweth his owner,

4 and the ass his master's crib : but Israel doth not know, my people doth not consider. Ah
sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity, a seed of evil-doers, children that deal corruptly :

they have forsaken the Loud, they have despised the Holy One of Israel, they are estranged

5 and gone backward. Why Avill ye be still stricken, that ye revolt more and more ? the whole

6 head is sick, and the whole heart faint. From the sole of the foot even unto the head there

is no soundness in it ; hut wounds, and bruises, and festering sores : they have not been

7 closed, neitlier bound up, neither mollified with oil. Your country is desolate
;
your cities

are burned with fire
;
your land, strangers devour it in your presence, and it is desolate, as

8 overthrown by strangers. And tlie daughter of Zion is left as a booth in a vineyard, as a

9 lodge in a garden of cucumbers, as a besieged city. Except the Lord of hosts liad left unto

us a very small remnant, we should have been as Sodom, we should have been like unto

Gomorrah.

10 Hear the word of the Lord, ye rulers of Sodom
;
give ear unto tlie law of our God, ye

11 people of Gomorrah. To what purpose is the multitude of your sacrifices unto me? saith

the Lord : I am full of the burnt offerings of rams, and the fat of fed beasts ; and I delight

12 not in the blood of bullocks, or of lambs, or of he goats. When ye come to appear before

13 me, who hath required this at your hand, to trample ray courts? Bring no more vain obla-
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tions ; incense is an abomination unto me ; new moon and sabbath, the calling of assemblies,

—

14 I cannot away with iniquity and the solemn meeting. Your new moons and your appointed

15 feasts my soul hateth : they are a trouble unto me ; I am weary to bear them. And when ye
spread forth your hands, I will hide mine eyes from you : yea, when ye make many prayers,

16 I will not hear : your hands are full of blood. Wash you, make you clean
;
put away the

17 evil of your doings from before mine eyes ; cease to do evil : learn to do well ; seek judge-

ment, relieve the oppressed, judge the fatherless, plead for the widow.

18 Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord : though your sins be as scarlet,

J.9 they shall be as white as snow ; though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool. If ye

20 be willing and obedient, ye shall eat the good of the land : but if ye refuse and rebel, ye shall

be devoured with the sword : for the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it.

21 How is the faithful city become an harlot ! she that was full of j udgemeut ! righteousness

22 lodged in her, but now murderers. Thy silver is become dross, thy w^ine mixed with water.

23 Thy princes are rebellious, and companions of thieves ; every one loveth gifts, and followeth

after rewards : thej' judge not the fatherless, neither doth the cause of the widow come unto

them.

24 Therefore saith the Lord, the Lord of hosts, the Mighty One of Israel, Ah, I will ease me
25 of mine adversaries, and avenge me of mine enemies : and I will turn my hand upon thee,

26 and thoroughly purge away thy dross, and will take away all thy tin : and I will restore thy
judges as at the first, and thy counsellors as at the beginning : afterward thou shalt be called

27 The city of righteousness, the faithful city. Zion shall be redeemed with j udgemeut, and
28 her converts with righteousness. But the destruction of the transgressors and the sinners

29 shall be together, and they that forsake the Lord shall be consumed. For they shall be
a.shamed of the oaks which ye have desired, and ye shall be confounded for the gardens that

30 ye have chosen. For ye shall be as an oak whose leaf fadeth, and as a garden that hath no
31 water. And the strong shall be as tow, aud his work as a spark ; and they shall both burn

together, and none shall quench them.

First Series of Visions, Chaps. 1-12.

These twelve chapters, though composed of

an earlier portion (chaps. 2-6), in the reign of

Uzziah, and of a later (chaps. 1, 7-12), in the

reign of Ahaz, still form one connected whole,

distinct in character from the burdens and woes
that follow. They fall naturally into a seven-

fold division : 1. The Preface or General In-

troduction (1 : 2-31) ; 2. The Earliest Proph-

ecy (chaps. 2-4) ; 3. The Parable of the Vine-

yard (chap. 5) ; 4. The Prophet's Call (chap. 6)

;

5. The Prophecy of Immanuel (chaps. 7-9 : 7) ;

6. The "Warning of Assyrian Conquests (chap.

9 : 8 to chap. 10) ; 7. The Times of Messiah

(chaps. 11. 12). Of these the second, third and
fourth will belong to the last year of Uzziah

;

and the rest will be considerably later, in the

second and third years of Ahaz. Birks.

Cbap. 1 . It is neither easy nor specially im-

portant to decide whether this chapter was
written first in the order of time. Opinions are

divided between this and the sixth. The latter

refers either to the induction of Isaiah into the

prophetic office, or to his reconsecration to it as

a special anointing that he might be the better

qualified to go to an obdurate people. Very
probably this chapter may have been simply
suggested by great judgments in the lime of

Ahaz, following in consequence of previous

great sins, and may then have been written as

an introduction to the book. For it has the ap-

pearance of a general epitome of his prophetic

messages—a brief summary view of the main
points which they embrace. Here are the great

sins of the people ; the Lord's call to them to

repent, coupled with His promise to them of

free pardon ; the calamities sent upon them,

either in chastisement to reclaim, or (this fail-

ing) in righteous retribution to destroy. These

are the points made in this chapter. They are

also the points made in general throughout the

book. Hence this may be taken as a summary
or chapter of contents, introductory in the sense

of being a brief presentation of the subject-

matter of the whole. This view of the chapter

is now adopted by some of the best critics.

Dr. Alexander says :
" It is probable that this

chapter exhibits a sequence of events or provi-

dential scheme which might be realized in more
than one emergency ; not so much a prediction

as a prophetic lesson with respect to the effects

which certain causes must infallibly produce.

Such a discourse would be peculiarly appropri-

ate as an introduction to the prophecies which
follow." This view, if accepted, practically

dispo.ses of our preliminary question of date,

the chapter being written for an introd;i;-tioa.
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and yet not written first in order of time, but

suggested by events in the reign of Ahaz, or

possibly yet later. H. C.

The design of this chapter is to show the

connection between the sins and sufferings of

God's people aud the necessity of further judg-

ments as means of purification and deliverance.

The popular corruption is first exliibited as the

effect of alienation from God, and as the cause

of national calamities (verses 2-9). It is then

exhibited as coexisting with punctilious exact-

ness in religious duties, and as rendering them

worthless (verses 10-20). It is finally exhibited

in twofold contrast, first with a former state of

things and then with one still future, to be

brought about by the destruction of the wicked,

and especially of wicked rulers (verses 21-31).

The first part of the chapter describes the sin

and then the suffering of tlie people. The for-

mer is characterized as filial ingratitude, stupid

incousideration, habitual transgression, con-

tempt of God, and alienation from Him (verses

2-4). The suffering is first represented by the

figure of disease and wounds, and then in lit-

eral terms as the effect of an invasion, by which

the nation was left desolate, and only saved by

God's regard for His elect from the total de-

struction of Sodom and Gomorrah (verses 5-9).

The second part is connected with the first by

the double allusion to Sodom and Gomorrah

with which one closes and the other opens. In

this part the prophet shows the utter inefficacy

of religious rites to counteract the natural effect

of their iniquities, and then exhorts them to

the use of the true remedj'. Under the for-

mer head, addressing them as similar in charac-

ter to Sodom and Gomorrah, he describes their

sacrifices as abundant and exact, but not ac-

ceptable ;
their attendance at the Temple as

punctual, and yet insulting ; their bloodless

offerings as abhorrent, and their holy days as

wearisome and hateful on account of their in-

iquities ; their very prayers as useless, because

their hands were stained with blood (verses

10-15). As a necessary means of restoration to

God's favor, he exhorts them to forsake their

evil courses and to exercise benevolence and

justice, assuring them that God was willing to

forgive them and restore the advantages which

they had forfeited by sin, but at the same time

resolved to punish the impenitent transgressor

(verses 16-20). The transition from the second

to the third part is abrupt, and introduced by a

pathetic exclamation. In this part the prophet

compares Israel as it is with what it has been

and with what it shall be. In the former com-

parison, he employs two metaphors, each fol-

lowed by a literal explanation of its meaning ;

that of a faithful wife become a harlot, and

that of adulterated wine and silver, both ex-

pressive of a moral deterioration, with special

reference to magistrates and rulers (verses

21-23). In the other comparison, the coming

judgments are presented in the twofold aspect

of purification and deliverance to the Church,

and of destruction to its wicked members. The
prophet sees the leading men of Israel de-

stroyed, first as oppressors, to make room for

righteous rulers and thus save the state ; then

as idolaters consumed by that in which they

trusted for protection. A.

1. The first verse is plainly a common title

of the whole book. This title implies the Di-

vine authority of the whole book. It answers

to the promise (Num. 12 : 6),
" If there be a

prophet among you, I the Lord will make my-
self known to him in a vision." It implies,

further, the unity of the whole work. These

are no fragments, thrown fortuitously together.

They form a gospel of the Old Testament, mid-

way in time between Moses and Christ, be-

tween the first passover of the Exodus and the

finished aud all-perfect sacrifice of the Son of

God.

2, 3. The message of the prophet begins

with an echo to the sublime appeal in the song

of Moses, the parting voice of the law—" Give

ear, O ye heavens, and I will speak ; and hear,

O earth, the words of my mouth" (De. 32 : 1).

The subject of each appeal is the same. Moses

predicts the perverseness and rebellion of Israel.

Isaiah, the foremost of the prophets, opens his

message by proclaiming that the warning

given seven hundred years before by Moses is

now fulfilled. The same witnesses, summoned
before to give solemnity to the warning, must

now attest its fulfilment. All angels above,

and all men below, and all the visible works of

God are to give ear with reverence, while

Jehovah, the Lord of heaven and earth, pleads

with His rebellious people. When the Creator

speaks, all creatures are bound to give ear.

Birks.

The Bible constantly and unfalteringly ap-

peals to the analogy of the deepest and most

familiar emotions of our own nature. It does

not scruple to resort to the most naked anthro-

popathic images and expressions ; either secure,

according to the saying of Coleridge, that it

could not be misconstrued amid such clear and

copious assertions of the Divine spirituality, or

else as careless, even though it were in some

degree misunderstood, if it could but win us

from our fears and our distrust. It is impossl-
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ble to imagine anything more intensely pathetic

than the daring imagery by which the prophets

ofter represent God as cliiding, upbraiding,

threatening, and anon relentingly beseeching

His perverse and ungrateful creatures. (See

also Jer. 31 : 18-21 ; 32 : 36-40 ; Ezek. 16 : 3
;

Hos. 6:4; 7 : 13-16 ; 11 : 7, 8 ; 13 : 4-10, and a

host of other passages.) Henry Rogers.

2, The relation in whicli the Lord delights

to exhibit Himself to His people is that of a

father to his children ; and when they are dis-

obedient and rebellious, He impresses upon us

the enormity of their conduct, by reminding us

of the sternest of life's sorrows—a fatlier's grief

at the unworthiness of his son. " I have nour-

islied and brought up children," He says, " and

they have rebelled against Me." He had not

only nourished them—that is, nursed their in-

fant and helpless years—but had watched over

and sustained their growth—had '

' brought

them up" to the strength and glory of man-
hood, and then—they rebelled against Him.
There is a deep pathos in the suggestion here

presented to the mind, of the solemn grief of a

father over a rebellious and worthless son, on

the one hand ; and of the intensitj^ of the son's

ingratitude in rebelling against the paternid

hand, on the other. Kitto. Essentially this

very sin of cold ingratitude and rebellion

against God's authority, charged here upon Is-

rael, lies at the door of all ungodly, unrepeut-

ing sinners in every age and in every land,

with only the difference of greater guilt in the

case of the more enlightened. For, who of us

all hath not been nourished and brought up as

a chihl by our great Father above? Whose
life has not been crowned by His loviugkindness

and tender mercies? H. C.

The highest and most natural conception of

the universe is that wliich makes God the Fa-

ther of His rational and spiritual creatures,

which constitutes them a family, and which
implies communication between Him and them
as personal beings. He making known His will

and character, and they obeying and adoring

Him. If we believe that God made man with
a rational and a religious nature—a child—ca-

pable of communion with Him, and of finding

in Him only the Iiighest source of happiness

and means of moral perfection, then it would
be exceedingly strange if God should not re-

veal Himself to him. Shall not a father speak
to his own child? It is demonstrable, on the

principles of reason, that if man had contin-

ued in a state of innocence, the highest prog-

ress and expansion and felicity of his nature

could not have been attained except by com-

munion with God. Man becomes assimilated

to that with which he voluntarily holds com-
munion. And since God is the fountain of all

excellence, wliy should He not communicate
Himself to an innocent creature wliom He had
made with faculties to know and love and en-

joy Him? M. Hopkins.

What God desires by our training here is,

that we become like to Him ; that there be nur-

tured in us a power to discern between good
and evil ; that by giving our own voluntary

consent to His appointments, and that by dis-

covering in various and perplexing circum
stances what is the right thing to do, we may
have our own moral natures as enlightened,

strengthened and fully developed every way
as possible. The object of God in declariug

His will to us is not to point out particular

steps, but to bring our wills into conformity
with His, so that whether we err in any partic-

ular step or no, we shall still be near to Him in

intention. He does with us as we with chil-

dren. We do not always at once relieve them
from their little difficulties, but watch with in-

terest the working of their own conscience re-

garding the matter, and will give them no sign

till they themselves have decided. Dods.

3. ISTo sooner had we got within the walls of

Tiberias, than the drove began to disperse.

Every ox knew perfectly well his owner, his

house, and the way to it, nor did he get bewil-

dered for a moment in the mazes of these nar-

row and crooked alleys. As for the asses, they
walked straight to the door, and up to their

master's "crib." I followed one company
clear into their habitation, and saw each take

his appropriate manger, and begin his evening

meal of dry tibn. Isaiah says in all this they

were wiser than their owners, wlio neitlier knew
nor considered, but forsook the Lord, and pro-

voked the Holy One of Israel. Thomson.

Like the ox and the ass, Israel had a master,

upon whom he was dependent, and to whom
he owed obedience ; but, unlike them, he did

not recognize and would not serve his rightful

sovereign and the author of his mercies. A.——The chosen people have become brutish,

and debased themselves below the beasts of the

field. Mere animal instinct is a safer guide
than reason, perverted by pride and sensual

vice. Contempt for God renders men more
senseless than brutes themselves. Birks.

Narrow the prospects of man to this time-

world, and it is impossible to escape the con-

clusions of the epicurean sensualist. If to-

morrow we die, let us eat and drink to-day. If

we die the sinner's death, it becomes a matter
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of mere taste whether we shall live the sinner's

life or not. But if our existence is forever,

then plainly that which is to be daily subdued

and subordinated is the animal within us ; that

which is to be cherished is that wliich is likest

God within us—which we have from Him, and

which is the sole pledge of eternal being in the

spirit-life. F. W. R.

Dotli not consider. The want of thought

about sin is one of the most radical hindrances

to conversion, as it is one of the gravest causes

of defective, barren piety. Out of this want

of intelligent thoughtfulness grows the imper-

fect estimate and superficial feeling respecting

the intrinsic nature and heinousness of sin

which are found so largely in the world and in

the Church. B.

4. They are g^one backward. Every

step away from the Lord is really a step back-

ward. It is like turning one's face away from

th(! sun, and walking toward darkness. There

are two standards of life—this world's and

Christ's ; we may be making progress accord-

ing to the former, and at the same time going

backward according to the latter. Away from

God is always downward, no matter if we be

climbing among men. Getting nearer to God
in heart, in life, is always getting onward

;

though in the world's scale we may be de-

scending. We need, therefore, to watch our

hearts and our spiritual life when we are pros-

pering in earthly ways. We need to beware

lest, while we are going forward enthusiasti-

cally in men's eyes, we may be going back-

ward as God and angels see us. S. S. T.

5. 6. The Divine medicines appear only to

aggravate the disease. It is no spot on the sur-

face, but a deep-seated infection, poisoning the

springs of life. Their afflictions have been fol-

lowed by deeper sin. " In the time of his dis-

tress did he trespass yet more against the Lord

—this king Ahaz" (2 Chron. 28 : 23). As it

was with their king, so with the people. The
furnace, in which wax and silver are melted or

refined, only liardens clay. Birks.

6. Sin is deep in all the soul. Tlie mind is

enmity against God, so unsound that it is not

subject to God's law, neither indeed can be
;

and it is an affecting thought, that from the

hour when he was born the unconverted sinner

lias liardly ever felt one right emotion Godward.

There has never been one breath of free and

(!ordial and filial devotion, never the pulse of

sptjntaneous, unforced loyalty, never one hour

of simple, genuine piety. The whole head is

sick, the whole heart faint, and instead of tend-

ing toward self-cure, each day makes the earth-

liness more intense, the carnality more com-
plete. Hamilton.

The Lord takes none up but the forsaken,

makes none healthy but the sick, gives sight to

none but blind, brings none to life but the

dead, sanctifies none but sinners and bestows

wisdom upon none but the foolish. Luther.

9. A faithful remnant still survived. The
covenant of God could not fail, and a holy seed

was kept alive in the land. But it was small

and feeble, and the general corruption rivalled

the cities of the plain. Birks.

1 1-20. The prophets everywhere recognize

and insist upon the distinction between the

outward forms of the Old Testament and their

inward spiritual meaning. Isaiah declares that

it is not sacrifices and burnt offerings, oblations

and incense, treading God's courts, new moons
and Sabbaths, feasts and assemblies, that God
requires, but purity of heart and life, and obe-

dience to His will. W. H. G. Prophetism,

while confirming the historical reality of all the

institutions of the law, presented their spirit-

ual bearing, without which it declared the ob-

servance of the letter to be not only meaning-

less, but an absolute perversion of their Divine

purpose. Sacrifices were ineaningless without

brokeuness of heart. Festivals and fasts and all

rites were a perversion and abomination unless

pervaded by the moral and spiritual element.

A. E. It is marvellous that the practical

working of the theocracy, as reflected in its

writings—the pervading and intensely ethical

spirit that characterizes these, and that in re-

spect to the heart not less than the outward

conduct—should not alone have been sufficient

to convince all of the fundamentally spiritual

character of the theocratic constitution and its

ordinances of service. If all was merely na-

tional, outward, ceremonial, in the framework

of the polity, would it not be an inexplicable

anomaly that the writings connected with it

—

its histories, songs, didactic and prophetical

discourses—should all be so peculiarly ethical

in their tone, and personal in their application?

But it Avas morally impossible that the laws

and ordinances of the theocracj^ could be of

such a merely formal and outward character
;

the spiritual and holy nature of God forbade

it ; and from that nature everything took its

determining and influential form. P. F.

1 1-15. The Jewish sacrifices did not evince

God's pleasure in suffering ; they evinced God's

hatred of sin. They were not to supei-sedo

penitence and faith, but to deepen the convic-

tion by a representation of the death which the

offerer of the sacrifice had himself deserved.
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There was nothing purifying about that. They
were worthless except that thej"^ typified the Di-

vine Victim on whom God laid the iniquity of

us all. But, above all, we in these evangelical

days, heirs of all the ages and of all the econ-

omies, should understand why God desires not

our sacrifice. Why should He, Avlien He looks

upon His own? Christ hath died ; then live,

ye fiiocks of Kedar ! The Redeemer of the

world atones ; then crumble, ye altars of mere

external worship 1 The blood is on the mercy-

seat ; then it need be nowhere else. It need

not be on the skirts of the garments, nor in the

Temple, nor on the hands of the worshipper.

" That blood we take, that blood alone,

Should make the covenant peace our own."

Bring obedience to God's commands, there-

fore, and believe Him. He likes that better

than sacrifice. Hearken to His precepts. He
prefers that to the fat of rams. Punshon.

The system of sacrifices and ceremonies was
not in the centre of the Old Testament religion

;

it was altogether and utterly upon the outside.

It lay within the sphere of the Old Testament

religion ; but it lay within that sphere only at

ii distance from the heart and centre of religion

and religious life. The great teachers never

treat the sacrificial and ritual system as belong-

ing, in any central way, to tlie Old Testament

religion. Read the teachings, read the sermons

of the great religious preachers of Israel and

Judah. Take the prophets and go through

them carefully, and see what they say about

religion. If they speak of the rites and cere-

monies that were the ritual system of Israel,

they do it only to show that the}" have no part

whatever in the true religious life ; or they do

it simply to show that they stand on the out-

side of religious life, concerned in religious life

only as outside things which religious men will

attend to because they were asked of them as

religious men by God. That is the most you
can say the religious teachers of Israel have

said about the system of sacrifices and rituals.

There is not a single passage in the Old Testa-

ment in which any saint of God connects his

sense of forgiveness of sin, liis feeling of ac-

ceptance with God, the fact that he is accepted

of God as a forgiven sinner, his sense of joy in

the Divine presence, or his hope of being like

God and with God in the future life, literally,

figuratively or typically, with the system of

sacrifices and rites set before us in the Penta-

teuch—not one passage. S. Burnliam.

Sacrifice is still required of men, by the law
of the Master ; but it is now the sacrifice of

confession, of repentance and restitution, where
another has been injured ; the sacrifice of what-

ever is lower in our nature to whatever is

higher, of whatever is pleasing in our custom
of life to the glory of God, in the welfare of

others, or in our own noblest advancement
;

the sacrifice, alwaj^s, of ease and inclination to

the imperative claims of duty ; the sacrifice of a

supreme dedication of soul and life to Him
from whom our life has come, and by whom
the soul, in its marvellous powers, has been or-

dained. It is rooted, fundamentally, this Chris-

tian sacrifice, in the idea of sin, as a force which
separates man from God ; in the idea of God.

who requires self-surrender on the part of His

worshippers. It is not, therefore, a sacrifice

to be accomplished by the hands, accomplished

by another, in grove or glen or solemn Tem
pie. It is to be accomplished within the heart,

by each for himself ; and the things devoted,

the things destroyed, are the very things most
natively precious—our passions, appetites and
eager desires ; the pride which forbids us to

acknowledge wrong-doing ; the love of enjoy-

ment, which prompts us to use the world for

our luxury ; the desire for eminent position and

power, which seems as native to aspiring spirits

as the function of breathing to the lungs. In

comparison with these sacrifices, moral, invisi-

ble, which have been made by millions un-

counted since Jesus showed the Invisible Fa-

ther to the homage of mankind, the offering of

hecatombs of oxen and sheep were a trifling

thing. That might involve a small loss of pos-

sessions ; but this implies the destruction of

the passion which insists on possession. That
might simply intensify pride, where this over

whelms it ; and all sensual desire, all purely

secular and selfish ambition, might perfectly

consist with external offerings most numerous
and costly, even under the solemn Hebrew rit-

ual. But that which the Lord asks, as the

primal clement in the worship of God, is a

complete self-devotion to Him ; the offerer and

the victim being the same, the scene of the

transcendent offering being the soul. R. S. S.

13. The calliiig^ of assemblies I
cannot away -with. God speaks of the

meetings of His people, the new moon, sacri-

fices and Sabbaths, as an offence unto Him.

The " multitude" of them wearies, and He asks

to what purpose are all these busy, frequent,

3'et empty services. Do not mistake services

for service 1 If we are doing God's work fer-

vently, humbly, patiently, though obscurely,

looking to Him alone, we, like our Master, will

finish the work that He has given us to do.
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Only as we abide in Christ can we be able to

complete our work. Mere machinery and out-

ward activity are of no accoimt without this

daily dwelling in and drawing from Him. Then

our service and our services will be acceptable.

7'. Monod.

13-15. The unquestionable sense of the He-

brew is not merel}^ that their solemn meetings

were an iniciuity, but that God cannot endure

the solemn meeting when thus united with

wickedness. When men come before God in

worship, let their hands be clean of wicked-

ness ; let their hearts reverence and fear the

Holy God. H. C. No instituted service, no

positive part of religion wliatsoever, was ever

acceptable when moral duties were neglected
;

nay, so far from this are they, that God rejects

them with abhorrence and disdain. "We see

from this what was acceptable to God for itself

and its own sake in the Jewish religion ; and

under the Gospel our Saviour prefers a moral

duty before any gift (Matt. 5 : 23, 24). Ahp.

Tillotson. What God says here to the Jews

for their overmultiplied fasts and uncommanded

sacrifices, He will say to all who do anything

that agrees not with His laws, however specious

and plausible, however good and acceptable it

may seem to them. God " cannot away with"

anything but the performance of His own will.

Bp. Beveridge.

Formalism does for the present time. It sat-

isfies the man's conscience ; it satisfies his

neighbors if he comes to church, if he lives

creditably, if he attends the Holy Communion
;

if, in fact, he has the outside of a Christian.

It does very well for this world
;
yes, but only

for this world. O. Calthrop. So of the mor-

alist. All that can be said of him, all that he

will say for himself, is that he has had it for his

law to speak the truth, fulfil his promises, and

deal fairly by his fellow-men. Still it is not,

and has never been, his aim or object to do

what is right to God ; and that is a matter of

much higher consequence, and more necessary

to his real integrity. God is a person as truly

as men are, more closely related to us than

they, a better friend, one who has more feeling

to be injured than they all, claims of right

more sacred. What, then, does it signify that a

man gives men their due, and will not give

God His? Bunhnell.

The external part of religion is, dotibtless, of

little vahie in comparison with tlie internal
;

l)ut if there were no Sundays or holy days, no

ministers, no churches or religious assemblies,

no prayers or sacraments, no Scriptures read or

sermons preached, how long would there be

any religion left in the world ; and who would

desire to live in a world where there was none?

Home.
Most true it is that God has no pleasure in

any mere formalities or observances. Inspira-

tion, impulse, liberty, a service of freedom and

gladness—this only is His delight. But in order

to this, there must also be subjection to His rule,

a systematic care, a prescribed obedience of

duty, a holy drill of times patiently accepted.

The way to find liberty is to come into the

schooling of order and law, and let our will be

harnessed in a punctual keeping of holy times.

Ah ! it is a greater thing than you imagine to

stand fast in the order and system of a faithful

life. Half the benefit you get in holy times,

and punctualities, lies in the fact that for

Christ's sake you keep them. You cannot be

too rigid in this matter. A loose way makes a

loose man. Prove your fidelity by 3'our pains-

taking, and it will be strange if you do not

stand fast even though j^ou stand alone—blessed

and great honor this, to stand alone ! Such a

man has no dull time anywhere, his inspiration

is full, his confidence sure, his peace the calm,

deep flow of a river. Bushnell.

16. God will have nothing to do with un-

cleanness. " Wash you, make you clean
;
put

away the evil of yoin* doings," is the contin-

ual voice of God to the human soul. He will

pity weakness ; He will not be offended by un-

gainliness ; He iinderstands all the meaning of

poverty—in all these directions we have noth-

ing to fear ; but when we hide uncleanness, or

endeavor to make excuse for sin, all heaven

burns against us with unquenchable anger.

J. P.

The pardon of sin upon repentance is ex-

pressed in Scripture by cleansing and purify-

ing, to denote that the outward cleansing of

the flesh was designed to put men in mind of

the inward purification from sin and unright-

eousness. Jeitkin. What is this but the

first word of the Gospel and first branch of the

covenant, " Repent and be baptized for the re-

mission of sins" ? Wogan.

16, 17. Six short precepts unfold the nature

of this repentance. " Abstain at once from all

acts of oppression and open injustice. Strive,

Avith persevering effort, to attain habits of

truth, justice, and kindness to your fellow-

men. Be upright yourselves, and set j'our

faces against the wrong-doing of others. Be

upright as judges, zealous as advocates, in

maintaining the cause of the helpless, whom
the proud and selfish would trample in the

dust." Birlca.
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It is a sure sign of hypocrisy to be unright-

eous and careless in civil dealings, how consci-

entious soever thou maycst seem to be in sacred

duties. He that seems righteous toward men
and is irreligious toward God is but an honest

heathen ; and he that seems religious toward

God and is unrighteous toward men is but a

dissembling Christian. To make conscience

of one duty and not of another is to make true

conscience of neither. The soul that ever had

communion with God above comes down, like

Moses out of the Mount, with both tables in his

hands, the second as well as the first, the first

as well as the second. Swinnock.

17. The negative exhortation is followed by
a positive one. Ceasing to do evil was not

enough, or rather was not possible, without be-

ginning to do good. " Learn to do good," im-

plying that they never yet had known what it

was. This general expression is explained by
several specifications,showing how they were to

do good. " Seek judgment"

—

i.e., justice ; not

in the abstract, but in act ; not for yourselves,

but for others ; be not content with abstinence

from wrong, but seek opportunities of doing

justice, especially to those who cannot right

themselves.
'

' Redress wrong, j udge the father-

less"

—

i.e. , act as a judge for his benefit, or,

more specifically, do him justice ;
" befriend

the widow," take her part, espouse her cause.

Orphans and widows are continually spoken of

in Scripture as special objects of Divine com-

passion, and as representing the whole class of

helpless innocents. A.

A masterful man could do what he pleased

in the heroic age of ancient Greece, till he met
with one more masterful than himself. The
widows' and the orphans' cries were then un-

lieeded. Hebrew law abhorred this indifference

to right. It threw a shield around the weak,

the helpless, the unprotected. It defied the

strongest to set its commands at naught. It

warned him of a mightier than the mightiest,

who regarded the tears of the oppressed, with

full purpose of avenging their wrongs. Sime.

These verses, in their connection, express

with great force the oft-recurring sentiment

that God " will have mercy and not sacrifice"

—

i.e., mercy before and above sacrifice, and will

never accept sacrifice or any of the mere forms

of religious worship in i^lace of the moral du-

ties of justice and love to man, or as an atone-

ment for their neglect or violation. H. C.

Active love is the criterion of judgment of the

last day ; let not this be ignored, though at the

first hearing the word sounds strangely un-

believing. Even the righteous, to whom is ad-

dressed the " Come, ye blessed," cannot restrain

the question, " Lord, when saw we Thee hungry
and fed Thee, or thirsty and gave Thee drink?"

Yet the Lord does not assert that to visit the

poor and minister to the sick could obtain for us
the kingdom of God as a just recompense ; all

the gold mines of earth do not conceal the price

of heaven. He only points to the infallible

characteristic which separates His people from
such as merely confess Him with their lips, and
places a life of love in the balance against one

of selfishness solel}^ because the first shows
more than anything else that we have passed

from doath unto life. Van 0.

This world, our own little corner of it, wants
sacrifice and labor, running feet and open hands,

busy thoughts and gentle tongues—all for Christ

and the honor of His Church. The world's

ways are not clean ; there is too much oppres-

sion of the weak by the strong, of the father-

less and widow by cunning and power, of the

nobler spirit in man by the meaner senses of

him. There is too much cruelty in its habita-

tions ; too much darkness on its face ; too

much filth on its breast. Come and work for

it. Its surface is rough, and wants much level-

ling down and casting up to make it smooth for

the Messiah's feet. Believe in Him, and for

this end. Confess Him before men, to follow

Him in these pathways among the multitude
;

worshii^ Him in sincerity, that you may gain

inward power and love and light and grace for

this faithful witnessing from on high. Wait
for Him, by watching at the gate, by working

in the field. F. D. H.

To have all our faculties developed, all our

affections raised and purified, and to employ
them all in His service whom we love—this,

after all, is the truest reward, the loftiest and

most complete. And this is the reward that

comes to us, not when we are seeking gain or

craving reward, but when we are content to do

good, hoping for nothing again. The River of

Peace runs hard by the Path of Duty ; but we
shall never find the sweet cool waters while we
look for them alone ; we shall come on them
when we least expect it, and while all our care

is to keep the path. Cox.

18. The scarlet was regarded as the most

fast or fixed of colors. Neither dew, nor rain,

nor washing, nor long usage, could remove it.

Hence it is used to represent the fixity or per-

manenc}' of sins in the heart. No human means

will wash them out. No effort of man, no ex-

ternal rite, no tears, nor sacrifices, nor prayers,

are of themselves sufl^cient to take them away.

They are deeply fixed in the heart, as the scar-
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let color was in the web of cloth, and an Al-

mighty power is needful to remove them. The
prophet means to say that, although they are

thus fixed and immovable by any human means,

yet that the mercy of God can lake away all

the stains. Kitto.

Come iio^v, and let u§ reason to-

H^ether, saitli the L-ord. Reasoning with

the Lord is very different from reasoning about

the Lord. There is little gain in reasoning

about the Lord, in reasoning about His exist-

ence, in reasoning about His attributes, in rea-

soning about His eternal and infinite purposes
;

for all these things are utterly beyond the ex-

tremes! scope of human wisdom. But there is

very great gain in reasoning with the Lord, in

bringing to Him our troubles, our fears, our

needs, and in applying to our case the teach-

ings of His word, His providence, and His

Spirit. In the contemplation of God, faith is

worth vastly more than reason. H. C. T.

Frankness is due because God is ever frank

with us. Frank in rebuke, frank in explana-

tion, frank in forgiveness. He asks us to be

frank with Him. " Come, now, let us reason

together ; " " Bring forth your strong reasons.
'

'

He therefore invites us to make a clean breast

of our secret troubles and sins. This will ever

bring blessing. The clearest and best-inten

tioned openness before man may be miscon-

strued, but never before God. J. W. B.

18-20. The beauty and force of these won-

derful words are heightened by their connec-

tion. Though your crimes toward your fellow-

beings have been bloody and most revolting,

and your sacrifices at My altar have been unut-

terably loathsome ; and though for every reason

justice seems to demand your sudden and fear-

ful destruction, yet if ye turn to become will-

ing and obedient, ye shall be forgiven and

blessed again most abundantly. As said through

Jeremiah (31 : 34),
'

' I will forgive tlieir iniquity,

and I will remember their sin no more ;" or

through Micah (7 : 19), " Thou wilt cast all their

sins into the depths of the sea.
'

' How inexpressi-

bly wonderful ! H. C. Forgiveness 1 This

is God 's first message to man. Forgiveness free

and ample, sure and immediate, conscious and

happy, eternal and irreversible. Forgiveness

without reserve ; forgiveness to the chief of sin-

ners ; forgiveness of all sins. In this forgiveness

is, of course, wrapt up peace with God, peace of

conscience, "the answer of a good conscience

toward God," the removal of the heavy burden

that weighed the sinner down, of the dark cloud

that overshadows all his life. //. Bonnr.

There is not a case of transgression, magnify

it as you may, which redeeming mere)' cannot

reach, nor a sin of a dye so deep as to neutral-

ize the purifying efficacy of a Redeemer's atone

ment. The unpardoned sinner carries his op-

pressive load of guilt upon the conscience, and

at last sinks under its weight to a deep perdi-

tion, not because God could not or would not

save him, but because he refuses to avail himself

of the ample provision which a God of infinite

wisdom and mercy has made for his relief. E. M.

When we forgive our child, Avhat does it

mean? Sometimes, not always, the remission

of penalties, but always the remission of the

worst penalty, the frown of the father's face,

the sense of displeasure weighing on the child's

heart, and the unimpeded flow of the parent's

love. So God's pardon often leaves some of the

natural consequences, which are the penalties

of our sins, in order that we may hate and avoid

the evil, but it brings the assurance that there

is nothing in God's heart'toward the sinner but

pure and perfect love. All the barriers to its

flow are removed by God's own act. None but

God can do that. A. M.

Even Christ does not undo the wrong past,

and make that which has been done as though it

never had been done. It never can be made
true that the thief did not once steal ; but grace

may so make over a marred life, that where the

blemish was some special beauty may appear,

" The oyster mends its shell with a pearl."

Where the ugly wound was there comes, with

the healing, not a scar, but a pearl. So sins

that we truly repent of become pearls in the

character. It is the experience of all whose

lives grow into Christ-like nobleness, that many
of the golden lines of their later lives have been

wrought out by their regrets and their repent-

ings of wrong-doings. Even our mistakes and

sins, if we leave them and find our way to

Christ, will be transmuted into growth and up-

building of character. " We can so deal with

the past, that we can make it give up to us vir-

tue and wisdom." " We can make wrong the

seed of right and righteousness ; we can trans-

mute error into wisdom ; we can make sorrow

bloom into a thousand forms, like fragrant

flowers." J. R. M.

Tlie Bible is wonderful 1 It teaches man to

acknowledge himself vile and even abomina-

ble, yet requires him, at the same time, to aspire

to a resemblance of God. Were not things

thus balanced, either such exaltation would in-

flate him with pride, or such debasement would

drive him to despair. The incarnation discov-

ers to man the greatness of his misery by the

greatness of the remedy required, Pascal.
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Where else but in this Divine word do we

learn the dignity and elevation of humility be-

fore God ; so that, lying at the footstool of Di-

vine mercy, the contrite and broken heart does

not feel degraded, but exalted? Where but

here do we see man raised to communion with

the Most High—yea, to union with the incar-

nate Son of God—and yet retain the spirit of

lowliness, of self-condemnation, of utter de-

pendence on Divine grace? It is this combina-

tion of the full revelation of our sin, disease,

and misery, and of the abundant grace of God,

which produces in us, in our inmost soul, the

assured conviction of the Divine authority of

Scripture, of God's own voice speaking to us in

this inspired word. Saphir.

20. This is the converse of the nineteenth

verse, a threat corresponding to the promise.

And if ye refuse to comply with My conditions,

a,nd rebel, continue to resist My authority, by the

sword of the enemy shall ye be eaten. This is

no human menace, but a sure prediction, for

tJie mouth o/ Jehovah speaks, not man's.

21. Here the prophet seems to pause for a

reply, and on receiving no response to the

promises and invitations of the foregoing con-

text, bursts forth into a sudden exclamation at

the change which Israel has undergone, which

he then describes both in figurative and literal

expressions (verses 21-23). In the verse before

us he contrasts her former state, as the chaste

bride of Jehovah, with her present pollution,

the ancient home of justice with the present

haunt of cruelty and violence. A.

Verse 23 indicates that her rulers were spe-

cially corrupt, rebellious against God in the

matter of their official duties, confederate with

thieves, encouraging their crime for a share of

the plunder ; accepting bribes for unjust deci-

sions, and quite refusing to hear the cause of

the fatherless and of the widow, who had no

bribe to offer. Considering that, under the

Jewish system, their judges were of the priests

and the Levites. and likely, therefore, to repre-

sent the best piety of the times, these touches

give an appalling view of the ungodliness of

that age and of the fearful prevalence of de-

pravity and crime. H. C.

24-27. The threefold title of God implies

the solemn earnestness of the message. He
who speaks is the governor of the world, un-

changeable in His counsels, whose word cannot

fail, mighty to subdue and destroy the proud-

est rebels. Since His lighter strokes have led

to no repentance. His coming judgments shall

be more severe ; and only genuine faith and

holiness will endure the visitation. But the

effect shall be blessed and glorious. The harlot

city shall be betrothed once more to the heaven-

ly bridegroom with " lovingkindness and mer-

cies" (Hos. 2 : 19). Birks.

25. The purifier puts every vessel into the

furnace, and Himself superintends the process ;

He allows nothing to be consumed but the

dross, and this He will purge from them. They

often object to His manner of dealing with

them, but He says, " I will turn mine hand

upon thee, I will purge thee in the furnace of

thy dross, and will take away all thine alloy."

Jas. Smith.

30. The mention of trees and gardens, as

places of idolatrous worship, suggests a beauti-

ful comparison, imder which the destruction of

the idolaters is again set forth. They who

choose trees and gardens, in preference to God's

appointed place of worship, shall themselves

be like trees and gardens, but in the most

alarming sense. For, in answer to the tacit

question why they should be ashamed and con-

founded for their oaks and gardens, ye shall be

like an oak or terebinth, fading in its leaf, and

like a garden which has no icater—a lively em-

blem, to an Oriental reader, of entire desolation.

31. A closing threat of sudden, total, in-

stantaneous destruction to the Jewish idolaters,

to be occasioned by the very things which they

preferred to God, and in which they confided.

And the strong, the mighty man, alluding no

doubt to the unjust rulers of the previous con-

text, shall become tow, an exceedingly inflamma-

ble substance, and his loork, his idols, often

spoken of in Scripture as the work of men's

hands, shall become a spark, the means and oc-

casion of destruction to their worshippers, and

they shall burn both of them together, and tliere

shall be no one quenching or to quench them. A.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTERS H., HI, lY.

2 : 1 The word that Isaiah the son of Amoz saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem.

2 And it shall come to pass in the latter days, that the mountain of the Lord's house shall

be established in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills ; and all nations

3 shall flow unto it. And many peoples shall go and say, Come ye, and let us go up to the

mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob ; and he will teach us of his waj's,

and we will walk in his paths : for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the

4 Lord from Jerusalem. And he shall judge between the nations, and shall reprove many
peoples : and thej^ shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning-

hooks : nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.

5, 6 O house of Jacob, come ye, and let us walk in the light of the Lord. For thou hast for-

saken thy people the house of Jacob, because they be filled iDith customs from the east, and

are soothsayers like the Philistines, and they strike hands with the children of strangers.

7 Their land also is full of silver and gold, neither is there any end of their treasures ; their

8 land also is full of horses, neither is there any end of their chariots. Their laud also is full

of idols ; they worship the work of their own hands, that which their oavu fingers have

9 made. And the mean man is bowed down, and the great man is brought low : therefore

10 forgive them not. Enter into the rock, and hide thee in the dust, from before the terror of

11 the Lord, and from the glory of his majesty. The lofty looks of man shall be brought low,

and the haughtiness of men shall be bowed down, and the Lord alone shall be exalted in

12 that day. For there shall be a day of the Lord of hosts upon all that is proud and haughty,

13 and upon all that is lifted up ; and it shall be brought low : and upon all the cedars of

14 Lebanon, that are high and lifted up, and upon all the oaks of Bashan ; and upon all the

15 higli mountains, and upon all the hills that are lifted up ; and upon every lofty tower, and

16 upon every fenced wall ; and upon all the ships of Tarshish, and upon all pleasant imagery.

17 And the loftiness of man shall be bowed down, and the haughtiness of men shall be brought

18 low : and the Lord alone shall be exalted in that day. And the idols shall utterly pass

19 away. And men shall go into the caves of the rocks, and into the holes of the earth, from
before the terror of the Lord, and from the glory of his majesty, when he ariseth to shake

20 mightily the earth. In that day a man shall cast away his idols of silver, and his idols of

21 gold, which they made for him to worship, to the moles and to the bats ; to go into the

caverns of the rocks, and into the clefts of the ragged rocks, from before the terror of the

Lord, and from the glory of his majesty, when he ariseth to shake mightily the earth.

22 Cease ye from man, whose breath is in his nostrils : for wherein is he to be accounted of ?

3 : 1 For, behold, the Lord, the Lord of hosts, doth take away from Jerusalem and from
2 Judah stay and staff, the whole stay of bread, and the whole stay of water ; the mighty man,
3 and the man of war

; the judge, and the prophet, and the diviner, and the ancient : the cap-

tain of fifty, and the honourable man, and the counsellor, and the cunning artificer, and the

4 skilful enchanter. And I will give children to be their princes, and babes shall rule over them.

5 And the people shall be oppressed, every one by another, and every one by his neighbour :

the child shall behave himself proudly against the ancient, and the base against the honour-

6 able. Wlien a man shall take hold of his brother in the house of his father, sayiiu/. Thou
7 hast clothing, be thou our ruler, and let this ruin be under thy hand : in that day shall he

lift up his voice, saying, I will not be an healer ; for in my house is neither bread nor cloth-

8 ing : ye shall not make me ruler of the people. For Jerusalem is ruined, and Judah is

fallen : because their tongue and their doings are against the Lord, to provoke the eyes of

9 his glory. The shew of their countenance doth witness against them ; and they declare

their sin as Sodom, they hide it not. Woe unto their soul ! for they have rewarded evil unto

10 themselves. Say ye of the righteous, that it shall be well icith him : for they shall eat the

11 fruit of their doings. Woe unto the wicked ! it shall be ill mth him : for the reward of his

12 hands shall be given him. As for my people, children are their oppressors, and women rule

over them. O my people, they which lead thee cause thee to err, and destroy the way of

13, 14 thy paths. The Lord standeth up to plead, and standeth to judge the peoples. The
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Lord will enter into judgement with the elders of his people, aud the princes thereof : It is

ye that have eaten up the vineyard
; the spoil of the poor is in your houses : Avhat mean ye

that ye crush my people, and grind the face of the poor ? saith the Lord, the Lord of hosts.
Moreover the Lord said, Because the daughters of Zion are haughty, and walk with

stretched forth necks aud wanton eyes, walking and mincing as they go, aud making a
tinkling with their feet : therefore the Lord will smite with a scab the crowk of the head of
the daughters of Zion, and the Lord will lay bare their secret parts. In that day the Lord
will take away the bravery of their anklets, and the cauls, and the crescents ; the pendants,
and the bracelets, aud the mufflers

; the headtires, and the ankle chains, and the sashes, and
,
22 the perfume boxes, and the amulets

; the rings, and the nose jewels ; the festival robes,
and the mantles, and the shawls, and the satchels ; the hand mirrors, and the fine linen, and
the turbans, and the veils. And it shall come to pass, that instead of sweet spices there shall
be rottenness

;
and instead of a girdle a rope ; and instead of well set hair baldness ; and

instead of a stomacher a girding of sackcloth : branding instead of beauty. Thy men'shall
fall by the sword, and thy mighty in the war. And her gates shall lament and mourn

; aud
: 1 she shall be desolate aud sit upon the ground. And seven women shall take hold of one
man in that day, saying. We will eat our own bread, and wear our own apparel : only let us
be called by thy name ; take thou away our reproach.
In that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the land

shall be excellent and comely for them that are escaped of Israel. And it shall come to pass,
that he that is left in Zion, and he that remaiueth in Jerusalem, shall be called holv, even
every one that is written among the living in Jerusalem : when the Lord shall have washed
away the filth of the daughters of Zion, and shall have purged the blood of Jerusalem from
the midst thereof, by the spirit of judgement, and by the spirit of burning. And the Lord
will create over the whole habitation of mount Zion, and over her assemblies, a cloud and
smoke by day, and the shining of a flaming fire by night : for over all the glory shall he spread
a canopy. And there shall be a pavilion for a shadow in the day-time from the heat, and
for a refuge and for a covert from storm and from rain.

Chaps. 2-4 constitute one message, intro-

duced hy one rich Messianic prophecy (2 : 2-4),

and closed with another (4 : 2-6). The inter-

mediate portion details the sins of the people,

and threatens sore judgments. This prophecy
affords no decisive indications of its date.

H. C. These chapters constitute the second
prophecy, the two grand themes of which are

the reign of the Messiah and intervening judg-
ments on the Jews for their iniquities. The
first and greatest of these subjects occupies the

smallest space, but stands both at the opening
and the close of the whole prophecy. A.
The first verse is their common title. The
message has five parts : (1) The Vision of Zion's

Future Glory (2 : 1-5)
; (2) The Sin and Judg-

ment of Judah (2 : 6-22) ; (3) Their Political

Downfall (3 : 1-15)
; (4) The Sentence on Zion's

Daughters (3 : 16 to 4 : 1) ; and lastly (5) The
Promise of Coming Deliverance (4 : 2-6). Birks.

2 : 2-4. This passage occurs with no material

variation in Micah 4 : 1-4. It stands there in

manifest connection with what precedes in the

close of chap. 3. Here no such connection ap-

pears. It can never be known absolutely which
of these prophets (if either) quoted from the

other. H. C.

Here the Church is represented as being

central and accessible to the entire race, and as

capable of receiving and accommodating a wor-
shipping world, as the temple on Zion had been
to the tribes of Israel. And the points to be
particularly remarked are, that of the nations

thronging to it, the great mass has been influ-

enced by the exhortation, " Come, and let us
go up to the mountain of Jehovah ;" and that

the reason which moves the world toward this

central point is, that " out of Zion shall go forth

the law, and the word of Jehovah from Jerusa-

lem" — that through the appointed instru-

mentality of the Gospel, they liope to be made
wise unto salvation ; while the result of that

Divine teaching upon the great society of the

nations is to be the utter abolition of war, the

cultivation of the arts of peace, and the recog-

nition of the Divine authority as universal and
supreme. J. Harris.

2. The mountain of the Liord'§
hou§e. From the situation of the Jewish

Temple on Mount Moriah, a mountain is made
to stand for the Christian Church ; of the exal-

tation of which, aud its wonderful prosperity

aud enlargement, this passage is a prophetical

promise. Bp. Hurd.

3. There "He will teach us of His ways."

God's ways are to be learned in His Church, in
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communion with His people and in tlie use of

instituted ordinances ; the ways of duty which

He requires us to walk in, the ways of grace in

which He walks toward us. It is God that

teaches His people by His Word and Spirit. It

is worth while to take pains to go up to His

holy mountain to be taught His ways, for tho.se

who are willing to take that pains shall never

find it labor in vain. Then " shall we know, if

we follow on to know the Lord." H.

That the Lord is King of all the earth, and

that He will eventuallj' establish His kingdom,

is the broad and general way of stating the

prophetic character of Scripture, and it is one

that is incontrovertible, while the character

itself is without parallel elsewhere. Exclusive

as the Jewish nation was, it was nevertheless

profoundly impressed with the consciousness

of having a mission to the whole world, and

possessing a knowledge of God that would one

day be confessed. And it is no insignificant

fact that the entire Christian Church has ac-

cepted that knowledge as authentic, and so far

confessed the mission of Israel to have been

Divine. This circumstance alone is a striking

commentary on such words as " Out of Zion

shall go forth the law, and the word of the

Lord from Jerusalem. The Lord thy God, O
Zion, shall be King forevermore and through-

out all generations" (Ps. 146 : 10). Lenthes.

4. God shall administer His government over

the nations, rebuking their sins and securing

radical reform. The instance cited as both

proof and specimen is the cessation of all war
;

the conversion of its implements into those of

husbandry, and the utter disuse of the study

and drill which prepare men for war. Con-

sidering what desolations, moral and physical,

war has wrought ; how deeply its causes have

been imbedded in human selfishness ; and, more-

over, what mischiefs have come of learning-

war, it must be admitted that this illustrative

case bears in it volumes of precious meaning.

If under the universal diffusion of God's law

war shall cease, so shall all other moral and

social evils. The very heart of man will be re-

newed ; human society will be regenerated.

H. C.

JKation shall not lift up s\«^ord

against nation. Throughout the prophets

the time of the Messiah is represented as a time

of universal peace and godliness, in whicli the

natures of men should be changed, and all mal-

ice and ill nature rooted out. He Himself is

called "the Prince of Peace." The spiritual

sense implies Christ's being the great Peace

maker, who should reconcile both Jews and

Gentiles to God and to each other. If we look

upon this and like prophecies as foretelling the

outward peacefulness of the kingdom or Church
of Christ, they seem to relate to some future

flourishing state of the Church, when, after

having subdued all His enemies. He shall give

rest unto His faithful servants. W. Lowth.

5. From this distant prospect of the calling

of the Gentiles, the prophet now reverts to his

own times and countr3'men, and calls upon
them not to be behind the nations in the use of

their distinguishing advantages. If even the

heathen were one day to be enlightened, surely

they who were already in possession of the

light ought to make use of it. A.

Christ is revealed in His Book. The sacred

page is a living word—the voice of God. The
Bible, in its simplicity, its calm authoritative-

ness and its directness, finds us at the centres

of our being, enters into our life and makes of

us a new creature. The Bible is therefore the

source of light, sweetness, and life. It brings

us into direct relations with God and Christ,

and therefore becomes to us the means whereby
we may be holy as God is holy. Not the right-

eousness of man, but the righteousness of

Christ, becomes ours. By Christ we are made
partakers of the Divine nature and heritors of a

perfection which would have been impossible

had not Jesus Christ lived and died upon the

earth. Interior.

6-§. The exhortation in verse 5 implied that

the Jews were not actually walking in God's

light, but were alienated from Him, a fact

which is now explicitly asserted and the rea-

son of it given—viz., illicit intercourse with

foreign nations, as evinced by the adoption of

their superstitious practices, reliance on their

martial and pecuniary aid, and last, but worst

of all, the worship of their idols. A.

10. Terrible judgments from God are

thought of as already present, and the prophet

exhorts them to flee for safety to the rocks and

caves of the mountains, such as could be readily

found in the liill country of Judea. It Avould

be awful to meet God clothed with vengeance !

12-16. Cedars, oaks, mountains, hills,

towers, walls, ships, and pictures are here rep-

resentatives of human pride. The prophet's

meaning is that the pride and the proud men
that they represent shall be utterly abased.

II. C. Pride sets aman in opposition against

God. Other sins are aversions from God, but

this sin is a coming against God. In other sins

a man flies from God ; but in this sin a man
flics upon God. " God resistcth the proud"

(Jas. 4 : 6). T. Brooks.
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22. He shows the folly of transferring their

confidence in idols to human patrons, by a

general statement of man's weakness and mor-

tality, explained and amplified in the following

chapter. "Cease ye from man" (cease to trust

him or depend upon him), " whose breath is in

his nostrils" (whose life is transient and pre-

carious, with obvious allusion to Gen. 3 : 7),

" for wherein is he to be accounted of" (or at

wliat rate is he to be valued) ? A. In the

line of the prophet's thought, thus : Why trust

in man, whom you may see fleeing, panic-smit-

ten, before the majesty of Jehovah when He
ariseth to smite the earth with terror ? H. C.

Cliap. 3. From the grand moral features of

the judgment the prophet turns to describe

those great evils in the State which would pre-

pare its way. The bulwarks of the kingdom

would be withdrawn, and the whole fabric sink

into ruin. Birks.

I. This verse assigns as a reason for the e.v-

hortation in the one preceding (2 : 22), that God
was about to take away from the people every

ground of reliance, natural and moral. Cease

ye from man—t.e., cease to trust in any human
protection, " For, behold" (implying a pro.x-

imate futurity) " the Lord" (God considered as

a sovereign) " Jehovah of Hosts" (as self-exist-

ent and eternal, and at the same time as the God
of revelation and the God of His people) "is

taking away" (or about to take away) " from

Jerusalem and from Judali" (not only from the

capital, but from the whole kingdom) " the stay

and the staff" {i.e., all kinds of support, and

first of all), " the whole stay of bread and the

whole stay of water" (the natural and necessary

means of subsistence). The terms are applicable

either to a general famine produced by natural

causes, or to a scarcity arising from invasion or

blockade, such as actually took place when
Judah was overrun by Nebuchadnezzar. A.

4. Ahaz came to the throne at twenty,

Manasseh at twelve, and the reigns of Amon,
Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jeeoniah, Zedekiah, end-

ed at the ages of twenty-four, twenty-three,

thirty-six, eighteen, and thirty-two years.

The want of all wisdom in the rulers would
cause a rank growth of lawlessness and op-

pression. The first commandment with prom-

ise being thus despised, a curse must follow.

Young children disobedient to parents, ar-

rogant and rude to their elders, are one of the

plainest portents of national ruin near at hand.

Birks.

5. As the preceding verse describes bad gov-

ernment, so this describes anarchy, the suspen-

sion of all government, and a consequent dis-

order in the relations of society, betraying itself

in mutual violence, and in the disregard of

natural and artificial claims to deference.
" And the people shall act tyrannically, man
against man, and man against his fellow.

They shall be insolent, the youth to the old

man, and the mean man to the noble."

6, 7. Having predicted the removal of those

qualified to govern, the rise of incompetent

successors, and a consequent insubordination

and confusion, the prophet now describes this

last as having reached such a height that no

one is willing to hold office, or, as Matthew
Henry says, " the government goes a-begging."

A. The condition of the State is so bad that

no man is willing to hold office in it. This is

put by a special case. A man living quietly at

home in the house of his father {in the house,

rather "of" the house), according to patriarchal

usage, is pressed by his brother to take the

office of ruler, but positively refuses. He will

not take this responsibility of trying to restore

a ruined State. These graphic touches indicate

both the general destitution and the utter pros-

tration of civil society and government.

§. This explains why the people are without

bread, clothing or rulers. Their words and

deeds have been utterly " against the Lord,"

contemptuously hostile and defiant. Surely

the Lord would have us understand that He
has keen sensibilities to the outrages of sin, and

that he feels the abuse and wrong which the

sinner perpetrates upon Him. Is anything more
sensitive to violence than the eye ?

9. These are bold sinners, of shameless, un-

blushing brow and bearing. The expression

of their countenance Avitnesses to their heart

sin. Woe to their souls, for they bring ruin

upon themselves ! H. C. The sins of the

people, like those of Sodom, are bringing down
the fierce anger of God, and to the prophet's

eje their ruin seems as if already come. Pride

and lust are written on their very faces, and

cannot be concealed. Nay, so shameless are

they grown they do not even try to conceal

them. Effrontery doubles their guilt, and makes

judgment inevitable. When vice grows bold

and shameless, woe to the guilty land ! Birks.

10, II. The Lord is not a bare spectator.

He is both a rewarder and an avenger. There-

fore, from the ground of this truth, that the

Lord seeth all our ways and counteth all our

steps, we, as the prophet exhorts, may " say to

the righteous, that it shall be well with him
;

for they shall eat the fruit of their doings."

We may also say, " Woe unto the wicked ! it

shall be ill with him : for the reward of his
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hands shall be given him." Only idols which

have eyes and see not, have hands and strike

not. Caryl.

10. The righteous are encouraged by the

assurance that the judgments of God shall not

be indiscriminate. " Say ye of the righteous

that it shall be well, for the fruits of their

doings they shall eat. " The object of address

seems to be not the prophets or ministers of

God, but the people at large or men indefinitely.

A. No righteous man would, in his right

mind, be willing to make an exchange of his

smartest afflictions for a wicked man's pros-

perity, with all the circumstances attending.

It cannot, therefore, be bad with the righteous

in the worst condition. Charnock. The re-

ward of right living, or of seeking after right-

ness of life, is sure, because it is among the

promises of God. Truthfulness, charitableness,

peaceableness—these are primary characteris-

tics of the true followers of the Master. These

are graces which may be possessed by the

humblest disciples ; by those who cannot do

"great things" in the eyes of men, but who
long to do " right things" in the eyes of God.

Now we are assured that, to the truthful, new
view^s of Divine truth will be unfolded ; to the

gracious and charitable, new conceptions of

God's love will be imparted ; to the peaceable,

enjoyment of the peace which truly passes all

understanding will be vouchsafed. Interior.

Nothing of character is really permanent but

virtue and personal worth. These remain.

Whatever of excellence is wrought into the

soul itself belongs to both worlds. Real good-

ness does not attach itself merely to this life
;

it points to another world. Political or pro-

fessional reputation cannot last forever ; but a

conscience void of offence before God and man
is an inheritance for eternity. Religion, there-

fore, is a necessary and indispensable element

in any great human character. There is no

living without it. Religion is the tie that

connects man with his Creator, and holds him
to his throne. If that tie be all sundered, be

all broken, he floats away, a worthless atom in

the universe ; its proper attractions all gone,

its destiny thwarted, and its wliole future

notliing but darkness, desolation and death.

A man with no sense of religious duty is he

whom the Scriptures describe, in such terse

but terrific language, as living " without God
in the world." Such a man is out of his

proper being, out of the circle of all his duties,

out of the circle of all his happiness, and away,

far, far away, from the purposes of his crea-

tion. Webster.

II. ^Voc nnto tlie Avicked, for tlie

reward of lii$ bands shall be given
liim. The determination of character is in

man's own power ; for he may get from God
what elements of good he pleases, and may
have whatever of evil he pleases taken away.
The good is of God, and if a man sows that,

he shall eat the fruit of it. The bad is of man
and Satan, and if a man chooses that, he shall

eat of the fruit of that. The warning against

it and the salvation from it are of God. The
misery consequent upon it is of the sinner's

own self, and not of God ; though God is the

security, both to the righteous and the wicked,

of having their respective wages paid to them.
" I will bring evil on this people," says God,
" even the fruit of their thoughts, because they

have not hearkened to My Avords, nor to My
hiAV, but have rejected them. Say ye to the

righteous that it shall be well with them, for

they shall eat the fruit of their doings ; but

they that plough iniquity and sow wickedness

shall reap the same." This throws all conse-

quences, even for eternity, back upon charac-

ter. Character produces consequences, and is

the great lord of destiny forever. God tells us

that character formed according to His word,

by His counsel, is safe, and forms a security of

happiness for eternity ; but otherwise it is a

security of shame and misery, the shame and

misery being the inevitable result and produc-

tion of an irreligious character. And God, by

the freedom wath which He lets consequences

come down even in this world, which confess-

edly is not the world of retribution, but of re-

straint, shows us what may be expected when
consequences shall have their full swing and

development, when complete justice shall be

administered, and men shall be judged acconi-

ing to the fruit of their doings as well as the

nature of their character. Clieever,

So long as God is in the universe every soul

that is in the universe must feel His power.

No space can be so wide, no time so long as to

exhaust His influence. He that obeys must feel

the ever-present God in joy. He that disobeys

must feel Him in pain everywhere and forever.

These are the terrible necessities of obedience

and disobedience. We may state it, the Bible

often does state it, judicially. We may speak

of God's vengeance. But greater and truer

than any picture of angry vengeance, more sol-

emn, more sublime, more impressive to the

fear of a reasonable and thoughtful man, thei-e

is the mighty image of God standing in the

centre of things. And all things have to touch

Him. And as all things touch Him, according
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to their characters, He becomes to them bless-

ing or cursing. He is the happiness of obedi-

ence and tlie misery of disobedience throughout

His world. He looks with sympathetic joy or

with profoundest pity on the souls He judges,

but the judgments both come from Him. Tlie

right hand and the left hand are both His.

Burning there like the sun to all the world, He
must be a comforting and guiding light, or a

consuming fire—one or the other—to every soul.

Phillips Brooks.

Sometimes the wicked eat here in this world

of the fruit of their own doings. They receive

in themselves that recompense of their error

which is meet. This is the case both physically

and mentally. The habits of intemperance, of

self-indulgence, of the violation of what are

called the laws of nature, both of the body and

the mind, are followed, after a certain period,

with hopeless and incurable misery. Men of

intemperate minds experience plenty of warn-

ings as to the conclusion to which their passions

are hunying them ; a conclusion as fixed as

fate, when habit passes with its owner beyond

the world of grace into a world wliere destiny

is determined by character, and character is the

sum and expi-ession of all preceding habit. Our
passions, even in this world, if we give way to

them, are all turned into diseases that prey upon
ourselves, making the recesses of our being-

like sepulchral caves inhabited by legions of

evil spirits. Cheever.

' Say to the righteous, it shall be well with

him : woe unto the wicked, it shall be ill with

him, " is the voice of both Testaments. For un-

der the New, which brings life and immortality

to light, we are still assured that " Godliness is

profitable unto all things, having pi-omise of

the life that now is and of that which is to

come. " But Avhile both the older and the newer
revelation of tlie Divine character and intent

thus supplement each other, it is to be observed

that it takes the completed life of man to sum
up reward and penalty. The revelation by the

prophets had chiefly to do with man's earthly

experience ; that by the Son had chiefly to do
Avith man's future blessedness. At the harvest

home the minister takes his text from the Old

Testament ; at the bedside of the dying or at

the head of the bier he chooses his Scripture

lesson from the New. It takes a wise and well-

balanced Christian to so faithfully embrace the

two covenants in his creed that his piety be

neither mystic nor materialistic. Even in Old

Testament times, when the faith of God's people

was supported the rather by reference to tem-

poral rewards, there were exceptions to the

rule so notable as to force the most godly to cry

rut,
'

' How dotli God know ; and is there

knowledge with the Most High V' ' It was when
poverty and bereavement and sickness fell upon
such a life that the faith of the servant of

Jehovah " had almost slipped." It was only

when he went into the house of God and '

' un-

derstood the latter end" of the sinner and the

righteous that the sun again broke over the

darkened soul. It is thus even in the days

when the supports of faith were chiefl}' in vis-

ible rewards that the soul was ofttimcs driven

to seek refuge in the unseen world. At no time

have the spirits most in touch with God un-

derstood the promises of temporal blessings as

other than conditional, so given that while their

general fulfilment confirmed faith their not less

evident exceptions did not destroy it.

It cannot be doubted, by those most intimately

conversant with the spiritual life of the day,

that some of our most devout disciples suffer

from a teaching which exaggerates the assur-

ance of temporal prosperity while intending

only to honor the word. Assuming that wealth

and health are " good things," the promise that

" No good thing will he withhold from them

that walk uprightly," seems conclusive that

worldly prosperity and freedom from pain are

assured to the faithful disciple. A thorn in the

flesh becomes therefore the evidence of unfaith-

fulness, and the loss of flocks and herds by the

Sabeans the sure token of Divine displeasure
;

ignoring the most evident fact that the one was

thrust upon the most eminent New Testament

saint and the other befell the only man whom
the Old Testament calls "perfect." It ought

never to be forgotten that the Divine intent has

but "a single eye." God's purpose is " not

enjoyment and not sorrow," but " righteous-

ness and peace and joy in the Holy Gliost.

"

Rule and exception are both subservient to the

one purpose, the image of God in the life of the

believer. The very disciple who preached the

Gospel as containing within itself the " promise

of the life that now is" had '

' suffered the loss

of all things," and yet rejoiced with " joy un-

speakable and full of glory." To preach that

the upright man will never know Job's boils or

Paul's thorn in the flesh is to spread a net for

the feet of the unwary ; to preach that the con-

secration of any portion of our substance to the

Lord will save us from the results of bad busi-

ness habits or rash investments is to promise

what God has nowhere assured. But to say

that neither the height of prosperity nor the

depth of want shall separate us from the love

of God which is in Christ Jesus, is to preach
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a Gospel good for every age and needed by

every soul. Interior.

12. Cau§e tlice to err. There are per-

sons whose company always betrays us into

slandering or scoffing, or bitter envy, or hypoc-

risy, or some evil passion ; there are places in

which we cannot maintain, or have at least

never yet maintained, even our usual regard to

the will of God, and from wliich Ave return less

disposed than we ought to remember Christ, or

engage in any religious duty ; there are books

we read, or trains of thought we indulge in,

which lower our tone and unhinge the mind for

serious, vigorous and devout exercise. Now
it is very often the case that it is quite at our

option that we thus put ourselves in the way
of temptation. Dods.

15. The Lord's address to the elders of Israel

is continued in a tone of indignant expostula-

tion. " What mean ye" (literally, leliat is to

you, equivalent in English to what have you
—i.e., what right, what reason, what motive,

what advantage) " that ye crush My people" (a

common figure for severe oppression. Job
0:4; Prov. 22 : 22) " and grind the faces of the

l)oor" (upon the ground, by trampling on their

bodies, another strong figure for contemptuous

and oppressive violence), " saith the Lord
Jehovah of Hosts" (which is added to remind

the accused of the sovereign authority, om-
niscience and omnipotence of Him by whom
the charge is brought against them).

16, 17. The prophet here resumes the thread

which had been dropped or broken at the close

of verse 12, and recurs to the undue predomi-

nance of female influence, but particularly to

the prevalent excess of female luxury, not only

as sinful in itself, but as a chief cause of the

violence and social disorder previously men-
tioned, and therefore to be i)unished by disease,

widowhood, and shameful exposure.

18-23. Although llie prediction in verse 17

im])lies the loss of all ornaments whatever, we
have now a minute specification of the things

to be taken away. This specification had a

double use : it made the judgment threatened

more explicit and significant to those wliom it

concerned, while to others it gave some idea of

the length to which extravagance in dress was
<;arried.

25. The prophet now assigns as a reason for

tlie grief predicted in verse 24, a general

shiugliter of tiie male population, the efl:ect of

wliich is again described in verse 26, and its ex-

tent in chap. 4:1, which belongs more directly

to this chapter than the next. In the verse be-

fore us he first addreiises Zion or Jerusalem di-

rectly, but again, as it were, turns away, and
in the next verse speaks of her in the third per-

son. A.

Chap. 4:1. In the current sentiments of

the Hebrew people, the love of offspring was
intensely strong, and the reproach of being

childless and unmarried was extreme. The case

here stated implies that the male population bad

been cut off by destructive wars, as said in

chap. 3 : 25. Hence the usual numerical equal-

ity of the two sexes was broken up, and the

greatest solicitude was felt for the future wel-

fare of society. It therefore becomes one indi-

cation of great public calamity that seven

women (a large indefinite number) should take

hold (earnestly, if not violently) of one man,
saying, " We will provide our own bread and

clothing, only let us bear thy name ; take away
our reproach."

2-6. The tone of discourse changes ; the

Messiah appears coming forth from God on the

one hand, and on the other, born of woman, and

so of the earth. The remnant who have

escaped these fearful visitations of judgment
are purified by discipline and become holy ; are

also shielded from every danger and protected

from all evil by this glorious personage. They
repose under His shadow and find in Him an

everlasting and perfect refuge. H C. It is

commonly agreed that this prediction has been

only partially fulfilled, and that its complete

fulfilment is to be expected, not in the literal

Mount Zion or Jerusalem, but in those various

assemblies or societies of true believers, which

now possess in common the privileges once ex-

clusively enjoyed by the holy city and the

chosen race of which it was the centre and me-

tropolis.

2. At this point the prophet passes from the

tone of threatening to that of promise. Having
foretold a general destruction, he now intimates

that some should escape it, and be rendered

glorious and happy by the presence and favor

of the Son of God, who is at the same time the

Son of Man. "In that day '

' (after this destruc-

tion) " shall the branch" (or offspring) " of Je-

hovah be for honor and for glory, and the fruit

of the earth for sublimity and beauty, to the

escaped of Israel." A.

This conception of a shoot springing up from

its root appears frequently in the Hebrew
prophets. Isaiah uses various parallel terms,

and not exclusively this one rendered branch.

Thus, in 11 : 1 " a rod out of the stem of Jesse,

and a bra nc7i out of his roots," but even this

word rendered branch is a new one. So also in

chap. 53 : 2, "a tender plant, a root out of dry
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ground." But later prophets concentrate very-

much upon this word branch, as may be seen

in Jer. 23 : 5, "I will raise unto David a right-

eous branch, and a king shall reign and pros-

per ;" also Jer. 33 : 15, " I will cause the branch

of righteousness to grow up unto David," etc.

So in Zech. 3:8, "I will bring forth my ser-

vant, Branch;" and also 6:12, "Behold the

man whose name is Branch." Thus remarkably

the usage finally culminates in making this his

proper name. No fact could more clearly prove

an established Jewish usage of this term to de-

note their expected Messiah. This is the inter-

pretation also of the Chaldee Paraphrast, one of

the oldest records of Jewish opinion. The

thing affirmed here of the Messiah, thought of

as at first only a weak and tender shoot, is that

He shall become a glory and honor, a thing of

beauty and exaltation to all the escaped ones

of Israel. From the most humble beginnings

He shall rise to the loftiest dignity, to be ad-

mired, loved, adored as the glorious Deliverer

and King of His people.

3, 4. The special points made here are that

these blessings from the great Messiah shall

come to all the survivors of Israel ; that their

essential and most vital element shall be real

holiness, than which nothing can be better,

and that this holiness shall come to Israel as a

result of the washing away of her filth and
blood by God's discipline, coupled with the

power of the Divine Spirit. H. C.

5. A cloud and smoke by day, etc.
This is a manifest allusion to tlie pillar of a

cloud, and of fire, which attended the Jews in

their passage out of Egypt ; and to the glory

that rested on the tabernacle (Ex. 40 : 38. See

Zech. 3 : 5). Both passages mean, the visible

presence of God shall protect the Church. Bp.

Loirth.

6. And tbere §Iiall be a tabernacle.
And whereas the Church shall be still subject

to the scorching heats and tempestuous storms

of persecution, God shall erect a safe taber-

nacle for her, to shade her from the heat and

shelter her from those violent tempests.

Bp. H.

Comparing this closing prophecy with that

which commences the message (chap. 2 : 2-4),

that gives only a general view of the results of

His reign upon the nations ; this is a more spe-

cific view of the origin and person of the Mes-

siah ; of the holiness of His people, and of His

special relation to them as Redeemer, Protector,

and bosom Friend. Both are precious, mag-
nificent predictions. H. C.
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5 : 1 Let me sing for my wellbeloved a song of my beloved touching his vineyard. My
2 wellbeloved had a vineyard in a very fruitful hill : and he made a trench about it, and gath-

ered out the stones thereof, and planted it with the choicest vine, and built a tower in the'

midst of it, and also hewed out a winepress therein : and he looked that it should bring

8 forth grapes, and it brought forth wild grapes. And now, O inhabitants of Jerusalem and

4 men of Judah, judge, I pray you, betwixt me and my vineyard. What could have been

done more to my vineyard, that I have not done in it ? wherefore, when I looked that it

5 should bring forth grapes, brought it forth wild grapes ? And now go to ; I will tell you
what I will do to my vineyard : I will take away the hedge thereof, and it shall be eaten up

;

6 I will break down the fence thereof, and it shall be trodden down : and I will lay it waste
;

it shall not be pruned nor hoed ; but there shall come up briers and thorns : I will also

7 command the clouds that they rain no rain upon it. For the vineyard of the Lord of

hosts is the house of Israel, and the men of Judah his pleasant plant : and he looked for

judgement, but behold oppression ; for righteousness, but behold a cry.

8 Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay field to field, till there be no room, and

9 ye be made to dwell alone in the midst of the land 1 In mine ears saith the Loud of hosts,

10 Of a truth many houses shall be desolate, even great and fair, without inhabitant. For ten

acres of vineyard shall yield one bath, and a homer of seed shall yield but an ephah.

11 Woe unto them that rise up early in the morning, that they may follow strong drink ;

12 that tarry late into the night, till wine inflame them ! And the harp and the lute, the tabret

and the pipe, and wine, are in their feasts : but they regard not the work of the Lord,
13 neither have they considered the operation of his hands. Therefore my people are gone into
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captivity, for lack of knowledge : and their honourable men are famished, and their multi-

14 tude are parched with thirst. Therefore hell hath enlarged her desire, and opened her

mouth without measure r and their glory, and their multitude, and their pomp, and he that

15 rejoiceth among them, descend into it. And the mean man is bowed down, and the great

16 man is humbled, and the eyes of the lofty are humbled : but the Lord of hosts is exalted

17 in judgement, and God the Holy One is sanctified in righteousness. Then shall the lambs

feed as in their pasture, and the waste places of the fat ones shall wanderers eat.

18 Woe unto them that draw iniquity with cords of vanity, and sin as it were with a cart

19 rope : that say, Let him make speed, let him hasten his work, that we may see it : and let

the counsel of the Holy One of Israel draw nigh and come, that we may know it !

20 "Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil ; that put darkness for light, and

light for darkness ; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter !

21 Woe unto tliem that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight !

23 Woe unto them that are mighty to drink wine, and men of strength to mingle strong

23 drink : which justify the wicked for a reward, and take away the righteousness of the

24 righteous from him ! Therefore as the tongue of fire devoureth the stubble, and as the dry

grass sinketh down in the flame, so tlieir root shall be as rottenness, and their blossom shall

go up as dust : because they have rejected the law of the Lord of hosts, and despised the

word of the Holy One of Israel.

25 Therefore is the anger of the Lord kindled against his people, and he hath stretched forth

his hand against them, and hath smitten them, and the hills did tremble, and their carcases

were as refuse in the midst of the streets. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his

26 hand is stretched out still. And he will lift up an ensign to the nations from far, and will

hiss for them from the end of the earth : and, behold, they shall come with speed swiftly :

27 none shall be weary nor stumble among them ; none shall slumber nor sleep ; neither shall

28 the girdle of their loins be loosed, nor the latchet of their shoes be broken : whose arrows are

sharp, and all their bows bent ; their horses' hoofs shall be counted like flint, and their

29 wheels like a whirlwind : their roaring shall be like a lion, they shall roar like young lions :

yea, they shall roar, and lay hold of the prey, and carry it away safe, and there shall be none to

80 deliver. And they shall roar against them in that day like the roaring of the sea : and if

one look unto the land, behold darkness and distress, and the light is darkened in the clouds

thereof.

Cliap. 5. This chapter contains a descrip-

tion of the prevalent iniquities of Judah, and

of the judgments which, in consequence of

these, had been or were to be inflicted on the

people. The form of the prophecy is peculiar,

consisting of a parable and a commentary on it.

The prophet first delivers his whole message in

a parabolic form (verses 1-7). He then explains

and amplifies it at great length (verses 8-30).

The parable sets forth the peculiar privileges,

obligations, guilt, and doom of Israel under

the figure of a highly favored vineyard, which,

instead of good fruit, brings forth only wild

grapes, and is therefore given up to desolation

(verses 1-6). The application is expressly made
by tlie prophet himself (verse 7). In the re-

mainder of the chapter he enumerates the sins

which were included in the general expressions

of verse 7, and describes their punishment. In

doing this, he first gives a catalogue of sins

with their appropriate punishments annexed

(verses 8-24). He then describes the means

used to inflict them, and the final issue (verses

25-30).

This chapter, like the first, is applicable not

to one event exclusively, but to a sequence of

events which was repeated more than once,

although its terms were never fully realized

until the closiqg period of the Jewish history,

after the true Messiah was rejected, when one

ray of hope was quenched after another, until

all grew dark forever in the skies of Israel. A.

1-7. Elsewhere in the Scriptures the Lord's

people are His vineyard, with reference to the

careful culture He had given them, and the

failure of the reasonably expected fruits. (See

Ps. 80 : 8-16 ; Jer. 2 : 21 ; Ezek. 19 : 10-14, and

Matt. 21 : 33-44.) This last, a parable by our

Lord, has points of close resemblance to the one

before us, especially in the main feature of

keeping back the purposed application until

the hearers had passed judgment upon the

case, and then showing them that they had right-

eously condemned themselves. II. C.

4. ^Vliat could liaTC been done
more tliat I Iiave not done ? They had

cverj^thiiig requisite for instruction and direc-

tion in their duty, for the quickening of them
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to it, and putting of them in mind of it : no

inducements were wanting to persuade them

to it, but all arguments were used proper to

work either upon hope or fear ; and they

had all the opportunities they could desire for

the performance of their duty, the new moons,

and the Sabbaths, and solemn feasts ; they had

the Scriptures, the lively oracles, a standing

ministry in the priests and Levites, besides

what was extraordinary in the prophets. No
nation had statutes and judgments so righteous.

H. lie gave them His will, His ordinances,

His prophets, and separated them from all na-

tions by peculiar rites, that they might be to

Him for a name, and a praise, and a peculiar

treasure, above all nations. He has done much
more for us under the Gospel. None can be

ignorant of the intention of God in all these

provisions. R. Hull.

The untiring and unceasing work of God's

compassion on earth is to bring human hearts

out of unconcern to the hearty longing for

Christ—for His love. His grace, His life. It is

to .stir and awaken that desire, which never is

despised if it is sincere, and never disappoint-

ed if it is persevering. For this the Holy

Spirit keeps up His inward and invisible solic-

itation, speaking through the conscience. For

this the providential plan of each individual life

is shaped and carried on, with its daily disci-

pline. For this the prophets rebuke, the

apostles teach, the martyrs die. For this the

Scriptures are written, the Gospel is preached,

the Church is planted and extended, the sacra-

ments are ministered, the prayers are offered.

For this—all ye Avhose groans are relieved or

smothered—whose tears fall or are forced back

upon their fountains in fear or shame—whose
springs of joy are dry as summer dust, whose

career is a failure, and whose ambition is dead

—

for this jo\x are " tired and discouraged,"

scourged and lonel}"—that you might " want"
some voice to " speak to you about Christ and

His love ;" nay, that you might want to see

Jesus Himself. F. D. H.

5, 6. Since all culture seems wasted on this

vineyard, the owner resolves to change his

course and abandon it to sterility. Its fences

shall be removed, and the wild boar of the

forest and the beast of the field be let in to

waste and devour. The showers of blessing

shall be withdrawn. Tlie meaning of the par-

able and the cause of these threatenings are

tlien explained together. The vineyard is the

h >use of Israel and the men of Judah ; and the

reason of these judgments is the crime and vio

lence that fill their land. Birks. God in a

way of righteous judgment denies His grace to

those that have long received it in vain. The
sum of all is that the}' who would not bring

forth good fruit should bring forth none. The
curse of barrenness is the punishment of the sin

of barrenness (as Mark 11 : 14). This had its

accomplishment, in part, in the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Chaldeans, its full accom-

plishment in the final rejection of the Jews, and
has its frequent accomplishment in the depart-

ure of God's Spirit from those persons who
have long resisted Him and striven against

Him, and the removal of His Gospel from those

places that have been long a reproach to it,

while it has been an honor to them. H.

It is just as true that God is everywhere

about us, always mindful of our wants, though

we never think of Him. It is just as true that

Christ comes to us by the bright lessons of His

example and the melting doctrines of His death,

though we turn our backs alike on the manger
and the cross. It is just as true that we are

pressing onward to eternity, though wc; grasp

after present pleasure, and think not of the

future. Truth is perfect and immutable amid

all the weakness and changes of man. God is

not indifferent when He finds His paternal love

slighted and despised. Christ is not unaffected

when we turn coldly away from His tender

entreaties, though He come repeatedly with the

expostulation, " How often would I, but ye

would not. " Homer. Well, then, O child of

man, may the God of heaven and earth exclaim.

" Judge ye between Me and My vineyard !"

Well, then, may we heed the awful menace

uttered in the song of the vineyard. A nation,

a church, a house, a heart, where the grace of

God has been received in vain, cannot fail to be

an object of His righteous displea.sure. Van 0.

7. This incidental and quiet showing that

the owner of the vinej^ard is truly the God of

Israel is at once beautiful and striking. He is

one who can speak to the clouds in tones of

lofty command—and they obey ! The secret is

now out and the prophet has only to put the

moral of the parable before the people in ex-

plicit terms. "For" (as you will see from His

authority over the clouds) the Lord Jehovah is

the owner and the cultivator of this vineyard.

His vineyard is the house of Israel and the men
of Judah are the plant, the vine, upon which

He so much sets His heart. He looked for jus-

tice, but behold only injustice ; for righteous-

ness, but lo. He hears only the outcries of the

wronged and crushed. This indicates what

special fruit the Lord expected—viz., moral

uprightness and a fraternal bearing toward aU
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fellow -men. Especially He did not expect and

could not bear man's heartless oppression of

His brother-man ! The points of moral in-

struction made prominent in this parable are

that God's gifts of truth, light as to duty,

moral culture and opportunities for doing good,

create peculiar obligations to be morally fruit-

ful, to do j ustice and to love mercy. Men so

blessed with privileges must be held to a stern

accountability. Failing to meet this, they

must expect that God will take away their

privileges and give them to others who will

render the fruits in their season. See the doc-

trine of our Lord on this point (Matt. 21 : 43).

H. C.

§. Here begins a detailed specification of the

sins included in the general expressions of

verse 7. We have first two woes pronounced

against as many sins, each followed by a threat-

ening of appropriate punishment, and a gen-

eral threatening which applies to both (verses

8-17). The first sin thus denounced is that of

ambitious and avaricious grasping after prop-

erty, not merely in opposition to the peculiar

institutions of the law, but to the fundamental

principles of morals, connected as it always is

with a neglect of charitable duties and a willing-

ness to sacrifice the good of others. The verse

before us may be understood, however, as de-

scriptive rather of the tendency and aim of this

ambitious grasping than of its actual ellects.

Woe to the joiiurs of house with house, or those

making house touch house, field to field tJiey

bring together.

9, 10, The inordinate desire of lands and

houses shall be punished with the loss of them.

And first He threatens that the valuable houses

which they coveted and gained by fraud or

violence shall one day be left empty, an event

implying the death, captivity, or degradation

of their owners. A.

Who can deny that this covetousness which

is idolatry, this selfish and grasping spirit, is of

all sins that which always has been and is most

common and prevalent in the Church, and

even among sincerely religious men ? It clothes

itself with respectability as with a garment,

and walks often unrebuked, often flattered even

and admired, in almost every assembly of the

saints. How many of us are there who, if we
love righteousness, also hanker after the wages

of unrighteousness, after the opulence, the

gratifications, the success which can only come

to us through a selfish and worldly

—

i.e., a sin-

ful life. No transgression is more common
than this among spiritual men, though none is

more fatal to the spiritual life, since none ren-

ders a man more impervious to the rebukes of

conscience or the warnings of the Word and

Spirit of God. Cox.

Thousands of people might be enjoying

reasonable lives, with opportunities for self-

culture, for social enjoyment, and for charitable

effort, whose whole energj'^ is absorbed in the

desperate struggle to add superfluities to com-

forts. Saturday Revieio, The spirit of en-

terprise is the mainspring of all material prog-

ress and prosperity. The Christian farmer

need not be covetous. He cultivates the land

that God has prepared for him. He trusts in

God for rain and sunshine. And if he raises

more than he needs, the surplus feeds the hun-

gry at home and abroad. He cannot be utterly

selfish even if he wants to. If he prospers,

others must be benefited. And so with the in-

ventor and manufacturer. He may get rich,

but he enriches every farmer or artisan who is

helped by his labor-saving machine. So in all

departments of legitimate business. A man
may prosper without covetousness, especially

if he regards himself as God's steward, and

holds his wealth subject to the calls of religion

and humanity. But the man who goes to

church on the Sabbath, who professes to believe

in God, and then goes home, and in the little

shrine of his narrow, selfish soul worships mam-
mon—studies day and night how he can get

rich by impoverishing others, he is the heathen

in the midst of Christendom. Babb.

11-14. The second woe is uttered against

drunkenness and heartless dissipation, with its

usual accompaniment of inattention to God's

providential dealings, and is connected with

captivity, hunger, thirst, general mortality, as

its appropriate punishment. The description

of the sin is contained in verses 11. 13, and first

that of drunkenness, considered not as an occa-

sional excess, but as a daily business, diligently

prosecuted with a devotion such as would en-

sure success in any laudable or lawful occupa-

tion. A.

The next woe falls on those who abandon

themselves to sensuality in the line of strong

drink, and luxurious feasting and music, to the

utter oblivion of God and of all His claims upon

His intelligent and moral offspring. This form

of sin and its threatened judgment leads the

course of thought through verses 11-17. The

description of their sin is strongly drawn.

They rise early in the morning to follow strong

drink, and are up late in tlie night inflamed with

wine as men who make it their life-work to fire

their blood and madden their brain under the

perpetual stimulus of intoxicating drink. It is
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but a thing of course that such sensualists

should give themselves to feasting, and should

also superadd the charms of music. And yet

more is it a thing of course that they should

forget God ! Ah, there can be no right thought

or sense of God amid such revelry ! One of

the main purpojes of such indulgence is to

banish all thought of God. H. C.

13 14. Here again the sin is directly fol-

lowed by its condign punishment, drunkenness

and disregard of providential warnings by cap-

tivity, hunger, thirst, and general mortality.

But instead of the language of direct predic-

tion (as in verses 9, 10) the prophet here em-

ploys that of description. A.

Alcoholic poisoning is responsible for more

disease than any other single cause, and its ac-

tion, being chemical, is more easily investigated

than the complicated biologic influences
^

of

parasitic micro-organisms. Alcoholic intoxica-

tion exhibits in its action phenomena of the

same class as present themselves in the case of

other chronic poisons. The daily administra-

tion of small doses may be continued for an in-

definite period without any apparent noxious

effect, but its action is cumulative, and may at

any moment announce itself as chronic dis-

ease. All the indications point to the conclu-

sion that it is the nervous tissue which is es-

pecially exposed to the cumulative action of

the alcoholic poison. The alcohol sets up a

chemical action in the nervous tissue, which

at first inaugurates only imperceptible change ;

but once inaugurated, the process goes on un-

til the tissue passes into a permanently diseased

condition. Hence, medical opinion is becom-

ing more and more strengthened in the convic-

tion that it is by no means only the free drink-

ers and notorious drunkards who are victims

of this insidious habit, but also innumerable

persons who would repel the appellation

" drinker" with indignation. The influence of

alcohol on the nerves, and especially on the

motor nerves, is seen in the acute stage of intox-

ication, and in its chronic form is exhibited in

delirium tremens, and various forms of neurotic

disease. But, fearful as are these diseases, they

are of comparatively rare occurrence, while dis-

eases springing from the action of alcohol on

the physical organs are of such far more re-

quent occurrence as to render their considera-

tion of greater practical importance. Alcohol

exerts its essential and most significant influ-

ence on the vital organs by being taken up in

the circulation, and thus brought into direct

contact with the cellular tissues of the vital

oro-ans. Cirrhose liver, diseases of the heart,

of the arteries, of the kidneys, and of the

mucous membrane of the alimentary canal,

along with gout, diabetes, and fatty degenera-

tion, are all ascribable to it. This is a formid-

able list when we take into consideration their

frequent occurrence. The prevention of the

evils of alcoholism, when once realized, should

appeal to us as physicians to enlist all our forces

in an earnest effort to grapple with them.

Prevention is, in principle, so easy. Nothing

is needed but insight and good will, and a firm

conviction that we are toiling for a good cause

in the service of humanity. Dr. Adolf Strum-

2)eU, Berlin.

1 4. The ancient Orientals manifestly thought

of the souls of men, good or bad, as going to

the under world, though not each to the same

apartment in it. The grave, just beneath

earth's surface, might receive and retain the

body ; a lower and quite other one received all

human souls, where the wicked wandered in

darkness, while the righteous in their apart-

ments had rest. Here this subterranean recep-

tacle opens its mouth even beyond all precedent

or limit ; and " down into it go their glory"

(that of God's guilty people) ;
" their multitude

and pomp, with every one who exults in it"

—i.e., all those who profanely, impiously exult

over the threatened horrors of the grave. IMak-

ino- themselves prominent in their foolhardiness.

God makes them specially prominent in this

enumeration of what goes down into that world

of the dead. H. C.

16. God shall be glorified (verse 16). He

that is the Lord of hosts and the holy God shall

be exalted and sanctified in the judgment and

righteousness of tliese dispensations. His jus-

tice must be owned, in bringing those low that

exalted themselves ; and herein He is glorified
;

He will herein be exalted as the Lord of hosts,

that is able to break the strongest, humble the

proudest, and tame the most unruly. Power is

not exalted but in judgment. It is the honor

of God that, though He has a mighty arm, yet

judgment and justice are always the habitation

of His throne (Ps. 89 : 13, 14). H.

1§. This verse contains the third woe, hav-

ing reference to presumptuous sinners who

defy God's judgments. They are here repre-

sented not as drawn away by sin, but as labo-

riously drawing it to them by soliciting tempta-

tion, drawing it out by obstinate persistency in

evil and contempt of Divine threatenings.
^^

A.

The cause is here put for the effect ;
" in-

iquity" and " sin" for the punishment which

they provoke. The meaning then is, "Woe

unto them who foolishly draw upon themselves
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the reward of iniquity ; nay, set their shoul-

ders to pull it forward, as a beast of burden

does a cart rope !" Bosenmuller.

The style of sinning here contemplated is

fully given in verse 19, where their spirit stands

out in their supposed words :
" Let Him"

(God) "make speed and hasten His work'
(of threatened judgment) "that we may see

it — and let the Holy One of Israel" (said

contemptuously, in bitter scorn) "draw nigh

and come that we may know" (Him). " You
threaten His coming : let Him come ! Let us

know Him. Who fears ?" This strain of im-

pious blasphemy implies an utter incredulity,

or the very extreme of foolhardiness. No
human line ever yet fathomed the mysteries of

sin madness ; the depths of moral infatuation to

which depravity in sinning creatures, human
and Satanic, can sink. In any rational point of

light, it seems in the last degree amazing that

men should dare the Almighty to vengeance,

and heap insults on His name and throne after

this manner ; but who shall say what the folly

and guilt of sin cannot do ? Men of this spirit

draw all sorts of sin into their souls as if they

were eager to be filled with sin to their utmost

capacity ! H. C.

20. "Woe unto tliem that call evil

S^ood^ etc. The prophet compares the differ-

ence of moral "good and evil." presented to the

human understanding, with that of " light and

darkness" discerned by the eye, of " bitter and

sweet," tasted by the palate ; that is, as a plain

and undeniable truth which forceth its evi-

dence upon a I'ational mind : to transgress God's

conimanilments. His laws and statutes, delivered

by His prophets and confirmed by a series of

miracles, was a heinous crime ; but to " call evil

good, and good evil," was to advance a step

farther in impiety, to lay the profane axe to the

root of righteousness, to destroy all religion,

and to sink into mere atheism. Jortin. Vir-

tue and piety are good, for they are light and

sweet, they are pleasant and right ; but sin and

wickedness are evil, they are darkness, all the

fruit of ignorance and mistake, and will be bit-

terness in the latter end. Those do a great deal

of wrong to God and religion and conscience, to

their own souls and to the souls of others, who
misrepresent these and put false colors upon
them, who call drunkenness good fellowship

and covctousness good husbandry, and when
they persecute tlie people of God think they do

Him good service ; and on the other hand, who
call seriousness ill nature and sober singularity

ill breeding, who say all manner of evil falsely

concerning the ways of godliness, and do what

they can to form in men's minds prejudices

against them ; and this in defiance of evidence

as plain and convincing as that of sense, by
which we distinguish beyond contradiction be-

tween light and darkness, and that which to the

taste is sweet and bitter. H.

This reversal of moral terms and this conse-

quent breaking down of moral distinctions, this

calling evil good and good evil, is one of the

most common devices of respectable sinning.

It is really the testimony which wicked men
unconsciously bear to the intrinsic merit and

the consequent respectability of goodness. Tax-

ing their sophistry to the utmost, constraining

the publicsentinicntof society to their own pur-

poses, and often, alas ! with fearful success,

they manage to lessen materially the discomforts

of sinning, and to smooth the matter over to

their own consciences. H. C. Whoever does

an}' thing to throw the shield of respectability

upon a wrong, or cloak it with a smooth name.

or to disguise the hateful expression of its face,

does something to undermine the very founda-

tions of the moral structure on which all our

safety rests. There is a cowardice, a tamencss,

a complaisance, often, in our judgments of one

another which is only second in mischief to the

positive wrong it palliates. It is tampering

with the foundation principles of good and evil.

J. H. Allen.

How much wholesomer on all accounts is it

that there should be an ugly word for an ugly

thing, one involving moral condemnation and

disgust, even at the expense of a little coarse-

ness, rather than one which plays fast and loose

with the eternal principles of morality, which

makes sin plausible and shifts the divinely

reared landmarks of right and wrong, thus

bringing the user under the woe of them that

call evil good, and good evil ; that put dark-

ness for light, and light for darkness ; that put

bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter ; a text on

which South has written four of his grandest

sermons, with reference to this very matter, and

bearing this striking title : "On the Fatal Im-

posture and Force of Words !" How awful,

yea, how fearful is this force and imposture of

theirs, leading men captive at will. There is an

atmosphere about them which they are ever-

more diffusing, an atmosphere of life or death

which we insensibly inhale at each moral breath

we draw. Trench.

There is hope of reformation as long as the

principles remain uncorrupted ; but when the

light which is in us is converted into darkness,

when lies are greedily embraced and errors de-

liberately justified, the climax of guilt has been
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reached, the ruin of the ch.aracter Is complete,

and the perdition of the soul, without a stupen-

dous miracle of grace, seems to be inevitable.

Thornwdl. We hold to no belief in Divine

mercy which detracts from the unrelaxed

severity of that rule which denounces woe on

all those who take pleasure in and who persist

in unrighteousness. We can more easily con-

ceive of liglit without a shadow than believe in

sin unaccompanied by penalty. Mercy never

lifts her hand to pluck down tliis high ordinance

of God ; but she herself, when she has promised

hope and relief, repeats with a new emphasis

the retributions which are sure to overtake such

as obey not her suggestions. W. Adams.

It is notliing but the present torpor of the

moral sentiments that allows to material ideas

so much power to occupy and overwhelm' the

mind ; but when the soul shall be quickened

from its lethargy, then good and evil will take

that seat of influence which has been usurped

by unsubstantial images of greatness, beauty.

or terror. What are the thunderings of a thou-

sand storms, what the clangor of the trumpet,

or the crash of earth, or the universal blaze,

what the dazzling front of the celestial arraj',

or even the appalling apparatus of punishment,

to the spirit that has become alive to the con-

sciousness of its own moral condition, and is

standing naked in the manifested presence of

the High and Holy One ? That time of judg-

ment, which is to dispel all disguises and to

drag sin from its coverts into the full light of

heaven, will assuredly find no moment of leisure

for the discursive eye ; one perception, one

emotion will doubtless rule exclusive in the

soul. /. Tdijlor. Woe to the soul that fights

against God with His own mercies ; that will

be sinful because He is merciful. Abused
mercy will at last turn into a lion, and then

woe to the despisers and abusers of it ! T.

Brooks.

24. To the series of sins enumerated in the

six preceding verses there is now added a gen-

eral description of their punishment. In the

first clause the prophet represents the Divine

visitation, with its sudden, rapid, irresistible

effect, by the familiar figure of chaff and dry
grass sinking in the flames. In the second

clause he passes from simile to metaphor, and
speaks of the people as a tree whose root is rot-

ten and its growth above ground pulverized.

In the third, lie drops both figures for literal

expressions.

25. Having declared in the foregoing verse

what should be, he recalls to mind what has
already been. As if he had said, " God will

visit you for these things ; nay, He has done so

already, but without reclaiming you or satisfy-

ing His own justice, for which purpose further

strokes are still required." The previous in-

flictions here referred to are described as a stroke

from Jehovah's outstretched hand, so violent as

to shake the mountains, and so destructive as

to fill the streets with dead bodies. A.

26. Here a foreign foe of fearful power ap-

pears as the scourge of the nation. How God
calls them to this work is indicated by two
figures—the lifting up of a banner around

which they are to rally and which they follow ;

and the hiss or whistle used to call swarming
bees home to their hives. With grand sublimity

of description, this whistle call is heard from
afar across the broad earth, and lo ! they come,

very swiftly, to fulfil their mission. Such is the

power of Almighty God over even heathen na-

tions who neitherknow nor fear His name. H. C.

30. The roaring of the lion (verse 29) sug-

gests the roaring of the sea, and thus a beauti-

ful transition is effected from the one figure to

the other in describing the catastrophe of all

these j udgments. Israel is threatened by a rag-

ing sea, and looking landward sees it growing
dark there, until, after a brief fluctuation, the

darkness becomes total. And he (the enemy)
shall roar against him (Israel) in that day like

tlie roaring of a sea. And lie shall look to tlie

land, andbehold darkness ! Anguish and light

!

It is dark in the clouds thereof {i.e., of the land,

the skies above it). A. The last touch is

graphic. If one looks toward that land, be-

hold ! only darkness and sorrow : dense clouds

hang deeply over it : all the great lights arc

darkened in its heavens ! The pall of death lias

fallen and enshrouded the laud ! So ends this

vivid portrayal of the nation's sins and judg-

ments. As to its fulfilment, many points cor-

respond to the captivity by the Chaldeans
;

some better to the final destruction by the

Romans. LikeDe. 28, this chapter portrays the

fearful judgments held in reserve against the

hour when the nation's sins should imperatively

demand their infliction, forbearance and further

discipline being in vain. H. C.
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6 : 1 Ix the year that king Uzziah died I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne, high and

2 lifted up, and his train filled the temple. Above him stood the seraphim : each one had six

wings ; with twain he covered his face, and with twain he covered his feet, and with twain

3 he did fly. And one cried unto another, and said, Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of hosts :

4 the whole earth is full of his glory. And the foundations of the thresholds were moved at

5 the voice of him that cried, and the house was filled with smoke. Then said I, Woe is nie !

for I am undone ; because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of a people

6 of unclean lips : for mine eyes have seen the King, the Lord of hosts. Then flew one of the

seraphim unto me, having a live coal in his hand, which he had taken with the tongs from off

7 the altar : and he touched my mouth with it, and said, Lo, this hath touched thy lips
;
and

8 thine iniquity is taken away, and thy sin purged. And I heard the voice of the Lord, say"

9 ing. Whom shall I send, and wiio will go for us ? Then I said. Here am I ;
send me. And

he said, Go, and tell this people. Hear ye indeed, but understand not ;
and see ye indeed, but

10 perceive not. Make the heart of this people fat, and make their ears heavy, and shut their

eyes ; lest they see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their

11 heart, and turn again, and be healed. Then said I, Lord, how long ? And he answered.

Until cities be waste without inhabitant, and houses without man, and the laud become

12 utterly waste, and the Lord have removed men far away, and the forsaken places be many

13 in the midst of the laud. And if there be yet a tenth in it, it shall agam be eaten up : as a

terebinth, and as an oak, whose stock remaineth, when they are felled ; so the holy seed is

the stock thereof.

This chapter contains a vision and a prophecy

of awful import. The prophet sees the Lord

enthroned in the Temple and adored by the

seraphim, at whose voice the house is shaken,

and the prophet, smitten with a sense of his

own corruption and unworthiness to speak for

God or praise Him, is relieved by the applica-

tion of fire from the altar to his lips, and an

assurance of forgiveness, after which, in answer

to the voice of God inquiring for a messenger,

he offers himself and is accepted, but with an

assurance that his labors will tend only to

aggravate the guilt and condemnation of the

people, who are threatened with judicial blind-

ness, and, as its necessary consequence, removal

from the desolated country ; and the prophecy

closes with a promise and a threatening both in

one—to wit, that the remnant which survives

the threatened judgments shall experience a

repetition of the stroke, but that a remnant after

all shall continue to exist and to experience

God's mercy. The chapter naturally falls into

two parts, the vision (verses 1-8) and the mes-

sage or prediction (verses 9-13). A.

The Temple vision has usiially been held to

describe the first call of Isaiah to his public

work. Its date, the last year of Uzziah, is the

earliest given. We learn from chap. 1 : 1 that

Isaiah began to prophesy in that reign, and

since he survived it full sixty years, its last

year is a more probable date for his proi)hetic

calling than any much earlier j-ear. The first

mission of Jeremiah was marked by the touch-

ing of his lips in vision, and that of Ezekiel by

an appearance of the cherubim. Here both

features are combined. The analogy confirms

the view that the words recount the first call-

ing of Isaiah ; and the question. Whom shall I

send ? further implies that he was now first set

apart as the chosen messenger of God. Birks.

It was probably their similarity in subject to

the preface in chap. 1 that made Isaiah place

the prophecy contained in chaps. 2, 3, 4, and

that of the unfruitful vineyard (chap. 5), before

the account of his inauguration to his office.

Thus far all is general. It is the usual lesson

of the preacher—and the prophets were Israel's

preachers—Repent : for man is corrupt ; but

God merciful. But the vision of the Almighty

on His throne ushers in one of the most remark-

able of all Isaiah's predictions—that contained

in chaps. 7, 8, and 9 : 1-7 ; and the importance

of this prophecy was apparently the reason why
Isaiah placed in front of it his own solemn call.

R. P. S.

We find fully revealed, in this interview be-

tween the Eternal and His prophet, the three

great ideas which were the sustaining powers

of his ministry of sixty years. The first, God

is holy, therefore His people Israel must be

holy. Holiness is to be the unchangeable law

of their national existence :
" Holy, holy, holy,"
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cry one to another, with subdued voice tlie

serapliim standing before the throne. And the

sanetuary is slmken. Isaiah catches a sudden

glimpse, terrible in its clearness, of his own and

his people's sin; he feels himself ,
as it were

struck dead at the sight. Hence the second

thouo-ht • the nation is already too far gone m

sin to be able to accept in earnest the appeals
|

for reform addressed to them by the prophet on

behalf of God. " They hear indeed, but do not

understand." In order to v^rUj tJds people,

whom God has already ceased to call My people,

words are not sufficient ; there must be a great

national chastisement. " Lord, how long ?

asks the prophet. " Until the cities be wasted

without inhabitant, and the houses without

man. and the land be utterly desolate," is the

Lord's answer. But is that to be the end of the

prophetic vision? No; and here is the third

thought : as the metal comes forth from the

crucible reduced in size but purified, so, after

the judgment which shall fall twice upon the

people there shall remain a holy remnant, the

germ of the true people of God. "In it shall

be a tenth, and it shall return and shall be

eaten • as a teil tree, and as an oak whose sub-

stance' is in them when they cast their leaves, so

the holy seed shall be the substance thereot.

Thus holiness as the law, chastisement as the

mean's and the holy remnant as the re&nU ;
these

are the three fundamental thoughts of this Di-

vine dialogue, the foundation of the whole mm

istry of Isaiah. They sum up, if I may so say,

the whole religious philosophy of the prophet ;

a philosophy evidently superior to mere human

wisdom, and descending from that same Sinai

whence came forth the law. Godet.

1-4 The prophet is represented as standing

without and immediately before the Holy Place,

near the great altar of burnt offering. The

doors of entrance to the Holy Place and the veil

separating it from the Holy of Holies were

thrown wide open, so that the whole mner

sanctuary was disclosed to his view. But now

its mysterious symbols seemed
to be transformed

into glorious realities. The Holy of Holies ap-

peared to him as the heaven of heavens. In place

of the golden-burnished mercy-seat he saw a

throne high and hfted up, of unutterable mag-

nificence Instead of the resplendent shekinah,

the visible symbol of Jehovah, he beheld Je-

hovah Himself apparently in human form sit-

ting in awfully refulgent majesty upon the

throne, clad, after the manner of an ancient

monarch, in a robe, the radiant folds of whose

flowin- train swept over and covered the pave-

ment of the sanctuary. Surrounding this

throned Glorious One, instead of the shining

cherubim were seen flaming seraphim as His

attendant ministers in the attitude of profound

veneration, reverently engaged in His worship.

These most exalted of created beings severally

with two of their wings covered their faces,

and with two their feet, thereby betokemng

their inability steadfastly to behold the glory

of God and the reverence and awe with which

they w'ere inspired by His immediate presence,

while with the remaining two they were pre-

pared to fly in quick, eager readiness to obey

His will. And as thus they stood, with ardent

devotion they hymned one to another in alter-

native responsive doxology, " Holy, holy, holy

is Jehovah of hosts ;
filled is all the earth with

His glory !" Then were the bases of the

thresholds shaken with their loud acclaim,

while the whole sacred edifice, suffused with the

altar smoke, trembled with the immediate man-

ifest presence of Jehovah. B.

1 I saw the Lord. It has been a gen-

eral* opinion in all ages of the Church that in

every such manifestation it was God the Son

who thus revealed Himself. In John 12 : 41 it

is said to have been Christ's glory that Isaiah

saw and spoke of, while Paul cites verses 9 and

10 (Acts 28 : 25, 26) as the language of the Holy

Ghost. A.
.

2. " Each one had six wings ;
with twain he

covered his face, and with twain he covered his

feet-" this is the seraph's life of devotion.

" And with twain he did fly ;" this is his life

of active service. If, then, God's will is to be

done by His people on earth as it is by His

an-els in heaven, there must enter into the

sph-itual life upon earth two great elements-

devotion toward God and work for God. The

ministrv of angels is only half their life. The

other half, which indeed makes their ministry

glow with zeal, is their worship. And so it

must be with God's human servants. Our fly-

ing on God's errands will be an unhallowed

flio-ht if we do not first secretly adore Him in

our hearts. A prayerless day of hard work,

consecrated by no holy meditation, what a dull,

plodding, tramping day is it ! E. M. G.

3 Two of the Divine attributes form the

theme of the seraphs' hymn : God's holiness as

inherent in Himself, His glory as manifested in

the earth Holiness denotes fundamentally a

state of freedom from all imperfection ;
a state,

moreover, realized with such intensity as to

imply not only the absence of evil, but antag-

onism to it. It is more than goodness, more

than purity, more than righteousness ;
it em-

braces all these in their ideal completeness, but
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it expresses besides the recoil from everytliing I

wliich is their opposite. This is the sense which

the word bears throughout Scripture. Drimr.

The serapliiia siug rcsponsively to God, as

thrice lioly, supremely holy, and persevere with-

out weariness in their adoration. But the words

allude further to the three persons of the God-

head (John 17 : 11 ; Heb. 7 : 56 ; 1 John 2 : 20)

and to the sacred name, including past, present,

future time, as in their apocalyptic song,

" Holy, holy, holy. Lord God Almighty, who
was, and is, and is to come" (Rev. 4 : 8). Birks.

The allusion to the Trinity is the more prob-

able because different parts of the chapter are

referred in the New Testament to the three per-

sons of the Godhead. A. In this trisagion,

this thrice-repeated " holy," we have no more

than a glimpse of the mystery. Yet it was a

precious confirmation of the faith, Avheu in a

later day this mystery was fully made known,

to discover that the rudiments of it had been

laid long before in Scripture ; that first and last

were there bound together the full unfolded

flower of the New Testament shut up in the

bud and blossom of the Old. Trench.

The doctrine of the Trinity rests upon the

sure testimony of the Word of God, and is itself

the primal foundation of the great facts of

Christianity— atonement for sin by Divine sac-

rifice, and regeneration of the soul by Divine

influence. Only a Divine Saviour could make
atonement for sin ; only a Divine Spirit can give

life to the soul dead in trespasses and sins.

Hence the doctrines of atonement and regenera-

tion rest upon the doctrine of the Trinity, and

stand or fall with it. It is a doctrine of the New
Testament more than of the Old. Neverthe-

less, it did not appear in the Christian Church

as something altogether new, but by that law

of development by which what is concealed in

the Old Testament is laid open in the New. It

pleases God by means of historic facts to com-

municate His eternal trvith to the world. The
doctrines of Scripture are given us mostly by
liistoric mediation, and the facts of the Divine

plan of redemption were essential to the full

revelation of the doctrine of the Trinity, and the

proper use of it for life and salvation. Still,

there are numerous and clear intimations of this

mystery in the Old Testament, and evident

preparations for the revelation of it. Divine

attributes are ascribed to the coming Messiah

(Isa. 9:6; Jer. 23 : 6 ; 33 : 16 ; Micah 5:2);

also frequent mention of the Spirit of God
(Gen. 6 : 3 ; E.x. 81 : 3 : 1 Sam. 16 : 13 ; Isa.

61 : 1 ; 63 : 10 ; 48 : 16). These passages, taken to-

gether, contain the Trinity germinantly. liobie.

The Trinitj^ of out faith means a distinction

of persons within one common, indivisible

Divine nature. It implies, therefore, asits base

that the Divine nature is one and indivisible.

It excludes the notion of lords many and gods

many. For this reason God revealed the essen-

tial oneness of His being first ; and it was only .

after Israel had, through many weary centuries

and many bitter lessons, learned that truth, that

Jesus did or could disclose to His disciples the

" name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost." And when you see at the same
time how such Hebrews as John, Paul and

Peter came to revere Jesus the Son of God as

equally to be worshipped with the Father, and

received the invisible Spirit who came at Pente-

cost as no less truly a Divine person, you must
feel that this new revelation of aTrinit}" in God
left quite unaltered their old faith that God
is one. It was a mighty and a blessed addition

to their knowledge of Jehovah ; but it did not

shake what they knew before

—

'" Hear, O Israel

:

Jehovah our God is one Jehovah." Dykes.

He who goes about to speak of the mystery

of the Trinity, and does it by Avords and names

of man's invention, talking of essences and exist-

ences, hypostases and personalities, may build

a tabernacle in his head, and talk something he

knows not what ; but the renewed man that

feels the power of the Father, and to Avhom the

Son has become wisdom, sanctification and re-

demption, in whose heart the love of the Spirit

of God is shed abroad—this man, though lie un-

derstands nothing of what is unintelligible, yet

he alone truly understands the Christian doc-

trine of the Trinity. Jeremy Taylor.

The doctrine of the Trinity is not a mere

speculative myster3\ Eacli of the Divine per-

sons has His office in the economy of redemption,

and this gives us an idea of the grandeur and

dignity of that redemption, in the economy of

which there is such a co-operation ; the Father

devising it, the Son executing, the Spirit ap-

plying. And the persons are distinctl}' named

in the New Testament, probably that we may
be able the more clearly to trace the plan. . . .

Could the whole theory of the Incarnation be

laid open to our view, no additional force would

be given to those motives to fervent gratitude

and devotedness to the service of our Redeemer

which the mere fact is adapted to inspire. The
practical influence is not at all impaired, but

rather heightened, by the speculative difficulties

wliich attend it, because they result merely from

its inefl'able grandeur. The same ma}' be said

with respect to the doctrine of the Trinity. The
distinct parts assigned to the three Divine per-
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sons exhibit the beautiful harmony of the phm
of redemption : the Father sending His Son,

the Son executing His Fatlier's will, the Holy

Spirit sanctifying the people of God by dwell-

ing in their hearts. These truths are not less

practical because of the mystery which attends

the docttine. We are as able to adore the grace

of the Father, the love of the Son, the com-

munion of the Holy Spirit—to value the distinct

agencj' of the several persons in the work of

our salvation, as if we could perceive the theory

of this unspeakable mystery. R. Hall.

Thus th3 doctrine of the Father, the Son, and

the Holy Ghost satisfies the deepest wants of

the soul. Never so much as in prayer do we
feel our need of the presence and aid of the

Holy Spirit ; never so much as in pi-ayer do \ve

see the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ, and re-

joice in His mediation with the Father. The

doctrine is essential to Christian life and wor-

ship. It is the one faith in which we are bap-

tized, and in which we are blessed. And the

whole Church is one, now and forever, in the

unity of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost. Robie.

To eye God in all our comforts, and observe

the smiling aspects of His face when He dis-

penses them to us ; to eye Him in all our afflic-

tions, and consider the paternal wisdom that

instructs us in them—how would this increase

our mercies and mitigate our troubles ! To eye

Him in all Ilis creatures, and observe the vari-

ous prints of the Creator's glory stamped upon

them—with ho'w lively a lustre would it clothe

the world, and make everything look with a

pleasant face ! What a heaven were it to look

upon God, as filling all in all ; and how sweetly

would it, erewhile, raise our souls into some

such sweet seraphic strains, " Holy, holy, holy

—the whole earth is full of His glory." To
eye Him in His providences, and consider how
all events are with infinite wisdom disposed

into an apt subservienry to His holy will and

ends—what difficulties would hence be solved !

what seeming inconsistencies reconciled ! and

how much would it contribute to the ease and

quiet of our minds ! To eye Him in His Christ,

the express image of His person, the brightness

of His glory, and in the Christian economy, the

Gospel revelation and ordinances, through

which He manifests Himself ; to behold Him
in the posture wherein He saves souls, clad with

the garments of salvation, girt with power, and

apparelled with love, travelling in the greatness

of His strength, mighty to save ; to view Him
addressing Himself to allure and win to Him

the hearts of sinners, when He discovers Him-
self in Christ, upon that reconciling design,

makes grace that brings salvation appear ; to

behold Him entering into human flesh, pitching

His tabernacle among men, hanging out l\m

ensigns of peace, laying His trains, spreading

His net, the cords of a man, the bands of love
;

to see Him in His Christ ascending the cross,

lifted up to draw all men to Him ; and consider

that mighty love of justice and of souls, both

so eminently conspicuous in that stupendous

sacrifice ; here to fix our eyes looking to Jesus,

and behold in Him, Him whom we have

pierced ; to see His power and glory as they

were wont to be seen in His sanctuaries ; to ob-

serve Him in the solemnities of His worship,

wherein He holds communion with His saints

when He seats Himself amid them on the throne

of grace, receives their addresses, dispenses the

tokens and pledges of His love—into what
transports might these visions put us every

day ! Howe.

Tlic whole earth is full ofIlis glory.
This prophecy of the far-spreading glory of the

Messiah's reign, considered as coming from the

lips of the seraphim, those burning messengers

from before the heavenly throne, has exquisite

beauty, sublimity and force. It opens the vista

of Messiah's future kingdom as seen with their

eye and from their point of view. No wonder

such a theme should touch their lips with hal-

lowed fire, and enkindle the utmost ardor of

their souls ! H. C.

4. In the dedication b}^ Solomon the song of

praise was the signal for the cloud of glory to

fill the house, and so also in the Apocalypse.

As fire from heaven was the sign of His accept-

ance of earthly sacrifice, so here this cloud,

"dark with excessive bright," is the sublime

response to the worship of the seraphim. What
nobler answer could be given to their adoration

than fresh tokens of the unsearchableness of

His glory ? Birks.

5-8.*We hare here the very same elements

upon Avhich the inner life of every Cliristian

rests : the holiness of God, the sin of man, the

Divine reconciliation. Everj^ Christian feels

himself related to Isaiah w^hen he is conscious

that the majesty of the holy God brings death

to the sinner, and that only after being par-

doned he can be an instrument of service in the

hands of God ; and when, after receiving the

atonement, he gives himself gladly and freely

to the service of God. There is thus nothing

here that is foreign or dark to us. Aubeiieii.

5. Then said I, Woe is iiie. He is not

lifted up that he should be honored with such
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a vision of God ; but, on the contrary, struck

with humble, holy fear

—

I am undone! This

is much of the exercise of souls admitted near-

est to God, even this astonishment and admira-

tion that such as they should be regarded and
raised to that height and holy fear in a sense of

their unholiness. Leighton.

It is not of the inferiority of the human mind
and of the cloudless height and power of the Di
vine mind that Isaiah is here led to think, but of

his own sinfulness and of God's holiness. The
moral humility ever goes lower than the intel-

lectual. A sense of sin brings us down more
than a sense of ignorance. . . . Isaiah hears

the angelic antiphone, " Holy, holy, holy is

the Lord of hosts ;" and the pureness, and
truth, and equity, and justice, and love, and
faithfulness of God, thus expanded and re-

volved before the prophet's thoughts, lead him
to ponder, on the principle of contrast, his own
ways, and his own heart, and he exclaims,
" Woe is me ! for I am undone

; because I am
a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst
of a people of unclean lips, for mine eyes have
seen the King, the Lord of hosts." Stoughton.

The sense of sin continued and increased

in power through the whole of Paul's Christian

life. It wrung out from his soul the threefold

expression, ever increasing in intensity :
" I am

not worthy to be called an apostle;" "lam
less than the least of all saints ;" "I am the

chief of sinners." The last of the three is the

climax and consummation of all. It goes
deeper than his apostolic office, deeper than
his church-membership, into the very roots of

his character, and into his personal relationship

as a sinner to Christ. He never counted him-
self to have attained the end of his culling ; he
never thought himself perfect ; he was always
burdened with a body of sin and death, from
Avhich, till the end of life, he longed to be de-

livered. It was this increasing sense of his

own unworthiness that made the sufficient grace
of Christ so sweet and precious to him, filled

his preaching with the essence of the Gospel,

and fired it with an unquenchable zeal. Anon.
The King, the Lord of lio§t§. The

same Spirit wliich displayed this glorious

vision to Isaiah has given the interjjretation of

it by the Evangelist John. John tells us that

C/lirist was that Jehovah whom the entranced
proplietsaw upon His throne ; whose train filled

the temple
; whose praises were the tlieme of

the seraphic song
; whose glory fills the uni-

verse. According to the evangelist, it was
Christ's glory that Esaias saw ; and to Him
whose glory he saw the prophet gives the name

of Jehovah, and the worshipping angels gave
the name of Jehovah God of Sabaoth. Bp.
Uorsley.

6, 7, It was part of the same fire, which con-

sumed the sacrifices, whereby the prophet's

lips were purged in the vision fur the fulfilment

of his high calling. His own place, in vision,

was without in the altar court. The mention
of the tongs is a further sign. The atonement
was made by the sacrifices on the altar of burnt
offering. The act of the seraph denoted the

pardon of sin, because the wood was from this

altar, where the blood of the sin-oUerings was
poured out. But it also implied the conveyance
of prophetic inspiration, since his lips were now
consecrated to God's service with heavenly fire.

Birks. God touched his lips with a coal from
the altar, and purified and consecrated him to

bear His message, and then He told him that

the people would not hear nor understand him.

That anointed prophet, the grandest spirit that

ever touched the strings of the prophetic harp,

should preach to dull ears and to hard hearts.

None the less was he to sow the truth of which
the reaping would come by and by. He was
to draw his inspiration from God, not from suc-

cess. C. J. Yaughan.

7, 8. This fire hath two eifects : it works
purity and activitj^ it takes away sin and puts

in spirit and life for obedience ; and so here thy

sin is purged; and then, says he. Here ami;
send me ; and the former is effectual toward the

latter ; the more the soul is cleansed, the more
alive and able it is made for service. A soul

well cleansed from the love of sin, and the

world, and self, is in a healthful temper, and
goes nimbly to any work ; outward discourage-

ments and difficulties are then nothing. Other

motives, or the mixtures of them, God may
make use of sometimes, yet He sees within and

knows what spring makes the wheels go, and
He gives them their reward here, somewhat
possibly of that they seek (success and credit

and a uame), but the after reward of fnitiiful

servants they need not look for in that work
;

for they receive their reward, and can they ex-

pect more ? Many an Here am /comes from

other incentives than an altar coal ; and so thej'

may burn and shine awhile, but they soon con-

sume and die out in a snuff ; the heavenly altar

fire alone keeps in and returns to heaven, where

it was kindled. This, then, is to be sought for

by all that offer any service to God, a readiness

from love. Leighton.

8, Jerome's explanation of the plural, as im-

plying a pluralitj' of persons in the speaker, is

api)roved by Calvin. This explanation is the
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only one that accounts for the difference of

number in the verb and pronoun—" whom shall

I send, and who will go for us?" A. " /"

in the first form of the question becomes " us"

in the second. There should be some good

ground for this close relationship. None has

ever been assigned ; it is safe to say that none

can be more plausible and probable than that

which assumes a reference to the trinity of per-

sons in the one God. This view has the en-

dorsement of both John and Paul. H. C.

The Lord of hosts was communing with His

child. The solemn voice was unmistakable,

" Whom shall I send to save them ?" He
bowed himself in the dust and cried, " Send

me.'.' Through the long half century of his

ministry that hour of his self-consecration

seemed never to pass away. For the thought

of Jehovah's presence in that sanctuary was

ever the material stay on which he leaned for

rest when his spirit was worn and weary. That

hour's penetrating gaze into the things of God
and of men was but the entrance on a life of

constant watching and study. The same sense

of Divine communion was ever the spring of

his great confidence as he preached. A. Duff.

Whom shall I send, and who w\\\

go ? The double form of the question means

that God's commission is offered for the accept-

ance of hearts that are smitten by His love,

and that He calls for volunteers, not for pressed

men. God's commission is to every one of us.

God's voice sounds to me by the very possession

of His truth and by all the faculties that I have

for the communicating of it ; if I have got it,

and if I can do anything to spread it, there is

the obligation. Most of all, if I have Christ for

my Saviour, that makes it a crime in me if I do

not carry Him, somehow, to other people.

A. M.

Every impulse and stroke of missionary

power on earth is from the heart of Christ. If

there are activity, free giving, ready going, a

full treasury, able men who say, " Here am I,

send me," it is because through all the organi-

zation Christ lives and His personal Spirit

works. There is no other possible spring for

that enthusiasm. F. D. H.

Every man has his^joper gift of God—every

man, be he ever so l^^ble, ever so retired and

relatively insigi^cant. We shall find our

special gift when we are willing to see it in

God's light, when, with the simplicity of a child,

we are ready to say, " What am 1, and what

wilt Thou have *me to do ?" God knows our

gift and He wishes that we should know it, and

He will lead us into the knowledge of it when

we are willing to use it, not for present ease of

advancement, but for His glory and the good
of others. J. Drummond.

9, 10. Though his lips have been touched

with fire from God's altar, he is not to expect

the general repentance of the people. His

burning words would kindle no worthy re-

sponse in their hearts. They would hear, con-

stantly and repeatedly, and not understand.

They would see his warnings fulfilling them-

selves before their eyes, and be blind to that

fulfilment. With stern irony they are told to

persevere in this deafness and blindness. In

the same way the prophet is taught what
would be the direct result of his own labors.

His words would leave the people, in general,

more hardened
;
yet knowing this, he was to

teach them and to warn them still. The fore-

seen abuse of God's messages is not always a

reason why they should be withheld. Even
the Gospel itself is " unto God a sweet savor of

Christ, in them that are saved, and in them that

perish." And though God, who cannot be

tempted of evil. Himself tempts no man, yet the

perverseness of the ungodly can never disap-

point His counsel ; and their foreseen guilt and

folly will minister at length to the brighter dis-

play of His infinite holiness, and perfect love.

Birks.

9, 10. These verses are referred to in at least

six passages in the New Testament piatt.

13:14; Mark 4:13; Luke 8 : 10 ; John 13 : 40
;

Acts 28 : 36 ; Rom. 11 : 8). Our Lord's use of

it in Matthew, Mark and Luke was entirely in

harmony with its drift and purpose as it stands

here in Isaiah

—

i.e., illustrative of that judicial

blindness to which God leaves sinners who re-

sist His Spirit and set at naught His merciful

endeavors to enlighten and save them. The
phraseology of Matthew (13 : 14) and of Paul

(Acts 38 : 36) is slightly modified from that of

Isaiah. It is not, " Shut thou their eyes," but
" their eyes have they closed." This change

makes God's permissive and judicial agency

less prominent, and the sinner's own voluntary

agency more prominent. The latter agency

Isaiah most fully and surely implies, and the

former, neither Matthew nor Paul would ex-

clude. It should be noted that these apostles,

Matthew and Paul, quote from the Septuagint,

which reads, " The heart of this people has

become gross ; with their ears they hear

heavily" (in dulness) " and their eyes have

they shut lest they should see with their eyes,"

etc. This is entirely correct in sentiment, yet

does not bring out in its full strength the

Divine agencies in withdrawing His Spirit and
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giving up self-hardened sinners in judgment to

their own free and guilty choice of rebellion

and death. It puts this guilty choice and this

persistent refusal of the sinner in the fore-

ground as facts never to be ignored. And
rightly. The endorsement of this view l)y our

Lord, as in Matthew (13 : 14), and by Paul

(Acts 28 : 26) may be taken as a timely sugges-

tion and caution against overstraining the

Divine agency in the judicial hardening of the

persistent sinner. It would be ineffably revolt-

ing to give it such a construction as would
ignore God's love and pity for even the guiltiest

sinner, or His sincere and earnest desire that

they would, any and all, turn from their sins

and live. II. C.

The system of this world depends, in a way
unknown to us, both on God's providence and

on human agency. Every event, every course

of action has two faces ; it is Divine and per-

fect, and it belongs to man and is marked with

his sin. And it is a peculiarity of Holy Scrip-

ture to represent the world on its providential

side ; ascribing all that happens in it to Him
who rules and directs it as it moves along,

tracing events to His sole agency or viewing

them only so far forth as He acts in them.

Thus He is said to harden Pharaoh's heart, and

to hinder the Jews from believing in Christ

;

whereby is signified His absolute sovereignty

over all human affairs and courses. Xewman.
It is ever so, and ever must be. There are

shut souls, that having eyes will not see, and
having ears will not hear, though the vision be

open, and the voice as the voice of many waters,

and of a great thunder, and of harpers harping

with their harps. None the less do the Eternal

Truth and the Eternal Way stand fast and offer

themselves in mercy inexhaustible to the needy
heart of "whosoever will." . . . Glories of

heaven and earth, grander than telescopes ever

pierced among the stars, or hammers ever un-

covered in the rocks, pass by, and there is no
vision to behold them. Quick minds, but dull

affections ! Full understandings and empty
hearts ! Spiritual things not seen for want of

spiritual senses 1
" O fools and slow of heart

to believe" all that God's prophets, God's
angels, God's Scriptures have spoken ! F. D. H.
There is a way of blindness by hardening the

heart. Let us not conceal this truth from our-

selves. God blinds the eye, but it is in the ap-

pointed course of His providential dealings.

If a man icill not see, the law is he shall not see
;

if he will not do what is right when he knows
the right, then right shall become to him wrong,
and wrong shall seem to be right. F. W. R.

God, who punishes sin with death, some-

times punishes sin with sin. At a certain stage

in the sinner's dreary downward course the

Lord hardens his heart. God is not responsible

for his sin ; but when he has repelled the voice

of conscience, and the warning of his Bible,

and the entreaties of friends, then grace is

withdrawn from him, and sin puts on a judicial

character, and is at once sin and punishment.

Abp. Thomson.

The process of heart-hardening is no mystery,

no miracle enacted by Almighty power, but a

natural process begun, carried on, and com-
pleted by the sinner himself and the sinner

alone. Knditis, a. continuous process. No soul

ever reached at once that state of immovable
feeling, of active opposition to God which is

called a hardened heart. It is, in accordance

with the lav^ of the spiritual nature, produced

simply by repeated neglect of those passive im-

pressions made upon the heart by the influences

of God's truth and Spirit. B.

1], 12. The prophet's words are no mere
curious inquiry, but a sorrowful complaint.

So Jer. 12 : 4, " How long shall the land mourn
for the wickedness of them that dwell therein ?"

And the beloved Daniel, " How long shall be

the vision of the transgression of desolation
"

(Dan. 8 : 13)? And the souls under the altar,

" How long, O Lord, faithful and true, dost

Thou not j udge and avenge our blood on them
that dwell on the earth ?" It is the longing of

the faithful, in every age, to look bej'ond the

dark clouds of sin and sorrow to the close of

the myster}' of God, the times of restitution of

all things, and to the full victory of redeem-

ing power and love. The answer declares how
complete the j udgment will be. Not the cities

only, but their separate houses ; not only the

town, but the countr^^ will be dispeopled.

They shall be exiled, not to near districts,

whence they might soon return, but far away
;

and there would be a long-lasting desolation.

The w^arning plainly extends beyond tlic nearer

Assyrian troubles to the captivity of Babjion.

And as the reproof was applied anew bj- Paul

to the Jews at Rome, so the words have been

fulfilled, even more strikingly, in the wars of

Vespasian and Titus, and the dispersion and

desolation which lasts even to the present time.

So wide in their range are His messages, with

whom a thousand years are as a single day.

Birks.

The cities are "without inhabitant," the

houses are" witliout man, " the land is " utterly

desolate," judgment has come upon it all, far

and near ; in a word, tJie whole of Bashan and
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Moab is one great fulfilled j)rop1iecy. The noble

plain of Bashan is thickly studded with cities,

towns and villages, intersected with roads, hav-

ing one of the finest climates of the world
;
yet

is the whole region utterly deserted, literally

" without man and without beast" (Isa. 33 : 10).

J. L. Porter {"Giitnt Cities of Bashan").

13. The chapter closes with a repetition and

extension of the threatening, but in such a

form as to involve a promise of the highest

import. "While it is threatened that the stroke

shall be repeated on the remnant that survives

its first infliction, it is promised that there shall

be such a remnant after every repetition to the

last. However frequently the people may seem

to be destroyed, there shall still be a surviving

remnant, and however frequently that very

remnant may appear to perish, there shall still

be a remnant of the remnant left, and this in-

destructible residuum shall be the holy seed,

the true Church (Rom. 11 : 5). This prediction

was fulfilled, not once for all, but again and

again ; not only in the vine-dressers and hus-

bandmen left by Nebuchadnezzar and after-

ward destroyed in Egypt ; not only in the

remnant that survived the destruction of the

city by the Romans, and increased until again

destroyed by Adrian ; but in the present exist-

ence of the Jews as a peculiar people, not-

withstanding the temptations to amalgamate

with others, notwithstanding persecutions and

apparent extirpations ; a fact which can only

be explained by the prediction that " all Israel

shall be saved" (Rom. 11:26). As in many
former instances throughout the history of the

chosen people, under both dispensations, " even

so, at this present time also, there is a remnant

according to the election of grace." A.

The two most common forest trees of Pales-

tine were the terebinth and oak. They were
strong, hardy trees. It was a matter of diffi-

culty so to cut and maim them as to take the

substance or vitality out of them. So long as

the trunk or stem was allowed to remain in the

soil, they were sure, in course of time, to grow
and flourish anew ; and Isaiah was taught by
God Himself that His people would be equally

tenacious of life. Period after period there

would be a tenth—a remnant, however diminu-
tive, as many as would, by the blessing of

heaven, once more develop into a prosperous

nation. Sooner or later the judgments of God
would have the desired effect, and the tree that

had been hurt and peeled would give indica-

tions that it had not been deprived of all its

substance or vitality. C. Cron.

So holy seed shall be the substance of the

human race. They are that part of it which
remains living when the generations fall and

decay like the leaves from an oak. For the

growth and development of the tree the seasons

have been made what they are. Indeed, the

whole meaning of the season is this—it is God's

contrivance to get living, growing, fruitful

trees. And the whole meaning of all the sea-

sons of time and history is this—it is a plan of

God to get a holy seed, a tree of life, a peculiar

people. When the seasons are all past, when
the generations have all lived and died, and the

true substance of the human remains as the sub-

stance of the oak when it casts its leaves, then

will there be on the banks of the river of the

water of life, in the new heavens and the new
earth, a tree of life whose leaf shall not wither

and whose fruit shall be yielded every month.

W. B. Brooks.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER VIL

y : 1 And it came to pass in the days of Ahaz the son of Jotham, the son of Uzziah, king

of Judah, that Rezin the king of Syria, and Pekah the son of Remaliah, king of Israel, went
2 up to Jerusalem to war against it ; but could not prevail against it. And it was told the

house of David, saying, Syria is confederate with Ephraim. And his heart was moved, and

the heart of his people, as the trees of the forest are moved with the wind.

3 Then said the Lokd unto Isaiah, Go forth now to meet Ahaz, thou, and Shear-jashub thy

4 son, at tlie end of the conduit of the upper pool, in the high way of the fuller's field ; and

say unto him. Take heed, and be quiet ; fear not, neither let thine heart be faint, because of

these two tails of smoking firebrands, for the fierce anger of Rezin and Syria, and of the son

5 of Remaliah. Because Syria hath counselled evil against thee, Ephraim also, and the son of

6 Remaliah, saying, Let us go up against Judah, and vex it, and let us make a breach therein
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10,

12

13

14

15

16

17

20

for us, and set up a king in the midst of it, even the son of Tabeel : thus saith the Lord God,

It shall not stand, neither shall it come to pass. For the head of Syria is Damascus, and the

head of Damascus is Rezin : and within threescore and five years shall Ephraim be broken in

pieces, that it be not a people : and the head of Ephraim is Samaria, and the head of Samaria

is Remaliah's son. If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be established.

11 And the Lord spake again unto Ahaz, saying. Ask thee a sign of the Lord thy God ;
ask

it either in the depth, or in the height above. But Ahaz said, I will not ask, neither will I

tempt the Lord. And he said, Hear ye now, O house of David ; is it a small thing for you

to weary men, that ye will weary my God also? Therefore the Lord himself shall give you

a sio'n ; behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel,

(God is with us.) Butter and honey shall he eat, when he knoweth to refuse the evil, and

choose the good. For before the child shall know to refuse the evil, and choose the good, the

land whose two kings thou abhorrest shall be forsaken. The Lord shall bring upon thee,

and upon thy people, and upon thy father's house, days that have not come, from the day

that Ephraim departed from Judah ;
even the king of Assyria.

And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall hiss for the fly that is in the

uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt, and for the bee that is in the land of Assyria. And

they shall come, and shall rest all of them in the desolate valleys, and in the holes of the

rocks, and upon all thorns, and upon all pastures.

In that day shall the Lord shave with a razor that is hired, wliich is in the parts beyond the

River, even with the king of Assyria, the head and the hair of the feet : and it shall also con-

sume the beard.

And it shall come to pass in that day, that a man shall nourish a young cow, and two

sheep ; and it shall come to pass, for the abundance of milk that they shall give he shall eat

butter : for butter and honey shall every one eat that is left in the midst of the land.

And it shall come to pass in that day, that every place, where there were a thousand vines

at a thousand silverlings, shall even be for briers and thorns. With arrows and with bow

shall one come thither ; because all the land shall be briers and thorns. And all the hills that

were digged with the mattock, thou shalt not come thither for fear of briers and thorns, but

it shall be for the sending forth of oxen, and for the treading of sheep.

Here begins a series of connected prophecies

(chaps. 7-12), belonging to the reign of Ahaz,

and relating in general to the same great sub-

jects, the deliverance of Judah from Syria and

Israel, its subsequent subjection to Assyria and

other foreign powers, the final destruction of

its enemies, the advent of Messiah and the na-

ture of His kingdom. This series admits of

different divisions, but it is commonly agreed

that one distinct portion is contained in the

seventh chapter. The chapter begins with a

brief historical statement of the invasion of

Judah by Rezin and Pekah, and of the fear

which it excited, to relieve which Isaiah is com-

missioned to meet Ahaz in a public place, and lo

assure him that there is nothing more to fear

from the invading powers, that their evil design

cannot be accomplished, that one of them is soon

to perish, and that in the mean time both are to

remain without enlargement (verses 1-9). See-

ing the king to be incredulous, the prophet in-

vites him to assure himself by choosing any

sign or pledge of the event, which he refuses

to do under the pretext of confidence in God,

but is charged with unbelief by the prophet,

who nevertheless renews the promise of deliv-

erance in a symbolical form, and in connection

with a prophecy of the miraculous conception

and nativity of Christ, both as a pledge of the

event and as a measure of the time in which it

is to take place (verses 10-16). To this assur-

ance of immediate deliverance he adds a threat-

ening of ulterior evils, to arise from the Assy-

rian protection which the king preferred to

that of God—to wit, the loss of independence,

the successive domination of foreign powers,

the harassing and predatory occupation of the

land by strangers, the removal of its people,

the neglect of tillage, and the transformation

cf its choicest vineyards, fields and gardens

into wastes or pastures (verses 17-25). A.

1. The prophet Isaiah had his commission

renewed in the year that King Uzziah died

(chap. 6 : 1). Jotham his son reigned, and

reigned well, sixteen years ; all that time, no

doubt, Isaiah prophesied as he was command-

ed, and yet we have not in this book any of his

prophecies dated in the reign of Jotham ;
but

this which is put first was in the days of Ahaz,

the son of Jotham. H.

Rezin, the king of Damascene Syria or Aram,

appears to have formed an alliance with Pekah,
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the murderer and successor of Pekahiali, king

of Israel (3 K. 15 : 27). during the reign of

Jotham (verse 87), but to have deferred the ac-

tual invasion of Judah until that king's death

and the accession of his feeble son, in the first

year of whose reign it probably took place, with

most encouraging success, as the army of Ahaz

was entirely destroyed, and two hundred thou-

sand persons taken captive, who were afterward

sent back at the instance of the prophet Oded

(2 Chron. 28 : 5-15). But notwithstanding this

success, the}^ were unable to effect their main

design, the conquest of Jerusalem, whether re-

pelled by the natural strength and artificial de-

fences of the place itself or interrupted in the

siege by the actual or dreaded invasion of their

own dominions by the king of Assyria (2 K.

16 : 7-9). It seems to be at a point of tiine be-

tween their first successes and their final retreat

that the prophet's narrative begins. A.

The history of Ahaz may be seen in 2 K. 16

and 2 Cliron. 28. Sufiice it to say of him here

that the sacred record shows him to have been

intensely wicked ; more radicall}' apostate from

God than any Jewish king before him ; more

propense to idol-worship, and more reckless of

God and of the dictates of common humanity.

It seems that very early in his reign the Syrians

made war upon him ; defeated his army with

immense slaughter, and took many captives
;

also that Pekah, king of Israel (here called

Ephraim), prevailed against him ; "slew one

hundred and twenty thousand men in one day,

all valiant men, because they had forsaken the

Lord God of their fathers," and took two hun-

dred thousand captives. All these, at the in-

stance of the prophet Oded, were restored to

their homes. It appears, however, both from

2 K. 16 : 5 and from the statements here that

these hostile kingdoms, even combined, were

not able to take Jerusalem. Still those allies

were a formidable power, and their approach

at this time gave the court of Ahaz and the in-

habitants of Jerusalem occasion for serious fear.

H. C.

2. Syria, the constant foe of the house of

David, had regained its former influence. The
professed aim of the renewed confederacy was
not bloody war, but a friendly revolution to re-

move an unpopular king. Their real aim was
to make Judah a vassal of Syria and Ephraim.

There was thus grea't cause for dismay. The
people feared the renewal of former bloodshed,

and the house of David were aware of deep dis-

content among the people. Faith alone could

have made them bold, and this faith was wholly

wantina;. Birks.

3-16. Accompanied by his elder son, Isaiah

meets the idolatrous king, assures him of de-

liverance, and offers him a sign in proof there

of. But Ahaz had cast off his allegiance to Je-

hovah, and with a certain show of consistency

will accept no sign from a Deity whom he no

longer serves. But Judah is still Jehovah's peo-

ple, and He grants them the sign rejected by the

royal house. The word "sign" is our word
" miracle." In John's Gospel the word ren-

dered " miracle" in our version is constantly

in the Greek " sign ;" and thus what Isaiah

offered was a miracle—that is, a sign of God's

presence, not in the ordinary workings of na-

ture, but in some special and supernatural way.

Ahaz will have no miracle ; Isaiah gives him
the miracle of the virgin's child, the Immanuel.

A mere ordinary event is not in biblical lan-

guage a sign. Yet this sign has an ordinary

side to it. As far as Ahaz and unbelievers

generally were concerned, there was nothing

more than a plain promise, though couched in

an obscure form, that within about two years

all danger from the confederacy would have

passed away. R. P. S.

3. The two sons of Isaiah had the same char-

acter of " signs from the Lord" (8 : 18). The
name of the younger was given by express

command (8 : 1-4), and announced the speedy

advent of the Assyrian spoiler. Of Shear-

jashub no such details are given.

6. Tabeal. The view of Calvin seems to

agree better with the context, that he was the

head of the disaffected party in Judah. By
promoting a Jewish noble or popular favorite,

the confederates would be most likely to secure

their object of making Judah a vassal and de-

pendent power. The presence of a stranger,

a Syrian noble, would have been a constant

motive for revolt, and sign of degradation.

Birks.

8, 9. Their plans shall not succeed, for Da-

mascus shall continue to be the capital of

Syria, and of nothing more ; Reziu shall be

the headman, the king, of Damascus and not

of Jerusalem besides ; and within sixty-five

j^ears shall Ephraim be so completely crushed

as to be no people. And not only so, but up

to that time (sixty-five years hence) Samaria

shall be the capital of Ephraim onl}-, not of

Ephraim and of Judah both. Ye need there-

fore have no fear of the partition of Judah be-

tween these foreign powers, or of her being at-

tached as a tributary to either of them. II. C.

9. If ye will not believe, §urely jc
w\\\ not be c§tablii§>lie<l. Their unbelief

was the true source of their confusion and sor-
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row. Birks. The requirement of faith runs

through the entire Old Testament. The lead-

ing of Israel, from the time of its deliverance

out of Egypt (Ex. 4 : 31; 14 : 31, of. especially

De. 1 ; 32 ; 9 : 23, and many other passages),

rests entirely on faith. But in proportion as its

Divine election seemed to human apprehension

thwarted, and the promise of redemption for-

feited, by the apostasy of the nation and the

judgments thereby incurred, the more emphat-

ically is it asserted how all-important /a^Y7i was,

as the root of all righteousness, and the condi-

tion on which the blessing was to be obtained.

"If ye do not believe, truly ye shall not re-

main"

—

i.e., be in a firm and stable condition—is

the word of the prophet to Ahaz when he sought

help from Assyria. What then is this faith ?

Negatitely speaking, it is a ceasingfrom all nat-

ural confidence in one's own strength and power,

a renunciation of all trust in human support

and assistance. Accordingly Jeremiah thus de-

scribes unbelief (17 : 5),
" Cursed be the man

that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his arm"
(which was just what Ahaz had done). Posi-

tively, it is a fastening or leaning ; for this is

the proper meaning of the word, namely, a

fastening of the heart ujwn the Divine toord of

promise, a leaning upon the power and faithful-

ness of God, by reason of which He can and will

effect what He chooses in spite of all earthly

obstacles. On its negative side, whereby faith

renounces self-chosen human ways; it is a rest-

ing in, a quiet waiting for God. Oehler.

10-15. The previous verses are the histori-

cal preface to this wonderful prophecy. The

sign offered was to be a pledge of God's endur-

ing favor to the house of David, now tlu-eat-

ened at home and abroad, bj^the disaffected in

Judah, and by the confederate kings. The
title " thy God" reminds Ahaz of the sure cove-

nant of David, on which he was bound to rest.

1 1 . The answer of Ahaz alludes to De. 6:16.

He wrests the command of God into an excuse

for rejecting God's own offer. He did not

wish to be bound to God's service by any fresh

tie, and clung to his scheme of hiring the king

of Assyria. Birks.

14. The Lord iiiliall give you a §ig'n,

behold a virgin, etc. The main object of

this sign of unusual dignity was, in the hour

of alarm and terror, to renew the confidence of

the faithful in God's double covenant to Abra-

ham and to David, of One who should possess

tlie gate of His enemies, and of that Son of Da-

vid who should rise up to sit on His tlirone, of

whose kingdom there should be no end. The
purpose of the hostile league was wholly to dis-

place the sacred line, and to set up the son of

Tabeal (verse 6), a stranger or a renegade, on

David's throne. The promise, then, to the

house of David of the greater Son of David,

whose birth would be a miracle of Divine

power, the Owner of the land (8 : 8-10), and

the Redeemer of His people from their enemies,

is confirmed with greater fulness and clearness

than before. But a special warning, due to the

present sin of Ahaz and his people, is here

joined with the promise. Not only the present

invasion, which would very soon be at an end,

but heavier troubles and desolations from the

Assyrian spoiler (verses 17-20), whom they

were blindly inviting to relieve them from a

momentary danger, were coming upon the

whole land, on Judah as well as Ephraim ; and

it would thus be reduced to a waste and deso-

late condition, before this promised child should

enter on His work of deliverance. Birks.

The sign suited the time of backsliding and

apostasy. For it told the house of David that,

wearying God as they were doing by their sins.

He would vindicate His cause in a way they

little expected or desired ; that He would se-

cure the establishment of His covenant with

the house of David, by raising up a child in

whom the Divine should actually conmiingle

with the human ; but that this child should

be the offspring of some unknown virgin, not

of Ahaz or of any ordinary occupant of the

throne ; and that, meanwhile, everything should

go to desolation and ruin—first, indeed, in the

allied kingdoms of Israel and Syria (verse 16),

but afterward also in the kingdom of Judah

(verses 17-25) ; so that the destined possessor

of the throne, when he came, should find all in

a prostrate condition, and grow up like one in

an impoverished and stricken country, fed with

the simple fare of a cottage shepherd (cf. verse

16 with 22). P. F.

The article, " the virgin," is significant. It

can refer to no wife of the prophet, since this

was to be a royal child ; nor of Ahaz, of

whom no younger son came to the throne ; nor

of Hezekiah, still a mere child. The allusion is

to the first jiromise, that the seed of the woman
should bruise the head of the serpent. This

promise had been limited, first to the race of

Abraham, and next, to the seed of David ; and
" the virgin" must thus mean that damsel of

the race of David, for whom the high honor

was reserved, in God's secret counsel, to give

birth in due season to the long-promised king

of Israel, the Saviour of the world. Birks.

Only one virgin and one child Lnmanuel are

spoken of—viz., the Virgin Mary and the child
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Jesus ; thoy are shown to the prophet in vis-

ion witli no reference to time, but are shown so

vividly that he sees tliem, and thinks of them

as present, and tlierefore speaks of tliem as re-

lated to present events, and so makes the youtli-

ful years and the food of the child indications

of important future facts. H. C. If a thing

at all future may be declared as a sign, it makes
no difference whether the thing be future by
three years, or by three hundred, provided that

one circumstance be observed, which is, that

the man, or body of men, to whom the fact is

declared to be a sign, shall exist and see the

thing accomplished. This was manifestly the

case here. For not only Ahaz, to whom the

second prophecy was delivered, saw that ful-

filled as to the two kings his enemies, but also

the house of David, to whom the first prophecy

was addressed, saw that fulfilled in Jesus Christ.

Kennicott. There is no ground, grammatical,

historical, or logical, for doubt as to the main
point, that the Church in all ages has been

right in regarding this passage as a signal and
explicit prediction of the miraculous concep-

tion and nativity of Jesus Christ. A.

The essential feature of the given sign is not

the fact that a virgin conceives, but that the

Messi<ih is Immanuel, that the unchangeable

communion of God with His people is actually

made apparent in the midst of impending judg-

ments. The mysterious nature, however, of

the expression can neither here nor in Micah

(5 : 2) be mistaken. The exalted nature of the

Messiah is more definitely brought forward in

9 : 6, 7 :
" Unto us a child is born, unto us a

son is given ; and the government is upon His

shoulders ; and His name is called the Wonder-
ful Counsellor, the mighty God" (for so must it

be understood, cf. 10 : 21), " the everlasting Fa-

ther, the Prince of Peace ; for the increase of

the government and for peace without end on

David's throne and in his kingdom, to establish

and support it with judgment and justice, from
henceforth and forever." The Mesxiah is cvi-

dentlij regarded as a Didne Being, though here

also the expressions are mysteriously indefinite.

In the Messianic passage (11 : 1, sqq.), the Di-

vine element in the Messiah appears only as the

fulness of the Spirit of the Lord resting upon
Him, and endowing Him for Plis righteous and
happy rule. How close, side by side, to use

Stier's expression, the two lines of promise

—

the appearance of God and the appearance of

the Messiah—run, and seem almost to touch

without uniting, is shown also by the Messianic

predictions of the subsequent prophets. We
notice Jer. 23 in connection with 33 : 14-2G. In

the first passage, the prophet, who in chap. 22

had declared the race of the two kings Jehoia-

chin and Jehoiakim to be excluded from the

throne of David, proclaims that the Lord will,

at the time when He gathers His flock from all

countries whither He has driven them, raise

,
up unto David a righteous Branch. The same
expression reappears (33 : 15) ; nay, " Branch"
becomes even a proper name of the Messiah

(Zech. 3:8; 6 : 12). Oehler.

The promise of Immanuel has a primary and
a secondary purpose. The first and chief was
to strengthen the hope of the faithful in Judah
in this hour of fear and danger, that they

might stay their souls anew on the covenant to

Abraham and to David, and also gain some
further insight into the mysterious nature and
dignity of the Messiah who was to come. He
was to be " Immanuel," God with us, the Son
of the Virgin, pare and sinless from His birth,

knowing to choose good and refuse evil. A
foundation is thus laid for all Isaiah's later mes-

sages, centring on the same glorious Child
;

the Rod from the Stem of Jesse, the Uoot of

Jesse, the precious Corner- stone, laid by God
Himself in Zion, the King to reign in righteous-

ness, the Divine Shepherd of Israel, the Chosen
and Beloved Servant of God, the Man of sor-

rows, the great Intercessor for transgressors,

the Anointed Preacher of comfort to the mourn-
ers in Zion, the Salvation of His peopb, the

King who sp<5aks in righteousness, mighty to

save. But a secondary object, connected with

the time when this great promise is renewed,

was to teach them that this Deliverer would
not arise and redeem His people till sore calami-

ties from the Assyrian spoilers had first lighted

on the whole land of promise, and its fruitful

Carmels, its vineyards and oliveyards, had

been changed into open pasture-fields and com-

parative desolation. Birks.

We have what may justlj be called two in-

spired commentaries on this prediction—one in

the Old, and another in the New, Testament.

The prophet Micah, the contemporary of Isaiah,

evidently referring to the words l)efore us, says

immediately after announcing the birth of the

future Ruler of Israel at Bethlehem, " There-

fore will he give them up, until the time that

she who shall bear hath brought forth" ( verse 3).

The peculiar expression, " she who shall bear."

points to the already designated mother of the

Divine King, but only in this prediction of

Isaiah designated as the virgin ; so that, in the

language of Rosenmiiller, "both predictions

throw light on each other. Micah discloses the

Divine origin of the Person predicted ; Isaiah
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the wonderful manner of His birth." The

other allusion in inspired Scripture is by Mat-

thew, when, relating the miraculous circum-

stances of Christ's birth, he adds, " Now all this

was done, that it might be fulfilled which was

spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying, Be-

hold a virgin shall be with child," etc. And
the prophecj^ as Bishop Lowth has well stated,

" is introduced in so solemn a manner ; the

sign is so marked, as a sign selected and given

by God Himself, after Ahaz had rejected the

offer of anj' sign of his own choosing out of

the whole compass of nature ; the terms of the

prophecy are so peculiar, and the name of the

child so expressive, containing in them much
more than the circumstances of the birth of a

common child required, or even admitted, that

we may easily suppose, that in minds prepared

by the general expectation of a great deliverer

to spring from the house of David, they raised

hopes far beyond what the occasion suggested
;

especially when it was found that in the subse-

quent prophecy, delivered immediately after-

ward, this child, called Immanuel, is treated as

the Lord and Prince of Judah (8 : 8-10). Who
could this be, other than the heir of the throne

of David? under which character a Divine jier-

son had been promised." P. F.

The Christ would be both God and man, Im-

manuel, not only the Son of Adam but the Son

of God, at once David's Son and David's Lord,

the Son of Mary and the Son of the Highest.

Isaiah prepared the faithful for this mysterious

parentage by his grand prophecy of the birth

of the virgin's son, Immanuel. The Messiah

would not abhor the virgin's womb, that He
might become " God with us. " This was done

when Messiah was born of Mary, and the Son
of God became Jesus, the Son of man (Isa.

7 : 14 ; Matt. 1 : 22, 23). The Christ was then

divulged, and the Messianic idea fully devel-

oped. All the scattered rays of prophecy were

concentred in Jesus as their focus. All the

confluent streams of grace and truth met and

merged in Ilim, the end of the law, the goal of

the grand march of Messianic prophecy, the

revelation of the mystery of the ages, the de-

nouement of the Divine redemptive plan," the

brightness of God's glory and the express im-

press of llis substance' ' (Heb. 1 : 1-3). We find,

therefore, not only a gradual objective Messi-

anic revelation, but a corresponding subjective

Messianic consciousness, which grew like the

rising sun unto the perfect day, and as the

mountain stream into the rolling river. At the

commencement ('f this develo])nient the prom-

ised seed was general, comprehending Christ

;

then the special seed of Abraham as a unity,

his one seed by Sarah and not by Hagar, and

his one son Isaac, and afterward the one royal

tribe of Judah, the one family and one son of

David, prefigured the coming Messianic per-

sonage. And now Christ, as the one grand

seed of faithful Abraham, has become the typal

head of the unity of all believers, the centre of

the one collective seed, who are federally and

morall}' all one in Him (Gal. 3 : 28). There was
a progressive development from seed in gen-

eral to a particular seed or people ; next to a

special seed or person ; and thence to a living

personage, who was to be prophet, priest and

king of Israel and of God. The Messianic idea

is thus realized in the threefold appellation,

Jesus Christ the Lord ; the first being His hu-

man name among men, the second His historical

and official designation, and the last His per-

sonal Divine title as Son of God, King of kings

and King of Zion (Luke. 2 : 11). J<(s. Scott.

Jesus Christ is God. His divinity is not an

acquired decoration of His human soul in His

maturer years. It is not merely the highest

degree of moral likeness to the Universal Fa-

ther. It is not the lustre of a soul perpetually

communing with God. Our Lord's divinity is

not the mere crown and beauty of His man-

hood ; it is not the point which was reached

when as man He had in sanctity and sublime

perfection reached what other men account the

superhuman. Nor is it either the reflected ad-

miration of a loving and grateful disciple, or

the idealizing effort of an infant Church, warm
in its reverential love, and too intent on wor-

ship to be capable of reserve or of criticism.

The Godhead of Jesus is not a metaphor, it is a

great and solemn fact, the confession of which

is for us Christians no lifeless formula or dead

dogma. It is not an unwelcome admission,

grudgingly yielded by us in obedience to the

pressure of orthodox formularies, or to the

sterner necessities of honest criticism. It is a

living, an intense conviction, resting at once

upon authority and upon conscience. It is a

conviction to part with which is to part with

all that can really brighten the dark prison-

house of the human spirit. Deny the Godhead

of Jesus, and you forfeit the essence of Chris-

tianity. Liddon.

That very truth which the Jews of our Lord's

time could not bear even to be mentioned in

their presence—the truth of Ilis proper Deity

—

was the indispensable preliminary to the real-

ization of all that was predicted. Hence it is

that the four evangelists, each in his own pecul-

iar way, but with a common insight into the
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import of Old Testament prophecy and the real

necessities of the case, all begin with laying

this foundation. John opens his narrative with

a formal and lengthened statement of Christ's

relation to the Godhead, and broadly asserts

that in Him the Divine Word was made flesh.

Luke also relates at length the circumstances

of the miraculous conception, and with the

view evidently of conveying the impression

that this mode of being born into the world

stood in essential connection with Christ's be-

ing, in the strictest sense, " the Son of the

Highest." Even Mark, while observing the

greatest possible brevity, does not omit the

essential point, and begins his narrative with

the most startling announcement that ever

headed an historical composition, " The be-

ginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son

of God." And the first evangelist, who wrote

more immediately for his Jewish brethren, and

continually selects the points that Avere best

fitted to exhibit Jesus as the Messiah of the

Jewish Scriptures, characteristically enters on

Ms narrative by describing the circmnstances

of Christ's miraculous birth as the necessary

fulfilment of one of the most marvellous proph-

ecies of the incarnation :
" Now all this was

done, that it might be fulfilled which was spo-

ken of the Lord by the prophet, saying, Behold, a

virgin shall conceive, and shall bring forth a son,

and they shall call His name Immanuel, which,

being interpreted, is, God with us.' P. F.

Majesty took upon itself humility ; strength,

weakness ; eternitj", mortality, without impair-

ing the properties of each nature and substance

that unite in one person. In order to pay the

debt due by man, the inviolable nature (of God)
united itself with our frail nature in order that,

according to the requirements of our case, one

and the same Mediator between God and men,
the man Jesus Christ, might be mortal accord-

ing to one side of His being, and immortal ac-

cording to the other. The true God was, ac-

cordingly, born in the full and perfect nature

of a real man, complete in the attributes of

both His own nature and of ours. For He that

is truly God is also truly man ; nor is this

union merely apparent, the lowliness of hu-

manity and the highness of Deity communicat-
ing themselves to each other. For as God is

not changed by compassion, so the humanity is

not crushed by the dignity conferred upon it.

For each nature does, in connection with the

other, what is peculiar to itself

—

i.e., the Word
does what is the Word's, while the flesh carries

out what belongs to the flesh. Letter of Leo

the Great to Flavian.

The Lord of heaven and earth blended our

nature with His own ; He took the manhood
into God. He bound us up with Himself as

one indivisible being ; He shared not only our

state, but our nature and essence ; He took

from us a human nature that He might give us

a divine. And this mystery of the God and

man is a mystery for everlasting. As there

ever has been, and ever will be, the eternal Son
of God, so will there ever remain the eternal

Son of man. This blessed union is incapable

of dissolution ; our immortality is suspended

on its continuance ; we could not have life

eternal unless God were to be man eternal.

The firstfruits will remain with the rest of the

harvest in glory. Yes ; forevermore shall the

ransomed of Zion behold their own bright model

in heaven, and grow more divine as they be-

hold. He will still, as man and God, be the

link that connects them with the Father ; this

poor humanity for wliich He suffered so bit-

terly He loves too deeply to part with it. It is

said that mothers love with most tenderness the

child for whom they have suffered most ; the

agonies of the eternal endured in our behalf

have attached Him forever to our world and

our nature. That nature He retains forever.

W. A. B.

The taking on Himself of our flesh by the

Eternal Word was no makeshift to meet a

mighty, yet still a particular, emergent need
;

a need which, conceding the liberty of man's

will, and that it was possible for him to have

continued in his first state of obedience, might

never have occurred. It was not a mere result

and reparation of the fall—such an act as, ex-

cept for that, would never have been ; but lay

bedded at a far deeper depth in the counsels of

God for the glory of His Son, and the exalta-

tion of that race formed in His image and His

likeness. For, against those who regard the

incarnation as an arbitrary, or as merely an

historic event, and not an ideal one as well, we
may well urge this weighty consideration, that

the Son of God did not, in and after His ascen-

sion, strip off this human nature again ; He did

not regard His humanity as a robe, to be worn

for a while and then laid aside ; the convenient

form of His manifestation, so long as He was

conversing with men on earth, but the fitness

of which had with that manifestation passed

away. So far from this, we know, on the con-

trary, that He assumed our nature forever,

married it to Himself, glorified it with His own
glory, carried it as the form of His eternal sub-

sistence into the world of angels, before the

presence of His Father. Had there been any-
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thing accidental here, had the assumption of our

nature been an afterthought (I speak as a man),

this marriage of the Son of God with tliat na-

ture could scarcely be conceived. He could

hardly have so taken it, unless it had possessed

an ideal as well as an historic fitness ; unless

pre-established harmonies had existed, such

harmonies as only a Divine intention could

have brought about between the one and the

other. Trench.

Our human nature became the tabernacle of

God, that He might dwell with men, and make
them His people, and be their God. It was an

incarnation in which the heart of God reached

the most distant part of His spiritual creation

—

a descent in which infinite greatness takes the

deepest form of condescension, and infinite

goodness the tenderest form of compassion.

When a man's spirit has be^^n opened to it, it

reveals to him a universe of love, at the summit
and base of which are Divine majesty and hu-

man misery, and the incarnate Son of God is seen

touching both and bringing them together. Ker.

The doctrine of incarnation is the glory of

the spiritual history of mankind. It is the

central fact in the scheme of moral providence,

its unity, harmony and fountain of power. It

is the realization of the highest purposes of

God, the discovery of the depth of His wisdom,
love and might. " Great is the mystery of god-

liness, God manifest in flesh." If Jesus be the

incarnation of divinity, it is no longer hard to

believe that both His entrance into the world
and His departure from it were supernatural.

So far from being anomalous, this is altogether

necessary and natural. Anything else would
not have been in keeping with the history.

His virgin-mother is a beautiful and simple re-

ality. It would have been incongruous, even
offensive, had Ue not been thus physically sep-

arated from all of human kind. Plis resurrec-

tion also, and His ascension to heaven, are

transparencies as pure as His miraculous birth.

It was most meet that, having lain in the grave
and " tasted death for every man," He should
rise and pass into the skies. J. Young.

The ascended Christ upon the throne, and the

historical Christ upon the earth, teach us what
man may be, the one in regard of dignity, the

other in regard of goodness. Here is a fact.

Such a life was verily once lived on earth ; a

life of true manhood, whatever more it was.
In it we may see two things : first, we may see

from His perfect purity what it is possible for

man to become ; and, second, we may see from
His experience who said, " The Father hath
not left Me alone, because I do always the

things which please Him," how close a fellow-

ship is possible between the human spirit that

lives for and by obedience, and the Father of

us all. The man Christ Jesus was visited by
God, yea, God dwelt with Him ever ; whatever
more He was—and He was infinitely more—He
was also our example of communion, as He
was our example of righteousness. A. M.
The incarnation teaches us, as nothing else

conceivably can, the essential dignity of our hu-

man nature. For the chief distinction of this

human nature and the supreme evidence of its

soaring dignity is that

—

it is capable of the

Divine. God can come into it, take it up into

His own nature, dwell in it. What promise

and potency must there not be in a nature of

which this is true ! What ranges of culture,

what illimitable reaches of development must
there not open before a being possessed of such

nature as that God deigns to descend into it !

And right here is the immense and unfailing

spring of courage for all beneficent and uplift-

ing endeavor. Sunk as low as you may find it,

human nature is yet a nature capable of the

Divine. The incarnation teaches us the truth

of a new headship for our fallen race, by which

the fallen may be lifted even unto the eternal

glory. Adam is the head of the race by gen-

eration, through whom the race has fallen into

fearful moral lapse. The incarnate Christ is

the head of the race by regeneration, by w^hom
the race may be lifted into the deliverance and

dignit}' of the sons of God, into coheirship with

Jesus Christ in His glory. W. Iloyt.

1 8. The evil times threatened in verse 17 are

here more explicitly described as arising from

the presence and oppression of foreigners, espe-

cially Assyrians and Egyptians, whose number
and vexatious impositions are expressed by
comparing them to swarms of noxious and an-

noying insects, pouring into the country by
Divine command. A.

20. *< A razor, hired from beyond
the river/' Ahaz, in spite of God's warn-

ing, was bent on hiring the king of Assyria to

crush his present rivals, Rezin and Pekah (2 K.

16 : 8-10). Proud of this stroke of policy, he

despised the warnings and the promises sent to

him by the prophet. It succeeded for the mo-

ment, as faithless expediency often seems to do,

but it would be bitterness in the end. His sin

would lead to his own punishment, and that of

his people. God Himself would hire this king

of Assyria, by the hope of ample spoil, to waste

Judah as well as Ephraim. Not only the hair

of the head, the luxury and wealth of the king

and his nobles, but even the hair of the feet,
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the scanty necessaries of the poorest classes,

would be scraped and shorn away. It would
consume " even the beard," the symbol in the

East of all that was sacred and venerable. The
treasures of God's own Temple, the honor and
dignity of the priesthood, would also be swept

away by this fierce spoiler. Birks.

21-24. There was the clear threatening, too,

of long and desolating invasions. By the eat-

ing of curds and honey is signified the cessa-

tion of all the ordinary processes of agriculture.

There is no corn, no vintage, no olives, but

such produce only as grows of itself. On the

sloping hill-sides, where there were wont to

be vineyards with a thousand vines, each worth

a piece of silver, the scanty population will

come with bows and arrows to shoot the game
which has found there an undisturbed covert,

or to pasture the heifer, or two or three sheep,

whicli are all they have managed to save from

the invading foe. R. P. S.

21, 22. In consequence of these spoliations,

the condition of the country will be wholly
changed. The population left shall not be
agricultural, but pastoral. Instead of living on
the fruits of the soil, they shall subsist upon
spontaneous products, such as milk and honey,
which shall be abundant only because the peo-

ple will be few and the uncultivated grounds
extensive.

25. Not only the fields, not only the vine-

yards, shall be overrun witli thorns and briers,

but the very hills, now laboriously cultivated

with the hand, shall be given up to like desola-

tion. The reference is probably to the hills of

Judea, anciently cultivated to the very top, by
means of terraces that still exist. Thus un-

derstood, the verse merely strengthens the

foregoing description, by declaring that even
the most carefully cultivated portions of the

land should not escape the threatened desola-

tion. A.

ISAIAH, CHAPTERS VIIL, IX.: 1-7.

8 : 1 And the Lord said imto me. Take thee a great tablet, and write upon it with the pen
2 of a man. For Maher-shalal-hash-baz ; and I will take unto me faithful witnesses to record,

3 Uriah the priest, and Zechariah the son of Jcberechiah. And I went unto the prophetess
;

and she conceived, and bare a son. Then said the Lord unto me. Call his name Maher-shalal-

4 hash-baz. For before the child shall have knowledge to cry, My father, and, My mother, the

riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria shall be carried away before the king of Assyria

5, 6 And the Lord spake unto me yet again, saying. Forasmuch as this people hath refused the

7 waters of Shiloah that go softly, and rejoice in Rezin and Remaliah's son ; now therefore,

behold, the Lord bringcth up upon them the waters of the River, strong and many, emn the

king of Assyria and all his glory : and he shall come up over all his channels, and go over all

8 his banks : and he shall sweep onward into Judah ; he shall overflow and pass through ; he

shall reach even to the neck ; and the stretching out of liis wings shall fill the breadth of thy

land, O Immanuel.

9 Make an uproar, O ye peoples, and ye shall be broken in pieces ; and give ear, all ye of far

countries : gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken in pieces
;
gird yourselves, and ye shall

10 be broken in pieces. Take counsel together, and it shall be brought to nought ; speak the

11 word, and it shall not stand : for God is with us. For the Lord spake thus to me wit*h a

12 strong hand, and instructed me that I should not walk in the way of this people, saying, Say

ye not, A conspiracy, concerning all whereof this people shall say, A conspiracy ; neither

13 fear ye their fear, nor be in dread thereof. The Lord of hosts, him shall ye sanctify ; and let

14 him be your fear, and let him be your dread. And he shall be for a sanctuary ; but for a

stone of stumbling and for a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel, for a gin and for a

15 snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem. And many shall stumble thereon, and fall, and be

broken, and be snared, and be taken.

16, 17 Bind thou up the testimony, seal the law among my disciples. And I will wait for the

18 Lord, that hideth his face from the house of Jacob, and I will look for him. Behold, I and

the children whom the Lord hath given me are for signs and for wonders in Israel from the

Lord of hosts, which dwelleth in mount Zion.
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19 And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that have familiar spirits and unto the

wizards, that chirp and that mutter : should not a people seek unto their God? on behalf of

20 the living sliould they seek \into the dead? To the law and to the testimony ! if they speak

21 not according to this word, surely there is no morning for them. And they shall pass

through it, hardly bestead and hungry : and it shall come to pass that, when they shall be

hungry, they shall fret themselves, and curse by their king and by their God, and turn their

22 faces upward : and they shall look unto the earth, and behold, distress and darkness, the

9 : 1 gloom of anguish ; and into thick darkness they shall be driven away. But there shall be

no gloom to her that was in anguish. In the former time he brought into contempt the land

of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, but in the latter time hath he made it glorious, by the

2 way of the sea, beyond Jordan, Galilee of the nations. The people that walked in darkness

have seen a great light : they that dwelt in the land of the shadow of death, upon them hath

3 the liglit shined. '1 hou hast multiplied the nation, thou hast increased their joy : they joy

4 before thee according to the joy in harvest, as men rejoice when they divide the spoil. For

the yoke of his burden, and the staff of his shoulder, the rod of his oppressor, thou hast

5 broken as in the day of Midian. For all the armour of the armed man in the tumult, and the

6 garments rolled in blood, shall even be for burning, for fuel of fire. For unto us a child is

born, unto us a son is given : and the government shall be upon his shoulder : and his

name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.

7 Of the increase of his government and of peace there shall be no end, upon the throne of

David, and upon his kingdom, to establish it, and to uphold it with judgement and with

righteousness from henceforth even for ever. The zeal of the Lord of hosts shall perform

this.

Chap. §. According to the course of thought,

chapter 8 should close with verse 7 of chapter 9.

The subject is not complete at any point short

of that. These are the times of Ahaz. The

historical circumstances which gave occasion to

this message are essentially those upon which

chap. 7 is based—viz., Ahaz, his court and

many at least of his people, greatly alarmed by

the combination of Syria and Ephraim against

Judah ; and in order to avert this danger, call-

ing to their aid the king of Assyria. This

policy displeased God, inasmuch as it implied

a most unreasonable, ungrateful, and cruel un-

belief in Himself, and exposed them to all the

evils of being dependent upon the favor of an

idolatrous and wicked nation. The Lord there-

fore first assures them that they have nothing

to fear from Damascus and Samaria (the capi-

tals representing the kingdoms), since those

cities would soon be despoiled and erelong laid

desolate ; and next. He declares that He will

scourge and punish them by bringing upon

them as a foe the very power they had been in-

viting to their aid as a friend, the great Assy-

rian hosts. In di.scoursing upon this point, the

prophet aims especially to encourage faith in

God and not in Assyria or in any other power
;

also to lead them to fear God and none else be-

sides, and to resort to God and not to spirits of

the dead or of the living for knowledge of the

future or for relief from danger. H. C.

The prediction of the overthrow of Syria and

Israel is now renewed in the form of a symbol-

ical name, to be inscribed on a tablet and at-

tested by two witnesses, and afterward applied

to the prophet's new-born son, whose progress

as an infant is made the measure of the event

(verses 1-4). It is then foretold that the judg-

ment denounced upon S3'ria and Israel should

extend to Judah, as a punishment for distrust

of God and reliance upon human aid, in conse-

quence of which the kingdom should be immi-

nently threatened with destruction, yet deliv-

ered for the sake of Immanuel, by whom the

strength and wisdom of all enemies should be

alike defeated (verses 5-10). The Messiah Him-

self is then introduced as speaking, warning

the prophet and the true believers neither to

share in the apprehensions nor to fear the re-

proaches of the people, but to let Jehovah be

an object of exclusive fear and reverence to

tliem, as He would be an occasion of destruc-

tion to the unbelievers, from whom the true

sense of this revelation was to be concealed,

and restricted to His followers, who, together

with the prophet and the Son of God Himself,

should be for signs and wonders to the multi-

tude, while waiting for the manifestation of

His presence, and refusing to consult any other

oracle except the word of God, an authority de-

spised by none but those doomed to the darkness

of despair, wliich is described as settling down
upon them, with a sudden intimation, at the

close of a change for the better, especially in ref-

erence to that part of the country' whicli hatl been

most afliicted and despised (verses 11-22). A.
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1-4. The Mrth of MaTier-slialal-hasli-baz.

These verses are plainly a sequel to the former

message. The promise of Immanuel was a

pledge of God's unchanging mercy to the house

of David, though long and sore judgments were

first coming on the land. This birth of Isaiah's

son, and his name, were a pledge of the speedy

fall of Pekah and Rezin by the Assyrian. The

date is the second year of Ahaz. His third

year was the last of Pekah, and toward its close

the prediction was fulfilled (2 K. 15 : 30
;

16 : 8-10). The tablet would announce that the

prophetess would bear a son to be so named, in

less than a year ; and that before this child

could utter its first articulate speech, the j udg-

ment on Ephraim and Syria would have come.

Birks.

1-4. In these verses the Lord predicts that

Damascus and Samaria, the capitals respective-

ly of Syria and Ephraim, shall be plundered

within two or three years by the king of Assy-

ria. Special arrangements are made to fix the

date of the prophecy and the interval of time

before its fulfilment so as to leave no room to

doubt that it was a real prophecy spoken not

only before the event, but before such an event

had seemed to human view at all probable.

These arrangements comprised (1) the writing

of the emphatic and significant phrase, " Maher-

shalal-hash-baz" upon a large " roll," or rather

a smooth tablet, in very large letters ; and (2)

in giving this name to a child born to the

prophet, with the Divine promi.se that before

this child could say '

' my father, and my
mother," the event predicted by his name
should take place. This name signifies " Speed

the plunder, the spoiling hastens on." More

briefly and nearer to the form of the Hebrew,

thus : Hasten—booty ; speed -spoil. Writing
" with a man's pen" is supposed to refer to

letters in common use and known to the com-

mon people, another sort of pen being used

perhaps for characters, known to the learned

only. The object was to make the writing en-

tirely legible to all. Verse 2 is supposed to

continue the words spoken by the Lord to the

prophet,
'

' And let me take witnesses for the

truth of this prophecy that I now give you,"

even Uriah, the same probably who appears in

2 K. 16 : 10-16 co-operating with the king in

idol-worship, and therefore a specially suitable

witness in this case ; and Zechariah, who was

doubtless the father-in-law of Ahaz, and mater-

nal grandfather of Hezekiah. (See 2 K. 18 : 2

and 2 Chron. 29 : 1.) These were " faithful wit-

nesses," such men as Ahaz especially would con-

fide in. The significant name given to this child

corresponds to the case of his other son, " Shear-

jashub," " a remnant shall return ;" and also to

the three children born to Hosea, each of whom
had its significant name. All these children

became through their very nam;^s prophetic

heralds ; every utterance or thought of either

name suggesting the event it predicted. H. C.

5-§. Because this people refuse the protec-

tion of the God of Israel, and because they

were at that moment exulting in the supposed

success of their policy in calling in the Assy-

rian king, therefore the Lord will bring this

same king and his victorious hosts over their

laud. This Assyrian raid is beautifully ex-

pressed here as an inundaticn of the great Eu-

phrates, which is often called as here " the

river," the great river of "Western Asia, and

subject, much like the Nile, to periodical in-

undations. It rises mightily, rushes over all

its banks ; having swept over Syria and

Ephraim, it comes down upon Judah too, yet

not quite deep enough here to drown all the

people, the waters rising only to the neck.

But the spreading out of his wings, the out-

reaching tides of his great waters, shall fill the

breadth of thy land, Immanuel

—

i.e., the land

of Judah, still under the protection of Jehovah

Jesus, " God with us." Obviously this alludes

to the Messiah's birth of the virgin as foretold, or

rather seen in vision as present, in chap. 7 : 14.

Hence it leaves no room for doubt that the

prophet thought of this child as really the prom-

ised Messiah, already actually ruling in his

power, and shielding his people under his om-

nipotent arm. H. C.

§. Tliy land, O Immanuel. He reigns

over the kingdom of David—the Son of Man,

as He is the Sun of God—God Himself, in His

wondrous way, icith us. Immanuel ! In the

wiiole world of realities there is nothing so real

or so comforting to us as this. Immnnucl ! God

with us ! F. D. H.

9, 10. The course of thought here is obvi-

ous. The prophet's soul, touched with the

name Immanuel, becomes all aflame with faith

in Zion's King and with indignation that

heathen powers should combine to lay his land

desolate. So he boldly challenges them to do

their worst ; it should only recoil on themselves

and crush them with the more terrible destruc-

tion. The mighty Immanuel will make the

wrath of men praise Himself, and will gird

about Him even the extremest human wrath as

His weapon for their ruin. The first verb,

rendered " Associate yourselves," comes rather

from the Hebrew verb, which means to do evil,

to act wickedly, used here in keen irony. Do
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your worst ; be as madly wicked as you will in

3-our rage against God
;
you will only the more

surely be broken to pieces. In the last clause

of verse 10 the Hebrew is " for Immauuel,"
" for God (is) with us." H. C. Even as a

name Immanuel contains a proposition, and

here this proposition is distinctly announced,

but with a designed allusion to the person

whom the name describes. As if he had said,

" the assurance of your safety is the great truth

expressed by the name of your deliverer, to

wit, that God is with us." The mere reten-

tion of the Hebrew word could not convey its

sense in this connection to the English read-

er. A.

12, 13. " Dread not, like this people, the

league of Ephraim and Syria. Devise no coun-

ter league with the Assyrian king. Make no

secret terms with these invaders. Form no con-

spii-acy to set up this son of Tabeal. Bring no

false charges of treason against the prophets of

God. Be not terrified with rumors of new
alliances abroad or treacherous plots at home.

iPenr only God's anger, and rest simp y on His

promise. Set Him high in your thoughts above

every earthly power. Sanctify the Lord of

hosts Himself, and let Him be your fear."

Birks.

13. Jehovah of hosts. Him shall ye sanctify

{i.e., regard and treat as a holy God, and as the

Holy One of Israel), and He shall be your fear,

and He your dread—i.e., the object of these

feelings. If they felt as they ought toward
God, as supreme and almighty, and as their

own peculiar God, with whom they were unit-

ed in a national covenant, they could not so dis-

trust Him as to be alarmed at the approach of

any earthly danger. The collocation of the

words makes the sentence more emi)hatic.

Him shall ye fear is substantially equivalent to

Him alone shall ye fear. Thus explained, the

passage is at once a condemnation of the terror

inspired by the approach of the two kings, and
of the application, which it had occasioned, to

Assyria for aid against them. A.

L.et Him be your fear. There is some-
thing to fear in God. He speaks in wrath as

well as in love ; He has a left hand that points

to the outer darkness, as well as a right that

shows the way to rest and eternal reward. Be-

ware of God—for sin is not all ignorance—it

is a crime of the will. Moral suasion is not

enough ; sentiment alone will not do ; sweet-

ness and light have no backbone against the

seductions of sin, no motive sufficiently strong

to keep men away for the sorcerous shore of

the sirens. The soul must be touched with a

holy fear of God, if it is to find strength to re-

sist the devil, and put him to flight. J. R.

Paxton. There is a virtuous fear, which is

the effect of faith ; and there is a vicious fear,

which is the product of doubt. The former

leads to hope, as relying on God in whom we
believe ; the latter inclines to despair, as not

relying on God in whom we do not believe.

Persons of the one character fear to lose God
;

l^ersons of the other character fear to find Him.
Pascal.

14. And He (Jehovah) shall be for (or be-

come) a holy thing (an object to be sanctified)

and for astone of stumbling. God was the only

proper object to be dreaded, feared and sancti-

fied

—

i.e., regarded as a holy being in the wid-

est and the most emphatic sense. Thus ex-

plained, the Hebrew word corresponds almost

exactly to the Greek term applied to Christ by
the angel who announced His birth (Luke

1 : 85). In 1 Pet. 2 : 7, where this very passage

is applied to Christ, the word " precious" seems

to be employed as an equivalent to the word
here used. To others He is a stone of stum-

bling, but to you who believe He is something

precious, something honored, something looked

upon as holy. The same application of the

words is made by Paul in Rom. 9 : 33. These

quotations seem to show that the prophet's

words have an extensive import, and are not to

be restricted either to his own times or the time

of Christ. The doctrine of the text is, that

even the most glorious exhibitions of God's holi-

ness

—

i.e., of His infinite perfection, may occa-

sion the destruction of the unbeliever. The
most signal illustration of this general truth

was that afforded in the advent of the Saviour.

It was frequently exemplified, however, in the

interval, and one of these exemplifications was
afforded by the conduct of the unbelieving

Jews in the reign of Ahaz, to whom the only

power that could save them was converted by
their own unbelief into a stone of stumbling

and a rock of offence. A.

16-IS. The Messiah, present so intimately

in thought throughout the two verses preced-

ing, appears here as the speaker. It is He who
says (verse 16) " My disciples ;" a phrase famil-

iar to His lips during His life in the flesh. It

is He who says (verse 18), " Behold, I and the

children whom the Lord hath given Me ;" these

very words being cited by Paul to the Hebrews

(3 : 13) as said by Jesus and as signifying that

He is partaker with His children of flesh and

blood, and in common with them, has in God a

Father, so that they are all of one. But the

Messiah being the speaker, what is His mean-
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ing? This : Bind up and seal in the hearts of

my obedient and trustful people these great

truths just spoken. They are to be My wit-

nesses to these trutlis.

19, 20; When they advise you to go to

those who profess to know the spirits, the

super-wise men (" wizards"), " Avho peep and
mutter," as if strange, uncouth sounds best

befitted the dignity of such spirits and of hu-

man fellowship with them ; then reply to them,

Should not people seek unto their own God if

they would know the future or the things of

the unseen world? Has not the great God all

knowledge and supreme control over all other

worlds and over all the future of this? Is it

not all-sufficient that you may go to your own
God for all wisdom and for all needful help?

Besides, can the dead bring any help to the

living? Go rather to the law and the testi-

mony, the sure word of God, for this reveals

all that mortals need to know under the pres-

sure of present ills or the fear of the otherwise

dark and unknown future. If any class of

men discard this word of God and speak not

according to its revelations, they are those upon
whose darkness no dawn of hope shall ever

rise. H. C.

20. The prophet appeals to t7ie law and the

testimony as to an authority which was at once

supreme and final. What was this law and
tefstimony if it was not an acknowdedged ex-

ternal code which could be bound up and sealed

among the Lord's disciples ? The moral plat-

form from which the prophets spoke to the

men of their own day is abolished if there was
no antecedent law to which to recall them, and

for the violation of which they could be re-

proved. There must have been a previous

education in spiritual truth ere the prophetic

enunciations on either side could have been

given or received. The entire foundation of

their work was laid in the spiritual recognition

of a standard from which their own generation

had departed. Leathes.

A cardinal canon of certitude for the Chris-

tian is, " The Scripture saith it." Now a sin-

gular featui"e of the entire Bible, too little noted,

is its own certitude. It is self-assertive through-

out ; note Gen. 1 : 1 and John 1 : 1 as speci-

mens. It speaks, like the Master, "as one

having authority." Its Mosaic law bristles

with imperious phraseology—"thou shalt,"

" shalt not." Its gospel bears the sanction,

"
. . . shall be saved. " From Genesis to Rev-

elation not one uncertain note is struck. The
entire canon carries the air of easy lordship.

This well-known characteristic of Christ's

words and manner marks His Book also, the
Bible, through and through. The sources of
this certitude are not hard to discover. These
are two, uttering a blended stream of authority,
the first Divine, the second human. God speaks
throughout the Book, but not through a tube.
He speaks through certain men who are con-

scious of their appointment to the task and of
their authority in discharge of this task. The
two sources are not co-ordinate, though in the

production of the Book they are co-ordinated

—

that is, the authority of God in Scripture ante-

dates and conditions that of its human authors,

but in actual speech the two become blended.

Yet neither is lost in the other. It takes both
to make the Book. The more remote authority

of God lends supreme sanction to what His hu-
man agents say, and holds over from age to age
through all periods of human production, uni-

fying His Book. Yet if the authority of the

human authors also were wanting, we might
have some kind of a Divine message indeed,

but we should not have the Bible. There is the

dual note of certitude throughout the Book

—

the self-assertive consciousness of the inspiring

Spirit who knew whereof He spake and the

self-assertive consciousness of Moses, David,

Solomon, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Matthew, and the

others one by one, whose personalities one by
one carry to us weight and definite flavor, who
also knew whereof they spake, and who show
that they knew it.

Two things result from this dual certitude of

utterance : First, the Book is vitalized through

and through, by the Spirit of God, with the

Divine thought, tingling and red with life to

its finger-tips, Divine in every turn of expres-

sion or shade of meaning ; second, it brings us

into touch—not Avitli the ever-present Divine

Will only, but equally—with the will and with-

in range of the personal magnetism of more than

a score of the picked men of the ages, until we
drink in instruction from and bow to the ap-

pointed authority of the leader of the Exodus,

the poet-king, the seer of Babylon, Paul and

Paul's physician, the preacher at Pentecost, the

exile on Patmos, and all that glorious fellow-

ship who were honored of God by specific and

fit appointment to this unique service of His

Church and this unique honor in the annala

both of literature and of the kingdom of Christ.

Of this honor we may not rob them without

defacing and somewhat depotentizing the bless-

ed Book, nor without grave damage to ourselves

and to the Church of God. Just because in-

spiration is not mechanical but vital, it involves

both the distinct personality of the revealed
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God and the distinct personalities of His several

known human agents and co-workers. Lack-

ing either of these things it were something less

than the Bible, " the Word of God written."

Lacking either the certitude of its known Di-

vine Author or the certitude of its known
human authors, its authority for man might
remain, but its power over men would be im-

measurably reduced. The word as God gave
it to us must be left untarnished by elimination

of the inbreathing Spirit from a single page or

by the erasure of so much as one human name
and personality inwoven with and conscious-

1}^ entering into the Divine utterance. W. W.

Paris.

We do not ignore reason. She has her mis-

sion in regard to the written Word. She is to

examine its claims to inspiration. She is to

weigh the external and the internal evidences

of its divinity. But when she has settled that

question her work is done. Thenceforth she

is to sit at the feet of the great Teacher and
reverently receive His words. She is to study

them so as to comprehend their full meaning.

But she is never to sit in judgment upon them
as wise or unwuse, as right or wrong. They
come with authority. They are the utterances

of Him who gave us reason and who can never

tell us anything that is contrary to it, though
He may tell us many things that transcend it.

Interior.

We take the Bible into our hands, and exam-
ine diligently its different sections, delivered in

different ages of mankind. There is a mighty
growth in the discoveries of God's nature and
will, as time rolls on from creation to redemp-

tion ; but as knowledge is increased, and
brighter light thrown on the Divine purpose

and dealings, there is never the point at w^hich

we are brought to a pause by the manifest con-

tradiction of one part to another. It is the

wonderful property of the Bible, though the

authorship is spread over a long line of centu-

ries, that it never withdraws any truth once

advanced, and never adds new without giving

fresh force to the old. The brief notices given

to patriarchs expand in the institutions of the

law and under the breathings of prophecy, till

at length, in the days of Christ and His apos-

tles, they burst into magnificence, and fill a

world with redemption. It is throughout the

same system for the rescue of human kind by
the interference of a surety. Melvill.

Chap. 9. The subject of chap. 8 continues

over into chap. 9 to the end of verse 7. Then
follows a message which fills out this chapter

and the first four verses of chap. 10, addressed

to the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, variously

named Jacob, Israel and Epliraim.

1. The exact thought of the original may be
expressed thus: "But darkness shall not be
[permanent] where this oppression lay ; for as

the former time dishonored and oppressed the

land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, the

latter time shall greatly honor and bless those

lands, even the way of the sea beyond Jordan,

in Galilee of the nations." The northern and
eastern border tribes. Including Zebulun and
Naphtali on the west of Jordan and the two
and a half tribes on the east, had been held in

low esteem, as being far from Jerusalem the

honored centre ; less enlightened religiously,

earlier and more apostate into idolatry, more
exposed to the nation's foreign enemies (see 1

Chron. 5 : 25, 26), and more corrupted by hea-

then families and tribes living among them.

Deep traces of the same disesteem appear on
the face of the New Testament history. (See

John 1 : 46 and 7 : 52 ; also Matt. 26 : 69 and
Acts 2 : 7.) Over this region the waves of the

great Assyrian river had swept with terrible

devastation ; but it should not be always first

in calamity and darkness. The latter time

should reverse this law and give to that region

distinguished honor, as the next verse proceeds

to say. H. C.

2-7. Here the message changes, with a strik-

ing abruptness, from the midnight of sorrow to

a daybreak of hope and joy ; from the Assyrian

and Chaldean desolations to the times of Im-
manuel, the great hope of Israel, and the heir

of David's throne. The same region, the bor-

ders of the sea of Galilee, where the sorrow of

captivity had begun, was to witness the first

dawn of the joyful change.

2. This promise is quoted (Matt. 4 : 14-16),

and is given as the reason why our Lord chose

Capernaum by the sea of Galilee for the main
seat of His earthly ministry. That same dis-

trict of the Holy Land, marked by the first step

of national downfall, was also chosen for the

first dawn of light, when it was made the scene

of our Lord's personal ministry. He who was
despised and rejected of men would choose His

apostles and dawn upon the benighted people

in despised Galilee. Birks.

3. The prophet now, by a sudden apostro-

phe, addresses God Himself, who, by bestow-

ing on the Galileans this great light, would not

only honor them, but afford occasion of great

joy to all the true Israel, including those who
should be gathered from the Gentiles. Thou
hast enlarged the nation {i.e., Israel in general).

thou haat increased its joy (literally, to it thou
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hast increased the joy), tJiey rejoice before Thee

like the joy in harvest, as men rejoice wJwn they

divide the spoil. A.

5. Carrying forward tlie same line of thought,

the prophet adds yet another cause for the na-

tion's joy. " For every war shoe of the soldier

who arms himself at the cry, To battle ! and

every garment rolled in human blood shall be

burned—the food of fire." All that belongs to

war—the armor aud the weapons of the soldier

and the garments drenched ia the blood of the

slain shall be swept away with fire ; and War
itself shall die ! Unfortunately the English

translation misses the full sense and mars the

exquisite beauty of this verse. The Messiah

abolishes all war ; but not until His foes are

either swept away by His j udgments or melted

into penitence and won over to submission by
His love. This prophecy looks at the glorious

results—the annihilation of all that makes war
a scene of horror.

6. From the effects and the results of Mes-

siah's reign, the prophet comes to speak here

speciQcally of the Messiah Himself. A won-

drous child is born to the race of man, all

unique and peculiar ; born a prince, to bear on

His shoulder the insignia of supreme power (as

the Orientals wore a key upon the shoulder,

and modern occidentals, an epaulette, to indi-

cate authority) ;
" and His name shall be called"

{i.e., He shall truly be, and therefore shall be

worthy to bear these significant names) " Won-
derful" (for " great is the mystery of godliness,

God manifest in the flesh") ;

" Counsellor" (for

on Him shall rest the spirit of wisdom and un-

derstanding ; the spirit of counsel and might

;

the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the

Lord," etc., Isa. 11 : 2) ;
" the Mighty God" (not

a god in any inferior sense ; but tlte Mighty
God, Creator and Lord of all) ;

" the Everlast-

ing Father" (a name entirely applicable to Him
as the Creator of all worlds, and as being truly

a Father to His people ; existing, moreover,

through all the depths of a past eternity, and

onward through the cjx-les of an eternal fu-

ture) ; also, " the Prince of Peace" (the glorious

King whose reign shall be the consummation
of peace aud prosperity throughout this other-

wise troubled and sin-cursed earth). Nor this

only ; but He gives peace, even a " peace that

passeth all understanding," to those who are

justified by faith in Him (Rom. 5:1; Phil.

4 : 7), and who abide in Him with faith unfal-

tering and love supreme. " Everlasting Fa-

ther," literally Father of eternity, may mean
either, existing eternally, and in this sense one
" who only hath immortality" (1 Tim. 6 : 16) ; or

one that gives eternal life to His people.

H. C. The natural and striking application

of the words is to Jesus Christ, as the promised
child, emphatically bora for us aud given to us,

as the Son of God and the Son of man, as being

wonderful in His person, works and sufferings

—

a counsellor, prophet or authoritative teacher

of the truth, a wise administrator of the Church,
and confidential adviser of the individual be-

liever—a real man, and yet the Mighty God—
eternal in His own existence, and the giver of

eternal life to others—the great j)eacc-maker be-

tween God and man, between Jew and Gentile,

the umpire between nations, the abolisher of

war, and the giver of internal peace to all who
being justified by faith have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ (R:jni. 5 : 1). A.

The words of this prophecy refer to what the

prophet had said in chap. 7 respecting Imman-
uel, the son of the virgin, and also to the first

prediction of the seed of the woman, and to the

seed of Abraham, in whom all nations were to

be blessed, aud to Shiloh—that is, the son whom
Jacob had promised. Ilaldane. Abraham
did see the Saviour's day and was glad. Closes,

as lawgiver, did predict the Redeemer, and the

law given him was the purposed preparation

for the "truth and grace by Jesus Christ."

Shiloh does come, with His never-departing

sceptre of peace, as Israel promised. All the

immense and costly system of sacrifices does

verily serve its predestined end as the " shadow

of better things to come," things which did

come in Him who " once offered up Himself,"

the ReSner and Purifier of all the sous of Levi,

at once High-Priest and Victim, " made higher

than the heavens," " continuing ever," " hav-

ing an unchangeable priesthood," "ever liv-

ing to make intercession." David, chieftain of

kings, takes his singular exaltation not only

fi'om the personal worth of his penitence and

the inspiration of his song, but as the regal an-

cestor of the human part in the Prince of all

the kings of the earth. The prophecies from

age to age and along the pages of the Bible

resound the ever-strengthening and ever clearer

cry, " He cometh ! the Wonderful, Counsellor,

Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince

of Peace ! Hosanna to the Son of David !

Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the

Lord ! Hosanna in the highest !" F. D. PL

What mean these expressions—His name shall

be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the flighty

God, the Father of Eternity, the Prince of

Peace—if they do not mark the Divine nature

of the Messiah? The words of the seventh

verse announce expressly a blessedness and an
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eternal reign, accompanied with judgment and
righteousness, wliich can only be understood of

Jesus Christ, being totally inapplicable to any
other king. Haldaru. Great names indeed.

But where is the name that is above every

name, the name of Jesus, at which every knee
shall bow? Perhaps you will find in all these

names that one name, but drawn out at length

and poured forth. Nor could lie at all be

called or be a Saviour, if one of these were
wanting. Bernard. The Scriptures style

Him Jehovah-jireh (the Lord will provide)
;

Jehovah-nissi (the Lord my banner)
; Jehovah-

shalom (the Lord send peace) ; Jehovah-rophi

(the Lord that healeth thee) ; Jehovah-tsidkenu

(the Lord our righteousness) ; the Prince of

peace ; the Prince of life ; the King of Zion
;

Immanuel, God with us ; the living God ; the

true God ; the only wise God ; the God over
the whole earth

; the mighty God ; God over
all, blessed for evermore ; Alpha and Omega,
the first and the last ; the same yesterday, to-

day, and forever; " the blessed and only Po-

tentate, the King of kings and Lord of lords,

who only hath immortality, dwelling in the

light which no man can approach unto, whom
no man hath seen, or can see, to whom be
honor and power everlasting. Amen." Sher-

man.

A child is born. No sleeper waked at His
coming

;
but only they who watched through

the night had intelligence of His advent. Tlie

earth that night did not shake ; the heaven that

night did not tremble. Only a few cliildiike

souls, who then kept vigil at His birth, trem-

bled
;
yet their trembling was a trembling for

joy.
'

' The eternal light enters, " says the poet,

"and gives the world a new splendor; it

shines clearly at mignight, and makes us chil-

dren of the light. He whom the whole cir-

cumference of the world could not embrace
lies in the womb of Mary. He who alone sus-

tains the universe has become a little infant."

He who came the first time to save sinners will

come the second time to judge them ; He who
came the first time to bear our sins will come
the second time to condemn them. Now we
are enjoying the day of comfort, when the

Lord does not appear in the tempest but in the

soft, gentle sound
; oh, then let our hearts be

touched by this soft, gentle sound ! Let us kneel
down at the manger, let us worship with the

pious shepherds, let us strew myrrh with the

kings from the East. Tholuck.

A Son i§ erivcn. Where did this Man, so

fair, so radiant, so human and yet so superhu-
man, so universal and yet so individual, where

did He come from? and where did the Gospel,

which flows from Him, and which has done
such things in the world as it has done, where
did it come from? " Do men gather grapes of

thorns or figs of thistles?" H it be true that

Jesus Christ is either mistakenly represented in

the gospels, or that He made enthusiastic

claims which cannot be verified, and if it be

true that the faith in a Resurrection, on which
Christianity is suspended, and which produced
such fruits as we know have been produced, is

a delusion ; then the noblest lives that ever

were lived in the world have found their im-

pulse in a falsehood or a dream ; and the rich-

est clusters that ever have yielded wine for the

cup have grown upon a thorn. If like pro-

duces like, you cannot account for Christ and
Christianity by anything short of the belief in

His Divine mission. This Man, when He
claimed to be God's Son and the world's Sa-

viour, was no brain-sick enthusiast ; and the re-

sults show that the Gospel which His followers

proclaim rests upon no lie. A. M.

Wonderful. In the announcement of His

advent and in the records of His life there is a

history which rises above all histories. Christ

can no more be classified with mankind than

His miracles can be reduced to ordinary events.

His whole life attests the truth that He is from
above, and that He came to save the lost.

Christianity is, in this view, " an historically

superhuman movement in the world, that is

visibly entered into it and organized to be an

institution in the person of Jesus Christ. He is

the central figure ; He is the unfailing power
;

and with Him the entire fabric either stands or

falls." Christ was Himself a revelation of

God. " He was the briglitness of His glory

and the express image of His person ;" He was
"God manifest in the flesh." Humble as He
was among men. He willed to be a king, and
His ministerial work was one continued procla-

mation of His absolute and unrivalled sway
;

and when that ministry on earth had terminat-

ed. He encouraged His disciples \>y the declara-

tion, " All power is given unto Me in heaven

and in earth," and by the thrilling promise,
" Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end

of ths world." As we study His character and

His claims, we are constrained to acknowledge

the truth of Isaiah's prophecy: "And His

name shall be called Wonderful ;" and " we
discover, as did the first Cliristiaus, beneath and

beyond all that meets the eye of sense and the

eye of conscience, the eternal Person of our

Lord Himself. It is not the miracles, but the

Maker ; not the character, but the living sub-
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ject ; not the teaching, but the Master ; not

even the death or the resurrection, but He who
died and rose again ; upon whom Cliristian

thouglit, Christian love, Christian resokition,

viltimately rest." To Hira alone believers on

earth, like the ransomed in glory, turn as " all

their salvation and all their desire." W. Fni-

ser.

Wonderful, Counsellor. There is one

centre in Avhich all elements of wonder iu the

Bible are found united—Jesus Christ. He is

the keystone of its arch, and it falls or stands

with Him. He is more ; He is the firmament

that holds all its stars and its brightness. But
for Him there would 'have been no Bible, and

if we read it without Him it has no coherence

and no guiding thought. All the struggling

aspirations of the ancient church converge to

Him as rays to a focus, and all the great forces

of truth and goodness now in the world emerge

from Him, whether they know it or not. Isaiah

declares His name to be " Wonderful," " Coun-

sellor," and Paul assures us that " in Him are

hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowl-

edge." If the claims of Jesus Christ are to be

maintained, as they must and will be, it is not

by lessening, but by enlarging them. We must

hold that there is nothing good or true or j^ure

among men but in some way it has its source in

Him, for " He is the true light, which lighteth

•every man that cometh into the world." Ker.

In Christ, the man Christ Jesus, the Son of

God, there lie the thoughts for all our knowl-

edge, the master principles of all our concep-

tions, the light of all our seeing ; in Him, His

person, His deeds, His utterances. His relations

to men, His relation to God, there is the forma-

tive basis of everything that is worth thinkiag

about and knowing in regard to every subject

which does not belong to the mere material life

of man. All philosophy, all ethics, all reason-

able history of humanity, the principles of all

the communities into which men shall aggre-

gate themselves, light upon the nature of

man's spirit, light upon the relations of man to

God, the hopes that burn bright with immor-

tality in the midst of the darkness of the grave,

and if there be any other theme above the level

of the beasts that perish and the wants that are

like theirs, they are all to be found in Him—in

whom, by no hyperbole, are hid all the treas-

ures of wisdom and knowledge. So in Christ,

to be unfolded through slow generations in ac-

cordance with human experience and wants, is

all that men can know or need to know con-

cerning God and themselves, and the relations

of both, their duties, their hopes, their fears.

and their love. . . . What we have to do is

simply to yield up our understandings, our

wills, our hearts, our consciences, and all the

activities of our lives to Him ; to be command-
ed, to be cleansed, to be enlightened, to be filled

.

with His love, to be conformed to His likeness,

for the voice that spoke from the heavens

speaks to us j^et
—

" This is My beloved Son,

hear ye Him !" A. M.
He is Wonderful, Counsellor. Justly is He

called Wonderful, for He is both God and man.

His love is the wonder of angels and glorified

saints ; in His birth, life, death, resurrection

and ascension, lie was wonderful. A constant

series of wonders attended Him, and without

controversy, great was the mystery of godliness

concerning Him. He is the Counsellor, for He
was intimately acquainted with the counsels of

God from eternity, and He gives counsel to the

children of men, in which He consults our wel-

fare. It is by Him that God has given us coun-

sel (Ps. 16:7; Rev. 3 : 18). He is made of God
to us wisdom. H. He spoke of His own
authority :

" Verily, / say imto J'ou." Other

teachers explained the law ; He is a lawgiver.

Others drew more or less pure waters from cis-

terns ; He is in Himself a well of Avater, from

which all may draw. He does not argue ; He
affirms. He seeks no support from others'

teachings ; He alone is sufficient for us. He
not only speaks the truth, which needs no other

confirmation than His own lips, but He is the

truth. We may canvass other men's teachings

and distinguish their insight from their errors
;

we have but to accept His. The world out-

grows all others ; it can only grow up toward

the fulness of His. Us and all the ages He

teaches with authority, and the guarantee for

the truth of His teaching is Himself. " Verily,

verily, I say unto you." No other man has a

right to say that to me. But Christ dominates

the race, and the strong Son of God is the

world's teacher. A. M.

The mighty God. Enshrined in the

light that centres the infinitude of the invisible

God, sat One from eternity, in the Divine na-

ture and essence, who was " the express image

of His person." " He was God," and " in the

form of God." Whatever that form was, it

was that, and that alone, that made angelic and

other worship possible. To that form, as the

empty space began to fill with worlds and their

inhabitants, all faces turned, all worship as-

cended, all prayer arose. From that " form"

went forth tiie words that called everything

into being, that gave it shape and purpose,

that gave it law and order. " All things were
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made by Him, and without Him was not any-

thing made tliat was made."

We have been taught to call that " form of

God" "the Son," and to speak of Him as

"begotten of the Father" from the poverty of

human language and the feebleness of human
intellect to express or grasp " the deep things

of God." It was language that might have

risen spontaneously to an archangel's lips if

brought suddenh^ and for the first time since

His creation into the presence ot the Visible in

the bosom of the Invisible, of the Comprehensi-

ble on the throne of the Infinite, of the Ap-
proachable where he had expected the Inacces-

sible. " He is the Son in the bosom of the

Eternal Father." But there was no priority of

existence or inequality of power to give birth

to the term of relationship. " In the beginning

was the Word, and the Word was with God,

and the Word icas God. '

' In the Old Testament
ages the Son revealed Himself in human form to

man, whom He had created in His own " image
and likeness." His name was " Jehovali," and

under that name He was and still is the only

Divine object of worship to the Hebrew tribes.

" The Word became flesh and dwelt among
us," and the New Testament era began. " In

Him dwelt all the fulness of the Godhead bodi-

ly." In His sinless humanity, as in a temple,

the Father and blessed Spirit stood enshrined
;

and the manifestations of the Divine Unity

—

the Three-One God in Christ—became the cen-

tral truth of Christianity. " Let all the angels

of God worship Him" was the decree attendant

on His birth. " Let every knee bow to Him"
was the decree that accompanied His ascen-

sion. . . . His is the " new name" that unites

the past with the present, that breaks down
" the wall of partition" between the Hebrew
worshipper of Jehovah and the Christian wor-
shipper of Christ, that makes both one in adora-

tion of the Incarnate Son. " We have one
Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Fa-
ther of all," in Him " who was, and is, and is

to come." " He is the Everlasting Father and
Prince of Peace." In Him is realized for us

the unity of the Godhead, the embodiment of

all we seek to worship, " the Alpha and Omega,
the beginning and the end—the Almighty. " It

is to God, our reconciling Father in Christ, that

we pray—God, looking at us through human
eyes ; listening to us through human ears

;

speaking to us in human language and by hu-

man lips ; and wiping from our cheeks the

tears of sorrow witli gentle human hands—to
" God in Christ, reconciling the world unto
Himself, not imputing unto men their tres-

passes." Nearer than this we may not go;
higher than this we cannot soar. Eobt. Bal-

garnie.

My confidence in the flawless completeness

of His human character lives or dies with my
belief that He is the Eternal Word, God mani-
fest in the flesh. Certainly we shall never truly

grasp the blessed meaning of His life on earth

until we look upon it all as the revelation of

God. The tears of Christ are the pity of God.
The gentleness of Jesus is the long-suffering of

God. The tenderness of Jesus is the love of

God. " He that hath seen Me hath seen the

Father;" and all that life so beautiful but so

anomalous as to be all but' incredible, when we
think of it as only the life of a man, glows with

a yet fairer beauty, and corresponds with the

nature which it expresses, when we think of it

as being the declaration to us by the Divine

Son of the Divine Father—our loftiest, clearest

and authentic revelation of God. A. M.
By the whole tenor of revelation, the charac-

ter of the Messiah is stamped as truly Divine.

Who is the substance of all the testimonies of

the word of God? The Messiah. Of whom do

the history, the miracles, the types, and the

prophecies of the Old Testament testify? Of
the Messiah. To whom does the whole sub-

stance of the New Testament point? To the

Messiah. In whom do all the lines of revela-

tion concentrate? In the Messiah. To whom
do all the ordinances of worship, both of the

Old Testament and the New, direct the ob-

server? To the Messiah. The doctrines of the

Bible teach us His character and His works
;

its precepts take their sanction from His au-

thority ; its emblems adumbrate His glory.

The heavens and the earth, in their creation,

are a figure of His greater work. The object

of the Bible is to reveal the Messiah ; and in

Him the Father, whom no man hath seen or

can see, is revealed. Our only discovery of

the full character of God is made by Jesus

Clirist. Ilaldanc.

The relation of the Son to the Father in-

volves more than communion—namely, unity.

But if we follow the teaching of the Bible, we
shall understand that the unity is the founda-

tion of perfect communion, and the communion
the manifestation, so far as it can be mani-

fested, of the unspeakable unity. The solemn

words which shine like stars—starlike in that

their height above us shrinks their magnitude

and dims their brightness, and in that they are

points of radiance partially disclosing, and sep-

arated by abysses of unlighted infinitude—tell

us that in the order of eternity, before creatures
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were, there was communion, for " the Word
was with God," and there was unity, for " tlie

Word was God. " And in the records of the life

manifested on earth the conscioasness of unity

loftil}" utters itself in the unfathomable declara-

tion, " I and My Father are one ;" while the

consciousness of communion, dependent like

ours on harmony of will and true obedience,

breathes peacefully in the witness which He
leaves to Himself, " The Father has not left

Me alone, for I do always the things that please

Him."
The resurrection was the transition from the

state of humiliation and limitation ; and bj' it

Jesus enters, in His manhood, on the possession

of that " glory which He had with the Father"

from eternity. In these mighty words, " All

power is given unto jNIe in heaven and in

earth," He stretches out the hand that had

been pierced with the nails, and shows us that

it holds the " unlimited sceptre which His al-

mighty Father has bequeathed Him." It had

been His from everlasting, but now His hu-

manity is crowned, and the resurrection is the

first step in the glorification of the body of His

humiliation. The man Jesus rules the uni-

verse. Whatever unknown orders of being

and forms of power may fill the heavens, He is

their king. Whatever rebellious or uncon-

scious forces may storm on earth, He controls

them. There is no power but of God, and all

God's power belongs to the Man who died and
rose again. The kingdoms of nature, of provi-

dence, of grace, and of glory, are His. Thus,

deep and broad and firm He lays the founda-

tions for our trust, peace, obedience and hope.

If all power be His, none can be against His

friends. If He has all power, we need not fear,

though we have all weakness. A. M.
As we stud}', with spiritual eyes, into the Sav-

iour's divinity, one after another new points

of light, new traits of love, new features of

blended majesty and tenderness, gleam out

upon our gratitude. We have only to look to

find. The heart's matchless telescope is simple,

childlike faith. And every spot of common life

where Providence plants our feet is an observa-

tory—if we will but stand in it looking up-

ward, devoutly upward—lofty enough for the

whole sweep of that condescending heaven.

F. D. H.

Everlasting Father. Father of eternity,

because it is He that gives substance and body
to the conception of infinite duration. Dura-
tion implies something that endures. Now
God is the Being who, having neither beginning
of days nor end of years, gives to us the con-

crete meaning of the abstract statement. And
to ascribe this attribute to the Messiah, to Him
who is to be born as a child, is exactly in line

with the rest of the marvellous prediction, and
gives increased emphasis and meaning to the

startling collocation of human qualities and
divine in the future ruler of Israel. Born in

time and seated on the throne of David, he is

yet the Everlasting One, whose goings forth

have been from of old, even from the days of

eternity. Of the increase of His government
there shall be no end, just because of His ex-

istence there has been no beginning. What-
ever be the meaning of the phrase, the English

translation should be " Father of eternity" in

accordance with the ancient Arabic and the

modern (Dr. Van Dyck's), the Syriac, ancient

and modern, the Chaldee Paraphrase, the French
of Martin and the Dutch of the States Bible.

Chambers.

He is called by Isaiah the Prince of
Peaee. " Of the increase of His government
and peace there is said to be no end." A little

after. His reign is described by the most pacific

emblems that imagination could furnish, by
" the wolf dwelling with the lamb, and the

leopard lying down with the kid." His work
of righteousness is peace, and He makes with

mankind the covenant of peace. He Himself

tells His disciples that " in Him the}' were to

have peace ;" and it is the legacy He bequeaths

them. " Peace I leave with you, My peace I

give unto you. " The sacred writers continue

the same language in the New Testament.
" The kingdom of God is joy and peace." His

Gospel is called "the Gospel of peace." Bp.

Portens.

The title Prince of Peace was indeed appro-

priate. How quiet and serene He was when
tempests of passion were blowing and beating

around and upon Him ! How like a lamb He
appeared in the midst of fierce and wolfish

spirits ! When His disciples proposed that fire

from heaven should consume the Samaritans

for their disrespect to their Lord, He rebuked

their impatient tempers with the assurance that

they were mistaking the design of His mission,

which was not to destroy men's lives, but to

save them. When He was reviled He reviled

not again ; when He was smitten He did not

smite. When He was unjustly slain by wicked

hands, no violence was in His hand, and no re-

proach in His mouth, but a dying prayer that

His murderers might be forgiven. He illus-

trated, in His life and death. His own teachings,

"Love your enemies ; bless them that curse

you, and do good to them that hate you, and
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pray for them who despitefully use you and

persecute you." Was He not the Prince of

Peace? Those, therefore, ^^o follow Him, must

follow 'peace ; they must cherish a meek and

quiet spirit. R. T.

7. Of the increase of His govern-
ment there shall be no end. The gov-

ernment or power thus to be enlarged is of

course that of the cliild, who is described as

born and given in the foregoing verse. A
striking parallel is furnished by the prophecy in

Micah 5 : 3. There, as here, a king is promised

who should be the son of David, and should

reign over all the earth in peace and righteous-

ness forever. It is there expressed, and here

implied, that this king should reunite the di-

vided house of Israel, although this is but a

small part of the increase promised, which in-

cludes the calling of the Gentiles also. The
reign here predicted was to be not only peace-

ful, but in every respect prosperous. And this

prosperity, like the reign of which it is pre-

dicted, is to have no limit, either temporal or

local. It is to be both universal and eternal.

There is nothing to preclude the very widest

explanation of the terms emploj'ed. The end-

less increase of power and prosperity on the

throne of David means of course that the Prince

whose reign was to be thus powerful and pros-

perous would be a descendant of David. This

is indeed a repetition and explanation of a

promise given to David (3 Sam. 7 : 11-16 ; 1 K.

8 : 25) and repeatedly referred to by him (2 Sam.

23:1-5; Ps. 2, 45, 72, 89, 132). Hence the

]Messiah is not only called the branch or Son of

David (2 Sam. 7 : 12, 13 ; Jer. 23 : 5 ; 33 : 15),

but David himself (Jer. 30 : 9 ; Ezek. 34 : 23,

24 ; 37 : 24 ; Hos. 3 : 5). The two reigns are

identified, not merely on account of an external

resemblance or a typical relation, but because

the one was really a restoration or continuation

of the other. Both kings were heads of the

same body, the one a temporal head, the other

spiritual ; the one temporary, the other eternal.

The Jewish nation, as a spiritual body, is really

continued in the Christian Church. The sub-

ject of the prophecy is the reign of the Mes-

siah ; the effect predicted, its stability and in-

crease ; the means to be employed, judgment
and justice ; the efficient cause, the zeal of Je-

hovah. Grotius distinguishes between judg-

ment and. justice, as denoting righteous govern-

ment on one hand, and righteous subjection to

it on the other. The justice spoken of is that

of the Messiah and His subjects. All the acts

of His administration will be righteous, and

the effect of this upon His people will be right-

eousness on their part, and this prevalence of

righteousness will naturally generate the in-

crease and stability here promised. A.

Such is the tone of many other prophecies of

the Messiah's reign. (See Ps. 2, 22, 73 and 110.)

Isaiah elsewhere expands the same views of the

magnificence, glory, purity, righteousness and
peace of the Messiah's reign. (See chaps. 11,

49 and 60.) All these thoughts are grand and
glorious. A reign so purelj^ just, so benign,

excluding from earth so entirely those great

national sins which have been its curse for

ages ; a reign destined to endure so long, ever-

more fraught with blessings to the filling of

earth's cup ; what can be more magnificent

;

what can more completely fill out the answer

to the divinely prescribed prayer, " Thy king-

dom come ; Thy will be done in earth, as it is

in heaven"? H. C.

There is no other influence in the world like

that of living personality, and in Christ this is

Divine. Amid the philosophic questionings

and disputes of the ages there arises this un-

earthly figure, " the Wonderful, the Counsel-

lor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father,

the Prince of Peace !" Even the enemies of the

cross feel His strange presence in the world.

Less and less does candid unbelief know what
to think of Jesus. Some of the most eloquent

tributes to His unearthly purity have been

given by writers who have beheld Him with

wonder, though not accepting His salvation.

History has made Him its moral centre ; the

calendar of the nations begins with Him, and

the date of His birth is the festival of the civil-

ized world. Most of the sceptics of our time

owe whatever is best in them to the culture of

the Christian faith, and the most successful

apologists for the false religions of the East are

those who, as a result of early training, clothe

them in a Christian nomenclature, and ennoble

them with conceptions borrowed from the New
Testament, and of which their own authors

never dreamed. Ellinicood.

His life is connected with the whole structure

of human history—with the life of man from

the beginning, and with the life of man unto

the end. It is He who was born at Bethle-

hem ; Himself in the lowliest penury, yet

signal-stars and angelic choruses heralding and

gracing His advent. It is He who was prom-

ised to the fallen pair in Eden, the seed of the

woman who was to bruise the serpent's head.

It is He who was foretold as about to dwell in

the tents of Shem, enlarging them above the

glory of Japhet. It is He concerning whom it

was said to Abraham, beneath the numberless
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stars of the eastern heavens, " In Him shall all

the families of the earth be blessed." It is He
of whom the patriarch Jacob did speak, when,

like the dyin^ swan, he broke into one and

only strain of prophetic song :
" The sceptre

shall not depart from Judah, until the Shiloh,

the Peacemaker, shall come, whom all the na-

tions should obey." He it is concernina; whom
Balaam, the seer of Edom, with most reluctant

testimony was compelled to predict as the Star

and the Ruler who should come forth from

Jacob. The same of whom Moses spake as the

prophet whom the Lord God should raise up
unto whom the world should hearken. It is

He of whom David wrote in the Psalms, call-

ing Him Lord, and King, the Son of God, the

Christ, the anointed one, and the priest—now
waking the echoes of the Mount of Olives, as

with j ubilant songs he described the splendors

of His imperial reign and the glories of His

triumphant and universal dominion—and now
again, with plaintive measure, as with all mi-

nuteness he rehearsed His humiliations and suf-

ferings, His betrayal by a false friend, the part-

ing of His garments by lot, the piercing of His

hands and feet, the pouring out of His soul

like water, the entombment of His body, and

its resurrection while yet uncorrupted by de-

cay. It is He of whom Isaiah spake, as with

lips touched with fire from heaven, and wrote

with a pen dipped in the glories of the skies, as

the Deliverer, the Saviour, the Redeemer, the

tried and sure corner-stone, Immanuel, the

Prince of Peace, the renovator of the world,

the isles waiting for His law ; a child to be

born, yet bearing the name of the Wonderful,

the Counsellor, the mighty God, the everlast-

ing Father. It is He of whom Ezekiel wrote,

by the river Chebar, as the glory of God, by
whom the earth was to be made to shine. It is

He of whom Daniel spake, as the Prince, the

Messiah, who was to be cut off, but not for

Himself, that He might make reconciliation for

iniquity, and bring in everlasting righteous-

ness. Amos the herdsman foretold His coming

as a Deliverer, and Micah rejoiced in His ad-

vent. Zechariah describes His royal Priest-

hood ; Haggai anticipates His footsteps as the

glory of the second Temple, the Lord our right-

eousness ; and Malachi, prolonging the notes of

this whole choir of prophecy, bids the world

believe that the Messenger of the covenant is

nigh at hand, and the Sim of Righteousness is

soon to rise upon the benighted earth.

All the pregnant and germinant prophecies

of Scripture relate to Him. The long proces-

sion of the centuries had been pointing to Him.

His precursors summon the world to make
ready for His approach. When He was born,

there was heard a company of angels chanting

in the sky :

'

' Glory to God in the highest,

peace on earth, good will to man." When He
spake unto men, He claimed to be the very be-

ing whom prophecy had promised, and Nature

obeyed Him as her Lord. He challenged the

faith of the world, when He styled Himself the

way, the truth, and the life, predicting His

own lifting up upon the cross as the appointed

method of drawing all men unto Himself.

Plainly, the historic events which occurred in

and about Jerusalem eighteen hundred years

ago were not unanticipated accidents. The
life of Christ was a prepared and foretold cer-

tainty. A cheering fact is this with which to

begin—the assured conviction that it was God's

intention to redeem and restore our fallen race.

W. Adams.

An individual once trod on the earth who
by moral omnipotence alone controlled other

times and founded an eternity of His own : one

who, soft-blooming and easilj' drawn as a sun-

flower, burning and attracting as a sun, still in

His mild form moved and turned Himself and

nations and centuries together toward the all-

enlightening primal sun ; it is that still spirit

which we call Jesus Christ. The power by
which this wonderful life of Jesus fed itself

was wholly of the spiritual world. He lived

in communion with the highest conceptions of

virtue ; He lived in intimacy with the infinite

Father, or at least, as the imbeliever must ad-

mit, with a God who to Him Avas a reality ; He
had a deep theory of human nature in the ruin

of its spiritual capacity, which, joined with

His deeper love, moved Him to what He re-

garded as a life for man's redemption. And
the result ot His spiritual life and thinking has

been the alteration of the world—changes which

no laws, nor wars, nor arts could have effect-

ed. And by what instruments has He worked

so mightily on human hearts and characters?

By spiritual ones, by the feeling of guilt, the

longing for purity and peace of soul, by offer-

ing pardon and the promises of life-giving as-

sistance to the contrite, by a life and example

of united love and holiness, by unveiling God

and the soul's unending life. Such are the

means by which He has set up His throne over

mankind, pushing His sway beyond souls into

everything which pertains to man. T. D. W.
Fifty-five generations have passed away, and

there is no name which exercises such an influ-

ence in the world to-day as the name of Him

who was lifted up on the cross. It is associ-
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ated with the most advanced civilization ; with

the best and most enduring literature ; with

the noblest forms of art ; with the broadest

systems of education ; with the most gigantic

enterprises of commerce ;
with the purest and

most extended institutions of philanthropy
;

with the most refined and healthful social prog-

ress ; and, in fine, with every element of dig-

nity, prosperity and power among the nations

of the earth. Ebenezer P. Rogers. He said :

"Heaven and earth shall pass away, but My
words shall not pass away." And they have

not. Children learn them from mothers' lips.

Strong men are made strong wholly by them.

The afflicted find in them sole and sufficient

comfort. They arc rehearsed in the ears of the

dying. They are said in hope and triumph by

the open grave. Do what you will with His

biography—travesty it with Strauss, dislocate

it with Renan, use all the power of learning,

genius, wit. sarcasm, malice to distort or dwarf

its central figure—you cannot, by any possibili-

ty, bring Jesus Christ down to the level of or-

dinary humanity, into line with the men of His

generation, or even into line with the great

men of all times. He still has a name above

every name, and you cannot take it away.

His is the only character in history which has

no secular parallax, which looks as great in the

nineteenth centurj' as in the first. A. P. Pea-

hody. If we look upon Him as Divine, if we
believe that the power of God was resident in

Him, then we should have a right to see an in-

fluence that never wanes, a voice that never

stills, a fulfilment of all prophecies, an utter

change in the fashion of the world's politics,

science and its philosophy. And this is exactly

what has occurred. Anon.
" The argument from prophecy" goes deeper

than any isolated passages of the Old Testa-

ment. There was a Divine Life in that ancient

history. Christ embodied His spirit and power

in that progressive movement before He was

incarnate in the manger. He was a Life in the

ancient world, as well as a Hojie, a veritable

presence in history, and not simply a power

overhanging it. He it was that rolled the

cycles and progressions of history Avith His

impulsion. Every tendency toward clearer

light or better living was the earthly garment

with which He clothed Himself. All those

sequences of God's providence, which seem to

be so contrary in direction to every human
tendency, betray the presence of a supernatural

force—His presence from behind. Though
event after event and life after life seem natu-

ral enough when looked at one by one, yet in a

comprehensive survey they seem to be linked to-

gether as the orderly progression of some Divine

design, and all facing on toward some far-off

Divine result. This coherent and slowly evolv-

ing plan was the way in which Christ embodied

Himself in the ages of preparation. This his-

tory, as the letters are put together, spells the

adorable name of the Messiah. Vmi Slyke.

The history of the world would be the strang-

est of all riddles were it not the history of re-

demption. Nothing but the preparation for

Christ's coming can explain the events before

the incarnation, and nothing but a movement
towai'd the final triumph of His kingdom can

explain the history since He came. The events

of all the ages find their light and law in Him.
They centre in Him, and circle around Him.

Like Moses and Elias in the transfiguration,

they appear in His glory, and speak to Him of

His decease. There is no other law of history

than this, for there is no other philosophy of

history which can expound the facts of history.

J. H. Seelye.

From Him as its foundation, its leader, and

its life, a new kingdom of heaven rises into ex-

istence, comes forth out of the mists and con-

cealments and sensuous coverings of the Mosaic

economy, arrayed in robes of love and compas-

sion and faith and truth, breathing only glory

to God, peace on earth, and good will to men.

This, O fallen man, is our Christ, the Christ of

prophecy, the Christ of history ; the living,

reigning Christ whom we adore as divine,

whom we love as the incarnation of all perfec-

tion, whom we believe in as the saviour of our

souls from the power and penalty of sin. By
His side, standing in childlike confidence, the

law has no curse, death no sting, the grave no

victory. Our life, hidden in His life and de-

riving from it new life, is purified, exalted,

strengthened, comforted, protected and made
victorious over all the powers of the world and

the devil. In Him is the sacrifice for sin and

the way of pardon and peace ; in Him is the

power which will make the weak strong for

the ascent up the narrow way of life ; in Him
is light on all the dark scenes of time, light to

scatter the gloom and darkness of the grave,

light opening to us the secrets of immortality.

Looking on Him in faith, I find all I want to

elevate, purify, enlighten and save. In Him
the mighty promises are all yea and amen. He
is the captain of our salvation, leading us to

glory. No wonder the four and twenty elders

praise ; no wonder the saints on the sea of glass

ascribe dominion and power and glory to Him
;

no wonder heaven rings with the praises of the
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Lamb in the midst of the throne ; no wonder

martyrs and confessors have trusted Him and

rejoiced in Ilim amid tlie fires ; no wonder His

people in their sorrow and trials look to Him
for comfort and joy ; no wonder sin-convicted

souls, turning from the world, cry to Him for

salvation ; no wonder poor penitents love Him
who is the end of the law for righteousness.

Here, O Christian, is your prophet, priest and

king. Here. O sinner, burdened, tossed and

uneasy, full of sad anticipations, is thy cure,

thy comfort, thy Saviour ! S. W. Fisher.

Jesus ! How does the veiy word overflow

with sweetness and light and love and life ; fill-

ing the air with odors, like precious ointment

poured forth ; irradiating the mind with a

glory of truths in which no fear can live, sooth-

ing the wounds of the heart with a balm that

turns the sharpest anguish into delicious peace,

shedding through the soul a cordial of immortal

strength. Jesus ! the answer to all our doubts,

the spring of all our courage, the earnest of all

our hopes, the charm omnipotent against all

our foes, the remedy for all our weakness, the

supply of all our wants, the fulness of all our

desires. Jesus ! at the mention of whose name

every knee shall bow and every tongue confess.

Jesus ! our power—Jesus ! our righteousness,

our sanctification, our redemption—Jesus ! our

elder brother, our blessed Lord and Redeemer.

Thy name is the most transporting theme of

the Church, as they sing going up from the val-

ley of tears to their home on the mount of God
;

Thy name shall ever be the richest chord in the

harmony of heaven, where the angels and the

redeemed unite their exulting, adoring songs

around the throne of God. Jesus ! Thou only

canst interpret Thy own name, and Thou hast

done it by Thy works on earth, and Thy glory

at the right hand of the Father. Bethane.

Estimates fro)ii Other Sources.

Byron, in view of the faultless life of the Re-

deemer :
" If ever man was God, or God man,

Jesus Christ was both." Rousseau :
" Can it

be possible that the personage whose history

the gospel contains should be a mere man?

What sublimity in His maxims ! What pro-

found wisdom in His discourses ! If the life

and death of Socrates are those of a sage, the

life and death of Jesus are those of a God."

Fichte, the noblest representative of recent pan-

theistic speculation in Germany, bore Christ the

highest testimony it was possible for one man

to bear another, making Him the propouuder

of his philosophy. Goethe, the universal genius

of modern Germany, speaking of Christ, says,

" He is the Divine Man—the Hol}^ One." Said

Theodore Parker, in one of his most rigid dis-

courses against evangelical religion, " Try
Christ as we try other teachers : how soon

their pupils, though humble men, go beyond
them ! Eighteen centuries have passed ; but

what man or sect has mastered His thought '?

He pours out to the world a doctrine beautiful

as the light, sublime as heaven, and true aa

God. " And then, after arguing for some length

that, though the the Bible itself were destroyed,

its great precepts would live, he falls into this

strain :
" But we should lose (O irrei)arable

loss !) the example of that character, so beauti-

ful, so divine, that no human genius could have

conceived, as none, after all the progress and

refinement of eighteen centuries, seems fully to

have comprehended, its lustrous life." L. T. T.

It was reserved for Christianity to present to

the world an ideal character which, through all

the changes of eighteen centuries, has inspired

the hearts of men with an impassioned love,

and has shown itself capable of acting on all

ages, natures, temperaments and conditions
;

has not only been the highest pattern of virtue,

but the highest incentive to its practice ; and

has exercised so deep an influence, that it may
be truly said that the simple record of three

short years of active live has done more to re-

generate and soften mankind than all the dis-

quisitions of philosophers and all the exhorta-

tions of moralists. Lecky.

Speaking of those who deny the Trinity,

James Martineau (in the prime of life) says :

" I am constrained to say, that neither my in-

tellectual preference nor my moral admiration

goes heartily with tlieir heroes, sects or pro-

ductions of any age. Ebionites, Arians, Socin-

ians, all seem to me to contrast unfavorably with

their opponents, and to exhibit a type of thought

and character far less worth3% on the whole, of

the true genius of Christianity. I am conscious

that my deepest obligations, as a learner from

others, are in almost every department to writ-

ers not of my own creed. In philosophy I have

had to unlearn most that I had imbibed from

my early text-books, and the authors in chief

favor with them. In biblical interpretation, I

derive from Calvin and Whitby the help that

fails me in Crell and Belsham. In devotional

literature and religious thought, I find nothing

of ours that does not pale before Augustine,

Tauler and Pascal. And in the poetry of the

Church it is the Latin or the German hymns, or

the lines of Charles Wesley, or of Keble, that

fasten on my memory and heart, and make all

else seem poor and cold. That I find myself in
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intellectual accordance with the Socini, or Blan-

drata, or Servetus in one cardinal doctriue—and

that a doctrine not distinctively Christian, but

belonging also to Judaism, to Islam, and to

simple Deism—is as nothing compared with the

intense response wrung from me by some of

Luther's readings of Paul, and by his favorite

book, the ' Theologia Germanica.' "

For '' Admimons of Sceptics," see Vol. I.,

N. T.,p. 599. B.

ISAIAH, CHAPTERS IX. 8—21; X.

9 : 8, 9 The Lord sent a word into Jacob, and it hath lighted upon Israel. And all the

people shall know, even Ephraim and the inhabitant of Samaria, that say in pride and in

10 stoutness of heart, The bricks are fallen, but we will build with hewn stone ; the sycomores

11 are cut down, but we will change them into cedars. Therefore the Lokd shall set up on
12 high against him the adversaries of Rezin, and shall stir up his enemies ; the Syrians before,

and the Philistines behind ; and they shall devour Israel with open mouth. For all this his

anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

13 Yet the people hath not turned unto him that smote them, neither have they sought the

14 Lord of hosts. Therefore the Lord will cut off from Israel head and tail, palm-branch and
15 rush, in one day. The ancient and the honorable man, he is the head ; and the prophet that

16 teacheth lies, he is the tail. For they that lead this people cause them to err ; and they

17 that are led of them are destroyed. Therefore the Lord shall not rejoice over their young
men, neither shall he have compassion on their fatherless and widows : for every one is

profane and an evil-doer, and every mouth speaketh folly. For all this his auger is not

turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

18 For wickedness burnetii as the fire ; it devoureth the briers and thorns : yea, it kindleth in

19 the thickets of the forest, and they roll upward in thick clouds of smoke. Through the

wrath of the Lord of hosts is the land burnt up : the people also are as the fuel of fire ; no

20 man spareth his brother. And one shall snatch on the right hand, and be hungr^y ; and he

shall eat on the left hand, and they shall not be satisfied : they shall eat every man the flesh

21 of his own arm : Manassch, Ephraim : and Ephraim, Manasseh : and they together shall be

against Judah. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

10:1 Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees, and to the writers that write per-

2 verseness : to turn aside the needy from judgement, and to take away the right of the poor of

my people, that widows may be their spoil, and that they may make the fatherless their prey J

3 And what will ye do in the day of visitation, and in the desolation which shall come from

4 far ? to whom will ye flee for help ? and where will ye leave your g\orj ? They shall only

bow down under the prisoners, and shall fall under the slain. For all this his anger is not

turned away, but his hand is stretched out still.

5, 6 Ho Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, the staff in whose hand is mine indignation ! I will

send him against a profane nation, and against the people of my wrath will I give him a

charge, to take the spoil, and to take the prey, and to tread them down like the mire of the

7 streets. Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth his heart think so ; but it is in his heart to

8 destroy, and to cut off nations not a few. For he saith. Are not my princes all of tliem

9 kings ? Is not Calno as Carchemish ? is not Hamath as Arpad ? is not Samaria as Damascus ?

10 As my hand hath found the kingdoms of the idols, whose graven images did excel them of

11 Jerusalem and of Samaria ; shall I not, as I have done unto Samaria and her idols, so do to

Jerusalem and her idols ?

12 Wherefore it shall come to pass, that when the Lord hath performed his whole work \ipon

mount Zion and on Jerusalem, I will i)unish the fruit of the stout lieartof tlu; king of Assyria,

13 and the glory of his high looks. For he hath said. By the strength of my hand 1 have done

it, and by my wisdom ; for I am prudent : and I have removed the bounds of the peojjles,

and have robbed their treasures, and I have brought down as a valiant man them that sit on
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14 thrones : and my hand hath found as a nest the riches of the peoples ; and as one gathercth

eggs that are forsaken, have I gathered all tlie earth : and there was none that moved the

15 wing, or that opened the mouth, or chirped. Shall the axe boast itself against him that

heweth therewith ? shall the saw magnify itself against him that shaketh it ? as if a rod should
shake them that lift it up, or as if a staff should lift up ftim that is not wood.

16 Therefore shall the Lord, the Lord of hosts, send among his fat ones leanness ; and under
17 his glory there shall be kindled a burning like the burning of fire. And the light of Israel

shall be for a fire, and his Holy One for a flame : and it shall burn and devour his thorns and
18 his briers in one day. And he shall consume the glory of his forest, and of his fruitful field,

19 both soul and body : and it shall be as when a standardbearer fainteth. And the remnant of

the trees of his forest shall be few, that a child may write them.

20 And it shall come to pass in that day, that the remnant of Israel, and thej' that are escaped

of the house of Jacob, shall no more again stay upon him that smote them ; but shall stay

21 upon the Lord, the Holy One of Israel, in truth. A remnant shall return, even the remnant
22 of Jacob, unto the mighty God. For though thy people Israel be as the sand of the sea, only

a remnant of them shall return : a consumption is determined, overflowing with righteous-

23 ness. For a consummation, and that determined, shall the Lord, the Lord of hosts, make in

the midst of all the earth.

24: Therefore thus saith the Lord, the Lord of hosts, O my people that dwellest in Zion, be

not afraid of the Assyrian : though he smite thee with the rod, and lift up his staff against

25 thee, after the manner of Egypt. For yet a very little while, and the indignation shall be

26 accomplished, and mine anger, in their destruction. And the Lord of hosts shall stir up
against him a scourge, as in the slaughter of Midian at the rock of Oreb : and his rod shall be

27 over the sea, and he shall lift it up after the manner of Egypt. And it shall come to pass in

that day, that his burden shall depart from off thy shoulder, and his yoke from off thy neck,

and the yoke shall be destroyed because of the anointing.

28 He is come to Aiath, he is passed through Migron ; at Michmash he layeth up his baggage :

29 they are gone over the pass ; they have taken up their lodging at Geba : Ramah trembleth
;

30 Gibeah of Saul is fled. Cry aloud with thy voice, O daughter of Gallim ! hearken, O
31 Laishah ! O thou poor Anathoth ! Madmenah is a futigive ; the inhabitants of Gebira

32 gather themselves to flee. This very day shall he halt at Nob : he shaketh his hand at the

mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill of Jerusalem.

33 Behold, the Lord, the Lord of hosts, shall lop the boughs with terror : and the high ones

34 of stature shall be hewn down, and the lofty shall be brought low. And he shall cut down
the thickets of the forest with iron, and Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one.

§. -Having repeatedlj' interchanged the three

great subjects of this prophecy—the deliver-

ance of Judah from the power of Syria and

Israel, its subsequent punishment by means
of the Assyrians, and the reign of the Messiah,

for whose sake the kingdom was to be preserved

—the prophet passes here abruptly from the

last to the first, and again predicts the punish-

ment of Ephraim. He reverts to this event,

which had already been repeatedly foretold,

for the purpose of declaring that the blows

would be repeated as often and as long as

might be needed for the absolute fulfilment of

God's threatenings. He begins by showing
that Israel had already been sufliciently fore-

warned. The Lord sent a wordinto Jacob, and
it came down into Israel. The word which God
had uttered against Israel had reached them as

a message from Him, as a revelation, so that

there could be no doubt as to its authority and

genuineness. The two names of the patriarch

are here used as equivalents, denoting his de-

scendants, and especially the larger part, the

kingdom of the Ten Tribes, to which the na-

tional name Israel is wont to be distinctively

applied.

10. The very words of the self-confident

Ephraimites are now recorded. Instead of

being warned and instructed by what they had

already suffered, they presumptuously look for

greater prosperity than ever. Bricks are fallen,

and hewn stone will we build; sycamores are

felled, and cedars will we substitute. The

Oriental bricks are unburnt, so that most of

their brick structures are as little durable as

mud walls. The sycamore is durable, but too

light and spongy to be used in solid building.

The latter is accordingly contrasted with tlie

cedar, and the former with hewn stone, the

two most highly valued building materials. A.

12. " The adversaries of Rezin" were the

Assyrians. They had already proved a for-
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midable foe to Syria. With them the Lord

would combine the old enemies of Israel, the

Syrians on the north and the Philistines on the

south and west ; and then together they should

devour Israel as with mouth wide open, to

swallow her up. But as these sore national in-

flictions did not turn the people to God, so His

anger did not turn away, but His hand remained

still outstretched for yet other and sorer inflic-

tions. So after each successive stroke, God is

wont to pause and take note of the moral effect,

if any, that He may by all means arrest the

I^rocess of chastisement at the earliest moment
when once the results of penitence and humili-

ation are secured. H. C.

13. The people has not turned to Him that

smote them, and JehavaJi of Hosts they have not

sought. Sin is described in Scripture as depart-

ure from God. Eopentance, therefore, is re-

turning to Him. To seek God, in the idiom of

Scripture, is to pray to Him (Isa. 55 : 6), to

consult Him (Isa. 8 : 19), to resort to Him for

help (Isa. 31 : 1), to hold communion with Him
(Amos 5 : 4, 5). Hence it is sometimes descrip-

tive of a godly life in general (Ps. 14 : 2). So

here it includes repentance, conversion, and

new obedience. A.

13-16. Because the people would not turn

to Him who smote them to heal and to restore,

therefore He will cut off from Israel in one day

the greatest and the least ; the highest in so-

ciety and the lowest ; and by implication, all

the intermediate classes also. The extremes

are so described as to enhance the moral force

of the threatening. None are too venerable in

age or wisdom to be punished. The other ex-

treme, being lowest by reason of their mean-

ness in crime, can by no means be passed over.

The head and the tail of the animal furnish the

first figure ; the palm-branch, lofty and mag-

nificent, on the one hand, and the bulrush,

sending up its slender stalk from foul marshes,

on the other, supply the second. Applying

the first figure, he makes the elders, men usually

much respected, the head, but the prophet who
teaches lies, the tail. This is of course the false

prophet who pretends to bring messages from

the Lord, but brings only lies. His meanness,

hypocrisy and falsehood earn for him richly

the disgrace and the curse which are here in-

dicated.

17. Hypocrisy, bold evil-doing and out-

spoken impiety combine to show that the i)eople

are morally rotten—fearfully apostate from

God in their whole heart and life. After the

judgments pertaining to this series, the Lord

waited only till He saw there was no returning

to a better life, and then resumed His inflictions.

H. C.

19. The figure of a general conflagration is

continued in this verse, and then exchanged

for a literal description of the miseries pro-

duced by civil war. In the wrath of Jehovah of

Hosts, the land is darkened with the smoke—or

heated by the flame

—

and the people is like food

(or fuel) of fire—one another (literally, man his

brother) they do not spare. A.

It is the heavy burden of this song (verses

12, 17, 21), "For all this, His anger is not

turned away, but His hand is stretched out

still." They do nothing to turn away His

anger ; they do not repent and reform, do not

humble themselves and pray ; none answer

God's calls nor comply with the designs of His

providences, but they are hardened and secure.

His anger therefore continues to burn against

them and '

' His hand is stretched out still.
'

'

The reason why the judgments of God are pro-

longed is because the point is not gained, sin-

ners are not brought to repentance by them
;

" the people turn not to Him that smites

them," and therefore He continues to smite

them ; for when God judges He will over-

come ; and the proudest, stoutest sinner shall

either bend or break. H.

19-21. An awful picture is this, indeed, of

the way in which the kingdom of Israel fell !

An interregnum of nine years, a time doubtless

of fearful anarchy, immediately preceded the

reign of their last king Hoshea. It was then,

probably, that this vial of judgment was

poured out. Not only did the leading tribes

in this northern kingdom arm against each

other, Ephraim against Manasseh and Manas-

seh against Ephraim ; but whenever this strife

might subside, they both assaulted Judah. Of

this Pekah was himself an instance. He had

scarcely reached the throne by means of con-

spiracy and regicide, when he turned his arms

against Judah. Remarkably, of the five last

kings of Israel, four were usurpers, reaching

the throne by conspiracy ! This is a forcible

comment on the statements made here in our

text. H. C.

Chap. 10. The first four verses close the

series of sins described and judgments threat-

ened in the case of the kingdom of Israel. The

remaining verses (5-34) treat of the Assyrian

king, his pride, his ambitious aspirations, his

advance to attack Jerusalem, and his utter de-

struction. This prophecy suggested that re-

corded in chap. 11, the magnificent results oi

which gave occasion to the song of praise in

chap. 12. Taken together in their natural cou-
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nection, this series of prophecies is exquisitely

grand and precious. H. C.

The prophet first completes his description

of the prevalent iniquity, with special reference

to injustice and oppression, as a punishment of

which he threatens death and deportation by

the hands of the Assyrians (verses 1-4). He

then turns to the Assyrians themselves, God's

chosen instruments, whom He had commission-

ed against Israel, to punish and degrade it, but

whose own views were directed to universal

conquest, to illustrate which the Assyrian him-

self is introduced as boasting of his tributary

princes and his rapid conquests, which had met

with no resistance from the people or their

gods, and threatening Judah with a like fate,

unaware of the destruction which awaits him-

self, imputing his success to his own strength

and wisdom, and glorying, though a mere

created instrument, over his maker and his

mover (verses 5-15). His approaching doom is

then described under the figure of a forest sud-

denly and almost totally consumed by fire

(verses 16-19). This succession of events is to

have the effect of curing tlie propensity to

trust in man rather than God, at least among

the elect remnant who survive ; for though the

ancient promises of great increase shall cer-

tainly be verified, only a remnant shall escape

God's righteous judgments (verses 20-23). To

these the prophet now addresses words of

strong encouragement, with a renewed predic-

tion of a judgment on Assyria similar to that

on Midian at Oreb and on Egypt at the Red

Sea, which is then described, in the most vivid

manner, by an exhibition of the enemy's ap-

proach, from post to post, until he stands be-

fore Jerusalem, and then, with a resumption

of the metaphor before used, his destruction is

described as the prostration of a forest—trees

and thickets—by a mighty axe (verses 24-34).

It is commonly agreed that the close of the

chapter relates chiefly, if not wholly, to the

destruction of Sennacherib's army, recorded in

chap. 37 : 36.

The division of the chapters is in this part of

the book peculiarly unfortunate ;
the first part

of the ninth (verses 1-7) containing the conclu-

sion of the eighth, and the first part of the

tenth (verses 1-4) the conclusion of the ninth.

1-4. In these four verses, as in the different

divisions of the ninth chapter, there is an accu-

sation followed by a threatening of punish-

ment. The sin denounced in the first two

verses is that of oppression and injustice. The

punishment threatened is desolation by a

foreign foe, and its effect, captivity and death.

Woe unto tliem tJiat decree decrees of injustice,

and that write oppression which they have pre-

scribed. A. Wickedness is doubly aggra-

vated when framed into law, because its mis-

chief is made to fall on the poor and unpro-

tected classes ; because it affords a temptation

to cruel, heartless men to oppress, providing

for them the means of doing so with impunity
;

and because its mischiefs are more permanent.

H. C.

3, The wicked rulers are themselves ad-

dressed, and warned of an approaching crisis,

when they must be deprived of all that they

now glory in. And (though you are now pow-

erful and rich) what trill ye do in the day of vis-

itation, and in the ruin (which) shall come from

far? The questions imply negation, as if he

had said." You can do nothing to protect your-

selves.
'

'

5. The Assyrian is noAV distinctly brought

into view as the instrument which God would

use in punishing His people. But instead of

simply executing this task, the Assyrians would

seek their own ends and exceed their commis-

sion, and for this they must themselves be pun-

ished. The prophet begins, therefore, with a

woe against them. Woe unto Asshur (the

Assyrian or Assyria itself), the rod of My anger,

and the staff in their (the Assyrians') hand is

My indignation—i.e., its instrument. A.

7, 8. Such a commission from God, how-

ever, is far from the thougiits of the Assyrian

Ling. He will ascribe the whole series of his

conquests to liis own prowess and wisdom

alone. Carchemish and Calno on the Euphrates

and Tigris, Arpad and Hamath on the Orontes,

Damascus and Samaria on the route southward

toward Jerusalem, would fall in succession,

and some had already fallen. His pride would

grow with every victory. Each past conquest

would be viewed as a pledge of further tri

umphs. Birks.

The Assyrian committed crime in his inva-

sion ;
yet he thereby worked out the results

which God intended. In the commission of his

crime he was perfectly free and perfectly ac-

countable ;
yet this crime was not only fore-

seen, but, as we observe, predicted by the

Almighty.' God was not the author of the

sin, though the sin occurred providentially ;

and, foreseeing this, God recognizes His ac-

countability, and denounces punishment (verse

12)
" Wherefore it shall come to pass that

when the Lord hath performeil His whole work

upon Mount Zion and on Jerusalem. I will

punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king

of Assyria, and the glory of his high looks."
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If we do not recognize this intervention of

Providence in regard to the free acts of

creatures, we can never interpret those judg-

ments of God which are wrought by wicked

men. Even the free actions of the most wicked

man are so governed that his way is not in liim-

self, but in God. J. W. A.

10, 11. The Assyrian king boasted that he

had subdued idol gods mightier than those wor-

shipped in Samaria and Jerusalem ; could he

not therefore with the greatest ease subdue

their inferior gods ? At this time he had sub-

jected Samaria and her gods ; would he not do

the same to Jerusalem and to her gods ? H. C.

12. To the boastful speech of the Assyrian

succeeds a prediction of his fate. Although he

would be suffered to proceed still further in the

work of subjugation, till he reached the very

verge of Zion and the portals of Jerusalem.

God had determined that the work should go

no further, but be there cut short by the inflic-

tion of a signal vengeance on the selfishness and

pride of the invader. By the destruction of

Sennacherib's army, God may be said to have

cut short the work of that invader, or to have

cut short His own work by accomplishing His

purpose of destruction, or to have cut short His

own work of punishing His people by relieving

them from danger.

15. In all this the Assyrian was but an in-

strument in God's hand, and his proud self-

confidence is therefore as absurd as if an axe,

or a saw, or a rod, or a staff should exalt itself

above the person wielding it.

16-19. The Assj'dan overthrow is now fore-

told under the figure of a vast forest conflagra-

tion. It would come direct from God Himself,

and be terrible and complete. Not only the

rank and file of His soldiers, but the mighty
and the noble would perish. Birks.

17. The " light of Israel" is the living God,

as the revealer of truth and author of blessings.

Note also the tacit antithesis between the rela-

tions of Jehovah to Israel, and to His enemies
;

to the former a light in the sense of a joy and a

fountain of blessings ; to the latter a light in

the sense of a consuming fire. H. C. The
inner essential connection of wrath with the

Divine holiness is made especially clear by this

passage :
" The Light of Israel becomes a fire,

and His Holy One a flame, which burns and

consumes His thorns and briers." Because

wrath is a manifestation of Diviue holiness, the

occasion of its outburst does not lie in a capri-

cious Divine humor or natural malignity, as the

gods of the heathen fall into a passion, but

wholly in the person smitten by it. If man

denies and rejects the testimony of the holy

God which was given to him. justice must be

executed upon him in his resistance to God's

will, which alone is in the right, by his being

reduced to his own notliingness. Breach of the

covenant, and the malignant interference with

the aim of the covenant, are the offences that

chiefly kindle the Divine wrath. O.

20. The name of the prophet's son, Shear-

jashub, "a remnant shall return," after being

a sign and wonder in Israel more than forty

years, will at length be fulfilled. After the

great Assyrian overthrow, this remnant will

cleave to the Lord with true repentance and

living faith. Judgments, in which multitudes

will be consumed, are decreed and sure ; but

not less certainly this remnant will be spared,

and will return, in faith and humiliiy, to the

God of Israel. And, however numerous the

people may be, it will be a remnant only
;

while sore vengeance will liglit on all the apos-

tates throughout the land of promise. Birks.

21. The remnant spared through these fear-

ful judgments now return penitently to their

God. The words are the same which had

become memorable in the name of Isaiah's son,

Shear-jasliub, a remnant shall return. Their

significance was exceedingly precious. In the

progress of the Lord's discipline and judgment

upon His people, there will be some points

where they are brought low and reduced to a

very few. Yet then, this promise ever abiding,

will be their comfort and hope. A remnant

will survive and will return to the mighty God.

22. 23. In Rom. 9 : 27, 28 Paul quotes this

passage in an argument to show the Jews that

a large portion of their nation were then doomed

to be rejected and destroyed for their unbelief,

and that the way would thus be opened for

bringing Gentile nations into the Christian

Church. The latter point was then incidental,

and not embraced originally in the words of

Isaiah. The judgments which cut off myriads

of the unbelieving Jews were a remarkable ful-

filment of the general doctrine of this passage.

It has been fulfilled often. H. C.

24. In verse 19, having declared the fate

impending over the Assyrian, the prophet

turned aside to describe the effect of their de-

struction on the remnant of Israel, and now
resumes the thread of his discourse as if there

had been no interruption. Therefore (since this

is soon to be the fate of the Assyrians) be not

afraid, oh My jieople inhahitinrj Zion, of Asshnr

(or the Assyrian). A.

26. Such are God's judgments on Assyria.

Two historical cases set forth their fearfulness
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—the slaughter of Midian before Gideon's small

but chosen baud, and the perishing of Egypt's

hosts in the Red Sea. The roclv of Oreb is spe-

cially named because two kings of Midian fell

there, as Sennacherib was to fall in his idol tem-

ple after his return home from the ruin of his

vast army. H. C.

2§. From the time of the Assyrian's over-

throw the prophet now reverts to that of his

invasion, which he describes in the most vivid

manner hy rapidly enumerating the main
points of his march from the frontier of Judah
to the gates of Jerusalem. The language is

precisely that of an eye-witness describing at

the moment what he actually sees. He is come

to Aiath—he is passed to Migron—to Miclunash

he intrusts his baggage. Although the form

Aiath nowhere else occurs, it is commonly sup-

posed to be the same with Ai, the ancient royal

city of the Canaanites, destroyed by Joshua

(Josh. 8 : 1), and afterward rebuilt (Ezra 2 : 28).

Michmash is still in existence under the almost

unchanged name of Mukhmas, to the northeast

of Jeba, on the slope of a steep valley. The
place is now desolate, but exhibits signs of

former strength, foundations of hewn stone and

prostrate columns (see Vol. III., p. 289). Thus
far he has described what the Assyrians them-

selves do : they cross the line at Ajath—pass

through Migrou—leave their baggage at Mich-

mash—lodge at Geba. Now he describes what
the places themselves do : Ramah trembles—
Oibeah of Saul flees. Ramah was a city of Ben-

jamin, near Gibeah, but farther from Jerusa-

lem. It is still in existence as Er-ram, about

half a mile nearly due west of Jeba, but hidden

from it by intervening heights. It is two hours

north of Jerusalem, on the eastern side of the

road to Nablus. Ramah trembles (or is afraid)

at the enemy's approach, a strong and beauti-

ful personitication, or the place may be simply

put for its inhabitants, as in the Targum. The
trembling and flight of these towns is naturally

represented as occurring while the enemy was
resting at Geba. It may imply either that

ramah was not in the direct line of the march,

but within sight and hearing of it, or, on the

contrary, that it was the next place to be

reached, and trembling in apprehension of it.

A still stronger metaphor is used as to the

next place. Gibeah of Said—so called because

it was his birthplace and residence, and to dis-

tinguish it from others of the same name

—

is

flsd. There is here a rapid but marked climax.

While Ramah trembles, Gibeah tlees.

30. To terror and flight he now adds an audi-

ble expression of distress, representing one
place as crying, another as listening, and, ac-

cording to some writers, a third as. respond-

ing. At the same time he exchanges the lan-

guage of description for that of direct personal

address.

32. This verse conducts him to the last stage

of his progress, to a point so near the holy city

that he may defy it thence. Yet to-day in Nob
(he is) to stand (and there) ttill he shake his hand
(a gesture of menace and defiance) against tlie

mountain of the house (or daughter) of Zion

{i.e.. Mount Zion itself, the hill of Jerusalem.

Nob was a sacerdotal cit}- of Benjamin near

Anathoth (Neli. 11 : 32), and, according to the

Talmud and Jerome, within sight of Jerusa-

lem. A.

33, 34. The picture of the forced march is

complete. But now the scene suddenly

changes. The middle steps of the campaign
are omitted, and the prophet describes the

catastrophe. The proud king vaunted that he

had put down princes like a mighty hero ; and
by one far mightier tlian himself he must be

suddenly brought low, by the destro3nng angel

of God. Birks In bold, poetic imagery

these verses give the final catastrophe ; the

wondrous and thrilling fact that just when the

great Assyrian army lay within sight of the tem-

ple spires, then " the angel of the Lord went

forth and smote in the camp of the Assyrians

one hundred and eighty-five thousand men,

and when they arose in the morning, behold

they were all dead corpses" (Isa. 37 : 36). Such

was the slaughter on that one awful night !

The prophet, conceiving of this Assyrian host

as a forest of towering cedars of Lebanon, sees

the Lord Jehovah of hosts come down with His

great iron death-weapon to lop the boughs ter-

ribly, to hew down the loftiest cedars and lay

low the proudest—cutting down all the thick

undergrowth with His iron blade, and causing

Lebanon with all its glory to fall before His

mighty arm. Whether we suppose angelic

agency or not, here is the great and dreadful

God sweeping down the myriad hosts of Assyria

before His uplifted arm. But yesterday, they

were moving on proudly, even as Lebanon lifts

up her lofty head and glories in her cedars ; to-

day their camp is strewn with corses of the

fallen dead, for this proud king had hurled de-

fiance at the city and temple of the Lord, and

He had taken up the challenge and hurled back

His shafts of death into that Assyrian camp !

Tlie work is done, and the city and people of

the great God are safe ! H. C.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTERS XL, XII.

11:1 And there shall come forth a shoot out of the stock of Jesse, and a branch out of

2 his roots shall bear fruit : and the spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wis-

dom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the

3 fear of the Lord ; and his delight shall be in the fear of the Lord : and he shall not judge

4 after the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the hearing of his ears : but with righteous-

ness shall he judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth : and he

shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips shall he slay

5 the wicked. And righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle

6 of his reins. And the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with

the kid ; and the calf and the young lion and the failing together
; and a little child shall

7 lead them. And the cow and the bear shall feed ; their young ones shall lie down together :

8 and the lion shall eat straw like the ox. And the sucking child shall play on the hole of the

9 asp, and the weaned child shall put his hand on the basilisk's den. They shall not hurt nor

destroy in all my holy mountain : for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord,

as the waters cover the sea.

10 And it shall come to pass in that day, that the root of Jesse, which staudeth for an ensign

of the peoples, unto him shall the nations seek ; and his resting place shall be glorious.

11 And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall set his hand again the second

time to recover the remnant gi his people, which shall remain, from Assyiia, and from

Egypt, and from Pathros, and from Cush, and from Elajn, and from Shinar, and from

12 Hamath, and from the islands of the sea. And he shall set up an ensign for the nations, and

shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, and gather together the dispersed of Judah from the

13 four corners of the earth. The envy also of Ephraim shall depart, and they that vex Judah
14 shall be cut off : Ephraim shall not envy Judah, and Judah shall not vex Ephraim. And

they shall fly down upon the shoulder of the Philistines on the west ; together shall they

spoil the children of the east : they shall put forth their hand upon Edom and Moab ; and

15 the children of Ammon shall obey them. And the Lord shall utterly destroy the tongue

of the Egyptian sea ; and with his scorching wind shall he shake his hand over the River,

IG and shall sniite it into seven streams, and cause men to march overdryshod. And there shall

be an high way for the remnant of his people, which shall remain, from Assyria ; like as

there was for Israel in the day that he came up out of the land of Egypt.

12:1 And in that day thou shalt say, I will give thanks unto thee, O Lord ; for though

2 thou wast angry with me, tliine anger is turned away, and thou comfortest me. Behold,

God is my salvation ; I will trust, and will not be afraid : for the Lord jeuovah Is my
3 strength and song ; and he is become my salvation. Therefore with joy shall ye draw water

4 out of the wells of salvation. And in that day shall ye say, Give thanks unto the Lord,
call upon his name, declare his doings among the peoples, make mention that his name is

5 exalted. Sing unto the Lord ; for he hath done excellent things : let this be known in all

6 the earth. Cry aloud and shout, thou inhabitant of Zion : for great is the Holj" One of Israel

in the midst of thee.

Chap. 11. The glorious truth whi(;h links

this chapter to the preceding one is well ex-

pressed under this figure. God's enemies fall

like forest trees, never to rise again ; but God's

people, cut down, spring up again with new
vigor and a more heavenly growth. Assyria's

proud cedars fall with a fearful and final crash
;

but the tree of David, though cut back to tlie

stump of Jesse, starts again for a nobler life.

A Divine vitality is in it. The cause of God
can never die ! Such is the law of contrast

which engrafts this chapter so beautifully upon

tlie closing sentence of the last. A rod out of

the stem (stump) of Jesse springs up ; it proves

to be a most extraordinary jjersonagc, none

other than the oft and long-promised Messiah.

We have His intrinsic qualities of wisdom,

knowledge and piety ; His intuitive discern-

ment and appreciation of character : the per-

fect justice of His administration ; the fraternal

peace and love which consequently ensue ; the

knowledge of tlie Lord pervading the earth and

excluding sin and evil from His realm. This

rod of Jesse becomes a rallying point for the
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nations ; they come to Messiah's feet ; His rest-

ing-place and home in tliis wide earth become

all glorious. The people of God wander in cap-

tivity no more. His dispersed ones are re-

gathered ; they live in mutual love, and no

more in jealous rivalry ; they combine against

their common foes ; the Lord is with them in

glorious help for victory as of old in His mir-

acles of power, and Zion, everywhere trium-

phant, reposes under the sheltering wing of her

Redeemer. There can be no doubt that this

description sets forth the great Messiah's reign
;

that the rod from the stem of Jesse is Jesus the

son of David. Every attempt to interpret the

passage otherwise must needs confront the

whole array of Messianic prophecies, explain-

ing them all away, or denying their validity

and inspiration ; must make the great points

affirmed here nugatory and ignore their apt and

perfect fulfilment in Jesus of Nazareth. In

other words, the Messianic interpretation of this

chapter is fully sustained by the tenor of all

other Messianic prophecies. The points made
here apply to no one else—never have been or

can be fulfilled in any other than the Messiah.

H. C.

This chapter is occupied with promises of

restoration and deliverance, external safety and

internal peace, to God's own people, as con-

trasted with the ruin previously threatened to

their enemies. Borrowing his imagery from

the fall of the Assyrian forest, just before pre-

dicted (10 : 34), the i^rophet represents a shoot

as springing from the prostrate trunk of Jesse,

and invested by the Spirit of Jehovah with all

the necessary attributes of a righteous judge

and ruler (verses 1-4). The pacific effect of the

Messiah's reign is then described by the beauti-

ful figure of wild and domestic animals dwell-

ing and feeding together, and of children un-

hurt by the most venomous reptiles ; to which

is added an express prediction that all mutual

injuries shall cease in consequence of the uni-

versal prevalence of the knowledge of Jehovah

(verses 5-9). To these figures borrowed from

the animal creation, the prophet now adds

others from the history of Israel, but intended

to express the same idea. The Messiah is here

represented as a signal set up to the nations,

gathering the outcasts of His people from all

quarters, and uniting them again into one undi-

vided body, free from all sectional and party

animosities (verses 10-13). Under figures of

the same kind, the triumph of the Church is

then represented as a conquest over the old en-

emies of Israel, especially those nearest to the

Holy Land ; while the interposition of God's

power to effect this and the preceding promises

is vividly described as a division of the Red Sea

and Euphrates, and a deliverance from Egypt
and Assyria (verses 14-16). The evidently fig-

urative character of some parts of this chap-

ter seems to furnish a sufficient key to the in-

terpretation of those parts which in themselves

would be more doubtful. A.

1-10. So much of this prediction as relates

to the personal character and qualities of the

promised Prince found its counterpart in the

just, the meek, the wise, the gracious, the lov-

ing, the holy Jesus of Nazareth. So much as

relates to the principles that through the Mes-

siah should transform society and rule tlie world

was met in the doctrines and precepts of Christ.

The conversion of the Roman Empire to Chris-

tianity gave promise of the early realization of

the whole of this glorious picture ; and, though

that promise is yet dela3-ed, all things are mov-

ing toward its consummation. With the growth

of Christ's kingdom, the most hostile and nox-

ious things shall be subdued ; the most incon-

gruous elements of human society shall be har-

monized ; bloody men, in disposition like the

wolf, the leopard, the lion, the bear, deceitful

men like the asp and the cockatrice, shall be

changed in their nature to the spirit of a little

child. There is no reformer like the Gospel ; it

is the kingdom of Christ, filling the earth, that

will bring peace and good-will to men. J. P. T.

It was not by chance that the Messiah ap-

peared, not in Egypt in the days of Pharaoh,

nor in Nineveh, or Babylon, or Greece, or

Rome, but among the Jewish people, who alone

were prepared for His advent. Admit the his-

toric reality of the Divine revelations recorded

in the Hebrew Scriptures, and we see at once

lioiD the way for the Saviour's advent was pre-

pared, and why He was of the seed of Abraham

according to the flesh. Deny the historic reality

of these preparatory revelations, and we have a

mystery, but not one of Divine origin. It is

simply a man-made mystery, created in the in-

terest of those who have decided beforehand

that the true supernatural is an impossibility,

and that, accordingly, its existence anywhere

in the line of human history must be stoutly de-

nied in the face of all possible evidence. But

the impossibility of the attempt to dissever the

revelations of the New Testament from the

preparatory revelations of the Old appears most

clearly when we consider the explicit declarations

of our Saviour, and, after Him, of His apostles,

on this point. If we know anything whatever

concerning the teachings of our Lord, we know

that He constantly affirmed that He had come
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in accordance with the prophecies of the Old

Testament. E. P. Barrows.

1. The figure of the preceding verse is con-

tinued, but applied to the downfall of the house

of David and the Jewish State, which is con-

trasted with the downfall of Assyria. The As-

syrian forest was to fall forever, but that of

Judah was to sprout again. And there shall

come forth a twig (or shoot) from the stock (or

stump) of Jesse, and a branch from his roots shall

grow. The only application of the passage

that can be sustained is that to Jesus Christ,

who sprang from the family of Jesse when re-

duced to its lowest estate, and to whom alone

the subsequent description is literally appli-

cable. It is enough to know that the fact of

Christ's descent from David is not only repeat-

edly aflfjrmed, but constantly presupposed in

the New Testament, as a fact too notorious to

be called in question or to call for proof. A.

A rod out of tlie stein of Jesse. We
shall lose much of the force of the expression

unless we refer to the verses immediately pre-

ceding. The prophet has just been speaking of

the fall of the mighty trees of Lebanon. These

trees, which s.ymbolize Assyria, are to be cut

down. They are cedars, the grandest of all the

daughters of the forest. But the cedar, when
once cut down, never springs up again. It be-

longs to the Coniferai, the cone-bearing family,

including all the pines and firs ; and none of

these (with the exception of one or two species,

like the canary pine, unknown in Europe or

Asia) are capable of sending up shoots, when
once they have been hewn down to the ground.

Hence " to cut down like a cedar" signifies to

destroy without hope of resurrection. Here,

in contrast with the monarch of Lebanon, cut

down never to rise again, is contrasted, in the

first verse, the lowly vine of Judah, from which,

though now pruned down to the very root,

shall spring a vigorous branch„ No plants can

offer a greater contrast in appearance and treat-

ment than the cedar and the vine. The vine,

low and inconspicuous, scarcely lifting itself

above the ground, unlike the towering cedar,

dependent upon external support to rise at all.

But its whole value depends upon its being

sj^stematically cut back, " pruned that it may
bear more fruit." In the Holy Land, the vine

is not even trellised, as in Italy. Every year

the whole of the young wood is cut back to the

stump, which alone remains, and is said to re-

main and to throw out vigorous branches for

successive centuries, without any renewing of

the plant. Thus from the vine-plant of Jesse,

now by captivity cut doAvn to the very root, a

Branch shall spring. The word is not that

usually translated " branch," but has a special

force, meaning a brilliant or shining bough, as

though to imply it surpassed all others in

beauty, while the passage should be translated

more literally, as in the Revised Version, " A
branch out of his roots shall bear fruit ;" the

Hebrew word being that from which Ephra-

thah, the title of Bethlehem, is formed—that is,

" the fruitful." Tristram.

2. The person whose origin and descent are

metaphorically described in the preceding verse

is here described by his personal qualities as

one endowed with the highest intellectual and

moral gifts by the direct influences of the Holy
Spirit. And upon him shall rest the Spirit of

Jehovah, a Spirit of wisdom and understanding,

a Spirit of counsel and strength, a Spirit of

hnoicledge and of the fear of Jehovah. The only

person in whom the terms of this prediction have

been verified is Jesus Christ, whose wisdom
displayed itself in early life and is expressly

ascribed to a special Divine influence ; who
proved Himself a discerner of the thoughts and

intents of the heart ; whose ministry was not

only characterized by fortitude and boldness,

but attested by miracles and mightj^ deeds
;

whose knowledge of Divine things far sur-

passed that of all other men ; and who was Him-
self a living model of all piety. A.

The precise thought here is that the Spirit of

the Lord, resting upon Jesus the Messiah, will

cause Him to have wisdom and understanding,

counsel and might, knowledge and piety. His

perfect endowments for ruling well are to be

ascribed to the Spirit of God, which dwelt in

Him without measure. That the Divine Spirit

was thus given to Jesus Christ is the doctrine

both of Old Testament prophecy and of New
Testament history. In Isa. 61 : 1 the Messiah

Himself says (prophetically), " The Spirit of

the Lord God is upon Me," etc., which

prophecy Jesus read publicly in the synagogue

and applied it, saying, " This day is this Scrip-

ture fulfilled in your ears" (Luke 4:17-21).

Of this fact John the Baptist also is a special

witness (John 1 : 33 and 3 : 34), testifying, " I

saw the Spirit descending from heaven like a

dove, and it abode upon Him." "For God
giveth not the Spirit by measure unto Him."

H. C. The resulting character of the Messiah

is a fair picture of one who realizes the very

ideal of a strong and righteous ruler of men.
" Wisdom and understanding" refer mainly to

the clearness of intellectual and moral insight
;

" counsel and might," to the qualities which

give sound practical direction and vigor to fol-
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low, and carry through, the decisions of prac-

tical wisdom ; while " the knowledge and fear

of tlie Lord" define religion by its two parts of

acquaintance with God founded on love, and
reverential awe which prompts to obedience.

Tlie fulfilment, and far more than fulfilment,

of this ideal, is in Jesus, in whom were " hid

all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge," to

whom no circumstances of difticulty ever

brought the shadow of perplexity, who always

saw clearly before Him the path to tread, and

had always " might" to tread it, however

rough, w^ho lived all His days in unbroken fel-

lowship with the Father and in lowly obedience.

The prophet saw not all the wonders of perfect

luiman character which that indwelling spirit

would bring to realization in Him ; but what

lie saw was indispensable to a perfect king, and

Avas, at all events, an arc of the mighty circle

of perfection which has now been revealed in

the life of Jesus. The possibilities of humanity

under the influence of the Divine Spirit are re-

vealed here no less than the actuality of the

Messiah's character. What Jesus is. He gives

it to His subjects to become by the dwelling

in them of the Spirit of Life which was in Him.

A. M.

3-5. Tlie glory of this kingdom is conspicu-

ous in tlie principles by which it is adminis-

tered. Of this Prince it is truly said, " Right-

eousness shall be the girdle of His loins, and
Vy faithfulness the girdle of His reins." The
'' sceptre of His dominion is grace

;
grace dis-

played in the Gospel, grace communicated by
tlie Spirit, is the grand instrument of maintain-

ing His empire. He reveals His glory and im-

parts His benefits, and thereby attaches His sub-

jects by ties at once the most forcible and the

most engaging. A lovely assemblage of quali-

ties characterizes the spirit and genius of His

Divine administration ; an incomparable maj-

esty, united to a most endearing condescen-

sion—a spirit of benignity, joined to impartial

justice, distinguishes His conduct. Though
the subjects of this kingdom are admitted to it

on no other condition than the cordial approba-

tion of the character of the Prince, they are not

left lawless or uncontrolled ; the revelation of

the Divine will is imparted ; the most perfect

measure of holiness and rules of conduct are

enjoined on the conscience and impressed on

the heart. This administration exhibits through-

out a beautiful model of the moral government

of God, attempered to the state of creatures

who have fallen from their original rectitude,

but are under a dispensation of mercy. B. Hall.

4. The Messiah, as a righteous judge, is now

exhibited in contrast with the unjust magis-
trates of Judah, as described in chaps. 1 : 23 :

10 : 3 ; 5 : 23. A. Here, as elsewhere, the

glory of Messiah's reign lies, not in its external

pomp and splendor, not in its parade and dis-

play, not in the magnificence of its surround-
ings, nor in any of those arts that minister to

beauty and taste, but in its intrinsic and per-

fect justice; in protecting the defenceless; in

fulfilling the sublime ends of all good govern-

ment, human or Divine—viz., to secure the

highest possible well-being by putting down
injustice and oppression, and by guarding
sacredly the equal rights of all. H. C.

6, 7. Here, as in chaps. 2 : 4 and 9 : 5, 6, uni-

versal peace is represented as a consequence of

the Messiah's reign, but under a new and strik-

ing figure. A. The entire drift of thought

both before and after these verses (6-8) is of

moral and not of physical changes
;
pertaining

to the influence of wise and righteous govern-

ment over moral agents (verses 3-5), and to the

renewing influence of knowing God (verse 9).

Hence, if we construe this passage (verses 6-8)

in harmony with the context, we shall make it

figurative, representing a moral change in the

hearts of men, somewhat analogous to the sup-

posed change (understood literally) in the wolf,

the lion, and the asp. Yet, again, these verses

stand here to account for what immediately

follows :

'

' They shall not hurt nor destroy in

all My holy mountain ; for the earth shall be

full of the knowledge cf the Lord." But the

logical connection here, the reason why men no

longer work evil in the earth, is not that lions

eat straw ; is not that wolves dwell with lambs

literally ; but is that the savage and ferocious

spirit in man's bosom has turned to love, and

that human selfishness is slain by the Gospel

of Jesus. The true knowledge of God fills all

the earth, and therefore man, made by creation

intelligent and moral, and now by His second

birth brought under the legitimate influence of

knowing God, lives lovingly with all of human
kind, even as the animal races might live harm-

lessly together, supposing them to have lost not

only the instincts and the necessities of a car-

nivorous life, but even the power of subsisting

upon animal flesh. But no amount of diffusion

of the knowledge of God can literally cliange

the digestive organs of the lion to live on straw.

The logical connection of thought, therefore,

and the nature of the case demand the figura-

tive construction and forbid the literal. H. C.

9, The strong figures of the foregoing con-

text are now resolved into literal expressions.

They (indefinitely, men in general) ahall not
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hurt nor destroy 171 allMy holy mountain, because

the land is full of the knowledge of Jehovah (lit-

erally, of knowing Him), like the waters covering

tlie sea. The first clause clearl}' shows that the

foregoing description is to be figuratively un-

derstood. That the wolf and the lamb should

lie down together means, in other words, that

none should hurt or destroy in the Messiah's

kingdom. This passage is descriptive of the

reign of the Messiah, not at any one period, but

as a whole. An historian, as Vitringa well ob-

serves, in giving a general description of the

reign of David, would not use language appli-

cable only to its beginning. The prophecy is

therefore one of gradual fulfilment. So far as

the cause operates, the effect follows, and when
the cause shall operate without restraint, the

effect will be complete and universal. It is not

till the land has been filled with that knowledge,

that men will cease to inj ure and destroy. A.

And since this description relates to the

Gospel age and to the reign and manifestations

of King Messiah, we must assume that the

knowledge of God here contemplated is pre-

cisely that which comes to our world through

Christ, revealing God. The idea, therefore, is

that when they come under the power of such

manifested love as shines forth in the Son of

God living and dying, their hearts, moved and

melted by such manifestations, will cease to

love sin. They will no more hurt or destroy

one another. H. C.

The wars and conquests of kings, the ambi-

tious schemes of politicians, have all been over-

ruled by Him who maketh the very wrath of

man to praise Him, for the wider extension and

the more efficient establishment of His owdlI

Church. The very colossal power of the

Roman Empire itself was made subservient to

the process by which it was to be broken up,

and the efficacy of its laws manifested in favor

of the religion to which it was inveterately and

specially hostile. Little did the Emperor Titus

imagine that, while laying waste the Jewish

kingdom, he was raising up from its very ruins

a kingdom destined speedily to overshadow and
overthrow his own empire, and lay his proud
religion in the dust. The Roman sword, intent

only on self-glorification and the pride of con-

quest, was wielded by the Almighty Arm to

clear the way for the triumphant march of

Christianity over every nation and kingdom
;

and though that sword was frequently turned

against the Church, and wrought sad havoc
among its members, yet each pruning, each

shoot that it cut off, became a separate living

vine, extending to other regions the blessings

of the Gospel. And in this way the Church
grew and spread until now its range extends

from sea to sea, and from the river even unto

the ends of the earth. Macmillan.

10. The word rendered "root" means here

a shoot springing up from the root. The same
usage appears in Rev. 22 : 16, "I am the root,

even the offspring of David." Both passages

refer to the Messiah as born in the line of Jesse

and David. An " ensign," properly a flag-pole

or signal to be seen from far, is here supposed

to be lifted up for a rallying-point and a trum-

pet-call to the nations to gather to this standard.

The Gentiles come, not " seek" only, but come

to it. " Seek unto it" implies an actual com-

ing. The place of Messiah's home and throne

where He rests is all glorious. The Hebrew
puts it strongly—is glory. H. C.

Other landmarks sink below the horizon as

the tribes of men pursue their solemn march
through the centuries, but the cross on Calvary
" shall stand for an ensign of the people, and

to it shall the Gentiles seek. " To proclaim that

accomplished salvation, once for all lodged in

the heart of the world's history, and henceforth

forever valid, is our unalterable duty. The
message carries in itself its own immortal

strength. A living Saviour in the present, who
works with us, confirming the word with signs

following, is the source of our power. Not till

He is impotent shall we be weak. The un-

measurable measure of the gift of Christ defines

the degree, and the unending duration of His

life who continueth forever sets the period, of

our possession of the grace which is given to

every one of us. He is ever bestowing. He
never withdraws what He once gives. The ^
fountain sinks not a hair's breadth, though

eighteen centuries have drawn from it. Mod-
ern astronomy begins to believe that the sun

itself by long expense of light will be shorn of

its beams and wander darkling in space, circled

no more by its daughter planets. But this Sun
of our souls rays out forever the energies of life

and light and love, and after all communication

possesses the infinite fulness of them all. " His

name shall be continued as long as the sun, all

nations shall call Him blessed." Here then are

the perpetual elements of our constant power,

an eternal Word, an abiding Spirit, an unchang-

ing Lord. A. M.

The day here is the future times of Messiah.

He is called the root of Jesse, as one growing

up from the roots of David's family, when cut

down and deprived of its royal grandeur. The

peoples or nations are the Gentiles, as 2:4;
8:9; 10 : 13, 14. The ensign is tlic standard
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of a captain or military leader. Paul (Rom.

15 : 12) quotes the words as predicting the call

of the Gentiles. They shall " seek unto

Christ," consult Him as their oracle, and resort

to Him as their heavenly Guide. The resting-

place is often referred to the Church, where

Christ dwells by His Spirit. But 1 Tim. 3 : 16

supplies a simpler and more emphatic meaning.

Immanuel, God manifest in the flesh, would

first be " preached unto the Gentiles," set up

before their eyes as the standard whereto they

should resort ; then
'

' believed on in the world,
'

'

or widely accepted as their Oracle and Teacher ;

and lastly, "received up into glory." His

resting-place would thus indeed be glorious,

" the right hand of the Majesty on high" (Heb.

1:3; 8:1). BirkK

The seat of His dominion is also the seat of

His repose. The beiielicent activity just de-

scribed is wielded from a calm, central palace,

and does not break the King's tranquillity.

That is a paradox, except to those who know
that Jesus Christ, sitting in undisturbed rest at

the right hand of God, thence works with and

for His servants. His repose is full of active

energy ; His active energy is full of repose.

And that place of calm abode is
'

' glorious,
'

'

or, more emphatically and literally, " glory."

He shall dwell in the blaze of the uncreated glory

of God—a prediction which is only fulfllled

in its true meaning by Christ's ascension and

session at the right hand of God, in the glory

which He had with the Father before the world

was, and into which He has borne that lowly

manhood which He drew from the cut-down

stem of Jesse. A. M.

11. As the gathering of the Gentiles to Christ

is prominent in verse 10, so is that of the Jews

in this verse 11, and both in verse 12. Thought

of as scattered in their dispersions as of old over

Egypt, Assyria, Chaldea, and other remote

regions, the Lord restores them a second time

as at the first from their captivity in Babylon,

y only that here the restoration and gathering are

specially unto Christ. Both the case of the

Gentiles and the whole drift of the chapter re-

quire this view of their restoration. In this list

of countries, Egypt and Assyria come first as

being the greatest hostile kingdoms known to

the Jews of Isaiah's time. At the dispersion

many Jews went to Egypt ; the whole kingdom

of the Ten Tribes were borne to Assyria.

Pathros is the southern part of Egypt ; Cush,

mainly Ethiopia, including perhaps the Arabian

Cush from which the African family of that

name descended and emigrated. Elam was the

largest province of ancient Persia. Shinar in-

cluded Babylon. Hamath lay on the north

of Palestine, here comprehending Damascene
Syria. "The islands of the sea" were the

lands reached by crossing the Mediterranean,

whether insular or continental. This enumera-

tion of all the great countries known to the Jews
of that age involves the idea of universality.

Wherever they may be, the Gospel of the grace

of God will find and restore them. H. C.

13. The envy of Ephraim revealed itself in

two stages : first, as an internal feud in the na-

tion of Israel, and next as bitter and open hos-

tility against the Zion of God. Under David
and Solomon we see the first, but under Pekah
and Hoshea this second and worse stage. The
first half of the verse predicts the end of foreign

hostility and hatred ; the second, that of in-

ternal strife and discord. Ephraim and Judah
were guilty alike, and both needed a moral con-

version. Ephraim, restored to the covenant of

God, " shall not envy Judah," as it had done

in the times of Gideon, David, and Solomon
;

and Judah, humbled by afflictions, " shall not

vex Ephraim." The prominence here doubly

given to the cure of Ephraim's jealousy refers

us back to chap. 7 : 1-18, and shows the striking

moral unity of these later messages in the time

of Ahaz. Birks.

14. These were the nations nearest to the

Israelites and most frequently in war against

them during the ages of the judges and kings,

even down to the times of Isaiah. But they are

all long since extinct, and hence, if for no other

reason, we are forbidden to think of a literal

sense in this language. And this being of

necessity figurative, the rest of the passage

(verses 11-16) must be figurative also. H. C.

15. To the destruction of the enemies of

Israel is added a prediction that all obstacles,

even the most formidable, to the restoration of

God's people, shall be overcome or taken away

by His almighty power. This idea is naturally

expressed by the dividing of the lied Sea and

Euphrates, because Egypt and Assyria are the

two great powers from which Israel had suf-

fered and Avas yet to be delivered. A.

€lia|>. 12. Nothing could be more appro-

priate than to follow such a prophecy with a

song of praise. Every impulse of the Christian

inspires him to break forth in outbursts of song,

ascribing glory, honor and praise to the blessed

God for such deliverance to Zion, such triumphs

to the kingdom of Christ, and such salvation to

this lost world ! Fitly and beautifully God's

people are not only exhorted to sing and give

praise, but the very words for their song are

provided. In verses 1, 2, 6 Zion is personified
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as if one person, of one heart and voice ; while

in verses 4, 5, the plural number suggests that

Christians do not lose their individuality, how-

ever much they blend their hearts and voices in

the unison of praise. H. C. The prophecy

closes fitly with a song of praise, the utterance

of restored Israel. And this links itself with

the fivefold burden of the previous vision

(chaps. 5 : 25 ; 9 : 13, 17, 21 ; 10 : 4) in a most im-

pressive contrast. The hand of God, once

stretched out in judgment, is now extended in

mercy. His anger, once sore and heavy, is now
turned away. The ceremony of drawing water

from the pool of Siloam on the last great day

of the Feast of Tabernacles would now receive

a glorious antitype. Birks.

The structure of this psalm is very regular,

consisting of two parts, in each of wliich the

prophet first tells the people what the}^ will

say, or have a right to say, when the foregoing

promises are verified, and then addresses them

again in his own person and in the usual

language of prediction. In the first stanza they

are made to acknowledge the Divine compas-

sion and to express their confidence in God as

the source of all their strength, and therefore

the rightful object of their praise (verses 1-3).

In the second stanza they exhort one another to

make known what God has done for them, not

only at home, but among all nations, and are

exhorted by the prophet to rejoice in the man-

ifested presence of Jehovah (verses 4-6). A.

1. The Christian's heart will not complain

that God xcas angry, since conscious sin gives so

3 ust cause for it. We could not love and honor

God if He had not been offended with our

former sins. But it is special cause for praise

when after repentance God forgives, and turn-

ing His anger away, gives His loving and com-

forting smile instead. The " turning away"
of His anger suggests that oft-repeated declara-

tion (chaps. 9 : 12, 17, 21 and 10 : 4)—" For all

this. His anger is not turned away, but His hand

is stretched out still." "The former things

have passed away."

2. Behold, God is my salvation. He shows

this now most abundantly, and my soul shall

believe it henceforth and forever. Now, there-

fore, I will trust, and will fear no more. So

many promises have been fulfilled, I never can

doubt His love and faithfulness again. For

the Lord Jehovah is my strenc/th, achieving all

these great things for me. Truly, therefore.

He shall be my song, the theme of my praise

evermore ! H. C.

He reigns, O believer, for thee. The stability

of His throne is thy safety. The administration

of His government is for thy good ; and the

precious pledge is, that He " will perfect that

Avhich concerneth thee." In all thy troubles,

and in all thy joy, commit thy way unto Him.
He will guard the sacred deposit. Fear not that

thou Shalt lack any good thing. Fear not that

thou shalt be forsaken. Fear not that thou shalt

fall beneath the arm of the oppressor. "He
went through the fires of the pit to save thee

;

and He will stake all the glories of His crown
to keep thee." Sing, then, thou beloved, " Be-

hold, God is my salvation ; I will trust, and
not be afraid ; for the Lord Jehovah is my
strength and my song ; He also is become my
salvation." J. M. Mason.

Trust Him implicitly, submit to Him cheer-

fully, and you will find that all shall be well

;

that more grace will be given you ; that the

heavier the trial the larger will be the blessed

measure of the strength. The Shepherd is lead-

ing you in the right way to His own blessed

fold. Leave it all to Him. Alexander Mc-

Kenzie. The child cannot better secure any
precious thing it has than by putting it into the

father's hands to keep. Our mercies are always

safest and surest when they are out of our hands

and in the hands of God. We trust as we love,

and we trust Avhere we love ; where we love

much we trust much ; much trust speaks out

much love ; if we love Christ much, surely we
shall trust Him much. T. Brooks.

3. The everlasting love of the Father, the rich

grace of the Son, and the exuberant joj^ of the

Holy Ghost compose these wells of salvation.

Yet it is but one fountain of grace flowing from

the unity of the Divine essence, and is com-

municated to us out of the fulness of the man
Jesus. Hence we are invited by Him, " O
friends, O beloved, drink ! yea, drink abun-

dantly." W. Mason.

The connection of these words with the story

in the Exodus was recognized by the Jews at

a very early period, as is plain from their use

in the remarkable ritual of the Feast of Taber-

nacles. That festival was originally appointed

to preserve the remembrance of Israel's nomad
life in the wilderness. In the later days of the

nation a number of symbolical observances

were added to those of the original institution.

Daily, amid loud jubilations, the priests wound
in long procession down the slope from the

Temple to the fountain of Siloam in the valley

beneath, and there drew water in golden urns.

They bore it back, the crowd surging around

them, and then amid the blast of trumpets

and a tumult of rejoicing, they poured it on

the altar, while thousands of voices chanted
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Isaiah's words, " with joy shall ye draw water

out of the wells of salvation." So much for the

occasion of the prophecy, now for its meaning

and fulfilment. Nearly eight hundred years

have passed. Again the festival has come
round. For seven days the glad ceremonial

had been performed. For the last time the

priestly procession has gone down the rocky

road ; for the last time the vases have been filled

at the cool fountain below ; for the last time the

blight water has been poured out sparkling in

the sunlight ; for the last time the shout of joy

has risen and fallen, and as the words of the an-

cient chant were dying on the ear, a sudden stir

began among the crowd, and from the midst of

them, as they parted for His passage, came a

young man, rustic iu appearance, and there,

before all the silence-stricken multitude, and

priests with their empty urns, " In the last day,

that great day of the feast, Jesus stood and

cried. If any man thirst, let him come unto

Me, and drink." Surely such words in such a

connection, at such a time, from such lips, are

meant to point the path to the true understand-

ing of the text. xl. M.

Witli joy. Joy is the tuning the soul. The
command to rejoice precedes the command to

pray :
" Rejoice evermore

;
pray without ceas-

ing." Delight makes the melody
;
prayer else

will be but a harsh sound. God accepts the

heart only when it is a gift given, not forced.

With joy we are to draw water out of the wells

of salvation. Faith is the bucket, but joy and

love are the hands that move it. God does not

value that man's service who accounts not His

service a privilege and a pleasure. Charnock.

True joy is a solid, grave thing, and dwells

more in the heart than the countenance, where-

as, on the contrary, base and false joys are but

superficial. The deepest streams are the

stillest. Leighton. The elements of that joy

which makes your whole life successful are

consecration, self-revelation of character in all

that is pure and noble, having nothing in your-

self which wishes to veil itself from the eyes of

others ; self-sacrifice and renunciation, benevo-

lence in work and success in that beneficent

work. These are the elements of true joy and

prosperity on which you will look back with

gladness from the end of life ; on which you
will look back with joy unspeakable and full

of glory from the heights on high. Anon.

The Christian's joy is iu every sense a joy of

harvest ; a joy of life in life's bountiful pro-

vision ; a j oy of the heart in the presence of the

great Giver of all good ; a joy of the honest

laborer in the rewards of his own industry and

the end of his patient waiting. Interior.

4. Starting afresh with the prolific theme of

praise, the events of " that day"—blessings so

great and rich—ye shall all say. Praise the

Lord. Let all the nations know what He. has

done. Remind them (the sense of the last verb)

;

remind them that His name is exalted, that He
has glorified it by fulfilling so signally all His

good words of promise to His people. H. C.

As to the authorship of the twelfth chapter, it

is less necessary to insist on the external evi-

dence, because the internal happens to be so

strong ; and it is less necessary to fall back on

the possibility that Isaiah is quoting anony-

mous psalms, because the probability comes

out so clearly that he composed the whole him-

self. The first eleven chapters are conceded to

Isaiah by most modern critics. The testimony

of the diction may be summed up by saying

that Isa. 13 contains fifty words, of which forty

are found in other passages of Isaiah gen-

erally acknowledged to be genuine. Of the

remaining ten, eight are in the pre-exilic

prophets. Of this same remaining ten, six are

in psalms commonly considered pre-exilic ;
and

of this same remaining ten, all are in the liter-

ature commonly considered pre-exilic. W. H.

Cobb.

ISAIAH, CHAPTERS XIIL, XIV. 1-27.

BURDEN OF BABYLOX.

13:1 The burden of Babylon, which Isaiah the son of ^\jnoz did see.

2 Set ye up an ensign upon the bare mountain, lift up the voice unto them, wave the

3 hand, that they may go into the gates of the nobles. I have commanded my consecrated

ones, yea, I have called my mighty men for mine anger, even my proudly exulting ones.

4 The noise of a multitude in the mountains, like as of a great people ! the noise of a tumult
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of the kingdoms of the nations gathered together ! the Lord of hosts mustereth the host for

5 the battle. They come from a far country, from the uttermost part of heaven, even the

6 Lord, and the weapons of his indignation, to destroy the whole land. Howl ye ; for the

7 day of the Lord is at hand ; as destruction from the Almighty shall it come. Therefore

8 shall all hands be feeble, and every heart of man shall melt : and they shall be dismayed
;

pangs and sorrows shall take hold of them ; they shall be in pain as a woman in travail ; they

9 shall be amazed one at another ; their faces shall be faces of flame. Behold, the day of the

Lord cometh, cruel, with wrath and fierce anger ; to make the land a desolation, and to

10 destroy the sinners thereof out of it. For the stars of heaven and the constellations thereof

shall not give their light : the sun shall be darkened in his going forth, and the moon shall

11 not cause her light to shine. And I will punish the world for their evil, and the wicked for

their iniquity ; and I will cause the arrogancy of the proud to cease, and will lay low the

12 haughtiness of the terrible. I will make a man more rare than fine gold, even a man than

13 the pure gold of Ophir. Therefore I will make the heavens to tremble, and the earth shall

be shaken out of her place, in the wrath of the Lord of hosts, and in the day of his fierce

14 anger. And it shall come to pass, that as the chased roe, and as sheep that no man gather-

eth, they shall turn every man to his own people, and shall flee every man to his own land.

15 Every one that is found shall be thrust through ; and every one that is taken shall fall by
16 the sword. Their infants also shall be dashed in pieces before their eyes ; their houses shall

17 be spoiled, and their wives ravished. Behold, I will stir up the Medes against them, which
18 shall not regard silver, and as for gold, they shall not delight in it. And tlieir bows shall

dash the young men in pieces ; and they shall have no pity on the fruit of the womb ; their

19 eye shall not spare children. And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the Chal-

20 deans' pride, shall be as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah. It shall never be

inhabited, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to generation : neither shall the

21 Arabian pitch tent there ; neither shall shepherds make their flocks to lie down there. But
wild beasts of the desert shall lie there ; and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures

;

22 and ostriches shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there. And wolves shall cry in tlieir

castles, and jackals in the pleasant palaces : and her time is near to come, and her days shall

14 : 1 not be prolonged. For the Lord will have compassion on Jacob, and will yet choose

Israel, and set them in their own land : and the stranger shall join himself with them, and

2 they shall cleave to the house of Jacob. And the peoples shall take them, and bring them to

their place : and the house of Israel shall possess them in the land of the Lord for servants

and for handmaids : and they shall take them captive, whose captives they were
;
and they

shall rule over their oppressors.

3 And it shall come to pass in the day that the Lord shall give thee rest from thy sorrow,

4 and from thy trouble, and from the hard service wherein thou wast made to serve, that thou

shalt take up this parable against the king of Babylon, and say, How hath the oppressor

5 ceased ! the golden city ceased ! The Lord hath broken the staff of the wicked, the sceptre

6 of the rulers ; that smote the peoples in wrath with a continual stroke, that ruled the nations

7 in anger, with a persecution that none restrained. The whole earth is at rest, and is quiet :

8 they break forth into singing. Yea, the fir trees rejoice at thee, and the cedars of Lebanon,

9 saying. Since thou art laid down, no feller is come up against us. Hell from beneath is

moved for thee to meet thee at thy coming : it stirreth up the dead for thee, even all the

chief ones of the earth ; it hath raised up from their thrones all the kings of the nations.

10 All the}^ shall answer and say unto thee. Art thou also become weak as we ? art thou become
11 like unto us? Thy pomp is brought down to hell, and the noise of thy viols : the worm is

12 spread under thee, and worms cover thee. How art thou fallen from heaven, O day star,

son of the morning ! how art thou cut down to the ground, which didst lay low the nations !

13 And thou saidst in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, 1 will exalt my throne above the

stars of God ; and I will sit ujiou the mount of congregation, in the uttermost parts of the

14 north : I will ascend above the heights of the clouds ; I will be like the Most High.

15, 16 Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the uttermost parts of the pit. They that see

thee shall narrowly look upon thee, they shall consider thee, saying. Is tliis the nnin that

17 made the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms ; that made the world as a wilderness,

18 and overthrew the cities thereof ; that let not loose his prisoners to their home '? All the

11) kings of the nations, all of them, sleep in glory, every one in his own house. But thou art
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cast forth away from thy sepiilchre like an abominable branch, clothed with the slain, that

are thrust through with the sword, that go down to the stones of the pit ; as a carcase

20 trodden under foot. Thou shalt not be joined with them in burial, because thou hast

destroyed thy land, thou hast slain thy people ; the seed of evil-doers shall not be named for

21 ever. Prepare ye slaughter for his children for the iniquity of their fathers ; that they rise

22 not up, and possess the earth, and fill the face of the world with cities. And I will rise up

against them, saith the Lord of hosts, and cut off from Babylon name and remnant, and son

23 and son's son, saith the Lord. I will also make it a possession for the porcupine, and pools

of water : and I will sweep it with the besom of destruction, saith the Lord of hosts.

24 The Lord of hosts hath sworn, saying. Surely as I have thought, so shall it come to pass
;

25 and as I have purposed, so shall it stand : that I will break the Assyrian in my land, and

upon my mountains tread him under foot : then shall his yoke depart from off them, and his

26 burden depart from off their shoulder. This is the purpose that is purposed upon the whole

27 earth : and this is the hand that is stretched out upon all the nations. For the Lord of hosts

hath purposed, and who shall disannul it ? and his hand is stretched out, and who shall turn

it back ?

The Burden of Babylon, Chapters
13-14: 27.

The Ji?'si series of Isaiah's prophecies (chaps.

1-12) is followed by a second, composed of Bur-

dens on the Gentile Nations (chaps. 13-23), and

summed up in a common sequel of judgment

and blessing (chaps. 24-27). The two subjects

of the first series are the impending Assyrian

woe and the coming and reign of Immanuel,

the branch of the Lord. The former is unfolded

anew in these burdens themselves, and their

sequel points again to the times of Messiah.

The date of this second series lies between the

third year of Ahaz and the third of Hezekiah,

or between the fulfilment of the warning (chap.

8:1-4) and the opening of the siege of Samaria,

predicted (chap. 28 : 2). During these sixteen

years there seem to have been no direct inroads

of Assyria on Ephraim or Judah, but it was

extending and confirming its dominion over

the surrounding heathen powers. The form of

the prophecy corresponds. Burdens on the

Gentile nations are successively revealed ; and

the message returns to Israel and to Judah,

when the northern kingdom was ready to suffer

once more under the Assyrian scourge. The
arrangement has thus a clear basis in the his-

tory. The burden on Babylon takes precedence

of the rest, since this was the Gentile power

ordained to complete the predicted judgment

of God on the chosen people. Next are the

burdens of Philistia, Moab, and Damascus, the

neighbors of Israel on the west, the east, and

the north, with a brief sequel of their own.

Next is the burden on Egypt and Ethiopia, the

southern rival of Assyria. Then follow, as be-

fore, three secondary burdens on the border

lands of the southern side. The message then

returns to Palestine, in the burden of the Val-

ley of Vision ; and the series ends with T3're,

the great maritime power of the ancient world.

Birks.

The complete destruction of Babylon, and her

desolation through long ages, is prophesied in

Scripture repeatedly, and with a distinctness

and minuteness that are very remarkable. The

most striking of the prophecies are those con-

tained in these two chapters and in Jer.

50 : 10-15, 38-40 ; 51 : 36-43. G. R.

The genuineness of the title, and the Isaian

authorship of this first burden, have been de-

nied by several modern critics (Justi, Gcsenius,

RosenmLiUer, Hitzig, Knobel, Ewald, Davidson,

etc.) on such grounds as these : 1. " The stand

point of the writer is in the time of the Cap-

tivity, when the Chaldean Empire was flour-

ishing." On the contrary, it begins with the

mustering of Median armies, and reaches on to

a completed desolation, which has lasted to the

present day. Or if the actual date be meant,

that is fixed by the close (14 : 25) before the fall

of Sennacherib. 2. " Isaiah could not transfer

his position into the distinct future, disregard-

ing the horizon of his own day." This merely

affirms that the Holy Spirit may predict events

twenty or thirty, but not two hundred years

beforehand. Besides, the political horizon of

the time is kept in view, for a solemn oath of

the Assyrian's fall closes the prophecy. 3.

" The tone and spirit are bitter, revengeful,

taunting, sarcastic. It is intelligible from one

who had suffered under the Chaldeans, not

from Isaiah. " This is like one of the predicted

"hard speeches" against the Lord of Hosts,

whose message it is. The burden is not " bit-

ter," but most solemn and sublime. It

breathes not the feeble malice of Jewish exiles,
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but the holy anger of the Most High, against

the oppressors of His people and blasphemers

of Hi? great name. It is sarcastic, because it is

the voice of Him who " scorneth tlit scorners,

but giveth grace to the lowly." The ven-

geance is the same as in Rev. 18, given through

the apostle of love. 4. "There are imitations

of Ezekiel and Joel, and traces of acquaintance

with Zephaniah." Between Jer. 50, 51 and

Isa. 13 there is considerable likeness. There

is here a strong proof of the genuineness, and

no argument against it. It is easy to conceive

that these later prophets might borrow phrases

or images from one earlier and greater ; but

incredible that a vision so earnest and sublime,

full of seraphic fire, should be a cento from

three or four sources, turned into a forgery by
prefixing a false name. 5. " The style and

diction are unlike Isaiah's." On the contrary,

there is no passage more characteristic of his

style in the whole book. 6. " The prophecy

was not fulfilled, as announced. The desola-

tion did not take place by the Medes, as the

prophecy asserts." The statement, and not the

prediction, is untrue. To the Medes is assigned

a fierce slaughter of the men of Babylon, when
the city is captured ; but how soon, or how
slowly, or by what steps the total desolation

would follow, of this the text says not a single

word. The mention of shepherds and their

flocks, and of tents of the Arabians, points to a

time beyond the age of the Medo Persian Em-
pire. The reasons thus alleged from internal

evidence, to disprove the genuineness, are all

Avorthlcss. All the external evidence, and de-

cisive reasons from the structure of the book,

combine still further to prove that the vision is

Isaiah's, and stands here in its proper place.

Birks. {See Bib. Sacra, July, 1892, Article on

Isa. 13.)

Ilitzig says expres.sly that a prophecy against

Babylon before the time of Jeremiah is impos-

sible. This of course is tantamount to saying

that prophetic inspiration is impossible. And
this is, after all, the only question of impor-

tance. If there cannot be prophetic foresiglit,

then of course a reference to subsequent events

fixes the date of the writing which contains it.

If, on the other hand, there is such a thing as

inspiration and prophetic foresight, there is

nothing to weaken the presumption created by

a uniform tradition, the immemorial position of

this prophecy, and the express terms of a title

not less ancient than the text, of which, accord-

ing to Oriental usage, it is really a part. The
point at issue therefore between Christian and

infidel interpreters has reference not to words

and phrases merely but to the possibility and
reality of inspiration. Assuming this, we can

have no hesitation in regarding the prophecy
before us as a genuine production of Isaiah.

. . . On the one hand, we have only to believe

that Isaiah was inspired of God. On the other,

we must hold that a writer of the very highest

genius either personated the prophet or was
confounded with him by the ancient Jews, and
tliat this anonymous writer, whose very name
is lost, without any inspiration, uttered a pre-

diction which then seemed falsified by the

event, but which has since been accidentally

fulfilled ! It is universally admitted that the

thirteenth chapter, and the greater part, if not

the whole, of the fourteenth, constitute a single

prophecy. The division of the chapters is, how-
ever, not a wrong one. Both parts relate to

the destruction of Babylon, setting out from

God's -decree and winding up with the threat-

ening of total desolation. Chap. 14 is, there-

fore, not a mere continuation of chap. 13, but

a repetition of the same matter in another form.

The difference of form is chiefly this : that

while chap. 13 is more historical in its arrange-

ment, chap. 14 is dramatic, or at least poetical.

Another point of difference is that in chap. 13

the downfall of Babylon is represented rather

as an act of Divine vengeance, in chap. 14 as a

means of deliverance to Israel, the denuncia-

tions of Divine wrath being there clothed in the

form of a triumphant song to be sung by Israel

when Babylon is fallen. A.

With chap. 13 commences a new series of

prophecies, filling chaps. 13-23, described by
the prophet himself as " burdens" and " woes"
—i.e., predictions of calamity to come upon
wicked nations for their great sins. This series

opens with Babylon, the fall of which is the

theme of chap. 13 and of chap. 14 : 1-23. This

prophecy of the fall of Babylon is very extra-

ordinary in several respects.

1. In the point of its moral relations and

bearings upon the Jews of Isaiah's time it

stands remarkably disconnected. In chap. 13

there is not the least hint of any special rela-

tion to the Jews. But chap. 14 opens with a

clear intimation of Divine mercy to Israel in

restoring them to their own land after their

captivity in Babylon, and also in reversing the

recent relation of captor and captive between

these two people, bringing Babylon under as

Israel had been before. This assumes an ideal

present far down into the period of the Captiv-

ity, the close of which was one hundred and

ninety-two years after the death of Ahaz. The

precise date of this prophecy against Babylon
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is not given, but it stands in the collection

among others of the time of Ahaz, and there-

fore probably belongs there legitimately. (See

chap. 14 : 28.) Hence we have ground for mak-

ing the interval between the prophet's actual

and his ideal present, as above, nearly two hun-

dred years. The facts revealed concerning the

fall of Babylon have therefore no particular re-

lation to the actual present of Isaiah's time.

2. Again, these predictions of the fall of

Babylon make a strong case of a prophecy

which to human view is built upon nothing.

For Babylon was then entirely overshadowed

by the great empire of Assyria. "Who could

see that Assyria was to go down, and this small

city—then a province of Assyria and a third or

fourth-rate power—to come up, to be queen of

the nations ? Besides, the prophet names the

Medes as the conquering power, destined to

subvert and supplant proud Babylon. But the

Medes at this date were an unborn power. A
rude people living on the southern and western

shores of the Caspian Sea, who had made no

mark yet in Asiatic history and had thrown out

no foreshadowings of their future prowess
;

what mortal eye could see in them the future

conquerors of great Babylon'? And yet to

heighten the complication of future events and

put them still further beyond the possible reach

of human sagacity, this Median power rose up

somewhat suddenly about one hundred years

after the writing of this prophecy, and icith the

aid of Babylon laid siege to Nineveh, captured

and destroyed it, and thus subverted the great

Assyrian empire, B.C. 625. These are the

people named in this prophecy as the future

conquerors of Babylon ! Whose eye could

foresee this, save the eye of God ?

3. In point of style, this prophecy respecting

Babylon stands unrivalled. The tone of chap.

13 is sublimely bold and graphic, yet even this

is in some points surpassed by the exquisite

poetic drapery of chap. 14. Throughout this

chapter the Lord Himself may be considered the

speaker. He gives command to unfurl the ban-

ner and to muster His hosts for the war against

Babylon. The sound of their tramping squad-

rons is heard from far ; they are seen coming
;

His instruments of vengeance—and His pres

ence among them—for destruction to all that

Chaldean laud. He calls for wailing over a

ruin so fearful ; depicts the ensuing faintness

of heart and pangs of agony. You see the stars

fading out ; the sun darkened in his going

forth ; men become few ; the vast populations

of great Babylon flee or die ; the Medes appear

by name as the lord's executioners ;
and Baby-

lon, the glory of kingdoms, goes down to rise

no more. Her very site is doomed to sterility

and solitude, save as wild beasts gather there

who are wont to make their homes in places

most desolate. H. C.

2. The attack of the Medes and Persians

upon Babylon is now foretold, not in the proper

form of a prediction, nor even in that of a de-

scription, which is often substituted for it, but

in that of an order from Jehovah to Ilis minis-

ters to summon the invaders, first by an ele-

vated signal, and then as they draw nearer by

gestures and the voice. Upon a bare Mil (with

a clear summit) set up a signal, raise the voice

(shout or cry aloud) to them (the Medes and

Persians), and let them enter tJie gates of the

(Babylonian) nobles.

4. The prophet, in his own person, now de-

scribes the enemies of Babylon who had just

been summoned, as actuallj- on their way. He
hears a confused noise, which he soon finds to

be that of confederate nations forming the army

of Jehovah against Babylon. The voice of a

multitudein the mountains ! the likeness of much

people ! the sound of a tumult of kingdoms of

nations gathered ! Jehovah of Hosts mustenng a

host of battle! The absence of verbs adds

greatly to the vividness of the description.

The sentence really consists of a series of ex-

clamations, describing the impressions made

successively upon the senses of an eye and ear-

witness. It is commonly agreed that there is

here a direct reference to the mixture of nations

in the army of Cyrus. Besides the Persians

and the Medes, Xenophon speaks of the Ar-

menians, and Jeremiah adds the names of other

nations (Jer. 50 : 9 ; 51 : 27). A.

6. " The day of the Lord" is His time for

any signal achievement. It is here said to be

at hand, not in point of absolute time, which

was not far from two centuries to the first fatal

blow, and much longer still before Babylon be-

came utterly desolate; but it was near, either as

seen by the prophet and with reference to the

impressions made on his mind; or witli relation

to the events immediately preceding and

sketched just above. It would be but a short

time after the mustering of those Median hosts

before the proud city would fall. It will come

as a mighty ruin from the Almighty one ;

where the Hebrew signifies that none other than

a resistless overthrow should be expected from

an omnipotent arm. The words rendered " de-

struction" and " Almighty" are from the same

root. H. C.

9. All this must happen and at a set time

—

for behold the day of Jehovah cometh—terrible—
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and iCTath aiid Jieat of anger—to place the land a

waste—and its sinners He irill destroy out of it.

The moral causes of the ruin threatened are

significantly intimated by calling the people of

the earth or land its sinners.

11. The prophet, according to his custom

(chaps. 1 : 22 ; 5 : 7 ; 11 : 9), now resolves his fig-

ures into literal expressions, showing that the

natural convulsions just predicted are to be un-

derstood as metaphorical descriptions of the

Divine judgments. And I will visit tiponthe

world its tcickedness—and upon the wicked their

iniquity—and I will cause to cease the arrogance

ofpresumptuous sinners—and thepride of tyrants

I will httmble. A. "Punish the tcorld for

their iniquity" conceives of the great Chaldean

empire as embracing most of the world then

known to the Jews. Thus ancient authors call-

ed the Roman Empire " the whole world."

12, "More precious, "in the sense of more

scarce and rare. The waste of human life oc-

casioned by war with its triple scourge—the

sword, pestilence, and famine—will leave but

few men where but lately were so many.

H. C.

I'fi, The figurative form of speech is here re-

sumed, and what was before expressed by the

obscuration of the heavenly bodies is now de-

noted by a general commotion of the frame of

nature. Therefoi-e I will make the heavens trem-

ble, and the earth shall shake out of its j)lace in

the lorath of Jehovah of Hosts and in the day

of the heat of His anger. A.

17. The Medes only are named (without the

Persians)—as in Jer. 51 : 11, 28—for the reason

that they rose to prominence first in time, and

really led in tlie conquest of Babylon. As bear-

ing on the Divine inspiration of this prophecy,

it should be distinctly noted that when Isaiah

wrote it, the Medes were yet a dependent

province of the great Assyrian empire, and had

never been known as a powerful, independent

kingdom. Who could foresee that they ever

would be? " Thej' revolted" (says Dr. Alexan-

der) " at the time of the Assyrian invasion of

Judah and Israel. Their first king, Dejoces>

was elected about b.c 700 {i.e., within one year

of the death of Hezekiah). His son, Phraortes,

conquered Persia. Then the united Medes and

Persians, with the aid of the Babylonians, sub-

dued Assyria under the conduct of Cyaxares I.

(B.C. 625). The conquest of Babylon was
effected in the reign of Cyaxares II., by the

Median army, with an auxiliary force of thirty

thousand Persians under the command of

Cyrus, the king's nephew, B.C. 538." Unlike

the more southern nations of Asia, the Arab

plundering tribes, and indeed unlike most na-

tions that have ever waged war, the Medes.

and especially the Persians, thought less of gold

than of conquest and glor}-. Xenophon puts

in the mouth of Cyrus, addressing the Medes,

sentiments of the same character. " Ye men
of Media, and all ye now present ; I know you
well, and that ye have not come forth with me
in this war as men who want money and

goods." How should the ej^e of a merely

human sagacity have foreseen this special

feature of a conquering power as yet unborn

and of course with no national character yet

developed ? H. C.

19. From the very heiglit of splendor and

renown Babylon shall be reduced not only to

subjection, but to annihilation. And Babylon,

the beauty of kingdoms, the ornament, the p)i'ide

of the Chaldees, shall be like God's overthroxcing

Sodom and Oomorrah—i.e., shall be totally de-

stroyed in execution of a special Divine judg-

ment.

20. The conversion of a populous and fertile

district into a vast pasture ground, however

rich and well frequented, implies extensive

ruin, but not such ruin as is here denounced.

Babj-lon was not even to be visited by shep-

herds, nor to serve as the encamping ground of

wandering Arabs. The completeness of the

threatened desolation will be seen by comparing

these expressions Mnth chaps. 5 : 5, 17 ; 7 : 21
;

17 : 2, where it is predicted that the place in

question should be for flocks to lie down with

7ione to make them afraid. So fully has this

prophecy been verified that the Bedouins, ac-

cording to the latest travellers, are even super-

stitiously afraid of passing a single night upon
the site of Bab3'lon. A.

21. " Wild beasts of the desert shall lie

there ;" " the wild beasts of the desert, with the

wild beasts of the islands, shall dwell there"

(Jer. 50 : 39). So it was prophesied, and so it

is. Speaking of the Babil mound, Mr. Rich

observes, " There are many dens of wild beasts

in various parts, in one of which I found the

bones of sliecp and other animals, and perceived

a strong smell, like that of a lion. " " There are

several deep excavations into the sides of the

mound," remarks Ker Porter. " These souter-

rains are now the refuge of jackals and other

savage animals. The mouths of their entrances

are strewn with the bones of sheep and goats ;

and the loathsome smell that issues from most

of them is sufficient warning not to proceed

into the den." On a visit to the Birs Nimroud,

the same traveller observed through his glass

several lions on the summit of the great mound,
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and afterward found llieir footprints in the soft

soil of the desert at its base. This feature of

the prophecies also is therefore literally ful-

filled. The solitude, deserted by men, is sought

the more on that account by the wild beasts of

the country ; and the lion, the jackal, and prob-

ably the leopard, have their lairs in the sub-

structions of the temple of Belus, and the pal-

ace of Nebuchadnezzar. G. R.

14:1-23. The destruction of Babylon is

again foretold, and more explicitly connected

with the deliverance of Israel from bondage.

After a general assurance of God's favor to His

people, and of an exchange of conditions be-

tween them and their oppressors, they are rep-

resented as joining in a song of triumph over

their fallen enemy. In this song, which is uni-

versall}^ admitted to possess the highest literary

merit, they describe the earth as again reposing

from its agitation and affliction, and then break-

ing forth into a shout of exultation, in which

the very trees of the forest join (verses 1-8).

By a still bolder figure, the unseen world is

represented as perturbed at the approach of the

fallen tyrant, who is met, as he enters, by the

kings already there, amazed to find him sunk

as low as themselves and from a still greater

height of actual elevation and of impious pre-

tensions, which are strongly contrasted with his

present condition, as deprived not only of regal

honors, but of decent burial (verses 9-20). The

threatening is then extended to the whole race,

and the prophecy closes as before with a pre-

diction of the total desolation of Babylon (verses

21-23).

1. This verse declares God's i^urpose in de-

stroying the Babylonian power. For Jehovah

icill pity (or have mercy upon) Jacob, and will

again choose Israel and cause them to rest on their

{own) land—and the stranger shall be joiiied to

them—and they shall be attached to the house of

Jacob. Jacob and Israel are here used for the

whole race. Umbreit correctly understands

this not as a mere promise of temporal deliver-

ance and increase to Israel as a nation, but as

an assurance that the preservation of the chosen

people was a necessary means for the fulfilment

of God's purposes of mercy to mankind in gen-

eral. The literal fulfilment of the last clause

in its primary sense is clear from such state-

ments as the one in Esther 8 : 17.

3. In this verse and the following context the

prophet, in order to reduce the general promise

of the foregoing verse to a more graphic and

impressive form, recurs to the downfall of

Babylon, as the beginning of the series of de-

liverances which he had predicted, and describes

the effect upon those most concerned, by put-

ting into the mouth of Israel a song of triumph

over their oppressor. This is universally ad-

mitted to be one of the finest specimens of He-

brew and indeed of ancient composition.

4. That thou shall raise this song over the king

of Babylon and say, IIoio hath the oppressor ceased,

the golden (city) ceased/ The king here intro-

duced is an ideal personage, whose downfall

represents that of the Babylonian monarchy.

7. At rest, quiet, is the icJiole earth. They

burst forth into singing (or a shout of joj').

There is no inconsistency between the clauses,

as the first is not descriptive of silence, but of

tranquillity and rest. The land had rest is a

phrase employed in the Book of Judges {e.g.,

5 : 31) to describe the condition of the country

after a great national deliverance. A. Baby-

lon had subdued all the great powers of West-

ern Asia and Northern Africa

—

i.e., the whole

earth as known to the Jews. "When she fell

they all breathed freely, and felt themselves at

rest. Joyful in the thought of no more servi-

tude to a power so oppressive, thej' break forth

in exultant song. H. C.

8. Not only the earth and its inhabitants

take part in this triumphant song or shout, but

the trees of the forest. Also the cypresses rejoice

with respect to thee—the cedars of Lebanon—(say-

ing) now that thou art fallen, the feller shall not

come up against us. Now that we are safe from

Thee, we fear no other enemy. The only

meaning of these figures that seems consistent

with a pure taste is the one proposed by Cal-

vin, who supposes this to be merely a part of

one great picture, representing universal nature

as rejoicing. The symbolical and mechanical

interpretations are as much out of place here as

they would be in a thousand splendid passages

of classical and modern poetry, where no one

yet has ever dreamed of applying them. Both

here and elsewhere in the sacred books, inani-

mate Nature is personified, and speaks herself

instead of being merely spoken of.

9. The bold personification is now extended

from the earth and its forests to the invisible

or lower Avorld, the inhabitants of which are

represented as aroused at the approach of the

new victim and as coming forth to meet him.

Hellfrom beneath is moved {in commotion) for thee

to meet thee {at) thy coming—it rouses for thee tlie

giants (the gigantic shades or spectres), all the

chief ones of the earth—it raisesfrom their thrones

all the kings of the nations. A. The regions

of the dead are laid open, and Hades is repre-

sented as rousing up the shades of the departed

monarchs ; they rise from their thrones to meet
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the king of Babylon at his coming, and insult

him on his being reduced to the same estate of

impotence and dissolution with themselves.

This is one of the boldest figures that ever was
attempted in poetry, and is executed with as-

tonishing brevity, perspicuity, and force. This
image of the state of the dead is taken from the

Eastern custom of burying, those at least of

higher rank, in large sepulchral vaults hewn in

the rock. We must form to ourselves an idea

of an immense subterraneous vault, a vast

gloomy cavern, all round the sides of which
there are cells to receive the dead bodies ; here

the deceased monarchs lie, in a distinguished

sort of state, each on his couch, with his arms
beside him and his sword at his head. (See

Ezek. 32 : 27.) These illustrious shades rise at

once from their couches, as from their thrones,

and advance to the entrance of the cavern, to

meet the king of Babylon and to taunt him on
his fall. Bp. Loxoth.

12. The word MiUl, rendered Lucifer in the

Authorized Version, from the root halal, to

shine, here describes the king of Babylon as a

shining morning star, to be cast down suddenly
from the height of worldly splendor. The
frequent application of the words to Satan,

and his fall from heaven, is certainly not the

direct and proper meaning of the passage. But
the analogy is so close between the character

of the proud king of Babylon and the lost arch-

angel, the king over all the children of pride,

between this political judgment and the re-

vealed warning of our Lord Himself (Luke
10 : 18), as fully to vindicate this frequent use

of the words from the charge of being a gross

perversion of the text. The resemblance is very
full and complete, both in sin and punishment,
between the human and angelic leaders in pride

and rebellion, and is fully confirmed by the

later prophecies of the New Testament (Rev.

12 : 9-12 ; 20 : 3, 10). Birks. Tertullian and
other fathers, Gregory the Great, and the

scholastic commentators, regarding Luke 10 : 18

as an explanation of this verse, apply it to the

fall of Satan, from which has arisen the popu-
lar perversion of the beautiful name Lucifer, to

signify the devil. Erroneous as this exposition

is, it scarcely deserves the severe reprehension
which some later commentators give it who re

ceive with great indulgence exegetical hypoth-
eses much more absurd. A.

1 3. The fall of this proud king was the more
fearful by reason of his lofty and even blas-

phemous pretensions and aspirations. Not sat-

isfied with surpassing everything human and
eclipsing all the glory of earth, he had said in his

heart, " I will ascend even to heaven itself
; I

will set my throne above the very staj-s of God
;

I will be like the Most High !" The remains
of his palace are to-day a huge mass of ruins,

sufficing, however, to show that when in their

glory they lacked nothing that human genius
and the resources of the conqueror of the world
could command.
18-20. To heighten his infam}-, the prophet

represents him as lying unburied, or, if once
buried, as being disinterred, exposed, and de-

nied the honors of a decent burial. Through
all the ancient world, Jewish or heathen, no
infamy or misfortune could exceed that of

being denied tlie honors of interment. Here the

king of Babylon is put in contrast with other

kings. They all lie in state, every one in his

sepulchre, in the " house" appointed for all the

living, and often in magnificent tombs, fitted

up with immense labor and cost, and with the

utmost display; but Chaldea's proud and cruel

king is thrust out as a thing despised, even as

the clothing of slain men all bloodstained and
polluted, like a carcass to be trodden under
every foot. He goes to this doom of infamy
because he has destroyed his own land, and slain

his own people ; his haughty and cruel admin-

istration having proved the ruin not of his

people only, but of his country, their " land."

The direct enumeration of the points and
features of his infamy closes off with a general

principle or law of the moral universe : The
race of evil-doers shall iiever be in honor. The
posterity of those who are mighty only to do
wrong, who have aspirations onlj' in the line of

supreme selfishness, must go down to utter in-

famy. H. C.

21. The dramatic form of the prediction is

repeatedly shifted, so that the words of the tri-

umphant Jews, of the dead, of the prophet, and
of God Himself, succeed each other insensibly,

without any attempt to make the points of

transition prominent. A. Here the prophet

lays aside the dramatic figures of the song, and

speaks in his own person, denouncing the utter

extinction of the guilty dynasty. " After the

storming of Babylon by the Medes, the king-

dom and royal house, established by Nabopolas-

sar, vanished entirely from history. The last

shoot of the royal family was slain as a child

of conspirators.
'

' Birks.

22, So was the event. From the first blow
struck by Cyrus in the conquest of the city,

that kingdom in fact never rose again to power
;

never regained possession of its former terri-

tory ; never overspread the earth with its do-

pendent subject cities. This special and strik-
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ing prophecy that no name or remnant, son or

nephew of that fated dynasty should ever rise

again to power, has been definitely and un-

deniably fulfilled. No scion of that royal house

ever again sat on the throne of Babylon. Re-

verting to the strain of these predictions of ruin

on the proud monarch of Babylon as culminat-

ing in his doom in Sheol, it will be seen that

the prophet not only alludes to this after life as

a terrible retribution for his sins, but he makes
this the fundamental idea of the whole scene.

No other one thought is so central ; none other

so pervades the whole description as this

—

Ret-

ribution for Imman pride and impiety toward

God : Retribution for oppression and wrong

toward man. It must be admitted that such

and so much prominence must fairly represent

both the doctrine taught by the Spirit of God
and the views held by the good men of that

age, in regard to the state of the wicked after

death. H. C.

24-27. There is here a climax which marks

strongly the unity of the whole. For in verse

21 we have a prophetic warning ; in verses 23,

23 its confirmation by the Lord of Hosts Him-
self ; and here, in verses 24, 28, not only the

voice of the Lord of Hosts, but His solemn oath

predictive of coming judgment. All creatures

are challenged to show whether they can reverse

His firm decree or turn back His almighty

hand. The warnings and burdens of the more

distant future are used to deepen and confirm

the certainty of that great visitation, which

was nearer at hand, and forms the main central

thought in those earlier prophecies. The sore

judgment on the Assyrian would also be a gra-

cious reprieve to the kingdom of Judah before

its fall, a typical redemption, a pledge of the

full and final deliverance in days to come.

Birks. This passage predicts briefly the de-

struction of the Assyrian army in the Lord's

land. The locality " upon my mountains"
corresponds with the prophetic account in chap.

10 : 28-34, the mountainous region near Jerusa-

lem. It is introduced here to impress strongly

the fact that what the Lord purposes He surely

performs. Let this prediction against Assyria

stand as a sample—an illustrative case—of the

certain connection between prediction and ful-

filment ; between the Lord's purpose and its

execution. In the case of the Assyrian hosts,

the fatal blow followed close upon the pro-

phetic word. After it fell, the example would

stand before the nation as a solemn voucher for

the truth of these predicted judgments on Baby-

lon. Nor is the analogy restricted to the single

point of certain fulfilment upon God's enemies.

It covered also another point : deliverance to

God's people. When that blow fell on Assyria,

it struck the yoke from the neck of the Lord's

people, and His burden from their back. So

should His fatal blow on great Babylon bring

speedy deliverance and restoration to His

people. H. C.

26, 27. The prophet now explains his pre-

vious conjunction of events so remote as the

Assyrian overthrow and the fall of Babylon, by
declaring both to be partial executions of one

general decree against all hostile and opposing

powers. This is the purpose that is purposed

upon all tlis earth, and this the hand that is

stretched out over all the nations Here Gill is

felicitous in paraphrase—" There's nothing

comes to pass but He has purposed, and every-

thing He has purposed comes to pass." A.

The same hand of power and justice that is to

be stretched out against the Assyrian for invad-

ing the people of God shall be " stretched out

upon all the nations" that do likewise. It is still

true, and will be ever so, " Cursed is he that

curses God's Israel" (Num. 24 : 9). God will be

an enemy to His people's enemies (Ex. 23 : 22). H.

ISAIAH, CHAPTERS XIV. 28-32; XV., XVI., XVII.

BURDENS OF PHILISTIA, MOAB, AND DAMASCUS.

14: 28 In the j^ear that king Ahaz died was this burden.

29 Rejoice not, O Philistia, all of thee, because the rod that smote thee is broken : for out of

the serpent's root shall come forth a basilisk, and his fruit shall be a fiery flying serpent.

30 And the firstborn of the poor shall feed, and the needy shall lie down in safety : and I will

31 kill thy root with famine, and thy remnant shall be slain. Howl, O gate ;
cry, O city

;
thou

art melted away, O Pliilistia, all of thee ; for there cometh a smoke out of the north, and
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32 none standetli aloof at his appointed times. "What then shall one answer the messengers of

the nation ? That the Lokd hath founded Zion, and in her shall the afflicted of his people

take refuge.

15 : 1 The burden of Moab.

For in a night Ar of Moab is laid waste, and brought to nought ; for in a night Kir of

2 Moab is laid waste, and brought to nought. He is gone up to Bayith, and to Dibon, to the

high places, to weep : Moab howleth over Nebo, and over Medeba : on all their heads is

3 baldness, every beard is cut off. In their streets they gird themselves with sackcloth :

on their housetops, and in their broad places, every one howleth, weeping abundantly,

4 And Heshbon crieth out, and Elealeh ; their voice is heard even unto Jahaz : therefore the

5 armed men of Moab cry aloud ; his soul trembleth within him. My heart crieth out for

Moab; her nobles /ee unto Zoar, to Eglath-shelishiyah : for by the ascent of Luhith with

6 weeping they go up ; for in the way of Horonaim they raise up a cry of destruction. For

the waters of Nimrim shall be desolate : for the grass is withered away, the tender grass

7 faileth, there is no green thing. Therefore the abundance they have gotten, and that which

8 thejr have laid up, shall they carry away to the brook of the willows. For the cry is gone

round about the borders of Moab ; the howling thereof unto Eglaim, and the howling thereof

9 unto Beer-elini. For the waters of Dimon are full of blood : for I will bring yet more upon

. Dimon, a lion upon him that escapeth of Moab, and upon the remnant of the land.

16 : 1 Send ye the lambs for the ruler of the land from Sela icJiich is toward the wilder-

2 ness, unto the mount of the daughter of Zion. For it shall be that, as wandering birds, as a

3 scattered nest, so shall the daughters of Moab be at the fords of Arnon. Give counsel, ex-

ecute judgement ; make thy shadow as the night in the midst of the noonday : hide the out-

4 casts ; bewray not the wanderer. Let mine outcasts dwell with thee ; as for Moab, be tho\i

a covert to him from the face of the spoiler : for the extortioner is brought to nought, spoiling

5 ceaseth, the oppressors are consumed out of the land. And a throne shall be established in

mercy, and one shall sit thereon in truth, in the tent of David
;
judging, and seeking judge-

ment, and swift to do righteousness.

6 We have heard of the pride of IMoab, that he is very proud ; even of his arrogancy, and his

7 pride, and his wrath ; his boastings are nought. Therefore shall Moab howl for Moab, every

8 one shall howl : for the raisin-cakes of Kir-haresetli shall ye mourn, utterly stricken. For

the fields of Heshbon languish, and the vine of Sibmah ; the lords of the nations have broken

down the choice plants thereof ; they reached even unto Jazer, they wandered into the wil-

9 derness ; her branches were spread abroad, they passed over the sea. Therefore 1 will weep
with the weeping of Jazer for the vine of Sibmah : I will water thee with my tears, O Hesh-

bon, and Elealeh : for upon thy summer fruits and upon thy harvest the battle shout is

10 fallen. And gladness is taken away, and joy out of the fruitful field ; and in the vineyards

there shall be no singing, neither joyful noise : no treader shall tread out wine in the presses
;

11 I have made the vintage shout to cease. Wherefore my boAv^els sound like an harp for Moab,

12 and mine inward parts for Kir-hcres. And it shall come to pass, when Moab presenteth him-

self, when he wearieth himself upon the high place, and shall come to his sanctuary to pray,

that he shall not prevail.

13, 14 This is the word that the Lord spake concerning Moab in time past. But now the

Lord liath spoken, saying, Within three years, as tlie years of an hireling, and the glory of

Moab shall be brought into contempt, with all his great multitude ; and the remnant shall be

very small and of no account.

17:1 The burden of Damascus.

Behold, Damascus is taken away from being a city, and it shall be a ruinous heap.

2 The cities of Aroer are forsaken : they shall be for flocks, wluch shall lie down, and none

3 shall make them afraid. The fortress also shall cease from Ephraim, and the kingdom from

Damascus, and the remnant of Syria ; they shall be as the glory of the children of Israel, saith

the Lord of hosts.

4 And it shall come to pass in that day, that the glory of Jacob shall be made thin, and the

5 fatness of his flesh shall wax lean. And it shall be as when the harvestman gathcreth the

standing corn, and his arm reapeth the ears
;
yea, it shall be as when one gleaneth ears in the

6 valley of Rephaim. Yet there shall be left therein gleanings, as the sliaking of an olive tree,

two or three berries in the top of the uppermost bough, four or five in the outmost branches
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7 of a fruitful tree, saitli the Lord, the God of Israel. In that day shall a man look unto his

8 Maker, aud his eyes shall have respect to the Holy One of Israel. And he shall not look to

the altars, the work of his hands, neither shall he have respect to that which his fingers have
9 made, either the Aslierim, or the sun-images. In that day shall his strong cities be as the

forsaken places in the wood and on the mountain top, which were forsaken from before the

10 children of Israel : and it shall be a desolation. For thou hast forgotten the God of thy salva-

tion, and hast not been mindful of the rock of thy strength ; therefore thou plantest pleas-

11 ant plants, aud settest it witli strange slips : in the day of thy planting thou hedgest it in,

and in the morning thou makest thy seed to blossom : but the harvest fleeth away in the day
of grief aud of desperate sorrow.

12 Ah, the uproar of many peoples, which roar like the roaring of the seas ; and the rushing

13 of nations, that rush like the rushing of mighty waters ! The nations shall rush like the

rusliiug of many waters : but he shall rebuke them, and they shall flee far off, and shall be

chased as the chaff of the mountains before the wind, and like the whirling dust before the

14 storm. At eventide behold terror ; and before the morning they are not. This is the portion

of them that spoil us, and the lot of them that rob us.

The Burdens op Philistia, of Moab, and
OF Damascus.

Chapters 14 : 28-33 ; 15 ; 16 ; 17.

The burden of Babylon, the main adversary

of Judah, is followed by three against the bor-

der States on three sides of Palestine ; and all

these have a common character, agreeing with

the date prefixed to the first of them. Sore

judgment from Assyrian spoilers was at hand,

but Ziou was to prove a safe and sure refuge.

Birks.

14:2S-33. "This burden" is the special

prediction of calamity on Philistia. As to the

historical allusions in this passage, Palestina is

admitted to be the ancient equivalent of Philis-

tia, the country of the Philistines, lying along

the eastern shore of the Mediterranean, and on

the southwest border of Canaan. The Philis-

tines came originally from Egypt ; settled in

Caphtor (Jer. 47 : 4—Caphtor probably meaning

Crete), and thence took possession of the sea-

coast of Canaan. " The rod that smote thee"

is the power of Judah ;

" broken" when for tlie

sins of Ahaz " the Lord brought Judah low,"

for " He had made Judah naked"

—

i.e., defence-

less, before her enemies. During the reign of

Ahaz the Philistines had invaded the cities of

the low country, had taken several, and dwelt

there. (See 2 Chron. 28 : 18, 19.) But let not

Philistia rejoice in these transient successes

against Judah. A more formidable power will

rise against her in the Assyrian hosts. They

will desolate her country, and bring final relief

to Judah from tlic Philistines.

32. Philistia is now fallen, and Ziou has no

more to fear from this ancient and long formid-

able foe. What now shall one answer the

messengers who may come from foreign nations

to ask after the fortunes of Israel ? This, that

the Lord Jehovah hath laid the foundations of

Zion, and His poorest, feeblest children may
trust His care and love to protect her to the

end. The Lord will never forsake the Zion

which Himself has founded !

Chaps. 15 and 16 are in subject one— a proph-

ecy of calamity on Moab. In most points this

prophecy bears a very close resemblance to Jer.

48, which treats of the fall of Moab. Ezekiel

makes a much more brief allusion to this event

(25 : 8-11). Moab, whose country lies on the

east side of the southern half of the Dead Sea,

with Edom on its southern border, and Ammon
on its northern, was, like Ammon, descended

from Lot. Togetlier with Ammon and Edom,

he was spared from destruction when God gave

to Israel for a possession his neighbors, Sihon

and Og, of the Amorites, and the nations of

Canaan. At some periods Moab seems to have

held toward Israel relations half fraternal
;
j-et

sometimes they were hostile, and again tribu-

tary. H. C.

Chap. 15 is occupied with a description of the

general grief, occasioned by the conquest of the

chief towns and tlie desolation of the country

at large. Its chief peculiarities of form are the

numerous names of places introduced, and the

strong personification by which they are repre-

sented as grieving for the public calamity. The

chapter closes with an intimation of still greater

evils. A.

1. The verse states that in a single night the

two chief cities of Moab are carried by assault

and utterly ruined—brought to a dead silence.

Ar Moab was her capital, situated on the south

side of the river Arnon. Kir-Mob, a few miles

southeast from Ar, was renowned for its mili-

tary strength. Its ruins are still identified at

Kerak. The fall of these two cities sealed the

doom of Moab. H. C.
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5. The prophet shares in the sorrow he de-

scribes, so vividly is he possessed by the awful

picture the Spirit sets before his eyes. In their

alarm at the fierce invader, the Moabites are

seen hurrying toward Zoar, their extreme south-

ern border. Birks.

Chap. 16 opens with an exhortation to the

Moabites to seek protection from their enemies

by renewing their allegiance to the house of

David, accompanied by an intimation that this

prospect of deliverance would not in fact be

realized (verses 1-6), From this transient gleam

of hope the prophecy reverts to a description

of the general desolation and distress, in form

almost identical with that in the foregoing chap-

ter (verses 7-12). The prophecy then closes

with a specification of the time at which it was

to be fulfilled (verses 13, 14). A.

1. In this time of her distress Moab needed

the protection of Judah, and felt this need.

Hence in this verse the people are supposed to

suggest to one another, or, as the sense may be,

the prophet suggests to them, the resumption

of this tribute in the hope of re-establishing

friendly relations. Come and let us again send

lambs to the legitimate ruler of our land, " and

to the mount of the daughter of Zion. " " From
Selah. " " Selah" is the Hebrew word for rock,

corresponding to Petra in Greek, both being

current names for the famed capital of Edom.
This city was mainly built in a deep ravine be-

tween the rocks, many of its buildings being

hewn from the rock itself. It is named here,

we may suppose, either as the place to obtain

the lambs, it being a great mart of trade ; or as

the point where the Moabites, fleeing south,

Avere largely convened. H. C.

6. The prophecy enters here on a new stage,

commencing with Moab's sin, and depicting

their fate in still more elegiac strains. Belitzsch.

§-12. The people of Moab are here described

by a beautiful and expressive figure, taken

from the vine, for the culture of which they

were famous, and which had ministered to

their habits of sensual indulgence. This " vine

of Sibmah," a chief scat of the vine culture,

spreiids its choice tendrils on all sides toward

the borders of the land, to Jazer northward,

into the wilderness on the east and south, and

across the Dead Sea westward. But the As-

syrian princes and captains, " the lords of the

nations," would break down and destroy its

flourishing branches. Their vintage mirth

would be exchanged for the war shout of victo-

rious enemies and loud wailings of distress.

The prophet ends by recording his deep grief

for these sorrows of Moab, and describes their

vain resort to senseless idols for help in their

time of calamity. Birks.

Cliap. 1 7. The most satisfactory view of the

whole passage is that it was meant to be a

prophetic picture of the doom which awaited

the enemies of Judah, and that while many of

its expressions admit of a general application,

some traits in the description are derived from
particular invasions and attacks. Thus Syria

and Ephraim are expressly mentioned in the

first part, while the terms of the last three

verses are more appropriate to the slaughter of

the Assyrian host ; but as this is not explicitly

referred to, there is no need of regarding it as

the exclusive subject even of that passage.

The eighteenth chapter may then be treated as

a part of the same context. In the first part of

chap. 17 the prophet represents the kingdoms
of Syria and Ephraim as sharing the same fate,

both being brought to desolation (verses 1-3).

He then describes the desolation of Ephraim
especially, by the figures of a harvest and a

gathering of olives, in which little is left to be

afterward gleaned (verses 4-6). As the effect

of these judgments, he describes the people as

renouncing their idols and returning to Jehovah

(verses 7, 8). He then resumes his description

of the threatened desolation, and ascribes it to

the general oblivion of God and cultivation of

strange doctrines and jDractices (verses 9-11).

This last might be regarded as a simple repeti-

tion of the threatenings in verses 4-6, inter-

rupted by the promise in verses 7, 8. But as

the desolation of Syria and Israel was actually

effected by successive strokes or stages, as

Shalmaneser accomplished what Tiglath-pileser

had begun, and as history records a jjartial

conversion of the Israelites from their apostasy

between these two attacks, it is altogether nat-

ural to understand the prophecy as exhibiting

this sequence of events. In the close of the

chapter, the prophet first describes a gathering

of nations, and then their dispersion by Divine

rebuke, which he declares to be the doom of

all who attack or oppress God's people (verses

12-14). A.

2. The prophet predicts that these cities shall

be abandoned of their people, probably by re-

moval into captivity, and their ruins and for-

saken mansions be appropriated by shepherds

for their flocks. There should be no man to

claim these forsaken houses ; none to molest the

flocks folded there.

3. Fortified cities should cease from Ephraim

and royalty from Damascus and Syria. The

glory of Syria and Damascus, their greatness

and prestige as a kingdom, shall disappear, even
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as in the case of Israel wlien the Assyrian cast

her utterly down.

4-6. The fall of the kingdom of Israel be-

fore the Assyrian arms would leave only a few
scattering inhabitants, even as a few ears are

left when the grain harvest is gathered, or a

few clusters of the grape or the olive, far out

in the extreme boughs. The valley of Rephaim
lay southwest from Jerusalem toward Bethle-

hem, and is specified here as being near and

within sight from the city walls. As if the

prophet would say. As you of the city have

often seen in the valley of Rephaim. H. C.

7. Some refer this verse partially or wholly

to the times of the New Testament, others

more correctly to the effect of the preceding

judgments on the Ten Tribes of Israel. It

is matter of history that after the Assyrian con-

quest and the general deportation of the people,

many accepted Hezekiah's invitation and re-

turned to the worship of Jehovah at Jerusalem

(2 Chron. 30 : 11) ; and this reformation is al-

luded to as still continued in the times of Josiah

(3 Chron. 34 : 9). At the same time the words

may be intended to suggest that a similar effect

might be expected to result from similar causes

in later times.

§. The positive declaration of the preceding

verse is negatively expressed in this, with a

particular mention of the objects which had

usurped the place of God. A.

10, 11. The prophet now turns his voice of

warning directly against Israel, whose league
with Syria had led them so far astray. He
names the true source of their troubles, and
denounces the sure failure of all tlieir schemes
to recover political greatness, while forsaking

the covenant of their God. The pleasant plants

and strange slips are those worldly alliances

and expedients, whereby tliey hoptnl to regain

their lost honor and greatness. Instead of the

pleasant crop, so diligently tended, being safely

housed, the trees themselves should wither and

be cut down, and then be piled into a heap, to

be burned up with fire. Birks.

12, 13. The vast Assyrian hosts, their sound
like the deep roar of the ocean ; their rushing

like the mighty waters, come on as if they

would sweep our beloved Zion utterly away.
But God from on high shall rebuke them. One
word from Ilis lips scatters them like the chaff

on the hills of Judca before the wind, and like

a rolling thing (the light thistle down) before the

whirlwind ! H. C.

14. The abrupt form of the sentence adds to

the force of the description. At eventide there

was trouble in the mighty camp of Assyria,

when the commission of the destrojing angel

began. Before the morning " he is no more,"

the work is done. " When they arose in the

morning, behold, they were all dead corpses."
" Great and marvellous are Thy works. Lord

God Almighty ! just and true are Thy ways,

Thou King of nations 1" Birks.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTERS XVIIL, XIX., XX.

BURDEN OF EGYPT AND ETHIOPIA.

1§ : 1 Ah, the land of the rustling of wings, which is bej^ond the rivers of Ethiopia :

2 that sendeth ambassadors by the sea, even in vessels of papyrus upon the waters, saying.

Go, ye swift messengers, to a nation tall and smooth, to a people terrible from their begin-

3 ning onward ; a nation that meteth out and treadeth down, whose land the rivers divide ! All

ye inhabitants of the world, and ye dwellers on the earth, when an ensign is lifted up on the

4 mountains, see ye ; and when the trumpet is blown, hear ye. For thus hath the Lord said

unto me, I will be still, and I will behold in my dwelling place ; like clear heat in sunshine,

5 like a cloud of dew in the heat of harvest. For afore the harvest, when the blossom is over,

and the flower becometh a ripening grape, he shall cut off the sprigs with pruniag-hooks, and

6 the spreading branches shall he take away and cut down. They shall be left together unto

the ravenous birds of the mountains, and to the beasts of the earth : and the ravenous birds

7 shall summer upon them, and all the beasts of the earth shall winter upon them. In tbat

time shall a present be brought unto the Lord of hosts of a people tall and smooth, and from

a people terrible from their beginning onward ; a nation that meteth out and treadeth down,
whose land the rivers divide, to the place of the name of the Lord of hosts, the mount Zion.

19 : 1 The burden of Egypt.

Behold, the Lord rideth upon a swift cloud, and cometh unto Egypt : and the idols of

Egypt shall be moved at his presence, and the heart of Egypt shall melt in the midst of it.

2 And I will stir up the Egyptians against the Egyptians : and they shall fight every one

against his brother, and every one against his neighbour ; citj^ against city, and kingdom
3 against kingdom. And the spirit of Egypt shall be made void in the midst of it ; and I will

destroy the counsel thereof : and they shall seek unto the idols, and to the charmers, and to

4 them that have familiar spirits, and to tlie wizards. And I will give over the Egyptians into

the hand of a cruel lord ; and a fierce king shall rule over them, saith the Lord, the Lord of

5 hosts. And the waters shall fail from the sea, and the river shall be wasted and become dry.

6 And the rivers shall stink ; the streams of Egypt shall be minished and dried up : the reeds

7 and flags shall wither away. The meadows by the Nile, hy the brink of the Nile, and all

8 that is sown by the Nile, shall become dry, be driven away, and be no more. The fishers also

shall lament, and all they that cast angle into the Nile shall mourn, and they that spread nets

9 upon the waters shall languish. Moreover they that work in combed flax, and they that

10 weave white cloth, shall be ashamed. And her pillars shall be broken in pieces, all they that

11 work for hire shall be grieved in soul. The princes of Zoan are utterly foolish ; the counsel of

the wisest counsellors of Pliaraoh is become brutish : how say ye unto Pharaoh, I am the son

12 of the wise, the son of ancient kings? Where then are thy wise men? and let them tell thee

13 now ; and let them know what the Lord of hosts hath purposed concerning Egypt. The
princes of Zoan are become fools, the iirinces of Noph are deceived ; they have caused Egypt

14 to go astra3% that are the corner stone of her tribes. The Lord hath mingled a spirit of per-

verseuess in the midst of her : and they have caused Egypt to go astray in every work
15 thereof, as a drunken man staggereth in his vomit. Neither shall there be for Egypt any

Avork, which head or tail, palm-branch or rush, may do.

16 In that day shall Egypt be like unto women : and it shall tremble and fear because of the

17 shaking of the hand of the Lord of hosts, which he shaketh over it. And the land of Judah
shall become a terror unto Egypt, every one to whom mention is made thereof shall be afraid,

becau.se of the purpose of the Lord of hosts, which he purposeth agahist it.

18 In that day there shall be five cities in the land of Egypt that speak the language of

Canaan, and swear to the Lord of hosts ; one shall be called The city of destruction.

19 In tliat day shall there be an altar to tlie Lord in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a

20 i)illar at the border thereof to the Lord. And it shall be for a sign and for a witness unto

the Lord of hosts in the land of Egypt : for they shall cry unto the Loud because of the
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oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour, and a defender, and he shall deliver them.
21 And the Lord shall be known to Egj-pt, and the Egyptians shall know the Loud in that

day
;
yea, they shall worship with sacrifice and oblation, and shall vow a vow unto the Lord,

22 and shall perform it. And the Lord shall smite Egypt, smiting and healing ; and they shall

return unto the Loud, and he shall be intreated of them, and shall heal them.

In that day shall there be a high way out of Egypt to Assyria, and the Assyrian shall come
into Egypt, and the Egyptian into Assyria ; and the Egyptians shall worbhip with tlie

Assyrians.

In that day shall Israel be the third with Egypt and with Assyria, a blessing in tlie midst

25 of the earth : for that the Lord of hosts hath blessed them, saying. Blessed be Egypt my
people, and Assyria the work of my hands, and Israel mine inheritance.

23

24

20 : 1 In the year that Tartan came unto Ashdod, when Sargon the king of Assyria sent

2 him, and he fought against Ashdod and took it ; at that time the Loud spake by Isaiah the

son of Amoz, saying. Go, and loose the sackcloth from off thy loins, and put thy shoe from

3 off thy foot. And he did so, walking naked and barefoot. And the Loud said. Like as my
servant Isaiah hath walked naked and barefoot three years for a sign and a wonder upon

4 Egypt and upon Ethiopia ; so shall the king of Assyria lead away the captives of Egypt, and

the exiles of Ethiopia, young and old, naked and barefoot, and with buttocks uncovered, to

5 tlie shame of Egypt. And they shall be dismaj'ed and ashamed, because of Ethiopia their

6 expectation, and of Egypt their glory. And the inhabitant of this coastland shall say in that

day. Behold, such is our expectation, whither we fled for help to be delivered from the king

of Assyria : and we, how shall we escape?

Chap. 18. The two great powers of West-

ern Asia, in the days of Isaiah, were Assyria

and Egypt or Ethiopia, the last two being

wholly or partially united under Tirhakah.

whose name and exploits are recorded in Egyp-

tian monuments still extant, and who is ex-

pressly said in Scripture (2 K. 19 : 9) to have

come out against Sennacherib. With one or

the other of these great contending powers,

Judah was commonly confederate, and of

course at war with the other. Hezekiah is ex-

plicitly reproached by Rabshakeh (Isa. 36 : 9)

with relying upon Egypt

—

i.e., the Ethiopico-

Egyptian empire. These historical facts, to-

gether with the mention of Cusli in verse 1,

and the appropriateness of the figures in verses

4, 5, to the destruction of Sennacherib's army,

give great probability to the hypothesis now
commonly adopted, that the prophet here an-

nounces that event to El hiopia, as about to be

effected by a direct interposition of Jehovah,

and without human aid. At the same time,

some of the expressions here employed admit

of so many interpretations, that it is best to

give the whole as wide an application as the

language will admit, on the ground that it con-

stitutes a part of a generic prophec}' or picture

of God's dealings with the foes of His people,

including illustrations drawn from particular

events, such as the downfall of Syria and Is-

rael, and the slaughter of Sennacherib's army.

The prophet first invites the attention of the

Ethiopians and of the whole world to a great

catastrophe as near at hand (verses 1-3). He
then describes the catastrophe itself, by the

beautiful figure of a vine or vineyard suffered

to blossom and bear fruit, and then, when al-

most ready to be gathered, suddenly destroyed

(verses 4-6). In consequence of this event, tlie

same people who had been invoked in the be-

ginning of the chapter are described as bring-

ing presents to Jehovah at Jerusalem (verse 7).

A.

The people specially described here are the

Ethiopians, coupled WMth the Egyptians. Let

it be borne in mind that a deep and rankling

antipatli}' had for ages pervaded the two great

rival kingdoms that sat respectively on the Nile

and on tlie Euphrates. These valleys were the

natural centres of wealth, population and polit-

ical power, the one for Xorthern Africa, the

other for Western Asia. Hence from the very

founding of these kingdoms, Eg^-pt and Assy-

ria, far back at least as the age of Joseph and

Moses, savage and bitter wars were waged be-

tween these great powers. Ethopia was natu-

rally associated witli Egypt. That they were

in closest alliance at this time is certified not

onlj' hj profane history, but b}- historic notices

in the Scriptures (2 K. 19 : 9 and Isa. 37 : 9).

The keynote to this chap. 18 is the sending

of tidings of the overthrow of the Assyrian

army to Ethiopia, and the moral results. In

that vast slaughter, the mighty God had shown
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His great power in destroying His enemies, and
His greater love for His people in their protec-

tion. It now remained to make the utmost cap-

ital out of those displays of His glory by means
of their moral impression on the wakened sym-
pathies and eager minds of the great African

kingdoms. H. C.

1. The wings, a dual word, are a natural

figure for Egypt and Ethiopia, united at this

very time, under So and Tirhakah, into a

double power, protecting or overshadowing
with its greatness the lauds on either side.

This Ethiopian dynasty in Egypt was a rare

exception to its long series of native Pharaohs.

It lasted (Herod., ]\Ianetho) about fifty years,

and began seven or eight years only before the

date of these burdens. Birka.

2. These must be the Avords of the prophet

himself. The ambassadors have come to him
to learn the news respecting the fall of the

Assyrians. He now gives them their message

to carry home. " Go," says he, " ye swift

messengers" (travelling so rapidly on those

light-running boats), go back to your own peo-

ple
—

" to a nation," not " trodden down," but

a nation of doiDn-treading people ; treading

down others ; of all-crushing power. Whose
land the rivers intersect—i.e., whose land is cut

in all directions by the head-waters of the

Nile. The entire description represents this to

be a nation of great power and prowess in

arms.

3. In the construction of this verse the choice

lies between applying it to the Assyrian hosts

preparing for their assault upon God's people,

or to God's hosts preparing to annihilate them.

The general sense is not materially affected by
this choice, since in either case the attention of

the wide world is called to witness the same
grand scene. But inasmuch as God's agency
in this event is specially described in verses

4-6, I incline to refer this verse 3 specially to

the Assyrian. On this construction the Lord
proclaims. Let all the world look and see this

proud Assyrian lifting up his banner on the

mountains over against My holy city, and blow-

ing his trumpet to summon his squadrons to

the final charge. H. C.

4. For thus said (or aaith) Jehovah to me, I
will rest (remain quiet), and will look on in mij

dwelling-place. This verse assigns a reason for

the preceding invitation to attend. The obvi-

ous meaning of the figure is, that God would
let the enemy proceed in the execution of His

purposes until tliey were nearly accomplished.

5. The obvious meaning of the figures is,

that although God would suffer the designs of

the enemy to approach completion. He would
nevertheless interfere at the last moment and
destroy both him and them. As if He had said.

Let all the world await the great catastrophe

—

for I will let the enemy almost attain his end

—

but let them still attend—/w before it is at-

tained, I will destroy him.

7. All are agreed that we have here the pre-

diction of an act of homage to Jehovah, occa-

sioned by the great event described in the pre-

ceding verses. A. An offering shall yet

come from those far distant lands, high up
around the head-waters of the Nile, to His own
holy temple on Mount Zion. Nor is this a soli-

tary case. It is rather an illustrative case, de-

veloping a great principle or law of His moral
reign on earth—viz., that every manifestation

of Himself, and especially those that are great

and signal, shall surely yield their glorious

fruits in the moral conqiiest of the world to

Jesus Immanuel. This particular case has al-

ready thrown forward some foreshadowings

of its future fulfilment, in the scenes briefly

sketched (Acts 8 : 26-39), where the prime-min-

ister of a celebrated queen of Ethiopia found
Christ by the aid of Philip in the reading of

this very Book of Isaiah, and went home to his

country rejoicing. Also in the further fact

that some vestiges of Christianity—traces of its

earlier power and perhaps prophecies of its

later—have lived in that remote and almost un-

known land unto this day. Assuredly, Ethio-

pia shall yet stretch forth her hands unto God
(Ps. 68 : 31). H. C.

Chap. 19. This burden of Egypt contains,

first, a warning, a political downfall and de-

cay ; and next, a promise of conversion to

God's service in later times. The main subject

of the prophecy is the great change soon to

pass over Egypt, when the ancient glory of

the Pharaohs would completely die away, and

be followed, first by a time of anarchy, next by
the severe oppression of the Persian dynasty

;

and finally, by the renewed prosperity under

the Ptolemies, and the dawnings of a purer

faith, to be completed by the perfect triumphs

of the gospel in later days. Birks.

One special reason for bringing before the

Jews this prophecy respecting Egypt was to

check their tendency to look to Egypt rather

tlian to God alone for help against Assyria.

Hence these strong views of her weakness and

of her lack of wisdom. Yet another reason

may probably have been to show them that

their own Jehovah is really the God of all the

nations, and has thoughts of iiltimate mercy for

them all, purposing in His own time to bring
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them all within the pale of His own spiritual

kingdom. H. C. Isaiah's prophecies witli

respect to Eg\^pt are almost entirely deprecia-

tory and denunciatory. He is bent on showing
tliat she is a power on whom no dependence

can be wisely placed, in the hope that he may
thereby prevent Hezekiah and his princes from
contracting any alliance with the Egyptian

monarch. G. R.

This chapter admits of a well-defined division

into two parts, one of which contains threaten-

ings (verses 1-17), and the otlier promises (verses

18-25). The first part may again be subdivid-

ed. In verses 1-4 the Egyptians are threatened

with a penal visitation ivova. Jehovah, with a

downfall of their idols, with intestine commo-
tions, with the disappointment of their super-

stitious hopes, and with subjection to hard

masters. In verses 5-10 they are threatened

with physical calamities, the drying up of

their streams, the decay of vegetation, the loss

of their fisheries, and the destruction of their

manufactures. In verses 11-17 the wisdom of

their wise men is converted into folly, the cour-

age of their brave men into cowardice, industry

universally suspended, and the people filled

with dread of the anger of Jehovah. The sec-

ond part may be also subdivided. In verses

18-21, the Egyptians are described as acknowl-

edging the true God, in consequence of what

they had suffered at His hand, and the deliver-

ance which He had granted them. In verses

22-25 the same cause is described as leading to

an intimate union between Egypt, Assyria and

Israel, in the service of Jehovah, and the en-

joyment of His favor. . . . The most correct

view of the matter seems to be as follows. Tlie

prophet, wishing to announce to the Jews the

decline and fall of that great heathen power in

which they were so constantly disposed to trust

(30 : 1 ; 31 : 1), describes the event under fig-

ures borrowed from the actual condition of

Egypt. The prophet vividly portrays the fall

of Egypt by describing the waters of the Nile

as failing, its meadows withering, its fisheries

ceasing, and the peculiar manufactures of the

country expiring, the proverbial wisdom of

the nation changed to folly, its courage to cow-

ardice, its strength to weakness. So too in the

second part, the introduction of the true relig-

ion, and its effect as well on the internal state

as on the international relations of the different

countries, is expressed by figures drawn from

the civil and religious institutions of the old

economy.

1. The hurden of Egypt. Behold! Jehovah

ridinf] on a light cloud, and He conies into Egypt,

and the idols of Egypt move at His presence, and
the heart of Egypt melts within him. This verse

describes God as the author of the judgments
afterward detailed. His visible appearance on
a cloud, and the personification of the idols,

prepare the mind for a poetical description.

ii. Egypt against Egypt involves an allusion

to the internal divisions of the kingdom, or

rather to the existence of contemporary king-

doms, referred to in the other clause. A. It

is a remarkable illustration of this prophecy to

find, as we do, from an inscription of Piankhi-

Merammon, that about B.C. 735 Egypt was
divided up among no fewer than twenty-two
princes, of whom four bore the title of " king,"

and that a civil war raged among them for some
considerable time. Briefly, it may be said that

Egypt from about B.C. 735 to B.C. 650 suffered

from a continued series of civil wars, which
rendered her exceptionally weak, and caused

her to fall an easy prey alternately to the Ethi-

opians and the Assyrians. G. R.

5-10. The decay of Egypt is described un-

der the figure of a failing inundation of tlie

Nile. In chap. 16 : 8, 9 the vine of Sibmah
represents Moab itself, a country famous for

its vineyards. Here, in like manner, the Nile,

with its pastures, fisheries and manufactures,

is made to represent the whole national life and

prosperity of Egypt. The things named were

main elements of the national wealth and

power. But oppression and anarchy woufd

lessen the benefit of prosperous seasons, and

double the loss in years of scanty inundation.

Thus an excessive and extreme wasting of the

Nile becomes a striking emblem for the whole

course of national decay. This explains the

repeated mention, nine times in succession, of

the flood, the waters and the river. Birks.

6. Reeds. Never had prophecy greater

circumstances of improbability to overcome,

and never was prediction more completely ful-

filled, than in the case of the prophecy recorded

here. The indispensable papyrus in the time

of Isaiah flourished through the whole of the

Thebaid, Hcptanomos, and the Delta, as the

three divisions of ancient Egypt were named.

Of its utility no European reader can form an

adequate idea. Stringent laws were estab-

lished for its protection and cultivation, and

from its first appearance to maturitj' the papy-

rus was considered to be under the special care

of local deities ; it was planted, tended and

cut with an almost religious ceremonial.

Adaptable for various uses, not only paper,

cloth and brushes, but the rougiiest and most

delicate manufactures were produced from it
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alike. Sails, cordage and baskets for shipping,

sandals, bats, skirts, carpets, chairs and seats

for domestic service were made of it. Men and

animals fed upon the tender shoots. A syrup

was obtained and medicine extracted from it.

It formed the cradle of the Nubian baby ; it

decorated the canopy of Pharaoh's throne ; it

was scattered in processions tlirough the

streets ; it was painted on the houses ; it was
wrought in granite on the temples. The Egyp-
tian ladies twined the living blossoms in their

hair, or wore it in chains around their necks as

an amulet. Princes, priests, and peasants

offered it on the altar in commemoration of the

dead. The papyrus was the plaything of the

child and the sceptre of the god, the glory of

the country, the staple of its commerce, and the

hieroglyphic emblem of its name. By with-

holding the supply of the papyrus, Ptolemy
Phila^lelphus was enabled to repress the forma-

tion of a rival libntry by the Pergamean kings
;

while, by opening the markets of the Delta, the

poetry of Greece and the philosophy of Rome
were transmitted throughout the whole of the

then known world. Alas for the permanence
of mundane glories 1 Thirty centuries of op-

pression, superstition and neglect have dried

up the artificial lakes in which the plant was
cultivated. The hot wind of the south and

the sands of the desert have exterminated the

lovely paper rush in the empire of the Phara-

ohs, and there is not a single indigenous papy-

rus in the whole of Egypt proper. A stream

in Sicily and the marshes of Merom in Pales-

tine alone contain the nearly extinct vegetable
;

and in the conservatories of London, Sion, and
Kew, England actually possesses more living

papyri than can now be found from Syene to

Alexandria. Treasury.

8. Having described the effect of the drought
on vegetation, he now describes its effect upon
those classes of the people who were otherwise

dependent on the river for subsistence. The
multitude of fishes in the Nile, and of people

engaged in catching them, is attested both by
ancient and modern writers. A.

10. This verse sums up the whole descrip-

tion of Egypt's political decay. The pillars or

foundations, a Avord used once only beside

(Ps. 11 : 3), may denote those pursuits of in-

dustry which were the mainstay and strength

of the nation. These would be broken down,
and all the traders and workmen, whose means
of livelihood were gone, would grieve in soul at

the affliction and ruin of the land.

12. Where are the wise counsellors, who
sliould form one main part of this noble heri-

? The mournful change from world-fa-

mous wisdom to folly would be God's own
judgment on an idolatrous land. When na-

tions reject the words of God, their wisdom
soon dies out, and turns to utter foolishness.

Birks.

15. The figures of head and tail, branch and
rush, are used, as in chap. 9 : 13, to denote all

classes of society, or rather the extremes be-

tween which the others are included.

17. This verse relates not to the destruction

of Sennacherib's army in Judah, nor to the ap-

proach of the Assyrians from that quarter, nor

to an attack upon Egypt bj^ Judah itself, but

to the new feelings which would be entertained

by the Egyptians toward the God of the Jews
and the true religion. Judah, in a political and

military sense, might still appear contemptible
;

but in another aspect, and for other reasons, it

would be an object of respect and even fear to

the Egyptians. A.

1§. One view which alone seems to rest on

the things actually said in the text is that of

Calvin—viz., that out of six cities of Egypt
five shall learn of the true God and consecrate

themselves to Him ; but one shall be destroyed.

This is assumed to indicate in general the pro-

portion between those who are converted to

God and those who perish in their sins.

" Speaking the language of Canaan" means
not necessarily that they learn and speak the

Hebrew tongue, but that they use the lan-

guage of Christian experience ; of course in

sincerity, to express the thoughts, purposes

and affections of the Christian heart. At the

same time there may be a tacit allusion to the

fact that the earliest fulfilment of this proph-

ecy came through the emigration of Jews into

Egypt, bringing their own language, literally

that of Canaan, and their sacred writings,

God's own inspired word. In the age of the

Ptolemies, the Jews became quite numerous

in Egypt. The well-known translation of the

Old Testament, called the Septuagiut, was then

made into Greek (as is said) by request of the

Egyptian king. The moral condition of the

Egyptians was improved by these agencies.

Another stage of fulfilment occurred during

the first six centuries of the Christian age, when
large and flourishing churches abounded in

Egypt. Yet a richer fulfilment remains to be

realized. II. C.

Many Jews, after Nebuchadnezzar had taken

Jerusalem, fled into Egypt, and carried along

with them Jeremiah, who there uttered most

of his prophecies concerning the conquest of

Egypt by Nebuchadnezzar. From thence some
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knowledge of God and some notices of the

prophecies iniglit easily be derived to the

Egyptians. Alexander transplanted many of

the Jews into his new city, Alexandria ; the

first Ptolemy carried more ; and his successors

gave great encouragement to settlers, nor were

the Jews less favored by many of the Syrian

kings. B}). JSi'ewto7i.

19. As we might now speak of a missionary

jntcJtinff his tent at Hebron or at Shechem, with-

out intending to describe the precise form of

his habitation, so the prophet represents the

converts to the true faith as erecting an altar

and a pillar to the Lord in Egypt, as Abraham
and Jacob did of old in Canaan. A still more

exact illustration is afforded by the frequent

use among ourselves of the word altar to de-

note the practice of devotion, especially in

families.

20. If, as we have seen reason to believe,

the chapter is a prophecy not of a single event,

but of a great progressive change to be wrought

in the condition of Egypt by the introduction

of the true religion, the promise of the verse

before us must be that when they cried God
would send them a deliverer, a promise veri-

fied not once, but often, not by Ptolemy or

Alexander only, but bj" others, and in the high-

est sense by Christ Himself. The assertion,

that the meaning of the prophecy was exhaust-

ed by events before the advent, is as easily

contradicted as advanced. It is admitted that

the rise of Alexander's power was contempo-

raneous wnth a great increase of Jewish popu-

lation and Jewish influence in Egypt, and also

with a great improvement in the social and po-

litical condition of the people. This was still

more remarkably the case when Christian-

ity was introduced, and who shall say what
is yet to be witnessed and experienced in

Egypt under the influence of this same gos-

pel?

22. This verse may Indeed be regarded as a

recapitulation of the whole preceding proph-

ecy, consisting as it does of an extended threat-

ening (verses 1-17) followed by an ample prom-

ise (verses 18-21). As if he had said, Thus will

God smite Egypt and then heal it. A.

23. The natural significance of a broad high-

way, a great international road, between Egypt
and Assyria, passing through Israel, must be

the most free and easy communication and the

spirit of mutual fraternity. These nations are

no longer foes as for ages past by, but friends

—all one in the fellowship of Christian love.

The people of each kingdom may pass freely

to the other. The Egyptians will serve (God)

with the Assyrians (so the last clause must
mean). H. C.

24. The meaning obviously is that Israel

should be one of three, or a party to a triple

union. In verse 25 the perfect union of the

three great powers in the service of God and

the enjo^-ment of His favor is expressed by a

solemn benediction on the three, in which lan-

guage commonly applied to Israel exclusively

is extended to Egypt and Assyria. A. They
shall all be blessed of the Lord. They shall all

be owned by Him as His. Though Egypt was
formerly a house of bondage to the people of

God, and Assyria an unjust invader of them,

all this shall now be forgiven and forgotten,

and they shall be as welcome to God as Israel.

They are all alike His people, whom He takes

under His protection ; they are formed b)' Him,

for they are " the work of His hands;" not

only as a people, but as His people. They are

formed for Him, for they are His inheritance,

precious in His eyes, and dear to Him, and

from whom He has His rent of honor out of

this lower world. They shall be owned to-

gether by Him as jointly His ; His in concert

;

they shall all share in one and the same bless-

ing. Those that are united in the love and

blessing of God ought, for that reason, to be

united to each other in charity. H.

This broad outlook of jirophecy encompasses

the world, and stretches forward into times

then far remote. The A.ssyria of that age has

long since passed away ; but other nations have

come upon her ancient soil and elsewhere in

popvilous Asia

—

e.g., the Armenians and Parthi-

ans of the early Christian ages, and others iu

modern and yet future times, to take her place

and stand forward to receive this blessing

which the Lord announced in her name. The

Egypt too of that age has gone down very

low, and long since ceased to be a great politi-

cal power among the nations. But Egypt fitly
^

represents Africa. In that continent there are

still myriads of humim souls sitting in dark-

ness to whom the blessings of the great Mes-

siah must yet come. Looking deeper than the

mere costume and drapery of this prophecy,

even to its inner spirit, we shall see in it that

the old antipathies of belligerent nations who

had kept the world in a flame with their wars

for more than a thousand years must give place

to the freest intercommunication ; the most

cordial and fraternal fellowship ; the hearty

and universal service of the living God. This

change having come over them, they are joy-

fully recognized by the great God as being all

His OAvn beloved and honored people ! Let us
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bless the name of God for such gleams of light

upon the prophetic future of our long-time sin-

worn and wasted world ! H. C.

Chap. 20. About the time of the Assyrian

attack on Ashdod, the prophet is directed to

walk naked and barefoot as a sign of the defeat

and captivitj' of the Egyptians and Ethiopians

who were at war with Assyria. The first verse

fixes the date of this symbolical transaction
;

the second contains the Divine command and

the record of its execution ; the third and fourth

explain the meaning of the symbol ; the fifth

and sixth predict its effect, or rather that of the

event which it prefigured. A.

Isaiah, by a Divine direction, makes himself

personally a sign to the people by laying off

his usual sackcloth and sandals, and " walking

naked and barefoot," to indicate how the

Egyptians and Ethiopians were to be borne

away as captives before the king of Assyria.

Cases of such symbolic acts are frequent in

Ezekiel. This stands alone in Isaiah. This

chapter introduces to our acquaintance a new
king of Assyria, not mentioned by name else-

where in the Scriptures—Sargon. He was one

of the greatest of Assyrian monarchs. Tarfan,

his lieutenant-general, served in the same ca-

pacity under his son Sennacherib. (See 2 K.

18 : 17.) The moral bearing of this prophecy is

obvious—viz., to show the Jews how vain

were all their hopes of aid from Egypt against

Assyria. When they saw Egyptians and Ethi-

opians led captive in a manner so disgraceful

to the i)rowess of their nation, how could they

expect help from that quarter to prevent the

Assyrians from coming down upon themselves?

H. C.

The inscriptions of an Assyrian king who
reigned shortly after Tiglath-pileser illustrate

several passages of Scripture, more especially

Isa. 20 : 1-5 ; 2 K. 17:6; 18 : 10 and 20 : 12.

.The name of this monarch is read as Sar-gina or

Sar-kina, and the time of his reign is fixed by
the Assyrian canon to the years B.C. 722-705.

As Isaiah flourished from about B.C. 750 to 698,

Sargina must have been contemporary with
him

; and as there is no other name at all like

Sargina in the Assyrian royal lists, it is impos-

sible to doubt that the monarch in question is

identical with the " Sargon^ king of Assyria,"

here mentioned (verse 1) by Isaiah as aeon-
temporary. That mention of an Assyrian king
named Sargon had, until tlie Assyrian inscrip-

tions were deciphered, received no confirma-

tion at all from profane history. The occur-

rence of the name once, and once only, in

Isaiah, and not at all in Kings or Chronicles,

w'as commonly felt as a difficulty ; and it was
generally assumed that the monarch so called

must have borne also one of the names assigned

to Assyrian sovereigns in the Book of Kings

—

that he must, in fact, have been either Shal-

maneser, or Sennacherib, or Esarhaddon. The
inscriptions of Sargina, and other Assyrian

documents, have now shown that he was a dis-

tinct monarch from any of them, and that his

reign of seventeen years intervened between
those of Shalmaneser and Sennacherib, the

former of whom ceased to reign in B.C. 722,

while the latter ascended the throne in B.C. 705.

Sennacherib tells us in all his inscriptions that

he was Sargina's son ; and Sargina is shown
by the Assyrian canon to have succeeded Shal-

maneser. The history which Isaiah attaches

to the name of Sargon also exactly accords

with the annals of Sargina.

Egypt was at this time closely connected

with Ethiopia, wliich under Piankhi, Shabak,

Shabatok, and Tirhakah, exercised the rights of

a suzerain power, permitting, however, to cer-

tain native Egyptian princes a delegated sov-

ereignty. Hence the close connection in which

we find Ethiopia and Egypt placed in the pres-

ent prophecy. In the year that the Assyrian

Tartan, or commander-in-chief, took Ashdod,

having been assigned the task by Sargon, king

of Assyria, the successor of Shalmaneser IV.

and father of Sennacherib—probably the j'^ear

B.C. 714—Isaiah was directed to renew his

warning against trust in these African powers.

They had become the " glory" and the " ex-

pectation" of his countrymen, whither they

were ready to " flee for help" (verses 5, 6). In

order to impress the Jews with the folly of

their vain liopes, Isaiah was instructed to an-

nounce a coming victory of Assyria over com-

bined Egypt and Ethiopia, the result of which

would be a great removal of captives, belong-

ing to both nations, from the banks of the Nile

to those of the Tigris, to the great " shame" of

the conquered and the great glory of the con-

querors. To arrest the attention of his nation,

he was to take the garb of a prisoner himself,

and to go barefoot and " naked"- -^.<'., clad in

a single scant tunic, for three years, at the

end of which time his prophecy would be ac-

complished. The prophecy seems to have had

its first accomplishment when, in B.C. 711, Ash-

dod revolted from Assyria, under promise of

support from the; Ethiopian Pharaoh of the

period, and was captured, with its garrison,

wiiich is likely to have consisted in part of Egyp-

tians and Ethiopians. We are expressly told

that the prisoners were on this occasion trans-
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ported into Assyria, their place being supplied

by captives talien in some of Sargon's eastern

wars. G. II.

2. Xakcd and barefoot. Those are

said to be naked in the Scripture phrase who
go without their upper garment, or have put

off the habit proper to their station or quality.

Going barefoot was a sign of mourning. Wa-
ierland.

3. Isaiah received this commission in the

same j-ear in which this siege commenced. The
duration of the siege is not stated, but it is

supposed to have been three years, so that

Isaiah's walking naked and barefoot continued

to be a sign and wonder until his prediction

was fulfilled in the capture of the city by Sar-

gon and in his treatment of his Egyptian and
Ethiopian prisoners. H. C.

5. The meaning of the verse is, that they

who had relied oa Egypt and its ally Ethiopia

for aid against Assyria, whether Jews or Philis-

tines or both, should be confounded at behold-

ing Egypt and Ethiopia themselves subdued.

6. And hoio shall we (ourselves) escape .' The
disappointment described in the foregoing verse

is now expressed by those who felt it. If the

protectors were subdued, what must become of

the protected! A.

ISAIAH, CHAPTERS XXI., XXII.

BURDENS OF BABYLOX, DUMAH (EDOM), ARABIA AND JERUSALEM.

21:1 The burden of the wilderness of the sea.

As whirlwinds in the South sweep through, it cometh from the wilderness, from a terrible

2 land. A grievous vision is declared unto me ; the treacherous dealer dealeth treacherously,

and the spoiler spoileth. Go up, O Elam ; besiege, O Media ; all the sighing thereof have I

3 made to cease. Therefore are my loins filled with anguish
;
pangs have taken hold upon me,

as the pangs of a woman in travail : I am pained so that I cannot hear ; I am dismayed so

4 that I cannot see. My heart panteth, horror hath affrighted me : the twilight that I desired

5 hath been turned into trembling unto me. They prepare the table, they set the watch, they

6 eat, they drink : rise up, ye princes, anoint the shield. For thus hath the Lord said unto

7 me, Go, set a watchman ; let him declare what he seeth : and when lie seeth a troop, horse-

men in pairs, a troop of asses, a troop of camels, he shall hearken diligently with much heed.

8 And he cried as a lion : O Lord, I stand continually upon the watch-tower in the day-time,

9 and am set in my ward whole nights : and, behold, here cometh a troop of men, horsemen in

pairs. And he answered and said, Babylon is fallen, is fallen ; and all the graven images of

10 her gods are broken unto the ground. O thou my threshing, and the corn of my floor : that

which I have heard from the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, have I declared unto you.

11 The burden of Dumah.
One calleth unto me out of Seir, Watchman, what of the night? Watchman, what of the

12 night? The watchman said, the morning cometh, and also the night : if ye will inquire,

inquire ye : turn ye, come.

13 The burden upon Arabia.

14 In the forest in Arabia shall ye lodge, O ye travelling companies of Dcdanites. Unto him

that was thirsty they brought water ; the inhabitants of the land of Tema did meet the fugi-

15 fives with their bread. For they fled away from the swords, from the drawn sword, and from

16 the bent bow, and from the grievousness of war. For thus hath the Lord said unto me,

AVithin a year, according to the years of an hireling, and all tlie glory of Kedar shall fail :

17 and the residue of the number of the archers, the mighty men of the children of Kedar. shall

be few ; for the Lord, the God of Israel, hath spoken it.
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22 : 1 The burden of the valley of vision.

2 What aileth thee now, that thou art wholly gone up to the housetops? O thou that urt

full of shoutings, a tumultuous city, a joyous town ; thy slain are not slain with the sword,

3 neither are they dead in battle. All thy rulers fled away together, they were bound by the

4 archers : all that were found of thee were bound together, they fled afar off. Therefore

said I, Look away from me, I will weep bitterly ; labour not to comfort me, for the spoiling

5 of the daughter of my people. For it is a day of discomfiture, and of treading down, and of

perplexity, from the Lord, the Lokd of hosts, in the valley of vision ; a breaking down of the

6 walls, and a crying to the mountains. And Elam bare the quiver, with chariots of men and
7 horsemen ; and Kir uncovered the shield. And it came to pass, that thy choicest valleys

8 were full of chariots, and the horsemen set themselves in array at the gate. And he took

away the covering of Judah ; and thou didst look in that day to the armour in tlie house of

9 the forest. And ye saw the breaches of the city of David, that they wei-e many : and ye

10 gathered together the waters of the lower pool. And ye numbered the houses of Jerusalem,

11 and ye brake down the houses to fortify the wall. Ye made also a reservoir between the two
walls for the water of the old pool : but ye looked not unto him that had done this, neither

13 had ye respect unto him that fashioned it long ago. And in that day did the Lord, the Lord
of hosts, call to weeping, and to mourning, and to baldness, and to girding with sackcloth :

13 and behold, joy and gladness, slaying oxen and killing sheep, eating flesh and drinking wine :

14 let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we shall die. And the Lord of hosts revealed himself in

mine ears. Surely this iniquity shall not be purged from you till ye die, saith the Lord, the

Lord of hosts.

15 Thus saith the Lord, the Lord of hosts. Go, get thee unto this treasurer, even unto Shebna,

16 which is over the house, and say. What doest thou here? and whom hast thou here, that thou

hast hewed thee out here a sepulchre? hewing him out a sepulchre on high, graving an habi-

17 tation for himself in the rock ! Behold, the Lord will hurl thee away violently as a ntrong

18 man
; yea, he will wrap thee up closely. He will surely turn and toss thee like a ball into a

large country ; there shalt thou die, and there shall be the chariots of thy glory, thou shame
19 of thy lord's house. And I will thrust thee from thine office, and from thy station shall he

20 pull thee down. And it shall come to pass in that day, that I will call my servant Eliakim

21 the son of Hilkiah : and I will clothe him with thy robe, and strengthen him with thy girdle,

and I will commit thy government into his hand : and he shall be a father to the inhabitants

22 of Jerusalem, and to the house of Judah. And the key of the house of David will I lay upon
his shoulder ; and he shall open, and none shall shut ; and he shall shut, and none shall open.

23 And I will fasten him as a nail in a sure place ; and he shall be for a throne of glory to his

24 father's house. And they shall hang upon him all the glory of his father's house, the off-

spring and the issue, every small vessel, from the vessels of cups even to all the vessels of

25 flagons. In that day, saith the Lord of hosts, shall the nail that was fastened in a sure place

give way ; and it shall be hewn down, and fall, and the burden that was upon it shall be cut

off ; for the Lord hath spoken it.

Chap. 21. As three of the verses of this

chapter begin with the word burden (verses 1,

11, 13), it is now commonly supposed to consist

of three distinct prophecies. It is also agreed

that the first of these (verses 1-10) relates to

the conquest of Babjlon by the IVIedes and Per-

sians ; the second (verses 11, 12) either to Edom
or the Arabian tribe Dumah, and the third

(verses 13-17) to another Arabian tribe or to

Arabia in general. The second and third of

these divisions are admitted by the recent Ger-

man writers to be composed by Isaiah himself,

vhile the first is with almost equal unanimity
declared to be the product of a later age. This

critical judgment, as in other cases, is founded

partly on alleged diversities of phraseology,

but chiefly on the wonderful coincidences with

history both sacred and profane, which could

not be ascribed to Isaiah or to any contempo-

rary writer, without conceding the reality of

prophetic inspiration. There is nothing in the

reasoning of such writers to shake the faith of

any who do not hold their fundamental princi-

ple of unbelief. In the next place, this hy-

pothesis entirely fails to account for the minute

agreement of the prophecy with history in cir-

cumstantials, which must therefore be explained

away by forced constructions and interpreta-
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tions. Taking the language in its obvious

meaning and excluding all gratuitous assump-

tions, we shall be constrained to look upon this

passage as one of the most striking instances of

strict agreement between prophecy and his-

tory. A.

Conquest ob^ Babylon.

Vei'ses 1-10.

As the whirlwinds rush up from the desert,

so a mysterious terror seizes upon the prophet's

spirit, A grievous vision passes before him
;

an awful voice is heard, summoning his atten-

tion to the metropolis of the world, the vast

and populous stronghold of Babylon, on the

distant Mesopotamian plains. Nay, the air

grows full of voices, the darkness of mysteri-

ous shapes which come and go, so that he can

see nothing clearly, nor hear any distinct and

sequent utterance. At last the darkness opens,

the curtains of the night are drawn aside, and

through the rift he beholds a stately palace

blazing with lights and ringing with the sounds

of revelry. 'Tis the palace of Belshazzar,

the despot of Babylon, who gives a banquet to

a thousand of his lords. As he gazes on this

strange scene, the prophet reports what he sees :

" They cover the table. They set the watch,"

that they may revel on undisturbed. " They
eat. They drink." The orgie is at its height

when, lo, a voice quick with alarm peals

through the hall, uttering the familiar bal tie-

cry, " Arise, O ye princes ! Anoint the shield !"

Gazing more eagerly than ever to discover the

cause and issue of this appalling cry, the whole

scene melts from the prophet's view, the lights

are extinguished, the palace with its fiuslied

revellers disappear, and he is left on his windy
watch-tower, racked with terror and suspense.

Still he gazes—how can he but gaze?—into the

darkness that enshrouds the city. And, as he

gazes, he detects shadows moving swiftly

through the darkness. The starlight faintly

gleams from spear and shield. He becomes
aware that a mighty host is advancing, under

cover of night, against the city in which the

king was banqueting with his lords. He can

make out the splendid Median cavalry, riding
" in pairs," and the Persians with their long

array of camels. And now he knows that the

Medes and Persians of Cyrus have plunged

down from their mountain fastnesses, and are

about to assault the mighty city of the plains,

which has gathered into itself the wealth of tlie

world. But once more the thick darkness closes

over the scene, a darkness in which there is no

voice or sound. The suspense grows intolera-

ble to him, when, once more, the darkness lifts,

and the air trembles with a shout of victory.

He looks, and sees the Median cavalry riding

out of the city which they have captured,

clashing their shields and brandishing their

spears. He listens, and, behold, they cry,
" Babylon is fallen, is fallen, and all their gods

are dashed to the ground !" This is our first

picture from Isaiah ; and surely it c-onveys to

us, as no mere history could do, the blended

astonishment, terror, joy, with which the an-

cient world heard of the fall of that mighty
Babylonian empire, which seemed founded for-

ever, before the assault of the rude and almost

unknown hill-tribes of Persia. It was this over-

whelming and incredible event by which the

captivity of Zion was turned and the exiles of

Israel were set free to return to their native and

beloved land.

1. Wilderness of the sea. As Baby-

lon w\as a large and most fertile inland plain,

no name could at first seem more inappropriate

to it ; it was not " a sea," or near tlie sea ; it

was not a wilderness, for of all lands it was the

most prolific of grain. That the name was

nevertheless appropriate we may infer from

the fact that Herodotus (i. 184) speaks of this

vast fertile plain in similar terms. The plain

on which Babylon stood ran at the south into

the Arabian desert, and owed its amazing fer-

tility to the innumerable fountains and springs

which rose up in it, and to the great rivers

which flowed through it. Of these the mighty

Euphrates, fed by the mountain snows and

rains which poured into it through a thousand

affluents, used annually to overflow the whole

land, transforming it into a sea, until the great

Assyrian despots cut their canals and con-

structed the massive dams which held the river

within its bounds. " Wilderness of the sea,"

therefore, was probably an ancient name, and

was certainly no inappropriate name, for the

Babylonian plain. Cox.

2. " Go up, Elam," for the Lord of hosts

connnissions thee to this work of concjuest and

spoil :
" besiege, O Media ;" and let the proud

city fall. All the sighing which that most op-

pressive power has caused to the nations she

conquered, and especially to My people, the

Jews, shall now cease. Elam is another name

for Persia, being its largest province. The

naming of these very nations that were to con-

quer Babylon, nearly two centuries before the

event, is one of the undeniable attestations of

real prophecy. H. C.

3. 4. The prophet's fine humanity, sensitive
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to all human woe, carries him for the time be-

yond the range of merely personal or national

feeling. Among the captives whose sighs have

entered into the heart of the Almighty King
are thousands of Isaiah's own race ; the Jews
are in bondage to Babj^lon, a bondage most bit-

ter and degrading. TJiey therefore will be de-

livered, their bonds will be broken, their sighs

will be changed to mirthful songs, when Baby-

lon, the mistress and despot of the world, is

smitten down. And yet the Hebrew prophet,

rejoicing in the joy of his people, is convulsed

with anguish as he anticipates the judgment

which is to set them free. Cox.

5. The Hebrew tense is different in the two

clauses, but the imperative in English alone

gives the true emphasis of both. The table of

the royal banquet is prepared. " Belshazzar

the king made a great feast for a thousand of

his nobles, and drank wine before the thou-

sand." The guests are ready to sit down,

when the watch, after the custom, is set at the

gates of the city. Tlie feast begins, they eat,

they drink, in unsuspecting revelry. Birks.

6-9. The structure of the passage is highly

dramatic. In the sixth verse, the prophet is

commanded to set a watch. In the seventh,

the sentinel is ordered to look out for an army of

men, mounted on horses, camels and asses. In

the eighth, he reports himself as being at his

post. In the ninth, he sees the very army
which had been described approaching. An-

swer is used, both in Greek and Hebrew, for the

resumption of discourse by the same speaker,

especially after an interval. It is here equiva-

lent to fspoke again. During the interval im-

plied, the city is supposed to have been taken,

so that when the watchman speaks again, it is

to say that Bab3ion is fallen. Tlie omission of

all the intermediate details, for the purpose of

bringing the extremes together, is a masterly

stroke of poetical description, which would

never have occurred to an inferior writer. A.

7. The fulfilment of this prophecy is won-

derfully definite. Xenophon represents the

Persians as advancing two by two in pairs as

here said ; and although no other people are

known to have used camels and asses for cav-

alry service, yet both Herodotus and Xenophon
testify tliat the Persians used tiiem, partly or

wholly, to frighten the horses of their enemies.

H. C*
9. This then is the issue of that mysterious

conflict, the dim apprehension of which shook

the prophet's soul with an intolerable dread
;

this is the light that arose upon him out of that

great darkness—the great empire of wrong de-

stroyed, her captives set free, their sighs ex-

changed for rapturous songs.

1 0. Oh my threshing and the son of my thresh-

ing-floor ! What I have heard from Jehovah of
hosts, the Ood of Israel, I have told you. This

part of the prophecy closes with an apostrophe,

showing at once by whose power and for whose
sake the downfall of Babylon was to be brought

about. Though the terms here used are scarce-

ly intelligible when literally rendered into Eng-

lish, it is clear that they mean, oh my oppressed

and afflicted people, and must therefore be ad-

dressed to the Jews, to whom the fall of Baby-
lon would bring deliverance, and for whose
consolation this prediction was originally ut-

tered. The last clause assures them that their

own God had sent this message to them. A.

And now what lesson are ice to learn from this

ode? It should perhaps be lesson enough that

we have found a Scripture before dark grow
full of light. But if other lessons be desired,

let us take these two, and think them out and

apply them for ourselves. 1. If the ode teaches

anything, it teaches that however sorry and re-

luctant God may be to afflict the children of

men. He will not spare a single stroke so long

as they cling to the evils which degrade and

destroy them. 2. If it teaches anything, it

teaches that His design in judging and afflict-

ing us is always most merciful ; that He has no

pleasure in our sufferings ; that He simply in-

tends them to separate the evil in us from the

good, to make us perfect, and to fit us for an

eternal blessedness. If we love evil in any

form, if we habitually do that which is wrong,

we may hide our evil habit from men, but we
cannot hide it from God ; nor can we evade the

searching judgments by which He seeks to free

us from our bonds. And when the doom falls,

when the Divine judgment searches us tlirough

and through, we are to remember that God is

not so much angry with us as with the evil that

is in us ; we are to remember that He loves us,

and because He loves us, will make us quit our

evil ; we are to remember that He can only lift

His judgments from us as we renounce our

sins. Cox.

The Burden of Dumah.

Verses 11, 12.

These verses are deeply enigmatic—probably

witli design. The name "Dumah" probably

is a slight modification of the word Edom, or

Idumea. Seir is but another name for Edom.

The man who calls to the prophet to learn the

fate of his people accosts the prophet as a
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watchman foreseeinir the future of nations, and
asks, " What of the night?" to be construed

either thus : What can you tell us about this

terrible night of calamity now pressing upon
us? or perhaps in tliis way, reacliiug the same
ultimate sense : How far along are we in this

awful night, and when may we look for day?
To this the watchman responds, " Morning
comes and night too : if you wish to inquire,

ask on ; come and ask again." All this is at

least very indefinite. Yet we can scarcely put

any other construction upon it than this : Morn-

ing will come to the people of God ; but no

morning comes to you ; notliing but the dark

night of death. H. C.

Why has the watchman no better answer for

the inquiry from Dumah? Simply because it

comes from a race which has no habitual deal-

ings with God. If Edom wants an answer from

God in its hour of anxiety or of distress, it

must begin by coming over to God's side, and
incorporationg itself with the people of His

choice and of His adoption.

How often, in these times, do we find persons

utterly irreligious and worldly, entering into

questions concerning God and His truth, con-

cerning revelation, inspiration, miracle and
prophecy, as though they had a right to all

the enlightenment and comfort and assurance

which the saints of God have for their guidance

and upholding. The cry comes from Dumah,
it echoes across the ridge of Seir, it sounds in

the ear of the solitarj^ watchman on the afflicted

heights of Zion, " Watchman, what of the

night? watchman, what of the night?" Tell

me, thou man of God, how stands the matter

between faith and scepticism? Give me on the

instant, give me in brief compass, in terms con-

cise and conclusive, a reason for the hope that

is in thee and for the faith once delivered to

the saints ! Assure me of the eternal verities

brought to earth by One who had seen them
and even framed them in heaven, and then send

me back—for I am in haste—into the world

which I love, or into the sin which I cherish, a

firm believer, a hopeful, happy Christian, as safe

for eternity as tranquil for time ! What saith

the answer of God to the demand thus addressed

to Him? " The morning cometh, and also the

night : if ye will inquire, inquire ye : return,

come." To the careless questioner all truth is

an enigma. Yes, day comes, and then night

again. " Ye will inquire?" Inquire ye ! Yes,

ask all your questions
;
go, and come again

;

spend your day in slumber, your night in pleas-

ure ; and yet put in between times your half-

meant, half-jesting questions, " What is truth?

and evidence what? and what the Bible?" if ye
will inquire, inquire ye ; but the response must
at last be a riddle to him who so questions !

Not in the tone of ridicule—God forbid—and
not in the spirit of arrogance, as though the

watchman cared not for the miseries of Edom
;

but rather for the sake of Edom—because such
questioning cannot profit—because an answer to

such questioning could be only for evil—be-

cause it is not well for man that he should com-
bine God and the world, a frivolous life with a
calm assurance of salvation—are the words hero

written, and do we seek so to use them, as if a
prepared mind were a first condition of religious

knowledge, an earnest resolution after Go<l, a
necessary prerequisite for the study of His
truth and the reception of His salvation. C. J.

Vaughan.
^

The Burden of Arabi.\.

Verses 13-17.

13-17. Arabia lay eastward and southward
of the land of Canaan ; much of it Wiis pos-

sessed b}^ the posterity of Abraham. The
Dedanim here mentioned (verse 13) descend-

ed from Dedan, Abraham's son by Keturah
;

the inhabitants of Tenia and Kedar descend-

ed from Ishmael (Gen. 25 : 3, 13, 15). The
Arabians generally lived in tents and kept

cattle, were a hardy people, inured to labor
;

probably the Jews depended upon them as a

sort of a wall between them and the more war-

like eastern nations, and therefore, to alarm

them, they shall hear " the burden of Arabia,"

and see it sinking under its own burden. H.

Arabia was a lodging-place rather than a

home for its wandering tribes. The caravans

of Dedanites are the companies of trading Arabs,

descended from Dedan, son of 3Iidian, whose

route lay from Damascus to the south of Ara-

bia. Bilks.

1 3. The country was to be in such a state that

the caravans which \isually travelled xmdis-

turbed would be obliged to leave the public

road and pass the night among the bushes or

thickets, which seems to be here (and perhaps

originally) the meaning. Forests properlj' so

called do not exist in the Arabian desert. The

Dedanim are mentioned elsewhere in connection

with Edom and Temau (Jer. 49 : 8 ; Ezek. 25 :

13), to whom they were probably contiguous.

Their precise situation is the less important as

they are not the subjects of the prophecy, but

spoken of as strangers passing through, the in-

terruption of whose journej' is mentioned as a

proof of the condition of the country. A.
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17. The last clause intimates that God, as

the God of Israel, has a quarrel with Kedar,

and at the same time that His power and om-
niscience will secure the fulfilment of the threat-

ening. It is not impossible that future discov-

eries may yet throw light upon these brief and
obscure prophecies. A.

The Woe on Jerusalem.

Cliap. 22. This chapter records a prophetic

burden af calamity on Jerusalem. In a series of

prophetic burdens on guilty nations and cities

—Babylon, Moab, Damascus, Samaria, Egj'pt

and Arabia—a city so guilty as Jerusalem could

not be passed by. It is called " the valley of

vision," as being the home of many inspired

prophets and the subject of many Divine vis-

ions. It is called "the valley of vision," as

some suppose with reference to its geographical

position, encompassed by mountains. There is

special pertinence in this allusion to her " vis-

ions," because the great light she had from God
was a chief element in her guilt. The chapter

is peculiar for its special prophecies respecting

two individuals, men of prominence—viz.,

Shebna and Eliakim, the former noted for his

wickedness, pride and pernicious influence, and
the latter for his fidelity both to God and to his

country, and for his great usefulness in bearing

public responsibilities. Since these persons, o.r

at least persons bearing these names, appear in

the history during Hezekiah's reign (Isa. 36 : 3),

it can scarcely be doubted that the prophet

alludes to them, and hence that the siege of Je-

rusalem here predicted occurred within their

lifetime. H. C.

This chapter naturally falls into two parts.

The first describes the conduct of the people of

Jerusalem during a siege (verses 1-14). The
second predicts the removal of Shebna from his

post as treasurer or steward of the royal house-

hold (verses 15-25). The whole may then be

described as a prophecy against the people of

Jerusalem in general, and against Shebna in

particular, considered as their leader and ex-

ample. If the whole must be applied to one
specific point of time, it is probably the taking

of Jerusalem by the king of Assyria in the days
of Manasseh, when the latter was himself carried

captive with his chief men, and Shebna possi-

bly among the rest. The choice seems to lie

between this hypothesis and that of a generic

prediction, a prophetic picture of the conduct
of the Jews in a certain conjuncture of afl'airs

which happened more than once, particular

strokes of the description being drawn from
difEercnt memorable sieges, and especially

from those of Sennacherib and Nebuchadnez-
zar. A.

I . As usual, the prophet strikes boldly into

the heart of his theme. His prophetic eye sees

the city in strange commotion, and he cries out.

What has befallen thee? What can have hap-
pened, that the whole people throng the house-

tops? Oriental houses are built with flat roofs

made easily accessible from the inner court.

Hence these roofs are places of frequent resort

for various purposes. H. C. From verses 4
and 5 it is plain that it was a time of trouble,

and of treading down, and of perplexity ; wliich

naturally suggests the idea that the inhabitants

had rushed to the tops of the houses to get a sight

of those chariots and horsemen of Elam and
Kir, with whom their choice valleys were full,

and who were thundering against the gates of

the city. Thoiison.

5. In the original, the words rendered " by
the Lord God of hosts," are closely connected,

not with " perplexity," but with " day ;" so

that the sense is. This is the LonVs day for

troubling, trampling down and confounding

that guilty city, the valley of vision. This day
the Lord has brought upon them in righteous

judgment, and it is therefore said to belong to

the Lord, the Lord's own day. It is a day of

undermining waifs and of outcries that send

their echoes far off to the mountains. Some
suppose that " To the mountains" are the very

words of the outcry.

6. This means that the men of Elam (which

reijresents Persia) and the men of Kir were in

the besieging army. Kir, supposed to be the

modern Kur, was a country on the river Cy-

rus, to which the Assyrians bore their captives

from Syria (2 K. 16 : 9), a fact which shows
that this was a subject province. The same
is true of Elam. Hence both these countries

were doubtless represented in the armies of

Assyria.

II. Their great sin comes to view here. It

was not that they had fortified the city, but

that they had not also, and much more even,

looked to God, the Maker of the city, who had

laid its ancient foundations. There is a tacit

antithesis in the form of expression : They 7iad

looked to the arsenal (verse 8) and to the

breaches of the walls (verse 9), but tliey had hot

looked to Him who had made all, to wliom they

should have looked first and chiefly. II. C.

13. And behold mirth and jollity, slaying of

oxen and killing of sheep, eating of flesh and

drinking of wine ; eat and drink, for to-morrow

we die. This verse presents the contrast of

their actual behavior with that to which God
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called them by His providence. It has been

disputed whether these last words are expres-

sive of contemptuous incredulity or of a des-

perate determination to spend the residue of

life in pleasure. It is by no means clear that

these two feelings are exclusive of each other,

since the same man might express his disbelief

of the threatening, and his resolution, if it

should prove true, to die in the enjoyment of

his favorite indulgences. At all events, there

can be no need of restricting the full import of

the language, as adapted to express both states

of mind, in different persons, if not in the

same. A.

12-14. This passage is introduced with a

loud and pressing call to repentance. It de-

scribes the contemptuous behavior of the peo-

ple to whom the call was addressed, and con-

cludes with an alarming denunciation of wrath

against those perverse and obstinate transgres-

sors. There is no room to suppose that they

had given no attention to the message deliv-

ered by the prophet. It would rather appear

that they had attended to it with accuracy,

nay, studied its meaning, on purpose to coun-

teract it ; for a contrast so minutely exact, a

scheme of contradiction so completely adjust-

ed, could hardly have been stumbled upon by

mere accident. And indeed the latter part of

the verse puts this beyond all doubt. " Let us

eat and drink," said they, ''for tomorrow we

shall die." They meant it as a scoff, a turning

into ridicule the warning they had received,

but which they did not believe. The prophet

hath been telling us of desolating judgments

just at hand, and with the same breath he calls

us to weeping, and mourning, and girding with

sackcloth. How absurd, how unreasonably

cruel is the demand ! Will not the evil day

come soon enough, though we should not an-

ticipate the sorrows of it, by afflicting ourselves

unnecessarily before its arrival? Nay, rather,

if life is to be cut short, let us make the most

of it while it lasts. If we must die to-morrow,

let us eat and drink, and be merry to-day. By
their scoffing reply to the call that was given

them, in the name of the Lord God of hosts,

they said in effect, with insolent contempt and

proud deiiauce, " Let him make speed and

hasten His work, that we may see it ; and let

the counsel of the Holy One of Israel draw

nigh and come, that we may know it." The

prophet therefore proclaims, as on the house-

top, what God had revealed in his ears, that

from that time forward vengeance should pur-

sue those impious men, till, like their rebellious

forefathers, whose carcasses fell in the wilder-

ness, they should be utterly consumed from off

the face of the earth. R. W.
15. At this point the "burden" becomes

personal, pertaining first to a man by the name
of Shebna, and next to anotlier by the name of

Eliakim. Both these names appear in the his-

tory of Hezckiah (36 : 3), representing men of

prominent official positions. It appears here

that they were strong contrasts in character.

H. C. From the people in general the threat-

ening now passes to an individual, no doubt
because he was particularly guilty of the crime

alleged, and by his influence the means of lead-

ing others astray likewise. The phrase this

treasurer may either be expressive of disappro

bation or contempt, or simply designate the

man as well known to the prophet and his

readers. These familiar allusions to things

and persons now forgotten, while they add

to the obscurity of the passage, furnish an in-

cidental proof of its antiquity and genuine-

ness.

19. And it shall come to pass in that day that

I will call for My servant, for Eliakim the son of

Hilkiah—i.e., will personally designate him.

Eliakim appears again in chap. 36 : 3, and there

as here in connection with Shebna. The epi-

tliet My servant seems to be intended to describe

him as a faithful follower of Jehovah, anti as

such to contrast him with Shebna, who may
have been a heathen.

21. Father is not a mere Oriental synonym
of ruler, but an emphatic designation of a wise

and benevolent ruler. It seems therefore to

imply that Shebna's administration was of an

opposite character. The inhabitants of Jerusa-

lem and the family of Judah comprehend the

whole nation.

22. In other words, he shall have imlimited

control over the royal house and household,

which, according to Oriental usages, implies a

high political authority. The application of

the same terms to Peter (Matt. 16 : 19) and to

Christ Himself (Rev. 3 : 7) does not prove that

they here refer to either, or that Eliakim was a

type of Christ, but merely that the same words

admit of different applications. A.

23. Two figures are used here to represent

the stability and fidelity of Eliakim. He is

this tent-pin on which all the glory of his fa-

ther's house—all the offspring, great and

small, high and low—hang in dependence ; and

he is also a seat of honor (" glorious throne")

for them all to sit upon. His name is a tow-

er of strength and of respectability to them

all.

25. Most commentators agree therefore that
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this figure must be transferred to Shebna, as

much as to say : Shebna has had these very re-

sponsibilities upon himself, but he utterly

failed to bear them faithfully ; hence the nail

came out ; everything hung upon it fell, and
great was the fall thereof. This was what the

Lord had said. The event fulfilled His word.
H. C.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XXIIL

BURDEN OF TYRE AND ZIDON.

23 : 1 The burden of Tyre.

Howl, j'e ships of Tarshisli ; for it is laid waste, so that there is no house, no entering in :

2 from the land of Kittim it is revealed to them. Be still, ye inhabitants of the isle ; thou

3 whom the merchants of Zidon, that pass over the sea, have replenished. And on great

waters the seed of Shihor, the harvest of the Nile, was her revenue ; and she was the mart of

4 nations. Be thou ashamed, O Zidon : for the sea hath spoken, the strong hold of the sea,

saying, I have not travailed, nor brought forth, neither have I nourished young men, nor

5 brought up virgins. When the report cometh to Egypt, they shall be sorely pained at the

6, 7 report of Tyre. Pass ye over to Tarshish ; howl, ye inhabitants of the isle. Is this your

joyous city, whose antiquity is of ancient days, whose feet carried her afar off to sojourn ?

8 Who hath purposed this against Tyre, the crowning city, whose merchants are princes,

9 whose traffickers are the honourable of the earth 1 The Lord of hosts hath purposed it, to

10 stain the pride of all glory, to bring into contempt all the honourable of the earth. Pass

through thy land as the Nile, O daughter of Tarshish ; there is no girdle about thee any

11 more. He hath stretched out his hand over the sea, he hath shaken the kingdoms : the Lord
12 hath given commandment concerning Canaan, to destroy the strong holds thereof. And he

said, Thou shalt no more rejoice, O thou oppressed virgin daughter of Zidon : arise, pass

13 over to Kittim ; even there shalt thou have no rest. Behold, the land of the Chaldeans ; this

people is no more ; the Assyrian hath appointed it for the beasts of the wilderness ; they set

14 up their towers, they overthrew the palaces thereof ; he made it a ruin. Howl, ye ships of

15 Tarshish : for your strong hold is laid waste. And it shall come to pass in that day, that

Tyre shall be forgotten seventy years, according to the days of one king : after th3 end of

16 seventj' years it shall be unto Tyre as in the song of the harlot. Take an harp, go about the

city, thou harlot that hast been forgotten ; make sweet melody, sing many songs, that thou

17 mayest be remembered. And it shall come to pass after the end of seventy years, that the

Lord will visit Tyre, and she shall return to her hire, and shall play the harlot with all the

18 kingdoms of the world upon the face of the earth. And her merchandise and her hire shall

be holiness to the Lord : it shall not be treasured nor laid up ; for her merchandise shall be

for them that dwell before the Lord, to eat sufficiently, and for durable clothing.

Tyre and Zidon, great and ancient maritime

cities of Phoenicia—Tyre the greater, but Zidon

the more ancient—were situated on the eastern

shore of the Mediterranean and very near the

northwest corner of the Canaan occupied by
Israel. They come into notice frequently in

the Scriptures, both in history and in prophecy.

They were specially distinguished for their

commerce and their consequent commercial re-

lations with their colonies on the islands and

coasts of tlie ^lediterraneau. Indeed, at some

periods these commercial relations reached

every known country of the world. H. C.

The student of the Old Testament is con-

stantly surprised to find such abundant refer-

ences to this great city in the prophetical writ-

ings, and especially to note the numerous and

specific predictions concerning Tj-re in Holy

Writ. Amos, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and

Zechariah, speaking by Divine direction, have

placed such predictions on record, and with a

fulness and emphasis which hardly have a
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parallel in the prophetic declarations respecting

any other city or people, except Jerusalem

and the chosen Hebrew race. The five proph-

ets are named in their historic order, according

to the received chronology, and the particular

references are as follows : Amos 1:9, 10
;

Isa. 23, especially verses 15-18
; Jer. 25 : 22

;

27 : 3 ; Ezek., chaps. 26, 27 and 28 entire, and

29 : 18 ; Zech. 9 : 2-4. See also prophecies in

which Tyre and Zidon are associated in a com-
mon condemnation, Jer. 47 : 4 ; Joel 3 : 4-8,

and otliers. Note also the instructive allu-

sions in Ps. 45 : 12 ; 83 : 7 ; 87 : 4, indicating the

close relations between Tyre and Israel. See

for further historic reference 1 K. 7 : 13, 14
;

9 : 11-14 ; Ezra 3:7; Neh. 13 : 16 ; Hos. 9 : 13,

and the impressive allusion of Christ, Matt.

11 : 21, 22. E. D. Morris.

This burden, from its clear prediction of a

distant future, has had its genuineness denied

by some modern critics. But all the internal

evidence of connection and style, as well as all

the external, proves it to be Isaiah's. The bur-

dens are a series, of which this of Tyre, the

one great maritime power of those days, is the

last. So in chap. 2 : 16, the objects of judgment
last named are " all ships of Tarshish, and all

desirable merchandise," while in chap. 11 : 11,

"the isles of the sea" close the list of places

from which Israel are to return. This burden

has also many internal links with those before

it. Its opening and closing sentences begin the

burden of Moab. The howling of Moab is men-

tioned six times, and the same word is found

three times in this message to Tyre. The form

of the phrase '

' so that there is no house, no

entering in," is the same as in the burden of

Damascus, "so that it is no city." The rep-

etition, " the sea, the strength of the sea," is

like chap. 19 : 7,
" by the river, by the mouth of

the river." The title " joyous city" is common
with the last burden, and the phrase in chap.

5 : 11 is the keynote of three earlier visions

(5:25; 9:12; 10:4; 14:24, 27). The last

words of 5 : 13 answer to the sentence on Damas-

cus, " it shall be a heap, a ruin." The promise

at the close resembles those in the burdens of

Damascus, Egypt and the valley of vision.

The language is " terse, highly figurative, and

sublime," quite in the style of Isaiah, and un-

like any later writer (Hend.). Birks

This prophecy consists of two parts. The

first predicts the fall of Tyre (verses 1-14).

The second promises its restoration and con-

version (verses 15-18). The fall of Tyre is

predicted, not directly, but in the form of

apostrophes, addressed to her own people or

her colonies (verses 1-7). The destruction is

referred to God as its Author, and to the

Chaldees as His instruments (verses 8-14).

The prediction in the latter part includes three

events. Tyre shall be forsaken and forgotten

for seventy years (verse 15). She shall then be
restored to her former activity and wealth
(verses 16, 17). Tlienceforth her gains shall be
devoted to the Lord (verse 18).

Tyre, one of the chief cities of Phoenicia, was
situated partly on a rocky island near the coast,

and partly ina wide and fertile plain upon the

coast itself. Hengstenberg has made it prob-

able that from the beginning the chief part of

the city was situated on the island, or rather a

peninsula connected with the mainland by a

narrow isthmus. Tyre is remarkable in his-

tory for two things—its maritime trade, and
the many sieges it has undergone. The first

of these on record was by Shalnianeser, king of

Assyria, who, according to Menander, a his-

torian now lost, but quoted by Josephus,

blockaded Tyre for five years, so as to cut off

the supply of water from the mainland, but

without being able to reduce the city. The
next was by Nebuchadnezzar, king of Baby-
lon, who besieged it thirteen years ; with what
result is not expressly mentioned either in pro-

fane or sacred history. A third siege was by
A^lexander the Great, who after seven months

and with the utmost difficulty finally reduced

it. It was afterward besieged by the Syrian

king Antigonus, and more than once during

the Crusades, both by Franks and Saracens.

After this period it entirely decayed, and has

now disappeared, its site being marked by the

insulated rock, by the causeway between it and

the mainland still existing as a bar of sand, and

by columns and other architectural remains

mostly lying under water.

It has been much disputed which of these

events is the subject of the prophecy before

us. But the great body of the older writers re-

fer it to the siege by Nebuchadnezzar. The

arguments in favor of this application are

stated with great learning, force and clearness

by Vitringa on the passage. A.

1. The message begins with a call to the

Tyrian merchants and sailors, far away from

their home, to mourn over the ruin of their

city. Tarshish is Tartessus in Spain, one

chief emporium of Tyrian commerce. Ships

of Tarshish thus became a title for all vessels

used for long voyages. Chittim is Cyprus,

and the sea-coasts of the east of Europe. The

mariners, returning homeward, mourn at the

tidings of Tyre's calamity. Birks. The
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prophet calls on them to wail because Tyre is

so completely destroyed that there remains no

house and no harbor. They learn this sad

news at the land of Chittim, supposed to be

the island of Cyprus. It is known that Tyre

had a colony there. H. C.

2. " Merchants of Zidon" is a generic term

for those of Phoenicia ; since either Tyre or

Zidon fitly represents the whole nation. Birks.

3. Over the great waters come to her the

grains of Egypt, the harvests of the Nile. She

is a great emporium for the nations. H. C.

4. The prophet hears a voice from the sea,

which he then describes more exactly as com-

ing from the stronghold or fortress of the sea

—i.e., insular Tyre as viewed from the main-

land. The rest of the verse is intended to ex-

press the idea that the city thus personified

was childless ; was as if she had never borne

children. A.

6. Pass over the sea, ye people of Tyre, to

Tarshish (Tartessus in Spain) for safety.

They did so to some extent no doubt during

the siege by Nebuchadnezzar, and yet more in

the siege by Alexander the Great. The
prophecy refers mainly to the former. H. C.

7. The people of T^^re boasted of their high

antiquity. Their priests told Herodotus that

their temple of Hercules had lasted twenty-

three hundred years. These proud boastiugs

would give double force to the prophet's warn-

ing. Where all had been pride and vain

security, there would soon be trembling flight,

silence and desolation. The Tyrians would es-

cape to remote settlements. " Her own feet"

is an expressive figure for the Tyrian navy,

by which this merchant city was accustomed

to travel swiftly to distant lands.

8. 9. Tyre might well be called " the

crowning city," or giver of crowns, because

of the many kings she set up in the various

Phoenician colonies. And by her commerce

and wealth she might be said to supply gar-

lands of grace and beauty to all the other na-

tions. The fall of a city so ancient and noble

must have some very weighty cause. " The
Lord of hosts purposed it," in order to accom-

plish a great end in His moral government of

the world. Birks. The plan and purpose

were of God, who sought to stain the pride of

man's glorying and to make liglit all the heavy

men and things of earth. Such is the con-

trasted significance of these Hebrew verbs.

Perhaps the rich were then as now accounted

the "solid" men of society ; but God would

make them light, taking away their wealth and

with it their honor and their pride.

] fl. " He" who " stretches out His hand" is

the Lord. The Hebrew word for merchant is

Canaan, one who gets money. The meaning
is that God had given command respecting the

city of Canaan (the merchant)—viz., Tyre, to

destroy her strongholds.

13. The far-reaching ken of prophetic vis-

ion saw this Chaldean people, the future con-

querors of Tyre, before they became a power
among the nations. This reference to Chaldea

shows that the prophecy refers to the conquest

of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar, and not to the

earlier assault upon it by Shalmaneser, king of

Assyria ; nor to the later, a real destruction, by
Alexander the Great. H. C. When Isaiah

wrote, Assyria was the ruling power of the

world ; whatever changes were expected, were

expected from that quarter. But here the con-

quest of Phoenicia is ascribed to a people then

but little known, if known at all. It was per-

fectly natural, therefore, to say negatively that

it was not to be effected by Assyria, as well as

positively that it was to be effected by Chaldea.

15. The remainder of the chapter predicts

the restoration of Tyre, not to its former dig-

nity, but to its wealth and commercial activity,

the fruits of which should thenceforth be con-

secrated to Jehovah. A. Isaiah predicted

that after a definite period—described as sev-

enty years—Tyre should be restored again to

something of its former magnificence. And
surely it is a remarkable fact that within such

a period the Chaldee-Babylonian dynasty,

which Nebuchadnezzar had done so much to

make historic, had been subverted by Cyrus
;

and that under the indulgent sway of Cyrus

the inhabitants of Tj^re were permitted to re-

build the insular city, and there to establish

again in large degree those manufacturing

and commercial interests which had been so

long its peculiar glorj'. What the pen of

prophecy had written two hundred years be-

fore actually came to pass, and at the very

time specified ; and for generations insular Tyre

continued to flourish, as had been foretold.

E. B. Morris.

" After the end of seventy j"ears, according

to the years of one king," or one dynasty, or

family of kings, that of Nebuchadnezzar

;

when that expired, the desolations of Tyre came

to an end. And we may presume that Cyrus,

at the same time when he released the Jews

and encouraged them to rebuild Jerusalem, re-

leased the Tyrians also, and encouraged them

to rebuild Tyre. H. Nebuchadnezzar began

his conquests in the first year of his reign ;
from

thence to the taking of Babylon by Cyrus are
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the seventy years ; and these limit the duration

of the Babylonish monarch}'. W. Lowth.

17. After tlie end of seventy years.

Tyre is represented as a harlot, and from thence

these figures are taken ; tiie moaning is. that

she should recover her liberties and trade, and

draw in all nations to deal with her. Bp. New-

ton. According to the prophecy, the seventy

years being expired, we find that the Tyrians

were restored to their former privileges, and

allowed a king of their own. This favor seems

to have been granted them by Darius Hystas-

pes, in consideration of their usefulness to him

in his naval wars ; they soon recovered their

former prosperity, traffic, power, and riches,

and were enabled, on Alexander's invading the

East, to make a greater stand against him than

all the Persian Empire beside. Prideaux.

1§. And lier merchandise and Iier

bire shall be holiness to the Lord.
The prophet speaks here, not of what the

Tyrians would do immediately on their restitu-

tion, but some time after, in the days of the

Messiah. So that this is a prophecy concern-

ing the conversion of the Tyrians to the true

religion, of the accomplishment of which some-

thing is said in Acts 21 : 3, 4, 5, and more in

other authors. Poole. Tyre, after its second

destruction by Alexander, again recovered its

ancient trade and grandeur. It became early

Christian with the rest of the neighboring coun-

tries. Paul himself found many Christians

there. It suffered much in Diocletian's perse-

cution. Loicth.

The Bible contains a series of prophecies,

clear, detailed, in many cases most startling in

their nature, and in some cases altogether im-

probable—many would say incredible. The

future historj' and final doom of nations, coun-

tries and cities are portrayed with singular

clearness. No amount of political sagacity

could have foreseen what is predicted : no depth

of philo.sophical speculation could have divined

it ; no breadth of research could have discov-

ered it ; and yet time has converted all those

strange and varied and astounding prophecies

of Jewish seers into facts which historians have

recorded and travellers have witnessed. /. L.

Porter.

ISAIAH, CHAPTEES XXIV., XXV.

24 : 1 Behold, the Lord maketh the earth empty, and maketh it waste, and turneth it

2 upside down, and scattereth abroad the inhabitants thereof. And it shall be, as with the

people, so with the priest ; as with the servant, so with his master ;
as with the maid, so

with her mistress ; as with the buyer, so with the seller ;
as with the lender, so with the

3 borrower ; as with the taker of usury, so with the giver of usury to him. The earth shall

4 be utterly emptied, and utterly spoiled ; for the Lord hath spoken this word. The earth

mourneth and fadeth away, the world languisheth and fadeth away, the lofty people of the

5 earth do languish. The earth also is polluted under the inhabitants thereof
;
because they

6 have transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant. There-

fore hath the curee devoured the earth, and they that dwell therein are found guilty
:
there-

7 fore the inhabitants of the earth are burned, and few men left. The new wine mourneth, the

8 vine languisheth, all the merrvhearted do sigh. The mirth of tabrets ceaseth, the noise of

9 them that rejoice endcth. the joy of the harp ceaseth. They shall not drink wme with a

10 song ; strong drink shall be bitter to them that drink it. The city of confusion is broken

11 down : every house is shut up, that no man may come in. There is a crying in the streets

12 because of the wine ; all joy is darkened, the mirth of the land is gone. In the city is left

13 desolation, and the gate is smitten with destruction. For thus shall it be m the midst of the

earth among the peoples, as the shaking of an olive tree, as the grape gleanings when the

14 vintage is done. These shall lift up their voice, they shall shout
;
for the majesty of the

15 Lord they cry aloud from the sea. \Yherefore glorify ye the Lord in the east, even the

name of the Lord, the God of Israel, in the isles of the sea.
_

16 From the uttermost part of the earth have we heard songs, glory to the righteous. But
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17

18

19

20

I said, I pine away, I pine away, woe is me ! the treacherous dealers have dealt treach-

erously
;
yea. the treacherous dealers have dealt very treacherously. Fear, and the pit, and

the snare, are upon thee, O inhabitant of the earth. And it shall come to pass, that he who
fleeth from the noise of the fear shall fall into the pit ; and he that cometh up out of the

midst of the pit shall be taken in the snare : for the windows on high are opened, and the

foundations of the earth do shake. The earth is utterly broken, the earth is clean dissolved,

the earth is moved exceedingly. The earth shall stagger like a drunken man, and shall be

moved to and fro like a hut ; and the transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it, and it

shall fall, and not rise again.

And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall punish the host of the high ones

on high, and the kings of the earth upon the earth. And they shall be gathered together,

as prisoners are gathered in the pit, and shall be shut up in the prison, and after many days

shall they be visited. Then the moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed ; for the

Lord of hosts shall reign in mount Zion, and in Jerusalem, and before his ancients gloriously.

25 : 1 O Lord, thou art my God ; I will exalt thee, I will praise thy name ; for thou hast

done wonderful things, even counsels of old, in faithfulness and truth. For thou hast made
of a city an heap ; of a defenced city a ruin : a palace of strangers to be no city ; it shall

never be built. Therefore shall the strong people glorify thee, the city of the terrible nations

shall fear thee. For thou hast been a strong hold to the poor, a strong hold to the needy in

his distress, a refuge from the storm, a shadow from the heat, when the blast of the terrible

ones is as a storm against the wall. As the heat in a dry place shalt thou bring down the

noise of strangers ; as the heat by the shadow of a cloud, the song of the terrible ones shall

be brought low. And in this mountain shall the Lord of hosts make unto all peoples a feast

of fat things, a feast of wines on the lees, of fat things full of marrow, of wines on the lees

well refined. And he will destroy in this mountain the face of the covering that is cast over

all peoples, and the veil that is spread over all nations. He hath swallowed up death for

ever ; and the Lord God will wipe avvay tears from off all faces ; and the reproach of his

people shall he take away from off all the earth : for the Lord hath spoken it.

And it shall be said in that day, Lo, this is our God ; we have waited for him, and he

will save us : this is the Lord ; we have waited for him, we will be glad and rejoice in his

salvation. For in this mountain shall the hand of the Lord rest, and Moab shall be trodden

down in liis place, even as straw is trodden down in the water of the dunghill. And he

shall spread forth his hands in the midst thereof, as he that swimmeth spreadeth forth his

hands to swim : and he shall lay low his pride together with the craft of his hands. And
the fortress of the high fort of thy walls hath he brought down, laid low, and brought to the

ground, even to the dust.

The next four chapters constitute one sub-

ject, and should be studied as one whole. It is

a prophecy of those great providential events

that clustered round the fall of the kingdom

and capital of Judah. The desolations of Jeru-

salem and the captivity of the remnant of its

population are in the foreground ; but farther

back lies the fall of other great cities and king-

doms before the same Chaldean power ; and

still more remotely, the fall of Babylon and of

the sovereignty of Chaldea. That was an era

of surpassing energy in those agencies of provi-

dence that operate the government of God over

nations as such, and especially those which ad-

minister its retributions. The Lord came down
most signally at that time to take in hand His

own apostate people and scourge them for their

correction and reformation. For this very rea-

son, He could not let other nations, less guilty

only because less enlightened, jDass alogether un-

punished. Into this scene of vigorous retribu-

tive agencies, compassing the wide world in

their sweep, these chapters introduce us, setting

forth the tearfulness of this far-reaching devas

tation, but also the milder cast of the inflictions

that fall on His own people, and the mingled

consolations vouchsafed to them under their

deepest afflictions ; the merciful designs of dis-

cipline, and the broad difference between the

discipline that aims to purify and save on the

one hand, and, on the other, the judgments that

cut down the incorrigible, never to rise again.

This prophecy is eminently rich in those gleams

of light and joy that soften the gloom of the

most appalling calamities ever brought of God

upon His chosen peoiile. It would seem that

this is their great moral lesson—a precious one

for the people of God in every age. H. C.
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Here begins a series of prophecies (chaps.

24-35), having reference chiefly to Judah. It

is not divided into parts by any titles or ex-

press intimations of a change of subject. The
style is also homogeneous and uniform. The
attempts which have been made to subdivide

this portion of the book are for the most part

arbitrary. The conventional division into chap-

ters may be retained as a matter of convenience.

The first four chapters (24-27) are now univer-

sally regarded as forming one continuous com-

position. What is said of chap. 24 is therefore

in some degree applicable to the whole. This

chapter contains a description of a country

filled with confusion and distress by a visita-

tion from Jehovah in consequence of its in-

iquities (verses 1-12). It then speaks of a rem-

nant scattered among the nations and glorify-

ing God in distant lands (verses 13-16). The
prophet then resumes his description of the

judgments coming on the same land or another,

winding up with a prophecy of Jehovah's ex-

altation in Jerusalem (verses 16-23). . . . We
have here another illustration of the value of

the boasted modern criticism. Gesenius is con-

fident that the prophecy was written in Babj^-

loa ; Ewald and Knobel are equally confident

that it was written in the Holy Laud. Gesenius

disparages the style as cold and artificial ; Hit-

zig speaks of it w^ith contempt as awkward,
feeble and inelegant ; Ewald treats it with re-

spect as poetical and skilful, although not orig-

inal ; while Umbreit lauds it as a noble speci-

men of Hebrew poetry. In this case, as in

others, each writer first determines upon gen-

eral grounds the age of the production, and

then confirms it by internal proofs. The points

of resemblance to the undisputed writings of

Isaiah are set down as plagiarisms or imita-

tions. Ewald even goes so far as to mark cer-

tain passages as borrowed from older writers

no longer extant. The paronomasias and other

verbal peculiarities of the passage, instead of

proving it the work of Isaiah, in whose acknowl-

edged writings they are also found, prove the

contrary because they are so numerous. In

this way all proof of the genuineness of a dis-

puted passage is rendered impossible. If it

has not the usual characteristics of the author,

it is therefore spurious ; if it has, it is evidently

an imitation. It is true, distinctions are made
as to the number, good taste and connection

;

but they are always made at will, and so as to

confirm the previous conclusion. Setting aside

this empirical criticism as unworthy of atten-

tion, we may observe that the endless diversity

of judgment, both among the older and later

writers, shows that the prediction is genu-
ine. A.

It is agreed that here begins a new sermon,
which is continued to the end of chap. 27.

And in it the prophet, according to the direc-

tions he had received, does, in many precious

promises, say " to the righteous. It shall be well

with them;" and in many dreadful tlireaten-

ings he says, " Woe to the wicked, it siiall be ill

with them" (3 : 10, 11) ; and these are inter-

woven, that they may illustrate each other.

This chapter is mostly tlireatening ; and as

the judgments threatened are very sore and
grievous ones, so the people threatened with

those judgments are very many. It is not

the burden of any particular city or kingdom,
as those before, but the burden of the whole

earth. H.

24 : 1. The figure is that of a bottle or other

vessel drained of its contents by being turned

upside down. The face is the upper part or

mouth of the vessel. The last clause resolves

the figure into literal expressions. Isaiah here

speaks of the Babylonian conquest as still dis-

tant, but at the same time as infallibly certain.

To avoid this conclusion, Gesenius denies that

Isaiah was the author, and violates the usage

of the language by translating this whole pas-

sage in the past tense. A.

4-6. The sentence of doom is seen taking

effect, like the curse on the barren fig-tree.

The vision is inexpressibly grand, solemn and

mournful. Sin against God's everlasting laws

is bearing its natural and certain fruits of sor-

row and death. The whole frame of nature is

polluted by the transgression of men. The
rainbow had been given as the sign of a cove-

nant forever between God and " every living

creature of all flesh upon the earth." This

covenant was now broken by the gross idolatry

of the Gentiles, and even of Israel, the chosen

people. Instead of seedtime and harvest, and

joyful increase, there would thus be a curse of

barrenness, wasting and desolation. Jiirkn.

6. The "curse" which devoured the land

(" ate up" is the Hebrew) naturally refera to

those fearful curses which God through Moses

denounced against idolatry and apostasy. (See

De. 27 and 28.) Tlie verb rendered " are deso-

late" combines the ideas of both sin and pun-

ishment

—

i.e., it signifies sinning, but implies

its punishment. These ideas were (riglitly) as-

sociated very strongly in tlie Hebrew mind and

language. Tlie various agencies of war, siege,

famine, sword, with fire also, cut off almost the

entire population when Jerusalem fell before

the Chaldeans. H. C.
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7-12. All festive mirth is changed into si-

lence and sorrow. Men have been lovers of

pleasure more than lovers of God. And now
pleasure, tli' ' Idol, will be abolished. "Wine

and song -cease together, and those who
still cling I iheir worldly delights will find

them turn to /itterness and sorrow. Past and

future tenses are intermingled, to denote the

inevitableness of the coming judgment. Each

city of the land, being a scene of moral confu-

sion, will be emptied, and then demolished,

and its houses left without inhabitant. A
shadow broods over worldly hearts, like the

shadow of the grave. Birks.

14, 15. Quick as thought is the transition

here from sorrow to joy. The few scattered

fugitives, seen as captives in foreign lands, are

suddenly impressed with the majesty and glory

of God, and break forth into exulting praises.

They see that God is good and glorious even in

His sternest discipline and in His most terrible

judgments ; and therefore they praise Him.

The chastisements of God upon them have been

a pure blessing. In verse 15 we may best sup-

pose that the prophet in sympathy with this

song interposes his exhortation to all people in

the remotest ends of the earth to join in it and

give glory to Jehovah, God of Israel.
'

' Where-

fore"

—

i.e., because of His great majesty, " all

ye of the East glorify Jehovah, and all ye of

the West, in the isles of the sea, glorify the

name of the Lord God of Israel." H. C.

The word rendered " fires" has been variously

explained as meaning valleys, caverns, doc-

trines, fires of affliction, exile, Urim, Ur. But

the weight of exegetical authority preponder-

ates in favor of the meaning in the east (as the

region of sunrise or of dawning light) in oppo-

sition to the sea or west. A.

16. In this verse there is a transition back

from joy to grief, equally sudden with that

from grief to joj^ in verse 14. " From the ut-

termost part," the extreme wings (Heb.) "of

the earth have we heard songs" of praise,

"comely for the righteous." "And then I

[saw the dark side again and] said Woe to

me," etc. H. C. Righteous. Should be

taken in its general and wider sense, for the

upright or faithful man. The songs of praise

uttered by these in the fires of trial, or in their

farthest exile, will be their beautiful ornament,

the signs of a faith which glories in tribulation,

pierces through clouds, and triumphs over sor-

row. The prophet returns from this bright

vision to lament once more the calamities near

at hand. Heathen spoilers, treacherous and

false, are bringing ruin and desolation on Israel

and Judali. The words may apply equally to

the apostasies and rebellious of Israel, the true

cause of the coming judgments. Birks.

1 7. Fear. Fear is not a base motive if it

aids us in securing our welfare. It may at

times be the only motive within call. A char-

acter built on fear is a base character without

doubt, but a character in the formation of

which fear at the right time and in the right

degree has had some share ma}' be the best of

all characters. No active principle of our na-

ture is base, which is necessary, as fear is, for

our preservation. If there are objective dan-

gers to body or soul, to the interests of time

or of eternity, it is not base, it is rather wise to

seek by a subjective impulse to avoid the dan-

ger. If there are dangers from sin, why should

they not be feared when perceived, and be

pointed out to the sinner if unperceived? If

there are risks to character, how can a reason-

able being fail to take them into accoiint, or if

he is not aware of them, how can a benevolent

man fail to forewarn him? If God's favor is

worth everything and we can forfeit or have

forfeited it, what but fear can lead us in a

world like this to avoid or repair the evil? If

sin is eating into our life, blasting its blossoms

and despoiling it of all solid fruit, and the time

for amendment has not slipped by, how good a

friend is that fear which can bring us to reflec-

tion, to resolution, to a new life? Why should

we refuse to appeal to the motive of fear, when
great interests, paramount interests are at stake,

and jx't appeal to it when the risk is small and

the loss would be trivial? Moreover, what does

experience say if not this—that few or no per-

sons are led to break the chains of worldly

habit, unless some sense of risk, some solicitude

for their future welfare, lifts up its startling

voice in company with the soft expostulations

of the gospel. Suppose that the gospel had

sounded no notes of alarm ; would man in his

sins, who, as it is, moves so sluggishly and

tardily in the prospect of a remote evil, be

ever led to move at all? Nay, might he not

argue, if there were no danger threatened and

no harm to be avoided, that sin must be an in-

considerable evil, since the Divine lawgiver

has not thought it worth His while to call in

the aid of a strong motive, to which all human
forms of government find it necessary to ap-

peal even in order to secure outward peace?

T. I). Woolseij.

17-20. Successive judgments serve to make
the desolation more and yet more complete.

Whoever escapes the first falls into tiie second
;

and if any escape the second, they arc taken in
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the third. The " windows on high opened"

suggest tlie deluge of Noah's time, the thought

being that men can no more escape now tlian

then. The earthquake, rending open the earth's

crust and engulfing cities, is the next figure.

In verse 29, the "cottage" is supposed by

modern critics to be rather the hammock sus-

pended on limbs of trees for the convenience of

watching one's garden. The earth swings to

and fro like such a hammock before the wind.

The sins of the world lie heavy upon it ; God

is calling nations to their solemn account ; some

at least shall fall to rise no more. Probably

we must assvime a somewhat special reference

in these verses to Babylon, yet not to the ex-

clusion of Judah and Jerusalem. Babylon

was doomed to fall so utterly as to rise no

more. Precisely this is not said of Jerusalem.

H. C.

23. The simple meaning of the verse ap-

pears to be that Jehovah's reign over His peo-

ple shall be more august than that of any cre-

ated sovereign. This is true of the Church in

various periods of history, but more especially

in tliose when the presence and power of God
are peculiarly manifested. A.

In the anthem that follows, Isaiah takes his

stand in that future, bright with hope, which
has been announced in his earlier messages.

The strain of praise and hope is continued in

the two chapters that follow. Birks.

Our grandest Christian enterprises, in fact,

still run in prophetic grooves. It is not John
and Paul who are the patrons of modern mis-

sions, but rather the rapt Isaiah. It is his

bugle that still, to-day, rallies and guides the

march of the militant host. And as, some-

times, there are stars which refuse to be ob-

scured, making themselves manifest even

through the splendor of a noonday sun, so

there are passages in this and other prophets

so luminous with heavenly hope that, not alone

in the gloom of Africa or the twilight of the

older civilizations, but at the very focus of

Christian civilization and enlightenment, they

serve as beacons of inspiration and encourage-

ment. E. C. B.

Chap. 25. In the course of this extended

prophecy (chaps. 24-27) the prophet had reached

the fall of Babylon at the close of chap. 24.

lie therefore gives us here, as he is wont, an

appropriate song to be sung in praise of God
for that destruction and for its results of de-

liverance to His people (verses 1-5) ; then

(verses 6 9) from this minor and antecedent
victory for Zion he looks down into the future

to another analogous but greater victory, which

will bring home the Gentile nations to a joyful

feast in Mount Zion ; which will pour the light

of day over the lands where darkness had

reigned ; wipe tears away and bring joy to the

earth in the salvation of the gospel ; closing

(verses 10-12) with the utter downtreading of

Zion's enemies, despite their puny efforts to re-

sist the Almighty.

This chapter consists of three distinguishable

parts. The first is a thanksgiving to God for

the destruction of Babylon and the deliverance

of the Jews (verses 1-5). The second is a

promise of favor to the Gentiles and the people

of God, when united on Mount Zion (verses

6-9). The third is a threatening of disgrace-

ful ruin to Moab (verses 10-12). A.

1. In this song, the prophet speaks /«/• the

Church of God, expressing sentiments and

emotions appropriate to her case. In its spirit

as well as its occasion this song corresponds to

that in chap. 12.

2. " For" (this is the proof) thou hast utterly

destroyed Babylon. Thou hast changed that

city, even that strongly fortified city, into a

heap of ruins
;

palaces of strangers (foreign

and alien from Israel's God) thou hast so en-

tirely destroyed that they shall constitute a

city no more ; it shall never be built again. So

Babylon lies to-day, unbuilt, a pile of ruins.

II. C. The stern, shapeless mound rises like

a hill from the scorched plain ; fragments of

pottery and a stupendous mass of brick-work
are occasionally laid bare by the winter rains.

He is at a loss to give any form to the rude

heap on which he is gazing. Those of whom
they are the remains have left no visible traces

of their civilization or their arts. The more he

conjectures, the more vague the results appear.

The scene around is worthy of the ruin. Des-

olation meets desolation, a feeling of awe suc-

ceeds to wonder, for there is nothing to relieve

the mound, or tell of what has gone by. These

huge mounds of Assyria make a deeper impres-

sion than the temples of Balbec or theatres of

Ionia. Layard.

3. These judgments will make a deep im-

pression on the conquerors themselves, and on

the whole heathen world. A strong people,

the Persian destroyers of Babjion, will glorify

the God of Israel. The decrees of Cyrus, Da-

rius and Artaxerxes bear witness to the fulfil-

ment. Birks.

4. The nations shall reverence Jehovah, not

merely as the destroyer of Babylon, but as the

deliverer of His people, for whose sake that

catastrophe was brought about. The two fig-

ures of extreme heat and a storm of rain are
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combined to express the idea of persecution or

MfHiction. A.

He is a " Strength to the needy in his distress,"

then when lie needs strength and when liis dis-

tress drives him to God. And as He strength-

ens them against their inward decays, so He
shelters them from outward assaults ; He is a

refuge from the storm of rain or hail, and a

shadow from the scorching heat of the sun in

summer. Whatever dangers or troubles God's

people may be in, effectual care is taken that

they shall sustain no real hurt or damage.

When perils are most threatening and alarming,

God will then appear for the safety of His peo-

ple ; and God will be such a shelter to His peo-

ple that they shall be able to stand the shock,

keep their ground, and maintain their integrity

and peace. A storm, beating on a ship, tosses

it, but that which beats on a wall never stirs

it. n.

6. The song of praise now passes on to the

days of Messiah. The blessings of the gospel

are described under the figure of an ample

feast, as Isa. 55 : 1-6 ; Matt. 22 : 1-4 ; Luke
14 : 15-20. The Author of this feast is first

named, the Lord of hosts. Next, its subjects,

or the invited guests, who are " all nations."

Thirdly, the place of the entertainment, " in

this mountain ;" or Jerusalem, where the Son
of God began and closed His public ministry,

and suffered without the gate. Lastly, the na-

ture of the banquet, the meat of fatlings and

choicest wine, free from dregs, but with the

strength and richness of long fermentation.

This feast is expounded in the gospel, and is

the full provision of mercy in the atoning sacri-

fice and resurrection of the Son of God. Birks.

By the inspired penmen Zion was exalted

from its original geographical sense to be the

representative of that Divine state of which it

was the centre, and of which the Christian

Church is the true heir. It is histjsrically true

that from Jerusalem the gospel of Christ went
forth to bless all nations, and in this sense the

feast was spread for them on Mount Zion. But
with a far deeper, grander import the expres-

sion, "in this mountain," teaches us that the

feast which God makes for the world is made
in the Church, and is furnished to the nations

through her instrumentality. E. P. Barrows.

6, y. The deliverance wrought for God's

people in their restoration from Babylon sug-

gested the yet greater deliverance wrought
from the Gentile nations in bringing them from

darkness to light, from their state of utter

want and famine to the fulness and fatness of

this rich gospel feast. " This naountain" can

be no other than Mount Zion, thought of as a

symbol of the gospel Church. The Lord pre-

pares this feast in a very special sense indeed,

since Jesus gives His own flesh as the bread of

life. With figures of speech, luxuriant, full

and rich, the prophet sets forth the fatness and
abundance of this feast : "fat things ;" wines

long kept standing on their lees ; fat things

full of marrow ; wines not only kept long on

their lees, but well refined. The Hebrews had
no higher ideas of a perfect feast than those

which are grouped together here. To heighten

the wealth of this prediction, the Lord prepares

this feast for all people. So the next verse has

it ; God removes the vail that has long covered
" all peopW' and has been spread over " all na-

tions." This therefore is the world's great

Jubilee. Correspondingly the same great fact

is revealed in Ps. 22. The world's great

sufferer, having borne our griefs and passed

through the dreadful agony, makes His thanks-

giving feast ; His friends partake with Him
;

" the meek eat and are satisfied ;" "all the

ends of the world remember and return unto

the Lord, and all the kindreds of the nations

worship before Him." The essential ideas are

that Jesus, having suffered, provides a most

magnificent gospel feast
;
gathers all nations

home around His t.able and to His heart of in-

finite love ; sees the travail of His soul and is

satisfied, rejoicing forever in the fruits unto

life and salvation which come of His vicarious

death. H. C.

8. The true sense seems to be that all misery

and suffering, comprehended under the generic

name of death, should be completely done away.

It is then a description of the ultimate effects

of the influence before described as flowing

from Mount Zion or the Church of God. In

its highest sense this may never be realized by
any individual till after death. Paul saj^s ac-

cordingly (1 Cor. 15 : 54), that when this cor-

ruptible shall have put on incorruption, and

this mortal shall have put on inmiortality, then

shall be brought to pass the saying that is

written, Heath is sicalloimd up in victory. A.

To sioallow up death forever is to abolish it

forever ; to wipe away tears from all faces is to

remove all son-ows ; to take away the reproach

<f Ills people is to make them honorable through-

out all the earth. These words are applied in

the New Testament to the final glory and

blessedness of the saints in heaven (1 Cor. 15).

Barroics.

The troubles and labors of the present world,

and the dissolution of tlie body, do still take

place as warnings and chastisements for sin-
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ners ;
but the sorrows are not comfortless, nor

the dissolution final ; the dominion of death

consisted in this, that it rendered that dissolu-

tion final and irreparable ; and the devil is said

to have the power of death, because, by seduc

ing man to sin, he subjected him to that irre-

trievable dissolution. That death should be

destroyed and men restored to happiness by the

Messiah is confessed by very eminent Jewish

writers, who therefore apply to him, in the most

rigorous sense, these words of Isaiah. Dean

Stanhope.

Christ will Himself, in His resurrection, tri-

umph over death ; will break its bands, its

bars, asunder, and cast away all its cords. The

grave seemed to swallow Him up, but really

He swallowed it up. The happiness of the

saints shall be out of the reach of death, which

puts a period to all the enjoyments of this

world, embitters them, and stains the beauty

of them. Believers may triumph over death,

and look upon it as a conquered enemy—"O
death, where is thy sting?" When the dead

bodies of the saints shall be raised at the great

day, and their mortality swallowed up of life,

then death will be forever swallowed up of vic-

tory ; and it is the last enemy. Grief shall be

banished, and there shall be perfect and endless

joy ;
" the Lord God will wipe away tears from

off all faces.
'

' Those that mourn for sin shall be

comforted, and have their consciences pacified.

In the covenant of grace there shall be that

provided which is sufficient to balance all the

sorrows of this present time, to wipe away our

tears, and to refresh us. Those particularly

that suffer for Christ shall have consolations

abounding as their afflictions do abound. But

in the joys of heaven, and nowhere short of

them, will fully be " brought to pass this say-

ing," as that before, for there it is that God shall

" wipe away all tears" (Rev. 7 : 17 ; 21 : 4). And
therefore " there shall be no more sorrow," be-

cau.se "there shall be no more death." The
hope of this should now wipe away all excessive

tears, all the weeping that hinders sowing. H.

Hear ye how our Lord Jesus Christ, through

the victory which He accomplished in Himself,

hath overcome sin, death and the devil. The
devil He destroyed in His own body, death He
drowned in His own blood, and sin He extin-

guished in His sufferings. This He accom-

plished alone and in Himself. But He hath not

kept it for Himself alone ; for He, as very and
eternal God and Lord over all, needed not this

victory for Himself, still less did He need to

become man, and still less again to suffer under

Pontius Pilate. That, however, so great and

high a person hath done this concerneth me,

and thee, and all of us. It is the power and

fruit of the sufferings and resurrection of Christ.

Therefore, if there were a thousand hells and a

hundred thousand deaths, they would be but a

spark or a mere drop in comparison with

Christ's resurrection, victory and triumph,

which He bestoweth on all who believe in Him.

My sin and death are the spark ; but the death

and resurrection of my Lord Christ are the

great sea. For Clirist, risen from all suffering,

is greater than our sin and death, yea, greater

than heaven and earth. Lutlier.

To those to whom the resurrection of Christ

is a fact their own future life is a fact. Here

we have a solid certainty, and here alone. The
heart says as we lay our dear ones in the grave,

" Surely we part not forever." The conscience

says, as it points us to our own evil deeds,

" After death the judgment." A deep, inde-

structible instinct prophesies in every breast of

a future. But all is vague and doubtful. The
one proof of a life beyond the grave is the res-

urrection of Jesus Christ. Therefore let us be

glad with the gladness of men plucked from a

dark abyss of doubt and uncertainty, and

planted on the rock of solid certainty ; and let

us rejoice with joy unspeakable, and laden

with a prophetic weight of glory, as we ring

out the ancient Easter morning's greeting,

" The Lord is risen indeed !" A. M.

When Christ our God had been offered up as

a sacrifice, and the Resurrection followed, our

benignant Master took away the names " death

and hades," and introduced into our life a new
and strange mode of behavior. Do you see

how, thenceforward, death is called " repose

and sleep," and he whose face, before this, was
terrible, now, since the Resurrection, has be-

come a thing easy to despise? Do you see how
splendid is the trophy of the Resurrection?

To-day we are keeping our feast of victory in

its splendor ; to-day our Master, having set up
His trophy against death, and overthrown the

tyranny of the devil, has granted us the enjoy-

ment of that path to salvation which lies

through the Resurrection. Let us all then re-

joice, let us leap and exult for joy. For if it

was our Master that won the victory, and set up
the trophy, yet we share in common with Him
the joy and gladness. For it was for our sal-

vation that He did all. Chrysostom.

Death is merel}' a change of place or state,

an accident affecting locality, and little more.

We have had plenty of changes before. Life

has been one long series of departures. This

is different from the others mainly in that it is
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the last, and that to go away from this visible

and fleeting show, where Ave wander aliens

among things which have no true kindred with

us, is to go home, where there will be no more

pulling up the tent-pegs, and toiling cross the

deserts in monotonous change. How strong is

the conviction, spoken in that name for death,

that the essential life lasts on quite unaltered

through it all ! How slight the else formidable

thing is made ! We may change climates, and

for the stormy bleakness of life may have the

long still days of heaven, but we do not change

ourselves. We lose nothing worth keeping

when we leave behind the bod 3' as a dress not

fitted for home, where we are going. We but

travel one more stage, though it be the last,

and part of it be in pitchy darkness. Some pass

over it as in a fiery chariot, like Paul and many
a martyr. Some have to toil through it with

slow steps and bleeding feet and fainting heart

;

but all may have a brother with them, and

holding His hand may find that the journey is

not so hard as they feared, and the home from

which they shall remove no more, better than

they hoped when they hoped the most. A. M.

Faith is that looking forward to a future

with something like certainty that raises man
above the narrow feelings of the present. And
therefore it is that faith, and nothing but faith,

gives victory in death. It is that elevation of

character which we get from looking steadily

and forever forward, till eternity becomes a

real home to us, that enables us to look down
upon the last struggle, and the funeral, and

the grave, not as the great end of all, but only

as something that stands between us and the

end. We are conquerors of death when we are

able to look beyond it. Every day His ser-

vants are dying modestly and peacefully—not

a word of victory on their lips ; but Christ's

deep triumph in their hearts—watching the

slow progress of their own decaj', and yet so

far emancipated from personal anxiety that

they are still able to think and to plan for oth-

ers, not knowing that they are doing any great

thing. They die, and the world hears nothing

of them ; and yet theirs was the corapletest

victor}'. They came to the battle-field, the

field to which they had been looking forward

all their lives, and the enemy was not to be

found. There was no foe to fight with. F, W.

Robertson.

Paul does not speak of the fulness of the re-

ward as being ready for him at death, but as

being " henceforth laid up for him in heaven."

So he looks forward beyond the grave. The

immediate future after death was to his view

a period of blessedness indeed, but not yet full.

The state of the dead in Christ was a state of

consciousness, a state of rest, a state of felicity,

but also a state of expectation. To the full

height of their present capacity they who sleep

in Jesus are blessed, being still in His embrace
and their spirits pillowed on His heart, not so

sleeping that, like drowsy infants, they know
not where they lie so safe, but only sleeping in

so much as they rest from weariness, and have

closed their eyes to the ceaseless turmoil of this

fleeting world, and are lapped about forever

with the sweet, unbroken consciousness that

they are " present with the Lord." What per-

fect repose, perfect fruition of all desires, per-

fect union with the perfect end and object of

all their being, perfect exemption from all sor-

row, tumult and sin can bring of blessedness,

that they possess in over measure unfailingly.

And, in addition, they still know the joy of

hope, and have carried that jewel with them
into another world, for they wait for " the re-

demption of the body," in the reception of

which, "at that da}'," their life will be filled

up to a yet fuller measure, and gleam with a

more lustrous "glory." Now they rest and

wait. Then shall they be crowned. A. M.
With the advent of the heavenly city, God

Himself steps down into new and dearer inti-

macy with His children. He is no longer their

inaccessible "Sky-Father;" henceforth He
tents in the midst of His children. " And I

heard a great voice out of heaven saying, Be-

hold the tabernacle of God is irith men, and He
will dwell with them, and He will be ' God-

with-them,' their God." It is in the heavenly

city that the old Immanuel promise comes first

to its perfect fulfilling ;
" and He shall be

' God-with-them.' " In the beautiful homes
that shall throng the glorious city, no twilight

hours of sad foreboding, or of lonely remem-
bering, shall intrude w^ou the glad music of

the satisfied and restful spirit ; for there shall

be no more sorrow nor crying, for God Himself

shall wipe away all tears from their e^'es.

And over its streets of gold, and out through

its gates of pearl, no gathering of bereaved ones

shall file in still procession, and group around

an open grave in service of deep interment and

long farewell, for "the grave has been cast

into the lake of fire," " and there shall be no

more death." A city in whose homes there is

no pang, and without whose gates there is no

God's-acre ! C. H. P.

It would be a great step made in the direc-

tion of habitual holiness and caution of living,
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if we could come to keep the invisible world

and its hosts of departed and waiting souls

present to our minds as living realities ;
if we

could realize, as a constant thought, the true,

present life of all who have been upon the

earth, and are no more seen. We should read

history with a different and more serious mind
;

and we should draw directer lessons from it, to

our own daily caution and watchfulness of liv-

ing. We should not feel the dead, who pass

away from our sight, lost to our love, but learn

to look on them with something of the same

tenderness and appropriation (if I may so ex-

press it) of feeling with which we regard

friends who are gone from us into distant coun-

tries, and whom we cannot hope to see again in

the flesh. We should come to feel that as our

store grows in paradise, by friends who pass,

year after year, from the visible to the invisi-

ble, our hearts pass thither too in the same de-

gree, and dwell more among the unseen reali-

ties than the seen vanities of things. For

among the invisible even now is our real life
;

among them is to be our eternal duration.

Bp. Mobcrly.

9. And they shall say in that day, Lo, this is

our Ood ; we have waited for Him, and He loill

save tis ; this is Jehovah ; we have tcaited for

Him ; let us rejoice and be glad in His salvation.

When these gracious promises shall be fulfilled,

those who have trusted in them shall no longer

be ashamed of tlieir strong confidence, because

it will be justified by the event, and they will

have nothing left but to rejoice in the fulfil-

ment of their hopes. A.

Here we have the great ceaseless song of

Christendom rejoicing beneath the throne of

Christ, congratukiting Him on His triumphs,

on His glorious presence and power, looking

back to the ages which preceded His advent

and forward to the completeness of His salva-

tion yet to be revealed. Liddon. We be-

lieve that the history of the world is the un-

folding of His will, and the course of opinion

guided in its channel by the Voice which tlie

depths have obeyed from of old. Therefore

we wait for His working, expecting no miracle,

prescribing no time, hurried by no impatience,

avoiding no task of defence or confession ; but
knowing that, unhasting and unresting. He
will arise when the storm is loudest, and some-

how will say, " Peace ! be still." Then they

who had not cast away their confidence for any
fashion of unbelief that passeth away will re-

joice as they sing, " Lo 1 this is our God ; we
have waited for Him, and He will save us."

A. M.

Jesus is the way of God to man, the way of

man to God. In Jesus man finds God the Fa-

ther ; in Jesus God finds the lost sheep. Man
finds in Jesus God, to have God as his portion

;

God finds in Jesus man, to be His portion for-

cvermore. Blessed be God, He has brought us

nigh to Himself. We adore the great mystery

of godliness, God manifest in the flesh. We
rejoice with the joy of broken and healed, of

contrite and comforted hearts, because Jesus

loved us, and washed us from our sins in His

own blood, and brought us near to God, into

the holy of holies—a royal priesthood. We
give thanks for the gift of the Holy Ghost, in

whom we now worship the Fatlier, and by
whom the liglit and life has been kindled with-

in our hearts. Herein is love, that, notwith-

standing our sin, God has brought us nigh unto

Himself. More wonderful and glorious than

angelic purity or the innocence of Paradise is

the Divine righteousness in which we now
stand before God ; and high above all hopes

I

and thoughts of the human heart are our vmion

with the Incarnate Son of God, and the indwell-

ing of the Holy Ghost in our souls. A. Snphir.

If a man but offers himself up trustfully and

clear of all hindrance to the love of God in

Jesus Christ, saying, though it be iu silence,

" be it upon me ; let it come and do its sweet

will in me ; this I will trustfully take and ten-

derly rest in, for it is all the salvation I want"
—plainly that is but letting God love him, and

yet what is it but faith? Indeed, there is no so

good way of describing faith, as to make it

convertible at every point into the mere suffer-

ing trustfully of God's love upon us. Yes, O
guilty one, let God love thee

; yes, believe the

love God hath to thee, and rest thy all eternally

in it. Bushnell.

10. "In this mountain," here, as in verses

6, 7, locates these manifestations of God's pres-

ence and power in His Church, the central

throne of His gospel kingdom. Here the Lord's

Jiand, (His emblem of power) will abide (" rest")

and here it will reveal itself gloriously over His

enemies. Moab, as also Edom, is used compre-

hensively for the enemies of Israel. Histori-

cally both were long the jealous rivals of the

Lord's people, often in relations of bitter hos-

tility. Here Moab is seen in vision trodden

down as straw is trodden down by the cattle in

the waters of the dunghill. H. C.

11. Having compared the fall of Moab to

the treading down of straw in a filthy pool, the

prophet carries out his figure here, but with a

change so slight and at the same time so natu-

ral as almost to escape observation, while it
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greatly adds to the life of the description. The

downtrodden straw now becomes a living per-

son, struggling in vain to save himself in the

pool. A.

12. The Hebrew words give a strong sense

of lofty and inaccessible towers, thus :
" The

inaccessibility of the height of thy walls lie

brings down, lays low, and causes to touch the

earth, even the dust." Such terms, so accumu-

lated, carry our thought to the lofty walls of

Babylon, as if he would say, Thougli Moab
w^ere to build her walls high as Babylon

did hers, yet God would bring them utterly

down to the dust. If we consider Moab as a

representative name, standing for the embit-

tered enemies of Zion, the prophet's thought

may naturally have been on Babylon as well.

II. C.

6-12. This wonderful passage, for depth,

grandeur and comprehensiveness of meaning,

is not surpassed by anything in tlie Old Testa-

ment that pertains to the glory of the last days.

It follows a prediction of the judgments of God
upon the oppressors of His people, and it natu-

rally returns, toward the close of the chapter,

to the same theme, since the way for the en-

largement of Zion is prepared by the overthrow

of her enemies. Then follows, in the next

chapter, the song of Zion in view of God's

mighty Interpositions in her behalf. E. P.

Barrows.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XXVI.

26 : 1 In that day shall tliis song be simg in the land of Judah : We have a strong city
;

3 salvation will he appoint for walls and bulwarks. Open yc the gates, that the righteous

3 nation which keepeth truth may enter in. Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind

4 is stayed on thee : because he trusteth in thee. Trust ye in the Lord for ever : for in the

5 Loud jehovah is an everlasting rock. For he hath brought down them that dwell on high,

the lofty city : he layeth it low, he layeth it low even to the ground ; he bringeth it even to

6 the dust. The foot shall tread it down ; even the feet of the poor, and the steps of the

7 needy. The way of the just is uprightness : thou that art upright dost direct the path of the

8 just. Yea, in the way of thy judgements, O Loud, have we waited for thee ; to thj' name
9 and to thy memorial is the desire of our soul. With my soul have I desired thee in the

night
;
yea, with my spirit within me will I seek thee early : for when thy judgements are

10 in the earth, the inhabitants of the world learn righteousness. Let favour be shewed to the

wicked, yet wih he not learn righteousness ; in the land of uprightness will he deal wrong-

fully, and will not behold the majesty of the Lord.

11 Lord, th}' hand is lifted up, yet they see not : but they shall see thy zeal for the people,

12 and be ashamed
;
yea, fire shall devour thine adversaries. Lord, thou wilt ordain peace for

13 us : for thou hast also wrought all our works for us. O Lord our God, other lords beside

14 thee have had dominion over us ; but by thee only will we make mention of tliy name. Tliey

are dead, they shall not live ; they are deceased, they shall not rise : therefore liast thou

15 visited and destroyed them, and made all their memory to perish. Thou hast increased the

nation, O Lord, thou hast increased the nation ; thou art glorified : tliou hast enlarged all the

borders of the land.

16 Lord, in trouble have they visited thee, they poured out a prayer when thy chastening

17 was upon them. Like as a woman with child, that draweth near the time of her deliver}-, is

18 in pain and crieth out in her pangs ; so have we been before tliee, O Lord. We have been

with child, we have been in pain, we have as it were brought forth wind ; we have not

19 wrought any deliverance in the earth ; neither have the inhabitants of the world fallen. Thy
dead shall live ; my dead bodies shall arise. Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the dust •. for

thy dew is ns the dew of herbs, and the earth shall cast forth the dead.

20 Come, my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy doors about thee ; hide thyself
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21 for a little moment, until the indignation be overpast. For, behold, the Lord cometh forth

out of his place to punish the inhabitants of the earth for their iniquity :
the earth also shall

disclose her blood, and shall no more cover her slain.

Chap. 26. The first words of this chapter

show its connection with the two chapters that

precede it, and also what its subject is—viz.,

an appropriate song of praise on occasion of

the return of the Jews from their captivity in

Babylon. The last two verses (20, 21) suggest

beautifully and tenderly that the day of suffer-

ing and peril is not altogether past, yet will not

be long protracted. H. C.

The song opens with an acknowledgment of

God's protection and an exhortation to confide

therein (verses 1-4). This is founded on the

exhibition of His righteousness and power in

the destruction of His foes and the oppressors

of His people (verses 5-11). The Church ab-

jures the service of all other sovereigns, and

vows perpetual devotion to Him by whom it

has been delivered and restored (verses 12-15).

Her utter incapacity to save herself is then con-

trasted with God's power to restore His people

to new life, with a joyful anticipation of which

the song concludes (verses 16-19). The addi-

tional sentences contain a beautiful and tender

intimation of the trials which must be endured

before these glorious events take place, with a

solemn assurance that Jehovah is about to visit

both His people and their enemies with chas-

tisement (verses 20, 21). A.

1, 2. No more vivid picture of peace and se-

curity could be presented to the war-harassed

Israelite than the triumphant song with which

the chapter begins, portraying the time when

God's salvation shall take the place of walls

and bulwarks ; when the gates shall stand

open ; when men shall go in and out without

question ; when there shall be no alarm by

night or by day, but, trusting in Jehovah's

guard alone, all shall be kept in perfect peace.

It was a dream never heretofore realized in the

history of the Israelitish nation, save during

the short reign of Solomon, the transient type

of the Messianic kingdom of peace. To-day,

in its desolation, that land, as we wander over

its hills and valleys, tells the story of its past

history. Every hill-top or " tell," as it is

called, is crowned with a grass-grown desolate

heap, from which ragged stones protrude, or

are scattered over its surface. What are these?

If we dig into them, we find that they are all

the ruins of walls which once encompassed the

old cities of Israel and Judah, now laid low

even to the ground—brought even to the dust,

and trodden down by the foot of the poor and

needy. No less than 2770 names of ancient

sites have been recovered and laid down in the

maps of the Palestine Exploration Fund, the

greater part of them being those of ancient

walled towns now laid low. Tristram.

3. The original expresses it still more forci-

bly in its Semitic simplicity, " Thou shalt keep

him in peace, peace, whose mind is stayed on

Thee." It is not a promise of freedom from

sorrow ; it is not a promise of success or pros-

perity on earth ; but it is a promise of that in-

ward peace, of that heart's-ease in the breast,

with which sorrow itself is a tolerable burden,

and without which prosperity itself is a ques-

tionable boon. If we be God's true children,

then we are in possession of this peace. Far-

rar. Thou wilt keep him in peace, peace, in

perfect peace, inward peace, outward peace,

peace with God, peace of conscience, peace at

all times, under all events ; this peace shall he

be put into and kept in the possession of

whose mind is stayed upon God, because it

trusts in Him. It is the character of every

good man, that he trust in God
;
puts himself

under His guidance and government, and de-

pends upon Him that it shall be greatly to his

advantage to do so. They that trust in God

must have their minds stayed upon Him, must

trust Him at all times, under all events, must

firmly and faithfully adhere to Him, with an

entire satisfaction in Him. Such as do so God

will keep in perpetual peace, and that peace

shall keep them. When evil tidings are abroad,

they shall calmly expect the event, and not be

disturbed by frightful apprehensions arising

from them, whose hearts are " fixed, trusting in

the Lord." H.

Confidence is the noblest exercise of faith.

Looking steadily upon God in Himself, and in

Christ through the promises, it raises the soul

above all fears and discouragements, above all

doubts and disquietments, either about the re-

moving of evil or the obtaining of good. Hence

confidence is called the rest of the soul ;
there-

fore such as attain to confidence are said to be

in peace, in perfect peace. Caryl. Peace

does not dwell in outward things, but within

the soul. We may preserve it in the midst of

the bitterest pain, if our will remain firm and

submissive. Peace in this life springs from

acquiescence even in disagreeable things, not

in an exemption from suffering. Fenelon.

Peace is that state in which there are no de-
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sires madly demanding an impossible gratifica-

tion ; that state in which there is no misery, no

remorse, no sting. And there are but three

things which can break that peace. The first

is discord between the mind of man and the lot

which he is called on to inherit ; the second is

discord between the affections and powers of

the soul ; and the third is doubt of the recti-

tude and justice and love, wherewith this

world is ordered. The deepest want of man is

not a desire for happiness, but a craving for

peace ; not a wish for the gratification of every

desire, but a craving for the repose of acquies-

cence in the will of God. F. D. H.

It is a great part of the happiness of our lives

to have a confidence or quietness of spirit aboiit

the things of this life ; nor is anything more

uncomely for or uncomfortable to a saint than

distrustful thoughts and fears. To carry a

troubled mind and a troubling frame of spirit

about us, lest some evil should befall us, is

more grievous than the present suffering of

evil. Distrust is one of the worst diseases or

sicknesses of the mind, and to be anxious about

our earthly enjoyments is as bad as to trust

upon them. As our hopes should be above

the creature, so likewise should our fears be.

Caryl. Peace comes just in proportion to

trust. The first lesson to learn is God—to

know Him, to believe in Him, to have a child-

like trust that He will do the ver}^ best for all

His creatures by the very necessity of His own
goodness. He is under the compulsion of His

own benevolence. This trust enables us to

look through dark hours and to look over trials

and griefs. In enables us in the whole daily

life to walk with confidence, because things

must come out for the best to the loving soul.

We know in prayer that what Ave desire is

God's desire ; that we can state our wishes as

to one who will of course grant all that is best.

The soul must learn the waj^ of peace, as it

must reach all things, by experience. It is no

wonder that peace at first is by broken glimpses,

and by snatches ; and that praj'er goes out

often into a dark void. It will take long pa-

tience and careful study and gentle teachable-

ness to bring us to the calm, cloudless condi-

tion. Whatever else each one may hope for in

the heavenly state, this is our common long-

ing and our sure possession. The end of all

our strivings and stragglings is peace. E. P.

Potcell.

God Himself communicates that peace of

mind which flows from a sense of pardon and

acceptance. He reveals to the soul in His own
way and time, by His own spirit, the love He

bears toward it, the mercy He has prepared for

it, perhaps the work He has wrought in it. He
shows it in the blood of Christ, its freedom
from condemnation ; in the obedience of Christ,

its " robe of righteousness ;" in the purifying

spirit, the gifts and graces of Christ, its " gar-

ment of salvation;" and in the promises and
life of Christ, its safety. He unfolds, as it

were, the book of life ; He shows to the won-
dering sinner his own poor, despised name
shining there ; and the consequence is—and
how can it be otherwise ?—he is " filled with

all joy and peace in believing ;" he " abounds

in hope through the power of the Holy Ghost ;"

" the peace of God rules," presides and reigns
" in his heart." C. Bradley.

4. Tru§t ye in the Lord forever, for
in tlie Liord Jciiovali is everia§ting
streiigtli. We may depend upon Him, for

His arm is never dried up, nor does His strength

fail. There is no wrinlde iqwn the brow of Eter-

nity. God is where He was at first ; He con-

tinues forever a God of infinite power, able to

save those that trust in Him. Manton.
" For in the Lord Jehovah is a rock of ages."

So the Hebrew has it, including under the fig-

ure of a rock the two ideas of a refuge and of a

sure foundation. The original makes this spe-

cial name of God emphatic by repetition, " For

in Jail Jehovah"—Jah being a contraction for

Jehovah. It should be borne in mind that

while all the names of God are significant, each

of some one attribute, the special significance

of this name is, Oocl as faithful to His promises,

ever true to those who trust Him. Immuta-

bility is perhaps the primary idea. He who
changes never ; but the practical and ultimate

result is, one who, being changeless, never for-

gets His promises—experiences no change in

the state of mind which gave the promises
;

one who continues evermore the same, and

therefore is ever true and faithful. This is His

memorial name, a name to be remembered

through all the interval, however long, be-

tween promise and fulfilment, till you see the

promise verified. (See Hos. 13 : 5 and Ex.

3 : 13-15.) H. C. The double name Jah Je-

hovah is most emphatic, to denote God's un-

changeableness in His love to His people.

" Everlasting Strength" is literally " a rock of

ages." In Him a sure and eternal support,

firm as a rock, hvsting as eternity, will be

found by His people. Birks. Therefore the

song breaks into triumphant fervor of sum-

mons to all who hear it (verse 4) to " trust in

Jah Jehovah forever." Such settled, perpet-

ual trust is the only attitude corresponding to
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His mighty name, and to tlie realities found in

His character. He is the " rock of ages," the

grand figure which Moses learned beneath the

cliffs of Sinai and wove into his last song, and

which tells us of the unchanging strength that

makes a sure hiding-place for all generations,

and the ample space which will hold all tne

souls of men, and be for a shadow from the

heat a covert from the tempest, a shelter from

the foe, and a home for the homeless, with

many a'springing fountain in its clefts. AM.
Trust. If you would understand the doc-

trine of faith and its relations to the cross, you

must study it in both Testaments. You must

follow its growth through the twilight of earli-

est ao-es, when types and ceremonies were the

trellis that sustained it, forward to the time

when it wreathed itself round the cross. You

will first see it in the lives of men who through

darkness stretched their hands unto God, and

to whom the whole of salvation was in one

word, trust. As revelation progresses you will

see its vital character passing into such words

as come receive, look and rest. The idea grows

with the growth of the Bible. Side lights of

Christian lives, of history and prophecy, play

upon it all the way along, until, where the

apostle exclaims, " now abideth faith, hope

and charity," it stands out with its two com-

panions like three graces divinely clear and

fair. And so with any religious subject. The

Bible development of it makes the most beauti-

ful study of it. C. L. Thompson.

If you look into the Old Testament, you will

find constantly, " Trust ye in the Lord for-

ever ;" '-Put thy trust in Jehovah !" There,

too, faith was the seed and germ of all religion.

There, too, though under the hard husk of ap-

parently external obedience and ceremonial

sacrifices, the just lived by faith. The object

was the Jehovah of that ancient covenant. Re-

ligion has always been the same in every dis-

pensation. At every time, that which made a

man a devout man has been identically the same

thing. It has always been true that it has been

faith which has bound man to God, and given

man hope. But when we come to the New

Testament, the centre is shifted, as it would

seem. What has become of the grand old

words, " Trust ye in the Lord Jehovah" ?

Look ! Christ stands there, and says, " Believe

upon Me !" With calm, simple, profound dig-

nity. He lays His hand upon all the ancient and

consecrated words, upon all the ancient and

hallowed emotions that used to set to the un-

seen God between the cherubim, throned above

judgment and resting upon mercy ;
and He

says. They are Mine—give them to Me !
That

ancient trust, I claim the right to have it.

That old obedience, it belongs to Me. I am He

to whom in all time the loving hearts of them

that loved God have set. I am the Angel of

the Covenant, in whom whoever trusteth shall

never be confounded ! Christ thus steps, in the

New Testament—in so far as the direction of

the religious emotions of faith and love is con-

cerned—into the place filled by the Jehovah of

the Old. Christ w as our brother and a man,

but He was the Son of God, the Divine Re-

deemer. The object of faith is Christ
;
and as

object of faith He must needs be Divine.

A. M.

From beginning to end a Chi'istian life is a

life of faith. The word "trust" is the key-

word of Old Testament theology, and the word

" believe" is the keyword in the New. They

both mean the same thing. Cuyler. We are

apt to lose ourselves in the labyrinths of theol-

ogy, until we learn that Christian faith is es-

sentially personal trust in Christ and the Fa-

ther. Tins trust may be sublime even if it

cannot solve the Divine mysteries ;
it can be

perfect peace without knowing exactly how

God"s mercy performs its wonders. What

more does love need than the apprehension of

God as love? Stuckenberg. Faith and obedi-

ence turn a man into the likeness of that in

which he trusts. If we trust Jesus we open

our hearts to Him ; and if we open our hearts

to Him He will come in. Faith and obedience

will mould us, by their natural effect, into the

resemblance of that on which we lean. As

one of the old German mystics said, " W hat

thou lovest, that thou dost become.
'

'
And it is

blessedly true. A. M.

The apostle says, " By faith ye stand." He

does not say, by patience, or by hope, or the

like They are drawn from faith. Strengthen

that, and strengthen all other that are infused

from it. As a tree, we cast not water on the

branches, but on the root. So strengthen faith.

We strengthen love, and hope, and all. if we

strengthen faith and assurance of God's love in

Christ. Sibbcs. As we put trust in Him and

receive the blessing and find Him to be faithful,

we come to believe in Him ; not merely because

of His Word, but because of what we have ex-

perienced. Out of all these comes patience un-

der trial, and " patience worketh experience,

and experience hope which maketh not ashamed,

because the love of God is shed abroad in our

hearts
" Out of a fixed confidence groweth

contentment, and we find godliness with con-

tentment to be great gain. Kindred graces
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come to adorn the character, even " the orna-

ment of a meek and a quiet spirit, which in

Christ's sight is of great price." Out of the

whole arises fruit ever becoming riclier and

mellower— in good works, in almsgiving, in

self-sacrifice, in abundant labors for the good

of mankind. These react on faith, and by
works faith is made perfect. Thus the Chris-

tian, by addition, grows up into the measure of

the stature of Christ. McCosh.

In prayer, it is faith that must make us suc-

cessful ; in obedience, it is faith that must

make us cheerful ; iu afflictions, it is faith that

must make us patient ; in trials, it is faith that

must make us resolute ; in desertions, it is faith

that must make us comfortable ; in life, it is

faith which must make us fruitful ; and in

death, it is faith which must make us victori-

ous. Clarke. Its nature and office is most

simple, as much so as the confidence of a prat-

tling child in his father's kindness and wisdom
;

yet at the same time as expansive in its views

as the loftiest science that ever tasked the pow-

ers of a created intellect. It is but a hearty

assent to the whole testimony of God—a sub-

mission of the entire soul, not of the intellect

only, but also of the affections and the imagi-

nation, to the testimony of God ; whether

that testimony be employed in prescribing a

duty or in establishing a privilege. It is the

acknowledgment of human ignorance, united

with confidence in Divine wisdom and subjec-

tion to Divine authority. Making no reserva-

tions, prescribing no terms of limitation, claim-

ing no power of revoking or abiidging its

grant, it is a surrender of the intelligent spirit

to the word of God as its rule and its stay ; in

conformity to it as the one standard of human
conduct, and in dependence upon it as the

only fitting nutriment of the spiritual life.

W. II. W.
While it is a great thing to be an earnest

worker in Christ's service, yet the Christian

life is not mainly a life of action, but of trust
;

not of independent exertion, but of self-aban-

donment to the working of a mightier agency

than ours. Even at its outset it is not work,

but faith. The beginning of true religion is

not the setting out on a new course in the con-

sciousness of unexhausted strength and resolu-

tion, but rather the casting of the spirit worn
with the burden, soiled with the dust of life's

friendless journey, on One who has offered, and

is infinitely able to sustain it. And so in its

subsetiuent progress, while there is an aspect

in which religion may be contemplated as a life

of strenuous work, there is another and higher

in which it must be viewed as a life of resigna-

tion and of rest. Calmly as the midnight voy-

ager sleeps, while under watchful guidance the

vessel bears him onward, so calmly, with such
trustful humility, does the believer commit
himself and his fates for time and eternity to

the unslumbering providence of God. Stay-

ing his hand, indeed, from no duty, withhold-

ing from no work of self-improvement or of

beneficent activity, jielding never to that spuri-

ous humility which is but the disguise of indo-

lent fatalism, he yet ever retains in his spirit

the unanxious quietness of one who knows that

results are not in his hand, but God's. It is

little, at best, that he can do to help on the

world's progress or his own ; but whether he

work, or forbear from working, he knows that
" the Father worketh hitherto, and will work."
In the strife with sin, in the contemplation of

moral evil withstanding God's work in the

world, there may be much to discourage an

earnest mind ; but ever when doubts harass, or

abortive efforts distress the spirit, and the sense

of our human weakness becomes most oppres-

sive, what relief to pass out of self into God,

and to stay our feebleness on the everlasting

arms. Caird.

7. The way for the righteous is level ; Thou

most upright wilt level the path of the righteous.

A man's way is a common scriptural figure for

his course of life. A straight or level way is a

prosperous life. It is here declared that the

course of the righteous is a prosperous one, be-

cause God makes it so.

8. Also in the way of Thy judgments, oh Jeho-

vah, we have waitedfor Thee ; to Thy name and
Thy remembrance {was our) soul's desire. For

this manifestation of Thy righteousness and

goodness we have long been waiting //; the way

of Thy judgments—i.e., to see Thee come forth

as a judge, for the vindication of Tliy people

and the destruction of their enemies. Name
and remembrance or memorial denote the mani-

festation of God's attributes iu His works.

A.

8, 9. By often thinking of God, the heart

will be enticed into desires after Ilim. " The

desire of our soul is to Thy name, and to the

remembrance of Thee ;" and see what follows,

verse 9 :
" With my soul have I desired Thee

in the night
;
yea, with my spirit within me

will I seek Thee early." Love sets the soul on

musing, and from musing to praying. IMedita-

tion is prayer in bullion, prayer in the ore

—

soon melted and run into holj' desires. The
laden cloud soon drops into rain ; the piece

charged soon goes off when fire is put to it. A
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meditating soul is in proxima potentia to prayer.

William Garnall.

9. Ill the Highlit. Only in the sacredness

of inward silence does the soul truly meet the

secret, hiding God. The strength of resolve,

which afterward shapes life and mixes itself

with action, is the fruit of these sacred solitary

moments. There is a Divine depth in silence
;

we meet God alone ! F. W. Robertson.

Have I desired Thee, . . . w\\\ I

seek Thee. A devotional spirit cultivates

the habit of seeing God in everything. To such

a spirit the earth and the heavens are a tem-

ple, the only temple worthy of God. To it the

succession of day and night and the march of

the seasons are constant hymns. To it, not the

heavens alone, but the whole framework and

structure of natui*e with its ongoings " declare

the glory of God." This is the spirit which it

is the duty and happiness of man to cultivate.

The liighest use of nature is not the support of

man, but to lead him to God. A devotional

spirit may also be cultivated by observing the

providence of God as it respects nations, indi-

viduals and particularly ourselves. Here, as

in nature, it is possible for men to substitute

something else, as chance, or fate, for God
;

but those who believe in Him will nowhere

find more striking evidence of a Divine hand,

and " he who will observe the providence of

God will have providences to observe." But
the main nutriment of a devotional spirit must
be found in the Scriptures. Whatever may be

said of the truth of the Scriptures, it is demon-
strable that the God whom they reveal must
call forth the highest possible adoration, and

hence that the knowledge of God as revealed

in them must, more than anything else can,

quicken intelligent devotion. The attributes

and character of God as made known in the

Scriptures hold the same relation to devotion

that the infinity of space, and the awful force

that sustains and moves in it the array of suns

and planets, holds to the emotion of sublimity
;

and as nothing can supersede infinite space in

that relation, so nothing can supersede the God
of the Bible as the ground and stimulus of the

highest possible devotion. Thus recognizing

God in the three great modes in Avhich He is

revealed—in nature, in providence and in reve-

lation—we shall cultivate a devotional spirit.

Mark Hopkins.

When Thy judgements are in the
earth, the inhabitants of the world
learn rijfhteousiiess. God does not pun-
ish for the sake of punishment merely ; even
His severities are the effects of goodness, and

always directed to the advantage of those who
feel them, or at least of others,

'

' that they

may hear, and fear, and do no more wicked-

ness." The great (comprehensive lesson which
He intends to teach by every judgment is, an
awful regard to Himself as the moral governor

of the world and the practice of religion.

Abp. Seeker.

The only power which is absolutely neces-

sary to the world's good is that of righteous-

ness. This unites a people. This gives clear

heads, strong frames, valiant hearts. A nation

whose heart is soundly righteous will not fight

unless it must ; but if it must, it will fight

grandly and for a righteous aim. The great

God of nations will set His seal of approval on
peoples that cleave to the right b^' giving

again and again the victory to that which, hu-

manly speaking, is the weaker side. Scrip-

ture cases of this abound : Israel and Pharaoh
;

Gideon and the Midianites ; Hezekiah and Sen-

nacherib ; Jehoshaphat and the Ammonites
;

and (in another sense) Elijah and the priests

and prophets of Baal. The Word of God is

continually showing us that power is not always

where it seems to be, but very often where it

seems not to be : Joseph, Daniel, Peter, etc.

From all these considerations, there may be

drawn out an earnest appeal to men, even if

they aim at nought higher than to be the true

lovers and guardians of their country and na-

tion, to seek for the sake of their own dear land,

to love and to practise righteousness. C. C.

12-19. The prophet, in these verses, looks

back upon what God had done with them, both

in mercy and judgment, and sings unto God of

both ; and then looks forward upon what he

hoped God would do for them. H.

12, Jehovah, Thou tnilt give us peace
, for even

all our works Thou Jiast wrought for us. This is

an expression of strong confidence and hope,

founded on what has already been experienced.

God certainly would favor them in future, for

He had done so already. A.

13. The grand corruption of the heart of

man, the great root-sin which sets itself against

Christ as a Lord, is that lord of all misrule,

SELF ; that is the lord that lords it over you
;

and all other sins are but under-servants to this

great lord of self-love, self-pride and self-right-

eousness. Now a true believer is righteous by
the riglueousness of another ; he lives by the

life of another ; he is acted on by the spirit of

another ; and, therefore, he, of any man in the

world, should have least of self in him ; because

Christ, as Lord, doth absolutely set Himself

against this great corruption. And therefore.
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if j-ou would know one excellent way of judg-

ing of Jesus Christ the Lord, His being in you,

it is by the breaking and casting down of self
;

for the more full that a man is of self, the more

empty is he of Christ ; and the more full he is

of Christ, the more empty he is of self ; for the

lord-self, and the Lord-Christ, cannot stand to-

gether ; the lordship of Christ and the lordship

of self are inconsistent ; when you receive the

Lord-Christ, then the lord-self is unthroned and

thrown down. Erskine.

14, Those whom we lately served are now
no more ; Thou hast destroyed them and con-

signed them to oblivion, for the very purpose

of securing our freedom and devotion to Thy
service. A.

15, The prophet repeats the cherished

thought : Thou hast increased Thine own peo-

ple, and in doing this hast glorified Tliyself.

" Thou hast enlarged all the borders of the

land," is the proper rendering. The sense is

that God had moved back the borders of their

land on every side to enlarge their territory.

The new Zion is to be on a larger scale, filliug

far more territory. This enlargement (as is

shown fully in many other prophecies) contem-

plates the addition not only of restored Jews,

but of converted Gentiles. H. C.

16, 17. The song passes now from the past

to the future. Israel's national rejection of

idols, their increase in number, and their wide

dispersion are followed by sore troubles, that

prepare the way, in the last times, for their full

and final recovery to the covenant and favor of

God. Their own efforts will wholly fail. God
Himself will then mightily interfere ; and Zion,

according to the later promise (66 : 7-9), will

travail not in vain, and will bring forth chil-

dren. Birks.

16. It was not merely after their deliverance

that they turned from idols unto God. Their

deliverance itself was owing to their humble

prayers. Visit is here used in the unusual but

natural sense of seeking God in supplication.

It is implied, though not expressed, that their

prayer Avas humble and submissive because they

felt that what they suffered was a chastisement

from God.

19. I'hy dead shall live, my corpses shall ai'ise ;

{awake and sine/ ye that dwell in the dust I) for

the dew of herbs is Thy dew, and {on) the earth,

(on) the dead. Thou wilt cause it to fall. This

verse is in the strongest contrast with the one

before it. To the ineffectual efforts of the peo-

ple to save themselves, he now opposes their

actual deliverance by God. They shall rise be-

cause they are Thy dead—i.e., Thy dead people.

Awake, etc., is a joyful apostrophe to the deacT,

after which the address to Jehovah is resumed.

The reference to the dew is intended to illus-

trate the vivifying power of God. The obvi-

ous meaning of the words is an expression of

strong confidence and hope, or rather of pro-

phetic foresight, that God will raise the dead,

that His live-giving power will be exerted. A.
Here the tone changes from sorrow, failure,

to life, prosperity and exultant joy. Those
who chant this song are themselves of Zion, and
speak for her as well as for themselves. " Thy
dead, O Zion, shall live again." Thy people

have been virtually, civilly, nationally dead
;

but they shall have a resurrection. " Being

My dead body"—the dead of Zion—"they
shall rise again." Because these dead are

God's people, members of His own Zion, their

resurrection from this death is certain. Then,

thrilled with the blessed thought, the prophet

gives utterance to the voice of God within him,
' Awake and sing, ye that lie buried in dust

;

awake ; come forth from your (figurative)

graves, and break out in song as j-e come up to

the light of day and of this new life. For the

dew that fell on thy dead body was like the

dew of heaven upon vegetation—vivifying,

restoring the withered and almost dying plants

to life." The last clause will bear this appro-

priate and beautiful translation, " And on the

earth, on the dead thou wilt make it fall."

Naturally, the song turns to address Jehovah,

who sends down the dew from the lower

heavens, and much more His life-giving word

of power to raise the dead. This resurrec-

tion of God's people stands in contrast with the

denial of resurrection to the wicked rulers of

Babylon in verse 14. This passage proves be-

yond a question that the idea of a resurrection

from the dead was familiar to the prophet and

to his first readers for whose immediate use he

wrote. As no writer conld draw a figure from

what was unknown to himself, so, if he sought

to teach, he would not draw one from what was

unknown to his readers. As Isaiah could not

talk about a resurrection if he had never known

the idea and the words to express it, so he

would not expect to be understood unless his

readers were also familiar with it. H. C.

This was undoubtedly one of those texts

upon which the ancient Jews grounded their

belief of the resurrection, the hope of which

was founded on " the law and the prophets,"

as Paul tells them (Acts 24 : 14). W. Lowth.

The ancient Jews understood this passage

so ; the prophet speaks of the figurative and

typical resurrection of the Jewish State and
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Church, but the phraseology is taken from the

resurrection of the last day, and to it is our at-

tention intended to be directed. Yitringa.

" Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the dust,

for thy dew is as the dew of herbs"

—

i.e., as

dew revives the herbage, so does the power of

God revive thee, and the earth brings forth the

shades (the dead). Till then the people are to

wait quietly. On the day of the final judg-

ment for which the Lord arises (verse 21), the

earth discloses her blood, and no more covers

her slain ; these being, according to the most

probable explanation, awakened to new life,

obtain their justification. That the resurrec-

tion (verse 19) must not here be regarded as

typical (as though only the deliverance of the

people of God from their troubles were intend-

ed) is evident from the contrast in verse 13 and

the whole context. 0. This (as Ezekiel's

vision, which is a comment upon it) may be

fitly accommodated : 1. To the spiritual resur-

rection of those that were dead in sin, by the

power of Christ's Gospel and grace. So Dr.

Lightfoot applies it. The Gentiles shall live,

with My body shall they arise ; they shall be

called in after Christ's resurrection, shall rise

with Him, and sit with Him in heavenly places
;

nay, they shall arise M3' body (says He) ; they

shall become the mystical body of Christ, and

shall rise as part of Him. 2. To the last resur-

rection ; when dead saints shall live aud rise to-

gether with Christ's dead body ; for He rose as

the firstfruits, and believers shall rise by virtue

of their union with Him, and their communion
in His resurrection. H.

Awake. The act of dying is but a laying

one's self down to rest, and a dropping out of

consciousness of the surrounding world. It is

very remarkable and very beautiful that the

New Testament scarcely ever employs the

words dying and death for the act of separat

ing body and spirit, or for the condition either

of the spirit parted from the body, or of the

body parted from the spirit. It keeps those

grim words for the reality, the separation of

the soul from God ; and it only exceptionally

uses them for the shadow and the symbol, the

physical fact of the parting of the man from
the house which here he has dwelt in. But
the reason why Christianity uses these peri-

phrases or metaphors, these euphemisms, for

death, is the opposite of the reason why the

world uses them. The world is so afraid of

dying that it durst not name the grim, ugly
thing. The Christian, or, at least, the Chris-

tian faith, is so little afraid of death, that it

does not think such a trivial matter worth call-

ing by the name, but only names it " falling

asleep." The SAveet emblem suggests repose,

and that in that sleep thei'e are folded around

the sleepers the arms of the Christ on whose

bosom they rest, as an infant does on its first

and happiest home, its mother's breast.

Besides that, the emblem suggests the idea of

continuous and conscious existence. And it

suggests the idea of waking. Sleep is a paren-

thesis. If the night comes, the morning comes.
" If winter comes, can spring be far behind?"

They that sleep will awake, and be satisfied

when they awake with Thy likeness. And so

these three things—repose, conscious, continu-

ous existence, and the certainty of awaking

—

all lie in that metaphor. Now, then, the risen

Christ is the only ground of such hope, and

faith in Him is the only state of mind which is

entitled to cherish it. Nothing proves immor-

tality except that open grave.

Though we know that much will be changed,

that new powers will come and old wants and

weaknesses fall away with new environment,

still the essential self will be unchanged, and

the life will run on without a break. There is

no magic in the act of death which changes the

set of a character, or the tendencies aud desires

of a nature. As you die, so you live after your

death the same man and woman that yow were

when the blow fell. A. M.

Immediately^ after death the souls of believers

are present with the person of Christ, aud enjoy

bright revelations of God and the society of the

holy angels. . . . Nevertheless, as the com-

plete man consists both of soul and body, the

souls of the blessed during the interval between

their death and the resurrection, although with

Christ and inconceivably happy, have not at-

tained to the perfection of either glory or bless-

edness, which is designed for them in Christ.

The highest state of all must await the redemp-

tion of their bodies and of their purchased pos-

session, and of the restitution of all things.

A. A. Hodge. That this is the teaching of

the Holy Scriptures is evident from Christ's

promise to His disciples at the supper in Jeru-

salem :
" I will come again, and receive you

unto Myself ; that where I am, ye may be also"

(John 14 : 3) ; from the promise to the dying

thief :
" to-day shalt thou be with Me in para-

dise" (Luke 23 : 43) ; from the parable of Dives

aud Lazarus (Luke 16 : 23, 24) ; from the prayer

of Stephen, who said that he saw heaven

opened and Jesus standing in full view, and

then cried :
" Lord Jesus, receive my spirit."

Paul did not believe in any intermediate place,

or in any sleep of the soul between death and
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the resiirroction. lie writes to the Philippians

that he lias a desire to depart and he with

Christ. He tells the Corinthians that dying is

like going: out of a tent into a l)uil(ling of God.

He adds that " mortality is swallowed up of

life"—not of slumber and sweet dreams. He
speaks in Eph. 3 : 15 of the Church as one fam-

ily, partly on earth and partly in heaven. John

tells \is that, when he was in the spirit on Pat-

mos, he saw a great multitude before the tlirone

of God and the liamb who had " washed their

robes and made them white in the blood of the

Lamb," and who are, " therefore, before the

throne of God, and serve Him day and night in

His Temple." These are the spirits of " tlie

redeemed from the earth," and they are in

heaven. And in the fourteenth chapter we
have a vision of the Lamb, with a hundred and

forty-four thousand who sang before the throne

a new song. These singers, we are expressly

told, were redeemed from the earth. C. E. Bdhb.

It is the connection with Christ that gives

the safety and the glor3^ They died with

Him ; they rose with Him ; they sulTered with

Him ; they shall be glorified with Him. The
wish of all believers in this world has been.

We would see Jesus 1 Then they shall see

Hini surrounded by all who have loved Him.
" We know not what we shall be ; biit we
know that when He shall appear, we shall be

like Him, for we shall see Him as He is." This

is the AjKistk' John's idea of heaven, " We shall

see Him as He is." This will be enough.

Here we have seen by glimpses, cloudily, in an

enigma, " through a glass darkly ;" but then,

clearly, nearly, fully, "face to face." And
the object so seen is of all in the universe the

most worthy of being contemplated. God
shines in Him. " In Him dwelleth all the ful-

ness of the Godhead bodily." To see Him, in

the fulness of His unveiled excellence, will be

a celestial pleasure, Avell worth dying for.

J. W. A.

The perfect life of the dead in Christ is

growth without a limit and without decline.

To say that they are ever young is the same

thing as to say that their being never reaches its

climax, that it is ever but entering on its glory.

That is, as we have said, the true conception of

their life is that of eternal progress toward in-

finite perfection. For what is the goal to which

they tend? Tiie likeness of God in Ciirist—all

His wisdom, His love. His holiness. He is all

theirs, and all tliat He is to be transfused into

their growing greatness. " He; is made unto

them of God, wisdom, and righteousness, and

salvation and redemption," nor can they cease

to grow till they have outgrown Jesus and ex-

hausted God. On the one hand is infinite

perfection, destined to be imparted to the re-

deemed spirit. On the other hand is a capabil-

ity of indefinite; assimilation to, by reception

of that infinite perfection. We have no reason

to set bounds to the possible expansion of the

human spiiit. If only there be fitting circum-

stances and an adequate impulse, it may have

an endless growth. Such circumstances and

such impulse are given in the loving presence

of Christ in glory. Therefore we look for an

eternal life which shall never reach a point, be-

yond which no advance is possible.

Peter speaks of the believer's departure as

"an entrance ministered abundantly." The
going out is a going in ; looked at from this

side, it is a going out ; looked at from the other

side, it is a coming in. So, when we see a life

of which Christian faith has been the underlying

motive, and in which many Christian graces

have been plainly manifested, passing from

among us, let not our love look only at the

empty place on earth, but let our faith rise to

the thought of the filled place in heaven. Lei

us not dwell on the departure, but on the

abundant entrance. A. M.

The old familiar love that blessed us here

will greet us in the realms beyond. The daugh-

ter of Jairus was restored to the family circle.

When she opened her ej'cs she found father

and mother around her bed, as they had been

when she fell asleep. We can see in this fact

an earnest and type of what sliall be the mode
of life in the world beyond ; an assurance that

God will begin our resurrection life, as He be-

gan our life here on earth, among those we
have known and loved, and in the bosom of

the family circle. The " Talitha cumi" of the

wonderful miracle teaches us that it is love

that ((uickens tlie dead soul ; that it is love that

(luickens the mortal body. It is love that

builds the earthly home ; it is love that builds

the heavenly home. And the highest concep-

tion we can form of heaven is glorified affec-

tion. The sympathies and affections are the

primal and the most indestructible elements of

our nature, that which we have nearest God

and likest God. God is love ; aiftl love is love

forevermore. nnr/h Macmillan.

20. Coiiie, my people, enter thou
into lliy eliainbers. Tlie prophet appears

here in the person of God to confirm the hopes

and expectations contained in the preceding

hymn of the faithful, by an exhortation to pa-

tience and promise of suitport and deliveranc-e

from all the judgments and persecutions which
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might in aftertimes befall the people of God, or

Cliurch of Christ ; to terminate with those ter-

rible but short calamities, which shall be in

the days of Antichrist emphatically so called.

Vitringa. The prophet by an exquisite tran-

sition intimates that this relief from the effects

of God's displeasure with His people must be

preceded by the experience of the displeasure

itself, that it is still a time of indignation, and
that till this is elapsed the promise cannot be

fullilled. This painful postponement of the

promised resurrection could not be more ten-

derly or beautifully intimated than in this fine

apostrophe. A.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XXVIL

27 : 1 In that day the Lord with his sore and great and strong sword shall punish levia-

than the swift serpent, and leviathan the crooked serpent ; and he shall slay the dragon that

is in the sea.

2, 3 In that day : A vineyard of wine, sing ye unto it. I the Lord do keep it ; I will water it

4 every moment : lest any hurt it, I will keep it night and day. Fury is not in me : would that

the briers and thorns were against me in battle ! I would march upon them, I would burn

5 them together. Or else let him take hold of my strength, that he may make peace with me
;

6 yea, let him make peace with me. In days to come shall Jacob take root ; Israel shall blossom

and bud : and they shall fill the face of the world with fruit.

7 Hath he smitten him as he smote those that smote him ? or is he slain according to the

8 slaughter of them that were slain by him ? In measure, when thou sendest her away, thou

dost contend with her ; he hath removed her with his rough blast in the day of the east wind.

9 Therefore by this shall the iniquity of Jacob be purged, and this is all the fruit of taking

away his sin ; when he maketh all the stones of the altar as chalkstones that are beaten in

10 sunder, so that the Asherim and the sun-images shall rise no more. For the defenced city

is solitary, an habitation deserted and forsaken, like the wilderness : there shall the calf feed.

11 and there shall he lie down, and consume the brandies thereof. When the boughs thereof

are withered, they shall be broken off ; the women shall come, and set them on fire : for it is

a people of no understanding ; therefore he that made them will not have compassion upon
them, and he that formed them will shew them no favour.

12 And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall beat off his fruit, from the

flood of the River unto the brook of Egypt, and ye sliall be gathered one by one, O ye chil-

dren of Israel.

13 And it shall come to pass in that day, that a great trumpet shall be blown ; and they shall

come which were ready to perish in the land of Assyria, and they that were outcasts in the

land of Egypt ; and they shall worship the Lord in the holy mountain at Jerusalem.

Chap. 27. The topics briefly introduced in

the two closing verses of chap. 26 are here re-

sumed and made the subject of this chapter.

On the one hand, chastisements for God's

people in moderation and in mercj^ watched
over with the tender care and compassion of a

father's heart, and designed only to reclaim

and purify ; and, on the other, retributive j udg-

ments sent in stern but just severity on the in-

corrigible who Avill be nothing but enemies to

God. The two processes are carried forward

jointly in this description, the writer alternat-

ing from one to the other throughout the cliap-

ter for the purpose of comparing the discipline

brought on God's people with the retributive

judgments visited upon His persistent ene-

mies. H. C.

This chapter is an amplification of the last

verse of the one preceding, and contains a

fuller statement both of Israel's chastisements

and of Jehovah's judgments on His enemies.

The destruction of the latter is foretold as the

slaughter of a huge sea monster, and contrasted

with God's care of His own people even when
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afflicting them (verses 1-5). Hereafter Israel

shall flourish, and even, in the mean time. His

sufferings are far less than those of His op-

pressors (verses 6, 7). The former is visited in

moderation for a time, and with the happiest

effect (verses 8, 9). The latter is finally and

totally destroyed (verses 10, 11). This shall be

followed by the restoration of the scattered

Jews (verses 13, 13). A.

1. "In that day," when those things are

done which are referred to in chap. 26 : 20, 21.

" Leviathan," a sea serpent or other monster of

the sea, sometimes the crocodile of Egypt and

the " dragon, " are animals frequently named as

symbols or figures to represent the great politi-

cal powers that were specially hostile and op-

pressive to God's people. Leviathan appears

in this character Ps. 74 : 14, and the dragon in

Ezck. 29 : 3 and 32 : 2, and Isa. 51 : 9. Both,

being at once formidable and loathsome, are fit

emblems for a great persecuting, oppressive

power. There can be no doubt that they refer

here to Babylon
;
possibly to Egypt also. Baby-

lon we know is before tlie prophet's mind, and

there is no special objection to supposing that

both terms refer to the same enemy.

3, Keeping up the figure of the vineyard,

the verse represents the Lord's constant, pre-

cious care that no real harm shall befall His

vineyard. He truly loves His people. Never
is this love more actively drawn out than while

they are in the furnace of affliction ; or, accord-

ing to this figure, than while foes are coming
down upon His vineyard who may crush His

vines to the earth, or burn them fatally. II. C.

I ^vill keep it nig^ht and day. Grace

is determined to complete what it has begun,

and to perform the good work unto the day of

redemption. The whole Church is given to

Christ in covenant, and every individual be-

liever has his share in the blessed security.

Looking at the internal strength of the Church,

we may say it is endangered ; but looking at

the covenant, it is safe. " I the Lord do keep
it ; I will water it every moment : lest any
hurt it, I will keep it night and day." God's

honor is concerned to bring the disciple

through, in spite of all enemies. J. W. A.

Perseverance is not only a condition, but a

privilege of the covenant of grace ; for it

assures supply of spiritual strength to the sin-

cere believer for performing the condition it

requires. If grace were the mere product of

free will, the most fervent resolutions would
vanish into a lie upon the assault of an over-

powering temptation. But sanctifying grace

is the effect of the Holy Spirit ; and he that

" begins that good work in the saints will per-

form it until the day of Jesus Christ." He
that inclined them joj'fully to choose the spirit-

ual eternal good will bind their unconstant

hearts, that by a faithful adherence they shall

cleave to their duty and felicity. God hath

most graciously declared, " I will put My
Spirit into their heart, that they shall never

depart from me. " Bates.

It is not usual with God to leave His people

frequently to relapse into enormities ; for by
His spirit and grace, by His smiles and frowns,

by His word and rod He usually preserves

them from these
;
yet He does leave His choicest

ones frequently to relapse into infirmities

(and of His grace He pardons them in course),

as idle words, passion and vain thoughts.

And though gracious souls strive against,

complain of, and weep over these, yet the

Lord, to keep them humble, leaves them often-

times to such relapses ; but they shall never

be their bane, because they are their burden.

T. Brooks.

If we have ever so little sincere desire to

serve Him and to be His, is it not absolutely

certain, from the whole tenor of His words and

deeds, that He will meet us more than half

way, and bring us on in the right path with

more than a mother's tenderness ? For every

responsibility which we have to meet. He offers

to qualify us. For every height which we have

to climb. He furnishes an inward strength. We
need not faint then at any prospect before us.

Progress in grace may be arduous, difficult, im-

possible to flesh and blood—out of the question,

it may be said, while living in the old world
;

but to all alleged difficulties there is one simple

answer, " He giveth more grace." E. M. G.

4. I am no longer angry with My people
;

oh that their enemies (as thorns and briers)

would array themselves against Me, that I

might rush upon them and consume them.

This is the sense of the verse preferred by most

of the later writers.

5. Or let Mm lay Jiold of My strength and
make iieace with Me; peace let Mm make with

Me. The verbs are properly indefinite (let one

take hold, etc.), but referring to the enemy de-

scribed in the preceding verse. The general

meaning is that the alternative presented is de-

struction or submission. A. 1 can convey

the meaning of this passage so that ever}' one

may understand it, by what took place in my
own family within these few days. One of

my little children had committed a fault for

which I thought it my duty to chastise him.

I called him to me, explained to him the evil of
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what he had done, and told him how grieved I

was that I must punish him for it. He heard

me iu silence, and then rushed into my arras

and burst into tears. I could sooner have cut

off my arm than have then struck him for his

fault ; he had taken hold of my strength, and

he had made peace with me. Thomas Toller

[quoted by B. Hall).

Here is a gracious invitation given us to get

these matters in variance accommodated :

" Let

him that is desirous to be at peace with God
take hold ou His strength, on His strong arm
which is lifted up against the sinner, and let

him by supplication keep back the stroke ; let

liim wrestle with Me, as Jacob did, resolving

not to let Me go without a blessing ; and he

shall be Israel—a prince with God." Pardon-

ing mercy is called the power of our Lord ; let

him take hold ou that. Christ is the
'

' arm of the

Lord" (53 : 1). " Christ crucified is the power of

God" (1 Cor. 1 : 24) ; let him by a lively faith

take hold on Him as a man that is sinking

catches hold of a bough or cord or plank that

is in his reach ; or as the malefactor took hold

on the horns of the altar, believing that there is

no other name by which he can be saved, by
which he can be reconciled. H. The strong

in faith grasp and keep hold of the promises.

They take God at His word. They have be-

lieved in Clirist, and they know that in Him
all the promises are Yea and Amen. With
Christ, the greater gift, they know God in His

kingdom of grace will freely give us all things.

Resting on the promises they pray, and their

prayers are deeds. They put God upon His

faithfulness, and He honors it and answers

them. They wrestle with Him as if they act-

ually had a hold upon Him. Rising up thus in

a mighty energy of prayer to God, their souls

have wrought with prayerful energy in the

world, and their great works for God have
marked the history of their race and have
changed its currents. Anon.

In the Christian life it is invariably true that

real strength comes only out of that weakness
which, distrustful of itself, gives itself up to

God. It is invariably true that weakness grows
out of the conceit which refuses to depend, and
which trusts its own wisdom or strength. It is

invariably true that God's strength shines

through human infirmity, and often selects for

its best and richest expressions the poorest,

weakest, most burdened of mankind. Vincent.

Each new want in us seems to act, as by
magnetic influence, in drawing down Divine
fulness to meet it ; it is a new appeal to His
free love, and a new opportunity^ for its exer-

cise
; it is a new knock at His gracious door ; it

is a new stroke of the rod upon the rock, mak-
ing the waters to gush forth, and the streams to

run down in the desert. Those infirmities of

ours, with which we are so often afraid to come
to Him, are just the ver}^ things which appeal

to His strength, and afford occasion for its ex-

ercise. They draw it out ; they bring it into

play ; they give it full scope ; and thus, instead

of making us unwelcome or intrusive appli-

cants, they furnish us with the very claims

which He delights to recognize, with the very

recommendation which He loves to accept.

Instead of separating us, they bring us more
closely and directly into contact with Him

;

they open up to us more of His excellency
;

they give us a deeper and truer experience of

His mighty fulness ; they unfold to us some-
thing of the inexhaustible resources of His in-

finite treasure-house of blessing ; they afford us

an insight into the unsearchable riches of His
grace

;
thej^ bring us acquainted more inti-

mately, more lovingly, more blessedly, with
Himself and His love. Arion.

For the daily toil of our daily task, with all

its disheartening weariness, its trying disap-

pointments, its depressing sense of comparative

failure, for the greater conflicts, too, and trials

of our ministry, with their sudden pressure of

unforeseen difticulties, their sharper anxieties,

their keener hopes and fears—for all these there

is one, and but one, never-failing source of com-
fort and of help, one place alone where we may
renew our strength—it is at the foot of the

cross. There, as we kneel and pray—there, as

we kneel and hope—there, as we kneel and vow
—as we offer ourselves once more, in the love

of our hearts, in the labor of our lives, as will-

ing sacrifices unto God—will there come into

our hearts the peace, born not of ease and com-
fort, but of a death agony of fear, and yet of

faith, the peace which came of the vision, seen

from afar, of the accomplished travail of the

soul of Him who died to win it for us, and with

that peace will come the strength it gives, the

strength of a heart at one with God, strong in

its resolve to do or to suffer His holy will, ask-

ing of Him but one thing, to be better taught

what that will may be. Ab2J- Magee.

6. Keeping up still the figure of the vine,

the Lord gives a precious promise of future

enlargement and prosperity, such enlargement

as will overspread the face of the world, such

prosperity as will fill all the earth with the

fruits of His vineyard. God's correction of

His people in discipline, so far from defeating

such results, ensures and hastens them.
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7. This verse comes back to the great thought

of the chapter—viz., that God's smiting of His

people is entirely a different thing from His

smiting of their enemies. It is moderate in de-

gree, and is not mortal in result. The ques-

tion put here implies the strongest negation.

H. C.

8. In measu7'e, by sending her away, thou dost

contend with lier. He removes her by his hard

wind in the day of the cast wind. The negation

implied in the preceding verse is here expressed

more distinctly. The prophet now proceeds to

show that Israel was not dealt with like His en-

emies, by first describing what the former

suffered, then what the latter. Israel was pun-

ished moderately, and for a time, by being

removed out of His place, as if by a transient

storm or blast of wind. A.

9. The facts of history have fully justified

this strong prediction that the captivity in

Babylon should effectually cure the nation of

idolatry. Our passage shows this to have been

the special purpose of God iu this captivity.

So His purpose in all the atflictions sent upon

His children is definitely to 2)urify, to make the

heart and life better. When God's people truly

hunger and thirst after personal righteousness,

appreciating heart-purity in some good degree

at its real value, they will bless God with over,

flowing heart for the discipline He finds it wise

and needful to inflict, grateful if by any means

tliey may be made more like God, and so more

acceptable in His sight.

10, 11. These verses take up the case of

God's enemies. The passage stands logically

connected with verse 7, the intermediate verses

(8, 9) having spoken of God's people. This

begins, " Fof (not " yet"), "for" (as if to de-

velop more fully the fearful scourging of the

wicked) " the strongly fortified city is made
desolate." The city here thought of is Baby-

lon, seen here forsaken, desolate and made like

a wilderness ; calves feeding and lying down
there ; browsing and cropping off all its foliage.

Or by yet another figure : when the boughs are

Avithered they are broken off, and then women
(who in Oriental life gathered the fuel) came

and gathered them to burn—not precisely to

«et fire to where they lay, but to gather as fuel

for household use. Then, dropping all figure,

the Lord assigns the reason for such exterminat-

ing judgments. They will not consider and

iinderstand ; will not learn God either through

His mercies or His judgments ; arc therefore

unteachable and incorrigible ; hence God can

show them no mercy. All efforts to enlighten

them failing, no hope remains of tl>eir turning

to God ; and therefore destruction must be their

doom. H. C.

11. Of no understanding. A severe

judgment from God is described in the words

preceding. Here the reason for the j udgment

is assigned as a guilty ignorance. An igno-

rance that cannot be helped or remedied is de-

servedly excused. But an ignorance caused by
wilful neglect of the means of knowledge is

not excusing, but condemning. Some want of

understanding is so far from excusing sin that

it is its highest aggravation. In the words

that follow, note the strange terms iu which God
expresses His anger. He assumes the most en-

dearing titles, and under them announces the

severest judgments. He joins the creator and

the destroyer, expressions that almost confute

each other ; He clothes Himself in the robes of

mercy, and in these pronounces the sentence of

death upon the sinner. The remaining words

anticipate and forestall an objection frequently

in the mouths of the ignorant and in the hearts

of the most knowing : that certainly God would

never make them to destroy them ; and there-

fore, since He has made them, they roundly

conclude that He will not destroy them.

South.

12, 13. This chapter, and indeed this entire

prophetic message of four chapters, closes with

a pi-omise of the restoration of God's people

from Babylon ("Assyria") and from Egypt.

All are to be gathered from the channel of the

river (Euphrates) to the stream of Egypt. The

expression, " shall beat off," gives us the figure

of beating off olives from their tree. So the

Lord will carefully gather up His people scat-

tered in their captivity. It is not precisely

" gathered one by one," but rather one to one

—i.e., one to another ; brought together from

their dispersions. The blowing of the Lord's

great trumpet is the signal for this assembling

of the outcast and almost perishing exiles. Re-

stored, they worship the Lord (as their fathers

did) in the holy mount at Jerusalem. This was

definitely fulfilled under Zerubbabel and Ezra.

It closed the scene of the great captivity at

Babylon. li. C.

V.i. A great trumpet shall be
bloivn. Blessed, eternally blessed be our

God, for the blowing of the great trunqjct of

Gospel grace ; it is the sound of great love ; it

proclaims a great salvation—to whom '! Even

to great sinners ; such as see their sins so great

that they are ready to perish. The sound of this

great trumpet proclaims that " the great God"

is " our Saviour Jesus Christ." It proclaims

victory over sin, the law, Satan, death and
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hell through Jesus, who loved us and gave.j Son, Jesus Christ. This great Gospel trumpet

Himself for us Nor less doth it proclaim holi- does not give an uncertain sound
;
but it pro-

ness than happiness; for it calls us to war with claims a free, full and finished salvation by

our sins, to peace with God, and to walk in Christ, to the glory of God, yea and amen,

sweet fellowsliip with God the Father, and His I W. Mason.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XXVIII.

WOE ON SAMARIA AND THE NORTHERN KINGDOM, AND ON JUDAH.

28 • 1 Woe to the crown of pride of the drunkards of Ephraim, and to the fading flower

of his' glorious beauty, which is on the head of the fat valley of them that are overcome with

2 wine
'^

Behold the Lord hath a mighty and strong one ;
as a tempest of hail, a destroying

storm as a tempest of mighty waters overflowing, shall he cast down to the earth with the

3 hand
'

The crown of pride of the drunkards of Ephraim shall be trodden under foot

:

4 and the fading flower of his glorious beauty, which is on the head of the fat valley, shall be

as the firstripe fio- before the summer ; which when he that looketh upon it seeth, while it is

5 yet in his hand he eateth it up. In that day shall the Lord of hosts be for a crown of glory,

6 and for a diadem of beauty, unto the residue of his people : and for a spirit of judgement to

him that sitteth in judgement, and for strength to them that turn back the battle at the

7 gate But these also have erred through wine, and through strong drink are gone astray ;

the priest and the prophet have erred through strong drink, they are swallowed up of wine,

they are gone astrav through strong drink ; they err in vision, they stumble in judgement.

8 9 For all tables are full of vomit and filthiness, so tlmt there is no place dean. Whom will

'

he teach knowledge ? and whom will he make to understand the message ? them that are

10 weaned from the milk, and drawn from the breasts ? For it is precept upon precept, pre-

11 cept upon precept ; line upon line, line upon line ;
here a little, there a little. Nay, but by

13 men o/ strange lips and with another tongue will he speak to this people : to whom he said.

This is the rest, give ye rest to him that is weary ; and this is the refreshing :
yet they would

13 not hear Therefore shall the word of the Lord be unto them precept upon precept, pre-

cept upon precept ; line upon line, line upon line ; here a little, there a little
;
that they may

go and fall backward, and be broken, and snared, and taken.

14 Wherefore hear the word of the Lord, ye scornful men, that rule this people which is in

15 Jerusalem : Because ye have said. We have made a covenant with death, and with hell are

wc at ao-reement ; when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, it shall not come unto

us • foi^ we have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood have we hid ourselves :

16 therefore thus saith the Lord God, Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried

stone a precious corner stone of sure foundation : he that believeth shall not make haste.

17 And I will make judgement the line, and righteousness the plummet: and the hail shall

18 sweep awav the refuge of lies, and the waters shall overflow the hiding place. And your

covenant with death shall be disannulled, and your agreement with hell shall not stand
;

19 when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, then ye shall be trodden down by it. As

often as it passeth through, it shall take you ; for morning by morning shall it pass through.

20 by day and by night : and it shall be nought but terror to understand the message. lor

the bed is shorter than that a man can stretch himself on it ;
and the covering narrower than

21 that he can wrap himself in it. For the Lord shall rise up as in mount Perazim, he shall be

wroth as in the valley of Gibeon ; that he may do his work, his strange work, and bring to

33 pass his act, his strange act. Now therefore be ye not scorners, lest your bands be made

strong : for a consummation, and that determined, have I heard from the Lord, the Lord of

hosts, upon the whole earth.
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23, 24 Give j'e ear, and hear my voice ; hearken, and hear my speech. Dotli the plowman plow

25 continually to sow ? doth he continually open and break the clods of his ground ? When he

hath made plain the face thereof, doth he not cast abroad the fitches, and scatter the cummin,

and put in the wheat in rows and the barley in the appointed place and the spelt in the bor-

26, 27 der thereof ? For his God doth instruct him aright, and doth teach him. For the fitches

are not threshed with a sharp tJiresliing instrument, neither is a cart wheel turned about upon

28 the cummin ; but the fitches are beaten out with a staff, and the cummin with a rod. Bread

corn is ground ; for he will not ever be threshing it : and though the wheel of his cart and

29 his horses scatter it, he doth not grind it. This also cometh forth from the Lord of hosts,

which is wonderful in counsel, and excellent in wisdom.

The Woes on Israel and the Nations.

Chapters 28-35.

After the burdens on the Gentile nations, and

their sequel, the prophecy returns more directly

to the chosen people. Four successive woes

are denounced on Samaria, Jerusalem and on

all those in Israel who resorted to Egypt for

help, instead of resting in faith on the promise

of God. These are followed by another pre-

diction of the times of Messiah, a direct woe on

the Assyrian, a more general warning of judg-

ment on the heathen, and a closing prophecy

of Messiah's coming, and the full redemption

of Israel.

The first woe (chap. 28) announces the fall of

Samaria as near at hand. Samaria, the capital

of the northern kingdom, here called the proud

crown or garland of the drunkards of Ephraim,

was built by Omri, and became a place of great

Avealth and luxury under the following kings.

It was besieged by Benhadad (2 K. 6, 7) and

reduced to great extremity, but signally deliv-

ered. After a three years' siege it was taken

by Shalmaneser or Sargon, and reduced to a

heap of ruins (Mic. 1 : 6). This event fol-

lowed very soon after the present prophecy,

which was probably just at the opening of

Hezekiah's reign. It afterward revived, and

was restored by Herod the Great, who gave it

the name Sebaste in honor of Augustus Caesar
;

and this name, slightly varied, is retained by a

small village which still occupies its site.

The warning passes on, as before, from

Ephraim to Judah, and denounces the sensual

blindness and pride of the rulers, when the

judgment of God, after lighting on Israel, was

just ready to visit the southern kingdom. The
scourge of the Assyrian armies would soon pass

over to Judah, and all their false hopes of deliver-

ance from Egypt would perish. But the prom-

ise of Messiah would secure the preservation of

a faithful remnant ; and the holy discipline of

God, however severe, would issue in a harvest

of righteousness and praise. The last verses

unfold this truth in a striking parable, drawn
from the various processes of natural hus-

bandry.

Cliap. 2§. This prophecy, as appears from

its opening verses, belongs to the earlier years

of the reign of Hezekiah. The final siege of

Samaria, ending in the destruction of the city,

which is here represented as imminent, lasted

from the fourth to the sixth year of Hezekiah

(2 K. 18 : 9, 10). Shortly before that siege

began the prophet depicts the judgment that

shall overwhelm the northern kingdom in their

drunken revelry and carnal security (verses

1- 6). He then turns to Judah, who are given

up to the same sins (verses 7, 8), and who
scofllngly repel the admonitions and warnings

of the prophet (verses 9, 10), and tells them that,

since they refuse to hear God's message of peace

and safety, He would speak to them by foreign

invaders, to their fall and ruin (verses 11-13).

Refusing the sura ground of dependence which

God had established in Zion, their trust was in

a refuge of lies, which would fail them in their

extremity (verses 14-18). W. H. G. Their

impious contempt of Gotl and self-reliance shall

but hasten their destruction. All who do not

build upon the sure foundation laid in Zion

must inevitably perish as the enemies of Israel

were destroyed of old (verses 14-22). The delay

of judgment no more proves that it will never

come, than the patience of the husbandman and

his preparatory labors prove that he expects no

harvest ; and the difference of God's dealings

with different men is no more inconsistent with

His general purposes of wrath or mercy than

the husbandman's treatment of the different

grains is inconsistent with his general purpose

of securing and enjoying them (verecs 23-29).

1. Here, as in chap. 9 : 9, 21 ; 11 : 13, we are

to understand by Ephraim the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes, by the drunkards of Ejihraini its

vicious population, and by the lofti/ crown the

city of Samaria, so called as the chief town and

the royal residence, but also with allusion to its

local situation on an insulated hill overlooking
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a rich plain or valley. Wine, smitten or %cine-

strickcn is a strong description of the intel-

lectual and moral effects of drunkenness. Gill's

lively paraphrase is : smitten, beaten, knocked

down with it as with a hammer, and laid pros-

trate on the ground, where they lie fixed to it,

not able to get up. A. The luxurious self-

indulgence of the inhabitants of Samaria and
their drinking to intoxication, a vice that in-

fected even the women (Amos 4 : 1), are severelj'

reproved by both Hosea (Hos. 4:11; 7:5) and

Amos (Amos 6 : 4-6). That which awakens the

displeasure of God and stirs the indignation

of the prophet is both the criminality of these

excesses in themselves and the moral insensi-

bility which accompanied them and resulted

from them. W. 11. G.

Woe to llie croAvn of pride, to the
drunkards of Epliraim. This may be

more exactly translated, " The crown of the

pride of Ephraim's drunkards"—that is, Sa-

maria—for her people were both drunken with

wine and intoxicated with pride. The frequent

references in this chapter to the garlands or

crowns of flowers worn by the drunkards re-

veals, when carefully examined by the light of

profane history, an awful and sj'stematic in-

dulgence in excess of Avine. The use of chap-

lets at festive entertainments sprang up at an
early period in Egypt, whence, no doubt, the

Israelites derived it ; but it reached its climax
in Greece. It was part of a deliberate intention

to drink to excess and to mitigate the effects of

intoxication. The wreaths were bound tightly

round the head, and were composed of various

flowers and shrubs, which were supposed to

carry off the fumes of wine, such as roses, vio-

lets, myrtle and ivy. In later times the cus-

tom spread to Rome ; but the old Romans be-

fore the empire had some regard for decencj^

and revellers who appeared with their garlands
in public were punished with imprisonment.
The descriptions which have come down to us
of the orgies of the Dionysia, when all the vo-

taries of Bacchus wore ivy wreaths, present a

hideous picture. It is a shame even to speak
of those things which are done of them in

secret.

The fading flower ; the firstripe flg.

Samaria, that crown of the drunkard's pride,

notwithstanding its glorious beauty, shall

wither as a fading flower from the reveller's

chaplet. There is much in the natural config-

uration of Samaria and its neighborhood which
adds force to the poetic language of the
prophet. The site of Herod's Samaria, which,
there is little doubt, occupies the exact position

of the city of Omri, crowns a gently rising

circular hill, from the base of which a wide,

grassy plain sweeps in a perfect amphitheatre,

encircled by a loftier mountain range. There
is but one break in the mountain Avail, and that

reveals a view of the wide plain of Sharon and
the sea beyond. The ruins which crown the

central hill suggest the idea of a ruined crown,

the bare columns representing the bare stems

and stalks fi'om which every flower and leaf

has been stripped. Again, the " fat valleys"

(or, literally, " the valleys of oil") still deserve

the epithet, studded, as all of them are, Avith

rich and ancient olive yards straggling in every

direction. Again, this fading floAver is to be
" as the hasty fruit before the summer," or, as

the Revised Version more accurately renders it,

'

' as the firstripe fig before the summer, '

' which
is easily seen, and is at once gathered and eaten

by the passer-by. Tristram.

2. The mighty and strong one of the Lord,

or appointed by Him for the work of judgment,
is the king of Assyria, Shalmaneser or Sargon,

w^lio completed the overthrow. He is described

(as in chap. 10) as the tool or instrument to ex-

ecute the warnings of God. He Avould soon

pluck this proud and beautiful garland from

the head of the drunkards of Ephraim, and
cast it down to the earth with His hand, as a

fierce tempest or flood sweeps CA^erything away
before it.

3, 4. The figures in the first Averse are here

carried further. The proud croAvn or garland

of the drunkards, when the spoiler has torn it

from their brows, and cast it on the ground,

Avill be trodden under his feet. Samaria, the

glorious beauty or ornament of Ephraim, would
be indeed like a fading flower, a Avreath wither-

ing aAvay ; and also like the early fig, which
drops Avhen the tree is shaken, and Avhich he

Avho sees it no sooner sets his eyes upon than he

devours it Avith greedy haste. Birls.

5, 6. But storms sweep the air clear, and

everj^thing will not go down before this one.

The flower fadeth, but there is a chaplet of

beauty Avhich men may wreathe round their

heads, which shall bloom forcA'er. All sensuous

enjoyment has its limits in time, as well as in

nobleness and exquisiteness ; but when it is all

done with, the beauty and festal ornament

which truly croAvns humanity shall smell sweet

and blossom. The prophecy had regard simply

to the issue of the historical disaster to Avhich

it pointed, and meant that, after the storm of

Assyrian conquest, there would still be, for the

servants of God, the residue of the people, both

in Israel and in Judah, a fuller possession of the
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blessings which descend on the men who make
God their portion. But the principle involved

is forever true. The sweeping away of the

perishable does draw true hearts nearer to God.

So the two halves of this prophecy give us

eternal truths as to the certain destruction

awaiting the joys of sense and the permanence

of the beauty and strength which belong to

those who take God for their portion. Drunk-

enness seems to have been a national sin in

Israel ; for Micah rebukes it as vehemently as

Isaiah, and it is a clear bit of Christian duty in

America and England to-day to "set the

trumpet to thy mouth" and show the people

this sin.

But the lessons of the prophecy are wider

than the specific form of evil denounced. All

setting of aifection and seeking of satisfaction

in that which, in all the pride of its beauty, is

"a fading flower," is madness and sin. Into

every life thus turned to the perishable will

come the crash of the destroying storm, the

mutterings of which might reach the ears of the

fcasters, if they were not drunk with the fumes

of their deceiving delights. Only one kind of

life has its roots in that which abides, and is

safe from tempest and change. Amaranthine

flowers bloom only in heaven, and must be

brouglit thence if they are to garland earthly

for^^heads. If we take God for ours, then what-

ever tempests may howl, and whatever fragile

though fragrant joys may be swept away, we
shall find in Him all that the world fails to give

to its votaries. He is " a crown of glory" and
'

' a diadem of beauty. " Our humanity is never

so fair as when it is made beautiful by the pos-

session of Him. All which sense vainly seeks in

earth, faith finds in God. Nor only beauty,

but "a spirit of judgment," in its narrower

sense and in its widest, is breathed into those to

whom God is " the master light of all their see-

ing ;" and, yet more. He is strength to all who
have to figlit. Thus the close union of trustful

souls with God, the actual inspiration of these,

and the perfecting of their nature from com-
munion with God, are taught us in the great

words, which tell how beauty, justice and

strength are all given in the gift of Jehovah
Himself to His people.

7, S. The prophet turns to Judali, and

charges them with the same disgusting de-

bauchery. His language is vehement in its

loathing, and describes the filthy orgies of those

who should liave been the guides of the people

with almost painful realism. A. M.
That even these men, the nominal proph-

ets and priests of Judah, should reel and stag-

ger through wine ; blunder and err themselves

and mislead others through strong drink ; that

their shameless intoxication should foul their

very tables, so as to leave no place uudefiled

—

this is truly a dark picture ! It must be that

in those days wine-drinking made men drunk.

H. C.

Intemperance is the most ghastly and God-
defying and man-depraving crime of our age.

It is a sin which associates every manner of sin

with it. It is an evil for the measurement of

which arithmetic gives us no figures, and speech

no descriptive terms. It debauches the con-

science of the nation. It pollutes the blood of

the 25eople with diseases unnamable in decent

society. It blasts the brow of youth with a

deadly mildew ; bends the back of manhood to

the burdens of poverty, and blots out the star

of hope by the blaze of the fires of hell. And
for the extermination of this extortionate enemy
of all righteousness there is one, and but one,

remedy. And that is, the cordial agi'eement of

those who realize its awfulness, in methods

for destroying it. Withruw.

The drinker has no shadow of excuse for his

course. He does everything in spite of every-

thing. Every inducement of healthy mind and

body is against it. But the foolish hardness and

perversity of a devil's nature drives from step

to step, until habits, environment, everything,

have been revolutionized, and the man is an-

other self. Then he may not stop. Then he

may not be accountable. But he is responsible

for the foolishness and hardness that has

brouglit him into the place he now stands.

God pitjr the drunkard ; but what pity for the

self who made the drunkard, and recklessly

and ruthlessly ruined the man that might have

been. Here in these ranks is many a Cain,

whose punishment is greater than he can bear
;

many a sunken hulk who only knows Avhat he

once was ; many who could bear witness to the

truth of the proverb: "At the last it biteth

like a serpent, and stingcth like an adder."

F. 8. Arnold.

The two luianswerabie arguments against the

drinking usages are these : An alcoholic bever-

age endangers me if I tamper with it ; it en-

dangers my fellow-man if I offer it to him. My
Bible teaches me to let it alone for the sake of

the " weak" and those who stumble. Ah,

those stumblers 1 How many wrecks the word
I'cveals 1 How many tombs it opens, whose

charitable turf hides out of sight what surviv-

ing kindred would love to hide from memory !

For Jesus' sake, and for the sake of the easily

tempted, who will hide behind our example,
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let us who call ourselves Christians put away

this bottled devil, which conceals damnation

under its ruby glow. This subject of self-

surrender for Jesus' sake is as wide as the do-

main of Christian duty. To live for Christ is

the sweetest and holiest life we can live ; to live

for self is the most wretched. Every cross is

turned into a crown, every burden becomes a

blessing, every sacrifice becomes sacred and

sublime the moment that our Lord and Re-

deemer writes on it " For My sake." Cuyler.

9-13. The scoffers mentioned below (verse

14) are here introduced as uttering their senten-

tious speeches ; they treat God's method of

dealing with them and warning them by His

prophets with contempt and derision. What,

say they, doth He treat us as mere infants just

weaned ? dotli He teach us like little children,

perpetually inculcating the same elementary

lessons, the mere rudiments of knowledge
;

precept after precept, line after line, here and

there, by little and little ? imitating at the same

time, and ridiculing (in verse 10) the concise

prophetical manner. God, by His prophet

(verses 11-13), retorts upon them with great

severity tlieir own contemptuous mockery,

turning it to a sense quite different from what

thej' intended. Yes, saitli He, it shall be in fact

as you say
;
ye shall be taught by a strange

tongue and a stammering lip ; in a strange

countrj^
;
ye shall be carried into captivitj' by

a people whosfe language shall be unintelligible

to 3'ou, and which ye shall be forced to learn

like children. And My dealing with you shall

be according to your own words ; it shall be

command upon command for your punishment
;

it shall be line upon line, stretched over you to

mark your destruction (cf . 2 K. 21 : 13) ; it shall

come upon you at different times and by differ-

ent degrees ; till the judgments, with which
from time to time I have threatened you, shall

have their full accomplishment. A. C.

9, 10. The loose livers of all generations

talk in the same fashion about the stern morality

which rebukes their vice. They call it weak,

commonplace, fit for children, and they pretend

that tliej' despise it. They are much too en-

liglitened for such antiquated teaching. Old

women and children may take it in ; but men
of the world, who have seen life and know wliat

is what, are not to be fooled so. " What will

this babbler say ?" was asked by the wise men
of Athens, who were but repeating the scoffs

of the prophets and priests of Jerusalem,, and

the same jeers are bitter in the mouths of many
a profligate man to-day. It is the fate of

all strict morality to be accounted childish by

the people whom it inconveniently condemns.

A. M.

12. It enhanced their guilt that God had
kindly promised them rest and refreshing, the

best of blessings, but they would not hear.

Omitting the words in italics, we may translate

thus :

'

' These are the men to whom God had
said. This is the rest

;
give rest to the weary

;

this is the refreshing ; but they would not

hear." The Lord had plainly indicated that

simple obedience to Himself, right-doing, would
insure them rest and peace. He had exhorted

them to lead all the people in this good way.

They would neither walk in it themselves nor

lead others. H. C.

13. The Old Testament is full of various and

gracious repetition. God allowed for Israel's

slowness to receive and their slackness to retain

instruction. So He gave them line upon line

and precept upon precept. This principle of

God runs through all His works and through

all His training of His people. On this prin-

ciple alone man's moral culture and spiritual

advancement can be attained. D. F.

The first part of this verse refers to the method
in which God had taught them

—

i.e., in suc-

cessive yet brief messages pressed assiduously.

The latter part gives the results. Since they

would not hear, their end was ruin. The terms

used to describe it correspond to those in chap.

24 : 17, 18, the figures being a stone to stumble

over and thus fall and be broken, and a pit to

fall into. H. C. Come what may, God is not

mocked—that is. He will let no task be shirked

in His school ; and if men will not learn His

lessons of eternal wisdom otherwise, He will

certainly beat them into them by His judg-

ments. And He will do this the more severely

the more men have set them at naught. It is

just because the natural man is so slow to re-

ceive them, that the Divine judgments have so

much to do. Hupfeld. If Ave will not be

guided by His eye and voice, we shall be gov-

erned by whip and bridle. Our choice is either

to hearken to the Divine call, which is loving

and gentle, and invites to deep repose spring-

ing from faith, or to have to hear the voice of

the taskmasters. The monotony of despised

moral and religious teaching shall give place to

a more terrible monotony, even that of continu-

ous judgments. "The mills of God grind

slowly." Bit by bit, with gradual steps, Avith

dismal persistence, like the slow drops on the

rock, the judgments of God trickle out on the

mocking heart. It takes a long time for a child

to learn a pageful when he gets his lesson a

sentence at a time. So slowly do His chastise-
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ments fall on men who have despised the con-

tiuuaus messages of His love. The word of tlie

Lord, which was laughed at when it clothed

itself in a prophet's speech, will be heard in

more formidable shape when it is wrapped in

the long-drawn-out miseries of years of bond-

age. The warning is as needful for us as for

these drunken priests and scornful rulers. The

principle embodied is true in this day as it was

then, and we too have to choose between serv-

ing God in gladness, hearkening to the voice

of His word, and so finding rest to our souls,

and serving the world, the flesh, and the devil,

and so experiencing the perpetual dropping of

the fiery rain of His judgments. A. M.

14, 15. These scornful men must be the

sensual, debased, drunken priests and prophets

who were before us in verses 7, 8 ; who also

scoffed at and repelled the assiduous labors of

the true prophets in verses 9, 10. If it be asked

7t,ow intelligent men can reach such hardihood

of scepticism in defiance of their own reason,

conscience, and experience, the answer is sim-

ply, under tlie power of sill. They love sinning
;

they have cho.sen it as their portion, and hence

they must make lies their refuge. They are

driven into falsehood as their only relief from

the perpetual goadings of conscience. Errors

and delusions become welcome to wicked men
as a necessity of their moral nature and sinful

state. They can have no psace without the

help of lies and delusions. The passage before

us puts these great moral facts in the philoso-

phy of sinning in a light at once bold, clear

and terribly truthful ! H. C.

Erroneous opinions are criminal, because

they falsify the Divine character and destroy

the moral influence of the Divine law ; because

they are always voluntary, the result of crim-

inal negligence to obtain correct knowledge, or

of a criminal resistance of evidence, or perver-

sion of the understanding through the deprav-

ity of the heart ; and because the belief of error

\i alwaj's associated with moral and criminal

affections. It is never a mere act of the under-

standing ; the heart decides, and is never neu-

tral. If a truth be rejected, it is also hated
;

if an error be embraced, it is also loved. It is

because men have no pleasure in the truth, but

have pleasure in unrighteousness, that they are

given over to believe a lie ; and are punished,

for believing it, with everlasting destruction.

The propagation of error is criminal, of course,

because it is destructive to the souls of men
;

annihilating the influence of the Divine moral

govenuncnt, and the means by wliich God is

accustomed to renew the soul. Lyman Bcechcr.

16. Thus saitli the Lord. They are

truly the Lord's words. It is the veritable

language of the Infinite speaking through

media to the finite mind, even as one unseen

human soul speaks to another human soul,

through the outward undulations of the air.

And yet we do not mar the thought of the In-

finite by any such conception. All things, in

their imageless ideas, lie in that ineffable mind.

But when God puts them forth in the forms of

time and space

—

i.e., actually thinks them and

utters them, then one mode is as outward

—

i e.,

to Deity, as finite, as much necessitated to some

form of sense, or sense conception, or sense im-

agery, as another. 2\ Lewis.

Behold I lay in Zioii for a founda-
tion a stone. To the words of the scoffers

are now opposed the words of God Himself.

Because you say thus and thus, therefore the

Lord says in reply what follows. You trust

for safety in your own delusions ; on the con-

trary, I lay a sure foundation, and no other can

be laid. This foundation is the Messiah, to

whom it is repeatedly and explicitly applied

in the New Testament (Rom. 9 : 33 ; 10 : 11 ;

1 Pet. 2 : 6). A.

The course of thought here is admirable.

The stone which wicked men stumble over and

the lies under which they hide for refuge com-

bine to suggest the better things which God
provides for those who love and obey Him.

He will lay in Zion a stone far other than that

—a far more sure foundation, tried, proved and

precious ; whoever believeth shall not have oc-

casion to flee in haste and perturbation. Be-

yond a doubt this corner and foundation stone

is the Messiah, the sinner's real friend and

refuge. So Peter believed and taught (1 Pet.

3 : 6-8). There is special pertinence in specify-

ing those w7io believe as blessed in the Saviour.

Tiiey are contrasted with the sceptical who
make lies their refuge. There must always be

essential scepticism underlying those bold,

scornful attitudes of sinning mind. H. C.

So, says the prophet, shall be laid—and so,

add apostles, has been laid—in the coming of

Christ into the world, the enduring foundation

on which the whole system of truth and of sal-

vation for mankind is to arise. Tiie solid cor-

ner of all is set in that unique constitution of

His being, in which are hidden sup rciuest won-

ders of power and glory. Because He is not,

in their conception, a man like themselves, im-

perfect and finite, though of a rare religious

genius ; because He is not an angel, merely,

bidden of God to mask His brightness beneath

the figure and face of man, but not able really
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to assume our nature or partake our experience
;

because He is, as they behold Hun, the Son of

man, yet also truly the Son of God—whom
neither chance, nor force, nor time, can strike

with change ; in whom eternal perfections are

combined with a tender and suffering sympa-

thy for our need—therefore do His messengers

command that this Lord be trusted forever by

those who seek for their salvation ; therefore

do they show Him the source and the support

of that Divine life which through Him is re-

vealed, to all the world, in all the ages. The

mystery of Incarnation, which they recognize

in Him, becomes the essential and unchange-

able foundation on which is established what-

ever they afterward require or declare. R. S. S.

The plan of salvation was drawn in the

eternal counsel. It is founded in the love of

the Father ; effected by the obedience and

sufferings of His Son. Hence what was con-

trived in infinite wisdom above is laid as a

sure foundation in the Church below, by the

love and power of the Spirit, the Comforter.

It is His peculiar office to lay this foundation

in Zion, and to manifest and make known to

the prophets and apostles, teachers and saints,

that Jesus is the only foundation ; as a stone

for strength ; a tried stone, approved of by the

Father, and by His children in all ages ; a pre-

cious corner-stone ; the ornament and beauty,

as well as strength and security, of the whole

Church. Precious is Christ in all His offices to

them that believe : a sure foundation ; sure to

all the seed ; certain to all the purposes of their

salvation. And, as the Lord the Spirit lays

this foundation in the Church in the truth of

doctrine, so also in the faith and experience of

all redeemed souls. "What the word speaks of

Jesus, that we prove and find Him to be. This

is our mercj'. " He that believeth shall not

make haste." He shall possess such serenity

and composure of mind that he shall not be

frightened, in times of distress and calamity,

to quit his confidence ; not be ashamed of his

hope in the Lord. He will, by faith, patiently

wait and quietly hope for the fulfilment of every

promise. Sin and Satan shall not overcome

him. In the awful hour of death he shall not

be confounded, because his heart standeth fast,

believing in the Lord. And when Jesus, his

Friend, appears, he shall stand forth with

boldness ; and shall find an abundant entrance

into the presence of God and the Lamb, to live,

and love, and reign in glory forever and ever.

W. Mason
Jesus Christ is something to each of us. For

you who have heard His name ever since you

were children, your relation to Him settles your

condition and your prospects, and moulds your

character. Either He is for you the tried

Corner-stone, the sure Foundation, on which

whosoever builds will not be confounded, or

He is a stone of stumbling, against which

whosoever stumbles will be broken, and which

will crush to powder whomsoever it falls upon.

" This Child is set for the rise" or for the fall

of all who hear His name ; He leaves no man
at the level at which He found him, but either

lifts him up nearer to God and purity and joy,

or sinks him into an ever-descending pit of dark-

ening separation from all these. A. M.

17. Another thing God will do also. He
will institute a process of simple and siern jus-

tice toward those guilty sinners who will not

have salvation in His Son. The first clause

does not mean that God will apply His meas-

uring line to justice in the abstract, but that

He will measure out and award to each sinner

his doom in strict justice. He will use justice

for His measuring line and judgment for His

plumb line. The figure of a builder is still be-

fore the mind from the verse previous. The

last clause portends those visitations of Divine

justice which shall tear down and sweep away

the refuges of the guilty. It shall avail them

nothing that they think themselves securely

sheltered. What will they do when the shelter

itself shall be swept away in the dreadful

storm I

1§, 19. God sought patiently and with

assiduity long unwearied to impress a just

sense of these truths upon their minds. Every

other means failing. He comes at length to these

appalling judgments as His last resort. H. C.

20. That in which they thought to shelter

themselves proves insufficient to answer the in-

tention :
" The covering is narrower than that

a man can wrap himself in it." Those that do

not build upon Christ as their foundation, but

rest in a righteousness of their own, will prove

in the end thus to have deceived themselves
;

they can never be easy, safe or warm ; the bed

is too short, the covering too narrow. H.

21. Judgment is God's strange work, because

His especial delight is in mercy. It is even His

" strange task," because He doth not willingly

afflict nor grieve the children of men. Birks.

God, more tender than the indulgent

mother, and more merciful than the pitiful

judge, is willingly unwilling that any sinner

should die. He punisheth no man as he is a

man, but as he is a sinful man. He loves him.

yet turns him over to justice. It is God's work

to punish, but it is withal His" strange work,"
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His strange and foreign act, not " His good

will and pleasure," His nature and property

being to have mercy on all men. Speiicei'.

Vengeance is one way in which God works,

but it is not His usual one. The showers of

mercy fall constantly, and become an ocean,

while the angry and desolating storms are few
;

and He seems forced by our sins to send them,

rather than by the promptings of His nature
;

and we find His reluctance to it thus expressed

by His prophet :
" The Lord shall rise up as in

Mount Perazim, He shall be wroth as in the

Valley of Gibeon, that He may do His work.

His strange work, and bring to pass His act.

His strange act." "In this you observe," as

one has well remarked, " the work of wrath is

a strange work, and the act of punishment a

strange act. God strikes, but the striking

might almost be declared foreign to His na-

ture ; it is necessary to the vindication of His

attributes, but can hardly be said to be con-

genial with them. There is much in this to en-

courage the penitent, but not the presumptu-

ous. God may be loth to punish, but neverthe-

less He will punish ; and I am only impressed

with a greater sense of the tremendousness of

Divine wrath when I find that bringing it into

act is an effort even to the Omnipotent. How
weighty must that be which God Himself has

difficulty in raising !" R. T.

23-29. This parable, which (as many of our

Saviour's parables) is borrowed from the hus-

bandman's calling, is ushered in with a solemn

preface demanding attention, " He that has

ears to hear, let him hear, hear and understand"

(verse 23). H. Men remember what they

heed and regard. The wise man in the Book of

Proverbs says, " Attend to my saj'ings ; keep

them in the midst of thine heart"

—

i.e., in a

place where nothing can come to take them
away. The memory may be called the chest

or ark of Divine truths, and we should try and

carefully retain them there. Isaiah says,

" Hearken and hear my speech." Now, heark-

ening denotes reverence and seriousness, as it is

said, " The ears of them that hear shall heark-

en." Reverence, then, and seriousness in the

admission of the word are helps to us in the

retaining of it. Truths are lost by inattention.

T. Manton.

These lessons drawn from the processes of

agriculture are in two parts ; the first (verses

24-26) represents that the husbandman does

not plough and harrow all the year, forever, as

his only business, and without reference to

seed-sowing and harvests. On the contrary,

he always has his eye on the outcome, and

shapes his ploughing to his desired results.

God teaches him to do so ; hence God must
have wisdom sufficient to order His own proc-

esses of breaking up human hearts by disci-

pline and judgment—processes somewhat
analogous to the work of the plough and the

harrow. (See Hosea 10 : 11-13.) The second

part of the comparison (verses 27-29) is of the

same general character. The husbandman
threshes out his seed with instruments adapted

to the grains in hand. The very fine seeds and
stalks of the fitches and cummin (both garden

vegetables used as condiments) he does not

grind to atoms by driving over them his liugc

threshing wain. But he does use this heavy
instrument in threshing his wheat [bread-corn],

but he does not thresh this forever. There is a

limit to the bruising which is useful for either

the grain or the straw. As this huge threshing

wain is often a symbol for stern and crushing

afflictions, it must obviously be so applied here.

God chastens in wisdom, evermore adapting His

agencies to the case in hand. In the severest

inflictions of His rod He goes the length of

wisdom—no farther. Therefore " be ye not

mockers" lest ye compel the Almighty to make
your punishment indefinitely more rigorous and

crushing. Remember, God seeks your reforma-

tion, and shapes His discipline to your case.

Therefore do not compel Him to a degree of

rigor which can be only painful to Him ; only

ruinous to yourself. H. C.

"Does the ploughman plough all day" and
" break the clods" of his ground, that it may
receive the seed, and docs not God by His min-

isters break up the fallow ground ? Does not

the ploughman, when the ground is fitted for

the seed, cast in the seed in its proper soil 1

He does so, and so the great God sows His

word by the hand of His ministers (Matt.

13 : 19), who are to divide the word of truth,

and give every one their portion. Whatever

the soil of the heart is, there is some seed or

other in the word proper for it. And as the

word of God, so the rod of God is thus wisely

made use of. Afflictions are God's threshing

instruments, designed to loosen us from the

world, to part between us and our chaff, and to

prepare us for use. And as to these, God will

make use of them as there is occasion : but He
will proportion them to our strength, they shall

be no lieavier than there is need. If the rod and

the staff will answer the end. He will not make
use of His cart-wheel and His horsemen. And
where these are necessary, as for the bruising of

the bread-corn (which will not otherwise be got

clean from the straw), yet He will not be ever
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threshing it, will not always chide, but His

anger shall endure but for a moment ;
nor will

He " crush under His feet the prisoners of the

earth.
'

' And herein we must acknowledge Him
"wonderful in counsel and excellent in wis-

dom." H.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XXIX.

THE WOE ON JERUSALEM.

29 : 1 Ho Ariel, Ariel, the city where David encamped I add ye year to year
;
let the

2 feasts come round ': then will I distress Ariel, and there shall be mourning and lamentation :

3 and she shall be unto me as Ariel. And I will camp against thee round about, and will lay

4 siege against thee with a fort, and I will raise siege works against thee. And thou shalt be

brought down, and shalt speak out of the ground, and thy speech shall be low out of the

dust ; and thy voice shall be as of one that hath a familiar spirit, out of the ground, and thy

5 speech shall whisper out of the dust. But the multitude of thy foes shall be like small dust,

and the multitude of the terrible ones as chafE that passeth away : yea, it shall be at an iu-

6 stant suddenlv. She shall be visited of the Lord of hosts with thunder, and with earth-

quake and great noise, with whirlwind and tempest, and the flame of a devouring Are.

7 And the multitude of all the nations that fight against Ariel, even all that fight against her

8 and her strong hold, and that distress her, shall be as a dream, a vision of the night. And it

shall be as when an hungry man dreameth, and, behold, he eateth ;
but he awaketh, and his

soul is empty : or as when a thirsty man dreameth, and, behold, he drinketh
;
but he awaketh,

and, behold, he is faint, and his soul hath appetite : so shall the multitude of all the nations

be, that fight against mount Zion.

9 Tarry ye and wonder ; take your pleasure and be blind : they are drunken, but not with

10 wine ; they stagger, but not with strong drink. I'or the Lord hath poured out upon you

the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your eyes, the prophets ;
and your heads, the seers,

11 hath he covered. And all vision is become unto you as the words of a book that is sealed,

which men deliver to one that is learned, saying. Read this, I pray thee : and he saith, I can-

13 not, for it is sealed : and the book is delivered to him that is not learned, saying, Read this,

I pray thee : and he saith, I am not learned.

13 .\nd the Lord said, Forasmuch as this people draw nigh unto me, and with their mouth and

with their lips do honour me, but have removed their heart far from me, and their fear of me

14 is a commandment of men which hath been taught them : therefore, behold, I will proceed

to do a marvellous work among this people, even a marvellous work and a wonder :
and the

wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and the understanding of their prudent men shall be

hid.

15 Woe unto them that seek deep to hide their counsel from the Lord, and their works are in

16 the dark, and they say. Who seeth us? and who knoweth us? Ye turn things upside down !

Shall the potter be counted as clay ; that the thing made should say of him that made it. He

17 made me not ; or the thing framed say of him that framed it, He hath no understanding? Is

it not yet a very little while, and Lebanon shall be turned into a fruitful field, and the fruit-

18 ful field shall be counted for a forest? And in that day shall the deaf hear the words of the

19 book, and the eyes of the blind shall see out of obscurity and out of darkness. The meek

also shall increase their joy in the Lord, and the poor among men shall rejoice in the Holy

20 One of Israel. For the terrible one is brought to nought, and the scorner ceaseth, and all

21 they that watch for iniquity are cut off : that make a man an offender in a cause, and lay a snare

22 for him that reproveth in the gate, and turn aside the j ust with a thing of nought. Therefore

thus saith the Lord, who redeemed Abraham, concerning the house of Jacob :
Jacob shall not

23 now be ashamed, neither shall his face now wax pale. But when he seeth his children, the
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work of mine hands, in the midst of him, they shall sanctify my name
;
yea, they shall sanc-

24 tify the Holy One of Jacob, and shall stand in awe of the God of Israel. They also that err

in spirit shall come to understanding, and they that murmur shall learn doctrine.

Chapter 29.

The Woe on Jenisalem.

The woe on Samaria, the proud crown of

Ejihraim, serves chiefly to introduce a message

to tlie people and rulers of Judah, the direct

objects of Isaiah's ministry. But now the mes-

sage turns directly to Jerusalem. It announces

the overflowing scourge of the Assyrian cam-

paigns, and the sudden overthrow of the fierce

invaders. A stern reproof of the rulers of Ju-

dah for their sensual blindness, when the judg-

ment was so near, is followed by the promise

of a great moral revolution. Birks.

This chapter consists of two parts, parallel

to one another

—

i.e., each containing the same

series of promises and threatenings, but in dif-

ferent forms. The prophetic substance or ma-

terial of both is that Zion should be threatened

and assailed, yet not destroyed, but on the con-

trary strengthened and enlarged. These ideas

are expressed in the second part much more

fully and explicitly than in the first, which

must therefore be interpreted according to

what follows. In the first part, the threaten-

ing is that Zion shall be assailed by enemies

and brought very low (verses 1-4). The prom-

ise is that the assailants shall be scattered like

dust and chaff, vanish like a dream, and be

wholly disappointed in their hostile purpose

(verses 5-8). In the second part, the prophet

brings distinctly into view, as causes of the

threatened judgments, the spiritual intoxica-

tion and stupor of the people, their blindness

to revealed truth, their hypocritical formality,

and their presumptuous contempt of God
(verses 9-16). The judgment itself is described

as a confounding of their fancied wisdom (verse

14). The added promise is that of an entire

revolution, including the destruction of the

wicked, and especially of wicked rulers, the

restoration of spii'itual sight, joy to the meek
and poor in spirit, and the final recovery of Is-

rael from a state of alienation and disgrace to

the service of Jehovah and to the saving knowl-

edge of the truth (verses 17-24). That the sec-

ond part describes not physical but spiritual

evils is admitted on all hands, and indeed as-

serted by the prophet himself. This descrip-

tion is directly and repeatedly applied in the

New Testament to the Jews contemporarj^ with

our Saviour, It does not follow from this that

it is a specific and exclusive prophecy respect-

ing them ; but it does follow that it must be so

interpreted as to include them, which can only

be effected by regarding this last part of the

chapter as descriptive of the Jews, not at one

time merely, but throughout the period of the

old dispensation, an assumption fully confirmed

by history. The judgment threatened Avill

then be the loss of their peculiar privileges and

an exchange of state with others who had been

less favored, involving an extension of the

Church beyond its ancient bounds, the destruc-

tion of the old abuses, and the final restoration

of the Jews themselves. If this be the mean-

ing of the second part, it seems to determine

that of the first as a figurative expression of the

truth, that the Church should suffer but not

perish, the imagery used for this purpose being

borrowed from the actual sieges of Jerusalem.

Thus understood, the chapter is prophetic of

two great events, the seeming destruction of

the ancient Church, and its reproduction in a

new and far more glorious form, so as not only

to include the Gentiles in its bounds, but also

the converted remnant of God's ancient peo-

ple. A.

This is the prophetic conception : Jerusalem,

the city of God, standing for the capital of His

spiritual kingdom on earth ; besieged violent-

ly, but rescued from ruin and her assailants

scattered like chaff because she is God's altar
;

yet when in the character of God's visible

Church she becomes spiritually blind, bigoted

and hardened, God will marvellously scourge

and judicially abandon her, taking away her

prerogatives and giving them to others

—

i.e.,

taking them away from the blinded Jew to

give them to the Gentile. For the prophecy in

its application contemplates not a supposed but

a real case, lifting the curtain of the future and

looking directly into that marvellous change by

which the kingdom of God was taken from the

unfruitful Jews and given to the fruit-bearing

Gentiles, in the opening of tlie Christian age.

Such is manifestly the scope of this chapter.

1, "The city where David dwelt" is of

course Jerusalem. Consequently " Ariel" means

Jerusalem, but the reason why it is called Ariel

has been given variouslj'.

5. This is promise. "Thy strangers" are

the foreign armies that have besieged her.

They become like fine dust and like chaff
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driven before the tempest—terribly significant

figures to denote the ease, rapidity and entire-

ness of their destruction. The extreme weak-

ness of the city shows that this victory is not

of her achieving, but is of God alone. H. C.

6. " Thou' ' is not the city. Neither the gen-

der of the verb nor the course of thought per-

mit this construction. It is the enemy, the
" multitude of strangers" who had invested

her in siege. "Visited"

—

i.e., with the judg-

ments of the Almighty—thunder, earthquake

—

a fearful group of the most terrific and de-

structive agencies in the material world.

7, §. The phenomena of dreams admits in

this case of a twofold application : (1) To the

experience of the Jews
; (2) to the experiences

of their enemies. As all the scenes and excited

fears of a dream may suddenly disappear when
one awakes, so the Jews will be suddenly re-

lieved as from a nightmare of horrors, by awak-
ing some morning to find that God's tempest

and fire have scattered their enemies like fiue

dust and chaff. Then, on the other hand, their

enemies, who in their confidence of success had
been dreaming of pillage and plunder, awake
to find their souls no less hungry and thirsty

than before. This is a phase of the phenomena
of dreaming, quite distinct from the former.

It supposes a man to be hungry and to dream
of eating

; thirsty, and to dream of drinking
;

yet he awakes to find that his dream is only a

tantalizing delusion. So with the fond but
vain hopes of the besiegers. Both of these

illustrations from dreams are true to nature.

9. Here commences the second part of this

chapter—the analogous description of the spir-

itual blindness and guilt of the people and their

consequent rejection of God. The manner of

presenting such truths by imperative verbs is

this : Go on in your sins
;
you will reap what

you sow. The prophet describes their sins by
(apparently) commanding them to do those

sins. Yet the simple thought is, If you will

sin, you must suffer. The last part of the

verse falls back to the usual form of plain de-

scription. They are spiritually drunken, mor-
ally infatuated in a sort of drunkenness which
comes on men not through wine, but through
the madness of sin. They stagger

—

i.e., reel in

judgment and in life, yet not through strong
drink, but through the moral blindness and in-

fatuation which sin begets. And thte (verse 10

proceeds to say) is of the Lord in righteous

judgment upon the people for their abuse of

light enjoyed. It is the deep sleep of dead in-

sensibility as to moral relations and duties—the

eyes being shut as if utterly blind to moral

truth. " The prophets and your rulers" (bet-

ter, your " heads"—^.f., head-men, leaders in

public sentiment) " hath He cotered—i.e., as to

the eyes, so that they see not the plain truths

of God." Remarkably this very state of moral
blindness appeared in the case of the scribes

and Pharisees among whom Christ lived. They
seemed utterly incapable either of just moral
sentiments or of a clear intellectual view of

moral truth. God had left them to moral blind-

ness. This fact accords with and illustrates the

main point of this prophecy. It is an awful
fact, and should admonish sinners to beware
how they resist the Holy Ghost and abuse the

appeals of Divine mercy. H. C.

10. It is yet more strange that God Himself
has " poured out upon them a spirit of deep
sleep" and " has closed their eyes," that He
who bids them awake and open their eyes

should yet lay them to sleep and shut their

eyes; but it is in a way of righteous judg-
ment to punish them for their loving sleep.

When God by His prophets called them, they

said, " Yet a little sleep, a little slumber ;"

and therefore He gave them up to strong delu-

sions. This is applied to the unbelieving Jews
who rejected the Gospel of Christ, and were
justly hardened in their infidelity till wrath
came upon them to the uttermost. And we
have reason to fear it is the woful case of many
who live in the midst of Gospel light. H.

11, 12. A sealed book is handed to a man
who knows how to read with request that he
read it, but he says, " I cannot, for it is sealed.

"

Then it is handed (unsealed perhaps) to one
who has never learned to read, and he cannot

read because he does not know how. This is

the sense of verse 12, where " not learned"

means only, " I do not know book"

—

i.e., do
not know how to read a book. Thus the im-

port of these verses is that in one way or an-

other God's revelations avail the people noth-

ing. Their moral blindness precludes the prac-

tical utility of God's revelations, just as the

sealing of the book in one case and ignorance

of the art of reading in the other makes this

supposed book of no account.

13, 14. These statements are plain. The
people are formal, hypocritical and heartless.

Their fear of God is a thing of precept, not of

heart ; a thing taught, but not felt ; taught,

but not accepted and inwrought into the moral
and spiritual life. Therefore God will do a
very marvellous thing ; He will let the wisdom
of their wise men perish. Moral blindness will

hide the light of moral ti'uth from their eyes.

Our Lord cites this passage (Matt. 15 : 7-9) as
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applying fitly to the perversions of the law by
the Pharisees through their traditions. This

was perverting

—

i.e., wresting and distorting

the very substance as well as the letter of the

law. In the days of Isaiah men may have

held the truth unchanged as to its form of ex-

pression, yet blunted and made morally inop-

erative through their perverseness. The proph-

ecy may be fulfilled in either way. Probably

our Lord quotes this passage in full accordance

with its original meaning. Isaiah's prophetic

eye is on that period of national blindness and

infatuation in which the people rejected their

own Messiah, and so plucked down ruin upon
their city and nation. H. C.

It is a spiritual judgment with which God
threatens to punish them for their spiritual

wickedness. They did one strange thing, they

removed all sincerity from their hearts ; now
God will go on and do another, He will re-

move all sagacity from their heads ;
" the wis-

dom of their wise men shall perish." They
played the hypocrite, and thought to put a

cheat upon God, and now they are left to them-

selves to play the fool ; and not only to put a

cheat upon themselves, but to be easily cheated

by all about them. Those that make religion

no more than a pretence, to serve a turn, are

out in their politics ; and it is just with God to

deprive those of their understanding who part

with their uprightness. H.

15. This is a further description of the peo-

ple or their leaders, as not only wise in their

own conceit, but as impiously hoping to de-

ceive God or elude His notice. The absurdity

of such an expectation is exposed in the fol-

lowing verse. In the last clause of this the

interrogative form implies negation. A.

16. The prophet compares the moral per-

verseness of men who think their plans too

deep for God to comprehend, to the absurdity

of the notion that the potter is only as his clay,

or to the impudence that would be manifested

if anything made could and should say to the

maker of it, " He never made me !" or if any-

thing produced should say as to him that pro-

duced it, " He knows nothing !" H. C.

ly. The only natural interpretation of the

verse is that which regards it as prophetic of a

mutual change of condition, the first becoming
last and the last first. If, as we have seen suffi-

cient reason to believe, the previous context

has respect to the Jews under the old dispensa-

tion, nothing can be more appropriate or natu-

ral than to understand the verse before as fore-

telling the excision of the unbelieving Jews
and the admission of the Gentiles to the Church.

A. The forests of ages, the Lebanon of this

figure, represent the Gentile nations, long shut

off from moral culture, and bearing no fruit

unto God. But they become the fruit-bearing

fields—the Carmel of Gospel times ! Over
against this, the old fruit-bearing fields—the

Jewish people—go back by reason of their un-

belief to the state of a forest, under no moral
culture and yielding no Gospel fruit. As our

Lord often expressed it :
" Many that are first

shall be last and the last shall be first" (Matt.

19 : 30).
'

' The kingdom of God shall be taken

from you and given to a nation bringing forth

the fruits thereof" (Matt. 21 : 43).

18, 19. The expressions here allude to verses

11, 12, and aim to put in antithesis the moral

blindness of the Jevvs as predicted there, and
the docility and consequent joy in God and iu

His Gospel among the Gentile converts. The
histor}^ of the Acts of the Apostles is a striking

comment on these verses. Men long deaf to

God's words now hear with open ears. The eyes

of men long sitting in darkness now look forth

from that darkness and see a glorious light.

" And there is great joy in that city" (Acts 8 : 8)

among those converts from Gentile nations.

20, 21. The general sense of these verses is

that the Gospel, going abroad among the Gen-

tile nations, bore with it reform in morals and

iu the civil and common life of men. This was
indeed the glory of Christianity. It moulded
society ; became a mightily transforming

power in courts of justice, in the defence of

human rights, in promoting peace, good order,

and the general welfare of society. H. C.

23. The emphatic mention of the Holy One
of Jacob and the God of Israel, as the object to

be sanctified, implies a relation still existing

between all believers and their spiritual ances-

try, as well as a relation of identity between

the Jewish and the Christian Church.

24. If the foregoing verse predicts the re-

ception of the Gentiles into the family of Israel,

and if this reception, as we learn from the New
Testament, was connected with the disinherit-

ing of most of the natural descendants, who
are nevertheless to be restored hereafter, then

the promise of this final restoration is a stroke

still wanting to complete the fine prophetic

picture now before us. That finishing stroke is

given in this closing verse, which adds to the

promise that the Gentiles shall become the heirs

of Israel, another that the heirs of Israel ac-

cording to the flesh shall themselves be restored

to their long-lost heritage, not by excluding

their successors in their turn, but by peaceful

and brotherly participation with them. A.
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The grand, all-regenerating force is already

entered into the world, and is working steadily

on through all i-etrocessions and advances alike-.

Lift up your heads, O j'e drooping ones !

Christ is in the world ! Jesus, Son of God,

and word of God's eternity—He is about us.

within us, going through all things, moving

onward in all. Leaven does not make a noise

when it works, and yet it works ! And so the

Gospel works, the progress goes on, a grand,

mighty progress, antl there is really no retro-

cession. No river runs to the sea more certain-

ly or steadily than the great salvation for man
runs to conquest and a kingdom. Bushnell.

ISAIAH, CHAPTERS XXX., XXXI.

WOE AGAINST THE EGYPTIAN PARTY IN JUDAH.

30: 1 Woe to the rebellious children, saith the Lord, that take counsel, but not of me
;

2 and that cover with a covering, but not of my spirit, that they may add sin to sin : that walk

to go down into Egypt, and have not asked at my mouth ; to strengthen themselves in the

3 strength of Pharaoh, and to trust in the shadow of Egypt ! Therefore shall the strength of

4 Pharaoh be your shame, and the trust in the shadow of Egj'pt your confusion. For his

5 princes are at Zoan, and his ambassadors are come to Hanes. They shall all be ashamed of a

people that cannot profit them, that are not an help nor profit, but a shame, and also a

reproach.

6 The burden of the beasts of the South.

Through the land of trouble and anguish, from whence come the lioness and the lion, the

viper and fiery flying serpent, they carry their riches upon the shoulders of young asses, and

7 their treasures upon the bunches of camels, to a people that shall not profit them. For Egypt

8 helpeth in vain, and to no purpose : there have I called her Rahab that sitteth still. Now
go, write it before them on a tablet, and inscribe it in a book, that it maj'' be for the time to

9 come for ever and ever. For it is a rebellious people, lying children, children that will not

10 hear the law of the Lord : which say to the seers. See not ; and to the prophets. Prophesy

11 not unto us right things, speak unto us smooth things, prophesy deceits : get j'ou out of the

way, turn aside out of the path, cause the Holy One of Israel to cease from before us.

12 Wherefore thus saith the Holy One of Israel, Because ye despise this word, and trust in

13 oppression and perverseness, and stay thereon ; therefore this iniquity shall be to you as a

breach ready to fall, swelling out in a high wall, whose breaking cometh suddenly at an

14 instant. And he shall break it as a potter's vessel is broken, breaking it in pieces without

sparing ; so that there shall not be found among the pieces thereof a sherd to take fire from

15 the hearth, or to take water withal out of the cistern. For thus said the Lord God, the Holy
One of Israel, In returning and rest shall ye be saved ; in quietness and in confidence shall be

16 your strength : and ye would not. But ye said, No, for we will flee upon horses ; therefore

shall ye flee : and. We will ride upon the swift ; therefore shall they that pursue you be

17 swift. One thousand shall flee at the rebuke of one ; at the rebuke of five shall ye flee : till

18 ye be left as a beacon upon the top of a mountain, and as an ensign on an hill. And there-

fore will the Lord w^ait, that he may be gracious unto j'ou, and therefore will he be exalted,

that he may have mercy upon you : for the Lord is a God of judgement ; blessed are all they

that wait for him.

19 For the people shall dwell in Zion at Jerusalem : thou shalt weep no more ; he will surely

20 be gracious unto thee at the voice of thy crj^ ; when he shall hear, he will answer thee. And
though the Lord give you the bread of adversity and the water of affliction, yet shall not thy

21 teachers be hidden any more, but thine eyes shall see thy teachers : and thine ears shall hear

a word behind thee, saying. This is the way, walk ye in it ; when ye turn to the right hand,
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22 and when ye turn to the left. And ye shall defile the overlaying of thy graven images of

silver, and the plating of thy molten images of gold : thou shalt cast them away as an unclean

23 thing ; thou shalt say unto it, Get thee hence. And he shall give the rain of thj' seed, that

thou shalt sow the ground withal ; and bread of the increase of the ground, and it shall be fat

24 and plenteous : in that day shall thy cattle feed in large pastures. The oxen likewise and
the young asses that till the ground shall eat savoury provender, which hath been winnowed

25 with the shovel and with the fan. And there shall be upon every lofty mountain, and upon
every higli hill, rivers and streams of waters, in the day of the great slaughter, Avlien the

26 towers fall. Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of

the sun shall be sevenfold, as the light of seven days, in the day that the Lord bindeth up
the hurt of his people, and healeth the stroke of their wound.

27 Behold, the name of the Lord cometh from far, burning with his anger, and in thick rising

28 smoke : his lips are full of indignation, and his tongue is as a devouring fire : and his breath

is as an overflowing stream, that reacheth even unto the neck, to sift the nations with the

29 sieve of vanity : and a bridle that causeth to err shall he in the jaws of the peoples. Ye shall

have a song as in the night when a holj^ feast is kept ; and gladness of heart, as when one

30 goeth with a pipe to come into the mountain of the Lord, to the Rock of Israel. And the

Lord shall cause his glorious voice to be heard, and shall shew the ligliting down of his arm,

with the indignation of Ids anger, and the flame of a devouring fire, with a blast, and tempest,

31 and hailstones. For through the voice of the Lord shall the Assyrian be broken in pieces,

32 which smote with a rod. And every stroke of the appointed staff, which the Lord shall lay

upon him, shall be with tabrets and harps : and in battles of shaking will he fight with them.

83 ForaTopheth is prepared of old
;
yea, for the king it is made ready ; he hath made it deep and

large : the pile thereof is fire and much wood ; the breath of the Lord, like a stream of brim-

stone, doth kindle it.

31 : 1 Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help, and stay on horses ; and trust in char-

iots, because they are many, and in horsemen, because they are very strong ; but they look

2 not unto the Holy One of Israel, neither seek the Lord < Yet he also is wise, and will bring

evil, and will not call back his words : but Avill arise against the house of the evil-doers, and

3 against the help of them that work iniquity. Now the Egyptians are men, and not God
;

and their horses flesh, and not spirit : and wlien the Lord shall stretch out his hand, both he

that helpetli shall stumble, and he that is liolpen shall fall, and they all shall fail together.

4 For thus saith the Lord unto me, Like as when the lion growleth and the young lion over

his prey, if a multitude of shepherds be called forth against him, he will not be dismayed at

their voice, nor abase himself for the noise of them : so shall the Lord of hosts come down to

5 fight upon mount Zion, and upon the hill thereof. As birds fl3'ing, so will the Lord of hosts

6 protect Jerusalem ; he will protect and deliver it, he will pass over and preserve it. Turn

7 ye unto him from whom ye have deeply revolted, O children of Israel. For in that day they

shall cast away every man his idols of silver, and his idols of gold, which your own hands

8 have made unto you for a sin. Tlien shall the Assyrian fall with the sword, not of man
;

and the sword, not of men, shall devour him : and he shall flee from the sword, and his young

9 men shall become tributary. And his rock shall pass away by reason of terror, and his

princes shall be dismayed at the ensign, saith the Lord, whose fire is in Zion, and his furnace

in Jerusalem.

Chap. 30, This chapter contains an ex-

posure of the sin and folly of ancient Israel in

seeking foreign aid against their enemies, to

the neglect of God, their rightful sovereign

and their only strong protector. The costume

of the prophecy is borrowed from the circum-

stances and events of Isaiah's own times. Thus
Egypt is mentioned in the first part of the

chapter as the chosen ally of the people, and

Assyria in the last part as the dreaded enemy.

There is no need, however, of restricting what it

said to that period exclusively. The presump-

tion, as in all such cases, is that the description

was designed to be more general, although it

may contain allusions to particular emergen-

cies. Reliance upon human aid, involving a

distrust of the Divine promises, was a crying

sin of the ancient Church, not at one time

only, but throughout her history. To denounce

such sins and threaten them with condign pun-
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ishment was no small part of the prophetic

office. A.

This cliapter opens with rebuke of tlie Jews

for seeking help from Egypt against Assyria,

accounting it rebellion against God and declar-

ing that it should avail them nothing (verses

1-7) ; and closes with predictions of the over-

throw of the Assyrians by the high hand of Je-

hovah Himself (verses 37-33). The connection

between these extremes of the chapter is made
by dwelling at some length upon the sins of

the people, from which their seeking help from

Egypt was a natural outgrowth (verses 8-17),

and then turning in Divine mercy to great

promises of spiritual renovation, followed legit-

imately with promises of temporal deliverance

from their enemies, from Avhich the prophet

passes to the special case of Assyria as happily

illustrating the general principle of help from

God to His believing people in their need

(verses 18-26). It is more than legitimate to

give the doctrines of this chapter a universal

application 1o the sin of seeking help from man
and to the duty of seeking help from God, for

it was plainly the Divine purpose to illustrate

and impress these general principles—practi-

cally good for every age—rather than merely

to give the world certain facts of Jewish his-

tory in respect to their relations to Egypt and

Assyria. What is said here of God's visitations

of judgment upon wicked nations has an air

of grandeur and magnificence rarely equalled

by any other writer and rarely surpassed by
Isaiah.

1, 2. The Lord does not say, " My children,"

for they had practically disowned this relation

by their rebellion against His authority. They
were active and earnest in taking counsel, but

not of God ; in framing profound plans, but

not in sympathy with God's Spirit. They were

bent on making a league with Egypt against

Assyria. So doing, they would add to the sin

of heart apostasy from God the farther sin of a

foreign alliance which would be at once insult-

ing to God and ensnaring to themselves. No
step of such importance should under any cir-

cumstance be taken without first seeking coun-

sel from God. But in this case the people

knew they were going against His revealed

will. Egypt is more precisely seeking shelter

under her shadow, in the shade of her protec-

tion.

4. Manifestly these princes and ambaisadors

are those of the Jews, now seen in Egypt, to

carry into effect the schemes of their king and
his counsellors in a league with the king of

Egypt. " Zoan" is referred to (19 : 11) as the

residence of the king and his court. It was a

very ancient city (Num. 13 : 22) and one of na-

tional importance (Ps. 78 : 43).

6, The prophet sees and describes the caravan

of Jewish ambassadors as they cross the Ara-

bian desert on their way to Egypt, bearing

ample presents to ingratiate the good will of

Egypt's king. Lo ! see the burden of those

beasts going south, through a land of trouble

and discomfort (to all travellers) whence come
the lion and the lioness (Heb.), etc. H. C.

7, The historical chapters of Isaiah, especial-

ly chaps. 36 and 37, show that Hezekiah re-

cei ved no help at all from the subordinate Pha-

raoh, who was probably Shabatok, and that

though Tirhakah did move on his behalf (37 : 9),

yet that he neither engaged the forces of Sen-

nacherib nor seriously troubled him. The re-

lief of Hezekiah and the relief of Egypt itself

—whose subjection to Assyria was thereby de-

ferred for a generation—came from another

quarter. When Hezekiah gave up his trust in

any arm of flesh and made his appeal to God,

spreading before Him the blasphemous letter of

Sennacherib, then Isaiah was commissioned to

assure him of a miraculous deliverance (37 : 36).

The deliverance itself and its marvellous char-

acter was acknowledged by the Egyptians no

less than by the Israelites. G. R.

The Jewish party, which sought for an alli-

ance with Egypt, was pursuing a policy which
on human as well as on Divine grounds was
utterly fatal. The party was in high favor in

the time of Hezekiah ; it seemed to advocate

the only line of policy by wliich the indepen-

dence of the Jewish state could be secured, and

Isaiah's opposition and words of warning were

disregarded. But events showed that he was
right. The alliance with Egj^pt, which had

been purchased with the treasures of Jerusa-

lem, and the toilsome journey of the Jewish

ambassadors into the heart of Ethiopia was
shattered by the battle of Eltekeh, while the

overthrow of the army of Sennacherib before

Jerusalem proved that trust in their God was
the only defence the rulers of Judah needed,

and that their strength was, as Isaiah, had de-

clared, "to sit still." From that time on-

ward, to the death of Hezekiah, there was no

more straining after an Egyptian alliance, and

Isaiah's later years were cheered by the con-

sciousness that the policy he had preached and

struggled for was at last triumphant. For
nearly a century Egypt disappeared from the

political horizon of the Jews. Sayce.

8, 9. What needed so lasting a record was
rather the engrained perverseness of the people,
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out of which all their acts of sin arose, than

the details of this Egj'ptian embassy. Its fail-

ure was rather a lesson for the moment ; but

the perverseness of the Jewish people in de-

spising God's word and rejecting His prophets

was a weighty and solemn lesson for every age.

They continually urged the prophets to give

answers that would encourage them in their

worldly schemes instead of reporting truly the

messages of God. Birks.

10. Smooth things or words is a common fig-

urative term for flatteries. Luther's expressive

version is, pleach soft to us. A.

10, 11. So deeply infatuated in sin were this

people that they even sought to seduce the

Lord's prophets, exhorting them (so the He-

brew states and repeats it) not to see the truth

for them, but to speak to them only smooth

and delusive words. They chose pleasing lies

rather than unwelcome truth. They could not

bear to be annoyed in their sinful pursuits and

pleasures, and were therefore ready to grasp

the good of sinning recklessly and risk all the

bad consequences !
" Get ye out of the way"

does not mean precisely get out of our way so

that we may have a clear field for sinning with

no obstructions ; but this : Turn ye out of the

right way ; do not hesitate to turn aside never

so much from the path of duty and right ; run

the risks of disobeying God even as we have

resolved to do. Dare to sin on at all hazards

and fear nothing ! And especially bring be-

fore us no more " The Holy One of Israel."

H. C.

Here are some so much in love with their

own ruin as to own plainly and roundly what
they would be at; "Prophesy not unto us,"

they say, "right things, but smooth things."

As if they had said, " Do but oil the razor for

us, and let us alone to cut our own throats.

"

South. It is not pleasant to tell people what

they don't want to hear. It is a great deal

nicer to prophesj" smooth things than to cry,

"Repent or perish." And there are a great

many beautiful things in the Bible. The
preacher can if he will find texts to last a life-

time that will not offend the most fastidious.

He can be Sabbath after Sabbath and year

after year " as a very lovely song of one that

hath a pleasant voice, and can play well on an

instrument." No wonder that many j-ield to

this temptation, and that ever and anon there is

a new theology to meet the demand of those to

whom the cross is an offence. But some one

may ask. If we are to preach a gospel that

offends men how are we going to save them?

The answer is, we don't expect to save them.

No preacher ever was or ever will be so at-

tractive as to be able in and of himself to draw
one sinner to Christ. It is " not by might nor

by power, but by My Spirit, saith the Lord."

Intei'ior.

In dealing with ourselves or with one an-

other, if we aim at deep work or thorough re-

sults we must go bravely and honestly at this

mark. Pre-eminently it is the prophet's busi-

ness. Men in earnest will not shrink from the

awful office—stern, searching, incisive, painful,

and therefore very often unwelcome, but merci-

ful with the far-sighted mercy which regards the

true peace beyond the transient pain. F. D. H.

15. These titles of God have here a special

force. Their resorting to Egypt for help was
a direct affront to the unchangeable Jehovah,

the Holy One of Israel. It was a denial of

every lesson taught by the plagues of Egypt,

the passover and Exodus, when that name was
more fully revealed. Distrust of God had

caused a feverish restlessness. Their punish-

ment would resemble their sin. By rejecting

the prophet's warning they virtually claimed

to be wiser than God, and they would now be

filled with their own devices. Birks.

In returning to Me and in resting upon Me
ye shall have salvation ; in quietness as op-

posed to agitation and anxiety ; in confidence

as opposed to distrust and unbelief, shall be

your strength—said with an eye to their na-

tional danger from the Assyrians when they

were disowning God and looking to Egypt in-

stead. The sentiments are good for all circum-

stances of human want and trial. God would

have His teaching in this case apply to every

possible case which involves like principles.

H. C.

Would we be saved from the evil of every

calamity, guarded against the temptation of it,

and secured from the curse of it, which are the

only evil things in it ? It must be in return-

ing and rest ; in returning to God and repos-

ing in Him as our rest. In returning, in the

thorough reformation of your hearts and lives
;

and in rest, in an entire submission of j-our

souls to God, and a complacency in Him, " you

shall be saved." Would we be strengthened

to do what is required of us and to bear what

is laid upon us? It must be in quietness and

in confidence ; we must keep our spirits calm

and sedate by a continual dependence upon

God and His power and goodness ; we must

retire into ourselves with a holy quietness, sup-

pressing all turbulent and tumultuous passions,

and keeping the peace in our own minds. And
wc must rely upon God with a holy confidence
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that He can do what He will, and will do what

is best for His people. And this will be our

strength ; it will inspire us with such a hoi}'

fortitude as will carry us with case and cour-

age through all the difficulties we may meet

with. H.

More progress is to be made by waiting than

by working ; there may be a greater power in

silent, patient looking for than in the restless

exertion of all the forces of the mind and of the

body. It was Israel that so frequently, against

God's will, in the pressure of the moment said,

" We will flee upon horses, we will ride upon
the swift" (verse 16) ; and the path they had

chosen in self-will as conducting to sure vic-

tory led to destruction. Have we also some-

thing of that rash temper which prefers to cut

the knot of difficulty rather than wait till the

time comes, when higher wisdom shall unravel

it? Then stands before us, as inscribed in capi-

tals, this passage, " In quietness and in confi-

dence shall he your rest." It is not stated that

this way to real strength and rest is the most

easy, a smooth path for all feet. To wait is

often harder than to work ; drudgery not sel-

dom easier than doing nothing, except when
carried beyond all bounds. And yet this last,

most difficult requirement is in a thousand cir-

cumstances that which is asked of us ; and at

every turn God shows us that the strength

born of still trust is not alone our highest,

but, in fine, our only power. Van 0. Much
of Christian dutj' is not active, bustling work,

but quiet, patient waiting. There come many
times in the experience of every life when vic-

tory can be gained in no other way. We must
stand still and wait for God. Immeasurable
harm is wrought in personal lives and in the

work of God by the impatience that cannot

wait for the Divine bidding to go forward.

J. R. M.
An active social life, with its sympathies, its

friendships and its close contact of mind with

mind, interspersed with hours of solitude for

quiet thought and serious meditation, seems to

be the Divine order for man's best growth.

We acquire most rapidly in society ; we ripen

best in solitude. We receive new ideas, devise

new plans, welcome new impulses most readi-

ly when under the influence of other minds
;

we mature all these and render them effective

in our lives in the quiet meditation of the still

hour. There is therefore a sense in which we
ought to be never less alone than when alone.

And in view of this truth, we should learn to

be company for ourselves, and good company,
too. S. S. T. Solitude is no word for a

true, God-loving heart. We are least alone

when we are most alone, for then, if we are

His, we may most fully realize His presence.

So if any of you are disposed sometimes to say

the road is dark and long and rough, and I

have to tread it unaccompanied, " set the Lord

always before" you, and, with Him at your
" right hand," He and you will be—I was go-

ing to say, enough for one another, and, at any

rate, will be too many for all opposition. " I

was left alone, and I saw this great vision." I

was left alone, and God came to keep me com-

pany. That may be the experience of every

soul. . . . The secret of a quiet heart—which
is a very different thing from a stagnant one

—

is to keep ever near God. Leaning upon Him,
we shall not be shaken as we otherwise would,

and shall be masters of ourselves ; and if we
are masters of ourselves nothing outside of us

will much move us. " His heart is fixed, trust-

ing in the Lord." In everything, by praj'er

and thanksgiving, make God present to your-

selves, and yourselves present to God, and
'

' the peace of God shall keep your hearts and

minds." A. M.

Peace comes swiftest when you seek it as an

end least. Seek purity, seek renewal of heart

and life, seek harmony with God, seek the so-

ciety of Christ as a Saviour and Intercessor for

you, and peace, in God's good time, will come
of itself. How many really earnest souls of us

are spoiling our work because we will invert

God's order, and instead of seeking faith su-

premely, leaving comfort for an incident, go

about to get comfort first, and thus miss faith

and comfort both ! Let us be patient. Still-

ness is our needed sacrifice. Baffled and bro-

ken the soul must often be before its immor-

tal strength comes. Humiliation of pride, an

utter consciousness of infirmity, to be kept

painfully out of our inheritance, fasting and

mortified ambition, forty days in the wilder-

ness, three years in Arabia—all these are the

price of conquest. Do not pray for exemption

from them, but for victory by them. F. D. H.

Must life be a failure for one compelled to

stand still in enforced inaction and see the great

throbbing tides of life go by? No ; victory is

then to be gotten by standing still, by quiet

waiting. It is a thousand times harder to do

this than it was in the active days to rush on

in the columns of stirring life. It requires a

grander heroism to stand and wait and not lose

heart and hope, to submit to the will of God,

to give up work and honors to others, to be

quiet, confident and rejoicing, while the happy,

busy multitude goes on and away. It is the
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grandest life "having done all, to stand."

J. R. M.

17. The thought seems to be, Ye shall flee

in all directions till two are nowhere left to-

gether. Ye may be seen Avinding your Avay

over the distant hill-tops, or standing there in

dismay ; but every man alone, so utter is your

dispersion and so completely is your military

power broken. The threatening of calamity

closes here ; indeed how could it farther go?

The people are utterly broken dow^n. Hence

this extremity becomes God's opportunity for

signal mercy ; as we shall see. H. C.

l§-26. These verses refer to the Assyrian

deliverance. The connection is direct and for-

cible. However severe God's discipline, its de-

sign was gracious. His dealings are full of

wisdom. There is, on His part, no slackness

or indifference, but the calm waiting of an

ever-patient love. Even in the hour of judg-

ment God will be exalted, not to crush His peo-

ple with the terrors of His majesty, but only
" that He may have mercy" upon them. He
knows how to temper their afflictions, that they

may yield the peaceable fruits of righteousness.

Since He waits in patient love, to show them

favor at the last, they also are bound to wait, in

faith and patience, until the blessing shall

come. Birks. He waits that He may be

gracious. Goodness sets God upon the exer-

cise of patience, and patience sets many a sin-

ner on running into the arms of mercy. That

mercy which makes God ready to embrace re-

turning sinners makes Him willing to bear with

them in their sins, and wait their return.

Charnock.

20. The restored and forgiven people are

not placed Instantly in the height of prosperity.

As in the case of those who returned from cap-

tivity in Babylon, serious hardships were the

first lessons ; but God gave them a precious

faith and a rich renewal of Divine light, in-

struction and consequent spiritual comfort.

Such is the course of thought here. We may
expect some straitness for earthly bread ; but

ye shall have an aljundance of the bread of Di-

vine light, the bread of heaven. Thy teachers

shall not hide themselves away in corners any

more, as men driven from their homes by per-

secution ; but thine eyes shall see them at all

points present and ready to teach thee the word

and will of God. H. C.

21. This idea of a road as the highway of

God's kingdom shows itself all along in the

Bible record. Again and again, fidelity to

God's service is spoken of as continuing in

" the way wiiich the Lord thy God command-

ed thee to walk in." {See, for example, De.

13 : 5 ; 31 : 29 ; Judges 2 : 22 ; 2 K. 21 : 22
;

Jer. 5:4, 5.) And because there are roads

which are not the king's highway, frequent

mention is made in the Bible of w.ays of evil, as

well as ways of good—roads within the king-

dom which are not roads of the kingdom.
" Thus saith the Lord, Behold I set before you

the way of life, and the way of death" (Jer.

21 : 8). And this view of the possibility of be-

ing out of the way while in a Avay, gives added

force to the cry of the psalmist :
" Teach me

Thy way, O Lord, and lead me in a plain path"

(Ps. 27 : 11). It also gives added preciousncss

to the Lord's assurance to those who trust in

Him :
" And thine ears shall hear a word be-

hind thee, saying, This is the way, walk }'e in

it, when ye turn to the right hand, and when
ye turn to the left." H. C. T.

23-26. In this passage some expressions are

manifestly figurative. But whatever doubt

may rest on any clause as between the literal

and the figurative sense, of this we may be

sure : it testifies to the loving-kindness of God
—always the main and vital thing.

25, 26. Rivers and streams run usually in

valleys and not on the hill or mountain tops.

Hence the thing affirmed of them here must de-

note very rich blessings ; as, on the other hand,

great slaughter and falling towers indicate

fearful calamities. The same sense is given

under other figures in the next verse. In the

day when God bindeth iip the breach of His

people, the augmentation of light from the

heavenly bodies shall be great, even sevenfold

and more. The light of seven days compressed

into one ; the light of the moon becoming as

that of the sun ; these are magnificent figures

and must be freighted with a wealth of pre-

cious significance. It has been fitly said that

these must be figures, for the literal fulfilment

would be a calamity and not a blessing. These

mortal eyes could not bear such outbursting,

dazzling, perpetual effulgence. But Zion's

spiritual light can never be in excess. H. C.

27-34. The fall of the Assyrian is here fore-

told in w^ords most impressive and sublime.

They strongly confirm the view of Vitringa,

that a violent thunderstorm was the chief

agency by which the commission of the de-

stroying angel was fulfilled. Birks. Verse

31 makes it certain that this entire passage has

a somewhat special reference to the destruction

of Sennacherib's army. Yet this case is re-

ferred to here, in part at least, as an illustration

of the general law of Divine interposition for

the deliverance of His prayerful, trusting peo-
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pie. What God did for Hezekiali and his peo-

ple He will do in like circumstances for any

and every other generation of His chosen. The
" name of the Lord" means His manifestations,

God Himself as seen in the special revealings of

His glory. The whole description is grand, not

to say awful. Jehovah, awakening the ener-

gies of His being to intense activity, is seen

coming from afar, burning with anger (speak-

ing after the manner of men), and heavy are

the columns of rising smoke (the probable sense

of the Hebrew) ; His lips full of indignation
;

His tongue like a devouring fire ; who could

stand before such consuming wrath ? He comes

forth to lay low in death that great Assyrian

host. All the agencies of fire, coupled with ac-

cumulated declarations of burning wrath, set

forth His earnest zeal in this work and the

fearfulness of His manifestations to effect it.

H. C.

29. The night may be particularlj^ men-

tioned in the first clause, either because all the

Mosaic festivals began in the evening, or with

special allusion to the passover, which is de-

scribed in the law (Ex. 13 : 42) as " a night to

be much observed unto the Lord, as that night

of the Lord to be observed of all the children of

Israel in their generations." This verse gives

an interesting glimpse of ancient usage as to

the visitation of the Temple at the greater

yearly festivals. The Rock of Israel is not

Mount Zion or Moriah, but Jehovah Himself,

to whose presence they resorted, as appears

from 2 Sam. 23 : 3. A.

30, 31. While His people make their voice

heard in songs of praise to God, He makes His

voice heard in thunder and the flash of His

arms seen in lightning for the overwhelming of

His foes. In this verse again the prophet

groups boldly and almost rudely together all

the grand agencies of lightning and fire, tem-

pest and storm. Before such an inundation of

agencies for destruction, the Assyrian is beaten

down—falling never to rise.

33. This allusion to Tophet is the earliest

which appears in the Scriptures. Additional

particulars appear in the history of Josiah's ref-

ormation (2 K. 33 : 10 ; Jer. 7 : 31 and 19 : 6,

11-14). The prophet here represents Tophet as

a place prepared for the burning of the Assy-

rian king. Made deep and large, with fire and

wood in abundance, prepared for the king, and

of course, he being thrown upon it, the breath

of the Lord kindles it into its fearful conflagra-

tion. This is, of course, a figurative descrip-

tion, Tophet being made the central point in

the figure because it was a well-known place

for the burning of dead bodies, and also of

all manner of filth from the city, Jerusalem.

H. C.

The whole picture is a most solmen warning

of judgments to alight hereafter on the open

enemies of the true Church of God. Birks.

Chap. 31. The scope of thought in this

short chapter resembles that in chap. 30, save

that it omits the detailed account of the sins of

Judah which appears in chap. 30 : 8-17. This

begins with a woe on those who go to Egypt

for help ; declares this help to be weakness, on

which moreover God will bring ruin ; but He
will Himself deliver His own people. This

chapter closes like the one before with the

illustrative case of His destroying the Assyrian

power. H. C.

Reliance upon Egypt is distrust of God, who
will avenge Himself by destroying both the

helper and the helped (verses 1-3). His deter-

mination and ability to save those who confide

in His protection are expressed by two com-

parisons (verses 4, 5). The people are there-

fore invited to return to Him, from every false

dependence, human or idolatrous, as they will

be constrained to do with shame, when they

shall witness the destruction of their enemies

by the resistless fire of His wrath (verses 6-9).

2. God was as wise as the Egyptians, and

ought therefore to have been consulted ; He
was as wise as the Jews, and could therefore

thwart their boasted policy.

3. This verse repeats the contrast between

human and Divine aid, and the threatening

that the unbelievers and their foreign helpers

should be involved in the same destruction.

The antithesis of flesh and sjyirit, like that of

God and man, is not metaphysical, but rhetori-

cal, and is intended simply to express extreme

dissimilitude or inequality. Reliance upon

Egypt is again sarcastically represented as reli-

ance upon horses, and as such opposed to confi-

dence in God. As Egypt here means the

Egyptians, it is afterward referred to as a plu-

ral. Stumble and fall are here poetical equiva-

lents. A.

As it is good for men to " know themselves

to be but men" (Ps. 9 : 20), so it is good for us

to consider that those we love and trust to are

but men. They therefore can do nothing with-

out God, nothing against Him, nothing in com-

parison with Him. They are men, and there-

fore fickle and foolish, mutable and mortal,

here to-day and gone to-morrow ; they are

men, and therefore let us not make gods of

them, by making them our hope and confi-

dence, and expecting that in them which is to
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be found in God only ; they are not God, they

cannot do that for us which God can do, and

will, if we trust in Him. Let us not tlien neg-

lect Him to seek to them ; let us not forsake

the rock of" ages for broken reeds, nor the foun-

tain of living waters for broken cisterns, H.

5. These " flying birds," being feminine, are

the mother birds hovering round their young
to protect them. As such flying birds do, so

will the Lord defend His nestlings, however

weak they may be in themselves. Our Saviour

has nearly the same figure, " How often would

I have gatliered thy children together as a hen

gathereth her chickens" (Matt. 23 : 37). " Pass-

ing over" is the word made sacred in Hebrew

history and literature on that eventful night

when Egypt's first-born fell, but the destroyer

"passed over" the thresholds on which the

blood of sprinkling had fallen. So under the

shield of atoning blood and Divine mercy Is-

rael is now safe. God will pass over her in a

sense analogous to that ancient passing over.

H. C.

_ 7. Trust in idols and reliance upon human

helpers are here, and often elsewhere, put to-

gether, as identical in principle, and closely

connected in the experience of ancient Is-

rael. A.

§, 9. All the main features of the coming
judgment are here given. The enemies would
be overthrown by the sword of no mighty cap-

tain or numerous army, but by the direct vis-

itation of the Lord of hosts. Their king w^ould

seek his safety by inglorious flight. The sur-

vivors, panic-struck and dismayed, would many
of them be made captive ; and those become a

spoil and prey to others, who exacted tribute

before. The crestfallen monarch would not

pause in his flight till he reached Nineveh, his

stronghold, " the dwelling-place of the lions,

and the feeding-place of the young lions" (Nah.

2 : 11). His princes would also be terrified at

the display of God's mighty power. Jerusa-

lem would prove to be indeed an Ariel, a fire-

place of God, where His presence would be

like a fiery furnace, to consume and destroy the

mighty oppressors of His people, and put out

their name for ever and ever. Birks.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XXXII.

32 : 1 Behold, a king shall reign in righteousness, and princes shall rule in judgement.

2 And a man shall be as an hiding place from the wind, and a covert from the tempest ; as

3 rivers of water in a dry place, as the shadow of a great rock in a weary land. And the eyes

4 of them that see shall not be dim, and the ears of them that hear shall hearken. The heart

also of the rash shall understand knowledge, and the tongue of the stammerers shall be ready

5 to speak plainly. The vile person shall be no more called liberal, nor the churl said to be

6 bountiful. For the vile person will speak villany, and his heart will work iniquity, to prac-

tise profaneness, and to utter error against the Lord, to make empty the soul of the hungry,

7 and to cause the drink of the thirsty to fail. The instruments also of the churl are evil : he

deviseth wicked devices to destroy the meek with Ij'ing words, even when the needy speak-

8 eth right. But the liberal deviseth liberal things ; and in liberal things shall he continue.

9 Rise up, ye women that are at ease, and hear my voice
;
ye careless daughters, give ear

10 unto my speech. For days beyond a year shall ye be troubled, 3^e careless women : for the

11 vintage shall fail, the ingathering shall not come. Tremble, ya women that are at ease ; be

troubled, ye careless ones : strip you, and make you bare, and gird sackcloth ui">ou your loins.

12, 13 They shall smite upon the breasts for the pleasant fields, for th(^ fruitful vine. Upon
the land of my people shall come up thorns and briers

;
yea, upon all the houses of joy in the

14 joyous city : for the palace shall be forsaken ; the populous city shall be deserted ; the hill

15 and the watch-tower shall be for dens for ever, a joy of wild asses, a pasture of flocks ; until

the spirit be poured upon us from on high, and the wilderness become a fruitful field, and

16 the fruitful field be counted for a forest. Then judgement shall dwell in the wilderness, and
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17 TiWiteousness shall abide in the fruitful field. And the work of righteousness shall be peace ;

18 and the effect of righteousness quietness and confidence for ever And my peoi^eshal abide

9 in a peaceable habitation, and in sure dwellings, and in quiet resting place,. But it shall hail,

Jo in the downfall of the forest ; and the city shall be utterly laid low. Blessed are ye that sow

beside all waters, that send forth the feet of the ox and the ass.

Chap. 32. In this chapter the first eight

verses constitute one distinct portion
;
the re-

maining twelve verses another. In the first

part a new state of tilings appears, morally

and politically—a king reigning for the ends

of righteousness ; the moral perceptions of the

people quickened and corrected ;
their senti-

ments also brought back to truth and righteous-

ness. The choice of construction lies between

the theory of a general statement with no spe-

cial, exclusive reference to any one king, and

the theory of a primary reference to Hezekiah

and a secondary one to the Messiah—the for-

mer in his character as a great moral reformer

being considered as a sort of representative of

the latter. I incline to this last-mentioned

view. The second part (verses 9-20) makes a

special call to the careless women of Jerusa-

lem
;
predicts grievous calamities which shall

continue until a precious effusion of God's

spirit shall bring the people back to God and

righteousness. Then prosperity shall ensue.

1. The scenes now before the prophet stand

in close relation with the recent past. The

king and people have ceased to trust in Egypt

;

the blindness and unbelief which turned their

eye of hope from God to Egypt have passed

away, and better moral vision has taken its

place ; Divine judgments have been sanctified

to the people ; and not least, the signal over-

throw of the Assyrian host has made solemn

impressions of the power, the faithfulness and

the loving care of God for His Zion. Now the

good Hezekiah appears, ruling for the inter-

ests and ends of righteousness and calling the

people back to the pure worship of their God.

Hence this new scene has in its foreground the

good Hezekiah and shows how he reigns—viz.,

for the purpose of promoting intrinsic right-

eousness ; a righteous heart and life as toward

both their fellow-men and their God. The re-

cent history of the nation and the points

brought forward in the three next preceding

chapters accord well with the interpretation

which applies this verse primarily to Hezekiah.

This general accord becomes an argument at

once legitimate and strong for its reference in

its primary sense to him.

2. In its primary sense this must mean. Be-

hold, how one good man may become a great

moral power for the protection of the wronged

and for the comfort and liappiness of a whole

people. The figures to represent this are plain

as well as beautiful ; a shelter from fierce

wind ; a covert from storm ; or like rivers over

a dry desert ; or the shadow of a great rock in

a land where men become weary with toil,

heat and thirst, and find no shade of leaf or dell

naught but a great rock to cast a shadow for

their shelter from the sun. These are lively

emblems of the rich, exhaustless blessings that

have come to our lost race through the one

great man Jesus, in whom the Divine Messiah

became incarnate. How distinctly the prophet

had this in view it may not be possible for us

to determine. The fulness and wealth of his

figures seem to favor this reference, and yet

more does the allusion (verse 15) to the " pour-

I ing out of the spirit" as the special agent and

! cause of this great moral renovation and its

I

consequent fruits of righteousness and peace.

H. C.

2. Not more beautiful and suggestive than

logical are the thoughts as the spirit of inspira-

tion has given them utterance. " And a man

shall be as a hiding-place from the wind and a

covert from the tempest ; as rivers of water in

a dry place ; as the shadow of a great rock in

a weary land." RefLige, refreshment, repose,

or deliverance, life, peace, is the order of the

spirit. Christ, the Divine Man, is the peace or

repose of the believing soul. Birks. In

these words, so full of encouragement and

hope, the prophet seems again to point to the

coming of Christ—the theme which was the un-

dertone of his entire prophecy. Although he

may have had a primary reference to the good

king Hezekiah, in whose reign justice, peace

and the reviving of pure religion succeeded

;
the oppression, turbulence and idolatry of the

j

reign of Ahaz, yet the full glory of the restora-

'

tion here depicted could be realized only under

1 the spiritual kingdom of the Messiah. How
1 perfect the sense of rest, security and refresh-

' ment indicated in these promises ! The images

are all borrowed from the climate of Palestine,

I where the traveller may be suddenly overtaken

I

by a scorching wind or a violent tempest, or

find himself under the blaze of noon, remote

from water or shade. How welcome the sight
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of a shelter, the sound of a gurgling brook,

even the shadow of a rock in which one may
rest till the heat is over ! Christ is that covert

of defence, that fountain of refreshment, that

rock of shelter and shade. In Him we find ref-

uge from calamity, solace for grief and loss,

supply for inward want, rest from care. And
while He gives to us personally this spiritual

rest and comfort, the working of His princi-

ples tends to a condition of outward peace and

safety. Therefore should we sow in hope, and

wait for His blessed appearing. J. P. T.

The only reference of these words which

gives full weight to their wealth of blessing is

to regard them as a prophecy of the man

—

Christ Jesus ; hiding in whom we are safe,

" coming" to whom we " never thirst," guard-

ed and blessed by whom no weariness can be-

fall us, and dwelling in whom this weary world

shall be full of refreshment and peace ! I do

not need to point out the exquisite beauty of

the imagery or the pathos and peace that

breathe in the majestic rhythm of the words.

There is something more than poetical beauty

or rhetorical amplification of a single thought

in those three clauses. The "hiding-place"

and " covert" refer to one class of wants ; the

" river of water in a drj^ place" to yet another
;

and " the shadow of a great rock in a weary

land" to yet a third. And though they be

tinged and dyed in Eastern imagery, the

realities of life in Western lands and in all

ages give them a deeper beauty than that of

lovely imager^', and are the best keys to un-

derstanding their meaning. The three classes

of promises have correlative with them three

phases of man's condition, three diverse as-

pects of his need and misery. The " covert"

and the " hiding-place" imply tempest and

storm and danger ; the " river of water" im-

plies drought and thirst ;
" the shadow of a

great rock" implies lassitude and languor, fa-

tigue and weariness. The view of life that

arises from the combination of all three bears

upon its front the signature of truth in the

very fact that it is a sad view. For notwith-

standing all that we may say concerning the

beauty and the blessedness scattered broadcast

round about us, notwithstanding that we be-

lieve, and hold as for our lives the "happy
faith that all which we behold is full of bless-

ing," it needs but a very short experience of

this life, and but a superficial examination of

our own histories and our own hearts, in order

to come to the conclusion that the world is full

of strange and terrible sadness, that every life

has dark tracts and long stretches of sombre

tint, and that no representation is true to fact

which dips its pencil only in light and flings

no shadow on the canvas. There is no depth

in a Chinese picture because there is no shade.

It is the wrinkles and marks of tear and wear

that make the expression in a man's portrait.

"Life's sternest painter is the best." The
gloomy thoughts which are charged against

Scripture are the true thoughts about man, and
the world as man has made it. Not, indeed,

that life needs to be so, but that by reason of

our own evil and departure from God there

have come in as a disturbing element the retrib-

utive consequences of our own godlessness,

and these have made danger where else were

safety, thirst were else were rivers of water, and

weariness and lassitude where else were strength

and bounding hope ! But there is a man, our

brother, bone of our bone, and flesh of our flesh,

who can be to single souls the adequate object

of their perfect trust, the abiding home of their

deepest love, the unfailing supply for their

profoundest wants. There is one man, whom
it is wise and blessed to look to as the exclu-

sive source of all our peace, the absolute Ruler

of all our lives. There is a man in whom we
find all that we have vainly sought in men.

There is a man who can be to all ages and to

the whole race their refuge, their satisfaction,

their rest. " It behooved Him to be made in

all points like unto His brethren," that His

succor might be ever near and His sympathy
sure. The man Christ Jesus, who, being man,

is God manifest in the flesh, exercises in one

and the same act the oQices of Divine pity and

human compassion, of Div^ine and human
guardianship, of Divine and human love.

" And so the Word had breath, and wrought

With human hands the creed of creeds

In loveliness of perfect deeds,

More strong than all poetic thought."

The dreams of weary hearts that have longed

for an impossible perfection are all below the

reality. The fact surpasses all expectation. It

is more than all prophecies, it is more than all

hopes, it is more than all praise. It is God's

unspeakable gift. "Well might an angel voice

proclaim the mystery of love, " Unto you is

born a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord."

Tlie ancient promise of our text is a histor}'

now. A man has been and is all these things

for us. A. ]\I.

J{, 4. The main feature of these promises is

the perfecting of faculties, previously defective

and imperfect. Eyes that were dim shall sec

clearl}', listless ears shall hearken, the rash
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and hasty become thoughtful, and understand

knowledge ; and tongues that stammered be-

fore shall utter clearly the praises of God.

Bii'ks.

4. It seems more natural to understand the

bodily defects here mentioned as denoting oth-

ers of an intellectual and spiritual nature, neg-

lect and ignorance of spiritual matters. The

minds of men shall begin to be directed to re-

ligious truth, and delivered from ignorance and

error in relation to it.

5. When men's eyes are thus opened, they

will no longer confound the essential distinc-

tions of moral character, because they will no

longer be deceived by mere appearances.

Things will then be called by their right

names. Tlie fool (in the emphatic scriptural

sense, the wicked man) will no longer be called

nohle (men will no longer attach ideas of dignity

and greatness to the name or person of pre-

sumptuous sinners), and the churl (or niggard)

tcill no more be spoken of as liberal. A.

6. This verse endorses the correct moral sen-

timents of which he had just spoken, declaring

that they are in accordance with facts and

righteousness. The vile person our/ht to be no

more called liberal "for'' he will speak vil-

lainy, etc. The extreme inhumanities here ad-

duced are manifestly thought of as outrages

against God, and practically as involving the

worst forms of error as to Him and as to the

duties we owe Him.

7. The " churl" (a man both niggardly and

covetous) should by no means be called " boun-

tiful"

—

i.e., liberal, generous, for his means of

enriching himself (" his instruments") will be

bad. He will devise crafty schemes to destroy

the poor with lying words (ov^erreachiug, de-

frauding, getting the advantage unjustly) even

when the poor man has justice on his side—2.'.e.,

as said here, when his speaking (statements) are

all right (in Heb. "judgment"). They that

will be rich fall into this ruinous temptation to

overestimate their own claims, and underesti-

mate or even quite disregard the claims and

rights of others, and especially of those who
are defenceless against their aggressions.

§. On the other hand, the really liberal, noble-

hearted man will approve himself by his deeds.

He will devise not " wicked devices," but
" liberal things," and upon these he will stand

in the sense of persevering in them and build-

ing up himself upon them. Hence, as the con-

clusion of this special subject, that is a bles.sed

state of society in which men are estimated ac-

cording to what they truly are and the name
they bear in common parlance witnesses truly

to the character of their deeds. When every

man's reputation and name shall be as his heart

and life, virtue will have its due honor and

vice its merited disgrace.

One that is- truly liberal, and deserves the

honor of being called so, makes it his business

to do good to everybody, according as his sphere

is. Observe, 1. The care he takes and the con-

trivances he has to do good. He devises liberal

things ; as much as the churl or niggard pro-

jects how to save and lay up what he has for

himself only, so much the good, charitable man
projects how to use and lay out what he has in

the best manner for the good of others. Char-

ity must be directed by wisdom, and liberal

things done prudently and with device, that

the good intention of them may be answered,

that it may not be charity misplaced. The

liberal man, when he has done all tlie liberal

things that are in his own power, devises liberal

things for others to do according to their power,

and puts them upon doing them. 2. The com-

fort he takes and the advantage he has in

doing good ; by liberal things he shall stand or

be established. The providence of God will

reward him for his liberality with a settled

prosperity and an established reputation. The

grace of God will give him abundance of satis-

faction and confirmed peace in his own bosom ;

what disquiets others shall not disturb him
;

his heart is fixed. This is the recompense of

charity (Ps. 113 : 5, 6). H.

Let it not be supposed that liberality is con-

fined to the giving of money for the doing of

good. A fair and open demeanor ; a candid

consideration of the rights and feelings of

others ; a relaxation or a waiving of our own
rights when the pursuing of them is likely to

be injurious ; an avoidance of all captiousness

and contention ; a scorning to take advantage,

and a willingness that others should be benefit-

ed as well as ourselves—these are some of the

ways in which true liberality will manifest it-

self. Ferguso)i.

" It is more blessed to give than to receive."

That saying takes heaven's point of view in

regard to what makes true blessedness. The

world says the exact opposite, because the

world is based on self-regard. God is Himself

the great example of the higher truth, because

God is love. He is "the giving God," there-

fore He is " the blessed God." Love ever de-

lights to bestow. In the measure in which we
drink in Christ's spirit Ave shall know the

blessedness which filled His heart, and find in

imparting a purer joy than in acquiring. Un-

less we have begun to know and feel this,
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what token do we show of being Christ's?

A. M.

Giving is the nobler part of man, the side of

him that lies highest and nearest to God. We
of the present generation enjoy- abundant op-

portunity for the exercise of this grace, if this

grace live in our hearts. The heathen are in

great need ; their need is better known and

their locality more easily reached than in for-

mer times. At home, too, the harvest is great

and ripe, and ready to perish ; it lies, moreover,

close to the reaper's hand. Those who count it

blessed to do and give may be very happy in

our day, for the sources of their enjoyment are

accessible and full. Arnot.

There is no necessary antagonism between

material and spiritual wealth. Both come from

God. Moses brought down from Sinai this

message to the Hebrews. " Thou shalt remem-

ber the Lord thy God, for He it is who giveth

the power to get wealth." That message is

not obsolete. It is a message for the men of all

lands and ages. It is right to pray for tempo-

ral prosperity. But we cannot pray for it so

as to be heard and answered unless we ask also

for the true riches, the faith that will enable

us to use our gold and silver aright, to lay up
treasures in lieaven by employing them for the

good of our fellow-men and for the glor}' of

God. The man who, in the midst of his abun-

dance, can look up with a grateful heart and

say, " All things are of Thee," and who, trust-

ing that the giver will help him to keep and to

use aright what he has given, lives and gives as

a steward of the Lord, that man can enjoy his

wealth here. It is worth more to him now a

" hundredfold" than the wealth which is selfishly

sought and hoarded. And when the earth and

all that is therein is burned up, he will have

durable riches in lieaven. Bahb.

The unvarying law of God which attaches

an obligation to every opportunity and places

a duty over against every right extends to the

use of wealth, as well as to the use of the other

powers which are under the control of a man's

will. Wealth is power. The possession of

wealth gives a man potential power of service.

By this ability to serve which wealth confers,

its owner is bound actually to serve the best

interests of his fellow-men. And for the un-

selfish use of all his powers, every man must
give an account to the God who has taught us

that no man liveth to himself alone. 31. E.

Gates.

Make to yourselves friends of the mammon
of unrighteousness. Use that which is so gen-

erally abused that men shall praise and bless

you. The possessors of wealth should feel

themselves called of God to become the bene-

factors of the race, to lay plans and create in-

stitutions that shall become fountains of wide-

spread and permanent good. He who uses his

wealth in this way, making it the instrument

of an intelligent beneficence, will not grind the

faces of the poor nor defraud the laborer of

his hire. The Church and the world will al-

ways need the gifts of the poor, and we are

warned not to despise the widow's mite ; but

there are and there will continue to be de-

mands for alleviating suffering and increasing

general comfort, that can be met only as the

prospered few hear in them the voice of God.

Wealth has its opportunity and use ; and when
it shall be rightly used everywhere and by all,

the poorest will have occasion for thanksgiv-

ing. Behrends.

9-20. Long desolations are here foretold, to

cease only by a large outpouring of the spirit

of God. The women of Israel are first ad-

dressed, as sharing largely in the sin of the

people. The address is not to be confined to

Jerusalem and Judah alone. The warning is

general, and reaches from Isaiah's days till the

wasting is complete. Birks.

13-15. Though the immediate bearing of

these words is, in all probability, uj^on the state

and prospects of the Jewish people, yet by
parity of reasoning it may be extended much
farther, and may be considered as assigning

the reason why the nations of the earth con-

tinue in so wretched a state, with respect to

things spiritual and divine, as that which .they

now exhibit ; and they may b3 considered as

directing our expectations and regulating our

confidence respecting the final termination of

this state of things, teaching that it will come

to an end, that a great and beneficial change

will take place, but not till the Spirit be poured

out from on high. Then, and not till then,

will " the wilderness be a fruitful field, and the

fruitful field be counted for a forest. " R. Hall.

The contrasts are most impressive. The pal-

ace, once the scene of feasting and merriment,

is forsaken and lonely. The peopled city, once

filled with the hum and murmur of thronging

multitudes, is a deserted solitude. Fortress and

tower, once garrisoned by the strength of the

land, are to be dens for the beasts of the field.

The careless mirth of luxurious women is to be

replaced by the joy of wild asses, that rove

carelessly amid deserted ruins. These desola-

tions, caused by national sin, will cease only

when true repentance has followed the prom-

ised outpouring of the Holy Spirit. Then the
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wilderness will become a planted field, like the

vineyard and oliveyard, and the planted field

like the forest of Lebanon, with its glorious

clothing of lofty pines and stately cedars. The

barren will become beautiful, and the beautiful

majestic and sublime. Such a pentecostal

blessing still awaits the land of promise at the

final recovery and ingathering of Israel. Birks.

15. It can scarcely be doubted that this allu-

sion to the Spirit has a somewhat special refer-

ence to that great effusion with which the gos-

pel age opened. Yet this should not be pressed

so as to exclude other cases of like sort. The

passage rather teaches the general doctrine that

moral degeneracy brings upon men physical

desolation and that both the degeneracy and

the desolation will continue according to the

laws of human nature and of society, until

God's Spirit is poured out from on high. The

recuperative power which redeems society and

recalls men to penitence and a new life is not in

themselves, nor in God's judgments alone, but

really in the Spirit of God. Hence the Jewish

nation continued impenitent and unreclaimed

through the wicked reign of Ahaz, and onward

until the effusions of God's Spirit in the times

of Hezekiah. On a yet broader scale, the na-

tion, save at few exceptional periods, declined

in its moral tone during the ages until their

Messiah came, and yet more rapidly during

His earthly life and public ministry until the

Spirit was gloriously shed forth on the day of

Pentecost ; then blessed life came up upon that

death, and a precious remnant were redeemed.

H. C.

The truth of Christ taught and preached, ac-

companied by the Spirit of Christ, is the agency

of the world's renovation. It is this that is to

change the whole moral and spiritual condition

of this disordered and suffering world, the

means by which the conquests of this new king-

dom are to be achieved, its government estab-

lished over the life, its principles implanted in

the heart, and the millennial blessings of its

beneficent reign bestowed on universal man.

Gospel truth is the instrumental means, and the

Holy Spirit, who is so emphatically termed in

the New Testament '' the Spirit of Christ," is

the quickening and efficient power. Loraine.

The native character of man is an odious

character ; it has no moral beauty until it is

transformed by the" power of God. The more
immediate effects of that transformation are

beautiful to look upon, though they present

but the faint lineaments of the veriest babe in

Christ. Its first emotions of love, its first

beamings of hope, its first lispings of prayer.

its first notes of praise, how beautiful and

heavenly they are ! We are told that " there

is joy among the angels of God when one sXn-

nev repenteth." A beautiful sight it is when,

though he treads the straight and narrow way
alone, he enters upon the path of life. There

are thoughts of wisdom in his bosom, and there

are transparent emotions and heaven-imparted

purposes of devotedness to God, which are in

sympathy with angels. It is a renovated mind

which he possesses, one that " is come to excel-

lent ornaments," and one that will be recog-

nized and honored in the day " when the Lord

of hosts shall make up His jewels. " And when
such instances of moral transformation are mul-

tiplied and simultaneous, as they often are

when the Spirit is poured from on high, what

scenes of beauty does the eye rest upon ! How
much more beautiful than dewy landscape or

blushing morn when " the desert thus blos-

soms as the rose, and the wilderness becomes

as the garden of the Lord." U. B. Smith.

16, 17. Whether men's external circum-

stances correspond to a wilderness or to a fruit-

ful field, the fruits of the Spirit of God in their

souls will be judgment and righteousness. How
little those fruits of the Spirit are dependent on

earthly conditions, on the trivial circumstances

of wealth and prosperity, afiiiction or poverty,

all experience and observation testify. In

verse 17 " righteousness" must be taken in a

broad sense, involving primarily a just gov-

ernment, but including also righteousness in

all the relations and transactions of life—right-

eousness between man and man ; righteousness

in the family as well as in general society ; and

radically righteousness toward God, the fear of

His name and reverence for His law. The
fruit of such righteousness is forcibly said to

be " peace ;" and since the last clause is strict-

ly parallel, its fruit is also " quietness and as-

surance forever." Being at peace with God as

well as with each other, men who are thor-

oughly, religiously righteous, repose sweetly

in God and rest in the assurance of His love

forever. H. C.

17. " Inward peace" follows upon the in-

dwelling of righteousness (verse 16). Those in

whom that work is wrought shall experience

this blessed product of it. It is itself peace,

and the effect of it " quietness and assurance for-

ever," a holy serenity and security of mind, by

which the soul enjoys itself and its God, and it

is not in the power of this world to disturb it

in those enjoyments. Peace and quietness and

everlasting assurance may be expected, and

shall be found, in the way and work of right-
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eousness. True satisfaction is to be had only
in true religion, and there it is to be had with-

out fail. H. The peace which is found in

the Christian's heart grows out of something
else which God has put into the Christian's

heart. It is the fruit of that grace and holiness,

the result of those pure and heavenly disposi-

tions, which are wrought within him by the

Holy Ghost. Holiness is the root of happiness.

It contains within itself the germ, the elements

and materials, of it. Hence the Lord says,

The work of righteousness shall be peace and
the effect of righteousness quietness and assur-

ance forever." C. Bradley.

As there is but one atonement by which
guilty sinners are pardoned, so there is but one

righteousness, even Christ's perfect righteous-

ness, by which alone unrighteous sinners are

made righteous in God's sight. He accepts no
other. His law is honored by no other. The
Scriptures reveal no other. Faith receives no

other. The Spirit bears witness to no other.

Sinners have no other to stand in before God,

and enjoy peace with Him. But possessing

this righteousness by faith, we enjoy a peace

which passeth all understanding. There are

many things from a sinful nature, Satan and
the law, to disquiet our minds daily. But the

blessed effect of Jesus' righteousness is quiet-

ness to the conscience. This comforting-

thought, my Father hath accepted me through

the righteousness which my glorious Redeemer
wrought out for me, quiets my mind. I am
satisfied. I can seek no better. I dare trust in

no other. W. Mason.

Peace is sure
;
peace with God, peace in my

own tranquil and righteous heart, peace for a

world from out of which sin shall be scourged
;

peace is sure b£cause righteousness is ours, since

it is Christ's. And for ourselves, if we want

—

and who does not want?—to " be found of Him
in peace, without spot, blameless," let us see to

it that we "are found, not having our own
righteousness, but that which is of God through

faith." Christ is King of Peace only to those

to whom He has become, through their humble
trust, the King of Righteousness. Anon.
The Christian, " being justified by faith," he

has first " peace with God ;" then he " joys in

God by whom he has received the atonement ;"

and then he enters into that " great peace"
which they have " who love God's law."
Taught to long and pray and labor for con-

formity to His holy precepts, he finds that
" the fruit of righteousness is peace, and the

effect thereof quietness and assurance forever.

"

And this is the Christian's peace. It has as its

basis forgiving mercy ; it is connected with a
discovery of this mercy ; it proceeds from a

conviction of a real and peculiar interest in it

;

it is established and enlarged and sweetened by
that purification of the mind, which is the

work of the Holy Ghost. Bradley.

18, And my people shall abide in a home of

'peace, in sure dwellings, and in quiet resting-

places. There is something tranquillizing in the

very sound of this delightful promise, which,

as usual, is limited to God's own people, im-

plying either that all should have become such,

or that those who had not should be still per-

turbed and restless. A.

20. Taken figuratively^ as the exigencies of

the context require, the prophet declares the

blessedness of those who, however disturbed

society may be, or however much the nation

may rock under hail-storms and bewail its

fallen cities, yet press on with unwearied assi-

duity, doing what good they can, sowing seed

unto salvation beside all waters and pushing

every fit agency wisely and without faltering.

The spirit of the verse suggests these words of

the psalmist : "He that goeth forth and weep-

eth, bearing precious seed, shall doubtless come
again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves with

him" (Ps. 126 : 6). In Christ's gospel kingdom
there will be such faithful workers. The words

that affirm their blessedness of course assume
their existence and their faithful work. H. C.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER XXXIII.

33 : 1 Woe to thee that spoilest, and thou wast not spoiled ;
and dealest treacherously,

and they dealt not treacherously with thee ! When thou hast ceased to spoil, thou slialt be

spoiled ; and when thou hast made an end to deal treacherously, they shall deal treacherously

2 with thee. O Lord, be gracious unto us ; we have waited for thee : be thou their arm every

3 morning, our salvation also in the time of trouble. At the noise of the tumult the peoples are

4 fled ; a^'the lifting up of thyself the nations are scattered. And your spoil shall be gathered

5 as the caterpiller gathereth : as locusts leap shall they leap upon it. The Lord is exalted
;

6 for he dwelleth on high : he hath filled Zion with judgement and righteousness. And there

shall be stability in thy times, abundance of salvation, wisdom and knowledge :
the fear of

the Lord is his treasure.

7, 8 Behold, their valiant ones cry without : the ambassadors of peace weep bitterly. The
'

high ways'lie waste, the wayfaring man ceaseth : he hath broken the covenant, he hath de-

9 spTsed the cities, he rcgardeth not man. The land mourneth and languisheth : Lebanon is

ashamed and withereth away : Sharon is like a desert ; and Bashan and Carmel shake off

10 their leaves. Now will I arise, saith the Lord ;
now will I lift up myself

;
now will I be

11 exalted. Ye shall conceive chaff, ye shall bring forth stubble : your breath is a fire that shall

12 devour you. And the peoples shall be as the burnings of lime : as thorns cut down, that are

burned in the fire.

13 Hear, ye that are far off, what I have done ; and, ye that are near, acknowledge my might.

14 The sinners in Zion are afraid ;
trembling hath surprised the godless ones. Who among us

shall dwell with the devouring fire? who among us shall dwell with everlasting burnings?

15 He that walketh righteously, and speaketh uprightly ; he that despiseth the gain of oppres-

sions, that shaketh his hands from holding of bribes, that stoppeth his ears from hearing of

16 blood, and shutteth his eyes from looking upon evil ; he shall dwell on high : his place of

defence shall be the munitions of rocks : his bread shall be given him ; his waters shall be

17 sure. Thine eyes shall see the king in his beauty : they shall behold a far stretching land.

18 Thine heart shall muse on the terror : where is he that counted, where is he that weighed tlie

19 tribute? where is he that counted the towers? Thou shalt not see the fierce people, a people

of a deep speech that thou canst not perceive ; of a strange tongue that thou canst not under-

20 stand. Look upon Zion, the city of our solemnities : thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet

habitation, a tent that shall not be removed, the stakes whereof shall never be plucked up,

21 neither shall any of the cords thereof be broken. But there the Lord will be with us in

majesty, a place of broad rivers and streams ;
wherein shall go no galley with oars, neither

22 shall gallant ship pass thereby. For the Lord is our judge, the Lord is our lawgiver, the

23 Lord is our king ; he will save us. Thy tacklings are loosed ;
they could not strengthen the

foot of their mast, they could not spread the sail : then was the prey of a great spoil divided
;

24 the lame took the prey. And the inhabitant shall not say, I am sick : the people that dwell

therein shall be forgiven their iniquity.

Chap. 33. The central historic fact of this

chapter is the destruction of the Assyrian army,

apparently when near Jerusalem. The woe of

verse 1 refers to them ; the prayer of verse 3

seeks help from God against them ; the scenes

that follow cluster about that great event. In

the last half of the chapter (verses 13-24) the

event is supposed to have taken place, and the

prophet gives us some of its various effects and

results. H. C.

This chapter contains a general threatening

of retribution to the enemies of God's people.

with particular reference to Sennacherib or the

Assyrian power. The spoiler shall himself be

spoiled in due time, through the Divine inter-

position, and for the exaltation of Jehovah

(verses 1-6). The state of desolation and alarm

is followed by sudden deliverance (verses 7-13).

The same vicissitudes are again described, but

in another form (verses 14-19). The peace and

security of Zion are set forth under the figures

of a stationary tent, and of a spot surrounded

by broad rivers, yet impassable to hostile ves-

sels (verses 20-22). By a beautiful transition,
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the enemy is described as such a vessel, but

dismantled and abandoned to its enemies (verse

23). The chapter closes with a general prom-

ise of deliverance from suffering, as a conse-

quence of pardoned sin (verse 24). A.

1. It is due to the great law of Divine retri-

bution that wicked nations, having abused

their great power to subdue, spoil and oppress

others, should be themselves in turn subdued

and spoiled. If they have not had their retri-

bution yet, all the more surely is it still in store,

awaiting its time. Hence this woe on the

proud and conquering Assyrian. H. C.

2. The truth seems to be, as Barnes well

says, that Isaiah here interposes his own feel-

ings, and offers his own prayer that God would

be the strength of the nation, and then, with

an immediate change of form, presents the

prayer of the people. Arm is a common He-

brew metaphor for strength or support. (See

chap. 9 : 19.) A. In our spiritual warfare

our own hands are not sufficient for us, nor can

we bring anything to pass unless God not only

strengthens our arms, but be Himself our Arm
;

80 entirely do we depend upon Him as our Arm
every morning, so constantly do we depend upon

His power, as well as His compassions, which are

new every morning. If God leaves us to our-

selves any morning, we are undone ; we must

therefore every morning commit ourselves to

Him, and go fortli in His strength to do the

work of the day in its day. H.

How much care a man hath to please God, so

much confidence may he have to cast all his

care upon Him. J. Arrowsmith. Believers

Lave a present faith, which they exercise

every day, saying, " Be Thou their arm every

morning !" They do not imagine that by hav-

ing trusted in God years ago they have ob-

tained salvation, and therefore may now live

without faith ; but they believe to-day as they

believed from the beginning of their Christian

life, and so prove it true that " the just shall

live by his faith." Every step they are de-

pending, every morning they are looking up to

the hills whence cometh their help. These are

the true people of God, and the only people of

God—trusting, hoping, expecting, relying and

resting upon the Lord their God. The fear of

the Lord is their treasure, and they cry with ex-

ultation in the language of the twenty-second

veree, " The Lord is our judge, the Lord is our

lawgiver, the Lord is our king ; He will save

us." The description in our actual text is the

portrait of their outer life ; but a living faith

Is the secret basis and foundation of it all.

Bpurgeon.

Guard thyself from sin and temptation, but
know that thy own strength is not sufficient for

this great work, and therefore do not forget

most humbly and earnestly to implore the Di-

vine mercy and protection. For when the door

is sealed and kept by Him, all thy faculties will

be under His government ; no thought can go
in or out, or lodge there, but by His permis-

sion ; the family of heaven and earih will bear

thee company ; thousands of angels will pitch

their tents about thee, and guard the passes of

thy outward senses, that no unclean thing enter

there. And the great adversary of soids, how
mighty and formidable soever in himself, will

not be able to break through these bright

armies, nor dare to make his attacks, which he

foresees will prove unsuccessful. So great an

awe will the dread of this Divine Keeper strike
;

so sure a defence will these heavenly succors

be against that otherwise invincible enemy.

Bernard.

5, The Lord is (or has been) exalted

—

i.e., in

the overthrow of the Assyrian host—a thing

He could easily do, ''for He dwelleth on high,"

clothed with all power in heaven and earth.

He hath thoroughly vindicated His Zion against

the contempt of her enemies, revealing Himself

as the righteous God so gloriously that He may
be said to \\?t,\e filled Zion with these manifesta-

tions. H. C. Safety in Zion belongs to those

born in her by regeneration, reared in her by
sanctification, enfranchised in her by faith in

the Son of God, settled in her by fixed princi-

ples, confirmed in her by obedience to her laws,

and bound to her by intense love of her king

and her citizens. Such " shall dwell on high"

secure from danger, and only such. Bpnrgeon.

6. The sentiment of the verse is that God
has now become everything, all in all, to His

saved and trusting people—their stabilitj'^ as a

nation ; their fountain of salvation ; their

source of wisdom and knowledge. H. C.

Tlie passage is a plain prediction as to the

state of affairs in the kingdom the coming Mes-

siah was to establish on earth and in heaven,

the kingdom of God. It is a prediction as to

principles and their operation ; moral energies

and their results. It reveals forces and fore-

shows effects that were little known or ac-

knowledged when it was spoken. Wisdom is

the living embodiment, action and direction of

the fundamental and vital principles on which

God constituted all things and built the worlds.

It is the projected energy of the Divine mind,

pouring itself, according to the nature, consti-

tution and relation of the infinite reason, power,

liberty and love of God, into all moral intelli-
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gences, all ranks of created being and all

things formed by the hand Divine. Private

probity, personal worth, general intelligence

and public integrity are the bulwarks of peace,

and the sure and onlj'^ safeguards of the steady

ongoing of public affairs ; and this is what we
mean by " the stability of the times ;" not im-

mobility, but steady, healthful progress. Hu-
man society avoids sudden revolutions only by
healthful advancement. Government is solid

and secure only as it deviseth liberal measures,

maintains just and honorable dealings, searches

out and promotes the general good and cher-

ishes philanthropy and freedom. All the moral

forces of the universe, all the energy of the

great God, all the constitution and course of na-

ture, all providential movements and provisions,

are pledged to the overthrow of any and every

people that regard not justice, right and truth.

No nation can endure built on violence, pride

and wrong. The mightiest empires have been

swept awaj^ ; and so must it continue under

the government of God, till men learn right-

eousness, charity and faith. Only so can they

learn war no more. Wisdom and knowledge
shall be the stability of the times when Jesus,

the ]\ressiah, reigns, whose right it is. Salva-

tion is of God, originates in His wisdom, love

and power, and culminates in the energy Di-

vine to the Divine glory. But as displayed

among men, wisdom and knowledge are the

staying strength of salvation, imparting its

fibre and aggressive strength, filling it with

an unconquerable energy. It is wisdom and

knowledge, not fanaticism and ignorance ; not

spasm and vain enthusiasm, but steady wis-

dom and calm, clear knowledge that are the

strength of salvation. A. Carman.
Our age is one of intense earnestness and ac-

tion both for good and evil. The old truth and
the old error which have struggled throughout

the past are in the field. But neither is slum-

bering, both are vigilant, extending their lines,

increasing their forces, devising and adopting

new modes of defence and attack, as if con-

scious that a blow was about to be struck

which would mark another great era in the

conflict between the powers of good and evil.

There are giants on the earth in these days both
in the one encampment and in the other. A
mighty force is on the side of the friends of

truth, but it is sadly divided and scattered.

What is wanting is the strength of union, the

concentration of those energies in defending
the citadel and making inroads on the enemy,
which are spent on the defence of comparative-
ly unimportant posts, or in one detachment of

the same corps guarding against the encroach-

ment of another. The champions of error,

though not without their discords and divi-

sions, are yet wiser in their generation than the

children of light. As of old they discern the

signs of the times, and take counsel together

against the Lord and against His anointed.

The press, to which under God we owe so

much of our light and liberties, wields a mighty
influence on the side of evil. The halls of phi-

losophy, hallowed though they be by many a

name illustrious for Christian worth as well as

intellectual greatness, are often sending forth

doctrines as gross as the earth or as vague as

the air, but alike adverse to that truth which
coming from above is above all. Our current

literature and works on science, with not a few
bright and beneficent exceptions, are hostile

either by their silence in reference to Divine

truth when their subjects afford them occasions

to speak out, or by their avowed opposition to

much of what constitutes the essence of true

religion. And what is peculiar in a great

measure to our times, and throws a vast po-

tency into tlie scale of irreligion, is the unceas-

ing effort of infidels to diffuse their principles

among the artisans and laboring classes of the

land. The earth is not still and at rest. Men
of every class are searching after an unknown
good. One dreary theory succeeds another,

like storm-cloud chasing storm-cloud over the

face of tlie sky^ and yet man is not at jieace.

The cravings of his mind are agonized, not sat-

isfied. It becomes those then who know the

truth and whom the truth has made free, those

who having believed do enter into rest, to

arouse themselves for the twofold object of

meeting infidelity at its various points and
combatting its diversified forms, and of pre-

senting in every lawful way that truth which
they know only can give rest to a laboring and

heavy-laden world. Let the antagonist forces

on the one side as well as on the other be

pressed into the unfettered conflict, and the

lovers of God and the friends of man have

nothing to fear, but much to hope. " Chris-

tianity may feel assured that, as in so many
past instances of premature triumph, on the

part of her enemies, the ground the}'' occupy

will one day be her own ; that the very dis-

coveries, apparently hostile, of science and phi-

losophy will be ultimately found elements of

her strength." Pearson.

7. The next three verses (7-9) fall back to

describe the scenes of dismay and agitation

which immediately preceded that night of great

deliverance. " The ambassadors of peace" are
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probably those three men whose names, mis-

sion, negotiations, failure and bitter grief ap-

pear in tLie passages, 3 K. 18 : 18-37 and Isa.

36 : 3-22. The history records that they came
back to Hezekiah " with their clothes rent,"

corresponding to the statement here, " Shall

weep bitterly." H. C. The prophet de-

scribes the disappointment of Hezekiah's am-
bassadors, who humbly sued for peace (which

indeed had been bought, 3 K. 18 : 14, 15, 16,

though Sennacherib would not stand to the

agreement) ; the damp that struck upon the

spirits of the whole nation ; and (verse 10) the

immediate interposition of God when matters

became desperate. W. Lowth.

9. This group of figures represents all nature

as afliicted, depressed and desolate, to give the

reader an idea of the state of the kingdom and
people on the eve of being (to human view)

iitterly crushed before the resistless power of

Assyria. H. C.

10-12. In this crisis the arm of the Al-

mighty would be made bare, "In the mount
the Lord shall be seen." The word now, three

times repeated, sets this truth in fullest relief.

That earlier message must now be verified

—

" And the loftiness of man shall be humbled,

and the haughtiness of men shall be made low,

and the Lord alone shall be exalted in that

day." That day is now come, the tj^pe of one

still more solemn, when the world of sinners

shall be arraigned before the judgment seat of

Christ.

1

1

. Your breath. The threats, in which
they breathed out destruction against God's

people, would recoil on themselves. As they

had sought to do, so God would requite them.

The punishment would answer to the sin. The
boasts and blasphemies of Rabshakeh made
keen and sharp the sword of the destroying

angel. Thorns cut up were used as fuel ia the

lime-kilns of Palestine. Birks. Those peo-

ple among the rocks yonder are cutting up
thorns wath their mattocks and pruning-hooks,

and gathering them into bundles to be burned
in these burnings of lime. It is a curious fidel-

ity to real life, that, when the thorns are mere-

ly to be destroyed, they are never cut up, but
set on fire where they grow. They are only

cut up for the lime-kiln. Thomson.

12. These various forms of destruction by
fire are of course figures to represent that swift,

terrible, resistless ruin with which God swept
the Assyrian host.

14. The second clause should be read, con-

sternaiion has seized ujwn hardened sinners

!

The questions that follow are put by these

wicked Jews of Jerusalem in view of a judg-
ment so appalling before their very eyes.
" Who of us," living so near to such a God,
and more guilty than even the Assyrians, " shall

dwell with the devouring fire," of which these

fires of God (verses 11, 12) on the Assyrians are

a symbol ? " Who of us shall dwell with ever-

lasting burnings?" For if the burnings of Di-

vine judgment for one night are so fearful,

who shall abide them when tliey burn forever?

This is manifestly the spirit of these iuterroga

tions. Who can say that their logic is not ap-

propriate and even resistless? They assume
(why should they not?) that the judgments of

God on guilty nations fairly represent the spirit

of Divine retributions for sin in general, and
therefore give us the data from which to infer

the judgments of God on individual sinners in

the world to come, where only we can rational-

ly locate the real and full retributions of jus-

tice upon sinners in their individual character

and relations. H. C.

15, 16, The words are not an answer to the

previous questions, but a transition from the

deep alarm of one class to the peaceful security

of the other. How safe are they whom His

favor encompasses like a shield 1 Their wants,

even in this life, will be provided for. But
above all they will eat of that bread of life,

and drink of that water of life, which satisfy

forever. Birks. The wicked have one doom,
the righteous another. The doom of the for-

mer is set forth as inconceivably awful ; the

latter under illustrative images of peace, safe-

ty, abundance, blessedness. This description of

the good man is strong on the points most dis-

tinctive of upright character in those times.

H. C.

15. This verse contains a description of the

righteous man, not unlike that in the fifteenth

and twenty -fourth Psalms. " Walking right-

eousness''—i.e., leading a righteous life. " Walk"
is a common scriptural expression for the course

of conduct. The plural form of the other word
may either be used to mark it as an abstract

term or as an emphatic expression for fulness

or completeness of rectitude. A.

True firmness is only the result of a perpet-

ual and persevering honesty of mind. He that

always walks by the same rule need not be

afraid of inconsistency. Make the love of truth

the supreme principle of thought, guard against

the influences which are likely to seduce you
into error, love truth for itself and not for its

dowry, and your path will be as the shining

light which shineth more and more unto the

perfect day. Thornwell. AW noble, cultured
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character is reached only through struggle. It

is not natural, but is the fruit of toil and con-

quest. It b(nirs the marks and scars of many a

conflict. Contentment, self-control, sweetness

of disposition, submissiveness to God's will or

power of sympathy are things that cannot be

bought and that cannot be learned in any

school. Such qualities can be gotten only

through victorious struggle during years of

experience. We say that Christ gives His dis-

ciples this spiritual loveliness, that He renews

their natures and transforms their lives, im-

printing His own image upon them. This is

true. If it were not, there could never be any

hope of saintliness in any human life
;

yet

Christ does not produce this change in us

merely by instantaneously printing His like-

ness upon our souls as the photographer prints

one's picture oa the glass in his camera. He
works in us, but we must work out the

beauty which He puts in germ into our hearts.

Thus the noble things of spiritual attainment

lie away bej'ond the hills and the rivers, and

we must toil far through strife and pain before

we can get them. Every good thing and every

noble thing must be won. Heaven is for those

who overcome. J. R. M. The stirring times

in which we are privileged to live call for heroic

efforts, but the efforts will not be unavailing.

They call for faith and truth, but it is on these

foundations that all great results must rest.

They call for self-denial and discipline, but so

it is alone that we can learn what is the peace

of perfect freedom. They call for trustful love

for man, for loving trust in God. but it is by
love that the heart of man is opened, and by
trust that the help of God is won. The very

dangers which seem imminent rouse us to a

sublimer faith. Human weakness is the van-

tage-ground oi Divine strength. Bj). Westcott.

16. Words cannot tell the privilege of the

man who lives in God, and lives with God !

He need not shiver in the damps of earth—he

lives on high ; he need not fear the fury of the

enemy, for he has a place of defence ; he need

not dread the lapse of time, his munitions are

of rock ; he need not tremble at famine and

drought, his needs shall all be met by the care

of heaven. The man who knows his sins are

forgiven, who is covered with the righteous-

ness of Christ, who is in vital union with the

Lord Jesus, who is indwelt by the Holy
Ghost—that man. I say, need not desire to be

any other than lit ^s, but may give himself up
to blessing and praising and magnifying the

Most High every moment of his life till he is

caught up to the highest heaven, to dwell

where enemies cannot threaten nor necessities

arise. Spurgeon.

17. The pious in Jerusalem rejoice over the

ruin of the Assyrian army. Again they shall

see their king in his beauty (no longer, as (jf late,

in sackcloth and tears). They shall behold the

land to a great distance, as contrastetl with be-

ing closely shut up within the walls of Jerusa-

lem. Now tliey go abroad far as they choose in

safety. Practically their country is to them

greatly enlarged, which is a rich blessing.

H. C. To the believer the King is the same

as in verse 22, " Tlie Lord is our King, He will

save us." It is thus " Immanuel, God with

us," the Child whose name shall be called " the

Mighty God, the everlasting Father, the Prince

of Peace." He is the same of whom the psalm-

ist writes, " Thou art fairer than the children

of men." The faithful will see this King in

His heavenly beauty, and seeing Him, be trans-

formed into His image. They will be like Him,

for thej' will see Him as He is. Birks.

The prophet tells us that imder the Gospel

covenant God's servants will have the privilege

of seeing those heavenly sights which were but

shadowed out under the law. As Christ, who
is the truth, has come to us, so does He in re-

turn require that we should be true and sincere

in our dealings with Him. To be true and sin-

cere is really to see with our minds those great

wonders which He has wrought in order that

we might see them. The promise is expressly

made to us (Isa. 33 : 20 ; 32 : 3, 5) that " our

teachers shall not be removed into a corner any

more, but our eyes shall see our teachers ;" that

" the eyes of them that see shall not be dim ;"

that " the vile person shall be no more called

liberal, nor the churl bountiful ;" in a word,

as the text speaks, that " our eyes shall see the

King in His beauty ; we shall behold the land

that is very far off." Our professions, our

creeds, our prayers, our dealings, our ccmver-

sation, our teaching, must henceforth be sin-

cere, or, to use an expressive word, must be

real. We must aim at seeing things as God

sees them ; forming judgments about persons,

events, fortunes, changes, objects, such as God

forms ; looking at this life, at the life to come

and the world unseen as God looks at them.

We must aim at " seeing the King in His beau-

ty. " All things that we see are but shadows

to us and delusions unless we enter into what

they really mean. Newman.

Every honest searching of the heart to root

out of it what God ha':es ; every earnest effort

to lay hold upon the forgiveness which is

Christ's Gospel ; every sorrowful, tearful
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prayer for the help and grace and love of

God ; every intense aspiration after a diviner

life than j-et has been realized, and a more

Christlike spirit than has yet been manifested,

is a seeking after " the things above." Every

soul's hunger and thirst after God's kingdom

and righteousness ; every brave blow struck at

a sin ; every sincere endeavor to make an igno-

rant, an unhappy life brighter and better, is a

seeking of " the things above." By degrees

there shall be in every such seeker a change of

places between earth and heaven. Earth shall

take a new position in that man, and heaven a

new position in his heart and in his affections.

From seeking he shall rise into thinking " the

things above ;" and when at last the door

opens and he is called in to see " the King in

His beautj'," he shall find himself in no strange

scene, in no unfamiliar company. Seeking has

become seeing ; prayer has become convei-se,

warfare has become victory ; he has " come to

the spirits of just men made perfect, and to

Jesus Christ, Lord both of the dead and the

living." G. J. Vaughan.

We too often speak as if the " entrance min-

istered at last to" a believing soul " into the

kingdom of our Lord and Saviour," were our

first entrance therein, and forget that we enter

it as soon as we yield to the drawings of

Christ's love and take service under the king.

The change then is greater than at death.

When we die, we shall change provinces, and

go from an outlying colony to the mother city

and seat of empire, but we shall not change

kingdoms. We shall be under the same gov-

ernment, only then we shall be nearer the King

and more loyal to Him. That change of king

is the real fitness for heaven. We know little

of what profound changes death may make, but

clearly a physical change cannot effect a spirit-

ual revolution. They who are not Christ's

subjects will not become so by dying. If here

we are trying to serve a king who has delivered

us from the tyranny of darkness, we may be

very sure that He will not lose His subjects In

the darkness of the grave. Let us choose our

king. If we take Christ for our heart's Lord,

every thought of Him here, every piece of par-

tial obedience and stained service, as well as

every sorrow and every joy, our fading posses-

sions and our undying treasures, the feeble

new life that wars against our sins, and even

the very sins themselves as contradictory of

our deepest self, unite to seal to us tlie assur-

ance, " Thine eyes shall the King in His beau-

ty. They shall behold the land that is very far

off." A. M.

The central charm of Heaven is the King in

His beauty. The Lamb is the light thereof. It

needs no temple, for He is the temple of it.

Every attraction centres in Him. And he to

whom Christ is not the altogether lovely is not

prepared for heaven. The heavenly land is

the home of the saints—a promised land indeed,

an abiding place. There is the river of the

water of life and the tree of life. There can

be no hunger or thirst. There is no night

there, and so no gloom or shadow. All tears

are wiped away. The tabernacle of God is with

men. And nothing enters that defiles. Such

a land is very far off—not perhaps in locality,

but in experience and in perfection. Sherwood.

For light to walk by, for strength to work,

for patience to wait, for steadfastness to watch,

may I dwell consciously and continually with

the Lord Jesus. For power to resist the devil

and to conquer sin ; for grace to deny self and

to bear the reproach of Christ ; to chose, to re-

fuse, to be active, to be patient for His sake
;

for courage to confess Him, and to be instant

in season and out of season in winning souls to

Him ; for wisdom to know when to speak and

when to be silent ; when to be cheerful and

when to be grave ; for grace to be meek and

lowly in heart, and to be tender, as the Lord

was, to sinners, and to be pure even as He is

pure ; and that I may be made to overflow with

unwearying, unquenchable love—love to Him-
self—love to the brethren and love to all crea-

tures for whom He died ; that I may be able to

enjoy and feed upon His word, and to find it

life and strength to my soul, and to preserve

me from being corrupted from the simplicity

which is in Christ—God over all, blessed for-

ever, so fill me with Thy spirit that I may con-

stantly realize my union with Thy blessed Son

—as one spirit with a living, loving Saviour
;

and hy faith see Him who is invisible, until the

day when viine eyes shall see the King in His

beauty. Miss Marsh's Shining Light.

18. The general meaning of the verse is

plain, as an expression of surprise and joy

that the oppressor or besieger had now vanished,

riie Apostle Paul, in 1 Cor. 1 : 20, has a sen-

tence so much like this, in the threefold repeti-

tion of the question where, and in the use of the

word scribe, that it cannot be regarded as a

mere fortuitous coincidence.

20. Instead of the presence of foreign ene-

mies, see Jerusalem once more the scene of

stated solemnities. The peculiar beauty of the

imagery lies in ascribing permanence to a tent,

which from its very nature must be movable.

This may either imply a previous state of agi-
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tation and instability, or that the Church,

though weak in herself, should be strength-

ened and established by the power of God.

A. The sacred city is to stand unharmed by

her fierce and bloody foes, a living type of the

ever-enduring Church of God, against which no

weapon forged by wicked hands shall prosper.

21. The figure represents Jehovah as being

to Jerusalem what the great Euphrates was to

Babylon or the Nile to Thebes—its glory, beau-

ty and wealth
;
yet with this remarkable ex-

ception, that it should open no avenue for an

armed foe to approach by water. The war

vessels of ancient times are described here—

a

galley with oars and a gallant ship proudly

bearing its implements of death. H. C. It

is the glorious Lord who will be unto us a

" place of broad rivers and streams ;" and with

the infinite " depth of the riches both of His

wisdom and knowledge," w^e shall feel that

" neither height nor depth shall be able to sep-

arate us from the love of God which is in Christ

Jesus our Lord. " Ker.

22. This verse translates the figures of the

two verses previous into literal language. The

Lord, our King and Lawgiver, holding us while

obedient under His perfect protection, is pre-

eminently our glory and strength. H. C.

23. Interpreters are agreed that there is at

the beginning of this verse a sudden apostro-

phe to the enemy considered as a ship. This

figure would be naturally suggested by those

of verse 21. It was there said that no vessel

should approach the holy city. But now the

prophet seems to remember that one had done

80, the proud ship of Assyria. He sees it dis-

mantled and abandoned to its enemies. A.

24. All is well in the holy city. The allu-

sion to the " lame" may have suggested that

now and onward, in these better days of Zion,

none shall say, " I am sick." None are dis-

abled, none are suffering. Blessedness is the

common lot—rich, deep and pure, for this fig-

ure can mean nothing less. The people who
dwell there are forgiven ; their sins and iniqui-

ties are remembered no more. H. C. The
words may be taken in a wide sense—viz., that

suffering shall cease with sin which is its cause.

Thus understood, the words are strictly appli-

cable only to a state of things still future, either

upon earth or in heaven. A.

The truth of the promise remains, though we
have no means of knowing more than the fact,

that we shall receive a body, fashioned like His

who dieth no more. There shall be no Aveari-

ness nor consequent need for repose—" they

rest not day nor night." There shall be no

falntness nor consequent craving for suste-

nance—" they shall hunger no more, neither

thirst any more." There shall be no disease

—

" the inhabitant thereof shall no more say, I

am sick," " neither can they die any more, for

they are equal unto the angels." And if all

this be true, that glorious and undecaying body

shall then be the equal and fit instrument of the

perfected spirit, not, as it is now, the adequate

instrument only of the natural life. A. M.

The essence of eternal life consists in its en-

tire freedom from sin. It is the presence of sin

ia our nature which is at the root of every

other evil, and deliverance from suffering in

heaven is connected with perfect deliverance

from sin. " The inhabitants shall not say, I

am sick, for the people of the land are forgiven

their iniquity. " Doubt about God and distrust

of Him are the most painful of all things to

any one who feels what the soul's life ought to

be—a perfect repose in God's love that there

may be freedom and happiness in His service.

This world to most Christians is a fitful stru^

gle to attain a portion of this. When Mosea

said, " I beseech Thee, show me Thy glory,"

he was answered that he could not see God's

face, but that His name would be made to pass

before him, as " the Lord God merciful and

gracious." It is still the utmost we can hope

for here, and we do not always enjoy it. But

of the resurrection state it is said, " They shall

see His face ; and His name shall be in their

foreheads." That must be a happy condition

when all of them shall feel the blessedness of

the man whose iniquity is forgiven, and the

subject which often causes anxious thought,

" can I look to God as my friend and Father?"

shall be settled for perpetuity—no doubt, nor

shadow of a doubt upon it, but quietness and

assurance forever. And when there shall be

not only no guilt on the conscience, no sin in

the heart, no lurking sympathy Avith it, but

every fibre of the root of poison extracted, and

the tree of life shall find its counterpart in the

perfect fruit of every redeemed soul ! How
blessed must that state be when there shall be

no envy nor uncharitableness to any one, noth-

ing of humiliation or shame for having done or

cherished what is impure and base, nothing of

the feeling of lurking evil within, which makes

us wishful, if it were possible, to hide our

hearts from the sight of God ! This is an ideal

which it never entered into man's heart to con-

ceive, which the Gospel alone has taught us,

and which we feel to be worthy of God and of

our spiritual nature. Ker.

Soon, soon, the saints of the earth shall be
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saints in light ; their hairs of snowy age shall

be crowned with perpetual joy and everlasting-

youth ; their eyes suffused with tears shall be

made bright as stars, never to be clouded again

by sorrow ; their hearts that tremble now are

to be made joyous and fast, and set forever

like pillars in the temple of God. Their follies,

their burdens, their griefs, their woes, are soon

to be over ; sin is to be slain, corruption is to

be removed, and a heaven of spotless purit}''

and of unmingled peace is to be theirs forever.

But it must still be by grace. As was the foun-

dation such must the top-stone be ; that which

laid on earth the first beginning must lay in

heaven the topmost stone. 8pur(/eon. Then
we shall be enabled to look back at ourselves

and to see all the way that the Lord hath

led us through the wilderness ; how untir-

ing has been His patience, how immeasur-

able His grace, how inexhaustible the resources

of His wisdom, how unwearied the watchful-

ness of His love, how unremitting the exercise

of His power, how unchangeable the constancy

of His faithfulness
; or in one summary expres-

sion of the apostle, how unsearchable the riches

of Christ, as they have been expended, lavished

on such sinners, in calling and keejung us and
bringing us to Zion ! What a thought, that

Ave may be in a moment in the midst of all this
;

that we must be so very soon ; that all this

world shall be like clouds that have flown along

the face of the sky—gone, passed ; and where
are they? So shall all the things of time be to

us then ; we shall carry nothing with us but

the remembrance of ourselves, our sins, and the

unsearchable riches of our Lord's grace, good-

ness and glory—all He has been to us and done

for us. McOIiee.

ISAIAH, CHAPTEE XXXIV.

34 : 1 Come near, ye nations, to hear ; and hearken, ye peoples : let the earth hear, and

2 the fulness thereof ; the world, and all things that come forth of it. For the Lord hath

indignation against all the nations, and fury against all their host : he hath utterly destroyed

3 them, he hath delivered them to the slaughter. Their slain also shall be cast out, and the stink

4 of their carcases shall come up, and the mountains shall be melted with their blood. And all

the host of heaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll :

and all their host shall fade away, as the leaf fadeth from off the vine, and as a fading leaf

5 from the fig tree. For my sword hath drunk its fill in heaven : behold, it shall tome down
6 upon Edom, and upon the people of my curse, to judgement. The sword of the Lord is

filled with blood, it is made fat with fatness, with the blood of lambs and goats, with the fat

of the kidneys of rams : for the Lord hath a sacrifice in Bozrah, and a great slaughter in the

7 land of Edom. And the wild-oxen shall come down with them, and the bullocks with the

8 bulls
; and their land sliall be drunken with blood, and their dust made fat with fatness. For

it is the day of the Lord's vengeance, the year of recompence in the controversy of Zion.

9 And the streams thereof shall be turned into pitch, and the dust thereof into brimstone, and

10 the land thereof shall become burning pitch. It shall not be quenched night nor day ; the

smoke thereof shall go up for ever : from generation to generation it shall lie waste ; none

11 shall i)ass through it for ever and ever. But the pelican and the porcupine shall possess it ;

and the owl and the raven shall dwell therein : and he shall stretch over it the line of confu-

12 sion, and the plummet of emptiness. They shall call the nobles thereof to the kingdom, but

13 none shall be there ; and all her princes shall be nothing. And thorns shall come up in her

palaces, nettles and thistles in the fortresses thereof : and it shall be an habitation of jackals,

14 a court for ostridies. And the wild beasts of tlie desert shall meet with the wolves, and the

satyr shall cry to his fellow
;
yea, the night-monster shall settle there, and shall find her a

15 place of rest. There shall the arrowsnake make her nest, and lay, and hatch, and gather

16 under her shadow : yea, there shall the kites be gathered, every one with her mate. Seek

ye out of the book of the Lord, and read : no one of these shall be missing, none shall want
17 her mate : for my mouth it hath commanded, and his spirit it hath gathered them. And he
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hath cast the lot for them, and his hand hath divided it unto them by line : they shall possess

it for ever, from generation to generation shall they dwell therein.

Chap. 34. This chapter and the next make
one distinct prophecy ; an entire, regular and

beautiful poem, consisting of two parts—the

first containing a denunciation of Divine ven-

geance against the enemies of the people or

Church of God ; the second describing the

flourishing state of the Church consequent upon

the execution of those judgments. The event

foretold is represented as of universal concern
;

all nations are called upon to attend to the dec-

laration of it ; and the wrath of God is de-

nounced against all the nations who had pro-

voked to anger the defender of the cause of

Zion. Bp. LotDtli.

This chapter presents a broadly comprehen-

sive view of God's judgments on guilty na-

tions, of which Idumea is an instance and an

illustration ; and the next a corresponding view

of God's blessings upon His people. The na-

tions judgsd and punished in this chapter are

contemplated as the bitter and determined ene-

mies of God and of His people ; so that the ex-

terminating judgments sent on them and the

restoring mercies sent on His people are parts

of the same Divine policy, manifestations of

one and the same Divine Father, promoting the

great ends of righteousness and well-being.

The same contrast in deeds and in destiny is

strongly put in two contiguous verses (3 : 10, 11),

" Say ye to the righteous, it shall be well with

him : for they shall eat tlie fruit of their do-

ings. Woe unto the wicked ! it shall be ill

with him : for the reward of his hands shall be

given him." The same good Father, because

He is good and because He rules justly, awards

to each class its destiny according to its doings

and deserts. So in these two contiguous chap-

ters, first the wicked, ne.xt the righteous, have

tlieir destiny portrayed.

Let it be noted that these two chapters (34

and 35) naturally close the series which began
with chap. 13, grouping together the prophe-

cies of Isaiah against idolatrous nations with

whom the Jews came in contact, including also

the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, and indeed the

southern kingdom as well so far forth as that

kingdom was in apostasy and rebellion against

God. In the portions that relate to Judah and
Jerusalem, promises alternate with threatcn-

ings, indicating God's thoughts of mercy and
His purpose in regard to them to n'claim and

save. But in the main this series of prophecies

makes the judgments of God on wicked na-

tions its central theme, and in this point of

view it naturally culminates in the chapter

now before us. In point of fearfulness and ap-

palling grandeur, these images of destruction

and desolation are unsurpassed. H. C.

The threatenings of chap. 34 are directed.

first against the nations in general (verses 1-4),

and then against Edom in particular (verses

5-15), with a closing affirmation of the truth

and certainty of the prediction (verses 16, 17).

The destruction of the enemies of Zion and the

desolation of their lands are represented by the

figures of a great sacrifice or slaughter, the fall-

ing of the heavenly bodies, the conversion of

the soil into brimstone and the waters into

pitch, and the inhabitation of animals peculiar

to the desert. A. This chapter is not a di-

rect and simple delineation of the judgments
that were destined to alight upon Idumea, but
rather an ideal representation of the judgments
preparing to alight on the enemies generally of

God's people, founded upon the approaching
desolations of Edom, which it contemplates as

the type of the destruction that awaits all the

adversaries. P. F.

1. As usual with the prophet when any spe-

cially solemn and fearful announcement is to

be made, he summons all earth to give atten-

tion. The call is to all the people and nations

of the wide world. H. C.

4. The best explanation seems, however, to

be that proposed by Pfeiffer in his " Dubia
Yexata"—to wit, that as God is elsewhere de-

scribed as having stretched out the heavens like

a curtain, their destruction or any total change
in their appearance would be naturally repre-

sented as a rolling up of the expanse. The
context clearly shows that the terms used are

not symbolical but poetical, and that here, as

in chap. 13 : 10, the idea which they are all in-

tended to convey is that of revolution, of sud-

den, total and appalling change. The imagery
of the passage has been partially adopted in

Matt. 24 : 29 and Rev. 6 : 13, neither of which,

however, is to be regarded either as a repetition

or an explanation of the one before us. A.

God's terrible judgments upon the nations of

men, sweeping them away into the gulf of

doom, are thought of as changing the face of

the earth, even as rolling up the curtain of the

visible heavens and laying it aside would
change the whole aspect of the blue concave

above us. H. C.
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As the centrifugal strength of the sun's arm
weakens, ethereal friction clogs the course of

earth and the planets, so that they draw nearer

in long spirals, and will some time fall into the

sun, bringing in the collision a blaze of fire, in

which they will melt and be consumed. Of

such celestial disappearances, more than one

has been observed ; a notable instance being

tliat of the star in the Northern Crown, which

burst into blaze in 1866. The theories of to-

day imply that this is the normal course of

things throughout the universe—worlds falling

together, to melt and perhaps emerge into new
worlds and systems again. All this the Scrip-

ture has foretold ; Isaiah declaring that " All

tlie host of heaven shall be dissolved, and the

heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll ; and

all their liosts shall /rfW down, as the leaf faWaXh

from the vine, and as a falling ji(] from the fig-

tree ;" and Peter, that the " heavens and the

earth, which are now, are reserved unto fire,"

that " the heavens shall pass away with a great

noise, and the elements shall melt with fervent

lieat, the earth also ; and the works that are

therein shall be burned up." " Nevertheless,

we, according to His promise, look for new

heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth right-

eousness." Perhaps we have accounted the

words of Revelation too exclusively abstract

and figurative, and are summoned by the voice

of modern science to notice and apply more

confidently and literally the angel's words to

John, " These sayings are faithful and true."

J. B. Thomas.

Every world, whether sun, planet or satel-

lite, has its appointed lifetime. By the ar-

rangement of nature, a certain cycle of condi-

tions must be completed, and the body has then

reached a state of cosmical death. Our own
planet is in the midst of visible changes, which

carry it continually toward some finality which

must constiLute an end of the present terrestrial

order. What we witness of terrestrial changes

belongs to the planetary stage of cosmical be-

ing ; but on a grander scale the otlier planets,

and even tlie suns in the firmament, reveal the

progress of a cycle of events which involves

every cosmical body in the visible universe.

The world beneath our feet is growing cold.

The time is approaching when no warmth will

remain of all that store of heat which once

lighted our planet to a state of incandescence.

Undoubtedly the loss of the world's inherent

heat will exert an important influence on the

population which occupy its surface. But a

juncture of greater significance will arrive.

The waters which belong to the earth percolate

through the rocks and saturate the criist to a

certain depth. At that depth the heat of the

world's interior is such that water is converted

into vapor and returned toward the surface.

With progressive cooling and progressive thick-

ening of the cold crust, the volume of water

required to fill the pores will continually in-

crease. When the earth is cooled to the cen-

tre, the waters of the ocean will not be suffi-

cient to satisfy them. The ocean will be drunk

up. A cold crust nine hundred miles thick

will absorb all the water belonging to our

planet. Indeed, the atmosphere will follow

the ocean in progress of retirement into the

pores of a cold Avorld, and the time must come
wlien water and air will both be absent from

the surface of our globe. Then the earth will

have reached a stage which is a present reality

in the life of our moon ; for our satellite gives

no sign of air or water, and hangs suspended

in the heavens, simply a fossil world, unfold-

ing its " nightly tale" of events impending

over the future history of our own world.

What shall prevent the fires of the sun from

dying out? Is there any heat so intense or any

mass of heated matter so vast that time will

not suffice to exhaust its force? The earth was
once a sun ; the moon was once a sim. The
radiation which has reduced tliem from a solar

temperature will bring dimness and feebleness

to the powers of the great sun of our system.

There is no process known by which the heat

and light of the sun are perpetuated. The
great source of warmth for the generations of

animals and plants must inevitably become ex-

hausted, and the sun will stand " blind and

blackening" in the midst of space. Then will

winter and midnight reign throughout the solar

system. A. Winchcll.

5. The best explanation is that of Calvin,

who refers the expression to the Divine deter-

mination and foreknowledge. In the sight of

God the sword, although not yet actually used,

was already dripping blood. The sword is

mentioned as a natural and common though

poetical expression for any instrument of ven-

geance. A. The imagination of the prophet

gives the sword not only life, but a moral

sense ; tlie impulses of a righteous retribution.

Idumea represents not itself alone—the ancient

Edom—but all the malign, persistent, incor-

rigible enemies of God and of His earthly king-

dom. H. C. Miserable, forever miserable,

are they that have by their sins made them-

selves the people of God's curse ; for the sword

of the Lord will infallibly attend the curse of

the Lord and execute the sentences of it ; and
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those whom He curses are cursed indeed. It

shall come down to judgment, to execute judg-

ment upon sinners. God's sword of war is al-

ways a sword of justice. H.

G By poetic figure, the sword is here a beast

or bird of prey, carnivorous, thirsting for blood,

and satiating itself upon its slain. The point

to be illustrated is the vastness of the slaughter

and the terribleness of the doom visited upon

these rebels against God and enemies of His

throne. The '
' Lord hath a sacrifice in Bozrah,

in the sense of a vast slaughter. Bozrah is

equivalent to Idumea. one of its great cities

representing the whole country. H. C.

9 This verse, as Calvin well observes, an-

nounces nothing new, but repeats the same

prediction under other figures, borrowed from

the overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah, which

throughout the Bible are setforthfor an example,

suffering the vengearm of eternal fire (Jude 7). A.

9 10. In this description, the language is

obviously drawn from the case of the doomed

cities of the plain, and is therefore figurative.

The results—the country lying waste from

generation to generation and no traveller pass-

incr through it forever-have been wonderful-

ly°verifled for many ages past and are so still.

It would not be easy to find on the face of our

globe a spot ever inJiabited by man that is now

so utterly desolate as this same Idumea, or one

as to which there is so much testimony to show

that for ages " no man has passed through it."

The latter fact is more remarkable because

when Isaiah wrote and for some centuries sub-

sequently its capital, Petra, was a great thor-

oughfare of travel and of commerce. The des-

olate land of Edom is a standing witness at this

day not merely of the truth and accuracy of

this' prophecy, but of the fearfulncss of the

doom which God visits upon the nation that

distinguishes itself by its hostility to His own

people, and in a yet broader sense, of the fear-

fulness of that final doom which awaits every

persistent rebel in the world of retribution.

12. In harmony with the context which rep-

resents the land as utterly void of men and peo-

pled only with such animals as dwell in the

most dismal solitudes, this verse must be taken

as a way of saying, not that there was an ac-

tual call from the people to their princes to as-

sume the reins of government, but that there

was neither government, princes nor people to

call them.

16. This is obviously addressed to those who

should live in the distant future and could

compare the prophecy with its fulfilment. The

prophet invites them to this comparison. As-

suming that his own prophetic writings—this

prophecy against Edom among the rest-are in

" the Book of the Lord," he calls upon men in

the remote ages to look up this prophecy and

read it. H. C.

We have here a striking witness to the high

early estimation and sacred authority of the

Old Testament Scriptures. Birks. " The

Book" may be this particular prophecy or the

entire Scripture, without material change of

sense. A.

There are traces in Isaiah of the existence in

his time of a " Book of the Lord." which was

to be studied for its authoritative teaching,

which in a future day (29 : 18) should be un-

derstood even better than it was then, which

waited therefore for the fulness of its meaning,

which was consequently prophetic in its char-

acter. And a like reference is made again to

the same Book in a previous verse (29 : 11). It

may be a matter of question whether the proph-

et in either case is speaking of his own book, as

he certainly does in chap. 33 : 8, and probably in

chap 8 : 1, but there is no doubt as to the char-

acter he assigns to it, whether it be his own or

the book of the law. There is here an indication

of consciousness, on the part of the writer, of a

work being then in process of formation, if not

in a condition of completeness, to which men

mio-ht appeal as to an ultimate authority, on

acc'ount of its being somehow endowed with

the Divine sanction. Leathes.

Seek ye the Book of the L.ord,and

read. Attested iucontrovertibly by three

distinct sources of proof-its wonderful origin

and contents, the complete adaptation of its

truths to every spiritual need of man, and its

actual effects upon communities and individ-

uals-the Bible presents itself as the utterance

of God to man, demanding for its sublime dis-

closures man's closest inspection, his most ear-

nest profound and habitual study. In these in-

disputable facts, upon which its claim is based,

we find transcendent reasons why it should be

thoroughly searched, why its truths and prom-

ises should be deeply pondered and personally

appropriated by every soul to whom it speaks

The fact cannot be too often considered that all

individual advancement in the Divine lite, all

leo-itimate acquisition, all healthful, permanent

spiritual progress and all Christian activity and

etficiency are based of necessity upon the per-

sonal study, apprehension and application of

these Dimne truths ; of necessity, because in these

trutlis alone are found the grounds, the means

1

and the motives of Christian faith, and hope,

I
and love, of prayer and eflEort. B.
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The Christian holds his Bible in a warm and

sacred reverence. When he opens it he ex-

periences a sense of pleasure ; when he reads

it- it is with a sense of satisfaction which rises

to a mild exhilaration. It is delightful to him.

He loves it, and a profane or critical hand laid

upon it gives him pain. There is one element

of worship iu this feeling—viz., reverence. But

a moment's examination will show him that

this is not reverence for the Book, but for

God. It IS God's voice that reaches him through

its pages, and he is thus brought into the Di-

vine presence. The Bible is desired, revered,

loved and cherished because it gratifies spirit-

ual hunger. It is food for the soul. It is

usually read as a preparation for praj'er. It

gives strength and elevation to the spiritual

impulses and aspirations, increases confidence

and faith in God, makes the soul stronger every

way. The Christian who neglects to read his

Bible soon finds himself becoming spiritually

weak, despondent, irresolute, beset with all the

symptoms of exhaustion. The minister who
expounds the Scriptures to his people is said to

"break the bread of life" to them, and the

aptness of this metaphor, as setting forth the

reality, is universally recognized. The people

go away from the sermon with a feeling of re-

freshment. They have been fed and made
strong for the duties and responsibilities, and

filled with fortitude against the ills and sor-

rows of life. Now nothing is more natural

than that we should come to love the Book as

a book, and even to love a particular copy of

the Book, because of associations which have,

in the cou.rse of time, clustered around it. But

this is not bibliolatry—there is no element of

idolatry in it. Interior.

" Other things pertain," says Cicero, " to

times, and ages, and places, but books instruct

youth, delight age, adorn prosperitJ^ afford

solace and relief to adversity, give pleasure at

home, and do not burden abroad, they lodge

with us, they travel with tis, they rusticate

with us." With what force may all this be

applied to the Book of God ! This portable

revelation may be the companion of all men,

at all times, to all places. Instead of being

confined, liku the Sibylline Books, at the Ro-

man capital, in a chest of gold, under an offi-

cial custodian, every mariner may take it with

him when he goes forth upon the sea ; the

traveller, far removed from the sound of the

Sabbath bell and the voice of the living minis-

try, carries this wherever he goes ; the emi-

grant, departing from his native land, is not

separated from the revelation of God ; it is in

the hands of the child at school, of the old man
at the head-springs of wisdom, the soldier takes

it into camp and battle, the collier bears it

down with him into the depths of the earth,

and the prisoner, deprived of all human society,

is not so lonely and forlorn as to be without

this inspiration of the Almighty. We cannot

conceive now of any circumstances so deplora-

ble, no distance so great, no solitude so com-

plete, in which this written revelation of God
may not be accessible and available. W. Adams.

After many years spent in studying the Bible,

and in teaching it both to the adult and the

young, I find it hard to say how deeply I am
impressed with the conviction that, to fairly

master any one portion of Scripture, however

small, is, for educational purposes, worth infi-

nitely more than the widest desultory reading.

A. M.
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35 : 1 The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad ; and the desert shall rejoice,

2 and blossom as the rose. It shall blossom abundantly, and rejoice even with joy and sing-

ing ; the glory of Lebanon shall be given unto it, the excellency of Carmel and Sharon : they

shall see the glory of the Lord, the excellency of our God.

3, 4 Strengthen ye the weak hands, and confirm the feeble knees. Say to them that are of a

fearful heart, Be strong, fear not : behold, your God will come with vengeance, with the

5 recompence of God ; he will come and save yon. Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened,

6 and the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped. Then shall the lame man leap as an hart, and

the tongue of the dumb shall sing : for in the wilderness shall waters break out, and streams

7 in the desert. And the glowing sand shall become a pool, and the thirsty ground springs of

water : in the habitation of jackals, where they lay, shall be grass with reeds and rushes.

8 And an high way shall be there, and a way, and it shall be called The way of holiness
;
the

unclean shall not pass over it ; but it shall be for those : the wayfaring men, yea fools, shall

9 not err therein. No lion shall be there, nor shall any ravenous beast go up thereon, they shall

10 not be found there ; but the redeemed shall walk there : and the ransomed of the Lord shall

return, and come with singing unto Zion ; and everlasting joy shall be upon their heads :

they shall obtain gladness and joy, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away.

Close of the Earlier Visions.

The earlier visions of Isaiah (chaps. 1-35), in

their three distinct series, point throughout to

the approaching crisis of Assyrian conquest, and

to the deliverance of Jerusalem by the sudden

overthrow of the invading host. Already, in

chap. 2, a day of solemn visitation is announced

against all the splendor and beauty of the land

of promise. In chap. 5 the invading power is

more clearly foreshown, and summoned by the

voice of God Himself from a distant land, to

execute His judgment. In chaps. 7-12 the

warning grows more distinct, being prefaced

by the promise of Immanuel, the heir of Da-

vid's throne, whose kingdom should never fail.

The invasion is to be a flood, reaching to the

neck ; and Zion alone, the head, would escape

from the wide-reaching desolation. The Assy-

rian would reach the heights on the north of

Jerusalem, and threaten it with captivity, but

then be suddenly cut down ; and the vista closes

with a picture of Messiah's happy reign.

The burdens begin with one on Babjion, to

be last fulfilled. Then follow judgments to be

inflicted by Assyria, the rod of God's anger, on

Philistia, Moab, Syria, Ephraim, Egypt and

Ethiopia, and the Arabian tribes ; and then on

Samaria and the northern kingdom, with a

promise of Jerusalem's deliverance through her

recovery from sensual blindness to faith in the

God of Israel. The last burden on Tyre reaches

onward to the times of Nebuchadnezzar and

Cyrus ; and the series closes with a general

warning, and renewed promises of the good

things to come.

The woes, dating from the first years of

Hezekiah, first denounce the speedy downfall

of Samaria, the utter failure of the worldly

hopes of the scornful in Judah, and the invest-

ment of Jerusalem by the alien armies ; and

then reveal, more clearly than before, the over-

throw of the Assyrian spoiler by the hand of

God.

Chap. 35 : 1, 2 describes the joy of Israel's

final recovery. The next verses announce that

coming of Messiah which was to precede, and

through which alone their recovery could be

fulfilled. The rest of the chapter unfolds the

blessings that are to follow, or the glorious

reign of the promised Immanuel, the Prince of

Peace. There seems no reason for confining

the words in the opening verse to Palestine,

and the absence of the article justifies us in

giving them the widest sense. Everj-wherc,

except in that doomed region of judgment, the

wildernesses are to rejoice. The creation will

be delivered from the bondage of corruption

into the glorious liberty of the children of God

(Rom. 8:21).

The four chapters of history (36-39) are the

natural sequel of these prophecies, and the

preparation for the later visions that follow.

They occur also in 2 K. 18-20, with a few slight

variations, and the omission of the writing of

Hezekiah. But there are many internal signs
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that their original place is in this Book of Isaiah.

The changes in the Book of Kings consist chief-

ly in the replacement of more dramatic by sim-

ply historical expressions, as in chap. 39 :
2, " was

glad of them" becomes " hearkened to them."

Also the historical order is restored in the last

verses of chap. 38, with other alterations suited

to a book of simple history. Their connection

with the structure of the whole book is most

Intimate and vital. The earlier prophecies all

converge on that coming Assyrian overthrow,

of which chaps. 36, 37 are the historical record
;

while the illness and recovery of Hezekiah

(chap. 38) marks the transition from times of

peril and danger to a gracious reprieve in years

of peace and truth. Lastly, the message of

Merodach, king of Babylon (chap. 39), and the

weakness of Hezekiah, occasion a warning of

that future captivity, from which all the later

prophecies diverge
;
passing onward into a pre-

diction of the days of Cyrus, the times of ^Mes-

siah, and the full and final deliverance of Zion

from her long sorrows. Birks.

Chap. 35. As said in the introduction to

chap. 34, this chapter stands over against that
;

this giving the joyful changes which God
achieves for His people ; that, the woeful

changes of ruin and desolation which God
brings upon His incorrigible enemies. The cen-

tral idea of this chapter is the wealth of God's

resources for blessing those who trust in Him,
and the consequent richness and glory of those

blessings. The change wrought in those who
find mercy and rest in God is like that of a

barren and waste wilderness becoming verdant

and blooming ; the blind restored to sight ; the

deaf to hearing ; the lame to leaping and the

dumb to songs again ; sandy deserts bursting

forth with bubbling fountains ; a glorious high-

way for Zion's pilgrims over what was only a

waste of pathless sands before, upon which
highway no dangerous beasts should ever as-

cend—none but God's redeemed, and they, with

songs and everlasting joy. It lias been well

said that the tenor of this description is so

general and comprehensive that it may be ap-

plied to Israel returning from her long captivi-

ty in Babylon ; to the calling of the Gentiles

and to tiieir great joy in the Gospel ; to the

Christian dispensation as revealing more richly

than ever before the love of God and the power
of His Spirit ; to the experience of ever}' true

convert to Christ ; and to the perfect bliss of

heaven. II. C.

A great and glorious change is here described

under the figure of a desert clothed with luxu-

riant vegetation (verses 1, 2). The people are

encouraged with the prospect of this change
and Avith the promise of avenging judgments
on their enemies (verses 3, 4). The same change
is then expressed, by a change of figure, as a

healing of corporeal infirmities (verses 5, 6).

The former figure is again resumed, and the

wilderness described as free from all its wonted
inconveniences, particularly those of barren-

ness and thirst, disappointment and illusion,

pathlessness and beasts of prey (vtrses 7-9).

The whole prediction winds up with a promise

of redemption, restoration and endless blessed-

ness (verse 10).

The best description of the chapter is that

given by Augusti in the title to his version of

it, where he represents it as the description of

a happy condition of the Church after a period

of suffering. This is no doubt its true import,

and when thus explained it may be considered

as including various particulars, none of which
can be regarded as its specific or exclusive sub-

j ect. "Without any change of its essential mean-

ing it may be applied to the restoration of the

Jews from Babylon, to the vocation of the

Gentiles, to the whole Christian dispensation,

to the course of every individual believer, and

to the blessedness of heaven. The ground of

this manifold application is not that the lan-

guage of the passage is unmeaning or indefi-

nite, but that there is a real and designed anal-

ogy between the various changes mentioned

which brings them all within the natural scope

of the same inspired inscription. A.

2, " It" (the wilderness) " shall blossom

abundantly." The imagination of the poet

gives life and emotion to this desert—late a

waste ; now all verdant and beautiful—for it

now rejoices even with joy and singing. The
glory of Lebanon (not shall be, but) has been

given to it; and herein lies this surprising

change. All shall see the manifestations of

God's glory ; His power to save and the infi-

nite love of His heart, out of which all salva-

tion flows. H. C.

3. With the prospect of this glorious change

the people are commanded to encourage them-

selves and one another. Tlie hands and knees

are here combined, as Vitringa observes, to ex-

press the powers of action and endurance. The
participial forms represent the hands as actual-

ly hanging down, relaxed or weakened, and

the knees as actually giving way. The pas-

sage thus explained is far more expressive as

denoting a permanent quality or habitual condi-

tion. In itself the language of this verse is ap-

plicable either to self-encouragemenl or to the

consolation of others. There is no reason why
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the words should not be taken in their widest

sense, as meaning, let despondency be ex-

changed for hope. That self-encouragement

is not excluded may be learned from Paul's

use of the words in that sense (Heb. 12 : 12).

That mutual encouragement is not excluded is

sufficiently apparent from the following verse.

4. This verse shows how the command in

the one before it is to be obeyed, by suggest-

ing, as topics of mutual encouragement, the

vindicatory justice of God, and His certain in-

terposition in behalf of His people. The words

are really a promise of deliverance to God's

people, and include the unspeakable f/ift of

Christ and His salvation. A. Let the saints

have patience and never fear lest God should

forget His words of promise or the interests of

His people and kingdom. He will vindicate

Himself as true to His words, both of threaten-

ing against His foes and of promise in behalf

of His friends. H. C.

He Avill come and save. Tliere was a

solemn refrain, echoing alike from the Adamic
and Abrahamic promises, caught up in the dy-

ing blessings of Jacob and of Moses, and repeat-

ed like the subtle motive of a fugue through all

cadences of the statutes for sacrifices, festivals

and Sabbaths. He will come—the Seed, the

Shiloh, the Prophet will come. He will gather

all nations to fellowship with Israel. Israel

shall spread His blessedness over all lands. He
will remove every curse and govern the world

in righteousness and love. He will provide a

sacrifice suited in character and occasion for all

the earth and all the nations. Grey.

5, 6. The change in the condition of the

people is now represented by another figure,

the removal of corporeal infirmities. The rea-

son assigned in this last clause for the joy to

be expressed shows clearly that the miraculous

removal of disease and the miraculous irriga-

tion of the desert are intended to express one

and the same thing. The essential idea in both

cases is that of sudden and extraordinary

change. To the question whether this predic-

tion is in no sense applicable to our Saviour's

miracles, we may reply with Calvin, that al-

though they are not directly mentioned, they

were really an emblem and example of the

great change which is here described. So too

the spiritual cures effected by the Gospel, al-

though not specifically signified by these words,

are included in the glorious revolution which
they do denote. The simple meaning of the

passage is that the Divine interposition which
had just been promised should produce as won-
derful a change in the condition of mankind as

if the blind were to receive their sight, the

dumb to speak, the deaf to hear, the lame to

walk, and deserts to be fertilized and blossom

as the rose. In the process of this mighty
transmutation miracles were really performed,

both of a bodily and spiritual nature, but the

great change which includes these includes

vastly more. A.

There must be nobler things in store for that

race with which the Son of God is contented to

have such patience. If the great Husbandman
waits so long for the feeble, springing blade,

how precious must the full harvest be ! There
will be plentiful stores of pure wisdom for the

world and boundless treasures for each immor-
tal soul that covets truth. There are ages for

the world to learn in and an eternity for the

individual
; and when the soul is able to bear

full light, how many things will the great

Teacher have to disclose ! What secrets in

providence and grace shall be uncovered—what
blank deserts on the map of knowledge filled

up with rich discoveries—what pauses and si-

lences in the speech of Christ, replaced by mat-

ter of adoring wonder and praise ! We shall

find out why we can get no answer to many
questions now. Where we are compelled to

stand in awe before mysteries which stretch

away like trackless wastes, we shall advance

and see proofs of larger wisdom and deeper

love than it entered our hearts to conceive.
" Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened,

and the ears of the deaf shall be unstopped,

and the tongue of the dumb shall sing, for in

the wilderness shall waters break our, and
streams in the desert." We shall drink at the

fountain head of illumination, see light in

God's light, and find it all the sweeter that it

comes from Him into whose lips grace is

poured. Ke7\

7. The idea of complete and joyful change
is still expressed by the transformation of a

desert and the consequent removal of its incon-

veniences, among which the prophet here par-

ticularly mentions the tantalizing illusions to

which travellers in the wilderness are subject.

A. Olowin^ sand. Refers to a certain

illusive appearance of water far in the distance

over the desert sands which has often tantalized

thirsty travellers, only to aggravate their dis-

appointment. It is best known by the French
name of " the mirage," and is occasioned by the

peculiar refraction of the sun's rays passing

over the sands of the desert, giving the distant

horizon precisely the appearance of a vast lake.

Hence the meaning here is that this deceitful

mirage shall become really a pool of water, and
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bubbling springs shall burst forth in the very

desert—which in that climate would clothe re-

gions otherwise wasted and desolate, with mag-
nificent verdure and beauty.

S. A new figure still appears. We have

seen the great Sahara, putting on the glory of

Lebanon, Carmel and Sharon ; her desolate and

scorching sands blooming with roses and even

pouring forth her new joy in song ; the mirage

becoming pools of living water ; moisture and

consequent verdure succeeding to sterility and

vast desolation ; but here this trackless desert

and its vast waste of drifting, pathless sands is

cut by a Jdghirny—a road well cast up and fit-

ted for rapid and easy travel. It shall be called

—i.e., shall really be, the way of holiness, anew
road made to bear men safely, high above the

quicksands of temptation and the dreary wastes

of sin. The unclean go not there. The clause,

" It shall be for those," with this construction,

means. It shall be for the people of God alone

for whom it was built. II. C. The precise

import of the original expression seems to be

that the highway shall belong exclusively to

them for whose sake it was made, for whose
use it was intended. A. The last clause

means that travellers, even though of only or-

dinary intelligence, shall not miss the road.

With honest hearts, though of only very mod-
erate knowledge, this highway is very readily

followed. The way of salvation is travelled

safely by some who are only babes and chil-

dren in understanding. II. C.

The distinctive features of revealed truth are

presented so clearly that " the wayfaring man,

though a fool, need not err" regarding them.

They are like lines of light running through

the Bible, illuminating all, and explaining all.

No man who is willing to give to the interests

of his deathless spirit a tithe even of the atten-

tion which he knows they justly demand need

remain in doubt about the revelations of the

Bible concerning the essentials of vital godli-

ness, nor commit a mistake as to the method it

discloses for securing everlasting life. E. M.

9. The wilderness, though no longer barren

or pathless, might still be the resort of beasts

of prey. The promised highway might itself

be exposed to their incursions. But immunity
from this inconvenience is here promised. A.

God provides against all dangers. There

shall be nothing there to liurt or destroy. This

blessed pathway is reserved for the redeemed
alone and is made safe for them against all evil.

H. C.

10. The whole series of promises is here

summed up in that of restoration and complete

redemption. A. Those who are purchased
with redeeming blood, bought off from their

bondage to sin by a redemption as of captives,

shall return from their captivitj' and come even

to Zion, the very abode of the living God.

H. C. The highway before described not

only leads to Zion the Church below, but to

the Zion above, to the heavenly glory ; and all

the redeemed, all that walk in this way, shall

come thither ; at death their souls return to

God that gave them, and in the resurrection

their bodies shall return from their dusty beds

and appear before God in Zion. Gill.

When they shall " enter into the joy of their

Lord." it shall be what the joys of this world

never could be, everlasting joy, without mix-

ture, interruption or period ; it shall not only fill

their hearts, to their own perfect and perpetual

satisfaction, but it shall be upon their heads, as

an ornament of grace and a crown of glory, as a

garland worn in token of victory ; their joy

shall be visible, and no longer a secret thing,

as it is here in this world ; it shall be pro-

claimed, to the glory of God and their mutual

encouragement ; they shall then obtain the joy

and gladness which they could never expect on

this side heaven ;
' and sorrow and sighing

shall flee away" forever, as the shadows of the

night before the rising sun. Thus th( se proph-

ecies which relate to the Assyrian invasion con-

clude, for the support of the people of God un-

der that calamity and to direct their joy, in

their deliverance from it, to something higher.

Our joyful hopes and prospects of eternal life

should sw^allow up both all the sorrows and all

the joys of this present time. II. That re-

demption complete, there will be no second

apostasy. The perpetuity of restored humani-

ty is guaranteed by a special decree of the Al-

mighty. Iso tempter will be permitted to enter

the celestial Paradise. Well may they exult

who come home to the heavenly Zion with

songs and everlasting joy upon their heads.

Members of His body who sitteth upon the

throne, oft as they turn a grateful eye to Him
they are reminded of the perpetuity of their

new life. Long as Christ lives they shall live

icitJi Him and in Ilim. No cloud obscures the

prospects of futurity. The life which Christ

restores is secured beyond the reach of power,

and accident, and apostasy, and peril. It is a

life of joy, without the possibility of falling

away and without an end ; for the well-spring

of it is not our personal obedience, but the

life of the Redeemer, the very life of God.

W. Adams.

O eternal kingdom, kingdom of all ages,
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where is light tliat fails not, and the peace of

God that passeth all understanding ; wherein the

souls of the saints are at rest, and " everlasting

joy is on their heads ; they shall obtain joy and

gladness, and sorrow and mourning shall flee

away !" O how glorious is the kingdom in

wliich all Thy saints, O Lord, reign with Thee,

clothed with light as with a garment, having

crowns of precious stones on their heads ! O
kingdom of everlasting bliss, where Thou, O
Lord, the hope of the saints, and their diadem of

glory, art seen face to face by the saints, glad-

dening them on all sides with that peace of

Thine which passeth all understanding ! There

is joy without end, gladness without sorrow,

health without pain, life without toil, light

without darkness, life without death, all good
without any evil. There youth never grows

old, there life knows no end ; where beauty

never grows pale, and love never grows luke-

warm, and health never decays, and joy never

decreases, and pain is never felt, and gladness

is ever retained, and no evil is dreaded ; for

there the supreme good is enjoyed, which is

to seek forever the face of the Lord of hosts.

Happy then are they who have already suc-

ceeded in coming home from the shipwrecks of

this present life to such great joys. O our

country, O country of safety, we behold thee

from afar ; from this sea we greet thee, from
this valley we sigh after thee ; and we strive

with tears, if haply we may reach thee. O hope
of mankind, Christ, God of God, our refuge

and strength, whose light, beaming from afar

amid the dark mists over the tempestuous sea,

like the ray of a star of the sea shines brightly

before us, that Ave may be guided to the har-

bor ; steer our bark. O Lord, with Thine own
right hand, by the rudder of Thy cross, let us

not perish in the billows, let not the raging

water drown us, nor the deep swallow us up
;

but by the power of Thy cross draw us from
this sea to Thyself, our only consolation, whom
we can scarcely discern through our tears, from
afar off, as the morning star and the sun of

righteousness, awaiting us on the shore of the

heavenly couiitry. Lo, we cry aloud unto Thee,

we. Thy redeemed, but now also Thy banished

ones, whom Thou hast redeemed with Thy
precious blood. " Hear uc, O God of our sal-

vation, hope of all the ends of the earth, and of

those in the sea afar ;" wild is the sea through
which we are faring onward ; Thou art stand-

ing on the shore, and looking on our dangers
;

save us for Thy name's sake. Augustine.

In the illumination of eternity, redemption
will be seen as the great end and unity of all

things human, the key of history, the harmony
of events, the beginning and the ending of this

world's life. Then sball we attach new mean-
ing to the august titles of our Lord—the Alpha
and the Omega, the first and the last, the King
of kings and Lord of lords—for of Him, and
ilirougli Him, and to Him are all things, to

whom be glory forever ! Amen. W. Adams.

The field of Messiah's operations is the world
.;

nor will He cease to put forth His power for

the extension of His Church till He has made
the wilderness and the solitary place to be glad,

and the desert to rejoice and blossom as the

rose. The outward ordinances of visible Chris-

tianity shall be universally spread abroad ; effi-

cacy shall be given to the means of grace, by
the outpouring of the Spirit ; and every ob-

struction to the triumphant progress of the

chariot of salvation shall be effectually re-

moved. Ignorance shall be dispelled before

the spreading beams of Gospel light. The evi-

dences of Divine truth shall compel infidelity

to hide its head. The delusions of the false

prophet shall be dissipated by the drying up of

the river Euphrates, that a way may be pre-

pared for the kings of the East. Jewish obsti-

nacy and unbelief shall be broken, and the veil

taken from the eyes of that interesting people

in reading Moses and the prophets. All the

hideous forms ot polytheistic paganism shall

give way to the one religion of Jesus. The
anti-Christian leaven, which has been so exten-

sively diffused, shall be purged out of both

churches and nations. Every usurper of the

rights and prerogatives of Zion's King shall be

pushed from his seat. Every rival kingdom
shall be overthrown. The civil and ecclesias-

tical constitutions of the earth shall be regu-

lated by the infallible standard of God's word
;

their office-bearers, of every kind, shall ac-

knowledge the authority of Messiah the Prince
;

and the greatest kings on earth shall cast their

crowns at Ilis feet. All enemies shall be put

under His feet ; and such as resist the melting

influence of His grace shall be crushed beneath

the iron rod of His power. And at the last,

there shall not be a spot on the face of the hab-

itable earth where the true Chixrch of Christ

shall not have effected a footing, nor a single

tribe of the vast family of man which shall not

have felt the meliorating and blissful influence

of Christian laws and institutions. W. Sym-

ington.

We have entire confidence in the ultimate

success of the missionary enterprise. Chris-

tianity triumphantly surmounted, ages ago, far
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greater obstacles than now He in the way of its

progress. Its whole empire has been wrested

from the grasp of paganism, as degraded, as

inveterate, as stubborn as the forms with which

it now contends. Because we believe it the

truth of God, revealed for man, and adapted in

its form of communication to the nature, facul-

ties and wants of man, we doubt not that man
under every mode of culture may be brought

to the intelligent reception of its truths, the

practice of its duties, and the enjoyment of its

hopes. We receive aa from Divine inspiration

the predictions of the Hebrew seers and of the

Christian apostle, which foretell the entire re-

generation of the human family, and cannot

but believe that man will yet rewrite in his-

tory the brightest pages of prophecy. N. A
Review.

This creed of historic Christianit}^ has known
eighteen hundred years of battle ; it has never

known defeat. The Church of God, built on
the incarnation and resurrection, and holding

from her temple's topmost spire the cross, has

seen imperial dominions and hoary supersti-

tions and theologies of error, and ten thousand

airy speculations disappear, while she steadily

expands her sheltering walls and shining gates

to encompass all nations. J. H. Barrows.

ISAIAH, CHAPTERS XXXVI.-XXXIX.

These historical chapters, which conclude the

earlier prophecies of Isaiah, are embodied in

the history of Hezekiah's reign. Vol. VII., pp.

843-371. B.

The next four chapters contain a historical

appendix to the first part of Isaiah's prophe-

cies, relating chiefly to Scnna/^hcrib's invasion

and the slaughter of his host, to Hezekiah's

gickuess and miraculous recovery, and to the

friendly intercourse between him and the king

of Babylon. The same narrative is found sub-

stantiallj^ in the Second Book of Kings (chaps.

18-20), and a different account of the same mat-

ters in the Second Book of Chronicles (chap. 32).

It may safely be inferred, as a legitimate if not

an unavoidable deduction, that these chapters

form a continuous, unbroken narrative by one

and the same writer ; that this writer may as

well have been Isaiah as any other person, if

we regard internal evidence, and can have been

no other, if we regard the immemorial tradition

of the Hebrew canon ; and that these four

chapters, far from having been inserted here

at random or through ignorance, are in their

proper place, as a connecting link between the

earlier and later prophecies, the threatening in

chap. 39 : 6 being really the theme or text of the

long prophetic discourse, with which the re-

mainder of the book is occupied. A.

Conclusion of the Earlier Prophecies of Isaiah.
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CHAPTERS XL.-LXVI.

The last twenty-seven chapters form a proph-

ecy, whose coherence of structure and unity of

authorship are generally admitted even by those

who deny that it was written by Isaiah. The
point of time and situation from which the

prophet here speaks is for the most part that

of the captivity in Babylon (compare, e.g.,

64 : 10, 11). But this is adopted on a principle

which appears to characterize " vision"—viz.,

that the prophet sees the future as if present.

This second part falls into three sections, each,

as it happens, consisting of nine chapters ; the

two first end with the refrain, " There is no

peace, saith Jehovah (or ' my God'), to the wick-

ed ;" and the third Avith the same thought ampli-

fied. The first section (chaps. 40-48) has for its

main topic the comforting assurance of the de-

liverance from Babylon by Cyrus, who i^ even

named twice (41 : 2, 3, 25 ; 44 : 28 ; 45 : 1-4, 13
;

46 : 11 ; 48 : 14, 15). It is characteristic of sa-

cred prophecy in general that the " vision" of

a great deliverance leads the seer to glance at the

great deliverance to come through Jesus Christ.

This principle of association prevails in the

second part taken as a whole ; but in the first

section, taken apart, it appears as yet imperfect-

ly. The second section (chaps. 49-57) is distin-

guished from the first by several features. The
person of Cyrus, as well as his name and the

specification of Babylon, disappear altogether.

Return from exile is indeed repeatedly spoken

of and at length (49 : 9-26 ; 51 : 9-52 : 12 ; 55 : 12,

13 ; 57 : 14) ; but in such general terms as ad-

mit of being applied to the spiritual and Messi-

anic, as well as to the literal restoration. In the

tJdrd section (chaps. 58-66), as Cyrus nowhere
appears, so neither does " Jehovah's servant" oc-

cur so frequently to view as in the second. The
only delineation of the latter is in chap. 61 : 1-3

and in chap. 63 : 1-6, 9. He no longer appears

as suffering, but only as saving and avenging
Zion. The section is mainly occupied with va-

rious practical exhortations founded upon the

views of the future already set forth. Die. B.

In these later prophecies, the continuity of

subject is remarkable, there being one main
course of thought throughout the entire por-

tion. Its central points are, God, the strength

and comfort of His people, infinitely surpassing

the gods of the heathen in both prescience and

power ; His people of the Jews, the faithful

few among the many faithless, with their Mes-

siah ; all in some general respects servants of

Jehovah, and the Messiah specially and perma-

nently so ; their work, trials and successes ; the

Gospel age, its nature, its mission, its triumphs,

the calling of the Gentiles and the victories of

truth in all the earth ; the rejection of the unbe-

lieving Jews and their exemplary doom. H. C.

The form in which the prophecy begins has

been determined by its intimate connection with

the threatening in the thirty-ninth chapter. To
assure the Israel of God, or true Church, that

the national judgments which had been de-

nounced should not destroy it, is the prophet's

purpose in the fortieth chapter, and is executed

by exhibiting Jehovah's power, and willing-

ness, and fixed determination to protect and

save His own elect. In the forty-first. His

power and omniscience are contrasted with the

impotence of idols, and illustrated bj^ an indi-

vidual example. In the forty-second, the per-

son of the great Deliverer is introduced, the

nature of His influence described, the relation

of His people to Himself defined, and their

mission or vocation as enlighteners of the world

explained. The forty-third completes this ex-

position by exhibiting the true design of Is-

rael's election as a people, its entire indepen-

dence of all merit in themselves, and sole de-

pendence on the sovereign will of God. In the

forty-fourth the argument against idolatry is

amplified and urged, and the Divine sufficiency

and faithfulness exemplified by a historical

allusion to the exodus from Egypt, and a pro-

phetic one to the deliverance from Babylon, in

which last Cyrus is expressly named. The last

part of this chapter should have been connect-
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ed with the first part of the forty-fifth, in tvbich

the name of Cyrus is repeated, and his con-

quests represented as an effect of God's omnip-

otence, and tlie prediction as a proof of His om-
niscience, both which attributes are then again

contrasted witli tlie impotence and senseless-

ness of idols. The same comparison is still con-

tinued in the forty-sixth, with special reference

to the false gods of Babylon, as utterly unable

to deliver either their worshippers or them-

selves. In the forty-seventh the description is

extended to the Babylonian government, as

wholly powerless in opposition to Jehovah's

interference for the emancipation of Ilis peo-

ple. The forty-eighth contains the winding
up of this great argument from Cyrus and the

fall of Babylon, as a conviction and rebuke to

the unbelieving Jews themselves. The fact

that Babylon is expressly mentioned only in

these chapters is a strong confirmation of our

previous conclusion that it is not the main sub-

ject of the prophecy. By a natural transition

lie reverts in the forty-ninth to the true Israel,

and shows the groundlessness of their misgiv-

ings, by disclosing God's design respecting

them, and showing the certainty of its fulfil-

ment notwithstanding all discouraging appear-

ances. The difference in the character and fate

of the two Israels is still more exactly defined

in the fiftieth chapter. In the fifty-first the

true relation of the chosen people both to God
and to the Gentiles is illustrated by historical

examples—the calling of Abram and the exo-

dus from Egypt, and the same power pledged
for the safety of Israel in time to come. In the

last part of this chapter and the first of the

fifty-second, which cohere in the most intimate

manner, the gracious purposes of God are rep-

resented as fulfilled already, and described in

the most animating terms. This view of the

future condition of the Church could not be
separated long from that of Him by whom it

was to be effected ; and accordingly the last

part of this chapter, forming one unbroken
context with tlie fifty-third, exhibits Him
anew, no longer as a teacher, but as the great

sacrifice for sin. No sooner is this great work
finished than the best days of the Church be-

gin, the loss of national distinction being really

a prelude to her glorious emancipation. The
promise of this great change in the fifty-fourth

chapter is followed in the fifty-fifth by a gra-

cious' invitation to the whole world to partake
of it. The fifty-sixth continues the same sub-
ject, by predicting the entire abrogation of all

local, personal and national distinctions. Hav-
ing dwelt so long upon the prospects of the

spiritual Israel or true Church, the prophet, in

the last part of the fifty-sixth and the first part

of the fifty-seventh, looks back at the carnal

Israel, as it was in the days of its idolatrous

apostasy, and closes with a threatening which
insensibly melts into a promise of salvation to

the true Israel. The fifty-eighth again pre-

sents the carnal Israel, not as idolaters, but as

hypocrites, and points out the true mean be-

tween the rejection of appointed rites and the

abuse of them. The fifty-ninth explains Je-

hovah's dealings with the nation of thi' Jews,

and shows that their rejection was tlie fruit of

their own doings, as the salvation of the saved

was that of God's omnipotent compassions. In

the sixtieth he turns once more to the true Is-

rael, and begins a series of magnificent descrip-

tions of the new dispensation as a whole, con-

trasted with the imperfections and restrictions

of the old. The prominent figures of the pic-

ture in this chapter are immense incrciise by
the accession of the Gentiles, and internal puri-

ty and peace. The prominent figure in the

sixty- first is that of the Messiah as the agent in

this great work of spiritual emancipation. In

the sixty-second it is that of Zion, or the Church
lierself, in the most intimate union with Jeho-

vah and the full fruition of His favor. But
this anticipation is inseparably blended with

that of vengeance on the enemies of God, which
is accordingly presented in the sublime vision

of the sixty-third chapter, followed by an ap-

peal to God's former dealings with His people,

as a proof that their rejection was their own
fault, and that He will still protect the true be-

lievers. These are represented in the sixty-

fourth as humbly confessing their own sins and

suing for the favor of Jehovah. In the sixty-

fifth he solemnly announces the adoption of

the Gentiles and the rejection of the carnal Is-

rael because of their iniquities, among which
idolatry is once more rendered prominent. He
then contrasts the doom of the apostate Israel

with the glorious destiny awaiting tiie true Is-

rael. And this comparison is still continued in

the sixty-sixth chapter, where the prophet,

after ranging through so wide a field of vision,

seems at last to fix his own eye and his reader's

on the dividing line or turning point between

the old and new economy, and winds up the

whole drama with a vivid exhibition of the

nations gathered to Jerusalem for worship,

while the children of the kingdom

—

i.e., Israel

according to the flesh, are cast forth into outer

darkness, where their worm dletli not and their

fire is not quenched. Upon this awful specta-

cle the curtain falls, and we are left to find re-
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lief from its impressions in the merciful dis-

closures of a later and more cheering revelation.

J. A. Alexander.

Isaiah, in the close of the previous part of the

prophecies (39 : 7), had distinctly announced

that the nation should be carried to Babylon.

He saw that this was inevitable, and that the

crimes of the monarch and of the nation were

such as would certainly hasten this result. He
had retired from the public functions of the pro-

phetic office, and given himself up to the con-

templation of happier and purer times. He
therefore devoted himself to the tasii of fur-

nishing corsolation for the pious portion of the

nation, and especially of recording prophetic

descriptions which should comfort the Jews

when they should be held in their long captiv-

ity in Babylon. We have seen (notes on chaps.

13 and 14) that Isaiah had before this laid the

foundation for these consolations by the assur-

ance that Babylon and its mighty power should

be entirely destroyed, and, of course, that the

Jewish people could not be held always in bond-

age there. In this part of the prophecy (chaps.

40-66) his object is to give more full and spe-

cific consolations. He therefore places himself

in vision in the midst of the future scenes which

he describes, and states distinctly and fully the

grounds of consolation. These topics of con.so-

lation would arise from two sources—both of

which he presents at great length and with great

beauty. The first is, that the nation should be de-

livered from its long and painfid captivity. This

was the j)riinary thing to be done, and this was
needful in order to furnish to them consolation.

He places himself in that future time. He sees

his own nation borne to a distant land, accord-

ing to his own predictions ; sees them sighing

in their hard bondage ; sees the city and the

Temple where they once worshipped the God
of their fatliers laid in ruins, and all their pleas-

ant things laid waste (64 : 11) ; and the people

dispirited and sad in their long and painful

captivity. He predicts the close of that cap-

tivity, and speaks of it as present to his view.

He consoles the people by the assurance that it

was coming to an end ; names the monarch

—

Cyrus—by whom their oppressors were to be

punished, and by whom they were to be re-

stored to their own land ; and describes in the

most beautiful and glowing imagery their cer-

tain return. The second source of consolation

is that which relates to the coming of a far

more important deliverer tlian Cyrus, and to a

far more important deliverance than that from
the captivity at Babylon. By the laws of pro-

phetic suggestion, and in accordance with the

usual manner of Isaiah, his mind is carried

forward to much more momentous events. His

thoughts glide easily to the Messiah ; and any

event whicli bears a rcsemblniiee to His coming

suggests His work, His character and the ben-

efit of His advent, and the descriptions of the

prophet insensibly change from the immediate

subject under contemplation to the far more

important events connected with His work.

This was the common rule by which the mind
of Isaiah acted ; and it is no wonder, there-

fore, that an event so strikingly resembling the

deliverance of man from the bondage of sin by
the Messiah as was the deliverance from the

captivity of Babylon should have been suggest-

ed by that, and that his thoughts should pass

rapidly from one to the other, and the one be

forgotten in the other. The eye of the prophet,

therefore, glances rapidly from the object more

immediately in view in the future, to the ob-

ject more remote ; and he regards the deliver-

ance from the Babj'lonish captivity as intro

ductory to a far more important deliverance.

In the contemplation of that more distant

event, therefore, he becomes wholly absorbed
;

and from this he derives his main topics of

consolation. He sees the future coming of the

Messiah ; he sees his forerunner ; he sees the

author of redemption in various scenes—now
as a sufferer, humble, poor and persecuted ;

and now the more distant glories of the Mes-

siah's kingdom rises to view. He sees Him
raised up from the dead ; he sees His empire

extend and spread among the Gentiles ; he sees

kings and princes from all lands coming to lay

their offerings at His feet ; he sees the distant

tribes of men come bending before Him. and

His religion of peace and joy diffusing its bless-

ings around the world. In the contemplation

of these future glories, he desires to furnish

consolation for his afflicted country-men in Baby

Ion, and at the same time a demonstration of

the truth of the oracles of God, and of the cer-

tain prevalence of the true religion, which

should impart happiness and peace in all fu-

ture times. Isaiah was now an old man, and

his style and manner of thinking and of utter-

ance would be naturally mellowed by age. His

object, also, was not reproof so much as conso-

lation ; it was not, as formerly, to denounce

judgment, to rebuke kings and nobles for their

crimes, and to rouse the nation to a sense of its

danger ; it was to furnish topics of support to

those who were groaning in captivity far from

the Temple of their God and from the sepul-

chres of their fathers. The language of the
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second part is more gentle and flowing, more

tender and mild. There is exquisite beauty

and finish, and occasionally there are bursts of

the highest sublimity ; but there is not the

compression of thought and the struggling for

utterance, which there is often in the former

part. There, the prophetic impulse is often

like v/aters pent up between projecting rocks

and hills, and where it struggles and bursts

forth impetuously and irresistibly ; in this por-

tion of the prophecy it is like the placid stream

—the full-flowing, majestic river—calm, pure,

deep and sublime. There are, indeed, charac-

teristics of the same stjie, and of the same au-

thor, but it is in different circumstances, and

with a different object in view. The portion

which follows (chaps. 40-66) is a single proph-

ecy, apparently uttered at one time, and relat-

ing to one subject, and hai'ing one great de-

sign. The former part of his prophecies consists

of a number of independent and separate pre-

dictions, some of them very brief, and having

no immediate connection with each other. Here

all is connected ; and the same design is kept

steadily and constantly in view. His beautiful

descriptions roll on, to use one of his own im-

ages, " like a river," or like the " waves of the

sea," and there is an inimitable beauty and

majesty in his sentiments and in his style. Al-

most everything which occurs in the prophecy

relates to that which was to be fulfilled long

after the time of Isaiah. Occasionally there is

a hint, or glance, or slight allusion to the prev-

alence of idolatry in his own time ; but there

is no express mention of the events which were

then occurring. He does not mention his own
circumstance? ; he does not allude to the name

of the monarch who lived when he wrote. He
seems to have forgotten the present, and to live

and act in the scenes of the distant future. He

therefore speaks as if he were in the midst of

them ; he speaks as one living among the ex-

iled Jews in Babylon when their long captivity

was about to come to an end ; he exhorts, re-

bukes, administers comforts, as if they were

present to his mind, and as if he were directly

addressing them. He speaks of the life, suffer-

ings and death of the Messiah also, as if pass-

ing before his mind, or as events which he saw,

and seeks personal consolation and support

amid the prevailing crimes and calamities of

his own times, in the contemplation of future

scenes. Barnes.

Authorship of Chaps. 40-66.

These chapters have formed a part of the

collection of Isaiah's prophecies as far back as

the history of the canon can be traced, without

the slightest vestige of a different tradition

among Jews or Christians as to the author.

The tone and spirit of these chapters are pre-

cisely such as might have been expected from

the circumstances under which they are alleged

to have been written, and their variations from

the earlier chapters such as must have been ex-

pected from the change in the circumstances

themselves. A cursory inspection of the.se later

prophecies is enough to satisfy the reader that

he has before him neither a concatenated argu-

ment nor a mass of fragments, but a continu-

ous discourse in which the same great topics

are continually following each other, somewhat
modified in form and combination, but essen-

tially the same from the beginning to the end.

If these twenty-seven chapters are confessedly

the work of one man and indeed a continuous

discourse on one great subject, and if a perfect-

ly uniform tradition has attached them to the

writings of Isaiah, it remains to be considered

whether we have any reason to deny or even to

dispute the fact so solemnly attested. All the

presumptions are in favor of its truth. For

two thousand years, at least, the book was uni-

versally regarded as Isaiah's, and no other

name has ever been connected with it even by
mistake or accident. It is just such a book as

the necessities of that age might have been ex-

pected to call forth. Its genuineness, therefore,

as a writing of Isaiah, is not a fact requiring

demonstration by detailed and special proof,

but one attested both by its external history

and its internal structure, unless positive rea-

sons can be given for rejecting a conclusion

which appears not only obvious, but unavoid-

able. A.

The prophecies of Isaiah (chaps. 40-46), which

follow the historical episode have been received

as genuine, and one main part of Isaiah's writ-

ings, by the comnaon faith of Jews and Chris-

tians for more than two thousand years. Dur-

ing the last century, however, a school of crit-

ics arose in Germany, who ascribe them to one

or more unknown writers near the close of the

Captivity. So Koppe, Eichhorn, Doderlein,

Justi, Paulus, Bauer, Bertholdt, De Wette,

Gramberg, Vatke, Rosenmiiller, Gesenius, Hit-

zig, Maurer, Knobel, Ewald, Hendewerk and

Umbreit, and others. In some circles the mod
ern theory has even been turned into an axiom,

and a test of critical learning. Their authen-

ticity, however, has been upheld in Germany

by many able writers ; as Hensler, Piper, Beck-

haus, Jahn, Dereser, Greve, MoUer, Kleinert,

Schleier, lleugstenberg, Havcruick and Keil.
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More recently Stier has vindicated and ex-

pounded these chapters in his " Esaias, nicht

Pseudo-Esaias, " a learned work of a thousand

pages. Drechsler, also, in his commentary on

the earlier visions, Hahn and Delitzsch in their

continuation, and the last in his own complete

and able commentary, share the same view,

and maintain strongly the organic unity of the

whole work. Birks.

Attacks have been made by German critics

upon the integrity of the whole book, different

critics pronouncing different portions of the first

part spurious, and many concurring to reject the

second i)art altogether (the last twenty-seven

chapters). Defenders of the integrity of the

book have not, however, been wanting

—

e.g.,

Jahn, Hengstenberg, Mciller, Kleinert, Haver-

nick, Stier, Keil, Delitzsch (in Fbn.), etc. The
circumstance mainly urged by those who gain-

say Isaiah's authorship of this second part is the

unquestionable fact ihat the author takes his

standpoint at the close of the Babylonish cap-

tivity, as if that were his present, and from

thence looks forward into his subsequent fu-

ture. Other grounds which are alleged are

confessedly secondary and external, and are

really of no great weight. The most impor-

tant of these is founded upon the difference of

style. On the other hand, for the authenticity

of the second part the following reasons may
be advanced. («) Externally. The unanimous

testimony of Jewish and Christian tradition

(of. Ecclus. 48 : 24) ; the use apparently made
of the second part in Jer. 10 : 1-16, verse 25

;

25 : 31 ; 50, 51 ; in Ezek. 23 : 40, 41 and Zeph.

2 : 15 ; 3 : 10 ; the decree of Cyrus in Ezra

1 : 2-4, which plainly is founded on Isa. 44 : 28
;

45 : 1, 13 ; and the evidence of the N. T. quo-

tations (Matt. 3:3; Luke 4 : 17 ; Acts 8 : 28
;

Rom. 10 : 16, 20). {b) Internally. The unity

of design which connects these last twenty-

seven chapters with the preceding ; the one-

ness of diction which pervades the whole book
;

the peculiar elevation and grandeur of style

which characterize the second part as well as

the first ; the absence of any olher name than

Isaiah's claiming the authorship ; the claims

which the writer makes to the /o?'eknowledge

of the deliverance by Cyrus, which claims, on

the opposing view, must be fraudulent; last-

ly, the Messianic predictions which mark its

inspiration, and remove the chief ground of ob-

jection against its having been written by
Isaiah. Ewald thus characterizes Isaiah :

" Just

as the subject requires, he has readily at com-
mand every several kind of style and every

several change of delineation ; and it is pre-

cisely this that, in point of language, estab-

lishes his greatness, as well as in general forms
one of his most towering points of excellence.

His only fundamental peculiarity is the lofty,

majestic calmness of his style. His discourse

varies into every complexion ; it is tender and

stern, dictating and threatening, mourning and

again exulting in Divine joy, mocking and ear-

nest ; but ever at the right time it returns to its

original elevation and repose, and never loses

the clear ground-color of its Divine seriousness."

In point of style we can find no difficulty in

recognizing in the second part the presence of

the same plastic genius as we discover in the

first. And, altogether, the aesthetic criticism of

all the different parts of the book brings us to

the conclusion that the whole of the book orig-

inated in one mind, and that mind one of the

most sublime and variously gifted instruments

which the Spirit of God has ever employed to

pour forth its voice upon the world. Die. B.

The book in its present form can be traced

to the time of Ezra, or nearly, and from that

time until what from its recency may be called

the other day, its Isaianic authorship has been

reg-arded as an established fact. The Hebrew
nation, which guarded its Scriptures with an

almost superstitious jealousy, ascribed the Book
to Isaiah. Our Lord and His apostles never

expressed a doubt, and spoke of the prophet

Isaiah as the author of passages which they

quoted from the second as well as the first part

of the book. This historic evidence is corrob-

orated by many considerations which confirm

it. He is a bold man who in these circum-

stances can say that the generation which stood

nearest to the origin of the book was mistaken

as to its authorship, and that all the genera-

tions which followed failed to discover reasons,

external or internal, for doubting the belief

which had been entertained from the begin-

ning, that Isaiah was the author of the whole

book. Kennedy.

The last twenty-seven chapters of Isaiah form

a continuous literary work. This work may
perhaps be best described as a didactic poem, a

series of sermons in rhythm, full of feeling and

poetic fire, though lacking the progressive ac-

tion which would be essential in an epic or in a

drama. The regular rhythm of the poem is

stately, occasionally relieved by the insertion

of brief lyric pieces, with an entirely different

movement. (See, for example, Isa. 42 : 10-12.)

The poem has three main divisions, each of them
containing three subdivisions, each of which
consists of three parts. These twenty-seven

parts are quite commonly called cantos, in the
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lack of a better term, by the scholars who have

written on the Book of Isaiah. The twenty-

seven cantos differ somewliat in their limits

from tlie twenty -seven chapters, as the latter

are now divided.

Many hold that the poem was written from

the point of view of Israel in Babylon, j ust at

the beginning of the conquests of Cyrus. Some
of these hold that this point of view was adopt-

ed predictively, by inspiration, and others, that

the book was written in the time of Cyrus. I

cannot accept this opinion. Some parts of the

work certainly refer to the period in question

—

Isa. 44 : 24-28, and the opening verses of the

next chapter, for example. But this is only an

occasional mode of representation ; the usual

mode contemplates Israel as a political power,

residing in Jerusalem and the cities of Judah,

These twenty-seven cantos are very much
more used in the New Testament than is any

other continuous portion of the Old Testament

of equal length. Some other sections, the mid-

dle chapters of Genesis, for example, or a select

ed tract of the Psalms, might rival it in the

number of citations, but the citations from

these chapters of Isaiah are longer and fuller,

and the imagery of Isaiah is carried over into

the New Testament, to an extent altogether

without parallel in these other writings. The
name of Isaiah, as a concordance shows, is ten

times mentioned in the New Testament, in con-

nection with these twenty-seven chapters ; in

six of these instances, the words cited are at-

tributed, verbally at least, to the person Isaiah
;

and in the other four, to the Book of Isaiah.

There is no historical testimony, either in the

Bible or out of it, to the existence of any great

prophet named Isaiah, except the one who lived

in the days of Hezekiah. The evidence in the

case seems to me to preponderate immensely in

favor of the conclusion that the twenty-seven
cantos are the literary work of the Isaiah who
lived in Hezekiah's time. W. J. Beeclicr. (See

Vol. VII., p. 475.)

The earliest hint of any new discovery is

commonly ascribed to Koppe, who in a note

upon his German edition of Bishop Lowth's

work suggests that the fiftieth chapter may
have been written by Ezekiel or some other

Jew in exile. A similar opinion was expressed

about the same time by Doderlein and Eich-

horn with respect to the entire latter part of

Isaiah. The same hypothesis was then carried

out in detail by Justi, and adopted by Bauer,

Paulus, Bertholdt and Augusti ; so that not

long after the beginning of this century it was
established as the current doctrine of the Ger-

man schools. This revolution of opinion,

though ostensibly the pure result of critical

analysis, was closely connected with the grow-
ing unbelief in inspiration, and the consequent

necessity of explaining away whatever ap-

peared either to demonstrate or involve it. It

must also be noted, as a circumstance of great

importance in the history of this controversy,

that the young theologians of Germany for

fifty years were almost as uniformly taught

and as constantly accustomed to assume the

certainty of this first principle as their fathers

had been to assume the contrary. This fact

will enable us to estimate at something like

their real value the pretensions to superior can-

dor and impartiality advanced by the ncologi-

cal interpreters, and more especially by some
of recent date, who are in truth as strongly

biassed by the prejudice of education as their

immediate predecessors by the love of novelty

and passion for discovery.

All that need be added in relation to the ar-

guments against the genuineness of these chap-

ters drawn from their matter or contents, is the

general observation that their soundness may
be brought to the test by inquiring whether
they do not either take for granted something

as belonging to the prophecy which is not

found there by a simple and natural interpreta-

tion, or proceed upon some general false prin-

ciple, such as the denial of prophetic inspira-

tion as impossible. If either of these flaws is

fatal to the argument affected by it, how much
more must it be vitiated by the coexistence of

the two, which is the case in many minor argu-

ments of this class, and emphatically true of

that main argument to which they are auxil-

iary—viz., that Isaiah cannot be the writer of

these chapters on account of their minute and

constant reference to the Babylonian exile.

The alleged fact and the inference are equally

unfounded.

The other main objection to the genuineness

of these prophecies is founded not upon their

matter, but their manner, or in otiier words,

their diction, phraseology and style, which are

said to be entirely unlike those of Isaiah. The

rejection of these chapters was not forced upon

the critics by a palpable diversity of style and

diction, but such diversities were hunted up,

laboriously and graduall}^ brought to light, in

order to justify the previous rejection. By
parity of reasoning it may be foreseen that

whoever cannot be convinced of the reality of

inspiration will consider these detailed proofs

of later date conclusive ; while the reader who
knows better, or at least has no misgivings
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upon that point, will as certainly pronounce

them " trifles light as air." If we gain noth-

ing more by this investigation, it is at least

satisfactory to know that all depends upon a

foregone conclusion, and that as to faith in

such things no less than in higher matters, he

that hath receiveth, and from him that hath

not shall be taken even that wliich he hath.

The objection drawn from iudefinite diversi-

ties of tone and manner, such as a more flowing

style and frequent repetitions, is so far from

having any force, that the absence of these dif-

ferences would in the circumstances of the case

be well adapted to excite suspicion. In other

words, Isaiah writing at a later period of life,

and when withdrawn from active labor, with

his view directed not to the present or a proxi-

mate futurity, but one more distant, and com-

posing not a series of detached discourses, but

a continuous, unbroken prophecy, notonl}' may
but must have differed from his former self as

much as these two parts of the collection differ

from each other. This antecedent probability

is strengthened by the fact that similar causes

have produced a still greater difference in some

of the most celebrated writers, ancient and mod-

ern, who exhibit vastly more imlikeness to

themselves in different parts of their acknowl-

edged writings than the most microscopic criti-

cism has been able to detect between the tone

or manner of Isaiah's earlier and later prophe-

cies. J. A. Alexander.

And now we come to Isaiah's final prophecy,

published by him some years aTterward, prob-

ably toward the end of the lives of both Heze-

kiah and himself. In it, leaving tlie temporal

fortunes of Judah far behind, he soars onward
and upward to Christ and His kingdom. The
criticism of these twenty-seven chapters has

been the crux and opprobrium of modern
scholarship. It started with the fullest belief

in the unity of this wonderful work, a unity

evident to the judgment of every attentive

reader ; but with equal confidence asserted that

it was written by some second Isaiah at the

close of the Babylonian captivity, when the

growing power of Cyrus justified the use of

his name in chap. 45 as the probable conqvieror

of Babylon. But a close comparison between
the words and phrases \ised in the first thirty-

nine and the last twenty-seven chapters showed
a very extraordinary amount of resemblance.

The language of the two portions is even in

minute particulars the same ; so, too, are the

ideas. If this second part described Judea as

desolate, such was the most common picture in

the first ; if it represented Zion as a wilderness,

and God's holy and beautiful house as burned

with fire (64 : 10, 11), though within a few

verses it speaks of city and Temple as if still

standing (66 : 6), as just before it had described

the watchman standing upon the walls of Jeru-

salem, so had the prophet started Avith a quota-

tion from Micah, part of which was that Jeru-

salem was to become heaps of ruins, and the

Temple site a desolate mountain-top. But in

fact all is ideal, and the desolation of the city

and the burning of the Temple refer rather to

the times of the Romans, when the lineal Israel

was removed that the spiritual Israel might

take its place, than to the capture of the city

by Nebuchadnezzar.

In fact, in reading it through as modern crit-

ics have done to discover b}' internal evidence

proofs of the period when it was written, only

two certain facts appear—the first, the mention

of Cyrus ; the second that the prophecy was
written in Judea, and that the people at the

time when it was written were given to Moloch

worship. This second fact is proved by chap.

57 : 5. 6. The Jews are there represented as

sacrificing their children to Moloch in dried-up

water-courses, the beds of what in the rainy

season were rushing streams ; for such is the

meaning of the word there rendered " valleys."

Now there were no such vallej's in Babylonia,

and no stones worn smooth by torrents, such

as are common in Palestine ; for the whole re-

gion is alluvial, and watered by canals from

the Euphrates. Nor is there the slightest proof,

but the contrar}^ that the horrible fanaticism

which drove the people to sacrifice their off-

spring to Moloch in the daj's of Hezekiah and

his successors ever existed among the exiles at

Babylon.

Criticism has therefore changed its front, and

instead of two portions of Isaiah, one a collec-

tion of the most remarkable predictions of his

younger days, the other the calm outpouring

of his later years, written at a time when he

had retired from active life, and was bowed
down beneath the load of nearly eighty win-

ters, it now dismembers all Isaiah, and dis-

tributes his mangled limbs among a host of

prophets known and unknown, extending from

Isaiah down to Maccabajan times. Manasseh

did but saw him asunder, and this was the sole

feat attempted by modern critics at first. Hav-

ing found this simple process impossible, they

now hack him into small pieces. R. P. Snath.

The objections against the critical hypothesis

may be all reduced to this, that the oblivion of

the author's name and history is more inexplic-

able, not to say incredible, than anything about
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the other doctrine can be to a believer in pro-

phetic inspiration. This is a difficulty which no

ingenuity has ever yet been able to surmount.

That a writer confessedly of the highest genius,

living at one of the most critical junctures in

the history of Israel, when the word of God be-

gan to be precious and prophetic inspiration

rare, should have produced such a series of

prophecies as this, with such effects upon the

exiles and even upon Cyrus as tradition as-

cribes to them, and then have left them to the

admii ation of all future ages, without so much
as a trace of his own personality about them, is

a phenomenon of literary historj'' compared

with which the mystery of Junius is as noth-

ing. It would be so even if we had no remains

of the same period to compare with these ; but

how immensely is the improbability enhanced

by the fact that the other prophets of the Exile,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Ilaggai, Zechariah, are not

only Avell known and easily identified, but

minutely accurate in the chi'onological specifi-

cations of their prophecies, a feature absolutely

wanting in these chapters, though alleged to be

the work of a contemporary writer. It is in

vain to say, with Ewald, that the suppression

of the author's name and the oblivion of his

person may be accounted for by the peculiar

circumstances of the times, when the other

writings of those times still extant not only

fail to prove what is alleged, but prove the

very opposite.

Even this, however, though sufficiently in-

credil)le, is still not all we are required to be-

lieve ; for wc must also grant that these anony-

mous though admirable writings were attached

to those of a prophet who flourished in the pre-

ceding century, and with whose productions

they are said to have scarcely anything in com-

mon, and that this mysterious combination took

place so early as to lie beyond the oldest tradi-

tion of the Hebrew canon, and was so blindly

acquiesced in from the first that not the faint-

est intimation of another author or another

origin was ever heard of for two thousand

years, when the Higher Criticism first discov-

ered that the prophecies in question were the

Avork of many authors, and then (no less infal-

libly) that they were really the work of only

one, but (still infallibly) that this one could not

be Isaiah !

To this intrinsic want of credibility now add,

as positive considerations, the ancient and uni-

form tradition of the Jews ; the testimony of

the general title, which must be regarded as

inclusive of these chapters, in the absence of

all countervailing evidence ; the influence ex-

erted by these prophecies, according to Jose-

phus, on Cyrus and the Restoration, implying
their antiquity and previous notoriety ; the

recognition of the whole book as Isaiah's by
the Son of Sirach (48 : 22-25) ; and the indis-

criminate citation of its different parts in the

New Testament.

Again, to these external testimonies may be
added, as internal proofs, the writer's constant

representation of himself as living before some
of the events which he describes, and as know-
ing them by inspiration ; his repeated claim to

have predicted Cyrus and the Restoration long

before the first appearances of those events
;

the obvious allusions to Jerusalem and Judah
as the writer's home, to the Temple and the

ritual as still subsisting, and to idolatry as

practised by the people, which the Higher Crit-

ics can evade only by asserting that the Jews
did not cease to be idolaters in Babylon ; the

historical allusions to the state of the world
with which the writer was familiar, precisely

similar to those in the genuine Isaiah ; the very

structure of the prophecies relating to the Exile,

clear enough to be distinctly verified, and yet

not so minute as a contemporary writer must
have made them ; and lastly, the identity of

Messiah here described with the Messiah of the

undisputed prophecies.

If the Higher Critics can find nothing in the

arguments alleged against them to make in-

spiration and prophetic foresight credible, they

have certainly done still less to drive us from

our position, that Isaiah's having written this

book is unspeakably more probable than any
other supposition. A.

With regard to Isaiah's authorship there was
for nearly eighteen hundred years only one

opinion in the Christian Church and the Jew-
ish nation. It was not until men had ceased to

believe in Christ that they began to question

the latter prophecy of Isaiah. The Buxtorfs,

the Carpzovs, Glassius, Gussetius, Cocceius, Ve-

nema, Vitringa, Schultens, Danz, the Michaelis,

acquiesced in the judgment of antiquity.

Even Paulus says that the diction is as pure iis

in the other parts of Isaiah. Eichhorn adduced

no instances of later language. Bertholdt con-

fesses that there are no traces of later usage.

The first, and the great objection still, is that

Cyrus is mentioned by name. When men came
to teach, either that God could not know be-

forehand the name of one of His creatures, or

if He could He could not or would not commu-
nicate it before the existence of that creature,

they necessarily thought that the prediction

concerning the conqueror of Babylon must
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have been written after his appearance. The

denial of the genuineness came first, the criti-

cism came after, similar to that famous course

of law, which first condemned and executed,

and afterward proceeded to trial. Yet the

process has led to beneficial results. The Ra-

tionalist dogmatic criticism has been subject-

ed to a thorough examination by Hengsten-

berg, Havernik, Kleinert, Drechsler, Keil and

many others. The objections have been fairly

met, and the claims of Isaiah to the latter chap-

ters vindicated on various grounds ; as, for ex-

ample, the plain references to those chapters in

the books of Nahum, Ilabakkuk, Zephauiah,

Jeremiah ; the circumstances of the times de-

scribed, so exactly agreeing to the days of

Isaiah and not to the close of the Exile ; the

historical relations ; the similarity of style and

manner and the peculiarities of diction ; the

entire tone and coloring, not to mention other

evidences external and internal. Indeed, Ewald
and Bleek have made a fatal rent in the ad-

verse criticism by confessing that the passage

chaps. 56 : 9-57 : 11 was written before the Exile.

"This passage," they -say, "maybe received

with the highest probability as a prophetic

oracle uttered before the Exile perhaps by

Isaiah himself, certainly when the Jewish na-

tion still existed, as it is only on this supposi-

tion that the contents and composition can be

understood." . . . It is a singular coincidence

that those portions of the Old Testament which
are most essential to New Testament theolog}^,

as the Pentateuch, Daniel and the latter part of

Isaiah, are just those parts which Rationalist

criticism has selected as the favorite fields on

which to display its skill. Those Messianic

predictions which it can explain with plausi-

bility as expressing Jewish hopes of earthly

grandeur and prosperity, and incompatible Avith

the teaching of Christ, it pronounces genuine.

The prophecies which represent the Son of man
as a heavenly judge coming in the clouds of

heaven (Dan. 7) ; the Messiah as cut ofl: (Dan.

9) ; Sion's King as meek and lowly and riding

upon an ass (Zech. 9) ; the good shepherd sold

for thirty pieces of silver (Zech. 11) ; pierced

by the inhabitants of Jerusalem (Zech. 12 : 10) ;

despised and rejected of men, cut off out of

the land of the living, one upon whom the Lord

hath laid the iniquities of us all (Isa. 53), are just

the predictions which it pronounces to be ungen-

uine. All this is in direct opposition to the teach-

ing of the New Testament, which especially

ascribes the whole prophecy of Isaiah to him as

the writer, and cites as being fulfilled in our

Lord, His sufferings and His salvation. McCaul.

We are asked to believe " that a writer of

transcendent genius admitted by all competent
judges to surpass even the greatest writers

amcmg the Hebrews, with the exception alone,

if exception it be, of Isaiah, grew up among
the exiles in Babylon and attracted to himself,

as he must have done, by this remarkable pre-

diction (chaps. 44-66) the attention of all his

contemporaries and yet afterward dropped so

entirely into oblivion that his very name and

memory perished. Yet this i3 but part of the

Avonder. "We are called upon, in addition, to

believe that in the midst of a people banished

from their native land and compelled to adopt

the dialectic peculiarities of the language of

their foreign oppressors—which so mingled

Avith, and finally superseded their OAvn, that

their original tongue Avas all but forgotten

(Neh. 8 : 7, 8)—a poet Avas born and brought up
who yet attained to such purity of diction and

command of the ancient HebrcAV as has never

been surpassed, if even equalled !" Forbes.

There is no ground for attributing these

prophecies to two authors. It is the same
Isaiah, the same ambassador from God, now
hoary and tremulous, yet not soured in temper

nor sickened by a life-long ministration among
a gainsaying people, but benign and hopeful

as always, Avho sees in the age to come the wide
Avorld "blossoming as the rose." On every

page there is the same protest for truth, justice

and mercy, between man and man ; there is the

same message of wrath for the oppressor and

the cruel, and the same righteous care for the

Avidow, the fatherless, the bondsman, the stran-

ger. On every page there are the same ele-

ments of what we acknowledge to be a true

theology. Isaac Taylor.

The spirit and moral portraiture are identical

in both parts of Isaiah. It is full, as no other

book of the Old Testament is, of the magnifi-

cence of our human hopes, and of the strange

and inconceivable Avays in which they were to

be secured and fulfilled ; and it is unrolled be-

fore us like the march of some profound and

overpowering musical composition, full of all

changeful and unexpected movements, strains

of sadness and aAve interwoven with thrilling

joy and piercing tenderness, appeals the most

pathetic with bursts of wrath and terror, but

all resulting in a whole of incomparable gran-

deur. But we may also see in it the mirror of

the mind of him who Avas charged with this

Avonderful disclosure of the counsels and pur-

poses of God. In this awful A'olume, in which

thought and imagination were allowed to

master " the vision of the world, and all the
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wonder that would be," in which he has em-

bodied all that most concerns mankind for the

present and the future, and in which the tre-

mendous severity of judgment mingles so

strangely with a gracious and inexpressible

sweetness which even still takes us by surprise

—through all these public and divinely in-

spired utterances we may trace, with a fulness

and richness and depth unequalled in the Old

Testament, the personal lineaments of one who
not only by faith and self- discipline, but by
thought and knowledge, had become fitted to be

a saint of the company of that Redeemer, whose

person, whose coming, whose life of suffering

and glory he was given to foretell, and in

whose perfection n)an was to be made perfect.

Church.

Affirmatively, my reasons for holding and

maintaining that one and the same Isaiah wrote

both the earlier and later prophecies of this

book are : 1. The internal evidence lying in the

book itself. The author's cast of mind, his po-

etic conceptions, his wonderfully bold, glow-

ing, yet chastened imagination, his manner of

predicting future events, his style of poetry

and his style as a writer—all combine to identify

him as the author of the entire book—of the

later as well as the earlier portions. As the

world never produced but one Homer and but

one Milton, so it never produced but one Isaiah.

That two men should appear in history of such

transcendent and peculiar genius, towering so

high in their line above all other authors, yet

so like each other that the great mass of readers

see no distinction, and naturally account them
the same man, is simply incredible. Even the

fact of real prophecy is not more decisively su

pernatural. For, let it be considered, men of

such surpassing genius are always original
;

are truly Divine creations. No second Isaiah

could possibly be a copy of the first—could

never be brought out by any supposable amount
of effort at imitation. The witness borne bj^

the unsophisticated common sense of the masses

is triumphantly decisive. Not one reader in a

thousand, in passing from the former portion

to the latter, would suspect that he was pass-

ing from one author to another. And this may
be asserted of the Hebrew reader as well as of

the English. In fact the main criteria of au-

thorship are those great salient points of an

author's mind which determine his cast of

thought and consequently of expression and

style, and which are patent to readers of aver-

age sagacity. The fact, therefore, that the

masses who have read this book have seen no

reason to question that one Isaiah wrote the

whole, becomes a valid proof that he did.

Again, of the fifteen other Hebrew prophets

whose writings have come down to \is, not one

bears a hundredth part so much resemblance to

Isaiah as the author of the later prophecies in

this book bears to the author of the earlier.

That is, the same Isaiah who wrote the entire

book has idosyncrasies of character and of

style which no other Hebrew prophet shares

with him—to which no other even approxi-

mates. Again, as already suggested, if it were

a fact that some pseudo-Isaiah, living during

the Exile, wrote the latter portion, then the

similarity between him and the real Isaiah in

respect to cast of mind, style of thought and

expression would be a greater miracle than

prophetic vision itself. Hence, those critics

who espouse this doctrine of a second Isaiah, for

the sake of avoiding the admission of super-

natural agency in prophecy, have another case

of supernatural phenomena to dispose of not a

whit less stubborn than that of prophetic vis-

ion. In regard to the peculiar and salient

points of Isaiah's style, it is scarcely possible

by any analysis of particulars to give the reader

any stronger impression of the unity of the

book than a careful perusal will make on any

appreciative mind
;
yet the following specifica-

tions may aid the honest inquirer. Note his

boldness in the use of the figure which rhet-

oricians call " apostrophe"—c.fj.. invoking " the

heavens and the earth." "Hear, O heavens,

and give ear, O earth," etc. (1 : 2 and 34 : 1).

In the later prophecies, " Sing, O heavens,

and be joyful, O earth," etc. (41:1; 45:8
and 49 : 13). Note also one peculiar manner of

predicting future events, not by simply alfirm-

ing that they will be indicatively, but by com-

manding that they be done, or that the party in

question do them imperatively. Of this sort, in

the earlier prophecies, see chaps. 10 : 80 ; 13:2;

14 : 29, 31 ; 21 : 2, 5 ; 23 : 1, 2, etc. In the later

prophecies, compare chaps. 44 : 27 ; 47 : 1, 2, 5
;

49 : 9 ; 51 : 9 ; 52 : 1, 2 and 60 : 1. This list

might be much increased. Again, observe how
naturally his strong emotions seek utterance in

song. On great occasions of joy, in view of in-

spiring truths, he calls for songs of praise, and

sometimes gives the very words of the song to

be sung. In the earlier prophecies, see chaps.

12 : 1-6 ; 25 : 9 and 26 : 1-4. In the later,

chaps. 42 : 10-12 ; 44 : 23 ; 48 : 30 ; 49 : 13 and

52 : 9. And finally, as an instance of some-

what minute figures, take his allusions to the

potter and his clay ; in the former part, chap.

29 : 16, and in the latter, chaps. 45 : 9 and 61:8.

Hence, the internal evidence becomes an argu-
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ment for the unity of this book wliich cannot

be gainsayed. Even the German critics {e.g.,

Ewald), wlio insist most strenuously tliat not

Isaiah, but some " great unlcnown" wrote the

last twenty-seven chapters, yet ascribe to him

essentially the same qualities of mind and of

style as to the true Isaiah in the first portion.

This frank but inevitable admission is really

the strongest internal evidence that the book

all comes from one Isaiah.

The actual differences of thought and of

style are easily accounted for. In this latter

portion Isaiah has passed on beyond the scenes

of the life of Ahaz and beyond the thrilling

events of the reign and personal life of Heze-

kiah. His external surroundings are therefore

very much changed. Enjoying a serene old

age, he lives far onward in the better days of

Zion. But the man remains the same. The

author, the poet, the prophet, the Christian

—

all are still the same. His conceptions of the

Messiah and of the wide extent of His peaceful

reign are the same. Lapse of years, the influ-

ence of age and the great change in his circum-

stances, account amply for all the real changes

in his style. Hence the inference comes with

resistless force tliat the same Isaiah wrote both

portions.

2. 21i6 te.'itimony of Jewish anthority is un-

wavering. The compilers of these writings,

living far back toward those times, have given

us the whole book as the prophecies of one and

the same Isaiah. No counter voice has ever

been heard from the Jewish fathers

—

e.g. , from

those who translated the Septuagint, or those

who brought out the Chaldee Paraphrasts, or

who have in any way expressed the opinions of

the ancient Jews respecting the authorship of

this book. In any similar written productions,

such testimony would be accounted decisive.

The legitimate force of this argument will be

seen yet more clearly by supposing the theory

of two Isaiahs to be true. Let it then be sup-

posed that about the time of the Restoration, a

second Isaiah lived and wrote the last twenty-

seven chapters of what comes to us as the book

of the prophet Isaiah. This supposition may
seem to be easily made ; but it creates a de-

mand for an answer to such questions as the

following : Who was this Isaiah No. 3 ? What
was his name? How came he to be a " great

unknown?" Was he a Jew, living among the

Jews of the Exile? So the supposition must
assume ; but why has he no place and no rec-

ord in Jewish historj'? How does it happen
that his writings exhibit no traces of Chaldean

figures and symbols, such as abound in Ezekiel

and Daniel? How could such a man, so great,

of qualities so commanding, of infiuence neces-

sarily so pervading, live and die without mak-
ing even a ripple on the surface of Jewish his-

tory? A contemporary almost necessarily of

Ezekiel, certainly of Daniel, at a time when
Jewish prophets were rare, were much sought

for, and certain to come to the surface of socie-

t}^ and of history, too ; how can the theory be

accounted for, that one of the greatest of all

Jewish prophets lived and died unknown to

history? But even this is not all. How came
his writings to appear in the accepted sacred

canon without his name? How came they to

be appended to the prophecies of the great

Isaiah with no note or hint of their being writ-

ten by a different author, living one hundred

and seventy years later? Who perpetrated this

fraud upon the Jewish canon ; this fraud uj^on

the Jewish nation and upon the whole religious

world? Was this done by Ezra and his associ-

ates? Living so near this time, almost within

this very age, they could not have done it igno-

rantly. The}' must have known all the facts

of the case. Did they perpetrate this literary

fraud upon the true Isaiah? AVere they in-

spired to do this? Can any of the German crit-

ics assign any plausible reason for such a fraud

on the Church universal and on mankind?

Have they thought of attempting an answer to

these and similar questions? Should they not

be aware that the Christian feeling, not to say

the common sense of men, will and ought to

demand a fair answer to all these questions and

to many more of the same sort?

3. I'he authority of the New Testament is most

abundant, and with all who accept the testi-

mony of Christ and of His apostles, is perfectly

decisive. Thus, Matthew (3 : 3) quotes from Isa.

40 : 3-5, affirming, " This is what was spoken

of by the prophet Esaias." Again (12 : 17-21),

he quotes from Isa. 42 : 1-4, here also endorsing

Isaiah as the author of this chapter. " That it

might be fulfilled which was spoken by Esaias

the prophet." John (12 : 38) ascribes to Isaiah

the words found (Isa. 53 : 1), just as in the next

three verses he credits Isaiah with another

passage found (Isa. 6 : 9, 10). In his view.

Isaiah wrote chap. 53 as truly as chap. 6

—

i.e.,

the latter portion of this book as really as the

former. Philip (Acts 8 : 27-35) met the Ethio-

pian eunuch reading Isaiah the prophet, and

found the passage to be this very fifty -third

chapter. Paul (Rom 10 : 16) ascribes the first

verse of this chapter to Isaiah, and in Rom.
10 : 20, 21 ascribes to him also the first two

verses of chap. 65. And, finally, our Lord
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Himself (Luke 4 : 17-19) read in tlie synagogue

service from the Book of Isaiali, the passage

standing (Isa. 61 : 1, 2). Did Jesus Christ and

His inspired apostles k}iow whereof they

affirmed, or were they mistaken in attributing

these chapters to Isaiah? Do the critics in

question know more and better on this point

than they? Is it even supposable that inspired

men endorsed these as the words of Isaiah with-

out being aware of their mistake ; or that, know-

ing the universal mistake of the Jews in this

particular, they did not regard it as sufficiently

important to be exposed and rectified? Those

who shall carefully and truly weigh all this

testimony in support of the genuineness of

Isa., chaps. 40-66, will conclude that it cannot

be ruled out or overbalanced by the naked as-

sumption that the Infinite God could not, or,

being able, would not inspire the real Isaiah to

write what now stands in these last twenty-

seven chapters. For the controversy comes in

the end to this very question : Is prophecyfrom
God ? Those who admit this will have no ques-

tion as to the genuineness of the entire Book of

Isaiah. Those who deny real inspiration have

a stubborn witness to dispose of in this ancient

document bearing the name of the Book of

Isaiah the prophet. Fair criticism has never

impeached the unity of this book, and has

never set aside or rebutted its testimony to the

fact of real prophetic inspiration—and never

can. The testimonies here adduced from the

New Testament show conclusively that, up to

that period, no thought of a second Isaiah had

yet entered the minds of men. In fact this

notion was never broached until a century

ago, in 1779-80, by the German critic Koppe.

H. C.

These chapters do indeed make mention of

the Babylonish exile, the capture of Babylon

by Cyrus, and the release of the Jews from cap-

tivity. But this does not disprove the author-

ship of Isaiah, except on the assumption that

prophetic foresight of specific events is impos-

sible. And it is to be observed :

1. That the author of these chapters nowhere
connects himself, in any way. with the Exile,

by any mention of localities, incidents, or cir-

cumstances belonging to it, as is done, for ex-

ample, by Ezekiel.

2. While specific mention is made of Baby-
lon, Cyrus and the restoration of the Jews, no

such particulars are given as might be expect-

ed from one living in the midst of the scenes

referred to. The language employed is mostly

figurative and general, such as is suggestive of

a prophet surveying a future period of calami-

ty and trial, rather than one who is depicting

what he has witnessed and experienced.

3. In repeated passages the state of things

implied is that which existed before the Exile.

Thus the Temple and its services (Isa. 43 : 22-24 ;

65 : 11 ; 66 : 1-3, 6, 20) ; the people seeking alli-

ance with foreign monarchs (Isa. 57:9, 11);

the threatened punishment not yet inflicted

(Isa. 56 : 9-57 : 2).

4. Frequent rebukes of idolatry, and passages

in which its folly and absurdity are sliown.

And this in forms which prevailed before the

Exile, as the Moloch abomination in the valley

of Hinnom (Isa. 57 : 5-7), or rites derived from

Egypt rather than Babylon (Isa. 65 : 3, 4

;

66 : 17).

5. Numerous passages in which the deity of

Jehovah is proved, as opposed to idols, who
can predict nothing and accomplish nothing,

whereas Jehovah both predicted Cyrus long be-

fore and raised him up for the deliverance of

His people (Isa. 41 : 1, 21-29 ; 42 : 9 ; 43 : 9-12
;

45 : 3, 4).

It is alleged that these events were too re-

mote to be of any present interest to the people

in Isaiah's time ; but they did not know, and

there is no evidence that he knew, that any

long interval would elapse before their occur-

rence. At the outset of his ministry he had

predicted the desolation of the land and the

exile of the people (Isa. 6 : 11, 12), to be accom-

plished by a powerful and distant nation (Isa.

5 : 26 sqq.), which, at a later time, he declared

would be Babylon (Isa. 39 : 5-7), as did also his

contemporary, Micah (Mic. 3 : 12 ; 4 : 10). It

was promised that this should not take place in

Hezekiah's days (Isa. 39 : 8), whose life was to be

prolonged fifteen years (Isa. 38 : 5) ; but no as-

surance had been given beyond that time.

It is alleged that the people are throughout

these chapters uniformly represented as actual-

ly in exile. But this is a mistake. The prophet

here transports himself in thought—as the

prophets often do—into the midst of the scenes

which he foretells ; but his actual jiresent prior

to the Exile shines through in numerous pas-

sages, as has already been shown. In Isa.

45 : 4-13 he looks forward to the capture of

Babylon as future ; in Isa. 46 : 1, 2. he looks

back upon it as past ; in Isa. 51 : 3 (Rev. Ver.)

the desolations of Zion are already repaired ; in

Isa. 53 the humiliation and vicarious death of

the Messiah are described as having already

taken place. The prophet thus takes his stand

successively at different points in the future,

showing that these represent not his real, but

his ideal, present.
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It is said that there are many words and

phrases in tliese chapters which are not found

in the acknowledged writings of Isaiah, and

vice versa. But Dr. Stanley Leathes lias shown
(" The Witness of the Old Testament to Christ,"

Boyle Lectures for 1868. pp. 283, 283, quoted

by Dr. Edersheim in his " Prophecy and His-

tory in Relation to the Messiah," pp. 283, 284)

that there is ten times the reason, on the ground

of diversity of diction, for assuming a deutero-

Milton or Tennyson as for imagining a deutero-

Isaiah. W. U. Oreen.

Internal Evidencefrom tlie Imagery.

In the books of the Old Testament the scenery

of Palestine is reflected as the mountain which
towers above the valley and the cloud that

crowns the peak are mirrored in the lake which
lies below. If internal evidence be proof at all

there is proof abundant that the Pentateuch

and all the chapters of Isaiah were written

amid the hills of Palestine, in sight of its rocky

ridges, with orchard of olive and grove of

palm in full view. Interior.

With the exception of a very few detached

passages, the most conspicuous of these pas-

sages being the prophecy concerning Cyrus
(chaps. 44, 45), the Book of Isaiah throughout

assumes that the Jews were living in their own
country when it was written. All the coloring

is thoroughly pre exilic. W. J. Beecher.

The latter half of the Book of Isaiah, Avhose

authorship is in question, is a composition

abounding in metaphors, imagery, and allu-

sions to natural scenery ; and these must have
been determined by the physical features of

the country in which it had its birth. If not

written, as it purports to be, by Isaiah, the

alternate theory is that it was written by some
one, at the close of the Exile, litincj in Babylon.

No two countries could be much more dissimi-

lar in physical features than Palestine and
Babylon ; the one a land of rugged, often bar-

ren mountains, with little green valleys wind-
ing among them, with narrow plains and vine-

clad slopes, and cattle upon a thousand hills
;

the other a flat, irrigated plain, so level that

the monarch must build lofty artificial struc-

tures to simulate and suggest the mountains
for his mountain-bred queen. We have before

us, then, a sufficiently practicable problem.
Given a certain piece of composition to deter-

mine by the figures and illustrations whether it

was written in the mountains of Judea or the

level stretches of Babylon. We may begin the

examination of the document, then, with the

understanding that, if written in Babylon, it

could not differ very radically in imagery and
symbolism from the ordinary native literature,

and must be conditioned by the physical fea-

tures of the landscape and life in Babylon.

When we open the book what do we find ?

Almost the first utterance strikes us like a blast

from the mountains and rocky steeps of the

wilderness of Judea :
" The voice of one that

crieth. Prepare ye in the wilderness the way of

Jehovah, make level in the desert a highway
for our God. Every valley shall be exalted,

and every mountain and hill shall be brought

low : and the uneven shall be made level, and the

rough places a plain : and the glory of Jeho-

vah shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it

together" (40 : 3 ff.). From that right on
through to the end there is hardly a chapter

that does not have the odor of the hills, the hot

breath of the wilderness, or the roar of the

waves beating on the rocky coast of Palestine.

Scattered ail through the twenty-seven chapters

into Avhich this writing is divided are more
than twenty direct allusions to mountains and
mountain scenery, not counting half a dozen

other places where the terms mountain, rock,

etc., are used as appellations without necessa-

rily implying acquaintance with mountain
scenery. All these passages refer to the moun-
tains as objects so vividly familiar to the hear-

ers that their scenery and even unstriking de-

tails could be used for symbols and illustrations

of religious truths. Besides these allusions to

mountains, there are about sixty other explicit

allusions to natural scenery and outdoor life,

all of which are perfectly applicable to Pales-

tine, most of them far more so than to Babylon,

and many would not fit the Babylonian life

scenery and outlook at all.

So also we may class, perhaps, the many ref-

erences to the sea and to the islands. Of course

the Chaldeans had more or less to do with ships

and seagoing, as indeed is implied in 43 : 14 :

" I will bring down all of them as fugitives,

even the Chaldeans, in the ships of their rejoic-

ing." But to the peasants in the city and

plains of Babylon the sea was something re-

mote and mysterious, the symbol of the un-

known. To the dwellers in Palestine the sea

was near and present, washing all along their

borders and visible even from the high lands of

the interior. The sight of the tossing waters

and the roar of the waves rolling in among the

rocks of the coast were facts in their experience.

And so in this writing we find the sea always

conceived of as something whose phenomena
were familiar to the hearers. There is another

object that is referred to as remote and more or
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less mysterious—viz., "the isles of the sea."

Apparently these were the islands in the Medi-

terranean, if, as commonly supposed, Tarslmh

be some Mediterranean point.

Another group of passages refers to the scenes

and life of the wilderness. To the Babylonian

the wilderness was a place remote, unknown,

Buggesting only fear and mystery. To the Jew
it was something near and familiar, part of his

own laud, where he led his own flocks and

herds to graze. Rough, parched, and barren

he knew it to be, but he also knew its little

green valleys and springs among the rocks, or

the grass springing up for a little while after

the rains, when the mountain torrents poured

down their floods, gradually drying up again

as the heat of summer advanced. To him the

wilderness was not the symbol of remoteness

and mystery, but only of barrenness and dis-

tress, and that not universal, but relieved in

many places by little valleys of rest and green

ness, and by occasional floods bringing fertility

and happiness. It is just this latter concep-

tion of the springs and fertilizing floods in the

wilderness that is most made use of by our au-

thor. (See 4 1 : 17, 18 ; 42 : 15 ; 43 : 11, 19, 20
;

44 : 3 ; 49 : 10 ; 50 : 2 ; 63 : 13 ; 58 : 11, and

many others.)

Another group of passages of considerable

significance refers to rain, snow, etc. In Pales-

tine rain was all important to the farmer, as

absolutely necessary for his crops, while in

Babylon, where irrigation was chiefly depended

on, the rain was not so considered. So in

Babylonian literature we find clouds and rain

more commonly associated with the idea of

storms, whirlwinds and destruction. In our

writing, however, we find rain referred to only

as a fertilizing agent. (See 44 : 14 ; 55 : 10, etc.)

Another significant class of pas.sages is those

that relate to the preparation of a road for the

coming of Jehovah. We can infer much as to

the character of the country upon which the

eyes of the audience daily rested, by noting the

kind of preparation which the speaker con-

ceives as being made for the coming of the Ex-

alted One. The passage at the very beginning

of the document sets it forth at some length.

" Prepare ye in the wilderness the way of

the Lord ; make level in tlie desert a highway
for our God. Every valley shall be exalted,

and every mountain and liill shall be made
low : and the uneven shall be made level, and

the rough places a plain" (40 : 3, 4).

Both mountains and liills are specified, indi-

cating that it was more than a merely undulat

ing or broken country. The image presented

is either the bold one of the mountains being

levelled down and the valleys filled up so as to

make the whole country a plain, or possibly only

what was familiar as seen in all the great

public roads through the country ; deep cuts

tlirough the mountains, and the road built up
across the valleys, so as to be made as level and

easy as possible, wliile instead of the crooked

footpaths, winding zigzag over the hills, is

substituted the one broad " smooth" and com-
paratively " straight" public highway, if that

is the translation we are to give the text. (See

49 : 11 ; 57 : 14 ;.62 : 10. etc.)

But strong as is the evidence of the forego-

ing passages, we have not yet considered the

strongest, most numerous, and most decisive

passages of all—those that refer directly and

explicitly to the mountains and mountain life

and scenery. Here it seems to me the evidence

is conclusive. All their moods and pledges are

referred to, and referred to merely incidentally,

without explanation or comment, and especial-

ly the little inconspicuous scenes and homely

events, which have much greater significance

because they would be the most unlikely to be

referred to either by or to persons who knew
the mountains only at second hand. What, for

instance, could be more homely and j'et more

suggestive than the picture in chap. 63 : 14 :

" As the cattle that go down into the valley,

the Spirit of the Lord caused them to rest."

These allusions are scattered all through this

writing from beginning to end. In its very

first chapter we have :
" O thou that tellest

good tidings to Zion, get thee up into the high

mountain" (40 : 9). And in the next to the last

chapter :
" Which have burned incense upon

the mountains, and blasphemed Me upon the

hills" (65 : 7). And there is hardly a chapter

between but has some similar allusion.

One of the most striking expressions in the

book is that found in chap. 49 : 13 and else-

where :
" Sing. O ye heavens ; and be joyful,

O earth ; and break forth into singing, O moun-

tains." This would be a most improbable cre-

ation of the imagination of one living in a level

country. But the mountaineer, wishing for

some object to personify to take up his song,

finds the heavens, the earth and the moun-

tains the most prominent objects before his

own and his hearers' sight.

In many f)ther passages also we find the

mountains referred to in a way and in connec-

tions in which a dweller in a level country

would be very unlikely to conceive of them, no

matter how well informed he was about their

appearance and characteristics, especially since
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his Jiearers would see no force or aptness in tlie

figures used. Thus, chap. 49:11: "I will

make all My mountains a way." Why use the

mountains for that purpose, except that the

mountains made up a verj^ large proportion of

the landscape known to both speaker and hear-

ers? Thus, too, chap. 40 : 12 :
" Who hath

weighed the mountains in scales and the hills

in a balance?" As designed to portray bound-

less power, it is just the figure that would be

most impressive in Judea. But many other

figure.s could be found to convey these ideas

more vividly to the dweller in a level land.

Such are some of the more obvious allusions

to natural scenery in this document. Is it pos-

sible that they could have come from a native

of such a country as we know the flat plains of

Babylon to have been? A Jewish writer in

Babylon, at the close of the Exile, could not

differ materially in his imagery from the ordi-

nary writers of the country ; but we have

found this writing filled with allusions to scenes

not found in Babylon at all, but common in

Palestine. Of the allusions to mountain scen-

ery some single ones are of such a character as

to be alone almost conclusive ; their frequency

shows how vivid such scenes were to the au-

thor's mind. Especially when we consider how
this whole composition is saturated with allu-

sions to the scenery of Palestine, and contains

not a single reference to the characteristic scen-

ery of Babylon the conclusion seems irresistible

that Babylon could not have been the birth-

place of the document. D. A. Murrai/.

Diction and Style.

The difference of style in these chapters, on

which great stress has been laid by some mod-
ern critics to prove their later authorship, is

not explained in the least by referring them to

an unknown writer near the close of the Exile.

They are unlike all the known writings of that

period. On the other hand, the difference is

just what we might expect, if they were writ-

ten by Isaiah during those later daj^s of " truth

and peace" (39 : 8). For here, in agreement

with that temporary and merciful change, the

details of the earlier prophecies, the stern re-

bukes with which they begin, their woes and

burdens, blossom out into rich and beautiful

promise. New subjects demand some new
words and phrases. A denial of the genuine-

ness on this ground must be simply puerile,

unless the contrast were extreme. It would re-

quire us to infer that hardly one book of con-

siderable size is throughout from the same au-

thor. But most of the alleged contrasts, Avhen

examined, prove erroneous and illusive ; while

the resemblances, which attest the common
origin of both parts, are many and important,

and cannot be referred to chance alone. Birks.

The true argument from diction is complex
and delicate. Each author's vocabulary is an

element in that indescribable whole which we
call style, and which several hundred writers

since Buffon have called "the man himself."

If Isaiah wrote both the chief sections of the

book that goes by his name, then there will be

a multitude of philological filaments binding

together these two halves, which will not con-

nect the disputed portions with any other writ-

ing or group of writings. If such traces are

absent, the unity of Isaiah is scientifically dis-

proved. Accordingly I prepared a Hebrew in-

dex to chaps. 40-66, giving in extenso the entire

Isaian use of each word. The occurrences else-

where being grouped roughly by classes, I de-

termined the extent of the difference between

the vocabulary of the earlier and the later

prophets, taken as a w^hole. The vocabulary

of Isaiah B proved to resemble closely that of

the prophets before the Exile, to resemble

Isaiah A most closely of all, and to incline less

toward that of the exilic and post- exilic proph-

ets, with no solitary exception even when each

arbitrary division, according to the letters of

the Hebrew alphabet, was taken by itself. Mi-

nute examination of the separate words, begin-

ning v,'ith the rart'st, tended constantly to the

same result, some of the individual cases being

very striking ; and then an elaborate compari-

son was instituted between Isaiah B and the

only undisputed prophet of the Exile, Ezekiel,

from whom he was found to differ (while agree-

ing with Isaiah A) in his total environment,

that is, in words pertaining to organic and in-

organic nature, and to all manner of human re-

lations ; and especially in tlie names for God.

This material was published in four numbers

of tlie Bibliothcca Sacra, 1881-82. The argu-

ment has been sometimes misconceived, for its

value evidently depends upon the accumulated

mass of its particulars. It is not a chain which

must fall if a single link be broken ; it resem-

bles rather a multitude of pillars, all support-

ing a common conclusion. W. H. Cobb.

[Some detailed points from Mr. Cobb's sum-

mary of his papers in the Bibliotheca Sacra are

here subjoined. B.]

By a series of careful enumerations, there

was ascertained the whole number of words in

the Hebrew vocabulary, then the number in

each main division of Isaiah, in the entire book,

in the earlier prophets, the later prophets, and
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the prophets as a whole ; also the common-
est and the rarest words in the so-called later

Isaiah, with a few other particulars. It was

thence proved that the vocabulary of Isaiah B
presents striking affinities with that of the ear-

lier prophets (especially Isaiah A) and striking

diversities from that of the later prophets.

This appeared both from the number of coinci-

dent words and from their character. For in-

stance, while eight hundred and forty -eight of

B's words are found in A, only seven hundred

and thirty-five occur in the exile-prophet, Eze-

kiel, though his prophecy is about twice as

long as A's. Again, there are eight words

found in both parts of Isaiah and nowhere else,

but only one word peculiar to Isaiah B and the

period of the Exile. The books of the Old

Testament I arranged in groups, according to

two systems of classification, and the vocabu-

lary of Isaiah B (excepting proper names, and

words so common as to be indecisive) was taken

up word by word, the number of occurrences

of each word in all the classes was recorded, and

the occurrences in Isaiah were cited by chapter

and verse. From this " Hebrew Index" tables

were deduced, proceeding from the more rare to

the more frequent words, and showing by each

particular grouping that the language of B be-

longs in the class which includes A, and can

readily be excluded from Ezekiel's class.

A concluding article is given in the Bibliotlieca

Sacra, for July, 1882, carrying out with great

care an examination of the local color of Isaiah

B as compared with that of Isaiah A, on the one

hand, and the late prophets, on tlie other. It

will be seen that this argument advances a

stage from the mere grouping of words to the

comparison of ideas. Beginning with inor-

ganic nature, I have gone through the vegeta-

ble, animal, and human kingdoms, noting agree-

ments and disagreements, and finding that,

whoever wrote the last twenty-seven chapters

of Isaiah, it cannot be fairly denied that his en-

vironment was very like that of the genuine

Isaiah, and very unlike the scenery of Baby-

lon. The evidence examined next, that drawn
from the names of God, does not lose its force

when stated in brief. It appears from induc-

tion (as might have been judged a priori) that

most of the earlier prophets use these Divine

titles with great freedom, while in later times

there seemed to be a special sacredncss attaclied

to two or three names, which caused a loss of

spontaneity. Thus Ezekiel almost always em-
ploys '* Jehovah" or " Adonai Jehovah." But
both parts of Isaiah blend with these a rich va-

riety of other terms in such a way as to be

characteristic of the earlier prophets and to

reveal also a minute and evidently undesigned

correspondence of part with part. The partic-

ular terms they employ have sometimes a spe-

cial weight in the argument. Thus '

' the Holy
One of Israel," occurring fourteen times in

each part, is found nowhere else among the

prophets, except twice in the last chapters of

Jeremiah, which seem to presuppose Isaiah's

predictions against Babylon. Again, the Di-

vine title " King," the idea at the root of the

theocracy, is frequently met with both in Avrit-

ers befttre and after the Exile ; its absence from
the undisputed prophecies of that period is cer-

tainly a natural circumstance
;
yet it is found

in both parts of Isaiah. Equally natural is the

fact that the writers of the Exile aljstaiu from

that title of God so common among the prophets
—" Jehovah Sabaoth." The victorious leader

of Israel's " hosts," the God of her " armies,"

was not likely to be invoked by that name
when those forces were defeated and humbled.

Yet "Jehovah Sabaoth" occurs six times in

Isaiah B, as well as often in Isaiah A. W. H.

Cobb.

JVb Proper 3farks of a Distinct Work near the

Clone of the Captivity. 1. The prophet is want-

ing and cannot be found. 2. The title and

name are also wanting. The Old Testament

contains sixteen books of prophecy from as

many different authors. But in every case,

without exception, the name of the prophet

meets us at the opening of his work. Had
these chapters proceeded, then, from some
prophet near the close of the Exile, his name,

without doubt, would have stood at their open-

ing. This results not only from these sixteen

precedents, but even from the laws of conmion

sense. No king would commit a royal mes-

sage, claiming the obedience of his subjects, to

nameless hands, or to parties left without any

proof or sign of their royal commission. How
much less could these noblest prophecies form

a solitary exception to tliis universal rule !

3. The date and place are wanting, as well

as the prophet himself, and his name. All the

four leading prophets and seven of the other

twelve have dates given, besides their name, to

fix their histcnncal standpinnt. Joel, Obadiah,

Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, in whom alone this

is wanting, are assigned to persons liistorically

defined ; and besides, their writings are to-

gether less than one half the length of these

later prophecies.

4. The prophetic call and commission is want-

ing. This marks all the other leading books of

prophecy. It occupies the sixth chapter of
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Isaiah, the first of Jeremiah, the first and sec-

ond both of Ezelviel and Daniel, the first of

Hosea, several verses of Amos, one half of

Jonah, and is present both in Haggai and Zech-

ariah.

5. Contemporary persons and names are also

wanting. These form one striking feature of

all the more important books of prophecy,

whereby their intimate connection with the

actual course of God's providence and of the

sacred history is maintained. Seventeen per-

sons are thus named in Isaiah, fifty in Jere-

miah, eight or ten in Ezekiel, besides definite

groups, like the elders and the sun-worship-

pers ; about the same number in Daniel, and

thirty in the books of the minor j^rophets. But
in these later prophecies, written, by the hypoth-

esis, in stirring times, and at a most critical

season of Israel's histor}^, not a single personal

or historical name, except that of Cyrus onlj',

can be found.

6. The prophetic structure, also, is wholly

absent. Tiie earlj^ prophecies of Isaiah, and

every other book from Jeremiah to Malachi,

have one common feature. They begin with

history or prophetic warning, and then pass on

to the utterance of bright hopes and gracious

promises. There is one slight exception, be-

cause Haggai and Zechariah prophesied to-

gether, and Haggai's earlier voice, mainly of

rebuke and warning, was continued at once, by
his brother prophet, in words of comfort and

promise. In every other case this order is ob-

served, and thus forms a kind of law in every

complete prophetic message. The warnings of

the law constantly prepare the way for the

hopes of the Gospel. This rule is fully ob-

served on the usual view of these chapters,

that thej' are later portions of Isaiah's own
work. But the moment they are referred to a

different and unknown author, it is contradict-

ed and reversed. This message, unlike the

voice of every known prophet, would then

hurry at once, without a word of caution or

rebuke, into utterances of fullest and brightest

promise.

7. The strong assertions of Divine foreknowl-

edge in reference to the victories of Cyrus are

a further disproof of the later date. This ap-

peal is made strongly and repeatedly (Isa. 41 : 23,

25, 26 ; 42 : 9 ; 43 : 9 ; 44 : 25, 26 ; 45 : 3. 4
;

46 : 10, 11). The transfer of these predictions

to the days of Cyrus himself robs them of all

their force, and contradicts their plain mean-
ing. It degrades a series of striking prophe-
cies into falsehoods, the work of some reckless

and unscrupulous forger, who habitually takes

the holy name of God in vain, to disguise his

forgeries. Thus every feature of name, title,

structure and internal contents, which would
naturall}^ belong to a prophetic writing near

the close of the Exile, so far as these can be in-

ferred by strict induction from existing proph-

ecies, is wholly wanting in these later visions

of Isaiah.

Further, 1. The two portions of the book
have also a close and intimate relation to the

history which is interposed between them. The
main subject of the first part is the progress and

triumphs of the Assyrian power, which was to

reach even to the neck, and cover the whole

laud ; but then to dash itself vainly against the

rock of God's covenant and the bulwarks of

Zion. These warnings begin chap. 5, and reach

their climax in chap. 33, when the last inva-

sion seems to have been actually begun. The
history (chaps. 36, 37) first recounts this very

crisis and Sennacherib's overthrow. Next, in

the narrative (chap. 38), of Hezekiah's sickness

and recovery, and the reversed decline of the

shadow in the dial of Ahaz, it marks the tran-

sition to a gracious though short reprieve in

the decline of the kingdom. This episode of

history closes, in chap. 39, with a clear an-

nouncement of the coming captivity of Baby-
lon. The earlier prophecies all converge on

the first of these three events, and the later

ones all diverge from the last. They assume

the fulfilment of this predicted captivity, and

open out the fulness of those hopes of Israel

which lay beyond it. The middle event, which

parts the reign of Hezekiah into a morning of

cloud and tempest, and an eventide of peace

and truth, is also represented by the plain con-

trast of warning and promise in the two main
portions of the book which precede and follow.

2. These two portions correspond also with

the position and character of Isaiah, the

chief of the prophets, and with the moral

object of the prophetic word, as the Divine

bridge between the law of Moses and the Gos-

pel of Christ. In the usual chronology, the

year of Hezekiah's recovery is just midway be-

tween the song and death of Moses, the last

j'ear of Israel in the wilderness, and the preach-

ing of the Baptist, the first dawn of the Gospel.

Now the earlier prophecies answer to the warn-

ings of the law, to which they allude in their first

sentence (Isa. 1:2; De. 32 : 1)*; while it is from

the later that Isaiah has received his title of the

evangelical i)rophet, because they contain such

clear and full anticipations of the Gospel. And
this relation is still more complete. For while

the first portion begins with a direct reference
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to the warnings in the song of Moses, which it

prochiims as fulfilled, the second portion opens
with a direct prophecy of the Baptist, the fore-

runner of our Lord. Thus the two parts link

themselves, in their opening sentences, with

the latest warnings of the law and the earliest

notes of Gospel promise.

3. These later prophecies, also, on close ex-

amination, will be found to have their text in

chap. 35, the close of the earlier ones, which
they amplify and unfold. [Expanded in thirty

particulars, p. 336, etc.] Birks.

Summary of Argument, pp. 411-415.

There is just the same reason for referring

the earlier as the later prophecies to some later

prophet than Isaiah. The Avhole argument
then is nugatory, and the sameness of the pro-

portions of the three classes in the two divi-

sions is a fresh, indirect and collateral proof of

tiieir common authorship. Both in the earlier

and later prophecies there are four or five

chapters where the prophetic present seems to

be in the time of Isaiah himself, but more ex-

pressly so in the later than in the earlier
; in

each there are four or five chapters when the

prophet seems rather translated from his own
actual place two or three centuries into the

times of Cyrus, though more explicitly and
clearly in the later than in the earlier prophe-

cies. Thus the last pretext for the dual hy-

pothesis on close examination disappears and
yields a fresh argument in proof of its false-

hood ; those are thus left, I think, without the

least excuse who venture to contradict the tes-

timony of our Lord Himself in the very open-

ing of His grand commission of mercy, and the

consenting testimony of nearly all the inspired

writers of the New Testament. Birks.

New Testament Statements.

John the Baptist said : "I am the voice of

one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the

way of the Lord, as said the prophet Esaias."

The Baptist thus bore witness to a double
truth

; that he was truly fulfilling an office as-

signed to him in God's message by Isaiah

(40 : 8) ;
and that the office thus divinely given

him was to go before the face of the Lord, the

good Shepherd of Israel, who was now at hand.
If these words were not Isaiah's, and do not

really refer to the Baptist, then he must have
borne witness to a double falsehood in those

very Avords, in which our Lord solemnly de-

clares that " lie bare witness to the truth."

Luke, in his Gospel, thus records the opening
of our Lord's ministry in the synagogue at

Nazareth. "And there was given him the

book of the prophet Esaias, and he found the

place where it is written : The iSpirit of the Lord
God is upon me," etc. (Isa. 61 : 1-3). " And
he closed the book and sat down

; and the eyes
of all in the synagogue were fastened on him.

And he began to say. This day is this Scripture

fulfilled in your ears." Here the evangelist

himrelf plainly affirms that chap. 61 is part of

the work of Isaiah. But our blessed Lord evi-

dently, by His conduct, affirms the same. The
whole roll was given to Him as " the book of

Isaiah the prophet." As such He receives it.

He then turns to a part, according to modern
sceptics wholly spurious, and chooses its words
as a sacred and solemn witness to His Divine

mission. He claims to be received and honored

as God's messenger, nay, as the long-expected

Messiah, because His work was fulfilling

Isaiah's prophecy. If the words were not

those of Isaiah, but of some unknown party in

the days of Cyrus, whose horizon was bounded

by his own days, and could not possibly reach

forward through five centuries to come, what
conclusion must follow?

John thus describes our Lord's rejection by
the Jewish rulers. " But though He had done

so many miracles before them, yet they be-

lieved not on Him : That the saying of Esaias

the prophet might be fulfilled, which he spake,

Lord, who hath believed our report? . . .

Therefore they could not believe, because that

Esaias said again. He hath blinded their eyes,

etc. These things said Esaias. when he saw
His glory, and spake of Him" (John 12 : 37-41).

The beloved disciple, the great prophet of the

New Testament, here testifies that the early

and the later prophecies of this book belong

equally to Isaiah. In one of the two passages

cited he received his first commission, and in the

other he reached its crowning honor. In one

he saw the glory of Christ, and in the other he

spake of His sufferings with clearest voice.

But the testimony of the apostle goes farther,

since he assures us that the central fact of our

Lord's ministry was a direct fulfilment of

Isaiah's warning message.

Oar Lord's own testimony, at the very close

of His ministry, is, if possible, even still more

striking :
" For I say unto you, that this which

is written must yet be fulfilled in Me, And he

was numbered among the transgressors ; for

the things concerning Me have an end." The

exact force of the words is rather, " For even

the things which concern Me have their fulfil-

ment.

"

The Gospel of Christ was to have its first en-
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trance to a distant nation through the Ethio-

pian eunuch ; and Philip, the e^rangelist, for

this great end, receives a miraculous commis-

sion. " The angel of the Lord spake unto him,

Arise, and go toward the south," etc. He
finds the eunuch reading " Esaias the prophet."
" Then the Spirit said unto Philip, Go near, and

join thyself to this chariot. And Philip ran

thither to him, and heard him read the prophet

Esaias." If these verses, which the eunuch

was reading, are not Isaiah's, and do not really

predict the sufferings of the Lord Jesus, but

are a doubtful guess at the sufferings of Israel

or of the prophets by a nameless writer in the

days of Cyrus, or the history of " some other

man," what conclusion will follow? The

eunuch would have been deceived, and taught

a double falsehood, and this would then have

been the first step in the conversion of Ethiopia

to the Christian faith.

Paul, in his Epistle to Rome, the Gentile me-

tropolis, has for one main object to prove the

Divine call of the Gentiles, that doctrinal and

historical foundation of the Church of Christ.

He uses for this end five main scriptural argu-

ments. The first is taken from these later

prophecies, without naming their author (Rom.

10 : 15). The next is from these same prophe-

cies, ascribing them expressly to Isa. 10 : 16.

His third proof is that the Jews had a prediction

of this fact in the law of Moses itself (10 : 19).

His fourth is that Isaiah had announced it still

more plainly ; and his fifth and last, that

Isaiah, once more, had placed it side by side

with a warning of Jewish unbelief (Rom. 10 : 20,

21 ; Isa. 65 : 1, 2). Thus, in this main argu-

ment of the apostle of the Gentiles, to confirm

a great doctrine of Christianity, the chief war-

rant for his own manifold labors, three proofs out

of five directly involve the genuineness of these

later prophecies as Isaiah's own, while a fourth

rests on their character as inspired messages of

God. The theory which ascribes them to some

unknown hand in the days of Cyrus turns his

whole reasoning into mischievous errors and

worthless fallacies. And thus, before the spu-

riousness of these chapters can be received, the

Gospels, the Acts and the Epistles, Matthew,

Luke, John, Philip the evangelist, Paul must

be condemned together. Btrks.

Alleged Objections.

The chief reasons, which have been alleged

to justify a desertion of the constant faith of

the Church of Christ, and of the direct testi-

mony of our Lord and His apostles, have been

summed up as follows in a recent English work.

" It is a first principle that the historical hori-

zon of a prophet belongs to his own time. He
takes his stand in his own generation, and looks

onward from it. His starting-point lies in the

circumstances of the age he lives in. This

analogy is violated by such as attribute these

chapters to Isaiah, since their visible horizon is

the time of the Exile." This first principle is

a plain self-contradiction. A standpoint and

an horizon, the centre and the circumference of

a landscape, are not the same. The true first

principle is that " holy men of God spake as

they were moved by the Holy Ghost," and

could therefore announce whatever the Spirit

of God, who sees the enti from the beginning,

was pleased to reveal. It is another first prin-

ciple, clearly laid down in these same chapters,

that He " declareth the end from the begin-

ning, and from ancient times the things not yet

done" (46 : 10). The objection, so far as it im-

plies a truth, yields a direct proof of the gen-

uineness. The starting-point of a prophet,

though not his horizon or limit of view, is in

the circumstances of his own age. So the start-

ing-point of this book, if all be genuine, is in

its first chapters, and these abound in references

to Isaiah's time. But these later visions, if

spurious, have t/ieir starting-point in chap. 40,

where no single person, place, or circumstance

of the Exile is introduced. They would thus

float in the air with no historical starting-point

whatever.

2. " Isaiah could not have taken such a

bound as to predict a far distant personal Mes-

siah, consistently with the analogy of proph-

ecy. Such leaps into the future are unknown.

"

Our Lord said to the Jews— " Abraham your

father rejoiced to see my day, and he saw it, and

was glad," and "Had ye believed Moses, ye

would have believed Me, for he wrote of Me."

Yet Abraham lived twelve centuries, and

Moses seven centuries, before Isaiah. The as-

sertion, then, flatly contradicts Him whose

name is the Truth. The exact reverse is really

true, that " all the prophets bear witness" of

Messiah (Acts 10 : 43), and that " the testimony

of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy" (Rev.

19 : 10).

3. " The prophet indicates very clearly his

own position, historically and geographically,

in chap. 52 : 4, 5. Whether these be referred to

place, Babylon, or mean ' in the present case,'

he alludes to the Chaldean Exile as then pres-

ent. " This remark combines four errors. First,

the date of these later prophecies can never be

fixed by one text midway in their course, where

the Lord Himself, not the prophet, is plainly
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the speaker. Next, this chapter has plainly

no fixed standpoint, but a varying horizon.

For in the second verse Zion is described as still

captive, and in verse 9 iias been comforted and

redeemed. Thirdly, we have a clear indication

Ihat prophetic or ideal, not actual time, is ex-

pressed, by the remark which follows :
" There-

fore they shall know in that ihty that I am He
that doth speak," etc. The time of the fulfil-

ment is there contrasted with that of the proph-

ecy. Lastly, a reference to the Babylonish Ex-

ile, except allusively, or as an earnest, seems

disproved by the context, whirli points us to a

time when Jerusalem shall be no more defiled

by the presence of the unclean. This may ap-

ply to the future close of the times of the Gen-
tiles, but was not true of the Return from
Babylon.

4. "It is Implied, in various places, that Je-

rusalem and the cities of Judah are depopulat-

ed and decayed, but that they shall be rebuilt

(44 : 26-28 ; 51 : 3 ; 52 : 9 ; 58 : 12 ; 62 : 4 ; 64 : 10,

11 ; 44 : 28 ; 58 : 12 ; 61 : 4)." All these pas-

sages imply and require some previous mention

of the desolation, either in the form of histori-

cal statement or direct prophecy. If the chap-

ters are from Isaiah, this condition is amply
satisfied by eight or ten clear predictions of

this great change (1 : 24^26 ; 3 : 25, 26 ; 6 : 11,

12 ; 7 : 23-25 ; 14 : 3, 4 ; 17 : 9-11 ; 24 : 12
;

27 : 10 ; 32 : 13, 14). But if spurious, or from
an unknown writer at the close of the Exile,

this essential condition wholly fails to be satis-

fied. This " Unknown" would rush at once

into bright predictions of Israel's Return, before

one word was given to throw light on his own
circumstances, or to afllrm the present state of

exile. Thus it comes to pass that one critic of

the negative school places him in Palestine, an-

other in Egypt, a third in Babylon ; some just

after the fall of the Temple, others just before

the Return. The objection is really fatal to the

theory it is brought to confirm.

5. " The people are described as robbed,

spoiled and imprisoned, whose time of deliver-

ance is nigh" (43 : 22-24). This text, also, is a

strong disproof of the view it is said to confirm.

For the appeal is there openly made :
" Who

among you will give ear to this? who will

liearken and hear /c?- the time to comef The
message of calamity is thus given to the people

beforehand, that, when it is fully arrived, they

may lay it to heart. From this it follows, by
natural inference, that tlie propliecy dates be-

fore the Exile.

6. " The writer shows a minute acquaintance

with the relations of the Oriental world in his

day. The Chaldean empire is depicted in the

height of its splendor, but its fall is near. He
refers to intestine wars (49 : 26), Evil-Merodach
murdered by Neriglissar, etc. Cyrus is named,
and his conquests referred to; and his designs

against Egypt, which Cambyses carried out ;

and the Persians rewarded by the gift of Egypt,
Ethiopia and Meroe. Such specific details could

only proceed from one living near the end of

the Exile, when Babylon's fall was at hand."
This objection consists of five elements. First,

that the Spirit of God could not know, and
therefore could not reveal, the state of the east-

ern world so long beforehand as two centuries.

Secondly, that the predictions of Cyrus and his

conquests, made here the ground of a solemn

appeal to all the heathen on tlie vanity of their

idols in the preseuce of an All-wise God, who
sees the end from the beginning, were profane

forgeries after the events, which were foretold

in pretence only. Thirdly, that the appeal

concerning the oppression of Babj'lon and its

fall, " I have even from the beginning declared

it to thee, before it came to pass," means really

that a forger described it after all Asia had be-

held it. Fourthly, that the threatening, " I

will feed them that oppress thee with their

own flesh," means that Evil-Merodach had been

murdered fifteen or twenty years before the

words were written. Lastly, that chap. 43 : 3,

"I gave Egypt for thy ransom, Ethiopia and

Seba for thee," describes the conquest of Egypt
by Cambyses, and still was written by a forger,

whose horizon was the Exile, fifteen or twenty
years before tlie expedition occurred !

7. " Exhortations to the exiles, encouraging

them to return, are an anomaly in one like

Isaiah, living in the Assyrian period, when the

Exile was unknown, and not predicted by any
prophet, Amos, Hosea, Micah and Nahum. Our
prophets takes his stand in the Exile, and does

not predict its desolation and miserj-." The
Exile could not be unknown to " the Lord God
of the holy prophets," who sees the end from

the beginning. It had been announced by
Moses long before, and in Isaiah's own time by
Amos (5 : 27), and even Babylon as the scene of

exile by Micah (4:10). " Our prophet" also

has predicted its misery and desolation eight or

ten times. Israel, too, were one people, and

the exile of Ephraim had already come. For a

false Isaiah to urge the exiles to return, with-

out one single hint, date, person, or place, by
which we might learn who were the persons

addressed, and their actxial condition, would be

most unnatural. On the other hand, what can

be more simple and natural than for a prophet,
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"who has ten times foretold the calamity, in a

later and still fuller message to proclaim the

deliverance?

8.
'

' The writer often appeals to old announce-

ments as in course of fulfilment (43 : 9 ; 43 : 9
;

41 : 22 ; 48 : 3)." Such an objection is startling

and prodigious, since these four texts supply

one of the plainest disproofs of the sceptical

theory. For in chap. 41 : 22, 23, 25, a coming of

Cyrus, still future, is declared to be such a proof

of God's foreknowledge, that by means of it

all idols and their worshippers will be con-

founded and brought to shame. In chap. 43 : 9,

also, the declaration of former things—viz., the

return of Israel's captives, is again made the

reason of a public challenge to the nations and

their idols, " Who among them can declare

this?" In chap. 48 : 3-8, the clearness of these

very predictions is explained by their moral de-

sign, to bow the stubborn hearts of the Jews
into submis.sion and reverence. "Because I

knev/ that thou art obstinate ... I have even

from the beginning declared it to thee ; before

it came to pass, I showed it thee." To adduce

these very texts as so many proofs that the pre-

dictions they contain followed the events, is no

common form of scepticism, and seems to call

for wonder and sorrow^ rather than formal ref-

utation.

9. " The people seem to be without the ex-

ternal ordinances of worship, for the sacrifices

and services of the Temple are never referred

to. They only keep fast days and Sabbaths."

To such an objection quotation is the best re-

ply. " But thou hast been weary of me, O Is-

rael. Thou hast not brought me the small

cattle of thy burnt offerings, . . . neither hast

thou filled me with the fat of thy sacrifices"

(43 : 23, 24) ;
" He that killeth an ox is as if he

slew a man ; he that sacrificeth a lamb, as if he

cut off a dog's neck ; he that offereth an obla-

tion, as if he offered swine's blood" (66 : 3). If

all texts alike are to be expounded of actual,

not prophetic time, these speak as plainly of

an actual Temple, and of sacrifices either neg-

lected or perverted, as others do of a temple in

ruins. But if once we admit the use of pro-

phetic time, the whole argument vanishes away.
10. " The writer describes the theocracy of

the future in splendid poetry, but without a

visible king. But Isaiah always associates a

king with the flourishing theocracy (9:6;
11:1; 32:1)." This objection implies and
requires some entire contrast between these

three earlier, and the later predictions of Mes-
siah. But, on the contrary, the allusions to

the earlier in tlie later are clear and full. Thus

" the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him"
(11 : 2) has its exact counterpart in the Avords

of chap. 42 : 1,
" I have put my Spirit upon

him," and in the words of Messiah Himself

(61 : 1),
" The Spirit of the Lord God is upon

me." The next words, " a branch shall grow
up out of his roots," are re-echoed in the de-

scription (53 : 2),
" For he shall grow up before

him as a tender plant, and a root out of a dry
ground." Also Messiah is described in the

later visions, first, as an object of worship to

kings and princes (49 : 7) ; next, as God reign-

ing (52 : 7) ; thirdly, as inheriting the strong

for his portion (53 : 12) ; fourthl3% as the leader

and commander, in whom the sure promises to

David are fulfilled (55 : 3, 4) ; and lastly, as the

Divine Bridegroom and Redeemer of Israel

(59 : 20 ; 61 : 10 ; 62 : 5). The only difference

is that the later messages reveal more clearly,

not royalty alone, but the sufferings of Christ,

and His Divine glory.

11. " Favorite topics of the unknown proph
et do not appear in Isaiah, his delineation of

the servant of God and vicarious suffering.

Idols are combatted with arguments ; and a

defence of Jehovah as the only true God is

conducted
; and a proof of it founded on His

declaring beforehand things future, as a fact

which shows the heathen gods to be nothing,

because it is beyond their power." The first

part of this objection is that the Messiah is de-

scribed under new titles of honor. It assumes

that a prophet must go on repeating the same
phrases to the end, and may not, without pain

of losing his identity, reveal in new forms or

under varied titles " the unsearchable riches of

Christ." The next part of it makes an admis-

sion fatal to the sceptical theory. It is owned
that chap. 53 predicts vicarious sufferings,

which can only be those of Messiah. If so,

the whole is inspired prophecy, and reaches

onward to a future, which was still distant

even in the days of Cyrus. Thus the attempt

to find a mark of contrast between Isaiah and

the " unknown prophet" defeats itself. For if

the writer, whoever he were, could predict the

vicarious sufferings of Christ five centuries be-

fore they occurred, the wdiole basis of the scep-

tical hypothesis is overthrown. The last re-

mark is still more adverse to the theory it is in-

tended to sustain. For the argument by which,

in these later chapters, idols are denounced and
condemned is the clear proof of God's fore-

knowledge which He has here given, in an-

nouncing the fall of Babylon, the conquests of

Cyrus, and the return of the Jewish exiles, at a

time when these events could not have been
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foreseen by merely human wisdom. It follows

plainly that these messages could not have been

written at the close of the Exile, when those

facts were patent to the whole world, unless

we suppose this " unknown prophet" to have

been just as foolish, blind and senseless as the

idols he so sternly condemns. Is it not strange

that a critic of eminence should attempt to

prove the spuriousness of these later chapters

by features which are consistent, logical and

impressive, if referred to Isaiah himself, but

which, when ascribed to some unknown writer

or pseudo-prophet at the close of the Exile, be-

come nothing better than one tissue of impu-

dent and ridiculous folly ?

12. " The tone is tenderer and more uni-

formly evangelical than that of Isaiah, and the

ideal hopes and pretendings of the theocracy

take a higher, wider and purer range. Politi-

cal relations enter into them far less than into

Isaiah's. The Gentile nations are little regard-

ed ; and their destruction is not dwelt upon

with fierce rejoicings over it. Accordingly the

heart of the Christian more nearly sympathizes

with the poetic strains in which the unknown
seer expatiates on the trials and hopes of Zion,

and the promises of Divine aid to her, than it

does with the sublimest descriptions of Isaiah."

These words are an example of the bold man-

ner in which critics who have ceased to be dis-

ciples bring the words of God to the bar of

their own tastes and careless errors. First, the

objection is fatally adverse to the theory it is

meant to support. Every prophetic message,

by a constant and unvaried law, deals more on

bright hopes toward its close. Its Sinai comes

before its Olivet. This is doubly natural in the

case of Isaiah. His earlier prophecies were ut-

tered in times of deep anxiety, in the midst of

political storms and the ravages of the Assyrian

spoiler. But he survived till the brief reprieve

of judgment after the fall of Sennacherib, and

the days of " peace and truth" (39 : 8), when
the storm of the terrible had passed away.

Again, for an Old Testament prophet to begin

his message abruptly with simple promises,

before a single word of caution, reproof and

remonstrance has prepared the way, contradicts

every knqwn precedent. It sets aside a truth

which lies deeper than those precedents and

occasions them, a settled law of Divine revela-

tion, expressly taught us by Isaiah himself in

his earlier prophecies. The Great Husband-

man alwaj's convicts of sin before He convinces

of righteousness, and ploughs and harrows the

ground with warnings and judgments before

He casts in the incorruptible seed of the prom-

ises of the Gospel. The other remark is untrue,

as well as irreverent. For the Gentiles are as

prominent in the later as in the earlier prophe-

cies. They are the subject, first, of solemn re-

proof and warning (chaps. 40, 41), then of re-

peated promises (chaps. 49, 52 : 15 ; 55 : 4), then

have solemn judgments denounced against them

(59 : 19 ; 63 : 1-6), and then are addressed in words

of rich promise once more (66 : 12, 19). The
" fierce rejoicing" in the destruction of the

Gentile oppressors (Isa. 14 : 3-27) is not one

whit more severe than the woes pronounced by

our Lord on the Pharisees in Matt. 23, or than

the counterpart in the New Testament denun-

ciation of the fall of Babylon (Rev. 18). And
there is nothing, even in the later prophecies,

which has gathered round it deeper Christian

sympathy, love and joy than Isa. 9 : 6, 7, the

keynote of every Christmas celebration, and the

promises (25 : 6-9 ; 26 : 1-4), and the outburst

of prophetic gladness which closes the whole

series in the thirty-fifth chapter.

13. " Jeremiah, a much later prophet, suf-

fered ill-treatment and persecution for predict-

ing a captivity, and none believed him. Had
these prophecies been current in the name of a

prophet so celebrated as Isaiah, Jeremiah would
doubtless have appealed to them. Such a pred-

ecessor he could hardly have overlooked, es-

pecially as his defenders appealed to an inde-

pendent prophecy of Micah's (Mic. 3 : 12 ; Jer.

26 : 17, 18). The discourses before us therefore

did not exist in Jeremiah's day, and are not

Isaiah's" (Dav. Int. iii., p. 40). Now it is true

that an appeal was made by some of Jeremiah's

friends to the prophecy of Micah, and the con-

duct of Ilezekiah and the people of his days, to

repel the malice of those who sought to put

him to death in these earnest words—" Did

Ilezekiah and all Judah put him at all to death ?

did he not fear the Lord, and besought the

Lord, and the Lord repented him of the evil

which he had pronounced against them ? Thus
might we procure great evil against our souls.

"

From this incident it is iuferri'd that tlie later

prophecies were not then in existence, or else

an appeal would have beeu made to them also

in defence of Jeremiah. A very strange argu-

ment ! For if it has any force, it would prove

the non-existence of the earlier prophecies, ad-

mitted to be Isaiah's, and not of the later,

whose authenticity is denied. For in Isa. 3 : 25,

26 ; 6 : 9-12 ; 27 : 9-11 ; 32 : 1 1-14 ; 39 : 5-7,

we have repeated predictions of the desolatiou

of the laud and exile of the people, and in the

last a distinct announcement of the deportation

to Babylon. On the other hand, the later
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prophecies predict only comfort and delivery

to Zion, and judgments on Babylon and the

Chaldeans.

On whatever side we pursue the inquiry, if

only it be thorough and complete, the external

and internal evidence, each of them full, vari-

ous and decisive, conspires to prove the genu-

ineness and real Isaian authorship of these later

prophecies. The repeated testimony of the

apostles and of the Lord of glory Himself, in

the opening of His great mission at Nazareth,

ought to settle the question, and dispel every

doubt, among all who call themselves His dis-

ciples. But it is well to see tliat the internal

evidence keeps pace with the external, and con-

firms the unity of the whole Book by an

amount of proof which becomes clearer, deeper

and fuller the further the inquiry is pursued.

The adverse opinion does not rest, as sometimes

alleged, on superior accuracy of Hebrew schol-

arship, but on the concurrence, in a small num-
ber of celebrated critics, of great technical

knowledge of Hebrew grammar, with an entire

lack of the logical instinct, and of all insight

into the real harmonies and relations of the

work they undertake to dissect. Their skill

and learning reach only to the husk and mere
exterior of the prophecies, while they seem
wholly blind as to the substance of the whole.

The result is what has been fitly called " the

theory of despair." The book, in their hands,

becomes a mere cento from various writers, all

unknown but one, of dates ranging through

three centuries, and thrown together without

order, method or unity of any kind.

The denial of Isaiah's authorship is not at

all confined to tiie later prophecies (chaps.

40-66;. It includes further all these passages :

chaps. 2:1-4; (13 : 1-6, Ewald) ; 13, 14 : 1-23
;

15, 16, 21 : 1-10, 11-15
; 23, 24. 27, 34, 35, 36-39,

that is, eighteen chapters or parts of chapters

out of thirty-nine. Thus out of sixty-six chap-

ters there are only twenty-two, or just one

third, of which the entire authorship is con-

ceded to Isaiah. Two thirds are held to be

spurious, and falsely ascribed to him. Out of

1304 verses, those of which the genuineness is

allowed are only 524, or exactly two parts in

five. The rest are assigned to four or five

pseudo-Isaiahs, whose names, character and
residence are wholly unknown.

It is needless to waste words on the compari-

sons in these criticisms between the stj'le of the

true Isaiah and the alleged defects of his vari-

ous counterfeits. To those who are convinced,

both on external and internal grounds, that all

are his alike, they are wearisome and trifling.

To those who believe that they are all messages
of truth and wisdom from the living God to

sinful men, it is hard to say whether the eulo-

gies or the censures with which they alternate

are the more repulsive and painful. But there

is one remark forcibly suggested by the whole
drift and character of the negative criticism.

Starting from the principle that real prophetic

foresight is impossible, or has never been vouch-

safed at all, unless shrewd guesses at what is

likely to happen within a year or two is to be

dignified with that name, the whole Book of

Isaiah becomes a riddle, incapable of any key,

and baffles all the efforts of mere learning, how-
ever great, to account for the phenomena. The
parts have to be shifted up and down, to meet
the exigencies of a false theory, till confusion be-

comes worse confounded, and every fresh critic,

working on this unbelieving assumption, makes
a fresh guess, and introduces some new com-
plication. The conclusion finally reached is

that the book is "an aggregate of unauthen-
tic pieces accumulating by degrees to its pres-

ent extent. That he spent the eve of his life

in committing them to writing or arranging

them after they were written is highly improb-

able, else he would not have left them without

any observable plan. No organic unity can be

pointed out in them. No principle of arrange-

ment appears. " Surely we have here one illus-

tration of the prophet's own words, in describ-

ing the unhappy state of those who have light,

and will not use it. " We grope for the wall

like the blind, and grope as if we had no eyes ;

we stumble at noon-day as in the night." The
real structure is beautifully simple, and the

harmony of method and outline complete. The
chapters of history which separate the two por-

tions distinguish them, as the New Testament
is distinguished from the Old, but only so as to

reveal more plainly, to thoughtful minds, the

deep unity of the whole message. As the law
prepares for the Gospel, the burdens and woes
prepare the way for rich comfort and abundant

promise. All the tones of threatening con-

verge, in the first part, on the Assyrian desola-

tion and defiance (chaps. 36, 37), and all the

messages of hope and promise diverge from

chap. 39 and its warning of the Captivit}' in

Babylon. The solemn voice at the opening,
'

' Hear, O heaven, and give ear, O earth ! I

have nourished and brought up children, and
they have rebelled against me," finds its gra-

cious reversal in the later voice of merc3^
" Comfort ye, comfort ye, My people, saith

your God.
'

'
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Thus the whole book is a miniature Bible, I reader may apprehend the main points in refu-

where the law is unfolded in the earlier, and

the Gospel larg-ely and brightly anticipated in

the later prophecies, while the grand crisis of

Zion's travail and deliverance lies between

them, and unites them into one complete mes-

sage of mingled warning, hope and Divine con-

solation. Bivks.

The extended citations upon this vital ques-

tion of the unity of Isaiah have been selected

from the highest sources, that the intelligent

tation of the modern doctrine of a dual or mul-
tiple authorship. We further commend the

treatment of the question by Dr. J. Addison
Alexander (Later Prophecies, pp. xi.-xl.)

;

Canon Rawlinson (Pulpit Com., pp. xxii.-

xxvii.) ; W. Kay (Bible, or Speaker's Com.,

pp. 7-18) ; Nagelsbach(Lange, pp. 13-25) ; Au-
berlen (Div. Kev., pp. 83-88) ; Hengstenberg

(Kitto's Bib. Dictionary) ; Oehler (O. T. The-

ology) ; Barth (Chron. Com.), and Kennedy
(Unity of Isaiah), B,

ISAIAH, CHAPTEK XL.

40 : 1, 3 Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God. Speak ye comfortably to

Jerusalem, and cry unto her, that her warfare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned
;

that she hath received of the Lord's hand double for all her sins.

3 The voice of one that crieth, Prepare ye in the wilderness the way of the Lord, make
4 straight in the desert a high way for our God. Every valley shall be exalted, and every

mountain and hill shall be made low : and the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough

5 places plain : and the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together :

6 for the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it. The voice of one saying. Cry. And one said.

What shall I cry ? All flesh is grass, and all the goodliness thereof is as the flower of the

7 field : the grass withereth, the flower fadeth ; because the breath of the Lord bloweth upon
8 it : surely the people is grass. The grass withereth, the flower fadeth : but the word of our

God shall stand for ever.

9 O thou that tellest good tidings to Zion, get thee up into the high mountain ; O thou that

tellest good tidings to Jerusalem, lift up thy voice with strength ; lift it up, be not afraid
;

10 say unto the cities of Judah, Behold your God ! Behold, the Lord God will come as a

mighty one, and his arm shall rule for him : behold, his reward is with him, and his recom-

11 pence before him. He shall feed his flock like a shepherd, he shall gather the lambs in his

arm, and carry them in his bosom, and shall gently lead those that give suck.

13 Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out heaven Avith the

span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in

13 scales, and the hills in a balance? Who hath directed the spirit of the Lord, or being his

14 counsellor hath taught him? With Avhom took he counsel, and who instructed him, and

taught him in the path of judgement, and taught him knowledge, and shewed to hiiu the

15 way of understanding ? Behold, the nations are as a drop of a bucket, and are counted as

16 the small dust of the balance : behold, he taketh up the isles as a very little thing. And
17 Lebanon is not sufficient to burn, nor the beasts thereof sufficient for a burnt offering. All

the nations are as nothing before him ; they are counted to him less than nothing, and van-

18, 19 ity. To whom then will ye liken God ? or what likeness will ye compare unto him ? The

graven image, a workman melted it, and the goldsmith spreadeth it over with gold, and cast-

20 eth/r-i?' it silver chains. He that is too impoverished for hhcIi an oblation chooseth a tree that

will not rot ; he seeketh unto him a cunning workman to set up a graven image, that shall

21 not be moved. Have ye not known ? have ye not heard ? hath it not been told you from tlie

22 beginning ? have ye not understood from the foundations of the earth ? It is he that sitteth

upon the circle of the earth, and tiie iiiliabitants tliereof are as grasshoppers ; that stretcheth

33 out the heavens as a curtain, and spreadeth them out tis a tent to dwell in : that briugeth
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24 princes to nothing ; lie maketh the judges of the earth as vanity. Yea, they have not been

phinted
;
yea, they have not been sown

;
yea, their stock hath not taken root in the earth :

moreover he bloweth upon them, and they wither, and the whirlwind taketh them away as

25 stubble. To whom then will ye liken me, that I should be equal to him ? saith the Holy

26 One. Lift up your eyes on high, and see who hath created these, that bringeth out their host

by number : he calleth them all by name ; by the greatness of his might, and for that he is

strong in power, not one is lacking.

27 Why sayest thou, O Jacob, and speakest, Israel, My way is hid from the Lord, and my
28 judgement is passed away from my God ? Hast thou not known ? hast thou not heard ? the

everlasting God, the Lord, the Creator of the ends of the earth, fainteth not, neither is

29 weary ; there is no searching of his understanding. He giveth power to the faint ; and to

30 him that hath no might he increaseth strength. Even the youths shall faint and be weary,

31 and the young men shall utterly fall : but they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their

strength ; they shall mount up with wings as eagles ; they shall run, and not be weary ; they

shall walk, and not faint.

Chap. 40. The earlier prophecies have

closed with the message, " Say to them of a

fearful heart, Be strong, fear not ! behold, your

God will come with vengeance, with the recom-

pense of God, He will come and save you."

These later visions open here with a prediction

of the fulfilment of this Divine command.
Their first chapter is a voice of comfort to the

fearful-hearted, because the Lord is at hand, as

the Good Shepherd, to save and bless His peo-

ple. The threatenings of the law are replaced

by the promises of the Gospel. The key-note

of all these later prophecies is Divine consola-

tion to the mourners in Zion. Birks.

The great and joyful thought, central in this

chapter, is that God is coudng in some signal

manifestations of power and grace and in ful-

filment of promise. For this let His people be

comforted (verses 1, 2) ; let His way be pre-

pared (verses 3-5) ; for however frail all men
and all human things are, God's word is sure

and abiding (verses 6-8). Let evangelists pro-

claim to all the cities of Judah that God is com-

ing (verse 9) ; with great strength (verse 10) ;

and yet with no less wonderful tenderness and

compassion (verse 11). None so great as He
(verse 12), nor any so wise as to have taught

Him (verses 13, 14) ; for all the nations even

are as nothing before Him and all the world

could not make an adequate sacrifice (verses

15-17). Shall God be compared to a graven

image, curiously wrought with human skill,

by human fingers (verses 18-20) ? He who made
the world, who spread out the heavens, who
shapes the destinies of nations—is not He the

mighty God, able to fulfil every word of His

promise (verses 21-26) ? Why then should His

people think He has forgotten either them, or

His cause on earth ? For He is never weary or

faint, but on the contrary always has strength

and succor to give to the needy (verses 27-31).

H. C.

Jerusalem is regarded as in ruins (cf. chap.

44 : 26-28 ; 51 : 3 ; 52 : 9 ; 58 : 12) ; the land is

waste and desolate (63 : 18) ; the city and the

Temple are destroyed (64 : 9-11). Their deliver-

ance is about to take place and their captivity

about to end, and the people about to be restored

to their own land (chaps. 44 : 28 ; 58 : 12 ; 60 : 10 ;

65 : 9). In this situation, the prophet is direct-

ed to address words of consolation to the op-

pressed and long-captive Jews, and to assure

them that their captivity is about to close. Je

rusalem—now in ruins—was to be assured that

the end of her desolation was near, for that an

ample punishment had been taken for all her

sins.

The prophet next represents the deliverance

which would be accomplished under an image

taken from the march of earthly kings (verses

3-8). The voice of a herald is heard in the wil-

derness making proclamation, that every obsta-

cle should be removed, that Jehovah might re-

turn to Zion conducting His people. As He
had conducted them from the land of Egypt, so

He was about to conduct them from Babylon,

and to appear again in Jerusalem and in the

Temple. Between Babylon and Jerusalem there

was an immense tract of country which was a

pathless desert. Through this land the people

would naturally be conducted ; and the voice

of the herald is heard demanding that a high-

way should be made—in the manner of a herald

who preceded an army, and who required val-

leys to be filled, and roads to be constructed,

over which the monarch and his army might

pass with ease and safety. It is to be observed

that the main thing here is not that the people

should return, and a way for them be made,

but that Jehovah was about to return to Jeru-
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salem, and that the pathway should be made
for Him. He was to be their leader and guide,

and this was the principal source of comfort in

their return ; the principal event which was to

give joy—that the glory of Jehovah was again

about to be seen in Zion that had been so long

desolate. In this the Holy Spirit, who directed

and inspired the prophet, purposely suggests

language that would be applicable to a far

more important event, when the herald of the

Messiah should announce His coming. The

main thing which the voice was to cry is repre-

sented in verses 6-8. That was, that Jehovah

was faithful to His promises, and that His pre-

dictions would be certainly fulfilled. Every-

thing else would fade away—the grass would

wither, the flower would fail, and the people

would die—but the word of Jehovah would be

unfailing, and this would be manifest alike in

the release of the people from Babylon, and in

the coming of the IVIessiah.

The messenger that brought these glad tid-

ing to Zion, or Jerusalem, is exliorted to an-

nounce the happy news to the remaining cities

of Judah—to go to an eminence—to lift up the

voice—and to announce that their God had

come (verse 9).

In verses 10, 11 the assurance is given that

their God would come. He would come '

' with

a strong hand"—almighty, and able to save
;

He would come able to reward His people ; He
would come as a tender and gentle shepherd,

regarding especially the weak and feeble of

His people—language alike applicable to God
who should conduct the people from exile to

their own land, and to the Messiah—though

more strikingly and completely fulfilled in the

latter.

The mention of the omnipotence of Jehovah,

who was about to conduct His people to their

own land, and to come Himself to Zion, leads

the prophet into a most sublime description

and His power, majesty and glory, the object

of which seems to be to induce them to put en-

tire confidence in Him (verses 13-17). This

omnipotence, majesty and glory is set forth in

most elevated and glowing language. God
measures the waters in the hollow of His hand

;

He measures the heavens with a span ; He
measures the dust of the earth, and weighs the

mountains (verse 13). None has counselled or

can counsel Him—His understanding is supe-

rior to that of all creatures (verses 13, 14). The

nations before Him are as a drop of a bucket,

and as the small dust of the balance, and as

nothing (verses 15, 17). All the vast forests of

Lebanon and all the beasts that roam there

would not be sufficient to constitute a burnt

offering that should be a proper expression of

His majesty and glory (verse 16).

From this statement of the majesty and glory

of God, the prophet infers the folly of idolatry,

and shows the absurdity of attempting to form

an image or likeness of God, and the certainty

that all who trusted in idols should be de-

stroj'ed as the stubble is swept away by the

whirlwind (verses 18-35).

And another inference of the prophet, and

the main one which he designed to draw, is,

that the people should put confidence in God
(verses 36-31). They should trust Him who
had such power ; they should believe that He
was able to save them ; they should wait on

Him who alone could renew their strength

(verses 36-31). The entire scope and design of

the chapter, therefore, is to induce them to put

their reliance in God, who was about to come
to vindicate His people, and who would as

suredly accomplish all His predictions and

promises. Barnes.

1-10. How majestically this great half of

the Book of Isaiah opens with these mysterious

voices ! Other prophecies are wont to begin

with symbolic visions, but here the ear takes

the place of the eye ; and instead of forms and

flashing lights, which need to be translated, the

prophet hears words, the impressiveness of

which is heightened by the absence of any des-

ignation of the speakers. This much is clear,

that the first words are God's, addressed to the

prophets. They are the key-note of the whole.

Israel is comforted in the assurance that her

trial is ended and her sin purged. Then there

is silence, broken by a voice to which no per-

sonality is attached, the herald and forerunner

of the coming King and God. When the echoes

of it have died away, another is heard, com-

manding yet another unnamed to " cry," and

in response to tlie hitter's asking what is to be

the burden of His message, bidding him peal out

the frailty of man and the eternal vigor of the

word of the Lord, which assures its own fulfil-

ment. Then comes a longer pause. The way
has been prepared, the coming God has come

;

He has set up His throne in the restored Jeru-

salem, and His glory is seen upon her. So

there rings out from unnamed lips the stirring

command to the city, thus visited by the in-

dwelling God, to proclaim the glad tidings with

a voice, the strength of which shall correspond

to their gladness and certainty.

1. God speaks and bids His servants speak.

That is a wonderfully tender word with which

the silence and sadness of exile are broken.
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The inmost meaning of God's voice is ever

comfort. What a world of j'earning love there

is, too, in the two little words "my" and
" your" ! The exiles are still Hi:^ ; He who
has hidden His face from them so long is still

theirs. And what was true of them is true of

us ; for sin may separate us from God, but it

does not separate Him from us, and He still

seeks to make us recognize the imperishable

bond, which itself is the ground of both our

comfort and of His will that we should be com-

forted. A. M.

2. This exhortation affords a key to the

whole prophecy, as being consolatory in its

tone and purpose. Jerusalem is here put for

the Church or chosen people, whose metropolis

it was, and for whose sake the place itself was

precious in the sight of God. A.

As the ver}' first words go deep into the

meaning of all God's voices, and unveil the

permanence of His relation of love even to sin-

ful and punished men, so the next disclose the

tender manner of His approach to us, and

prescribe the tone for all His true servants,

" Speak ye to the heart of Jerusalem," with

loving words, which may win her love : for is

she not the bride of Jehovah, fallen though she

be ? And is not humanity the beloved of Jesus,

in whom God's heart is unveiled that our hearts

may be won ? How shall human voices be

softened to tenderness worthy of the message

which they carry ? Only by dwelling near

enough to Him to catch the echoes and cop}^

the modulations of His voice, as some birds

are taught sweeter notes than their own. The
prophet's charge is laid upon all who would

speak of Christ to men. Speak to the heart,

not to the head, not to the conscience only.

God beseeches in the person of His "ambassa-

dors." The substance of the message may
well find its way to the heart ; for it is the as-

surance that the long, hard service of the ap-

pointed term of exile is past, that the sin which

brought it about is forgiven, and, more wondur-

ful and gracious still, that God's mercy reckons

that the ills which followed on faithlessness

have more than expiated it. AVe need not seek

for any other explanation of these startling

words than the exuberance of the Divine pity,

which "doth not willingly afflict." The Di-

vine voice bids His prophets proclaim that Je-

hovah comes to set us all free, to end the weary
bondage, and to exact no more punishment for

sins. A. M.

That her warfare i§ aceomplishcd.
Her period of toilsome trial and suffering, here

compared to a protracted tenn of military ser-

vice, is at length over. This looks foi"ward to

the end of the distresses and sorrows of the

people of God, and may be regarded as having

special reference to the termination of that

great calamity, which was then impending and

was predicted in the immediately preceding-

chapter (Isa. 39 : 6). This must come, but it

shall not last forever ; it shall have an end,

which is already fixed. This clause may be re-

garded as expanded in chaps. 40-48, which deals

largely with the overthrow of Babylon and the

deliverance of Judah. " That she hath received

of Jehovah's hand double for all her sins."

" Double" is not here to be understood numer-

ically, but as meaning " largely" or " abun-

dantly." The reference is not to ample pun-

ishment, as Jer. 16 : 18 ; 17 : 18, but rich and

exuberant blessings, as Isa. 61 : 7 ; Zech. 9 : 12.

This looks forward to the time when God's

overflowing grace shall more than have made
up to her all that she had endured and deserved.

" For all her sins" would be more exactly ren-

dered " in all her sins ;" that is, in the midst

of them, or in spite of them. This corresponds

to the glowing picture presented of the future

of Zion in chaps. 58-66 (see particularly chap.

60), which the Lord shall bring to pass, not

according to her desert, but according to His

own rich mercy and grace. W. H. G.

3. The call is to prepare the way of the Lord

in the wilderness of human sin, by raising up
the cast-down by reason of transgressions or

sorrows, to subdue lofty thoughts and self-

sufficienej", by humble self-abnegation, to make
the " crooked things" or the " rugged things"

straight or smooth, and the rough ground where

heights were tumbled on heights a deep val-

ley, by forsaking evil. The moral preparation,

not the physical, is meant. A. M. Bab^ion

is not named nor the Exile, nor the restoration

to Palestine. On the other hand, the Xcw Tes-

tament refers this passage directly and explic-

itly to the preaching of John the Baptist, as

the great work which was to prepare the way
for the INIessiah. Remarkably the three earlier

Gospel historians, jMatthew, Mark and Luke,

have but one voice to this point, and that is

entirely explicit. H. C.

Prepare ye the way. As every East-

ern traveller has learned, roads, in our sense of

the term, are unknown. The feet of camels

and horses are the only road-makers in the

East ; and generation after generation walks

round the same boulder, makes a circuit round

the same hollow, no man ever dreaming of cut

ting, levelling, banking up or draining a road,

altho\igh the remains of the paved and levelled
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highways of those master engineers, the Ro-

mans, may be seen at every turn. But let a

sultan or a shall propose a royal progress, and

then all is changed. Pioneers are hurriedly

sent forward along the whole route ; the neigh-

boring population is at once impressed, and

compelled to work without pay, the stones are

gathered out, the dry watercourses are filled

in, the rocks are scarped, the sides of the hills

are cut, and the track levelled and guarded.

No obstacle delaj^s the monarch's advance. I

myself have seen exactly this preparation made,

and the road cut and levelled from Jaffa to

Jerusalem, to receive the visit of the Prince

Imperial of Austria. But it lasts not long.

The first rain washes all this loose earth away,

and the old rocks and watercourses reappear.

Trintram.

This is the very labor by which we are re-

quired to prepare His way. This is the very

work which His Church must do. She must

cast up the highway for the progress of the

Gospel by her own efforts, self-denial and

prayer. She has no questions to ask but what

is the will of the Lord ; that being known, to

be deterred by difficulties is to renounce her

faith, and to withhold her sacrifices is to be un-

worthy of the office to which her Lord has

commissioned her. TJtornwell.

The prophet looked beyond the redemption

of Israel from captivity to the redemption of

the nations from the God of this world, from the

powers of darkness, through the coming of

Christ. What might seem impossible to short-

lived men and to human agencies, that wither

like the grass, was made sure by the enduring

word of the Lord; and centuries later, when
Jerusalem had forever lost her independent na-

tionality, and was held as a vassal of Rome, the

voice of John the Baptist was heard in the wil-

derness of Judea, crying, " Prepare ye the way
of the Lord ;" and her King came, whose tri-

umph, begun in suffering, is going on to possess

the earth till " all flesh shall see it together."

J. P. T.

5. The simple meaning is, that when the

way should be prepared, the glory of God
would be universally displayed ; a promise too

extensive to be fully verified in that event or

period of history. A. This " revealing of

the glory of the Lord" is that which was made
by the incarnation, the earthly life, the Divine

teachings and the vicarious death of the Son of

God. For this is distinctively and superlatively

the great revealing of God's glory to men—far

more signal and complete than any other, and

therefore, with high probability, this is tlte

manifestation of God which is primarily in

view here. The teachings of the New Testa-

ment on this point are exceedingly full and ex-

plicit. Remarkably all its leading writers con-

cur in describing the incarnation of Jesus as

being " Ood manifested in the flesh," and as a

revealing of the glory of God.

6-8. The point made in these three verses is

that God's word of promise is sure of accom-

plishment. Men may fail, but God never. The
generations of men pass away ; there are no
passing generations in the eternal life of God.

Men may prove untrue, and for this reason

their words may fail ; but God is forever truth-

ful, and therefore both fully disposed and rich-

ly able to make good every word He hath spo-

ken. 1 Pet. 1 : 24, 25 quotes portions of the

passage before us, and adds, " And this is the

word which by the Gospel is preached unto

you ;" that is, he takes this " word" in its

broad sense, comprehending those great siMrit-

ual truths, fundamental to salvation, which the

Spirit employs in regeneration. He manifestly

contemplates the truths, not as promises, but

as facts. The prophet thinks of them as prom-

ise. Thus those very Gospel truths which were

facts to Peter were promise to Isaiah. They
dawned on the race first in the light and form

of promise. In the personal advent of the Mes-

siah they were fulfilled, and then became real-

ized facts ; tbe Gospel word preached every-

where. Peter and Isaiah, therefore, think of

the same "word of the Lord," and since we
know that Peter's icord is the Gospel, we infer

with certainty that Isaiah's word also refers to

the great truths of the Gospel. H. C.

Amid all the changes on earth, all the revo-

lutions of empires, all the passing away of

kingdoms, God is the same, and His promises

are unfailing. We see the grass wither at the

return of autumn or in the drought ; we see

the flower of the field lose its beauty and de-

cay ; we see man confident in his strength, re-

joicing in his vigor and his health, cut down in

an instant ; we see cities fall, and kingdoms

lose their power and vanish from among na-

tions, but the word of God is the same. He
changes not. He presides in all these revolu-

tions ; sits calm and unmoved amid all these

changes ; and carries forward His great designs.

Not one of His promises shall fail ; and at the

end of all the changes which human things

shall undergo, Jehovah, the God of His people,

will be the same ; and they will be enabled to

say that all His promises have been fulfilled.

Barnes.

The repetition of the theme of man's frailty
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gives emphasis to the contrast of the unchange-

able stability of God's word. Everything love-

ly, bright and vigorous in humanity wilts and

dies. One thing alone remains fresh from age

to age—the uttered will of Jehovah. His

breath kills and makes alive. It withers the

creatural, and it speaks the undying word.

This message is to follow those others which

tell of God's merciful promises, that trembling

hearts may not falter when they see all created

stays sharing the common lot, but may rest as-

sured that God's promises are as good as God's

facts, and so may hope when all things visible

would preach despair. It was given to hearten

confideuce in the prophecy of a future revelation

of the glory of God. It remains with us to heart-

en confidence in a past revelation, which will

stand unshaken, whatever forces war against it.

Its foes and its friends are alike short-lived as

the summer's grass. The defences of the one

and the attacks of the other are being antiquated

while being spoken ; but the bare word of God,

the record of the incarnate word, who is the

true revelation of the glory of God, will stand

forever, " And this is the word which by the

Gospel is preached to you." A. M.

7, 8. The tiower fades and falls off the plafit,

but it does not altogether vanish. Some part

of it, larger or smaller according to the species,

remains behind to form the nucleus of the fruit.

In every case the lower portion of the central

and most important part of the blossom is left,

and it is out of it that the fruit is formed. The
fruit, in the language of the botanist, is only

the enlarged and matured pistil. Yes, the

flower as a flower fades, but there is a some-

thing in it, and developed by it, which abides.

The ripe fruit has the beauty of the blossom,

but it has a great deal more. And so is it with

these fleeting lives of ours. The kingdom of

heaven is within every true human life. The
permanent derives something of its grace and
value from that which is transient. It takes

unto itself and perpetuates all that was good
and true and useful in the fading flower. The
flower fades, but the glory of it lives—that word
of God, of which it was the inspired but silent

teacher, abideth an incorruptible seed in the

soul that received it and turned it into fruit.

All the circumstances of our natural life will

soon fade away and disappear. But the moral

discipline which they afforded us, the virtues

and the graces which they helped to produce
and develop, will survive as a part of our being

here and hereafter. Macmillan.

Since John wrote in his cell at Patmos, and
Paul preached in his own hired house at Rome,

J
the world has been turned upside down ; all

old things have passed away ; all things on
earth have changed but one. Rivalling in

fixedness, and more than rivalling in bright-

ness, the stars that saw our world born and
shall see it die, that rejoiced in its birth and
shall be mourners at its burial, the word of

our God stands forever. Time, that weakens
all things else, has but strengthened the im-

pregnable position of the believer's faith, and
hope, and confidence. And as, year by year,

the tree adds another ring to its circumference,

every age has added the testimony of its events

to this great truth, " The grass withereth, and

the flower fadeth, but the word of the Lord

shall endure forever." Gutlirie. The word
of Jehovah takes its character from Him. It is

immutable, it is enduring. Nothing prevails

against it. Satan has attempted its perver-

sion. He assailed it in the garden when the

first Adam was tempted successfully ; he as-

sailed it in the wilderness when the last Adam
was tempted unsuccessfully ; but it was
stronger than he. Man has assailed it in his

unbelief, levelling at it the shafts of ridicule,

or smiting it with the sword of an unbelieving

criticism, or burning it in the flames of a ma-

lignant hostility, yet it has continued un-

harmed, living and mighty as ever. And so it

shall continue everlastingly. " Heaven and

earth shall pass away, but My word shall not

pass away." Over it, as over Him, years have

no power. N. W. Wells.

The w^ord is its own best evidence. It will

correct all the misrepresentation of its foes

and supplement the inadequate defences of its

friends. Amid all the changes of attacks that

have their day and cease to be, amid all the

changes of our representations of its endless

fulness, it will live. Schools of thought that

assail and defend it pass, but it abides. Of both

enemy and friend it is true, " The grass with-

ereth, and the flower thereof passcth away."

How antique and ineffectual the pages of the

past generations of either are compared with

the ever-fresh youth of the Bible, which, like

the angels, is the youngest and is the oldest of

books. The world can never lose it ; and not-

withstanding all assaults, we may rest upon
His assurance, whose command is prophecy,

Avheu He says, " Write it before them in a

table, and note it in a book, that it may he for

the time to come forever and ever." A. M.

Over the whole realm of knowledge the

Scripture lifts its sceptre, and the star of our

Lord is as truly the guiding light of science as

of faith. The truths of men are to be encom-
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passed, they are to be illumined by the truth in

Scripture, and from it they are to learn what,

without it, they cannot know. For there are

Irutha that science sublimely believes ; "it

labors in their light and journeys in their

hope," but it cannot prove them ; it is ever

drawing nearer to them, but it cannot teach

them ; these truths the Bible makes certain.

The Bible is to be harmonized with itself alone
;

that is, so far as possible, its truth is to be seen

in its unity. Vainly into compari.son with it is

brought anything else, for it is written "God
hath magnified His word above all His name."
The Bible has outlasted forms of society, sys-

tems of science. It will outlive them all.

Thousands of years are gone since it was writ-

ten " the grass withereth, and the flower fad-

eth. but the word of God shall stand forever."

Its everlasting truth is of another duration than

pertains to the material worlds whose years are

numbered. F. W. Upham.

The singleness of truth constitutes the basis

of its exclusiveness. It claims for itself, ex-

clusively and without rival, the faith and obe-

dience of mankind ; a claim that is exclusive

because it is just, and that could not be consis-

tent without requiring thus the rejection of all

error. These exclusive claims are often mis-

represented as involving the most odious in-

tolerance and illiberality. But in truth there is

no more a possibility of the existence of sev-

eral true religions than there is of the existence

of more than one God. From the one Jehovah
there can emanate but the one truth—devel-

oped, indeed, in different degrees at different

ages, in Judaism the bud, in Christianity the

expanded flower—but essentially, and in all

ages, the one unchanged and unchangeable re-

ligion, revealing for man the sinner salvation,

through an atonement and mediator of Divine

appointment. Wm. R. Williams.

The Gospel has been tried by the young and

the old, the wise and the weak, the cultured

and the untaught, by men and women under
every variety of climate and civilization, in

every stage of guilt and innocence, and all have

found it better than it promised to be, and its

Lord more fully accredited to be the Christ of

God. This testimony is every day repeated in

myriads of prayers that go up before God. It

is warbled and sung in the praises of throngs

of men, in the sacreduess of solitude and under

the inspiration of worship. It is attested by
the peace of God^that is written on the brows
of myriads of life-long sufferers, and by the

unutterable joy which has looked forth from
the eyes of multitudes as they have wrestled

!
with death. The disciples of Christ are divid-

I

ed on many points, but on one point their tes-

timony is united, that He has proved Himself
to be nearer and better than they could have
expected with the measure of faith and love

which they have given Him. iV'. Porter.

There is no book so real as the Bible, a book
of realities grand, glorious, palpable, terrible.

Its God is a real, living God. Its law is a re-

alit}'. Its spiritual world is a reality. Its

threatenings against evil-doers are realities
;

its promises and hopes are realities ; its salva-

tion is a reality ; its life and death, its resur-

rection and judgment, its heaven and hell are

realities. And these realities have an object.

The Bible aims throughout to make men better.

Perfection of character is its aim ; and the rev-

elation of God in His holiness and His mercy,

in His law and His redemption is its means.

The Bible is a sublime symphony framed about

the theme of man's reconciliation with God.

The theme runs through different keys and
various movements, but the listening ear catches

it again and again ; it emerges from the chaos

of the fall in the song of Moses, the servant of

God ; the harps of David and Isaiah give it a

distincter and sublimer utterance ; the angels

breaking the silence of the midnight air chant

it over Bethlehem ; it rises more clear and

waxes more loud in the doxologies of Paul

and the choruses of John until it rolls through

the arches of heaven in one magnificent choral

of earth and sky, the song of Moses and the

Lamb. J. P. T.

9. Zion or Jerusalem herself is represented

as the bearer of good tidings to the towns of

Judah. This construction is recommended by

the beautiful personification, which it intro-

duces, of the holy city as the seat of the true

religion and the centre of the Church. The
office here ascribed to it is the same that is rec-

ognized in chap. 3:3: " The laic shall go forth

from Zion, and the word of the Lordfrom Jeru-

salem." Not only in the restoration from cap-

tivity or in the personal advent of the Saviour,

but in every instance of the Lord's return to

His forsaken people, it is the duty of the Church

to communicate as well as to receive the joyful

tidings. A. In the nature of the case God
must first give the Gospel to Zion, and then re-

quire her to publish it. First, angels brought

the glad news from heaven ; then Jesus and

His disciples took it up to publish, first in order

to all the cities of Judah. and then, by His Di-

vine behest, over all the world, to every crea-

ture. A grand, magnificent summons is this to

preach the glad tidings of the Divine Saviour
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come at last ! The ages had been waiting in

anxious expectation and long-deferred hope
;

now let the daughters of Zion themselves be-

come evangelists, and ascending the highest

hill-tops of the land lift up their voice with

strength and proclaim, " Behold your God !"

H. C.

9, lO. The prophecy refers to the Church.

It sets forth her highest office as being the

proclamation of her indwelling King. The

possession of Christ makes the Church the evan-

gelist for the world ; for it gives the capacity

and the impulse as well as the obligation.

Every Christian has this command binding on

him by the fact of his having Christ. The

command sets forth the bold clearness which

should mark the herald's call, " Lift up thy

voice with strength." Bated breath is no fit

vehicle for God's Gospel. There are too many
of God's heralds who are always apologizing

for their message, and seeking to reconcile it

with popular opinions. We are all apt to

speak truth less confidently because it is de-

nied ; but, while it is needful to speak with all

gentleness and in meekness to them that op-

pose, it is cowardly, as well as impolitic, to let

one tremor be heard in our tones, though a

world should deny our message. The com-

mand tells the substance of the Church's mes-

sage. Its heart is the proclamation of the man-

ifested God. To gaze on Jesus is to behold

God. That God is made known in the twin

glories of power and gentleness. He comes as

a strong one. His dominion rests on His own
power, and on no human allies. His reign is

retributive, and that not merely as penally

recompensing evil, but as rewarding the faith

and hope of those who waited for Him.

The paradox of the Gospel, which points to

a poor, weak man, dying in the dark, on a

cross, and says, " Behold the great power of

God !" is anticipated in this prophecy. The

triumphant paradox of the apostle is shadowed

here :
" We preach Christ crucified, the power

of God, and the wisdom of God." A. M.

II. This is the earliest distinct application

of this figure of the shepherd to the Messiah.

It stands here in its blended beauty and strength,

exceedingly i-ich in its points of analogy and

tenderly precious in its great moral lessons. To
the Jews, familiar witii all the details and there-

fore comprehending perfectly the significance

of shepherd life, this comparison must have

been intensely rich and expressive. Then our

Lord appropriates to Himself tliis beautifully

descriptive figure, saying with special refer-

ence to these prophecies, " I am tlie good shep-

herd ;" not merely, I am a shepherd, and not

merely, I am the shepherd ; but yet more spe-

cifically, " I am the good shepherd ;" the same

whose good qualities were so fully presented

by Isaiah. H. C. And what can fill iis with a

loftier inspiration or lift us into a more sublime

and blessed confidence than this, the fact that

Christ, the Eternal Shepherd, has a personal rec-

ognition of us, leading us on, by name, and call-

ing us to follow. No matter whether He calls us

into ways of gain or of suffering, of honor or

of scorn ; it is all one, with such a lecwler before

us. Nay, if we go down to sound the depths

of sorrow, and ennoble the pains of sacrifice,

what are these but a more inspiring and more
Godlike call, since He is now our leader even

here. Bushnell.

No description could more beautifully de-

scribe the character of the Redeemer. In the

New Testament He is often described as a shep-

herd, tender and kind, and regarding the wel-

fare of all His flock, and as ready to give His

life for them (John 10 : 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15 ; Heb.

13 : 20 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 25 ; 5 : 4). We are here

strikingly reminded that He has a special solici-

tude for the feeble and infirm, and that they

will be the objects of His tender care ; and that

He feels a particular interest in the young.

He knows their feebleness ; He is acquainted

with their temptations ; He sees the impor-

tance of their being trained up with care ; and

He looks with deep interest, therefore, on all

the efforts made to guard them from the ways of

sin, and to train them up for His service. Barnes.

12. The sudden transition is most heart-stir-

ring and impressive. How great ! how wise !

how thoughtful and constant in love is the

Lord, the Good Shepherd, who is to come 1

The message opens with a charge to comfort,

and ends with a promise of strength restored

and comfort attained. Birks.

This sublimel}^ grand portrayal of God as

Almighty and All-wise continues nearly to the

close of this chapter, and then comes to its

point of practical application in the great truth.

Almighty to give strength and succor to lEs peo-

ple, and therefore a legitimate object of s-upreme

trust. The questions in this passage, " ^yho

hath measured," etc., carry their own answer

with I'csistless force, None, but Ood! What
conceptions are these of the vastness of His

power and of the infinite ease with Avhich He
controls the material universe ! H. C.

Some astronomers have computed that there

are no less than 75,000,000 of suns in this uni-

verse. The fixed stars are all suns, having,

like our sun, numerous planets revolving round
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them. The solar system, or that to which we
belong, has about thirty planets, primary and

secondary, belonging to it. The circular field

of space which it occupies is in diameter 3,600,-

000,000 of miles ; and that which it controls

much greater. That sun which is nearest

neighbor to ours is called Sirius, distant from

our sun about 22,000,000,000 of miles. Now,
if all the fi.xed stars are as distant from each

other as Sirius is from our sun ; if the solar

system be the average magnitude of all the sys-

tems of the 75,000,000 of suns, what imagina-

tion can grasp the immensity of creation ?

Every sun of the 75,000,000 controls a field of

space about 10,000,000,000 of miles in diame-

ter. Who can survey a plantation containing

75,000,000 of circular fields, each 10,000,000,000

of miles ? Such, however, is one of tlie plan-

tations of Him who has measured the waters in

the hollow of His hand, and meted out heaven

with a span, and comprehended the dust of the

earth in a measure, weighed the moimtains in

scales, and the hills in a balance ; Him who,

sitting upon the orbit of the earth, stretches

out the heavens as a curtain, and spreadeth

them out as a tent to dwell in. Anon.

It has been proved by Professor Faraday

that it requires more electricity to decompose

a drop of Avater than to charge a thunder-

cloud. What a revelation of power we have

here ! In every droj) of water there is a con-

stant striving of the elements to escape ; they

are exerting a force to break the bonds that

unite them, which can be measured only by
the power of concentrated thunderbolts, and

j^et this immense force is kept in check by a

force of equal power, and so exactly balanced

that not the slightest disturbance can occnr.

When, now, I reflect that this chemical force

has produced a result which all human strength,

aided by the appliances of modern art, has been

unable to effect—that in every particle of water

the force is still acting, so that every rain-drop

which falls animates the river or swells the

ocean, is a silent monitor of human weakness,

I am overwhelmed by that mystery in nature,

which here as elsewhere ever points upward to

the Infinite, and thus sihaitly teaches that the

mighty influence which binds the atoms of the

rain-drop is merely the manifestation of His

ceaseless power who holdeth " the waters in

the hollow of His hand." Cooke.

12, 13. Bf)th these verses are designed alike

to set forth His supremacy and independence,

by describing Him as measuring and regulat-

ing all things, while Himself incapable either

of measurement or regulation. A.

15. Here is still another view of the great-

ness of God. The prophet first compared Him
with the universe of matter, in which the ocean
waters are to Him only a handful ; next with
the universe of created mind, challenging the

whole of it to produce a thought new to God,
or a suggestion that could add to His wisdom

;

and next, he measures God (so to speak) against

the nations of men. They are to Him only as

the drop hanging from the buclvet—a mere
drop of water ; or as the small dust whose
weight on the scales is inappreciable. H. C.

1 6. "And Lebanon is not enouglifor burning,

and its beasts are not enough for a sacrifice."

The supremacy and majesty of God are now
presented by expressions borrowed from the

Mosaic ritual. He is not only independent of

the power, but also of the good-will of His crea-

tures. This general allusion to oblation, as au

act of homage or of friendship, suits the con-

nection better than a specific reference to expia-

tion. The insufficiency of tliese offerings is set

forth not in a formal proposition, but by means
of a striking individualization. For general

terms He substitutes one striking instance, and

asserts of that what might be asserted of the

rest. If Lebanon could not sufilce, what could ?

The imagery here used is justly described by
Umbreit as magnificent : nature the temple

;

Lebanon the altar ; its lordly woods the pile
;

its countless beasts the sacrifice.

1§. "And (noic) to ichom will ye liken God,

and what likeness will ye compare to Him?"
The inevitable logical conclusion from the pre-

vious considerations is that God is one and that

there is no other. From this, the prophet now
proceeds to argue, that it is folly to compare

God even with the most exalted creature, how
much more with lifeless matter.

19. The verse contains a direct answer to

the question in the one before it. What have

you to set over against such a God ? The im-

age which an ordinary workman manufac-

tures. This construction enables us to account

for the position of tJie image at the beginning

of the sentence, and for its having the definite

article. A.

22-31. The true use of nature is to teach us

to observe God in His works, and so to help

our faitli in the higher sphere of spiritual re-

ligion. But men i)ervert nature, on the one

hand, to the displacement of God, b}' substi-

tuting its forces for His power, its laws for His

Spirit ; and on the other, to the degrading

and caricaturing of the divinity through mate-

rial objects of worship. The prophet, having

t'xhibited, even to the verge of ridicule, the
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folly and worthlessness of idolatry, and the

emptiness and vanity of worldly rank and

power, would have us regard the earth in the

iirmness of its foundations and the breadtli of

its circuit, the heavens in their widespread

glory, the stars in their ordered beauty and

majesty, as evidences of the inapproachable

unity, power and dominion of God. But this

everlasting Creator and Lord, whose nature no

image could represent, whose understanding no

philosophy could measure, will reveal Himself

to the consciousness of those who humbly wait

upon His pleasure, and will communicate to

them of His wisdom and strength. The high-

est power of man exhausts itself by its own
exertion ; the freshest vigor, after a little,

grows weary and faint, and must be renewed

by rest. But the strength that the Lord im-

parts to the trusting soul never exhausts itself,

nor tires him who exerts it. It is perpetually

self-renewing. And he who by faith so uses

this Divine power as to overcome the down-

ward tendency of sense and sin will gain such

freedom and vigor, that, as the eagle mounts

to the sun, he will rise to the Source of all light

and love. J. P. T.

23, 24. These verses add still another point

in this magnificent comparison of the Omnipo-
tent God with His various works. He has been

compared with the material universe ; with all

nations ; with graven images ; with all the in-

habitants of the earth ; and now with their

princes and judges. How easily can He re-

duce them to nothing ; break down their power
;

lay their glory in the dust ! Yea, ere they are

planted and sown and ere they have taken firm

root He only blows upon them, and they wither

away.

25. Where we might expect some of those

names of God which signify omnipotence, or

perhaps power in combination with wisdom
and majesty, these points being made specially

prominent in this passage (verses 12-26), we
really have neither of these, but this only

—

" the Holy Oner H. C.

26. As a general reviews a numerous army,

so " He bringeth out their host ;" and by num-
ber, so that each one in their vast array is sep-

arately known. He discerns the character and
the place of every star, and the part it has to

fulfil in His vast scheme of creation. Night
after night each one keeps its place, for thou-

sands of years, and performs its own circuit in

the heavens. The constancy of the laws of

nature illustrates and confirms, but can never

set aside, the dominion of God.

27. This wonderful greatness of the Most

High, i-evealed in His works, is now applied

to strengthen and comfort His fearful-hearted

people. However dark tlie clouds around

them, one glimpse of His majesty, when joined

with His promises, ought to banish all their

fears. The repetition implies the frequency of

their complaints, and the question itself, their

folly. The birth-name, Jacob, and the cove-

nant-name, Israel, are a secret appeal to the

love of the Creator and the grace of the Re-

deemer. Birks.

28. The God whom the Bible discloses and

the moral system which it reveals lose nothing

when compared with the extent of nature or

with the simplicity and majesty of her laws
;

they seem rather worthy to be enthroned upon
and to preside over such an amazing domain.

M. H.

28-31. This Almighty Lord, incapable of

weariness Himself, is also the stay of His wea-
ried people. All besides, however strong they

may appear, are liable to exhaustion and de-

cay. But the weakest, who resort to Him
who is the Fountain of life, shall receive

new life and vigor from His Divine fulness
;

shall run swiftly onward in their journey

as pilgrims to a better land, and mount up-

ward, in holy aspirations, toward heaven.

The poor in spirit will be satisfied forever from
the fulness of God. Birks. Feeble arc we ?

Yes, without God we are nothing. But what,

by faith, every man may be God requires him
to be. This is the only Christian idea of duty.

Measure obligation by inherent ability ! No,

Christian obligation has a very different meas-

ure. It is measured by the power that God
will give us, measured by the gifts and possi-

ble increments of faith. That only is Christian

faith that lives in the power of faith ; in that

does its works, makes its sacrifices, sustains its

hopes and measures its holy obligations. Al-

most everything a Christian is to do for his

times and the sphere in which he lives tran-

scends his ability, and the very greatness and

joy of his experience consists in the fact that

he is exalted above himself, and made a par-

taker in his works of a Divine power, as in his

character of the Divine nature. He is a man
who lives in God and by God is girded to his

duties and his triumphs—God in nature, God
in the Gospel, God in the Spirit, God in the

plenitude of His promises. Buslinell.

30, 31. The best of human vigor will tire

—

that of young men in their prime, such as are

chosen for war (the sense of the Hebrew), will

by no means endure unremitted tension. But
they that wait upon God, not here in the sense
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of service, but of trustful faith, shall grow
stronger. Through grace, in response to such

faith, the Christian life goes on from strength

to strength, from victory to other victories ever-

more yet greater, rising triumphant over suc-

cessive temptations, and at last coming off more

than conqueror through Him that hath loved

and therefore never fails to help. The promise

has ever been true. It has been found in the

experience of thousands and tens of thousands,

that by waiting on the Lord the heart has been

invigorated ; the faith has been confirmed
;

and the affections have been raised above the

world. Strength has been given to bear trial

without murmuring ; to engage in arduous duty

without fainting, and to pursue the perilous

and toilsome journey of life without exhaus-

tion. Barnes.

Here, on the one hand, is the boundless ocean

of the Divine strength, unfathomable in its

depth, full after all draughts, tideless and calm,

in all its movement never troubled, in all its

repose never stagnating ; and on the other side

is the empty aridity of our poor, weak natures.

Faith opens these to the influx of that great

sea, and " according to our faith," in the exact

measure of our receptivity, does it enter our

hearts. In itself the gift is boundless. It has

no limit except the infinite fulness of the power

which worketh in us. But in reference to our

possession it is bounded by our capacity, and

though that capacity enlarges by the very fact

of being filled, and so every moment becomes

greater through fruition, yet at each moment
it is the measure of our possession, and our

faith is the measure of our capacity. Our

power is God's power in us, and our faith is the

power with which we grasp God's power and

make it ours. So then, in regard to God, our

faith is the condition of our being strengthened

with might by His Spirit. A. M.

There is only one pledge for the permanence
of any good thing that is in you—viz., that you
bring it to God, and that you reserve itfor God
with that higher consecration which He only

can give it—not now any more a virtue of this

world, but a grace of the kingdom of heaven
;

and that you bring it to Him again and again,

for indeed all your fresh springs must be in

Him ; and they that wait on Him, they, and

they only, renew their strength, run and are

not weary, walk and are not faint ; they, and

they only, bring forth fruit in old age to show
that the Lord is upright, and that there is no

unrighteousness in Him. Trench.

Devotion is not the end of Christian life ; we
wait upon God that we may renew our strength

for noble service. In our eagerness to press

within the temple to look upon the face of God
we must not pass unheeding by the suffering

ones who lie with appealing glance and voice

outside the temple-gate. Visions of God which

lead to no active service will soon die out.

J. R. M.

Thus closes this wonderfully rich and beauti

ful chapter. Accepting it as revealing prima-

rily and directly the opening scenes and the

distinctive glories of the Gospel age, resting

(so to speak) upon the assumed I'estoration from

Babylon as the underlying conception in some

of its figures, the whole becomes intensely

graphic and luxuriantly rich in its revelations.

The soul of the Gospel is the soul and the life

of this chapter. Its great central truth is. The

Son of God heeoming manifest inhuman flesh—
the Redeemer and the saving strength of His trust-

ing people. H. C.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER XLI.

41 : 1 Keep silence before me, O islands ; and let the peoples renew their strength : let

3 them come near ; then let them speak : let us come near together to judgement. Who hath

raised up one from the east, whom he calleth in righteousness to his foot ? he giveth nations

before him, and maketh him rule over kings ; he giveth them as the dust to his sword, as

3 the driven stubble to his bow. He pursueth them, and passeth on safely ; even by a way
4 that be had not gone with his feet. Who hath wrought and done it, calling the generations

5 from the beginning ? I the Lord, the first, and with the last, I am he. The isles saw, and

6 feared ; the ends of the earth trembled : they drew near, and came. They helped every one

7 his neighbour ; and every one said to his brother. Be of good courage. So the carpenter en-

couraged the goldsmith, and he that smootheth with the hammer him that smiteth the anvil,

saying of the soldering. It is good : and he fastened it with nails, that it should not be

moved.

8 But thou, Israel, my servant, Jacob whom I have chosen, the seed of Abraham my friend
;

9 thou whom I have taken hold of from the ends of the earth, and called thee from the corners

thereof, and said unto thee. Thou art my servant, I have chosen thee and not cast thee away
;

10 fear thou not, for I am with thee ; be not dismayed, for I am thy God : I will strengthen

thee
;
yea, I will help thee

;
yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand of my righteous-

11 ness. Behold, all they that are incensed against thee shall be ashamed and confounded :

12 they that strive with thee shall be as nothing, and shall perish. Thou shali. seek them, and
shalt not find them, even them that contend with thee : they that war against thee shall be as

13 nothing, and as a thing of nought. For I the Lord thy God will hold tliy right hand, say-

14 ing unto thee. Fear not ; I will help thee. Fear not, thou worm Jacob, and ye men of Israel
;

15 I will help thee, saith the Lord, and thy redeemer is the Holy One of Israel. Behold, I will

make thee a new sharp threshing instrument having teeth : thou shalt thresh the mountains,

16 and beat them small, and shalt make the hills as chaff. Thou shalt fan them, and the wind
shall carry them away, and the whirlwind shall scatter them : and thou shalt rejoice in the

17 Lord, thou shalt glory in the Holy One of Israel. The poor and needy seek water and there

is none, and their tongue faileth for thirst ; I the Lord will answer them, I the God of Israel

18 Avill not forsake them. I will open rivers on the bare heights, and fountains in the midst of

the valleys : I will make the wilderness a pool of water, and the dry land springs of water.

19 I will plant in the wilderness the cedar, the acacia tree, and the myrtle, and the oil tree ; I

20 will set in the desert the fir tree, the pine, and the box tree together : that they may see, and
know, and consider, and understand together, that the hand of the Lord hath done this, and
the Holy One of Israel hath created it.

21 Produce your cause, saith the Lord ; bring forth your strong reasons, saith the King of

22 Jacob. Let them bring them forth, and declare unto us Avhat shall happen : declare ye the

former things, what thsy be, that we may consider them, and know the latter end of them
;

23 or shew us things for to come. Declare the things that are to come hereafter, that we may
know that ye are gods : yea, do good, or do evil, that wo may be dismayed, and behold it

24 together. Behold, ye are of nothing, and your work of nought : an abomination is he that

chooseth you.

25 I have raised up one from the north, and he is come ; from the rising of the sun one that

calleth upon my name : and he shall come upon rulers as upon mortar, and as the potter

26 treadeth clay. Who hath declared it from the beginning, that we may know ? and before-

time, that we may say, He is righteous ? yea, there is none that declareth, yea, there is none
27 that sheweth, yea, there is none that heareth your words. / first will say unto Zion, Behold,

28 behold them
;
and I will give to Jerusalem one that bringeth good tidings. And when I

look, there is no man
; even among them there is no counsellor, that, when I ask of them, can

29 answer a word. Behold, all of them, their works are vanity and nought : their molten
images arc wind and confusion.
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Chap. 41. Until the ends of Israel's na-

tional existence are accomplished, that exist-

ence must continue, in spite of hostile nations

and their gods, who shall all perish sooner than

the chosen people (verse 1-16). However fee-

ble Israel may be in himself Jehovah will pro-

tect him, and raise up the necessary instru-

ments for his deliverance and triumph (verses

17-29).

1. Having proved the impotence of idols in

a direct address to Israel, Jehovah now sum-

mons the idolaters themselves to enter into con-

troversy with Him. The challenge is a gen-

eral one directed to the whole heathen world,

and islands is a poetical variation for lands or

at the most for maritime lands or sea-coasts.

Silence in this connection implies attention or

the fact of listening, which is expressed in Job

33 : 31. A.

2. It was God, the just avenger of His peo-

ple, acting as the genius or personitication of

justice, who raised up Cyrus and gave him his

great power. The last clause indicates the tre-

mendous energy of his arms. God will make
the nations as dust before his sword. Abrupt-

ly the first question, "Who raised up," etc.,

breaks off before it is fully expressed, and the

Lord answers it by putting in the foreground

the idea that His own avenging justice was

aroused to bring out a mighty conqueror for

the deliverance of His people. " Called him to

His foot" is the Hebrew phrase for service and

especially in war. H. C.

The Divine appointment, leading, protection

and guidance were never more strongly mani-

fested than in the case of Cyrus, whose career,

to fulfil which he was raised up, was marked

out for him before he was born. It is interest-

ing to observe that in the prophecies of Isaiah

there is a gradual preparation for the distinct

production of Cyrus by name. In the thir-

teenth chapter, entitled " The Burden of Baby-

lon," he and his warriors are produced as the

ministers of the Lord's judgment upon Baby-

lon, without being named and without Cyrus

himself being characterized by any distinguish-

ing epithet. But here he is indicated as " the

righteous man out of the East," and in the

final prophecy (chaps. 44-46) the Lord not only

names Cyrus, but calls him His "shepherd,"

His " anointed " and "the man that execut-

eth My counsel," forming, taken together, a

splendid series of characterizing epithets, such

as never in Scripture are given to any but the

most illustrious of the Hebrew race. Kitto.

3. This the briefest possible history of the

wars of Cyrus, pursuing his fleeing enemies

and still passing on with safety to himself, for

no nation made an effective stand against him.

The last clause expresses the amazing rapidity

of his movements by saying that he did not

seem to pass over the road with his feet, but

rather to fly.

6, 7. Now the time has come for the idol-

atrous nations of the world to bring forward

their idol gods and invoke them to show their

prowess and to measure arms with the Al-

mighty. H. C. Both verses contain a sar-

castic description of the vain appeal of the

idolaters to the protection of their tutelary dei-

ties. Tlie sarcasm consists in making the idol-

aters dependent upon idols, which are them-

selves dependent upon common workmen and

the most trivial mechanical operations for their

form and their stability. Hence the particular

enumeration of the different artificers employed

in the manufacture of these deities. A.

8-10. In verses 8 and 9 the Lord accosts His

people and describes them, showing what He
has done for them. In verse 10 He reaches the

substance of what He would say—an exhorta-

tion to dismiss all fear and be assured that as

God had helped them, so He would still. Verse

9 refers specially to God's calling the seed of

Abraham out from among idolaters (see Josh.

24 : 2), gathering them from remote lands, Mes-

opotamia, or Egypt. H. C.

10-20. The scope of these verses is to silence

the fears and encourage the faith of the ser-

vants of God in their distresses
;
perhaps it is

intended, in the first place, for the support of

God's Israel in captivity ; but all that faith-

fully serve God, " through patience and com-

fort of this Scripture, may have hope." And
it is addressed to Isi'ael as a single person, that

it might the more easily and readily be accom-

modated and applied by every Israelite indeed

to himself. That is a word of caution, counsel

and comfort, which is so often repeated, " Fear

thou not ;" and again (verse 13), " Fear not,"

and (verse 14), " Fear not, thou worm Jacob
;

fear not the threatenings of the enemy, doubt

not the promises of thy God ; fear not that thou

shalt perish in thine affliction, or that the prom-

ise of thy deliverance shall fail." It is against

the mind of God that His people should be a

timorous people. H.

10. "Fear thou not, for I am with thee,"

here is an antidote for all fears. Wlieii tempted

to fret because of withholdings or inflictions, or

apparent inequalities of providence, let the

words " Be not dismayed, for I am thy God,"

calm and satisfy the soul. And if faintness in

sore trial or diflSicult service steals over the soul,
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remember who liatli said, " I will strengthen

thee ;
yea, I will help thee

;
yea, I will uphold

thee with the right hand of My righteousness."

Co.v.

The soul which has such a relation to God as

that God says to liim, " I am thy God," can

never die. The mere fact that between me and

God, through Ilis Spirit, there has come this

close, intimate, marvellous connection, is the

great guarantee of everlasting life. It is im-

possible that there should ever come the cessa-

tion and the interruption of that fellowship.

All religion has immortality in it. God will

not slay His own child. If the Spirit is mine

here, then the spirit in which that Spirit dwells

is gifted with immortality by its indwelling
;

and the Temple that God has entered shall never

be desecrated or cast down.

Look at this twofold encouragement, "lam
with thee and I am thy God," and "I will

strengthen thee, help thee, and uphold thee."

Look at the majesty with which the sovereign

autocratic /, /, /, keeps rolling forth. God

puts His own great being as a shelter and a

breakwater between us and that great sea of

danger without. Get behind that great Break-

Avater, for it is quiet riding within. /, I, My
own magnificent personality, that is the only

thing that can make you strong. Only one

antagonist can master fear, and that is faith.

And only one Being can evoke faitli, and the

old word has it in all its beauty and simplicity,

" I will trust," and so I will not be afraid. If

I trust I find out the " soul of goodness in the

thing that is evil," and I cannot be afraid of

what He sends me.
'

' I will be with thee, be

not dismayed, for I am thy God." And that

is beautiful ! A single man can lay hold of

God, Can put out an unprcsumptuous hand and

say, " I claim Thee for mine !" A. M.

What the soul needs is not occasional, but

perpetual aid. Its wants never intermit, its

enemies are always at hand, its temptations are

omnipresent. The moment never comes when

it can stand alone. Essential weakness is its

own nature, separate from God. Its safety is

in a wondrous capacity to be filled, inspired

and energized by God. To be thus divinely

possessed and used is its true life and power.

But that the life and power may be continuous,

the Divine indwelling must be perpetual.

W. W. Pattoa.

Those who believe in Christ have the promise

of eternal life in Him. In hours of relaxed dil-

igence they perhaps let it slip ; but under real

pressure faith revives and grasps the promise

again. They may be humbled and distressed,

and they will acknowledge that they have

brought this on themselves ; but they are per-

suaded that He is faithful who promised, and

so will not cast them off. D. F.

I may be faint and weary, but my God can-

not. I may fluctuate and alter as to my frames

and feelings, but my Redeemer is unchange-

ably the same always. I might utterly fail and

come to nothing, if left to myself. But I can-

not be so left to myself. He will renew my
strength, either by changing my weakness into

strength or by enduing me with His own

power. He is wise to foresee and provide for

all my dangers. He is rich to relieve and suc-

cor me in all my wants. He is faithful to

perfect and perform all His promises. lie is

blessed and immortal, to enrich my poor de-

sponding soul with blessedness and immortali-

ty. A. Serle.

The grace which God gives is for the real oc-

casions of life. To forget this is to make the

whole of our moral and religious life morbid

and unreal. When God sends us work. He

sends us strength to do it ; and when He sends

us trouble, He sends us strength to bear it.

For troubles which we imagine for ourselves,

and for work we imagine for ourselves, we

must go for strength to our imagination—not

to Him. R. W. Bale. There are only two

salves for sorrow, prayer and work. Trust in

God and keep doing are the best recipes for

every human care. There are no wounds of

the spirit which they will not heal. Strength,

fortitude, patience, resignation, are as sure to

be vouchsafed to the sufferers who earnestly

pray for them, and at the same time are dili-

gent in the performance of their temporal tasks,

as the harvest is to follow the planting of the

seed. Anon.

14. "Fear not, saith the Lord." We see

there is no remedy for this fear but the voice

and word of the Lord ; only His encouragement

can hold us up in the conflict, and no created

power will bear us up in the strait ; His voice

and word give boldness and courage. Let us

not, because of our unworthiness, refuse the

promise. If it were for our deservings, it were

not grace. Labor indeed to be sensible of thy

weakness and unworthiness, that thou may the

better take the promise. Seeing God knows

thy weakness, unworthiness and every evil

that troubles thee, and meets them with, " Fear

not," take heart—strive on I Dickson.

The trouble which Ave bear rightly with

God's help gives new hope. If we have made

our sorrow an occasion for learning, by living

experience, somewhat more of His exquisitely
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varied and ever-ready power to aid and bless,

then it will teach us firmer confidence in these

inexhaustible resources, which we have thus

once more proved. If in my sorrow I have

been able to keep quiet because I have had

hold of God's hand, and if in that unstruggling

submission I have found that from His hand I

have been upheld and had strength above my
own infused into me, then my memory will

give the threads with which Hope weaves her

bright web. I build upon two things, God's

\inchangeableness and His lielp already re-

ceived ; and upon these foundations I may
wisely and safely rear a palace of hope which

shall never prove a castle in the air. The past,

when it is God's psist, is the surest pledge of

the future. Because He has been with us in

six troubles, therefore we may be sure that in

seven He will not forsake us. The light of

hope is the brightness, the face of God. A. M.

14. The word goel (r-edeemer) would suggest

to a Hebrew reader the ideas of a near kinsman

(Lev. 25 : 24, 25) and of deliverance from bond-

age by the payment of a ransom. Its highest

application occurs here and in Job 19 : 25. The
reference to the Son of God, although it might

not be perceptible of old, is now rendered neces-

sary by the knowledge that this act even under

the old dispensation is always referred to the

same person of the Trinity. A.
" The Holy One of Israel. " This title occurs

fourteen times in the earlier, fifteen times in

these later prophecies, elsewhere only twice in

Jeremiah, and also in Ps. 71 : 23 ;.78 : 41. It is

here the seal, first of God's threatenings, and

next of His glorious promises. Tlie title is

both emphatic, and inwrought into the texture

of the prophecy (41 : 14, 16, 20 ; 43 : 3, 14
;

45 : 11 ; 55 : 5 ; 60 : 14). Birkn.

15, The image presented is the strange but

strong one of a down-trodden worm reducing

hills to powder, the essential idea being that of

a weak and helpless object overcoming the

most disproportionate obstacles by strength

derived from another. In verse 16 this figure

is carried out and completed. The mountains,

having been completely threshed, are win-

nowed, in the usual Oriental mode, by being-

thrown to the wind. Israel, on the other hand,

is safe, not through his own strength, l)ut in

that of his protector, in wJiom—i.e., in his rela-

tion to whom he finds his highest happiness

and honor. A.

15. It matters not what strength they have
or want to wliom the promise is made, for the

whole strength stands in the promise. And
when God threatens, it matters not what

strength be in the party threatened ; for albeit

they were as mountains, yet He who threatens

can make a worm thresh them ; God's iiail can

ding them all in dust. Look never how weak
or how strong those are to whom God speaks,

for the weak shall be strong, and the strong

shall become weak.

16. " And thou shalt rejoice in the Lord,

shalt glory in the Holy One." Rejoice is for

the time bygone and present, and glory is for

the time to come ; which lets us see, that the

fruit or right use-making of our delivery past,

is to make us rejoice for the present, and glory

for the time to come. And indeed, the godly,

if they will not look to themselves, but to God,

may rejoice for time bygone, and glory for

time to come. Dickson.

17, There is nothing in the text or context

to deprive the passage of its genuine and full

sense as a general promise, tantamount to say-

ing, When My people feel their need, I will be

present to supplj' it. Such a promise those in

exile could not fail to find appropriate in their

case ; but it is equally appropriate in others,

and especially to the glorious deliverance of

the Church from the fetters of the old econo-

my. A.

19, 20. He plants all the choicest trees in

precisely the most unlikely situations, where

you would least of all expect them. With
trees, will return even to the ancient deserts

rains, vegetable growths, fertility, verdure

and beauty. God makes these extraordinary

superhuman changes that all men may know
that this is His almighty hand, working to

new-create where need be, for the relief, com-

fort and joy of His trusting people.

21, 22. The conception of a public hearing

as before a tribunal appears again. The Lord

demands of His opponents that they do their

best ; bring forward their strongest proofs
;

and especially He calls on them now to sliow if

they have prescience of the future—the power

of prophcc}'.

23. The challenge, " Do good, or do evil,"

we must consider as addressed to idol gods.

Let them really show that they do anything,

good or evil, and they shall have all credit for it.

The implication here—affirmed in the strongest

form in verse 24—is that they are mere noth-

ings, utterly powerless for any result, even the

least possible, good or evil. H. C.

25. I bave raised up one from the
north, etc. Cyrus is represented here as

coming from " the north, " and from the " east ;"

he was born of two different people, the Per-

sians by his father, the Medes by his mother.
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Pei'sia lay to the east of Babylon ; Media north-

ward, and Cyrus's army (of which the Medes

made a considerable part) is described (Jer.

50 : 9, 41) as coming out of the north. For his

profession of belief in the great " God of hea-

ven and earth," see Ezra 1 : 2. Prideaux.

At a ver}^ early age C^tus was removed to

Media, lying on the north of Babylon ; and it

was from Media that he came down at the head of

victorious hosts upon the doomed cajutal. The

prophet thus sees in a vision a prince of eastern

birth, marching upon the city from the north,

and that his name was Cyrus (45 : 3). Phelps.

26. The meaning of the whole vei'se is that

the events in question had been foretold by Je-

hovah and no other. A. The whole descrip-

tion is true not only in reference to these old

idolaters, but to critics in modern times, who
see only forgeries after the event in these Divine

prophecies. Birks.

28. The verse is full of laconic and elliptical

expressions, which however may be easily com-

pleted, as will appear from the following brief

paraphrase. / will look (once more to see

whether any of these idols or their prophet can

predict the future), hit there is no one (who at-

tempts it). From among (all) these (I seek for a

response, but there is none). Yet once more x

will ask them, and (perhaps) they tcill return an

answer. The same application of the verb to

the prediction of the future occurs in chap.

44 : 26.

29. This is at once the termination of the

sentence begun in the last clause of the verse

preceding, and the summary conclusion of the

whole preceding controversy as to the divinity

of any gods except Jehovah. To the usual ex-

pressions of nonentity the propliet adds two
other strong descriptive terms—viz., wind and

emptiness. A.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XLII.

42 : 1 Behold my servant, whom I uphold ; my chosen, in whom my soul delighteth : I

2 have put my spirit upon him ; he shall bring forth judgement to the Gentiles. He shall not

3 cry, nor lift up, nor cause his voice to be heard in the street. A bruised reed shall he not

break, and the smoking flax shall he not quench : he shall bring forth judgement in truth.

4 He shall not fail nor be discouraged, till he have set judgement in the earth ; and the isles

5 shall wait for his law. Thus saith God the Lord, he that created the heavens, and stretched

them forth ; he that spread abroad the earth and that which cometh out of it ; he that giveth

6 breath unto the people upon it, and spirit to them that walk therein : I the Lord have called

thee in righteousness, and Avill hold thine hand, and will keep thee, and give thee for a cove-

7 nant of the people, for a light of the Gentiles ; to open the blind eyes, to bring out the pris-

8 oners from the dungeon, and them that sit in darkness out of the prison house. I am the

Lord
;
that is my name : and my glory will I not give to another, neither my praise unto

9 graven images. Behold, the former things arc come to pass, and new things do I declare :

before they spring forth I tell you of them.

10 Sing unto the Lord a new song, and his praise from the end of the earth
;
yc that go

11 down to tlie sea, and all that is therein, the isles, and the inhabitants thereof. Let the wil-

derness and the cities thereof lift up their voice, the villages that Kedar doth inhabit ; let the

12 inhabitants of Sola sing, let them shout from the top of the mountains. Let them give glory

13 unto the Lord, and declare his praise in the islands. The Lord shall go forth as a mighty

man ; he shall-stir up jealousy like a man of war : he shall cry, yea, he shall shout aloud ; he

14 shall do mightily against his enemies. I have long time holden my peace ; I have been still,

and refrained myself : noio will I cry out like a travailing woman ; I will gasp and pant

15 together. I will make waste mountains and hills, and dry up all their herbs ; and I will

16 make the rivers islands, and will dry up the pools. And I will bring the blind by a way
that the}' know not ; in paths that they know not will I lead them : I will make darkness

light before them, and crooked places straight. These things will I do, and I will not for-
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17 sake them. They shall be turned back, they shall be greatly ashamed, that trust in graven

images, that say unto molten images, Ye are our gods.

18, 19 Hear, ye deaf ; and look, ya blind, that ye may see. Who is blind, but my servant? or

deaf, as my messenger that I send ? who is blind as he that is at peace icith me, and blind as

20 the Lord's servant ? Thou seest many things, but thou observest not ; his ears are open, but

21 he heareth not. It pleased the Loud, for his righteousness' sake, to magnify the law, and

23 make it honourable. But this is a people robbed and spoiled ; they are all of them snared in

holes, and they are hid in prison houses : they are for a prey, and none dclivereth ; for a

23 spoil, and none saith, Restore. Who is there among you that will give ear to this ? that will

24 hearken and hear for the time to come ? Who gave Jacob for a spoil, and Israel to the rob-

bers ? did not the Lord ? he against whom we have sinned, and in whose ways they would

25 not walk, neither were they obedient unto his law. Therefore he poured upon him the fury

of his anger, and the strength of battle ; and it set him on fire round about, yet he knew not
;

and it burned him, yet he laid it not to heart.

Chap. 42. The servant of the Lord is the

central personage throughout this chapter.

This phrase, " My servant," is first applied to

the Messiah (verses 1-4) ; His mission and work

are to enlighten the Gentiles (verses 5-7). The

blessedness and joy of this stupendous change

appear (verses 8-16) ; consequently idol wor-

shippers shall be confounded (verse 17) ; and

are exhorted to open their long blinded eyes to

behold this Gospel light (verse 18). Now the

people of the Lord appear also as His servant
;

they have strangely relapsed into moral blind-

ness (verses 19, 20) ; for which the Lord gives

them up to chastisement and spoiling to re-

claim them from their sins and to retrieve His

own honor (verses 21-25).

1. My servant. It is vital to the just ex-

position of this chapter to fix the exact sense

of the phrase, " My servant." With only these

verses (1-4) before us, it might appear quite

obvious that they refer simply and only to

Jesus, the Messiah. That these verses refer to

Him primarily and legitimately there can be

no doubt. The citation of this entire passage

by Matthew (12 : 18-21) as a prophecy fulfilled

in Christ is itself ample authority, the more

conclusive because the special point for which

they are cited—viz., the quiet, modest bearing

of Jesus in reference to His miracles as con-

trasted with the noisy, obtrusive, ostentatious

pretensions of impostors generally, corresponds

precisely with the strain of this prophecy.

Then, moreover, the first verse, " Mine elect in

whom My soul delighteth," " I have put My
Spirit upon Him," is manifestly referred to in

the scenes of the Saviour's baptism, when the

Holy Spirit fell visibly upon Him, and a voice

from heaven announced, " This is My beloved

Son in whom I am well pleased" (Matt. 3 : 17).

The same words were spoken again and dis-

tinctly heard at His transfiguration (Matt. 17 : 5).

The reference of this phrase (" My servant") to

the Messiah might be confirmed yet further by
comparison with other Messianic prophecies

where He bears this name

—

e.g., chaps. 43 : 10
;

49 : 3, 6 ; 52 : 13 and 53 : 11. All then would

be very plain, and this view would seem to re-

quire no modification were it not for the de-

mands of the context, both the preceding

(41 : 8, 9) and the succeeding (42 : 19, 20). In

both these passages it is manifest that Israel as

the Lord's professed and chosen people is also

called " the servant of the Lord ;" " My ser-

vant." Hence the phrases, " My servant" and

the " servant of the Lord," must be used in a

broadly comprehensive sense to include all

those by whom the Lord works in promoting

His kingdom in this revolted world ; Jesus

Christ, the head, and His people, the members,

all together comprising one complex body.

This view is not unfrequently presented in the

New Testament.
'

' As My Father hath sent Me,

so send I j'ou ;" all alilvc sent forth on the same

mission, to do various parts of the same great

work. It should also be noticed that this view

is entirely in harmony with the scope of the

previous chapter (41), the central idea of which

is, God and His people versus sin and its earth-

ly champions ; a grand antagonism in which

the Almighty God is one party, working, how-

ever, with and through His Son and His re-

deemed people ; and the nations of idolaters,

with all their idol gods, are the other. Entirely

in harmony with this strain of chap. 41, our

present chapter expands more in detail the

agents through whom the Lord works in this

world the manner and spirit of their work

and the results. In such a detailed account,

the Messiah must of necessity be prominent.

Hence the chapter speaks first of Him. In the

closing paragraph (verses 19-25) His people arc

altogether in the foreground, this passage be-
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ing entirely inapplicable to the Messiah, but

painfully true of His people, especially in the

age before His pei'sonal advent. This view

of the scope of the chapter and in particular of

the phrase, "My servant," seems to meet ex-

cgetically all the conditions of the case. Hence

there is no occasion to discuss or refute the the-

orj" that this " servant" is Isaiah, or the proph-

ets taken collectively. H. C.

Briefly, the underlying idea of the Old Tes-

tament, in its subjective aspect, is that of " the

servant of the Lord." The history of the Old

Testament in its progress to the New is that of

the widening of the idea of the servant of the

Lord into that of the kingdom of God. Lastly,

its realization and completion is in the Christ

and the Church of God. Unless, indeed, the

Old Testament had this higher meaning and

unity, it could not possess any permanent or

universal interest, except from a historical point

of view. It would not permanently concern

mankind—no, nor even Israel, at least, in its

present relation to the world. On the other

hand, without it the New Testament would

want its historical basis, and the historical

Christ offer what would seem an absolutely

unintelligible problem. A. E.

I. My chosen one, or the one whom I have

selected to accomplish My great purposes. It

implies that God had designated or appointed

Him for the purpose. In Matt. 12 : 18 it is ren-

dered " My beloved." It implies that God had

chosen or appointed Him to perform the work
of a Messiah. In loliom My soul clelighteth. This

language is applied to the Lord Jesus in Matt.

3 : 17 and in Matt. 12 : 18. God regarded Him
as qualified for His Avork ; He approved of

what He did ; He was well pleased with all His

words, and thoughts, and plans. / hate put

My Spirit upon, Ilim. (Cf John 3 : 34.) " For
God giveth not the Spirit by measure unto

Him." The Lord Jesus was Divine, yet as

mediator He is everywhere represented as " the

anointed" of God, or as endowed with the in-

fluences of the Holy Spirit. See Isa. 61 : 1,

where the i\Iessiah says of Himself, " the Spirit

of the Lord God is upon ile, because He hath

anointed Me," etc. (Cf. Luke 4 : 18.) Before

He entered upon His work the Spirit of God
descended on Him at His baptism (Matt. 3 : 17),

and in all His work He showed that He was
endowed abundantly with that Spirit, and Avas

like God. Barnes.

Christ was chosen to the office of God's ser-

vant and our Saviour ; chosen in the eternal

counsel, before time, to assume human nature

in the fulness of time. " In whom My soul cle-

lighteth.
'

' Doth God's soul delight in the per-

son and work of His beloved Son ? So doth

ours. Is God's soul delighted that Christ hath

satisfied His justice, magnified and made hon-

orable His law, and finished salvation for mis-

erable sinners ? So is ours Then as sureh' as

our souls delight in Christ, the Lord's soul de-

lights in us (62 : 4). W. Mason.

By " Spirit," as in all such cases, we are to

understand not only Divine influence, but the

Divine person who exerts it. The use' of the

phrase on Him, where in Htm might have

seemed more natural, is probably intended to

suggest the idea of descent, or of an influence

from heaven. A.
" Judgment," a prominent word in this pas-

sage (verses 1, 3, 4), has no better equivalent

than true religion, in the sense of what is essen

tiallj^ right in heart and life, both toward God
and toward man. It is the spirit of loving and

serving God according to truth, made practical

also in one's whole heart and life toward man-
kind. To be righteous in the broad sense of

right purpose and right doing is the radical

idea. Such true religion the Messiah Avill bring

forth, and diffuse widely throughout the Gen-

tile world. H. C.

2, 3. The mode in which the IMessiah and

Ilis people were to bring forth judgment to the

nations, or in other words, to spread the true

religion. It was not to be by clamor or by
violence. That such is the true import of the

words is clear from the addition of the last

clause, which would be unmeaning if the verse

related merely to a compassionate and S3'mpa-

thetic temper. It was meant to be descriptive

not of our Saviour's human virtues, but of the

nature of His kingdom and of the means by

which it was to be established. In their origi-

nal connection and in Matthew's application of

them they describe that kingdom wliich was

not of this world ; which came not Avith obser-

vation (Luke 17 : 20) ; Avhich Avas neither meat

nor drink, but righteousness, and peace, and

joy in the Holy Ghost (Rom. 14 : 17) ; which was
founded and promoted not by might nor by

poAver, but by the Spirit of tlie Lord. A.

He shall insure the eventual triumph of J?/(f^-

me)it or righteousness. And this ascendency

of goodness in the earth. He shall effect by no

violent nor forceful measures. He shall not

cry, nor cause His voice to be heard in the

streets. But full of tenderness, the bruised

reed shall He not break ; full of patience and

holy purpose, the smoking flax shall He not

quench ; and by this mild and gentle manage-

ment He shall win for the true religion a Avorld-
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wide victory. The same principle pervades

the Lord's dealing with each individual soul.

Hamilton.

In His very walks of love, as He went about

doing good, while the largesses of His charity

flowed to thousands. He fled from the thanks

and praises of His beneficiaries, and stole away,

again and again, from the captivated populace,

to cast Himself before His Father, in the cold

recesses of the mountain or the strand. His

voice was ascending to heaven in solitary in-

tercession ; it was not heard in the streets.

J. W. A. It is true that He denounced the

scribes and Pharisees ; and against them His

voice was heard. But then they were hj-po-

crites, and He came to teach truth as well as

mercy. His gentleness was never intended as

a renunciation of wisdom or of righteousness
;

and to disabuse the minds of the people con-

cerning their false guides was clearly part of

His office. In relation to others, however, how
lowly was His whole deportment ; how easy of

access ; how tender in invitation ; how mild in

rebuke. How gentle in all His dealings with

His apostles ; bearing with their mistakes, for-

giving their infii-mities, and loving them, in

spite of repeated provocations, even unto the

end. How pitiful toward His enemies, and

forgiving even to His murderers. J. Angus.

The promises are not made to strong faith,

but to true. The promise doth not say. He
who hath a giant faith, who can believe God's

love through a frown, who can rejoice in afflic-

tion, who can work wonders, remove moun-
tains, stop the mouth of lions, shall be saved

;

but, Whosoever believes, be his faith never so

small. A reed is but weak especially when it

is bruised
;
yet the promise is made to it

—
" A

bruised reed will He not break." Watson.

We never have more than we can bear. The
present hour we are always able to endure.

As our day, so is our strength. If the trials of

many years were gathered into one, they would
overwhelm us ; therefore, in pity to our little

strength, He sends first one, then another, then

removes both, and lays a third, heavier, per-

haps, than either ; but all is so wisely measured

to our strength that the bruised reed is never

broken. H. E. Mnnninr/.

The prophet employs another and a kindred

metaphor, drawn from the common lamps of

the Hebrews, in which the wick was of noth-

ing better than flax. The oflJice of the lamp is

to blaze and give light ; but when instead of

this it barely smokes we hasten to extinguish

it. Not so the benign Redeemer ; He does not

extinguish even that which flickers in the

socket and is ready to die out. The smoking
flax He shall not quench. It is part of His

Messiahship to spare the perishing and reject-

ed, the outcast reed, the half-quenched lamp.

Blessed be His name ! His princely advent is

accompanied with a proclamation fitted to " re-

vive the spirit of the humble, and to revive

the heart of the contrite ones" (Isa. 57:15).

J. W. A.

His coming was full of mercj' and peace, of

healing and salvation ; noiseless as the light,

gentle as the dew ; but, like the light, giving

life and joy ; like the dew, giving beautj% fra-

grance and refreshment. The heart that is

bruised and crushed with its sorrows and sins

He will not break with the severity of judg-

ment, but soothe and heal with His pardoning

grace. The dim torch of faith and love,

though like the just-expiring wick of flax it

emits hardly a spark of light. He will not ex-

tinguish, but with the oil of His mercy will

kindle it to a pure, bright flame. Eyes that

have been blinded to truth He will open to the

sunlight ; souls that have been shut up in the

darkness of guilt or of despair He will bring

out into the free air of hope and peace. For

every sin He has mercy ; for every sorrow,

healing ; while yet His law of truth and holi-

ness shall judge the earth. This holy, just,

gracious, merciful Prince of Israel is our Sa-

viour and Lord. J. P. T.

Never deviating from the w^ay of God, as

mighty in deed, as silent, self-denying and

piously trustful in suffering. He was also as

mild and full of love as the gentlest woman,
when He would aid, console, feelingly sympa-

thize. He went about and did good, helped

the poor in body and in spirit. Nothing that

concerned humanity was foreign from Him
;

every man stood near to Him as a brother. His

characteristic action was to raise up again the

bruised reed, to enkindle anew the glimmering

wick. He wept over the city that rejected

Him, and prayed on His cross for those who
had nailed Him to it. His whole life was a

sacrifice. Ullmann.

He the All-pure had tenderness for what was

not pure. He who stood in Divine uprightness

that never faltered felt compassion for the

ruined and infinite gentleness for human fall.

Broken, disappointed, doubting hearts, in dis-

may and bewilderment, never looked in vain to

Him. Amid the wreck of human nature He
was striving to lift it out of its degradation.

He was searching out in revolting places that

which hud fallen down, that He might build it

up again in fair proportions a holy Temple to
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the Lord. Therefore He hibored among the

guilty ; therefore He was the companion of

outcasts ;
therefore He spolce tenderly and lov-

ingly to those whom society counted undone
;

therefore He loved to bind up the bruised and

the broken-hearted ; therefore His breath fanned

the spark which seemed dying out in the wick

of the expiring taper, when men thought that

it was too late, and that the hour of hopeless

profligacy was come. It was that feature in

His character, that tender, hoping, encourag-

ing spirit of His which the prophet Isaiah fixed

upon as characteristic. " A bruised reed will

He not break." F. W. R.

And tliey follow Him who are sought by

honor and repute rather than seek them, who

delight to live in quiet communion with God,

who are lost in their work when they enter

upon it without wasting thought on themselves

or the impression they make, who are not quick

to attract attention, and need some discerning

person to seek them out and di-scover them.

Such persons are like Jesus—most like Him if

their character rests on the rock of godliness,

and more capable than others of becoming like

Him, if it has only a natural foundation.

T. D. W.
4. This righteous King "shall not fail nor

be discouraged." He is to be reckoned on to

the uttermost, or, as the New Testament puts

it. He is "the faithful and true witness."

This is the strong Son of God, who gathered

all His powers together to run with patience

the race set before Him, and to whom all may
turn with the confidence that He is faithful

" as a son over his own house," and will in-

violably keep the promise of His word and of

His past acts. A. M.

No matter what may be here, the sun shines

on, calmly, perpetually, radiating its light
;

and so Christ, the great Sun of Righteousness,

sits on His throne, and there come from Him the

beams of light that are shining upon humanity,

penetrating the heart. On and on and ever

from Him is this eternal efflux of radiant glory.

. . . Now that all power is given Him, now

that all thrones are subject to Him, now that

He sits on the circle of the heavens. He cannot

fail. He cannot be discouraged, and He sees

how all things are moving to bring about that

mighty triumph of His kingdom. And if He
is not discouraged, should w^e be ? Our Sa-

viour is to conquer this world—to subdue the

world unto Himself—and it is ours simply to

go forward, to take His word, perform His

will, to put forth the agencies, to speak, to

live, to labor, to love for Christ, and love shall

subdue all things. Oh, there is a glorious

day ; it is a little in advance ! I know not how,

but He will set j udgment in the earth ;
the

isles shall wait for Ilis law. Simpson.

They wait for it in the sense that they perish

without it, that this only can give them life,

and that in God's purpose this shall. The
" isles" here are equivalent to the nations as in

chaps. 40 : 15 and 41 : 1, 5, and must correspond

to the Gentiles of verses 1, 6 in this con-

text. Hence the passage must be accepted as

a distinct, decisive prophecy that the nations

are to be blessed by this life-giving Gospel.

The great truths respecting God and salvation

as taught by the Messiah are yet to go forth to

them all.

5. The Divine name used here. El, meaning

a Mighty One, and with the article, the mighty

God, is specially appropriate in a passage which

speaks of God in His relations as the Creator of

all and the God of universal providence. The

verbs are all in the present feme. Hence they

affirm more than the general fact that God did

once create, stretch out, spread forth, and give

existence to vegetables and animals. They

affirm that He is doing so still and continually.

The strongest affirmation of a present activity

which is possible in the Hebrew teases is used

throughout the verse, as well of creating and

causing the productions of the earth to be as of

giving breath and life to its people.

6. This mighty God has commissioned the

Messiah, the pre-eminent " servant of the Lord,"

for the work here indicated, and will sustain

Him and energize His work by an agency no

less constant than that which fills the realm of

nature. " Called Thee in righteousness" means

in faithfulness to My word, especially of prom-

ise. H. C.

Give Thee for a covenant of the
people, for a light of the Gentiles.

God expressly declares that the Messiah should

mediate a covenant between God and the peo-

ple, and that the fruit of tliis covenant should ex-

tend to the Gentiles, who should enjoy the same

privileges with the Jews, and be incorporated

with them (chap. 49 : 8, 9 ; 55 : 3, 4 ; 61 : 8, 9).

The extension of the Messiah's kingdom over

the whole earth is mentioned by Isaiah so often

and so emphatically that it seems to be the

main drift of all his writings. Allix.

All that was in former ages promised and

prefigured for the reconciliation of man to God

is fulfilled and embodied in Jesus Christ. Je-

hovah has given Him " for a covenant of the

people (Israel), for a light of the Gentiles." In

Him all families of the earth are blessed. And
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He is not remote from us as Abraham or David,

witli whom the Jews at all events are eonnected

by long pedigrees. Christ is so closely united

with all believers, that every fulfilment of the

everlasting covenant to Him is also a fulfilment

to them ; every promise made to Him tends to

their benefit, and every boon bestowed on them

ought to issue in glory to Him. All the prom-

ises of God are to them " Yea and amen in

Jesus Christ," having their security and stabil-

ity in Him as the accepted and beloved of God.

Promises there are, exceeding great and pre-

cious, covering all wants, suiting all seasons,

stretching over all eternity. Mercies there are,

everlasting, ever sure, because bestowed in the

covenant, and guaranteed by the faithfulness

and omnipotence of God, and by the presence

of the Mediator of the covenant in heaven itself

to make intercession for us. Chastisements,

too, are in the covenant ; stripes for undutif ul

children, or blows of the hand or of the rod

—

never, thank God ! any smiting with the sword.

It is chastening, not condemnation. The cove-

nant itself cannot be broken, nor can the Lord's

faithfulness fail. D. F.

Yes ; Christ is a light to lighten the Gentiles

—and the glory of the upper heavens shall yet

scatter and chase away the darkness which still

broods sullenly over the earth ; and the new.

Divine life, long repressed, shall j'et reveal it-

self in fair and wonderful and lavish fertility
;

the very deserts of the world shall be covered

with a moral wealth and beauty of which the

brightest spring-lime and the richest autumn

are poor and pale symbols, and of which the

loveliness of Paradise was only a dim and im-

perfect promise. The songs which filled the

night with joy when Christ was born shall be

heard again, with sweeter music, deeper har-

monies and more exulting raptures ; all hea-

ven shall come down to earth—thrones and do-

minions, seraphim and cherubim, and shining

armies of angels—to celebrate with sounding

trumpets and golden harps and loud acclama-

tions and tumultuous strains of triumph the

final victory of Divine love over human sin,

and the restoration of our race to God. We are

not " mad" in exulting in these happy and con-

fident expectations. God's mercy is mightier

than all the powers of the world, the flesh and

the devil. We—fanatics as men may deem us
—" speak the words of truth and soberness."

R. W. Bale.

7. The " opening of blind eyes" iscorrelated

to giving them light (verse 6), the kind of ligiit

in both cases being the same, that of Gospel

truth to the mind. The Gospel goes forth to

give sight to the spiritually blind, to release

spiritual prisoners, and bring forth to the light

of a new day the souls long shut up in confine-

ment and darkness. The attempt to apply this

to the restoration of the Jews from Babylon is

unworthy of learned critics. H. C.

This is the craft and subtlety of the evil one,

that he makes us fancy we are free, when we
are in prison ; he makes us fancy we are at

liberty, when we are in bondage ; he makes us

fanc}^ we are our own masters, when we are his

slaves ; he blinds and cheats and stupefies us,

until we deem we are doing our own will and

pursuing our own pleasure, when in fact we
are drudging in his toils and rushing into the

jaws of destruction before his lashing scourge.

Therefore, in order that our eyes might be open

to our misery and our danger before it was too

late, God was mercifully pleased to give us His

Scriptures, wherein He declares that, however

its appearance may deceive us, sin is not a pal-

ace, but a prison, that in that prison we are all

shut up, and that no earthly power can deliver

us from it. Vinet. We are captives in a

foreign land ; Christ was not only to pay our

ransom for us, but to take us home when He
had ransomed us. We are prisoners sitting in

darkness in the prison-house ; He is not only to

come and throw open our prison-doors, bring

us into the cheerful light and set us free ; He
is to take us by the hand when we are free, and

to guide us by the right way to a city prepared

for us. So then He who redeemed us keeps

us ; He who died for us lives for us ;
He

who rescues us from the misery of our fall

never leaves us till our whole salvation is com-

pleted ; never lets one of us go till with His

own right hand He has placed us out of the

reach of all misery and all danger, in His own
safe world of light and joy. C. Bradlejj.

8. From the assertion of Jehovah's power

and perfection as a ground for His people's

confidence, the prophet now proceeds, by a

natural transition, to exhibit it in contrast with

the impotence of those gods in whom the Gen-

tiles trusted. The general doctrine of the verse

is that true and false religion cannot coexist

;

because, however tolerant idolatry may be, it

is essential to the worship of Jehovah to be

perfectly exclusive of all other gods. This is

included in the very name Jehovah, and ac-

counts for its solemn proclamation here.

9. This is an appeal to former prophecies

iilready verified, as grounds of confidence in

those yet unfulfilled. The strong and beauti-

ful expression in the last clause can only mean

that the events about to be predicted were be-
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yond the reach of human foresight, and is

therefore destructive of the modern notion that

these prophecies were written after Gyrus had

appeared, and at a time when the further

events of liis history could be foreseen by an

observer of unusual sagacity. A.

10-13. The thing really predicted here is

the triumph of truth, the diffusion of the Gos-

pel, and the substantial victory of King Mes-

siah over sin and Satan throughout all the

earth. This passage should of course be taken

in connection with verses 1-4, 6, 7 above,

which declare with less of poetry yet perhaps

with more precision in the form of statement,

that the Messiah shall push onward the victo-

ries of truth and righteousness until true religion

shall pervade the earth and bless all the nations.

16. The figures here follow the lead of those

in verses 6, 7—the Messiah " a light to the Gen-

tiles," opening blind eyes. Truth is to the

mind what light is to the body. Tlie Gentiles,

long blind to the true God and to the way of salva-

tion, are to be led in ways never known to them

before—the way of holiness and heaven. H. C.

There cannot be a human being among us

that is not moved by these assurances, because

there is no one among us all that has not found

out by rough experience that there are crooked

things in his life which need to be made

straight, and dark places which need to be

made light ; that there are spots where the

ways part, with no guide-post, leaving the

judgment and conscience perplexed, and where

one is almost certain there must be paths bet-

ter than that one he is walking in, safer if

not smoother, and running to a better end.

F. D. H. There is mystery everywhere in

our way to heaven ; mystery within us, mys-

tery around us, many mysteries behind us not

3^et cleared up, and still many before U3 to be

entered and passed through. It would be easy

to show that much of this is unavoidable, aris-

ing from the character of real religion and our

own character ; and it would be as easy to

show that it all tends to the Divine glory and

our good. The Lord brings us acquainted by

it with His own glorious perfections, exercises

by it the graces He has given us, humbles us,

strengthens our faith, teaches us to confide, re-

pose and delight in Him. He works in us by

it a meetness for heaven while leading us to it,

making the very road which conducts us to

His presence fit us for its joys. C. Bradley.

It is the very law of God's dispensations, that

when His people are going they know not

whither, they are in the very path which the

Master has appointed. "'I will lead them in

paths that they have not known ; I will make

darkness light before them, and crooked things

straight. These things will I do unto them,

and not forsake them." The knowledge of

this should work in us both submission and

hope—submission, because God is sovereign,

because He is wise, because He is just, because

He is omnipotent, and because all resistance and

all repining are fruitless and wicked ;
hope,

because we are assured that all things work to-

gether for good to them that love God, being

disposed according to a most gracious plan for

accomplishing their perfection. J. W. A.

This guiding love of the heavenly Father is

entirely independent of anything that we

think, or do, or feel. It leads us in paths that

we had not known. The love is undeserved

and condescending. It comes out to us before

we go after it. It deals with us as a mother

handles a child just beginning to know only

her face or her voice. F. D. II.

19. Why should He call the heathen blind

and deaf, when Israel himself, with all his hon-

ors and advantages, refused to see or hear?

The very people whose mission and vocation it

was to make the Gentiles see and hear seemed

to emulate their insensibility. The terms must

be referred exclusively to Israel, the messenger

whom God had sent to open the eyes of the

other nations, but who had himself become wil-

fully blind. A. " Who is blind as my ser-

vant ?" The heathens who are blind from their

birth, and have only some glimmering appre-

hensions that eternity succeeds time, are less

culpable than those who have infinitely more

reason to believe it, and yet believe it less.

The plea for them will be a terrible accusation

against such unbelievers. If a blind person falls,

it moves compassion ; but if one voluntarily

shuts his eyes against the sun, and refuses the

direction of the light, and falls from a preci-

pice, his ruin is the just consequence of his

folly. Simple ignorance excuses as to the de-

grees of the fault, but affected wilful igno-

rance, now reason and revelation with united

beams give so clear a prospect into the eternal

world, aggravates the guilt and sentence of

such unbelievers. Bates.

20. The thought here is that the Lord's peo-

ple had utterly failed to improve their oppor-

tunities for Divine knowledge. They had seen

many things of God, but would not observe—

i.e., would not keep them in view
;
would not

hold them before the mind for close and im-

pressive attention.

21. This verse declares that God is jm^yi-

Uous, famrably iiidimd, for the sake of His own
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righteous cause

—

i.e., that He will not abandon
them to moral ruin and His kingdom -with

them, but will persist in remedial efforts ; will

reclaim His people and Avill magnify and bring-

forth in honor the truth and the moral power
of His kingdom. H. C.

22-25. While applicable to the sufferings

of the Jews in Babylon, it is in itself a general

declaration of a fact, often verified and espe-

cially exemplified in ancient Israel, that the

sufferings of God's people are the consequence

of sin. A.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XLIII.

43 : 1 But now thus saith the Lord that created thee, O Jacob, and he that formed thee, O
Israel : Fear not, for I have redeemed thee ; I have called thee by thy name, thou art mine.

2 When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee ; and through the rivers, they
shall not overflow thee : when thou walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burned

;

3 neither shall the flame kindle upon thee. For I am the Lord thy God, the Holy One of

4 Israel, thy saviour
; I have given Egypt as thy ransom, Ethiopia and Seba for thee. Since

thou hast been precious in m,y sight, and honourable, and I have loved thee ; therefore will I

5 give men for thee, and peoples for thy life. Fear not ; for I am with thee : I will bring thy

6 seed from the east, and gather thee from the west ; I will say to the north. Give up ; and to

the south, Keep not back ; bring my sons from far, and my daughters from the end of the

7 earth ; every one that is called by my name, and whom I have created for my glory ; I have
8 formed him

;
yea, I have made him. Bring forth the blind people that have eyes, and the

9 deaf that have ears. Let all the nations be gathered together, and let the peoples be assem-

bled : who among them can declare this, and shew us former things ? let them bring their

10 witnesses, that they may be justified : or let them hear, and say, It is truth. Ye are my wit-

nesses, saith the Lord, and my servant whom I have chosen : that ye may know and believe

me, and understand that I am he ; before me there was no God formed, neither shall there be

11, 12 after me. I, even I, am the Lord ; and beside me there is no saviour. I have declared,

and I have saved, and I have shewed, and there was no strange god among you : therefore ye
13 are my witnesses, saith the Lord, and I am God. Yea, since the day was I am he ; and there

is none that can deliver out of my hand : I will work, and who shall let it?

14 Thus saith the Lord, your redeemer, the Holy One of Israel : For your sake I have sent to

Babylon, and I will bring down all of them as fugitives, even the Chaldeans, in the ships of

15, 16 their rejoicing. I am the Lord, your Holy One, the Creator of Israel, your King. Thus
17 saith the Loud, which maketh a way in the sea, and a path in the mighty waters ; which

bringeth forth tha chariot and horse, the army and the power ; they lie down together, they

18 shall not rise
; they are extinct, they are quenched as flax : Remember ye not the former

19 things, neither consider the things of old. Behold, I will do a new thing ; now shall it

spring forth ; shall ye not know it ? I will even make a way in the wilderness, and rivers in

20 the desert. The beasts of the field shall honour me, the jackals and the ostriches : because I

give waters in the wilderness, and rivers in the desert, to give drink to my people, my
21, 22 chosen : the people which I formed for myself, that they might set forth my praise. Yet
23 thou hast not called upon me, O Jacob ; but thou hast been weary of me, O Israel. Thou

hast not brought me the small cattle of thy burnt offerings ; neither hast thou honoured me
with thy sacrifices. I have not made thee to serve with offerings, nor wearied thee with

24 frankincense. Thou hast bought me no sweet cane with money, neither hast thou filled me
with the fat of thy sacrifices : but thou hast made me to serve with thj^ sins, thou hast wea-

2o ried me with thine iniquities. I, even I, am he that blotteth out thy transgressions for mine
26 own sake ; and I will not remember thy sins. Put me in remembrance ; let us plead to-

27 gether : set thou forth thy cause, that thou mayest be justified. Thy first father sinned, and
28 thine interpreters have transgressed against me. Therefore I will profane the princes of the

sanctuary, and I will make Jacob a curse, and Israel a reviling.
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Cliap. 43. This chapter bears general rela-

tions to its larger context (chaps. 40-45), but

more special relations to its nearer context

—

viz., chap. 43 : 19-25. In this latter passage,

Israel stands as the servant of God, chosen, yet

often unfaithful to her trust ; instructed, but

yet dark-minded and at best improving very

imperfectly her opportunities for Divine knowl-

edge. Hence she was chastened, but never ut-

terly abandoned.

1. God would not have Israel fear the final

issue of those afflictions which will befall her.

He created and formed her, which means that

He has chosen the posterity of Abraham and

has made the nation of Israel all that she is in

the line of moral worth and of peculiar honor

as His chosen people. Therefore she ought

to trust her Lord to determine all her fu-

ture.

2. A blessed truth underlies these figures

—viz., that no peril or pain can be so ex-

treme that God's presence shall not be with

His trustful people there, and make the mar-

tyr's stake a paradise. The antecedent context

favors the supposition that the afflictions con-

templated here are chastisements from God to

lunnble and reclaim His wandering people. In

this view the verse is a promise that however

apparently perilous, they shall be really harm-

less, and even fruitful of blessings. H. C.

The sum is this. That no calamity of this

world, no troubles of this life, no terrors of

death, no guiltiness of sin, can be so great, but

that a " godly" man by means of his faith and

felicity in Christ shall wade out of them well

enough. For howsoever other things go, still

he shall have a solace in his soul, a comfort in

his conscience, a heaven in his heart, knowing

himself reconciled to God and j ustified by faith.

T. Playfere. Divine grace, even in the heart

of weak and sinful man, is an invincible thing.

Drown it in the waters of adversity, it rises

more beautiful, as not being drowned indeed,

but only washed ; throw it into the furnace of

fiery trials, it comes out purer, and loses noth-

ing but the dross which our corrupt nature

mixes with it. Leighton. Though it be

through darkness, though it be in deep waters,

you know Avhom you have believed. Infinite

love, joined to infinite skill, shall pilot the way
through every strait, and temptation, and peril.

God has ever loved to place His people where

they had none to hope in but Him only.

J. W. A.

God has never promised dying grace when
one's duty is to live. He gives living grace

then
;
grace for temptation, grace for struggle.

grace for toil, for service, for all duty. For

every hour there is some allotment of obedience

or submission, and for each hour strength will

be given. " As thy days so shall thy strength

be. " Then when the hour of death comes, God

will give dying grace, and the believing soul

will pass into the strange mystery, sustained

by the Divine arm and supported by the Di-

vine Presence. The promise is, " When thou

passest through the waters I will be with thee ;"

it is not, " When thou art approaching, yet far

away ;" nor even " When thou drawest near ;"

but, " When thou passest through." The store-

house in which God has laid up dying grace is

found only in the valley itself, and you cannot

get it until you enter the shadows. Grace for

duty, for toil, for love, for honesty, for earnest

service in every good cause, for heroic strug-

gle, for unselfish ministry, for holy influence •

grace for noble and beautiful living and for

loyal devotion to Christ while the heart's pulses

are full and while God wants us still in this

world ; but not yet grace for dying, since death

is far away ; then grace for dying when the

life's work is done, its duty finished, and the

call comes to leave this world and depart home.

J. B. Miller.

3. The description of the speaker in the first

clause is intended to conciliate regard to what

he says in the other. It w^as in the character

not only of an absolute and sovereign God, but

in that of Israel's God, his Holy One, his Sa-

viour, that Jehovah had thus chosen him to the

exclusion of all other nations.

5-7. The repetition of the same thought

—

"created," "formed," "made"—lays special

stress on the agency of God through His word

and spirit in the regeneration of sinful men,

Jews or Gentiles, to render them fit members

of His church and fit servants of His earthly

kingdom. This great and precious promise is

pertinently adduced as a reason why His peo-

ple need not fear. " For I am with thee, saith

the Lord," to ensure to thee success in what

thou shouldest regard as thy life-work—the

conversion of men from darkness to light.

8, 9. The grand conception in these verses

(as in chap. 41 : 1, 5, 21) is that of a convocation

of the heathen world before an ideal tribunal

to test the rival claims of Jehovah, versus idol

gods—the decision to turn mainly on the point

of prescienee, as evinced in prophecy. Who
has predicted events far in the future, and they

have come to pass ? Have any of the heathen

gods done this ? If any, who is he, and what

has he predicted ? Let them come forward,

produce their witnesses, and prove their claim
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valid [" justify themselves"] or let them hear

my witnesses, and say it is truth.

10. Who His witnesses are to be. Thej' are

" ye," His professed people, in the broad sense

wliich appears in verses 5-7—those vast multi-

tudes gathered from every land into the one

society of the redeemed, all these and with

them "my servant," the Messiah, who comes

to earth to bear witness to the truth

—

i.e., to re-

veal God to men. The object sought in all

this witnessing is that ye may know and be-

lieve Me and understand that I am He, the one

ever-living God. Similar is the testimony from

the Saviour's own lips. " This is life eternal

that they might know Thee the only true

God." "I have declared unto them Thy
name." H. C.

Erery believer, however humble his position,

however few or feeble his qualifications, how-

ever multiplied his occupations or cares, every

believer has Ids own testimonj- to bear. None
but he can bear it. In the part assigned him
there is no proxyship of word or act. As
a called soldier of Christ, he can neither pro-

cure nor offer a substitute. Neither voluntary

Christian associations, an appointed ministrj^

nor the church in its organized capacity can

do his work. The ministers of God have in-

deed their own peculiar responsibilties and for

these, as individuals, they have to give account.

But societies, churches, are only combinations

of individual believers, each of whom is God's

appointed witness, in his place and to the ex-

tent of his ability ard opportunity. B.

Life, entire life, is a period of witnessing.

By act, by omission, by speech, by silence,

whether you will or not, you are forever testi-

fying. Hour by hour you arc testifying,

sometimes much more loudly than by words,

either for or against j^our Master. To be

firm for Christ, when all the tide of opinion,

business, pleasure, runs the other way, you

need a courage which will never come to you
except upon your knees. If you only have

His spirit, if His life flows into you, if, believ-

ing on and clinging to Him, you have inward

pulses which keep time witli His heart, you

will stand in the evil day, j-ou will win souls,

you will recommend the Gospel, you will live

teaching and die witnessing. J. W. A.

What we want, above all things, in this age

is heartiness and holy simplicity—men Avho jus-

tify the holy impulse of grace in their hearts,

and do not keep it back b}' artificial clogs of

prudence and false fear, or the pretences of

fastidiousness and artificial delicacy. These

are they whom God will make His witnesses in

all ages. They dare to be holy, dare just as

readil}' to be singular. What God puts in

them that they accept, and when He puts a

song, they sing it. They know Christ inward-

ly, and therefore stand for Him outwardly.

They endure hardness. They fight a fight.

And these are the souls who shall stand before

God accepted. BuslincU.

If the eleven had stopped with being disci-

ples, then we should have said that Christiani-

ty meant nothing then and means nothing to-

day but discipleship. But if they went on

from being absorbent disciples and became at

last radiant apostles, with their mouths full of

persuasion and their lives all running over

with the demonstration of the Gospel, then

we shall be obliged to say that then and now
Christianity means apostleship just as much as

it means discipleship. It means purpose just

as much as it means power ; it means making-

others Christians just as much as it means being

Christians ourselves ; it means making Christ a

real thing in the minds and hearts of others

just as much as it means having Christ made a

real thing to us ; it means to-day as much as it

meant 1850 years ago, bearing witness to the

Son of God in the narrower circle of the home,

the broader circle of the communitj', and forth

even to the uttermost part of the earth. These

things when carefully and prayerfully consid-

ered will create within us a deep sense of our

own individual and personal responsibility. It

is a part of Christianity to be apostolic. The
anointing of the Holy Ghost sets each one of

us—man, woman and child—in the line of the

true apostolic succession ; and as after the as-

cension of Christ mankind lay in the hands of

the original apostles for them to convert, so to-

day the conversion of the Avorld pertains to us

as their spiritual representatives and succes-

sors. C. H. P.

12. In view of what God had shown and

had done among them and for them, they were

competent witnesses to His true divinitj-. They
had seen abundant evidence that Jehovah is

indeed the true God. H. C.

13. The best interpreters explain it as mean-

ing since the fiist day, or since time began.

The Avords are tlien universal, both in the ex-

tent of power claimed and in relation to the

time of its execution. Over every object and

in every age the power of Jehovah had been

clearly proved to be supreme and absolute.

A.

14. 15. These two verses appeal to the de

liverance of the Jews from Babylon as the two

next in order (verses 16, 17) appeal to the exo-
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dus from Egypt, in proof that Jehovah is truly

the mighty God of His people Israel, their Cre-

ator, Redeemer, and King. The deliverance

from Babylon was indeed in the distant future

relatively to the actual life of Isaiah, while

that from Egypt was past
;
yet the former is

presented here as seen by the prophet already

Ijast or passing. H. C.

14. Note the two qualifications necessary

for our spiritual Goel, or Redeemer. 1. He
must be rich enough to purchase back the in-

heritance, strong enough to destroy the mur-

derer and high enough in rank to take the

place of the former husband. Christ, then,

must he God. Man is bankrupt and cannot buy
the lost estate. Man is murdered, and cannot,

therefore, be his own avenger. And God Avas

the first husband—who but God can take God's

place ? 2. lie must be a kinsman, full of sym-

pathy for the impoverished, the smitten, the

lost, for the Goel was no stranger. Indeed the

word, originally signifying " a redeemer," be-

came synonymous with kinsman. (See Ruth

4:1,3.) Christ, then, must be man. He '

' was
made flesh and dwelt among us," and is

" touched with the feeling of our infirmities."

Such must have been the Jewish Christian's

view of Jesus as the Redeemer, combining in

Himself the Divine and the human. The very

name, seen through the glass of Jewish law and

Jewish usage, showed the Son of God to be the

Son of man. Crosby.

16, 17. The whole description is graphic

and terse, full of fire and withal of most im-

pressive truth for the comfort of God's people

in every age.

1§. But think not longer of former things,

for there are things yet to come vastly greater,

eclipsing the old and throwing them entirely

into the shade. H. C.

19. It is best to take this and the 16th verses

as strong metaphorical descriptions of deliver-

ance from suffering and danger by a direct Di-

vine interposition. Thus understood, the proph-

et's language means that God could change the

face of nature and control the angry elements in

favor of His people ; that He had so done In

time past, and would again do so in time to

come. A.

20, 21. The language and figures are possi-

bly borrowed from the restoration from Baby-
lon, or more probably brought before the mind
in verse 14, from the journejdngs through the

desert of Sinai ; or perhaps from both. But
manifestlj', these are figures, and refer to spirit-

ual blessings to be shed forth in the gathering

of the Gentiles home to God. When these great

blessings shall come upon God's people, they

will indeed show forth His praise, both active-

ly, out of their full hearts, and passively as il-

lustrating in their own wonderful conversion

the large and victorious grace of God. H. C.

21. Another declaration of the end for which

Israel existed as a nation. This brings us back

to the main proposition of the chapter,—viz.,

that Jehovah had not only made them what
they were, but had made them for the purpose

of promoting His own glory, so that any claim

of merit upon their part, and anj^ apprehension

of entire destruction, must be equall}' unfound-

ed. A.

23, 24. The Israelites ai'e here condemned
for their failure in the duties of holy worship.

Their sin was partly of omission, partly that of

idol offerings and worship in high places, in-

stead of God's own temple
;
partly weariness

and reluctance, and partly also their self-right-

eous pride. Even the law of sacrifices, when
seen and used aright, was " holy and just and

good." It was a wise discipline for their in-

fant faith, and its neglect or perversion formed

one main part of their national guilt. Their

sin is here exposed in its deep ingratitude, that

the pardoning grace of God, by conti-ast, might

be more clearly and fully revealed. Birks.

This strain of complaint and rebuke would

have been out of place during the exile, for sac-

rifices were then oiit of the question. Hence

the writer was not living there. H. C.

25. " I, even I, am He who" yet " blotteth

out thy transgressions." This gracious decla-

ration of God's readiness to pardon sin comes

in very strangely : the charge ran very high,

" Thou hast wearied Me with thine iniquities"

(verse 24). Now one would think it should fol-

low, " ' I, even I, am He ' that will destroy

thee, and burden Myself no longer with care

about thee." No, " I, even I, am He that will

forgive thee; " as if the great God would teach

us that forgiving injuries is the best way to

make ourselves easy and to keep ourselves

from being wearied with them. This comes in

here to encourage them to repent, because

there is forgiveness with God, and to show the

freeness of Divine mercy ; where sin has been

exceeding sinful, grace appears exceeding gra-

cious. Observe here (1) How the jjardon is

expressed; He will "blot them out" as a

cloud is blotted out by the beams of the sun

(44 : 22), as a debt is blotted out, not to appear

against the debtor ; the book is crossed as if the

debt were paid, because it is pardoned, upon
the payment which the surety has made ;

or as a sentence is blotted out when it is re-
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versed ; as the curse was blotted out with the

waters of jealousy, which made it of no effect

to the innocent (Num. 5 : 23). He will not re-

member the sin ; which intimates not only that

He will remit the punishment of what is past,

but that it shall be no diminution to His love

for the future. When God forgives. He for-

gets. (2) "What is the ground and reason of

the pardon. It is not for the sake of anything

in us, but for His own sake ; for His mercies'

sake, His promise' sake, and especially for His

Son's sake, and that He may Himself be glori-

fied in it. (3) How God glories in it
—'

' I,

even I, am He;" He glories in it as His pre-

rogative ; none can forgive sin but God only,

and He will do it, it is His settled resolution
;

He will do it willingly and with delight ; it is

His pleasure, it is His honor ; so He is pleased

to reckon it. H.

What, my soul, the very God whom thou

hast " made to serve with thy sins and wearied

Avith thine iniquities," will He blot them all

out ? Yes, as a black cloud is dispelled by the

sun or driven away by the wind ; or as an im-

mense debt is discharged by the stroke of the

pen of a merciful creditor, never, never more
to appear against or be demanded of the debtor.

For, O wonder of love ! He saith farther. And
will not remember thy sins. I cannot forget my
sins ; how then can my Lord ! He laid them
upon His Son, thy surety. They were all

atoned for by Him. Why all this ? For the

sake of thy works, or anything thou hast

done ? Spurn the thought. Hear thy Lord,

For mine own sake, I have blotted out thy sins

through thy Redeemer's blood. The Father

blots them out for the sake of His righteous-

ness and truth. The gracious Spirit blots them
out of the conscience, for the glory of the Fa-

ther and the Son, and because He is the Com-

forter. Oh, what boundless bliss is here ! Be-

lieve, rejoice and love. W. Mason.

26. Go, in Christ's name, to the mercy-seat,

and take this complete and eternal pardon as

your own. To you God says, " Put Me in re-

membrance. Let us plead together." "Tell
Me not forever of thine unfitness for My king-

dom, thy rebellion and thy crimes. Tell Me of

My invitations to the guilty and My promises

to the lost. Tell Me of the blood that was shed

to save thee. Tell Me of the tears, and prayers,

and righteousness, the cross, and passion, of

My Son. Show Me that thou canst trust My
word. Only believe, and though thou wert

as sinful as the cursing Peter or as unworthy
as the persecuting Saul, I, even \, am He
that blotteth out thy transgressions for Mine

own sake, and will not remember thy sins."

C. B.

28. The character just given of the people

in all ages is urged not only as a proof that

God's compassion must be perfectly gratuitous,

but also as a reason for the strokes which they

experienced. A.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER XLIV.

44 :1, 2 Yet now hear, O Jacob my servant ; and Israel, whom I have chosen : thus

saith the Lord that made thee, and formed thee from the womb, who will help thee : Fear

3 not, O Jacob my servant ; and thou, Jeshurun, whom I have chosen. For I will pour water

upon him that is thirst}% and streams upon the dry ground : I will pour my spirit upon thy

4 seed, and my blessing upon thine offspring : and they shall spring up among the grass, as

5 willows by the watercourses. One shall say, I am the Lord's ; and another shall call Mm-
selfhy the name of Jacob ; and another shall subscribe with his hand unto the Lord, and sur-

name Itiinsdfbj the name of Israel.

6 Thus saith the Lord, the King of Israel, and his redeemer the Lord of hosts : I am the

7 first, and I am the last ; and beside me there is no God. And who, as I, shall call, and shall

declare it, and set it in order for me, since I appointed the ancient people ? and the things

8 that are coming, and that shall come to pass, let them declare. Fear ye not, neither be

afraid : have I not declared unto thee of old, and shewed it ? and ye are my witnesses. Is

9 there a God beside me ? yea, there is no Rock ; I know not any. They that fashion a graven

image are all of them vanity ; and their delectable things shall not profit : and their own wit-

10 nesses see not, nor know ; that they may be ashamed. Who hath fashioned a god, or molten

11 a graven image that is profitable for nothing ? Behold, all his fellows shall be ashamed ; and

the workmen, they arc of men : let them all be gathered together, let them stand up ; thej-

12 shall fear, they shall be ashamed together. The smith rimketh an axe, and worketh in the

coals, and fashioneth it with hammers, and worketh it with his strong arm : yea, he is hun-

13 gry, and his strength faileth ; he driuketh no water, and is faint. The carpenter strctcheth

out a line ; he marketh it out with a pencil ; he shapeth it with planes, and he marketh it out

with the compasses, and shapeth it after the figure of a man, according to the beauty of a

14 man, to dwell in the house. He heweth him down cedars, and taketh the holm tree and the

oak, and strengtheneth for himself one among the trees of the forest : he planteth a fir tree,

15 and the rain doth nourish it. Then shall it be for a man to burn ; and he taketh thereof, and

warmeth himself
;
yea, he kindleth it, and baketh bread : yea, he maketh a god, and wor-

16 shippeth it ; he maketh it a graven image, and faileth down thereto. He burneth part

thereof in the fire ; with part thereof he eateth flesh ; he roasteth roast, and is satisfied : yea,

17 he warmeth himself, and saith. Aha, I am warm, I have seen the fire : and the residue thereof

he maketh a god, even his graven image : he faileth down unto it and worshippeth, and

18 prayeth unto it, and saith, Deliver me ; for thou art my god. They know not, neither do

they consider : for he hath shut their eyes, that they cannot see ; and their hearts, that they

19 cannot understand. And none calleth to mind, neither is there knowledge nor understanding

to say, I have burned part of it in the fire
;
yea, also I have baked bread upon the coals

thereof
; I have roasted flesh and eaten it : and shall I make the residue thereof an abomina-

20 tion ? shall I fall down to the stock of a tree ? He feedeth on ashes : a deceived heart hath

turned him aside, that he cannot deliver his soul, nor say, Is there not a lie in my right hand ?

21 Remember these things, O Jacob ; and Israel, for thou art my servant : I have formed

22 thee ; thou art iwy servant : O Israel, thou shalt not be forgotten of me. I have blotted out,

as a thick cloud, thy transgressions, and, as a cloud, thy sins : return unto me ; for I have

23 redeemed thee. Sing, O ye heavens, for the Lord hath done it ; shout, ye lower parts of the

earth ; break forth into singing, ye mountains, O forest, and every tree therein : for the

Lord hath redeemed Jacob, and will glorify himself in Israel.

24 Thus saith the Lord, thy redeemer, and he that formed thee from the womb : I am the

Lord, that maketh all things
; that stretcheth forth the heavens alone ; that spreadeth abroad

25 the earth ; who is with me ? that frustrateth the tokens of the liars, and maketh diviners

26 mad ; that turneth wise men backward, and maketh their knowledge foolish : that confirmeth

the word of his servant, and performeth the counsel of his messengers ; that saith of Jerusa-

lem, She sluill be inhabited ; and of the cities of Judah, They shall be built, and I will raise

27 up the waste places thereof : that saith to the deep, Be dry, and I will dry up thy rivers :
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28 that saith of Cyrus, He is my shepherd, and sliall perform all my pleasure : even saying of

Jerusalem, She shall be built ; and to the temple, Thy foundation shall be laid.

Chap. 44. This chapter opens, like the for-

tieth and forty-third, with cheering promises to

Israel, followed by reasons for confiding in

them, drawn from the wisdom, .power and

goodness of Jehovah. The specific promise,

which constitutes the theme or basis of the

prophecy, is that of abundant spiritual influ-

ences and their fruits, not only internal pros-

perity, but large accessions from without (verses

1-5). The pledge for the fulfilment of this

promise is afforded by the proofs of God's om-

niscience, as contrasted with all other gods

(verses 6-9). The folly of image-worship is

then established by two arguments. The first

is that idols are themselves the creatures of mere

men (verses 10-14). The other is that they are

not only made, and made by man, but made of

the very same materials applied to the most

trivial domestic uses (verses 15-20). From this

demonstration of the power of Jehovah to per-

form His promise we are now brought back to

the promise itself (verses 21-24). This is again

confirmed by an appeal to God's creative power,

and illustrated by the raising up of Cyrus as a

deliverer to Israel (verses 25-28).

Here again it is important to the just inter-

pretation of the passage that we keep in view

the true relation which the main theme (the

safety and prosperity of Israel) bears to the ar-

guments and illustrations drawn from God's

foreknowledge as established by prediction,

from the impotence of idols and the raising up
of Cyrus. Through all these varied forms of

promise and of reasoning there runs a thread

uniting them, and this thread is the doctrine of

the Church, its origin, its design and its rela-

tion to its Head and to the world around it.

A.

1. All the promises and every encouraging

word sent from God to them in the age of Isaiah

are good for their successors through all time,

being manifestly designed to strengthen their

faith and hope in every age imtil all these great

jiredictions of future blessings shall have been

fulfilled.

2. " Thus siuth Jehovah ; the same who
made thee and formed thee from the womb will

help thee." The fact of His having given

spiritual existence to Israel, a new-born, re-

generated people, and of His having sustained

them ever since their birth, guarantees all fu-

ture blessings wliich they may need. So, let

them never fear. (See the argument of Paul,

Rom. 8 : 28-39, and his confidence as expressed

in Phil. 1 : 6.) " Jeshurun," another name for

Jacob, occurs elsewhere onlj' in De. 32 : 15

and 33 : 5, 26. Etymologically it means the

upright one.

3. The pouring forth of water, in showers or

otherwise, is a frequent figure for the bestow-

ment of copious blessings. Thus Mai. 3 : 10

and Ezek. 34 : 26. That this passage refers to

the spirit is shown by the parallelism, " I will

pour My spirit upon thy seed ; My blessing

upon thine offspring." The same phraseology

appears in chap. 32 : 15, " Until the spirit be

poured upon us from on high." (See also Joel

2 : 28 ; and in the New Testament such pas-

sages as John 7 : 37-39 ; Acts 2 : 17, 33.) H. C.

This is one of the most glorious utterances cf

the Scriptures of the Old Testament ; one of

those by which Isaiah has deserved the title of

the fifth evangelist. But may it not be termed

the summary of all God's promises regarding

spiritual blessings to be expected in the fulness

of the times ; and although the impressive intro-

duction had not been present, " Thus saith

the Lord that made thee," who does not feel at

once that it is the voice of God and not of man
we hear ?

There are no lyromises so ample as those

which are directed to all whose souls have

learned to thirst after the living God. In

the Lord's good time they are quickened by

fresh streams of life, and not one soul that be-

lieves but shall find the fulfilment of this word

so as to call forth eternal gratitude. Van 0.

The office of the blessed spirit is to inspire

every Christian for his life-work, to be an in-

ward power in the soul, to be a substitute to

the Church for the inspiring visible presence of

Jesus Himself till at the end of the world He
shall come in His glorious second advent.

There is a sense of inspiration in the very

knowledge of the fact that we have the per-

petual presence of such wisdom, power and

love. The idea of a Divine Comforter ever

within—the revealer of truth, the bestower of

grace, the inworking spiritual life of the soul,

as it were the Lord Jesus become an invisible

guardian—this of itself ennobles and aninuites

the believer, when it fully possesses the mind.

It brings God near, and makes Him as an at-

mosphere to the soul, a source of peri)etual

health and vigor. Faith in such boundless aid

near at hand, in a spiritual potency which ac-
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companies us at every step, is natural and easy
;

and thus the child-like, trustful spirit is begot-

ten, which is the secret of all progress and

piety. W. W. P.

Inspiration-force Christ arranges for and

promises in the gift of the spirit. He enters the

soul to fill out every lack. He communicates,

inbreathes, sheds abroad Himself, configuring it

inwardly to all that is most perfect in Himself.

We have nothing to do but to be in the spirit,

and keep ourselves in Christ's dear walk and

company, and we shall be set on surely and

constantly toward the completeness required.

Christ is the mirror that glasses God's image

for us, and the spirit is the plastic force within,

that transfers and photographs that image
;

and so, beholding as in a glass the glory of

the Lord, we are changed into the same image

from glory to glor}', even as by the spirit of

the Lord. Bushnell.

Mj blessing upon thine offspring.

The text further suggests : 1. That God will

pour His blessing on the children of His peo-

ple—a promise which in all ages, when parents

are faithful, is abundantly' fulfilled. 2. That

one of the richest blessings which can be im-

parted to a people is that God's spirit should

descend on their children. Nothing can be

better fitted to comfort them in calamity and

trial. 3. That the spirit of God alone is the

source of true happiness and prosperity to our

children. All else—property, learning, accom-

plishment, beauty, vigor, will be vain. It is

by His blessing only—by the influence of piety

—that they will spring forth as among the

grass, and like willows by the streams of water.

4. Parents should seek this blessing as the

richest inheritance which they can have for

their children. Parents may leave the world

in peace if they see the Divine blessing

—

the spirit of God descend on their children.

Barnes.

4. This is a picture of fertility, verdure and

beauty, to represent the fruits of holiness un-

der the effusions of the Spirit of God. These

fruits shall spring up and grow as grass and

willows in tropical countries where moisture

abounds by the river's side. H. C.

5. It is commonly agreed that this verse pre-

dicts the accession of the Gentiles, whom it rep-

resents as publicly professing their allegiance

to Jehovah and attachment to His people.

The act of calling one by name, and that of

calling on His name (invoking Him), are inti-

mately blended in the Hebrew usage. Most
interpreters understand it here as meaning to

praise or celebrate. A.

6-§. The message here reverts from " the

new things," the future outpouring of the

Spirit on all the people of Israel, to the con-

troversy with idolatry in Isaiah's days. The
King of Israel, his Redeemer, the First and the

Last, are all titles given expressly to our Lord

in the New Testament (Job 1 : 49 ; Luke 24 : 21 ;

Gal. 4:5; Rev. 1 : 11 ; 2 : 8 ; 22 : 13). The main
subject, then, is Israel's redemption from first

to last, and the words, " beside Me there is no

God," are the text of that ftern condemnation

of idolatry with which this new division of the

prophecy begins. Birks.

6. Tiius siiitli the Lord, I am the
first, ete. In the Revelation Jesus Christ

says, " I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning

and the end, the first and the last" (Rev. 22 : 13).

These titles of " the first" and " the last" are

confined in the prophet to him alone, " besides

whom there is no God." But Jesus hath as-

sumed these titles to Himself ; therefore Jesus

is that God, besides w'hom there is no other.

Jo)ies of Ndylaml.

7, In these prophecies every reader is sum-

moned to observe and recognize a foresight,

superhuman and truly Divine.

S. The servants of a God so wise and so

mighty have no need to fear. His promises to

Israel are not of yesterday, but from the days

of their fathers. The pronoun, ye, is emphatic.

The whole history of the Jews is one public testi-

mony to the reality and nature of God's moral

government of the world. The true God is the

only foundation of solid hope, a Rock to His

people. There is no help whatever in idols,

but in Him alone. Birks.

Without belief in a personal God we can have

no religion, and without religion we can have

really no life to speak of, no life that a man
who has once experienced the joy and the hope

and the strength of religion would count life at

all. There can be no personal intercourse or

relationship between us and an impersonal, un-

knowable First Cause. With a blind, material,

mechanical First Cause we can have no com-

munion, for we ourselves are more than ma-

terial, more than mechanical. We can think,

we can propose ends to ourselves, vre are con-

scious of right and of wrong, we can conceive

of one great purpose and idea that the wiiole

mass of men can together work out ; and, there-

fore, we crave communion with One who can

cherish purpose, and who can guide the whole

world to one righteous end. We must, in short,

have both our intellect and our moral nature

satisfied, and this can be only in One who orig-

inates and guides all things Avith reason and
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with righteousness. The world becomes ra-

tional to us, the world becomes moral only

when we believe in a God Himself rational and

moral. Dods.

The more we dwell on it, the more we shall

see that the character of the God of the Bible

is absolutely perfect, and therefore, either the

God of Christianity is the true God, or there

can be no being who shall be God to us—none

who shall meet that conception of absolute per-

fection which we form in our minds, and feel

that we must transfer to Him. M. H.

12. The general meaning is clear. You are

introduced into the blacksmith's shop
;
you see

the worker in iron getting a red heat upon it in

his coals, giving shape to it with his hammer,
working it with his strong right arm ; but these

makers of gods have their human weaknesses.

This smith becomes hungry and his strength

fails him ; having no water to drink, he be-

comes faint. The poor man has worked hard

to make a god ; but the god ministers nothing

to his help and strength in his time of need !

Would not he, if he were a sensible, decent

idol, and had any power to befriend his wor-

shippers ? H. C.

IS. In this and the following verses the

prophet exposes the absurditj' of image-wor-

ship ; for what an absurdity is it for a man to

dress his meat and make his god with the same
stick of wood ? or to think that a piece of tim-

ber hath any more divinity in it than it had be-

fore, because it is fashioned and carved into the

figure of a man '? The design of the prophet's

argument is to show the absurdity of setting

up images as the resemblances of God, and the

representative objects of worship ; or the sup-

posing them to have some Divine power lodged

within them
; Inasmuch as they have no quali-

ties that answer such a character, being en-

dued neither with power, life nor understand-

ing ; and are indeed nothing but what they

appear to be, bare, senseless matter, wood or

st6ne. Besides, nothing is a greater dishonor

to God than to suppose Him like the image of a

corruptible creature. W. LowtJi.

14. The essential idea is that man, instead of

l)eing the creature, is in some sort the creator

of the wood he worships, since it does or may
owe its existence to his agency.

15. The prophet seems designedly to inter-

chang3 the singular and plural forms, in order

to identify with more efEect the idol worshipped
and the sticks consumed. He takes of them
(the sticks), kindles a fire, warms himself, bakes
bread, then makes a god, and worships, yes,

bows down before them (the sticks of wood).

The argument of this and the succeeding verses

is intended to exhibit the absurdity of worship-

ping the same material that is constantly ap-

plied to the most trivial domestic uses. A.

17. " He saith, Deliver me, for thou art my
god." There where he pays his homage and
allegiance, he justly looks for protection and
deliverance. What a strange infatuation is

this, to expect help from gods that cannot help

themselves ! But it is this praying to them
that makes them gods, not what the smith or

the carpenter did at them. What we place our

confidence in for deliverance, that we make a

god of. H.

18-20. These are the prophet's reflections

and inferences. They have no heart to know
the truth. They love to relieve themselves of

the thought of an infinite God, holy, and ever

present ; and therefore God gives them up to

this wretched delusion. They are judicially

blinded. Paul accounts for the rise of idolatry

in this way. H. C.

20. Men may come to be honest atheists,

but they did not begin so. They " held down
the truth in unrighteousness" and " did not

like to retain God in their knowledge," and
" were given over to believe a lie"—what at the

outset was known to be a lie. There is no

error or absurdity so monstrous that the habit-

ual sceptic will not accept it. The incredulity

of credulity is absolutely amazing. Pierson.

21. Having completed his detailed exposure

of the folly of idolatr}^, or rather of the impo-

tence of idols as contrasted with the power of

God, he now resumes the tone of promise and

encouragement with which the chapter opens,

and assures the chosen people, here personified

as Israel or Jacob, that having been constitut-

ed such by Jehovah for a special purpose, they

could not cease to be the objects of His watch-

ful care. A.

22. The figure is twofold. As clouds hide

from us the face of the sun, so transgression

hides from us the face of God ; and again, as

God brushes away the dark clouds with infinite

ease when He will, and lets the sunshine come
forth with double glory and sweetness, so He
takes away the thick clouds of our sins and lets

His own face shine forth in unwonted radiance

upon us. II. C.

There is a double forgiveness of sin—in hea-

ven and in a man's own conscience ; and there-

fore sometimes compared to the l)lotting out of

sometliing out of a book, sometimes to the blot-

ting out of a cloud. To the blotting out of a

book (Isa. 43 : 25), that it may be no more re-

membered or charged upon us. To the blot-
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ting out of a cloud, as the sun when it breaketh

forth in its strength dispelleth the mists and

clouds. Sin interposeth as a cloud, hindering

the light of God's countenance from shining

forth upon us. Both these are God's work

—

to blot tlie book and to blot out the cloud.

T. Mdnton. Here is the work of cuch Divine

person in tlie ever-glorious Trinity. God the

Father blots out sins in the court of heaven
;

God the Son by His atonement on the cross
;

and God the Spirit in the court of a sinner's

conscience. Behold, love speaks, grace pro-

claims, mercy declares, I have dispersed the

cloud ; I have blotted out thy sins. Grace su-

perabounds over all the aboundings of sin. A
deluge of pardoning love, mercy and grace

washes away all thy transgressions. They are

all dispersed like a cloud driven aM^ay by the

sun. What ! all this rich love, mercy and grace

to such a sinner as I ? and that too without any

deserts of mine ? Yes, all is of rich love, free

grace and sovereign mercy. But behold the

end of this. It is to attach thy heart to a sin-

pardoning Lord. For He says, " Return unto

Mo." Oh, nothing attracts the gracious heart

from sin, the world and vanit}^ to the Lord,

like free and full declarations of Gospel grace

and pardoning love. IF". Mason.

If sin is opposed as well as felt ; if its striv-

ings within you lead ro prayer instead of in-

iquity ; if, through the Spirit, the passions of

your nature are habitually overcome ; if sin is

your grief and abhorrence as well as terror
;

then we are as sure as the Bible can make us,

that the warfare in your soul, though painful,

and tumultuous, and unceasing, is no mark of

the displeasure of heaven ; is as plain a token

as God can give you, " that He has blotted out

your transgressions." C. B.

23, Isaiah's full heart would fain move all

heaven and all the lowest depths of the earth
;

all the mountains and forest trees also, to one

vast choral song of praise to God for what He
has done and is doing to redeem Jacob and
glorify Himself in Israel. " Hath redeemed"
and " will glorify Himself," imply that some
of this work is seen by the prophet as past, and

some of it, or at least, some of its results of

glory to God, are seen as future.

24-2§. The remaining verses of the chapter

fall under one construction and reallj' constitute

but one complete sentence. Thus saith the Lord
who is thy Redeemer and thy Former from the

womb ; I am the Lord who maketh all things,

doing also all else included in this series.

These are some of His great works, enumerat-
ed to give His people more enlarged views of

His power and of His loving care of every in-

terest of his Zion. H. C.

24. Hakctli all tilings. The whole Cos-

mos is just as if made by God. We might go

on lifting the curtain from before her face ten,

twenty, never so many times, and always with

the same result. Never a break in the verdict.

For now some thousands of years our natural

knowledge has been advancing, and the envi-

ous curtain has been rising, step by step ; and

never yet has the observer, after carefully look-

ing on the picture without and carefully listen-

ing to the voice within, ever heard any other

words than these :
" Just as if made by God

—

Just as if made by God !" Burr.

It is the exerci.se of seeking and finding God
and His glory beneath the veil suspended on

the frame of universal nature that strengthens,

enlarges and elevates the soul, and fits it, if

grace be there, for the presence and enjoyment

of God, when the veil is removed and the soul

in the spiritual world sees no more as through

I

a glass darkly, but face to face. The forms of

nature seem to have been designed to discipline

man's mind rather than to teach man knowl-

edge ; to educate and not to inform the soul is

the great object for which the mind is placed

within the physical senses, and surrounded by

the physical world. The forms of nature are

drawn around us not so much to fill us with

knowledge or let light into the mind as to make
us evolve it ourselves in the exercise of our

own powers. Clieevser.

27. It cannot well be doubted that the words

refer primarily to the fact that God's servant

Cyrus dried the bed of the Euphrates and

marched his army into the city in its dry chan-

nel, under the city walls. Both Herodotus and

Zenophon describe this stratagem. H. C.

This remarkable circumstance, in which the

event so exactly corresponded with the proph-

ecy, was also noted by Jeremiah (Jer. 50 : 38
;

51 : 36). A. C.

28. It is now universally admitted that this

verse has reference to Cyrus the Elder or the

Great, the son of Cambyses, king of Persia, and

the grandson of Astyages the Mede, the hero of

the Cyropajdia and of the first book of Herodo-

tus, the same who appears in sacred history (3

Chron. 36 : 23 ; Ezra 1 : 1) as the actual restorer

of the Jews from exile. He is here called Je-

hovah's shepherd, wliich may either be the usual

poetical designation of a king, so common in

the oldest classics, or (as Umbreit suggests) a

special description of his mission and voca-

tion to gather the lost sheep of the house of

Israel. A.
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The mention of Cyrus by name is here the

seal to the truth and consistency of the whole

message. A dim or trivial prediction would

be a strange and unnatural sequel to such a

glorious array of the Divine titles and perfec-

tions. The preface, in its solemnity, and the

prophecj', in its clearness and importance, now
agree together. The fulfilment was minutely

true. The second Temple was founded under

Cyrus, and through his decree, but founded

only. Its completion and dedication were un-

der Darius after twenty years' delay. Birks.

It is only at occasional times and in slight

degrees that the veil is withdrawn which hides

the counsels of the Lord with reference to man,

and man is permitted to see that each individual

in his limited sphere and nations in their com-

paratively mighty influence are but instru-

ments working out the counsels of the Most

High. Pharaoh, or Cyrus, or the great Assy-

rian monarchs, or the Jewish race—how great

the influence which they exercised on the desti-

nies of mankind ! Yet the Almighty God de-

clares of each of them, that in the exercise of

that influence they were but carrying out His

will ; therebj' intimating to us (what our own
natural conception of the Almighty might lead

us to expect) that all things, small and great,

good and evil, are foreseen by His omniscient

eye, and work out the purposes of His wisdom
and His love. Karslake.

Those critics who deny that the original

Isaiah could have been the author of these

chapters make great account of the minute-

ness of this prophecy, which even gives the

name of Cj'rus, though he became kmg almost

two centuries after the death of Hezekiah.

They aver that such minuteness of detail is

without a parallel, and is entirel}' foreign from
the style of Scripture prophecy. All other

prophecies, they saj--, are general in their state-

ments—so general that human sagacity, coupled

with a sort of public anticipation of better days

yet to come, will amply suffice to account for

their existence. The points to be made in re-

ply to these positions are of this sort : 1. The
afBrmations made in respect to the general in-

defiuiteness of prophecy are entirely too strong

to correspond with the facts. Witness the

prophecies respecting the Messiah—one per-

son, mentioned by name, with a very great

number of special and minute circumstances

connected with His birth, life, spirit, teachings,

miracles and death. Witness also the prophe-

cies respecting the fall of Babylon (Jer. 50 and

51 ; also Isa. 13 and 21 : 1-10). 3. The partic-

ular circumstance of naming a king has its

parallel in the case of Josiah, whose name was
given in prophecy as far back as the reign of

Jeroboam I., B.C. 975, and was fulfilled in Jo-

siah's reformation, B.C. 630. (See 1 K. 13 :

2

and 2 K. 23 : 15-20.) 3. It being admitted that

prophecy is by inspiration of God, it can be no

objection to any given case of prediction that

it is unusually specific and definite. God will

shape this feature according to His own wis-

dom. H. C.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER XLV.

45 : 1 Thus saith the Lord to liis anointed, to Cyrus, whose right hand I have holden, to

subdue nations before him, and I will loose the loins of kings ; to open the doors before him,

2 and the gates shall not be shut ; I will go before thee, and make the rugged places plain : I

3 will break in pieces the doors of brass, and cut in sunder the bars of iron : and I will give

thee the treasures of darkness, and hidden riches of secret places, that thou maj'est know that

4 I am the Lord, which call thee by thy name, even the God of Israel. For Jacob my ser-

vant's sake, and Israel my chosen, I have called thee by thy name : I have surnamed thee,

5 though thou hast not known me. I am the Lord, and there is none else ; beside me there is

6 no God : I will gird thee, though thou hast not known me : that they may know from the

rising of the sun, and from the west, that there is none beside me : I am the Lord, and there

7 is none else. I form the light, and create darkness ; I make peace, and create evil ; I am the

Lord, that doeth all these things.

8 Drop down, ye heavens, from above, and let the skies pour dou-n righteousness : let the

earth open, that they maj' bring forth salvation, and let her cause righteousness to spring up
together ; I the Lord have created it.

9 Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker ! a potsherd among the potsherds of the earth !

Shall the clay say to him that fashioneth it. What makest thou ? or thy work. He hath no

10 hands ? Woe unto him that saith unto a father, What begettest thou ? or to a woman, With
11 what travailest thou ? Thus saith the Lord, the Holy One of Israel, and his Maker : Ask

me of the things that are to come ; concerning my sons, and concerning the work of my
12 hands, command ye me. I have made the earth, and created man upon it : I, even my
13 hands, have stretched out the heavens, and all their host have I commanded. I have raised

him up in righteousness, and I will make straight all his ways : he shall build my city, and

he shall let my exiles go free, not for price nor reward, saith the Lord of hosts.

14 Thus saith the Lord, The labour of Egypt, and the merchandise of Ethiopia, and the

Sabeans, men of stature, shall come over unto thee, and they shall be thine ; they shall go

after thee ; in chains they shall come over : and they shall fall down unto thee, they shall

make supplication unto thee, saying, Surely God is in thee ; and there is none else, there is no

15, 16 God. Verily thou art a God that hidest thyself, O God of Israel, the Saviour. They shall

be ashamed, yea, confounded, all of them : they shall go into confusion together that are

17 makers of idols. But Israel shall be saved by the Lord with an everlasting salvation : ye

shall not be ashamed nor confounded world without end.

18 For thus saith the Lord that created the heavens ; he is God ; that formed the earth and

made it ; he established it, he created it not a waste, he formed it to be inhabited : I am the

19 Lord ; and there is none else. I have not spoken in secret, in a place of the land of dark-

ness ; I said not unto the seed of Jacob, Seek ye me in vain : I the Lord speak righteousness,

20 I declare things that are right. Assemble yourselves and come ; draw near together, ye that

are escaped of the nations : they have no knowledge that carry the wood of their graven

21 image, and pray unto a god that cannot save. Declare ye, and bring it forth
;
yea, let them

take counsel together : who hath shewed this from ancient time ? who hath declared it of

old ? have not I the Lord ? and there is no God else beside me ; a just God and a saviour
;

22 there is none beside me. Look unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth : for I am
23 God, and there is none else. By myself have I sworn, the word is gone forth from my mouth

in righteousness, and shall not return, that unto me every knee shall bow, every tongue shall

24 swear. Only in the Lord, shall one say unto me, is righteousness and strength : even to him

25 shall men come, and all they that were incensed against him shall be ashamed. In the Lord
shall all the seed of Israel be justified, and shall glory.

Chap. 45. This chapter continues the same
general course of thought, beginning with a

further description of the victories of Cyrus,

and of his work as the deliverer of God's peo-

jile ; and then making this great event the oc-

casion and the ground for renewed declarations
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of God's infinite supremacy ; of His worthiness

to be trusted ; of His purpose to confound all

idols and idol-worshippers, and, with the co-

operation of His true people, to bring all na-

tions to acknowledge His name and to worship

at His feet. H. C. As to the order and ar-

rangement of the parts, the chapter opens, in

direct continuation of the forty -fourth, with a

further iDrophecy of Cyrus and of his successes

(verses 1-3). These are then referred to the

power of God and His design of mercy toward

His people, so that all misgivings or distrust

must be irrational and impious (verses 4-13).

Then leaving Cyrus out of view, the prophet

turns his eyes to the nations, and declares that

they must be subdued, but only in order to be

blessed and saved, which is declared to have

been the Divine purpose and revealed as such

from the beginning (verses 14-25). A.

1. Remarkably the Lord applies to Cyrus the

same descriptive term, " anointed," by which

Jesus Christ is usually designated in prophecy.
" Messiah" means precisely the anointed One,

and is the very Hebrew word used here. The
just view seems to be that Cyrus was anointed

as king for the special work which the Lord

had for him to do, as Jesus was for His special

work, while yet their respective missions were

exceedingly unlike. " To subdue nations"

receives from history a striking fulfilment.

H. C. It can scarcely be considered a for-

tuitous coincidence that Herodotus speaks of

the gate which led to the river as having been

left open on the night of the attack. Xeno-

phon says the doors of the palace itself having

been unguardedly opened, the invaders took

possession of it almost without resistance. A.

L<oo§e tlie loins. There is a special al-

lusion to the night when the handwriting ap-

peared on the wall, when " the king's counte-

nance changed, and his thoughts troubled him,

so that the joints of his loins were locjsed, and

his knees smote together one against another"

(Dan. 5 : 6). The opening of the doors and

gates has a similar reference to that night of

revelry, when the river-gates were carelessly

left unclosed. Birks.

2. The gates of brass. In every side

of the great square wall which encompassed

Babylon were twenty-five gates, one hundred

in all, of solid brass ; those which led to the

river and tliose whi(;h enclosed the temple of

Belus were of the same material. Piidcaux.

Without doubt, the distinct prediction by
Isaiah, of a matter so much beyond the range

of common experience, must have had gi-eat

weight upon the mind of Cyrus, in convincing

him not only that the prophecy was true, but

the Divine Author of that prophecy was He
who had indeed made straight his path before

him, and who had opened to him the two-

leaved gates of the numerous strong cities

which he had won. Kitto.

Herodotus, the ancient historian of the event,

writing seventy j^ears afterward, comments
upon it in this manner :

" If the besieged had

been aware of the designs of Cyrus, they might
have destroyed his troops. They had only to

secure the joldimj gates leading to the river,

and to have manned the embankments on either

side, and they would have enclosed the Per-

sians in a trap from which they could never

have escaped. As it happened, they were taken

by surprise ; and such is the extent of the

city, that they who lived in the extremities

were made prisoners before the alarm reached

the palace." " As it happened." Yes, it hap-

pened ; but a hundred and more years before

God had said by His prophet liow it should

happen. He had said, "/will open the two-

leaved gates." So Cyrus found them wide

open, and the way clear to the very banquet-

hall of the palace, just as Isaiah had said, be-

fore Cyrus was born, that they should be.

Plielps.

3. It is thought by some eminent writers

that no conquests have ever been attended with

such acquisition of wealth as those of Cyrus.

The last clause gives a reason why this circum-

stance is mentioned—viz., in order that Cyrus

might be able to identify the being who brought

it to pass with the being who foretold it.

5. What is said before of naming him is here

said of girding him

—

i.e., investing him with

ro}-al dignity or personally strengthening him
;

both may be included. A.

6. These manifestations of the great God,

both in His antecedent predictions respecting

Cyrus and in His wonderful providences in

fulfilling them, had a vastly important pur-

pose—viz., to make the true God known over

all that Eastern world ; to give them such dem-

onstrations of His being. His omniscience and

His universal providence as should at least

suffice to convince all candid minds that He is

the one only and infinite God, and that there

can be no other besides.

7. The statements made in the previous

verses give the clue (probably) to the special

significance of this—viz., that the people of

the distant East, the regions of the rising sun,

might know that there is no God besides Me.

For Persia, pre-eminently to the Hebrews the

land of the rising sun, was the home of the
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celebrated doctrine of Zoroaster, taught in the

Zend-Avesta—viz., that there is not one God

only, but virtually two ; one the author of all

good, the other, of all evil ; one, the former of

light ; the other, of darkness. But squarely

in opposition to this dualistic system, and that

His word might go at once through all that

Eastern world whence Cyrus came, the Lord

here affirms that He alone both formed the

light and created the darkness ; both makes

peace and creates evil ; He, the one supreme

Lord God, doeth all these things.

§. When this ardent prophet, speaking for

God and in sympathy with God, would sum-

mon all the active powers of the race to any

special work, he is wont to call upon the hea-

vens and the earth, as if to arouse all the realms

of nature to combine and to help forward the

mighty endeavor. H. C.

The figure is varied and complete. The hea-

vens are to distil righteousness, like dew, and

the skies to pour it down in copious showers.

The earth is to open her bosom, and to receive

these gifts of heaven. Both, in concert, are

thus to yield the fruit of salvation ; and the

earth is to bring forth righteousness in re-

sponse to the floods of righteousness from on

high. Birks.

It is descriptive, doubtless, of what is yet to

take place under the JVIessiah on the earth, in

the better days which are to succeed to the

present, when the knowledge of the Lord shall

till the earth. The heavens shall drop down
righteousness, and the clouds shall distil salva-

tion, and the earth shall bring forth the fruits

of holiness, and the world shall be full of the

love of God. All the earth shall be blessed, as

if descending showers should produce univer-

sal fertilit}^ and every land, now desolate, bar-

ren and sterile, and horrid by sin, shall become
" like a well-watered garden" in reference to

salvation, and shall be full of the fruits of holi-

ness. Barnes.

There is here the first sign of transition, in

this prophecy, from Cyrus to the days of Mes-

siah. The Lord, having been revealed as the

true God, in contrast to idols and Persian dual-

ism, and also as the God of Israel, is further

revealed as the God of all grace, righteousness

and salvation. The mercies to the returning

exiles were an earnest of this promise. But its

main fulfilment is in the Incarnation and Atone-

ment of our Lord, and the Pentecostal gift of

the Spirit. Then " truth flourished out of the

earth, and righteousness looked down from
heaven." Birks.

9, 10. Shall the clay pretend to be wiser

than the potter, and therefore to advise him
;

or mightier than the potter, and therefore to

control him ? He that gave us being, that

gave us this being, may design concerning us,

and dispose of us as He pleases ; and it is pre-

sumption for us to prescribe to Him. Shall we
impeach God's wisdom or question His power,

who are ourselves so curiously, so wonderfully

made? Shall we say He has no hands whose

hands made us, and in whose hands we are ?

The doctrine of God's sovereignty has enough
in it to silence all our discontents and objec-

tions against the methods of His providence

and grace (Rom. 9 : 20, 21). H.

11. The logical connection of thought here

is plain and beautiful. Instead of presuming

to call in question the wisdom and goodness of

God, the Great Maker and Ruler of all, go

rather to Him in due humility and ask Him to

reveal the future destinies of His sons, since

these are all determined in His all-wise plans

and counsels ; and in respect to the work of

His hands, commit all to Him. H. C.

12. This is a statement of the reason why
He could be trusted to protect His people

—

viz., because He was almighty and had proved

Himself to be so in creation. A.

1 3. I, the same God who created all worlds,

evermore controlling all events, have also raised

up him, Cyrus. I have done it in righteous-

ness—i.e., for purposes of justice and righteous-

ness both toward my people, whom I am to re-

deem, and toward the guilty king of Babylon,

whom in justice I must destroy. The words

do not refer to the character of Cyrus as good

or just, but to the purpose of God in raising him

up. The last clause means that Cyrus would

send home those Jewish exiles without de-

manding any redemption price, doing it of his

own generous and free will.

1 4. The next thought in order is the acces-

sion of the Gentiles to the true Church of God,

with their wealth, and of course with their

hearts. Egypt, Ethiopia and the Sabeans are

named here because they are named in chap.

43 : 3, and as specimens of the whole Gentile

world, the promise applying not less to all

other nations. H. C.

15. An apostrophe, expressive of the proph-

et's own strong feelings in contrasting what

God had done and would yet do, the darkness

of the present with the brightness of the fu-

ture. If these things are to be hereafter, then

oh. Thou Saviour of Thy people. Thou art in-

deed a God that hides Himself—that is to say,

conceals His purposes of mercy under the

darkness of His present dispensations. A.
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When God is acting as Israel's God and Sa-

viour, " commonly His way is in the sea" (Ps.

77 : 19). The salvation of the Church is car-

ried on in a mysterious "waj^, by the Spirit of

the Lord of hosts working on men's spirits

(Zech. 4 : 6), by weak and unlikely instruments,

small and accidental occurrences, and not

wrought till the last extremity ; but this is

our comfort, though God hide Himself, we are

sure He is
'

' the God of Israel, the Saviour.
'

'

H.

We know enough of God to love and adore

Him without His explaining to us all the prin-

ciples of His government. It enters into His

character as a sovereign to conceal some of the

reasons of His conduct from His subjects. He
is a God that Mdetli Himself. If it were other-

wise, He would not be God. And it is best for

us that it should be so. It is best for our edu-

cation that it should be conducted under a

system of mysteries. It does not cramp the

intellect. It does not impair its freedom. A
wish to solve every mystery is indicative of

anything but profoundness of views or good-

ness of heart. Such a system as that under

which we live keeps the curiosity awake, en-

nobles the soul, shows it the greatness of the

kingdom into which it is introduced, inspires

it with reverential awe, enlarges its capacities,

and fits it for its destinies. B. B. Edwards.

How often the people of God say with the

prophet, " Verily Thou art a God that hidest

Thyself, O God of Israel, the Saviour !" It is

true a steadfast faith in the providence of God,

that all that He does and all that He permits

and disposes is best, will quiet the passions and

change the tempestuous ocean into the pacific

sea ; but when Xhcy are admitted into the

council of state above and see the immediate

reasons of His decrees, what a heavenly won-

der, what an exquisite pleasure will fill their

minds ? When the original fountains of wis-

dom, as clear as deep, shall be opened, what
sweet satisfaction will be shed abroad in their

spirits ? They will see the beauty of provi-

dence in disposing temporal evils in order to

their eternal felicity ; that as in a curious pic-

ture the dark(;st tinctures are so disposed as to

give light and grace to orient colors, so all the

afilictions of this state were but shadows or

foils, to make their faith, and love, and patience

more resplendent, and their reward more excel-

lent. What our Saviour said to Peter is ap-

plicable to the impenetrable dispensations of

providence to us in our mortal state :
" What

I do, thou kuowest not now, but shalt know
hereafter." Then the secrets of Hia counsels

shall be unsealed, and we shall understand that

His overruling providence is most eminently

glorified in extracting good out of evil, for we

shall know as ice are known. Bates.

16, 17. Two grand facts are here put in

antithesis : 1. That the makers of idols shall be

confounded and put to shame. 2. That the

true Israel shall be saved with everlasting sal-

vation and never be put to shame through dis-

appointment by the failure of her God to ful-

fil His promises. These promises, now fresh

in mind and deeply affecting, are in these

words guaranteed against possible failure.

18. That God " made the earth to be inhab-

ited" is significant here in connection with this

prophecy of the ultimate conversion of the na-

tions, as mucli as to say, I have not only made
this earth "all very good," but I made it to

sustain a vast population, and my ultimate

purpose is to bring all these nations up to the

gates of Zion to say there, " Surely God is in

Thee, and there is none else, no other God."
H. C.

B9. As He has in His word invited them to

seek Him, so He never denied their believing

prayers nor disappointed their believing expec-

tations. He said not to them, to any of them,
" Seek ye Me in vain ;" for if He did not

think fit to give them the particular thing they

prayed for, yet He gave them grace suflicient

and the comfort and satisfaction of soul which
were equivalent. God not only gives a gra-

cious answer to, but will be the bountiful re-

warder of those that diligently seek Him. H.

It should be enough for us to know that God
has established an unfailing connection be-

tween prayer and blessing ; enough that He
has promised to answer prayer. We will leave

it to Him to reconcile such absolute promises

with His sovereignty and immutability. If He
see nothing inconsistent in the promise and

the purpose, if He assure us that He does not

resign His sceptre or falter in His administra-

tion while actually answering a human call

upon His interposition, it should satisfy us.

The difficulties of the case should not trouble

us if they do not trouble God. If we become

entangled with them our prayers will surely

be hindered. R. S. S.

Prayer is as much a means as anything else.

It seizes the arm that moves the stars. It is a

great force, not a phj'sical, which you can

measure, but a moral force acting on the mind

of God. inducing Him to do what He would

not do if we did not pray. It is by the regen-

erate, through Christ, by one who believes in

it as an ordinance of God, submissive, accom-
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panied by earnest and intelligent use of all the

available means, and is always answered ; either

(1) What you ask is granted ; or (2) in a differ-

ent form at some other time ; or (3) something

else and better is given. When your child asks

you for something which your wisdom sees is

hurtful, you do not grant it, or you give it

something better. Our heavenlj' Father never

gives us a stone when we ask for bread, but,

thanks be to His name, He often gives us bread

when we ask for a stone. A. A. Hodge.

Desires breathed to God are not in vain, but

the}' must be accompanied with seeking, which
is effort. What do we do to secure possession

of the gifts for which we pray ? Spiritual

character is not built up in answer to wishes

only, whether spoken or unspoken. We have to

seek for the treasure, not as if we did not know
where it was, but as gold-diggers, who seek for

it on their claim, because they know that it is

there. The effort is to be continuous. A. M.

It is a mistake, a dangerous error to suppose

that man should pray only when his heart

prompts. Knowest thou not that the soul is

stimulated to prayer by prayer itself ? How to

approach Him who approaclieth you so gra-

ciously, jow know. Seek the still hour every

day. Read the holy Scriptures every daj'.

Attend, ever}' hour and every instant, to every

attracting influence of the Holy Spirit. When
the Spirit keepeth silence, then cling to jcmv

prayer. Tholuck.

20, 21. To hasten the desired and promised

result of converting the nations to God, the

summons goes forth. Call them together ; let

us have a vast convocation ; let all those who
have survived the judgments of God on guilty

nations gather together ; let them consider first

how utterly ignorant and senseless are all those

who set up the Avood of their graven image and
pray to a god who cannot save. Then let them
also consider who hath brought out such mi-

nute and wonderful predictions of the distant

future, which have moreover been so accurately

fulfilled. Is not He who hath done all this the

true Jehovah, the omniscient God ? Do not

these fulfilled predictions prove Him to be in-

deed the one onh' God ? Yea, let them know
that He is a just God and a Saviour, combining
perfect justice with boundless mercy ; a God
whom sinners should fear to offend, yet dare

to approach suppliantly, and to whom they
should surely be attracted by His great mer-

cies. H. C.

'

21. A just Ood, and a Saviour. The
Incarnate Son of God is the Bread of Life.

There is no Gospel left when He is stripped of

His Deity ; nothing remains but preci.'pt and
example, empty platitudes about virtues and

graces without redeeming energy to set the

heart on fire and make life an inspiration.

" Thy Saviour is thy God !" that makes all

things new ; that seals mj' free and full for-

giveness ; that makes my sonship real and in-

destructible ; that makes my faith omnipotent

;

that makes me glory in tribulation and infirmi-

ties ; that makes me sure of holiness and hea-

ven ; that sets the flaming cross for me in the

blackest firmament ; that makes the open grave

the Mecca of my perpetual pilgrimage. Beh-

7'ends.

When God absolves, it is only in one way

—

that is, through a Mediator. God cannot for-

give sin at the expense of His justice. His holi-

ness or His truth. It is through the blood of

Christ alone that He can do this. Justice asked

for the sufferings of a man—Christ rendered

the sufferings of a God ; hence the Fount of

Infinite Justice now waits to forgive ; and He
forgives, for Christ's sake, the moment that we
ask Him. He is just, and yet the justifierof

him that believeth in Jesus. Gumming.

In this revelation of God in Christ is the as-

surance that that Holy One, in whose presence

angelic purity grows dim, stoops to take the

very nature of the guilty, and blend it in mys-

terious affiance with His own. More than this :

the purity of heaven incarnate exposes itself to

a long-continued companionship with evil, per-

mits itself to be pierced with all the anguish

that sins hostility could inflict upon it, and at

last yields up itself as sin's victim into the

hands of death. Yet, with all this, from first to

last, infinitely loving right, unerringly cogni-

zant of man's guilt, taking the full gauge of

the abhorrent nature of that which He forgave,

Jesus is seen with mercy ever on His lip, for-

giveness, compassion, love to sinners in His

every look and act. And further, the Gospel

permits us to think of Christ as one who, in

conveying pardon to guilt, instead of relaxing

the strictness or bringing slight on the unbend-

ing rectitude of God's law, offers up the grand-

est possible tribute to its majesty and the most

awful atonement for the sins that infringed it.

Here, therefore, in this Gospel of Christ is the

most ample provision made for the guilty spir-

it's needs. Though my sin cannot be literally

unsiuned, though the past is irrevocable, yet

surely in this my trembling heart may find the

rest for which it craves—the assurance that the

past may be forgotten, and that sin is blotted

out by an act in which its guilt is most fear-

fully condemned and expiated—when I behold
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the very God who is Law, Righteousness, Ab-
solute Justice, in liuman form offering Himself
up to the death to save me. Caird.

Everything which punishment, in its own
nature, as a mere sanction of law, involves, is

involved in the great sacrificial offering of

Jesus Christ ; and more, for punishment, strict-

ly speaking, has no remedial influence about it.

Penalty contemplates not so much the good of

the offender as the good of the community or

state whose rights he has outraged and whose
interests he has sacrificed. The atonement of

Jesus Christ contemplates both. By one and
the same means it upholds and illustrates the

righteousness of God, and reforms and renews

the guilty. It constitutes the mightiest, nay
the only power which can be brought to bear

upon the alienated heart, and recover it to the

love and service of its rightful Sovereign ; and
thus it gives to justice all its claims, and affords

goodness free scope for its exercise ; makes
kindness to the sinner consistent with right-

eousness—blends mercy and truth, good will

and justice together, showing to every intelli-

gent being how God can be just and yet justi-

fy the sinner. E. M.
There is a just God over all, for men ever

reap just what they sow. But j ustice in God is

something far grander than the mere exercise

of retribution ; it is the love of eternal truth,

purity, righteousness
; and the penalties of un-

truth, impurity, unrighteousness are the out-

flashings of that holy anger which is founded
in His love of the right, the pure and the true.

In the same way God's salvation is more than

the mere deliverance from penalty. It is a de-

liverance from penalty ; it is a salvation from
the miseries of sin and the agonies inflicted on
the soul by the remorse of conscience. But it

is at the same time far greater than this ; it is

the deliverance from evil, salvation from the

cruel lusts of wrong ; from the bondage of un-

holy passions growing into the giant-life of

eternity
; from the deep degradation and hor-

rible selfishness of sin. That is the salvation

of God. Here, then, we see how His justice

and His salvation are in perfect harmony.
His salvation is to free men from the pen-

alties of justice by making them righteous,

true and holy in Christ. And thus the purpose
of God the Saviour is to change men into the

image of God the Just. His justice is not

merely a holy anger against all the violations

of truth, and righteousness, and purity, but a

deep desire to make men like Himself—just,

and holy, and true. In a word, God would
save men from evil by making them righteous

;

and thus He is at once the just God and the

Saviour. R. T.

22. These great truths crystallize into this

broad and blessed invitation, addressed to all

people on the wide earth—the most remote as

well as the least—saying :
" Look unto Me and

be j'e saved." H. C.

This is said in view of the declaration made
in the previous verse, that He is a just God and
a Saviour. It is because He sustains this char-

acter that all are invited to look to Him ; and
the doctrine is that the fact that God is at the

same time just, and yet a Saviour, or can save

consistently ^cith His justice, is an argument
why they should look to Him, and confide in

Him. If He is at the same time just—true

to His promises
; righteous in His dealings

;

maintaining the honor of His law and His gov-

ernment, and showing His hatred of sin ; and
also merciful, kind and forgiving, it is a

ground of confidence in Him. The direction

to look to God for salvation implies a deep
conviction that we cannot redeem ourselves ; a

deep feeling that salvation is necessary ; a deep
conviction of helplessness and of sin ; and a

deep conviction that He only can save.

All tJie Ends of the Earth. The invitation

here proves, 1. That the offers of the Gospel

are universal. None are excluded. The ends

of the earth, the remotest parts of the world,

are invited to embrace salvation, and all those

portions of the earth might, under this invita-

tion, come and accept the offers of life. 2.

That God is willing to save all, or desirous

that all should be saved—since He would not

give an invitation at all unless He was desirous

that they should accept of it ; nor would He
give an invitation unless He was irilUng to save

them. 3. That there is ample provision for

their salvation—since God could not invite

them to accept of what was not provided for

them, nor could He ask them to partake of sal-

vation which had no existence. 4. That it is

His serious and settled purpose that all the

ends of the earth shall be invited to embrace

the offers of life. The invitation has gone

from His lips, and the command has gone forth

that it should be carried to every creature, and

now it appertains to His Church to carry the

glad news of salvation around the world. God
intends that it shall be done ; and on His

Church rests the responsibility of seeing it

speedily executed. Barnes.

Strange as it is, yet so it is ; we can turn

round upon Sovereign Fatherhood bidding us

to His service and say, "I irill not." He pleads

with us, and we can resist His pleadings. He
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holds out the mercies of His liands and the

gifts of His grace, and we can reject tliem.

We cannot cease to be the objects of His love,

but we can refuse to be the recipients of its

most precious gifts. We can bar our hearts

against it. Then of what avail is it to us ?

Not to accept is to refuse ; non-submission is

rebellion. We do not need to emphasize our

refusal by any action—no need to lift our

clenched hands in defiance. We have simply

to put them behind our backs or to keep them

folded. Tlie closed liand must remain an empty
hand. " He that believetli not is condemned."

Remember that when Christ pleads and draws,

to do nothing is to oppose, and to delay is to

refuse. It is a very easy matter to ruin your

soul. You have simply to keep still when He
says, "Look unto Me, and be ye saved." And
all the rest will follow of itself. A. M.

Our salvation is not to be deferred to a dis-

tant judgment and a distant heaven. God
would save us here, and save us now. He
would inspire us with hope, bless us with

peace and anoint us with gladness. He would
bring our humanity under His curative and

restorative power. He has actually accom-

plished this in regard to many. We see and
know the men who are actually resuscitated

and in process of being restored. They are

not perfect. They are not holy as man was in

Eden. They are not like the angels. They
are men—heirs of all the ills to which our na-

ture is subject ; they have sinned ; they have

wept ; but they have begun to hope and begun
to live. The salvation begun will be carried on

to perfection. W. Adams.

23. God is supreme, and will yet be acknowl-

edged to be so by every rational being. Every
knee shall bow to Him in this acknowledgment
—freely and lovingly, or by compulsion and

fear, for the language of this statement is not

restricted to the voluntary submission of real

converts. It is (apparently of purpose) made
sufficiently general to include both the volun-

tary submission of the redeemed and the co-

erced subjection of the incorrigibly impenitent.

Paul quotes this passage twice, first applying

it (Rom. 14 : 11) to the whole world standing

before Christ's judgment-seat and recogniz-

ing His infinite supremacy there ; and again

(Phil. 2 : 9-11) to Christ's glorious exaltation

by the Father to the throne of the universe.

H. C.

24. In the Lord the captive Jews had right-

eousness
;
grace both to sanctify their aftlictions

to them and to qualify them for deliverance, and

strength for their support and escape. In the

Lord Jesus we have righteousness to recom.mend
us to the good will of God toward us, and
strength to begin and carry on the good work of

God in us ; He is the Fountain of both, and on
Him we must depend for both, must '

' go forth

in His strength and make mention of His right-

eousness" (Ps. 71 : 16). H. No soldier of

His goeth a warfare at his own charge. Christ

being both their righteousness and strength,

they can want nothing—neither riches nor

power. Hence they go on from day to day,

glorying in Him as their richest treasure, and

trusting in Him as their almighty strength
;

and this is their constant song in the house of

their pilgrimage and all their journey through :

" Surely in the Lord have I righteousness and
strength." Jesus' righteousness inspires the

soul with boldness before God. Jesus' strength

obtains victory over every enemy. This is the

triumph of faith. So believers walk safely and

comfortably. W. Mason.

In all thy love and well-doing gird thyself

up to improve and use aright what remains

free in thee, and if thou doest aught aright, say

and thankfully believe that Christ hath done it

for thee. Oh, what a miserable, despairing

wretch should I be if I gave up the faith that

the life of Christ would precipitate the remain-

ing dregs of sin in the crisis of death, and that

I should rise in purer capacity of Christ, blind,

to be irradiated by His light, empty, to be pos-

sessed by His fulness, naked of merit, to be

clothed by His righteousness ! Coleridge.

25. The verse is really intended to wind up
the previous addresses to the Gentiles with a

solemn declaration of their true relation to the

chosen people, as composed of those who really

believed and feared God. whether Jews or Gen-

tiles. This principle was recognized in every

admission of a proselyte to the communion of

the ancient Church, and is repeatedly asserted

as a fundamental law of the Christian Church
(Rom. 10 : 13 ; Gal. 3 : 28 ; Col. 3:11). A.

All believers are the seed of Israel, an up-

right, praying seed. The great privilege they

enjoy by Jesus Christ is that in Him and for

His sake they are justified before God, Christ

being made of God to them righteousness. All

that are j ustified will own it is in Christ that

they are justified, nor could they be justified

by any other ; and those who are justified shall

be glorified. And, therefore, the great duty

believers owe to Christ is to glory in Him and

to make their boast of Him ; therefore He is

made all in all to us, that " whoso glories, may
glory in the Lord ;" and let us comply with

this intention. H.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTERS XLVL, XLVII.

46 : 1 Bel boweth down, Nebo stoopeth ; their idols are upon the beasts, and upon the

3 cattle : the things that ye carried about are made a load, a burden to the weary beast. They
stoop, they bow down together ; they could not deliver the burden, but themselves are gone
into captivity.

3 Hearken unto me, O house of Jacob, and all the remnant of the house of Israel, which have
4 been borne by me from the belly, which have been carried from the womb : and even to old

age I am he, and even to hoar hairs will I carry yo%i : I have made, and I will bear ; yea, I

5 will carry, and will deliver. To whom will ye liken me, and make me equal, and compare
6 me, that we may be like ? Such as lavish gold out of the bag, and weigh silver in the bal-

ance, they hire a goldsmith, and he maketh it a god ; they fall down, yea, they worship.

7 They bear him upon the shoulder, thej^ carry him, and set him in his place, and he standcth
;

from his place shall he not remove : yea, one shall cry unto him, yet can he not answer, nor

save him out of his trouble.

8 Remember this, and shew yourselves men : bring it again to mind, O ye transgressors.

9 Remember the former things of old : for I am God, and there is none else ; / am God, and
10 there is none like me ; declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times

things that are not yet done ; saying. My counsel shall stand, and I will do all my pleasure :

11 calling a ravenous bird from the east, the man of my counsel from a far country
;
yea, I

12 have spoken, I will also bring it to pass ; I have purposed, I will also do it. Hearken unto

13 me, ye stouthearted, that are far from righteousness : I bring near my righteousness, it shall

not be far off, and my salvation shall not tarry ; and I will place salvation in Zion for Israel

my glory.

47 : 1 Come down, and sit in the dust, O virgin daughter of Babylon ; sit on the ground
without a throne, O daughter of the Chaldeans : for thou shalt no more be called tender and

2 delicate. Take the millstones, and grind meal : remove thy veil, strip off the train, uncover

3 the leg, pass through the rivers. Thy nakedness shall be uncovered, yea, thy shame shall be

4 seen : I will take vengeaace, and will accept no man. Our redeemer, the Loud of hosts is

5 his name, the Holy One of Israel. Sit thou silent, and get thee into darkness, O daughter of

6 the Chaldeans : for thou shalt no more be called The lady of kingdoms. I was wroth with

my people, I profaned mine inheritance, and gave them into thine hand : thou didst shew
7 them no mercy ; upon the aged hast thou very heavily laid thy yoke. And thou saidst, I

shall be a lady for ever : so that thou didst not lay these things to thy heart, neither didst

remember the latter end thereof.

8 Now therefore hear this, thou that art given to pleasures, that dwellest carelessly, that

sayest in thine heart, I am, and there is none else beside me ; I shall not sit as a widow,
9 neither shall 1 know the loss of children ; but these two things shall come to thee in a

moment in one day, the loss of children, and widowhood : in their full measure shall they

come upon thee, despite of the multitude of thy sorceries, and the great abundance of thine

10 enchantments. For thou hast trusted in thy wickedness ; thou hast said. None seeth me ;

thy wisdom and thy knowledge, it hath perverted thee : and tliou hast said in thine heart, I

11 am, and there is none else beside me. Therefore shall evil come upon thee ; thou shalt not

know the dawning thereof : and mischief shall fall upon thee ; thou shalt not be able to put

13 it away : and desolation shall come upon thee suddenly, which thou knowest not. Stand

now with thine enchantments, and with the multitude of thy sorceries, wherein thou hast

laboured from thy youth ; if so be thou slialt be able to profit, if so be thou mayest prevail.

13 Thou art wearied in the multitude of thy counsels : let now the astrologers, the stargazers,

the monthly i)rognosticators, stand up, and save thee from the things that shall come upon
14 thee. Behold, they shall be as stubble ; the fire shall burn them ; they shall not deliver

themselves from the power of the flame : it shall not be a coal to warm at, nor a fire to sit

15 before. Thus shall the things be unto thee wherein thou hast laboured : thej' that have

trafficked with thee from thy youth shall wander every one to his quarter ; there shall be

none to save thee.
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Cliap. 46. The transition is easy and natu-

ral, from the deliverance of Israel by Cyrus,

and the richer blessings to follow in the days of

the promised Messiah, to the downfall of Baby-

lon and its idols. The prophecy then continues

•with a vivid picture of the images of the gods

of Babylon, turned into packages on the backs

of weary beasts, instead of being carried aloft

in stately procession, and unable to free them-

selves or their owners from the power of the

conquerors. Birks.

The case so often put already in these later

prophecies, Jehovah versus idols, becomes in this

chapter specific—God versus the idols of Baby-

lon. The great city is seen in prophetic vision,

conquered ; the vanquished people pack their

helpless images vipon their beasts of burden to

bear them away ; the heavy-laden animals

stagger and sink under their load, and the god

himself is powerless to help. But Jehovah,

instead of being borne. Himself bears His peo-

ple ; and shall He be compared to a graven or

a molten god ? Once more the Lord appeals to

His past achievements and to tlie mission of

Cyrus, so signally fulfilling the Divine coun-

sels, and closes with exhorting the ungodly to

hear, renewing His promise of salvation near to

come for His people. H. C.

In confirmation of the general threats and

promises with which chap. 45 is wound up, the

prophet now exhibits the particular case of the

Babylonian idols as a single instance chosen

from the whole range of past and future his-

tory. They are described as fallen and gone

into captivity, wholly unable to protect their

worshippers or save themselves (verses 1, 2).

With these he then contrasts Jehovah's con-

stant care of Israel in time past and in time to

come (verses 3, 4). The contrast is carried out

by another description of the origin and impo-

tence of idols (verses 5-7), and another asser-

tion of Jehovah's sole divinity, as proved by

His knowledge and control of the future, and

by the raising up of Cyrus in particular (verses

8-11). This brings him back to the same sol-

emn warning of approaching judgments, and

the same alternative of life or death, with which

the foregoing chapter closes (verses 13, 13). A.

1. Bel and Nebo were the chief gods of

Babylon, named here to represent the whole

set. Etymologically, the word Bel comes from

Baal, and Nebo from a word which means a

prophet or interpreter. H. C. The dignity

of these two imaginary deities among the

Babylonians may be learned from the extent to

which these names enter into the composition

of the names of men, both in sacred and pro-

fane history. Such are Belshazzar, Belteshaz-

zar, Belesys, Nebuchadnezzar, Nebuzaradan,

Nabopolassar, Nabonned, etc. A.

2. In the ruin of the empire these idol gods

bow down, like those wounded or decrepit

with age. Their images, once raised aloft foi

worship, are placed on beasts of burden and

carried away in disgrace. The gods stoop, like

the beasts that pant under their idols ;
and

" their souls," the divinities themselves, are

gone into captivity. Birks.

The language of the prophet is necessarily

figurative, and when he declares that Bel and

Nebo had gone into captivity, nothing more is

meant than that the people whose gods they

were and whom they represented had passed

under the yoke of a foreign conqueror. And
yet the prophet's prediction was eventually

fulfilled in a very literal way. The empire of

Cyrus was broken up after the death of Cam-

byses, and had to be reconquered by Darius,

the son of Hystaspes, the real founder of the

Persian empire. Darius was a Zoroastrian

monotheist as well as a Persian, and under him

and his successors polytheism ceased to be the

religion of the State. Twice during his reign

he had to besiege Babylon. Hardly had he

been proclaimed king when it revolted under a

certain Nidinta-Bel, who called himself " Neb-

uchadrezzar, the son of Nabonidos." Babylon

endured a siege of two years, and was at last

captured by Darius only by the help of a strat-

agem. Six years afterward it again rose in re-

volt, under an Armenian, who professed, like

his predecessor, to be "Nebuchadrezzar, the

son of Nabonidos." Once more, however, it

was besieged and taken, and this time the pre-

tender was put to death by impalement. His

predecessor, Nidinta-Bel, seems to have been

slain while the Persian troops were forcing

their way into the captured city. After the

second capture of Babylon Darius pulled down

its walls ; and his son Xerxes completed the

work of destruction by destroying the great

temple of Bel, and carrying away the golden

image of the god. Snyc^.

3, 4. In beautiful contrast the Lord calls the

attention of His people to His own relations to

them ; not borne by them on their weary beasts

who sink under their load, but Himself bear-

ing them on His bosom as the mother bears her

babe, and this not merely during helpless in-

fancy, but onward even to old age ; and finally

at the end of their life-journey delivering them

safely into their everlasting rest. Verily such

a God meets the heart-felt wants of frail mor-

tals ! H. C.
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The two ideas of creating and carrying are

thrown together, and in such a way as to show

that they are related ; that in the fact of God
the Creator lies enfolded the fact of God the

Redeemer. " I have made, and I will bear."

Redemption, in one sense, grows out of crea-

tion. Because God made man in His own
image, He is bent on restoring him to that

image. Because God made us God loves us,

educates us, bears with us, carries on the race

on the line of His infinite patience, mioisters

to us with help and sympathy, is burdened

with our perverseness and blindness, yea, comes

down in person into the spliore of our humani-

ty and takes its awful load of sin and sorrow

and pain and death upon Himself. He is under

no obligation imposed by any rightful claim of

ours. But He is under an obligation stronger

than that—an obligation imposed by the stress

of His own infinite love for the children He has

created. The stress of obligation does not draw

Him from our side, it pushes from Him toward

us. It is the mighty outgoing of His own fa-

therlj' heart toward tliat which emanates from

Himself and which He yearns to see restored to

the image in which He made it. Vincent.

5. Where else can such a God as Jehovah be

found ! With what else can He be even com-

pared ? Would you think to compare Him
with idol gods ? Pause and look at those pow-

erless things. See how they are made. Trace

their history from the very outset of their ex-

istence. Take the best specimens, those pre-

l^ared by the wealthy classes, who have money
to lavish and who spare it not.

§. Addressing idolaters, the Lord calls upon
them to remember these facts in respect to

their idol gods and to show themselves men by

using the reason God has given them. H. C.

The word hithshashu, derived from 'ish, a

man, occurs here only. It answers thus to the

apostolic charge, " quit you like men" (1 Cor.

16 : 13). In one place the reference is to manly
understanding, in the other to manly courage.

But the two thoughts are very near akin. All

superstition and idol worship is mental cow-

ardice, while true faith and riglit worship are a

manly and reasonable thing. Birks.

9, 10. " I am tlie Mighty and there is no

other God, and there is none like Me, declaring

from the first the last, and from ancient time

the things which are not (yet) done (or made),

saying. My counsel shall stand and all My
pleasure I will do." He calls upon them to

consider the proofs of His exclusive deity,

afforded not only by tlie nullity of all conflict-

ing claims, but by the fact of His infallible fore-

knowledge, as attested by the actual prediction

of events long before their occurrence. Declar-

ing the last from the first, or the end from the

beginning, means declaring the whole series of

events included between these extremes. A.

10. " He knows the end from the begin-

ning." In that Eternal Mind lies ever undi-

vided the total idea, the total movement, the

total time of the immeasurable universe ; "all

things stand forever according to His unchang-

ing ordinance ;" " He maketh peace in His

high iilaces," and yet He hears continually the

prayers of His elect. " He putteth their tears

in His bottle," " He numbereth the hairs of

their heads." Both views belong to the great-

ness as well as the harmony of the Divine char-

acter—great in its condescending depths, as in

its ineffable height. God sees all things in

their causes. He sees also all things in their

effects and as effects, even as they are seen and

known by us : He sees them in the infinite,

total idea. He sees them also as parts, and in

their ever-varied, ever-varying relations ; He
sees them as ever present. He sees them in their

flowing successions ; He sees them in their time-

less being, before all worlds. He sees them as

they are carried out. T. Lewis.

Faith and hope, which are prophetic powers
in a servant of God, argue from His character

and His promises the certainty, the stability of

His system. Hence, the visions of faith are

sometimes rapturous. But how much more
glorious will be the aspect of the sj'stem to

those who shall be initiated in a future life,

into the wondrous counsels of God ;
avIio shall

see beginning, middle and end ; the interrup-

tions, the oppositions, the steps forward, the

victory, the closing triumph ? God will not

seem slow or slack then, but majestic, almighty,

all-wise, one and the same through the whole

drama. The world will appear to be one, more

than now, and the race one, and the counsels

of God one from their germ to their perfect ful-

filment. Then the perverted will of man, the

schemes of imperial power, the theories sancti-

fying in j ustice, the great systems of oppression,

will seem to have been used by God to spread

His glory. As then the enlightened eye shall

look back on obstacles, which, at their time,

seemed insurmountable, but have now faded

away in the distance—on the wrath of man op-

posing God or defying Him, on revolutions in

opinion and in society, they will seem like the

storm of yesteixlay, which has left no trace on

the sky, while the steady laws of God run their

constant race. " God has triumplied. He has

triumphed," they will then say. Woolsey.
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As God's operations are all according to His

counsels, so His counsels shall all bo fulfilled in

His operations, and none of His measures shall

be broken, none of His designs shall miscarry.

This yields abundant satisfaction to those who
have bound up all their comforts in God's

counsels, that His counsel shall undoubtedly

stand ; and if whatever pleases God pleases us,

nothing can contribute more to make us easy

than to be assured that " God will do all His

pleasure." H.

1 1 . From the general assertion of His provi-

dence and power He now passes to that specific

proof of it which has so frequently been urged

before—viz., the raising up of Cyrus ; but

without the mention of his name in this case,

and with an indefiniteness of expression which

is perfectly well suited to the general analogy

of prophecy. A. Cyrus is one of the first

who is known to have used the eagle for his

military standard. So Xenophon writes of him :

" He had for ensign a golden eagle, stretched

upon a long spear ; and this even still contin-

ues to be the ensign of the Persian king." The
" man of my j^urpose" means one set apart by

God's decree for a special service. The futu-

rity of the campaigns of Cyrus, when this mes-

sage was given, can alone make it intelligible.

There could be no proof or sign of God's fore-

knowledge in a record after the event. Birks.

12. By an easy and natural association. He
subjoins to these proofs of His own divinity,

botli past and future, a warning to those who
were unwilling to receive them. Strength of

heart implies, though it does not directly sig-

nify, stubbornness or obstinacy and a settled

opposition to the will of God.

13. The exhibition of God's righteousness

consists in the salvation of His people and the

simultaneous destruction of His enemies. To
these two classes it was therefore at the same
time an object of desire and dread. The stout-

hearted mentioned in verse 13 were not pre-

pared for it, and unless they were changed

must perish when God's righteousness came
near.

Chap. 47. The following seems to be the

true analysis. Having exemplified his general

doctrine as to God's ability and purpose to do

justice both to friends and foes, by exhibiting

the downfall of the Babylonian idols, he now
attains the same end by predicting the down-
fall of Babylon itself and of the state to which
it gave its name. Under the figure of a royal

virgin she is threatened with extreme degrada-

tion and exposure (verses 1-3). Connecting

this event with Israel and Israel's God, as the

great themes which it was intended to illustrate

(verse 4), he predicts the fall of the empire

more distinctly (verse 5), and assigns as a rea-

son the oppression of God's people (ver.se 6),

pride and self-confidence (verses 7-9), especially

reliance upon human wisdom and upon super-

stitious arts, all which would prove entirely

insufficient to prevent the great catastrophe

(verses 10-15). A.

1-3. This picture of the daughter of Baby-

lon going into exile is a true picture of what
happened in the reigns of Sargon and Sen-

nacherib, while it hardly agrees with anything

of which we have knowledge concerning the

policy of the Persian monarchs or their treat-

ment of Babylon. W. J. B.

1. These two words are forcibly expressive.

" 110 throne!" no longer any throne for thee
;

no more regal dominion ; no more of the dig-

nity and honor of royal power. The name,
" Daughter of the Chaldeans," implies that

Babylon was originally built by the Chaldean

people. II. C.

Ill the dust. The dry, arid aspect of the

ruins, of the vast mounds which cover the

greater buildings, and even the lesser eleva-

tions which spread far into the plain at their

base, receives continual notice. " The whole

surface of the mounds appears to the eye, "says

Ker Porter, " nothing but vast, irregular hills

of earth, mixed with fragments of brick, pot-

tery, vitrifications, mortar, bitumen, etc., while

the foot at every step sinks unto the loose dust

and rubbish." And again " Every spot of

ground in sight was totally barren, and on sev-

eral tracts appeared the common marks of for-

mer building. It is an old adage that ' where

a curse has fallen grass will never grow.' In

like manner the decomposing materials of a

Babylonian structure doom the earth on which

they perish to an everlasting sterility." " On
all sides," says Sir Austen Layard, " fragments

of glass, marble, pottery and inscribed brick

are mingled with that peculiar nitrous and

blanched soil which, bred from the remains of

ancient habitations, checks or destroys vegeta-

tion, and renders the site of Babylon a naked

and hideous waste." G. R.

2. Her debasement is compared to the change

from being a queen to being an abject slave.

" Take the mill-stones"

—

i.e., of the small hand-

mill—a necessity in every Oriental family, with

which the grinding for each day's use was done

every morning, and always done by the lowest

class of servants. H. C.

3. The daughter of Babylon, this royal dam-

sel, must suffer both abasement and captivity.
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She must pass through deep waters, and her

pride be replaced by a painful and repulsive

exposure, both of her political weakness and

lier moral shame and guilt. Birks.

4, The apparent abruptness between this

verse and the preceding is relieved when we
consider that retributive judgment on Babylon

was mercy and salvation to Zion. It was for

the sake of saving Zion and of punishing Baby-

lon for her cruel oppression of God's people

that these terrible judgments came upon her.

Hence the thought here. Utter destruction

upon Babylon is only Avhat might be expected,

for our Redeemer is the Lord of hosts, King of

the armies of heaven, bearing this name be-

cause He is such in fact and therefore clothed

with all power to avenge His people on their

oppressors.

6. The Lord never fails to hold nations re-

sponsible for such violations of natural right

and of the impulses of common humanity.

(See Amos 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 13, etc.) To this

eternal law, written on all hearts, even the

most ignorant heathen are held amenable (Rom.

2:14,15). H. C.

7-15, Babylon, now doomed to ruin, is here

justly upbraided with her pride, luxury and

security, in the day of her prosperity, and the

confidence she had in her own wisdom and fore-

cast, and particularly in the prognostications

and counsels of the astrologers. These things

are mentioned both to justify God in bringing

these judgments upon her and to mortify her

and put her to so much the greater shame under

these j udgments ; for when God comes forth to

take vengeance glory belongs to Him, but con-

fusion to the sinner. H.

13. These words describe the habitual state

and character of Babylon before her calamity.

She has abounded in wise men, diviners, inter-

preters of dreams, observers of the heavens,

and has consulted them even to satiety. Birks.

14,15. Here is the result. Instead of afford-

ing to Babylon the least help, these magicians

are themselves awfully consumed. They are

as stubble ; fire devours them. They cannot

even save themselves, much less the nation and

the people. Such is the doom of those with

whom thou hast wrought even to weariness to

find help from them for thyself. The fire of

God's judgments has utterly consumed them.
" Thy merchants from thy youth" {i.e., who
have been with thee from thy youth) "have
scattered, every one going his way, and no one

saves thee." The magicians destroyed by fire

(this is the figure) and the merchants (her

wealthy classes probably) dispersed in every

direction to other homes and other openings for

trade and wealth, she is left with none to help

her. H. C.



CHAPTER XLVIII. 'Z\l

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XLVHI.

4§ : 1 Hear ye this, O house of Jacob, which are called by the name of Israel, and are

come forth out of the waters of Judah ; which swear by the name of the Lord, and make
2 mention of the God of Israel, but not in truth, nor in righteousness. For they call themselves

of the holy city, and stay themselves upon the God of Israel ; the Lord of hosts is his name.

3 I have declared the former things from of old
;
yea, they went forth out of my mouth, and I

4 shewed them : suddenly I did them, and they came t^ pass. Because I knew that thou art

5 obstinate, and thy neck is an iron sinew, and thy brow brass ; therefore I have declared it to

thee from of old ; before it came to pass I shewed it thee : lest thou shouldest say, Mine idol

6 hath done them, and my graven image, and my molten image, hath commanded them. Tho\i

hast heard it ; behold all tliis ; and ye, will ye not declare it ? I have shewed thee new things

7 from this time, even hidden things, which thou hast not known. They are created now, and
not from of old ; and before this day thou heardest them not ; lest thou shouldest say,

8 Behold, I knew them. Yea, thou heardest not
;
yea, thou knewest not

; yea, from of old

thine ear was not opened : for I knew that thou didst deal very treacherously, and wast called

9 a transgressor from the womb. For my name's sake will I defer mine anger, and for my
10 praise will I refrain for thee, that I cut thee not off. Behold, I have refined thee, but not as

11 silver ; I have chosen thee in the furnace of affliction. For mine own sake, for mine own sake,

will I do it ; for how should my name be profaned ? and my glory will I not give to another.

13 Hearken unto me, O Jacob, and Israel my called : I am he ; I am the first, I also am the

13 last. Yea, mine hand hath laid the foundation of the earth, and my right hand hath spread

14 out the heavens : when I call imto them, they stand up together. Assemble yourselves, all

ye, and hear ; which among them hath declared these things ? The Lord hath loved him : he

15 shall perform his pleasure on Babylon, and his arm shill he on the Chaldeans. I, even I, have
spoken

;
yea, I have called him : I have brought him, and he shall make his way prosperous.

16 Come ye near unto me, hear ye this ; from the beginning I have not spoken in secret ; from
17 the time that it was, there am I : and now the Lord God hath sent me, and his spirit. Thus

saith the Lord, thy redeemer, the Holy One of Israel : I am the Lord thy God, which teach-

18 eth thee to profit, which leadeth thee by the way that thou shouldest go. Oh that thou hadst

hearkened to my commandments ! then had thy peace been as a river, and thy righteousness

19 as the waves of the sea : thy seed also had been as the sand, and the offspring of thy bowels
like the grains thereof : his name should not be cut off nor destroyed from before me.

20 Go ye forth of Babylon, flee ye from the Chaldeans ; with a voice of singing declare ye,

tell this, utter it even to the end of the earth : say ye. The Lord hath redeemed his servant

21 Jacob. And they thirsted not when he led them through the deserts : he caused the waters

22 to flow out of the rock for them : he clave the rock also, and the waters gushed out. There
is no peace, saith the Lord, unto the wicked.

Chap. 48. The first cycle of the later proph-

ecies, after announcing the victories of Cyrus

and the fall of Babjion, closes in this chapter

with a fresh voice of rebuke and encourage-

ment to Israel. The wisdom of God, revealed

in the fulfilment of the " former things," was
to prepare them for "new things," or those

times of Messiah, of which fuller predictions

are now to follow. The chapter has two equal

divisions, each opening with a call to listen to

the voice of God. The first is mainly rebuke,

the second encouragement. The former, again,

applies chiefly to the times from Isaiah till the

Return, and the latter from the Return to the

coming of Messiah ; while the whole makes a

transition from the days of the prophecy to the

times of the New Testament. Birks.

From his digression with respect to the

causes and effects of the catastrophe of Baby-

lon, the prophet now returns to his more gen-

eral themes, and winds up the first great divi-

sion (chaps. 40-48) of the later prophecies by a

reiteration of the same truths and arguments

which run through the previous portion of it,

with some variations and additions. Although

Israel is God's chosen and peculiar people, he

is in himself unworthy of the honor and un-

faithful to the trust (verses 1, 2). Former pre-
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dictions liad been uttered expressly to prevent

his ascribing the event to other gods (verses

3-5). For the same reason new predictions will

be uttered now of events which have never

been distinctly foretold (verses 6-8). God's

continued favor to His people has no reference

to merit upon their part, but is the fruit of His

own sovereign mercy and intended to promote

His own designs (verses 9-11). He again as-

serts His own exclusive deity, as proved by

the creation of the world, by the prediction of

events still future, and especially by the rais-

ing up of Cyrus, as a promised instrument to

execute His purpose (verses 13-16). The suf-

ferings of Israel are the fruit of his own sin,

his prosperity and glory of God's sovereign

grace (verses 17-19). The first part closes as it

opened with a promise of deliverance from

exile, accompanied, in this case, by a solemn

limitation of the promise to its proper objects

(verses 20-22).

It is evident that these are the same elements

which enter into all the later prophecies thus

far, and that these elements are here combined in

very much the usual proportions, although not

in precisely the same shape and order. The
most novel feature of this chapter is the fulness

with which one principal design of prophecy

and the connection between Israel's sufferings

and his sins, are stated. A.

The moral aim of the chapter is obvious. Its

bearings are naturally wholesome. In Isaiah's

time and onward to the coming of Christ there

was painful occasion for such an expose of the

imperfect piety of God's professed people. It

was needful in order to put their sins distinctly

before their own eyes ; to impress them with

the fact that God saw those sins and estimated

their guilt perfectly ; to induce repentance ; to

keep them humble ; to prevent their being elated

Avith their distinguished honor as God's chosen

people ; to make them feel that this distinction

was not due to their merit, but to the fact that

God had purposes of glorious mercy for our

race and chose them as His instruments in His

sovereignty for His higher ends and not at all

because of their good deserts. Remarkably the

points brought forward and made to bear upon
the chosen people, contemplated thus as very

defective in their piety, are to a great extent

the same which have been most prominent in

the previous chapters

—

e.g., the existence, per-

fections and creatorship of God ; His fore-

knowledge as evinced repeatedly in prophecy
;

His wonderful providence in raising up Cyrus,

and His great mercies toward His people.

1. This verse strikes the key-note of the

chapter in respect to the point of view in

which God's people are contemplated. They
are insincere and untruthful in their religious

professions. H. C. When Isaiah wrote these

later visions, the ten tribes had been wholly

carried away. These men of Judah made men-
tion of God's name in vows, oaths, prayers and
sacrifices, but not in truth or righteousness,

for their services were heartless and insincere.

Bii'ks.

3. In chaps. 40-48 we find the greatest em-

phasis laid upon the circumstances that the de-

liverance of Tsrael from the Babylonian captiv-

ity had been long predicted by prophecy, and

that the prophet foretells the appearance of

Cyrus before it takes place. These chapters

maintain also that the prediction of siich par-

ticular events is a proof that the God of Israel

is the true God, while on the other hand they

assert that the vanity of the heathen gods is

manifested by their inability to foretell any-

thing. When it is said (42 : 9),
" New things

do I declare ; before they spring forth I tell you
of them," the idea of pure prediction could

hardly be more precisely expressed. The wn-

belief of the people is here represented as with-

out excuse, for the ver\'' reason that the predic-

tions of the prophets were authenticated by
their fulfilment. Oehler.

4, 5, The special reasons assigned here for

the mission of the prophets and for the mes-

sages they bore reveal a degree of apostasy

that is startling. Because the people were

morally hardened so that their neck was an

iron sinew (stiff-necked), and their brow un-

jielding as brass ; and lest, if God had not pre-

dicted the events beforehand, they would have

attributed them to their idol gods. H. C.

" Thy neck is an iron sinew, and thy brow
brass" is the language which God uses to set

forth the tremendous strength and determined

obduracy of the soul's protracted resistance

against Him. In the compass of the Scriptures

and of human thought no metaphors stronger

or more striking can be found—the neck one

consolidated iron sinew, which will not yield to

any force, the brow brass, impenetrable to anj-

weapon. By these bold figures God exhibits

the utter hardness and unsubmissiveness of the

long disobedient Iieart, its utt(!r invulnerable-

ness to the sword of His own Spirit. And we
only need look at the number and the might of

the influences exerted by God Himself, whicli

the long resisting spirit actually withstands, to

see that these figures are not in the least over-

drawn. Begirt with all the motives which

time and eternity, heaven, earth and hell can
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bind around him—motives that combine the

urgency of all the goodness, the mercies and

the judgments of God, that reach into eternity

and compass all the joys of the redeemed and

all the woes of the doomed, and added to these

the power of conscience and the strivings of

the Holy Ghost, the hardened sinner, with

neck of iron and brazen brow, defiantly with-

stands all ; nay, in the strength of a will long

practiced and indurated in evil doing boldly

grapples with and breaks them all asunder !

B.

6, 7. These prophecies are brought out now
and not of old, yet before thou hadst heard

anything of these events, lest if it had been

otherwise, thou wouldest have said, I knew
that myself. God must needs make the evi-

dence of His prescience in pi-ophecy and of His

hand in fulfilling it very conclusive, even re-

sistless, or those hardened and idol-worshipping

men will deny Him the honor of it and claim it

for their gods, or insist that their own sagacity

had already seen it. A dark view, indeed, of

their perverseness and moral blindness !

§. The Lord knew they would only pervert

and abuse the light He should give them, and

therefore He gave them light only in small

amount. Hence these hardened, perverse men
received far less light from prophecy tlian tbey

otherwise would, because the Lord knew they

would not make a good use of it. H. C.

9-11. The deliverance of God's people out

of their captivity in Babylon was a thing upon
many accounts so improbable that there was

need of line upon line for the encouragement of

the faith and hope of God's people concerning

it. Two things were discouraging to them :

their own unworthiness that God should do it

for them and the man)' difficulties in the thing

itself ; now, in these verses, both these dis-

couragements are removed, for here is a reason

why Gotl would do it for them, though they

were unworthy ; not for their sake, be it known
to them, but " for His name's sake, for His own
sake."

1 0. Though He does not find them meet for

His favor. He will make them so. And this ac-

counts for His bringing them into the trouble,

and continuing them in it so long as He did ; it

was not to cut them off, but to do them good
;

it was to refine them, but not as silver, not so

thoroughly as men refine their silver, which

thej' continue in the furnace till all the dross is

separated from it ; if God should take that

course Avith them, they would be always in the

furnace, for they are all dross, and as such

might justly be put away as reprobate silver

(Jer. 6 : 30). He therefore takes them as they

are, refined in part onl^', and not thoroughly.
" I have chosen thee in the furnace of affliction,

I have made thee a choice one by the good which

the affliction has done thee, and then designed

thee for great things." Many have been

brought home to God as chosen vessels and a

good work of grace been begun In them in

the furnace of affliction. Affliction is no bar

to God's choice, but subservient to His pur-

pose. H.

A strain of theocratic sovereignty runs

through all the teachings of the book on the

origin of sorrow. Sorrow never happens ; it is

inflicted. It never springs up in a night ; it is

foreordained. God cared enough for the suf-

ferer to think of him, to individualize him from

the uncounted millions of the universe, to plan

the outline of his destiny and to select and ar-

range his appointed discipline ; and this long

before he Avas born. Everj one of us is en-

closed in a golden network of eternal and be-

nignant decrees. Phelps.

The scope of God in the afflictions of His

people is not their hurt, but good ; it is not to

destroy them for their sin, but to destroy sin in

them ; it is not to withdraw Himself from

them, but to draw them nearer to Himself.

All the hurt that the Lord intends us by any

affliction is but to get out our dross—to bring

us from those things that Avill undo and ruin

us forever. And how great an argument of

the goodness of God is it that He designeth the

evils which we suffer in these dying bodies to

heal the evils and help on the good of our im-

mortal souls ! That's all the hurt that the

Lord means us. And the Lord's heart is so

much in this design (the return of those He
afflicts from their iniquity) that He seems con-

fident of it that when they are in affliction

surely they will return. Take heed you be not

found disappointing Him of His purpose.

Caryl.

Neither our toils nor our tribulations enter

into the price of our redemption ; but they are

essential elements in our growth in Christian

character. For the present they do not " seem

to be joyous, but grievous. Nevertheless, af-

terward they yield the peaceable fruit of right-

eousness unto them which are exercised there-

b)". " God's end in all that He lays upon us is

" our profit that we may be partakers of His

holiness." To many God's afflictive provi-

dences are stumbling-blocks., "Why does He
afflict ? Why demand self denial and cross-

bearing of all ? Why lay the rod of chastise-

ment upon His best-loved ones ? Why press
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tlie cup of bitterness persistently to the lips of

His dearest ones ? The answer is given in the

figure of the fine gold which has been purified

in fire. " I have chosen thee in the furnace of

affliction" is God's own explanation of the life

history of manj^ of His most eminent disciples.

W. E. Moore.

The unaccountable severities of human ex-

perience—the woes of broken health and grim

depression ; the agonies by Avhich human
bodies or human hearts are wrenched for

whole years ; the wrongs of orphanage or fee-

bleness
;

pestilence, fire, flood, tempest and

famine—how can a good God launch His bolts

on men, we ask, in severities like these ? And
the sufferers themselves sometimes wonder,

even in their faith, how it is that if God is a

Father, He can let fall on His children such

hail storms of inevitable, unmitigated disaster.

No, suffering mortal ! a truce to all such com-

plainings. These are only God's merciful in-

directions, fomentations of trouble and sorrow

that He is applying, to soften the rugged and

hard will in you. These pains are onlj- switches

to turn you off from the track of His coming

retributions. If your great, proud nature could

be won to the real greatness of character by a

tenderer treatment, do you not see, from all

God's gentle methods of dealing with mankind,

that He would gladly soften your troubles ?

And if diamonds are not polished by soap or

oil, or even by any other stone, but only by
their own fine dust, why should you complain

that God is tempering you to your good only

by such throes and lacerations and wastings of

life as are necessary ? Bushnell.

Grace in the saints is often as fire hid in the

embers, affliction is the bellows to blow it up
into a flame. The Lord makes the house of

bondage a friend to our grace ; now faith and

patience act their part ; the darkness of the

night cannot hinder the brightness of a star
;

so the more the diamond is cut, the more it

sparkles ; and the more God afflicts us, the more

our graces cast a sparkling lustre. Watson.

Every child of God is led, instructed by the

Spirit ; and is also corrected, " the sufferings

of this present world" thus prepare for " the

glory which shall be revealed in us. " That is

a very spiritual prayer, " Take me, break me,

make me." Sometimes God cannot make us

until He first breaks us. I saM' a golden cup

made of old gold coins ; they had lost the orig-

inal image and superscription, and had been

put into the melting pot and wrought into a

new and beautiful vessel. Sometimes God
takes sinners from whom His image and super-

scription have been worn off in a world of sin
;

He takes them and breaks them in pieces and
melts them and then makes out of them a ves-

sel unto honor. Peter speaks of the " trial of

faith," " much more precious than of gold that

perisheth, though it be tried with fire," " that

it might be found unto praise and Itonor and
glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ." A
goldsmith makes a chalice for a king's table.

He first refines the metal till all the dross is

out of it, and then he stamps it approved ; that

is praise ; then he moulds it for the noble ends

to which it is destined
; that is honor ; then he

takes the graving tool and polishing instru-

ment, covers it with ornamental inscriptions

and devices, and sets it round with gems imtil

it flashes back the many colors of the rainbow
;

that is glorJ^ So the Lord puts you into His

crucible, refines away your dross, and marks
you with His approval ; tliat is praise or ap-

probation. Then He shapes you into a vessel

for holy uses ; that is honor. Then He grinds

you on the wheel of affliction, and finishes you
with His polishing instrument until j'ou reflect

the glorious likeness of His dear son, and that

is glory. Pierson.

As to the effects of sorrow upon human char-

acter there can be no ground for dispute or

question. Some natures are elevated, purified

and ennobled by sorrow ; others are shrivelled,

warped and embittered. In some, sorrow

arouses and deepens the sympathies, broadens

the charity and softens and purifies the whole

nature. All the graces of the spirit seem to

take deep and abiding root in the heart thus

softened, and as some of the most wonderful

and beautiful flowers burst into full bloom only

in the night, so do these graces bloom and dis-

pense their fragrance in the darkness of afflic-

tion ; convincing us that, as in the case of

night-blooming plants, some wonderful Divine

impulse is behind these manifestations, the re-

sult of some secret communication of the Divine

power and life. On the other hand it is equally

apparent that " the sorrow of this world work-

eth death." All those sorrows that come from

the disappointment of worldly ambitions, from

inability or unwillingness to exercise self-denial

or to submit patiently to the inevitable crosses

of life, from failure to curb the temper and the

tongue, from envy and strife and self-seeking,

from crushed vanity and unattainable worldly

desires, all these constitute the sorrow of the

world. It finds no alleviation in anything that

the Gospel has to offer ; it knows nothing of

the comfort that the resigned and submissive

heart receives from the Divine Comforter. It
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has none of the supporting, inspiring, strength-

ening elements that the Christian heart alone

can know. And so we see that sorrow, accord-

ing as it is received, is either " a saviour of life

unto life, or of death unto death." Interior.

11. The terms are comprehensive and con-

tain a statement of the general doctrine, as the

sum of the whole argument, that what Jehovah
does for His own people is in truth done not

for any merit upon their part, but to protect

His own Divine honor. A.

12. His regard for the glory of His name
moved Him to appeal yet again to their moral

sense. Let My people, called mercifully to be

My own, listen to My voice, declaring that I

am God alone. This fact bore directly and

powerfully against their propensity to idols.

It was also an impressive fact, apart from its

relations to idol worship. No truths are more
vital to piety than the existence and perfections

of the one glorious God.

13. The last clause reads literally, " I am
calling them ; they stand up together." Hence
it should naturally refer, not to the original

creation of the heavenly bodies, but to God's

present control over them. They obey His or-

ders as His willing servants. He calls ; they

stand forth promptly to do His bidding. God's

agency is no less active and essential in sus-

taining every star and planet in its sphere than

in their original creation. H. C.

Some scientists say that the evolution of

worlds by merely natural forces and laws is a

matter of established science ; that inasmuch as

the nebular hypothesis will fully account for

everything we find in the heavens without call-

ing in the aid of the supernatural, it is unphilo-

sophical and unreasonable to go outside of na-

ture for its explanation. The testimony of Sir

John Herschel, by far the most accomplished of

English astronomers since Newton, to the in-

sufficiency of the nebular hypothesis to ac-

count for the heavenly bodies, has been greatly

strengthened by more recent researches. In

fact, the hypothesis, so far as it proposes to ex-

plain the heavens without a Deity, has become so

burdened with difficulties and insuperables that

it no longer deserves serious consideration. On
the other hand, the only competing cosmogony,

the theistic, while perfectly sufficient and, a

priori, at least as credible as any, is greatly the

simplest, the surest, the safest, the sublimest,

the most salutary and the most in accordance

with the convictions and traditions of mankind,

especially of the most enlightened and moral

part of mankind. In each of these respects it

has almost infinitely the advantage over its

competitor
; and according to the maxims and

practice of pliilosophy in otlier things, such an
aggregate superiority as this ought to cause
theism to be promptly accepted and fully

rested on as the true explanation of nature.

Burr.

15. The word "I," thrice repeated, makes
God's agency in calling forth Cyrus trebly em-
phatic. The Lord first called him by name

;

then brought him forth in His providence, and
gave him complete success.

16. Christ appears here as the author and
fountain of prophecy ;

" I have not spoken in

secret from the beginning." Also as the God
of universal providence ;

" from the time that

it was, there am I"

—

i.e., from the time that

these prophecies respecting the restoration by
means of Cyrus began to be fulfilled, I was
there, actively energizing in providence to ful-

fil My purposes. Now I have a special mis-

sion to My people. " The Lord God hath sent

me with His Spirit"—filling Me witli the Spirit,

and thus anointing and endowing Me for My
work. That the Son of God, the promised
Messiah, is the author and fountain of proph-
ecy, inspiring and directing the prophets of the

ancient dispensation, follows naturally from
the New Testament doctrine that He is " head
over all things to the Church" (Eph. 1 : 22).

Being the Divine regent who rules this world
for the interests of His spiritual kingdom, He
must of course supervise and control all His
servants employed in this kingdom of light and
truth. He commissioned the prophets of the

Old Testament no less distinctly than the apos-

tles of the New. They were not only prophets

of Christ, but prophets speaking for Christ

—

inspired and sent by Him. Furthermore, that

Jesus Christ is the God of universal providence

is also taught plainly and abundantly in the

New Testament. It is most wise and safe to

adopt the construction which is most obvious,

natural and easy, provided also that the sense

which it brings out is true, and yet more espe-

cially, if it be a leading truth, fully taught and
made prominent in the Scriptures. All these

conditions are met in the construction above,

and therefore give it the preference greatly

over any and all others. H. C. The Spirit

of God is here spoken of as a person distinct

from the Father and the Son, and having a Di-

vine authority to send prophets. Whom God
sends, the Spirit sends. Those whom God com-
missions for anj' service, the Spirit in some
measure qualifies for it ; and those may speak
boldly and must be heard obediently whom
God and His Spirit send. As that which the
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prophet says to the same iiurport with this

(chap. 61 : 1) is applied to Christ (Luke 4 : 21),

so may this be ; the Lord God sent Him, and

He had the Spirit without measure. H.

17-19. After severe rebuke there is here a

wonderful utterance of Divine compassion tovi'-

ard rebellious Israel. It finds its echo in those

later words of the same Divine Person, taber-

nacling in mortal flesh, " O that thou hadst

known, even thou, at least in this thy day, the

things that belong to thy peace" (Luke 19 : 42).

The Sou of God, in every age, is the Re-

deemer, Teacher, Guide and Shepherd of Is-

rael. Birks.

17. God by the prophet sends them a gra-

cious message for their support and comfort

under their affliction. The preface to this mes-

sage is both awful and encouraging. " Tims
saith Jehovah," the eternal God, thy Redeemer,

that has often been so, that has engaged to be

so, and will be faithful to the engagement,

for He is " the Holy One," that cannot deceive,

" the Holy One of Israel," that will not deceive

them. The same words that introduce the law

and give authority to that introduce the prom-

ise and give validity to that
—

" I am the Lord

thy God," whom thou mayest depend upon as

in relation to thee and in covenant with thee.

" I am thy God that teaches thee to profit,"

teaches thee such things as are profitable for

thee, things that belong to thy peace. By this

God shows Himself to be a God in covenant

with us, by His teaching us (Heb. 8 : 10, 11), and

none teaches like Him, for He gives an under-

standing. Whom God redeems. He teaches
;

whom He designs to deliver out of their afflic-

tions. He first teaches to profit by their afflic-

tions, makes them partakers of His holiness
;

for that is the " profit for which He chastens

us" (Heb. 12 : 10). He leads them to the Avay

and in the way by which they should go ; He
not only enlightens their eyes, but directs their

steps ; by His grace He leads them in the way
of duty, by His providence He leads them in

the way of deliverance. Happy they that are

under such a guidance ! II.

We are not governed as the stars. God de-

sires and seeks our joyful acquiescence. We
are made willing in the day of His power, but it

is without violating our personal freedom. The
discipline may be stern through which the

providence and grace of God brings us into

harmony with Himself, but when the conflict

is over it ends forever, and we will bless

the hand that wrought out the work in us.

T. A. Nelson.

My life is not what I would have chosen. I

often long for quiet, for reading and for thought.

It seems to me to be a very paradise to be able

to read, to think, go deep into things, gather

the glorious riches of intellectual culture. God
has forbidden it in His providence. I must
spend hours in receiving people who wish to

speak to me about all manner of trifles ; must
reply to letters about nothing ; must engage in

public work on everj'thing ; employ my life

on what seems uncongenial, vanishing, tem-

porary, waste. Yet God knows me better than

I know mj'self. He knows my gifts, my pow-
ers, my failings and my weaknesses ; what I can

do and what not do. So I desire to be led, and

not to lead ; to follow Him. And I am quite

sure that He has thus enabled me to do a great

deal more in ways which seemed to me almost

a waste of life, in advancing His kingdom than

I would have done any other way. I am sure

of that. Norman McLeocl.

Believe me, I speak it deliberately and with

full conviction ; I have enjoyed many of the

comforts of life, none of which I wish to esteem

lightly ; often have I been charmed with the

beauties of nature, and refreshed with her

bountiful gifts. I have spent many an hour

in sweet meditation and in reading the most

valuable productions of the wisest men. I

have often been delighted with the conversa-

tion of ingenious, sensible and exalted charac-

ters ; my eyes have been powerfully attracted

by the finest productions of human art, and my
ears by enchanting melodies. I have found

pleasure when calling into activity the powers

of my own mind ; when residing in my owu
native land or travelling through foreign parts

;

when surrounded by large and splendid com-

panies—still more when moving in the small

endearing circle of my own family
;
yet, to

speak the truth before God, who is my Judge,

I must confess I know not any joy that is so

dear to me, that so fully satisfies the inmost de-

sires of my mind, that so enlivens, refines and

elevates my whole nature, as that which I de-

rive from religion, from faith in God ; as one

who not only is the parent of men, but has

condescended, as a brother, to clothe Himself

with our nature. Nothing affords me greater

delight tlian a solid hope that I partake of His

favors and rely on His never-failing support

and protection. He who has been so often my
hope, my refuge, my confidence, when I stood

upon the brink of an abyss where I could not

move one step forward ; He who, in answer to

my prayer, has helped me when every prospect

of help vanished ; that God who has safely con-

ducted me, not merely through flowery paths.
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but likeAvise across precipices and burning

sands—may this God be thy God, thy comfort,

as He has been mine ! Lavater.

] §. God had taught them well, pointing out

the way of life and blessedness ! Oh, had they

only hearkened and obej'cd ! The language

expresses the strongest desire for this, and most
clearly implies God's care and love for His peo-

ple. If Israel had honestly obeyed, then had
her peace, in the sense of prosperity and hap-

piness, been as a river. H. C. The ideas

suggested by the figure of a river are abun-

dance, perpetuity and freshness, to which the

waves of the sea add those of vastness, depth

and continual succession. A.

Oh, that thou hadst. These words
would be sad from the lips of man, but com-
ing from God they are inexpressibly touching

and solemn. They are the cry of a wounded
heart. They tell not of the wrath of justice,

but of the sorrows of love. There is indeed

mystery, as there must be, whenever we have

to do with the Infinite
; but that ver\- mystery

makes the complaint all the more affecting and
impressive. " Oh, that thou hadst !" Anon.

There is to each of us an ideal life that is

a bright, pure, perfect course along which we
might go from earth into heaven. And this

ideal life is tJie life ; the others that come in

place of it are usurpers and pretenders. This

expression shows that it is no matter of indif-

ference with God how men live. It shows that

God feels this matter to pain and intensity, to

sorrow and regret, to yearning love and great

longing. Raleigh.

Peace as a river. There shall be a tide

of peace, a wide and deep stream of it, passing

into his soul. It shall pervade his soul, reach-

ing every faculty and thought and feeling in

it. His understanding, his affections, his will,

his whole mind, shall be at rest, and in the end
perfectly at rest. The waters shall be deep as

well as broad. Thus this prophet speaks else-

where of the " perfect peace" of the believer
;

and David, of his " great peace." " The peace
of God," we read, " passethall understanding."

It not only exceeds our comprehension in its

nature, we can set no bounds to its extent.

There is an abundance of peace for us, for there

is God's own peace for us, that which reigns

over and keeps tranquil His own mighty mind.

C. Bradley.

Bodily repose, however sweet and salutary,

is but the feeble type of that truer
'

' rest which
remaineth for the people of God," a rest sweeter

than sleep, deeper than death, and more pure in

its unselfish calmness than the heaven which

sentiment or poetry has pictured. "When doubt
and disbelief are gone, when the object of life

is found in Christ, when God becomes the sure

portion and sweetest joy of the heart and the

spirit within us, hitherto, it may be, groping

bewildered amid earthly hopes and pleasures,

like one in the dark for the friendly hand, feels

itself at last embraced in the sure grasp of

strong and changeless love—then is the true

rest of man, the stillness of the weary spirit in

the everlasting arms. It is not the occasional

refreshment, but the ever-flowing current of

the inner life :
" Thy peace shall be as a river,

and thj' righteousness as the waves of the sea."

Even amid the outer toil and distraction of the

world, it is " the peace of God which keepeth
the heart and mind." Nor does death, which
disunites and disturbs all else, for a moment
interrupt its continuity ; for the rest of the soul

in Christ is identical with the rest of heaven

—

" the rest which remaineth for the people of

God." Caird.

20. The message closes with a direct com-
mand to the exiles of Israel to set out joyfully

on their way to Zion. This exhortation puts

the keystone on all the previous promises of

deliverance. And here too the visions enter on
a new stage. Cyrus, Babylon and the Chal-

deans are never mentioned again. The mes-
sage travels onward to the times of Mes-
siah. The former things are seen, in spirit, as

fulfilled ; and the new things begin their

course, all centring in the person and work of

the promised Immanuel, the Messiah of God.

21. 22. The returning exiles, while they

celebrate their recent redemption, are to call to

mind the wonders wrought for their fathers in

the days of old. The whole series of mercies,

from the Exodus onward, are thus summed up
in one song of triumphant praise. The God of

Israel was the same through every age, the un-

failing Friend and Deliverer of His people.

His earlier mercies might be varied in their

form, but their substance would be the same
in every successive age. He opens evermore
" streams in the wilderness, and rivers in the

desert." But these blefrsings belong to the

faithful alone. The wicked are like the troubled

sea, restless and devoid of peace, a gift which
belongs only to the true Israel of God. Birks.

22. This verse was intended to restrict the

operation of the foregoing promises to true be-

lievers, or the genuine Israel ; as if He had
said. All this will God accomplish for His peo-

ple, but not for the wicked among them. The
grand conclusion to which all tends is, that

God is all and man nothing ; that even the
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chosen people must, be sufferers, because tbey

are sinners ; tliat peculiar favor confers no im-

munity to sin or exemption from responsibility,

but that even in the Israel of God and the en-

joyment of the most extraordinary privileges,

it still remains forever true that " there is no

peace to the wicked." A. God will do good

l)oth surely and abundantl}^ to all those who
humbly and obediently seek Him ; but there

shall be nojieace to the wicked forevermore ! How
desolate to have no peace, at all, forever ! H. C.

The wicked, as a matter of sober truth and

verity, have no permanent and substantial peace

and joy. They have none in the act of wick-

edness. Sin produces no permancTit joy. It

may be attended with gratification of bad pas-

sions, but in the act of sinning, as such, there

can be no substantial happiness. They have

no solid, substantial, elevated peace in the busi-

ness or the pleasures of life. This world can

furnish no sucli joj's as are derived from com-

munion with God, and the hope of a life to

come. Pleasures
'

' pall upon the sense,
'

' riches

take wings ; disappointment meets them in the

way ; and the highest earthly and sensual pleas-

ure leaves a sad sense of want—a feeling that

there is something in the capacities and wants

of the undying mind which has not been met

and filled. They have no peace of conscience
;

no deep and abiding conviction that they are

right. They are often troubled in their con-

science ; and there is nothing which this world

can furnish which will give peace to a bosom

that is agitated with a sense of the guilt of sin.

They have no peace on a death-bed. There may
be stupidity, callousness, insensibility, freedom

from much pain or alarm. But that is not

peace any inore than sterility is fruitfulness, or

than death is life, or than the frost of winter is

the verdure of spring. And there is often in

these circumstances the reverse of peace.

There is not only no positive peace, but there

is the opposite. There is often disappoint-

ment, care, anxiety, distress, an awakened con-

science, deep alarm and the awful apprehen-

sion of eternal wrath. There is no situation in

life or death where the sinner can certainly cal-

culate on peace, or where he will be sure to find

it. There is every probability that his mind
will be often tilled with alarm, and that his

death-bed will be one of despair. And there

is no peace to the wicked beyond the grave.

A sinner can have no peace at the judgment bar

of God ; he can have no peace in hell. In all

the future world there is no place where he can

find repose ; and whatever this life may be,

even if it be a life of prosperity and external

comfort, yet to him there will be no prosperity

in the future world, and no external or inter-

nal peace there. Barnes.

To do wrong is the surest waj^ to bring suf-

fering ; no wrong deed ever failed to bring it.

Those sins which are followed by no palpable

pain are yet terribly avenged, even in this life.

They abridge our capacity of happiness, impair

our relish for innocent pleasure and increase

our sensibility to suffering. They spoil us of

the armor of a pure conscience and of trust in

God, without which we are naked amid hosts

of foes, and are vulnerable by all the changes

of life. Thus, to do wrong is to inflict the sur-

est injury on our own peace. No enemy can

do us equal harm with what we do ourselves

whenever and however we violate any moral

or religious obligation. Channing. The soul

in its deepest degradation will still cry for its

God. It will not, it cannot, be at rest without

Him. Man was made for happiness, holiness,

God ; not for misery, sin, self. Reid.

The sentence which Christ passes upon them
that will not come to Him is simply, " Depart

from Me." If men will not labor to enter into

rest, there is no alternative before them but

perpetual unrest, lasting as long as they last
;

and this is itself " the fire prepared for the

devil and his angels," for this is the natural

state of evil spirits apart from artificial and

temporarj' disguises. R. Winterbothain.

Punishment is not the effect of the mere arbi-

trary will and appointment of God, but arises

from the very nature of law. If there be a

law, there must be penalties attached to it.

And hence it is that the justice and truth of

God are concerned in putting these penalties

into execution. God is just, and His justice

requires that He should render to every man
according to his works. God is true, and His

truth requires that His threatenings as well as

His promises should be fulfilled. God being

the moral Ruler and Governor of His intelligent

creatures, the punishment due to the transgres-

sion of His law is the necessary effect of the

Divine righteousness, justice and truth. P. J.

Oloag.

If you deny the truth as a dogma, you can-

not deny the existing facts. Yirture, piety and

benevolence constitute heaven, here. Vice,

blasphemy and malevolence constitute hell,

here. Physical and sanitary cleanliness are

necessary to pliysieal life and comfort. Moral

and spiritual cleanliness are necessary to tlie

highest pleasure. The one stairway leads down
to the sewers—the other leads up to the stars.

There is no escaping these truths, and there is
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no avoiding the two conditions to which they

point in the future, if there be any future.

There is no way of escaping these truths but
by making man a mere animal—and not many
are willing to confess that they are mere ani-

mals. We are not content to wait for heaven
till after death when we may enjoy it largely

now. We do not need to go to Dante for de-

scriptions of the goal of sin when we can see it

in the slums. There is the pure mother amid
her little ones trying to lead tiieni in the way
of that wisdom which is pleasantness and whose
paths are peace. That is heaven. There is

that painted creature on the street, brass in her

eyes, alcohol on her breath, blasphemy and
moral putridity- on her lips, a magazine of foul

spiritual and phj'sical infection. That is hell.

If you reject the doctrine, what do you pro-

pose to do with the fact ? Interior.

This first series or cycle of the later prophe-
cies has a marked internal unity and a striking

termination. It begins by taking up the charge,

which closes the earlier prophecies, and giving a
message of comfort to the fearful-hearted

; a
promise of strength to the weak hands and the
failing knees, in the prospect of that captivity

which the prophet has announced to Hezekiah
in the hour of his vainglorious display to the

envoys from Babylon. It announces, in its

opening, three great mercies to Israel ; a vic-

tory in its hard and long warfare with heathen
idolatry, forgiveness of iniquity through the

great sin-offering, on whom the Lord would
lay the iniquity of His people ; and a double
recompense of blessing at last, after ages of

conflict and sorrow. The first of these prom-
ises has been unfolded in the present series.

Birks.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER XLIX.

49 : 1 Listen, O isles, unto me ; and hearken, ye peoples, from far : the Lord hath called

2 me from the womb
; from the bowels of my mother hath he made mention of my name : and

he hath made my mouth like a sharp sword, in the shadow of his hand hath he hid me ; and
3 he hath made me a polished shaft, in his quiver hath he kept me close : and he said unto
4 me. Thou art my servant

;
Israel, in whom I will be glorified. But I said, I have laboured

in vain, I have spent my strength for nought and vanity : yet surely my judgement is with
5 the Lord, and my recompence with my God. And now saitli the Lord that formed me from

the womb to be his servant, to bring Jacob again to him, and that Israel be gathered unto
him : (for I am honourable in the eyes of the Lord, and my God is become my strength :)

6 yea, he saith. It is too light a thing that thou shouldest be my servant to raise up the tribes

of Jacob, and to restore the preserved of Israel : I will also give thee for a light to the Gen-
7 tiles, that thou mayest be my salvation unto the end of the earth. Thus saith the Lord, the
redeemer of Israel, and his Holy One, to him whom man despiseth, to him whom the nation
abhorreth, to a servant of rulers : Kings shall see and arise

;
princes, and they shall worship

;

because of the Lord that is faithful, even the Holy One of Israel, who hath chosen thee.

8 Thus saith the Lord, In an acceptable time have I answered thee, and in a day of salvation

have I helped thee : and I will preserve thee, and give thee for a covenant of the people, to

9 raise up the land, to make them inherit the desolate heritages ; saying to them that are

bound. Go forth
; to them that are in darkness. Shew yourselves. They shall feed in the

10 ways, and on all bare heights shall be their pasture. They shall not hunger nor thirst
;

neither shall the heat nor sun smite them ; for he that hath mercy on them shall lead them,
11 even by the springs of water shall he guide them. And I will make all my mountains a way,
12 and my high ways shall be exalted. Lo, these shall come from far : and, lo, these from the
13 north and from the west ; and these from the laud of Sinim. Sing, O heavens ; and be joy-

ful, O earth
;
and break forth into singing, O mountains : for the Lord hath comforted his

people, and will have compassion upon his afflicted.

14, 15 But Zion said, Jehovah hath forsaken me, and the Lord hath forgotten me. Can a

woman forget her sucking child, that she should not have compassion on the son of her
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16 womb ? yea, these may forget, yet will not I forget thee. Behold, I have graven thee upon
17 the palms of my hands ; thy walls are continually before me. Thy children make haste

;

18 thy destroyers and they that made thee waste shall go forth of thee. Lift up thine eyes

round about, and behold : all these gather themselves together, and come to thee. As I live,

saith the Lord, thou shalt surely clothe thee with them all as with an ornament, and gird

19 thyself with them, like a bride. For, as for thy waste and thy desolate places and thy land

that hath been destroyed, surely now shalt thou be too strait for the inhabitants, and they

20 that swallowed thee up shall be far away. The children of thj^ bereavement shall yet say

21 in thine ears. The place is too strait for me : give place to me that I maj^ dwell. Then shalt

thou say in thine heart, "Who hath begotten me these, seeing I have been bereaved of my
children, and am solitary, an exile, and wandering to and fro ? and who hath brought up

these ? Behold, I was left alone ; these, where were they '?

23 Thus saith the Lord God, Behold I will lift up mine hand to the nations, and set up my
ensign to the peoples : and they shall bring thy sons in their bosom, and thy daughters shall

23 be carried upon their shoulders. And kings shall be thy nursing fathers, and their queens

thy nursing mothers : they shall bow down to thee with their faces to the earth, and lick the

dust of thy feet ; and thou shalt know that I am the Lord, and they that wait for me shall

24 not be ashamed. Shall the prey be taken from the mighty, or the lawful captives be deliv-

25 ered ? But thus saith the Lord, Even the captives of the mighty shall be taken away, and

the prey of the terrible shall be delivered : for I will contend with him that conteadeth with

26 thee, and I will save thy children. And 1 will feed them that oppress thee with their own
flesh ; and they shall be drunken with their own blood, as with sweet wine : and all flesh

shall know that I the Lord am thy saviour, and thy redeemer, the Mighty One of Jacob.

Chap. 49. This chapter, like the whole

second part which it introduces (chaps. 49-58),

has for its great theme the relation of the

Church to the world, or of Israel to the Gen-

tiles. The relation of the former to Jehovah is

of course still kept in view, but with less ex-

clusive prominence than in the first part (chaps.

40-48). The doctrine there established and il-

lustrated, as to the mutual relation of the body

and the head, is here assumed as the basis of

more explicit teachings with respect to their

joint ix'lation to the world and the great design

of their vocation. There is not so much a

change of topics as a change in their relative

position and proportions. A.

Chap. 49 is a direct address of Messiah, first

to the isles of the Gentiles, and then afterward

to Zion, announcing His own incarnation and

ministry, when He would come as the Lord God,

in great humilitj', to be the Shepherd of Israel,

to gather His people and bring them back, after

their wanderings, to His fold. Here the con-

troversy ((ihap. 41) of God, the Rigliteous Gov-

ernor of nations, with stubborn heathen idola-

tr}^ passes into a gracious invitation to all the

isles of the Gentiles, to obey the voice and ac-

cept the mercy of the incarnate and glorified

Son of God. This is followed by an intimation

that Zion, after seeming to be long forgotten,

would receive at length, through the coming

Messiah, a joyful deliverance. Birks.

1. All nations are invited to give attention

" from afar" to what the Messiah is about to

say of His wonderful mission. " The Lord

hath called Me from the womb," giving His

name " Jesus," " Son of God" even before His

birth (.see Matt. 1 : 20, 21 and Luke 1 : 35), thus

precisely fulfilling this prediction even in its

most specific sense. H. C.

2. By mouth we are of course to understand

speech, discourse. The comparison is repeated

and explained in the Epistle to the Hebrews

(4 : 12) :
" The Word of God is quick and pow-

erful, and sharper than any two-edged sword,

piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul

and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and

is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the

heart." In both cases these qualities are pred-

icated not of literal speech merelj', but of the

instruction of which it is the natural and com-

mon instrument. A. It is pertinent that

the power of Jesus' words should be made
prominent here because they were so in His

history, it being testified of Him, " Never man
spake like this man." He Himself accounts

His kingdom to be essentially the reign of

truth. He explains His work as King, saying,

" To this end was I born, and for this cause

came I into the world that I should bear wit-

ness unto the truth" (John 18 : 37). Giving like

prominence to His functions as a Teacher of

truth. He is called " the Word" (John 1 : 1).

3. Israel. All that precedes and all that

follows direct our minds so manifestly and
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forcibly to Jesus the" Messiah, tliat all other in-

terpretations of this term except that which ap-

plies it to Him must be rejected. As reasons for

applying this term to Christ, it may be said. He
was of the seed of Israel in His human relations,

and the context looks specially to His earthly

life and to His human relations to His own na-

tional people. Again, He fulfilled in Himself

the etymological significance of the name Is-

rael—a prince having power with God. He
was pre-eminently an Israel—one whom God
"always heard"—one "who ever liveth to

make intercession for us" (Heb. 7:25). But

more than all else, probably, is the fact that in

Christ's great work as king in the realm of

truth, He was most closely related to His peo-

ple. They were " laborers together with Him.

"

He the first great Apostle sent of God, yet

Himself sending them even as the Father had

sent Him ; one in sympathy and one in effort,

contemplated with special reference to the evan-

gelization of the world they both properly con-

stituted one party in opposition to all the pow-

ers of darkness and sin

—

i.e., they were one

complex "Israel." In chap. 42:1, 19 they

were both designated as " My servant." To
that chapter and to this use of the phrase " Jly

servant," this passage may tacitly allude, and

this may account for His taking the name " Is-

rael." The last words of the verse would bet-

ter express the original if read, " in whom I

will glorify Myself." Christ as the great Re-

vealer of God shed peculiar and transcendent

glory upon His character especially as a Ood of

love—love at once great, pure, deep, exhaust-

less. The reader will readily recall that won-

derful prayer of Christ, recorded in John 17, as

exemplifying the interest and joy which He
felt in this grand truth, that the Father had

been glorified in the Sou. H. C.

4. This verse teaches : 1. That the most

faithful labors and the most self-denying toil

and the efforts of the most holy life may be

for a time unsuccessful. If the Redeemer of

the world, the Son of God, had occasion to say

that He had labored in vain, assuredly His

ministers should not be surprised that they

have occasion to use the same language. It

may be no fault of the ministry that they are

unsuccessful. The world may be so sinful, and

opposition may be got up so mighty as to frus-

trate their plans and prevent their success.

2. Yet, though at present unsuccessful, faithful

labor will ultimately do good, and be blessed.

In some way and at some period all honest

effort in the cause of God may be expected to

be crowned with success. 3. They who labor

faithfully may commit their cause to God with

the aissurance that they and their work will be

accepted. The ground of their acceptance is

not the success of their labors. They will be

acceptable in proportion to the amount of their

fidelity and self-denying zeal. A servant of

God will be approved of God according to his

fidelity, and not according to the measure of his

success. 4. The ministers of religion when
they are discouraged and disheartened ; Avhen

they labor in vain ; when their message is re-

jected, and the world turns away from their

ministry, should imitate the example of the

Redeemer and say, " My judgment is with Je-

hovah. My cause is His cause ; and the result

of my labors I commit to Him." To do this as

He did, they should labor as He did ; they

should deny themselves as He did ; they should

honestly devote all their strength and talent

and time to His service ; and then they can

confidently commit all to Him, and then and

then only they will find peace, as He did, in

the assurance that their work will be ultimately

blessed, and that they will find acceptance with

Him. Barnes.

The last clause is universally explained as an

expression of strong confidence that God would
make good what was wanting, by bestowing

the reward which had not yet been realized.

A.

5. The course of thought runs : The eternal

Father formed Me from the womb to be His

servant, to restore Jacob to Him, and Israel

shall truly be gathered to Him, and I shall be

honored in the eyes of the Lord (for this great

achievement) "and My God shall be My
strength"—the ground of all My success.

6. In the first clause, the real meaning is

plain. It is too small a thing that Thou shouldst

be My servant to restore Jacob and Israel (.so

much and no more would be too insignificant)

;

I will also make Thee a light to the Gentiles

and My salvation to the ends of the earth. It

would be too little to save Israel only ; I will

make Thee the Saviour of all the Gentiles as

well. The use of this passage by Paul (Acts

13 : 47) shows that He was not surprised at the

unbelief and ruin of some of the Jews, and that

He found His work and jo}^ in turning to the

Gentiles. The point of most value, however,

in this quotation is the light it throws upon

the mutual relations of Christ and His apostles

in this great work of saving men :
" For so

hath the Lord commanded us, saying, I have

set Thee (Jesus) to be a light of the Gentiles."

H. C.

Not only were the circumstances of Christ's
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life and death minutely pointed out, but His

oflBces were also described. He Avas to be a

propliet, like unto Moses (De. 18 : 18). This is

expressly quoted by Peter in the Acts (3 ; 32)

as fulfilled by Christ. He was to be a priest

(Ps. 110 : 4 ; Heb. 5 : 10). He was to be a king

(Ps. 2:6; Matt. 28 : 18 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 25). His

kingdom was to be one of peace (Isa. 9 : 6, 7
;

Mic. 4 : 3). His kingdom was also to include

the Gentiles (verse 6 ; also 60 : 3. 5). Here,

then, we have the three great offices of prophet,

priest and king, united by prophecy in one

person ; we have a kingdom of peace, and that

kingdom one which was to include all nations.

And all this is perfectly fulfilled in the person

and kingdom of Christ. M. H.

7-12. The one great idea in this passage is

that Christ shall bear to the Gentile Avorld the

knowledge and the power of salvation. The
course of thought is essentially the same as in

chaps. 53 : 13-15 ; 53 and 54.

T. The promise of exaltation and glory fol-

lows this brief sketch of His humiliation and

disesteem. " Kings shall see," and they shall

rise up to do Him honor
;

princes also shall

" worship ;" all because of Jehovah, ever faith-

ful to fulfil His promises, as this name indi-

cates, and " because the Holy One of Israel has

truly chosen Thee" for His servant and His

Great King of all the earth.

8. " In an acceptable time" means in a time

of favor, a day of mercy, when the way is pre-

pared for the exercise and the signal display of

God's loving-kindness in the conversion of the

heathen. " For a covenant of the people"

—

i.e., of the Gentile nations : here as in chap.

42 : 6. Under this picture the whole earth will

become a Canaan for the people of God, when
the Gentiles shall have come into this relation.

H. C. '

III an acceptable time liavc I lieard
Xlice. These words, which are spoken to

Christ in the person of God the Father, are ap-

plied by Paul to the Church in Corinth : This,

says he, ivhen the Gospel is imparted to you, is

your time, which ye are concerned not to let

Blip. The argument drawn from hence is, that

when the grace of God is offered, we must be

very diligent to lay hold of and improve it
;

knowing, as we must, that this life is the ut-

most period of the day of grace ; that the con-

tinuance of life is most uncertain ; and that we
cannot be sure that God will extend to us tlie

opportunities of grace so long as life does con-

tinue. Dean Stanhope.

That which is declared of the world before

the Flood, of Nineveh, of the fig-tree, of Jeru-

salem, is the history of each separate soul.

Every man has his day of grace. There comes
to each man a crisis in his destiny, when evil

influences have been removed or some strong

impression made. It were an awful thing to

watch such a spirit, if we knew thai he is on the

trial now, by which his everlasting destiny is

to be decided ! It were more awful still to see

a man who has passed the time of grace, and
reached the time of blindness, and to know that

the light is quenched forever, that he will go
on as before, and live many year.", and play his

part in life, but that the Spirit of God will

come back to that soul no more forever 1

F. W. Robertson.

9. Figures accumulate to express the joyful

change. The people are as prisoners coming
forth from their prison-houses (see chap. 42 : 7)

;

as men long in darkness, now coming forth to

the light of day. They are also as the flock of

the shepherd, feeding securely along their

paths. All high places become their pasture

grounds. II. C. Christ shall free the souls

of men from the bondage of guilt and corrup-

tion and bring them into the glorious liberty of

God's children. He shall say to the prisoners

that were bound over to the justice of God,

and bound under the power of Satan, " Go
forth." Pardoning mercy is a Release from the

curse of the law, and renewing grace is a release

from the dominion of sin ; both are from Christ

and are branches of the great salvation ; it is

He that saj's " Go forth ;" it is the Son that

makes us free, and then we are free indeed.

He saith to them that are in darkness, " Show
j'ourselves ;" " Not only see, but be seen, to

the glory of God and your own comfort. " II.

The charms by which the sorcery of sin be-

witches men are very numerous and diverse in

character. In one man it is a distrust of God's

willingness to save, or, if to save, to save Jiim.

In another, it is an unwillingness to own the

simplicity of God's methods of salvation. In

the vast majority, however, it is not in any con-

ceptions cherished about the way of salvation,

but in something altogether more tangible and

earthly. The whole truth is, that the man lotcs

sornctliing more than God. In one it is liis prop-

erty ; in another, his reputation ; in another,

his ease ; in another, his literary tastes ; in an-

other, an unchristian employment or habit or

association, which he feels to be at war with an

earnest Christian life. In some it is an unwil-

lingness publicly to profess religion, to encoun-

ter the ridicule of companions or lo forgive an

injury which rankles in the heart. Some such

very simple thing is the citadel in which the
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forces of guilty resolve intrench themselves.

That is the secret reason why the soul is be-

nighted in impotent convictions. Yet what a

meanness of spirit does it seem to have indi-

cated when the soul comes out into the liberty

of Christ, to have shut itself up in that prison-

house of remorse so long, and for such a thing !

Phelps.

9, 10. Tliose whom the prophet has thus

represented as captives rescued from bondage

and darkness into the glorious light and liberty

of the Gospel, he next exhibits under the em-

blem of a flock, feeding at its leisure in secure

pastures, guarded by its shepherd from the ill

effects of the heat, and plentifully supplied

with all necessary food ; an emblem not un-

frequently used (see chaps. 30 : 24, 25 ; 40 : 11)

to shadow out the future situation of the Church

of Christ, safe under the protection and watch-

ful care of the great Shepherd of souls, and

blessed with the ample opportunities of grace

which God shall afford her. Vitringa.

10. He shall bless them and supply their

wants as if streams should break out in the

desert. Or He will make their journey pleas-

ant as if it lay by the side of running and re-

freshing streams. The whole figure in this

verse is taken from the character of a faithful

shepherd who conducts his flock to places

where they may feed in plenty ; who guards

them from the intense heat of a burning sun on

sandy plains ; and who leads them beside cool-

ing and refreshing streams. It is a most beau-

tiful image of the tender care of the Great

Shepherd of His people, and of the blessings

which He bestows on His people in a world

like this—a world in its main features, in re-

gard to real comforts—not unaptly compared

to barren hills and pathless, burning sands.

Barnes.

Oh, sacred pledge of God, in which each

word is priceless, pointing to a gain unspeak-

able ! To be guided, and that by Him, the

merciful—to be guided gently by the springs

of water—nay, what could give more joy and
solace ? The benignant Guide chooses the way,
and that way is the best ; opens the path, but

always so that it shall lead us homeward
;

makes the path easier, yet not by removing
every stumbling-block, rather by making these

the steps by which to climb to heaven. Gently
" He shall lead them," not hastily, not dis-

tractedly. Progress is sought, yet breathing

time allowed—breathing time not merely when
beside the full, swollen stream, but even by the

springs, where the water is clearest, the refresh-

ing most alluring. We are satisfied when we

may draw water out of the living stream. God
leads His people close by the eternal fountain

of salvation. Such a promise, we perceive,

points evidently to that better land, where first

these words are perfectly fulfilled :
" They

shall hunger no more, neither shall they thirst

any more."

Even here below there is a joy attainable by

us, yea, by the least of us, if only we belong to

that blessed Israel, that accepts God's guidance

now from Babylon to Zion, and tliat talves, more-

over, and unconditionally, that refreshment

which He vouchsafes. Not " a guide shall be

given thee," not " they who know the road shall

aid thee," but " He that hath mercy shall lead

thee," is the promise of the Lord to us ; while,

on the other hand, He claims unqualified obedi-

ence. Van 0.

11. By a change of figure they are now a

moving army or an Oriental caravan, and over

all Jehovah's mountains a noble highway is

built for their safe and delightful pilgrimage

to the heavenly city.

12. And now the calling of the Gentiles and

their conversion to God appear under the idea

of a vast convocation, their moving hosts con-

verging from everj' part of the wide world to

meet in the Zion of the living God, for His

worship. " Behold," see those gathering mill-

ions ! These come from afar ; those from the

north and those from the west ; those others

from the land of Sinim, or China and the far-

thest east. It can scarcely be doubted that the

prophet represents them as gathering from the

four cardinal points of the heavens. H. C.

It is well said by a missionary, that the

verse before us is the central point of tlie pro-

phetical discourse, of which it forms a part
;

inasmuch as it embodies the great promise,

which in various forms is exhibited before and

afterward. This relation of the text to the

context is important, because it creates a pre-

sumption in favor of the widest meaning that

can be put upon the terms of the prediction.

A. The Gospel has not yet fulfilled the mis-

sion here predicted for it. But with most en-

tire confidence the reader of prophecy may put

his finger on this verse as on those which prom-

ise a reign of universal peace and love, and say,

Here are things that have n'3ver yet been

;

therefore they remain to be fulfilled.

13. These great thoughts enkindle the soul

of the prophet (why should they not ?), and he

calls upon the heavens to sing and upon the

earth to be full of joy ;
yea, upon the luoun-

fains to break forth in the swelling chorus, so

that it shall really seem that all nature pours
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out its soul in song, to praise God for the com-
fort He has given His people and the mercy Pie

>vill show yet more to His afflicted. Not one of

these good words can fail. The chorus is yet

to be performed, and there will be glad hearts

to fill it and to magnify the grace of God to-

gether !

14. With exquisite beauty and great force,

the prophet turns back from this outburst of

joy to note how Zion had felt and spoken dur-

ing that long night of God's delay and of her

sore trial. Then she had said, " The Lord hath

forsaken me, and my Lord hath forgotten me."
The Lord recalls those desponding words now
for the sake of introducing the inimitable reply

to them which follows. H. C.

15. I will not forget Ihee. The con
stancy of God's affection for His people is ex-

pressed by the strongest possible comparison
derived from human instincts. There is a cli-

max in the thought, if not in the expression.

What is indirectly mentioned as impossible in

one clause is declared to be real in the other.

He first declares that He can no more forget

them than a woman can forget her child. He
then rises higher and declares that He is still

more mindful of them than a mother. A.

What words shall express the love of God to

His redeemed? "Can a woman forget her

sucking child, that she should not have com-
passion on the son of her womb ? Yea, she

may forget, yet will not I forget thee, saith the

Lord : I have graven thee on the palms of My
hands

; thy walls are ever before Me." Is this

the language of the Infinite ? Does the Eternal

Mind thus speak to us, not only through
thoughts that necessarily run into the moulds of

the temporal and the finite, but in figures and
linages so purely, so intensely human ? Yes,
we answer, it is the language of the Infinite,

when He converses with the finite. But are

these His very words ? Yes, His very words,
chosen and arranged in every lineament and
fibre of their Hebrew tenderness. T. Leids.

The affection and tenderness of an earthly

parent are but faint resemblances of God's pa-

ternal love. In Him love is an infinite, over-

flowing fountain of beneficence. And then His
love is as permanent as it is extensive. He is

always in one mind, and therefore can never
leave nor forsake His people. R. W.

" Can a mother forget her child ? Yea, she
may forget." But we have to do with a God,
whose love is His very being ; who loves us
not for reasons in us, but in Himself

; whose
love is eternal and Ijoundless as all His nature

;

whose love, therefore, cannot be turned away

by our sin—but abides with us forever, and is

granted to every soul of man. We cannot be-

lieve too firmly, we cannot trust too absolutely,

we cannot proclaim too broadly that blessed

thought, without which we have no hope to

feed on for ourselves, or to share with our fel-

lows—the universal love of God in Christ.

Let us individualize that love in our thoughts

as it individualizes us in its outflow, and make
our own the " exceeding broad" promises,

which include us, too. God loves ???e ; Christ

gave Himself for me. I have a place in that

royal, tender heart. Nor should any sin make
us doubt this. He loved us with exceeding

love, even when we were " dead in trespasses."

He did not begin because of anything in us
;

He will not ceace because of anything in us.

We change
; He abideth faithful. He cannot

deny Himself. A. M.

Yet will 1 not forget thee. Oh, may faith

fasten and live upon this precious word ! May
love be excited and joy increased by it ! As
though our dear Lord had said. " I have loved

thee with an everlasting love," saved thee with

an everlasting salvation, called thee by M}- grace,

made thee know thy poverty and vileness, thy

hopeless and helpless state ; shall I ever be un-

mindful of thy distress, deaf to thy cry and

unwilling to relieve thy wants ? W. Mason.

God in the Old Testament is a loving Spirit,

fatherly, kind and gracious in His utterances

about Himself and in the teachings of the

prophets about Him, as He was in the very

words of Jesus Christ Himself. There are no

words of sweetness so sweet, no words of gra-

ciousness so gracious, no providences of the

Divine heart so touching and tender as we find

in the Old Testament ; and the God of Calvary

is as truly the God of the Old Testament as the

God of the New Testament. Burnham.

18. This expands the thought of the first

clause of verse 17, the hastening home of His

children. Lift up thine eyes and look all round

on every side ; see all the.?e coming in from

every quarter. Then with the solemnity of

His oath, the Lord declares : All these shall be

thy ornament and thy glory, to be worn on thy

person as the bride wears \wy ornaments. The
figure suggests that the Church is herself the

bride, the Lamb's wife, now appearing in her

queenly attire. (See Ps. 45 : 8-17.)

19. In full accordance with the ancient theo-

cratic state, Zion is a city with its surrounding

country ; but now under this great accession of

her returning children, she is all too narrov.^

for such a population. The sense is fairly put

in the English version
;
yet the Hebrew exhib-
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its that peculiar broken construction which

veiy commonly results from strong feeling,

thus :
" For thy wastes and thy desolations,

and the land of thy wastencss—for now thou

wilt be too much straitened for the inhal)i-

tants." Her enemies who once swallowed her

up—the same referred to in verse 17—are now
far away.

2 1 . This is the joyful surprise of the mother,

seeing throngs of happy children who seem in-

deed to he her own, and yet she can scarcely

imagine how they can be. She is saying in her

heart (what it might not be altogether delicate

to express). Who hath begotten for me these

children, and whence do they come ? The next

verse gives the answer. II. C.

The image in this entire verse is one of great

beauty. It represents a mother who in time of

war had been suddenly deprived of all her chil-

dren, and who had been made a widow, herself

a captive and conve.yed from land to land.

She had been desolate, and had sat down and

wept. She had seen ruin spread all around her

dwelling, and regarded herself as alone. Sud-

denly she linds herself restored to her home and

again surrounded with a happj- family. She

sees it increased beyond its former numbers,

and herself blessed beyond all her former pros-

perity. Slie looks with surprise on this acces-

sion, and asks with wonder whence all these

have come and where they have been. The
hinguage in this verse is beautifully expressive

of the agitation of such a state of mind, and of

Ihe effect which would be thus produced. It

indicates surprise, mingled with wonder and

joy. It represents vast numbers coming to her,

and tilling the soul of the widowed mother with

mingled amazement and pleasure. The idea

here is plain. Jerusalem had been desolate.

Her inhabitants had been carried captive or

had been put to death. But she should be re-

stored. And the Church of God should be in-

creased by a vast accession from the Gentile

world, so much that the narrow limits which
had been formerly occupied—the territory of

Palestine— u-ould now be too small for the vast

numbers that should be united to those who
professed to love and worshijD God. Barnes.

25J. The same promise is repeated in sub-

sttince with a change of form. Instead of the

nations, we have now their kings and queens
;

and instead of Zion's sons and daughters, Zion

Iierself. This last variation, while it either

perplexes or annoys the rhetorical precision,

aids the rational interpreter by showing that

the figures of the preceding verse, however
natural and just, are not to be rigidly explained.

In other words, it shows that between the Zion.

of this passage and her children there is no es-

sential difference, and that what is pi'omised to

the one is promised to the other. A.

1 uin the L.or<l : tiicy §9ia9l not l>c

a^Iiaiiicd that wait for Me. "Wait"
is but a monosyllable ; but it is fuller of mean-

ing than any other word in the language, and

it is applicable to all ages and to all circum-

stances. At the first slight view, merely to

" wait" seems so simple a thing as scarcely en-

titled to be called a grace ; and yet larger

promises are made to it than to any other grace,

except to faith ; and hardly, indeed, Avith that

exception, for the grace of " waiting" is part

of the grace of faith—is a form of faith—is, as

some would describe it, an effect of faitii ; or,

more strictly, one of its most fruitful manifes-

tations. Great and singular is the honor which
God has set upon patient waiting for Him.
Man, seeing not as God sees, sets higher value

upon his fellows' active works—the bright

deeds of days or hours. God values these also ;

but He does not assign them the same pre-emi-

nence as man does ; He does not allow them
any pre-eminence over that constant and long-

enduring struggle with the risings of the natu-

ral mind, which is evinced in long and steady

waiting under all discouragements for Him—in

the assured conviction that He will come at

last for deliverance and protection, although

His chariot wheels are so long in coming.

Anon.

24. The course of thought turns here as it

did in verse 14. Zion appears, saying. Lord,

how can these things be ? What ! Shall the

prey be wrested away from the mighty '? Zion

seems to assume that Satan holds the kingdoms

of this world by right of possession, and won-

ders whether he can be ousted ! The Lord an-

swers in the next verse.

25. Yes ; even the strong case put in the

question only serves to illustrate the glory oi

that ])Ower which stands for the help and vic-

tory of Zion. When God undertakes, even the

captives of the might}^ conquerors are rescued

from their grasp. Satan holds this world in

his chains no longer. God Himself enters the

lists to give battle against those that war

against Zion. He will save her children.

26. The persistent foes of the Church and

of her Messiah must meet this fearful doom.

These figures bear upon their face their general

significance. Who can say in what specific form

these inflictions shall fall? Let these words

suffice to show the people of God that their Re-

deemer is mighty ; that He will plead and main-
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tain their cause since it is also His own cause ;

and that He will make a fearful example of

His incorrigible and persistent enemies. And
80 also let these words suffice to show the

wicked that they can never stand against the

mighty God ; that, persisting in this madness,

they have to expect only a doom unutterably

awful ! H. C. The last clause winds up
this part of the prophecy by the usual return

to the great theme of the wliole book, 'the rela-

tion of Jehovah to His people as their Saviour.

Redeemer and Protector, self-existent, eternal

and almighty in Himself, yet condescending to

be called the Mighty One of Jacob. A.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER L.

50 : 1 Thus saith the Lord, Where is the bill of your mother's divorcement, wherewith I

have put her away ? or which of my creditors is it to whom I have sold you ? Behold, for

your iniquities were ye sold, and for your transgressions was your mother put away.

2 Wherefore, when I came, was there no man ? w^hen T called, was there none to answer? Is

my hand shortened at all, that it cannot redeem ? or have I no power to deliver ? Behold, at

my rebuke I dry up the sea, I make the rivers a wilderness : their fish stinketh, because there

3 is no water, and dieth for thirst. I clothe the heavens with blackness, and I make sackcloth

their covering.

4 The Lord God hath given me the tongue of them that are taught, that I should know how
to sustain with words him that is weary : he wakeneth morning by morning, he wakeneth

5 mine car to hear as they that are tauglit. The Lord God hath opened mine ear, and I was not

6 rebellious, neither turned away backward. I gave my back to the smiters, and my cheeks to

7 them that plucked off the hair : I hid not my face from sliame and spitting. For the Lord

God will help me ; therefore have I not been confounded : therefore have I set my face like a

8 flint, and I know that I shall not be ashamed. He is near that justifieth me ; who will contend

9 with me ? let us stand up together : who is mine adversary ? let him come near to me. Behold,

the Lord God will help me ; who is he that shall condemn me ? behold, they all shall wax old

as a garment ; the moth shall eat them up.

Who is among you that fcareth the Lord, that obeyeth the voice of his servant ? lie that

walketh in darkness, and hath no light, let him trust in the name of the Lord, and stay upon
his God. Behold, all ye that kindle a fire, that gird ^yourselves about with firebrands : walk

ye in the flame of your fire, and among the brands that ye have kindled. This shall ye have

of mine hand
;
ye shall lie down in sorrow.

10

11

Chap. 50. This chapter contains no entire-

ly new element, but a fresh view of several

which have already been repeatedly exhibited.

The first of these is the great truth, that the

sufferings of God's people are the necessary

fruit of their own sins (verse 1). The second

is the power of Jehovah to accomplish their

deliverance (verses 2, 3). The third is the Ser-

vant of Jehovah, His mission. His qualifications

for it. His endurance of reproach and opposi-

tion on account of it (verses 4-9). The fourth

is the way of salvation and the certain doom of

those wlio neglect it (verses 10, 11). This per-

petual recurrence of the same great themes in

various combinations makes the mere division

of the chapters a comparatively unimportant

matter. It should be ever borne in mind that

these divisions are conventional and modern, and

that in this part of Isaiah more especiall}' they

might have been omitted altogether without-

any serious inconvenience to the reader or in-

terpreter. A much greater evil than the want
of these divisions is the habit of ascribing to

them undue authority and suffering the expo-

sition to be governed by them, as if each were

a separate prediction or di.seourse, instead of

being arbitrary though convenient breaks in a

continued composition, not materially differing

from the paragraphs now used in every mod-

ern book.
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1. The simplest and most obvious interpreta-

tioa of the first clause is the one suggested by
the second, which evidently stands related to it

as an answer to the question which occasions

it. In the present case, the answer is wholly

unambiguous—viz., that they were sold for

their sins, and that she was put away for

their transgressions. The general idea of re-

jection is twice clothed in a figurative dress,

first by emblems borrowed from the law and
custom of divorce, and then by emblems bor-

rowed from the law and custom of imprison-

ment for debt. A.

God indeed selleth us over to punishment,

but not till we have first sold ourselves to sin
;

we first most unjustly sell away our souls, and
then He most justly selleth away our bodies,

our liberty, our peace. Let us beware that

whatever we do we charge not God wrong-
fully, by making Him in the least degree the

author of our sins or so much as an accessory

to our follies. Bp. Sanderson. When God
chastens His children, it is neither for His pleas-

ure (Heb. 12 : 10) nor for His profit ; all that

are saved are saved by a prerogative of grace
;

but those that perish are cut off by an act of

Divine holiness and justice, not of absolute

sovereignty. H.

2. God had come near to the people, by His
word and providence, but without any suitable

response on their part. The first clause is ex-

planatory of their being sold and %iut away, as

represented in the foregoing verse. The general

truth which it teaches is, that God has never and
will never put away His people even for a time
without preceding disobedience and alienation

upon their part. The other clause precludes

the vindication of their unbelief and disobedi-

ence on the ground that they had not sufficient

reason to obey His commands and rely upon
His promises. Such doubts are rendered im-

pious and foolish by the proofs of His almighty
power. This power is first asserted indirectly

by a question implying the strongest negation :

Is My hand shortened, shortened, from redemp-
tion? and is there with me no power (i.e., have
I no power) to deliver ? A.

4. The object seems to be to indicate the re-

lation of Jesus to the Father with special refer-

ence to His own human nature. Considered as

man, a brother of our race, the Lord God taught
Him

; opened His ear ; became the object of

His constant trust for help. H. C. God the

Father huth given to Me, the Messiah, His
eternal Word and Son, power to express Him
fully unto His people ; that I should be able to

speak comfortably to the weary and distressed

souls
; He doth not intermit to furnish me con-

tinually with His good Spirit. Bp. Rail.

As applied to Christ, it is descriptive of that

power of conviction and persuasion which is

frequently ascribed in the New Testament to

His oral teachings. As His representative and
instrument, the Church has always had a meas-

ure of the same gift enabling her to execute

her high vocation. A.

Christ has come to give rest unto the weary
and heavy laden, light to the mind, peace to

the conscience, love to the heart, and all is real,

divine, eternal, inexhaustible. Not as the world
giveth, for the world does not give freely ; it

only lends to recall, it only exchanges and bar-

ters, often taking more and better things from
us than it bestows. The world's gifts are not

what they seem to be. They do not enrich the

heart ; they do not last ; and, above all, they
are dead things which cannot give life. But
Jesus gives, and gives Himself. Himself is

the light, the life, the peace. God and man,
eternal and in time, sinless and a Saviour, the

Holy One and Redeemer ; there is no question,

no longing, no disease, which He does not
solve, fulfil, heal. He is the way, where be-

fore we saw no way, no possibility of either

departure out of our misery or arrival in the

far-off eternal city. Oidy by Him can we come
to the fountain of living water, to the Father
A. S.

There is not a Sabbath that the pastor does
not face many disheartened people sitting in

tlie pews, needing his word of good cheer. If

he speaks brave, hopeful words he Avill help

many a weary one to a victorious week. This
is part of his work quite as really as the preach-

ing the warnings and threatenings of tlie law
and the Gospel of salvation and life. All of

us, wherever we go, are continually meeting
those whose hands hang down and whose knees
are trembling, and it is our privilege and duty
to lift up the one and strengthen the other.

Helping by encouragement is one of the very
best of all ways of helping. J. R. M.

5, 0. The voice, to which the Son of God
hearkens, calls Him to lay down His life for

the sheep. And He does not turn away from
it, but ever replies, " The cup which My Fa-
ther hath given Me. shall 1 not drink it ?" He
endured shame and spitting in loving obedi-

ence to His Fatlier's will. The words are a
distinct prophecy of our Lord's patient suffer-,

ings, recorded in the Gospels, and of these

alone. He who suffers is the same Lord who
clothes the heavens with blackness, and makes
sackcloth their covering (verse 4). Birks.
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6. This Scripture contains a description of

tlie indignities our blessed Saviour suffered,

and looks more like an historical narration of

facts already past than a prediction of events

several hundred years before they happened.

We can have no doubt, if we compare this

account with that of our Lord's passion in

the New Testament, that Jesus of Nazareth

was that Messiah. Dean Stanhope. This is

among those wonders of that great work, that

the sovereign Lord of all, that binds and

looses at His pleasure the influences of hea-

ven and the power and workings of all the

creatures, would Himself in our flesh be thus

bound, the only Son bound as a slave and

scourged as a malefactor ; and His willing

obedience made this an acceptable and expiat-

ing sacrifice ; among the rest of His sufferings,

lie gave His back to tlie xmiteis. Leighton.

It is the Holy One and the Just, the Perfect

Son of God, who was publicly stripped, gib-

beted, exposed to shame, compelled to die

slowly, like a slave, nailed fast upon a cross.

He had come into the world on a mission of

love from the world above, a perfect character,

clothed in the essential glory of a Divine na-

ture, a being whom all the righteous spirits

—

angels, archangels and seraphim—had been

wont to magnify and adore—such was the vis-

itant who lighted, for once, on the earth, and

the race of mankind could not suffer Him to

live, tore Him away in their spite from His

acts of healing and His gentle mercies even to

themselves, and thrust Him out of the world

in mockeries that forgot even the appearance

of dignity. Bushnell.

The sin of sins is the failure to recognize

Jesus for what He is. His person and claims

are the touchstone which tries every beholder

of what sort He is. How wonderful the silent

patience of Jesus ! He withholds not His face

" from shame and spitting." He gives " His

back to the smiters." Meek endurance and

passive submission are not all which we have

to behold there. This is more than an uncom-

plaining martyr. This is the sacrifice for the

world's sin ; and His bearing of all that men
can inflict is more than heroism. It is redeem-

ing love. His sad, loving eyes, wide open be-

low their bandage, saw and pitied each rude

smiter, even as He sees us all. The}^ were and

are eyes of infinite tenderness, ready to beam
forgiveness ; but they were and are the eyes of

the Judge, who sees and repays His foes, as

those who smite Him will one day find out.

A. M.

Thou Son of the Blessed, what grace was

manifest in Thy condescension ! Grace brought
Thee down from heaven

;
grace stripped Thee

of Thy glory
;
grace made Thee poor and des-

picable
;
grace made Thee bear such burdens

of sin, such burdens of sorrow, such burdens

of God's curse as are unspeakable. O Son of

God, grace was in all Thy tears
;
grace came

forth with every word of Thy sweet mouth
;

grace came out where the whip smote Thee,

where the thorns pricked Thee, where the nails

and spear pierced Thee. O blessed Son of God,

here is grace indeed ! unsearchable riches of

grace ! unthought-of riches of grace ! grace to

make angels wonder, grace to make sinners

happy, grace to astonish devils ! And what
will become of them that trample under foot

this Son of God. Bunyan.

7. The Saviour endured this cruel insult and

this contradiction of sinners against Himself

with the moral strength of a precious trust in

His God to help Him. In this confidence He
set His face like a flint, unflinching, patiently

enduring, never recoiling or shrinking. H. C.

Our blessed Saviour, having fixed His end.

pursued it resolutely, upon all occasions bear-

ing up against all temptation and opposition
;

becoming thereby to us an example of true

courage and unshaken constancy of mind.

Bp. Bradford.

Our Lord was an example of holiness and

obedience set before us, and His sufferings

make the pattern perfect ; had He lived in

worldly prosperity, the poor and unfortunate

would perhaps have upbraided the rich and

prosperous for not following the copy, but

would have thought their own hard circum-

stances a suflBcient excuse for not attempting it.

But what pretence is now lett for any mortal ?

are we more wretched than our Master V arc

we poor and therefore discontented ? Let us

look to Him who had not where to lay His

head, and yet paid a cheerful obedience to His

God. Bp. Sherlock.

8. The terms in these verses are forensic, per-

taining to judicial trials. Jesus had a personal

experience under which this figure became fact.

The figure leads the thought here : Who Avill

arraign me before the judge ? He who vindi-

cates my cause (God) is near me. Who then

will dare contend with me in litigation ? II. C.

He is 7iear that justificth me. That is, God,

who will vindicate my character and who ap-

proves what I do, does not leave nor forsake

me, and I can with confidence commit myself

and my cause to Ilirn. The word Jnxtifg hero

is not used in the sense in which it is often in the

Scriptures, as denoting the act by which a sin-
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ner is justified before God, but in the proper,

judicial sense, He would declare Him to be right-

eous ; He would vindicate His character ; He

would stand forth as His patron and judge.

and would show Him to be innocent. This

was done by all tlie testimonials of God in His

favor, by the voice which spake from heaven

at His baptism, by all the miracles which He
wrought, showing that He was commissioned

and approved by God, by the fact that even

Pilate was constrained to declare Him innocent,

by all the wonders that attended His crucifix-

ion, showing that " He was a righteous man,"

even in the view of the Roman centurion, and

by the fact that He was raised from the dead,

and was taken to heaven, and placed at the

right hand of the Father, thus sliowing that

His whole work was approved by God, and

thus furnishing the most ample vindication of

His character from all the accusations of His

foes. Barnes.

It was verified in Christ ; by His resurrection

He was proved to be not the man that He was

represented, not a blasphemer, not a deceiver,

not an enemy to Caesar. The judge that con-

demned Him owned he found no fault in

Him ; the centurion that had charge of His

execution declared Him a righteous man ; so

near was He tliat justified Him. But it was

true of Him in a further and more peculiar

sense ; the Father justified Him when He ac-

cepted the satisfaction He made for the sin of

man. He was near who did it ; for His resur-

rection, by which He was justified, soon fol-

lowed His condemnation and crucifixion ; He
was straightway glorified. H.

9. By a perfectly natural and common tran-

sition, the writer passes from comparison to

metaphor, and having first transformed them

into garments, says directly that the 7noth shall

devour them, not as men, in which light he no

longer views them, but as old clothes. This is

a favorite comparison in Scripture to express a

gradual but sure decay. (Cf. chap. 51 : 8 and

IIos. 5 : 13.) A.

10. This prophecy of Messiah's sufferings

and of His fidelity to the great work assigned

to Him introduces a double lesson of comfort

to the faithful, and of warning to His self-

righteous adversaries. The Servant here is our

Lord Himself, and the address is to His true

and humble followers. Birks.

The sentiment of the verse is, If any one

among you, really fearing the Lord and obey-

ing the voice of His servant (the Messiah) has

been walking in darkness analogous to that

through which I have walked, under insult,

scorn, contempt, persecution, arraignment be-

fore courts of law, and with no light shining

on his pathway, let him trust as I have done in

the name of the Lord and stay upon His God.

H. C. Darkness of state and condition, in the

Scripture, denotes disconsolation and trouble.

To be then in darkness, where yet there is some

light, some relief, though darkness be predomi-

nating, is sad and disconsolate ; but not only

to be, but also to walk—that is, to continue a

course in darkness, and that with no light, no

discovery of help or relief—this seems to be an

overwhelming condition
;
yet sinners in this es-

tate are called " to trust in the name of the

Lord." Owen.

Trust in God is the grand principle of relig-

ion ; it is another word, indeed, for faith, as

that term is applied in the New Testament

—

the grand principle which distinguishes good

men from men of the world. The former trust

in God, and trusting in Him, their souls are kept

in peace. They commit their way to Him, and

resign their wills into His hands. li. Hall.

Faith is a plant that can grow in the shade,

a grace that can find the way to heaven in a

dark night. It can " icalk in darkness and yet

trust in the name of the Lord." We read of

promises to those that mourn, " they shall be

comforted ;" to the contrite, " they shall be re-

vived ;" to him that walks in darkness and the

like—these belong to believers and none else
;

surely then there are some believers that are in

the dark under the hatches of sorrow, wounded

and broken with their sins and temptation for

them ; they are not such as are assured of the

love of God ; but their mourning is turned into

joy, their night into light, their sighs and sobs

into praise. Gurnall.

The felt need of God makes us stretch out the

hands of our faith and take a stronger hold on

God. The stormy sea makes us look for tlie

helping hand of Jesus. And Ave often learn

more of faith in one month of darkness and

storm than in years of sunshine. When God

would prepare us for higher work, for SAveeter

peace, for clearer light, He brings them by an

increase of faith and increases our faith by try-

ing our faith. The heavenward path of love

and prayer is never shut to faith by earthly

storms ; it is opened by them. From the pil-

low of stones we see the gates ajar. In the

darkness of earth are shown to us the infinite

worlds above ; our dreams become steps to

heaven ; and our hills of difficulty mountains

of transfiguration. Anon.

Sin is a fact before us ; sorrow is a fact we
all have to face ; death is a prospect we all
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have to meet. We must find God in the cloud

or we are lost. We do find Him in the cloud

at Calvary. There sin was at its worst, sorrow

at its saddest, and death ever present. There

also was God bearing our sins, sharing our sor-

rows, bearing our death. It is not strange that

the darkest hour should touch the heart sooner

than the brightest day. When the Lord de-

scends to us in a cloud He does more for us

than when He shines from afar. There is the

sinner's hope. There was a great longing in

Moses to see the face of God. The answer was

the coming of God to Moses in a cloud. Don't

be afraid of any cloud that will bring the Lord

nearer to you. There are cloud gates that must

be passed before you see the glory of the Lord.

Don't be afraid of the cloud hovering around

you. Before tlie Lord comes you are afraid of

it, but afterward yon will have passed out of

darkness into light and joy. Gibson.

Darkness is a reason for doubting everything

but Christ, but a reason for trusting in Him,

drawing near to Him and keeping close at His

side. Darkness is a reason for distrusting one's

self, and walking warily in prayer, and crying

out for Christ's help, but certainly not a reason

for unbelief. Darkness in ourselves and dark-

ness around us is no reason for doubting the light,

but for believing in it, loving it and pressing

forward to it. Again we say darkness is no rea-

son for doubt, but a strong reason for faith ; for

it is plain that though a man may be in dark-

ness and have great reason to distrust himself,

that U no reason for distrusting Christ, but for

pressing after Him ; for all the real light of the

world is in Him, and he that followeth Him

shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the

light of life. Gheever.

II. "Kindling a fire" and "compassing
one's self with sparks of his own kindling"

look as figures to the case of one who walks in

darkness

—

i.e., through scenes of calamity ana

sore trial, but who, instead of seeking light

from God, kindles a little fire and surrounds

liimself with a few sparks of his own—a mis-

erably poor substitute at best for such sunlight

as God's ! The end of such contempt of God
and such reliance on self can be nothing better

or other than to " lie down in sorrow." This

warning fitly extends to all human endeavors

to get up schemes of salvation. H. C.

They refresh and please thcmselvas with a

conceit of their own merit and sufficiency, and

warm themselves with that ; it is both light

and heat to them. As they trust in their own
righteousness, and not in the righteousness of

Christ, so they place their happiness in their

worldly possessions and enjoyments and not in

the favor of God. Creature comforts are as

sparks, short-lived and soon gone
;
yet the chil-

dren of this world while they last warm them-

selves by them, and walk with pride and pleas-

ure in the light of them. They are ironically

bid to " walk in the light of their own fire."

Make your best of it while it lasts. This shall

ye have of Mine hand (says Christ, for to Him
the judgment is committed), " ye shall lie

down in sorrow." A godly man's way may
be melancholy, but his end shall be peace and

everlasting light. A wicked man's way may
be pleasant, but his end and endless abode will

be utter darkness. H.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER LI.

51:1 Hearken to me, ye that follow after righteousness, ye that seek the Lord : look

2 unto the rock whence ye were hewn, and to the hole of the pit whence yc were digged. Look

unto Abraham your father, and unto Sarah that ban; you : for when he Avas but one I called

3 him, and I blessed him, and made him many. For the Lokd hath comforted Zion : lie hath

comforted all her waste places, and hath made her wilderness like Eden, and her desert like

the garden of the Lord
;
joy and gladness shall be found therein, thanksgiving, and the

voice of melody.

4 Attend unto me. O my people ;
and give ear unto me, my nation : for a law shall go

5 forth from me, and I will make my judgement to rest for a light of the peoples. My right-

enusne-s is near, my salvation is gone forth, and mine arms sliall judge the peoples ; tlie isles

6 shall wait for me, and on mine arm shall they trust. Lift up your eyes to the heavens, and
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look upon the earth beneath : for the heavens shall vanish away like smoke, and the earth

shall wax old like a garment, and they that dwell therein shall die in like manner : but my
salvation shall be for ever, and my righteousness shall not be abolished.

7 Hearken unto me, ye that know righteousness, the people in whose heart is my law ; fear

8 ye not the reproach of men, neither be ye dismayed at tlieirrevilings. For the moth shall eat

them up like a garment, and the worm shall eat them like wool : but my rigliteousuess shall

be for ever, and my salvation unto all generations.

9 Awake, awake, put on strength, O arm of the Lord ; awake, as in the days of old, the

generations of ancient times. Art thou not it that cut Rahab in pieces, that pierced the

10 dragon ? Art thou not it which dried up the sea, the waters of the great deep ;
that made

11 the depths of the sea a way for the redeemed to pass over ? And the ransomed of the Loud

shall return, and come with singing unto Zion ; and everlasting joy shall be upon their

heads : they shall obtain gladness and joy, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away.

12 I, even I, am he tliat comforteth you : who art thou, that thou art afraid of man that

13 shall die, and of the son of man which shall be made as grass ;
and hast forgotten the Lord

thy Maker, that stretched forth the heavens, and laid the foundations of the earth ;
and fear-

est continually all the day because of the fury of the oppressor, when he maketh ready to

14 destroy ? and where is the fury of the oppressor ? The captive exile shall speedily be loosed
;

15 and he shall not die and go down into the pit, neither shall his bread fail. For I am the Lord

thy God, which stirreth up the sea, that the waves thereof roar : the Lord of hosts is his

16 name. And I have put my words in thy mouth, and have covered thee in the shadow of

mine hand, that I may plant the heavens, and lay the foundations of the eartli, and say unto

Zion, Thou art my people.

17 Awake, awake, stand up, O Jerusalem, which hast drunk at the hand of the Loud the cup

18 of his fury ; thou hast drunken the bowl of the cup of staggering, and drained it. There is

none to guide her among all the sons whom she hath brought forth ;
neither is there any that

19 taketh her by the hand of all the sons that she hath brought up. These two things are be-

fallen thee ; who shall bemoan thee ? desolation and destruction, and the famine and the

20 sword ; how shall I comfort thee ? Thy sons have fainted, they lie at the top of all the

streets, as an antelope in a net ; tliey are full of the fury of the Lord, the rebuke of thy God.

21, 22 Therefore hear now this, thou afflicted, and drunken, but not with wine : thus saith thy

Lord the Lord, and thy God that pleadeth the cause of his people, Behold, I have taken out

of thine hand the cup of staggering, even the bowl of the cup of my fury ;
thou shalt no

23 more drink it again : and I will put it into the hand of them that afflict thee
;
which have

said to thy soul. Bow down, that we may go over : and thou hast laid thy back as the

ground, and as the street, to them that go over.

Chap. 51. Throughout this chapter the
|

(verses 9, 17 ; 52 : 1\ mark the unity of this di-

tone is hopeful and full of promise. Zion is

indeed seen in her militant state, but is exhort-

ed not to fear her foes, and is assured that the

cup of Divine chastisement is to pass from her

lips to the lips of those who have been her op-

pressors, n. C.

The design of this chapter is to comfort the

Church under her sufferings and tlie persecu-

tions of her enemies ; and the argument of con-

solation insisted on is the constancy and per-

petuity of God's mercy and faithfulness tow-

ard her, whicli shall be manifest in continuing

to work salvation for her, protecting her against

all assaults of her enemies and carrying her

safely through all the changes of the world, and

vision of the prophecy nearly to its close

(52 : 10). But these words also refer back to

chap. 50 : 10, just before. Birks.

I, 2. This address is specially to the portion

of God's ancient Zion designated as those who

"follow after righteousness" and who " seek

the Lord"

—

i.e., who make personal holiness

their special object and aim, and whose su-

preme endeavor is to please God, and thus find

His presence and favor. The central thought

is a state of sincere, earnest endeavor to be and

to do rifflit—to be like God and to obey Him al-

ways and perfectly. To encourage these truly

Christian people, the Lord exhorts them to look

to Abraham, their national progenitor, and note

finally crowning her witli victory and deliver-
j

how, though he was one man when God called

ance. Edwards. \
him out from his country and kindred, yet God

The address. Hearken, thrice repeated, and ! made of him a great nation. So the iniplica-

the summons. Awake, awake, also three times ' tion is, God will multiply you, the small body
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of His true worshippers, Tliat God blessed

liim with a great increase, is the special point

made here, on which also the new promise

turns. The " roek" and the " hole of the pit"

constitute but a single figure. It compares the

Hebrew people to a stone cut from a quarry.

Abraham was the old quarry from which all

these stones were taken—the hole in the ground
whence they were taken out. H. C.

3. The connection with verse 2 is obvious.
" I have blessed and increased him, and I will

bless and increase him
; for Jehovah has begun

to comfort Zion." made Iiei* \vildernes$$
like Edcii. This beautiful comparison is

the strongest possible expression of a joyful

change from total barrenness and desolation to

the highest pitch of fertility and beauty. It is

closely copied in Ezek. 31 : 9 ; but the same com-

parison, in more concise terms, is employed by
Moses (Gen. 13 : 10). A.

Abraham's call and blessing were the sure

earnest of Zion's recovered beauty and glory.

The former things are here declared (41 : 22),

that Israel may consider them and know their

latter end. They are taught to discern the

sovereign grace of God in the history of Abra-
ham and Sarah ; and to gather, from God's

past mercies, the assurance of still fuller bless-

ings to come. The melody of our version liere

reflects worthily the beauty and fulness of the

promise. Birks.

6. Ittiise to the heavens your eyes, and look

unto the earth beneath. A similar form of ad-

dress occurs above, in chap. 40 : 26. (Of. Gen.

15 : 5.) Heaven and earth are here put, as in

many other places, for the whole frame of na-

ture. The next clause explains why they are

called upon to look. For the heavens like smoke

are dissolved or driven away. The writer uses dis-

tinct forms to express distinct ideas ; he first

gives a vivid description of the dissolution as

already past, and then foretells its consumma-
tion as still future. And the earth like the yar-

ment (which grows old) shall grow old (or wear
out). The same comparison occiirs above, in

chap. 50 : 9, and serves to identify the passages

as parts of one continued composition. Vari-

ous hypotheses are reconcilable by making the

first (;lause mean, as similar expressions do mean
elsewhere, that th(; most extraordinary changes

shall be wilnessed, moral and physical ; but
that amid them all this one thing shall remain

unchangeable, the righteousness of God as dis-

played in the salvation of His people. (See

chaps. 40 : 8 ; 65 : 17 ; Matt. 5 : 18 ; 1 John
2:17.) A.

But My salvation will perish never. These

promises can never become old and effete so as to

lose their vitality. My righteousness, pledged
here in the sense of veracity and ever energiz-

ing in the Divine bosom, can never become
weak—can never be broken down and de-

stroyed. Thus the infinite God guarantees His

promises to His people. The mode of state-

ment is analogous to that in chap. 54 : 10 :

" For the mountains shall depart and the hills

be removed ; but My kindness shall not depart

from thee." (See also Jer. 31 : 85-37.) H, C.

7, §. This third appeal answers, in its de-

scription of those addres.sed, to the last beati-

tude, " Blessed are they which are persecuted

for righteousness' sake." Thus it belongs to

those whose hearts are already " established

with grace." They are here encouraged under

the persecutions of the world by the promise of a

sure deliverance. The persecutors of the faith-

ful will become like a moth-eaten garment,

but these confessors shall " receive a crown of

righteousness that fadeth not away." Birks.

§. This righteousness and salvation shall be

forever, and shall never be abolished. It is an
everlasting righteousness that the Messiah

brings in (Dau. 9 : 24), an eternal redemption

that He is the Author of (Heb. 5 : 9). As it

shall spread through all the nations of the earth,

so it shall last through all the ages of the

world. We must never expect any other way
of salvation, any other covenant of peace or

rule of righteousness than what avc have in the

Gospel, and what we have there shall continue

to the end (Matt. 28 : 20). It is forever, for the

consequences of it shall be to eternity ; and by
this law of liberty men's everlasting state will

be determined. This perpetuity of the Gospel

and the blessed things it brings in is illustrat-

ed by the fading; and perishing of this world

and all things in it. H.

9. That bold metaphor of God sleeping and

waking is often found in Scripture, and gen-

erally expresses the contrast between the long

years of patient forbearance, during which evil

things and evil men go on their rebellious road

unchecked but by love, and the dread moment
when some throne of iniquity, SL<me Babylon

cemented by blood, is smitten to the dust.

Such is the original application of the expres-

sion here. But the contrast may fairly be

widened beyond that specific form of it, and

taken to express any apparent variations in the

fortliputting of His power. The prophet care-

fully avoids seeming to suggest that there are

changes in God Himself. It is not lie, but His

arm—that is to say. His active energy, that is

invoked to awake. It is true that God's arm
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slumbers, and is not clothed with power. There

are, as a fact, apparent variations in the energy

with wliich He works in the Church and in the

world. And thej' are real variations, not mere-

ly apparent. But the next chapter tells us that

if God's arm seems to slumber, and really does

so, it is because Zion sleeps. In itself that im-

mortal energy knows no variableness. " He
fainteth not, neither is weary." " The Lord's

arm is not shortened that He cannot save."
" He that keei^eth Israel shall neither slumber

nor sleep." But He works through us; and
we have the solemn and awful power of check-

ing the might which would flow through us
;

of restraining and limiting the Holy One of Is-

rael. The life which comes from His Spirit is

maintained by constant efflux from the foun-

tain of Life, by constant impartation of His

quickening breath. And as He must contin-

ually inapart, so must we continually receive,

else we perish. Therefore the first step toward

awaking, and the condition of all true revival

in our own souls and in our churches, is this

earnest cry, " Awake, put on strength, O arm
of the Lord." God's awaking is our awaking.

He puts on strength by making us strong ; for

His arm works through us, clothing itself, as it

were, with our arm of flesh, and perfecting it-

self even in our weakness. Nor is it to be for-

gotten that this, like all God's commands, car-

ries in its heart a promise. That earliest word
of God's is the type of all His latter behests

—

" Let there be light"—and the mighty syllables

were creative and self-fulfilling. So ever with
Him, to enjoin and to bestow are one and the

same, and His command is His conveyance of

power. He rouses us by His summons, He
clothes us with power in the very act of bid-

ding us put it on. A. M.

10. Art Thou not it? Art thou not

still the same ? This refers to the arm of Je-

hovah, and the ground of the appeal is, that

God must be the same, and that the same arm
that dried up the sea and made a path for the

Jewish people Avas still able to interpose and
rescue them. This is the common illustration

to which the Hebrew prophets and poets ap-

peal when tliey wish to refer to the interposi-

tion of God in favor of their nation, or to give

a striking illustration of Flis power. Barnes.

The allusiion to the overthrow of Egypt is

carried out and completed by a distinct mention
of the miraculous passage of the Red Sea. The
interrogative form of the sentence is equivalent

to a direct affirmation that it is the same arm,

or, in other words, that the same power which
destroyed the Egyptians for the sake of Israel

still exists, and may again be exerted for a

similar purpose. The confidence that this will

be done is expressed somewhat abruptly in the

next verse. A.

11. The logical connection with the verse

preceding is full of force. Because God saved
His ransomed ones at the Red Sea, " therefore''

His redeemed (a word of like force) shall return

and come with songs to Zion. Having the

same God for their Redeemer and Saviour, why
should not the same result be confidently ex-

pected ? The words of this verse appear also

in substance (chap. 35 : 10). 11. C.

Come with singinj; unto Zion. Praise

on earth is the prophecy and pledge, the fore-

taste and assurance of the heavenly song.

Every joyful emotion here springing from every

song of the grateful heart is an anticipation

and earnest of the more exquisite delight which
shall thrill that heart there completely attuned

to the high, the perfect praise of Jehovah.
Every ascription which here ascends from the

praising spirit brings that spirit into truer,

closer sympathy with the thousand times ten

thousand circling the celestial throne, and fits

it for a more perfect unison in singing that

song which there ceaselessly ascends, that song
ever new, ever rapturing, the song of Redeem-
ing Love. Thus the offering of praise on earth

is a preparation for heaven. Proceeding from
a fervent, overflowing heart, it is heaven antici-

pated, heaven begun below. B.

12-16. This Divine Intercessor, the Word
of God, is also the Comforter of His people.

When they are crushed by their aflflictions. He
reminds them of His love in earlier days, and
encourages them to hope for greater wonders
still to come. Birks.

12. "I, even I, am He that comforts you."
They prayed for the operations of His power,
He answers them with the consolations of His
grace, which may well be accepted as an equiv-

alent. If God do not wound the dragon and
dry the sea as formerly, yet if He comfort us

in soul under our afflictions we have no reason

to complain. He takes it among the titles of

His honor to be " the God that comforts them
that are cast down ;" He delights in being so.

Those whom God comforts are comforted in-

deed
; nay. His undertaking to comfort them is

comfort enough to them. H.

The Bible gives emphasis to the fact that

God is tlie chief comfort of those who suffer. The
hand that wounds is the hand that heals. The
word that kills makes alive again. The Scrip-

tures which teach this have become household

words. Our morning and evening prayers re-
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hearse them, and our children sing them.
" God is our refuge," has but a short time ago

made a belt of song around the world. " I,

even I, am lie that comforteth you. Fear not
;

I am with thee ; I will hold thy right hand,

saying unto thee, Fear not." A child in the

dark trusts in confiding silence to the unseen

hand that leads him ; such may every sorrow-

ing man be, in the consciousness of God's prox-

imity. Phelps.

It is God Himself who draws nigh to the

heart drawing nigh to Him. Here and here

only is peace and consolation. Seek it not in

doctrines skilfully and soothingly arranged to

give you calm slumber and a kind of logical

and legal trust-deed security ; seek it only in

and from the living God. " I, even I, am He
that comforteth you." It is a Divine preroga-

tive. Thus God says often emphatically, " I,

even I," to exclude all idols, however beautiful

and elevated—to shut us up to Himself. God
alone created the heavens and the earth

—
" I,

even I ;" God alone redeemed us, and forgiveth

all our iniquities
—

" I, even I ;" God alone,

who knows the heart, can heal and gladden it.

A. Sapldr.

1 3. The Lord speaks of Himself as the com-

forter of Zion, He having not merely given her

great promises, but also wrought for her great

works of power and mercy. The Hebrew
idiom means simply, Why then hast thou been

afraid ? The question expresses an actual and

culpable distrust of God. For where now is

the fury of thine old oppressors ? In the bottom

of the sea ! Think of tJieir doom, and cease to

fear the rage of thine enemies ! H. C.

When we disquiet ourselves with the fear of

man, we forget that there is a God above him,

and that the greatest of men have no power
but what is given them from above ; we forget

the providence of God, by which He orders and

overrules all events according to the counsel of

His own will ; we forget the promises He has

made to protect His people and the experiences

we have had of His care concerning us, and

His seasonable interposition for our relief many
a time, when we thought the oppressor ready

to destroy ; we forget our Jehovah-jirehs,

monuments of mercy in the mount of the

Lord. H.

16. The Lord God puts His words in the

mouth of the Messiah and protects Him in the

shadow of His hand, not to the end that He
may create a new planet or recreate an old one,

but i)i order that He may do the great work of

the Gospel age, accomplish His mission connect-

ed with His first (and not His second) advent,

for to this, beyond all question, the whole con-

text refers. Compare also chap. 49 : 2, where
the same phrases occur, and in the same rela-

tions of thought—the Messiah anointed and

protected for His earthly mission. H. C.

The new creation thus announced can only

mean the reproduction of the Church in a new
form, by what we usually call the change of

dispensations. The outward economy should

all be new, and yet the identity of the chosen

people should remain unbroken. For He
whom God had called to plant new heavens

and to found a new earth was likewise com-

missioned to say to Zion, Thou art still My
people. A.

17. The prophet conceives of the Lord's

providential judgments upon Avicked nations

as an intoxicating, maddening cup, given them

to drink. (See. Jer. 25 : 15-29.) The Jews
drank deeply of this cup at various points in

their national history, and especially during

their long captivity in Babylon. PI. C.

21. Drunken, but not wiili wine.
The antithesis in the last clause is to be com-

pleted from the context. Not with wine, but

with the wrath of God, which had already been

described as a cup of reeling or intoxication.

The same negative expression is emploj^ed in

chap. 29 : 9.

22. As the cup was the cup of God's wrath,

not of man's, so God Himself is represented as

withdrawing it from the sufferer's lips, when
its purpose is accomplished.

23. The Israel of God, the Church, or chosen

people, continued to exist under every change

of dispensation and economy, and notwith-

standing all its fluctuations and vicissitudes,

shall ultimately be forever rescued by the same

hand which destroys its enemies. This is the

simple substance of the promise in the verse

before us, which includes without specif cally

signifying all that has been thus represented as

its meaning. A.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER LII. 1-12.

52 : 1 Awake, awake, put on thy strength, Zion
;
put on thy beautiful garments, O

Jerusalem, the holy city : for henceforth there shall no more come into tliee the uncircum-
2 cised and the unclean. Shake thyself from the dust ; arise, sit thee down, O Jerusalem :

loose thyself from the bauds of thy neck, O captive daughter of Zion.

3 For thus saith the Lord, Ye were sold for nought ; and ye shall be redeemed without
4 money. For thus saith the Lord God, My people went down at the first into Egypt to so-

5 journ there : and the Assyrian oppressed them without cause. Now therefore, what do I

here, saith the Lord, seeing that my people is taken away for nought ? they that rule over
6 them do howl, saith the Lord, and my name continually all the day is blasphemed. There-

fore my people shall know my name : therefore they shall know in that day that I am he that
doth speak ; behold, it is I.

7 How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that
publisheth peace, that bringeth good tidings of good, that publisheth salvation

; that saith

8 unto Zion, Thy God reigneth ! The voice of thy watchmen ! they lift up the voice, together
9 do they sing

;
for they shall see, eye to eye, when the Lord returneth to Zion. Break forth

into joy, sing together, ye waste places of Jerusalem : for the Lord hath comforted his peo-
10 pie, he hath redeemed Jerusalem. The Lord hath made bare his holy arm in the eyes of all

11 the nations
;
and all the ends of the earth shall see the salvation of our God. Depart ye, de-

part ye, go ye out from thence, touch no unclean thing
;
go ye out of the midst of her ; be

12 ye clean, ye that bear the vessels of the Lord. For ye shall not go out in haste, neither shall
ye go by flight

: for the Lord will go before you ; and the God of Israel will be your rear-

ward.

Chap. 52. Zion, thought of as embodied in

the Jewish nation, is exhorted to arouse herself

and come up from her state of depression and
degradation. The figures are brought forward
from the close of the previous chapter, and
conceive of her as having been enslaved and
oppressed—the essential idea, however, being
her previous low spiritual state and her conse
quent weakness and disgrace before the nations

—to be now exchanged for a new spiritual life

under the Gospel dispensation. It was as if

the nation had been abused for no good reason

—sold, and no worthy price paid to the Lord,
who was their rightful owner. Therefore God
would redeem them without money (verses

3, 4). His name had been dishonored in their

national sufferings
; therefore He would vindi-

cate it (verses 5, 6). Joyous messengers an-

nouncing the Messiah's advent and the Gospel
age and reign are hailed as coming (verse 7) ;

Zion's watchmen see them from the city watch
towers, and greet them with songs of joy (verse

8). All the wastes of Zion are summoned to

join in these songs, and rejoice in all the re-

demption God has wrought (verses 9, 10) ; the
transition from the old age and state of Zion to

the new is tliought of as a solemn march or

procession, jointly military and sacerdotal ; the

Church moving out with slow and solemn
tread, joyfully reposing in lier God, who both
leads her as the captain of her host and follows

her as her rear-guard (verses 11, 12). And next

"My servant," the great Messiah, comes dis-

tinctly to view. It is of no small importance
to note that the ground idea of this chapter is

the transition from the Mosaic to the Christian

economy, which of course involves the coming
of the Messiah and a glorious advance in the

spiritual life of Zion. To aid in the illustration

of this idea, the prophet alludes to the relations

of Israel to ancient Egypt and to Assyria

(verse 4). The reference to Egypt and to As-

syria is historical and illustrative, and not at

all prophetic. H. C.

I. The encouraging assurances of the fore-

going context are now followed by a summons
similar to that in chap. 51 : 17, but in form ap-

proaching nearer to the apostrophe in chap.

51 : 9. The last clause contains a general prom-
ise of exemption from the contaminating pres-

ence of the impure and unworthy, as a part of

the blessedness and glory promised to God's

people, as the end and solace of their various

trials. A.

The implement of the Church's work is the

Word ; the arm of the Church's power is the
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ministry ; but the power itself is the Holy

Ghost. In this view, tlie call of the text is full

of meaning. It is the Spirit's call : Awake !

awake ! put on thy strength !"—the strength

which he proffers. Thy strength is My strength

—put it on ; put it forth. The strength of the

Church is a trinity— the Word, the Ministry,

the Spirit—but it is a trinity in unity ; for tlte

power, the one power, is the Holy Ghost. The
Word, in its adaptation to the wants of man,

has a power of congruity ; the ministry, by

the bond that connects man with man, has the

power of sympathy, but neither, alone, is ade-

quate to the supernatural aim of the Church's

mission. The Word, alone, cannot raise the

dead ; the ministry, alone, cannot convert or

save ; but tlie Holy Ghost can make both

mighty—the Word a thunderbolt, and the min-

istry a flame of fire. The Word is the Spirit's

word. It has a Divine authority behind it, a

Divine life in it, a Divine power accompanying

it. The ministry is the ministration of the

Spirit, for, of every function. He is the author

and the life. He calls the minister, qualiSes

him with gifts and graces, fills him with the

fulness of the Gospel of peace, and makes his

word an arrow that penetrates—a sword quick

and powerful, a hammer that breaks in pieces,

and a weapon that smites and prostrates the

stronghold of Satan. W. M. Paxton.

Wheresoever tee lift up the cry, " Awake,
awake, put on strength, O arm of the Lord,"

there follows, swift as the thunderclap on the

lightning flash, the rousing summons, " Awake,
awake, put on thy strength, O Zion

;
put on

thy beautiful garments, O.Jerusalem !" Where-

soever it is obeyed there will follow in due time

the joyful chorus, as in this context, " Sing to-

gether, ye waste places of Jerusalem ; the Lord

hath made bare His holy arm in the eyes of all

the nations, and all the ends of the earth have

seen the salvation of our God." A. M.

2. The conception of Zion as covered with

dust follows the thought in the close of the

previous chapter where she lay on the ground,

her enemies treading her into the very dust

and soiling her garments. So also the " bands

of her neck" assume that she has been a cap-

tive in bonds.

4. These are special cases under the general

statements of the previous verse. Israel went
down into Egypt for the innocent purpose of

sojourning there a short time only, till the fam-

ine should be over. It was therefore a mere

outrage on the part of Egypt's king to seize

(hem and subject them to servile bondage. No
price was paid to their Divine owner for them.

No regard was had to essential righteousness

and justice. God might therefore fitly recover

them with no money, but indeed at the cost to

Egypt of her king and his whole army. Equal-

ly without cause was their oppression under
the Assyrian power, and with like terrible retri-

bution upon his vast army did the Lord avenge
and deliver His people. H. C.

6. In contrast to this state of intense sorrow,

God's people shall learn the truth, that He is

" a very present help in the time of trouble."

The words " in that day" prove tliat the time

of deliverance was actually future when the

prophet wrote, and had been made present in

prophetic vision alone. Birks. 1 paraphrase

thus : Therefore, because I cannot endure such

things longer, Mj^ people shall know My faith-

fulness, power and grace (" My name") ; they

shall surely know in that day when these com-

ing events shall take place, that I am He who
has said and is still saying, "Behold Me!"
They shall experience (" know") the gloriously

saving power of their own God, who has so

often called their attention and sought to in-

spire their faith by this expression, " Behold

Me!" H. C.

7. How beautiful upon the mountains, etc.

This passage is applied by Paul to tlie minis-

ters of the Gospel. (See Rom. 10 : 15.) The
meaning here seems to be this : Isaiah was de-

scribing the certain return of the Jews to their

own land. He sees in vision the heralds an-

nouncing their return to Jerusalem running on

the distant hills. A herald bearing good news

is a beautiful object ; and he says that his feet

—i.e., his running is beautiful. He came to

declare that the exiles were about to return
;

that their long and painful captivity was

closed : and that the holy city and its Temple

were again to rise with splendor, and that

peace and plenty and joy were to be spread

over the land. Such a messenger coming with

haste, the prophet says, would be a beautiful

object. Nahum, who is supposed to have lived

after Isaiah, has evidently copied from him

this image (1 : 15) :

Behold upon the mountains the feet of the joyful mes-

senger,

Of him that announceth peace ;

Celebrate, O Judah. thy festivals ; perform thy vows :

For no more shall pass through thee the wicked one ;

He is utterly cut off. Barnes

Paul is chargeable with no misapplication of

the words when he applies them to the preacli-

ers of the Gospel. The contents of the message

are the manifestation of the reign of God, the

very news which Christ and His forerunner pub-
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lished when they cried, saying, Tiie kingdom of

God is at hand. A.

The word which is rendered " bringeth good

tidings" means precisely one who is publish-

ing this Gospel, corresponding to the Greek
Evangelizo, and to the etymological sense of the

word Ecangelist, as we apply it

—

e.g., to the

first preachers of the Gospel. Precisely this

expressive word, a herald of glad tidings, ap-

pears in chaps. 40 : 9 and 41 : 27, andserves to

connect those passages with this. The reader

will note the strength of this idea in the verse

before us—repeated, expanded, modified in

every form to give the fullest and strongest

sense of joyful tidings, tidings of good ; publish-

ing peace ; puhlisliing salvation. H. C.

The Gospel of Christ, the Word Incarnate of

God, entering into our life is indeed good tid-

ings^-good tidings as reaching down to the

lowest depths where humanity still lingers,

and growing with man's growth to the utmost

bounds of his possible attainments, reaching

and growing without limit. It turns our

thoughts from what we can do to what God
has done and is doing. It discloses in the idea

of creation a splendor which communicates its

light to all created things. It pierces to the

depths of misery, and brings back even from
their darkness a promise of hope. It transfig-

ures all personal suffering by the thought of a

fellowship with God in Christ. It is a new, an

eternal commandment in which all things, our

utmost hopes and efforts, are shown to be of

Him, and through Him, and unto Him. This is

the Gospel which all have to hold and to publish,

to hold with a firmer grasp by publishing with
a more personal devotion. Here is the joy

which we all are charged to make our own by
extending it to others. Bp. Westcutt.

Tliy CJod rci^nctli. Christ commissions

His ministers to pi-oclaim this joyful truth to

Zion, His Church, that every member of His

may receive it in faith, change the pronoun,

and say. My God reigneth. Christ's reign is

His people's glory, their triumph on earth,

and the song of disembodied saints in glory.

W. Mason.

8. The idea is, that when Jehovah should

bring back and bless His people, the watchmen
should have a full and glorious exhibition of

His mercy and goodness. Ami the result should

be, that they would greatly rejoice and united-

ly celebrate His name. According to this in-

terpretation, it does not mean that the minis-

ters of religion should have the rame precise

views or embrace the same doctrines, however
true this may be or however desirable in itself,

but tliat they should have an open, clear and
bright manifestation of the presence of God,
and should lift up their voices together with
exultation and praise. Barnes.

8. Zion's watchmen are the first to see on
the distant mountains the feet of those Gospel

heralds. This conception is thoroughly Ori-

ental. The bold form of the first clause is ex-

pressive. The far-seeing vision of the prophet

gave him first the coming heralds seen cross-

ing the distant mountain-tops, rushing on with
their burden of glad tiding.?. Next, lo 1 a

shout of the watchmen ! All as one they lift

up their voice in joyous outcries ; at one and
the same moment they all catch the sight of

the coming heralds. They seem intuitively to

seize the joyous import of their tidings and
pour forth their soul and voice in triumphant

song ! Is not the scene inspiring ? And why
should it not be so painted and so felt ? H. C.

9. It is a cold, lifeless thing to speak of spirit-

ual things upon mere report ; but they that

speak of them as their own, as having share or

interest in them, and some experience of their

sweetness, their discourse is enlivened with

firm belief and ardent affection ; they cannot

mention them but their hearts are straight

taken with such gladness as they are forced to

vent in praises. Leighton.

9, lO. This section of the prophecy closes

here with a glorious promise. It is rehearsed

at the opening of the Baptist's message (Luke
3 : 6), but remains to be more fully realized ia

the last days. Birks.

1 0. The Lord girds Himself for mighty and
glorious manifestations of His spiritual power
that the ends of the earth may see His salva-

tion. To make bare the arm is to gird the loins,

leaving the arm uncovered and unincumbered
for the most vigorous activities. History re-

cords of many celebrated warriors that they

went into battle with their right arm naked.

The genius of the Christian age is not centrali-

zation, but diffusion ; is not inaction, but ear-

nest work—its great command being, " Go ye

into all the world and preach the Gospel to

every creature." This done, all the ends of the

earth shall see the salvation of God. H. C.

The prominent encouragement to labor for

the Christianization of the nations is found in

the design and promise of God that every peo-

ple and nation shall be willingly subject to tha

spiritual sway of the Redeemer, that the sys-

tem of truth and faith which has been divinely

promulgated shall reach and affect all human
hearts and attain a universal and complete su-

premacy in the earth. Possessed of a complete
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adaptation to man's moral condition and needs,

and accompanied by the grace and might of

God's Spirit, this Divine system is completely

fitted to enter the heart, to subdue the will and
to turn to itself the moving springs of affection

and action in the soul. Thus it wins the indi-

vidual. And from the individual its natural

necessary tendency is to a continual diffusion.

It makes each captivated soul a minister to ex-

tend its sway. As the numbers of its members
increase, it gathers them into churches, and
here organizes agencies for the v/ider dissemi-

nation of its influences. It makes each com-
munity in which it is established a centre from
which its powerful quickening beams shall

continually flow forth with an ever-widening

compass and reach, until all are enlightened

and its mighty, outspread circle shall include

the race ! For this the Christian system is fit-

ted—admirably, wondrously fitted—as is the

sun to give light and life to the worlds of His

system ! B.

Countless millions are shortly to awake from
the sleep and darkness of a hundred ages to

hail the day that Avill never go down. I see

the darkness rolling upon itself and passing

away from a thousand lands. I see a cloudless

day following and spreading itself over all the

earth. I see the nations coming up from the

neighborhood of the brutes to the dignity of

the sons of God. I see the meekness of the Gos-

pel assuaging ferocious passions, melting down
a million contending units into one, silencing

the clangor of arms, and swelling into life a

thousand budding charities which had died

under the long winter. I hear the voice of

their j oy. It swells from the valleys and echoes

from the hills. I already hear on the eastern

breeze the songs of new-born nations. I al-

ready catch from the western gale the praise of

a thousand islands. I ascend the Alps and see

the darkness retiring from the papal world. I

ascend the Andes and see South America and
all the islands of the Pacific one altar. I ascend

the mountains of Thibet, and hear from the

plains of China and from every jungle and pa-

goda of Hindustan the praises of the living God.

I see all Asia bowing before Him, who eighteen

centuries ago hung in the midst of them on
Calvary. I traverse oceans and hear from every
floating Betliel the songs of the redeemed.

" The dwellers in the vales and on the rocks

Shout to each other ; and the mountain tops,

From distant mountains, catch the flying joy
;

Till, nation after nation taught the strain.

Earth rolls the rapturous hosanna round."

E. D. Grijjln.

II, 12. The conception here is that of the
whole people of God moving in solemn proces-
sion in which the sacerdotal and military ele-

ments are singularly blended. The march
through the wilderness from Egypt to Canaan
is the model and furnishes the imagery and the

descriptive terms. Apparently the thing really

meant is the analogous march out from the old

ritual economy into the new spiritual kingdom
of the Messiah. Or perhaps we might better

say, out from Judaism and the old Jewish
Church, now effete and putrid in its moral cor-

ruptions, into the new Gospel kingdom. H. C.

11. Be ye clean, je lliat bear the
ve!«sel!!> of the Lord. It is said in Scrip-

ture that " they should be holy who bear the

vessels of the Lord ;" and it is generally be-

lieved that the position of a minister is one
eminently favorable to personal holiness. But
experience shows that such position brings

with it great spiritual dangers. Familiarity

with sacred things is sure to produce a feeling

of indifference, unless counteracted by earnest

prayer and secret communion with God. There
is nothing more searing to the conscience than

an unholy handling of the truth ; the use of it

for one's own selfish or ambitious ends. If it

does not work to cleanse and hallow him who
teaches it, it will defile and harden. That posi-

tion of isolation and elevation in which a min-
ister is placed is, also, dangerous as inspiring

pride and sclf-confidonce. Watching over

others, he is tempted to forget to keep watch
over himself. If there is any one who is called

to scrutinize his own heart, and apply dili-

gently the truth he teaches to himself, it is he

who ministers in God's temple. Churchman.

12. This verse is crowded with allusions to

the earlier history of Israel, some of Avhich

consist in the adaptation of expressions with

which the Hebrew reader was familiar, but

which must of course be lost in a translation.

Thus the hasty departure out of Egypt is not

only recorded as a fact in the Mosaic history

(Ex. 11 : 1 ; 12 : 33, 39), but designated by the

very term here used V^. (Ex. 13 . 11 ; De.

16 : 3), meaning terrified and sudden flight.

There is likewise an obvious allusion to the

cloudy pillar going sometimes before and some-

times behind the host (Ex. 14 : 19, 20). " For"

has reference to the promise;, implied in the

preceding exhortation, of protection and secu-

rity. A.

The Lord's people are bidden go out with

displayed banner, not in haste, or as cowards
;

and the reason is given, Because the Lord will

go before them in the vanguard, and behind
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them in tlie rearward, and shall so compass

them that they need to stand in awe or bo

feared for none. Tlius He would have them

avowing their Lord and boldly professing holi-

ness. Dickson.

7-12. I prefer the interpretation of this pas

sage which applies it primarily and specially

to the cljange from the Mosaic to the Gospel

dispensation, including as its leading events

the advent of the ]\Icssiah, the setting up of

His kingdom and the proclamation of the Gos-

pel. 1. Because of the connection of this pas-

sage with that which immediately follows

(52 : 13-15 and 53), where we have a very spe-

cific description of the great personage who is

here represented as coming and reigning, and

as leading His people forth into a new spiritual

world of life and labor, this personage being

surely the Messiah and none other. 2. Because

of the close analogy of this passage with chap.

40 : 1-11, which manifestly refers to this great

transition from the Mosaic to the Christian age,

coupled with the coming of Christ. 3. Be-

cause the entire passage admits of a natural,

easy and forcible construction on this hypothe-

sis. H. C.

Here the chapter should have closed. Here

clos;.^s the account of the return of the exiles

from Babylon. The mind of the prophet seems

here to leave the captive Jews on their way to

their own land safe, with Jehovah going at

their head and guarding the rear of the return-

ing band, and to have passed to the contempla-

tion of Him of whose coming all these events

were preliminary and introductory—the Mes-

siah. Perhaps the rationale of this apparent

transition is this. It is undoubtedly the doc-

trine of the Bible that He who was revealed as

the guide of His people in ancient times, and
who appeared under various names, as " the

angel of Jehovah," "the angel of the cove-

nant," etc., was He who afterward became in-

carnate—the Saviour of the world. So the

prophet seems to have regarded Him ; and liere

fixing his attention on the Jehovah who was
thus to guide His people and be their defence,

by an easy transition the mind is carried for-

ward to the time when He would be incarnate,

and when He would die for men. Leaving,

therefore, so to speak, the contemplation of Him
as conducting His people across the barren

wastes which separated Babylon from Judea,

the mind is, by no unnatural transition, carried

forward to the time when He would become a

man of sorrows and when He Avould come to

redeem and save the world. According to this

supposition, it is the same glorious Being whom
Isaiah sees as the protector of His people, and

almost in the same instant as the man of sor-

rows ; and the contemplation of Him as the

suffering Messiah becomes so absorbing and in-

tense, that he abruptly closes the description of

Him as the guide of the exiles to their own
land. He sees Him in His humiliation. He
sees Him as a sufferer. He sees the manner

and the design of His death. He contemplates

the certain result of that humiliation and death

in the spread of the true religion, and in the

extension of His kingdom among men. Hence-

forward, therefore, to the end of Isaiah, we
meet with very few references to the condition

of the exiles in Babylon, or to their return to

their own land. The mind of the prophet is

absorbed in describing the glories of the Mes-

siah, and the certain spread of His Gospel and

His kingdom around the globe. Barnes.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTERS LII. 13-15; LIIL

THE SUFFERING MESSIAH.

52 : 13 Behold, my servant shall deal wisely, lie shall be exalted and lifted up, and shall

14 be very high. Like as many were astonied at thee, (his visage was so marred more than any

15 man, and his form more than the sons of men,) so shall he sprinkle many nations ; kings sliall

shut their mouths at him : for that which had not been told them shall they see ; and that

which tliey had not heard shall they understand.

53 : 1 Who hath bclievsd our report ? and to whom hath the arm of the Lord been

2 revealed ? For he grew up before him as a tender plant, and as a root out of a dry ground :

he hath no form nor comeliness ; and when we see him, there is no beauty that we should

3 desire him. He was despised, and rejected of men ; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with

grief : and as one from whom men hide their face he was despised, and we esteemed him not.

4 Surely he hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows : yet we did esteem him stricken,

5 smitten of God, and afflicted. But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised

for our iniquities : the chastisement of our peace was upon him ; and with his stripes we are

6 healed. All we like sheep have gone astray ; we have turned every one to his own way
;

and the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all.

7 He was oppressed, yet he humbled himself and opened not his mouth ; as a lamb that is

led to the slaughter, and as a sheep that before her shearers is dumb
;
yea, he opened not his

8 mouth. By oppression and judgement he was taken away ; and as for his generation, who
amonrj them considered that he was cut off out of the land of the living ? for the transgression

9 of my people was he stricken. And they made his grave with the wicked, and with the rich

in his death ; although he had done no violence, neither was any deceit in his mouth.

10 Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him
; he hath put him to grief : when thou shalt make

his soul an offering for sin, he shall see 7ns seed, he shall i^rolong his days, and the pleasure

11 of the Lord shall prosper in his hand. He shall see of the travail of his soul, and shall be

satisfied : by his knovv ledge shall my righteous servant justify many : and he shnll bear their

12 iniquities. Therefore will I divide him a portion with the great, and he shall divide the spoil

with the strong ; because he poured out his soul unto death, and was numbered with the

transgressors : yet he bare the sin of many, and made intercession for the transgressors.

Chaps. LII. 13-LV. Messiah's Sufferings

AND Reward.

The clear prediction of the sufferings of

Christ, with which this section begins, forms

the centre and heart of these later prophecies.

It reveals tlie Divine method for accomplishing

the second part of the opening promise to Zion,

" that her iniqiiity is pardoned ;" while it sets

before the Church, in plainest outlines, the

great Sacrifice and Divine Sin-offering of the In-

carnate Son of God. It also prepares the way
for a glorious promise of the fruitfulness of the

true Church, delivered at length from the re-

proach of long ages of barrenness, and later

signs of desertion and neglect, and of her

growth into a beautiful city of God ; with an

appeal to all the Gentiles once more, to come
and partake freely of the sure mercies provided

for them in the Son of David, the promised Im-

manuel, the Lamb of God, appointed to take

away the sin of the world. Birks.

52:13-53:1-12. Many centuries before

Christ's death and resurrection a prediction

was uttered, which not only foretells these

events down to the minutest detail, but ex-

pounds their significance in such a way as af-

terward apostles. Church fathers, reformers,

only did. ... If the resurrection of Christ is

a fact, if His death and resurrection are t}ie

central facts of history, which we know them

to be, and if Jesus was justified in declaring

Himself to be the Messiah and His entire work

to l)e the fulfilment of the law and the prophets,

it will then seem perfectly natural and becom-

ing that the preparatory revelation should fore-

shadow and foretell these particular facts in the

fullest and e.xactest manner ; and we see that
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Jesus and Paul were specially careful to dem-

onstrate the Divine necessity of these funda-

mental facts from the prophetic word of the

Old Testament. Auberlen.

52 : 13-15. Here Jehovah speaks. He
speaks of His servant the Messiah, and de-

scribes the state of His humiliation and of His

subsequent exaltation. These verses contain

in fact an epitome of what is enlarged upon in

the next chapter. The sum of it is, that His

servant should be, in the main, or on the whole,

prospered and exalted (verse 13) ;
yet He would

be subjected to the deepest trial and humilia-

tion (verse 14) ; but as the result of this, He
would redeem the nations of the earth, and

their kings and rulers should regard Him with

profound reverence (verse 15). A display of

the Divine perfections would accompany the

work of the servant of Jehovah such as they

had never beheld, and they would be called on

to contemplate wonders of whiv;h they had not

before heard. Barnes.

The preceding context (52 : 1-12) treats di-

rectly of the coming of the Messiah and of the

opening of the Gospel age, the grand transi-

tion from Judaism to Christianity—the latter,

thought of as opening a new and glorious era

of spiritual light and of the power of Divine

truth and of the Spirit unto salvation for all

the tribes of the earth. Applying it to the

transition from Judaism to Christianity, the

connection of verse 13 with what precedes i.3

direct and close. Nothing could be more ap-

propriate than to pass from general views of

the Gospel age to a more specific view of its

great central personage, the Messiah. The
connection becomes even more close if we ac-

cept the correct view of " the God of Israel

their rearward" as presented, in the clause im-

mediately preceding. For, who was He that

moved at the head of the columns of Israel in

their forty years' procession through the wil-

derness, manifesting His presence in the pillar

of cloud and of fire V His character is well de-

fined and His person identified in these words :

" I will send an angel before thee : beware of

Him and obey His voice, provoke Him not
;

for He will not pardon your transgressions, for

My name is in Ilini" (Ex. 23:20-23). This
" angel," so called because sent on this special

mission, can be no other than the Messiah,

called " the God of Israel" because He led

them through that wilderness to Canaan. Here
also He appears in analogous relations to His

people in the Christian age as the Lord's ser-

vant.

The connection of this passage (verses 13-15)

with chap. 53 is also direct and immediate.

Indeed, the passage (chap. 53 : 1-10) takes up

and expands the thought, briefly presented in

the parenthesis (chap. 52 : 14), showing how it

came to pass that " His visage was so marred

more than any man and His form more than

the sons of men. '

' The remaining verses (chap.

53 : 10-12) correspond with the leading thought

in chap. 52 : 14, 15—the wonderful relation be-

tween Christ's humiliation and sufferings on

the one hand, and His transcendent success in

saving lost men on the other.

As to the personage spoken of here as " My
servant," only one opinion can be sustained

—

He is the great Messiah. The connection with

the verses preceding shows it. The usage of

this term in 42 : 1-4 ; 43 : 10 ; 49 : 3, 6 ; 53 : 11,

and the New^ Testament quotations of this class

of prophecies {e.g.. Matt. 12 : 18-21), combine

to place this construction beyond all doubt.

Furthermore, the perfect coincidence between

this passage and the New Testament doctrine

of Christ, first crucified, then rising trium-

phantly and exalted gloriously, and rewarded

with victorious success in the salvation of the

nations—brings in an array of evidence which

it would seem no candid mind can resist.

52 : 13. Deal wisely. All His ways will

be characterized by consummate wisdom, lie

will show that He imderstands perfectly the

moral nature of the race He came to save, and

will bring the best possible appliances of truth

and motive to bear on their consciences and on

their hearts. Gifted with such wisdom, and

managing His stupendous mission to earth so

Avisely, the consequence will be, " He will be

exalted and lifted up, and be very high." The

drift of this entire passage, closing with chap.

53, contemplates, not Christ's simple exaltation

on His throne in heaven, irrespective of His

success in His work as Saviour of men, but

precisely His success in this great work—the

glory of victory over Satan and sin in the grand

conflict in which human souls, the living na-

tions of men, are the prize for the conqueror.

H. C.

The solemn administration of Christ's kingly

office could not take place till the prophetic

and priestly were discharged ; the one, by

teaching His people and raising their affections

and desires by the clearest revelation of happi-

ness in a future state ; the other, by making

intercession for them, by the atonement of

bloody sacrifice, the sacrifice of Himself. This

is plainly told us in the ensuing chapter, the

twenty-second Psalm, and other prophecies of

the Old Testament, which Paul does in effect
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but expound in Heb. 2 : 10 ; 10 : 12, 13 ; Phil.

2 : 7-11. Stanhope.

What being is He who, inverting all tlie or-

dinary modes of judgment, is "to sprinkle

many nations," and " be exalted and extolled

and be very higli," and " see His seed and pro-

long His days ;" because He is " brought as a

lamb to the slaughter," and " hath poured out

His soul unto death ;" because" He has made in-

tercession for the transgressors ;" because " He
is despised and rejected of men," "wounded
for our transgressions, bruised for our iniqui-

ties ;" because in short He is the lamb " on

whom God has laid the iniquity of us all?"

There stands the picture on the page of proph-

ecy—who shall ever be seen to answer it ?

Centuries come and go, but the lamb that is to

be struggles all this time in tlie womb of

providence—expected and not seen, yet wait-

ing always for the birth.

At last the fulness of time is come ; when a

strange, new prophet appears, announcing the

kingdom of God now at hand. And he breaks

out suddenly at liis preaching and baptism by
the Jordan, as a particular unknown man is

seen approaching to claim the baptism, in the

strangel}^ worded salutation
—

" Behold the

Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the

world." Now at last the advances and prepa-

rations of so many ages are ended, the Lamb of

God is come. Only wliat conceivable impulse,

if not the direct impulse of the Spirit of God,

could have opened the prophet's moutli in this

strangely worded salutation ? And who is He
that He should bear this appellation ? That

will be known some thi-ee j'ears hence more
perfectly'. Wlien this wonderful, only spotless

being of the world, after having breatlied puri-

ty and love on it for so long a time, goes to His

cross in dumb submission to His enemies, and

dies there staining tlie fatal post with His blood,

having yet no bone of His passover-body bro-

ken, we begin to catch some first intimation of

the prophet's meaning, when he declares
—" He

is brought as a lamb to the slaughter," also of

the New Testament prophet in liis strange sal-

utation
—"Behold the Lamb of God." And

then what does He Himself do, three daj's

after, when He encounters tlie two disciples

going back, heavy-hearted, into the countrj^,

but open to them all the ancient Scripture,

showing out of it how certainly Christ ought
to suffer, and so to be the Lamb of prophecy.

Bus?iitdl.

14, 15. The parenthetic clause in verse 14

suggests the grounds of the astonishment occa-

sioned by the aspect of this servant of the Lord

during His humiliation. His visage (general

aspect) was that of one worn, wasted and wan
—a tearful sufferer, surpassing in these respects

what they liad ever seen among men. Could

He be a King and yet wear such an aspect '.'

Could He be a good man, and j-et such a suf-

ferer, moving in a rank so low, and in poverty

so extreme ? So the many thought, and hence

they were nstonislied at Him—the prophet using

here a verb which as Dr. Alexander remarks

"expresses a mixture of surprise, contempt

and aversion." Such was this " servant" of

God in the days of His humiliation in the flesh.

With this, the prophet puts in strong antithesis

the daj'S of His subsequent success and glory.

The many individuals weie amazed at His mar-

red visage, and saw only things toward which
they felt contempt and aversion ; but the many
nations shall be baptized into a new life unto

God ; their kings shall shut their mouths in

reverential awe before Him, rejoicing and ad-

miring that through Him they see what no

tongue had ever told them before.

The word "sprinkle" is richly expressive.

Its established use in the Mosaic ritual clothes

it with signilicance as an emblem of moral pu-

rification, bringing tlie sprinkled one into a

new moral state and into new moral relations

to God as both forgiven and cleansed. Ezekiel

takes up from Isaiah this very term and ex-

pands its precious significance, " Tlien will I

sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be

clean ; from all your filthiness and from all

your idols will I cleanse you. A new heart

also will I give you, and a new spirit Avill I

put within you. And I will put My Spirit

within you, and cause you to walk in My stat-

utes that ye may keep My judgments and do

tliem" (Ezek. 36 : 25-27). H. C.

15. The wonders of redemption would stand

by themselves as unparalleled in all that they

had heard or seen. What is here predicted has

been fulfilled. The mystery of the incarnation

and the atonement, the sufferings and the

death of the Redeemer, His exaltation and

His glory, are events whicli are unparalleled in

the history of the world. They stand by tliem-

selves, and they will stand by themselves for-

ever in tlie history of human events. Tliey are

events fitted in their nature to excite the pro-

foundest admiration and wonder. That the

Son of God sliould become a man ; that His

visage should be so disfigured by grief as to

liave scarcely the aspect of a human being
;

that He should suffer and die as He did ; and

that He should be exalted as He is over this

whole world, and have the most elevated place
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in the universe at the right hand of God, are

all events fitted to excite the deepest wonder
and the profoundest admiration. And it has

been done. The prophecy has been fulfilled.

It has been a fact that kings and princes have

bowed with profound veneration at the name
and presence of the Redeemer ; and from the

time of Constantine not a few of earth's might-

iest monarchs have professed a profound regard

for the character and the laws of the Messiah.

Barnes.

Ciiap. 53 contains a more minute expla-

nation and statement of what is said in general

in chap. 53 : 13-15. For convenience, it may
be regarded as divided into the following por-

tions :

1. An expression of amazement and lamen-

tation at the fact that so few had embraced the

annunciation respecting the Messiah, and had

been properly affected by the important state-

ments respecting His sufferings. His death and

His glorification (verse 1). The prophet la-

ments that so few had credited what had been

spoken, and that the power of God had been re-

vealed to so few in consequence of the coming
and the work of the Messiah.

2. A description of His rejection. His suffer-

ings, His death (verses 2-10). Here the prophet

describes the scene as actually passing before

his eyes. He speaks as if he himself were one

of the people—one of the Jewish nation—who
had rejected Him and who had procured His

death. He describes the misapprehension un-

der which it was done, and the depth of the

sorrow to which the Messiah was subjected,

and the design which Jehovah had in view in

these sufferings.

His appearance and rejection are described

(verses 2, 3). He is aa a root or shrub that

grows in a parched soil without beauty ; He is

a man of sorrows, instead of being, as they ex-

pected, a magnificent prince ; He has disap-

pointed their expectations, and there is noth-

ing that corresponded with their anticipations,

and nothing, therefore, which should lead them
to desire Him. He is, therefore, rejected and

despised. The design for which He endured
His sorrows is stated (verses 4-6). He was
thought by the people to be justly put to death,

and they judged that God had judicially smit-

ten and afliicted Him (verse 4). But this was
not the cause. It Avas because He had borne

the sorrows of the nation, and was wounded
for their sins (verses 4, 5). They had all gone
astray, but Jehovah had caused to meet on Him
the iniquity of all. The manner of His suffer-

ings is described (verses 7, 8). He was patient

as a lamb
; was taken from prison and cut off.

The manner of His burial is described (verse 9).

It was with the rich. The reason why He was
thus buried, and why His grave was thus dis-

tinguished from that of malefactors was, that

in fact He had been holy and had done no evil.

God, therefore, took care that that fact should

be marked even in His burial, and though He
died witli malefactors, yet, as the purpose of

the atonement did not require ignominy after

death, He should not be buried with them.

The design for which all this was done is stated

(verse 10). It was that His soul might be made
an offering for sin, and that it was thus well

pleasing or acceptable to God that He should

suffer and die.

3. The result of His sufferings and humilia-

tion, the reward, the glorification, is described

(verses 10-12). He should see a numerous
spiritual posterity, and should be abundantly
satisfied for all His pains and sorrows (verses

10, 11). By the knowledge of Him, a great

number should be justified and saved (verse

11). He should be greatly honored, and should

proceed to the spiritual conquest of all the

world (verse 12). Barnes.

This chapter is so full a description of our
blessed Saviour's sufferings that it looks more
like a history than a prophecy ; and might
with more reason be suspected to be a copy
drawn from His life than not to be a descrip-

tion of it. But this Scripture was in being

long before our Lord was born, and was in the

keeping of His enemies ; of those who hated

and despised Him, and at last put Him to a

shameful death
;
and were at once the preserv-

ers and the fulfillers of the prophecy. Bi). Sher-

lock. It is certain that both ancient and mod-
ern Jews interpret it of the Messiah. Dean
Allix.

This is the clearest and strongest of all the

prophecies of the Old Testament. It is an ad-

vantage which it possesses, that it is intermixed

with no other subject. It is entire, separate

and uninterruptedly directed to one scene of

things. The application of it also to the ev'an-

gelical history is plain and appropriate. Here
is no double sense, no figurative language but

what is sufficiently intelligible to every reader

of every country. Paley.

From tliat prophet, justly called evangelical,

who was the first commissioned to lift up the

veil that covered tlie mystery of our redemption

and to draw it forth to open view from beneath

the shade of Jewish ceremonies and types,

through which it had been hitherto but faintly

discerned, we have a description of that great
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propitiatory sacrifice whereby our salvation has

been effected, as plain as it is possible for lan-

guage to convey it. Matthew (8 : 17) and Peter

(1 Epistle 2 : 24) directly recognize the prophecy

as applied to Christ ; and yet more decisive is

the passage, in Acts 8 : 35, in which the eunuch
reading this very chapter, and demanding of

Philip, of ichom speaketh the j)rophet this ? it is

gaid, that Philip began at the same Scripture,

and preached unto Him Jemis. Ahp. Magee.

In Isa. 53 it is the prophet who comes at once

fts priest and king ; and the way from the un-

observed activity of the prophet is represented

as leading to glory and dominion through the

deepest humiliation and scorn of the atoning

death. The priesthood is unquestionably in-

cluded in verse 10, the kinghood in verse 12.

The expressions and figures have an Old Testa-

ment character, and thus are true to nature and

full of poetic life. The thoughts are clear, and

constitute the Gospel, the New Testament in

the Old. For One who in this way unites in

Ilimself the three theocratic offices, prophet,

priest and king, is the specific close of the old

covenant. Such an One is nowhere to be found

but in Jesus Christ ; in Him found in most

perfect fulness. Auherlcn.

I. Who liatfii believed our report?
It is to be remembered that the scene of this

vision is laid in the midst of the work of the

Redeemer. The prophet places himself in vis-

ion where he has a view of the Messiah. lie

sees Him a sufferer, despised and rejected. He
sees that few come to Him, and embrace Him
as their Saviour. He recalls the " report" and

the announcement which he and other prophets

had made respecting Him ; he remembers the

record which had been made centuries before

respecting the Messiah ; and he asks with deep

emotion, as if present, when the Redeemer lived

and preached, who had credited what he and

the other prophets had said of Him ? The mass

had rejected it all. The passage, therefore, had

its fulfilment in the events connected with the

ministry of the Redeemer, and in the fact that

He was rejected by so many. The Redeemer

was more successful in His work as a preacher

than is commonly supposed, but still it is true

that by the mass of the nation He was de-

spised ; and true that the announcement which

liad been made of His true character and work
was rejected. Barnes.

In all these villages and cities there are a

great many men who treat the av hole system of

positive Christianity, both doctrine and ordi-

nance, with indifference. They never acknowl-

edge any acquaintance with Revelation, in the

street, nor invite it to their houses, till that one
guest pushes in which they hold at bay as long

as medicine and fear can do it ; and then, in-

consistently enough, they ask in, to meet that

dark stranger on the way to the graveyard, the

minister of the risen Christ, whom tliey had
disowned all their lives. Now, no believer in

the reality of his faith, whether he be minister

or layman, can look this strange problem in the

faci'3 without painfully asking the question

again and again. What does it mean? What
can break up this strange unconcern ? F. D. H.

Arm of tlie Lord. There is nothing

within the compass of God's love to bestow of

which Christ is not the giver. There is noth-

ing Divine that is done in the heavens and the

earth of which Christ is not the doer. The rep-

resentation of Scripture is uniformly that He is

the activity of the Divine nature ; that He is

the energy of the Divine will ; that He is, to

use the metaphor of the Old Testament, " the

arm of the Lord"—the forthputting of God's

power ; that He is, to use the profound expres-

sion of the New Testament, the word of the

Lord, cognate with and the utterance of the

eternal nature ; the light that streams from the

central brightness, the river that flows from the

else sealed fountain. As the arm is to the body
and as is the word to the soul, so is Christ to

God—the eternal Divine utterance and mani-

festation of the Divine nature. And, therefore,

to talk about anything that a man can need and

anything that God can give as not being given

by Christ is to strike at the very foundation

not only of our hopes, but at the whole scheme

of revealed triith. He is the giver of heaven

and everj'thing else the soul requires. A. M.

2. Instead of directly answering the ques-

tions of verse 1, showing who or how many,

the prophet quietly assumes the truth which

the questions implj', and proceeds to assign

the occasion. He speaks in the name of the

Jewish people who were contemporaries of

Christ during His earthly life. They thought

the nation needed a mighty conqueror to place

Judah at the head among human kingdoms.

In such a Messiah they would have seen all

beauty and comeliness. In the lowly Jesus

they saw none. II. C. Blinded by their

prejudices, they could not bring themselves to

believe that the prediction that the IMessiah

should wield a sceptre was fulfilled in one who
held only a reed ; that the prediction that the

Messiah should wear a diadem was fulfilled in

one who was crowned oidy with thorns ; or

that the prediction that the Messiah shoiiltl oc-

cupy a throne was fulfilled in one who occu-
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pied only a cross. The event, which ought to

have corrected their error and suggested to

tliem the true interpretation, instead of leading

thera to spiritual ideas of His character and

reign, only drove them to the mad extreme of

contempt, crucifixion and rejection. Syming-

ton.

There is no beauty that we should desire Him.

He does not come with the regal pomp and

splendor which it was supposed He would as-

sume. He is apparently of humble rank ; He
is poor ; He has few attendants ; and He has

disappointed wholly the expectation of the na-

tion, and is not such a prince as they had de-

sired. In regard to the personal appearance of

the Redeemer, it is remarkable that the New
Testament has given us no information. There

was evidently design in this ; and the purpose

was probably to prevent any painting, statu-

ary or figure of the Redeemer that would have

any claim to being regarded as correct or true.

They evidently intended that His image should

not be set up as an object of worship ; and de-

signed probably that the view o^ Him as a man
should be comparatively^ obscured in the con-

templation of Him as Divine. As it stands in

the New Testament, there is just the veil of

obscurity thrown over this whole subject which

is most favorable for the contemplation of the

incarnate Deity. We are told that He was a

man ; we are told also that He Avas God ; and

the image to the mind's ej'e is as obscure in the

one case as the other ; and in both we are di-

rected to His moral beauty. His holiness and be-

nevolence, as objects of contemplation, rather

than to His external appearance or form.

Barnes.

3. Rejected. Behold what a return Is-

rael made for benefits ! They slew their Ben-

efactor, rendering evil for good, death for life.

Him who had raised their dead, healed their

lame, cleansed their lepers, opened the eyes of

their blind, they nailed on the wood ; they

hung up on the tree Him who spread out the

earth ; they pierced with nails Him who laid

the foundations of the world ; they bound Him
who absolved sinners ; they gave Him vinegar

and gall to taste who offered the food and

drink of life and righteousness ; they marred

His hands and feet who had brought healing

to theirs ; they closed His eyes who had opened

theirs ; they committed Him to the sepulchre

who raised up the dead, not only before His

Passion, but even while hanging on the cross.

Creation, in amazement, said, " What is this

new mystery ?" Alexander, of Alexandria.

All the rationalistic subterfuges by which

this description is applied to the Jewish nation

suffering for the heathen, or to the company oi

the prophets suffering for the nation, are over-

thrown by this single word, the Man of sorrows,

which can only be applied to a person. M.
Renan evidently feels this. Accordingly, he

applies this passage to some one of those un-

known righteous men whose blood crimsoned

the streets of Jerusalem at the taking of that

city. Read and judge. The sin of the world

expiated, the designs of God accomplished,

eternal intercession made by some right-

eous man put to death by Nebuchadnezzar !

This interpretation is the note of despair.

Godet.

4-6. The great emphasis of this part is laid

on the vicarious nature of the sufferings. Seven

times is that asserted in these few verses. Bear-

ing our sicknesses, weighted with our pains,

pierced for transgressions of ours, crushed for

sins of ours, punished that we might have

peace, scourged for our healing, and the object

on whom fell in concentrated weiglit the in-

iquity (the sin with its guilt and consequences)

of us all—what can be plainer than this accu-

mulation of statement ? Is there any worthy

explanation other than the recognition that the

prophet declares the sufferings of the Servant

to be the consequence of the people's sins ?

Whether we regard His bearing of these to in-

clude their removal or simph' their endurance,

there can be no doubt that the innocence of the

sufferer is contrasted with the estimate of His

guilt formed by falselj^ judging men, nor that

His sufferings are represented as, in the fullest

sense, vicarious. The Hebrew puts emphasis

in verse 5 on the possessive pronouns " our,"

and brings them into contrast with the em-

phatic " lie." But not only did He suffer by

reason of others' sins, but His sufferings had

power to redeem and deliver. Such strange

virtue was iu His chastisement or punishment

that it secured peace for us sinners. So effec-

tual were the strokes which fell on Him that

His wounds were our healing. Here is the

great wonder which is set forth by these sig-

nificant juxtapositions of " He" and " we,"
" our' and " His." The sin with its conse-

quences which was ours becomes, by some un-

disclosed mystery of love and power. His, and

the bruises, chastisements and stripes that were

His become, by some undisclosed mystery of

efficacy and unity, the reasons for our peace

and health. A. ^I.

It is by Christ's suffering for sins that we, in

some manner, are delivered from sin. It is by

His death that we are made to live. His teachings
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were of superhuman wisdom and authority
;

His example was of spotless perfection ; but it

is His bitter passion, His tasting of death. His

cross, which are everywhere set forth—whether

in the Old Testament, in the form of the bleed-

ing lamb, or in the New Testament, in the form

of didactic statement—as the oae reason and

method of man's restoration. IF. Adams.

If Christ will pluck away eternal judgment

for the world, He must bleed for it. So great

a salvation must tear a passage into the world

by some tragic woe—without shedding of blood

there is no remission. This blood—oh, it is this

that has a purifying touch, working lustrally,

as the Divine word conceives, on all the stains

of our sin, washing us, making us clean, sprink-

ling even our evil conscience. This tragic

poAver of the cross takes hold, in other words,

of all that is dullest, and hardest, and most in-

tractable, in our sin, and moves our palsied na-

ture, all through, in mighty throbs of life.

And this is Christianity ; meeting us just

where we most require to be met. Christ is a

great bringer on for us because He suffers for

us. Christianity is a mighty salvation be-

cause it is a tragic salvation. With a fall and

an overspreading curse at the beginning, and

a cross in the middle, and a glory and shame

at the end, where souls struggle out, through

perils, and pains, and broken chains, or bear

their chains awaj' unbroken still and still to be

—how moving, and mighty, and high must be

the sentiment of it ! Oh, how grandly harrow-

ing is that joy, how tremulous in tragic excite-

ment is that song of ascription, roaring as a

sea-surge round the throne
—

" unto Him that

loved us, and washed us from our sins in His

blood !" H. B.

5. By Hi§ stripes. How literally this

was applicable to the Lord Jesus it is unneces-

sary to attempt to prove. This could not be

mere conjecture. How could Isaiah, seven

hundred j-ears before it occurred, conjecture

that the Messiah would be scourged and bruised ?

It is this particularity of prediction compared

with the literal fulfilment which furnishes the

fullest demonstration that the prophet was in-

spired. In the prediction nothing is vague and

general. Nothing has the aspect of mere con-

jecture. All is particular and minute, as if he

saw what was done and was describing a real

transaction, and the description is as minutely

accurate as if he was describing what was ac-

tually occurring before his eyes. Barnes.

Yes, " by Ills stripes we are healed." It is

not a question of words and names, but of Di-

vine realities, of a mystery of righteoiisness

and love, not too dim for us to adore. He, our

God and our Second Adam, whose representa-

tive Headship was real through one of His

natures, and infinitely efficacious through the

other, stood in our place, as our Sin-offering,

and by a Passion both physical and spiritual

inflicted on Him as our substitute, made satis-

faction to the claims of Divine justice, and har-

monized its action with that of Divine mercy.

So much we can see through a glass darkly
;

enough to guide each Christian's life, enough to

illuminate his death. Bp. Jeune.

6. Our sin is charged upon us collectively in

common: "we have all gone astray." Dis-

tributively :
" every one to his own way."

We all agree in turning aside from the right

way of pleasing and enjoying of God ; and we
disagree, as each one hath a by-path of his

own, some running after this lust, some after

that, and so are not only divided from God,

but divided from one another, while every one

maketh his will his law. T. Manton.

I.iai<l on Him. He teas human—He was

Divine. In His own person was the tangential

point between the two natures which sin had

sundered. Immediately related Avas He to the

parties between whom reconciliation needs to

be effected. He shared the nature of both.

He Avas the mediator between God and man

—

man's advocate, priest, intercessor, representa-

tive and God's image and representative too.

He Avas the God-man. W. Adams.
" The Lord laid on Him the iniquity of us

all," that He might Himself bear it. The re-

sult of His bearing it is given in this passage

so far forth as respects the Avelfare of His peo-

ple. It is under God the means of their salva-

tion. His chastisement brings their peace ;

His stripes, their healing. His being bruised

suffices instead of their suffering the penalty of

their own sins. The same views are reiterated

in the words (verse 8),
" For the transgression of

My people Avas He stricken ;" and (verse 10),

"When His soul shall make a sin offering;"

and (verse 11), " By the knowledge of Himself

shall the righteous one, My servant, insure jus-

tification to many, for He shall bear their in-

iquities ;" and (verse 12) where His magnificent

spoils of victory appear as His reward for pour-

ing out His soul even unto death, and for His

"bearing the sins of many." We cannot be

too grateful for these amplified, varied and yet

marvellously coincident and unanimous decla-

rations to the effect of vicarious atonement—
Christ suffering /c^?' His people, to make the free

pardon of their sins possible without peril to

the majesty of the law they have broken. And
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here it cannot be said too emphaticallj^ that

these numerous, various, j-et equivalent forms

of expression are all borrowed from the He-

brew sacrificial sj'Stem, and therefore must be

interpreted in the light of that system. They

all assume that this great system was instituted

of God for the purpose of illustrating to the

human mind the vital law of God's kingdom,

that suffering must first be borne by some in-

nocent being /w;- tlie guilty before he can be for-

given. God requires some adequate expres-

sion to be made of Ilis displeasure against sin

before it is safe for Ilim to pardon. He must

not give the least occasion to His moral sub-

jects to suppose Him indifferent to their sin-

ning. The infliction of suffering is the natural

even if not the only possible means by which

He can express His abhorrence of sin and His

regard for law and obedience. Hence in this

great illustrative sacrificial system, the Lord

selected those animals which best personify

iunocence, gentleness, meekness—e.^., lambs,

goats, heifers, bullocks, doves ;
and made them

the symbols of the suffering, atoning " Lamb
of God who taketh away the sin of the world."

They must die ; their blood must be poured

forth publicly, solemnly, in sacred symbol

:

and then be sprinkled upon the guilty, or upon

the altar before God. So those animals bore

the sins of the people. The system does imply

to a certain degree a transfer of suffering from

the one who deserved to another who did not

deserve it ; or in other Avords, the actual endur-

ance of suffering even \mto death by some in-

nocent being as a condition precedent to par-

don for the guilty—precedent, that is, to the

actual taking away of sin, considered as a fact

which in the eye of law demands God's dis-

pleasure and His infliction of penalty. Such

is the sense required for this class of terms in

this chapter, by the genius and the varied

phraseology of the Hebrew sacrificial system.

It should be added also that the New Testa-

ment sustains this view most aniph', showing

—e.g. , that
'

' the Son of man came to give His

life a ransom for many" (Matt. 20 : 28) ;
" Who

gave Himself a ransom for all" (1 Tim. 2:6);
" who is the Lamb of God, taking away the sin

of the world" (John 1 : 29) ;
" who His ownself

bore our sins in His own body on the tree, by

whose stripes we are healed" (1 Pet. 2:21).

H. C.

All other sin offerings were only types anil

shadows of Christ's ; that which He offered by

offering Himself was the substance, the true

and real sacrifice, which expiated the sins of

the world ; indeed, the chief end of all the sac-

rifices of the Jews was to put them in mind of

that which Christ was to offer for them ; and

so to give them occasion to exercise their faith,

and put their confidence in Him for pardon and

salvation. Bp. Beveridge. And this is the

grand foimdation of the Christian's confidence,

that he has a High Priest who filleth all things ;

one of a Divine nature and dignity ; one who,

instead of all other sacrifices, offered Himself

as the end and crown of all ; by Himself He
purged our sins, not by the blood of animal

victims ; other priests offered first for them-

selves ; but He had no need, being " holy,

harmless, undefiled and separate from sinners."

They were ever changing, they followed each

other like shadows, and they were but shad-

ows, He the eternal substance ; their offerings

had no virtue of their own to remove an atom

of guilt ; His one offering of Himself, once for

all, has forever perfected them that are sancti-

fied. R. Hall.

In 1 Cor. 15 : 3 Paul tells us " that Christ

died," not Jesus. It is a great truth, that the

man, our Brother, Jesus, passed through the

common lot, but that is not what Paul says

here, though he often says it. \yhat he says

is that " Christ died." Christ is the name of

an office, into which is condensed a whole sys-

tem of truth, declaring that it is He who is the

Apex, the Seal, and ultimate Word of all Di-

vine revelation. It was the Christ that died
;

unless it was, the death of Jesus is no gospel.

" He died for our sins." Now, if the apostle

had only said " lie died for us," that might

conceivably have meant that, in a multitude of

different ways of example, appeal to our pity

and compassion and the like, His death was of

use to mankind. But when he says " He died

for our sins," I take leave to think that that ex-

pression has no meaning, unless it means that

He died as the expiation and sacrifice for men's

sins. In what intelligible sense could Christ

" die for our sins" unless He died as bearing

their punishment and as bearing it for us ?

And then, finally, " He died and rose ... ac-

cording to the Scriptures, " fulfilling the Divine

purposes revealed from of old. To the fact

that a man was crucified outside the gates of

Jerusalem, "and rose again the third day,"

which is the narrative, there arc added these

three things—the dignity of the Person, the

purpose of His death, the fulfilment of the Di-

vine intention manifested from of old. And

these three things turn the narrative into a gos-

pel. A. M.

Tin death of Christ may be described as an

expiation for sin, for it was a Divine act which
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renders the punishment of sin unnecessary. It

was a representative death. It may be de-

scribed as a ransom. It was a satisfaction to

the righteousness of God. It was a sacrifice for

sin. It was a propitiation for sin. R.W.Dale.

The very nature and essence of the suffer-

ings and deatli of Christ is that they are an ex-

piation for sin. This is the very idea of a sac-

rifice. It is its exhaustive definition. It is the

thing itself, and not a deduction or inference

from it. This is the fact and not a tlieory

about it. H. B. Smith.

We shall never understand the royalty of

Jesus unless we begin with His sufferings, nor

shall we understand His sufferings unless wc
see them in the light of that awful but most

blessed word, " The Lord hath made to light

on Him the iniquity of us all." No cross, no

crown, is as true for the master as for His ser-

vants. A Christ who did not die for sinners,

and bear their sins ia His own body on the

tree, is an impotent Christ, whose death is of

no moment, and followed by no sway over

hearts. " Except a corn of wheat fall into the

ground and die, it abideth alone ; but if it die,

it bringeth forth much fruit." That is not

true unless the death be the sacrifice for the

world's sin. Then, and only then, is its issue

dominion over souls redeemed, and enthrone-

ment by the Father's side, with the uttermost

parts of the earth for His possession and His

enemies for His footstool, and all power wield-

ed in the hands that bear the print of the nails.

" He was wounded for transgression of ours."

Therefore He is our King and our Lord. He
bore on His meek head the sins of us all.

Therefore God crowns Him, and we should

crown Him, Lord of all. A. M.

Jesus often declared that He was under this

law of sacrifice. He must give His life for

men in labor and suffering, and finally in the

death on the cross, before He could be glori-

fied. This was the necessity to which Divine

love had subjected Him. His dying for men
took its solemn meaning from the fact that He

had lived for them. He was giving His life

every day of His ministry in a sense far deeper

than we have ever fully fathomed yet. He
gave the things that really make up life—His

sympathy, Ilis personal influence and the help-

ful offices of love and kindness. Sacrifice is

the fruit of love, and it is the nature of love to

give. Tlie essence of sacrifice, therefore, is

giving. It cannot be deprivation or loss, as

some suppose, else God would be incapable of

sacrificial love, since He is not capable of dep-

rivation or loss. He who loves, gives. God

is the greatest giver, since He loves most, and

this giving is sacrificial. His greatest gift to the

world is the life of Jesus in humanity, whose
law was the law of sacrifice. " God so loved

the world that He gave," is the keynote of all

that the Gospel teaches of the sacrifice of God
in Clirist. G. B. Stevens.

The one grand central fact which makes the

Christian system the supreme and gracious
" power" that it is, is God giving Himself to

men. It is Infinite Love stirring itself and

reaching out to our race, voluntary, unprompt-

ed, unsought, unbought, unbargained for.

Even human love, in all our common habita-

tions, has this for its secret charm, the mystical

beauty of its blessing, tliat it gives itself. Love

takes of its own and puts it away, parting with

it at whatever cost or pain to itself for the good

of some otlier soul. All the interchanges of

unselfish affection and friendly sacrifice which

play to and fro between one heart and another,

ranging down in their celestial order from the

archangel to the slave, have the " Word made
flesh," and crucified for their source and pat-

tern. That was the fountain gift— unpur-

chased grace. The coarse cradle, the homeless

years in Galilee, the Sermon on that mount
which became the pulpit of all centuries, the

parables which illuminated the whole natural

world with supernatural significations, the

miracles of patient gentleness which sought to

break open by acts of mercy to men's bodies a

pathway to a better healing for their disordered

souls, the agonies of the garden, the opening

of the gates of the everlasting morning on the

third day—these are only the magnificent par-

ticulars of the one inestimable Free Gift.

Christianity is gratuity, through and through.

F. D. H.

Verses 7-9. Tlie third section sets forth

the patient silence of the sufferer. Here tlie

prophet speaks. The "we" does not occur,

but we hear of " My people." First, the silent

submission of the sufferer is set forth, with a

pathos which has touched the hearts of all gen-

erations, by the two aspects of the one figure

of the lamb. It is " led to the slauglitcr" un-

resisting. So He willingly yields to violence and

death. It lets itself be shorn without a bleat.

So He accepts all suffering without a murmur,

and is silent, not in obstinacy, but submission.

A. M. The submission is as complete as the

suffering is unfathomable. Here, for the first

time, sin is deplored, judged—condemned by

the human conscience as God judges and con-

demns it ; for the pain of sin is endured with

full acquiescence in the holy will of Him who
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has inflicted it. This is what constitutes the

cost of this sacrifice ; it is not the amount of

suffering which is included in it, it is the spirit

in wliich this suffering lias been accepted and

borne. In it God has received the most per-

fect homage offered to His lioliness ; and if, in

consideration of this offering, lie now gives

pardon, such pardon would not tend to the in-

crease of sin upon tlie earth. Where pardon is

received, it can Jiave no other effect than the

rupture of the will with sin, or, as. the apostle

says, death to sin. Consequently it is here that

God meets all hearts which desire, at the same
time, peace and holiness, reconciliation with

Him and the destruction of sin, the removal of

condemnation and the agreement of their will

with the Divine will. Godet.

7, As a lamb which is led to be killed is pa-

tient and silent, so was He. " As a lamb that

is led to the slaughter, and as a sheep before

her shearers is dumb, so was He." He made
no resistance. He uttered no complaint. He
suffered Himself to be led quietly along to be

put to death. What a striking and beautiful

description ! How tender and how true ! We
can almost see liere the meek and patient Re-

deemer led along without resistance ; and amid

the multitude that were assembled with various

feelings to conduct Him to death. Himself per-

fectly silent and composed. With all power at

His disposal, yet as quiet and gentle as though

He had no power ; and with a perfect con-

sciousness that He was going to die, as calm

and as gentle as though He were ignorant of

the design for which they were leading Ilim

forth. This image occurs also in Jeremiah

(11 : 19), " but I was like a lamb or an ox that

is brought to the slaughter." Burnes.

Verses 8 and 9 present many difficulties,

but, on the whole, the general drift is clear.

The hideous prostitution of the forms of jus-

tice to murder is declared as the agency which
slew the patient sufferer. " By oppression and

judgment"—that is, by oppression which as-

sumed the guise of a judicial act
—

" He was
taken." That is a summary of all the parody

of forms of judicial procedure in Christ's pas-

sion. And sad and passing strange was the

fact that, of all the multitudes of contempora-

ries who saw the meek beauty of His life, not

one comprehended why He died, or read the

open secret of His vicarious sufferings. The
blindness of those who stand beside the world's

great ones reached its tragic climax when the

Lamb of God was slain. A. M.

8, And as for IBs generation [the body of

His contemporaries, the mass of those who

were living at the time] who among them con-

sidered that He was cut off out of the land of tlie

living for the transgression of My people as a
curse for them ? The rendering here given is

that of Dr. Alexander, which is also substan-

tially that of Dr. Dillmann. It agrees with
that of the American Appendix in making the

entire clause one continuous sentence, which
renders the sense clearer, and differs from it

simply in preferring a direct to a relative con-

struction of the closing words, " to whom the

stroke wasdue." The rendering of these words
in the Revised Version, adopted from the Au-
thorized Version, " was He stricken," assumes

an unusual and doubtful form of the Hebrew
pronoun. The generation that witnessed the

crucifixion, or heard of it at the time, failed to

(;omprehcnd that this was a vicarious death suf-

fered by Him to make atonement for the trans-

gressions of the true people of God, who obtain

salvation by His cross. The margin of the Re-

vised Version, " and His life who shall re-

count ?" puts a meaning upon the words which
they will not bear ; while the text of the Au-
thorized Version, " who shall declare His gen-

eration ?" introduces a thought foreign to the

passage, whether the reference be to His mirac

ulous birth or to His eternal pre-existence.

W. II. G.

9. And tlicy made His grave with tlie xcicked,

and loith the rich [American Appendix, a rich

ma)i\ in His death. By a striking providence,

a rich man, Joseph of Arimathea, provided

Him an honorable burial in his own rock-hewn

tomb (Matt. 27 : 57-60). The close coincidence

between prophecy and fact, in points so far be-

j'ond the range of human sagacity, may well

confound gainsayers, and put sceptical critics

upon their sharpest devices to break its force.

Tlie reason assigned for this honor in His burial

is His innocence. H. C.

It was intended to cast the highest possible

indignity on the Messiah ; not only to put Him
to death, but even to deny Him the privilege

of an honorable burial, and to conmiit Him to

the same grave with the wicked. How remark-

ably was this fulfilled ! As a matter of course,

since He was put to death with wicked men. He
would naturally have been buried with them,

unless there had been some special interposition

in His case. He was given up to be treated as

a criminal ; He was made to take the vacated

place of a murderer—Barabbas—on the cross ;

He was subjected to the same indignity and

cruelty to which they were ; He died in the

same manner ; and it was evidently designed

also that Ue should be buried in the same man-
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ner, and probably in the same grave. Thus in

John 19 : 31 it is said that the Jews, because it

was the preparation, in order tliat tlieir bodies

should not remain on the cross on the Sabbath

day, " besought Pilate that their legs might be

broken, and that they might be taken away ;"

intending evidently that they should be treated

alike ; that their death should be hurried in the

same cruel manner ; and that they should be

buried in the same way. Who can but wonder

at the striking accuracy of the prediction !

And icith the ricli in His death. The sense

here is, that after His death He should be with

a man of wealth, but without determining any-

thing in regard to His moral character. The
exact fulfilment of this may be seen in the ac-

count which is given of the manner of the

bui'ial of the Saviour by Joseph of Arimathea.

Joseph was a rich man. He begged the body
of Jesus. He took the body, and wound it in

a clean linen cloth, and laid it in his own new
tomb, a tomb hewn out of rock—that is, a

grave designed for himself ; such as a rich

man would use ; and where it was designed

that a rich man should be laid. He was em-

balmed with myrrh and aloes " about a hundred

pound weight," in the mode in which the rich

were usually interred. How different this from

the interment of malefactors ! How different

from the way in which He would have been

buried if He had been interred with them as it

had been designed ! And how striking and

minutely accurate this prophecy in circum-

stances which could not iiomhly have been the

result of conjecture ! How could a pretended

prophet, seven hundred years before the event

occurred, conjecture of one who was to be ex-

ecuted as a malefactor and with malefactors,

and who would in the ordinary course of

events be buried icith malefactors—how could

he conjecture that he would be rescued from

such an ignominious burial by the interposition

of a rich man, and buried in a grave designed

for a man of affluence and in the manner in

which the wealthy are buried ? Barnes.

10. Here begins the account of the Messiah's

exaltation. All the previous sufl'crings were

to have an end in the erection of God's king-

dom upon earth. A. The death of Christ,

regarded with reference to the human actors in

this deed of blood, was an act of criminal vio-

lence and injustice ; but vicAved with reference

to the Divine couuscl and the gracious design

of the Lord Jesus, it was the ransom price of

the world's redemption—it was the atoning

sacrifice by which the pardon of sin and ever-

lasting life were secured for all the children of

God. "Therefore doth My Father love Me,"
said the Saviour, " because I lay down My life

for My sheep." It was in this sense that it

pleased the Lord to bruise His incarnate Son

—

not that He took pleasure in His sufferings, but

in the work of redemption which He was thus

effecting. W. H. G.

The transcendent worth of that obedience

which Christ rendered, or that oblation which
He offered, the power which it possessed of

counterbalancing a world's sin, lay in this, that

He who offered these, while He bore a human
nature, was a Divine person ; not God only,

for as such He would never have been in the

condition to offer ; nor as man onlj% for then

the work of His offering could never have

reached so far ; but that He was God and man
in one person indissolubly united, and in this

l^erson performing all those acts—man, that He
might obey and suffer and die, God that He
might add to every act of His obedience, of

His suffering, of His death an immeasurable

worth, steeping in the glory of His Divine per-

sonality all of human that He wrought. Christ

was able so summarily to pay one debt, because

He had another and a higher coin in which to

pay it than that in Avhicli it had been contract-

ed. It Avas contracted in the currency of

earth ; He paid it in the currency of heaven.

Trench.

lie fiiliall see His seed. The ultimate

thought of the verse is that because the Mes-

siah gave up His life as a tin offering. He shall

be rewarded with a people indefiniteh- numer-

ous and a reign of peace and love indefinitely

vast and glorious, in all which the Father will

rejoice, for this is His pleasure, and this work
shall therefore prosper in Messiah's hand.

Hengstenberg has well said that this "seed''

are the many nations whom He shall sprinkle

(52 : 15) ; the same whom He takes as His spoil

(53 : 13) ; whom He justifies (verse 11), and for

whom He intercedes (verse 12). H. C. The
sublime joy which is to fill and replenish the

nund of Christ is to issue from the success of

His redemptive work. That work is emphati-

cally "the pleasure of the Lord," not merely

His will. His determined purpose, but the object

on which He looks with supremest compla-

cency, and from which He draws a Divine de-

light ! In this respect, in the gathering of a

great and peculiar joy from the Avork of salva-

tion, the Father and the Son are One. Binney.

1 1. The only satisfactory construction is the

passive one which makes the phrase mean hy

the knotcledge of Him upon the part of others
;

and this is determined by the whole connection
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to mean practical, experimental knowledge, in-

volving faith and a self-appropriation of the

Messiah's righteousness, the effect of which is

then expressed in the following words. All

mistake and doubt as to the nature of the justi-

fication here intended, or of the healing men-

tioned in verse 6, or of the cleansing mentioned

in chap. 52 : 15, is precluded by the addition of

the words, and He shall hear their iniquities.

The introduction of the pronoun makes a vir-

tual aulitliesis, suggesting the idea of exchange

or mutual substitution. They shall receive His

righteousness, and He shall bear their bur-

dens. A.

Guilt and ill desert are personal qualities,

and cannot be transferred from one to another.

The transgressor alone is ill deserving and

blameworthy. But the consequences of guilt

may pass over to another ; the sufferings which
would be a proper expression of the evil of sin

may be assumed by another. And this was
done by the Redeemer. He suffered in the

place of sinners, and for their sake. He stood

between the stroke of justice and the sinner, and
received the blow Himself. He intercepted, so to

speak, the descending sword of justice that

would have cut the sinner down, and thus

saved him. He thus bore their iniquities. It

is in connection with this that men become jus-

tified ; and it is only by the fact that He has

thus borne their iniquities that they can be re-

garded as righteous in the sight of a holy God.

It is not by any merit of theirs ; not by any
work of righteousness which they have done

;

it is only by His merits, and by the righteous-

ness which He has thus wrought out for them.

He endured the consequences or results of sin
;

we partake of the consequences or the results of

His sufferings and death in our behalf. This

is the great cardinal doctrine of justification
;

the peculiarity of the Christian scheme ; the

glorious plan by which lost men may be saved,

and by which the guilty may become pardoned

and be raised up to endless life and glory.

Barnes.

Out of this death of scorn and agony come
fruits of magnificent reward ; the knowledge
of Him avails to justify many because He has

borne their iniquities. He sees of the travail of

His soul, and is satisfied. The salvation of a

great multitude that no man can number is His
everlasting glory ! II. C. The number of

the saved is represented in Scripture as so ex-

ceedingly great that even Christ Himself at the

last, with all His mighty love for sinners, is

satisfied. All this immense multitude redeemed
from among men owe all their salvation, all

their happiness and glory, to one sacrifice only,

one offering once offered, " the offering of the

body of Jesus Clirist once for all." The blood

of Jesus Christ it describes as so efficacious, so

precious, that its virtue extends to all believing

sinners in all ages of the world. C. Bradley.

Estimate the throngs who shall grace the

Saviour's triumph when the earth shall be full

of the knowledge of the Lord, and behold the

fulfilment of the inspired promise, '

' He sliall

see of the travail of His soul, and shall be satis-

fied." Measure, if you can, tlie tides of joy
which shall flow through the Redeemer's breast

forever. B. B. E.

12. Poured out His soul unto
deatll. It can never be forgotten, without
a dismemberment of the living gospel, that

Jesus Christ " laid down" His own life. No
man had power to take it from Him. He
offered it because it was for this purpose He
came into the world. His death was as diverse

from ours as His life was superior to ours. It

was not an accident or fortune, but the comple-

tion of His priestly oflace. His self surrender

to His foes was not suicide, but sacrifice. To
say that He lived our complete exemplar is to

tell but one half the story ; He died as one who
came " to make atonement for the sins of the

people." It is not before the completion of

that sacrificial work, as Paul says, but after it

that " being reconciled to God by the death

of His Son, we shall be saved by His life."

Interior.

Our dear Lord, when He died, died because

He willed to do so. He was man, and therefore

He could die ; but He was not man in such

fashion as that He must die. In His bodily

frame was the possibility, not the necessity, of

death. And that being so, the very fact of His

death is the most signal proof that He is Lord

of death as well as of life. He dies not because

He must. He dies not because of faintness and

pain and wounds. These and they who inflict-

ed them had no power at all over Him. He
chooses to die ; and He wills it because He
wills to fulfil the eternal purpose of Divine

love, which is His purpose, and to bring life to

the world. His hour of weakness was His

hour of strength. They lifted Him on a cross,

and it became a throne. In the moment when
death seemed to conquer Him, He was really

using it that He might abolish it. When He
gave up the ghost, He showed Himself Lord

of death as marvellously and as gloriously as

when He burst its bands and rose from the

grave. Thou didst overcome the sharpness of

death when Thou didst willingly bow Thy
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head to it, and didst die, not because Thou
muat, but because Thou icouldcst. A. M.

It is a throne of honor to which our Saviour is

raised ; a throne of honor to which heaven and

earth and liell do and must bow. The sun

hides liis awful head, the earth trembles, the

rocks rend, the graves open and all the frame

of nature doth homage to their Lord in this se-

cret but Divine pomp of His crucifixion. And
while ye think His feet and iiands despicably

fixed, behold. He is powerfully trampling upon

hell and death and setting up trophies of His

most glorious victory, and scattering everlast-

ing crowns and sceptres unto all believers.

Bp. H.

At last it came, that hour so awful, when on

the head of the only righteous One, the Lord

made to meet the sins of us all ; and beneath

the first feeling of the burden His soul grew

sorrowful even unto death. It was not merely

that the prophet sealed His testimony with His

blood, but the Priest became a Victim, and in

order to earn His crown, the King of saints be-

came the King of martyrs. He laid doAvn His

life for the sheep, He made His soul an offer-

ing, and to the types and shadows of a thou-

sand years gave significance, and to every

troubled conscience strong consolation, by

shedding that blood, Avithout which there could

have been no remission, but which, now that

it is shed, insures a cleansing from all and any

sin. Come and see Him—see Him in our place,

wounded for our transgressions, bruised for

our iniquities—see Him drinking our cup and

paying our penalty—see Him in the death-

grapple with our enemies, vauijuishing the

devil, but apparently carried captive by the

grave—see Him disarming even this grim

enemy, and ascending most glorious on high

—

see Him there, a Priest upon His throne, dis-

pensing the dearly purchased pardons, the re-

pentance and remission—see Him still the Lamb
of God that taketh away the sin of the world,

and hearken to the adoring hosts of heaven as

they cry, " Worthy is the Lamb that was slain.

to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and

strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing !"

Hamilton.

The cro.ss is the throne of the King. A sacri-

ficial death is the true work of the Messiah of

law, prophecy and psalm ; and because He did

not come down from the cross, therefore is He
crowned with glory and honor in heaven, and

rules over grateful and redeemed hearts on

earth. The midday darkness was nature di-

vinely draped in mourning over the sin of sins,

the most tragic of deaths. It was a symbol of

the eclipse of the Light of the world ; but ere

He died it passed, and the sun shone on His ex-

piring head, in token that His death scattered

the darkness and poured day on our sad night.

The solemn silence was broken at last by that

loud cry, the utterance of strangely blended

consciousness of possession of God and aban-

donment by Him, the depths of which we can

never fathom. But this we know, that our

sins, not His, wove the veil which separated

Him from His God. Such separation is the

real death. Where cold analysis is out of place,

reverent gratitude may draw near. Let us

adore, for what we can understand speaks of a

love which has taken the iniquity of us all on

itself. Let us silently adore, for all words are

weaker than that mystery of love. A. M.

Calvary is holy ground, and we must take the

shoes from our feet. We can only admire and

adore. There never was witnessed such a scene

in the universe before—the infinite holiness and

goodness of God sounded to their depths, the

whole moral energ}^ of the Godhead in action.

Well might the angels stoop from their heights

and desire to look into this mystery ; well

might there be silence, the silence of profound

admiration, in heaven ; well might the sun be

darkened, the earth convulsed and the very

dead startled, when moral elements were at

work on a scale of infinite grandeur before

which the earth, the sea and the sky, and all

material things, dwindle into littleness as mir-

rors of the glory of God. lliornwell.

Christ's Character and Sacrifice the only

Moving Power tcith Men. Outside the character

revealed in Chrjst, apart from His act of cost-

ly sacrifice, there is no power in all that God is

or has done to stir the soul to its depths, to

awaken true gratitude, to subdue and melt the

heart to penitence and love. For these effects

all that God has done beside has ever been in

vain. The constant miracle of the circling

hosts of heaven, of the procession of seasons

and harvests upon the earth have wrought no

transforming change in man's gazing soul.

T he sense of obligation that God has impressed

upon man's conscience througli the law pro-

claimed on Sinai, the actual, terrible judgments

with which in all time He has visited individ-

uals, nations and the race, and the abundant

kindly providences that He has scattered along

the path of men in every generation, have all

utterly failed to influence the human heart to

submission and trust, or to stay the broad tide

of human corrujition. Resisted, forgotten or

unheeded all ! Only Christ crucified, revealing

God in sacrifice, has proved a power adequate
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to reach, impress, subdue the human licart.

The infinite God, suffering for man, voluntari-

ly substituting Himself a sacrifice that man
might not suffer the just due of sin, revealing

thus to man by the immensity of the sacrifice,

as nought beside could reveal, the inherent

greatness of the soul, tlie vastness of its guilt

and the fearfulness of the consequences of that

guilt unpardoned, unremoved ; revealing, too,

a measure of love exceeding all thought, this it

is which constitutes Christ the power of God,

and this is the only adequate power of God
Himself, to move human hearts to grief and

trust and love. It was the vision of the cruci-

fied Son of God that broke down the proud,

self-righteous spirit of the persecuting Saul and

transformed him into the humble, loving, fer-

vent preacher of the cross. The same vision

of God in sacrifice for man, realized by faith,

has wrought with similar transforming power,

alike upon the few great souls chosen of God
in successive generations to lead in the mighty

movements of His Spirit, and upon the many
who, in narrower, unknown spheres, have lived

the life of faith in the Son of God and gone to

their reward. The finished record of every

saintly life, wliether written or unwritten, tes-

tifies to this power of the cross of Christ as the

only power of God to salvation, the only power
that has subdued the unloving, unrenewed
heart to childlike trust and love. And the his-

tory of Christ's living ones to-day furnishes

the same testimony, shows that the heart-melt-

ing, renewing power lies in the conviction

wrought by the vision of the cross, the convic-

tion of each uplookiug soul, that Christ " loved

me and gave Himself for me." B.

Scriptural experience of sin, of its turpitude,

of its guilt and of its power as an indwelling

principle in our nature has never found moral

equilibrium save in the sacrificial work of

Christ. With every revival of religion, and in

constant proportion to the depth and power of

the prevalent religious experience, this doctrine

of a blood-bought salvation has always been

the more sharply emphasized in the prayers,

the hymns and the expressed thoughts of God's

people. The cross as the meeting-place of in-

finite justice and love, as the fountain of inex-

liaustible streams of life and righteousness

effected by sacrificial blood, has been the in-

spiration of all the heroic living and doing of

the distinctively Christian tj^pe which has ap-

peared in the course of human history. A. A.

Ilodge.

It is not easy to found a religion. It was not

easy two thousand years ago, with Judaism

and Greek philosophy and Roman law in pos-

session of the world. But it was done. Jeru-

salem and Athens and the Eternal City surren-

dered. The cross and the open sepulchre mas-
tered them. The barbaric nations were tamed
into gentleness and loving loyalty, and upon
the foundations of that ancient faith have been

raised the walls of modern Christendom, domi-

nant in Europe and America, and circling the

globe with its missionary enterprise. The scorn

of its foes has not withered its life nor have the

unseemly contentions oi its friends broken its

power. How comes it ? Because behind its

creeds and sacraments, radiant and clear, rises

the figure of the Christ of Bethlehem and Oli-

vet, risen from the dead, regnant in the hea-

vens, the incarnate Son of God. And upon the

seas of modern controversy I see His pierced

feet treading their wildness into eternal peace.

Behrends.

Starr King, one of the most eloquent cham-
pions of the Socinians, paid the following trib-

ute to the doctrine of the vicarious atonement

:

" It is embodied by the holiest of memories, as

it has been consecrated by the loftiest talent of

Christendom. It fired the fierce eloquence of

Tertullian in the early Church, and gushed in

honeyed periods from the lips of Chrysostom
;

it enlisted the life-long zeal of Athanasius to

keep it pure ; the sublimity of it fired every

power, and commanded all the resources of the

mighty soul of Augustine ; the learning of Je-

rome and the energy of Ambrose were commit-
ted to its defence ; it was the text for the sub-

tle eye and analytic thought of Aquinas ; it

was the pillar of Luther's soul, toiling for man
;

it was shapen into intellectual proportions and
systematic symmetry hy the iron logic of Cal-

vin ; it inspired the beautiful humility of Fen-

elon
;
fostered the devotion and self-sacrifice of

Oberlin
; flowed like molten metal into the

rigid forms of Edwards's intellect, and kindled

the deep and steady rapture of Wesley's heart.

All the great enterprises of Christian history

have been born from the influence, immediate

or remote, which the vicarious tlieory of re-

demption has exercised upon the mind and

heart of humanity."

The Resurrection of Jesus Christ.

The central miracle of Scriptiire and of all

history is the resun-ection of Jesus Christ from

the dead. If there were not a single Gospel

account of the fact, we should be compelled to

believe it, on the testimony of the apostles in

their preaching, and on the universal faith of

the early and the persecuted Church. The
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preaching of the apostles, in the lifetime of

eye-witnesses, was very largely of the resurrec-

tion of Christ from the dead, and no one can

explain that preaching, nor the existence, the

growth under severe trials, the faith, the unity,

the persistence through ages of the living

Church, without admitting the literal reality

of the original and central miracle of the Chris-

tian system. We could not account for the in-

scriptions in the earliest tombs, nor for the

lofty strains of the earliest hymns, if the resur-

rection of Christ was a myth. The martyr-

faith would have been simply impossible.

Packard.

The resurrection carried along with it a triple

proof of the divinity of our Lord's mission. It

was the fulfilment of a prophecy, as well as the

working of a miracle ; that miracle wrought,

and that prophecy fulfilled, in answer to a sol-

emn and confident appeal made beforehand by

Christ to this event as the crowning testimony

to His Messiahship. In His resurrection the

seal of the Divine acceptance and approval was

put upon that great work of service and of

sacrifice, of atonement and of obedience in our

room and stead, which Jesus finished on the

cross. Hanna.

With the resurrection stands or falls Christ's

whole work for our redemption. If He died, like

other men, then we have no proof that the cross

was anything but a martyr's cross. His resiir-

rection is the proof of His completed work of

redemption. It is the proof—followed as it is

by His ascension—that His death -was not the

tribute which for Himself He had to pay, but

the ransom for us. His resurrection is the con-

dition of His present activity. If He has not

risen, He has not put away sin ; and if He has

not put it away by the sacrifice of Himself,

none has, and it remains. We come back to

the old dreary alternative : if Christ be not

risen, your faith is vain, and our preaching is

vain. Ye are yet in your sins, and they which

have fallen asleep in Christ with unfulfilled

hopes fixed upon a baseless vision—tliey of

whom we hoped, through our tears, that they

live with Him—they are perished. For, if He
be not risen, there is no resurrection ; and if

He be not risen, there is no forgiveness ; and if

He be not risen, there is no Son of God ; and

the world is desolate, and the lieaven is empty,

and the grave is dark, and sin abides, and

death is eternal. If Christ be dead, then that

awful vision is true, " As I looked up into the

immeasurable heavens for the Divine Eye, it

froze me with an empty bottomless eye socket.

"

There is nothiui' between us and darkness, de-

spair, death, but that ancient message, " I de-

clare unto you the Gospel which I preach, by
which j'c are saved if ye keep in memory what
I preached unto you, how that Christ died for

our sins according to the Scriptures, and that

He was raised the third day according to the

Scriptures." Well, then, may we take up the

ancient glad salutation, " The Lord is risen ;"

and turning from these thoughts of the disas-

ter and despair that that awlul supposition

drags after it, fall back upon the sober certain-

ty, and with the apostle break forth in triumph,
" Now is Christ risen from the dead, and be-

come the firstfruits of them that slept." A. M.
Jesus Christ, risen from His grave —arrayed

in His glorious manhood—is seated on the

throne of heaven. He is the raid-point—the

centre of the great empire of living souls. He
is in communication, constant and intimate,

with myriads of beings to whom, by His death,

and by His triumph over death, and by His

enduring and exhaustless life. He is made wis-

dom and righteousness and sanctiflcation and

redemption. Yes, to believe in the risen Jesus

is to live beneath a sky which is indeed bright.

This is to believe that He is alive forevermore,

and that He has the keys of hell and of death.

Liddon.

I have been used for many years to study the

history of other times and to examine and

weigh the evidence of those who have written

about them, and / know of no one fact in tlie

Imtory of mankind ichicli is jyrovecl by better and

fuller evidence of every sort, to the understand-

ing of a fair inquirer, than the great sign which

God hath given us, that Christ died and rose

again from the dead. T. Arnold.

made intercession for transgres-
sors. The acceptance of His offering is made
the basis of His heavenly intercession. It is

this which is made the premise of that grand

chapter in Hebrews when we are told that

" now once in the end of the world hath He
appeared, to put away sin by the sacrifice of

Himself ;" and therefore He has entered " into

heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of

God for us." It is not the cradle of Betlilehem,

but the cross of Calvary which gives Him His

standing as our Advocate before the tlirone.

Interior. When we are bid to consider the

" High Priest of our profession," our thoughts

are pointed bacli to the one great act by which

Christ " hath offered one sacrifice for sins for-

ever," and up to the continuous work which,

with ever-ready sympathy and ever-prevalent

intercession, He carries on in the heavens, pre-
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senting there His Eternal Sacrifice, preparing a

place for us because He is there, and sending

down on us llie fulness of the gifts which are

His that they may be ours. Tlie central point

of our med.viation and of our faith in the work

of Christ is His Sacrifice and Intercession. He
has come forth from the Father—His messenger

to men ; He has gone to the Father—our priest

and forerunner with God. By both offices He
completes His merciful mediation—the Christ

whom it is our life and blessedness to set ever

before us is the Clirist who. Son of God, lived

that He might declare God to men ; and, Son of

Man, died, that He might reconcile men to God
—and Son of God, and Son of Man, ever liveth

that He may pour heaven's gifts upon earth,

and at last lift earth's children to heaven.
" Wherefore—consider Jesus Christ, our Apos-

tle and High Priest." A. M.

the Father ; and of Him it is asserted that every

knee should bow to Him, and every tongue

confess that He is God, to the glory of God the

Father. Henry B. Smith.

Contrarieties Ceiitr.?d and Harmonised in

Christ. Christ is called the Son of David, yet

David calls Him Lord ; He was understood to

claim equality witli the Father—as man He had

not where to lay His head ; He took part with

flesli and blood, yet thought it not robbery to

be equal with God ; He took the form of a ser-

vant, yet His proper form was the form of

God ; He tabernacled in the flesh, yet came

down from heaven ; He said that He could of His

ownself do nothing, yet He is said to be the Lord

of all ; His mother is called Mary, yet He is over

all, God blessed forever ; He was born under

the law and fulfilled the law, and yet in His own
name gave a new and more perfect law, and

brought in a new and everlasting righteousness
;

He was received into heaven out of the sight of

His disciples, yet He is still with them, with

any two or three of them always, and even to

the ends of the earth ; He was found in fashion

as a man—and yet is the image of the invisible

God ; He liid not His face from shame and spit-

ting, though He be tlie very briglitness of the

Father's glory ; He increased in stature, yet is

the same yesterday, to-day, and forever ; He
increased in wisdom, yet knew the Father even

as the Father knew Him ; He died at the man-

date of a Roman governor, yet is the Prince of

the kings of the earth ; He could say, " The
Father is greater than I," yet also say, " I and

My Father are one—he that hath seen Me hath

seen the Fiither ;" He said, in the time of His

temptation, iinto Satan, " It is written, ' Thou
shalt worship the Lord thy God, and Him only

shalt thou serve,' " yet He also declared that

all men should honor the Son even as they honor

This cliapter proves that the Redeemer died

as an atoning sacrifice for men. He was not a

mere martyr, and He did not come and live

merely to set us an example. How could it be

said of any martyr that he bore our griefs, that

he was bruised for our iniquities, that our sins

were made to rush and meet upon him, and

that he bare the sin of many ? And if the pur-

pose of His coming was merely to teach us the

will of God, or to set us an example, why is

such a prominence here given to His sufferings

in behalf of others ? Scarcely an allusion is

made to His example ; Avliile the chapter is re-

plete with statements of His sufferings and sor-

rows in behalf of others. It would be impossi-

ble to state in more explicit language the truth

that He died as a sacrifice for the sins of men ;

that He suffered to make proper expiation for

the guilty. No confession of faith on earth, no

creed, no symbol, no standard of doctrine, con-

tains more explicit statements on the subject.

And if the language here used does not demon-

strate that the Redeemer was an atoning sacri-

fice, it is impossible to conceive how such a

doctrine could be taught or conveyed to men.

This whole chapter contains the most full,

continuous statement in the Bible of the design

of the Redeemer's sufferings and death. And
after all the light which is shed on the subject

in the New Testament ; after all the full and

clear statements made by the Redeemer and the

apostles ; still, if we wish to see a full and con-

tinuous statement on the great doctrine of the

atonement, we naturally recur to this portion

of Isaiah. If we wish our faith to be strength-

ened and our hearts warmed by the contempla-

tion of His sufferings, we shall find no portion

of the Bible better adapted to it than this. No
man can study it too profoundly. No one can

feel too much anxiety to understand it. Every

verse, every phrase, every word, should be

studied and pondered until it fixes itself deep

in the memory, and makes an eternal impres-

sion on the heart. If a man understands this

portion of tlie Bible, he will have a correct

view of the plan of salvation. And it should

be the subject of profound and prayerful con-

templation till the heart glows with love to that

merciful God who was willing to give the Re-

deemer to such sorrow, and to the gracious Sa-

viour who for our sins was willing to pour out

Ilis soul unto death. Barnes.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER LIV.

54 : 1 Sing, O barren, thou that didst not bear ; break forth into singing, and cry aloud, thou

that didst not travail with child : for more are the children of the desolate than the children

2 of the married wife, saith the Lord. Enlarge the place of thy tent, and let them stretch

forth the curtains of thins habitation ; spare not : lengthen thy cords, and strengthen thy

3 stakes. For thou shalt spread abroad on the right hand and on the left ; and thy seed shall

4 possess the nations, and make the desolate cities to be inhabited. Fear not ; for thou shalt

not be ashamed : neither be thou confounded ; for thou shalt not be put to shame : for thou

shalt forget the shame of thy youth, and the reproach of thy widowhood shalt thou remem-
5 ber no more. For thy Maker is thine husband ; the Lord of hosts is his name : and the

6 Holy One of Israel is thy redeemer ; tiie God of the whole earth shall he be called. For the

Lord hath called thee as a wife forsaken and grieved in spirit, even a wife of youth, when she is

7 cast off, saith thy God. For a small moment have I forsaken thee ; but with great mercies

8 will I gather thee. In overflowing wrath I hid my face from thee for a moment ; but with

9 everlasting kindness will I have mercy on thee, saith the Lord thy redeemer. For this is as

the waters of Noah unto me : for as I have sworn that the waters of Noah should no more go

10 over the earth, so have I sworn that I would not be wroth with thee, nor rebuke thee. For

the mountains shall depart, and the hills be removed ; but my kindness shall not depart from

thee, neither shall my covenant of peace be removed, saith the Lord that hath mercy on thee.

11 O thou afflicted, tossed with tempest, and not comforted, behold, I will set thy stones in

12 fair colours, and lay thy foundations with sapphires. And I will make thy pinnacles of

13 rubies, and thy gates of carbuncles, and all thy border of pleasant stones. And all thy chil-

14 dren shall be taught of the Lord ; and great shall be the peace of thy children. In right-

eousness shalt thou be established : thou shalt be far from oppression, for thou shalt not

15 fear ; and from terror, for it shall not come near thee. Behold, they may gather together,

16 but not by me : whosoever shall gather together against thee shall fall because of thee. Be-

hold, I have created the smith that bloweth the fire of coals, and bringeth forth a weapon for

17 his work ; and I have created the waster to destroy. No weapon that is formed against thee

shall prosper; and every tongue that shall rise against thee in judgement thou shalt con-

demn. This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord, and their righteousness which is of

me, saith the Lord.

Chap. 54. So soon as he has passed the hill

of sorrow, his old rapturous emotions come

upon him with twofold force, and no psean in

his prophecy is mora joyous than the 54th

cliapter. It rings like a marriage bell. The

true title, indeed, of Isaiah's prophecy is a

" song." It is tlic " Song of Songs, which is

Isaiah's," and many of its notes are only a lit-

tle lower than those which saluted the birth of

Christ, or AVelcomed ilim from the tomb, with

the burden, " lie is risen, He is risen, and shall

die no more 1" Gilfillan.

This chapter stands in the closest relations of

thought with the two tliat immediately precede

it. Chap. 52 contemplates Zion, the ancient

(yhinx'h, as coming forth from her (juasi cap-

tivity under the bonds of the Mosaic dispensa-

tion into the glorious freedom of the Christian

age ; the glad heralds of Gospel light announc-

ing to her the coming of her Messiah ; from

which the prophet passes to speak somewhat
fully of this " servant of the Lord" as winning

immense and glorious reward by His sufferings

and death. This reward lies in nations saved

through His blood and by means of His re-

vealed truth. Of course in this achievement of

victory over the powers of sin and Satan, His

people, " workers together with Him" and

identified with Him in the deepest sympathy

of their heart, must participate. Victory to

Him is infinite joy to them. The gathering of

His spoils (53 : 12) is th3 accumulation of con-

verts within her tents and the filling of her sol-

itudes with a teeming population. Upon this

fact the chapter before us bears. After what

has been said of tlie Messiah's triumph through

suffering and of His seeing the travail of His

soul, nothing could be more natural and legiti-

mate than to pass next to consider the bearing

of these achievements upon His Church and
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people. Hence the prophet rushes into the

midst of this sublimely magnificent theme, call-

ing on Zion to break forth into song ; to enlarge

her tents for these new accessions ; and to open

heart, hand and home to these new comers.

He assures Iier that her Maker is her husband,

remembers her with undj'ing love, and after

temjjorary absence and alienation returns to

her with everlasting mercies ; will rebuild her

fallen walls with ineffable beauty and glory
;

will teach all her children righteou.sness, and

will ensure her against the weapons of her foes.

H. C.

Instead of suffering from the loss of her na-

tional prerogatives, the Church shall be more

glorious and productive than before (verse 1).

Instead of being limited to a single nation, she

shall be so extended as to take in all the nations

of the earth (verses 3, 3), What seemed at first

to be her forlorn and desolate condition shall

be followed by a glorious change (verse 4). He
who seemed once to be the God of the Jews

only shall now be seen to be the God of the

Gentiles also (verse 5). The abrogation of the

old economy was like the repudiation of a wife,

but its effects will show it to be rather a re-

newal of the conjugal relation (verse 6). The
momentary rejection shall be followed by an

everlasting reconciliation (verses 7, 8). The
old economy, like Noah's flood, can never be

repeated or renewed (verse 9). That was a

temporary institution ; this shall outlast the

earth itself (verse 10). The old Jerusalem shall

be forgotten in the splendor of the new (verses

11, 12). But this shall be a spiritual splendor

springing from a constant Divine influence

(verse 13). Hence it shall also be a holy and a

safe state (verse 14). All the enemies of the

Church shall either be destroyed or received

into her bosom (verse 15). The warrior and

his weapons are alike God's creatures and at

His disposal (verse 16). In every contest, both

of hand and tongue, the Church shall be trium-

phant, not in her own right or her own strength,

but in tliat of Him who justifies, protects and

saves her (verse 17). A.

1. Zion, thought of as a wife and mother,

the accessions to her in numbers being account-

ed as her children, has long been barren—that

is, during those ages of spiritual decline and
dearth which preceded the coming of Christ.

Now the era of domestic joy returns. More
are the children of her who has been desolate

than falls to the common lot of the married

wife. The Gospel age is to be distinguished

by Pentecostal ingatherings and immense ac-

cessions from the Gentile nations. H. C.

2. Enlarge the place of thy tent.
The prophet announces the conversion of the

Gentiles, in words addressed to the Jewish

Church as the emblem of the Christian. The
allusion here is to the tabernacle, and the image

presented is an enlargement of the sacred tent

to contain new crowds of worshippers ; the

stakes are to be driven deep and firm ; the

cords lengthened and tightened, that tlie sides

of the tent may be able to support the pressure

of the multitudes within it. (See Gen. 9 : 27,

where Noah foretells the admission of worship-

pers of Japhet's stock into the tent of Shem.)

W. Loicth.

5. In each clause the first member points out

the relation of Jehovah to His people, while the

second proclaims one of His descriptive names.

He is related to the Church as her Husband and
Redeemer ; He is known or shall be known to

all mankind as the Lord of Hosts and as the God

of the 'whole earth, which are not to be regarded

as equivalent expressions. As the Goel of the

Jewish institutions, the redeemer of a forfeited

inheritance, was necessarily the next of kin, it

is appropriately placed in opposition to the en-

dearing name of husband ; and as the title

Lord of Hosts impoils a universal sovereignty,

it is no less exactly matched with the God
of the whole earth. A. The magnificent

thoughts of this verse are clothed in the richest

poetical conceptions and in the finest style of

Hebrew parallelism. The God who made thee

is thy Husband, and He is truly the Lord of

Hosts, God of the celestial armies, bearing this

name only because He sustains these relations,

and therefore the name well expresses the

precious reality. Then essentially the same

thoughts are put in new phrase and figure.

Thy Redeemer is the Holy One of Israel, their

very Saviour, their dearest Friend, to be par-

ticularly appropriated by them as their own
Holy One. He is also truly " the God of the

whole earth," and will evince Himself to be so

by bringing the whole earth to know, accept,

love and adore Him as their God. The Re-

deemer combined in Himself (Goel) most of the

elements of a near and faithful friend, bound to

make any possible sacrifices and efforts for the

welfare of His brother. In this sense Jehovah

appears here as the Redeemer as well as the

Husband of His people.

6. The general sense of this verse is. The
Lord hath called thee back into the relation of

a wife again, after a temporary divorcement,

in which state thou wast forsaken and heart-

broken. The first word, "for," indicates this

logical connection ; thy Maker surely is thy Hus-
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band, for He now invites thee to return into this

relationship, despite of its suspension because

of thy past sins. H. C.

7. For a small moment. God does not

keep His ang-er against His people forever ; no,

it is soon over ; as He is slow to anger, so He
is swift to show mercy. The afflictions of

God's people, as they are light, so they are but
for a moment, a cloud that presently blows over.

How sweet the returns of mercy would be to

them, when God should come and comfort

them according to the time that He afflicted

them. God called them into covenant Avith

Himself, then when they were forsaken and
grieved ; He called them out of their afflictions,

then when they were most pressing (verse 6).

God's anger endures for a moment, but God
will gather His people when they think them-

selves neglected ; will gather them out of their

dispersions, that they may return in a body to

their own land ; will gather them into His

arms, to protect them, embrace them and bear

them up ; and will gather them at last to Him-
self. H.

Sin disappears, as the mist before the sun, in

the forgiveness of sins through the blood of

Jesus. The forgiveness of sins disperses the

clouds of Divine wrath, even as the wind dis-

perses the clouds of heaven. Caspars.

8. A thought so precious will bear to be re-

iterated and set forth in new and more re-

splendent light. This hiding of God's love is

but temporary, only a transient outburst of dis-

pleasure, a sudden emotion which passed over

in a moment
; while on the other hand His

mercy and His kindness are everlasting. It is

only a duration indefinitelj' long that can suffice

to unfold the depth of God's loving-kindness to

His chosen Zion. The ages of earth's years

and centuries are therefore assigned for her tri-

umph and peace in the presence and glory of

her Divine Redeemer and Husband. H. C.

The wrath is little, but the mercies great
;

the wrath for a moment, but the kindness ever-

lasting. See how one is set over against the

other, that we may neither despond under our

nffiictions nor despair of relief. If He hide His

face from His own children, and suspend the

wonted tokens of His favor, it is but in a little

wrath, and for a small moment ; but He will

" gather them with everlasting kindness" (Isa.

54 : 7, 8). As sure as the light of the morning
returns after the darkness of the night, so sure

will joy and comfort return, in a short time, in

due time, to the people of God ; for the cove-

nant of grace is as firm as the covenant of the

Say. This word has often been fulfilled to us

in the letter
; weeping has endured for a sight,

but the grief has been soon over, and the griev-

ance gone. As long as God's anger continues,

so long the saint's weeping continues ; but if

that be but for a moment, the affliction is but
for a moment, and when the light of God's
countenance is restored, the affliction is easily

pronounced light and monientary. H.

"When God hides His face from His child, yet

still He is a Father, and His heart is toward
His child ; as Joseph, when he spake roughly

to his brethren, and made them believe he
would take them for spies ; still his heart was
full of love, and he was fain to go aside and
weep ; so God's bowels yearn to His children,

when He seems to look strange. " In a little

wrath I hid My face from thee, but with ever-

lasting kindness will I have mercy on thee."

Though God may have the look of an enemy,
yet still He hath the heart of a father. Watson.

"When the morning stars sang together, the
" sisters of sorrow" were visible in the distant

perspective, as servitors of the same cause for

which Christ died. Thc}^ stood locked hand in

hand with the angels of Gethsemane. Never
did a good man bear a throb of pain to which
tlie heart of Christ was not responsive. Never
does a great affliction fall upon a trusting be-

liever Avhich is not recorded in the Lamb's
Book of Life. Phelps.

How needful, amid the trials of this earthly

life, and how blessed is it to look ofi from the

low plane and past the near horizon of earth

and time, to the higher, wider heavens, with
their juster standards, and clearer lights, and

unsetting glories, that thus we may learn to

judge aright of the events around us, and of

the influences that are passing over us. Earth-

ly trial, however sharp and however long, is

not hopeless, or endless, or even aimless, if ac-

cepted as the appointment of a parental provi-

dence, and as training and meetening us for rest

in Jesus. And earthly splendors and lures

grow tame and despicable, when, from the side-

lights of Scripture, we learn to acknowledge

what baits they often arc and what fates they

often work out. W. R. W.
Faith listens to the testimony of Jesus. The

Lord thj" Redeemer speaks :
" My deserting

thee is of the shortest duration, a moment, the

twinkling of an eye ;" as no space of time com-

pared to eternity. Then love vents itself and

declares, " With everlasting kindness will I

have mercy on thee." The word of the Lord

shall stand. His covenant is sure, His love un-

changiable, His promises immutable. Hence

the soul is excited to conlidence, to assurance

—
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yea, the fullest assurance of a God of trutli,

though all present appearances seem against it.

Then hope dawns in the soul and love to Jesus

is quickened. Holy shame and godly sorrow

for past follies fill the heart, while the Com-
forter inwardly testifies of Jesus. His love,

how infinite ! His person, how precious ! His

promises, how reviving ! His presence, how
joyful !

'' Weeping may endure for anight"
(of desertion), " but joy comethin the morning"
(of His presence). W. Mason.

9. The assurance of the preceding verse is

now repeated in another form. There can no

more be another such effusion of My wrath
than there can be another deluge, here called

the waters of Noah, just as we familiarly say
" Noah's flood." The security in this case, as

in that, is a Divine oath or solemn covenant,

like that recorded in Gen. 8 : 21 and 9:11. The
text mentions only one point of comparison be-

tween the two events— viz., that neither can
occur again. The prophet does not say that

God's displeasure with the Church is a flood

which sliall never be repeated, but that it shall

never be repeated any more than the flood. A.

This must not be pressed to the extreme of

saying that God will nevermore find anything
in His Church to excite His displeasure or to

call forth His rebuke. The declaration should
be explained within its own limitations—no
such period of darkness, displeasure and rebuke
as that of the age before Christ came. The
change from that state of things to the Chris-

tian age brought back the presence of God
with His people and renewed their spiritual

marriage covenant—never to be severed again.

Dr. Alexander well remarks :
" That this is not

a general promise of security is plain from the

fact that the Church has always been subject-

ed to vicissitudes and fluctuations. Nor is

there any period in her history to which it can
properly be applied in a specific sense, except
the change of dispensations which was made
once for all, and can never be repeated. That
the Church shall never again be brought under
the restrictive institutions of the ceremonial
law is neither a matter of course nor a matter
of indifference, but a glorious promise, alto-

gether worthy of the solemn oath by which it

is attested here." H. C.

10. The meaning is not that God's promise is

as stable as the mountains, but that it is more
so ; they shall be removed, but it shall stand
forever. A.

God's favors to His people appear very cou-
Btant, and His kindness everlasting

; for it is

formed into a covenant, here called a
'

' cove-

nant of peace," because it is founded in recon-

ciliation and is inclusive of all good. This is

as firm as the covenant of providence ; it is

"as the waters of Noah," as that promise
which was made concerning the deluge, that

there should never be the like again to disturb

the course of summer and winter, seedtime and
harvest (verse 9). God then contended with
the world in great wrath, and for a full year,

and yet at length returned in mercy, everlast-

ing mercy ; for He gave His word, which was
as inviolable as His oath, that Noah's flood

should never return, that He would never
drown the world again. And God has ever
since kept His word, though the world has
been very provoking ; and He will keep it to

the end. And thus inviolable is the covenant
of grace, " I have sworn that I would not be
wroth with thee" as I have been, " and rebuke
thee," as I have done. He will not be so ang'-y

with them as to cast them off and break His
covenant Avith them. God's kindness shall

never depart from His people, for whom He
loves, He loves to the end ; nor shall the cove-

nant of His peace ever be removed, for He is

the Lord that has mercy on His people. There-
fore the covenant is immovable and inviolable,

because it is built not on our merit, which is a

mutable, uncertain ihing, but on God's merc^^
which is from everlasting to everlasting. H.

The covenant of peace is not to be over-

thrown by trials, temptations or sins. So far

from it, that these prove its stability and cer-

tainty. Every believer is at this moment in

the ver}' state in which God intended he should

be, and in which it is best for him to be ; and
this, though afllictions, trials, deep desertions,

yea, though sin and corruptions assail, and
even overcome him. The great proof that he
is a believer in such circumstances is, that he

prays for faith and patience under the rod of

afliiction, hates his sins when they prevail

against him, and longs for the light of God's

countenance while he walks in darkness. Ilill.

The stately march of the grand English

translation lends itself with wonderful beauty
to the melody of Isaiah's words. But the

thought that lies below them, sweeping as it

does through the whole creation and parting

all things into the transient material and the i/zi-

mortal Divine, is still greater than the music of

the words. These are removed, tins abides.

And the thing in God which abides is that gen-

tle tenderness, that strange love, mightier than

all the powers of divinity besides, and perma-
nent with the permanence of His changeless

heart. There come out of these words thoughts
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of that Divine relationsliip to us which are

meant to strengthen us in tlie contemplation of

that wliich is perishable and amid the changing

of all that is material. " My kindness"—what

a revelation of God ! It tells me that the infi-

nite, undying, imperishable love of God is

mine ; older than the mountains, deeper than

their roots in the great abyss, wider than the

heavens and stronger than all my sins, is the

love that grasps and keeps me and will not let

me go, that lavishes its tenderness upon me,

beseeches me and pleads v/ith me, woos me, re-

bukes and corrects me, and that sent His Son

to die for me. And then there is the conse-

quence and outcome of that imperishable and

unremovable loving-kindness :
" My covenant

of peace," or "the covenant of My peace."

We are to think of this great, tender, change-

less love of God, which underlies and towers

above all things, which overlaps beyond them

all and fills eternity, as being placed under a

guarantee and being under a solemn obliga-

tion. God comes into a covenant with you and

me, and His covenant is this :
" I promise that

My love shall never leave thee !" A. M.

No, the covenant of God's peace with His

people is an everlasting covenant. Neither life,

nor death, nor angels, nor principalities, nor

powers, nor things present, nor things to come,

nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature,

shall be able to separate them from the love of

God which is in Christ Jesus, the Mediator of

the new covenant. His loving-kindness reaches

into the future. The covenant is a covenant

of promise. Beautifully the prophet in the

next verses puts this promise under the figure

of a lovely palace, which shall be the dwelling-

place of God's own. Vincent.

1 1 . The figure now changes, from a wife re-

stored to favor and blessed with children, to a

city after storms and ruin rebuilt in magnifi-

cence and beauty. The apostle clearly applies

it to " the Jerusalem above," the mother city

of all true believers. But it is here viewed at

an earlier perio;i than in the visions of Apoca-

lypse, while its foundations are being laid.

Birks.

12. It is here promised in the particular in-

stances of those things that shall be the beauty

and honor of the Church, which i-.re knowl-

edge, holiness and love, the very image of God

in which man was created, renewed and re-

stored. And these are the sapphires and car-

buncles, the precious and pleasant stones, with

which the Gospel Temple shall be enriched and

beautified, and these wrought by the power

and efficacy of those doctrines which the apos-

tle compares to gold, sil-ver and precious stones,

that are to be " built upon the foundation."

H.

13. Dropping all figure and passing from

poetic drapery to prosaic simplicity, the prophet

gives here the very ideas ; all Zion's children

disciples of the Lord ; the Divine Spirit teach-

ing them of God, putting His laws unto their

minds and writing them in their hearts, as said

Jer. 31 : 34, and quoted b}' the writer to the

Hebrews (8 : 11). The key to this passage is

given by our Divine Lord Himself : It is writ-

ten in the prophets, " and they shall be all

taught of God. Every man therefore that hath

heard and hath learned of the Father cometh
unto Me" (John 6 : 45). When God by His

Spirit teaches the sinner. He leads him at once

to Jesus. H. C. The promise is not one of

occasional instruction, but of permanent con-

nection with Jehovah, as His followers and

partakers of His constant teaching. That the

words are applicable to the highest teaching

of which any rational being is susceptible—to

wit, that of the Holy Spirit making known the

Father and the Son, we have our Saviour's own
authority for stating. (See John 6 : 44, and cf.

Matt. 33 : 8 ; Heb. 8:11; 1 John 2 : 27.) Paul

too describes believers as taught of God in re-

lation to the duties of their calling (1 Thess.

4 : 9). Similar promises under the Old Testa-

ment are given in Jer. 31 : 34 and elsewhere.

A.

Notice the breadth of this prophetic declara-

tion. It is not limited to her gifted prophets,

nor to her ordained apostles, bishops, pastors

and preachers, but is shared by all ; " all her

children shall be taught of the Lord." II. C.

Then the Church is all glorious when it is

full of the knowledge of God, and that is prom-

ised here, " All thy children shall be taught of

the Lord." The Church's children, being born

of God, shall be taught of God ; being His

children by adoption, He will take care of their

education. It is a promise of the Spirit of illu-

mination. Our Saviour quotes it with applica-

tion to Gospel grace, and makes it to have its

accomplishment in all those that were brought

to believe in Him (John 6 : 45), " It is written

in the prophets. They shall be all taught of

God ;" whence He infers, that those, and those

only, come to Him by faith that have heard

and learned of the Father, that are " taught by

Him as the truth is in Jesus" (Eph. 4:21).

Tliere shall be a plentiful effusion of the Spirit

of grace upon Chiristians, to " teach them all

things" (John 14 : 26). H.

14. Since the verse preceding traces piety in
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man to the teaching of God, so the idea here

seems to be that God's righteous faithfulness

secures and establishes man's righteous piety

and life. The former includes the latter as the

cause does its effect. II. C.

15. The promise of the preceding verse is

here so modifled as to provide for every possi-

ble contingency. If enemies should be assem-

bled, it will not be by Divine command (cf.

chaps. 10 : 5 ; 47 : 6), and they shall end by

coming over to the side of those whom they

assail.

16. The general meaning evidently is that

God can certainly redeem His pledge, because

all instruments and agents are alike at His dis-

posal and under His control. He is not only

the maker of the weapons of war, but the

maker of their maker, as well as of the warrior

who wields them. The pronoun in both clauses

is emphatic. It is I (and not another) who cre-

ated them. A.

The account given here of the smith's process

is,
" that bloweth into the coal-fire, or fire of

coals, and bringeth out by this means his tools

for his work"—referring to the manufacture of

his own implements. As the smith makes his

tools with the aid of fire and hammer, so God

can make and use IBs instruments with perfect

wisdom and power. As God creates the smith

who with the aid of fire makes his hammer,

and with the aid of hammer makes the sword

and the spear of war, and as God alone sus-

tains him through all these processes, surely

this same God can cut short all efforts to harm

His Zion at any one of ten thousand points as

may be His i^leasure.

1 7. Neither weapons for violence nor tongue

for accusation shall prosper against thee. The

former covers war ; the latter, litigation. Such

is the " inheritance of the sermnts of tlie Lord."

The plural here looks beyond the one special

" servant of the Lord" who appears (chaps.

52 : 13 and 53 : 11), to all His associated people

who are identified with Himself in sympathy

and labor for the common cause. The last

clause seems to mean,
'

' And this (or such) is

their righteousness from Me," saith the Lord.

Such is their piety and such its fruits of right-

eousness from My hand. H. C.

Every tongue against thee. The idea

is, that truth and victory in every strife of

w^ords should be on the side of the Church.

To those who have watched the progress of

discussions thus far on the subject of the true

religion, it is needless to say that this has Deen

triumphantly fulfilled. Argument, sophism,

ridicule, have all been tried to overthrow the

truth of the Christian religion. Appeals have

been made to astronomy, geology, antiquities,

history, and indeed to almost every department

of science, and with the same want of success.

Poetry has lent the charm of its numbers ;
the

grave historian has interwoven with the thread

of his narrative covert attacks and insinuations

against the Bible ; the earth has been explored

to prove that " He who made the world and

revealed its age to Moses was mistaken in its

age ;" and the records of Oriental nations have

been appealed to, but in all these contests ulti-

mate victory has declared in favor of the Bible.

And no matter from what quarter the attack

has come, and no matter how much learning

and talent have been evinced by the adversaries

of the Bible, God has raised up defenders to

meet these charges, and to turn the scales in

favor of the cause of truth. Barnes.

Righteousness which is of ]We. We
have no righteousness of our own

;
yet, saith

the Lord Jesus, the righteous one, "Their

righteousness is of Me." AVe are made the

righteousness of God in Christ (2 Cor. 5 : 21).

When we are taught this by the Spirit of truth,

instead of looking into ourselves for righteous-

ness, we cry out in the joy of faith, I have

found it :
" In the Lord have I righteousness"

(Isa. 45 : 24). Then we have a living union

with the Lord our righteousness, by faith ;
being

perfectly righteous in Him, we have righteous

hopes, fears, desires, a righteous walk and

righteous expectations ; for we know our sal-

vation is of the Lord. The Spirit of truth does

not leave us to the unrighteous notions of salva-

tion on account of our own works, duties and

performances, either in whole or in part ;
but

He shows us such matchless glory in our Lord's

one everlasting righteousness, that we renounce

all our own righteousness and all dependence

on it for salvation. W. Mason.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER LV.

THE GOSPEL INVITATION AND ENTREATY.

55 : 1 Ho, every one that thirstetli, come ye to the waters, and he that hath no money,

come ye, buy, and eat
;
yea, come, buy wine and milk without money and without price.

2 Wherefore do ye spend money for that which is not bread ? and your labour for that which

satisfieth not ? hearken diligently unto me, and eat ye that which is good, and let your soul

3 delight itself in fatness. Incline your ear. and come unto me ; hear, and your soul shall

live : and I will make an everlasting covenant with you, even the sure mercies of David.

4 Behold, I have given him for a witness to the peoples, a leader and commander to the peo-

5 pies. Behold, thou shalt call a nation that thou knowest not, and a nation that knew not

thee shall run unto thee, because of the Lord thy God, and for the Holy One of Israel ; for

he hath glorified thee.

6, 7 Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, call ye upon liim while he is near : let the

wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts : and let him return imto the

Lord, and he will have mercy upon him ; and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon.

8 For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my waj's, saith the Lord.

9 For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways, and my
10 thoughts than j'our thoughts. For as the rain cometh down and the snow from heaven, and

returneth not thither, but watereth the earth, and maketh it bring forth and bud, and giveth

11 seed to tiie sower and bread to the eater ; so shall my word be that goeth forth out of my
mouth : it shall not return unto me void, but it shall accomplish that which I please, and it

13 shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it. For ye shall go out with joy, and be led forth

with peace : the mountains and the hills shall break forth before you into singing, and all the

13 trees of the field shall clap their hands. Instead of the thorn shall come up the fir tree, and

instead of the brier shall come up the myrtle tree : and it shall be to the Lord for a name, for

an everlasting sign that shall not be cut off.

The great central prophecy of the sufferings

of Christ (chap. 53), and of the blessings to the

Church through His deatli aod resurrection

(chap. 54), is here followed by an earnest call

to receive the heavenly gift. Birks.

This chapter is closely connected in sense

with the preceding chapters. It flows from

the doctrines stated in chap. 53, and is designed

to state what would follow from the coming of

the Messiah. It would result from that work
that the most free and full invitations would

be extended to all men to return to God and to

obtain His favor. There would be such a ful-

ness and richness in His work ; there would be

such ample provision made for the salvation of

men, that the most liberal Invitations could be

extended to sinners. In common indeed with

all the previous chapters (from chap. 40), we
are to regard this as primarily addressed to the

exiles in Babylon, and as designed to cheer

them in their painful captivity by the prospect

of what should yet occur under the Messiah

who was to come. The main idea in the chap-

ter, I conceive to be, tJiat the effect of the work

of the Redeemer would be to lay the foundationfor

a itrdvevsal invitation to men to come and he saved.

An invitation of the most unlimited nature may
be offered. It may be offered to all classes of

men. So ample would be the merits of His death

(chap. 53) ; so full and universal the design of

the atonement ; so rich the provisions of mercy,

that all might be invited to come, and all miglit

come and partake of eternal life. To state this,

I suppose to be the m:iin design of this chap-

ter. It maybe regarded as comprising the fol-

lowing parts :

1. A universal invitation to come and em-

brace the provisions of mercy (verses 1-3).

All were invited to come ; even tliej^ who
were the most poor and needy, who had no

money, were invited to come as freely as to

running waters and streams (verse 1). They

were now regarded as spending their money

and their labor for that which produced no per-

manent satisfaction—descriptive of the world

in its vain efforts to find enjoyment (verse 2).
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If they would come to God Ihey should live

—

live forever. He would make with them an

eternal covenant (verse 4).

2. To encourage them to this, the assurance

is presented that God had given the ^Messiah to

be a leader of the people, axid that under Him
distant nations should embrace the truth and

be saved (verses 4, 5).

3. In view of the fulness of the provisions of

mercy, and of the fact that a great leader had

been provided, all are encouraged to come and

seek God (verses 6-13). This invitation is

pressed on their attention by several considera-

tions.

Jehovah might now be fouud ; His throne

was accessible, and He was ready to pardon

abundantly all sinners who were disposed to

forsake the error of their way and to return to

Him (verses 6, 7). God shows that His designs

should not be prostrated. His plans were high

above the plans of men, and His thoughts more

elevated than theirs, and His counsels should

stand. The rain descended on the earth and

accomplished His great plans, and so it would

be with His word. Nothing should fail. His

promises would be fulfilled and His designs

would take effect, and there was, therefore,

every encouragement to come and partake of

His favor and His grace (verses 8-11). There

should be rich and abundant blessings attend-

ing their return to God, and universal rejoicing

from their embracing the religion of the Re-

deemer, and becoming interested in His mercy
and salvation (verses 13, 13).

There is not to be found in the Bible a chap-

ter more replete with rich invitations than this
;

nor perhaps is there anywhere to be found one

of more exquisite beauty. To the end of the

world it will stand as the fullest conceivable

demonstration that God intended that the offers

of salvation should be made to all men ; and

that He designs that His Gospel shall be suc-

cessful on the earth, and shall accomplish the

great plans which He had in view when He de-

vised the scheme of redemption. While this

precious chapter remains in the Book of God no

sinner need despair of salvation. Barnes.

This chapter, which breathes forth the very

soul of Gospel invitation and entreaty, is logi-

cally connected with the two which precede it.

The sufferings of Christ (chap. 53) making
atonement for sin really provide this Gospel

feast with its living waters—its wine, milk and

bread of life—for the needy souls of men ; while

the .loyful change that comes over Ziun (chap.

54) breathes new life into her soul and rouses

all her energies to enlarge her tent -room for

new converts. Now all tliis presupposes that

she addresses herself to the work of inviting

and beseeching ruined men to come to her own
crucified Saviour for mercy. Hence this chap-

ter is suggestive to the Saviour's people of the

work they have to do in filling up their tents

and homes with the hungry who need the bread

of life, " Go ye out into the highways and

hedges and compel them to come in that My
house ma}^ be filled." We may suppo.se also

that the prophet's own soul is penetrated, filled

and fired, with the glorious truths which he

has been recording (chaps. 53-54), and now,

seeing such provisions made for the salvation

of lost men (chap. 53), and such gracious pur-

poses of God revealed in respect to the enlarge-

ment of Zion by the conversion of vast nations

(chap. 54), he cannot do less or otherwise than

to break forth in these overflowings of entreaty

and invitation. How the deep tides of his

emotion surge and overflow under the power

of this momentous and glorious truth

—

salca-

tion enough—free for all! How he longs to

see them come, in thronging hosts on hosts, to

these abundant supplies of living bread and

water ! Hence he puts these words on record,

both as the outgushings of his own heart and

as suggestive to God's people of their mission

to invite the perishing, and suggestive also to

.sinners themselves of the freeness and fulness

of God's mercy and of His longing desire to

see them returning, penitent, yet trustful, to

His feet. H. C.

1. Ho every tliirsty one, come ye to the waters ;

and lie to whom there is no money, come ye, buy

(food) and eat ; and come, buy, xcithout money

and without price, wine and milk. The prom-

ises contained in the preceding chapters to the

Church are now followed by a general invita-

tion to partake of the blessings thus secured.

Water, milk and wine ai'e here combined to

express the ideas of refreshment, nourishment

and exhilaration. Under these figures are in-

cluded, as Calvin well observes, all things es-

sential to the spiritual life. A.

Waters, to represent spiritual blessings, for-

giveness of sins, peace with God and moral

cleansing, appear elsewhere in Isaiah

—

e.g,

chaps. 12 : 3 ; 44 : 3 and 35 : 6, 7. Feasting on

food at once delicious and nourishing is only

a slight modification of the same figure, as in

chaps. 25 : 6 ; 62 : 8, 9 and 65 : 13. Our Lord

resumes both these figures—that of water in

John 4 : 14 and 7 : 37 ; that of feasting in vari-

ous parables

—

e.g.. Matt. 23:1-10 and Luke

14 : 15-24, and also in His representation of His

own flesh as the bread of life (John 6 : 33-58).
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The central idea is, the best and most needful

things for the body made the symbols of the

best and most vital blessings for the soul. The
abundance and freeness of the former represent

the jet richer abundance and freeness of the

latter. H. C.

Food and money are objects which all men
desire ; the first a necessity of life ; the second

a means of comfort and luxury, and also of dis-

tinction and power. Both here are symbols of

good or happiness, which is that for which
men are always longing and striving ; but they

often mistake for food that which is not whole-

some nor nourishing. Christ comes to us as

the embodiment of all good ; He is the bread

from heaven ; lie is the fountain of living wa-

ters ; He is the incorruptible treasure ; He is

the life everlasting. And all that He is He
offers to all freely, without price. " Tliese

gratuitous blessings are contrasted with the

costly and unprofitable labors of mankind to

gain the same end in another way." Only one

condition is annexed, and this arising from the

nature of the case—the sense of need, the desire

to possess, the willingness to seek. J. P. T.

Where has there been a nobler flight of im-

agination than in the i^assage in which the

prophet calls upon those who have no money
to buy and eat, to buy wine and milk " with-

out money and without price" ? No other lan-

guage could have made so startling the contrast

between the poverty of the blessings which are

bought witli human wealth, and the riches of

those which are bought without it, though not

without lavishing freely the treasures of the

heart and soul. Lon. Spectator.

To a soul that flames with the consciousness

of God and yearns for rest and peace, to the

sense of sin, to the sense of sorrow, to the con-

science never wholly stifled, to the desires after

good never utterly eradicated and never slaked

by aught besides itself, does this mighty word
come. Not to this or that sort of man does it

address itself, but to the common humanity
which belongs to all, to the wants and sorrows

and inward consciousness which belong to man
as man. A. M.

The freeness of the offered gift is implied by
the strong terms of invitation, Ho, every one,

come ye ! Gratuitousness could not be more
strongly expressed. It is here held forth and

proclaimed with Divine earnestness, that he

who comes to the salvation of the Gospel re-

ceives it without any offer of recompense or

any worthiness on his own part. The fountain

of life has indeed its price, a price which has

been paid. It cost the agonies and death of

the Son of God. J. "W. A. The unspeakable
gift was the result entirely of God's eternal,

self-moving love. No mistake can be greater

or more directly in the face of Scripture than

that which fancies the love of God procured for

sinners by the mediation of Christ. The very
reverse was the truth. The atonement sprung
from the love, not the love from the atonement.

And as for the blessings of salvation, which are

all conferred on the ground of the righteous-

ness and atonement of Him who is Himself the

great gift of Divine love, they are all freely

offered and freely bestowed. I'he language of

the entire Bible on this point is in harmony
with that of Isaiah :

" Ho, every one that

thirsteth," etc. Wardlaw.

It is nowhere said in the Bible that Christ so

died for me in particular, as that by His simple

dying, the benefits of His atonement are mine
in possession. But it is everywhere said in the

Bible that the benefits of His atonement are

mine in offer. They are mine, if I will. Such
terms as ichosoever and all and any, and ho every

one, bring the Gospel redemption specifically

to my door ; and there it stands for acceptance

as mine in offer, and ready to become mine in

possession, on my giving credit to the word of

the testimony. The terms of the Gospel mes-

sage are so constructed, that I have just as

good a warrant for reckoning myself dead unto

sin, as if, instead of the announcement that

God had set forth Christ to be a propitiation

for the sins of the world through faith in His

blood, I had been the only sinner in the world
;

or I had been singled out by surname, and it

was stated that God had set forth Ciirist a pro-

pitiation for me individually, through faith in

His blood. Thomas Chalmers.

God made us that He might love us. God
has given us ihe capacity of loving Himself,

and He has made it a law of our being that we
must love Him if we are ever to be happy, that

there is no happiness for us but in fulfilling

that law of our being which requires us to love

the living God. Yet how wonderfully little of

this longing there is in our hearts, this thirst

for God, the living God ; and all the while

God, looking down upon us in His infinite

mercy, is longing for our hearts, the hearts of

His children. We may say it with reverence

that the heart of God is athirst for our love,

and longs that our hearts should be atliirst for

Him. Bp. Maclagan.

The thirst of the Imman soul after God is a

great argument that there is a God to be thirst-

ed for. Men would not thirst for that for

which they have no affinity. The human soul
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longs for the sympathy of some being higher

than, and yet Hke, itself. The presence of

God can only be imagined as, in some sense, a

human presence. The practical proof of the

being of God—not of God as a mere power, but

of God who has created man, and who loves

him with the love of a Father, and desires a

return of love for love— is to be found in the

birth, death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus

Christ our Lord. Bp. Goodwin.

There is in every man an unconscions and un-

satisfied longing after God. That is the state of

nature. No man is made to be satisfied from
himself. For the stilling of our hearts, the

strengthening and joy of our being, we need

to go beyond ourselves. No man is indepen-

dent, or carries within him the fountain from

which he can draw ; and if a man's life is to

be strong and happy, he must get the founda-

tion of his strength somewhere else than in his

own soul. We are made to need not things,

but living beings. Hearts want hearts. AVe

need one Being who shall be all sufficient. We
want one Being in whom shall be sphered all

perfection, in whom shall abide all power and

blessedness, bej'ond whom thought cannot pass,

out of whose infiuite circumference love does

not need to wander, besides whose boundless

treasures no other riches can be required, who
is light for the understanding, power for the

will, authority for the practical life, purpose

for the efforts, motive for the doings, end and

object for the feelings, home of the affections,

who is all in all, and without whom is misery

and death. Christ, the manifested God, is such

a Being, for Christ is everything that a man
can want. We are made to be restless until we
possess perfect truth—there it is ! infinite, un-

changeable love—there it is ! rest, puritj^ glad-

ness, light in our souls—there they all are !

Whatever form of human nature and charac-

ter may be yours, whatever exigencies of life

you may be lying under the pressure of—man
or woman, adult or child, father or son, man of

business or man of thought, struggling with

difficulties or bright with joy
—"out of His

fulness," and His only, all may " receive grace

for grace." A. M.

True faith utterly forgets itself, and credits the

assurance of God's free pardon. It looks away
from its own worthiness and its own unworthi-

ness, and hears God saying, " Ho !" " Come
ye !" Come without money and without

price ! And it comes, without turning to the

right hand or to the left. The question no

longer is, What am I ? but what is God ? Is

He true ? Has He spoken ? It sets to its seal.

that God is true. It acquiesces in a righteous-

ness alreadj' finished. So it saves. The doc-

trinal truth which lies at the basis of all is, that

the procuring cause of our acceptance with
God is not anything done by us, or in us, not

any work, preparation, frame or feeling, but

only the perfect righteousness of the Lord
Jesus Christ. The trumpet sounds thus, frOm
over the fresh fountain, " Whosoever will, let

him take of the water of life, freely." And
the persuaded soul, now taught the great les-

son of self-renunciation and self-forgetfulness,

and swallowed up in admiration of the stupen-

dous gift, falls into the open arms of djing

Love. J. W. A.

The one essential truth to accept about the

Gospel is, that no money can buy our salva-

tion, no suffering merit it, no repentance pro-

cure it, no holiness produce it. The utmost

that our own moral action can do for tis, and
this too is by the grace of God, is to create and
enlarge the receptive faculty in us. If we Avill

not take saWation as a gift, we cannot have it

at all. Bp. Thorold.

2. The gratuitous blessings offered by Mes-

siah are contrasted Avith the costly and unprofit-

able labors of mankind to gain the same end in

another way. It was not that they refused

food, nor even that they were unwilling to buy
it ; but they mistook for it that which was not

nourishing. A.

All the pursuits of the world are " vanity

and vexation of spirit." The eye is not satis-

fied with seeing, nor the ear with hearing.

Nothing less than God's love, revealed in the

cross of Christ, can meet the deep craving of

the immortal soul. " Hearken diligently"

—

literallj% " hearken, yea, hearken." The word
is repeated to express the urgency of the invi-

tation and to enforce a double measure of at-

teution. Birki^.

No man who feeds his heart and mind on

anything short of God is renlly at rest in any-

thing that he does or possesses. Occasional

twinges of conscience, dim perceptions that

after all they are walking in a vain show,

glimpses of nobler possibilities, a vague un-

rest, an unwillingness to reflect and look the

facts of their condition in the face—these are

the conditions that attach to all godless life
;

and so there is no real fruit for the man's thirs-

ty lips to feed upon. The smallest man is too

large to be satisfied with anything short of in-

finity. A. M.

If the question were put, Wherefore did God
make man ? who would not be ashamed to an-

swer, He made him to eat and drink and take
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his pleasure, to gather up wealth for he knows
not who ; to use his inventions, that each one

may become a talk and wonder to the rest
;

and then when he hath fetched a few turns

upon the theatre, and entertained the eyes of

beholders Avith a short scene of impertinences,

descend, and never be heard of more ? What,
that he should come into the world furnished

with such powers and endowments, for this !

It were a like case, as if one should be clad in

scarlet to go to plough, or curiously instructed

in arts and sciences to tend swine. Hoipc.

All the wealth and pleasure in the world will

not make one meal's meat for a soul. Eternal

truth and eternal good are the only food for a

rational and immortal soul, the life of which
consists in reconciliation and conformity to

God, and in imion and communion with Him,
which the things of the world will not at all

befriend. " They satisfy not," they yield not

any solid comfort and content to the soul, nor

enable it to say, " Now I have what I would
have." Nay, they do not satisfy even the ap-

petites of the body ; the more men have, the

more they would have. Rich people live by
their money, poor people by their labor ; but

both mistake their truest interest while the one

is trading, the other toiling for the world, both

promising themselves satisfaction and happi-

ness in it, but both miserably disappointed.

God vouchsafes compassionately to reason with
them :

" Wherefore do you thus act against

your own interest?" "Why do j'ou suffer

yourselves to be thus imposed upon ?" Let us

reason thus with ourselves, and let the result

of these reasonings be, a holy resolution not to

" labor for the meat that perishes, but for that

wliich endures to everlasting life" (John 6 : 27).

Let all the disappointments we meet with in

the world help to drive us to Christ, and to

seek for satisfaction in Him only. This is the

way to make that sure which will be made
sure. n.

There is no congruity between any outward
thing and man's sold of such a kind as that

satisfaction can come from its i^ossession.

There is no need for exaggeration. Worldly

possessions have a good in them, they contrib-

ute to ease and grace in life, they save from
carking cares and mean anxieties, they add
many a comfort and many a source of culture.

But, after all, a true, lofty life may be lived

with a very small modicum. There is no pro-

portion between wealth and happiness, nor

between wealth and nobleness. The fairest

life ever lived on earth was that of a poor man,
and witli all its beauty it moved within the

limits of narrow resources. We need enough
for the physical being to root itself in ; we
need no more. A. M.

In Avhat are you more ennobled than in the

fact that you are related inherently to God
;

having a nature so high, wants so deep and
vast, that only He can feed them, and not even
He by any bestowment which does not include

the bestowment of Himself. Would you will-

ingly exterminate this want of your being, and
so be rid eternally of this hunger ? That would
be to cease from being a man and to become a

worm ; and even that worm, remembering
what it was, would be a worm gnawing itself

with eternal regrets. No, this torment that

you feel is the torment of your greatness. It

compliments you more, even by its cravings

and its shameful humiliations, than all most
subtle flatteries and highest applauses. Nay,
there is nothing in which God Himself exalts

you more than by His own expostulation when
He says

— '

' wherefore do you spend your
money for that which is not bread, and your
labor for that which satisfieth not ; hearken

diligently unto Me and eat ye that which is

good. Incline j^our ear and come unto Me,
hear and your soul shall live." Why should

we humble ourselves to so many things that

are ashes and call them bread ; doubling our

bodily pleasures in vices that take hold on hell

;

chasing after gains with cancerous appetite
;

torturing our invention to find some opiate of

society, applause or show, that will quiet and

content our unrest. All in vain. Oh, ye starv-

ing minds, hearken, for one hour, to this, and

turn yourselves to it as your misery points

you—God, God, God alone, is the true food.

Ask it thus of God to give you the food that is

convenient for you, and He gives you Himself.

And that is bread, bread of life, bread of eter-

nity. Take it for your true suppl}', and j'ou

hunger no more. 77. Buslindl.

If regard be had to the whole scope of our

nature and necessities and to the true aim of

life as deduced therefrom, nothing is more cer-

tain than that no man will get the satisfaction

that his ruling passions promise him, by in-

dulging them. It is very sure that the way
never to get what you need and desire is al-

ways to do what you like. And that for very

plain reasons. Because, for one thing, the ob-

ject only satisfies for a time. Yesterday's food

appeased our hunger for the day, but we wake
hungry again. And the desires which are not

so purely animal have the same characteristic

of being stilled for the moment, and of waking

more ravenous than ever. " He that drinketh
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of this water shall thirst again." Because,

further, the desire grows and the object of it

does not. The fierce longing increases, and of

course the power of the thing that we pursue

to satisfy it decreases in the same proportion.

It is a fixed quantit}' ; the appetite is indefi-

nitely expansible. And so, the longer 1 go on

feeding my desire, tlie more I long for the

food ; and the more I long for it. the less taste

it has when I get it. It must be more strongly

spiced to titilate a jaded palate. And there

soon comes to be an end of the possibilities in

that direction. Because, for another thing,

after all, these desires are each hut a fragment

of whole nature, and when one is satisfied an-

other is baying to be fed. A. M.

Satan promises the best, but pays with the

worst ; he promises honor, and pays with dis-

grace ; he promises pleasure, and paj-s with

pain ; he promises profit, and pays with loss
;

he promises life, and pays with death. But
God pays as lie promises ; all His jiayments

are made in pure gold. T. Brooks.

We must thirst for salvation before we get

it. It is sincerely and gratuitously offered, but

if we do not want it we shall not be forced to

take it. Thirst and drink, hunger and food,

human dependence and Divine leadership, peni-

tence and sah'ation, ai'c as complementary as the

lock and the key. JSTeed will develop thirst, if

we let it do so. If we will be saved, we shall

be saved ; not otherwise. We must realize the

inadequacy of our low substitutes for salva-

tion. A man w^ould starve at a dinner-table if

he insisted ujion eating the wood, the china, the

silver or the gold rather than those viands

which were both provided and suitable for him.

What countless thousands there are who prefer

to buy stones instead of bread or who toil for a

little unsatisfjang wealth, pleasure, fame or

power, rather tliau for that salvation which has

cost the life of the Son of God ! McPhcrson.

3. Incline your car and come unto Me, hear

and your soul nhnU lice (or let it live), and I will

make tcitJi you an everlasting covenant, the sure

mercies of Dacid. This is obviously a repeti-

tion of the same offer in another form ; which
shows that the two preceding verses cannot

have respect to literal food or bodily subsist-

ence. Here again the use of the woi"d soul nec-

essarily suggests the thought of spiritual life.

Neither of the animal life nor of the appetite

could it be said that it should live. The text

contains a solemn assurance that the promise

made to David should be faithfully performed

in its original import and intent. Hence the

mercies of David are called sure—i.e., sure to

be accomplished ; or it might be rendered faith-

ful, credible or trusted, without any material

effect upon the meaning. A.

The account of this covenant may be seen in

3 Sam. 7 : 13-29 and 1 Chron. 17 : 7-27 ; restat-

ed substantially in Ps. 89 : 1-4, 19-37, and re-

ferred to 2 Sam. 23 : 1-5. These passages show
that in this covenant with David tlie chief

points were : A great king in his line to whom
God would sustain very special relations and
who can be no other than the Messiah ; a cove-

nant afiirmed repeatedly to be " everlasting,"

and embracing mercies that were sure as the

faithfulness of Jehovah. David's own " last

words" include this emphatic allusion to it:

" He hath made with me an everlasting cove-

nant, ordered in all things and sure" (2 Sam.
23 : 5). Hence the pertinence of these words
of our prophet, " Even tlie sure mercies of

David"

—

i.e., promised to David. H. C.

4. Lo, (as) a witness of nations I have given

Him, a chief and commander of nations. The
emphasis appears to be on nations, which is

therefore repeated without change of form.

The essential meaning is the same as that of

chap. 49 : 6—viz., that the Messiah was sent to

be the Saviour not of the Jews only, but also of

the Gentiles. His relation to the latter is ex-

pressed by three terms. First He is a witness

—

i.e., a witness to the truth (John 18 : 37) and a

Avitness against sinners (Mai. 3 : 5). The same
office is ascribed to Christ in Rev. 1:5; 3:14.
(Cf. 1 Tim. 6 : 13.) The application of this

verse to the Messiah, therefoi-e, is entirely natu-

ral if taken by itself.

6, By a sudden apostrophe he turns from the

Messiah to those whom He had come to save,

and exhorts them to embrace this great salva-

tion, to be reconciled with God. A similar ex-

hortation, implying, like the present, that the

day of grace is limited, occurs in Zeph. 2 : 2. A.
Seek ye the Lord. Seek to obtain the

true knowledge of Him ; seek reconciliation

with Him ; seek His pardoning mercy. Tliis

address is made to all in view of the coming
and work of the Messiah. That work would
be so full and ample that an invitation could

be extended to all to seek after God and to re-

turn to Him. It is implied here : 1. That men
are by nature ignorant of God, or unacquainted

with Him—since they are directed to "seek"
for Him. 2. That if men will obtain His favor

it must be sought. No man becomes His friend

without desiring it ; no one who does not ear-

nestly seek for it. 3. That tlie invitation to

seek God should be made to all. In this pas-

sage it is unlimited (cf. verse 7). Where there
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are sinners, there the invitation is to be offered.

4. That the knowledge of God is of Inestimable

value. God would not command men to seek

that which was worthless ; He would not urge

it with so much earnestness as is here manifest-

ed if it were not of inexpressible value.

While He may be found. It is im-

plied here Ihat God may now be found. That

the time will come when it Avill be impossible

to obtain His favor. The leading thought is,

that under the Messiah the offer of salvation

will be made to men fully and freely. But the

period will come when it will be withdrawn.

If God forsakes men ; if He wholly withdraws

His Spirit ; if they have committed the sin

which hath never forgiveness, or if they neg-

lect or despise the provisions of mercy and die

in their sins, it will be too late, and mercy can-

not be found. Barnes.

Seek God whilst thou canst not see Him ; for

when thou seest Him, thou canst not find Him.

Seek Him by hope, and thou shalt find Him by

faith. In the day of grace He is invisible, but

near ; in the Day of Judgment He is visible,

but far off. Gregory. If we would not seek

God in vain, let us seek Him in truth, often

and constantly ; let us not seek another thing

instead of Him, nor for any other thing leave

Him. Bernard. God, that hath promised

pardon to the penitent, hath not promised the

respite of to-morrow to the impenitent. Orccj-

ory. To be always intending to live a new
life, but never to find time to set about it, this

is as if a man should put off eating and drink-

ing and sleeping from one day and night to

another till he is starved and destroyed.

Tillotson. There is, for men, a possible ab-

sence from God ; not of God from men, but of

men from God. So our speech feebly and fal-

teringly shapes the truth. God may be near to

us and we not near to Him. An unfelt pres-

ence is no life nor comfort. It is a silent form

near us in the dark. To be indifferent, where

trust and love should be, is absence ; and that,

remember, is no single deed-—it is a state ; God
is not " found" in it, not " sou^it. " F. D. H.

Do the Lord's work in the Lord's time
;

pray while God hears ; hear while God speaks
;

believe while God promises; obey while God
commands. J. Mason.

Self impelling, self-renovating power we have

none ; but the helm power we have, and if we
use it rightly, it will put us in the range of all

power, even the mighty power of God. Hence
the great call of the Scripture salvation is,

" come unto Me," " come unto God ;" because

the coming unto God is the coming unto God's

operation, and the receiving of what His Di-

vine power will work in the soul, when He is

templed in it. Hence also the call to renounce

our own will, to renounce the world, to re-

nounce eternally sin ; because whoever lives in

his own will—lives for the world as his end,

lives apart from all homage to God—cannot be

in God's will, or come at all into God's opera-

tion. In the same way there must be a clear-

ing of a thousand particular and even smallest

things that will steer off the soul from God.

An old grudge adhered to steers it forever away
from God. Any mode of profit, whose fairness

or beneficence to men we distrust, but will not

give up, will do the same. In the same way,
the dread only of being singular, the going-

after popularity, the fear of men's opinions,

the cringing of the soul to men's fashions—all

these give over the helm of one's life to others,

that they may turn it where they will—always
away, of course, and still away from God.

Every such thing must of necessity be re-

nounced or even denounced, as we hope to

come into God's operation or come imto God.

When the helm is practically set, honestly

gauged for God, God will be a perfectly open

harbor to it, but how can it think of entering

either this or any other harbor, when it is really

steering itself away ? H. Buslindl.

If you seek first the kingdom, you shall find

it. If you seek it second to any other interest,

you shall not find it. God's kingdom will bow
itself down to no other. It will be a stepping-

stone to no other. It came to find a place in

the heart ; to renew it ; to possess the whole

soul ; and if it fail, it will return back to God
and leave you behind. If you embrace the

kingdom heartily, it will embrace you. If you
neglect it, complain of none but yourself that

you lose it. And the loss shall not be made
good to you ; for what shall you give in ex-

change for the lost kingdom of God ; what

give in exchange for your lost soul? R. T.

7. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the

man of iniquity Ms thoughts, and let Mm return

vnto JeJiovah, and He will have mercy on Mm,
and to our Ood,for He will abundantly pardon

(literally, mxdtiply to pardon). This is a con-

tinuation of the foregoing call, and at the same

time an explanation of the way in which it was

to be obeyed. , We are here taught that the

seeking of Jehovah, and the calling upon Him
just enjoined, involve an abandonment of sin

and a return to righteousness of life. A.
" Let the wicked forsake his way," his evil

course of life, and "his thoughts," his pur-

poses, wrong objects of pursuit, his selfish
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and sinful aims and plans of life ; the two

plirasus being designed to include all that per-

tains both to the outer and the inner life of

man. He must make his heart right and his

outer life right also ; not his heart only, but

his life ; not his life only, but his heart no

less. The word rendered "thoughts" means

not merely or primarily opinions, views of

things ; but the moral purposes, the chosen ob-

jects which one lives for ; the preferences, de-

termiuaLions which control all his subordinate

activities. The grand inducement named here

to urge sinners to seek God thus is the assur-

ance of God's mercy in Ilis free and abundant

pardon. H. C.

Let them consider that they have to do with

One who will not breali the bruised reed nor

quench the smolving tlax ; that the heart of

God is with them ; that the darkness and death

of Christ, now changed to the strength of in-

tercession, are on their side, and all those hea-

venly promises which are Yea and Amen in

Him, and which, as bright and as many as the

stars in their courses, all fight for them. Let

them think of Jacob's wrestling, of David's

tears, of Paul's threefold prayer, of the woman
of Canaan, of Christ Himself, who w^as always

heard, and yet had to cry in agony ; and let

them be sure that if they continue to look to

God they shall be lightened, and find there

were good reasons for the cloud and darkness,

even very abundant dews of God in them, to

prepare them for coming sunshine. And if all

these considerations fail, let them still take up
this language, " Nay ; but we will serve the

Lord," " We cannot force from Him a sense of

His favor, but we can humbly and persever-

ingly offer Him our service—not as a price,

but as a humble tribute to Him, whose we are

and whom we ought to serve. On this we are

resolved, whatever be the issue, for this is just

and right, and all His own." Ker.

Observe, before pardon can be sealed, he

must forsake not this sin, or that, but the

whole law of sin. " Let the wicked forsake Ids

way." He forsakes the way of sin that turns

out of the whole road ; in a word, thou must
forsake the blindest patli of all in sin's wa}',

that which lies behind the hedge, as I may so

say, in the thoughts of the heart, " and the un-

righteous his thoughts ;" or else thou knockest

in vain at God's door for pardoning mercy, and
therefore forsake all or none. Ournall.

Take away the Gospel, and where art thou ?

Were it possible for thee to repent and become
a new man, what settles the connection be-

tween repentance and salvation but the Gospel

promise ? Will the violated law of works ac-

cept thy repentance instead of obedience ?

Doth it not expressly preclude any such ex-

pectation ? Doth it give any ground to look for

anything but death after sin ? Thou must

therefore fly to the Gospel or yield tlu'self

lost. And know, it contains none but faithful

and true sayings, that have more stability in

them than the foundations of heaven and earth.

Howe.

Many sins do not prevent our pardon or con-

version. God's free gift is "of many offences

unto justification" (Rom. 5 : 16) ; and it is

written in tLis verse 7, " He will multiply to

pardon." For nearly these six thousand years

God has been multiplying pardons, and j'et

free grace is not tired and grown weary. The
creatures owe a great debt to justice, but we
have an able surety. There is no want of

mercy in the creditor, nor of sufficiency in the

surety. Certainly, mercy is an ocean that is

ever full and ever flowing. The saints carry

loads of experiences wuth them to heaven.

Free grace can show you large accounts, and

a long bill cancelled by the blood of Christ

!

Manton.

Impossible it is that He should reject any

penitent sinner merely for the greatness of the

sins lie hath committed. It is the exaltation of

His mercy (saith faith) that God hath in His

eye when He promiseth pardon to poor sin-

ners. Now, which exalts this most, to pardon

little or great sinners ? whose voice will be

highest in the song of praise, thinkest thou ?

surely his to whom most is forgiven ; and

therefore God cannot but be most ready to par-

don the greatest sinners when truly penitent.

Gurnall. 1 am a great sinner, sayest thou.

I will in nowise cast out, says Christ. But I

am an old sinner, sayest thou. I will in nowise

cast out, says Christ. But I am a hard-hearted

sinner, sayest thou. I will in nowise cast out,

says Christ. But I have served Satan all my
days, sayest thou. I will in nowise cast out,

says Christ. But I have sinned against light,

sayest thou. \ WW in nowise cast out, says

Christ. But I have sinned against mercy, say-

est thou. I will in nowise cast out, says

Christ. But I have no good thing to bring

with me, sayest thou. I will in nowise cast

out, says Christ. Bunyan.

If the soul is really in earnest in seeking

God, there is a consciousness of two things in

that soul. One is the consciousness of how far

off that life is from God, and the other is the

consciousness of how near it is. And the two
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together make the soul's salvation. If it did

not seem so far away, the soul would think it

easy to do that which is a great and profound

thing to do. On the other hand, without the

second consciousness there would come despair.

Know the difficulty of salvation. Know the

easiness of salvation. Know how far from

God you are. Know how near to God you
are. Keep all the fear of the Christian life.

Keep all the hope of the Christian life. Strug-

gle as if God was so far off that you would

need all your strength to come to Him. Leap

as if one single bound could carry you out of

your wickedness into His righteousness and

love. PJiillips Brooks. Open your whole

nature to God, offer yourselves in the spirit of

contrition and of a real, unquestioning faith

to the occupancy of God, and the light will

not more certainly break into the sky and fill

the horizon with day, when the morning sun is

risen. Ask, in one word, and ye shall receive,

seek and ye shall find. This now is the doc-

trine of the Holy Spirit. It is not some new
idea of the Gospel. It is an advance of the

Divine love to recover lost ground and bring

back guilty souls among men, to that which is

the original, everlasting bliss and beauty of all

the created intelligences of God. //. Busknell.

§, 9. The word " for" connects verse 8 with

the latter part of verse 7, appending it to sus-

tain the declaration, " Ood will have mercy ;"

" Ood icill abundantly pardon." God's thoughts

and ways are here put in contrast with man's

in the special point of His rich mercy and

i-eadiness to forgive, with design to overcome

the repellencies of unbelief and conscious guilt

in the sinner's heart. H. C. As if He had

said, "You must forsake your evil ways and

thoughts, and by so doing, you infallibly se-

cure My favor ; for as high as the heavens are

above the earth, so far am I superior to you in

mercy, not only in the rigor and extent of My
requirements, but also in compassion for the

guilty, in benevolent consideration even for the

Gentiles, and in the constancy and firmness of

My purposes when formed." A.

§. The contrast here is not between the holi-

ness of God's ways and the unholiness of the

thoughts and ways of sinners, but between

the largeness of His ways of grace, the vast-

ness of His thoughts of mercy, and the selfish-

ness of the sinner, or the low conceptions of

the penitent, when firet he turns to God.

Bii'ks.

As the heavens are high above the earth, so

are the great thoughts of God in them al)ove

man's thoughts. The Son of God cominj>- from

heaven to die for man, the Spirit of God com-
ing from heaven to live in man, to change man,
the enemy of God, into His friend, His heir,

and to do this for all Avho are but willing to

make God's Son and Spirit welcome, these are

thoughts which have a majesty and range so

great and godlike that they show their origin.

Ker.

At the same time that this passage refers pri-

marily to the subject of pardon, and should be

interpreted as having a main reference to that,

it is also true of the ways of God in general.

His ways are not our ways, and His thoughts

are not ours in regard to His moral govern-

ment ; to His actual administration ; to His

plans in the creation and government of the

world. He has plans of accomplishing His

purposes which are different from ours, and He
secures our own welfare by schemes that cross

our own. He disappoints our hopes ; foils our

expectations ; crosses our designs ; removes

our property or our friends, and thwarts our

purposes in life. He leads us in a path which
we had not intended, and secures our ultimate

happiness in modes which we should not have

thought of, and which are contrary to all our

designs and desires. It follows from this, that

we should form our plans with submission to

the higher purposes of God. Barnes.

10, 1 1 . For as the rain cometh doicn, and
the snow from heaven, and thither returneth not,

but wlien it has watered the earth and made it

bear and put forth and has given seed to the soicer

and bread to the eater, so shall My icord be, which

goeth out of My mouth ; it shall not return unto

Me void (or without effect), but tchen it has done

that which Idesired, and successfnlly done that for

ichich I sent it. This is a new comparison, sug-

gested by the mention of the heavens and the

earth in the preceding verse. The tenth and

eleventh form a single sentence of unusual

length in Hebrew composition. The one con-

tains the comparison properly so called, the

other makes the application. A.

In addition to the grandeur and exalted mag-
nitude of God's wonderful scheme of salvation,

tlie prophet here sets before us, by another im-

pressive figure, the absolute certainty of its suc-

cess. The figure is drawn from the fixedness

and invariable character of the laws and opera-

tions of material nature. Snow and rain de-

scend from heaven, and water the earth, and

promote vegetation ; this is the uniform and in-

evitable result. Just so every declaration from

the mouth of God must have complete accom-

plishment. He who maintained tlie order of

material nature fulfils with like precision His
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own glorious designs in His scheme of grace.

His word of salvation can no more fail to

achieve the results which He has appointed for

it, than natural causes can fail to bring to pass

their own proper sequences. W. H. G.

This assures us that the promises of God
shall all have their full accomplishment in due

time, and not one iota or tittle of them shall fail.

These promises of mercy and grace shall have

as real an effect upon the souls of believers, for

their sanctification and comfort, as ever the

rain had upon the earth, to make it fruitful.

That according to the different errands on

which the word is sent, it will have its differ-

ent effects ; if it be not a savor of life unto life,

it will he a savor of death unto death ; if it do

not convince the conscience and soften the

heart, it will sear the conscience and harden

the heart ; if it do not ripen for heaven, it will

ripen for hell. (See chap. 6 : 9.) One way or

other, it will take effect. H.

"My Word that Ooeth out of My Mouth.'"

Diversified as are its several parts in topic and

style—a diversity running through the whole

scale of prose and poetry, argument and song,

history and apocalypse, proverb and precept,

dirge and carol—there is, nevertheless, such a

unity in its contents, as itself to be an argu-

ment for its Divine origin, for collusion among
writers living fifteen centuries apart is impossi-

ble. Proceeding from one mind, it relates to

one theme : the redemption of the human race

by the Incarnate Son of God. Assured that

there is but one redemption, we are assured

also that there is but one revelation. This is so

rounded and completed and sufficient, that no

other is necessary. It precludes, by its own
claims, the expectation of any other disclosures,

inasmuch as those already made are ample for

our guidance in this life and our salvation in

the life to come. The peculiarity of the vol-

ume is, that it is the only infallible rule of hu-

man faith and duty. W. Adams.

The Scriptures are not only a revelation, but

also the history of a revelation. They are pri-

marily the records of the development and un-

folding of the plans of God for the redemption

of fallen mankind. These plans involved two
great processes—viz., the preparation of sal-

vation for man, and the preparation of man for

salvation. Essentially, then, the Scriptures are

the records of an educational process, in the

development of which the grand and funda-

mental truths of the biblical religion, in their

whole length, breadth and depth, were grad-

ually unfolded through God's providential

guidance and instruction of His people. There

is a growth from small beginnings, an unfold-

ing of germs, and a historical development.

The biblical religion is not a " book religion"

in this sense, that from the very outset the

whole plan of God was set ideally before the

people in the shape of abstract principles and

propositions ; but these principles and truths

were developed and perfected in their fulness

rather in connection with the historical growth

of the kingdom of God on earth ; not, indeed,

in the naturalistic and naturalizing sense now
current in some circles. In these we are told

that the great principles of this religion are the

spontaneous and native expression of the relig-

ious trend and tendency of the Semitic mind,

which has by natural endowment the same pre-

eminence in this sphere that the Greek mind

had in philosophical and aesthetic thought, and

the Roman in legal and administrative.

No legitimate interpretation of the Christian

Scriptures hjis yet been able to eliminate from

the history of which they are the official docu-

ments the Divine factor as the sui gcneria ^^
ment. No reasonable hypothesis can satisn^^

torily explain the deep truths of biblical teach-

ings— no matter whether these truths are

brought forth through the facts of God's spe-

cial dealings with His people in shaping their

destinies and fate, or whether they, through

prophetic or apostolic inspiration, are given

didactically as formulated propositions—unlf&s

on the assumption that their source and foun-

tain-head is Divine. Indeed, the very fact that

the stage of development at which the relig-

ious teachings in Israel had arrived at any par-

ticular period in their history was far in ad-

vance of their religious status and capacity, is

evidence sufficient that it was not Israel that^''

developed the fundamental principles of the

biblical religion, but it was the latter which

guided and directed the historical growth of

the nation. It is just here, in the inversion of

these facts, that we find the cardinal error of

much of the neological biblical criticism of the

day. Schodde.

The book is given to us as a whole. It is

declared emphatically that the holy men who
wrote it were moved by the Holy Ghost.

What right have we to modify this declara-

tion, and say that the Holy Ghost moved some

of them more than others, or more at one time

than at another ? The attempt to cut and carve

the Bible according to our ideas of good, better

and best seems to us very much like taking a

living man and trying to show by dissection

that some parts of his body are more important

than others. Every part of the body is essen-
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tial to its completeness and perfection. Everj^

part of it was divinely planned. The whole is

" fitly joined together and compacted hy that

which every joint supplieth" (Eph. 4 : 16).

Interior.

For Christians it will be enough to know
that our Lord Jesus Christ has set the seal of His

infallible sanction on the whole of the Old Testa-

ment. He found the Hebrew canon just as we
have it in our hands to-day, and He treated it

as an autliority which was above discussion

—

nay, more, He went out of His way, if we may
reverently speak thus, to sanction not a few

portions of it which our modern scepticism too

eagerly rejects. When He would warn His

hearers against the danger of spiritual relapse,

He bade them remember Lot's wife. When He
would point out how worldly engagements

may blind the soul to a coming j udgment. He
reminds them how men ate, and drank, and

married, and were given in marriage, until the

day when Noah entered into the ark, and the

flood came and destroyed them all. When He
would put His finger on a fact in past Jewish

history, which, by its admitted reality, would
warrant belief in His own resurrection. He
points to Jonah, three days and three nights in

the whale's belly. When, standing on the

Mount of Olives, with the holy city at His

feet. He would quote a prophecy, the fulfil-

ment of which Avould mark for His followers

that its impending doom had at last arrived.

He desires them to flee to the mountains, wliere

they " shall see the abomination of desolation,

spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in the

holy place." Are we to suppose that, in these

and other references to the Old Testament, our

Lord was only using what are called ad homi-

nem. arguments, or talking down to the level of

popular ignorance which He did not Himself

share ? Not to point out the inconsistencj- of

this supposition with His character as a per-

fectly sincere religious teacher, it may be ob-

served that, in the Sermon on the Mount, He
carefully marks off those features of the popu-

lar Jewish religion which He rejects in a man-
ner which makes it certain that, had He not

Himself believed in the historic truth of the

events and the persons to wliich He thus re-

fers. He must have said so. But did He then

share a popular belief which our higher knowl-
edge has shown to be popular ignorance ? and
was He mistaken as to the Avorth of those Scrip-

tures to which He so often and so confidently

appealed ? There are those who profess to

bear the Christian name, and who do not shrink

from saying as much as this ; but they will

find it difficult to persuade mankind that, if He
could be mistaken on a matter of such strictly re-

ligious importance as this, He can be safely trust-

ed about anything else. Yes, the trustworthi/less

of tlie Old Testament is, in fact, inseparable from
tlie trustworthiness of the Lord Jesus Christ

;

and if we believe that He is the true Light of the

world, we shall resolutely close our ears against

any suggestions of the falsehood of those Hebrew

Scriptures which have received the stamp of His

Divine authority. Liddon.

The Bible as an inspired record is an infalli-

ble and it is the final authority for faith and

life. Its inspiration involves its infallibility.

Interpreted, as all words must be, by its real

spirit, it gives us truth without error. Light

and life come from the ministry of the Word.

Its hallowed sayings are our stay, when all

other support fails ; our rock amid the billows
;

the songs of our pilgrimage ; the pledge of our

final rest. Such implicit faith may be stigma-

tized as bibliolatry ; but where else can we go

to find the words of eternal life ? Bibliolatry

clings to the letter ; spirituality in the letter

finds the Spirit, and dares not disown the letter

which guided to the Spirit.

For the enduring wants of the soul, for the

problems of sin, salvation and eternity, we find

here an unwavering authority and rest in faith *-

and joy upon the last assurance of the highest

testimonj% " Thus saith the Lord." And as it

is an infallible, so is it a final authority. No
man may add unto or take away from the

words of this Book. " Here is the judge that

ends the strife." Like its Divine Author, it

has full oft been called before human tribunals,

been reviled, spit upon, yea, buried, that it

might rise again with new power, and bless

even its persecutors. Of conti-oversy, as history

testifies, it has ever been the arbiter ; of oppos-

ing systems, the invariable conqueror ; every

scheme of men has become wan and shrivelled

at its touch. Beyond its revelations and its

prophecies thought cannot reach ; it contains

the oldest of records as the most living of

prophecies. New assailants, in the flush of self-

consciousness, call it antiquated, and its an-

tiquity is as that of God Himself. It is older

than the stars and the earth, and awaits their

dissolution, that all its revelations may be ful-

filled. But it is also ever new, as well as ever

old ; the most progressive, as it is the most

conservative of influences ; the counterpart of

the wisdom of God. All literature has drawn

deep and precious draughts from its fountain
;

its Orient pearls are scattered through all lands
;

philosophy has there found the test of its errors

\l
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and the lordliest of its truths. For four thou-

sand years its words have been inspiration and

life, comforting the downcast and breaking the

oppressor's rod
;
pledging peace to the penitent,

and opening to all the very gates of endless

life ; subduing with imperial might all other

words ; speaking with such tones of authority

as you read in no other books ; and in the very

name of the Lord proclaiming a kingdom Avhich

has been ever advancing, yet never subJued.

And thus like a living power, it has been doing

a living and abiding work among the children

of men, in every clime, in every language, and

now wider than ever before are its words re-

hearsed. " Its lines have gone out through all

the earth, and its words to the end of the world.
'

'

//. B. Smith.

Its spiritual unity is the witness of its Divine

origin. Consisting of books, some of them the

most ancient in the world, the rest due to an

authorship extending over fourteen centuries,

and written in several languages—each book

when first written, whether historical, devo-

tional, prophetic or doctrinal, as distinct in date

and execution, and as independent a work as

the histories of Thucydides or the poems of

Homer or Sophocles, and by no means com-

posed as an assigned portion of a collection to

be subsequently organized into a canon or

printed in a single convenient volume for the

modern world—these writings, originating thus

in widely distant ages and in so many and differ-

ent authorships, do, nevertheless, when brought

together, reveal a spiritual unity ; constitute a

progressive, but organic whole ; agree during

all these ages in setting forth one living and

holy God, who is the same almighty lover of

mankind and lover of righteousness, the same

inexorable foe of obstinate vice, crime and sin

alike under every dispensation ; and manifestly

record the slow development of one far-reach-

ing purpose for reconciling men to God—for

setting forth, throughout, one way to everlast-

ing life, in the Christ of prophecy, in the Christ

of history and the immortal ascended Christ of

the Epistles and the Apocalypse. This is a

phenomenon unique in literature, and inexplic-

able except by the truth that the Scriptures

record a revelation given by One who saw the

end from the beginning ; by One Spirit, who
took the exclusive work of conveying that rev-

elation out of the hands of any single genera-

tion ; so precluding the possibility of impos-

ture at first or of conspiracy afterward. For

it was impossible that the forgers or false

prophets of sixty generations could agree in

producing at last the complicated organism

of the Old and New Testaments. Edward
White.

The faith of the Bible is as rigid and experi-

mental in its character as the strictest science of

the schools. It makes no arbitrary assump-

tions, rests on no disputed axioms, but upon
the foundation of facts of the most impressive

and varied cliaracter, it builds up, patiently

and surely, its doctrines and its precepts ; in-

vites the most searching scrutiny into the testi-

monials which it adduces ; and having by them

established its first principles, gives not only

for its fundamental axioms, but for its every

inference and for each subsequent deduction

the word of a God. Do the self-satisfied phil-

osophers of this world tell us of the necessity

of facts ? We answer, the incarnation, the per-

sonal character, the crucifixion and resurrection

of the Saviour are facts most fully proved, and

standing alone, would be in themselves suffi-

cient to prove the divinity of the revelation that

is entwined about them, and of which they con-

stitute the central supports, the chief and favor-

ite theme. And every convert, ransomed by
the power of this faith from the tyranny of

evil habits, affords in himself a new fact, aug-

menting the mass of her evidences, and swell-

ing her far-spreading and splendid " cloud of

witnesses." W. R. Williams.

Scripture does not accomplish its final, per-

fect end until it secures man's salvation. The
essential, decisive test of its Divine efliciency is

not its teaching function, but its saving func-

tion. It is a revelation of the supernatural, not

the natural. Through its length and breadth

and depth and height it is Christocentric, and

the light which irradiates it from centre to cir

cumference is " the light of the knowledge of

the glory of God in the face of Jesus Chri.st.

" For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of

prophecy." The history of Scripture in the

experience of the world is in exact accordance

with these claims, and fully sustains them. It

does make wise to salvation. It is profitable

for discipline in righteousness. In the spirit-

ual life of humanity the words of Christ have

proved themselves to be spirit and life. Christ

as the Life is the Light of the world. He is

the Way, the Truth and the Life. The voice

of the written word is the voice of the per-

sonal word, and is therefore mighty and living.

It speaks with the authority of law, which as

Logos is enthroned eternally in the bosom of

God. It finds an echo in the conscience. No
one who obeys it is led astray, or lost. The
wayfaring man who walks its paths of life and

peace, though a fool, will not err therein. All

y
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Avho surrender their hearts and lives to its

claims fiud life eternal, peace indestructible, a

joy unspeakable and flooded with glory. L. J.

Evans.

§liall not return unto Me void. It

is strictly and unquestionably true that God's

word never returns to Him void. In every

case it answers the purpose for which it has

been sent forth ; and it is impossible for any

moral or intelligent being to come into contact

with it without receiving some impression

which will make him either worse or better than

he was before. All the truths of God's word

are in themselves eternal. They cannot be an-

nihilated—they cannot be destroyed. Like the

light that emanates from the sun, they may
sometimes be obscured, or modified, or coun-

teracted by other causes, and that to such an

extent that their benignant influences may not

be sensibly felt ; but not a single truth falls

on the ear and enters the heart that does not

contribute to the formation of personal charac-

ter. J. A. W.
It is a great mistake to imagine the only ad-

vantage derived from hearing is the acquisition

of new truths. There is a spiritual perception

infinitely more important than the knowledge

which is merely speculative. The latter is at

most but a means to the former, and this per-

ception is not confined to new propositions. It

is frequently, nay more frequently, attached to

truths already known ; and when they are

faithfully and afifectionately exhibited, they are

the principal means of calling into action and

strengthening the habits of internal grace.

Love, joy, humility, heavenly mindedness,

godly sorrow for sin and holy resolutions against

it are not promoted so m\ich by novel specula-

tions as by placing in a just and affecting light

the acknowledged truths of the Gospel, and

thereby stirring up the mind by way of remem-

brance. While I am in this tabernacle, said

Peter, / will not be negligent to put you in re-

membrance of these things, though ye know thetn,

and are established in the present truth. We
appeal to the experience of every real Chris-

tian, whether the sweetest and most profitable

seasons he has enjoyed have not been those in

which he is conscious of having learned no new
truth, strictly speaking, but was indulged with

spiritual and transforming views of the plain,

unquestionable discoveries of the Gospel. As
the Word of God is the food of souls, so it cor-

responds to that character in this respect among
others—that the strength and refreshment it

imparts depend not upon its novelty, but upon
the nutritious properties it possesses. It is a

sickly appetite only which craves incessant va-

riety. R. Hall.

Our faith in the Holy Scriptures and in what
they contain rests upon secure foundations.

There are three broad and deeply laid bastions

of evidence—the internal evidences of their di-

vineness, the testimony of the Holy Spirit in

our experiences, and their transforming power
as shown in the history of our race. This last

by itself is overwhelming to all objections.

The wise and beneficent laws of every civilized

power, the organization of society, the benign

institutions, all the pure maxims of morals and

the comfort and joy and hope bestowed on

millions in all the ages, all these are from the

Scriptures, which were bestowed on mankind
when as yet there was none of them. To say

that this book, the source of such beneficent

power, is not Divine, would show a forfeiture

of our faculties of comprehension. Interior. /

The Bible does not need defence so much as V
it needs proclamation. It defends itself wher

ever it is known. Deep in every soul thei-e

dwells forever a witness to the truth, whose

clear eye and steady voice will see and respond

to it wherever it is known. We do not need to

implore men to believe the truth. We only

need that they shall apprehend it, and then we
may defy them to deny it. And thus the Bible

of eternal truth needs no other argument for its

support than itself clearly preached. Seelye.

Among all the remarkable things about the

Book, nothing is more remarkable than that

there it is, after all that has happened. When
we think of the gaps and losses in ancient liter-

ature, and the long, stormy centuries that lie be-

tween us and its earlier pages, we can faintly

estimate the chances against their preservation.

It is strange that the Jewish race should have

so jealously preserved books which certainly

did not flatter national pride, which put a mor-

tifying explanation on national disasters, which

painted them and their fathers in dark colors,

which proclaimed truths they never loved and

breathed a spirit they never caught. It is

stranger still that in the long years of disper-

sion the very vices and limitations of the peo-

ple subserved the same end, and that stiff ped-

antry and laborious trifling—the poorest form

of intellectual activity—should have guarded

the letter of the word, as the coral insects pain-

fully build up their walls round some fair

island of the Southern Sea. When one thinks

of the great gulf of language between the Old

and New Testaments, of the variety of authors,

periods, subjects, literary form, the animosities

of Christian and Jew, it is strange that we have
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the Book here one, and that all these parts

should blend into unity, unless the source and
theme were one, and one hand had shaped each

and cared for the gathering together of all.

A. M.

In the icrittoi form which God has given to

His word, and in the wondrous providence

with which He has watched over its integrity.

He has given perpetual security to this instru-

ment of a final triumph in favor of Himself and
His cause. What has appeared so often worst-

ed in the conflict has not been, in reality, the

Word of Truth itself, but only those emanations
from itself which, by the power of the Spirit,

have gone out for leaven, for mixture, for oper-

ation, through the great mass of surrounding

evil. In itself it has ever remained incorrupt

;

giving forth its power ; maintaining the fer-

ment of good in the midst of evil ; and pre-

paring the way for the time when, the whole
lump being leavened, truth shall everywhere
prevail, the world yield to its sway, and all

human things settle down into the unferment-
ing calm of light, and peace, and love, under
Jesus, the spiritual king of all the earth.

J. S. Stone.

The Bible is not, as a Book, the book we
should have made it. But it is the Book of
Him who heie commends it to our accept-

.^ ance. And it has prospered in every age since

Nj^its first promulgation, and in every land to

which according to the Divine purpose it has
been sent. It takes effect upon men, singly
and in communities. It comes as the dew or

rain from heaven, or as the tempest
; it is gen-

tle and germinating, or it is a force irresistible.

It does its office, here or there as the need may
be, where human nature, as to its moral ele-

ments, is still in a cultivable state and is still

reclaimable. Thus has it prospered in quicken-
ing to life millions of souls, and in nourishing
the Divine life within these souls. So has it

prospered in ruling the life, in strengthening
the purpose, in giving heart to the courage of
martyrs, and in imparting patience and con-
tentment and a bright hope to the individual
spirits of that great multitude which is gather-
ing into the kingdom of heaven. These pur-
poses the Scriptures of God have subserved, are
now subserving, and shall continue to subserve
to the end of time ; and in a period not remote
shall they carry light and life to every land
which hitherto they have not visited. /. Taylor.

Our confidence in missions is—because God
has sent His Gospel on purpose to convert the
world

; declared His word shall not return to

Him void
;
promised to be always with its

faithful proclaimers, and predicted that all the

world shall at length feel its transforming
power. Faith in this is oiir only assurance

and strength in any such undertaking. Now
the special demand for this faith and its strong-

est trial are in "the day of small things."

Then is the proof whether -ne really believe

and trust in the Almighty, and can act on an
assurance that though " the beginning be small,

the latter end shall greatly increase." It is no
faith that cannot be assured of the accomplish-

ment of great things and great promises, till

they seem to be accomplished, or till there be a

rapid and magnificent progress toward that ac-

complishment
; and that because mighty results

are not obtained in the earlier course of opera-

tions, therefore feel as if the labor and expendi-

ture were but thrown away. Foster.

Analogies between a Seed and the Word.

A seed is the most wonderful thing in the''

word. There is nothing else that contains so

much in so little bulk. There is nothing else

that concentrates within it such capacities and
possibilities. It is the origin and end of or-

ganic life. It forms the bridge of transition

from the grain of sand to the living cell. By
means of it the naked rock is covered with
verdure, and the desolate wilderness trans-

formed into a garden. The analogy between
the word of God and a seed is remarkably close

and striking.

A first point of comparison is found in the

life which they both possess. A seed is a liv-

ing thing. Kept by itself, it lies passive, giv-

ing no sign of life or growth, and incapable of

doing so. And yet it retains unimpaired the

vitality and life-history of the whole organism

from which it has sprung, and can reproduce

these when it germinates and develops its hid-

den powers. It is by the seed that the conti-

nuity of vegetable life is preserved from gen-

eration to generation ; so that in reality the

long history of any species of plant from the

creation of the world is simply the continuous

unfolding from the seed of stem and leaf and
flower and fruit, and the continuous retreat

into the seed of fruit and flower and leaf and

stem throughout the successive seasons that

have existed upon the earth. And, thus pos-

sesed of latent potential life, a seed is a pro-

found mystery, which, the more we think of

it, the more inscrutable it becomes. There can

be no life without it. If anything has been

clearly and satisfactorily proved by recent ex-

periments and discussions, it is that there is no

such thing in nature as spontaneous genera-
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tion. All life springs from previous life by
means of the seed.

And in this respect is it not a striking em-

blem of the word of God ? That word is a li v-

ing word. " The words that I speak unto

you," says Jesus, "they are spirit and they

are life." It is not truth merely in a spoken or

written form. It is more than knowledge. It

is a living power ; it does not work mechani-

cally, but vitally. The words of Christ were

the concentration and embodiment of His own
life, just as truly as the seed is the concentra-

tion and embodiment of the life of the plant.

The spoken word of Christ, heard by His con-

temporaries, contained all that was essential in

His living among men ; and the written word

of the Gospel which we can hear and read con-

tains for us all that the incarnation of Christ

implies. The written word and the living

word reveal the closest relationship between

them. They both are God's manifestation of

Himself to us. And not only in the doctrinal

or specially saving truths of Scripture is this

living power felt ; even in its historical and

common incidents we feel that there is a pecul-

iar vital vividness transporting us into the old

life of the past in a way that no other records

of antiquity can do. The word of God is the

highest of all life. And just as in nature it has

been proved that dead matter cannot originate

life under any circumstances whatever, except

by the inlroduction into it of a living seed, so

without the instrumentality of the word of God
there can be no spiritual life. The Spirit takes

of the recorded things of Christ, and shows

them to us. Witliout the word there would be

nothing to know, or obey, or love ; without

the Spirit there would be no saving knowledge,

no obedience, no love. The Spirit operating

upon the heart apart from the word would be

only to give a vague Inclination without an ob-

ject as its end and purpose. And tlierefore all

religion that does not spring from the seed of

God's word is a dim abstraction or an unreal

sentimentality. It is aimless and powerless,

the continual ploughing and harrowing of a

field without putting any seed into it. And
just as the seed is not only living in itself, but

the design and end of it is to produce life, to

give rise to more abundant life, so the evan-

gelist John is careful to close his Gospel—to be

henceforth the seed of the Church—with a sol-

emn admonition of the purpose for which it

has been placed in our hands. " These are

written, that ye may believe that Jesus is the

Christ, the Son of God ; and that believing

ye may have life in His name."

Another point of resemblance between the

seed and the word may be found in the small

compass within which the living principle is

enshrined in both. Notliing, as I have said,

holds so much in so little bulk as a seed. It

is a miniature orb, embracing the whole mys-
tery of animated nature. An atom, often not

so large as a grain of sand, contains within it

all the concentrated vitality of the largest forest

trees. It is a most remarkable example of na-

ture's packing ; for a seed consists of a single

or a double leaf, folded in such a way as to

take up the smallest possible room. And were
it not that the miracle is repeated so incessantly

before our eyes, we should find it difficult to

believe that life could be so compacted ; we
should be filled with wonder at the sight of com-
plicated structures—charming flower or noble

tree—unfolding themselves from such minute

storehouses of sleeping life. And in this re-

spect the word of God may be compared to a

seed. It is truth in its seed-form. We have

in the Scriptures the most concentrated form of

heavenly leaching. Nothing is omitted ; noth-

ing is superfluous. It contains all that is nec-

essary for the salvation of man. Nothing can

be added to it or taken away from it. It is

rounded and finished off—full-orbed and com-

plete, as every seed must be. All is contained

within the smallest compass, so as to be easiest

of comprehension, easiest of being carried in

the memory and easiest of being reduced to

practice. Every careful reader of Scripture

must be greatly struck with the Divine econo-

my with which its materials are arranged.

There is nothing added for the mere sake of

poetic embellishment or rhetorical effect. It is

all full of meaning, and has a Divine purpose

to serve. The seemingly dry details of his-

tory, the apparently uninteresting chapters of

proper names, are like the nourishing material

that is wrapped around the embryo in the nat-

ural seed, necessary for the proper understand-

ing of the more vital and saving truth with

which they are connected. All the wisdom of

the scientific world, with its marvellous dis-

closures of the secrets of moimtain and sea, star

and rock and plant, do not bring us so near the

great central truth in the natural as well as in

the religious sphere, the very mind and heart

of God, as one jjarable of Christ, or one of those

grand prophetic figures in which all the glory

of futurity is focussed. And the word of God
is so compacted in the seed form, because it

needs to be unfolded in the teaching and life

of man. The soil was made for the revelation

of the seed ; and the seed was made to be re-

U
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vealed by the soil. As the seed cannot disclose

what is in it unless it fall into appropriate soil

and be stimulated to growth by suitable condi-

tions, so the word of God cannot disclose all

that it contains unless it grow in an under-

standing mind and in a loving heart ; unless

by meditation and prayer it can expand from

the seed-form to the blade, and the ear, and the

full corn in the ear. And hence the word of

God depends, for the richness of its disclosures,

upon the nature of the soil into which it falls.

It comes to all alike as a seed ; and the varied

comprehension of its meaning and the varied

results which it produces are determined by

the varied natures that make it their own.

Wonderful things are seen out of God's law

by those whose eyes God's Spirit has opened
;

rich meanings and applications are found by

them Ijing under words and forms of speech

in which otliers of more prosaic minds and car-

nal understandings see nothing. Their inter-

pretation of Scripture is the vivid outgrowth

of their own spiritual life. Another resem-

blance between the word of God and a seed

may be seen in the wonderful effects which

they both produce. By its germinating and

expanding vitality, the seed quickens the dor-

mant fertility of the soil and the passive pow-

ers of the atmosphere. It is a living vortex,

drawing to itself all the blessings of heaven

and earth, making the isolated portion of soil

in which it is growing a part of the wide uni-

verse, and participating in all its beneficent

influences. It finds dull, dead mould, and it

takes it up into its own composition, impresses

it with its own character, endows it with its

own qualities, lays all nature under tribute for

its sustenance and well-being, raises it thus

from the inert mineral kingdom into the king

dom of life, and converts grains of sand and

particles of air into a vigorous organism full of

life and beauty. So the word of God is quick

and poAverf ul. When it enters the soul, it does

not lie dormant in the intellect, but quickens

the conscience. It does not affect our opin-

ions or speculations merely, it affects our heart

and life, it dominates our whole spiritual na-

ture. It has the power of transmutation in it.

It has a spiritual quickening energy. It is the

source of saving life to souls dead in trespasses

and sins. It has taken its place in the heart of

human culture. Nothing else has wrought
such a mighty revolution in human ideas. It

makes disciples of every race. The most learn-

ed and the most ignorant are witnesses to its

transforming power, making the simple wise,

and giving to men of highest culture soul-sav-

ing, sanctifying knowledge. It is a Divine

seed which came from heaven, and has brought

the kingdom of heaven down to men—made
the desert to rejoice and blossom as the rose.

The harvest which has sprung from it is every-

where visible in the Church and the world. It

is increasing in beauty and fruitfulness every

day. It is covering larger and larger spaces of

the earth's surface. It is reaching to the most

savage and unreclaimed wastes of heathendom.

And soon will it cover the whole earth with its

glory and its abundance ; and all people shall

eat of its fruit, and know its saving health, and

rejoice with the joy of harvest.

Such are some of the resemblances between

the word of God and a natural seed. I might

speak further at length of the wonderful vital-

ity of a seed, its power not only of retaining

life under the ordinary circumstances of nature

for an indefinite period, but also of resisting

the most destructive forces—an emblem, sure-

ly, of the indestructible vitality of the Bible,

overcoming all the attacks of its enemies in

every age and promising to remain to " the

last syllable of recorded time" the great spirit-

ual power of the world. But I must leave this

tempting theme, and conclude with one or two

personal suggestions. As the i ee 1 is made fore

soil, and soil for seed, so the heart of man is

made for God's word, and God's word for the

heart of man. They are mutually adapted.

Without tl:e seed of the word, the heart of man
remains barren of all spiritual goodness ; with-

out the heart of man to grow in and develop its

fulness, the word abideth alone, unrevealed.

Let lis use it, then, as seed sown in our heart,

in our life, in our work, with prayers and tears,

that under the increase of the Spirit it may
grow and expand and fill wide neighborhoods

with fruitfulness and beauty. We are sent into

the world to sow, and not to destroy—to sow the

iieed of heaven, and thus raise in it a heavenly

produce foreign to it, impart to it a principle

of spiritual life which by its growth will choke

out old evils and make a".l things new. And
let us remember that we must give our own
life in the sowing, as the plant gives its life in

the seed. The word of truth must have our

own life shrined in it, expressed by it, if it is

to become the means of life to others. The

seed of God's word must have been sown in

our own heart, grown up there, gathered round

it and drawn up into its fair expanding growth

from the soil and atmosphere of our own being,

our own peculiarities of spiritual experience
;

and from this fair plant of grace that has grown

with our growth and ripened with our ripe
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ncss, we take the seed that is to reproduce a

similar growth of blessedness iu other hearts

and lives. Macmillan.

12, 13. The people of God pass out from
under the restrictions and limitations of the

Mosaic age, emerging from its comparative

darkness and imbecility ; and move upon the

nations, open now to their Gospel mission. It

is a joyful work ; the mountains and the hills

break forth before them into singing ; the forest

trees clap their hands in glad applause and ex-

ultant praise to their Creator. All nature seems

conscious of the blessedness of this moral trans-

formation, the glory of which is that men shall

know the Lord and turn from their sinning to

a holy life. Another figure conceives of the

thorns and briers that came upon the earth, the

curse for man's fall (Gen. 3 : 17-19), as now giv-

ing way to growths alike beautiful and useful.

11. C.

1 3. Dropping the metaphor, the prophet then

says in direct terms, that the glorious change
predicted shall redound to the glory of its au-

thor. It shall be for a name—i.e., it shall serve

as a memorial, which is then described in other

words as a sign of peripctuity or everlasting

token, with allusion, as Vitringa thinks, to those

commemorative obelisks or pillars mentioned
elsewhere (e.g.. chap. 19 : 19). This memorial is

called perpetual because \Uliall not be cut off, pass

away, or be abolished. A. " And this shall

be to the Lord for a name"— i.*^. , for renown and
for glory, a sign and proof of His enduring and
surpassing love. This stupendous change will

be the memorial of His loving-kindness to our
lost race, to stand forever before the hierarchies

of heaven as tlie measure and monument of Di
vine compassion and unutterable love.

Thus closes one of the most ffrand and sub-
lime strains of prophecy (chaps. 52-55) that ever

Xnissed through human lips. It is the Gospel

ageseen with its final issues on earth outspread

in prophetic vision, its suffering yet glorified

Redeemer ; God 's love to Zion and His as-

surances of restoring mercy ; the Gospel call,

coupled with God's gracious purpose and
pledge of its efficiency in making this sin-

cursed earth again a paradise of moral purity

and beauty. H. C.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER LVI.

56 : 1 Thus saith the Lord, Keep ye judgement, and do righteousness : for my salvation

2 is near to come, and my righteousness to be revealed. Blessed is the man that doeth this,

and the son of man that holdeth fast by it ; that keepeth the sabbath from profaning it, and
3 keepeth his hand from doing any evil. Neither let the stranger, that hath joined himself to

the Lord, speak, saying, The Lord will surely separate me from his people : neither let the

4 eunuch say, Behold, I am a dry tree. For thus saith the Lord of the eunuchs that keep my
5 sabbaths, and choose the things that please me, and hold fast by my covenant : Unto them

will 1 give in mine house and within my walls a memorial and a name better than of sons and
6 of daughters

; I will give them an everlasting name, that shall not be cut off. Also the

strangers, that join themselves to the Lord, to minister unto him, and to love the name of

the Lord, to be his servants, every one that keepeth the sabbath from profaning it, and hold-

7 eth fast by my covenant ; even them will I bring to my holy mountain, and make them joy-

ful in my house of prayer ; their burnt offerings and their sacrifices sliall be accepted upon
8 mine altar : for mine house shall be called an house of prayer for all peoples. The Lord God
which gathereth the outcasts of Israel saith, Yet will I gather others to him, beside his own
that are gathered.

9, 10 All ye beasts of the field, come to devour, yen, all ye beasts in the forest. His watchmen
are blind, they are all without knowledge ; they are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark

;

11 dreaming, lying down, loving to slumber. Yea, the dogs are greedy, they can never have
enough

;
and these are shepherds that cannot understand : they have all turned to their own

12 way, each one to his gain, from every quarter. Come ye, say they, I will fetch wine, and we
will fill ourselves with strong drink ; and to-morrow shall be as this day, a day great beyond
measure.
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Chap. 56. While the Church, with its es-

sential institutions, is to continue unimpaired,

the old distinctions, national and personal, are

to be done away and the Jewish people robbed

of that pre-eminence of which its rulers proved

themselves unworthy. The day is coming when
the righteousness of God is to be fully revealed,

without the veils and shackles wliich had hith-

erto confined it (verse 1). For this great change

the best preparation is fidelity to the spirit of

the old economy (verse 2). No personal or na-

tional distinctions will be any longer recognized

(verse 3). Connection with the Church will no

longer be a matter of hereditary right (verses

4, 5). The Church shall be henceforth coex-

tensive with the world (verses 6-8). But first,

the carual Israel must be abandoned to its ene-

mies (verse 9). Its rulers are neither able nor

worthy to deliver the people or themselves

(verses 10-12). A.

This chapter to verse 9 is evidently a con-

tinuation of the same general subject which is

discussed in the previous chapters, and is close-

ly connected with the great truths communi-
cated in chap. 52 : 13-15 and chap. 53, respecting

the coming and work of the Messiah. The
general design of the prophet seems to be to

state the happy results which would follow His

coming and His work. In chap. 54 he states

that that work would render the establishment

and perpetuity of the Church certain. In chap.

55 he states that the work of the Messiah would
lay the foundation for the offer of the Gospel

to all men, and that it should certainly be suc-

cessful on the earth and finally triumph, and
produce great and important changes. In this

chapter (verses 1-9) the same idea is presented

in another form, that no one would be excluded

from the offer of salvation, and that strangers

and foreigners should become connected, with

equal privileges, with the people of God. At
verse 9 a new subject is introduced—the inva-

sion of the land of Judea by foreign armies and
the consequent punishment of the wicked and
idolatrous part of the nation. This subject is

continued in tlie following chapter. The fol-

lowing analysis will present a view of the de-

sign and scope of this.

1. The kingdom of God was near. The great

work of man's redemption to which the prophet

referred would not be long delayed, and those

who were expecting the coming of the Messiah

should be holy (verse 1).

2. The blessedness of those who should be

admitted to the privileges connected with the

kingdom of God and the coming of the Messiah

(verses 2-8).

Who they would be : The man who kept
the Sabbath (verses 2-4). The stranger and
foreigner (verses 3-6). The eunuch { verses 3,

4). None should be excluded, whatever might
be their rank in life or the estimation in which
they were held among men.

The blessedness of that state ; the privileges

of thus being admitted to the favor and friend-

ship of God (verses 7, 8). They should be

brought to His liolj- mountain ; they should be

made joyful in the house of prayer ; their offer-

ings should be accepted ; these favors should

be extended to all people (verses 7, 8).

3. A prophecy respecting the invasion of the

land on account of the crimes of the nation.

The invasion is represented under the image of

wild beasts coming to devour (verse 9). The
cause of this : The indolence and unfaithful-

ness of the watchmen (verse 10). Their selfish-

ness, avarice and covetousness (verse 11).

Their revelry and intemperance (verse 12).

Barnes.

1. The doctrine of the passage is simply this,

that they who enjoy extraordinary privileges or

expect extraordinarj' favors are under corre-

sponding obligations to do the will of God
;

and moreover that the nearer the manifestation

of God's mercy, whether in time or in eternity,

the louder the call to righteousness of life.

These truths are of no restricted application,

but may be applied wherever the relation of a

church or chosen people can be recognized.

A.

1, 2. What is here required is : 1. That we
be honest and just in all our dealings, " Keep
ye judgment and do justice." Walk by rule

and make conscience of what you say and do,

that you do no wrong to any ; render to all

their dues exactly, and in exacting what is due
to you keep up a court of equity in your own
bosom, to moderate the rigors of the law. Be
ruled by that golden rule, '" Do as you would
be done by.

'

' Magistrates must administer jus-

tice wisely and faithfully. This is required

to evidence the sincerity of our faith and re-

pentance and to open the way of mercy, " Re-

pent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."

God is true to us, let us be so to one another.

2. That we religiously observe the Sabbath

day. We are not just if we rob God of His

time. Sabbath sanctification is here put for all

the duties of the first table, the fruits of our

love to God ; as justice and judgment for all

those of the second table, the fruits of our love

to our neighbor. The duty required is to keep

the Sabbath ; to keep it as a talent we are to

trade with, as a treasure we are intrusted with,
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" Keep it holy, keep it safe, keep it witii care

and caution, keep it from polluting it ; allow

neither yourselves not others either to violate

tlje holy rest or omit the holy work of that day.
'

'

The encouragement we have to do this duty,

"Blessed is he that doeth it." The way to

have the blessing of God upon our employ-

ments all the weeli is to make conscience and

make a business of Sabbath sanctificatlons ; in

doing so we shall be the better qualified to do

judgment and justice. The more godliness,

the more honesty (1 Tim. 2 : 2).

3. That we have nothing to do with sin,

" Blessed is the man that keeps his hand from

doing evil," any wrong to his neighbor, in

body, goods or good name ; or, more generally,

anything that is displeasing to God and hurt-

ful to his own soul. The best evidence of our

having kept the Sabbath well will be a care to

keep a good conscience all the week. H.

An upright, holy, honest man not only wor-

ships God and keeps the Sabbath, but he is up-

right in the discharge of all the duties which

he owes to his fellow-men. These two specifi-

cations are evidently designed to include all the

influences of religion—the proper service and

worship of God and an upright and holy life.

Never, in fact, are they separated. Barnes.

The Son of God and Son of Man is still

widening out and building up for us His new
kingdom on the earth—which wherever it

really comes regenerates society and makes hu-

man life a new thing. Into that kingdom He
sets the gate open. But though we may be in

it there is this stern and solemn fact revealed

there, that we are not of it and it is not in us

unless we are growing every day into its in-

most principle and law ; unless we are getting

liberated and purified by its charity from the

selfishness and pride of that other kingdom
which is closer to our senses, has a louder voice,

and wears a handsomer outside ; unless we are

continually looking about us to see how we can

be more j ust to those at our side, more helpful

to those that seem to stand below us, reverenc-

ing more and more both God and man because

we see both to be one in the glorified humanity

of our Lord. F. D. H.

2. A reference to the primary and secondary

ends of the Sabbatical institution and the be-

lief involved in its observance. In the first

place, it implied a recognition of Jehovah as

the omnipotent creator of the imi verse (Ex.

20 : 11 ; 31 : 17) ; in the next place, as the sanc-

tifier of His people, not in the technical or the-

ological sense, but as denoting Him by whom
they had been set apart as a peculiar people

(Ex. 31 : 13 ; Ezek. 20 : 12) ; in the next place,

as the Saviour of this chosen people from the

bondage of Egypt (De. 5 : 15). Of these great

truths the Sabbath was a weekly remembrancer,

and its observance by the ])eople a perpetual

recognition and profession, besides the practical

advantages accruing to the maintenance of a

religious spirit by the weekly recurrence of a

day of rest. A.

Keeping the Sabbatli sacred is put here in

one clause, and in its parallel clause withhold-

ing the hand from every moral evil, as if the

observance of the Sabbath were designed to

comprehend or represent all religious observ-

ances, the entire external worship of God. This

prominence given to the Sabbath must certain-

ly imply that God holds its observance in spe-

cially high esteem, and that He intends it shall

be a perpetual, and not a merely Jewish and

transient institution. This high appreciation

of the Sabbath and solemn purpose to make it

perpetual rested on substantial grounds, the

Sabbath being the grand public recognition of

His creatorship ; a sign and seal also of special

covenant relation with Jehovah as the God of

His people—" that ye maj'' know that I am the

Lord that doth sanctify you" (Ex. 31 : 13).

Moreover it had a vital utility as a reservation

of time from other intruding and preventing

avocations, for the unbroken study of God in

His word and ordinances, and for His Avorship,

both public and private. The Sabbath consid-

ered as " made for man" was the fruit of con-

summate wisdom and of true love to man's best

interests. H. C.

3. The essential meaning of this verse is,

that all external disabilities shall be abolished,

whether personal or national. A. The son

of the stranger is any foreigner not of Jewish

birth. H he is willing to join himself as a

proselyte to God's people, let him not .say or

think that he and his class are walled out from

communion and fellowship in the Church. The
door of admission is to be set fully open and

every middle wall of partition is to come down.

H. C.

Two descriptions of persons are mentioned in

this verse, strangers and eunuchs, who, looking

to the economy of the Old Testament, might

expect they should have an inferior share in

the kingdom of Christ. Vitringa. God de-

clares here, that the Gentile should be accepted,

under the Gospel dispensation (the partition

wall being broken down), equally with tlu;

Jew ; and that the times w^ere now coming

when the inward endowments of the soul be

sufficient to gi ve persons a title to the commun-
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ion of saints, and tlieir names be written in the

book of life, a more lasting- remembrance than

posterity could entitle them to. W. Lowth.

4, 5. What it is that God delights in may
be learned from chaps. 66 : 4 ; Jer. 9 : 24 ; Hos.

6 : 6. By holding fast my covenant is meant
adhering to His compact with me, which in-

cludes obedience to the precepts and faith in

the promises. The promise is not merely one

of free access to the material sanctuary, but of

a home in the household or family of God, an

image of perpetual occurrence in the Psalms of

David. A beautiful coincidence and partial

fulfilment of the promise is pointed out by J.

D. Michaelis, in the case of the Ethiopian

eunuch whose conversion is recorded in the

eighth of Acts, and whose memory is far more
honored in the Church than it could have been

by a hmg line of illustrious descendants. A.

7. Our Saviour quotes a part of the last

clause, not in reference to its main sense, but to

what is incidentally mentioned—viz., its being

called a house of prayer. This part of the sen-

tence was applicable to the material temple

while it lasted
; but the whole preJiction could

be verified only after its destruction, when the

house of God even upon earth ceased to be a

limited locality, and became coextensive with
the Church in its enlargement and diffusion.

The form of expression is derived, however,

from the ceremonies of the old economy, and
worship is described by names familiar to the

writer and his original readers. (Cf. Hos. 14 : 3
;

Heb. 13 : 13 ; John 4 : 21-23.) A. " My holy

mountain," "My house of prayer," "burnt
offerings and sacrifices upon mine altar ;" all

come from the Jewish age. Yet their real sig-

nificance belongs to the Gospel age and pledges

to Gentiles as to Jews equal privileges of ac-

ceptable worship and of filial relationship to

God. The prophecy anticipates that great

truth which broke in slowly upon the dark
minds of the Christian brotherhood soon after

the day of the great Pentecost, " Of a truth I

peceive that God is no respecter of persons
;

but in every nation, he that feareth Him and
worketh righteousness is accepted of Him"
(Acts 10 ; 34, 35). H. C.

It is not an enlargement, but a transformation

of the Jewish dispensation which is here an-

ticipated ; not a conversion to Israel, but to

Israel's God ; not a merging of all nations into

Israel, bat a breaking down of separating

walls ; not a universal synagogue, but a uni-

versal Church, in which all that had been na-

tional, preparatory, symbolic, typical, would
merge into the spiritual reality of fulfilment.

But what is this prophecy from the Book of

Isaiah other than a prediction of the words of

Christ concerning those other sheep of His, not

of the Jewish fold, whom He must bring, and

who should hear His voice, that so there might
be one flock and one Shepherd—words which
He consecrated by His latest prayer. A. E.

make them joyful in Hy house of
prayer. They^w ho truly love and fear God
above all things find more joy and comfort in

His house than anjMvhere else ; the whole work
of the place is delightful to them, the Spirit of

God co-operating with them in it, and God
never failing to perform His promise here made
to those who come to His house duly prepared,

and keep their minds intent upon Him and the

duties there performed. Bp. Bcveridcjc.

God has ever ordained to man a set place for

his regular, stated periods of worship. Neither

groves nor hill-tops were God's first temples.

Even in the patriarchal ages, among the nomadic
generations, the few true worshippers of Jeho-

vah performed their worship before the nairow
altar of stones, the erection of their own hands,

builded unto the Lord in some selected spot,

which altar was set up once only in each place

where they sojourned. One of the first com-
mands of God to Israel, after their separation

as His people, was, " Let them make Me a

sanctuary," a place where I may dwell! First

the tabernacle, and afterward the Temple in

Jerusalem. This was called God's holy dwell-

ing—His house. For centuries and generations

this was His holy dwelling-place. Under the

better spiritual dispensation the single place

hallowed by God's special presence became
many. His dwelling-place God ever since has

made, wherever, in lowly or costly structure,

devout hearts congregate to worship Him in

spirit and in truth. Every such house solemn-

ly set apart to His worship, every such house

where God Himself is present—and only so long

as He is present—is God's house. And God's

house is pre-eminently the house of prayer

—

that is, of communion with God, in thankful

adoration and praise, in supplication, in the

believing reception of truth and promise, and

in the participation of sacramental provision

and privilege. B.

8. He who gathers the outcasts of Israel to

Himself will also gather the outcast Gentiles

as well. Would He not herein signify His spe-

cial plea-sure in gathering outcast ones—those

who are ostracized by the pride or selfishness

of man, but are for that reason only the more
welcome to the compas^sionate sympathy of the

Infinite Father ? H. C.
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All may come ; all may have the assurance

that their offering will be acceptable. The
whole world lies oa a level before God in re-

gard to its origin, for God " has made of one

blood all the nations of men to dwell on the

face of all the earth" (Acts 18 : 26). The whole

race is on a level in regard to moral character,

for all have sinned and come short of the glory

of God. And the whole racg is on a level in

regard to redemption, for the same Saviour

died for all ; there is the same Spirit to

sanctify all ; the same heaven is offered to

all ; and the same eternal and most blessed

God is ready to admit all to His favor,

and to confer on all everlasting life. What
thanks do we owe to the God of grace for the

blessings of the eternal Gospel ; and how deep-

ly anxious should we be that the offers of sal-

vation should in fact be made known to all

men ! The wide world may be saved, and

there is not one of the human race so degraded

in human estimation by rank, or color, or igno-

rance who may not be admitted to the same
heaven with Abraham and the prophets, and

whose prayers and praises would not be as ac-

ceptable to God as those of the most magnifi-

cent monarch who ever wore a crown. Come
the day then when all nations shall hear the glad

tidings of salvation ; and when the offers of

eternal redemption shall be made to all the

dwellers on the earth. Barnes.

9. We have here simply one of those alterna-

tions and transitions which are not only fre-

quent in this book, but one of its characteris-

tics, and indeed essential to the writer's purpose

of exhibiting God's dealing with His Church
both in wrath and mercy. From the foregoing

promises of growth, He now reverts to inter-

vening judgments and their causes. A.

This abrupt change of subject, from Gospel

promise made to outcasts, foreigners and men
deemed unclean, to the announcement of de-

vouring ruin upon a class whose watchmen are

blind and whose shepherds are ignorant, sensual

and selfish, can be accounted for only upon the

supposition that the prophet has a mission to

two classes who are morally the antipodes of

each other ; the one class honestly fearing and

seeking God ; the other, apostate, judicially

blinded, and near the point of being rejected of

God as incorrigible. These two classes consti-

tuted the nominally Jewish community at the

Saviour's advent. H. C.

10. " Watchman" is another term for " shep-

herd," referring here to the religious teachers

of the Lord's people—scribes, Pharisees, doc-

tors of the law, and at an earlier age the false

prophets and corrupt priests. They are blind,

mentally and spiritually—a fact to which
Isaiah repeatedly refers. H. C. They feed

not the flock, but fleece it. They are every one

looking to his own way, minding his own pri-

vate interests, and have no regard at all to the

public welfare ; it was Paul's complaint of the

watchmen in his time (Phil. 2 : 21), " All seek

their own, not the things that are Jesus

Christ's." Every one is for propagating his

own opinion, advancing his own party, raising

his own family and having ever3-thing to his

own mind, while the common concerns of the

public are wretchedly neglected and post-

poned. They look every one to his gain from
his quarter, from his end or part of the work,

they are for gain from every quarter. H.

11, 12. The description drops the figure of

the dog after the first clause, and speaks of the

same religious leaders as themselves shepherds

who are void of j ust understanding ; supreme-

ly selfish ; fearfully, disgustingly sensual
;

given to strong drink, and spending the live-

long night and even the next day in the long-

protracted debaucheries of beastly intoxication.

H. C.

12. They were secure and confident of the

continuance of their prosperity and ease ; they

said, " To-morrow shall be as this day, and

much more abundant ; we shall have as much to

spend upon our lusts to-morrow as we have to-

daJ^" They had no thought at all of their

own frailty and mortality, though they were

shortening their days and hastening their deaths

by their excesses. They had no dread of the

judgments of God, though they were daily

provoking Him and making themselves liable

to His wrath and curse. They never consid-

ered the uncertainty of all the delights and en-

joyments of sense, how they perish in the using

and pass away with the lusts of them. They
resolved to continue in this wicked course

whatever their consciences said to the con-

trary, to be as merry to-morrow as they are to-

day. " But boast not thyself of to-morrow,

when perhaps this night thy soul shall be re-

quired of thee." H.

Whoever may order our lives for us, it is

very certain that the ordering of them is not left

in our hands. If it were, our emotions would

be more simple, our conditions more stable and

more constant ; we should abide in prosperity,

our joy would be lunuixed witli grief. As it

is, we live in a constant flux of change. We
know not what a day may bring forth. Al-

most all we know of to-morrow is that it will

nut be as to-day ; it may be more abundant,
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but its abundance is just as likely to be bur-

densome and painful to us as it is to be helpful

and invigorating. To-day we may be clothed

in garments of heaviness, to morrow we may
exchange them for the robes of mirth. To-day

we try with trembling lips to frame some

words of comfort for those who mourn an ir-

reparable loss ; to-morrow our lips run over

with laughter and utter good wishes for those

who sit at the very climax of joy and hope.

Cox.

We are prone to look at the future as if it all

were within our power. We plan for earthly

happiness, as if our own purpose were omnipo-

tent. And even sore experience does not teach

us that our arm reaches but a little distance

and that we are subject to a governing power,

which employs us as the potter does the clay.

Of the majority of the schemes and enterprises

which engage the solicitude of the busy world,

it may be said, they include no thought of

providence. The worldly mind and even the

Christian mind under wrong influences contin-

ues its way as if self-sufficient. " To-morrow

shall be as this day, and much more abundant.

"

J. W. A.

These words may be used so as to make them

the utterance of a sober certainty which will

not be put to shame. When we turn our hope

away from earth to God and fill the future with

the light of His presence and the certainty of

His truth, the mists and doubts roll awaj', the

future is as certain as the past, and hope as as-

sured of its facts as memory. For we have an

unchanging and inexhaustible God, and He is

the true guarantee of the future for us. To-

day's health may be to-morrow's sickness, to-

day's happy companionship of love to-morrow's

aching solitude of heart ; but to-day's God will

be to-morrow's God, to-day's Christ will be to-

morrow's Christ. . . . Then let each new day

find in us a deeper love, a more perfect conse-

cration and more joyful service, and so in all

the beauties of the Christian soul and in all the

blessings of the Christian life " to-raorrow shall

be as this day and much more abundant." . . .

That will be the sublimest application of this

text when, dying, we can calmly be sure that

though to-day be on this side and to-morrow

on the other bank of the black river, there will

be no break in the continuity, but only an infi-

nite growth in our life, and heaven's tomor-

row shall be as earth's to-day, and much more

abundant. A. M.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER LVII.

57 : 1 The righteous perisheth, and no man layetli it to heart ; and merciful men are

taken away, none considering that the righteous is taken away from the evil to come.

3 He entereth into peace ; they rest in their beds, each one that walketh in his uprightness.

3 But draw near hither, ye sons of the sorceress, the seed of the adulterer and the whore.

4 Against whom do ye sport yourselves ? against whom make ye a wide mouth, and draw out

5 the tongue ? are ye not children of transgression, a seed of falsehood, 3'e that inflame j'our-

selves among the oaks, under every green tree ; that slay the children in the valleys, under

6 the clefts of the rocks ? Among the smooth stones of the valley is thy portion ; they, they

are thy lot : even to them hast thou poured a drink offering, thou hast offered an oblation.

7 Shall 1 be appeased for these things ? Upon a high and lofty mountain hast thou set thy

8 bed : thither also wentest thou up to offer sacrifice. And behind the doors and the posts

hast thou set up thy memorial : for thou hast discovered thyself io another than me, and art

gone up ; thou hast enlarged thy bed, and made thee a covenant with them ; thou lovedst

9 their bed where thou sawest it. And thou wentest to the king with ointment, and didst in-

crease thy perfumes, and didst send thine ambassadors far off, and didst debase thyself even

10 unto hell. Thou wast wearied with the length of thy way
;
yet saidst thou not. There is no

11 hope : thou didst find a quickening of thy strength ; therefore thou wast not faint. And of

whom hast thou been afraid and in fear, that thou liest, and hast not remembered me, nor

laid it to thy heart ? have not I held my peace even of long time, and thou fearest me not ?

12, 13 I will declare thy righteousness ; and as for thy works, they shall not profit thee. When
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thou criest, let them which thou hast gathered deliver thee ; but the wind shall take them,
a breath shall carry them all away : but he that putteth his trust iu me shall possess the landi

14 and shall inherit my holy mountain. And he shall say, Cast ye up, cast ye up, prepare the
way, take up the stumbling-block out of the way of my people.

15 For thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is Holy : I

dwell in the high and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to
16 revive the spirit of the humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite ones. For I will not

contend for ever, neither will I be always wroth : for the spirit should fail before me, and the
17 souls which I have made. For the iniquity of his covetousness was I wroth and smote him,
18 I hid myface and was wroth : and he went on frovvardly in the way of his heart. I have

seen his ways, and will heal him : I will lead him also, and restore comforts unto him and to
19 his mourners. I create the fruit of the lips : Peace, peace, to him that is far off and to him
20 that is near, saith the Lord ; and I will heal him. But the wicked are like the troubled sea

;

21 for it cannot rest, and its waters cast up mire and dirt. There is no peace, saith my God, to
the wicked.

Cliap. 57. Thischapter is evidently closely

connected in sense with chap. 56 : 9-13. In the

closing part of the last chapter the prophet
had said that the land of Israel would be in-

vaded by foreign armies represented under the

image of ravening beasts come to devour.

One of the causes of this he had also stated—to
wit : the general licentiousness, avarice and
intemperance of the rulers of the nation. The
same general subject is pursued in this chapter.

The prophet states specifically the sins of the

nation at large—evidently as a reason why the

calamities of the foreign invasion were coming
upon them. It is probable that the chapter

has primary reference to the times of Manasseh.
It was a time of persecution and blood. The
righteous were put to death ; the public ser-

vice of God was profaned and desecrated ; and
the evils of idolatry were seen and felt, under
the royal patronage, throughout the land. Yet
notwithstanding this, the nation was stupid

and insensible. They were not affected as they

should have been by the fact that the righteous

were cut off by persecution, and that idolatry

was patronized throughout the land. A few,

like the prophets, felt, and deeply felt. Their
hearts were desponding, and tlieir spirits

drooped. To encourage them, and to rebuke
the mass of the stupid and guilty nation, was
the design of this chapter. Barnes.

The case of the corrupt portion of God's
ancient people is the theme through the greater

part of this chapter, which therefore stands in

close connection with verses 9-12 of the chaj)-

ter previous. From the j udgments which fall

on the wicked the righteous are removed by a

peaceful death and go to their rest (verses 1, 2) ;

wicked men contemning the righteous, are

themselves really worthy of contempt (verses

3, 4) ; tlieir idolatry is put in literal terms

(verses 5, 6) ; and then in figurative (verses 7-9).

They had persisted in their sin the more fear-

lessly because God had been extremely forbear-

ing (verses 10-12) ; but judgments must come
and test the value of their helpers (verse 13).

The trustful in God shall find help iu Him
through His great condescension and mercy
(verses 13-19) ; but only unrest and sorrow
will be the lot of the wicked (verses 20, 21).

H. C.

I . See the blessedness of the righteous : they

are " taken away from the evil." The Lord
doeth this for them because He loves them.

The words to come are not in the original.

They are taken from all present evil. They
are taken from an evil nature : this is the grief

and burden of their righteous souls from day
to day ; but the death of the body shall quite

destroy the body of sin and death ; they shall

drop this body, and wing their way to endless

glory. They are taken from the evil of sin :

though this did not reign over them, yet it

raged in them ; though they were not under
its dominion, yet it waired in their members
and made them cry out. Oh, wretched ! Sin

brought death into the world : death shall be

the grave of sin : the righteous is not taken

away in his sins, but from the evil of them.

They are taken from that evil of evils, unbe-

lief. From all the evil of this present world,

from all pains, trials and afflictions, of what-

ever kind, we shall be forever delivered. This

is the negative blessedness of the righteous.

Who shall describe their positive happiness ?

It hath not entered into the heart of man to

conceive what the Lord hath prepared for them
who love Iliin : this we must die fully to

know. O love the Lord, all ye His saints.

William Mason,

2. This seems to be added as a kind of after-
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thought, to limit what immediately preceeds,

and preclude its application to all the dead

without distinction. The peace and rest here

meant are those of the body in the grave and

of the soul in heaven ; the former being fre-

quently referred to as a kind of pledge and ad-

umbration of the latter. A. Walked in

uprigbtnciiis. This is literally ;
" the man

walking straightforward," in the moral sense.

The passage shows conclusively that the proph-

ets of Isaiah's age knew of an after life of

blessedness for the righteous, but for the right-

eons only. H. C.

Let all people " mark the perfect man and

behold the upright," take notice that
'

' the end of

that man is peace.
'

' They that walk in their up-

rightness while they live shall enter into peace

when they die. A peaceful death has concluded

the troublesome life of many a good man ; and

all is well that thus ends everlastingly well.

H. It is true that the dying saint " ^t»t'S in

peace." He has calmness in his dying, as well

as peace in his grave. He leaves the world in

peace. He forgives all who have injured him
;

prays for all who have persecuted him ; and

peacefully and calmly dies. He lies in a peace-

ful grave—often represented in the Scriptures

as a place of repose, where the righteous
" sleep" in the hope of being awakened in the

morning of the resurrection. He enters into

the rest of heaven—the world of perfect and

eternal repose. No persecution comes there
;

no trial awaits him there ; no calamity shall

meet him there. Thus in all respects the right-

eous leave the world in peace ; and thus death

ceases to be a calamity, and this most dreaded

of all evils is turned into the highest blessing.

Barnes.

We ought not to think of those whom we
have loved and lost as if they had gone, carry-

ing with thom declining powers, and still bear-

ing the marks of this inevitable law of stagna-

tion and then of decay, under wiiich they

groaned here. Think of them rather as hav-

ing, if they sleep in Jesus, reversed all this, as

having carried with them, indeed, all the gifts

of matured experience and ripened wisdom
which the slow j'ears brings, biit likewise as

having left behind all the weariness of accom-

plished aims, the monotony of a formed charac-

ter, the rigidity of limbs that have ceased to

grow. Think of them as receiving again from

the hands of Christ much of which they were

robbed by the lapse of years. Think of them

as then crowned with loving-kindness and sat-

isfied with good, so that their youth is renewed

like the eagle's. Think of them as again joy-

ous, with the joy of beginning a career, which
has no term but the sum of all perfection in the

likeness of the infinite God. They rise like the

song-bird, aspiring to the heavens, circling

round, and ever higher, which " singing still

doth soar, and soaring ever singeth"—up and

up through the steadfast blue to the sun !

They shall lose the marks of age as they grow
in eternity, and they who have stood before the

throne the longest shall be likest Him who sat

in the sepulchre young with immortal strength,

radiant with unwithering beauty. A. M.

3, 4. The speaker turns suddenly to accost

the wicked. The English version fails to do

full j ustice to the force of this transition. The
Hebrew reads literally, " And you—draw ye

near hither ;" the word " you" being made em-

phatic. Are not j'e yourselves far more con-

temptible than those you contemn ? To show
this 3'et more clearly, he proceeds to describe

their idolatrous habits, than which nothing

could be more worthy of contempt. H. C.

5-§. The minute description of idolatry giv-

en in this passage is exceedingly perplexing to

those writers who fix the date of composition

at the period of the exile. Hendewerk makes
one concession really valuable—viz., that the

efforts of Gesenius and Hitzig to reconcile the

terms of the description with the state of things

during the captivity are wholly abortive. A
perfect solution of the difficulty is alTorded by
our own hypothesis, that the prophet, from the

whole field of vision spread before him, singles

out the most revolting traits and images by

which he could present in its true aspect the

guilt and madness of apostasy from God. A.

9. A reference to efforts to secure foreign

alliances. These alliances were closely related

to idolatry both because they involved apostasy

from the true God to other nations and to their

idol gods for help, and because they naturally

opened the door for introducing among them-

selves the gods of other nations. H. C.

10. Thou hast tried all ways to save thyself

from the evils that threaten thee : with what

pains didst thou court the favor of foreign

princes ! and to no purpose
;

yet thou didst

not refrain :
" thou hast found the life of thine

hand"— that is, thou hast made a shift by these

methods to support thyself for the present,

therefore thou hast felt no remorse. Bp. Wil-

son.

Either by the aid which they had obtained

from foreign alliances, or by the gratiticatiou

experienced in the service of idols, they had

found so much to uphold them that they had

not been in utter despair, and had not been led
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to seek God. And the passage may teach the

general truth, that notwithstanding all tlie

trials and disappointments of life, still worldly

souls find so much comfort in the ways of sin

that they are not utterly prostrated and over-

whelmed in despair. They still find the "life

of their hand in them." If a plan fails they

repeat it, or they try another. In the pursuits

of ambition, of wealth and of fashion, not-

withstanding all the expense and irksomeness,

and disappointment, and care, they find a kind

of pleasure w^hich sustains them, and enough

success to prompt them to renewed efforts and
to keep them from returning to God. They
wander from object to object ; they become
weary in the pursuit, yet they do not abandon
it ; they still cling to hope though often re-

pulsed—and though the world gives tliem no
permanent comfort—though wealth, and am-
bition, and gaj^ety, and vice all fail in impart-

ing the happiness which they sought, yet they

do not give it up in despair. They still feel

that it is to be found in some other way than by
the disagreeable necessity of returning to God,
and they wander from object to object, and
from land to land, and become exhausted in the

pursuit, and are worn down by age, and still are

not ready to say, " There is no hope, we give it

up in despair, and we will now seek happiness

in God." The world is still pursued with just

as little success, with increased exhaustion,

with continually augmenting evidence that it

cannot meet and satisfy the desires of the undy-
ing soul, and with just as much reluctance to

seek permanent bliss in God. Barnes.

11. Have not I held iny peace even
of old, and thou fearest me not?—
that is, And therefore thou fearest me not ?

Sinners take encouragement to continue in

sin from God's patience and long-suffering.

W. Lowth.

12. This language seems ironical, inasmuch
as her righteousness was only outrageous in-

iquity. The sentiment is. Thy righteousness,

such as it is, I will set plainly before thee, a

righteousness that shall profit thee nothing, but
shall only bring a curse upon thy guilty head.

1 3. When thou criest out in the panic of ap
palling fear, then let thy foreign gods, troops

and all other helpers whatsoever rush to thy
help. All will be in vain, for the wind shall

bear them all away, yea a breath (vanity) shall

take them. They fly like chaff before the

whirlwind. But mark the contrast. He who
puts his trust in Me shall have Canaan for his

inheritance and My holy mountain for his home
and possession. These expressions bear a

wealth of precious meaning. Consider how
the pilgrim travellers, forty years in the wil-

derness, learned the significance of possessing

the laud of promise, and how it became to

them an image of the heavenly country. H. C.

Trust in Mc shall possess. Trust in a
Divine person, not only for the forgiveness of

sins, but for every good that He bestows and
man needs

; not in His grace alone, br.t as well
in His providence

; in the end and also in the

way thither
; in the Divine constitution and

order of things ; in that fatherly care of God
which comprehends all our wants and Avays

—

this is our rest and strength, through which we
may have such hold of the universe as to make
" all things" ours. 0. E. Daggett.

14. The idea is, that the obstacles should be
removed from the path of those who put their

trust in God. The language is derived from the

return from the exile, as if persons should go be-

fore them, and should cry, " Cast ye up," etc.
;

or as if the cry of the people all along their

journey should be, " Remove the obstacles to

their return. " This cry is often heard before

the coming of a distinguished prince or con-

queror in the East. The Rev. Joseph Wolf
stated in a lecture in Philadelphia (September
18th, 18B7), that on entering Jerusalem from the

west, in the direction of Gaza, the road for a con-

siderable distance from Jerusalem was so full

of stones that it was impracticable to ride, and
those who were entering the city were obliged

to dismount. When the Pacha (Ibrahim, son

of Mohammed AH) approached Jerusalem, it

was customary for a considerable number of

laborers to go before him and remove the stones

from the way. This was done amid a constant

cry, " Cast up, cast up the way. Remove the

stones, remove the stones." And on a placard

or standard it was written, " The Pacha is com-
ing," and everywhere the cry was heard, " The
Pacha is coming, cast up the way ; remove the

stones." Barnes.

This prophecy, in design as well as fact, is

perfectly unlimited to any one event or period,

yet perfectly defined as a description of God's

mode of dealing with His Church and with

those who, although in it, are not of it. A.

The sentiment is, There shall be a call to clear

the way for the true people of God to com3 out

from among the wicked before Divine judg-

ments shall crush and exterminate them. Pro-

phetically its outlook may be to that sifting

process which severed the true Israel from the

false before the final destruction of the nation

by the Romans. Or, with a less specific appli-

cation it may teach in general that God's true
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cliildren are forewarned and will be providen-

tially aided to come out from among the incor-

rigibly wicked before they meet their fearful

doom. H. C.

15, Here the light and hope of the Gospel

dawns once more amid the threatenings. Mercy

and grace to the humble and contrite forms the

message in the first beatitudes, and the great

law of Gospel promise. Birks.

You need not hesitate to trust the promise

which is involved in this command, for the

High and Holy One has made the following

solemn declaration. The same two epithets

are joined in chap. 6:1, which is regarded by
the modern critics as the oldest extant compo-

sition of the genuine Isaiah. A. These are

indeed sublime conceptions of the glorious God
making eternity His dwelling place ; exalted

high above all creatures ; rejoicing in the name
" Holy" as best expressing His infinite purity

and never sullied excellence ; but representing

Him, though so high and holy, as yet conde-

scending to dwell with the contrite and the

lowly of earth for the special purpose of reviv-

ing their spirit and comforting their heart.

His people may trust Him none the less because

He is the High and Exalted One, inhabiting

eternity, rejoicing in the name " Holy, "/£»;•,

though so high, and withal so pure, yet He
dwells with the humble and lowly none the less

for this, but rather the more surely and the

more graciously. H. C.

Eternity, magnificent as it is, never was with-

out an Inhabitant. Eternity means nothing by
itself. It merely expresses the existence of the

High and Lofty One that inhabiteth it. We
make a fanciful distinction between eternity

and time—there is no real distinction. We are

in eternity at this moment. That has begun to

be with us which never began with God. Our
only measure of time is by the succession of

ideas. It is not so with God. There is no succes-

sion of ideas with Ilim. Every possible idea is

present with Him now. It was present with

Him ten thousand j'ears ago. God's dwelling-

place is that eternity which has neither past

nor future, but one vast, immeasurable present.

There is a second measure given us of God in

this verse. It is in respect of space. He dwell-

eth in the high and lofty place. He dwelleth,

moreover, in the most insignificant place—even

the heart of man. And the idea by which the

prophet would here exhibit to us the greatness

of God is that of His eternal omnipresence. It

is ditficult to say which conception carries with

it the greatest exaltation—that of boundless

space or that of unbounded time. If every

other trace of Deity has been expunged by the

fall, these two, at least, defy destruction—the

thought of eternal time and the thought of

immeasurable space.

The third measure which is given us of God
respects His character. His name is Holy.

The chief idea which this would convey to us

is separation from evil. Brethren, there is a

time drawing near when those of us who shall

stand at His right hand, purified from all evil

taint, shall be able to comprehend absolutely

wliat is meant by the holiness of God. At pres-

ent, with hearts cleaving down to earth, and

tossed by a thousand gusts of unholj' passion,

we can only form a dim conception rchiticely of

that which it implies. None but the pure can

understand purity. The chief knowledge
which we have of God's holiness comes from our

acquaintance with unholiness. We know what
impurity is—God is not that. We know what
injustice is—God is not that. We know what
restlessness, and guilt, and passion are, and

deceitfulness, and pride, and waywardness

—

all these we know. God is none of these. And
this is our chief acquaintance with His charac-

ter. We know what God is not. We scarcely

can be rightly said to know—that is, to feel,

Avhat God is. And therefore this is implied

in the very name of holiness. Holiness in the

Jewish sense mer.ns simply separateness.

From all that is wrong, and mean, and base,

our God is forever separate. F. W. Itobertson.

"The High and Lofty One dwells with him
who is of a contrite and humble spirit ;" and

the end of His dwelling there is to " revive the

spirit of the humble, and to revive the heart of

the contrite ones ;" by His sweet influences

the lowly to exalt and the bruised to heal.

True Christians are His "temples," and He
" dwells and walks in them." They have wor-

shipping and adoring thoughts of Him, and

keep up in their hearts sacrifices of prayer and

praise, which render their souls fitter temples

to Him than even His awful palace in the olden

Church. And, then. His " exceeding great

and precious promises," received by faith,

make them "partakers of the Divine nature;"

not, indeed, of the substance of God, the

Divine nature itself, but of " a DivMne nature,"

a nature like God's, the Divine " image and

likeness" recovered. Specially doth Christ

"abide in them." A precious Saviour, He
"dwells in their hearts by faith." By faith,

their hearts sweetly entertain this friend and

brother of their souls. By faith, they " put on

Christ," with all the fruits of believing, till

they stand " conformed to His image," dressed
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both in a robe of righteousness, which He has

externally wrought for them, and in a garment

of hoHness, which they have inwardly caught

from among His shining graces. He is, more-

over, ''ill them, the hope of glory." Their

inmost thoughts, affections and desires do so

centre in Him, that they cannot doubt of ulti-

mately sharing with Him the glory to which

He is exalted. J. S. Stone.

The soul of man was meant for all that it is

capable of being. And its highest end is to be

yielded up to God, that His will may work in

it and through it. In a word, it is to be holy

as He is holy ; it is to be His consecrated, His

living temple—His sacred name inscribed on

its portal—all the wealth of time and probation

a willing sacrifice upon its altar. And how
consonant and accordant is this with the majesty

of God and the blessedness of man ! A living

temple ! A human spirit within which the

Eternal Spirit condescending will deign to

dwell ! GilUtt.

Nothing in external worship is dear to Him,

where the heart is foreign and alien to Him.

There is no place so satisfactory for Him to rest

in as the heart of His intelligent creatures ; a

mind penetrated with a sense of sin, touched

with gratitude, glowing with love and pros-

trating itself in the deepest humiliation before

Him, this is the place of his rest, and He bows
the heaven itself and comes down to take pos-

session of such a temple as is furnished by the

heart of that man. R. Hall.

" 1 dwell with him that is of a contrite and

humble spirit." There is this distinction be-

tween what is great in God and what is great

in man. To be independent of everything in

the universe is God's glory, and to be indepen-

dent is man's shame. All that God has. He
has from Himself—all that man has, he has from

God. And the moment man cuts himself off

from God, that moment he cuts himself off

from grandeur. In two things the greatness

of man consists. One is to have God so dwell-

ing in us as to impart His character to us ; and

the other is to have God so dwelling in us that

we recognize His presence, and know that we
are His and He is ours. They are two things

perfectly distinct. To hate God in us, this is

salvation ; to knotr) that God is in us, this is

assurance. F. W. R.

Christ discloses a second universe in the soul,

with its depths of infinite yearning and heights

of capability, and shows the greatness that is

in man, by touching human nature with the

Divine which is in Himself. The man who,

with unsealed eyes and humble heart, enters

this new world, perceives a growing grandeur
worthy of all that God has done or can do for

it—a world that goes forward not to death, but
life, and that even now floods all the stars with
a purer, tenderer light than the astronomer's

tube can reveal. The character of God rises

more conspicuously Divine — love softening

greatness, and greatness commending love.

" The High and Lofty One that iuhabiteth

eternity, and that dwells in the high and holy

place, dwelleth with him also that is of a con-

trite and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of

the humble, and to revive the heart of the con-

trite ones." Ker.

Nothing of more serious import can possibly he

exp>ressed than what is here declared to us, that

no communion between the Holy One and the

proud man can ever find a place, but only with

the sinner truly penitent. The higher our heart

raises itself, the farther He draws back ; the

deeper our soul abases itself, the lower the hand
of mercy is silently stretched forth toward us.

Never have we less to fear than when we sink

ourselves ; never more to hope than when we
begin to despair of all save One. " First,

when you have really become nothing, can God
make anything of you :" the parado.x of Luther

remains always true and beautiful, but not so

beautiful as this passage from Isaiah. He who
in such a passage does not hear the voice of

God Himself is deaf in spiritual matters. And
he who through God's grace not merely receives

it, but with trembling hand grasps it as the firm

staff of his own support, ever gives thanks

anew for it, clings fast to it, pressing forward

to the heights which undoubtedly he shall at

last attain, though it may well be—only

through the depths. Van 0.

16. The great mercy and compassion of God
toward His people are manifested especially in

His corrective discipline. He is constrained to

" contend" with them in stern displeasure, re-

buking them for their iniquity ; yet even then

His great compassion sets the shortest limit pos-

sible. " He will not contend forever," " for

He knoweth our frame and remembered) that

we are dust." He takes it into account that no

human soul can long endure under His rebuke.

H. C.

AVe are not to despair because we have fal-

tered and failed ; nor need we write bitter

things against ourselves ; we are just what

others are—erring children of a fallen race.

Hence, instead of despairing, repining or liat-

ing ourselves, we should patiently endeavor to

correct our faults, amend our ways and doings,

and above all we should commit the keeping
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of our souls unto God in well-doing, as unto a

faithful Creator. However much we may de-

spise ourselves, we are dear to the heart of

God
;
and He who has bought us with His

blood has not paid the wondrous price of our
redemption to lose us without a struggle or

abandon us because of frailties and infirmities.

Let us turn our hearts to Him, and content our-

selves to lie low at His feet and passive in His
hands, that we may be made vessels unto
honor, fitted for the Master's use. Anon.

17. The sentiments of the verse are that

covetousness is a sin often fearfully prevalent ;

always most provoking to God ; a sin for which
He often chastises men, and yet one which His
best elforts fail to cure. H. C.

I§. God takes away a little comfort, that He
may make room in the soul for a greater degree
of comfort. This, the prophet Isaiah sweetly
shows :

" / have seen his icays, and loill heal

him ; I will lead Mm also, and restore comforts

unto 1dm, and to his mourners.'' Bear up
sweetly, O precious soul ! thy storm shall end
in a calm, and thy dark night in a sunshiny
day. Thy mourning shall be turned into re-

joicing, and the waters of consolation shall be
sweeter and higher in thy soul than ever. The
mercy is surely thine, but the time of giving
it is the Lord's. T. Brooks.

No human heart, however wounded, contin-

ues always to bleed. Some gracious vegeta-
\

tion creeps over the wildest ruin. The rough-
est edges are smoothed by time. Vitality asserts

itself
; other interests have a right to be enter-

tained, and are entertained. The recuperative
powers come into play, and the pang departs and
poignancy is softened. The nightly guest.

Sorrow, slips away, and ere we know, another
sits in her place. Some of us try to fight

against that merciful process, and seem to think
that it is a merit to continue, by half artificial

means, the first moment of pain, and that it is

treason to some dear remembrances to let life

have its way, and to-day have its rights. That
is to set ourselves against the dealings of God,
and to refuse to forgive Him for what His love
has done for us.

But another thought seems to me to be even
more beautiful—viz., the transformation of the
evil, sorrow itself, into the radiant form of joy.

A prince comes to a poor man's hovel, is hos-

pitably received in the darkness, and, being re-

ceived and welcomed, in the morning slips off

the rags and appears as he is. Sorrow is Joy
disguised. If it be accepted, if the will sub-
mit, if the heart let itself be untwined, that its

tendrils may be coiled closer round the heart of

God, then the transformation is sure to come,
and joy will dawn on those who have done
rightly—that is, submissively and thankfully

—by their sorrows. It will not be a joy like

what the world calls joy—loud-voiced, boister-

ous, ringing with idiot laughter ; but it will be
pure, and deep, and sacred, and permanent.
A white lily is better than a flaunting peony,
and the joy into which sorrow accepted turns
is pure and refining and good. All o ar troubles,

big and little, may be converted into gladnesses
if we accept them as God meant them. A. M.
Nothing doth so establish the mind amid the

rollings and turbulency of present things as

both a look above them and a look beyond
them

; above them, to the steady and good
hand by which they are ruled ; and beyond
them, to the sweet and beautiful end to which
by that hand they shall be brought. Leighton.

19. I create llie fruit of the lips.
"The sacrifice of praise," saith Paul (Heb.
13 : 15), " is the fruit of the lips." God creates

this fruit of the lips by giving new subject
and cause of thanksgiving by His mercies con-
ferred on those among His people who ac-

knowledge and bewail their transgressions, and
return to Him. The great subject of thanks-
giving is peace ; reconciliation and pardon
offered to them that are nigh, and to them that

are afiir off
; not only to the Jew, but also to

the Gentile, as Paul more than once applies

those terms (Eph. 2 : 13, 17 ; see also Acts 2 : 39).

Bp. Lowth. The connection of thought in

our passage is that His wayward people when
brought to repentance by Ills corrective disci-

pline, so as to be truly broken and humbled in

spirit, will have their mouths filled with praise

and will be blessed with double peace, both the

Gentile afar off and the Jew who is near.
" Peace" comprehends all spiritual blessings.

II. C.

Serenity and pure-heartedness are the kind
of peace that has most of heaven. It is better

than religious rapture. The rapture that comes
from pardoned guilt is like the fire-rocket that

streams and blazes through the black sky, mak-
ing everything brilliant for a moment, and
forcing men to look at it ; the peace of him
that has lived near to God is like the quiet,

steady lustre of the lighthouse lamp, startling

no one, very easily mistaken for a common
light, but never quenched ; ever to be found
when wanted, casting the same mild ray-

through the long night across the maddest bil-

lows that curl their crests around the rock on
which it stands. This is the kind of peace en-

joyed by him that is near. F. W. li.
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The " peace of God" to which the apostlr re-

fers with a kind of rapturous confidence is not

simply an expression of the soul's relations to

the Divine judgment, as justified by the blood

of the cross, nor yet is it that harmony of spirit

that binds the company of believers together in

holy love ; but beyond these, yet not excluding

them, it is the inward state of the soul renewed

by grace, in wliich the Divine Comforter has

taken up His abode, Himself the Author and

perpetual source of the soul's deep and quiet

confidence in God—a state of mind which,

though well known to the conscious subject

of it, surpasses human thought in respect to its

cause and its sure support. And yet so surely

is this peace maintained and defended against

all assaults, that the whole spiritual nature

—

the heart and mind—are kept inviolate, so long

as the soul abides in Christ Jesus. And as this

result is accomplished in Him, both the peace

itself and the accompanying security are His

perpetual gifts. We abide in Him, being kept

by His gracious power ; and in Him is all ful-

ness of grace. So long as the soul's interests

are given up to Christ, they are safe beyond all

liability to fall, or to be spoiled by the adver-

sary. The Shepherd keeps His own. He leads

them in green pastures, and beside Ihe still

waters ; and none can perish that do not wan-

der from the flock. D. Curry.

20, 21. While the souls of the righteous

rest in deep repose, trusting in their God for-

ever, the wicked have no true peace at all.

Forever restive, never satisfied with either them-

selves or God
;
grasping after good they can-

not attain, they are forcibly and fitly compared

to the restless sea. H. C. When we can

once stay our minds on God, we are quiet ; but

when we must bring God to our mind, and

must have God go our pace, or come at our

time and work in our way (none of which He
will do, what ado soever we make to have it so),

oh, how restless and troubled are we, even like

the trouljled sea when it cannot rest ! Ciri/l.

Leave the passions unsubdued, and they turn

the soul into a tiger's cage, and man grows up
a self-willed, capricious, tyrannic being, uncom-

fortable himself and uncomfortable to every-

body else, always in trouble, and practically

an Ishnuiel, domineering or impetuous, a ty-

rant or a criminal. Let the individual be left

to his appetites, let him be iudidged in having

whatever he craves, and he will always be gov-

erned bj' his impulses and his thirst for pleas-

ure, till nothing will satisfy him ; content will

be impossible. He will be uneasy, restless,

wretched. Oillett,

It is only when these passions are subdued
that there can be calmness of spirit ; and these

are effectually subdued only under the influence

of religion. Men may learn in some degree to

control them by the influence of philosophy ; or

a i^ride of character and respect to their station

and reputation may enable them in some degree

to restrain them, but they are like the smothered

fires of the volcano or like the momentary calm

of the ocean that a gust of wind may soon lash

into foam. To restrain them is not to subdue

them ; for no man can tell how soon he may be

excited by anger or how soon the smothered

fires of lust may burn. Barnes.

The passion, the desires, the impulses that

lead us to do wrong things, are like a crew that

mutiny, and take for a moment the wiieel frem

the steersman and the command from the cap-

tain, but then, having driven the ship on the

rocks, the mutineers get intoxicated and lie

down and sleep. Passion fulfils itself, and ex-

pires. The desire is satisfied, and it turns into

a loathing. The tempter draws us to him, and

then unveils the horrid face that lies beneath

the mask. When the deed is done and cannot

be undone, then comes satiety ; then comes the

reaction of the fierce excitement, the hot blood

begins to flow more slowly ; then rises up in

the heart conscience ; then rises up in majesty

in the soul reason ; then flashes and flares be-

fore the eye the vivid picture of the cons3-

quences. His enemy has found the sinner.

A. M.

Cannot rest. This impossibility of rest

arises partly from the soul's own majesty. God

made the spirit of man like the ocean in its

vastness. It is its own magnificence that makes

it intensely misei-able. Man's soul rocks and

billows itself with ah eternity beneath it. It

is that which makes human suffering a thing of

grandeur, because every pang that contracts a

human brow and every quiver that distorts a

pale lip are only indications of what may
merge into the unresting doom of infinite

wail. When God put man in possession of a

self, and made that self immortal. He only

made him nuisUa- of a tremendous heritage of

woe.

Partly, again, this impossibility of rest comes

from the soul's power of being acted upon by

heavenly influences and by earthly ones to-

gether. The sea rests not because of the at-

traction of the heavenly bodies, which keep it

in an endless ebb and flow—drawn toward the

earth and drawn toward the sky alternately,

and obeying neither impulse solely, it m/r«r><

rest. Know we nothing of this in our own
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bosoms ? There is a tide of feeling which ebbs

alternatel}'^ to lieaven and earth. " The flesh

lusteth against the spirit, and the spirit against

the flesh." We are conscious, surely, of liigh

instincts that tell of God ; conscious, besides,

of grovelling propensities that drag us down to

earth—low wants and lofty longings. So long

as these hold man's soul alternately, is rest

possible ? Nay, one force must overcome the

other before that can be. The love of God
must master the world's attraction, or if not,

then the soul is " like the troubled sea when it

cannot rest."

Partly, once more, the impossibility of rest

arises from outward circumstances. There are

winds that sweep along the ocean's surface and

fret it into agitation. A small gust raises a

single wave on the surface of the water, and

before that wave has passed over a thousand

miles it has become a swell which may swamp
a navy. Something like this man has to make
him restless. Besides his own inborn passions,

there are circumstances from without in this

world to fret and agitate and discompose his

spirit—small trials of temper that make up

much of the weariness of life ; reverses of for-

tune ; all that men call annoyances and sor-

rows. And then we lay the blame on these and

ask, " IIow could the man have been otherwise

than as he is ? He is disappointed, miserable
;

well, but the circumstances of his earlier years,

faulty education, others' neglect, made him

so." The man who has not peace in himself

cannot get peace from circumstances. Place

him where you will, he carries an unquiet heart

along with him. Can you keep the ocean from

the wind ? Can you bid the gust and the hur-

ricane be still, and not play their wild game
over the face of the waters'? Can you save

man from circumstances ? Nay. We are here

to control the circumstances in which we are

placed, and transmute them, and get good and

spirituality out of them. It certainly may be

true that a man is made restless and miserable

by circumstances. It certainly may be that

the ocean is ploughed into billows by the tem-

pest blasts, but all that they did was to lash

the ocean and show that it was yielding water

and not firm rock. All that circumstances have

done when they make a man restless is just

this, to show that he is not incorporated with

the Rock of Ages. F. W. Robertson.

It is a certain truth, what this prophet had

said before (chap. 48 : 33), and here repeats

(verse 31), " There is no peace to the wick-

ed," no reconciliation to God, nor can they be

upon good terms with Him while they go on

still in their trespasses ; no quietness or satis-

faction in their own mind, no real good, no

peace in death, because no hope. " My God
hath said it," and all the world cannot unsay

it, That there is no peace to those that allow

themselves in any sin. What have they to do

with peace ? H.

The world's peace is the indulgence of the

heart as if it were in a state of health
—

" Let

nature have her way ;" Christ's peace is the

healing of a disordered heart. It does not con-

sist in giving the rein to desires, but in master-

ing them. It consists in placing the whole soul

under the discipline of the cross, and " bring-

ing into captivity every thought to the obedi-

ence of Christ. " We are " sick to death, " sick

of our own selfishness and our own unregeu-

erated hearts ; and we are here in this world to

be cured. These are our only two hopes of

rest. The world's peace comes by adding fuel

to the fever ; Christ's peace comes by curing

it. And there is not a man in this congrega-

tion who is not resting his faith and his expec-

tation of rest on one of these promises or the

other. There is not one who has immersed

himself in business, and there is not one who
has hidden himself, like Adam, in the trees of

this world's garden of enjoyment who does

not hope to find in his own way the rest which

his spirit needs. Through the path of guilt

or through the path of restlessness we are all

seeking rest. In life's retirement or in life's

bustle it is the same pursuit in different forms.

Seek on we must, till we win or miss forever.

F. W. R.

I am a very strong believer in the punish-

ment of certain kinds of actions, not only in

the present, but in all the future a man can

have, be it long or short. Therefore in hell
;

for I suppose that all men with a clear sense of

right and wrong (and I am not sure that any

others deserve such punishment) have now and

then "descended into hell" and stopped there

quite long enough to know what infinite imnish-

ment means. And if a genuine, not merely

subjective immortality awaits us, I conceive

that, without some such change as that depict-

ed in the fifteenth chapter of the second Epistle

to the Corinthians, immortality must be eternal

misery. The faith of Swift's Struldbrugs

seems to me not more horrible than that of a

mind imprisoned forever within the flammantia

mmnia of inextinguishable memories. Huxley.

Professor Huxley does well to emphasize

the awfulness of inextinguishable memories.

And yet who shall say the remorse which is

the fruit of the memories of evil deeds may not
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be the punishment held in reserve for the im-

penitent and perverse ; and if so who shall de-

clare it to be unjust? For remorse, born as it

is of the memories, carries with it a sense of

wilful, deliberate, perverse wickedness which

is irremediable. We recall the lines printed in

the London Spectator some years ago, and which

arrested attention at the time. We give two

stanzas :

I sat alone with my conscience in a place where time had

ceased,

And we talked of my former living in the land where the

years increased.

The ghosts of forgotten actions came floating before my
sight.

And things that I thought were dead things were alive

with a terrible might

;

The vision of all my past life was an awful thing to

face

Alone with my conscience, sitting in that silently solemn

place.**•»
And now alone with my conscience, in the place where

the years increa&e,

I try to recall that future in the land where time will

cease
;

And I know of the future judgment, how dreadful so
e"er it be,

That to sit alone with my conscience will be judgment

enough for me.

Christian at Work.

It is somewhat surprising that the " higher

criticism" has not detected in this repetition a

marginal gloss or the assimilating hand of some

redactor. But even Hitzig zealously contends,

without an adversary, that the verse is genu-

ine both here and in chap. 48 : 22, and that its

studied repetition proves the unity and chron-

ological arrangement of the whole book. The

only wonder is that in a hundred cases more or

less analogous the same kind of reasoning is

rejected as beneath refutation. This verse, ac-

cording to the theory of Riickert, Hitzig and

Havernick, closes the second great division of

the later prophecies. A.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER LVIII.

5§ : 1 Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and declare unto my people

2 their transgression, and to the house of Jacob their sins. Yet they seek me daily, and de-

light to know my ways ; as a nation that did righteousness, and forsook not the ordinance of

3 their God, they ask of me righteous ordinances, they delight to draw near unto God. Where-

fore have we fasted, say they, and thou seest not ? icherefore have we afflicted our soul, and

thou takest no knowledge ? Behold, in the day of your fast ye find your oion pleasure, and

4 exact all your labours. Behold, ye fast for strife and contention, and to smite with the fist

5 of wickedness : ye fast not this day so as to make your voice to be heard on high. Is such

the fast that I have chosen ? the day for a man to afllict his soul ? Is it to bow down his

head as a rush, and to spread sackcloth and ashes under him ? wilt thou call this a fast, and

6 an acceptable day to the Lord ? Is not this the fast that I have chosen ? to loose the bonds

of wickedness, to undo the bands of the yoke, and to let the oppressed go free, and that ye

7 break every yoke ? Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor

that are cast out to thy house ? when thou seest the naked, that thou cover him ;
and that

8 thou hide not thyself from thine own flesh ? Then shall thy light break forth as the morn-

ing, and thy healing shall spring forth speedily : and thy righteousness shall go before thee
;

9 the glory of the Lord shall be thy rearward. Then shalt thou call, and the Lord shall an-

swer ; thou shalt cry, and he shall say. Here I am. If thou take away from the midst of

10 thee the yoke, the putting forth of the finger, and speaking wickedly ; and if thou draw out

thy soul to the hungry, and satisfy the afflicted soul ; then shall thy light rise in darkness,

11 and thine obscurity be as the noonday : and the Lord shall guide thee continually, and sa*;-

isfy thy soul in dry places, and make strong thy bones ; and thou shalt be like a watered

13 garden, and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not. And they that shall be of thee

sliall build the old waste places : thou shalt raise up the foundations of many generations ;

and thou shalt be called The repairer of the breach. The restorer of paths to dwell in.

13 If thou turn away thy foot from the sabbath, from doing thy pleasure on my holy day
;
and
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call the sabbath a delight, and the holy of the Lord honourable ;
and shalt honour it, not

14 doing thine own ways, nor finding thine own pleasure, nor speaking thine own woid, : then

shnlt thou delight thyself in the Lokd ; and I will make thee to ride upon the high places of

the earth ; and I will feed thee with the heritage of Jacob thy father : for the mouth of the

Lord hath spoken it.

Cliap. 5§. Self-righteous formalism is one

main evil which grew up among the Jewish

people along with open idolatry, and survived

it in the times after the return from Babylon.

Direct idol worship then almost wholly disap-

peared. But the other evil, more subtle.in its na-

ture, though present from the first, became con-

spicuous under the second Temple, and reached

its height when our Lord began His ministry.

After rejecting the Gospel, it hardened into the

Talmudical rabbinism of later times. In the

visible Church of Christ the succession has

been almost the same. The open prevalence

of saint and image worship has been followed

by a wide prevalence of various forms of life-

less orthodoxy, or zealotry, near akin to the

Pharisaism of the Jews in the days of Isaiah.

In this chapter we have a distinct warning

against this second great evil in the Jewish and

Christian churches. Bivks.

The design of this chapter is to reprove the

Jews for a vain dependence on the performance

of the outward forms of religion. The nation

is represented as diligent in the performance of

the external rites of their religion, and as ex-

pecting to avert the Divine judgments by the

performance of those rites. They are repre-

sented as filled with amazement, that though

they were thus diligent and faithful, yet they

had no tokens of the Divine approbation, but

were left as if forsaken by God. The main

scope of the chapter is to show the reason why
their religious services met with no tokens of

the Divine acceptance, and the way in which

thej^ might obtain His favor, and the blessings

which would follow the proper performance of

their duties. Barnes.

This is a chapter on hypocrites, the special

type or class being those who combine the ap-

parently self-denying formalities of religion

with the most self-indulgent and heartless op-

pression of their fellow-creatures. Since the

Jewish nation as a whole professed to be the

people of God, apostates in heart would often

be hj'pocrites, keeping up the forms of religion

after tiiey had utterly lost its spirit, and indeed

making special account of its forms as a means
of obtaining God's favor—a cover to their sin

and an indulgence for its more safe and free

commission. Against such hypocrites, the

stern rebukes of this chapter are thundered

forth. The prophet is commanded to proclaim

aloud to this class of people their sins ; to set

before them the very spirit of their ceremonial

religion and of their oppressive life ; to show

them wiiat religious worship is and what sort

of life pleases God ; and to promise them that,

living so, their blessings should be unbounded.

1. Earnestness and not vociferation is the

spirit of this direction to the prophet. As ap-

plied to preachers of the Gospel, this distinc-

tion is sensible, and should not be lost sight of.

Effectiveness should be studied. H. C. Gos-

pel ministers should not only be like dials on

watches, or mile-stones upon the road, but like

clocks and larums, to sound the alarm to sin-

ners. Aaron Avore bells as well as pomegranates,

and the prophets were divinely commanded to

lift up their voice like a trumpet. A sleeping

sentinel may be the loss of a city. Bp. II.

2. This verse describes them as professing to

seek God and even as pretending to inquire

after justice and righteousness—the very prin-

ciples Avhich they most of all outraged and

trampled under foot in their oppressive ways
of life. H. C. The main feature is a pre-

tended eagerness to learn the commands and will

of God, as shown in ceremonial details, and

still a neglect of the weightier matters of the

law, judgment, mercy, and faith. Birks.

A hypocrite has no true and real delight in

the service of God or in His truth, but it is true

at the same time that there may be a great deal

of professed interest in the ways of God. There

may be a great deal of busy and bustling solic-

itude about the order of religious services.

There may be a great deal of pleasure in theo-

logical discussion ; in the metaphysics of theol-

ogy ; in the defence of what is deemed ortho-

doxy. There may be a great deal of pleasure

in the mere music of devotion. There may be

pleasure in the pleasant voice of a preacher, and

in his eloquence and the power of his argu-

ments. And there may be a great deal of pleas-

ure in the triumphs of party ; tlie advancement

of the denomination to Avhich we are attached
;

the conversion of men not from sin, but from

a side opposite to us, and not to holiness and to

God, but to our party and denomination. True

delight in religion is in religion itself; in the
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service of God as such, and because it is holy.

It is not mere pleasure ia creeds, and liturgies,

and theological discussions, and in the triumph

of our cause, nor even in the triumph of Chris-

tianity an a mere party measure ; but it is de-

light in God as He is, in His holy service, and

in His truth. Barnes.

3. Their fasting was wholly an external

thing, an affliction of the body and not a hum-

bling of the soul. God's answer is. In the very

days of your fasting, ye are as oppressive and

exacting as ever. Ye seek your own selfish

pleasures on these days in which ye profess to

be so religious toward Me. In God's view their

days of fasting should have been days of humili-

ation for those monstrous sins. But they meant

no such thing. They only hoped to make these

days a substitute for the duties of justice and

kindness ; an atonement fortliesinsof injustice

and oppression—a substitution which God un-

utterably abhorred ! . . . Ye teill not, by such

fasting as tliis, make your prayer reach heaven.

Fasting like yours on these days will not carry

your voice up to the pure throne above. H. C.

The idea seems to be that they were at that

time rigid and oppressive in exacting all that

was due to them ; they relaxed nothing of their

griping demands of those who were under

them ; they remitted nothing, they forgave

notliing. There was no kindness shown to the

poor ; to the laboring classes ; to those who
were in their employ ; to those who were in-

debted to them ; to those who had injured or

offended them. Alas, how often is this still

true ! Men may be most diligent in the external

duties of religion ; most abundant in fasting

and in prayer, and at the same time most rigor-

ous and unyielding in demanding all that is due

to them. Like Shylock—another Jew like

those in the time of Isaiah—they may demand

"the pound of flesh," at the same time that

they may be most formal, punctual, precise

and bigoted in the performance of the external

duties of religion. The sentiment taught liere

is, that if we desire to keep a fast that shall be

acceptable to God, it must be such as shall make

us kind, mild, benignant ; such as shall have

the effect to cause us to unbind lieavy burdens

from the poor, and to lead us to relax the rigid-

ness of the claims which would be oppressive

on those who are subject to us. (See verse 6.)

Barnes.

5. The second member of the first claus(i is

not part of the contemptuous description of a

mere external fast, but belongs to the definition

of a true one, as a time for men to practise self-

humiliation. He does not ask whether the fast

which he chooses is a day for a man to afflict

himself, implying that it is not, which would

be destructive of the very essence of a fast

;

but he asks whether the fast which he has

chosen as a time for men to humble and afflict

tliemselves is such as this

—

i.e., a mere external

self-abasement. A. Is my fast day like

this of yours—mine, the day of my choice,

being a day for a man to afflict and humble his

soul and not his body merely ? Is this the same

thing as bowing down the head like a bulrush,

and making one's bed of sackcloth and ashes ?

Will ye account the latter to be a real fast and

a day acceptable to God ? H. C.

The bowing of the head refers to the affected

seriousness, the sanctimoniousness of a hypo-

crite when fasting—a man without real feeling

who puts on an air of affected solemnity and
" appears to others to fast." Against that the

Saviour warned His disciples, and directed them

when they fasted to do it in their ordinary dress

and to maintain an aspect of cheerfulness. The
hypocrites in the time of Isaiah seemed to sup-

pose that the object was gained if they assumed

this affected seriousness. Nothing more inj ures

the cause of true religion than sanctimonious-

ness, affected seriousness, gloom, reserve, cold-

ness and the conduct and deportment which,

whether right or wrong, will be construed by

those around us into gloom and misanthropy.

Be it not forgotten that the seriousness which

religion produces is always consistent with

cheerfulness, and is always accompanied by

benevolence. Barnes.

6. The terms are so selected as to be descrip-

tive of oppression universally ; to make which

still more evident, tlie prophet adds a general

command or exhortation. Ye shall break every

yoke. A. This is God's idea of a fast for op-

pressors—viz., a day for them to loosen bands

wickedly imposed. This condemnation of op-

pression is very broad
—

" break every yoke."

No matter by what law, whether municipal, or

merely social or even parental, any of our fel-

low-creatures fall in any measure under our

power. Ictus see to it that our hand upon them

becomes not a yoke ; our authority not a crush-

ing bondage. II. C.

When God saith, " I will have mercy, and

not sacrifice" (Hos. 6 : 6), the meaning is, that

mercy is to be preferred before sacrifice. Just

thus the prophet speaks of fasting here, as a

thing, in itself, of little or no use to show how
mucli mercy is to be preferred, without which

fasting will not avail anything. W. Loirth.

What God desires in you and me is not certain

forms, services, emotions, the saying of prayers
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and the like ; it is a renewal of the whole uaturn

—of the inner and the outer man. Away with

the thought that haunts so many, that the worli.

of Christ is some cunningly devised plan for

enabling- men to get to heaven without right-

eousness. It is rather the divinely simple and

yet marvellously successful plan for making

men, not merely by imputation or proxy, but

in themselves and in fact, holy, pure, godlike

and lit for heaven. J. Ogle.

Life is a vineyard. Its business is a task.

We are set down in a field wliite already to

harvest. Humanity has wrongs to be righted,

and oppressions to be lifted off. Bargains are

to be made immaculate. Lusts are to be

quenched. Selfishness is to be softened. In a

word, faith is to bear fruit a hundredfold, and

piety to lead a moral life. Otherwise, the

whole head of faith is sick, and the whole

heart of piety is faint. This every -day, familiar,

working religion, the religion of little things,

is Christianity. F. D. 11.

7. The Scriptures throughout both the Old

Testament and the New give great and deserved

prominence to these duties of broad, deep, prac-

tical sympathy with the suffering and the

friendless. (See Isa. 33 : 6 ; Job 31 : 16-33
;

Ezek. 18 : 7, 8 ; Prov. 23 : 9 ; Ps. 113 : 9 ; Matt.

25 : 35, 36 ; Rom. 13 : 13 ; Heb. 13 : 3, 3, and

James 3 : 15, 16.) II. C.

The blessed God is the most benevolent be-

cause He is the best of beings ; and this is one

test of the reality of our religion : if it has

made us new creatures, it has made us humane
;

if it has made us partakers of the Divine nature,

it has made us kind and communicative ; if it

has made us Christlike, it has made us like

one who went about continually doing good.

And for this softness of feeling, for this sus-

ceptibility to human suffering, I know not of

any substitute, for I know nothing which will

prove a man to be godly, if you can prove him
still to be selfish. But if humanity is a grace of

Ood's Spirit, if in its truest, widest sense it is a

Heaven-implanted principle, it none the less

needs careful culture. Not only does it need

to be wisely regulated, but more harm than

good is done by its largesses, precipitate and
promiscuous ; but it needs to be constantly re-

freshed and fostered, lest it die away. Hamil-

ton.

We owe other people service. Service goes

with loving. We cannot love truly and not

serve. Love without serving is but an empty
sentiment, a poor mockery. God so loved the

world that He gave. Love always gives. The
world is very full of sorrow and trial, and we

cannot live among our fellow-men and be true

without sharing their loads. If we are happy,

we must hold the lamp of our happiness so that

its beams will fall upon the shadowed heart.

If we have no burden, it is our duty to put

our shoulders under the load of others. Selfish-

ness must die, or else our own heart's life must

be frozen within us. We soon learn that we
cannot live for ourselves and be Christians

;

that the blessings that are given to us are really

for other people ; and that we are only God's

ministers to carry them in Christ's name to

those for whom they were intended. J. S.

Miller.

We are under the obligation of love, as inter-

preted by the Eternal Son of God in His volun-

tary sacrifice for man's redemption. He came
to give His life a ransom for many. The law

that the strong ought to bear the infirmities of

the weak is no mere temporary enactment, im-

posed for disciplinary ends ; it has its origin in

the essential life of God, and its most impressive

illustration in the ministry and mediation of

Jesus Christ. Love must be both intelligent

and righteous. It does not b" a i* the infirmities

of the weak simply for the sake of bearing them.

It summons us to please our neighbors only for

their good to edification. It is not every wish

that we are to gratify. It is not every weak-

ness that we are to condone. We are to seek

our neighbor's upbviilding in all that is good.

We are so to bear his infirmities that he may
shortly be able to walk alone, and be helpful to

others. The principle of love is justified to the

reason by the high doctrine, appearing in the

very first pages of the Bible, articulate in all its

subsequent utterances, most impressively illus-

trated in the incarnation, and solemnly sealed

in the resurrection from the dead and the ascen-

sion into glory : that man, though framed in

body of the dust of earth, is the heir of eternity

and the child of God. Sadly has he fallen, but

he is not beyond rescue. He cannot be Avhat

he ought to be, and what he may be, until the

grace of Christ has renewed and sanctified him
;

and therefore love impels to any sacrifice and

endeavor that may place this grace within his

reach. Behrends.

Even kindnessmay be overdone when it leads

to over-helping. We need to guard against med-

dling with God's discipline, softening the ex-

perience that He means to be hard, sheltering

our friend from the wind that He intends to

blow chillingl}'. All summer does not make a

good zone to live in ; we need autumn and win-

ter to temper the heat and keep vegetation from

luxuriant overgrowth. The best thing we can
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do for others is not always to take their load or

do their duty for them.

"Our friends," says Emerson, "are those

who make us do what we can." Says another

writer :
" Our real friend is not the man or

woman who smooths over our difficulties,

throws a cloak over our failings, stands between

us and the penalties which our mistakes have

brought upon us ; but the man or woman who
makes us understand ourselves and helps us to

better things." Too often our friendship is

short-sighted in this regard, and most hurtful to

those we fervently desire to aid. We should

never indulge or encourage weakness in others

when we can in any way stimulate it into

strength. We should never do anything for

another which we can inspire him to do for him-

self. Much parental affection errs at this point.

Children are sometimes sheltered when it were

better if they faced the storm. They are saved

from toil and exertion when toil and exertion

are God's ordained means of grace for them, of

which parents rob them in their over-tenderness.

Even in the sacredness of sorrow we should

never forget that our mission to others is not

merely to weep with them, but to help them

to be victorious, to receive their sorrow as a

messenger from God, and to bear themselves as

God's children under it. Instead, therefore, of

mere emotional condolence with our friends in

their times of grief, we should seek to present

to them the strong comforts of Divine love, and

to inspire them to the bearing of their sorrovv

in faith and hope and love.

So all personal helpfulness should be vfise and

thoughtful. It should never tend to pamper
weakness, to encourage dependence, to make
people timid, to debilitate manliness and wom-
anliness. We must take care that our helping

does not dwarf any life which we ought rather

to stimulate to noble and beautiful growth.

God never makes such mistakes as this. He
never fails us in need ; but He loves us too

well and is too wise to relieve us of weights

which we need to make our growth healtiiful

and vigorous. We should learn from God, and

should help as He helps, without ever overhelp-

ing. J. K. M.

We are certainly not wrong if, with God's

Bible in our hands, we urge that the religion

that is revived shall revive with it hone.sty, fair

dealing, veracity, chastity, plain living and

faithful work ; shall bring on a new epoch of

duty—courageous, clean-handed, sweet-hearted

duty, irreproachable and incorruptible—fearing

God and keeping His commandments. F. D. II.

Isaiah and his brother prophets were holier.

and heavenlier, and richer in the works of love,

upon an anticipated Christ, than we are in a

Christ already our crucitied example. These

men of God knew no divorce between belief

and love
;
between living perpetually in the

presence of a benevolent Lord and imitating

His benevolence to their fellow-creatures

!

W. A. B.

Manifestly for the purpose of giving the high-

est possible force and solemnity to that sense of

obligation which impels the Christian to abound
in every good work, the ostensible proof of re-

ligious sincerity, to be adduced in the momen-
tous procedures of the last judgment, is made
to consist in the fact of a life of beneficence.

Those, and those onl}', shall inherit the prepared

blessedness who shall be found to have nour-

ished, and clothed, and visited the Lord in His

representatives—the poor. The " cursed" are

those who have grudged the cost of mercy.

I. Taylor.

Experience demonstrates that the heart which
responds to the cries of a world perishing

through lack of knowledge is the heart which
most readily thrills at the cry of bodily want

;

that those who care most for the souls of the

heathen are among the most active agents of

patriotic and local charities ; that genuine

Christian charity, while it leaves no object un-

attempted on account of its vastness, overlooks

none on account of its minuteness. In this re-

spect, it copies the example of Him who, in His

way to the cross to save a world, often stood still

to give health to the sick, and to wipe away the

tears of the mourner ; sowing at each step the

seeds of those various institutions of mercy

which are still springing up in His Church.

Harris. Remember that your stewardship

here is not for hmg. Use carefully and lov-

ingly the things that God has given you. And
when it comes time for you to depart, may there

be many hearts here that shall be orphaned by
your going, and many waiting hearts there that

shall be gladdened by your coming. C. II. P.

Our Lord has done more than to remove all

limitations from the law of neighborly service.

He has also introduced a new measure and mo-

tive for its obedience. " A new command-
ment," He said, " I give unto you. That ye love

one another; as I liavc loved you, that ye love

one another. " Christ's love for us is to be the

measure and the motive of our love for our fel-

low-men. Here we have the ultimate test by

which we may judge the quality of our

neighborly regard. The old law said, " Love

3our neighbor as you love yourself ;" Christ

changes the rule by saying,
'

' Love your neigh-
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bor as I love you.'" And therein is at least a

sixfold command. You iire to love your neigh-

bor rationally, because he is a man for whom
Christ died. You are to love him iinpartially,

seeing that Christ is the friend of sinners. You
are to love him lyassionatdy, your inmost heart

on lire with holy affection. You are to love

him patiently, imitating Him who is slow to

anger and plenteous in mercy. You are to love

him righteuusly, intent on making him an heir

of holiness, because Christ came to save men
from their sins. And as all holiness is based on

a keen sense of personal responsibility, it follows

that you can love your neighbor righteousl}'

only as you wake in him the sense of personal

energy, and urge him to the cultivation of a vig-

orous, rounded, Christian manhood. The very

best thing you can do for the extirpation of

pauperism, of ignorance, of intemperance, lust

and crime, is so to multiply your missionary

agencies that the Gospel of Christian manhood
shall be brought to every man's door. Pure

hearts will make clear heads, and strong hands,

and temperate men and women ; and under the

silent ministry of holiness the world's tyrannies

and miseries would speedily disappear. BcIl-

rends.

8. By a mixture of metaphors, which does

not in the least obscure the sense, this healing

13 here said to sprout or germinate, a figure em-

ployed elsewhere to denote the sudden, rapid

and spontaneous growth or rise of anything.

In the last clause a third distinct figure is em-
ployed to express the same idea—viz., that of a

marcli like the journey through the wilderness,

with the pillar of cloud, as the symbol of God's

presence, going before and after. A.

These blessings follow obedience. Those
who will observe God's fast days and bring

their life up to the spirit of them will have this

reward. " Light breaking forth as the morn-
ing" is a strong and exquisitely beautiful fig-

ure for happiness after misery. The last half of

the verse alludes to the symbols of God's presence

in the wilderness, the pillar of cloud and of fire
;

God before and God behind their moving hosts.

" Thy righteousness" going before may best

be taken as thy righteous God, ever gracious to

thee, will marcli before thee ; corresponding to

" the glory of God," the Shechinah, tiie symbol
of His presence, going behind. The sentiment

is, God shall be on every side of thee, th^ never-

failing, ever-present Guide and Protector. '&. C.

There ir, a special and familiar presence of

God with those who walk uprightly, both in

the night of th(^ir sorrow and in the day of their

joy. Yet we do not always in the same way

perceive that presence so as to enjoy it. God
never leaves us, but we sometimes think He has

done so. Yes, the glory of the Lord is above

us and beneath us, on the right hand and on the

left, without us and within us. We depart not

from it, though it is behind us ; w^e are going

ever into the glorious light, for it is before us,

too. The Lord shall be a wall of fire around

about us, and the glory in the midst. Spnrgeon.

9. This answer to prayer is in contrast with

the praying spoken of in verse 4. H . C.

10. We must not only give alms according

as the necessities of the poor require, but must
give freely and cheerfully, and from a principle

of charity ; we must '

' draw out our soul to

the hungry" (verse 10), not only draw out the

money, and reach forth the hand, but do this

from the heart, heartily, and without grudging
;

from a principle of compassion, and with a ten-

der affection to such as we see to be in misery
;

let the heart go along with the gift, for God
loves a cheerful giver, and so does a poor man
too. When our Lord Jesus healed and fed the

multitude, it was as having compassion on

them. n.

1 1 . There is in the last clause a climax. Not
content with the image of a welhwatered gar-

den, he substitutes that of the stream, or rather

of the spring itself. The general idea is a favor-

ite with Isaiah. The exodus from Egypt had

already made these images familiar and appro-

priate to any great deliverance.

12. The first clause agrees exactly with the

work assigned to Israel in chaps. 42 : 14 and

57 : 11—viz., that of reclaiming the apostate

nations, and building the wastes of a desolated

world. A. Thou shalt have the good things

of earth ; a restored community ; the traces of

desolation obliterated
;
prosperity smiling over

the whole face of the land. H. C.

1 3. The mere outward observance was of no

avail, unless the institution were regarded with

reverence, as of God ; nay more, with com-

placency, as in itself delightful. To call it a

delight, is to acknowledge it as such. The sec-

ond clause may be best explained by a para-

phrase :
" If thou wilt give to the Sabbath the

name of a delight, and to the holy day or ordi-

nance of Jehovah that of honorable." But
mere acknowledgment is not enough—it must
not only be admitted to deserve honor, but in

fact receive it. Hence he adds, and if thou

wilt honor it thyself, by not doing, literally,

away from doing, so as not to do. Here again,

to find one's pleasure on the Sabbath is more
natural than to find one's business. Doing thy

own ways, although not a usual combination.
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is rendered intelligible by the constant use of

way in Hebrew to denote a course of conduct.

Speaking speech or talking talk is by some re-

garded as equivalent to speaking vanity in

verse 9. A.

"The holy day of the Lord." God's own
title of the Sabbath. His people are to account

it H delight, and honorable ; ia contrast both to

the weariness of a formal, heartless observance,

and to open, careless profanation. The same

message, which exalts moral duties in contrast

to mere ceremonies, also exalts Sabbath keeping

as the crown of true morality. In the fifth

commandment religion stoops into the sphere

of social morality, and in the fourth, morality

rises into the sphere of religious faith. Birks.

God claims the day as His, and as a holy day

on that account. While all time is His, and

while He requires all time to be profitably and

usefully employed, He calls the Sabbath

peculiarlj' His own—a day which is to be ob-

served with reference to Himself and which is

to be regarded as belonging to Him. To take

the hours of that day, therefore, for our pleas-

ure, or for bu.siness which is not a work nec-

essary or merciful, is to rob God of that which

He claims as His own. The idea is, here, that

we are to do the things which God requires,

and to consult His pleasure and His will in the

observance. It is remarkable that the thing

here adverted to is the very way in which the

Sabbath is commonly violated. It is not ex-

tensively a day of business—for the propriety

of a periodical cessation from toil is so obvious

that men will have such days recurring at mod-

erate intervals. Barnes.

Every one who permits his mind to dwell

on secular affairs, and makes them his chief

subjects of conversation on Sunday, is bring-

ing in the cares and labors of the week to the

exclusion of those higher thoughts and nobler

aspirations that ought to fill the sacred hours.

The ban was laid upon man's work, not as a

privation, but that men might be free to turn

their attention wholly to God's work ; and this

purpose of Sunday is frustrated if we occupy

our time wilh worldly thoughts and words. To
accomplish its Divine purpose, the sanctification

of Sunday must be complete. Not the hands

and feet only, but the mind and the tongue and

all the powers, whether physical or mental,

must be turned from the things of the world,

and consecrated in an especial manner to God.

G. H. Hubbard.

14. Everything must be done that puts an

honor on the day and is expressive of our high

thoughts of it ; we must call it a "delight," not a

" task and a burden ;" we must delight Our-

selves in it, in the restraints it lays upon us and
the services it obliges us to ; we must be m our
element when we are worshipping God and in

communion with Him. We must not only count

it a delight, but call it so, must openly profess

the complacency we take in the day, and the

duties of it ; we must call it so to God, in thanks-

giving for it, and earnest desire of His grace to

enable us to do the work of tlie day in its day,

because we delight in it ; we must call it so to

others. If we thus
'

' remember the Sabbath

day to keep it holy," we shall have the com-
fort of it ; the work will be its own wages.
" If Ave call the Sabbath a delight, then shall

we delight ourselves in the Lord ;" He will

more and more manifest Himself to us as the

delightful Subject of our thoughts and medi-

tations, and the delightful Object of our best

affections. The more pleasure we take in serv-

ing God, the more pleasure we shall find in it.

If we go about duty with cheerfulness, we
shall go from it with satisfaction, and shall

have reason to say, "It is good to be here,

good to draw near to God." H.

The delight or pleasure which God's people

have in Him is a direct and necessary conse-

quence of the proper observance of the Sab-

bath. It is on that day, set apart by His own
authority for His own service, that He chooses

to meet with His people and to commune with

them and bless them ; and no one ever properly

observed the Sabbath who did not find as a

consequence that He had augmented pleasure

in the existence, the character and the service

of Jehovah. In no place in the Bible is there

a more full account of the proper mode of keep-

ing that holy day. We are to refrain from

ordinary travelling and employments ; we are

not to engage in doing our own pleasure ; we
are to regard it with delight, and to esteem it

a day worthy to be honored ; and we are to

show honor to it by not performing our own
ordinary Avorks or pursuing pleasure. This

was the way in which the day Avas to be ob-

served in the time of Isaiah, and in this Avay

it may be and should be observed now. In

this description there occurs nothing of peculiar

Jewish ceremony, and nothing Avhich indicates

that it is not to be observed in this manner at

all times. Under the Gospel, assuredly, it is

as easy and as proper to celebrate the Sabbath

in this Avay as it Avas in the times of Isaiah
;

and God doubtless intended that the Sabbath

should be perpetually observed in this manner.

. . . It is as true noAV as it avus then that they

Avho observe the Sabbath in a proper manner
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find a pleasure and happiness in the Lord—in

His existence, perfections, promises, law and

in communion with Him—wliich is to be found

nowhere else. Of this fact there are abundant

witnesses now in every Christian Ciiurch, and

they will continue to be multiplied in every

coming age. And it is as true that the proper

observance of the Sabbath contributes to the

prosperity and safety of a nation now as it ever

did among the Jewish people. It is not merely

from the fact that God promises to protect and

bless tile people who keep His holy day

—

though this is of more value to a nation than

all its armies and fleets and foi'tilications ; but

it is that there is in the institution itself much
that tends to the welfare and prosperity of a

country. It is the time when worldliness is

broken in upon by a periodical season of rest,

and when the thoughts are left free to contem

plate higher and purer objects. It is a lime

when more instruction is imparted and received

on moral and religious subjects than on all the

other days of the week put together. The pub-

lic worship of God tends to elevate the soul, to

enlarge the intellect and to purify the heart.

No institution has ever been originated that

has contributed so much to elevate the com-

mon mind ; to diffuse order, peace, neatness,

decency, among men, and thus to i^erpetuate

and extend all that is valuable in society, as

the Sabbath. Any one may be convinced of

this who will be at the pains to compare a

neighborhood, a village or a city where the

Sabbath is not observed with one where it is
;

and the difference in morals, honesty, intelli-

gence, decency, order and comfort will con-

vince him at once that society owes more to

the Sabbath than to any single institution be-

sides, and that in no way possible can one-sev-

, entli portion of the time be so well employed
as in the manner contemplated by the Chris-

tian day of rest. Barnen.

The promise to those who obey is, that they

should "have a place and a name in God's

house better than of sons and daughters" (Isa.

66 : 5). They should '

' ride upon the high
places of the earth, and be fed with the heritage

of Jacob." If the people of Israel would
" dilifjently hearken" to obey in this particular,

then there would ever be " kings and princes

to sit upon the throne of David, riding in

chariots and on horses, they and their princes,

the men of Judah, and the inhabitants of

Jerusalem, and the city shall remain forever.

"

But if, on the other hand, they refuse to heark-

en, then the Lord Himself would " kindle a fire

in the. gates thereof, which shall devour the

palaces of Jerusalem, and it shall not be
quenched" (Jer. 17 : 35, 27). Now, unless the

nature of God has changed, or Israel has ceased

to be a typical people, or the necessity for this

law has passed, then His dealings with His
ancient people, and the desolation which, in

pursuance of His threatenings. He has visited

upon them and their city, once " the joy of the

whole earth," but now an astonishment and a

proverb," must and will ever stand as a proph-

ecy and pledge of His dealings toward every

other nation and people upon the face of the

earth. We have two remarkable instances of

the fulfilment of promised blessinjrs in connec-

tion with national fidelity. The first is the

Chinese. That people are proverbial for their

respect to parents and those in authority ; and
in them has been literally fulfilled the promise

connected with the fifth commandment of liv-

ing—" long upon the land which the Lord thy

God giveth thee ;" for no nation can boast of

a greater antiquity or longer existence. The
other example is that of the British people,

who have shown greater reverence for the sab-

batic law than any other nation, and in whom
has been fulfilled that other promise of outward
prosperity and blessing in connection with the

fourth commandment, of " riding upon the

high places of the earth," and being " fed with

the heritage of Jacob their father;" for her

sails whiten every sea, and upon her vast do-

minions " the sun never sets." L^nless revela-

tion be a farce, and the entire Scriptures a for-

gery, the nation that honors its God in the ob-

servance of this law shall in turn be honored
and blessed of Him ; whereas the nation that

dishonors Him by forsaking His law shall be

lightly esteemed of Him, and shall only bring

judgments upon themselves, and bind a simi-

lar, if not even greater curse upon their pros-

peritj\ Stacy.

The Sabbath is no circumscribed Jeu-ish in-

stitution. It belongs to God's Church of all

ages. It stands here imbedded in the picture

of the Messianic Church, just as it stand? im-

bedded in the Decalogue, which also was giv-

en, not to the Jewish Church, but to the uni-

versal Church of God. The details of the pas-

sage show that it is God's day (" My holy day"),

in which man is to withdraw from his accus-

tomed works, pleasures and wa3's to find his

delight in holy thoughts, words and actions, a

day ordained in the mercy and love of God to

prevent man from being carnalized by his

earthly occupations. The Sabbath is ever a
vital clement in true piety. As the Sabbath is

neglected, religion loses its purity and power.
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Disregard of the Sabbath is a sure sign of a

low state of religious life. Crosby.

Even the Jewisli Sabbath developed into a

higlily spiritual ordinance ; as witness Isaiah

58 ; it became more spiritual as the ages passed

on and as revelation grew ; it included more
and more of worship. What the Sabbath of

Isaiah was to the Sabbath of the wilderness,

the Sabbath of " the prophets" to the Sabbath

of "the law"

—

i.e., the Pentateuch, such is

the Sabbath of Christianity to the best Sabbath

of Judaism. Let the Sabbath law be expounded
by the light of our Saviour's teachings and ac-

tions and pre-eminently of that Divine maxim,
" The Sabbath was made for man, and not

man for the Sabbath ;" let the true spirit and
principle of the commandment be attained to

and put into practice, and the Sabbath and the

Lord's Day will be found to coincide. J. H.

Rigg.

When the old land-bound Sabbath of Israel

passed into the world-wide Lord's Day, it gir-

dled the earth with universal brotherhood in the

Lord. In whatever strange land, of whatever
strange tongue, the believer now joins in that

day's worshipping assembly, the sense of

brotherhood glows within him. Over all the

world, from the western skirts of the Pacific,

around with the sun to its starting-point, that

day, dotting the whole globe with gatherings

in the name of our Lord, busied alike in prayer,

and praise, and promise in His name, makes
a testimony to the unity and brotherhood of

Christian faith, which no man can gainsay.

Orey.

The Value op the Sabbath.

How is a wandering, fallen and depraved

world to be recalled to God without that day
which celebrates the works, and word, and

grace of God—that day which recognizes His

authority over man—that day which proclaims

man's intellectual and accountable nature, liis

future, his eternal hopes ? The Sabbath inter-

poses a space between total irreligion and tlie

conscience of man ; it puts in the claims of God
upon the human heart. Nor is the temporal

welfare of mankind less concerned than their

spiritual, in the observation of the Lord's Day.

Man was created for six days' work, not for

seven ; his faculties cannot bear an unremitted

strain. Children, and .servants, and the labor-

ing classes of mankind (by far the more numer-

ous and the most liable to be oppressed) re-

quire—what this institution gives—a day of

repose, of refr(shmcnt, of religious recollection

and peace. The whole world rests and is still,

that God may speak, that conscience may re-

sume her sway, that the exhausted body and
mind may recruit their powers, and be fitted

for a more vigorous effort. The utmost pro-

ductive labor of man is in the proportion of

rest and exertion ordained by his merciful

Creator. The best prevention of disease, the

prolongation of human life itself, depends on
the like alternation of toil and repose. The
springs of pleasure are thus augmented and
purified. The satiety, the sameness, the weari-

ness, the uniformity of human life, is broken
;

and a blessed, hallowed period for religion is

interposed. The interval between these sea-

sons is neither so distant as to be ineffectual to

its end nor so near as to injure the real inter-

ests of our worldly callings ; but, like every-

thing else in God's revelation, unites the pros-

perity of the soul with the highest welfare of

the body and concerns of man. How great,

then, is the importance of every one's falling in

with the designs of this institution ! Bp. Wil-

son.

With every generation of our history the

rush of activities becomes more absoibing and

more strenuous, and the danger of ceasing to

be men in becoming mere workers grows upon
us. Societary circulation is swifter ; invention

brings man closer to man, and multiplies the

demands on our time and thought, while seem-

ing only to increase our comforts. The out-

ward look on life leaves us less time for the

upward look on God. The " things seen and

temporal" increase in number and interest, till

we need an effort to get our gaze turned to the

things unseen and eternal. So the need of the

day of rest grows instead of diminishing, and

experience forces men to see the uses of Sun-

day even for lower ends than these. We need

it that man and beast may not be worn out by
"the pace that kills." We need it thac men
may preserve their mental sanity and retain

their fitness for the best work they are capable

of. But, after all, we need it most to keep us

in that living relation to God which is needed

to keep us men. " The Sabbath v/as made for

man"—for our humanity. It was made to lift

us off the animal level, and bring out in us all

that belongs to the superior nature. It was
made to keep us in human liberty and to save

us from a bestial bondage to toil. It was made
to keep us in that likeness to God, which was
the starting-point in our creation, and is the

goal of our development. R. E. lliompson.

Rest is God's gift to us ; worship is our offer-

ing to God ; service is our ministry to man in

the name of the Master. The day in which wo
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are refreshed by rest and uplifted by worship

is the day when we go forth armed with rare

and lieavenly powers, to carry tidings of God's

love to those who know Him not, or " to serve

the hidden life of the brethren." The mighty

Victor gains marvellous triumphs on the day

of His rising power ; but He gains them all

through the faithful service of the loyal and

bold-hearted. Accessions to the kingdom are

tenfold—yes, a hundredfold—on these days of

the Son of Man. Even the revelation of the

good done and the souls saved on one Sabbath

would no doubt astonish and overwhelm even

the most sanguine Christian. An invisible army

of " wage-workers" are reaping down untold

harvests for God. " He that reapeth receiveth

wages." Great spiritual forces attend upon

every act of service done for God to our fellow-

men. S. S. T.

There is not a message which the Sabbath

brings, not a thought to which its proper use

gives birth, not a feeling which it cherishes,

but helps in the sanctification of the home life

and in purifying the sources of domestic virtue.

Without the Sabbath the family could hardly

realize its unity in the fullest extent, and the

roof-tree, ceasiag to be love's sanctuary, would

become but the lodging-house of individuals

ignorant of the highest happiness. With the

Sabbath the home stands or falls. For the de-

fence of the fireside its sacred hours of worship

and rest must be kept inviolate. Anon.

Effect on the individual Christian's life. The
Christian man, desirous of loving God with all

the affection of his heart, with all the rational

intelligence of his mind, with all the devotion

of his life, with all the energy of his strength,

in the love taught him under the fourth law,

will yield himself up gratefully and religiously

to obey all duly ordered positive laws of the

Church of God. The Sunday and its sacred

observance will be to him the centre, and fur-

nish, so to speak, the form of his own way of

life, and that of all his family and dependents.

He will regard it every time it returns as God's

holy day of rest, the weekly commemoration of

the primeval rest of God and of all the signal

mercies of the elder covenant. Knowing him-

self to be of the true Israel of God, he will not

forget the blessings connected by God Himself

with the sabbatical institution, vouchsafed to

his fathers in the faith. He will celebrate it

weekly as the feast of the Lord's resurrection,

and all the blessings of that resurrection ; as

the feast of the Holy Ghost the Giver of peace

and rest in the Church, as the weekly antepast

of that glorious and unending rest in the pres-

ence of God which still remaineth for the peo-

ple of God. It will be to him a day of rest,

peace, prayer, praise and holy joy ; no mourn-

ful and austere time, but, on the contrary, a

thankful, happy time. He will remember his

Lord's injunction not to forbid or refuse works

of necessity or mercy on that day. He will

gratefully shut up the records of the cares, the

interests and the occupations of the week, and

give that holy day to God ; not discharging

himself of his duties of worship by an attend-

ance in God's house or holding himself at lib-

erty to make his own convenience or inclination

the rule of obedience ; but faithfully, dutifully

and completely sanctifying that day to rest,

worship and the thought of God and heaven.

And the other days, the train of Sunday, will

borrow of its light ; each having its own sa-

cred, special commemoration belonging to it,

and each reflecting some of the brightness

of the Sunday just preceding and catching

more and more from that which follows. Bp.

Moberly,
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER LIX.

59 : 1 Behold, the Lord's hand is not shortened, that it cannot save ; neither his ear

2 heavy, that it cannot hear : but your iniquities have separated between you and your God,

8 and your sins have hid his face from jou, that he will not hear. For your hands are defiled

with blood, and your fingers witli iniquity
;
your lips have spoken lies, your tongue mutter-

4 eth wickedness. None sueth in righteousness, and none pleadeth in truth : they trust in

5 vanity, and speak lies ; they conceive mischief, and bring forth iniquity. They hatch basi-

lisks' eggs, and weave the spider's web : he that eateth of their eggs dieth, and that which
6 is crushed breaketh out into a viper. Their webs shall not become garments, neither shall

they cover themselves with their works : their works are works of iniquity, and the act of

7 violence is in their hands. Their feet run to evil, and they make haste to shed innocent

blood : their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity ; desolation and destruction are in their paths.

8 The way of peace they know not ; and there is no judgement in their goings : they have

9 made them crooked paths ; whosoever goeth therein doth not know peace. Therefore is

judgement far from us, neither doth righteousness overtake us: we look for light, but be-

10 hold darkness ; for brightness, but we walk in obscuiity. We grope for the wall like the

blind, yea, we grope as they that have no eyes : we stumble at noonday as in the twilight

;

11 among them that are lust}^ we are as dead men. We roar all like bears, and mourn sore like

doves : we look for judgement, but there is none ; for salvation, but it is far off from us.

12 For our transgressions are multiplied before thee, and our sins testify against us : for our

13 transgressions are with us, and as for our iniquities, we know them : in transgressing and
denying the Lord, and turning away from following our God, speaking oppression and

14 revolt, conceiving and uttering from the heart words of falsehood. And judgement is turned

away backward, and righteousness standeth afar off : for truth is fallen in the street, and

15 uprightness cannot enter. Yea, truth is lacking ; and he that dcparteth from evil maketh
himself a prey : and the Lord saw it, and it displeased him that there was no judgement.

16 And he saw that there was no man, and wondered that there was no intercessor : therefore

17 his own arm brought salvation unto him ; and his righteousness, it upheld him. And he

put on righteousness as a breastplate, and an helmet of salvation upon his head ; and he put

18 on garments of vengeance for clothing, and was clad with zeal as a cloke. According to

their deeds, accordingly he will repay, fury to his adversaries, recompence to his enemies ; to

19 the islands he will repay recompence. So shall they fear the name of the Lord from the

west, and his glory from the rising of the sun : for he shall come as a rushing stream, which
20 the breath of the Lord driveth. And a redeemer shall come to Zion, and unto them that

21 turn from transgression in Jacob, saith the Lord. And as for me, this is my covenant with

them, saith the Lord : my spirit that is upon tliee, and my words which I have put in thy

mouth, shall not depart out of thy mouth, nor out of the mouth of thy seed, nor out of the

mouth of thy seed's seed, saith the Lord, from henceforth and for ever.

Chap. 59. This chapter is closely connect-

ed in sense with the preceding, and is designed

to illustrate the same general sentiment—that

the reason why the religious services of the na-

tion were not accepted, their prayers answered

and the nation delivered from calamity, was
their hypocrisy and their other sins The pre-

vious chapter contained a bold and energetic

reproof of their false and hollow services, and

of their expectation of the Divine favor when
they were observing only external rites with-

out repentance, and even when they continued

to practise oppression and cruelty. This beau-

tiful chapter states more in detail their sins and

the consequences of their transgressions. The

following analysis of the chapter will show its

design and scope at a single view.

1. It Avas not because Jehovah was unable to

save them that they were exposed to such

judgments and visited with such calamities

(verse 4). They were, therefore, not to blame

Him. This general principle is stated in order

to prevent what commonly occurs when men
suffer much—a disposition to throw the blame

on God.

2. It was for their sins that they were ex-
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posed to these jud cements (verses 2-8). The

prophet proceeds to specify those sins in detail,

with a view to bring them to conviction and to

repentance. lu this statement lie goes over the

leading offences of the nation, specifying them

particularly, and showing that they deserved

all that they had suffered.

3. After this statement of the prevalent sins

of the nation, the prophet introduces the peo-

ple as making confession that it was for these

and similar sins that they were exposed to the

Divine displeasure. Identifying Himself with

the people. He enumerates the calamities to

which they were exposed as a consequence of

the sins which prevailed (verses 9-14). They
were in darkness, they waited in vain for light

;

they stumbled at noonday ; they vented their

sorrows like the roaring of bears or the plain-

tive cry of the dove, but all in vain. They felt

that their transgressions were multiplied and

that they deserved the Divine displeasure, and

therefore they were subjected to these severe

calamities.

4. Jehovah is represented as seeing this state

of deep guilt—a state where there was deep

conviction of that guilt and a readiness to make
confession—and as wondering that there was

no intercessor, and as Himself interposing to

bring deliverance and salvation (verses 15-18).

It was the earnest wish of Jehovah that there

should be deliverance, and in order to effect

that He Himself procured it. The character-

istics of Him who should come to accomplish

the.se purposes were righteousness, salvation,

vengeance and zeal (verse 17). He would
come to take recompense on II is foes and to

reward the wicked according to their deeds

(verse 18).

5. The effect of this would be that the name
of Jehovah would be feared from the rising to

the setting sun. Jehovah would erect a bar-

rier against the enemy when He slioidd come
in like a flood ; and the Redeemer should come
to Zion to effect deliverance for those who
should truly repent (verses 19, 20).

6. A covenant would be established between

God and those who would turn away from

tninsgressions (verse 21). The nature of that

covenant was, that its blessings would be per

petual. The spirit which God would give and
the words which He would put into their

mouths would abide with them and their pos-

terity forever.

" As this chapter," says Lowth, " is remark-

able for the beauty, strength and variety of the

images with which it aboimds, so it is pecu-

liarly distinguished by the eloquence of the

composition and the exact construction of the

sentences. From the first verse to the two last

it falls regularly into stanzas of four lines."

The chapter has evidently a primary reference

to the character of the nation in the times of

Isaiah. But the chapter evidently also looks

forward to future times ; and the close of it is

so manifestly applicable to the times of the

Messiah that it is impossible not to apply it to

Him. Barnes.

The general apostasy of the covenant people

developing itself in extreme immorality, at

length arouses the long-slumbering jealousy

and justice of their God. He av/akes to re-

trieve His honor and sustain His cause by ex-

traordinary effusions of His Spirit, reclaiming

some of His ancient people
;
gathering to Him-

self and to them the Gentile nations and mak-
ing His word and His Spirit permanently

effective for the interests of truth and salva-

tion. The Jews perish, not because the Lord's

arm lacks power to save or His car the quick

perception of the cry of prayer, but because

their sins have virtually sundered their rela-

tions to Him as His people, and have forbidden

Him to hear or save them in their distress.

With a striking variety in his style, the prophet

describes the sins of the people, first in direct

address to them (verses 2, 3) ; then by speaking

of them (verses 4-8) ; and finally He classes

Himself with them as a common sufferer in the

general calamity (verses 9-13).

The prophet cannot speak of the great facts

of the Gospel age

—

e.g., the IMessiah's coming,

the effusions of the Spirit and the calling of

the Gentiles, without occasionally taking no-

tice of the ancient covenant people to show
why they were in the main excluded from par-

ticipation in those magnificent changes and

unparalleled blessings. In this chapter the no-

tice of the covenant people gives prominence

to their extreme and incorrigible degeneracy, in

view of Avhich the Lord, as one despairing of

any help for His cause from them, rallies His

energies for a new effort, relieves Himself by
visiting them with deserved retribution, and

puts new life into His kingdom by the effu-

sions of His Spirit to purify the converted rem-

nant of the Jews and to impress the fear of His

name and the power of His truth upon the

Gentiles. H. C.

They have fallen so low that no one seems

disposed to attempt a reformation, or to think

of recovery as possible. The M'orst feature of

their condition is, that they do not appear to

know to what a depth they are sunk in degra-

dation. Jehovah Himself, by a strong figure
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of speech, is represented as wondering that no

one attempts relief or intercession. Yet, be-

cause of this. His compassion is the more deep-

ly stirred ; and though their sins would justify

Him in leaving them to destruction, He will

provide a Redeemer and renew His covenant of

salvation. It may be needful first to show His

displeasure at sin by the judgments of His

hand ; and these, like an overwhelming flijod,

or a river swept along by a mighty wind, shall

cause the nations from east to west to fear the

name of the Lord. Thus was it before the

coming of Christ. The wants and woes, the

struggles and strifes of humanity had created

a yearning for a Deliverer, had prepared the

way for the Redeemer promised to Zion. The
grace of God triumphs over the sins of men
and turns deserved judgments into agencies of

moral reformation. The very helplessness to

which mankind had reduced themselves by sin

was the plea for the humiliation and sacrifice of

the Son of God for their recovery. J. P. T.

1, The prophet merely pauses for a moment
to exonerate His master from all blame before

continuing his accusation of the people. He
solemnly affirms that the rejection of God's an-

cient people was the fruit of their own sin, and

not to be imputed either to unfaithfulness on

His part or to want of strength or wisdom to

protect them. A.

2. That God did not save His ancient people

at the time referred to was due to no sucli

cause, but only to their sins, which interposed a

vast moral distance between Himself and them

and practically turned His face away so that He
could not hear. H. C. Their sins had caused

Jehovah to hide or turn away His face from

their prayers from an unwillingness to hear

them when they were so deeply immersed in

sin. Thus the LXX :
" On account of your

sins He has turned away His face from you so

that He will not have mercy." It is univer-

sally true tluit indulgence in sin causes God to

turn away His face and to withhold mercy and

compassion. He cannot pardon those who in-

dulge in transgression and who are unwilling

to abandon the ways of sin. Barnes.

If our prayers be not answered and the sal-

vation we wait for be not wrought for us, it is

not because God is weary of hearing prayer,

but because we are wearj^ of praying ; not be-

cause His ear is heavy when we speak to Him,

but because our ears are heavy when He speaks

to us. Sin hides His face from us (which de-

notes great displeasure), it provokes Him in

anger to withdraw His gracious presence, to

suspend the tokens of His favor and the in-

stances of His help ; He hides His face, as re-

fusing to be seen or spoken with. H.

The two statements that forgiveness is the

communication of the love of God unhindered

by man's sin, and that forgiveness is the re-

moval of the punishment of sin, are really but

two ways of saying the same thing. If we
rightly understand what is the death of death,

what is the consequence of transgression, how-

it comes and in what sense it is that every man,

by every sinful act, carries a coal to the hell-

fire that may have to consume him—if we un-

derstand that the real miserj- and punishment

is what the old prophet proclaimed it to be

—

" Your sins have sejMrated between j'ou and

your God," then we shall understand how the

two representations coincide and flow together

and how the real penalty passes away where

the love is welcomed and received. A. M.

3. The general charge of great sin must now
be substantiated. For the greater force, the

prophet represents every physical organ of

their body—hands, fingers, lips and tongue—as

actively engaged in sinning, as if to show that

every power of their being was pressed to its

utmost capacity of wrong-doing. H. C.

4-§. The wider meaning of the whole de-

scription is evident from Paul's combining

parts of it with phrases drawn from several

Psalms remarkably resembling it, in proof of

the depravity of human nature (Rom. 3 : 15-17).

7. The first clause expresses not a mere dis-

position, but an eager proclivity to wrong.

The word translated thoughts has here and else-

where the specific sense of purposes, contriv-

ances, devices. Their paths are the paths in

which their feet run to evil and make haste to

shod innocent blood. The two nouns combined

in the last clause strictly denote desolation and

crushing

—

i.e., utter ruin. A.

9-1 {{. In the passage beginning here, em-

bracing at least verses 9-13, the prophet classes

himself with the sinning people, either from

his sympathy with them under these great

public calamities or as one actually' suffering

under them in common with the whole people.

The former is the more probable supposition.

This use of the first person plural therefore

avails nothing toward proving that the writer

was not the original Isaiah, but was some sec-

ond or pseudo-Isaiah who lived near the close

of the exile at Babylon. For (1) there is noth-

ing in the passage to prove, but much to dis-

prove the theory that this chapter was written

near the close of the exile, and describes the

state of morals at that time ; and (2) it is en-

tirely legitimate for a prophet whose heart
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sympathizes warmly with the fortunes of his

people to conceive and speak of himself as

suffering with them, though the time be far

remote. Cases under this law abound in the

prophecies. (See Isa. 15 : 5 ; 16 : 11 and 21 : 3,

4, 10 ) Besides, the use of the third person,

" they," in verses 4-8 in this same connection

will just as much prove that the writer was not

living tiien and there, as the use of the first per-

son in verses 9-13 proves that he was. H. C.

9, 10. That is a deceptive notion which at-

tributes the want of unction in pra5'er to an

arbitrary, or even inexplicable, withdrawment

of God from the soul. Aside from the opera-

tion of physical causes, where is the warrant,

in reason or revelation, for ascribing joylessness

in prayer to any other cause than some wrong

in the soul itself ? What says an old prophet ?

" Behold, the Lord's ear is not heavy that it

cannot hear. But your iniquities have sepa-

rated between you and your God. Your sins

liave hid His face from you. Therefore, we
wait for light, but behold obscurity ;

for

brightness, but we walk in darkness. We
grope for the wall like the blind ; we grope

as if we had no eyes ; we stumble at noonday

as in the night ; we are in desolate places, as

dead men." Could words describe more truth-

fully or explain more philosophically that

phenomenon of religious experience which we
call the " hiding of God's countenance ?"

Phelps.

13. The original of verse 13 is a model of

compact ami forcible description which can

scarcely be transferred to our language. This

approximates to it. They are sinning and lying

against the Lord and turning away from after

our God ; speaking of oppression and revolt.

H. C.

14. The verse contains a further confession

of the evil of their course of life, and among
other things they acknowledged tliat they had

been unjust and oppressive in their legal de-

cisions. They had been influenced by partiali-

ty and by bribes ; they had condemned the in-

nocent, they had acquitted the guilty. Judg-

ment had thus been turned back by their sins

when it seemed to be approaching and entering

the city. And justice standeth afar off. This

is a beautiful figure. Justice is represented as

standing at a distance from the city. Deterred

by their sins, it would not enter. They pre-

vented its approach, and it was unknown
among them. For truth is fallen in the street.

Or rather perhaps in the ffate—the place of con-

course and the place where justice was admin-

istered. Barnes.

14, 15. The passage affirms that truth and

justice were utterly prostrate in the courts.

Verse 15 thus :
" And so truth is missing (not

to be found), and whoever abstains from wrong-

doing subjects himself to violence and spoil"

—

a state of society in which might makes right

and the innocent and non-resistant become the

prey and plunder of ruffians. Of course the

Lord saw this, and it was grievous in His eyes

that there was no justice there. The picture

delineates with historic fidelity the religious

and mostly the moral state of the scribes and

Pharisees, the leading civil and religious influ-

ences among the Jews, shortly before their de-

struction by the Romans. This degeneracy

had been in progress for several generations,

and during the life of Christ on earth was far

advanced toward the condition described here.

It was ancient Judaism, effete, palsied of its

moral power, perverted to the extreme of for-

mality and self-righteousness, and therefore sol-

emnly abandoned of God, and given up to be

superseded by the Gospel system. This is the

point of transition described in the passage

now before us. H. C.

The passage before us had a primary refer-

ence to the Jews and to the prevalence of in-

iquity in the Jewish nation which rendered the

Divine interposition proper. But it is lan-

guage also that will quite as appropriately

describe the moral condition of the world as

laying the foundation for the necessity of the

Divine interposition by the Messiah. Indeed

the following verses undoubtedly refer to Him.

No one, it is believed, can attentively read the

passage and doubt this. The mind of the

prophet is fixed upon the depravity of the Jew-

ish nation. Everywhere iniquity prevailed.

The hands, the tongue, the eyes, the feet, the

fingers, were all polluted. The whole nation

was sunk in moral corruption ; and this was
but a partial description of what was occurring

everywhere on the earth. In such a state of

things in the Jewish nation and in the whole

world the question could not but arise Avhether

no deliverer could be found ? Was this state of

things to continue forever ? Was there no

way of pardon —no way by which deserved

and impending wrath could be diverted ? From
this melancholy view, therefore, the prophet

turns to Him who was to be the great Deliverer,

and the remainder of the chapter is occupied

with a most beautiful description of the Re-

deemer and of the effect of His coming. The
sentiment of the whole passage is, that the

deep and extended depravity of man Avas the

foundation of the necessity of the Divine inter-
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position in securing salvation, and that in view

of the guilt of men God provided one who was

a glorious deliverer, and who was to come to

Zion as the Redeemer. Barnes.

16. What was wanting was not merely a

qualified man, but any man whatever, to main-

tain the cause of Israel and Jehovah. A like

absolute expression is employed in 2 K. 14 : 26,

where it is said that Jehovah saAV the affliction

of Israel, that it was very bitter and that there

was no helperfor Israel, not merely no sufficient

one, but none at all. The desperate nature of

the case is then described in terms still stronger,

and only applicable to Jehovah by the boldest

figure. A.

16, 17. " Man" in the sense of a whole man,

a hero, and " intercessor" in the sense of one

who intervenes for help are equivalent expres-

sions, meaning that God saw no helper and no

help for this state of things, and therefore

aroused Himself to the needful work. " His

own arm saved" {i.e.. His cause and people)

" for Himself." His sense of right and love of

justice sustained His energy antl fired His soul

for vigorous action. Verse 17 should begin,

" And so, or consequently. He put on right-

eousness," etc., girding Himself with His armor

as a hero for the battle. The sentiment is that

His regard for His earthly kingdom and peo-

ple, His love of justice and righteousness,

arouse His soul to special retribution. He will

therefore bring vengeance upon His enemies

and deliverance to His friends. It is supposa-

ble that the first two clauses which name right-

eousness and salvation refer to His deliverance

of His friends, and the other two to vengeance

on His enemies. H. C.

The whole figure here is that drawn from a

warrior or a conqueror ; a hero prepared alike for

defence and for offence. The idea is, that He
would be able to defend and vindicate His peo-

ple, and to carry an aggressive warfare against

His enemies. But it was not to be a warfare

literally of blood and carnage. It was to be

such as would be accomplished by rigliteous-

ness, and zeal, and a desire to secure salvation.

The triumph of righteousness was the great ob-

ject still ; the conquests of the Redeemer were

to be those of truth. Barnes.

Because they have no strength of their own
nor any active men that will set to it in good

earnest to redress the grievances either of their

iniquities or of their calamities, therefore " His

own arm shall bring salvation to Him," to His

people, or to Him whom He would raise up to

be the Deliverer, Christ, the Power of God and

Arm of the Lord, that Man of His right hand,

whom He made strong for Himself. H.

The Divine man commenced and finished the

mightiest work of the universe alone. He was
aided by no human arm. Not even a single,

whole - hearted encouragement cheered him
along His path. He suffered and died for a

world of sinners in profound solitude. A be-

ing thus situated and thus acting has a soul to

pity where no pity is wanted and a compassion

to exercise toward the most abandoned of men
that awakens no thankfulness or praise. Sym-
pathy reaches a height of grandeur, when for-

gotten and unappreciated it toils and travails

for the eternal good of a world. R^iid.

All barriers were broken down in Him, the

atoning sacrifice, the mediating Lord—all bar-

riers between man and man, between man and

God, between earth and heaven. No barriers

of race could destroy the unity of the humanity

He had deigned to take, not as a mutable ves-

ture, but as another nature ; no barriers of past

sin could divide the most guilty who believed

in Him from God and from purity ; no impen-

etrable, brazen gates of Hades could separate,

really, the dead and the living, since the seen and

the unseen were alike His kingdom. Where any

wall of partition had stood He stood, and saiei,

" I am the Door." \\ here the gates of exclu-

sion stood. He stands, with the compassionate

countenance to welcome and the irresistible,

pierced hands to bless and to unite. Anon.

18, The oidy satisfactory solution is the one

afforded by the hypothesis that the salvation

here intended is salvation in the highest sense

from sin and all its consequences, and that by

Israel and the isles (or Gentiles) we are to un-

derstand the Church or people of God and the

world considered as its enemies and His.

19. And they shall fear from the west the

name of JeJiovah, and from the rising of the sun

His glory ; for it shall come like a straitened

stream, ilie spirit of Jehovah raising a banner in

it. The name and glory of Jehovah are here

not only parallels, but synonyms, as we learn

from other places where the two terms are

jointly or severally used to signify the mani-

fested excellence or glorious presence of Jeho-

vah. (See above, chaps. 30 : 27 ; 35 : 2 ; 40 : 5
;

42 : 11.) On the whole, the meaning of the

verse appears to be, that the ends of the eartli

shall see and fear the name and glory of Jeho-

vah ; because when He approaches as their

enemy, it will be like an overflowing stream

(chaps. 8 : 7, 8 ; 28 : 15), in which His spirit

bears aloft the banner or the signal of victory.

A. They shall see His hand in judgment on

His enemies and in salvation to His people.
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They of the west and they of the east will alike

behold these demonstrations of God. All peo-

ple of the remotest lands are embraced under

these two of the cardinal quarters of the globe.

The Spirit and the word of the living God will

constitute the moving forces which are to sub-

due the nations to the love and the fear of His

name.

20. The salvation of those from Jacob who
could be brought (by wise means) to accept of

Christ was first in the order of time in the

Gospel work, an object dear to the Messiah's

heart. The Christian reader will notice with

interest that Paul (Rom. 11 : 26) associates this

prophecy with a glorious era when " the ful-

ness of the Gentiles shall come in" {i.e., to the

Gospel communion), and " So, all Israel shall

be saved." H. C.

21. Israel is here, as in many other parts of

this great prophecy, regarded not merely as a

receiver, but as a dispenser of the truth, an

office with which, as we have seen, the body is

invested in connection with the head and in

perpetual subordination to Him. Israel, as

well as the Messiah, and in due dependence on

Him, was to be the light of the Gentiles, the re-

claimer of apostate nations ; and in this high

mission and vocation was to be sustained and

prospered by the never-failing presence of the

Holy Spirit, as the author and the finisher of all

revelation. (See above, chaps. 42 : 1-7 ; 44 : 3
;

49 : 1-9 ; 51 : 16 ; 54 : 3 ; 56 : 6-8 ; 58 : 12. And
compare Jer. 31 : 31 ; Joel 2 : 28 ; Ezek. 36 :

27 ; 39 : 29.) A.

The Spirit of God shall come to us, to be our

sanctifier. In the Redeemer there was a new
covenant made with us, a covenant of prom-

ises ; and this is the great and comprehensive

promise of that covenant, that God will give

and continue His word and Spirit to His Church

and people throughout all generations. The
Spirit that was upon Christ shall always con-

tinue in the hearts of the faithful ; there shall

be some in every age on whom He shall work
and in whom He shall dwell, and thus the
" Comforter shall abide with the Church for-

ever" (John 14 : 16). The word of Christ shall

always continue in the months of the faithful
;

there shall be some in every age who, " believ-

ing with the heart unto righteousness, shall

with the tongue make confession unto salva-

tion." The word shall never depart out of the

mouth of the Church, for there shall still be a

seed to speak Christ's holy language and pro-

fess His holy religion. The Spirit and the

word go together, and by them the Church is

kept up. For the word in the mouths of our

ministers, nay, the word in our own mouths,

will not profit us unless the Spirit work with

the word, and give us an understanding. But

the Spirit does His work by the word and in

concurrence with it ; and whatever is pretend-

ed to be a dictate of the Spirit must be tried

by the Scriptures. On these foundations the

Church is built, stands firm and shall stand

forever, Christ Himself being the chief corner-

stone. H.

my words sliall not depart out of
the moutli of tby seed nor of thy
seed's seed. It is the great law by which

religion and virtue are spread and perpetuated

in the world that God is faithful to this cove-

nant, and that He blesses the efforts of His

friends in endeavoring to train up generations

for His service. Christian parents should re-

pose on this promise of a faithful God. They
may and should believe that it is His design to

perpetuate religion in the families of those who
trul}^ serve and obey Him. They should be

faithful in imparting religious truth ; faithful

in prayer ; faithful in a meek, holy, pure and

benevolent example ; they should so live that

their children may safely tread in their footsteps ;

they should look to God for His blessing on

their efforts, and their efforts will not be in

vain. They shall see their children walk in the

ways of virtue ; and when they die, they may
leave the world with unwavering confidence

that God will not suffer His faithfulness to

fail ; that He will not break His covenant nor

alter the thing that is gone out of His lips.

Barnes,
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER LX.

THE GOLDEN AGE OF MESSIAH'S KINGDOM.

60 : 1 Arise, shine ; for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.

8 For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples : but the Lord

3 shall arise upon thee, and his glory shall be seen upon thee. And nations shall come to thy

4 light, and kings to the brightness of thy rising. Lift up thine eyes round about, and see :

they all gather themselves together, they come to thee : thy sons shall come from far, and

5 thy daughters shall be carried in the arms. Then thou shalt see and be lightened, and thine

heart shall tremble and be enlarged ; because the abundance of the sea shall be turned unto

6 thee, the wealth of the nations shall come unto thee. The multitude of camels shall cover

thee, the dromedaries of Midian and Ephah ; they all shall come from Sheba : they shall bring

7 gold and frankincense, and shall proclaim the praises of the Lord. All the flocks of Kedar

shall be gathered together unto thee, the rams of Nebaioth shall minister unto thee : they

8 shall come up with acceptance on mine altar, and I will glorify the house of my glory. Who
9 are these that fly as a cloud, and as the doves to their windows ? Surely the isles shall wait

for me, and the ships of Tarshish first, to bring thy sons from far, their silver and their gold

with them, for the name of the Lord thy God, and for the Holy One of Israel, because he

10 hath glorified thee. And strangers shall build up thy walls, and their kings shall minister

11 unto thee : for in my wrath I smote thee, but in my favour have I had mercy on thee. Thy
gates also shall be open continually ; they shall not be shut day nor night ; that men may

12 bring unto thee the wealth of the nations, and their kings led icith them. For that nation and

kingdom that will not serve thee shall perish
;
yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted.

13 The glory of Lebanon shall come unto thee, the fir tree, the pine, and the box tree together ;

14 to beautify the place of my sanctuary, and I will make the place of my feet glorious. And
the sons of them that afflicted thee shall come bending unto thee ; and all they that despised

thee shall bow themselves down at the soles of thy feet ; and they shall call thee The city of

15 the Lord, The Zion of the Holy One of Israel. Whereas thou hast been forsaken and hated,

so that no man passed through thee, I will make thee an eternal excellency, a joy of many
16 generations. Thou shalt also suck the milk of the nations, and shalt suck the breast of

kings : and thou shalt know that I the Lord am thy saviour, and thy redeemer, the Mighty

17 One of Jacob. For brass I will bring gold, and for iron I will bring silver, and for wood

brass, and for stones iron : I will also make thy oflScers peace, and thine exactors righteous-

18 ness. Violence shall no more be heard in thy land, desolation nor destruction within thy

19 borders ; but thou shalt call thy walls Salvation, and thy gates Praise. The sun shall be no

more thy light by day ; neither for brightness shall the moon give light unto thee : but the

20 Lord shall be unto thee an everlasting light, and thy God thy glory. Thy sun shall no more

go down, neither shall thy moon withdraw itself: for the Lord shall be thine everlasting

21 light, and the days of thy mourning shall be ended. Thy people also shall be all righteous,

they shall inherit the land for ever ; the branch of my planting, the work of my hands, that

22 I may be glorified. The little one shall become a thousand, and the small one a strong

nation : I the Lord will hasten it in its time.

Chap. 60. In this chapter there is com-

menced a most glowing and beautiful descrip-

tion of the "golden age" under the Messiah.

The description is continued to the close of

chap. 62. The future glory of the Church is

displayed under the most splendid colors and

with every variety of imagery. It is designed

to set forth the glory of that time when the

Gentiles shall be gathered into the Church, and

when the whole world shall become tributary

to the Messiah and be illuminated with the

light of Christian truth. The main design of

the chapter is to foretell the conversion of the

Gentiles or the heathen world and the happy

and peaceful times which shall exist when that

has occurred. In doing this, the powers of the
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inspired prophet seem to have been taxed to

the utmost to convey a just view of the glory

of the scene. That it refers to the time of the

Messiah no one can doubt who reads it. lu

accordance with the usual mode in Isaiah, the

prophet throws himself into the midst of the

future scene (verse 1), and the events are de-

scribed as passing in vision before his eyes.

He sees the light as already shining ; the glory

of Jehovah as actually arisen upon the Church ;

he sees the Gentiles flocking to the Redeemer

and pressing into the Church as clouds, and he

sees them bringing their most valued and pre-

cious objects and laying them at the feet of the

Messiah. The whole world is made tributary

to the Church ; and the whole world smiles in

peace and glory under the influence of the Gos-

pel of peace. Barnes.

This magnificent hymn of triumph, follow-

ing close upon the lamentation of the prophet

over the rejection of Israel, is like the accel-

erated movement of a symphony after the

plaintive measure of the andante, when, as in

the rapids above Niagara, all the waves of

sound leap and rush together, crested with

spray, flashing with light, glittering with rain-

bows, as they whirl toward the tumultuous,

deafening plunge of Ww finale. Yet as, through

all the modulations of the symphony, the theme

is ever the same ; so through the varying keys

of this grand, prophetic poem runs the theme

of redemption by Christ, from the burst of

wonder over the child Immanuel, through the

humiliation of the Man of sorrows, the anguish

of the crucified Saviour, on to His triumph and

glory in His Church. To that glory the prophet

summons the true Israel—the spiritual Ziou,

the Church of living souls. The presence of

Christ is her illumination and joj' ; and, through

the brightness of her shining, the nations are

gathered to her seat, xintil her heart throbs and

swells with wonder and exultation. J. P. T.

The previous chapter has fully opened the

way so that the next scene in the prophetic

panorama will legitimately be, The duties and
t1ie glories of the Gospel age. The powers of sin

have seemed to reach their maximum ; Satan

has done his worst ; he has fearfully poisoned

and paralyzed (morally) even the covenant

people of God ; but by so doing he has called

out the justice and judgment of the Almighty
and aroused tlie Omnipotent arm to retrieve

the cause of truth and righteousness. The
Church's extremity is God's opportunity ; the

conflict deepens ; God's word and Spirit are to

be matched against the whole array of the

powers of darkness, and the prophetic eye is

thrown afar down the vista of time to sweep

the field of battle and tell the ultimate result.

Beyond all question, this is the starting point

from which this chapter begins. The Re-

deemer has come to Zion (chap. 59 : 20) ; her

own Messiah appears ; Judaism, long since de-

cayed and waxed old, retires, to give place to a

new form of religious organization and to new
modes of Christian life. The Spirit and the

word (59 : 21)—agencies simple, yet through

the power of God, most mighty—are now com-

missioned for the field. The last thought of

the previous chapter is that these agencies

—

the working forces of the Almighty—are to

have this field to the end of time—that is to

say, till the victories of the Messiah are com-

plete and the kingdoms of this world become

the kingdoms of our Lord, or in the phrase of

Isaiah, till men " shall not hurt nor destroy in

all My holy mountain, for the earth shall be

full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the wa-

ters cover the sea" (11:9). Now therefore

with most beautiful fitness the Lord through

the prophet calls upon His people. His spirit-

ual Zion, to " arise and shine" in the light of

Gospel truth already breaking forth as the verj'^

face of God upon her (verses 1,2); for Gentiles

are coming to walk in this light and to be

blessed therein (verse 3) ; let her lift up her

eyes and behold their thronging hosts, her own
new-born sons and daughters (verse 4). Her
heart throbs under almost overpowering emo-

tions (verse 5) ; Gentile converts come with

their wealth and their full hearts from Arabia

on the south (verses 6, 7), and from the isles

of the Avest (verses 8-10) ; by these forces of

treasure and of willing hands, her walls

arise (verse 10) ; her gates stand open con-

tinuall}" for new accessions (verse 11), and no

nation can safely withhold its contributions

(verse 12) ; the glories of Lebanon adorn her

city (verse 13) ; her enemies humbly acknowl

edge her the chosen of God (verse 14) ; Zion,

honored and enriched by the nations, becomes

surpassingly glorious (verses 15, 16) ; old things

give place to things new and brighter (verse 17)

;

violence and wrong are felt and feared no more

(verse 18) ; God Himself becomes her abiding

light and glorj^ (verses 19, 20) ; her people all

righteous and God glorifying Himself in them,

crown the magnificent panorama of this won-

derful vision of Gospel victories and triumphs.

This unparalleled description needs no aid of

commentator to make its general significance

clear, its beauties apparent, its sublimit}' and

grandeur most thoroughly thrilling and inspir-

ing. If the reader will carefully consider and
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apply the scope of the context so as to see in

this chapter an outline of the ultimate results

of Gospel truth made mighty iu human souls

by the Spirit of God ; and if, furthermore, he

will bear in mind that the seer whose prophetic

vision swept this august field and grasped these

ultimate results was a Jew, of Plebrew thought,

imagination and surroundings ; who must

therefore, by a simple law of necessity, think

of and see the future Zion only as the Zion of

his own time remade, extended, readorned and

still the rallying centre for the nations of the

earth, proselyted to her altar and to her Tem-
ple shrines, the significance of the whole will

be readily seen. As to the time of fulfilment,

none can say more than that it began with the

Christian age, and will be complete when and

only when the Gospel shall have had free

coui-se in all lands, and the ends of the earth

shall see the salvation of God. When the state

of the world comey up to this description, men
will know it, and can say with no faltering of

doubt, " There hath failed not aught of any

good thing which the Lord hath spoken unto

the house of Israel ; all is come to pass" (Josh.

21 : 45). Till then there will be work for the

toiling hand
;
prayer for the waiting but trust-

ful heart ; and the inspirations of hope, as when
Christians work toward an end which they

know lies fixed irreversibly in the purposes of

the Holy One of Israel, awaiting fulfilment in

its time. H. C.

1. Other benefits may be magnified above

their just proportions ; but no words can come
up to the real dignity of these ; and therefore

the most magnificent descriptions, borrowed

from objects familiar to our senses, do not adorn

or exalt, but only speak of them in the most

respectful manner that our capacities admit.

Stanhope. Light is the usual emblem of hap-

piness and darkness of affliction ; Jerusalem is

bid to arise and give light to all about her,

to communicate to others part of the honor

and lustre wliich she had received from God,

the true " Sun of Righteousness" (Mai. 4 : 2).

W. Loicth.

2. The perfection of the glory promised to

the Church is not to arise from its contrast

with the darkness of the world around it, but

from the diffusion of its light until that dark-

ness disappears. The prophet here reverts for

a moment to the previous condition of the

world, in order to describe with more effect the

glorious change to be produced. He is not

therefore to be understood as saying that Zion

shall be glorious because while the nations are

in darkness she is to enjoy exclusive light, but

because the light imparted to her first shall

draw the nations to her.

4. In this, as in the parallel passages, there

is, by a strange coincidence, no word or phrase

implying restoration or return, but the image
evidently is that of enlargement and accession

;

the children thus brought to Zion being not those

whom she had lost, but such as she had never

before known, as is evident from chap. 49 : 21.

5. All agree that it describes a great and

joyful change to be produced by the accession

of the Gentiles to the Church or chosen people,

and the effect of this enlargement on the latter.

The most natural interpretation of the verse is

that which makes it a promise of indefinite en-

largement, comprehending botli the persons

and the riches of the nations. To the assump-

tion that commercial intercourse and naviga-

tion are here represented under forms and

names derived from the Old Testament history,

I am so far from objecting, that I wish to ap-

ply it to the whole prediction, and to use pre-

cisely the same liberty in understanding what

is said of Zion and her sons, as in understand-

ing what is said of Tarshish and her ships.

Here, as in so many former instances, the

writer does not even accidentally use any term

explicitly denoting restoration or return, but

only such as are appropriate to mere accession

and increase ab extra. A.

The reformation was heralded and helped

by a wonderful succession of inventions and

discoveries, which have changed the whole

face of the world and the whole order of so-

ciety. Printing, gunpowder, the mariner's

compass, the doubling of the Cape of Good
Hope and the discovery of America would, in

any case, have made revolutions, electrifying

the Church into a new career ; but impressed

as they were at once into the service of Prot-

estantism, they became doubly rousing and

revolutionary. Commerce and the mechanic

arts, though not begotten of Protestantism,

were soon adopted by it, baptized at its altars,

and made to fight its battles for the dominion

of the world. We have only to take the world

as we find it, busy, rich, rampant as it is, and

subdue it, as we subdue ourselves, to Christ.

We may be assured that the baptism of a bet-

ter consecration is in store for us, Avhen, on

every sea, the keels of a Christian commerce

shall go and come, and every land shall ring

with Christian toil, and every fortune that is

piled by Christian hands shall rise as a Christian

temple, and every form of fraud, injustice and

oppression shall melt like icebergs drifting in a

summer sea. R. D, H.
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6. The praises of Jeliovah as good neics. This

form of expression is adopted in order to con-

vey tlie full force of the Hebrew verb, which

does not mean simply to announce or even to

announce with joy, but to announce glad tid-

ings. Retaining this sense here, the word

Avould seem to signify not the direct praise of

God, but the announcement of the fact that

others praised Him, and the messengers would

be described as bringing to Jerusalem the news

of the conversion of their people. They are

here, according to Isaiah's practice, represent-

ed by a group of ancestral names. Ephali was

the eldest son of Midian (Gen. 25 : 4), who was
himself the son of Abraham by Keturah (Gen.

25 : 2) and the brother of Jokshan, tlie father of

Sheba (Gen. 25 : 1-4). The first two represent

Northern and Central Arabia, the third Arabia

Felix.

7. To the traders of Arabia, with their cara-

vans and precious wares, he now adds her shep-

herds, with their countless flocks. Ezekiel also

speaks of Tyre as trading with Arabia and all

the chiefs of Kedar in lambs and rams and goats

(Ezek. 27 : 21). These are here described as

gathered in one vast flock to Jerusalem, or

rather/or her

—

i.e., for lier use or service, which
agrees best with what follows, and with the

usage of the Hebrew preposition. They are

then, by a bold and striking figure, represented

as offering themselves, which is first expressed

by the general term serve or minister, and then

more unequivocally by declaring that they shall

themselves ascend the altar. A.

The whole description throughout this chap-

ter is figurative. Isaiah in vision sees far in

the future the glorious diffusion of the Gospel

aiuong the nations of the earth and its wonder-

ful fruits in the complete and unreserved con-

secration of wealth and of soul to the service

and worship of God. But to give the idea of

worshipping God, the forms must be Jewish,

and Gentiles most come up for worship to the

Temple at Jerusalem. Hence also the nations

named are not those which are now most prom-

inent in the heathen world, but are precisely

those which were prominent then. Arabia on

the south and east and the islands on the great

west (verse 9) would be first and most naturally

thought of by a Jew of Isaiah's time as needing

conversion. On the same principle of inter-

pretation, we cannot assume that the Temple
at Jerusalem will be the great central object in

this glorious Gospel age. We cannot take in

its literal sense what is said here of the flocks

of Kedar and of the rams of Xebaioth, coming
up with acceptance upon God's altar. For

Temple and altar have alike gone down and

passed away, as to their literal form, and noth-

ing remains of them save their spiritual signifi-

cance as indicating the pure, earnest, self-sacri-

ficing 'vorship and service of God. II. C.

§. Fly as a cloud and as doves to
their windows. It is a fine conception of

Vitringa, that the ships expresslj' mentioned in

the next verse are here described in their first

appearance at a distance resembling with their

outspread sails and rapid course a fleecy cloud

driven by the wind, and a flight of doves re-

turning to their yoimg. Both comparisons are

el.sewhere used as here to indicate rapidity of

motion. A.

Morier, in his " Second Journey," p. 140,

has well illustrated this passage. " In the en-

virons of the city" (Ispahan), says he, " to the

westward, near Zainderood, are many pigeon

houses, erected at a distance from habitations.

They are large, round towers, rather broader at

the bottom than the top, crowned by conical

spiracles, through which the pigeons descend.

Their interior resembles a honey-comb, pierced

with a thousand holes, each of which forms a

snug retreat for a nest. The extraordinary

flights of pigeons which I have seen upon one

of these buildings, afford perhaps a good illus-

tration of Isa. 60 : 8. Their great numbers

and the compactness of their mass literally

looked like a cloud at a distance and obscured

the sun in their passage." This has already in

part at least been fulfilled. The rapid conver-

sions in the time of the apostles, the accessions

to the Church from the Gentiles, accorded with

this prediction. In numerous revivals of relig-

ion also has there been a fulfilment of it ; and

we are yet to anticipate a far more striking and

glorious completion of it in the conversion of the

heathen world to the Christian faith. Barnes.

I have seen in Egypt dovecots rising, gallery

upon gallery, so that thousands of pigeons

could flock together to their shelter ; and when,

at evening, they came flying to their windows,

the air was thick as with a cloud. Even so,

while neighboring countries shall yield their

tributes of flocks and merchandise, the fleets

of the ocean, dense as clouds, swift as doves,

shall come freighted with treasures from dis-

tant lands. And so spontaneous and universal

shall be the homage of the nations to Zion, that

the abundance shall require no precautions for

its safety. Her gates shall stand wide open the

livelong night ; her very enemies shall serve

her ; her old oppressors shall bow at her feet.

Such a consummation may well find utterance

in such a song. J. P. T,
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9. A virtual though not a formal answer to

the question in the one before it. As if He had

said, Wonder not that these are seen approach-

ing, for the whole world is only awaiting My
command to bring thy sons, etc. A.

In this great work of winning the world,

commerce, it seems, is to take a conspicuous

part. While " the isles" wait for Christ, " the

ships of Tarshisli" are to be " first" in bring-

ing the sons of Zion from far, with their silver

and their gold as an offering unto " the name
of the Lord their God," and as consecrated

means ia the hands of Him who hath stead-

fastly purposed to "glorify the house of His

glory." Among all the means used in convert-

ing the human race to Christ, commerce, no

doiibt, is to be one of the most important.

Three fifths of the earth's surface are covered

with waters, while the remaining fifths lie in

the shape of two vast continents, and of innu-

merable isles—the abodes of men, and the de-

positories of those treasures which God has

given for the use of men. Between these the

great deep is a broad highway, and commerce,

with her ships, the only S3'stem of intercommuni-

cation. Without commerce, neither science nor

art, neither civilization nor leligion, could

spread beyond the boundaries of the land of

their birth. All other agencies, not purely

spiritual, are, when left to themselves, local.

Commerce has the only created arm that can

reach round the globe. This, then, is the

grand agent which God has prepared for Him-

self, and which He purposes to use ia the work
of gathering in the nations to Christ, and in

collecting the gold and silver, the redundant

means, which that work demands. J. S. Stone.

11. So great is the pressure upon her of

these throngs of returning converts, that her

gates must needs stand open day and night.

The last clause assigns the reason—to bring in

unto thee the masses of the Gentiles, their

kings also being led in. The word translated

" forces" is naturally a war term, and may
mean either the armies or the wealth and mili-

tary stores which are the sinews of war. The
thought probably includes both the people

themselves and their wealth, cattle and gold

with them. H. C. Upon this verse, per-

haps combined with Zech. 14 : 7, is founded

that beautiful and grand description, the gates

of it shall not be shut at all hij day, for there

shall he no nirjlit there (Rev. 21 : 25). A.

12. This stands related to the previous verse

as the penalty for not doing what is there re-

quired. All kings and all people must come
to Christ to serve Him in His Zion, or must

perish. The grand crisis hour has come. Who-
ever yields to the truth and Spirit of God will

receive Jesus as Lord and King, and join His

people heartily in true homage, love and ser-

vice to Him ; but whoever among all the na-

tions of the earth will not bow to Christ must
perish utterly. This law of God's moral king-

dom takes effect even now in its own way, and
more and more palpablj^ as the Lord's convert-

ing agencies become more pov.'erful. Hence
in those latter days of their final, transcendent

power this law must obtain universally and
none escape its decisive, resistless sway. H. C.

No nation can flourish and long continue

that does not obey the law of God, or where
the true religion does not prevail and the wor-

ship of the true God is not maintained. His-

tory is full of affecting illustrations of this.

The kingdoms of Babylon, Assyria, IMacedonia

and Egypt, the Roman Empire and all the an-

cient monarchies and republics, soon fell to ruin

because they had not the salutary restraints of

the true religion, and because they lacked the

protection of the true God. It is a maxim of

universal truth that the nation which does not

admit the influence of the laws and the govern-

ment of God must be destroyed. No empire is

strong enough to wage successful war with the

great Jehovah ; and sooner or later, notwith-

standing all that human policy can do, corrup-

tion, sensuality, luxury, pride and far-spread-

ing vice will expose a nation to the displeasure

of God and bring down the heavy arm of His

vengeance. Barnes.

Why have the names of Chaldea, Assyria

and Egj'pt been starred upon the catalogue of

nations'? Children still continue to be born,

and lullabies may still be heard upon the banks

of the Euphrates, the Tigris and the Nile.

Why, since the people are living, have the na-

tions died ? One verdict will answer for them

all ; one verdict and one epilaph. To say all

in a single word, they died of immorality
;

and immorality is suicide. Seldom do nations

die in any other way than by suicide. Nations

that are bad may be employed bj^ providence,

as every nation has been employed in its turn
;

but the service rendered, not being a volun-

tary service, brings no honor to tlie instrument.

Egypt, Assyria and Babylon stood simply upon

their own moral character ; and wlien this, by

steady decline, had reached a certain point of

baseness, they collapsed and fell. R. D. Hitch-

cock.

The nation that does not come up to the

ideas of God for national life will sooner or

later, empire, republic, monarchy or what, it
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matters not, disappear from the map of the

world. No form of government will save it,

or political wisdom, if it gets in the way of the

march of the kingdom of heaven and the pur-

pose of God. S. Burnham.

13. The glory of Lebanon sliall

come unto tliee. This expression denotes

that all the cedars and other choice trees of

Lebanon should contribute to the rebuilding

and beautifyiug of God's Temple, which im-

plies, ia a spiritual sense, that everything should

tend to adorn and render perfect the Church,

which is called the house and building of God

( 1 Tim. 3 : 15 ; 1 Cor. 3 : 9). T^''. Loicth.

Many a Lebanon on earth, many a beauty of na-

ture, has its own glory, wherein the glory of God

in days to come will shine out once more, that

a requital may follow for its long abuse through

sin ; and that the beautiful creation, not hav-

ing been made in vain, may receive at length

its due honor. Stier.

14. The Jerusalem or Zion of this passage is

perfectly appropriate to the Ncav Jerusalem,

the Christian Church, not as it was, or is, or

will be at any period of its histor}^ exclusively,

but viewed in reference to the whole course of

that history, and in contrast with the many dis-

advantages and hardships of the old economy.

16. All interpreters agree with the Targum
in applying this verse to the influx of wealth

and power and whatever else the kings and

nations of the earth can contribute to the prog-

ress of the true religion. The figure is derived

from De. 33 : 19, tJipy sJiall suck the abundance

of (he seas. A. The figures in the first clause

need not be mistaken. She shall draw abun-

dantly from the resources of all the Gentile na-

tions and their kings ; shall be enriched by
their wealth and labors, and built up by their

consecration to her interests. (See the same
sentiment, chaps. 49 : 23 ; 61:6 and 66 : 13.)

In her own joyful experience Zion shall know
that Jehovah is her Saviour ; that her own
Messiah is the Almighty God. H. C.

17. For brass I will bring gold. This com-
mences the description of the happy state of

those times when the Gentiles should be led to

embrace the true religion, and when the wealth

of the world should be consecrated to the ser-

vice of the true God. Barnes. Dropping
the figure, the sense will be that the piety of

the Church will be of a type far more pure
and true than in her former ages, less alloyed

with human corruptions. Doubtless also it is

implied here that her resulting morality is in-

definitely purer, for God is wont to estimate

piety by the morality which results from it.

The last clause shows that the thought is upon

public morality ; her officers, magistrates, will

not be iniquitous and oppressive, as they were

in the days of the old prophets, but will ensure

peace and righteousness ; or in this strong

language, will be peace and will be righteous-

ness. 11. C.

1§. Though waves may dash against them,

and hosts, like overflowing billows, may come,

yet God shall be the strength and the security

of those walls, and they shall be for the safety

of the people. And whenever those citizens

have occasion to go forth in the presence of an

enemy, it shall be with the voice of joy and of

praise. Not only do the walls protect them,

but they are joyful within them ; and from the

open gates no sound of lamentation or repining

is heard, no effort to sue for terms of peace, no

begging of terms with an encircling enemy,

but the voice of praise and of joy ever rings

forth ; so that the walls are salvation and the

gates are praise. The two ideas, it seems to

me, that occur to every mind are these : that

the Christian Church is a place of safety and a

place of joy. M. Simpson.

19. And thy God thy glory. The honor of

the Church shall be that it has the true God for

its protector. Its joys shall be found, not in

the beauty of created things, but in the glory

of the Divine perfections, and in the laws and

plans of the Almighty. The glory of the

Church is its great head. His name. His at-

tributes, His laws, His protecting care, consti-

tute her main glory. It is an honor to the

Church to have such a God and Redeemer ; an

honor to share His favor and to be uuder His

ever-watchful care. The glory of the Church

is not her wealth, her numbers, her influence,

nor the rank and talent of her ministers and

members ; it is the character of her sovereign

Lord, and in His perfections it is right that she

should exult and rejoice. Barnes.

19, 20. Raising to its sublimcst height the

common Hebrew figure which represents ca-

lamity as darkness and prosperity as light, the

prophet here sees such light and glory as no

earthly sun and moon could produce. Hence the

sun and the moon fade out as our stars are wont

to do when the sun arises, and now God alone

becomes the great Sun in the heavens of His

Zion, irradiating her city by day and by night,

for really there is no night there. The reader

will note in this chapter the twofold use of

light as a figure ; first, to represent moral truth

—its source and its power ; and, secondly, its

results in the blessedness of the people thus en-

lightened. First, Christ rises with His Gospel
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as a light upon Zlon, and through her instru-

mentality, upon tlie Gentile nations ; and then

the blessed fruits of this light are represented

as a glorious and perpetual daj', of which God
Himself is the sun that never sets. H. C.

The Christian Church is not the conqueror of

the Jewish polity, but the heir and successor.

The new covenant has been developed out of

the old. There was no break when Christ

came, but a fulfilment and a completion. And
so the promises were handed down in the

Christian line, among which these from the

latter part of Isaiah, relating to the stability of

the ancient Church, are not the least remark-

able. They declare that God is an everlasting

light to His people, that their permanence is

like the permanence of the creation of God.

Woolsey.

There are no phrases on which the sacred

writers delight so constantly to dwell, when
they would express the excellencies of God, as

those derived from the external light. It is (as

it were) consecrated into being the material

representative and index of God in His inani-

mate creation ; and the Christian, who loves to

hallow everything that is seen and heard and
felt by associations of spiritual truth, is per-

mitted to find in that which reveals all else, a

faint revelation of that ineffable Supreme whom
" no man hath seen or can see." " Jehovah"
—cries the great prophet, rapt in vision of the

future Church—" shall be to thee an everlasting

light, and thy God thy glory !" W. A. B.

By the religion which brings us to God, we
have the assurance of spheres of life beyond
the present, whose glories as yet we cannot

measure. It cannot be for less than such a

transcendent effect that this religion has come
from realms above our mortal sight ! It can-

not be for less than that, that such unspeakable

powers are in it ! The same supreme Person

who has made His word the soul of history,

who has been, as He claimed to be, " the Light
of the world," declared that in the Father's

house are many mansions, and that they who
have followed Him here in spirit shall there at

length behold His face, partake His glory. It

seems to me to glorify life, it seems to me to

banish the shadow of gloom from death, to

feel that that majestic figure—of Brother,

Teacher, Friend, Redeemer—which towers su-

premely over the centuries, which made the

earth sublime by its advent, which seemed in

ascending to unite it to the heavens, has equal

place in worlds to come ! that we may trust

His imperative word ; that we may serve His
kingly cause

; that we may see the illumined

universe, for us as for Him, a house of victory

and of peace ! that we may stand, by and by,

with Him, amid the light as yet unreached, and
say, each one :

" I believed in Thy religion ! I

saw its triumphs in the earth ; I felt its power
in my heart ; I rose to God in love upon it ; I

foreknew by it what now I find—eternal life !"

Then all these wonders of the past shall lose

themselves in vaster wonders still to come ; and
saint and seer shall be our fellows in that im-

mortal consummation ! R. S. S.

Thy mourningr ended. Zion is not al-

ways to sit upon the ground and mourn in

dust. The day of her redemption draweth
nigh. Her prayer shall at length be heard,

and God will come down for her deliverance.

He will raise up hosts of faithful laborers to

help us do this work. He will open wide and
ripened fields for them to reap and garner.
" The Lord shall make bare His holy arm, and
all the ends of the earth shall see the salvation

of God." Then will be realized the vision of

the revelator in the apocalypse. That mighty
angel, having the everlasting Gospel to preach
unto them that dwell on the earth, shall take

Plis great commission from the throne, com-
mence His flight in the midst of heaven, and
bend His way and bear His message to every

nation and kindred and tongue and people.

Zion shall become an eternal excellency, the joy

of many generations. Her sun shall no more
go down, neither shall her moon withdraw it-

self, for the Lord shall be her everlasting light,

and the days of her mourning shall be ended.

Such shall be the eventual harvest of all our

trials, hopes and tears. Our work is great in

its object—great in its difficulties, and great also

in its promised results. E. Ihurston.

21. In the plainest literal language we have
here the elementary ideas of the whole chapter,

the secret of this wonderful prosperity in Zion

and this unsullied glory and universal joy.

All lies in two facts, the " people all righteous"

and God, the glorious author of this stupen-

dous moral transformation. His honor is in-

volved in tins grand moral enterprise, and He
will never desist, will never deem the work
done till the truth and Spirit of the Lord have

won these sublime immortal victories over the

powers of human depravity and of the prince

of darkness. II. C.

21. That I may beg^lorified. "We best

glorify Him when we grow most like Him
;

and we then act most for His glory when a true

spirit of sanctity, justice and meekness runs

through all our actions ; when we so live as

becomes those that converse wath the "reat
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mind and wisdom of the whole world ; -with

that Being from whence all good flows, and in

which there is no spot, stain or shadow of

evil
; and so, being captivated and overcome

by the sense of Divine loveliness and goodness,

endeavor to be like Him and to conform our-

selves as much as may be to Him. As God's
seeking His own glory in respect of us is most
properly the flowing forth of His goodness
upon us, so our seeking the glory of God is most
properly our endeavoring a participation of His
goodness, and an earnest, incessant pursuing
after the Divine perfection. When God be-

comes so great in our eyes and all created

things so little, that we reckon nothing as wor-
thy of our aims and ambition but a serious par-

ticipation of the Divine nature and the exercise

of Divine virtues—love, joy, peace, long-suffer-

ing, kindness, goodness and the like ; when
the soul, beholding the infinite beauty and love-

liness of the divinity, and then looking down
and beholding all created perfection mantled
over with darkness, is ravished into love and
admiration of that never-setting brightness, and
endeavors after the greatest resemblance of

God, in justice, love and goodness ; when con-
versing with Him by a secret feeling of the

virtue, sweetness and power of His goodness
we endeavor to assimilate ourselves to Him

—

then we may be said to glorify Him indee

J. Smith.

22. Under this Divine religion, whatever
has in itsdf truth and righteousness and is car-

ried forward according to God's mind, has as-

surance of outgrowth and multiplication in
time to come. " A little one shall become a
thousand"—or as the Hebrew runs—" the lit-

tlest of all," the superlatively insignificant,

this shall become mighty and increase in

power, even with the power of God. History
has shown this to be true. Compare the weak-
ness of England at the beginning of the Eliza-

bethan age with Spain, strong, grasping, ag-
gressive. Not so now. The scale has turned.
So far as a people express in their life the prin-
ciples of Christianity, in that measure they are
strong. What a shining, golden harvest for
the long hereafter was sown by our Colonial
fathers two hundred and forty years ago !

Rightly founded, they believed that these col-

onies would grow to great commonwealths. \
little one did become a thousand and a small
one a great nation. So is it with every institu-

tion planted in the fear and love of God, with
an aim to advance His glory and man's good.
Its life and increase are assured, for it becomes
God's work and enlists God's aid. So, notably.

the growth of the missionary enterprise. The
latter was almost unknown a century ago. It

began in the " reveries" of men or the dreams
of Christian women, who began b}' collecting-

small amounts and consecrating them to Christ.

Now modern missions are a power, immense,
world-embracing. They emphatically illustrate

the grace of Christ, present and dominant
in the world. So it is with every endeavor.
That which has the element of righteousness
in it God will care for. It has a vast future
before it. R. S. S.

I the Liord will hasten it in its
time. I will do it in the proper time (LXX).
The sense is, that this would be done at the
proper time, called in Gal. 4 : 4 " the fulness of

time." There were preparations to be made
before it could be accomplished. The nations,

under the Divine arrangement, were to be put
into a proper position to receive the Messiah.
He was not to come until the experiment had
been fairly made to show how weak and feeble

man was without a revelation—to show that

philosophy, and learning, and the policy of
statesmen could do nothing effectual for the
salvation of men. He was not to come until

the world should be at peace, and until there

would be facilities for the rapid propagation of
religion in all lands. Nor until all that had
been said in prophecy should be fulfilled, until

all the circumstances should combine which
had been foretold as favorable to the introduc-

tion of the reign of the Messiah. But when
that period should arrive, when the world
should be in a proper state to receive the new
system, then the Lord would •' hasten" it.

There would be no unnecessary delay ; none
which the circumstances of the case did not
call for. So it will be in the universal spread
of the Gospel referred to in this chapter.

When the world shall be moulded into a proper
state to Avelcome the Gospel, when the nations

are prepared to receive it, and welcome it, and
profit by it, then the universal propagation
shall be hastened, and a nation shall be born in

a day. Then truth shall be diffused like the

spreading light of the morning, and the world
shall be brought under the saving power of the

Gospel. Meantime for the coming of that day
we should pray and labor. By the diffusion of

truth
; by schools ; by the spread of the Bible

;

by preaching
; by the translation of the word

of God into every language ; by establishing

the press in all the strong points of pagan in-

fluence ; by placing missionaries in all the

holds of power in the heathen world, and by
training up many to enter into the harvest, the
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Christian world should prepare for the univer-

sal conversion of the world to God. In due

time it shall be hastened, and " He that shall

come, will come, and will not tarry" (Heb.

10 : 37). Barnes.

It is well known, by the instrumentality of

how incompetent persons, a few fishermen of

no authority, address or education, and in how
short a compass of time, this great revolution,

the greatest that ever was in the religious

world, was effected. In about forty years the

Gospel was preached in almost every region of

the world then known ; this speedy propaga-

tion of it could never have been effected by

persons so unequal to the task, had not the

same Divine Spirit who foretold it assisted

them in it, according to the promise here given,
" I the Lord will hasten it in its time." Bi).

Newton.

God is hastening the time when not only the

doctrine of popular liberty, but the greater and

inclusive doctrine of a Divine redemption,

enunciated through a purely taught Gospel,

shall become the open faith of mankind. And
for the furtherance of this blessed result how
wondrous the work of God's providence,

wrought through these later years in compact-

ing the nations of the world, in multiplying

the facilities for their mutual intercourse, and

in the transmission of thought in common to

all. Into how few centres is He concentrating

political power, and into what close relations

and sympathies is He bringing all the nations !

By the setting of voicing wires beneath the

pathway of all the seas and oceans, not only

the doings of men in every nation, the transac-

tions of government and commerce, are instant-

ly known in every other, but what is of vaster

moment far, the world itself becomes a great

whispering gallery for the interchange of

thought and opinion among its varied peoples.

And for what purpose are these facilities of in-

tercourse, this exchange of thought, to what
end this binding of the nations together, this

making the world one, save that predicted by
the prophet concerning the time of the ap-

proaching end, " that many should run to and

fro, and knowledge, the knowledge of a Re-

deeming God," shall be increased ;
" that that

knowledge of the Lord may cover the earth as

the waters the sea ;" nay more, that all flesh

may glory in the coming of the Lord, and all

nations accept His sovereign sway 1 B.

This wonderful, towering prophecy is em-
bosomed on each side, before and ivlttiv—flanked

we might say—with promises of the Spirit.

Immediately before it we read,
'

' This is My
covenant with them, saith the Lord ; My Spirit

that is upon thee, and My words which I have put

in thy mouth, shall not depart out of th}^ mouth,

nor out of the mouth of thy seed, nor out of

the mouth of thy seed's seed, saith the Lord,

from henceforth and forever." Then opens

chap. 60, with an implied and most emphatic

therefore: Therefore, "Arise, shine, for thy

light is come ; and the glory of the Lord is

risen upon thee," etc. At the other end of this

majestic prophecy we read :
" The Spirit of

the Lord is upon Me, because the Lord hath

anointed Me to pi'each good things to the

meek," etc.—of which you will remember that

Jesus said at Capernaum (Luke 4 : 17-22) :

" This day is this Scripture fulfilled in your

ears."

2'he Spirit of God upon Jesus and upon His

people, their crotcninff glory, tlie high toicer of

their strength—such is the strain of Old Testa-

ment prophecy. H. C.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER LXI.

61 : 1 The spirit of tlie Lord God is upon me ; because the Lord hath anointed me to

preach good tidings unto the meek ; he hath sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to pro-

2 claim liberty to the captives, and the opening of the primn to them that are bound ; to pro-

claim the acceptable year of the Lokd, and the day of vengeance of our God ; to comfort all

3 that mourn ; to appoint imto them that mourn in Zion, to give unto them a garland for ashes,

the oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness ; that they might

4 be called trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord, that he might be glorified. And
they shall build the old wastes, they shall raise up the former desolations, and they shall

5 repair the waste cities, the desolations of many generations. And strangers shall stand and

6 feed your flocks, and aliens shall be your plowmen and your vinedressers. But ye shall be

named the priests of the Lord : men sliall call j^ou the ministere of our God : ye shall eat the

7 wealth of the nations, and in their glory shall j'e boast yourselves. For your shame ye shall

have double ; and for confusion they shall rejoice in their portion : therefore in their land

8 they shall possess double : everlasting joy shall be unto them. For I the Lord love judge-

ment, I hate robbery with iniquity ; and I will give them their recompence in truth, and I

9 will make an everlasting covenant with them. And their seed shall be known among the

nations, and their offspring among the peoples : all that see them shall acknowledge them,

that they are the seed which the Lord hath blessed.

10 I will greatly rejoice in the Lord, my soul shall be joyful in my God ; for he hath clothed

me with the garments of salvation, he hath covered me with the robe of righteousness, as a

11 bridegroom decketh himself with a garland, and as a bride adorneth herself with her jewels.

For as the earth bringeth forth her bud, and as the garden causeth the things that are sown in

it to spring forth ; so the Lord God will cause righteousness and praise to spring forth before

all the nations.

Cbap. 61, After describing the new con-

dition of the Church, he again introduces the

great Personage by whom the change is to be

brought about. His mission and its objects

are described by Himself in verses 1-3. Its

grand result shall be the restoration of a ruined

world (verse 4). The Church, as a mediator

between God and the revolted nations, shall

enjoy their service and support (verses 5, 6).

The siiame of God's people shall be changed to

honor (verse 7). His righteousness is pledged

to this effect (verse 8). The Church, once re-

stricted to a single nation, shall be recognized

and honored among all (verse 9). He triumplis

in the prospect of the universal spread of truth

and righteousness (verses 10, 11). A.

The Messiah Himself appears, indicating His

special mission (verses 1-3) ; the fruit of His

labors upon human well-being (verse 4) ; the

accession of new laborers to Zion and their

work (verses 5, 6) ; the stupendous changes

wrought in Zion in her transition from the Mo-
saic to the Christian age (verse 7) ; the grounds

or reasons why Jehovah has wrought this

change and will make it permanent (verse 8) ;

how the Gospel will vindicate its worth and

glory before the natio'^s (verse 9) ; the Messiah

rejoicing in the magnificent results of His mis-

sion and in the omnipotence of God pledged to

insure them (verses 10, 11). Compared with

chap. 60, which treats mainly of the results of

Gospel truth in the better days of the Chris-

tian age, this chapter falls back somewhat to

treat more fully of the causes of these results
;

of the manner in which the Messiah becomes a

light to the nations ; of His condescension and

compassion in ministering to the humble, the

lowly, the sin-bound and the heart-broken
;

but soon the course of thought glides insensi-

bly into the same channel, the workings and

results of the Gospel system. H. C.

1-3. These opening words were chosen by
our Lord at Nazareth for the solemn introduc-

tion of His public ministry (Luke 4 : 16, 17).

He opened the Book of Isaiah, found this pas-

sage, read the first six clauses, and then added :

" This day is this Scripture fulfilled in your

ears." That Messiah Himself speaks in these

words rests on His own Divine authority. But
it results no less plainly from the context. No
mere prophet could appoint and give to all

Zion's mourners the oil of joy and the garment
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of praise, or assume the title in verse 8, " I Je-

hovah love judgment." Says Cocceius, " He,

in whom these characters are found, is He of

whom Isaiah speaks." Our Lord claimed to

be the great Prophet, as attested by His mighty

miracles (verses 21, 23), to whom this promise

refers. Not only is He this Anointed One, but

His work of mercy, in preaching glad tidings

to the poor, was then actually begun. Birks.

The reasons for supposing the speaker to be

the Messiah are entirely conclusive. For He
and He only is the Head of this entire Gospel

mission and work which leads the thought in

this context and is the great subject of the pre-

ceding chapter. He is the Redeemer who comes

to Zion (59 : 20), and upon whom the Spirit of the

Lord rests and abides, as well as upon His peo-

ple also through Him (59 : 21). This allusion

to the Spirit of the Lord in the close of chap.

59 has special value in this argument because

the passage lies in the context, and indicates

the course of thought. Then moreover, the

same view is amply supported by previous

Messianic prophecies in which the baptism of

the Messiah with the Spirit of God is made
prominent

—

e.g., chaps. 11 : 2-5 and 42 : 1.

These considerations are abundantly sufficient
;

yet let it still be said that further support

comes from those prophecies which represent

the Lord as giving His messiah a message of

truth to deliver, words to proclaim to His peo-

ple, as here stated

—

e.g., Isa. 42 : 6, 7, "I the

Lord will give thee for a light to the Gentiles,

to open the blind eyes, to bring out the prisoners

from the prison. Also 49 : 2 ; 50 : 4 ; 51 : 16.

H. C. It is matter of certainty that, in the

judgment of the ancient Jewish Church, the

person spoken of in all these passages was the

Messiah ; so that, in applying to Himself that

particular passage in Isaiah, Jesus not only ad-

vanced the claim, but He must have been per-

fectly understood by those present to advance

the claim, to be the Messiah of the Jewish

prophets. And of all that had been spoken

concerning Him by the prophet Isaiah, there is

not a passage to be found that could more fitly

have been appropriated by Jesus than the one

He read at that opening stage of His career, as

it describes Him in respect to the Avhole reach

and compass of His Divine commission, with
all its restorative energies and beneficent re-

sults. We see as well the wisdom of the selec-

tion as the justness of the application. It is

also to be noted, that the appropriation by our

Lord of the passage in this sixty-first chapter

of Isaiah gives the virtual sanction of His au-

thority to the applications elsewhere made of

other passages in the same prophetical dis-

course to Gospel times—such as Matt. 12 : 18-21
;

Acts 8 : 32-35 ; 13 : 47 ; Rom. 10 : 21 ; 1 Pet.

2 : 23-25, where portions of Isa. 42, 49, 53 are

so applied. P. Faivbairn.

Christ joined tAvo disciples as they walked to

Emmaus, " and beginning at Moses and all

the prophets He expounded to them in all the

Scriptures the things concerning Himself."

He claimed that He was in every part of the

Old Testament. Touch those venerable records

where you will, with the finger of faith, and

you are thrilled by the presence of Christ. He
is the Word. He is incarnated in the Bible as

truly as He was in the body of Jesus of Naza-

reth. Every part of the Bible is necessary to

the complete revelation of the Divine Redeemer,

as every member and organ of that human body
was to the Word made flesh. Interior.

The Divine Christ belongs not exclusively or

especially to the past. He is at this moment
all that He was eighteen centuries ago—all that

He has been to our fathers—all that He will be

to our children. He is the Divine and infalli-

ble Teacher, the Healer and Pardoner of sin, the

Source of all graces, the Conqueror of Satan

and of death—now, as of old, and as in years tf)

come. He is ever the same. Liddon.

The living, life-giving Christ ! That is our

sole and sufficient theme. A life disloyal to

Him is the fundamental heresy. The con-

straint of His sweet and awful love is the es-

sential orthodoxy. Christ, the Sacrifice for

sinners ; Christ, the Teacher of the ignorant
;

Christ, the King of faithful souls ; the Emanci-

pator of moral slaves ; the Consoler of the sor-

rowing ; the sure Hope of the dying ; the

Guide of the baffled children of God ; the Hea-

ven of glorified multitudes innumerable on

high ; my Christ, your Christ, humanity's

Christ ; He alone is the truth, the life, the

bond and the test of the true Church of God.

McPherson.

In Christ's devotional spirit, in His holiness,

in His exertions to promote the Divine glory,

in His tenderness for immortal souls, in His zeal

to do those around Him good, in His self-deny-

ing perseverance, in His tender charity. His

generous love. His meekness. His patience. His

forgiveness of injuries—in these and all other

moral excellences of His character. He stands

before us for our study, or admiration, or imi-

tation. Though we cannot work miracles like

Him, we may imitate His acts of mercy, His

prodigies of benevolence ; though Ave cannot

prophesy, we may yet proclaim His truth and

make known His salvation ; though we cannot
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forgive sins, we may yet pardon affronts and

injuries ; though we cannot die as atoning sac

rifices for the sins of those around us, we may
yet make many sacrifices for their sakes ; and

we may imitate His patieuee, His meekness,

and suffer wliat befalls us for His sake, in the

spirit in which He suffered. R. Ilall.

It is indeed true, as a saint who knew Clii'is-

tianity from the life, once said in his heart-

winning way, " One might M-ell consent to be

branded and broken on tlie wlieel, merely for

the idea of such a character as Christ's ; and if

any one should be able to mock and deride, he

must be insane. Every man, whose lieart is in

the right state, will lie in the dust, and rejoice,

and adore." It is true ; even as a bare idea,

the spiritual image of Jesus whicli the Bible

holds out to us is the most dignified and tlie

most precious which is known to our race. It

is the most sublime idea to wliicli, in the prov-

ince of morality and religion, the human mind
has been raised. Let it be a fable, it is still the

most noble truth which has been either received

or communicated by the human mind, and pre-

ponderates, even as a fable, over a thousand

verities of ordinary experience. But it is not a

fable ; it is not a bare idea ; for the man who
was able to produce, from his own invention,

such a character, such a pattern, must liimself

have possessed this greatness of soul, if we
deny that he observed it in another. We must
transfer the spiritual and moral greatness of

Jesus to His biographer if we deny it to Him-
self. If we glance at the greatest characters

which have been exquisitely portrayed to us

by the creative power and art of the most gift-

ed poets, do we find in these characters anything

like that which is developed in Jesus ? And
these plain, uncultivated, Jewish evangelists,

they forsooth desired to invent such a character !

they forsooth were able to invent it ! How far,

as an unaided man, did each of these writers of

Memorabilia stand below Xenophon and Plato
;

and yat how high, in its silent majesty, stands

the simple image of Jesus, which the unlettered

evangelists present, above the character that is

given to the wisest Greeks by the two masters

of language and rhetoric ! JJllniann.

1 . The original, translated
'

' to preach good
tidings," is the word which lias occurred re-

peatedly in the sense of preaching the Gospel

—

e.g., 43 : 9 ; 41 : 27 and 52 : 7. " Binding up,"
applied to the broken in heart, carries out the

figure and refers to the consolation and peace

of an humble trust in God, which naturally

heals the wounded spirit. (Cf. chap. 57:15,

18, 19.) Liberty to the captive draws its figure

j
and terms from the day of Jubilee which gave
freedom to all Hebrew bondmen. Both this

I
" liberty to the captive" and " the opening of

I

the prison to the bound" must be referred to

j

spiritual bondage, the slavery in which sin and

Satan hold their victims, and from which Christ

sets them free. H. C.

The Gospel of Christ, the Word Incarnate of

God, entering into our life is indeed good tid-

ings—good tidings to the poor—as reaching

down to the lowest depths where humanity still

lingers, and growing with man's growth to the

utmost bounds of his possible attainments,

reaching and growing without limit, for if it

could be shown that any human powers lie

without the range of its benediction ; that any
form of man's distress and perplexity are inac-

cessible to its consolation ; that any parts of

nature or liistory are in conflict with its pre-

mises, then I should feel compelled to write

against this also the sentence of dreariness and

desolation, and look for another. But the Gos-

pel of Christ is subject to no such condemna-
tion. It shows us that the Divine is the foun-

dation of the human and (most overwhelming
wonder) that the human is the fulfilment of the

Divine. It turns our thoughts from what we
can do to what God has done and is doing. It

discloses in the idea of creation a splendor

which communicates its light to all created

things. It pierces to the depths of misery,

and brings back even from their darkness a

promise of hope. It transfigures all personal

suffering by the thought of a fellowship with

God in Christ. It is a new, an eternal com-

mandment in which all things, our utmost

hopes and efforts, are shown to be of Him, and

through Him, and unto Him. From the for-

eign mission field, and from the home mission

field, the same story comes, that the vision of

life has been brightened, the work of life has

been quickened, the wounds of sin have been

healed by the old—and ever new—tidings of

Jesus and the resurrection, and above all that

this Gospel has been found to be a Gospel pow-

erful to transform the nature and the circum-

stances of men. Bp. Westcott.

The effects of the work of Christ are even to

the unbeliever indisputable and historical. It

expelled cruelty ; it curbed passion ; it brand-

ed suicide ; it punished and repressed an exe-

crable infanticide ; it drove the shameless im-

purities of heathendom into a congenial dark-

ness. There was hardly a class whose wrongs

it did not remedy. It rescued the gladiator
;

it freed tlie slave ; it protected the captive ; it

nursed the sick ; it sheltered the orphan ; it
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elevated the woman ; it shrouded as with a

halo of sacred innocence the tender years of

the child. In every region of life its ameliorat-

ing influence was felt. It changed pity from a

vice into a virtue. It elevated poverty from a

curse into a beatitude. It ennobled labor from

a vulgarity into a dignity and a duty. It sanc-

tified marriage. It revealed for the first time

the angelic beauty of a Purity of which men
had despaired and of a Meekness at which they

had utterly scoffed. It created the very con-

ception of charity, and broadened the limits of

its obligation from the narrow circle of a neigh-

borhood to the widest horizons of the race.

And while it thus evolved the idea of Human-
ity as a common brotherhood, even where its

tidings were not believed—all over the world,

wherever its tidings were believed, it cleansed

the life, and elevated the soul of each individ-

ual man. Farrar.

It was before Deity, embodied in a human
form, walking among men, partaking of their

infirmities, leaning on their bosoms, weeping
over their graves, slumbering in the manger,

bleeding on the cross, that the prejudices of

the synagogue, and the doubts of the academy,

and the pride of the portico, and the fasces of

the lictors, and the swords of thirty legions

were humbled in the dust. Macaulay.

2. It was not to announce a period well

known before, but to proclaim that such a year

of mercy, a great antitype of the year of jubi-

lee, was now begun. Here our Lord paused at

the opening of His message, and only added
much later the warning of " the days of ven-

geance" (Luke 21 : 20-24), when this mercy had
been despised. Birks.

"The acceptable year of the Lord," when
" liberty was proclaimed to the captives, and
the opening of the prison to them that are

bound," evidently refers to the jubilee ; but in

the prophetic sense, it means the Gospel state

and dispensation, which proclaims spiritual lib-

erty from the bondage of sin and Satan, and
the liberty of returning to our own possession,

even the heavenly inheritance, to which, hav-

ing incurred a forfeiture by sin, we had lost all

right and claim. ,/. 2\ Bannister.

2, 3. He was to be a Comforter, and so He
is, as Preacher, Healer and Deliverer ; He is

sent to " comfort all who mourn," and who,
mourning, seek to Him and not to the world
for comfort. Christ not only provides comfort
for them, and proclaims it, but He applies it to

them
; He does by His Spirit comfort them.

There is enough in Him to "comfort all who
mourn," whatever their sore or sorrow is ; but

this comfort is sure to them who " mourn in

Zion." To these Christ has appointed by His
Gospel and v/ill give by His Spirit those con-

solations which will not only support them
under their sorrows, but turn them into songs

of praise. H.

3. Beauty for aslies, etc. A descrip-

tion of the change of habit and appearance that

should take place in proportion to the change
of circumstances. While they were mourners,

they used to put ashes on their heads ; now
they were to wear a crown or diadem ; for the

word rendered here " beauty" signifies an or-

nament proper to the head, and is so translated

(Ezek. 24 : 17). W. Loicth.

That the efficacy of Sorroic for the great work
of self-abasement is mighty scarcely requires a

statement. AflSiction is the very voice of God
speaking to the heart of man its nothingness.

Sermons may fail, but sorrow is more eloquent

than sermons. It is not the Gospel, but it is

the herald of the Gospel ; it is the very " voice

of Him that crieth" in the vast " wilderness"

of the desolated heart, " Prepare ye the way of

the Lord, make straight in fliis desert a high-

way for our God !" Surrounded by all earthly

comforts, we may not comprehend the mes-

sage, " Comfort ye !" But when around us lie

shattered the hopes and dreams of that fleeting

prosperity, when we walk among ruins, our-

selves a ruin, then God's time is near. His hand

is busy in that chaos, the "broken heart" is

there which He has promised not to spurn, and

His Spirit (which works by means and times

and seasons) is even now about to weave of the

dark substance of that grief the " garment of

praise" of which His prophet has spoken—the
adorning meet for the everlasting kingdom !

W. A. B.

Trees of rig:liteousness, the plant-
ing of the Lord. He was to be a Planter,

for the Church is God's husbandry. Therefore

He will do all this for His people, will cure their

wounds, release them out of bondage and com-

fort them in their sorrows, " that they may be

called trees of righteousness, the planting of

the Lord," that they may be such, and be ac-

knowledged to be such ; that they may be orna-

ments to God's vineyard, and may be " fruitful

in the fruits of righteousness," as the branches

of " God's planting" (chap. 60 : 21). All that

Christ does for us is to make us God's people,

and some way serviceable to Him as " living

trees," planted in the " house of the Lord" and
" flourishing in the courts of our God ;" and all

this " that He may be glorified ;" that we may
be brought to glorify Him by a sincere devotion
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and an exemplary conversation ; for " herein is

our Father glorified, that we bring forth much

fruit ;" and that others also may take occasion

from God's favor shining on His people, and

His grace shining in them, to praise Him ; and

that He might be foverer
'

' glorified in His

saints." H.

The Christian is entered on the catalogue of

the Lord's vineyard as a tree of righteousness,

and is expected to bring forth much fruit. If

his growth in grace is small and his fruitage

unto holiness is meagre, he is little better than

the barren fig tree that was a cumberer of the

ground. He disappoints the hoi^es and grieves

the heart of the husbandman. The condition

of fruitfulness is very simple and is clearly

stated by our Saviour. "He that abideth in

Me and I in him." As long as the union is

kept up between the branch and the vine the

branch bears abundantly. It derives all that it

needs from the vine. It has not to do, but only

to cling and to receive. The new life comes by

faith. But it is a faith tliat quickens and that

leads to intense activity. When the warm rain

visits the roots of a healthy vine, and the sap

rises and pushes out in all the branches, those

branches bei2:in to unfold leaf buds and fruit

buds. The life that they receive manifests it-

self in growth. One who knew not the secret

of that growth would think that the branch

itself was working the wonders that are re-

vealed. And so it is in spiritual growth. The
Christian by his union with Christ is quick-

ened. He puts forth new graces of the Spirit

and new activities in the Divine life as the re-

sult of that quickening. His faith in Christ

works by love. That is its nature, and unless

he represses the normal action he must bring

forth much fruit. Interior.

Looking over the scope of these first- three

verses, it may well excite our admiration that

the sublimely glorious results of chap. 60 are

effected by agencies and methods so mild and

gentle, so condescending and compassionate,

so fraught with loving-kindness and matchless

mercy.

4. " They" in this verse are those stable

Christians, spoken of above as " trees of i"ight-

eousness." What they shall do has been al-

ready expressed under the same and similar

figures in chaps. 49 : 8 ; 54 : 3 and 58 : 12. The
idea is, they repair the wastes and desolations

of sin wrought during the ages in which Satan

has had sway. The figure conceives of these

desolations as external—i.e., ruined villages ;

burned cities ; fields wasted by war, or im-

poverished by slave culture ; but the underly-

ing sense is rather of those usages in society,

those habitudes of thought, those immoral, de-

praved maxims and sentiments which shut out

God, and pervert man's moral convictions and

thus make the soiiU of men desolate. H. C.

Godliness develops such graces of the spirit

as love, faith, meekness and humility. It pro

duces the fruits of righteousness. It feeds the

hungry, clothes the naked, visits those Avho are

sick and in prison ; and all this it does not for

reward, or applause, but solely to glorify God

who has planted it in the warm, mellow soil of

His grace, watered it with the influences of His

Spirit, and set the sun of righteousness in the

firmament of redemption to shine upon it. Babb.

6. The persons addressed here, " Ye" who
are to be "priests of the Lord," comprise all

God's true-hearted Gospel laborers, whether

Jew or Gentile, and with special reference to

those who do the work of the Gospel ministry.

The}' are to be amply sustained by their Chris-

tian brethren. They are to fill a sphere analo-

gous to that of the ancient priests, and, like

them, must live at and of the Temple. (See

Paul's doctrine, Rom 15 : 27 ; 1 Cor. 9 : 11 and

Gal. 6:6.) That they shall " eat the riches of

the Gentiles," may also mean that God in His

providence brings the resources of wealth, in-

dustry and art into the service of His Zion,

transferring from unconsecrated commerce and

perhaps from ungodly hands the resources and

powers of art and of Christian civilization, to

the use of His Gospel kingdom. H. C.

The essential idea here and in Rom. 15 : 27

is that the Church, the chosen people, or the

Israel of God, is charged with the duty of com-

municating spiritual things to those without,

and entitled in return to an increase of outward

strength from those who thus become incorpo-

rated with it. But it is not merely in this

lower sense that the people of God are in the

law (Ex. 19 : 20) and the Gospel (1 Pet. 1 : 3),

as well as in the prophets, represented as the

ministers and priests of God. Not only as in-

structors and reclaimers of the unbelieving

world do they enjoy this sacred dignity, but

also as the only representatives of their Great

High Priest, in Him and througli Him possess-

ing free access to the fountain of salvation and

the throne of grace (Ileb. 4 : 14-16). In this

respect, as in every other which concerns the

method of salvation and access to God, there is

no distinction of Jew and Gentile any more

than of Greek and barbarian, male and female,

bond and free ; but all are Christ's, and Christ

is God's, and all alike "are priests and ministers

of God. A.
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The world docs not read the Bible nor come
to church. All it learns about Christ and the

Christian life it must learn from those who
bear Christ's name and represent Him. If all

church-members lived truly consecrated lives,

loyal to Christ in business, in pleasure, in all

things, it is impossible to estimate what the

saving power of the Church would be iu exam-
ple alone. . . . There is a silent, personal in-

fluence that goes out from everj- one, and this

influence is alwaj's leaving results and impres-

sions wherever it touches. You cannot live a

day and not touch some other life. Our influ-

ence depends upon what we are more than

upon what we do. It is by living a beautiful

life that we bless the world. We need not un-

derestimate holy activities. Good deeds must
characterize every true life. But if the life it-

self is noble, beautiful, holy, Christ-like, one
that is itself a benediction, an inspiration, the

worth of the influence is many times multi-

plied. . . . We get the largest measure of

good for ourselves from what we do when our
first aim is to do good to another. If you would
get the best from any good thing, receive it

from God, and then hasten to minister it in

Christ's name to others. The richest blessing-

comes not in the receiving, but in the giving

and doing. J. II. M.

7. When the riches of the Gentiles pass over

into the hands of Zion in the sense of the verse

previous, then instead of Zion's former shame,
she shall have double ; instead of confusion,

being ashamed and confounded because of her

relative weakness, she now has a joj'ous por-

tion, a lot in which she may well exult, so that

in their laud they shall have double strength

and glory, and it is to them an everlasting joy.

H. C.

§. An enunciation of the general truth, that

the Divine justice renders absolutely necessary

the destruction of His obstinate enemies, and
the deliverance of His people from oppression.

(Cf. 2 Thess. 1 : 6-8.) A. If men do not do
justice, He loves to do judgment Himself in

righting them that suffer wrong, and punish-

ing them that do it. God pleads His people's

injured cause not only because He is jealous

for them, but because He is jealous for justice.

To illustrate this, it is added, that He " hates

robbery for burnt offering ;" He hates injustice

even in His own people, that honor Him with
what tiiey have in tlieir burnt offerings. It is

a truth much to the honor of God, that ritual

services will never atone for the violation of

moral precepts, nor will it justify any man's
robbery to say, " It was for burnt offerings ;"

or" Corban—it is a gift." Behold, " to obey is

better than sacrifice, to do justly and love

mercy better than thousands of rams ;" naj-,

that robbery is most hateful to God which is

covered with this pretence, for it makes the

righteous God to be the patron of unrighteous-

ness. H.

9. The meaning is not merely that all seeing

them shall acknowledge that they are a seed,

etc., but that all seeing them shall recognize

them by recognizing the effects and evidences

of the Divine blessing. The true application

of the verse is to the Israel of God iu its diffu-

sion among all the nations of the earth, who
shall be constrained by what they see of their

spirit, character and conduct to acknowledge
that they are the seed which the Lord hath

blessed. The glorious fulfilment of this prom-
ise in its original and proper sense may be
seen already in the influence exerted by the

eloquent example of the missionary on the

most ignorant and corrupted heathen. A.

10. I will jfreatly rejoice in the
Lord. Those that rejoice in God have cause to

rejoice greatly, and we ncied not fear running

into an extreme in the greatnessof our jo}^ when
we make God the " gladness of our joy." The
first Gospel song begins like this, " My soul

doth magnify the Lord, and my spirit hath

rejoiced in God my Saviour" (Luke 1 : 46,

47). There is just matter for this joy, for sal-

vation and righteousness are wrought out and

brought in, and the Church is clothed with

them. H.

1 1 . The glory of the promise is its univer-

sality, in which the fulfilment will no doubt be

coextensive with the prophecy itself. A.

The Lord has ordained that righteousness and

praise shall spring up with a vigorous and sure

growth before all the nations, even as the warm
bosom of the earth jiushes forward the seed

planted therein to germination, growth and

fruitage. The Gospel is to be an effective and

glorious moral power for the regeneration of

society and of human hearts in all the ends of

the earth ! In this the Messiah rejoices with

exceeding great joy. This universal victory of

truth and righteousness is tlie " joy set before

Him" (as this prophecy plainly shows), " for

which He endured the cross, despising the

shame." II. C.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER LXIL

62 : 1 For Zion's sake will 1 not hold my peace, and for Jerusalem's sake I will not rest,

until her righteousness go forth as brightness, and her salvation as a lamp that burneth.

2 And the nations shall see thy righteousness, and all kings thy glory : and thou shalt be called by

3 a new name, whicli the moutli of the Lord shall name. Thou shalt also be a crown of beauty

4 in the hand of the Lord, and a royal diadem in the hand of thy God. Thou shalt no more

be termed Forsaken ; neither shall thy land any more be termed Desolate : but thou shalt be

called Hephzi-bah, and thy land Beulah : for the Lord delighteth in thee, and thy land shall

5 be married. For as a young man marrieth a virgin, so shall thy sons marry thee : and as the

bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride, so shall thy God rejoice over thee.

6 I have set watchmen upon thy walls, O Jerusalem ; they shall never hold their peace day

7 nor night : ye that are the Lord's remembrancers, take ye no rest, and give him no rest,

8 till he establish, and till he make Jerusalem a praise in the earth. The Lord hath sworn by
his right hand, and by the arm of his strength. Surely I will no more give thy corn to be meat

9 for thine enemies ; and strangers shall not drink thy wine, for the which thou hast laboured :

but they that have garnered it shall eat it. and praise the Lord ; and they that have gathered

it shall drink it in the courts of my sanctuary.

10 Go through, go through the gates
;
prepare ye the way of the people ; cast up, cast up the

11 high way
;
gather out the stones ; lift up an ensign for the peoples. Behold, the Lord hath

proclaimed unto the end of the earth, Say ye to the daughter of Zion, Behold, thy salvation

12 cometh ; behold, his reward is with him, and his recompence before him. And they shall

call them The holy people, The redeemed of the Lord ; and thou shalt be called Sought out,

A city not forsaken.

Chap. 62. The words of the great Deliverer

are continued from the foregoing chapter. He
will not rest until the glorious change in the

condition of His people is accomplished (verse

1). They shall be recognized by kings and na-

tions as the people of Jehovah (verses 2, 3).

She who seemed to be forsaken is still His

spouse (verses 4, 5). The Church is required

to watch and pray for the fulfilment of the

promise (verses 6, 7). God has sworn to pro-

tect her and supply her wants (verses 8, 9). In-

stead of a single nation, all the nations of the

earth shall flow unto her (verse 10). The good

news of salvation shall no longer be confined,

but universally diffused (verse 11). The glory

of the Church is the redemption of the world

(verse 13). A. The Messiah is still the

speaker, expressing His untiring zeal and un-

flagging interest in this promised glorious en-

largement of Zion. He will never rest till it be

fully accomplished (verse 1) ; what it shall be

in its fulness ; how it sliall affect the honor and
glory of the true Church ; the accession of the

Gentiles ; the love felt for the cause of God and

of truth—stand forth under various figures

(verses 2-5). So also how the Messiah commis-

sions His spiritual watchmen (verses 6, 7) ;

what the Lord hath solemnly sworn as to the

future protection and safety of His people

(verses 8, 9) ; a command to Gentile nations to

prepare to come into Zion and the proclamation

to this effect, going forth to the ends of the

earth (verses 10, 11). United with the former

Zion, they become known everywhere as the

holy people, the Lord's redeemed, a city never

more forsaken (verse 13).

This division of chapters should not inter-

rupt the flow of thought, for originally these

chapters (61 and 63) were one continuous dis-

course. The division was made not by Isaiah,

but at a period long subsequent, and only for

more convenient reference to its various parts.

H. C.

1 . The glorified Christ is constantly working

for His Church. We are too apt to regard our

Lord's real work as all lying in the pcist, and,

from the very greatness of our estimate of what

He has done, to forget the true importance of

what He evermore does. " Christ that died"

is the central object of trust and contemplation

for devout souls— and that often to the partial

hiding of Christ that is risen again, who is even

at the right hand of God, who also maketh in-

tercession for us. But Scripture proclaims the

full accomplishment of all the purposes of His

earthly ministry ; it emphasizes the trium-
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phant completion of His redeeming work by His
death ; it proclaims the majesty of His nature,

which returns to the glory which He had with
the Father before the world was ; it shows to

the world, as on some coronation day, their

King on His throne, girded with power and
holding the far-reaching sceptre of the uni-

verse ; it prophesies for men, in spite of all

present sin and degradation, a share in the do-

minion which manhood has in Christ attained,

for though we see not yet all things put under
Him, we see Jesus crowned with glory and
lionor. It prophesies, too. His final victory

over all that sets itself in unavailing antagonism
to His love. A. M.

2. What this new name indicates the passage
proceeds shortly to show (see verse 4). That
this new name comes from God indicates that

He Himself gives her these quahtics and rela-

tions.

3. Thou Shalt be an object of superb and
glorious beauty, enjoying the infinite protec-

tion and love of thy God. The crown, espe-

cially the royal diadem, is the highest earthly

type of whatever is splendid, gorgeous, glori-

ous. The Church is such in God's hand. Her
being such a crown in the handoi her God may
signify perhaps that her beauty is His handi-

work—her righteousness, the fruit of His
spiritual creation ; and yet the most obvious
and prominent suggestion is rather that she is

there in the beauty and glory which He gives
her, enjoying His unfailing protection and un-
dying love. H. C.

4. " Xo more sTialt thou, be called Asubak
{Forsaken), and thy land shall no more be called

Shemamah (Desolate) ; but thou shalt be called

Hephzibah {my delight is in her), and thy land
Beulah (Married), for Jehovah delights in thee,

and thy land shall be married." The joyful
change of condition is further expressed in the

prophet's favorite manner, by significant

names. It is probable that they were all

familiar to the Jews as female names in real

life. This we know to have been the case with
two of them : the mother of Jehoshaphat was
named Azubah (1 K. 23 : 42), and the mother
of Manassch Hephzibah (2 K. 21 : 1). It is bet-

ter, therefore, to retain the Hebrew forms, in i

order to give them an air of reality as proper
|

names, and at the same time to rendjer them
intelligible by translation. A. '

" As the bridegroom rejoiccth over the bride,
j

so sliall thy God rejoice over thee." Ko en- !

raptured bridegroom ever had love to his loved
one so warm, and strong, and pure as that of

the lover and seeker of souls to the souls He
|

loves, and finds, and marries, and "leads"
home, rejoicing. That nothing and no one may
come between Him and tiu-m. He asserts

strongly, jealously, the husband's right—" He
that hath the bride is the bridegroom"—claims
each recovered one as engaged, and forever

I

aftianced to Himself, names the name of each
with a lover's tenderness, and " leads" them
through these earthly scenes toward " the

King 's palace. " Raleigh.

6, 7, The promise is a general one, or rather

the command that those who are constituted

guardians of the Church should be importunate
in prayer to God on her behalf. A. They
shall never hold their peace, even as the Mes-
siah declares of Himself (verse 1), "I will not

hold 3Iy peace;" "I will not rest," until

Zion's righteousness shall go forth as bright-

ness. This is therefore essentially His com-
mand to His Gospel ministers to imbue their

souls with His quenchless spirit of zeal, love

and labor, and to prosecute their work as

He does His. "Ye that make rnention of the

Lord" is literally, " Ye that remind the Lord,"
or call things to His remembrance. The sense

I take to be, remind the Lord of His promises ;

plead them with importunate prayer ; bring

up the case of Zion with unceasing supplica-

tion. H. C.

The Lord, who has declared His own purpose

of unwearied action for Zion, here associates

with Himself the Avatchmen whom He appoints

and endows for functions in some measure re-

sembling His own, and exercised with con-

stancy derived from Him. " I have set watch-

men upon thy walls, O Jerusalem, which shall

never hold their peace day nor night." On
the promise follows, as ever, a command (for

all Divine gifts involve the responsibility of

their use, and it is not His wont either to be-

stow without requiring, or to require before

bestowing), " Ye that remind Jehovah, keep

not silence." There is distinctly traceable here

a reference to a twofold form of occupation

devolving on these Christ-sent servants. They
are watchmen, and they are also God's remem-
brancers. In the one capacity, as in the other,

their voices are to be always heard. The
former metaphor is common in the Old Testa-

ment, as a designation of the prophetic office,

but, in accordance with the genius of the New
Testament, as expressed on Pentecost, when
the Spirit was poured out on the lowly as well

as on the high, on the young as on the old, and

all prophesied, may be fairly extended to desig-

nate not some select few, but the Avhole mass

of Christian people. The watchman's office
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falls to be done by all who see the coming peril,

and have a tongue to echo it forth. The le-

membrancer's priestly office belongs to every

member of Christ's priestly kingdom, the low-

est and least of whom has the privilege of un-

restrained entry into God's presence-chamber,

and the power of blessing the world by faith-

ful prayer. The gifts then here promised, and

the duties that flow from them, are not the

prerogatives or the tasks of any class or order,

but the heritage and the burden of the Lord to

every member of His Church. Christ sets the

watchmen ; He commands the remembrancers.

From Him flows the power, from His good

Spirit comes the desire, to proclaim the mes-

sage. That message is the story of His life and

death. But for what He does and is we should

have nothing to say ; but for His gift we should

have no power to say it ; but for His influence

we should have no will to say it. By His ex-

ample, by His gifts, bj^the motive of His love,

our resting, working Lord says to each of us,

" Ye that remind God, keep not silence." Let

us answer, " ForZion's sake will I not hold my
peace, and for Jerusalem's sake I will not rest.

"

A. M.

A strange word of encouragement to impor-

tunity. Give Him no rest ; suffer Him not to be

in quiet till He make Jerusalem a praise in the

earth. A few such suitors in these times were

worth thousands such as we are. Our prayers

stick in our breasts, scarce come forth, much
less do they go up and ascend with that pierc-

ing force that would open up the way for deliv-

erances to come down. Leighton.

8, 9. Under images drawn from her ancient

history, the Lord predicts her future purity and

prosperity.

10. As we have seen, the course of thought

here is of prayer and labor for the extension and
purity of Zion, for the conversion of the Gen-

tiles and the glory of Christ's kingdom in this

world. The Messiah has given the strongest

expressions of His devotion to this work, and

has summoned His watchmen to the same pure

and unceasing devotion. Now in harmony
with this line of thought, this verse exhorts the

whole Church to take away every obstacle to

the return of Gentile converts into Zion. " Go
forth from your city gates

;
prepare the high-

way ; elevate it well ; clear out the stones
;

and then raise aloft the Gospel banner toward
which those Gentile hosts may direct their steps

as they come to Zion." H. C. This is a

prediction of the increase of the Church or

chosen people by the accession of the Gentiles.

The gates are then the gates of the ideal Zion

or Jeru-salem, the passage is an inward not an

outward passage, and the exhortation of the

text is one to all concerned, or all who have the

opportunity to take away obstructions and

facilitate their entrance. A.

Cast up, cast up the highway
;
gather out

the stones. Not only do modern icnijs prove

the need of such preparation, but modern cus-

toms show how, when, and why it is done.

When Ibrahim Pasha proposed to visit certain

places on Lebanon, the emeers and sheikhs sent

forth a general proclamation, somewhat in the

style of Isaiah's exhortation, to all the inhab-

itants, to assemble along the proposed route,

and prepare the way before him. The same
was done in 1845, on a grand scale, when the

present Sultan visited Brusa. The stones were

gathered out, crooked places straightened, and

rough ones made level and smooth. The ex-

hortation to gather out the stones is peculiarly

appropriate. These farmers do the exact re-

verse—gather up the stones from their fields,

and cast them into the highway, and it is this

barbarous custom which in many places ren-

ders the paths so uncomfortable, and even

dangerous. W. M. Thomson.

11. The Lord sends forth His proclamation

to the end of the world because it is to be a

matter of profound interest to all Gentile na-

tions that God is announcing to His Zion the

coming of her Saviour, who moreover comes

not in vain, but with success made sure. His

reward is always in hand, so certain is it made
by Divine covenant and promise. " Work"
has here also the sense of reward of his work,

the expected and desired result. H. C.

11,12. It shall be proclaimed to the captives,

that thoy are set at liberty, and may go if they

please ; it shall be proclaimed to their neigh-

bors, to all about them, '' to the end of the

world," that God has pleaded Zion's just, in-

jured, and despised cause. Let it be said to

Zion, for her comfort, " Behold thy salvation

comes," thy Saviour, who brings salvation
;

He will bring such a work, such a reward, in

this salvation, as shall be admired by all ; a re-

ward of comfort and peace with Him ; but a

work of humiliation and reformation before

Him, to prepare His people for that recompense

of their sufferings ; and then, with reference

to each, it follows, they shall be called
'

' the

holy people" and " the redeemed of the Lord ;

the work before Him," which shall be wrought
in them and upon them, shall denominate them

a holy people, cured of their inclination to idol-

atry, and consecrated to God only ; and the re-

ward with Him, the deliverance wrought fi)r
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them, shall denominate them " redeemed of the

Lord," so redeemed as none but God could re-

deem them ; and redeemed to be His, their

bonds loosed, that they might be His ser-

vants. H.

12. The holy people. Holiness in-

volves the reference of life and self to God,

consecration to and service of Him. It is not a

mere equivalent of purity, but distinctly car-

ries the higher reference. The obedience is not

to a law, but to a Lord. The perfection does

not consist in conformity to an ideal standard.

but in likeness and devotion to God. A. M.
Holiness is conformity to the character of

God. To have fellowship with Him in His
characteristic feelings and principles ; to love

what He loves ; to hate what He hates ; to de-

sire what He promises ; to rejoice in His will

in all things, even when it crosses our own
will ; to learn to say from the bottom of the

heart, even in the agony of conflict, " Not my
will, but Thine be done"—this is to be holy

;

and every nearer approach to this is an ad-

vance in holiness. E. Bayley.

ISAIAH, CHAPTERS LXIIT., LXIV.

63 : 1 Who is this that cometh from Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah ? this that is

glorious in his apparel, marching in the greatness of his strength ? I that speak in right-

2 eousness, mighty to save. Wherefore art thou red in thine apparel, and thy garments like

3 him that treadeth in the winefat ? I have trodden the winepress alone ; and of the peoples

there was no man with me : yea, I trod them in mine anger, and trampled them in my fury ;

4 and their lifeblood is sprinkled upon my garments, and I have stained all my raiment. For

5 the day of vengeance was in mine heart, and the year of my redeemed is come. And I

looked, and there was none to help ; and I wondered that there was none to uphold : there-

6 fore mine own arm brought salvation unto me ; and my fury, it upheld me. And I trod

down the peoples in mine anger, and made them drunk iu my fury, and I poured out their

lifeblood on the earth.

7 I will make mention of the lovingkindnesses of the Lokd, and the praises of the

Lord, according to all that the Lord hatli bestowed on us ; and the great goodness

toward the house of Israel, which he hath bestowed on them according to his mer-

8 cies, and according to the multitude of his lovingkindnesses. For he said, Surely,

9 they are my people, children that will not deal falsely : so he was their saviour. In

all their affliction he was afflicted, and the angel of his presence saved them : in his

love and in his pity he redeemed them ; and he bare them, and carried them all the days

10 of old. But they rebelled, and grieved his holy spirit : therefore he was turned to be

11 their enemy, and himself fought against them. Then he remembered the days of old,

Moses, and his people, sayincj. Where is he that brought them up out of the sea with the

13 shepherds of his flock ? where is he that put his holy spirit in the midst ^f them ? that

caused his glorious arm to go at the right hand of ]\Ioses ? that divided tne water before

13 them, to make himself an everlasting name ? that led them through the depths, as an horse

14 in the wilderness, that they stumbled not ? As the cattle that go down into the valley, the

spirit of the Lord caused them to rest : so didst thou lead thy people, to make thyself a

15 glorious name. Look down from heaven, and behold from the habitation of thy holiness

and of thy glory : where is thy zeal and thy mighty acts ? the yearning of thy bowels and

16 thy compassions are restrained toward me. For thou art our father, though Abraham
knoweth us not, and Israel doth not acknowledge us: thou, O Lord, art our father ; our

17 redeemer from everlasting is thy name. O Lord, wh}^ dost thou make us to err from thy

ways, and hardenest our heart from thy fear ? Return for thy servants' sake, the tribes of

18 thine inheritance. Thy holy people possessed it but a little while : our adversaries have

19 trodden down thy sanctuary. We are become as tliey over wlioni thou never barest rule ;

64 : 1 as they that were not called by thy name. Oh that thou wouldest rend the heavens, that
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2 thou wouldest come down, that the mountains might flow down at thy presence ; as when

fire kindleth the brushwood, and the fire causeth the waters to boil : to malie thy name

3 known to thine adversaries, that the nations may tremble at thy presence ! When thou didst

terrible things which we looked not for, thou earnest down, the mountains flowed down at

4 thy presence. For from of old men have not heard, nor perceived by the ear, neither hath

5 the eye seen a God beside thee, which worketh for him that waiteth for him. Thou meetest

him that rejoiceth and worketh righteousness, those that remember thee in thy ways : behold,

thou wast wroth, and we sinned : in them have we been of long time, and shall we be saved ?

6 For we are all become as one that is unclean, and all our righteousnesses are as a polluted

7 garment : and we all do fade as a leaf ; and our iniquities, like the wind, take us away. And

there is none that calleth upon thy name, that stirreth up himself to take hold of thee : for

8 thou hast hid thy face from us, and hast consumed us by means of our iniquities. But now,

O LoKD, thou art our father ; we are the clay, and thou oar potter ; and we all are the work

9 of thy hand. Be not wroth very sore, O Lord, neither remember iniquity for ever : behold,

10 look, we beseech thee, we are all thy people. Thy holy cities are become a wilderness, Zion

11 is become a wilderness, Jerusalem a desolation. Our holy and our beautiful house, where

our fathers praised thee, is burned Avith fire ;
and all our pleasant things are laid waste.

12 Wilt thou refrain thyself for these things, O Lord ? wilt thou hold thy peace, and afllict

us very sore ?

Chap. 63. This chapter and the following

relate to the same general subject, and should

not be separated. The subject with which

they are introduced is the destruction of the

enemies of God, and this is followed by tender

expressions of confidence in Jehovah, and by

earnest supplications on the part of His people

that He would interpose in their behalf.

Barnes.

Amid the glowing descriptions of Zion's

purity, enlargement, and triumph, through

which the prophet has borne us in the four

chapters next preceding this, there have been

brief intimations of hostile powers and of God's

visitations of retribution upon them—<'.</..chaps.

59 : 18, 60 : 12. Here in verses 1-6 this subject

is resumed for a more distinct and full presen-

tation. Remarkably this passage is the coun-

terpart of chap. 34, in the earlier prophecies.

Here as there. Edom is the representative of

the malignant, determined enemies of Zion.

Here as tliere, the Divine Avenger and Re-

deemer of Zion goes forth in the might of His

strength, and the blood of the slain fills the

foreground of the picture—here, staining all

His raiment ; there, making His sword drunk

with blood, and washing the mountain sides

with torrents of gore. This description is the

more brief, as might be expected in a case of

renewed mention. With verse 7 a new subject

is commenced which fills the remaining portion

of this chapter and also chap. 64. The prophet

sees the true Zion as she stood historically

during the age immediately preceding tlie

first advent of Christ, struggling up through

scenes of blended afliiction and sin, under an

almost crushing sense of ill-desert and un-

worthiness, grasping the promises of God in

faith and prayer, and gathering strength from

His past mercies. Hence it abounds with most

earnest expostulations, importunate pleadings,

and precious allusions to God's manifestations

of mercy in former ages. H. C.

The influx of the Gentiles into Zion having

been described in the preceding verses, the de-

struction of her enemies is now sublimely rep-

resented as a sanguinary triumph of Jehovah

or the Messiah (verses 1-6). The prophet then

supposes the catastrophe already past, and takes

a retrospective view of God's compassions

toward His people, and of tliBir unfaithfulness

during the old economy (verses 7-14). He then

assumes the tone of earnest supplication, such

as might have been offered by the believing Jews

when all seemed lost in the destruction of their

commonwealth and temple (verses 15-19). A.

1. The prophet is singing of the victorious

Messiah. He, that majestic figure that haunts

all Hebrew history—He it is that comes up from

Edom (which stands here to represent the sum
of all the foes of Israel) with stained garments

that show the terribleness of the struggle, and

with step and face that manifest the complete-

ness of His victory. It is the triumph of the

MessiaU that is being sung. This brings it, as

you see, close to us. This Hebrew Messiah has

come, and is more than the Hebrew Messiah :

He is the Christian's Christ, He is our Saviour.

See how the old vision is elevated once more to

a yet larger application. The victory of Christ,

the destruction of evil by good, the conquest

over the devil by the Son of God, at cost, with
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pain, so that as He comes forth His rcbes are

red with blood ; the redemption of mgnliind

from sin by the Divine and human Saviour

—

this is the largest and completest meaning of

the ancient vision. Bp. Brooks.

Who is this that cometh ? The proph-

et asks the question ; the personage who re-

sponds ma)' best be regarded as the Messiah

Himself. The prominence given to His person

in chaps. 59 : 20, 21 ; 60 : 1-3 ; 61 : 1-3, 10, 11,

and 62 : 1, 6, 11, makes this construction almost

necessary. The course of thought and the logic

of the context demand it. Then it is entirely in

harmony with the spirit of other Messianic

prophecies

—

e.g., Ps. 2 and 110 ; and with the

doctrine of the New Testament

—

e.g.. Matt.

28:18, and its numerous parallel passages ; also

with Rev. 19 : 11-21. In this prophetic vision

tlie scenes of slaughter are recently past and the

Great Redeemer and Avenger of His people is

seen returning from the fearful carnage—His

garments scarlet-dyed, blood-stained ; Himself

marching in triumph as a conqueror returning

witli renewed consciousness of power from a

victorious conflict with His foes. The prophet

cries, Who is this, so glorious in His apparel,

so majestic in His mien '? The answer reveals

Him, " I that speak in righteousness," saj'ing

only with truth and doing only in justice

—

doing in the way of just retribution all that I

have threatened for deliverance to My people

and for destruction to My incorrigible foes.

' Mighty to save" gives prominence to the idea

that these judgments on Edom were demanded
by the interests of salvation to His people.

H. C.

The prophet wonders at an object which pre-

sents itself. This object is a Conqueror return-

ing bloody from battle : of whom, by way of

dialogue, and in answer to the questions, who
He is, and why so habited, an account is given ;

representing a mighty victory, obtained Avith

much blood and slaughter, won by the powerful

but single arm of this mighty Warrior ; by
which a total rout was given to His adversaries

at a time when, if He had not interposed, no

other was disposed, no other able, to have

quelled the outrage and havoc which they were

making. His stained garments demonstrate the

sharpness of the engagement, as His myjn and

manner of approach denote the invincible great-

ness of His strength. In this description we
have represented the hardships and the success

of that combat with the enemies of our souls,

by which Christ brought salvation to mankind ;

vanciuisliing sin and death, wresting the ])rey

out of the hands of Satan, and, as the apostle

expresses it, " having spoiled principalities and
powers, triumphing over them in His cross.

"

Dean SUuthope.

It is Christ that is thus magniticently de-

scribed, returning to His capital, frc.m the land

of the enem_y, after His passion. Bp. Home.
His " coming from Edom" is His rising

from the dead ; His return " from Bozrah" His

coming back, having vsinquished hell : Idumea
standing for the kingdom of darkness and death,

and Bozrah (the strong city of Edom) for the

seat of the prince of darkness ; agreeably to the

custom, so familiar with the prophets, of put-

ting the sworn enemies of the commonwealth
of Israel to express the mortal and immortal

enemies of the souls of God's people. Bp.

Andrews.

The Christ depicted by rationalism is a pure

creation of modern imagination, an ideal and
unreal personage, wholly unlike the majestic

being, whom prophets foieiold, to whom the

evangelists bore witness, who Avas preached of

the apostles, received up into glory, and has

ever since borne unequalled sway in the history

of the Church and the nations. The fiction is

with the modern critics ; the fact is found in

the old and ever-living faith. Such an abstract

ideal of human excellence, such a cold and

chaste purity of unearthly perfection, such a

spiritual mystic, full of contemplation and

revery, such a mere moral teacher, ministering

only as a man, in pity and love, to other men's

natural necessities and social well-being, is not

the real, living Christ, who has drawn men unto

Him ; is not the Divine Man, Avho has renovated

the human conscience, and elevated the re-

ligious consciousness of the race, and been the

heart and life of the spiritual conflicts and the

spiritual life of mankind for eighteen hundred

years. But the attributes and qualities, which

rationalism denies and disowns, are the very

ones which have given Christ His rule over

man's heart and history. It is Christ the Son

of God, Christ the Lamb of God, Christ the

resurrection and the life, the Christ who con-

quered Satan and brake the bands of death,

and came in righteousness, mighty to save, the

Christ in whom man has found the present

Deity. He, and lie only is it, whom the hu-

man heart and con.science have exalted to a

spiritual throne, to be the Lord and Arbiter of

man's eternal destiny. The Christ of rational-

ism is an unhistoric figment ; the Christ of

history is the Incarnate God.

Tiie Christ of rarionalism cannot meet tiie de-

mands of man's religious nature and needs. It

leaves the whole problem of sin unsolved ; is
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gives no assurance of forgiveness ; it gives us

only a God afar off, and not a God near to all

the wants and necessities of the human soul.

And, not looking to the past, if we were now

to interrogate human consciousness as to its real

religious wants and its present beliefs, it would

still answer as of old, tliat it finds these met in

a Christ, who blends the natural and the super-

natuial, the Divine and the human, an incarnate

Deity who came to redeem a fallen race. The

Christ of the Bible and the Christ of the his-

toric Church is the very Christ whom man now
craves ; and He is still a living presence in

every living and believing soul. II. B. Smith.

WX^XitS to save. We cannot go to Him
too often, nor ask of Him too much. We have

no sin but He has a pardon for it ; no weak-

ness but He has strength for it ; no cankering

care but He has relief for it ; no grievous sor-

row but He has comfort for it ; no bleeding

heart-wouud but He has balm to soothe and a

bandage to bind it up. It is impossible for us

to expect too much from His generosity, or

trust too implicitly to the bounties of His prov-

idence and the aids of His Spirit. It is equally

easy for God to supply our greatest as our

smallest wants, to carry our heaviest as our

lightest burden. In the most desperate cases

of sinners and in the darkest circumstances of

saints, " when all power is gone" and there

seems no outget or deliverance, God is mighty

to save. T. Guthrie.

2. It is a slight but effective stroke in this

fine picture, that the first verse seems to speak

of the stranger as still at a distance, whereas in

the second he has come so near as to be addressed

directly. A.

3. The Orientals crushed their grapes for

wine with the foot, thus staining their garments

with the red juice of the grape. This furnishes

the figure here. H. C. The most satisfac-

tory solution of the second sentence seems to be

that these words are added to convey the idea

that all the nations were on the adverse side,

none on that of the conqueror. The sense will

then be not that they refused to join in tram-

pling others, but simply that they were among
the trampled. As if he had said, I trod the

press alone, and all the nations, without excep

tion, were trodden in it. By all the nations we
are of course to understand all but God's people.

Wliile the impossibility of applying the expres-

sion to our Saviour's sufferings cannot be too

strongly stated, there is no need of denying that

the figure may be happily accommodated in the

way suggested ; as many expressions of the Old

Testament may be applied to different objects

with good effect, provided we are careful to

avoid confounding such accommodations with

the strict and primary import of the passage. A.

The expression " I have trodden the wine-

press alone" is commonly applied to Christ in

the loneliness of His agony in Gethsemane, and

in His desertion through the scenes of His trial

and crucifixion. And there could not be a more

vivid picture of the soltariness of the Saviour

in His sufferings—when " of the people there

was none Avith Him ;" when, as He lay upon

the ground in His bloody sweat. His disciples

were sleeping within sound of His groaning
;

when, as the traitor seized Him, " all the dis-

ciples forsook Him, and fled ;" and Peter mus-

tered courage to follow Him afar off, only to

deny Him at the last. Yet the connection

shoAvs that it is not the Redeemer in His sor-

rows, but in His triumphs, who is here depicted.

He is coming from Edom, the typical enemy of

Israel, where by His unaided strength He has

visited judgment and destruction upon the foes

of His Church. It is the same picture which

is repeated in Rev. 19 : 13, of the " Word of God

clothed with a vesture dipped in blood, who
treadelh the wine-press of the fierceness and

wrath of Almighty God." Yet love and mercy

ever predominate over judgments. His judg-

ments upon the obdurate illustrate His grace

to the penitent ; and often, as with Israel of

old, judgments recall His people to their de-

pendence upon His grace. The Saviour identi-

fies Himself with His flock. He makes their

afliiction His own, and will make them partak-

ers in His triumph and joy. J. P. T.

4. This figurative statement of the text in

its broadest meaning furnishes the key to the

grand tragedy of human history. Though hav-

ing special reference to Moab and Edom, the

eminent foes of Israel, yet the great fact it de-

clares has been, in substance, enacted among

all nations, in all ages of time until now. Of

nation after nation the true record of history is

written before in the word of the prophet, that

He has " trodden them in the Avine-press of His

wrath," of people after people that were, but

are not ; that He " has put down their strength

to the earth." Among the empires destroyed

before His first coming, and the nations that

have perished since, has Christ the Avenger

been enacting judgments in behalf of His re-

deemed. All His judgments have been in the

earth that its inhabitants might learn His right-

eousness and accept His redemption. So has it

been in the whole past, in substance the day of

God's vengeance has been in order that the year

of His redeemed might be brought on. So it is
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to-day, so will it be to the end of the period in

which He enacts judgments against nations in

the flesh. There is no grander truth than this

for our conception, none besides this which

solves effectually the sore problem of God's

tragic providences in man's history. For this

declares that His judgments in every age and

upon every scale have been in the interest of

His redemptive purpose and plan. B.

Through Oriental caste and despotism, the

license of the Greek democracy, the iron, im-

perial power of Rome, the perilous luxury of

monarchies and the aristocracy, passive obedi-

ence to kings and hierarchies, has the race made
its suffering course toward the blessings of rep-

resentative government and religious liberty.

Through the conflicts of race with race, of the

sons of Shem with the sons of Japheth, of

Asiatic with European prowess, of the Latin

with the German stock, of the Celt with the

Saxon, have we fought our way to the knowl-

edge of the Christian principle that the race is

one and a brotherhood, and that freedom shall

yet be given unto all. Each of the greatest

battles of the race has been a step in the prog-

ress of human rights. //. B. Smith.

5. Fury here takes the place of righteousness

in chap. 59 : 16, not as a synonym, but as an

equivalent. God's wrath is but the executioner

and agent of His justice. Upon either He
might therefore be described as exclusively rely-

ing. A. The meaning is that Jesus Messiah

is equal by Himself alone to the exigencies of

righteous retribution upon the guilty nations

of men. His people never need fear any fail-

ure in the resources of His power, whether to

save themselves or to destroy His unrepentant

foes.

6. "Make them drunk in My fury" is the

conception of the wine-cup of the Lord's indig-

nation which He passes round for guilty na-

tions to drink, to madden them for self-destruc-

tion. In Jer. 25 : 15-31 this conception is fully

expanded. It appears frequently and with

great pertinence and force in other prophets.

1-6. This passage proves that Christ is

mighty to save His people by destroying their

enemies. From this the inference is entirely

legitimate that He is mighty to save them i-n

every possible relation—against every sort of

foe. The former, however, is the thing here

affirmed. The latter comes from it by inference

only.

7. The portion that follows, to the end of

chap. 64, treats of Zion's sins and siifferings
;

her struggles of faith and prayer, and her rem-

iniscences of God's mercies, called up to revive

her spiritual strength. Remarkably the passage

begins with this view of past mercies. The
verb, " I \vill mention," is the same which oc-

curred in chap. 63 : 6, " Ye that make mention

of the Lord, keep not silence ;" and means
either to recall to one's own mind or to remind

another.

9. The phrase, " The angel of His presence"

leads the mind to that uncreated angel whose
presence was guaranteed to Moses in behalf of

Israel and was manifested in the pillar of cloud

and of fire throughout their journeyings in the

Avilderness. (See Ex. 23:20-23.) He was
God's very presence. God was present in

him, for this must be the legitimate sense of the

phrase, "My name is in him." This same

angel is identified with the jiresence of Jeho-

vah, and with Jehovah Himself (Ex. 33 : 12-23
;

34 : 5-9) ; and also at the bush (Ex. 3 : 2,

4-6). A careful examination of these and kin-

dred passages in the Old Testament, coupled

with New Testament allusions to them, will

show most fully that the great Personage who
revealed Himself in the Old Testament ages,

sometimes under the name, " The angel of the

Lord," and often simply as " the Lord," was
no other than the Messiah Himself, the Son of

God, "the brightness of the Father's glory,"

the great Revealer of God to man, and the

supreme head of the Church under the old

economy no less truly though less palpably

than under the new. It was He who saved

them ; who also bare them all the days of old

as a tender mother carries in her arms her in-

fant babe. H. C.

Even Hitzig admits the identity of the angel

of Jehovah's presence with Jehovah Himself,

but explains it away by making angel an ab-

stract term, not denoting in any case a person,

but the manifestation of Jehovah's presence at

a certain time and place. Hendewerk, on the

other hand, alleges that the angel is always rep-

resented as a personality distinct from Jehovah

Himself. By blending these concessions from

two writers of the same great school, we obtain

a striking testimony, if not to the absolute

truth, to the scriptural correctness of the old

Christian doctrine, as expounded with consum-

mate force and clearness by Vitringa in his com-

ment on this passage—viz., the doctrine that

the angel of God's presence, who is mentioned

in the passages already cited, and from time to

time in other books of the Old Testament (Gen.

28 : 13 ; 31 : 11 ; 48 : 16 ; Ex. 3:2; Josh. 5 : 14 ;

Judges 13 : 6 ; Ho3. 12 : 5 ; Zech. 3:1; Mai.

3:1; Ps. 34 : 8), was that Divine Person who
is represented in the New as the brightness of
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the Father's glory and the express image of His '

person (Heb. 1 : 3), the image of God (2 Cor.

4:4; Col. 1 : 15), in whose face the glory of

God shines (3 Cor. 4 : 6), and in whom dwelleth

all the fulness of the Godhead bodily (Col.

2 : 9). A.

In Mai. 3 : 1 it is plain that " the Messenger,

or Angel of the covenant," the covenant of

grace, was no other than Christ ; and as allu-

sion is made to the same Person in all the other

passages before mentioned, and in the words of

Isaiah in the text, it follows that He w4io ap-

peared to Moses, He who was seen by Manoah,

He who was spoken of b}' Zechariah, He whom
Isaiah describes as saving and redeeming

Israel, must also be Christ. In the language of

the prophet, Christ is styled "the Angel of

God's presence ;" but mark the authority and

dignity of His person ; sometimes He is called

" Wonderful ;" sometimes " the Lord ;" some-

times He is said to have " the name of God in

Him;" and sometimes He is styled " God."

He, therefore, to whom such appellations are

given, can be no created being ; he must be the

Eternal Son of God ; he must be
'

' the Word of

God," by whom God speaks to mankind ; He
must be the same that " was in the beginning

with God, and was God ;" the same " by whom
all things were created ;" the same who was

made man, the same who redeemed us, the same

who ever liveth to make intercession for us.

Bp. Huntiiigford.

Let us not overlook the fact that God does not

sit aloft in remote and inaccessible seclusion

from our human trials. They are more real to

God than they are to us. No being in the uni-

verse feels the woes of human life so deeply as

He feels them. Not one pang of suffering

rasps any human nerve which God does not ap-

propriate as if it were His own. This is the

working of infinite sympathies in the heart of

a loving Creatoi*. " In all their affliction He

was afflicted." The true value of any human
life consists in identifying it with the life of

God. In such supreme alliance, no man can be

unhappy. And no man can be happy without

it. Life witliout God is not worth living. All

that afflicts men here is one dull, dead weight

of woe, unless it is lifted and upborne by God.

Phelps.

In all our afflictions He is afflicted. Having

"had experience in our outward and inward

sufferings, Christ knows and compassionates

our case. The sweetness and worth of all these

our passions and sensibilities are in Him as God-

man, and therefore He is touched with a feeling

of our infirmities, and is moved to intercede

for us, with a perpetual memory of what we
are and what we need. H. H. We would

pray better and more, and with vaster confi-

dence, if we would in our supplications pray as

though we thought God's Son was going to

take our suit and plead it before the Father,

not because He wants to have «s gratified sim-

ply, but because He is one of us, one in us, and

His pulse beats with ours, and our distresses

are His distresses. C. H. P.

Of one thing every child of God may be sure,

in the hour of His suffering or of His sorrow,

and that is that He is not Himself more deeply

interested in His present trial than His Saviour

is interested in that trial in His behalf. Noth-

ing comes to pass, in the experience of a be-

liever, that the Saviour is not fully familiar

with ; nor does the Saviour ever fail to be

touched with the feeling of all the infirmities

of His every follower with which He is thus

familiar. Here is a source of cheer in every

sorest need. S. S. T.

His extraordinary sensibility to human feel-

ing became operative at once as sympathy, was

at once translated into action. All was felt

which human feeling felt, and then all was sym-

pathized with actively, till at last, upon the

cross, all the sorrows of the world were taken

in to Himself and borne in the activity of vol-

untary suffering, that they might be forever,

in the end, lifted off the heart of mankind. It

is there, when intense sensibility to the want,

and woe, and sin of men had led Him to abso-

lute self-sacrifice through sympathy—there, in

that bowed head and broken Manhood—that

we realize at last, in the radiance of love which

eye hath not seen, the King in His perfect

beauty. 8. A. Brooke.

Such occult emanations of compassion from

the heart of our Lord are going into all the

homes of sorrow where believing men and

women suffer. They are vibrating on the air

invisibly the world over. They bring the

afflicted into a very sacred alliance. What they

suffer Christ suffers. For this He became a Man
of Sorrows. Do v.'e long in our desolateness

for human fellowship? Our Redeemer is a

suffering man. Do we faint for the want of a

more than human strength ? Our Redeemer is

the Son of God. Our very commonest and

most homely griefs He lifts up into the embrace

of His divinest sympathies, and invests them

with the glory of His atoning pains. This is a

faithful saying, that in some way we know not

how, if we suffer we shall also reign with Him.

Phelps.

The lessons only which have cost us pain,
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which we have learned in struggle, which
have been born out of anguish of heart, will

Ileal and really bless others. It is when we
have passed through the bitterness of tempta-

tion, w resiling with evil and sore beset, victo-

rious only through the grace of Christ, that we
are ready to be helpers of others in temptation.

It is only when we have known sorrow, when
the chords of our love have been swept by it,

and when we have been comforted and helped

to endure, that we are fitted to become com-

forters of others in sorrow. J. R. Miller.

In Hi§ love and in His pity He re-

deemed them. No lost soul shall murmur
hereafter that the tender loving-kindness of God
has not willed to save it. No saint in glory

shall pretend that aught in him has been ac-

cepted and crowned save the infinite merit, the

priceless gifts of his Redeemer. The dying

love of Jesus embraces the race, and yet it con-

centrates itself with direct—as it seems to us

—

with exclusive intensity upon each separate

soul. He dies for all, and yet He dies for

each ; as if each soul were the solitary object

of His incarnation and of Ilis death. Beneath

the cross we may each of us legitimately fix

our soul's eye on the great Sufferer, and we
may say with His apostle, " He loved me and
gave Himself for me." Liddon.

" God so loved the world that He gave His

only begotten Sou, that whosoever believeth in

Him should not perish, but should have eternal

life." The little child who has learned his

earliest lessons of what Father and Son, loving

and giving, trust and life mean, by the sweet

experiences of his own father's home and his

mother's love, can grasp these blessed words.

They carry the deepest mysteries which will

still gleam before us unfathomed in all their

profundity, unappropriated in all their blessed-

ness, when millenniums have passed since we
stood in the inner shrine of heaven. Wonder-
ful the word which blesses the child, which
transcends the angel before the throne ! A. M.

10. His Holy Spirit. This form of ex-

pression assumes that God sends forth the Holy
Spirit as a distinct personality, and causes llim

to dwell within the people. To this we find

allusion in Neh. 9 : 20, " Thou gavest also thy

Good Spirit to instruct them ;" and in Hag.

2:5, " According to the word that I covenanted

with you when ye came out of Egypt, so my
Spirit remaineth among you ; fear not."

Stephen had his eye on the same great fact

when (Acts 7 : 51) he charged it upon the hard-

ened Jews of his time ;
" Ye do always resist the

Holy Ghost ; as yoxirfathers did, so do ye." II. C.

The Holy Spirit may be so vexed by op-

position, so quenched in His influences by god-

less indifference, that He will recognize the sin-

ner as hopelessly corrupt and desperately be-

j^ond recovery—his spiritual disease incurable.

With such recognition He probably abandons
the soul forever. As we can only be saved by
the Holy Ghost, men are as ruined when He
departs as if they had committed the unpardon-

able sin. His departure never takes place while

salvation is a possibility. When the Holy
Spirit departs from a soul, it ripens for perdi-

tion. As well may the Ethiopian attempt to

change the color of his skin as for a man to

dream of salvation when deserted by the Holy
Spirit. Isaiah refers to such desperate resist-

ance to His office-work as transforms God into

man's enemy. He says of the Israelites

:

" They rebelled and vexed His Holy Spirit

:

therefore He was turned to be their enemy, and
He fought against them.

'

' David speaks of God
as "giving men up to their own lusts," and
permitting them to " walk in the way of their

own counsels. " Leech.

12, 13. These verses continue the thought-

ful questions which the people propose to their

own hearts as they think of the God of their

fathers, the fountain of former mercies. " Who
marched them through the deeps ; as a horse in

the wilderness, so they icill not stwnble.'" The
prophet seems to see them moving forward ;

compares their advance to that of a horse march-

ing sure-footed along the desert, and predicts

with all confidence, " he will not stumble !"

Under God's guiding hand, all obstructions

will be removed, and their course being wisely

directed, they will not fail.

14. Following the tenses closely, the course

of thought in this verse may be expressed thus :

" As beasts (tame animals of the flock or the

herd) will go down into the valley for their re-

pose ; so the Spirit of the Lord will give him
(Israel) rest"

—

i.e., under Ilis protection. " So,

in this way, thou hast in all past ages led Thy
people to make for Thyself a glorious name."
This last clause generalizes the facts of the na-

tion's history, showing especially that God had

wrought among them and for them to the end

of glorifying His own name. To " give Israel

rest" is the usual phrase for locating them in

Canaan after a whole generation of unrest in

the wilderness. (See De. 12 : 9, 10 ; Ps. 95 : 11.)

H. C.

15, 19. An earnest supplication in view

of the condition of Israel. The arguments

are very beautiful and various for His inter-

position. 1. An appeal to Jehovah in view
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of His former mercies (verse 15). 3. An argu-

ment from the fact that He was their Fatlier,

though they should be disowned and despised

by all others (verse 16). 3. Earnest intercession

from the fact that His enemies had trodden down
the sanctuary, and that those who never ac-

knowledged Him ruled in the land that He had

given to His own people (verses 17-19). 4. An
earnest pleading with God in view of the in-

estimable value of the favors which He con-

ferred—the fact that the world could confer

nothing to be compared witli His favor (chap.

64 : 1-5). 5. An argument derived from the

general prevalence of irreligion among the

people (verses 6, 7). 6. Affectionate pleading

from the fact that they were His people (verses

8, 9). 7. Argument from the fact that the holy

city was waste ; the temple in ruins ; that the

holy and beautiful house where their fathers

worshipped had been burned up with fire

(verses 10-12). Barnes.

15. Look {down) from heaven and see from
Thy dwellincj -'place of holiness and beauty!

WJiere is Thy zeal and Thy might (or migh ty

deeds) ? The sounding of Thy bowels and Thy
mercies toward me have withdrawn themselves.

The foregoing description of God's ancient

favors is now made the ground of an im-

poi-tunate appeal for new ones. The unusual
word for dwelling-place is borrowed from the

prayer of Solomon. A. An earnest appeal

to God to look compassionately upon their

woeful state, tenderly (not reproachfully) ask-

ing wliere His former interest in their behalf is

now, and where those sublime manifestations

of His power ; and intimating that the outflow

of His warm sympathies for them has been
checked, restrained. H. C.

16. The true sense of the verse, as it appears

to me, is that the Church or chosen jjeople,

although once, for temporary reasons, coex-

tensive and coincident with a single race, is not

essentially a national organization, but a spirit-

ual body. Its father is not Abraham or Israel,

but Jehovah, who is and always has been its

Redeemer, who has borne that name from ever-

lasting ; or as Hitzig understands the last

clause. He is our Redeemer, whose name is

from everlasting. According to this' explana-

tion, this verse explicitly asserts what is implied

and indirectly taught throughout these proph-

ecies, iu reference to the true design and mis-

sion of the Church, and its relation to Jehovah,

to the world and to the single race with which
of old it seemed to be identified. The strong-

terms of this verse are of course to be compara-

tively understood not as implying that the

Church will ever have occasion to repudiate its

historical relation to the patriarchs, or cease to

include among its members many of their nat-

ural descendants, but simply as denying all con-

tinued or perpetual pre-eminence to Israel as a

race, and exalting the common relation of be-

lievers to their great Head as paramount to all

connection with particular progenitors—the

very doctriue so repeatedly and emphatically

taught in the New Testament. A.

Tliou art our Father. Notwithstand-

ing appearances to the contrary, and though we
should be disowned by all others, we will still

believe that Thou dost sustain the relation of a

Father. Though they were suffering and

though they saw no human aid, yet their confi-

dence was unwavering that He had still tender

compassion toward them. God had often mani-

fested for them a kind paternal care, and they

believed that He had still the same regard for

them. Barnes.

He made us. and is orir Father by creation
;

He preserves us, and is our Fatlier hj His provi-

dential care ; He has in His mercy taken us into

His family, and is therefore our Father by
adoption ; He has redeemed us by His infinite

love, and delivered us from the yoke of our

sins and from bondage to Satan, and is our

Father by that act of redemption. Maldonatus

and Dion. Carthusianus.

This, instead of being less true than earthly

relationship, is the one relationship which,

when a man enters into, he ceases to be home-

less and a wanderer, a fugitive and vagabond

upon the face of the earth and from the face of

God—ceases to be a mere withered leaf borne

helpless on the wind, whose origin none cares

to trace, and whose destiny none turns to see
;

he has found his place in the universe, he has

found a hold and a hope, and however in him-

self unstable, weak, and incapable, he rests en-

duringly in the unchangeable Father. He has

been outside, thinking the world a strange,

cold, barren, friendless and unsatisfying place
;

he has wandered about, not seeing, " through

the thick cloud," and still less dreaming that

One was seeing and caring for him, and now
he finds he has a Father, One to love. One to

serve. One to glorify, One to worship. Dods.

"How is God connected with me? How is

He affected toward me?"" are questions of in-

finite interest to a rational being. The answer

of Christ to these questions is simple and ex-

plicit, convej-ed in a single word of profound

significance and of surpassing tenderness—the

word Father. To man this term belongs em-

phatically, and it is one of the wealthiest in
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human language ; and men can have no diffi-

culty in comprehending all its meaning. The
relation it indicates has no such interpretation

among other intelligent creatures as it tinds in

this world. There is no fatherhood or child-

hood among angels, no derivation of being from
one to the other. Onlj^ men on earth are con-

nected together in this extraordinary sense
;

and from the imperfect type existing among
themselves they at least are able to rise to the

supi'eme reality in God. The human spirit is

the offspring, the immediate and direct off-

spring of the ever-living Spirit. It is capable

of bearing, and does bear, and it is the only

thing that bears or is capable of bearing a re-

semblance to God. When we have said that

God created the heavens, the earth and all ma-
terial things, we have exhausted all of which
the subject admits. But it is not simply true

that He created minds also ; He is the Father of
minds and of nothing else. This peculiar rela-

tion of God to man is beautifully suggestive

of authority, the very highest form of which
known in this world is the parental. God is a

King, but He is a Father-King ; His subjects

are His own children, and His government of

them, in its essential spirit, in all its laws and

its acts, is strictly and only parental. He is

wise, He is righteous, He is just. His holy pur-

pose shall stand, He must and will do all that

is necessary for the good of the entire universe.

But paternal love is the element in which God
lives and reigns ; it is the moving force in the

spiritual universe ; infinite desire to produce

liappiness, to fill creation with the largest pos-

sible amount of enduring joy. J. Young.

Our Redeemer. The '• Kinsman-Redeem-
er" would be the nearest rendering of the original

term (Goel), but even this fails adequatelj^ to

convey the deep significance of the Hebrew.
A more exact definition would be " a person re-

lated by blood, who by right of consanguinity

lays claim to and redeems a person or thing,

vindicates the rights involved or avenges the

wrong sustained" (Glass). But it is in its

spiritual aspect that it was made the subject of

so much solicitude in the law, and the very

name assumed so frequently in the prophets as

a designation of the Divine Redeemer, and the

relation which as such He sustained toward

His people. H. Macdonald.

1 7. The Scriptures use strong language con-

cerning that providential agency of God which

permits temptation to occur and to have force

enough to tempt men into sin. They speak of

God as doing Himself what He suffers to be

done by other agencies than His own. H. C.

18. It cannot be proved that this whole pas-

sage has respect to the Jews in their present dis-

persion : first, because the sufferings of the

Church in after ages are frequently presented

under figures drawn from the peculiar institu-

tions of the old economy ; and secondly, because

the early history of Israel is as much the

early history of the Christian Church as of the

Jewish nation, so that we have as much right

as the Jews to lament the profanation of the

Holy Land, and more cause to pray for its re-

covery by Christendom, than they for its res-

toration to themselves. A.

Chap. 64. This chapter continues and com-
pletes the course of thought which commences
with chap. 63 : 7. This portion is prayer

throughout, blending intercession with confes-

sion of sin. The prophet expresses sentiments,

feelings, prayers, adapted to the case of the

true Church, the few found faithful among the

many faithless, in the age next before the com-
ing of their Messiah. They see the Jewish na-

tion as such about to be disowned of God as

His people and doomed to ruin ; and their

trembling hearts cry out, " Must the real Zion

perish too ? Will not our own redeeming

Father interpose to sav-e ?" H. C.

This chapter, like the one before it, from
which it is in fact inseparable, has respect to

the critical or turning point between the old

and new dispensations, and presents it just as

it might naturally have appeared to the believ-

ing Jews

—

i.e., the first Christian converts, at

that juncture. The strongest confidence is ex-

pressed in Ihe Divine power, founded upon
former experience (verses 1-3). The two great

facts of Israel's rejection as a nation, and the

continued existence of the Church, are brought

together in verse 4. The unworthiness of

Israel is acknowledged still more fully (verses

5, 6). The sovereign authority of God is hum-
bly recognized (verse 7). His favor is earnestly

implored (verse 8). The external prerogatives

of Israel are lost (verse 9). But will God for

that cause cast off the true Israel, His own
Church or people ? (verse 10). A.

I. In the HebrcAV Bibles tiiis verse stands at

the close of the previous chai)ter. The division

in our English version is better. Still better

than either would be no division at all be-

tween these chapters. The course of thought

is unbroken. H. C. The passionate apos-

trophe in this verse, far from being injured or

obscured, is rendered more expressive by its

close connection with the previous comi)laints

and lamentations. The idea now suggested is,

that weary of complaint the people or the
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prophet speaking for them suddenly appeals to

God directly with an ardent wish that He would

deal with them as in days of old. The remain-

ing words are a poetical description of Jehovah's

interposition or the manifestation of His pres-

ence, under figures drawn perhaps from the ac-

count of His epiphany on Sinai. A..

That the mountains might jlow down at Thy

presence. The idea here is, that the presence of

Jehovah would be like an intense burning heat,

so that the lofty mountains Avould melt and

flow away. It is a most sublime description of

His majesty, and is one that is several times

employed in the Bible. Thus in relation to His

appearance on Mount Sinai, in the song of Deb-

orah (Judg. 5 : 4, 5) :

The earth trembled and the heavens dropped,

The clouds also dropped water.

The mountains melted from before Jehovah,

Even Sinai from before Jehovah, the God of

Israel.

So Ps. 97 : 5 :

The hills melted like wax at the presence of

Jehovah,

At the presence of Jehovah [the God] of the

whole earth.

So also in Micah 1 : 3, 4 :

Lo, Jehovah cometh forth out of His place,

And will come down and tread upon the high

places of the earth.

And the mountains shall be molten under Him,

And the valleys shall be cleft.

As wax before the fire,

And as the waters pour down a precipice.

—Barnes.

Since the j udgment of the flood God has with-

drawn into heaven in order henceforth to reveal

Himself from thence in j udgment and blessing.

It cannot, however, remain so. All human
aspiration henceforth unites in the sigh :

" Oh,

that Thou wouldest rend the heavens and come

down." The end toward which history now
strives is that God shall again make His abode

among men. " Tiie Shechinah," says an old

Midrash, " abode originally hei"e below ; after

Adam's fall it withdrew ever deeper and deeper

into heaven, and with Abraham began its grad-

ual return." We know wherein this return of

God to man culminated. Viewed from this

elevation the post-diluvian history of redemp-

tion appears as a road, now ascending and now
descending, which on the whole leads ever

higher, and in the end reaches the summit.

Delitzsch.

3. The plea is, that God had appeared won-

derfully for His people formerly • and " Thou

hast," therefore " Thou wilt," is good arguing

at the throne of grace. They plead what He
had done for His people Israel in particular

when He brought them out of Egypt. H.

4. The more easy and natural translation is :

" From of old men have not heard, nor have

they perceived through the ear, nor hath the eye

seen a God besides Thee who will do so for one

w^aiting upon Him." The sense is, " No other

God has been heard of or seen since the world

began who will do such things for His waiting

people ; none who has such power to do ; none

who has such a heart to do ; none who has

shown Himself in fact so mighty to save."

This thought comes in here, inspiring confi-

dence in regard to the prayer just offered.

Paul (1 Cor. 2 : 9) uses a part of the language

of this verse to express the fact that certain

great truths of the Gospel had remained un-

known, a mystery, until Christ's coming. H. C.

Men have not heard nor seen what God has

prepared for those that wait for Him. Observe

the character of God's people ; they are such

as wait for Him in the way of duty, wait for

the salvation He has promised and designed for

them. Observe where the happiness of this

people is bound up ; it is " what God has pre-

pared for them," what He has designed for

them in His counsel, and is in His providence

and grace preparing for them, and preparing

them for ; what He has " done" or " will" do ;

so it may be read. It is all that goodness

which God has " laid up for them that fear

Him" and " wrought for them that trust in

Him." .

5. " Thou meetest him that rejoices, and

w^orks righteousness ; meetest him with that

good which Thou hast prepared for him" (verse

4),
" and dost not forget those that remember

Thee in Thy ways. " We are here told what we

may expect from God, if we thus attend Him in

the way of duly :
" Thou meetest him." This

speaks the friendship, fellowship, and famil-

iarity to Avhich God admits them ; He meets

them, to converse with them, to manifest Him-

self to them and to receive their addresses. It

denotes likewise His freeness and forwardness

in doing them good ; He will " prevent them

with the blessings of His goodness," will " re-

joice to do good" to them that " rejoice in work-

ing righteousness," and wait to be gracious to

those that wait for Him. He meets His penitent

people with a pardon, as the father of the prod-

igal met his returning son. He meets His pray-

ing people with an answer of peace, while they

are yet speaking (chap. 65 : 24). H.

6. 7. Again the prophet, speaking for the
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faithful few, confesses and deplores the prevail-

ing wickedness of the nation. Almost literally.

their sins had been a tornado to sweep the na-

tion away. The most fatal fact in their condi-

tion was that no men of prayerful interceding

spirit remained. There was no one Avho roused

himself up to take sti'ong hold upon God in

praj'er. H. C.

6. " As flithy rags. " The works of the flesh

and of Pharisaic pride are here meant, not

those fruits of the Spirit which are " an odor

of a sweet smell, acceptable to God through

Christ." So Vitringa well remarks: "This
saying, against the scope of the prophet, is

often applied by unskilful interpreters to the

acts of the faithful through the grace of the

Spirit, because of some adherent imperfection,

and even in public prayer they most absurdly

obtrude this upon God. It is far otherwise.

The acts of the regenerate, done in faith

through the Spirit, are sacrifices well-pleasing

to God. How have those who so interpret de-

stroyed the true aspect of Christianity ! The
utmost humility becomes us before God, and to

renounce our own strength is deserving ; but

the work of God in us ought to receive its own
due praise." Birks.

A Chinese convert once said :
" How can a

man trust in his own righteousness ? It is like

seeking shelter in his own shadow ; we may
stoop to the very ground, and the lower we
bend we still find that our shadow is beneath

us. But if a man flee to the shadow of a great

rock or a wide-spreading tree, he will find shel-

ter from the noonday sun. That rock, that tree

is Christ. " Medhurst.

Thou canst never pay God, nor discharge the

least of thy debts forever. Thou canst not

possibly do it by any duties or services in this

life ; for whatsoever thou dost is either required

or not required. If it be not required, it will

be so far from being a satisfaction for thy sins

that it will be an adilition to them, and a piece

of will-worship, wliich will meet with that sad

greeting at the last day, " Who hath required

these tilings at your hands ?'
' If it be required,

it is no more tlian tiiouowesttoGod before, and
if thou hadst never sinned wert obliged to pay
it. Bp. Hopkins, 1690. Ilis special work,

the work of redemption and sanctification of

our race tlirough the Son of His love, presup-

poses nothing less tlian that humanity in itself

must be considered as hopelessly lost ; and

whoever, therefore, thinks that his own virtue

can wholly or partially save him, declares, in

other words, God's work to be superfluous.
" If righteousness come by the law, then Christ

is dead in vain" (Gal. 3 : 21). Thus we become
on all sides not merely disposed, but con-

strained, to set our seal to the huml)ling declara-

tion of Paul ; and nowhere can we find an out-

let save in the direction of Golgotha. How
mournfully foolish, then, the pride which ex-

alts itself on account of its own works and
merits. Van 0.

Fade as a leaf. The human race is a tree

of life, rooting itself far back in the life of God.
We are all leaves of this tree of life, and " we
all do fade as a leaf." The race remains like

the tree, the generations die like leaves. The
earth is one mighty sepulchre. The city and
the cemetery, the village and the graveyard,

grow populous together. . . . Leaves fade

because it is the nature and law of their being

to fade. It is their true destiny to give place

to other generations, to fall and render back

their substance to the soil for the enriching of

the tree. The leaf, having served the tree in

its life, serves it with all it has to bestow in its

death ; and this reveals the real purpose and

value of its existence. This also is the law
of human life. God has given us our individ-

ual existence that we may add something to

tlie welfare and progress of the human race ;

and our only real right to life is derived from

the fact that we are of some use, that our life

really does add something to the welfare of tlie

world. Only b}^ a life devoted to the good of

the world can our personal welfare be attained.

A leaf that does not serve the tree, as leaves

were made to do, the tree will not nourish, the

rain^ will not refresh, the sun will wither and

destroy. So God has made our real welfare

and value dependent upon that spirit and life

by which we may be most useful to others.

. . . . The leaf dies an honorable death. It

has served a great and good purpose in its life,

and its monument is the strong and majestic

tree, whose branches spread themselves over

its grave like priestly liands extended in bene-

diction. It has left behind an increase of vital-

ity and strength to the tree. The color of death

in the leaf is the color of sunset, all red and

golden, and it is hard to tell wliether the tree

is more beautiful in the greenness of its life or

in the gold and crimson of its dying leaves. A
selfish, sinful life leads to a death uncolored

with pleasant memories and glorified hopes.

Only the Christian fades as the leaf, leaving

good behind to all Avith whom he has lived,

and dying naturally, gently, happily, in the

glorious light of liope. W. R. Brooks.

The fading leaf is not the symbol of death,

but of life at its heights of power and fulness
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of promise. The coloring of autumn leaves

is of the same nature as the coloring of fruit.

In the latter it indicates the perfection of the

seeds. It is the work of perfection. All noble

vitality is rich in tone—not raw, but ripe. No
relation is more intimate and Divine than that

which exists between the beauty of holiness

and the holiness of beauty, and this is l)est ex-

emplified by the leaf fading at the culminating

moment; when the brightest tints and richest

coloring express the ripest life. In the wide-

lying golden splendor of the autumn days old

age itself seems a benediction. How inspiring

and beautiful is a Christian old age ! Before

its wonderful state of ripeness, out of which at

any moment the flower of immortality may
break, we linger with loving reverence. They

come to their last hour like the leaf, like the

mellow fruit which gather into themselves the

entire life of the tree, all the dew and the sun-

shine of summer, and giving up to heaven the

priceless wealth of hues, thence derived, at last

bend and then break the branch from which

they hang. So it is not death that makes it

fade, but excess of life ; life pressing up from

a lower to a higher plane. It is the passing

shadow between faith and sight, hope and fru-

ition, transient and transparent as the last

filmy, fleecy cloud that veils for a moment the

fall splendors of the sunrise. G. W. Miller.

7. " There is none that stirs up himself to

take hold of God." To pray is to " take hold

of God," by faith to take hold of the promises

and the declarations God has made of His good

will to us, and to plead them with Him ; to

take hold of Him as of one who is about to de-

part from us, earnestly begging of Him not to

leave us ; or of one that is departed, soliciting

his return ; to take hold of Him as he that

wrestles takes hold of him he wrestles with
;

for the seed of Jacob wrestle with Him, and so

prevail. But when we "take hold on God,"

it is as the boatman with his hook takes hold on

the shore, as if lie would pull the shore to him,

but really it is to pull himself to the shore
; so

we pray, not to bring God to our mind, but to

bring ourselves to His. Those that would take

hold of God in prayer, so as to prevail with

Him, must stir up themselves to do it ; all that

is within us must be employed in the duty (and

all little enough), our thoughts fixed and our

affections flaming. In order hereunto, all that

is within us must be engaged and summoned
into the service. H.

§. Instead of relying upon any supposed

merits of their own, they appeal to their ver}^

dependence upon God as a reason why He

should have mercy on them. A. Here, as

in chap. 63 : 16, " Our Father" looks rather to

His spiritual than to His phj'sical creatorship,

recognizing God not so much as the Author of

our phj'sical being as the Saviour of our souls

from sin by His regenerating grace and by His

spiritual power generally. That we are as clay

and the Lord God our potter, illustrates in fig-

ure the same great truth, God's effective and

indispensable agency in every conversion and

in all the spiritual life that ever exists in fallen

human souls. Elsewhere

—

e.g., Isa. 29 : 16 and

45 : 9, this figure of the potter and his clay is

used to set forth the perverseness of human
guilt and foU}^ in denying God's creatorship

and man's consequent moral responsibility to

his Maker ; while in Jer. 18 : 6 and Rom. 9 : 20.

21, the same figure illustrates a like spirit in man
toward God contemplated as the providential

Ruler and Disposer of the destinies of nations.

In the passage before us, the special point is,

God working in man morally and spiritually

toward and unto his regeneration and salvation.

These precious relations of spiritual children

are used here as a ground of plea with God for

sustaining mercy. H. C.

Though Thou hast corrected us, yet Thou
hast not cast us oft' ; foolish and careless as we
are, poor and despised, and trampled upon as

we are by our enemies, yet still " Thou art our

Father ;" to Thee therefore we return in our

repentance, as the prodigal arose and came to

his father ; to Thee we applj^ ourselves by
prayer ; from whom should we expect relief

and succor but from our Father ? It is the

wrath of a Father that we are under, who will

be reconciled, and not " keep His anger for-

ever." H. How will God perform the part

of a Father? In allowing us full leave to come

to Him in all our necessities (Gal. 4 : 6). In

supplying all our wants (Matt. 6 : 26). In

pitying our miseries (Ps. 103 : 13). In disci-

plining and treating us with much indulgence,

and wisdom, and care (Heb. 12 : 10). In provid-

ing able guardians for us (Heb. 1 : 14). In lay-

ing up an inheritance for us (Luke 12 : 32).

T. Mdiiton.

9. This is the application of the argument

presented in the foregoing verse, the actual

prayer founded on the fact there stated. A.
" Neither remember iniquity forever

against us." They do not expressly pray for

the removal of the judgment they were under
;

as to that they refer themselves to God. They
pray that God would be reconciled to them, and

then they can be easj- whether the affliction be

continued or removed :
" Be not wroth to ex-
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tremity, but let Thine anger be mitigated by
the clemency and compassion of a Father."

They pray that they may not be dealt with ac-

cording to the desert of their sin ;
" Neither

remember iniquity forever." Such is the evil

of sin, that it deserves to be remembered for-

ever ; and this is that which they deprecate,

that consequence of sin, which is forever. II.

iSi. Wilt Thou for these {things) restrain

Thysdf, oh Jehovah, wilt Thou keep silence and

afflict us to extremity f This is simply another

application of the argument by way of an im-

portunate appeal to the Divine compassions.

Self-restraint and silence, as applied to God, are

common figures for inaction and apparent in-

difference to the interests and especially the

sufferings of His people. The question is not

whether God will remain silent in spite of what
His people suffered, but whether the loss of

their external advantages will induce Him to

forsake them. The question, as in many other

cases, implies a negation of the strongest kind.

The destruction of the old theocracy was God's

own act, and was designed to bring the Church
imder a new and far more glorious dispensa-

tion. How the loss of a national organization

and pre-eminence was to be made good is fully

stated in the following chapter. A.

Thus closes this chapter of great tenderness

and beauty. It is a model of affectionate and

earnest entreaty for the Divine interposition

in the day of calamity. With such tender and

affectionate earnestness may we barn to plead

with God ! Thus may all His people learn to

approach Him as a Father ; thus feel that they

have the inestimable privilege in the times of

trial of making known their wants to the High
and Holy One. Thus when calamity presses

on us ; when as individuals or as families we
are afflicted ; or when our country or the

Church is suffering under long trials, may we
go to God and humbly confess our sins, and

urge His promises, and take hold of His

strength, and plead with Him to interpose.

Thus pleading, He will hear us ; thus presenting

our cause, He will interpose to save us. Barnes.

ISAIAH, CHAPTER LXV.

65 : 1 I AM inquired of by them that asked not for me ; I am found of them that sought

2 me not : I said, Behold me, behold me, unto a nation that was not called by my name. I

ha PC spread out my hands all the day unto a rebellious people, which walketh in a way that

3 is not good, after their own thoughts ; a people that provoketh me to my face continually,

4 sacrificing in gardens, and burning incense upon bricks ; which sit among the graves, and

lodge in the secret places ; which eat swine's flesh, and broth of abominable things is in their

5 vessels ; which say. Stand by thyself, come not near to me, for I am holier than thou : these

6 are a smoke in my nose, a fire that burnetii all the day. Behold, it is written before me : I

7 will not keep silence, but will recompense, yea, I will recompense into their bosom, your own
iniquities, and the iniquities of your fathers together, saith the Lord, which have burned

incense upon the mountains, and blasphemed me upon the hills : therefore will I first measure

their work into their bosom.

8 Thus saith the Lord, As the new wine is found in the cluster, and one saith, Destroy it not,

for a blessing is in it : so will I do for my servants' sakes, that I may not destroy them all.

9 And I will bring forth a seed out of Jacob, and out of Judali an inheritor of my mountains :

10 and my chosen shall inherit it, and my servants shall dwell there. And Sharon shall be a

fold of flocks, and th(! valley of Achor a place for herds to lie down in, for my people that

11 have sought me. But ye that forsake the Lord, that forget my holy mountain, that prepare

12 a table for Fortune, and that fill up mingled wine unto Destiny ; I will destine you to the

sword, and ye shall all bow down to the slaughter : because when I called, ye did not an-

swer ; when I spake, ye did not hear ; but ye did that which was evil in mine eyes, and chose

that wherein I delighted not.

13 Therefore thus saith the Lord God, Behold, my servants shall eat, but ye shall be hungry :

behold, my servants shall drink, but ye shall be thirsty : behold, my servants shall rejoice,

14 but ye shall be ashamed : behold, my servants shall sing for joy of heart, but ye shall cry for
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15 sorrow of heart, and shall howl for vexation of spirit. And ye shall leave your name for a

curse unto my chosen, and the Lord God shall slay thee ;
and he shall call his servants by

16 another name : so that he who blesseth himself in the earth shall bless himself in the God of

truth ; and he that sweareth in the earth shall swear by the God of truth ;
because the former

17 troubles are forgotten, and because they are hid from mine eyes. For, behold, I create new

heavens and a new earth : and the former things shall not be remembered, nor come into

18 mind. But be ye glad and rejoice for ever in that which I create : for, behold, I create Jeru-

19 salem a rejoicing, and her people a joy. And I will rejoice in Jerusalem, and joy in my

people : and the voice of weeping shall be no more heard in her, nor the voice of crying.

20 There shall be no more thence an infant of days, nor an old man that hath not filled his days :

for the child shall die an hundred years old, and the sinner being an hundred years old shall

21 be accursed. And they shall build houses, and inhabit them ;
and they shall plant vine-

22 yards, and eat the fruit of them. They shall not build, and another inhabit ;
they shall not

plant, and another eat : for as the days of a tree shall be the days of my people, and my

23 chosen shall long enjoy the work of their hands. They shall not labour in vain, nor bring

forth for calamity ; for they are the seed of the blessed of the Loud, and their offspring with

24 them. And it shall come to pass that, before they call, I will answer
;
and while they are

25 yet speaking, I will hear. The wolf and the lamb shall feed together, and the lion shall eat

straw like the ox : and dust shall be the serpent's meat. They shall not hurt nor destroy in

all my holy mountain, saith the Loud.

Cliap. 65. The great enigma of Israel's

simultaneous loss and gain is solved by a pre-

diction of the calling of the Gentiles (verse 1).

This is connected with the obstinate unfaith-

fulness of the chosen people (verse 2). They

are represented imder the two main aspects of

their character at different periods, as gross

idolaters and as pharisaical bigots (verses 3-5).

Their casting off was not occasioned by the

sins of one generation, but of many (verses 6, 7).

But even in this rejected race there was a

chosen remnant, in whom the promises shall

be fulfilled (verses 8-10). He then reverts to

the idolatrous Jews, and threatens them with

condign punishment (verses 11, 12). The fate

of the imbelieving carnal Israel is compared

with that of the true spiritual Israel (verses

13-16). The Gospel economy is described as a

new creation (verse 17). Its blessings are de-

scribed under glowing figures borrowed from

the old dispensation (verses 18, 19). Premature

death shall be no longer known (verse 20).

Possession and enjoyment shall no longer be

precarious (verses 21-23). Their very desires

shall be anticipated (verse 24). All animosities

and noxious influences shall cease forever

(verse 25). A.

1-7. The apostle Paul (an expositor we may
depend upon) has given us the true sense of

these verses, and told us what was the event

they pointed at and were fulfilled in—viz., the

calling in of the Gentiles and the rejection of

the Jews by the preaching of the Gospel.

And he observes, that herein " Esaias is very

bold," not only in foretelling a thing so im

probable ever to be brought about, but in fore-

telling it to the Jews, who would take it as a

gross affront to their nation, and therein Moses'

words would be made good (De. 32 : 21), " I

will provoke you to jealousy by them that are

no people." H.

1. An obvious and natural application may
be made to the Gentiles generally, whose voca-

tion is repeatedly predicted in this book, and

might be here used with powerful effect in

proof that the rejection of the Jews was the re-

sult of their own obstinate perverseness, not of

God's unfaithfulness or want of power. This

is precisely Paul's interpretation of the passage

in Rom. 10 : 20, 21, where he does not, as in

many other cases, merely borrow the expres-

sions of the prophet, but formally interprets

them, applying this verse to the Gentiles and

then adding,
'

' but to Israel (or of Israel) he

saith" what follows in the next verse. The

same intention to expound the prophet's lan-

guage is clear from the apostle's mention of

Isaiah's boldness in thus shocking the most

cherished prepossessions of the Jews. A.

Paul quotes both this verse and the next

(Rom. 10 : 20, 21) as predicting the conversion

of the Gentiles and the long-suffering patience

of God toward the unbelieving Jews. Since

the reference of this verse to the Gentiles at the

opening of the Christian age admits of no

doubt, it becomes a landmark to guide in im
interpretation of the whole chapter, and indeed

of the previous context also. This fact pre-

cludes the theory which applies this portion of

Isaiah to the exile at Babylon and the restora-
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tion from it ; and also tliat theory which ap-

plies these chapters to some supposed restora-

tion of the Jews yet future. H. C.

2. Spreading out the hands is the gesture of

earnest expostulation, and " all the day" re-

fers to the long series of prophetic warnings,

crowned by the voice of the Lord and His apos-

tles. Birks. In the later prophets, and espe-

cially in Jeremiah, great stress is laid upon the

reiterated and long-protracted efforts of the

Lord to reclaim His sinning people. (See Jer.

7 : 24-28 ; 25 : 3-7 ; 26 : 5 ; 29 : 17-19 and 44 : 4,

5.) Such persistent entreaty may well be ex-

pressed by stretching out the hand imploringly

all the day. The "thoughts" which they

walked after were their plans and devices,

their chosen courses of sin.

3. Provoking God to His face seems to mean,
with daring and reckless impiety, insulting

Him in His very presence. It is remarkable

that precisely the same Hebrew words appear
in the first of the Ten Commandments, " Thou
shalt have no other gods before My face ;" in

My presence ; brought up before Me to insult

Me to My very face. The people here spoken of

were flagrantly violating this first command.
H. C.

5. The great end which the prophet had in

view was to describe the unbelieving Jews as

abominable in the sight of God. His manner
of expressing this idea is poetical, by means
of figures drawn from various periods of their

history, without intending to exhibit either of

these periods exclusively. To a Hebrew Avriter

what could be more natural than to express the

idea of religious corruption by describing its

subjects as idolaters, diviners, eaters of swine's

flesh, worshippers of outward forms and self-

righteous hypocrites. Of such the text de-

clares God's abhorrence. Smoke and fire may
be taken as natural concomitants and parallel

figures, as if He had said, against whom My
wrath smokes and burns continually. A.

6, T. The language here indicates that the

national guilt of several successive generations

was at length visited upon one. " I will rec-

ompense into their bosom" {i.e., the last and
the doomed one of the series) " your iniquities

and the iniquities of your fathers together"

—

the latter phrase,
'

' your fathers," probably in-

cluding more than one generation. This ac-

cords precisely with the view given of this very

case by our Divine Lord (Matt. 23 : 32, 35, 36),

" Fill ye up the measure of your fathers" (i.e.,

the measure of their guilt), " that upon you
may come all the righteous blood shed upon the

earth, from the blood of righteous Abel unto

the blood of Zacharias whom ye slew between
the Temple and the altar ; verily, I say unto
you, all these things shall come upon this gen-

eration." Thus the " former works" of that

guilty nation were measured back into the

bosom of the one most guilty generation, last

in the series. H. C.

§-10. This is expounded by Paul (Rom.
11 : 1-5), where when, upon occasion of the re-

jection of the Jews, it is asked, " Hath God then
cast away His people ?" He answers. No ; for
" at this time there is a remnant according to

the election of grace." This prophecy has ref-

erence to that distinguished remnant. When
that hypocritical nation is to be destroyed, God
will separate and secure to Himself some from
among them

; some of the Jews shall be brought
to embrace the Christian faith, shall be added
to the Church, and so be saved. And our Sa-

viour has told us, that " for the sake of these

elect" the days of the destruction of the Jews
should be shortened, and a stop put to the des-

olation, which otherwise would have proceeded

to that degree that " no flesh should be saved"
(Matt. 24 : 22).

8. When a vine is so blasted and withered that

there seems to be no sap or life in it, and
therefore the dresser of the vineyard is inclined

to pluck it iTp or cut it down, yet if ever so lit

tie of the juice of the grape, fit to make new
wine, be found, though but in one cluster, a

stander-by interposes and says, " Destroy it

not, for a blessing is in it ;" there is life in the

root and hope that yet it may become good for

something. Good men are blessings to the

places where they live
; and sometimes God

spares whole cities and nations for tlie sake of

a few such in them. II.

As when one cluster, well ripened, juicy and
good for wine, appears among many bad, and
one says. Do not destroy that, for a blessing is

in it ; so God will spare the little remnant of

faithful ones, and not make an utter destruc-

tion of the Jewish nation. In precise fulfil-

ment of this prediction, the little band of Jew-
ish disciples, warned by their Divine Master

(Matt. 24 : 15, 16), escaped to the mountains be-

yond the Jordan, and fell not with the fated

city. In general it may be said, all the Jews
who turned to God were saved ; the rest per-

ished in vast numbers.

9, 10. This passage most clearly refers to

the great events (hat clustered about the change
from the Mosaic to the Christian dispensation,

the extreme guilt of the Jewish nation as a

whole and their destruction, coupled with tlie

salvation of the penitent and believing portion
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—the last point being the subject of remark

here. Then furthermore, it is entirely legiti-

mate and fully sustained by prophetic usage to

explain these verses as the common Jewish cos-

tume bj- which the prophets speak in figures

drawu from their own people and times. H. C.

10. A repetition of the promise in the fore-

going verse, rendered more specific by the

mention of one kind of prosperity—viz., that

connected with the raising of cattle, and of

certain places where it should be specially en-

joyed—viz., the valley of Achor and the plain

of Sharon. Two reasons have been given for

the mention of these places, one derived from

their position, the other from their quality.

As the valley of Achor was near Jericho and

Jordan, and the plain of Sharon on the Mediter-

ranean, between Joppa and Cesarea, some sup-

pose that they are here combined to signify the

whole breadth of the land, from east to west.

And as Sharon was proverbial for its verdure

and fertility (see above, chaps. 33 : 9 ; 35 : 2), it

is inferred b^' some that Achor was so likewise,

which they think is the more probable because

Hosea sa3's that the valley of Achor shall be a

door of hope (IIos. 2 : 17). For these or other

reasons Sharon and Achor are here mentioned,

in Isaiah's characteristic manner, as samples of

the whole land, or its pastures, just as flocks

and herds are used as images of industry and
wealth, derived from the habits of the patri-

archal age. A.

11-16. Here the different states of the godly

and wicked, of the Jews that believed, and of

those that still persisted in unbelief, are set the

one over against the other, as life and death,

good and evil, the blessing and the curse. H.

1 1. This is only a description of the object

of address ; the address itself is contained in

the next verse. There is perfect unanimity

upon the only point of exegetical importance

—

viz., that the passage is descriptive of idola-

trous worship ; for even those who apply it

directly to convivial indulgences connect the

latter with religious institutions. This being-

settled, the details still doubtful can be inter-

esting only to the philologist and antiqua-

rian. A.

12. The great sin, represented under the

conception of idolatry, seems to be brought out

in literal phrase in the last clause of verse 12,

"When I called, ye did not answer; when
I spake, ye did not hear." No calls from God
availed toward reclaiming them to Himself.

Their depravity baffled every moral endeavor
to save them. H. C.

13. 14. These verses merely carry out the

general threatening of the one preceding, in a

series of poetical antitheses, where hunger,

thirst, disgrace and anguish take the place of

sword and slaughter, and determine these to be

emblematic terms. The passage is a solemn

prediction of happiness to the believing and of

misery to the unbelieving Jews. The latter

are directly addressed, the former designated

as Mi/ servants. A. Still addressing the un-

godly portion of the Jews and speaking of the

pious portion as His servants and His chosen,

the Lord draws the contrast between them.

Most remarkably was this fulfilled when the

day of retribution cme upon the guilty nation,

and the Roman arms, coupled with their own
mad infatuation, made Jerusalem a citj^ of hor-

rors. Never were greater calamities poured

forth on any doomed city. But precisely then

there was great joy in those communities where

the Gospel was shedding forth its blessings and

men were turning to the Lord. H. C.

God's servants shall want nothing that is

good for them. Heaven's happiness will be to

them an everlasting feast ; they shall be filled

with that which now they hunger and thirst

after. But those who set their hearts upon the

world, and place their happiness in that, shall

be hungry and thirsty, always empty, always

craving ; for it is not bread, it surfeits but it

satisfies not. In communion with God, and

dependence upon Him, there is full satisfac-

tion, but in sinful pursuits there is nothing but

disappointment. God's servants shall rejoice

and sing for joy of heart ; they have constant

cause for joy, and there is nothing that may be

an occasion of grief to them but they have an

allay sufficient for it. As far as faith is in act

and exercise they have a heart to rejoice, and

their joy is their strength. They shall rejoice

in their hope, because it shall not make them

ashamed. Heaven will be a world of everlast-

ing joy to all that are now sowing in tears.

II.

13. How many Beholds are here ! Every

Behold is not only a call to the careless to con-

sider, but also a declaration from heaven that

thus it shall be at last with all impenitent sin-

ners. That is, when others sing in heaven,

they shall sorrow and bowl in hell ! Where-

fore let me advise that j^ou be not afraid of, but

rather covet a broken heart and contrite spirit.

I say, covet it now, now the white flag is hung
out, now the golden sceptre of grace is held

forth to you. And take this notice, that this is

not the first time that I have given you this

advice. Bunyan.

1 5, According to the usage of the prophecies.
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the promise of another name imports a differ-

ent character and state, and in this sense the

promise has been fully verified. But in addi-

tion to this general fulfilment, which no one

calls in question, it is matter of history that the

Jewish commonwealth or nation is destroyed
;

that the name of Jew has been for centuries a

by-word and a formula of execration, and that

the}'' who have succeeded to the spiritual hon-

ors of this once favored race, although they

claim historical identity therewith, have never

borne its name, but another, which from its

very nature could have no existence until Christ

had come, and which in the common parlance

of the Christian world is treated as the opposite

of Jew. Now all this must be set aside as mere
fortuitous coincidence, or it must be accounted

for precisely in the same way that we all ac-

count for similar coincidences between the his-

tory of Christ and the Old Testament in minor
points, where all admit that the direct sense of

the prophecy is more extensive. A. The
children of the covenant shall no longer be

called Jews, but Christians ; and to them, un-

der that name, all the promises and privileges

of the new covenant shall be secured. This

other name shall be an honorable name ; it

shall not be confined to one nation, but with it

men shall " bless themselves in the earth," all

the world over. God shall have servants out of

all nations, that shall all be dignified with this

new name. H.

16. This verse is doubly important because

of its close logical relation to the verse that

follows and to its peculiarly interesting state-

ments. The reader will therefore take special

note that verses 15, 16 bring \is into the very

centre and heart of the Christian system, Christ

giving His name to His people to wear ('
' Chris-

tian"), and then Plis own name also to offer

prayer in and to bless themselves by ; and fur-

ther, this name is said to be identical, at least in

significancy, with that of the " God of truth."

Then the special point in which Christ proves

Himself true is the certainty of pardon to the

penitent. He is surely a God of truth because

He has fully put away all the former sins of

His people, and has hidden them forever from
His eye. Now comparing this Gospel system
with the distinctive features of the Mosaic, and
much more still, with the historic life of the

Jewish nation (viewed morally), the contrast is

very great. It opens to view a new spiritual

world. This is precisely what the Lord through
His prophet proceeds to say.

IT. "For, behold," I make a wondrous
change. I contemplate nothing less, I do

nothing less than what might be called, build-

ing a new world. The words, " for. behold,"

resume and restate the main facts of the pre-

vious verse in a more broad and general form,

and call special attention. The next verse is

God's own explanation of what He means by
creating new heavens and earth. The last

clause in verse 17 affirms that the new will so

entirely eclipse and supersede the old as to

expel it from thought and memory. H. C.

The verse is a promise or prediction of entire

change in the existing state of things, the pre-

cise nature of the change and of the means by
which it shall be brought about forming no
part of the revelation here. That the words
are not inapplicable to a revolution of a moral

and spiritual nature, we may learn from Paul's

analogous description of the change wrought
in conversion (2 Cor. 5 : 17 ; Gal. 6:15). and
from Peter's application of this very passage.

Nevertheless we, according to His promise,

look for new heavens and a new earth wherein

dwelleth righteousness (3 Pet. 3 : 13). That

the words have such a meaning even here is

rendered probable by the last clause, the obliv-

ion of the former state of things being much
more naturally connected with moral and spirit-

ual changes than with one of a material na-

ture. A.

The establishment of the Christian Church
and religion is what is more obviously and pri-

marily pointed at in the expression, " new hea-

vens and new earth ;" and it is only to their

move hidden and fullest meaning that Peter

(referring to this and other passages of Isaiah)

applies them as above. This creation of new
heavens and earth began at the lime when the

Gospel of Christ began its progress ; is to be

completed at that other time, when it shall

please God (the Creator) to render it perfect, in

the consummation of all things. The begin-

ning and end are here blended together. Vi-

tringa.

18, 19. The spiritual sense of the new hea-

vens and earth is supported not only by verses

15, 16, but by the scope of the whole chapter,

which unquestionably treats of the great moral

and spiritual changes attendant upon the first

advent of the Messiah— viz., the calling of the

Gentiles ; the conversion to Christ of a remnant

of the Jews and the utter apostasy and ruin of

the remaining masses, coupled with the glories

of the new Zion as a world of spiritual life,

light and joy. We may go back yet farther

and maintain that the one great central theme

throughout these later prophecies of Isaiah

(chaps. 40-66) is essentially the same ; those
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great events and truths wliich cluster round

the transition from the Mosaic to the Christian

economy, involving a prophetic outlook on-

ward upon the grand comprehensive results of

the latter period. Hence in harmony witli this

great purpose and drift of these later prophe-

cies, these declarations, " I am creating new
heavens and a new earth," should certainly be

construed to refer to this same stupendous

spiritual and moral change and not to any sup-

posed material change to take place after the

close of the Gospel age and of the present

earthly state. Still further, precisely this fig-

ure of new heavens and earth to represent the

new features of the Christian age has occurred

already in this portion of Isaiah (chap. 51 : 16).

Giving to His people new revelations of His

truth and new demonstrations of His spiritual

protection are legitimate preliminary agencies

for introducing the Christian dispensation, but

can have no possible relevance as preliminary

agencies for building a new material universe.

Giving His people truth to preach, and bidding

them go out into all the world and preach it, say-

ing to them, " Lo, I am with you alway to the

end of the world," were in fact precisely the

Christian agencies with which Jesus Christ inau-

gurated His Gospel kingdom. Hence we must
identify the new heavens and new earth with

the Gospel dispensation. With this view ac-

cords the language of Paul (3 Cor. 5 : 17), " If

any man be in Christ, there is a neic creation

(Greek) ; old things are passed away ; behold

all things are become new." Here essentially

the same figure, a new creation, is applied to

the spiritual change wrought in every individ-

ual conversion which Isaiah applies to the new
forms of spiritual power in which the Gospel

age pre-eminently surpasses the Mosaic. H. C.

1§, But be ye glad and rejoice fm-ever. It is

not to be momentary happiness, like a bright

morning soon overcast with clouds. It is to be

perpetual, everlasting. The joy of God's peo-

ple is to endure forever; and they shall have

ceaseless cause of praise and thanksgiving. /
create Jerusalem a rejoicing. A source of re-

joicing, or a place of rejoicing. And her peo-

ple a joy. In themselves joyful, a source of

joy to all others. Tlie idea is, that the Church
would be a place of the highest happiness

;

and that they who were redeemed should have

occasion of perpetual joy. Religion is not

gloom ; and they who are redeemed are not re-

deemed to be sad. Barnes.

19. There is an implication of Divine au-

thority in the promise tliat weeping shall no
more be heard in her. There is something very

beautiful in the association of ideas here ex-

pressed. God shall rejoice in His people, and
they shall rejoice with Him. They shall no

longer know what grief is, because He shall

cease to grieve over them ; their former dis-

tresses shall be forgotten by them and forever

hidden from His eyes.

20. The most natural meaning is the one

preferred by most modern writers. Premature

death, and even death in a moderate old age,

shall be unknown ; he who dies a hundred

3'ears old shall be considered either as dying in

childhood or as cut off by a special maledic-

tion. The whole is a highly poetical descrip-

tion of longevity, to be explained precisely like

the promise of new heavens and a new earth in

verse 17.

2 1 , 22. This is a promise of security and per-

manent enjoyment, clothed in expressions drawn
from the promises and threatenings of the Mo-
saic law. By the age of a tree is generally un-

derstood the great age which some species are

said to attain, such as the oak, the banyan, etc.

The essential idea is that of permanent continu-

ance, and the figures here used to express it

make it still more probable that in the whole
foregoing context the predictions are to be fig-

uratively understood. A.

2;i. "They are themselves the seed of the

blessed of the Lord," and there is a blessing

entailed upon them by descent from their an-

cestors, which their offspring with them shall

partake of, and shall be, as well as they, " the

seed of the blessed of the Lord." God will

make their children that rise up comforts to

them ; they shall have the joy of " seeing them
walk in the truth." He will make the times

that come after comfortable to their children ;

as they shall be good, so it shall be well

with them. H. Their offspring with
them. The children of believing parents

stand, by virtue of that fact, in a special rela-

tion to God. God is the God of families, as

well as of individuals. He clothes parents

with their authority ; He requires families to

worship Him ; He has made special promises

to families which believe and obey Him, and
" pours out His fury upon the families which
call not on His name." These promises,

coupled with these conditions, are of the na-

ture of a covenant, so that we can properly

say that Christian families, as such, are in cov-

enant with God. T. P. Stevenso7i.

After an experience of more than forty years

in contact with saints and sinners of almost all

conceivable grades and classes, and with the

home life of cultured and illiterate alike, we
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have come to the settled conviction that there

is no sustained and fervent piety to be found

prevailing in homes destitute of family wor-

ship ; and that parents who fail to provide for

their young the legacy of holy influence and
pungent memory generated at tlie family altar

rob their children of blessing and send them
out into the world impoverished beyond all

power of recompense, even tliough in all other

respects the parental example and influence be

of the loftiest and purest type. The family

altar is an ordinance of God, essential to Chris-

tian thrift, and neglect of it invariably works
irreparable and deplorable mischief. W. W.
Faris.

Let every father so deport himself toward
his children, winning their respect, their rever-

ence and their loving obedience, that as they

grow to an appreciation of the Divine Being,

the sweetest of His names to them, the one con-

veying to them the fullest meaning of all that

is pure and good and true shall be—Father.

Interior.

24. A more precise translation of this verse

is, " And it shall be that they shall not yet

have called, and I will answer ; they shall be

yet speaking, and I will hear. " The passage is

designed to put in strong form God's infinite

readiness to hear prayer, and the peculiarly in-

timate and endearing relations existing between
Himself and His praying people. They have
only to make their wants known

; while they

are yet speaking He hears and the thing is

done. H. C. A strong expression of God's
readiness to hear and answer prayer, not a mere
promise that it shall be heard (like that in Jer.

29 : 12 ; Zech. 13 : 9), but an assurance that it

shall be granted before it is heard. The near-

est parallel is Matt. 6 : 8, where our Lord Him-
self says. Your Father knoweth what things ye
have need of, before ye ask Him. (Cf. chaps.

30 : 19 ; 58 : 9 ; Ps. 145 : 18, 19.) A. When
His people shall come to live very near to Him
and to walk softly before Him, on terms of true

Christian intimacy and in the warmth of sanc-

tified affection, prayer will be with them as

their breath, and God's answer will be the

quick response of a loving Father's heart.

H. C.

Before they call I xtill answer. Their desires

shall be anticipated. God will see their wants.
and will impart to them the blessings which they
need. He will not wait to be applied to for

tlie blessing. How many such blessings do all

His people receive at the hand of God 1 How
ready is He to anticipate our wants 1 How
watchful is He of our necessities ; and how

rich His benevolence in providing for us I

Even the most faithful and prayerful of His

people receive numerous favors and comforts

at His hand for which they have not directly

asked Him. The prayer for the supply of our
daily food, " Give us this day our daily bread,"

God had anticipated, and had prepared the

means of answering it long before in the abun-

dant harvest. Had He waited until the prayer

Avas offered, it could not have been answered

without a miracle. Ever watchful, He antici-

pates our necessities, and in His providence

and grace lays the foundation for granting fa-

vors long before we ask Him. Barnes.

Why ask, if God has promised ? Asking
shows faith. Asking is the acceptance on our

part of what God offers. Ask and je shall re-

ceive ; ask not and ye shall not receive. Find
a promise for what you want, and then bring

it boldly to God. If you have no plain prom-

ise, ask humbly, submissively and modestly,

leaving altogether to His wise love the things

about which you are uncertain. J. R. M.
Let none of you hold His prayer cheap ; He

to whom we pray holdeth it not cheap. Ere it

is gone forth out of our mouth. He has it writ-

ten in His book. One of two things we may
without doubt hope, that He will either give

us what we ask, or what He knoweth to be

more useful to us. For we know not what to

ask for as we ought, but He hath pity on our

ignorance. He graciously receiveth prayer,

but He giveth not either what is not alto-

gether good for us, or what need not be given

us yet. But the prayer will not be without

fruit. Bernard.

The abounding promise is true absolutely in

the spiritual realm, where fuller knowledge of

God, a more Christ-like character and more
blessed communion with Him, wait for all who
desire them and seek them in God's way. The
keys of that treasure-house are put into our

hands, and we may take as much as we will

;

and the wider we open our desires, the larger

will be the gifts which He pours into our

laps. " Ye have not, because ye ask not. Ye
ask, and receive not, because ye ask amiss,"

not joining effort and perseverance with prayer.

A. M.

25. The promise of a happy change is wound
up in the most appropriate manner by repeat-

ing tlie earlier prophecy in chap. 11 : 6-9, that

all hurtful influences shall forever cease in the

holy hill or Church of God. A. Thus the

whole book is knit together by many secret

links, and reveals, from flrst to last, the unity

of design which marks the whole. Birks.
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ISAIAH, CHAPTER LXVI

66 : 1 Thus saith the Lord, The heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool : what

2 manner of house will ye build unto me ? and what place shall be my rest ? For all these things

hath mine hand made, and so all these things came to be, saith the Lord : but to this man will I

3 look, even to him that is poor and of a contrite spirit, and that trembleth at my word. He that

killeth an ox is as he that slayeth a man ; he that sacrificeth a lamb, as he that breaketh a dog's

neck ; he that ofEereth an oblation, as he tJiat offereth swine's blood ; he that burneth frankin-

cense, as he that blesseth an idol : yea, they have chosen their own ways, and their soul delight-

4 eth in their abominations ; I also will choose their delusions, and will bring their fears upon

them ; because when I called, none did answer ; when I spake, they did not hear : but they

did that which was evil in mine eyes, and chose that wherein I delighted not.

Hear the word of the Lord, ye that tremble at his word : Your brethren that hate you,

that cast you out for my name's sake, have said. Let the Lord be glorified, that we may see

6 your joy ; but they shall be ashamed. A voice of tumult from the city, a voice from the

7 temple, a voice of the Lord that rendereth recompence to his enemies. Before she travailed,

8 she brought forth ; before her pain came, she was delivered of a man child. Who hath heard

such a thing ? who hath seen such things ? Shall a land be born in one day ? shall a nation

9 be brought forth at once ? for as soon as Zion travailed, she brought forth her c'lildren. Shall

I bring to the birth, and not cause to bring forth ? saith the Lord : shall I that cause to bring

forth shut the iromb ? saith thy God.

10 Rejoice ye with Jerusalem, and be glad for her, all ye that love her : rejoice for joy with her,

11 all ye that mourn over her : that ye may suck and be satisfied with the breasts of her conso-

ls lations ; that ye may milk out, and be delighted with the abundance of her glory. For thus

saith the Lord, Behold, I will extend peace to her like a river, and the glory of the nations

like an overflowing stream, and ye shall suck thereof ; ye shall be borne upon the side, and

13 shall be dandled upon the knees. As one whom his mother comforteth, so Avill I comfort

14 you ; and ye shall be comforted in Jerusalem. And ye shall see it, and your heart shall re-

joice, and your bones shall flourish like the tender grass : and the hand of the Lord shall be

15 known toward his servants, and he will have indignation against his enemies. For, behold,

the Lord will come with fire, and his chariots shall be like the whirlwind ; to render his anger

16 with fury, and his rebuke with flames of fire. For by fire will the Lord plead, and by his

17 sword, with all flesh : and the slain of the Lord shall be many. They tliat sanctify them-

selves and purify themselves to go unto the gardens, behind one in the midst, eating swine's

flesli, and the abomination, and the mouse ; they shall come to an end together, saith the

18 Lord. For I know their works and their thoughts : tlie time cometh, that I will gather all

19 nations and tongues ; and they shall come, and shall see my glory. And I will set a sign

among them, and I will send such as escape of them unto the nations, to Tarshish, Pul and

Lud, that draw the bow, to Tubal and Javan, to the isles afar off, that have not heard my
20 fame, neither have seen my glory ; and they shall declare my glory among the nations. And

they shall bring all your brethren out of all the nations for an offering unto the Lord, upon

horses, and in chariots, and in litters, and upon mules, and upon swift beasts, to my holy

mountain Jerusalem, saith the Lord, as the children of Israel bring their offering in a clean

21 vessel into the house of the Lord. And of them also will I take for priests and for Levites,

22 saith the Lord. For as the new heavens and the new earth, which I will nuike, shall remain

23 before me, saith the Lord, so shall your seed and your name remain. And it shall come to

pass, that from one new moon to another, and from one sabbath to another, shall all flesh

24 come to worship before me, saith the Lord. And they shall go forth, and look upon the

carcases of the men ihat have transgressed against me : for their worm shall not die, neither

shall their fire be quenched ; and they shall be an abhorring unto all flesh.

Chap. 66. This chapter winds up the pro-

phetic discourse with an express prediction of

the change of dispensations, and a description

of the difference between them. Jehovah will

no longer dwell in temples made with hands

(verse 1). Every sincere and humble heart
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shall be His residence (verse 3). The ancient

sacrilicos, though divinely instituted, will

henceforth be as hateful as the rites of idolatry

(verse 3). They who still cling to the abro-

gated ritual will be fearfully but righteously

requited (verse 4). The true Israel cast out by

these deluded sinners shall erelong be glori-

fied, and tlie carnal Israel fearfully rewarded

(verses 5, 6). The ancient Zion may already be

seen travailing with a new and glorious dis-

pensation (verses 7-9). They who mourned

for her seeming desolation now rejoice in her

abundance and her honor (verses 10-14). At

the same time the carnal Israel shall be de-

stroyed, as apostates and idolaters (verses

14-17). The place which they once occupied

shall now be filled by the elect from all nations

(verse 18). To gather these, a remnant of the

ancient Israel shall go forth among the Gen-

tiles (verse 19). They shall come from every

quarter and by every method of conveyance

(verse 20). They shall be admitted to the sacer-

dotal honors of the chosen people (verse 21).

This new dispensation is not to be temporary,

like the one before it, but shall last forever

(verse 22). While the spiritual Israel is thus

replenished from all nations, the apostate Is-

rael shall perish by a lingering decay (verses

23, 24). A.

As to its course of thought, this concluding

chapter is remarkably in harmony with the

general scope of the later prophecies (chaps.

40-66), and especially so with the portion

(chaps. 49-65), all its topics clustering round

the transition point from the Mosaic to the

Christian dispensation as their natural centre.

Here is the temple made with hands, giving

place to the spiritual temple—every living

Christian's heart (verses 1, 2) ; ritual sacrifices

no longer required, but henceforth abominable

(verse 3) ; retribution upon men who choose

their own ways of worship and of life, and not

God's (verses 3, 4) ; the believing and humble
remnant of the ancient people, scorned and

outcast by their brethren, but beloved of God
(verse 5) ; retribution upon their enemies (verse

6). The true Zion, almost without travail pains,

gives birth to the Gospel Church and the new
glories of Christ's kingdom (verses 7-9) ; in

which all Zion's true friends may well rejoice

exceedingly, for lier consolations in the acces-

sion of the Gentiles will be great and enduring

(verses 10-14). The Lord's hand uplifted to

bless Zion reveals itself also in judgment on

her foes (verses 15-17). Again the prophet

recurs to the spread of the Gospel far abroad

and to the new constitution of the Gospel king-

dom (verses 18-23), but closes (verse 24) with

the hopeless doom of God's persistent enemies.

H. C.

1. Tliu§ §aitli the Lord. The same

weighty preface is used once more, as in 65 : 8,

13, and still earlier (43 : 14, 16 ; 44 : 6, 24 ;

45 : 1, 11, 14 ; 48 : 17 ; 49 : 7. 8, 22 ; 50 : 1 ;

56 : 1), to introduce this crown and topstone of

the whole. The prophecy began (1 : 10-15) by

denouncing the sin of formal worship, with es-

pecial reference to the time of Ahaz. And
here a similar warning and reproof is repeated

at the very close. Through all the intervening

centuries this has been the one grand snare and

temptation of the Jewish people. Birks.

The question asks not so much for its locality

as for its quality. What house, what temple

worthy of My infinite greatness and glory, can

ye ever build for Me? The original justifies

this sense and the scope of thought in the pas-

sage requires it. All critics agree that the lan-

guage disapproves the work of building a tem-

ple for the great God. This is the natural im-

port of the question, and is confirmed by the

context in which God first declares that instead

of dwelling anj"^ more in earthly temples. He
dwells with the humble, contrite heart (verse 2),

and in which (verse 3) He expresses His abhor-

rence henceforth of animal sacrifices, without

which there would be no earthly temple. It is

remarkable that the prophetic eye, resting

upon the covenant people at the era of Mes-

siah's advent and earthly life, saw them re-

building His earthly temple. It was the great

religious enterprise of that age. At the date

when our Lord entered upon His public minis-

try, it had been forty-six years in building

(John 2 : 19, 20). H. C.

It may be asked why this truth did not for-

bid the erection of the Temple at first, as well

as its gorgeous reconstruction in the time of

Christ. The answer is, that it was necessary

for a temporary purpose, but when this tem-

porary purpose was accomplished it became

not only useless, but unlawful. Henceforth the

worship was to be a spiritual worship, the

Church imiversally diffused, and the material

sanctuary no longer an earthly residence for

God, but a convenient place ot meeting for His

people. A.

Si, Understanding by " all those things" the

heavens and the earth

—

i.e., the created uni-

verse, the Lord in this verse declares. My hand

made them all, and so, conseciuentiy, they came

into being. They all owe their existence wholly

and exclusivel3^ to My creative liand. In the

sublime language of the Psalmist, " By the
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word of the Lord were the heavens made, and

all the host of them by the breath of His mouth.

For He spake, and it was ; He commanded, and

it stood fast" (Ps. 33 : 6, 9). Yet though I have

built this beautiful earth, and those more grand-

ly magnificent heavens, and thougli no earthly

temple, however vast in its proportions and

however gorgeous in its adornments, is worthy

to be ]My abode
;
yet to this man Avill I look

with special regard, even to him who is truly

humble, contrite of heart for sin, solicitous to

know My word and do My will. H. C.

3. Each ceremonial sacrifice is here identified

with some kindred act, most impure and hate-

ful under the Levitical law. (Cf. Ex. 13 : 13.)

The sin of their formalism is shown to be in-

creased bj' the eager zeal with which they pur-

sued these self-righteous and unprofitable ser-

vices. Birks.

The text discloses the general doctrine that

sacrifice is hateful in the sight of God if offered

in a wicked spirit, but with a special reference

to those who still adhered to the old sacrifices

after the great sacrifice for sin was come and

had been offered once for all. Thus under-

stood this verse extends to sacrifices that which
the foregoing verses said of the Temple, after

the change of dispensations. A. The form

of statement strongly implies the utter discon-

tinuance of the entire sacrificial sj'stem. It

goes down together with the material temple,

both having done their work ; each having its

inherent liabilities to evil ; each therefore is

promptly set aside when in the fulness of time

the world was ripe for the better dispensation.

4. Their persistent adherence to the Mosaic

ritual and their scornful rejection of a spiritual

(not carnal) Messiah and of His Gospel, had not

been done ignorantly, and without ample light

as to God's will, for through long ages God
had called them by His prophets and they

would not hear. H. C. God will make their

sin their punishment ; they shall be hurried

into ruin by their own delusions. God will

" bring their fears upon them," will bring

upon them that which shall be a terror to them,

that which they themselves have been afraid

of, and thought to escape by sinful shifts. Un-

believing hearts and unpurified, unpacified con-

sciences need no more to make them miserable

than to have " their own fears brought" upon
them. H.

5. Last clause, read " but it is they that shall

be put to shame." Am. Com.

These wicked Jews appear now as persecu-

tors of the few out of their nation who had
espoused the name of Christ. The latter are ad-

dressed, " Ye that reverence God's word
;
your

brethren [of the Jews] who have hated you" (the

New Testament shows how bitterly) " and have

cast you out" (of their synagogues and commun-
ion) " for My name's sake, have said" (as men
who assume to be very religious and to have

God on their side in these malignant persecu-

tions) ;
" God will be glorified." They claimed

to think that in persecuting tlie followers of

Christ they were doing God service and pro-

moting His glory. This description of the

bigoted, persecuting Jews of the early Chris-

tian age is wonderfully true to history.

6. The meaning here is that God is heard

going forth from His city and Temple to visit

fearful retribution on the guilty Jews, His

enemies. It can scarcely be doubted that the

passage refers specially to the Roman armies,

sent of God in His providence to destroy the

doomed city and people. H. C.

7-9. A figure for the whole eventful crisis

of the change of dispensations, and the conse-

quent change in the condition of the Church.

This indestructible ideal person, when she

might have seemed to be reduced to nothing

by the defection of the natural Israel, is vastly

and suddenh' augmented by the introduction

of the Gentiles, a succession of events which is

liere most appropriately represented as the

birth of a male child without the pains of

childbirth. A. This passage corresponds

substantially in thought with chap. 49 : 18-23,

saving that Zion there is assumed to be the

joyful mother of countless hosts of Gentile

children ; while here, the whole ingathering of

the Gospel age, the entire results of preaching

the Gospel to the wide world, are thought of

collectively as one male child. Hath the like

been ever heard of before—a nation born with

one birth-pang ? for ere Zion had travailed, she

brought forth her children ! Yet this is only

what should be expected from the glorious

God ! Would He not most assuredly finish

what He had begun, and carry through to a

full and sublime success what His own wisdom

and love had planned and predicted '?

lO, II. Jerusalem is now a happy mother

rejoicing that a son is born to her, a birth which

really means a nation (verse 8), a new and

world-including Zion.

12. Her peace in the sense of spiritual pros-

perity shall be Avith the deep and mighty flow

of a great rivej', this Hebrew word being used

for the largest class of rivers. Tlie " flowing

stream" shoidd rather be overflomng ; one

which in its freshets breaks over all its banks.

The conversion and ingathering of the Gentiles
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will be on no stinted scale, but with mighty
sweep and magnificent results. The incoming
Gentiles seem here to be incorporated into the

Zion famil}' and welcomed to this prolific and
rejoicing mother of nations.

13. The Hebrew reads, " As a man" (nor

merely as " one") " whom His mother com-
forteth ;" as if the Divine speaker would honor

the idea of a mother comforting her son even

in his mature j'ears, and of a son enjoying such
comfort none the less for his j^ears of manhood.
H. C. The in Jerusalem suggests the only

means by which these blessings are to be se-

cured—viz., a union of affection and of interest

with the Israel of God, to whom alone they are

promised. A.
" As one whom his mother comforteth, so

will I comfort you." What a depth is there in

that love which God chooses as an image of

His own ! and yet the love of a mother's heart

is but a drop from that illimitable ocean into

which our sins, though great as mountains,

once cast are lost forever—buried out of sight.

I believe that His love as far exceeds a mother's,

when it is deepest and strongest, as does the

strength of His ahnighty arm that of the infant

which hangs helpless on her breast. Guthrie.
" As one vvhom his mother comforteth, so the

Lord comforteth His people." It is in the dark
and boisterous night of sorrow or apprehension

that the Saviour reveals Himself nigh. And
one of the first things He does is to explain the

subject matter of the grief—to show its real

nature and amount. "It is but a light afl:iic-

tion. It lasts but for a moment. It is a false

alarm. It is onl3' the rain-drift on the window
—wait till the day dawns and shadows flee

away. Wait till morning, and you will see the

whole extent of it." And then the next thing

that He does is to teach some useful lesson.

And during those quiet hours, when the heart

is soft, the Saviour's lessons sink deep. And
last of all, besides consolation under the trial

and peaceful fruits that follow it, by this com-
forting visit, the Saviour unspeakably endears

Himself to that srul. Paul and Silas never
knew Christ so well, nor loved Him so much,
as after that night which He and they passed

together in the Macedonian prison. And the

souls on which the Lord Jesus has taken the

deepest hold are those whose great tribulations

have thrown them most frequently and most
entirely into His own society. Hamilton.

We should never see the glorious Divine
promises nor realize the precious joys and
hopes of Christian faith if the shadow of sor-

row never deepened about us. The child never

fully understands the sweetness and gentleness
of the mother's love until the child is sick or
suffering

; and we can never experience the

blessedness of being drawn close to God's heart
and comforted by Him, "as one whom his

mother comforteth," if we do not have pain or
grief. So it is a blessed thing to mourn, just

to have God comfort us. H. C. T.

14. The last half of the verse puts in vivid

contrast the revealings of God's power for sal-

vation to His friends and destruction upon His
enemies. " The hand of the Lord made known"
for good is a revelation of His power to save.

The last clause should be translated, " But He
is indignant toward His enemies," the original

word being a verb and not a noun. At this

point the discourse turns to speak of God's in-

dignation against the wicked and its fruits in

righteous retribution. H. C.

15-24. These verses, like the pillar of cloud

and fire, have a dai-k side toward the enemies
of God's kingdom and all that are rebels against

His crown and a bright side toward His faith-

ful loj-al subjects. H.

15. The whole verse represents Jehovah,

considered in relation to His enemies, as a con-

suming fire (De. 4 : 24 ; Heb. 12 : 39 ; cf. 2

Thess. 1:8).

16. A clue to the jirimary application of the

verse is afforded by our Saviour's Avords in

Matt. 24 : 22, where in speaking of the speedy

destruction of Jerusalem He says that except-

ing the elect no flesh should be saved

—

i.e., no
portion of the Jewish race but those who were
ordained to everlasting life through faith in

Him. This application of Isaiah's prophecy

agrees exactly with the view already taken of

the whole preceding context as relating to that

great decisive crisis in the history of the Church
and of the world, the dissolution of the old

economy and the inauguration of the new. Ac-

cording to this view of the passage, what is

here said of fire, sword and slaughter was ful-

filled not only as a figurative prophecy of gen-

eral destruction, but in its strictest sense in the

terrific carnage which attended the extinction

of the Jewish state, and of which, more em-

phatically than of any other event outwardly

resembling it, it- might be said that many wei'e

tlis slain of Jehovah. A.

17. The class primarily described here must
be identical with those who appear in ciiap.

65:3, 4

—

i.e., the unbelieving, apostate Jews,

whose wickedness is described in terms bor-

rowed from the odious idol worslup of the

prophet's own time. It will be joticed that

these descriptions have in common the follow-
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ing leading points—viz., the sacrificing in gar-

dens ; the eating of swine's flesh and of things

abominable. H. C.

1§. As we have seen that the crimes de-

scribed in the foregoing verses are not those of

the heathen, but of the apostate Jews, whose

deeds and thoughts must therefore be intended

in the first clause, tlie explanation most in har-

mony with this immediate context, as well as

with the whole drift of the prophecy thus far,

is that which makes the verse before us a dis-

tinct prediction of the calling of the Gentiles,

both to witness the infliction of God's ven-

geance on the Jews, and to supply their places

in His Church or chosen people. It is perhaps

to (he language of this prophecy that Christ

Himself alludes iu Matt. 24 : 31. (Cf. also John

5:25.)

19. The whole may be paraphrased as fol-

lows : Such being their character, I will cast

them off and gather the nations to take their

place ; for which end I will send forth the sur-

vivors of the nation, the elect for whose sake

these days shall be shortened when all besides

them perish, to declare My glory in the regions

where My name has never yet been heard. Tims

imderstood, the passage is exactly descriptive

of the preaching of the Gospel at the begin-

ning of the new dispensation. All the first

preachers were escaped Jews, plucked as brands

from the burning, saved from that perverse

generation (Acts 2 : 40). The sign will then de-

note the whole miraculous display of Divine

power, in bringing the old dispensation to a

close and introducing the new, including the

destruction of the unbelieving Jews on the one

hand, and on the other all those signs and won-

ders and divers miracles and gifts of the Holy

Ghost (Heb. 2 : 4), which Paul calls the signs of

an apostle (2 Cor. 12 : 12), and which Christ

Himself had promised should follow them that

believed (Mark 16 : 17). All these were signs

placed among them

—

i.e. , among the Jews, to the

greater condemnation of the unbelievers, and

to the salvation of such as should be saved. A.

This verse stands distinguislied among He-

brew prophecies in that it drops or rather over-

steps the usual restraints of the Jewish cos-

tume, and speaks of Christian missionary la-

bors in New Testament and Gospel terms.

Christ's servants really " go abroad into all the

world to preach the Gospel to every creature !"

The nations designated here are named as speci-

mens, and signify the actual extent to which

the Gospel should be preached. Tarshish car-

ries the mind to Southwestern Europe ; Pul

and Lud to Africa, where Lud is manifestly

located by Jeremiah (46 : 9) ; Tubal to North-

ern Asia (Ezek. 27 : 13 ; 32 : 26 ; 38 : 2, 3 and

39 : 1). Javan is the Hebrew word for Greece.

The " isles afar ofE"—all the distant countries

beyond sea. In general, all those who had

never before " heard My fame ;" a term which

probably means here, as in chap. 53 : 1, the Gos-

pel message, even as " My glory" refers spe-

cially to the manifestations of Divine mercy in

the Gospel of salvation. II. C.

20. The survivors sent forth to the nations

are described as bringing back the converts to

the true religion as an offering to Jehovah.

Their return for this purpose is described as

easy, swift and even splendid, all the choicest

methods of conveyance used in ancient times

being here combined to express that idea. A.

The ingathering of Gentile converts is put

here naturally in Jewish costume. Under that

ancient system, proselytes must needs come up

to Jerusalem to worship, and indeed must come

there to espouse the name of Jehovah and be

formally inducted into the Jewish Church.

This prophecy pertains to the Christian age,

A prophet, writing for the people of his own

times, must use terms intelligible to them.

The sjnrit of tins prophecy authorizes us to

substitute for horses and dromedaries rail-cars

and steamships, and also to assume that the

transportation will be outward rather than in-

ward ; missionaries going forth into all the

world, and not the nations themselves coming

in to some great central Jerusalem. H. C.

21. The most natural interpretation seems to

be as follows : The mass of the Jewish people

was to be cast off from all connection with the

Church ; but the elect who should escape were

to be sent among the nations and to bring them

for an offering to Jehovah, as the priests and

Levites offered the oblation at Jerusalem. But

this agency was not to be confined to the Jews

who were first entrusted with it ; not only of

them, but also of the Gentiles themselves,

priest and Levites should be chosen to offer

this oblation

—

i.e., to complete the vocation of

the Gentiles. Should the context be supposed

to require a still more general meaning, it may
be that the sacerdotal mediation of the ancient

Israel between Jehovah and the other nations,

which was symbolized by the Levitical and

Aaronic priesthood, was to cease with the ne-

cessity that brought it into being, and to leave

the Divine presence as accessible to one race as

another. A.

22. For as the new heavens and the new earth,

which I am making (or about to make), are stand-

ing (or about to stand) before me, saith Jehovah,
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»o shall stand your name and your seed. The
promise is addressed to Israel as a church, from

which tlie natural desceudants of Jacob for the

most part have been cut off, and the object of

this verse is to assure the Church that notwith-

standing this excision it should still continue to

exist, not only as a church, but as the Church,

the identical body which Avas clothed in the

forms of the old dispensation and which still

survives when they are worn out and rejected.

The graud error incident to a change of dispen-

sations was the very one which has perverted

and obscured the meaning of these prophecies,

the error of confounding the two Israels whom
Paul so carefully distinguishes, and of suppos-

ing that the promises given to the Church when
externally identified with one race are contin-

ued to that race even after their excision from
the Church. It was to counteract this very

error that the verse before us w^as recorded, in

Avhich God's people, comprehending a remnant
of the natural Israel and a vast accession from

the Gentiles, are assured that God regards them
as His own chosen people, not a new one, but

the same that was of old, and tliat the very ob-

ject of the great revolution here and elsewhere

represented as a new creation was to secure

their perpetuity and constant recognition as

His people. Since then He creates new hea-

vens and a new earth for this very purpose,

that purpose cannot be defeated while these

heavens and that earth endure. A. Tliese
" new heavens and earth" can be no other than

tliose which are described more fully (chap.

65 : 17-25)

—

i.e., the new religious constitution
;

the Christian, Messianic age. As this is to be

permanent, so shall Christians themselves as a

race, a " seed," a constant succession of fathers

and sons, generation after generation, remain
before God. H. C.

23. The new moons and the Sabbaths are

mentioned, because, under the law, though the

yearly feasts were to be celebrated at Jerusa-

lem, yet the new moons and the Sabbaths were
religiously observed all the country over in the
" schools of the prophets" first, and afterward
" in the synagogues" (3 K. 4 : 23 ; Amos 8:5;
Acts 15 : 21), according to the model of which
Christian assemblies seem to be performed.

"NVhere the Lord's day is weekly sanctified,

and the Lord's supper monthly celebrated, and
both duly attended on, there this promise is

fulfilled, there the Christian new moons and
Sabbaths are observed. See liere, that God is

to be worshipped in solemn assemblies, that it

is the duty of all, as they have opportunity, to

wait upon God in those assemblies. H.

And from one Sabbath to another. There can
be no permanent worship of God and no per-

manent religion on earth Avithout a Sabbath
;

and hence it was, that while the observance of

the feasts of tabernacles, and of the passover,

and of the new moons made a part of the He-
brew ritual—enjoined by the ceremonial law

—

tlie law respecting the Sabbaths was incorpo-

rated wnth tlie Ten Commandments as of moral

and perpetual obligation ; and it will be liter-

ally true that all the race sliall yet be brought
to worship God on the return of that holy day.

It was instituted in Paradise ; and as one de-

sign of tlie plan of redemption is to bring man
back to the state in which he was in Paradise,

so one effect of the true religion everj'where

will be and is, to make men reverence the Sab-

bath of the Lord. Every successful effort to

propagate the true religion is a successful effort

to extend the practice of observing that holy

aay ; and just as certain as it is that Christian-

ity will be spread around the world, so certain

will it be that the holy Sabbath will be ob-

served in all lands. Barnes.

23, 24. The whole prophecy closes with a

solemn contrast between the blessings to the

righteous and the shame and misery of the re-

bellious and profane. Earth, redeemed from

the curse, will become the scene of holy and

perpetual worship. The destruction of the sin-

ners, that solemn contrast in a scene where

righteousness and peace are to prevail, shall

only deer: en in upon " all flesh" the impression

of God's holiness and majesty. In some m^'s-

terious way the sentence on the profane shall

be visible to the Jews and Gentiles wiio have

been spared, the blissful and holy inhabitants

of " the new earth, wherein dwelleth right-

eousness."

The words of this last verse are borrowed by
our Lord to announce the irreversible doom of

the unfaithful. Birks.

24. " Going forth" is going out from the

city of Jerusalem to gain a full and nearer

view of the great valley of Hinnom, where the

slain of the Lord that were " many" (verse 16)

were piled in mountain masses, the worms
feeding on their carcasses and the fires perpet-

ually burning, yet never utterly consuming

them. They are objects of abhorrence to all

flesh, impressing a wholesome fear (so tlie word
implies) of the life they lived as leading to and

ending in such a death, and a wholesome hor-

ror of their sins as richly deserving a doom so

fearful. It cannot be doubted that this verse

alludes to Tophet as described in this prophet

(chap. 30 : 33) and yet more fully (Jer. 7 : 30-34
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and 19 : 8-15). To these views of Tophet, the

valley of Hinnom, our Lord alludes (Mark

9 : 44, 46, 48), drawing from it the very terms

in which He describes the scenes of the future

punishment of the wicked. So it comes to

pass naturally and legitimately that the judg-

ments of God on guilty nations in the present

world furnish not only the gre.at principles

which underlie all punishment of the wicked,

but also the very terms which designate their

place of torment, and the illustrations which
represent the horrors of their doom. H. C.

The grand theme of these prophecies, as we
have seen, is the relation of God's people to

Himself and to the world, and in the latter

stages of its history, to that race with vvhicli it

was ones outwardly identical. The great

catastrophe with which the vision closes is the

change of dispensations, comprehending the

final abolition of the ceremonial law and its

concomitants, the introduction of a spiritual

worship and the consequent diffusion of the

Church, its vast enlargement by the introduc-

tion of all Gentile converts to complete equality

of privilege and honor with the believing Jews,

and the excision of the unbelieving Jews from

all connection with the Church or chosen peo-

ple, which they once imagined to have no ex-

istence independent of themselves. The con-

trast between these two bodies, the rejected

Jews and their believing brethren forming one

great mass with the believing Gentiles, is con-

tinued to the end, and presented for the last

time in these two concluding verses, where the

whole is condensed into a single vivid specta-

cle, of which the central figure is Jerusalem

and its walls the dividing line between the two
contrasted objects. Within is the true Israel,

without the false. Within, a great congrega-

tion, even " all flesh," come from the east and

the west, and the north and the south, while the

natural children of the kingdom are cast out

(Matt. 8 : 12). The end of the former is left to

be imagiueil or inferred from other prophecies,

but that of the latter is described or suggested

in a way more terrible than all description. In

the valley of the son of Hinnom, under the

very brow of Zion and Moriah, where the chil-

dren were once sacrificed to Moloch, and where

purifjing fires were afterward kept ever burn-

ing, tlie apostate Israel is finally exhibited, no

longer living, but committed to the flames of

Tophet. To render our conception more in-

tense the worm is added to the flame, and both

are represented as undying. That the contrast

hitherto maintained may not be forgotten even

in this closing: scene, the men within the walls

may be seen by the light of those funereal fires

coming forth and gazing at the ghastly scene,

not with delight, as some interpreters pretend,

but, as the text expressly says, with horror.

Thus the verse becomes descriptive of the final

doom of the ungodly, without any deviation

from its proper sense, or any supposition of a

mere allusion or accommodation in the use of

the same figures by our Lord Himself in refer-

ence to future torments. All that is requisite

to reconcile and even to identify the two de-

scriptions is the consideration that the state of

ruin here described is final and continuous,

however it may be divided, in the case of in-

dividuals, between the present life and that

which is to come. Hell is of both worlds, so

that in the same essential sense although in dif-

ferent degrees it may be said both of him who
is still living, but accursed, and of him who
perished centuries ago, that his worm dieth not

and his fire is not quenched. A.

The Doctrine of Eternal Judgment.

The importance of the doctrine of eternal

judgment may be inferred from the prominent
place it holds in the messages of God from first

to last. It is involved in the first promise and
warning in Paradise ; it marks the close of

Isaiah's message of glorious hope and Gospel

promise. It forms the close of the Book of

Ecclesiastes, and of the prophecies of Daniel,

Hosea and Micah, of Zechariah and Haggai.

It gives their tone to the closing sentences of

the Sermon on the Mount, and forms the main
topic of two of the chief discourses of Christ in

the Gospels, and of the Second Epistle of Peter

and that of Jude, and it is revealed with espe-

cial prominence from first to last in the visions

of the apocalypse. Next to the glorious re%'e-

latiou of God Himself and the great work of

redemption, it forms the third main feature in

the whole scheme of revelation.

The revealed message of Scripture on judg-

ment to come includes as a main feature, that

from the days of Paradise to the return of

Christ, the wliole human race has been placed

under an economy of redeeming love. " That
God was in Christ reconciling the world unto

Himself ;" that every child of man is called

upon to repent and turn to God, invited and
earnestly entreated to accept the offered gift of

eternal life in Christ Jesus ; that there is no

fatal secret decree of reprobation by which any
are positively shut out from a share in the

blessing ; that the invitations of God are sin-

cere, earnest and real, and not in pretence only,

as unbelieving hearts are prone to suspect, is
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assured by a threefold pledge of Divine love.

First, the oath and promise of God the Father,

" As I live, saith the Lord God, I have no

pleasure in the death of the wicked, but that

the wicked should turn from his waj^ and live
;

turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways."

Again, by the tears and lamentation of the In-

carnate Son over guilty Jerusalem, " when He
came near and beheld the city and wept over

it, O that thou hadst known, even thou, at least

in this thy day, the things which belong to thy

peace, but now they are hid from thine eyes !"

And thirdly and lastly, by the parting message

and invitation of the Holy and Eternal Spirit.

" The Spirit and the Bride say Come ; and let

him that heareth say Come ; and let him that

is athirst come, and whosoever will, let him
take of the water of life freely." This invita-

tion of Divine love, most clearly revealed in

the Gospel, is also given, though more dimly,

in that goodness of God shown in all His works,

by which He " leadeth men to repentance,"

and the apostle assures us that even while He
suffered the nations to walk in their own ways,
" He left not Himself without witness, in that

He did good, and gave them rain from heaven

and fruitful seasons, filling their hearts with

food and gladness ;" and His judgment on all

we are further assured will be according to the

light they have received. Birks.

Remorse is the natural vengeance of sin upon
a sinner. It is legitimate ; it is just. We are

never wronged in the vengeance of remorse.

God has not wronged us in making us suscep-

tible of such suffering ; conscience does not

wrong us in inflicting it ; the holy universe

does not wrong us in approving it. Phelps.

The conscious knowledge of having done

wrong ; of having had a spirit from God, pure

with high aspirations, and of having dulled its

delicacy and degraded its desires ; of having

quenched a light brighter than the sun's
; of

having done to another an inj ury that through

time and through eternity never can be undone
;

the knowledge that every chance of excellence

and every opportunity of good has been lost

forever—this is the maddening remorse ; this

is wrath to come. F. W. Robertson.

None of the fathers had a deeper sense of the

Divine love than Chrysostom, "the preacher

of mercy," yet none asserted more emphati-

cally the awful doctrine of eternal perdition.

In his fifth homily he speaks of the bonds that

are not loosed ; in the eleventh, of the endless

darkness, the deathless punishments ; and in

the twenty-third we read, " The penalties then

to be inflicted are not such as to come to an end

and be concluded, but the punishment is eter-

nal. For as the punishments of this world are

concluded with the present life, so those of the

next world continue perpetually." And fur-

ther on in the same homily, he insists that after

death the most vehement regrets are vain, as in

the case of the rich man in the parable, whose
lamentations were fruitless because he had neg-

lected tlie time in which he ought to have se-

cured the Divine mercy. W. Briglit.

" What else shall God do witli guilt but pun-
ish it?" Shall He give repentance and then

forgive ? But that is the very thing He has
been offering from the first. Never will man
or devil see the moment when he cannot repent

if he would. But that is the very thing from
which the incorrigible sinner recoils. He will

have none of that. Repentance means sub-

mission. Better hell than that. Such is the

relentless choice of the doomed one. Doomed
because self-doomed. Doomed by the fearful

omnipotence of his own free-will. Nothing
else which it is in God's power to offer does he

spurn from him with such concentration of

obdurate and vindictive resolve. His whole
being revolts from It with the intensity, at last,

of ages of accumulated and malign passion.

Such is sin ; once chosen and implanted and
indurated in the very nature of man, by a life

of abused probation, in which the grace of God
has been scorned and the blood of Christ out-

raged. Once more, then, the question comes

back unanswered :
" What else shall God do

with if?" Through all eternitj', that is the

question which infinite benevolence will ask of

an awe-struck yet satisfied and adoring uni-

verse :
" WJmt else shall God do with it?"

Phelps.

This is the consummation of the series of

bright visions that passed before the mind of

Isaiah. This is an appropriate termination of

this succession of wonderful revelations. Where
could it more appropriately terminate than in

the consummation of all things—in the final tri-

umph of the true religion, and in the complete

and final destruction of all the enemies of God ?

The vision stretches on to the judgment, and is

closed by a contemplation of those scenes which
commence there, but which never end. The
Church is triumphant. Its conflicts cease. Its

foes are slain. Its Redeemer is revealed ; and

its everlasting happiness is founded on a basis

which can never be shaken. Barnes.

So ends this wonderful prophetic scene. The
kingdom of Messiah triumphant ; His foes

prostrate to rise no more. The nations gath-
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ered by missionary labor come home to the
bosom of Zion, and rejoice in her consolations

;

but God's enemies, balked in every endeavor
and meeting their doom of utter discomfiture,
are shut up to shame and everlastinsj; contempt
—the objects of wholesome abhorrence, im-
pressing on all beholders a salutary fear and
dread of sin, and thus conducing to augment
the moral forces which will forever sustain the

throne of God and preserve His reverent wor-
shippers in unswerving and ever-growing alle-

giance, homage and love. Such are the grand,
momentous results of the Gospel scheme in our
world—a world fearfully cursed indeed by sin,

but more gloriously saved by grace—saved by
the Son of God made incarnate to suffer and
die, yet raised again to live and reign sublimely
victorious in the latter end. H. C.



JEREMIAH AND HIS PKOPHECIES.

Jeremiah, who is the principal prophet in the

second or Babylonian period of prophecy, lived

in the reigns of Josiah, Shallum, Jehoiakim,

Jeconiah, and Zedelviah. His long career be-

gan in the tliirteenth year of the reign of Josiah

(B.C. 629), and continued till the eleventh year

of Zedekiah (b.c. 586), when Jerusalem was
taken by Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. 1 : 2, 3), though

he continued to prophesy even after that event.

He is described as " the son of Hilkiah, of the

priests that were in Anathoth," a town not

three miles distant from Jerusalem. His per-

sonal history is closely united with that of the

times in wMiichhe lived. After the destruction

of Jerusalem, he continued for a time in the

city ; but he was afterward carried, against his

will, into Egypt, along with his faithful friend

and amanuensis, Baruch. There, in the city of

Tahpanhes, we have the last clear glimpses of

the prophet's life. After this all is uncertain.

P. 8.

Historical Sketch of the Period. It was not

long before Jeremiah was born that the life and

work of the great Isaiah came to an end ; the

apostasy and subsequent repentance of Manas-

seh, in who.se reign Isaiah was murdered, must
have been still fresh in the memory of men in

the early years of Jeremiah. King Esarhaddon

of Nineveh avenged the great disaster of

Sennacherib, his father, before Jerusalem in

the days of Isaiah when Hezekiah reigned, b}'

taking the holy city and by leading captive her

king, Hezekiah's son Manasseh, to Babylon.

Manasseh was subsequently released, and con-

sented as a vassal king to Nineveh to hold

Judah. Assurbanipal succeeded Esarhaddon,

his father, n.c. 668. The Ninevite king resided

principally in Babylon, which was already

showing signs of dissatisfaction with the Nine-

vite rule. He was evidently a strong sov-

ereign, and completely broke the Egyptian

power by dividing Egypt into twelve petty

kingdoms. During liis reign Judah remained

a tributary to Nineveh. In the seventeenth

year of the reign of this A.ssurbanipal, king of

Nineveli, Psametichus restored the broken unity

of Egypt, and once more united the whole

land. Egypt now, for a season, disputed the

sovereignty of the Eastern world with Nine-

veh. When this restoration of Egypt to the

position of a great power took place, Manasseh

was in the twenty-fourth year of his reign, and

from this time gradually grew up that strong

inclination in Judah to court the friendship of

Egypt, which eventually proved its ruin.

Politically, the great work of Jeremiah's life

was to combat this fatal policy. Manasseh

was succeeded by Amon, and Amon by the

good king Josiah. During Josiah 's reign

Jeremiah exercised great influence. This prince

lost his life fighting against Pharaoh Necho at

Megiddo. Four years after its victory at

Megiddo, the Egyptian power was totally de-

stroyed at Carchemish by a new power which

had lately risen on the ruins of the old Ninevite

dominion.

The power of Nineveh had been for some

time declining, partly owing to a great in-

vasion of Scythians, partly to the discon-

tent of Babylon—a discontent which ended in

Babylon asserting its independence. The East-

ern world, two years after the battle of Megid-

do, in which Josiah lost his life, was astonished

at learning that Nineveh, so long the Queen

City of tlie East, had fallen before the armies

of Cyaxares the Mede and Nabopolassar, king

of the recentl}' freed Babylon. The ruin of

Nineveh was complete. Two years later the

son of Nabopolassar, the famous Nebuchad-

nezzar, broke the Egyptian power at Carche-

mish. The great Babylonian Nebuchadnezzar

was temporarily stayed in his career of con-

quest by his father's death and the need of his

presence at Babylon in order to consolidate

his power. Egypt and her vassal States be-

came now subject to Babylon. Among these

latter was Judah and her king, Jelioiakim,

who succeeded Josiah.

After three years Jehoiakim rebelled against

the authority of Babylon ; Nebuchadnezzar in

person took the field against his rebellious vas-

sal. Jerusalem was invested and soon fell.

Her king was put to deatli, and a few months

later Jehoiachiu—who succeeded his father in
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the sovereignty—was, with the flower of the

people, carried captive to Babylon. A rem-

nant was left in Judah, and Zedekiah reigned

as their king. Again Egypt became their

snare. Something like a revival of the Egyp-

tian power had taken place under Pharaoh

Hophra ; the Jews left under King Zedekiah

in Judah, turning against their mighty Baby-

lonian master, sought to strengthen themselves

by an alliance with Egypt, against the advice

of Jeremiah, who had remained with Zedekiah

in Judah. The Chaldean vengeance did not

tarry long ; again was Jerusalem besieged,

again captured. Then the Temple was burned,

the king wiis blinded, the best of the poor rem-

nant of the people left by Nebuchadnezzar

were carried into Babylonia. Gedaliah, a friend

of Jeremiah, was appointed governor of the

now desolate and almost deserted land.

Gedaliah was shortly after murdered by some

self-styled patriot Jews, who, after their deed

of blood, fled, cairying Jeremiah, an unwilling

captive, with them to the city of Tahpanhes,

in Egypt. Here we lose sight of the aged and

desolate prophet. Speiice.

The life of Jeremiah as prophet, and that of

Josiali as king, ran parallel eighteen years,

when Josiah fell at Megiddo in battle with

Pharaoh Necho of Egypt. We may well sup-

pose that this was the first great sorrow of the

prophet's life. He mourned for his fallen king-

as one mourneth for a dear and honored per-

sonal friend and for a great public benefactor.

(See 2 Chron. 35 : 25.) How much he knew be-

forehand of the graceless sous of this good king

who would be candidates for the vacant throne

does not appear. He had abundant and sad

occasion to know them in future years. While

Josiah lived, Jeremiah does not appear at all in

the history as given in the books of Kings and

Chronicles, nor does his own book of prophe-

cies show him to have been prominent during

Josiah's life. Only a small portion of his re-

corded prophecies bear date in the reign of

Josiah—viz., chap. 1, and another message

beginning chap. 3 : 6, and ending perhaps with

the sixth chapter. There can be no doubt,

however, that he sympathized deeply with this

great reformation, which commenced vigorously

just one year before his call as a prophet, and

which seems to have culminated in a very ex-

traordinary passover five years later (3 Chron.

35 : 1-19). It was everything in this reforma-

tion to press the conscience of the people with

the great and solid truths of religion, and to

urge them to thorough self-searching and to

radical repentance of all sins of the heart as

well as of the life. In this line of effort, we
bhall see that the messages sent of the Lord by
Jeremiah during this period were admirably

well adapted for effect, and if duly heeded,

would have been most wholesome in their in-

fluence. After the death of Josiah, our prophet

soon began to have new experiences. Previ-

ously he had been amply protected in his per-

son and powerfully sustained by the king and

his court. Subsequently there came a new
order of things. Four kings fill the period be-

tween Josiah's death (u.c. 611) and the fall of

the kingdom (b.c. 588). Three of them were

sous of Josiah, and one his grandson ; but not

one of them bears any other record than that of

" doing evil in the sight of the Lord." Of the

four sons of Josiah, the eldest, Johanan, prob-

ably died either before or with his father. He
does not appear later. His third son, Jehoahaz,

was put on the throne first, and b}' the people,

probably because he stood higher in their es-

teem than Jehoiakim, the second in age. He
represented the Chaldean party, following the

policy of his father, who fell in an attempt to

withstand the Egyptian king, then on his march

against the Chaldeans. Pharaoh Necho, re-

turning from his northern expedition, deposed

the young king of Judah after a reign of but

three months, and took him captive to Egypt,

where he died. Necho placed his elder brother,

Jehoiakim, on the throne, where he reigned

eleven years -one of the meanest and wickedest

kings that ever disgraced that throne. A very

considerable portion of Jeremiah's prophecies

fall within this reign—many of them about his

fourth year, when the first serious invasion by

the Chaldean forces occurred and the first large

deportation of captives. Jehoiakim represented

the Egyptian party ; was always averse to

Jeremiah's exhortations from the Lord to yield

to the Chaldean power, and hence stood op-

posed to the prophet on political as well as re-

ligious grounds. Consequently he permitted

and even instigated a rancorous persecution

against Jeremiah, from which the latter more

than once barely escaped with his life. This

was the prophet's time of sternest trial. After

a reign of eleven years, Jehoiakim was taken in

chains to Babylon, and his son Jeboiachin

(otherwise called Jeconiah and Coniah) was

enthroned in his stead. Three months of wicked

misrule and of treachery against the Chaldean

king ended his reign, and he went a prisoner

to Babylon, where he was imprisoned at least

thirty-seven years. After him came Zedekiah,

yet another and the youngest son of the good

Josiah, but doing only evil against the Lord
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throughout his reign of eleven years. He
was weak as well as wicked, and perhaps

the less wicked in the sight of God for his

weakness. lie would have protected Jere-

miah more if he had dared, or if he had

been manly enough to assert his rights as

king. He lived to see the great city seized by

the Chaldeans, the nation ruined, and his sons

slain. His own eyes were then put out and

himself taken in chains to Babylon, to die dis-

honored there. Jeremiah delivered to him
many messages from the Lord ; suffered severe

persecution during his reign ; made earnest but

unavailing efforts to withstand the growing

corruption of both court and people, and to in-

duce repentance toward God, or at least quiet

submission to the inevitable and divinely

ordained supremacy of the Chaldeans, but was
baffled in every endeavor. Such is the dis-

heartening story of Jeremiah's labors and pro-

tests during these twenty-three years from the

death of Josiah to the utter overthrow of the

city and kingdom. Within his public life fall

the dates of Zephaniah and Habakkuk ; the

former within the reign of Josiah ; the latter

apparently in the first years of Jehoiakim,

shortly before the first invasion from the fierce

and terrible Chaldeans. Jeremiah survived the

fall of the city and kingdom. His sympathies

went with the better part of the people into

their exile in Babylon, but he neither accom-

panied nor followed them in person. Twice he

wrote them in a very encouraging and friendly

strain, but either through his own convictions

of duty, or through the special direction of the

Lord, he cast in his lot with the poor remnant

who remained a short time in the land, and

ultimately, against his earnest protest, went to

Egypt to perish there. Nebuchadnezzar be-

friended him in a most decided manner, and if

he had gone to Babylon, his lot would appar-

ently have been as pleasant as that of a captive

with his captive brethren well could be ; but

Jeremiah manifestly sought not his own, but the

things of his great Master. Hence, in the foot-

steps of the greater " Man of sorrows," he fol-

lowed the remnant who had no shepherd and

no heart to heed one, and filled out his remain-

ing days among an ungrateful, disobedient,

and unappreciative people. Beyond this exile

to Egypt and these thankless labors to call back

to God the lowest, weakest, and wickedest

portion of the Jewish people, we hear of him
no more. TI:ere are some lessons of great in-

terest and value to be found in the life and

spirit of this prophet. It is God's way to raise

up Ilis own instruments and adapt them for the

work He gives them to do. Jeremiah was an
illustration of this Divine policy. We note how
He yielded to the pressure of God's hand upon
him (23 : 7, 9) ; how step by step he moved on
into peril and darkness thickening fearfully in

his path ; how " he endured as seeing Him who
is invisible ;" how he never so quailed before his

enemies as to withhold one of the stern words
God gave him to say ; how we rarely hear the

slightest murmur from his lips ; how when hu-

man frailty seemed too much for present grace,

the Lord kindly gave more grace ; how he filled

out the very last days of a prophetic life, which
overran forty years, with suffering, daring,

witnessing, beseeching, and weeping—almost

evermore—with apparently fruitless endeavor,

and with no consolations known to us save those

of a clear conscience and an apjjroviug God.

His heart never became misanthropic—never

had the least touch of the malign element. He
never ceased to love with the love of sympathy
and pity the wickedest and vilest of those whose
sins the Lord sent him to denounce. There is

a wonderful record for us in tliose tears!

Would to God that all His ministering servants

kept their own spirit in a sympath)' with

Christ's as near, warm, and effective as did this

prophet of Anathoth ! II. C.

In the time of Isaiah two courses were open

for Israel. Either to let itself go down the

steep descent which opened under its feet, or

to strengthen its hold upon the tableland above.

A century and a half later, in the time of Jere-

miah, this alternative was no longer open.

Israel had already descended far down the fatal

slope, and was on the point of falling over the

precipice. The people were giving themselves

uji to idolatry with an ardor akin to madness.

Never has this strange w^orship better deserved

the name of " possentiion. on a great scale," which

has been bestowed upon it with so much reason.

All the divinities of the East, Baal, Astarte,

Moloch, Thammuz, seem to have agreed to

meet in Jerusalem ; the Temple had become a

pantheon. The three last kings were among
the very worst that the little State ever had.

Under Jehoiakim, the Chaldean conqueror, Neb-

uchadnezzar, appears for the first time in the

Holy Land, and Judah becomes tributary to

him. A little later, Jehoiachin, his successor,

is himself taken captive with the ])est part of

his people. Finally, under Zedekiah, Nebu-

chadnezzar strikes the last bloAv : Jerusalem is

destroyed, together with the Temple.

Such are the circumstances in the midst of

which Jeremiah was called to exercise the pro-

phetic ministry. Never was heavier burden
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laid upon the shoulders of mortal man. A man

of tender, loving, yielding, deeply impressible

spirit, Jeremiah intensely loved his country. He

would have given all he had to see Judah flour-

ishing, Jerusalem prosperous ; and, lo, we see

liim compelled by his destiny to announce to his

fellow-citizens nothing but misfortune. His

office was like that of the minister obliged to

accompany a criminal to the scaffold. He in-

duces Israel and its king to submit to the decree

of the Divine justice. He depicts the useless-

ness, danger and sin of resistance. At the

sound of these strange words his hearers spring

upon him with indignation and rage ; they ac-

cuse him of connivance with the enemies of his

country. King Jehoiakim tears up the collec-

tion of his first discourses, and throws the

shreds into the fire.

The fiery patriots seize the prophet, and throw

him to the bottom of a well without water. He

passes whole days and nights in this horrible

prison. But what are his physical sufferings

compared with the moral torment he endures in

seeing himself treated as the enemy of his coun-

try—he who lives and suffers only for love of

her? Can one be surprised, if now and then

sinking under the burden, he is tempted, like

Job, to curse the day of his birth ?

But these are only transitory moments of

weakness. Soon faith regains the ascendant,

and with the same courage with which he had

dared to preach to his people submission to the

foreign conqueror, he now endeavors to ani-

mate them once more with hope, and boldly

proclaims the deliverance that shall come. One

day, while the Chaldean army still holds Jerusa-

lem in siege, Jeremiah buys, by a legal act, for

himself and his descendants, the field on which

the army of the Chaldeans is encamped, thus

giving to Israel, at the very moment when he

announced its coming destruction, a public

pledge of his belief in its future restoration.

Another time he announces that after seventy

years, when Israel shall have expiated all the

Sabbaths and all the sabbatical years they had

profaned, this people shall return from the

strange laud and re-enter the land of their

fathers. Nay more, he sees the justice of God,

now so merciless to them and under whose

blows he had counselled them to bow down,

ready soon to rise up in favor of the guilty but

repentant nation and to pronounce its absolu-

tion. And in the strength of this courageous

faith, he is not afraid to give to the Messiah that

name which defies all present misfortunes : the

Lord our Righteousness.

This is because, upon the ruins of the old

covenant, henceforth broken through the faith-

lessness of Israel, Jeremiah sees another arising,

founded upon a higher contract, more excellent

both in its nature and its duration than that of

Sinai. Here is the culminating point not only

of the prophecy of Jeremiah, but of that of the

whole Old Testament ; the marvellous predic-

tion of the abolition of that very covenant to

w^hich the prophecy itself belongs, and of the

coming in of a totally different order of things,

resting upon a new basis (Jer. 31 : 31-34).

We do not think history contains another in-

stance of a religion which, while claiming to be

Divine, yet proclaims its own insufficiency, and

announces a new one which will bestow upon

humanity more excellent gifts. This is that

miracle of self abnegation which is repeated

later on in time, in the personal relation of John

the Baptist to Jesus Christ.

The renewing of hearts by the Holy Spirit

—

tliat renewal which is the fruit of the forgive-

ness of sins and the spring of an obedience free

and filial, which the law never had the power

to produce—this is the basis of the new cove-

nant, announced by Jeremiah, which should

one day be established between Jehovah and

mankind. These foundations, so distinctly in-

dicated six centuries beforehand, were really

laid in the two days. Good Friday and Pente-

cost ; they are these—reconciliation through

the blood of the Lamb and renewal of the heart

by the Holy Spirit. Here we discover in the

prophet an intuition, the purest and most spirit-

ual, of the kingdom of God upon earth. Here

we see the noble hopes with which God sus-

tained him and the whole nation at the moment

when they were witnessing the downfall of the

visible theocracy.

Accordingly, when, after a long siege, the en-

emy effected an entrance into Jerusalem, Jere-

miah was able to contemplate with resignation

the destruction of the city which he loved, the

burning of the Temple in which he had so often

officiated as a priest. The conq ueror treated him

with respect ; he gave him the choice of either

accompanying him to Babylon or remaining

in the land of his fathers. Jeremiah had no

hesitation in preferring his own de.solated coun-

try to the splendor of the foreign capital. It

was at this time, no doubt, that he composed

those fine elegies which are collected in the

Book of Lamentations. Then, faithful to the

last to his thankless mission, he followed with-

out delay the remainder of his people into

Egypt, whither, after the assassination of the

Chaldean governor, the remnant of the Israelites

fled for shelter from the vengeance which they
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feared. According to Jewish tradition, Jere-

miah perished in Egypt, a victim to the hatred

drawn down upon him by the warnings which

he was never weary of uttering to these sense-

less people.

Succeeding ages have done justice to Jere-

miah. The more his contemporaries humiliated

and ill-treated him, the more has posterity ex-

alted and glorified him, to such a degree that

in the time of Jesus, as we see in the New
Testament, he was known by the name simply

of tJie prophet. And this was but right. If the

picture which he has drawn of the new cove-

nant is the culminating point of prophecy, is

not his own personal fate the most complete

type of that of the Messiah ? Is not his conflict

with the excited patriots and false prophets of

his time the prelude to that of Jesus with

those Pharisees and zealots who over-excited

the carnal hopes of Israel, and were preparing

for them the most terrible of delusions '? Jere-

miah is certainly, more than any other before

John the Baptist, the forerunner of the Man of

Sorrows.

God as the Righteous One—that is the domi-

nant idea of his ministry. To bow beneath

the hand of God when He chastises, and then

to wait upon Him as alone having power to

absolve the nation on their repentance—this, in-

deed, was the very message which Israel needed

at the time when Jeremiah was given to them
as their counsellor and their guide. We have
just seen with what unconquerable fidelity

thisnaturallj^ gentle and tender heart succeeded

in fulfilling this office ; God, when He called

him, had " touched his mouth with His hand."

Godet.

Jeremiah's niission was to interpret and to

immortalize in literature the failure of the ex-

periment of a visible, genuine, holy empire.

It was Jeremiah's to feel all the sublimity and
glory of the legislation of Moses, of the con-

quests of Joshua, of the constitutions of

Samuel, of the royalty of David, and Solomon,

and Josiah, and then to see all this over-

whelmed in darkness because the Jewish people

were basely false to themselves and to their

God. Jeremiah's life work was to pass through
and to understand and to feel the saddest and
most shameful of all earthly tragedies before

that of Calvary—viz., the fall of the Jewish

kingdom and the destruction of Solomon's

Temple. It was his function to preserve for

us these dreadful experiences in all their

minutiai of guilt and ignominy.

We may compare Jeremiah in detail with the

greatest men in Hebrew history, and always to

his advantage. We may take the darkest hour
in the life of Moses, or of Joshua, or of Samuel,
or of Elijah, or of Paul, and we shall find that

Jeremiah had a similar experience, only tenfold

darker. The prayer of Moses was heard, and

the people were pardoned. Jeremiah had a

different experience. He was bidden, "Pray
not thou for this people, neither lift up cry nor

prayer for them, neither inake intercession to

Me: for I will not hear thee." God said:
" Though Moses and Samuel stood before Me,

yet jMy mind could not be toward this people :

cast them out of My sight and let them go
forth." If Moses is majestic in the strength

and victory of his intercession, much more is

Jeremiah majestic, going forth uncomforted

to his long and dreadful work among his

doomed fellow-countrymen, for whom he was
not even allowed to pray. Elijah fled away be-

fore the threats of Jezebel into the desert, sat

down under a juniper-tree and prayed for

death. Jeremiah was not permitted to flee

away. Firm at his post where Elijah had not

had courage to stand, Jeremiah stood to the

bitter end. Paul wrote in one of his letters :

" I have great sorrow and unceasing pain in

my heart." But this was only a part of Paul's

experience. He had the privilege of going far

away from unready Jerusalem to do a work of

magnificent constructiveness among the Gen-

tiles, where multitudes of converts became his

joy and his crown. Jeremiah, througii his

long ministry, had only the great sorrow and

unceasing pain in his heart, and nothing else.

His duty was to stay year after year in Jerusa-

lem, rejected, threatened, set in the stocks, cast

into the miry dungeon, repeating over and over

a fearful message to unwilling ears, with never

the joy of a single success.

Thus neither Moses, nor Elijah, nor Paul

was ever subjected to a tithe of what Jeremiah

endured. As a sufferer he stands next to our

Lord Himself. Why should we attribute His

distress to morbid predisposition to melancholy ?

If he shrank from tlie stern task assigned him,

Moses and Isaiah had done the same. If he

yielded to discouragement in defeat, Joshua

had done the same. If he longed for a lodge

in the wilderness, the bold Elijah had sought

the same. If he cursed the day of his birth,

Job, the great example of patience, had done

the same. If he wept over Jerusalem, so did

our Lord. That Jeremiah preserved the sweet-

ness of his affections, and the loyalty of his

piety, and the boldness of his official testimony

to the end argues a pre-eminently strong,

ardent, high-spirited, heroic nature.
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Jeremiah -was a patriot A^hose duty it was to

discourage national hopes and counsel submis-

sion to a foreign foe. It was never his privi-

lege to arouse the national spirit, to fire the

hearts of the soldiers of Israel, to call up the

miglity enthusiasm which had borne to victory

the armies of the Lord of Hosts in the glorious

days of Joshua, and Gideon, and David.

Though a patriot, he seemed to his fellow-

citizens a traitor, without faith in his country

or sympathy for her defenders.

As a prophet. Jeremiah had not the satisfac-

tion of reforming, inspiring or leading in any-

thing. He found the whole nation gross, idol-

atrous, unchaste, false, dishonest, murderous,

wilful, obstinate. Sodom and Gomorrah alone

could furnish a parallel. And Jeremiah's work

was to predict to these people invasion, famine,

pestilence, drought, defeat, captivity, despair,

the sack of the city and the destruction of the

Temple. No other prophet ever had such a

task. "I beheld the earth," said Jeremiah,

" and, lo, it was waste and void ;
and the heav-

ens, and they had no light. I beheld the moun-

tains, and, lo, they trembled, and all the hills

moved to and fro. I beheld, and, lo, there

was no man, and all the birds of the heavens

were fled. I beheld, and, lo, the fruitful

field was a wilderness, and all the cities

thereof were broken down at the presence of

the Lord and before His fierce anger." With

such a grim message Jeremiah stood through

his long ministry like an iron pillar, like a

brazen wall, in antagonism to the kings, and

the princes, and the priests, and the prophets,

and the people. Yet, naturally, he had the

gentle, sympathetic heart of a child. There

were prophets enough at that day, high in pub-

lic esteem, whose smooth eloquence found

ready applause. Jeremiah stood alone, not that

he w-as naturally polemical or uncompromising,

not for any reason in himself, but because the

others were all wrong, and he was under a

Divine necessity to stand where he did. Mar-

tin Luther before the Diet of Worms was not

more heroically loyal to truth. Jeremiah stood

like Abdiel, as Milton has pictured him among

the rebellious angels.

Yet Jeremiah did not meet scorn with '

' re-

torted scorn," as Milton makes Abdiel ;
he met

it with tears.

Jeremiah was a lonely man. He had no home

Into which he might run out of the storms of

public life, as into a little sunny harbor of

peace. This was by Divine command. The

consolation of wife and children was denied

him. '
' Thou shalt not take thee a wife, neither

Shalt thou have sons and daughters in this

place." As Jeremiah walked along the streets

of Jerusalem and looked into the bright faces

of the children, he knew that each of those

children was destined for a death of horror.

Thus, as a man, Jeremiah must shut up his

heart and repress all his tenderest affections ;

as a citizen, he must live in the midst of the

murderous treachery of his nearest neighbors
;

as a patriot, he must stand helpless in sight of

the slow destruction of his country ; as a

prophet, he must warn in vain, and with his

unavailing remonstrances add to the guilt of

the unrestrainable ; and this was so, that all

time might through him feel the doom of in-

corrigible national sin. Behold this grand fig-

ure standing there in the solitude of his grief

over the ruins of the noblest experiment of an-

cient times. There he stands, comparing the

Divine ideal of a visible kingdom of God on

earth with the reality, comparing the possibili-

ties and hopes of the past with the facts of the

present and the certainties of the future. In

him we see the dignity of unselfish grief. In

him we see the manliness of tears. Looking at

him, we see that the broadest, truest, strongest,

bravest, may for that very reason be the sad-

dest. Ballantine.

His Pkophecies.

Their programme was simple. Their central

theme was the coming supremacy of the Chal-

dean nation : and this at a time when nothing

was feared from Babylon, and Nebuchadnezzar

was unknown, when Egypt was ascendant and

Pharaoh-necho the terror of Judah. He fore-

told the overthrow of the Jewish nation by this

power from " the north ;" defined the term of

the Chaldean ascendency and Judah's captivity,

and predicted the emancipation of Judah and

restoration of Jerusalem w^hen the seventy years

had expired.

Their design was threefold. It was: To fore-

warn the Jews of impending doom on account

of national pollution and apostasy. To invite

them to repentance, promising immediate

Divine forgiveness and ultimate redemption

from Babylon. To assure the godly among

them by predictions of Messiah's gracious ad-

vent, and the spiritual blessings incident to His

reign.

Their verification. During Jeremiah's life,

his predictions fulfilled in : The captivity of

Jehoiakim and his queen-mother (22 : 24-26).

The death of Hananiah, the deceitful prophet,

at the time foretold (28 : 15-17). The inglorious

end and shameful burial of Jehoiakim (22 : 18,
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19 ; 36 : 30). The fate of Zedekiah (23 : 2, 3).

The invasion of Judah by the king of Babylon,

and Jewish captivity (20 : 4, etc.). The rifling

of the Temple by Nebuchadnezzar (27 : 19-22).

The destruction of Jerusalem by fire (21 : 10
;

32 : 29 ; 37 : 8-10). The Chaldean subjugation

of Egypt (43: 10-12 ; 44 29, 30), and supremacy

over surrounding nations (27 : 1 -8). After the

prop/iet's decease : The termination of the Baby-

lonish captivity after seventy years (25 : 11 ; see

Dan. 9 : 2). The return of the Jews to their

own country (29 : 10-14). The downfall and

desolation of Babylon, and date of the event

(25 : 13). The advent of Messiah (23 : 3-8
;

31 : 31-34 ; 38 : 6-9). Anon.

The absence of any chronological order in the

present structure of the collection of Jeremiah's

prophecies is obvious at the first glance. In

the present order we have two great divisions :

1. Chaps. 1-45. Prophecies delivered at vari-

ous times, directed mainly to Judah, or con-

nected with Jeremiah's personal history. 2.

Chaps. 46-51. Prophecies connected with other

nations. Chap. 52, taken largely, though not

entirely, from 2 K. 25, may be taken either as a

supplement to the prophecy or as an introduc-

tion to the Lamentations. Looking more
closely into each of these divisions, we have

the following sections :

1. Chaps. 1-21. Containing probably the sub-

stance of ' the book" of 36 : 33, and including

prophecies from the thirteenth year of Josiah

to the fourth of Jehoiakim ; 1 : 3, however, in-

dicates a later revision, and the whole of chap.

1 may possibly have been added on the proph-

et's retrospect of his whole work from this its

first beginning ; chap. 21 belongs to a later

period, but has probably found its place here

as connected, b}' the recurrence of the name
Pashur, with chap. 20.

2. Chaps. 22-25. Shorter prophecies, deliv-

ered at different times, against the kings of

Judah and the false prophets ; 25 : 13, 14 evi-

dently marks the conclusion of a series of proph-

ecies ; and that whicli follows, 25 : 15-38, the

germ of the fuller predictions in 46-49, has been

placed here as a kind of completion to the

prophecy of the seventy years and the subse-

quent fall of Babylon.

3. Chaps. 26-28. The two great prophecies

of the fall of Jerusalem, and the liistory con-

nected with them. Chap. 26 belongs to the

earlier, chaps. 27 and 28 to the later period of

the prophet's work. Jehoiakim, in 37 : 1, is

evidently (cf. verse 3) a mistake for Zedekiah.

4. Chaps. 39-31. The message of comfort for

the exiles in Babylon.

5. Chaps. 33-44. The history of the last two
years before the capture of Jerusalem, and of

Jeremiah's work in them and in the period that

followed. The position of chap. 45, uncon-

nected with anything before or after it, may be

accounted for on the hypothesis that Baruch
desired to place on record so memorable a pas-

sage in his own life, and inserted it where the

direct narrarive of his master's life ended. The
same explanation applies in part to chap. 36.

6. Chaps. 46-51. The prophecies against

foreign nations, ending with the great predic-

tion against Babylon.

7. The supplementary narrative of chap. 52.

The Book of Lamentations contains the utter-

ance of Jeremiah's sorrow upon the capture of

Jerusalem and the destruction of the Temple.

It consists of five chapters, each of which, how-
ever, is a separate poem, complete in itself, and
having a distinct subject, but brought at the

same time under a plan which includes them
all. The book has supplied thousands with

the fullest utterance for their sorrows in the

critical periods of national or individual suffer-

ing. We may well believe that it soothed the

weary years of the Babylonian exile. On the

ninth day of the month of Ab (July-August),

the Lamentations of Jeremiah were read, year

by year, with fasting and weeping, to com-

memorate the misery out of which the people

had been delivered. It enters largely into the

order of the Latin Church for the services of

Passion week. P. S.

The Book of Jeremiah is commonly regarded

as very puzzling, by reason of the imperfec-

tions of its text, its confused chronological

order and the great differences between the

Septuagint and the Hebrew. But if we sup-

po.se these peculiarities to be due to the lack of

editing, rather than to false editing, it is not

difficult to frame a hypothesis that will account,

in general, for the form in which the book now
stands, in the Hebrew. Suppose that Jeremiah,

late in his life, or some disciple of his, soon after

his death, planned an edition of his works, and

for that purpose got together and began to

classify, a collection of papers—the same papers

now found in the Book of Jeremiah. Entering

upon his work, he finds the bulkiest paper in

the collection to be a rough sketch of the earlier

discourses of the prophet ; it is divided by

titles into six parts, and each part is a sketch

of several separate prophecies ; in length, the

prophecy sketches vary from a few lines each

to a pretty full report ; at first, thej'^ are sep-

arated by formal sub-titles, but farther on the

work is more negligently done, both in this
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and other respects ; in some cases poetry and

prose are intermingled. In fine, this is a docu-

ment covering the same ground with the volume

of Jeremiah's prophecies written by Baruch

(Jer. 36 : 9-32). If it cannot be proved to be

the same document, at least this cannot be dis-

proved. As it is, on the whole, the earliest

paper in the series, the collector takes it as the

beginning of his projected work. It is our

present Jeremiah, chaps. 1-30.

Among the remaining larger papers he finds

a connected narrative of the experiences of Jer-

emiah in connection with the downfall of Jeru-

salem, the narrative found in Jer. 37-44. It is

carefully written and classical, quite different

from the rough sketch in the first twenty chap-

ters. As it contains the latest recorded facts

in the personal history of Jeremiah, he lays it

beside the rough sketch, to form the conclusion

of that part of the proposed work.

Next he finds, perhaps already put together,

and at all events marked by their contents as a

group by themselves, certain poems, of differ-

ent dates, concerning the nations ; and groups

these, after the narrative, as a new section of

his work (Jer. 46-51). To this group of poems

he prefixes the little poem concerning Baruch
(Jer. 45), finding no better place for it else-

where.

Among the remaining papers, he finds one

tliat is peculiar, the one now constituting Jer.

52 ; it seems to be a study in the history of Is-

rael, connected with the matters recorded in

Kings concerning the building and the destruc-

tion of Solomon's Temple. As it has no affilia-

tion with any other documents in his collection,

he assigns to it its proper place as an appendix.

He now has remaining the fifteen prophecies

contained in Jer. 21-36. Most of these are

dated. Among them are poems, addresses, nar-

ratives and one epistle. Some of them deal

with events already treated of in the rough
sketch and the narrative ; but as a whole, they

belong between the two, and the collector dis-

poses of them by placing them in that position,

without the trouble to arrange them further.

And at this point his work was arrested, leav-

ing the book in the shape in which we find it.

Presumably he intended to arrange these fif-

teen papers chronologically, and to revise the

whole, but was somehow prevented from carry-

ing out his intention. W, J. B,

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER I.

CALL AND COMMISSION.

1 : 1 The words of Jeremiah the son of Hilkiah, of the priests that were in Anathoth in

2 the land of Benjamin : to whom the word of the Lord came in the days of Josiah the son

3 of Amon. king of Judah, in tlie thirteenth year of his reign. It came also in the days of Je-

hoiakim the son of Josiah, king of Judah. unto the end of the eleventh year of Zedekiah the

son of Josiah, king of Judah ; unto the carrying away of Jerusalem captive in the fifth

month.

4, 5 Now the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Before I formed thee in the belly I

knew thee, and before thou camest forth out of the womb I sanctified thee ; I have
6 appointed thee a prophet unto the nations. Then said I, Ah, Lord God ! behold. I cannot

7 speak : for I am a child. But the Lord said unto me. Say not, I am a child : for to whom-
soever I shall send thee thou shalt go, and whatsoever I shall command thee thou shalt

8 speak. Be not afraid because of them : for I am with thee to deliver thee, saith the Lord.
9 Then the Lord put forth his hand, and touched my mouth ; and the Lord said unto me,

10 Behold, I have put my words in thy mouth : see, I have this day set thee over the nations

and over the kingdoms, to pluck up and to break down, and to destroy and to overthrow ;

to build, and to plant.

11 Moreover the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Jeremiah, what seest thou ? And
12 I said, I see a rod of an almond tree. Then said the Lord unto me. Thou hast well seen :

13 for I watch over my word to perform it. And the word of the Lord came unto me the
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second time, saying, Wliat seest thou ? And I said, I see a seething caldron
; and the face

14 thereof is from the north. Then the Lord said unto me, Out of the nortli evil shall break

15 forth upon all the inhabitants of tlie land. For, lo, I will call all the families of the king-

doms of the north, saith the Lord ; and they shall come, and they shall set ever}- one his

throne at the entering of the gates of Jerusalem, and against all the walls thereof round

16 about, and against all the cities of Judah. And I will utter my judgements against them

touching all their wickedness ; in that they have forsaken me, and have burned incense unto

17 other gods, and worshipped the works of their own hands. Thou therefore gird up thy

loins, and arise, and speak unto them all that I command thee : be not dismayed at them.

18 lest I dismay thee before them. For, behold, I have made thee this day a defenced city,

and an iron pillar, and brasen walls, against the whole land, against the kings of Judah,

against the princes thereof, against the priests thereof, and against the people of the land.

19 And they shall fight against thee ; but they shall not prevail against thee : for I am with

thee, saith the Lord, to deliver thee.

This chapter introduces the name of the

author of this book of prophecies, the period of

time which they cover, the call and commis-

sion of the prophet, and a succinct statement

of the work assigned him. Its consideration

should be preceded by a careful reading of the

preceding introductory section, as well as a

general review of Sections 44-49 in Vol. VIL
of this Work, which contain the history of

events collateral with Jeremiah's life. B.

1-3. The prophet's life and labors really con-

tinued somewhat later than the eleventh year

and fifth month of Zedekiali. The prophecies

and events recorded (chaps. 40-45) are mani-

festly subsequent to that. But probably it

was not deemed important to be more specific

in this brief introduction. The thirteenth year

of Josiah was B.C. 629. From this date till the

final destruction of the city (588 B.C.) was

forty-one years. Jeremiah's ministry contin-

ued on yet further ; how long is not known.

4, 5. " Sanctified" here means set apart to

a special service, and not simply and strictly

cleansed from sin. To " set apart" is the pri-

mary sense of the word. The word " or-

dained" Hebrew usage currently employs in

the sense of appoint, make, so that " I gave thee

to the service and work of a prophet for the

nations" means I appointed thee to this ser-

vice. The object of the Lord in saying to Jere-

miah, " I had jMy eye on thee for My prophet

to the nations l)efore thou wast born," was to

give him the greater assurance of his call, and

to impress the more strongly on his mind that

God had a work for him to do from which he

could not be excused. The reader should not

assume that God's foreknowledge was any

greater or His antecedent plans any more fi.xed

in the case of Jeremiah than in every other

case. It comes not of any specialty in respect

to particular individuals, but of God's essen-

tial nature, that He knows and plans the

course of human life before its existence

begins. As this knowing and planning in no-

wise lessened either the personal freedom of

action or the moral responsibility of Jeremiah,

so neither can it overrule or in the least disturb

the perfectly free agency of any other being

—

human, angelic, or diabolic. H. C.

5. Before Iformed thee I had destined thee

to the prophetic ofl3ce before thou wert born :

I had formed My plan, and. appointed thee to

be My envoy to this people. Paul speaks of

his own call to preach the Gospel to the Gen-

tiles in similar terms (Gal. 1 : 15, 16). A. 0.

How much of this spirit of certitude and

conviction is needed for the ordinary life of tlu;

Christian ? Have we the measure of it we re-

quire ? or are we inefl[icient and useless because

of our lack of it ? There can be no question

that such a spirit is inculcated by Christianity,

and that reasonable grounds are afforded us all

upon which to be thoroughly persuaded in our

own mind. Acting upon our deepest convic-

tions and most unalterable certainties is the

only way to attain to a sound apprehension of

Divine things and an efiicient condition of

service.

5-19. IIow He constrained Jeremiah to un-

dertake this work. He gave him certainty as

to his being called to the prophetic work. To
know that we are indeed called of God to any

work is an unfailing source of strength therein

(verse 5). He made him feel that necessity was

laid upon him ;
" thou shalt go ;" " thou shalt

speak" (verse 7). So Jeremiah himself after-

ward says (chap. 20 : 9) God's word was like

" a burning fire shut up in my bones, and I

was weary with forbearing, and I could not

stay." What a help to the preacher of God's

truth is such a conviction as this ! He prom-

ised His presence and delivering grace (verse 8).
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Consciousness of security and safety in God

will give a dauntless courage in the face of

any and of all opposition. He gave him spe-

cial qualiticatious for his work. Words and

power of speech (verse 9). Immovable and

unflinching strength of will, a determination

and resolve that would not waver (verse 18).

He showed him that the rooting up and the

destruction were not ends in themselves, but to

lead on to planting and to building afresh

(verse 10). To know that we are working on

to a good and blessed end is no small encour-

agement to us in working through all manner

of difficulty to reach that end. He made him

vividly realize the nature and nearness of the

jutlgmentshe foretold. This was the purpose

of the visions of the rod of the almond tree and

the seething pot (verses 11-15). The first vision

told of God's judgment close at hand. The

second, of the quarter whence these judgments

come, and of the fierce, furious character of the

foes who should come upon them. Jeremiah

was enabled to '' see well" the visions—that is,

to realize very forcibly what they meant. Oh,

if we could but more vividly realize what the

anger of God is against sin ; if we could have

a vision of the wrath of God ; with how much
more power and urgency should we plead with

men to flee from the wrath to come ! He re-

minds Jeremiah of the sins that called for these

judgments (verse 16). A deep sense of sin is

indispensable to those who would earnestly

warn of the doom of sin. And (verse 19) God
again gives His servant the blessed assurance,

" They shall not prevail against thee ; for I

am with thee to deliver thee." Thus did God
equip the prophet and prepare him for his

work. His God supplied all his need. It was

a stern warfare on which he was to go, but he

went not at his own charges. If we be sum-

moned to difficult duty, we shall be supplied

with all-sufflcient strength. Only let us be

careful to avail ourselves of the help assured,

lest (verse 17) we be dismayed and God con-

found us before our enemies. Dread, therefore

no commission that God entrusts thee Avith,

for along with it will ever be found the grace,

all the grace, needed for its successful dis-

charge. P. C.

6-8. The Lord gave him to understand that

He knew his qualifications, and had the grace

and help of His own presence to set off against

His young servant's conscious insufficiency.

Hence He answered, " Say not, I am a child :

for thou shalt go against all to whom I send

thee"

—

agniiist rather than " to,'' as implying

their foreseen antagonism to His message. H. C.

When he was shown that the strength in

which he was to act and speak was not his

own, and that he might always reckon upon

supplies of grace and strength to discharge the

high duties to which he was called, he no

longer sought to evade them ; and although

the influence of his natural temper breaks out

at times in complaints that he, of all men most

unsuited, as he thought, had been chosen for

the place he filled, and in sighings for that re-

tired and peaceful life he must know no more

—he fulfilled his tasks with unremitting dili-

gence and unswerving fidelity for at least

forty-two years, reckoning from the thirteenth

year of King Josiah. In the course of his min-

istry he met with much opposition and ill-

treatment from his countrymen of all classes,

especially of the highest. Tlie exigencies of

the times constrained him, as the commissioned

prophet of the Lord, to exercise an important

influence upon the public policy of the time ;

and the part he took, (hough based on the

most enlarged views of true patriotism and on

the most exact apprehension of the nation's

only safe and wise course in the circumstances

of the times, was offensive to its natural pride ;

and the great ones, seeing how adverse his

counsels were to their own plans of aggrandize-

ment, affected to discredit his mission, and

strove to destroy his influence. His keen sus-

ceptibility to injustice and misconstruction ; his

deep sense of the wickedness, perversity and

ungodliness of men ; his consciousness that the

leaders of the people were, with wilful blind-

ness, hurrying the nation with headlong speed

to its ruin, together with his painful percep-

tion of the unpopularity to which his faithful

denunciations exposed him, and the general

dislike with which he was regarded—all this

occasionally drew from him, in the bitterness

of his soul, expressions which some have found

it hard to reconcile with his religious principles

and his near intercourse with heaven ; but

which considered with due regard to his nat-

ural temper, and all the circumstances of his

position, will be found far more to demand oui

pity than our censure. Nay, there is none of

the prophets with whom we contract an ac-

quaintance so close and sympathizing, by vir>

tue of those very indications of the natural

temper and spirit of the man, which are per-

mitted to ripple the surface of his prophetic

career, and which enables us to recognize, in

one so gifted from heaven, a man and a brother.

The cries by which he attests the frequent

anguish of his spirit find a response in our

hearts. We pity him, feel for him, love him,
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and this is more than can be said with regard

to Isaiah, whose prophetic rapture more ab-

sorbed the individual man, and left no room

for any other than feelings of admiration and

awe toward him ; whereas Jeremiah enlists our

personal interests toward him by his starts of

natural passion, and speaks to our hearts in his

wails of human pain. Kitto.

It is plausibly supposed that Jeremiah was

at this time not far from twenty years of age.

H. C.

7. He must speak all that he is charged

with :
" Speak all that I command thee." He

must forget nothing as minute, or foreign, or

not worth mentioning ; every word of God is

weighty. He must conceal nothing for fear of

offending ; he must alter nothing under pre-

tence of making it more fashionable or more

palatable, but without addition or diminution
" declare the whole counsel of God." H.

9. As if to meet very significantly the point

of Jeremiah's pica, " I cannot speak," the Lord

puts forth His hand and touches His mouth, as

if He would say, " Trust Me for grace adapted

to your wants—grace to help in all your need."

It had also this further significance—viz., that

the young man need not be forethoughtful

about words to say or messages to deliver.

The Lord was to provide both the things to be

said and the words in which to say them. The
prophet was simply to deliver the message

Avhich the Lord might give him.

10. This is a strong yet very palpable case

in which the prophet is said to do what he

merely proclaims the purpose of God to do. In

chap. 31:28 the Lord says of Himself, "It

shall come to pass that like as I have watched

over them to pluck up, and to break down, and

to throw down, and to destroy, and to afliict

;

so will I watch over them to build and to

plant." This is the work of God in His provi-

dence, and it is His alone. II. C.

I have—set thee over the nations. God repre-

sents His messengers the prophets as doing

what He commanded them to declare should be

done. In this sense they rooted up, 2)uUed down

and destroyed ; declared God's judf/ments : they

builded vp and planted; declared the promises

of His mercy. Thus God says to Isaiah (6 : 10),

Make tlic heart of this people fat—and shut their

eyes. Show them that they are stujnd and

blind; and that, because they have shut their

eyes and hardened their hearts, God will in His

judgments leave them to their hardness and

darkness. A. C.

God here appoints Jeremiah to declare His

purposes concerning the overthrow or restora-

tion of kingdoms and nations, according as they

should persist in or repent of their sins (cf.

chap. 18 : 7). In pursuance of these directions,

some of the following prophecies foretell the

destruction of the Jewish and other nations

(see chap. 25 : 15, etc) ; and others predict their

restoration (see c:haps. 30 ; 31 ; 48 : 47 ; 49 : 6,

39). W. Lowth.

10-19. There is no glorious vision as in

Isaiah's case ; nothing of that awful and super-

human grandeur which characterizes Ezekiel's

summons to the prophetic dignity. The im-

ages are tame and simple ; but there is a

strength of purpo,se indicated by them and a

decisiveness in action, which were the real

secret of Jeremiah's strength. In age probably

just arrived at manhood— for forty years of ac-

tive labor were before him, and finally, as is too

probable, a martyr's death—called thus in the

early beauty of youth, he sees first a branch of

an almond-tree (chap. 1:11), and next a pot

boiling upon a fire of thorns, and just ready to

overturn from the unequal consumption of the

blazing fuel. But the words that accompany
these ordinary images are of startling strength.

Jeremiah is set over kingdoms and nations as

God's deputy on earth, with authority to " root

out, and to pull down, and to destroy, and to

throw down, and to build, and to plant ;" and

because in the execution of these awful powers

he would have to confront the whole land, its

king, its princes and people, God promises to

make him firm and defiant as a dcfenced city,

and an iron pillar, and brazen walls. Young
in years, despondent in temper, God yet gives

him a commission of wider and fuller authority

than any ever conferred before, except it be

that of Moses. But even to Moses the commis-

sion was to build up and form the Jewish na-

tion ; Jeremiah's is one chiefly of condemnation

and destruction. Four verbs of ruin come first

in his instructions, and then two only of res-

toration. For such a commission nothing less

seems necessary than the energy and self devo-

tion of a Paul ; but Jeremiah proved not un-

worthy of it. No man ever felt difficulties

more ; no man ever faced them with braver

resolution, or more unflinchingly did his duty.

R. P. S.

11^12. To teach the youthful prophet yet

further concerning his work, the Lord proceeds

to give him two successive visions—the first, of

an almond tree, to show that the judgments to

be predicted would co7ne soon ; the second, of a

seething pot, to show from what quarter they

would come. This of an almond-tree might in-

dicate its own significance to Jeremiah by the
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sense of the Hebrew word which means tJte

icaker, the tree that wakes earliest ia spring

from the repose of winter. Pliny says of it

that it begins to blossom in January and some-

times matures its fruit in March. Hence it

becomes an expressive figure for what is to be

done soon and with wakeful earnestness. But

the Lord added His own interpretation: "I

will hasten My word to perform it."

13-15. As said above, this second vision in-

dicated the quarter from which these judg-

ments should come. This " seething pot" is a

pot under which the fire is blmcn up. We must

think of this pot as out-of-doors, exposed to all

winds. Its open face was from the north, so

that its steam and smoke seemed to come from

that quarter. Thus it indicated that the ele-

ments in that region were in commotion, and

that calamity would soon open itself a way and

come rushing forth from that direction. The

Lord would rouse up all the families of those

northern kingdoms, the assemblage of tribes

and nations that were grouped together under

the rule of the king of Babylon, and they

should come and set up each his throne in the

gates of Jerusalem. This language fitly de-

scribes the constitution of Nebuchadnezzar's

kingdom—a group of those powerful States

which he had subjected to his sway. (See Dan.

3 : 29 and 4:1, 22.) It is noticeable that though

Chaldea and Babylon lay east of Judah, yet

their armies are said—not here alone, but

usually elsewhere—to come from the north.

The reason of this is that they entered Pales-

tine from the north, going high up the valley

of the Euphrates in a northwestern direction,

and then coming into the land by way of Riblah

and Hamath, on the north. This circuit was

made to avoid the great Arabian desert which

lay directly between Palestine and Chaldea.

A. C.

From verse 14 it appears that the evil was to

come from the north ; and therefore the steam,

which was designed for an emblem of that evil,

must have issued from that quarter. The pot

denoted the empire of the Babylonians and

Chaldeans, lying to the north of Judea, and

pouring forth its multitudes, like a thick vapor,

to overspread the land. Blayney.

These comparisons had no appearance of

meanness among a people accustomed to see in

the temple of the Lord victims, the flesh of

which was dressed in caldrons, for the use of

the priests, and of the individuals who came

thither to offer sacrifice. Calmet.

15. All the families of the kingdoms of the

north. There were inferior kings and princes,

who were either allies or tributaries to tiie Baby-

lonian empire (cf . chaps. 34 : 1 ; 50 : 41 ; 51 : 27).

God saith all these shall join their forces

with the Chaldean army, in order to the con-

quest of Judea. The word " family" is equiva-

lent to people here, and in chaps. 8:3; 10 : 25.

W. Loicth.

16. This was pre-eminently the mission of

Jeremiah. It was proper that here, in the out-

set of his work, the Lord should show him

what it was to be, and prepare his mind to ex-

pect resistance and persecution.

17-19. Forewarning the prophet of an ardu-

ous and perilous work, the Lord admonished

him to gird liimself for the conflict and put his

trust in the Lord his God. Correspondingly

the Lord promises to make him strong to bear

and to withstand opposition, even as a fortified

city, an iron pillar, and a brazen wall are firm

against whatever may assail or smite them.

This call at once opened a new life before this

young man. It promised nothing on the score

of comfort, competence, ease or honor (of the

sort that comes from men). On the contrary,

the Lord plainly assumed that his life-work

would be bitter, toilsome, thankless, repulsive

—resisted at all points by those to whom he

was sent with the word of the Lord ; and the

only consideration presented to offset so much

hardship and suffering was, "lam with thee."

H. C.

Jeremiah was the last of those gifted seers

who combined their prophetic teaching with

the active public life of statesmen and counsel-

lors of the nation. Against the whole land,

against the kings of Judah, against the princes,

1 against the priests, against the prophets, against

the people of the land, he was " to gird up his

loins, and arise and speak ;" he was to be the

solitary fortress, the column of iron, the wall

of brass, fearless, undismayed, unconfounded—

the one grand, immovable figure which alone

redeems the miserable downfall of his country

from triviality and shame—for forty years, day

by day, at early morning, standing to deliver

his mournful warnings, his searching rebukes,

in the royal chamber or in the Temple court.

He was the prophet of unwelcome, unpalatable

truth, from whose clear vision all illusions had

vanished away ; in whom the high poetic

aspirations of former times were transformed

into the hard prose of common life ;
yet a prose

which itself becomes more poetical than poetry,

because of its own exceeding tragical simplic-

ity. Stanley.

It was his mission to tell the people of their

sins, to rebuke the nobles for their oppression.
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the humbler orders for their vileness, the priest-

hood for their falseness, even liis fellow-proph-

ets for their infidelity to the living God. The
whole nation, from prince to beggar, had
reached the very bottom of national depravity

;

and this lone man was set to tell them of it, and

to forewarn them of the frightful doom which
was impending. He was the prophet of un-

welcome truth. He had to face the facts of an
age of retribution. He had to tear away the

illusions with which people were deceiving

themselves. Phelps.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTERS H., HI. 1-5.

2 : 1, 2 And the word of the Lord came to me, saying. Go, and cry in the ears of Jeru-

salem, saying. Thus saith the Lord, I remember for thee the kindness of thy youth, the love

of thine espousals ; how thou wentest after me in the wilderness, in a land that was not

3 sown. Israel was holiness unto the Lord, the finstfruits of his increase : all that devour him
shall be held guilty ; evil shall come upon them, saith the Lord.

4 Hear ye the word of the Lord, O house of Jacob, and all the families of the house of

5 Israel : thus saith the Lord, What unrighteousness have your fathers found in me, that

6 they are gone far from me, and have walked after vanity, and are become vain ? Neither

said they. Where is the Lord that brought us up out of the land of Egypt ; that led us

through the wilderness, through a land of deserts and of pits, through a land of drought
and of the shadow of death, through a land that none passed through, and where no man

7 dwelt ? And I brought you into a plentiful land, to eat the fruit thereof and the goodness

thereof ; but when ye entered, ye defiled my land, and made mine heritage an abomination.

8 The priests said not. Where is the Lord ? and they that handle the law knew me not : the

rulers also transgressed against me, and the prophets prophesied by Baal, and walked after

9 things that do not profit. Wherefore I will yet plead with you, saith the Lord, and with

10 your children's children will I plead. For pass over to the isles of Kittim, and see ; and

11 send unto Kedar, and consider diligently ; and see if there hath been such a thing. Hath a

nation changed their gods, which yet are no gods ? but my people have changed their glory

12 for that which doth not profit. Be astonished, O ye heavens, at this, and be horribly afraid,

13 be ye very desolate, saith the Lord. For my people have committed two evils ; they have

forsaken me the fountain of living waters, and hewed them out cisterns, broken cisterns, that

14 can hold no water. Is Israel a servant ? is he a homeborn slave ? why is he become a prey ?

15 The young lions have roared upon him, and yelled : and they have made his land waste ; his

16 cities are burned up, without inhabitant. The children also of Noph and Tahpanhes have

17 broken the crown of thy head. Hast thou not procured this unto thyself, in that thou hast

18 forsaken the Lord thy God. when he led thee by the way ? And now what hast thou to do

in the way of Egypt, to drink the waters of Shihor ? or what liast thou to do in the way to

19 Assyria, to drink the waters of the River? Thine own wickedness shall correct thee, and thy

backslidings shall reprove thee : know therefore and see that it is an evil thing and a bitter,

that thou hast forsaken the Lord thy God, and that my fear is not in thee, saith the Lord,

20 the Lord of hosts. For of old time I have broken thy yoke, and burst thy bands ; and thou

saidst, I will not serve ; for upon every high hill and under every green tree thou didst bow
21 thyself, playing the harlot. Yet I had planted thee a noble vine, wholly a right seed : how
22 then art thou turned into the degenerate plant of a strange vine unto me ? For though thou

wash thee with lye, and take thee much soap, yet thine iniquity is marked before me, saith

23 the Lord God. How canst thou say, I am not defiled, I have not gone after the Baalim ? see

thy way in the valley, know what thou hast done : thou art a swift dromedary traversing

24 her ways ; a wild ass used to the wilderness, that snuffeth up the wind in her desire ;
in her

occasion who can turn her away ? all they that seek her will not weary themselves ; in her

25 month they shall find her. Withhold thy foot from being unshod, and thy throat from
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thirst : but thoa saidst, There is no hope : no ; for I have loved strangers, and after them

26 will I go. As the thief is ashamed wlien he is found, so is the house of Israel ashamed
;

27 they, their kings, their princes, and their priests, and their prophets ; which say to a stock,

Thou art my father ; and to a stone. Thou hast brought me forth : for tliey have turned

their back unto me, and not their face : but in the time of their trouble they will sav. Arise,

28 and save us. But where are thy gods that thou hast made thee ? let them arise, if they can

save thee in the time of thy trouble : for according to the number of thy cities are thy gods,

O Judah.

29 Wherefore will ye plead with me ? ye all have transgressed against me, saith the Lord.

30 In vain have I smitten j'our children ; they received no correction : your own sword hath

31 devoured your prophets, like a destroying lion. O generation, see ye the word of the Lord.

Have I been a wilderness unto Israel ? or a land of thick darkness ? wherefore say my people,

32 We are broken loose ; we will come no more unto thee ? Can a maid forget her ornaments,

33 or a bride her attire ? yet my people have forgotten me days without number. How trim-

mest thou thy way to seek love ! therefore even the wicked women hast thou taught thy

34 ways. Also in thy skirts is found the blood of the souls of the innocent poor : I liave not

35 found it at the place of breaking in, but upon all these. Yet thou saidst, I am innocent

;

surely his anger is turned away from me. Behold, I will enter into judgement with thee,

36 because thou sayest, I have not sinned. Why gaddest thou about so much to change thy

37 way ? thou shalt be ashamed of Egypt also, as thou wast ashamed of Assyria. From him
also shalt thou go forth, with thine hands vipon thine head : for the Lord hath rejected thy

confidences, and thou shalt not prosper in them.

3 : 1 They say, If a man put away his wife, and she go from him, and become another

man's, shall he return unto her again ? shall not that land be greatly polluted ? But thou

2 hast played the harlot with many lovers
;
yet return again to me, saith the Lord. Lift up

thine eyes unto the bare heights, and see ; where hast thou not been lien with ? By the

ways hast thou sat for them, as an Arabian in the wilderness ; and thou hast polluted the

3 land with thy whoredoms and with thy wickedness. Therefore the shower's have been
withholden, and there hath been no latter rain

; yet thou hadst a whore's forehead, thou re-

4 fusedst to be ashamed. Wilt thou not from this time cry unto me, My father, thou art the

5 guide of my youth ? Will he retain Ms anger for ever ? will he keep it to the end ? Behold,

thou hast spoken and hast done evil things, and hast had thy way.

Cliap. 2. This chapter and the first five

verses of the third constitute one message.

Unlike most of Jeremiah's special messages,

this stands without date. In favor of dating it

among the very earliest of his prophecies, say

in the thirteenth year of Josiah (1 : 2 and 25 : 8),

are its location first in order in the book ; the

implied apostasy of the people from God, which
is such as the very long and very wicked reign

of Manasseh must have induced ; and the adap-

tation of such a message from the Lord's

prophet to promote the great reformation which
the good Josiah commenced in earnest but one

year previously. H. C.

The prophecy begun in this chapter is con-

tinued to the end of the fifth verse of the next

chapter. In it God professes to retain the same
kindness and favorable disposition toward Israel

which He had manifested in their earlier days.

He expostulates with them on their ungrateful

returns for His past goodness ; and slions that

it was not Avant of afliection in Him, but their

own extreme and unparalleled wickedness and

disloyalty, which had already subjected and
would still subject them to calamities and mis-

ery. He concludes with a pathetic address,

exhorting them to return to Him, with an im-

plied promise of acceptance. Blayney.

1-3. The Lord tacitly compares His own
covenant relation to the Jews with that most
tender and precious of all human relations, the

marriage state. Then, with a happy allusion

to the warmth of interest and affection common
to the recently betrothed or wedded, he says,

" I remember thee, the kindness of thy youth,

the love of thy betrothal"

—

i.e., the love shown
by the people when they followed His leadings

through that ancient wilderness of Sinai.

These great truths—the nation protected while

obedient, and, when disobedient, unprotected

and scourged, with impunity to their chastisers

—fill out the whole history of the covenant

people. We may fitly note how beautifully

and winningly this reference to the early love

existing between the Lord and His covenant

people stands at the head of the expostulations
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and rebukes that so largely fill this Book of

Jeremiah. The Loi'd would have them un-

derstand how gladly lie would welcome the

nation back to the early warmth of their love,

and no less to the eternal warmth of His ! H. C.

2. Behold the similitude of marriage to the

union between Christ and the Church ! This

latter relation, also, is that of a union based on

covenant ; on a mutual engagement to fidelity

between the contracting parties. This sacred

union has its day of espoimils in the present life.

The marnarje to which it looks forward is to be

celebrated, in solemn and royal state, on the

morning of the greatest day of days. And the

parties who liere enter into this holy state of

covenant are regarded by the Bible as already

one ; that is, as united in a bond which sup-

poses a common love, which creates a common
interest, and which, spiritually understood and

discharged, looks forward to a common destiny.

J. 8. Stone.

3. God appropriated them to Himself
;

though the}^ were a sinful people, yet by virtue

of the covenant made with them, and the

Church set up among them, they were " holi-

ness to the Lord," dedicated to His honor, and

taken under His special tuition : they were the

*' first-fruits of His increase," the first consti-

tuted Church He had in the world ; they were

the first-fruits, but the full harvest was to be

gathered from among the Gentiles. The
" first-fruits of the increase" were God's part

of it, were offered to Him, and He was honored

with them ; so were the people of the Jews
;

what little tribute, rent and homage God had

from the world He had it chiefly from them
;

and it was their honor to be thus set apart for

God. This honor have all the saints ; they

are the " first-fruits of His creatures" (James

1 : 18). n.

The spiritual plan of God in the earth is to

bring men into holiness, and happiness that

springs from holiness, through fellowship with

His own Spirit incorporated with His Son and

revealed by His Holy Ghost. For that He pre-

served the race after it had fallen ; for that He
sent prophet and seer and songster ; for that

He sent His Son into the world that He might
make men partakers of His holiness—not of an

austere and rigorous morality merely, not of

sentimental holiness merely—of His holiness,

sweet and tender and mighty. That He might
make men partakers of that holiness Christ

came into the world, and for the same end the

Spirit comes, and for the same end the Church
exists. R. S. S.

4-6. The fathers of the generation then liv-

ing had begun this fearful apostasy from their

God into idolatry, and now God appeals to their

children to say if it were for any fault of His,

and if any, for what ? They, not God, had
broken covenant. Could they charge any
wrong upon Him ? What perverse thing had

He ever done to justify them in turning aside

at all from the path of humble, honest obedi-

ence ? What had their God done that they

should turn away from Him to go after mere

wind and emptiness, and become so utterly

foolish ? This last phrase— '

' walking after

vanity and becoming vain"—occurs somewhat
frequently. It most fitly describes the supreme

folly and guilt of turning from the living God
to dead idols, mere nothings, unsubstantial as a

puff of air.

7-11. The same course of thought continues

—the manner of address changing from the

third person to the second—passing from speak-

ing of the fathers to speaking directly to the

children then living, and then addressed by the

prophet in the name of the Lord. It is a re-

markable, strong and clear showing in the light

of reason, that His priests and people were

utterly foolish and fearfully ^Mi7^^. H. C.

They had with idolatry introduced all manner
of wickedness. When they entered into the

good laud which God gave them, they defiled

it by defiling themselves, and disfitting them-

selves for the service of God. It was God's

laud ; they were but tenants to Him, sojourn-

ers in it (Lev. 25 : 23). It was His heritage, for

it was a holy land, Immanuel's land ; but they
" made it an abomination" even to God Him-

self, who was wroth, and greatly abhorred

Israel. H.

12, 13. The thing so revolting and so hor-

rible in the eye of reason is that God's people

forsake Him and go after false, idol gods in-

stead. For God is a fountain of blessings,

never failing, ever pure, flowing abundantly

and freely, meeting every want most perfectlj',

and bearing a glorious wealth of good to His

people
;
yet they spurn this fountain and set

themselves to hew out worthless cisterns that

cannot hold water, whose waters are soon foul,

and their supply sure to fail in the day of real

need. To get the full force of this figure we
may think of an Oriental, half-torrid climate on

a wild, parched Arabian desert, where water is

the first necessity of human existence—where

half the year is rainless, and the miserable so-

journers are fain to betake themselves to build-

ing cisterns as a last resort for sustaining life.

Under such circumstances, no man not posi-

tively insane could be so senseless and foolish
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aa to forsake a fresh, perennial fountain to toil

over a frail, uncertain cistern. It is only in re-

ligion that men, otherwise intelligent and sensi-

ble, make themselves fools ! Oh, might they

only consider that it is infinitely better to come

to God, the great Fountain of all good, and live

in Him, than to repel His love and care, and

perpetrate the folly of toiling at one's own cis-

tern, in the vain hope of living independently

of God ! Alas, that men in all ages are so slow

to learn that God is a fountain of unmeasured

blessedness ! Taken together, these strongest

terras in the language show how intensely

amazed all the holy in heaven are at the mon-

strous folly of human sinning. That when men
might have the infinite God for their Friend,

1 hey choose to have Him their enemy ; that w hen

they might have Him their exhaustless portion

of unmeasured and eternal good, they spurn

Him away, and set themselves to the fruitless

task of making some ruinous substitute ; this

is beyond measure amazing ! Verily, sin is a

mockery of human reason ! H. C.

Broken cisterns the people of Israel seem to

have known only too well. Dr. Thomson says

there are thousands such in Upper Galilee,

which, though dug in hard rock and apparently

sound, are all dry in winter ; at best they are

an uncertain source of supply, and the water,

when collected, is bad in color and taste, and

full of worms. The whole action, then, of the

character here indicated is scarcely conceivable,

unless as the expression of fear in a diseased

mind. In somewhat of this way we have heard

of men acting, who, after having made great

fortunes, have become victims to the horrid

delusion that they are paupers, and must make
some sort of provision against utter destitu-

tion. So we might imagine the victim of delu-

sion, with fountains all round him, still insist-

ing upon having some sort of cistern provided.

Note, moreover, that the aspect of folly be-

comes more decided when -we consider that it is

icater which is treated in this Avay. The water

which is offered so freely and continuously in

the fountain is a thing which man needs, and

yet it is for the supply of that which is a great

and may be a painful need that he is represent-

ed as depending on broken cisterns which with

great toil he has constructed for himself. P. C.

Travellers tell us that sometimes they find

the path leading to the fountain of the desert

strewn with the bones of those who have per-

ished from thirst. They even find skulls,

whitened and bleached, bending over the very

edge of the fountain. Why ? The men djing
with thirst discovered that the cistern was bro-

ken and empty. Christ is not a broken cistern.

The world is. Human philosophy is. Christ

is a fountain of life full and inexhaustible.

Gregg.

Although man has forsaken God, the fountain

of living water, he has not given up the desire

for something to satisfy the thirst of his spirit.

He seeks light for the mind, love for the heart,

peace for the soul ; he seeks honor and glory.

He is not content with existence ; he wishes to

live ; he wants fulness of life, vigorous, joy-

ous, long-enduring. He still wants water,

though he has left God. This it is which he

seeks in broken cisterns. And yet God is the

only fountain of living water. Saphir.

Many are content that God should be their

happiness in another world, who will not take

Him as such in this. Here they have other ob-

jects of pursuit, which engross their time and

captivate their affections. They want not God.

Their service is for what thej- may get from
Him, not for what they find in Him. They are

ever setting up this or that vanity, idolizing the

creature, and saying to it, " Thou shalt be a

god to me," while they turn away from the un-

created spring of blessedness. So God com-

plains of His people b}' the prophet, "My
people have committed two evils : they have

forsaken Me, the Fountain of living waters,

and hewed them out cisterns, broken cisterns,

that can hold no water. " And alas! the fool-

ish hearts, even of His own children, are ever

prone to do the same—to look elsewhere for sat-

isfying good, and set their affections upon that

which is not. Many a rod Avhich falls heavj'

ia the providence of God brings this message

along with it, "I will be to j^ou a God." In

this waj', as well as by direct communications

of Himself in goodness to the soul, winning its

affections and chai'ming it away from created

good, does God teach His people to take Him
as their all—their present, as well as their ever-

lasting portion. Goode.

19, It was scarcely necessary that God should

Himself reprove them. Their own sins re-

proved and rebuked them so manifestly that

they had only to look at the case to see that

their forsaking God was all wrong, bitterly and

ruinously so, even against themselves. H. C.

" Thine own wickedness shall correct thee,

and then it is impossible to save thee ; know
and see therefore, upon the whole matter,

that it is an evil thing that thou hast forsaken

God, for that is it that makes thine enemies ene-

mies indeed, and thy friends friends in vain."

The nature of sin is " forsaking the Lord" as

our God ; it is the soul's alienation from Him
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and aversion to Him. Cleaving to sin is leav-

ing God. The cause of sin is because " His

fear is not in us." It is for want of a good
principle in us, particularly for want of the fear

of God ; tills is at the bottom of our aposta-

sy from Him ; therefore men forsake their

duty to God, because they stand in no awe of

Him, nor have any dread of His displeasure.

Sin is " an evil thing" and a " bitter." Sin is

an evil thing that has no good in it ; an evil

that is the root and cause of all other evil ; it is

evil indeed, for it is not only the greatest con-

trariety to the Divine nature, but the greatest

corruption of the human nature. It is " bit-

ter ;" a state of sin is the " gall of bitterness,"

and every sinful way will be " bitterness in the

latter end ;" the wages of it is death, and death

is bitter. Sin, as It is in itself evil and bitter,

so it has a direct tendency to make us miser-

able :
" Thine own wickedness shall correct

thee, and thy backslidings shall reprove thee ;"

not only destroy and ruin thee hereafter, but

correct and reprove now ; they will certainly

bring trouble upon thee ; the punishment will

so inevitably follow the sin that the sin shall

itself be said to punish thee. Nay, the punish-

ment, in its kind and circumstances, shall so di-

rectly answer to the sin, that thou maycst read

the sin in the punishment ; and the justice of

the punishment shall be so plain, that thou

shalt not have a word to say for thyself, thy

own wickedness shall convince thee and stop

thy mouth forever, and thou shalt be forced to

own that " the Lord is righteous." The use

and application of all this :
" Know therefore,

and see it, and repent of thy sin, that so the

iniquity which is thy correction, may not be

thy ruin." H.

It is an evil thing and hitter. This is applic-

able to individuals as well as to nations. Life

was not intended to be led inconsistently ; one

part in doing wrong, the other in being sorry

for it. Uniform obedience is our Maker's de-

mand ; and whoever departs from it wilfully,

though he may return, -will assuredly be made
to " know and see," one way or other, that
" it is a thing evil and bitter, that he hath for-

saken the Lord his God." Abp. Seeker.

We sometimes speak of the hidings of God's

countenance, as if it were a sovereign act,

calling for implicit submission ; when the

cause should at least be sought for, and will

generally be found, in some " secret thing"

of indulgence, unwatchfulness or self-depen-

dence. It was while David " kept silence"

from tlie language of contrition that he felt the

pressure of the heavy hand of his frowning

God
; and may not the darkness, which has

sometimes clouded our path, be the voice of

our God :
" Thine own wickedness shall correct

thee, and thy backslidings shall reprove thee
;

know therefore and see, that it is an evil thing

and bitter, that thou hast forsaken the Lord
thy God." Bridges.

21, 22. The Lord says that their sin cannot

be washed out by any effort of theirs. The
corruption had gone too deep. These verses

show that tlie nation began its national life

well, mainly right before God. But they had
become utterly degenerate and incurably cor-

rupt. H. C.

22, For though thou wash thee icith nitre.

Though thou endeavorest to wash away thy

sins by the rites of expiation prescribed by the

law, or practised b;y idolaters ; though thou

insistest upon thy own innocence and justifica-

tion (verse 33), yet the "marks" or stains of

thy sins will always appear in the sight of God
till they are cleansed by a sincere repentance

and reformation. W. Lowth.

Although we allow that good works are

merit, and that merit is atonement, where are

the good works of the sinner, where is the

merit of the man who, the more works he pro-

duces, is producing so many more sins ? As
soon might you hope to bleach the rocks of Sid-

dim white as snow by washing them witli their

own black bitumen, as hope to wash out sin-

ful deeds with sinful deeds, old sins with new.

For, alas ! till a man is born from above, sin

is his essence ; selfishness, ungodliness, runs

through all his actions, gives its pestilent aroma
to his prayers, its darkening tincture to his

tears. And though he could bathe his youth-

ful years in the waters of a weeping and re-

pentant manhood, or embalm his former sins

in the virtues of his later life, after all, it would

only be an Ethiopian washed in ink, impurity

purged with more impurity ; and in regard to

the abortive attempt, Jehovah would say,

" Though thou wash thee with nitre, and take

ever so much soap, yet is thine iniquity marked

before Me, saith the Lord." Ilantilton.

23, 24. This setting forth of the senseless

and reckless intoxication of the people in idol

worship is exceedingly caustic, and might well

put them to shame. They had become bential,

and were no longer rational in the indulgence

of their passion for idols. II. C.

23. See thy way in the valley. See how thou

hast practised the grossest idolatry in the val-

ley ; alluding to those idolatrous acts which

were practised in the valley of Huinoni. Blay-

tiey. The horrible practice of the Jewish idol-
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aters, in burning their sons and their daugliters

in tlie fire, effectually confuted their pretences to

innocence, since this way of worship had been

expressly forbidden by God (Lev. 30 : 2, etc.).

W. Loicth.

25. The passage suggests that in many
cases the plea of despair is not half honest.

The heart takes it up simply as an apology for

rushing headlong and madly into sin. To quiet

conscience and to seem to lend some ear to

reason, men try and even pretend to think there

is no longer any hope from God, and hence

that they may as well get all the good from sin

they can while they can get any. The underly-

ing impulse is given in our text, " / have loved

sill, and will follow it."

26-2§. The wiiole people of Israel, both

their civil and their religious leaders, are put

to shame by their idols, it is so senseless and

ridiculous tosayto a wooden pillar (a " stock"),

" Thou art my father," and to a stone, " Thou
art my mother." They will come to shame yet

more when in the hour of their need they shall

call on these idols for help and get none. The
Lord suggests to them to try the experiment of

calling on these new gods for salvation in their

calamity. H. C.

Ill the time of trouble they say. Save i(s.

Calamity is the test. While things go well

with the idolater he forgets God or consciously

dishonors Him. But when he is overtaken with

the consequences of his evil deeds he is not

ashamed to call upon God. The unreasonable-

ness and inconsistency of this conduct are no

barrier to it. Beneath the unbelief and world

liness of men there is a tacit belief in the good-

ness and power of God. In prosperity they

are idolaters, in adversity they find their way
back to the God they had despised. This is

the universal and permanent inconsistency of

the world life. P. C.

27. Turned the back to ]»Ie. What
is the opposite of conversion ? It is a terrible

word, because God is our only Good, our Hope,

our All ; but it is, you know, aversion. If we
are not turned to God, we are turned aicay

from Him. It is a terrible word, because it is

so outspoken, so true, and God is so good.

Yet God tells us plainl}^ what we are doing.

But is it not so true ? Is there any thought

which men so try to get rid of, unless they are

obeying Him, as the thought of God ? For

it is the thought of a Master who is disobeyed,

a Father who is dishonored, a Benefactor to

whom we are ungrateful, an Almighty who is

defied, an Indweller who is chased away, a

Judge who can punish. It speaks of engage-

ments broken, duties violated, conscience

silenced. Pusey.

2§. It is the sin of His people that provokes

Him, instead of looking favorably upon them,

to have His eyes itpoii them for evil and not for

good, as He threatens (Amos 9:4); and there-

fore, without putting away of that, prayer is

lost breath, and doth no good. They that still

retain their sins and will not hearken to His

voice, what can they expect but that the Lord,

in lioly scorn, in the day of their distress,

should send them for help and comfort to those

things which they have made their gods, and

preferred before Him in their trouble ? They

will say. Arise and save us ; but where are tJie

gods that thou hast made ? let them arise, if they

can save thee in the time of thy trouble. Leigh-

ton.

30. Chastisement had done them no good.

It had utterly failed to impress any just sense

of their sin, or even to induce serious thought.

No moral state possible to a moral being can

be more alarming than this—to be so hardened

that discipline, adapted for correction and im-

provement, proves utterly unavailing for any
good, and only serves to aggravate the sinner's

obduracy and strengthen his committal of

heart against God. H. C.

In vain have I smitten your children. The
design of God's judgments is men's reforma-

tion : and where they do not attain this end, it

shows that such a people are incorrigible. The
people of Judea were so far from " receiving

correction," and turning God's chastisements

to their own improvement, that they put to

death the prophets who, in God's name, re-

proved them and exhorted them to repentance.

Blayiiey.

35. Such was their strange moral blindness,

that though they had murdered the faithful

prophets of God, and thus innocent blood was
found upon them, yet they supposed them-

selves quite innocent, and thought that God's

anger had all passed away. H. C.

37. Why the confidences of men do not pros-

per. The people of Israel are set forth, even

within the limits of this one chapter, as having

midtiplied and extended their confidences
;

and yet it could not be said that they were

prospering. Men with the religious element

in their nature strongly clamoring for satisfac-

tion had turned to the gods of neighboring

nations, and multiplied these objects of wor-

ship until it could be said, " According to the

number of thy cities are thy gods, O Judah.

"

God compares them to thirsty people who, with

a copious fountain in their midst, work and
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toil to make cisterns, onlj^ to find that the end

of their labor is in broken cisterns which can

hold no water. And then, when their broken

cisterns had proved quite unavailing, they fly

to drink of Nile and of Euphrates. Evidently

their confidence had not prospered, and a con-

tinuance and increase of adversity was threat-

ened, the cause of it all being that their confi-

dences were such as God, in His righteousness

and majesty, must inevitably reject. P. C.

Chap. JJ. In this chapter, verses 1-5 are

connected with chap. 2, with its last two

verses very closely, and in general with the

strain of the chapter. At verse 6 commences

another message, definitely dated in the reign of

Josiah.

1. Wonderfully God's mercy toward His

treacherous, ungrateful bride is so great that

He still invites her to return, even though slie

has gone away and played the harlot with

many lovers. The reference to the Hebrew law

and the current sentiments of men is designed

to set forth in a more striking light the great-

ness of God's forgiving love toward His apos-

tate people.

4, 5. The two questions respecting God's

keeping anger forever, probably assume that

God is so merciful that He may be expected to

forgive, and not keep His anger forever against

themselves, now that they are professing re-

pentance. The object in this passage is to re-

buke the people for relapsing so soon and so

utterly after sucli fair professions of repent-

ance, made withal in w^ords so just and suit-

able. Hengstenberg renders the passage :

" Hast thou not but lately called me, Friend

of my youth art thou ? Will He reserve His

anger forever ? Will He keep it to the end ?

Behold, so spakest thou, and soon thou didst

evil ; thou didst accomplish it." H. C.

4. My Father. Thovi art my Father, I

will leave Thee to give me what is best. I am
a very child, weak and ignorant ; be Thou a

Father, and a Guide, and a help to me. Thou
art my Father ; I will not fear to go to Thee,

since Thou wilt not cast oflE Thy child. Thou
art my Father, Thou hast therefore a right to

correct me, and I will bear with patience that

which must needs be for my good. Denton.

God is as much the best as He is the great-

est. The Father is the best of fathers. He is

tenderness itself toward His children ; and all

His shaded measures with us arc as truly con-

ceived in an exquisitel}' benignant spirit as are

those other measures whose radiant faces pour
delight on all eyes. Burr. The child of

God is pleased with everything tiiat happens,

because he knows it coiild not happen unless

it had first pleased God, and that which pleases

Him must be the best. He is assured that no

new thing can befall him, and that he is in the

hands of a Father who will prove him with no

affliction that resignation cannot conquer or

that death cannot cure. Colton.

A call to the young. We need not hesitate

so far to turn these words aside from their

original meaning as to regard them as a Divine

appeal to the young ; especially if we under-

stand that the prophet is here calling on Judah

to return to the freshness of her " youth ;"

that " at this time" this hopeful reign of the

good King Josiah, she should renew her cove-

nant with Jehovah and the "love of her es-

pousals" (chap. 2:2). In the days of youth

the heart is most freely open to Diviue influ-

ences, and it may be expected to respond read-

ily to such an appeal as this. Note, 1. The

deepest truth of religion is the Fatherhood of God.

That He is the Father of our spirits is the basis

of His claims upon us. The quality of our

religious thought, the drift of our religious

opinions, the tone of our religious life, depend

very greatly on our faith in this truth. Father-

hood is our highest conception of God, and in-

cludes within it all aspects of His being, and

all the relations He sustains toward us. This

crowns them all, embraces all. We cannot

rise above and beyond it. Our ideas are essen-

tially defective if we fall short of it. Not that

the actual human fatherhood worthily repre-

sents it ; that, at its best, is but a marred and

broken copy—a feeble, distant reflection—of

the Divine. And yet the essential elements re-

main in spite of accidental faults. Power, wis-

dom, love, judicial authority, kingly rule, pro-

tective tenderness—these are the attributes of

its ideal. And from the human, with all its

imperfections and perversions, we rise to the

Divine. 2. The apiyrehension of this sacred

relationship is specially befitting the season of

youth. What more natural than that young
people should think of God as their Father

;

that this idea of Him should give shape and

coloring to all their other religious ideas, and

l)lend with all their views of life, and all their

impressions of personal duty ? P. C.
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JEREMIAH, CHAPTERS HI. 6-25; IV.

3 : 6 Moreover the Lord said unto me in the days of Josiah the kinp-, Hast thou seen

that which baclcsliding Israel hath done ? she is gone up upon every high mountain and

7 under every green tree, and there liath played the harlot. And I said after she had done all

these things, She will return unto me ; but she returned not : and her treacherous sister

8 Judah saw it. And I saw, when, for thisvery cause that backsliding Israel had committed

adultery, I had put her away and given her a bill of divorcement, yet treacherous Judah

9 her sister feared not : but she also went and played the harlot. And it came to pass through

the lightness of her whoredom, that the land was polluted, and she committed adultery with

10 stones and with stocks. And yet for all this her treacherous sister .ludah hath not returned

11 unto me with her whole heart, but feignedly, saith the Lord. And the Lord said unto me,

12 Backsliding Israel hath shewn herself more righteous than treacherous .Judah. Go, and pro-

claim these words toward the north, and say. Return, thou backsliding Israel, saith the

Lord ; I will not look in anger upon you : for I am merciful, saith the Lord, I will not keep

13 anger for ever. Only acknowledge thine iniquity, that thou hast transgressed against the

Lord thy God, and hast scattered thy ways to the strangers under every green tree, and ye

14 have not obej'ed my voice, saith the Lord. Return, O backsliding children, saith the Lord ;

for I am a husband unto you : and I will take you one of a cit)', and two of a family, and I

15 will bring you to Zion : and I will give you shepherds according to mine heart, which shall

16 feed you with knowledge and understanding. And it shall come to pass, when ye be multi-

plied and increased in the land, in those days, saith the Lord, they shall say no more, The

ark of the cov^enant of the Lord ; neither shall it come to mind : neither shall they remember

17 it ; neither shall they visit it ; neither shall thai be done any more. At that time they shall

call Jerusalem the throne of the Lord ; and all the nations shall be gathered unto it, to the

name of the Lord, to Jerusalem : neither shall they walk.anj" more after the stubbornness

18 of their evil heart. In those days the house of Judah shall walk with the house of Israel, and

they shall come together out of the land of the north to the land that I gave for an inheritance

19 unto your fathers. But I said. How shall I put thee among the children, and give thee a

pleasant land, a goodly heritage of the hosts of the nations ? and I said. Ye shall call me My
20 father ; and shall not turn away from following me. Surely as a wife treacherously departeth

from her husband, so have ye dealt trcacherouslj' with me, O house of Israel, saith the Lord.

21 A voice is heard upon the bare heights, the weeping and the supplications of the children

of Israel ; for that thej' have perverted their way, they have forgotten the Lord their God.

22 Return, ye backsliding children, I will heal your backslidings. Behold, we are come imto

23 thee ; for thou art the Lord our God. Truly in vain is thehelp that is looked for irofii the hills,

24 the tumult on the mountains : truly in the Lord our God is the salvation of Israel. But the

shameful thing hath devoured the labour of our fathers from our youth ; their flocks and

25 their herds, their sons and their daughters. Let \is lie down in our shame, and let our confu-

sion cover us : for we have sinned against the Lord our God, we and our fathers, from our

youth even unto this day : and we have not obeyed the voice of the Lord our God.

4 : 1 If thou wilt return, O Israel, saith the Lord, unto me shalt thou return : and if thou

2 wilt put away thine abominations out of my sight, then shalt thou not be removed ; and

thou shalt swear. As the Lord liveth, in truth, in judgement, and in righteousness ; and the

nations shall bless themselves in him, and in him shall they glory.

3 For thus saith the Lord to the men of Judah and to Jerusalem, Break up your fallow

4 ground, and sow not among thorns. Circumcise yourselves to the Lord, and take away the

foreskins of your heart, ye men of Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem : lest my fury go
5 forth like fire, and burn that none can quench it, because of the evil of your doings. Declare

ye in Judah, and publish in .Jerusalem ; and say. Blow ye the trumpet in the land : cry

6 aloud and say. Assemble yourselves, and let us go into the fenced cities. Set up a standard

toward Zion : flee for safet}', stay not ; for I will bring evil from the north, and a great de-

7 struction. A lion is gone up from his thicket, and a destroyer of nations ; he is on his way,
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he is gone forth from his place ; to make thy land desolate, that thy cities be laid waste,

8 without inhabitant. For this gird you with sackcloth, lament and howl : for the fierce

9 anger of the Lord is not turned back from us. And it shall come to pass at that day, saith

the Loud, that the heart of the king shall perish, and the heart of the princes ; and the

10 priests shall be astonished, and the prophets shall wonder. Then said I, Ah, Lord God !

surely thou hast greatly deceived this people and Jerusalem, saying, Ye shall have peace
;

11 whereas the sword reacheth unto the soul. At that time shall it be said to this people and

to Jerusalem, A hot wind from the bare heights in the wilderness toward the daughter of my
13 people, not to fan, nor to cleanse ; a full wind from these shall come for me : now will I

13 also utter judgements against them. Behold, he shall come up as clouds, and his chariots

14 ftlmll be as the whirlwind : his horses are swifter than eagles. Woe unto us ! for we are

spoiled. O Jerusalem, wash thine heart from wickedness, that thou mayest be saved. How
15 long shall thine evil thoughts lodge within thee ? For a voice declareth from Dan, and

16 publisheth evil from the hills of Ephraim : make ye mention to the nations ; behold, publish

against Jerusalem, that watchers come from a far country, and give out their voice against

17 the cities of Judah. As keepers of a field are they against her round about ; because she

18 hath been rebellious against me, saith the Lord. Thy way and thy doings have procured

these things unto thee ; this is thy wickedness ; for it is bitter, for it reacheth unto thine

heart.

19 My bowels, my bowels ! I am pained at my very heart ; my heart is disquieted in me : I

cannot hold my peace ; because thou hast heard, O my soul, the sound of the trumpet, the

20 alarm of war. Destruction upon destruction is cried ; for the whole land is spoiled ; sud-

21 denly are my tents spoiled, and my curtains in a moment. How long shall I see the standard,

23 and hear the sound of the trumpet ? For my people is foolish, they know me not ; they are

sottish children, and they have none understanding : they arc wise to do evil, but to do good

they have no knowledge.

23 I beheld the earth, and, lo, it was waste and void ; and the heavens, and they had no

24 light. I beheld the mountains, and, lo, they trembled, and all the hills moved to and fro.

25, 26 I beheld, and, lo, there was no man, and all the birds of the heavens were fled. I beheld,

and, lo, the fruitful field was a wilderness, and all the cities thereof were broken down at

27 the presence of the Lord, and before his fierce auger. For thus saith the Lord, The whole

28 land shall be a desolation
;
yet will I not make a full end. For this shall the earth mourn,

and the heavens above be black : because I have spoken it, I have purposed it, and I have

29 not repented, neither will I turn back from it. The whole city fleeth for the noise of the

horsemen ancT bowmen ; they go into the thickets, and climb up upon the rocks : every city

30 is forsaken, and not a man dwelleth therein. And thou, when thou art spoiled, what wilt

thou do ? Though thou clothest thyself with scarlet, though thou deckest thee with orna-

ments of gold, though thou enlargest thine eyes with paint, in vain dost thou make thyself

31 fair ; thy lovers despise thee, they sees thy life. For I have heard a voice as of a woman in

travail, the anguish as of her that bringeth forth her first child, the voice of the daughter of

Zion, that gaspeth for breath, that spreadeth her hands, sayinr/. Woe is me now ! for my
soul faiuteth before the murderers.

3:6. The I.<ord said also unto mc.
Here begins an entire new section or distinct

prophecy, which is continued to the end of the

sixth chapter. This prophecy consists of two

distinct parts. The first part contains a com-

plaint against Judah. for having exceeded the

guilt of her sister Israel, whom God had already

cast off for her idolatrous apostasy (verses 6-13).

The prophet is hereupon sent to announce to

Israel the promise of pardon upon her repent-

ance, and the hopes of a glorious restoration in

aftertimes, which are plainly marked out to be

the times of the Gospel, when the Gentiles

themselves were to become a part of the Church

(verses 13-31). The children of Israel, confess-

ing and bewailing their sins, have the same

comfortable assurances as before repeated to

them (verse 33 ; chap. 4 : 2). In the second part,

which begins chap. 4 : 3, and is prefaced with

an a<idress to the people of Judah and Jerusa-

lem, exhorting them to prevent the Divine

judgments by a timely repentance, the Baby-

lonian invasion is clearly and fully foretold,

with all the miseries which would attend it
;

and the univei-sal and incorrigible depravity

of the people is represented at large, and
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pointed out as the justly provoking cause of

tlie uiitional ruin. Blaymy.

6-11. The dale was " in the days of Jo-

siah," wlio set on foot a blessed work of ref-

ormation, in which he was hearty, hut the

people were not sincere in their compliance

with it ; to reprove them for that, and warn

them of the consequences of their hypocrisy,

is the scope of that wiiich God here said to the

prophet, and which He " delivered to them."

The case of the two kingdoms of Israel and

Judah is here compared—the " ten tribes" that

revolted from the throne of David and the

Temple of Jerusalem, and the "two tribes"

that adhered to both. The distinct history of

those two kingdoms we have in the two books

of the Kings, and here we have an abstract of

both, as far as relates to this matter. H.

The passage (verses 6-11) brings the case of

Israel, the ten tribes, to the notice of Judah,

that the latter may observe the sins of her sis-

ter and her consequent punishment, and learn

hence her own greater sin and sorer doom.

For in Judah God had made Himself far more

fully known. Repeatedly had pious kings and

faithful prophets called the people back to

God, and repeatedly had they professed repent-

ance and solemnly renewed their covenant with

the Lord. But as often they had turned back

again to their loved idols, worse than ever, so

that treachery had signally marked their na-

tional character. This was their damning sin.

They would not keep faith with their God.

It is for the sake of making this strong feature

of their guilt specially prominent, that this

comparative view of the two nations is taken

here. H. C.

7. Her treacherous sister Judali
saw it. The two kingdoms of Israel and

Judah are described as sisters in iniquity. The

same metaphor is applied to Samaria and

Jerusalem, the two capitals (Ezek. 23 : 4, etc.).

The word " treacherous" properly denotes a

wife unfaithful to her husband. (See verse 20.)

W. Lowth.

II. Israel and Judah are both shamefully

wicked ; and yet, of the two, Judah is worse

than Israel : her treachery is so much more,

as she had more favors from Me. Bp. H.

She sinned against greater convictions, and

would not take warning by that desolation

which God brought on the whole kingdom of

Israel for their idolatries. (Cf . Ezek. 16 : 51.)

W. Lowth.

12-19. Here is a great deal of Gospel in

these verses, both that which was always Gos-

pel—God's readiness to pardon sin and to re-

ceive and entertain returning repenting sinners

—and those blessings which were in a special

manner reserved for Gospel times, the forming

and founding of the Gospel Church by bring-

ing into it the " children of God" that were

scattered aroad, the superseding of the cere-

monial law and the uniting of Jews and Gen-

tiles, typified by tlie uniting of Israel and Judah

in their return out of captivitj'. H.

12-14. The address here is properly to

Israel of the ten tribes, " backsliding" having

been her distinctive epithet throughout this

entire passage. (See verses 6, 8, 11, 12.) At

the same time the spirit of the promise makes

it equally good for the people of Judah, the

Jews. Verse 18 declares that Judah shall come
icith Israel to the enjoyment of these great Gos-

pel blessings. Israel is put foremost (as in this

antithesis throughout) because her guilt had

really been relatively less than that of Judah,

and the Lord would fain move Judah to jealousy

by the force of this contrast in both guilt and

promised blessings. " I am married to you"
means I cheerfully recognize my relation of

husband to you ; and, in the true spirit of this

relation, I come now to solicit your returning

love and the reconsecration of j'our heart to Me.

15. " Pastors according to Mine heart."

Tracing this phrase historically to the circum-

stances out of which it grew, we come to the

pious kings who led the people, not to idols,

but to the true God. In its prophetic outlook

into Gospel times, it must have its fulfilment

mainly in Christian teachers of Gospel truth.

David was the model shepherd of the Lord's

flock
—

" after Mine own heart." (See 1 Sam.

13 : 14.) All faithful and true pastors are

from the Lord. H. C. Tho.se are pastors

after God's own heart who make it their busi-

ness to feed the flock, not to " feed themselves

and fleece the flocks," but to do all they can for

the good of those that are under their charge
;

who " feed them with wisdom and understand-

ing," wisely and understandingly. Those who
are not only pastors, but teachers, must feed

them with the Word of God, which is wisdom

and understanding, which is able to make us

wise to salvation. H.

We believe in the Divine commission, " As
My Father hath sent Me, even so send I you.

'

'

We believe in the Divine assurance, " Lo, I am
with you all the days to the end of the world.

'

'

We believe in the Divine victory, " I, if I be

lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto

Me." And our faith is turned into supplica-

tion. Let us forget all but that charge, that

presence, that redemption. There must be in
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the outward life checks, lonelinesses, defects.

We cannot always keep at the level of our

loftiest thoughts. Yet the words shall have

fulfilment, " from strength to strength." "

Lord of hosts, blessed is the man who putteth

his trust in Thee !" Westcotfs Ordination

Sermon to Bp. Lightfoot.

Let us look into the New Testament and dis-

tinguish, if we can, what is called preaching

there. And we find our apostle testifying,

" Wliom we preach, that we may present every

man jjerfectin Christ Jesus." He does not say

about whom, or the just account and formula of

whom, but whom ; the fact-form man, the life,

and life history, and feeling, and sorrow, and

death, and resurrection of the man. '

' Whom we
preacJi''—that is, cry, proclaim, publisli as good

tidings, set forth as a fact-matter news or story

—the word is not theologize, resolve, reduce,

but lyreaclh. The souls to be gained are also to

be presented " perfect in CJirist Jesus"—that

is, in the new possibilities and powers of grace

embodied for them in the face and person, or

personal life, of their incarnate Redeemer.

Buslinell.

Once the descriptive term for God's ministers

was, " They wait at the altar;" now the de-

scriptive term for God's ministers is, " They

preach the Gospel." This is a contrast in which

there is untold significance. Then, the Lord's

priests sacrificed for His people ; now His

people are themselves a holy priesthood to offer

up spiritual sacrifice acceptable to God by Jesus

Christ ; and His ministers are helpers of their

faith, exhorting and testifying of Christ, and

of the true grace of God wherein we stand.

Then, the words priest, altar and sacrifice had

a primary and real significance ; now, when
used, they can only have a secondary meaning,

suflElcient, indeed, to show the reality of the

blessings which they indicate, but in no way
either interfering with or supplementing the

office and work of Him wlio is our true Priest,

Altar and Sacrifice. Then, they who minis-

tered in holy things had to show the necessity

of a work to be done ; the work of reconcilia-

tion was committed to God's priests, that they

might set it forth by types and symbols ; but

now, they who minister in holy things have to

testify to the work of Christ already done
;

and, consequently, the apostle tells us, that to

us, Christ's ambassadors, is committed the icord

of reconciliation. The work is in Christ's liands

alone. It could be trusted in no other hands but

His. It is honor enough for His ministers to be

trusted with the word, the testimony concerning

our Master and His finished work. Cadman.

The effective preacher is a man of extensive

knowledge, not a novice. He has clear and
comprehensive views of truth. His mind is

filled with its illuminations. He is a man of

deep experience
; his heart is pervaded with

the spirit and power of truth. He is a man of

benevolence ; his soul is filled with intense de-

sires to achieve, by his instrumentalities, those

grand purposes of love for which the truth

was given. He is a man of logic and of feel-

ing : he can prove his points, and press them.

He is a man of simplicity, who aims to be un-

derstood ; a man of intention, who aims to be

felt. He clothes his message in garments of

light, imbues it with the energies of emotion,

adj usts it to the sensibilities of the heart

;

points and pours it into the drowsy chambers

of the conscience. He is a man of taste ; he

can soar if lie pleases ; write and speak with a

winning beauty and a chastened elegance. He
is a man of boldness, and is not afraid, in dis-

tinctness and strength, to utter the whole truth

—all doctrine, all duty, whoever may hear or

whoever may forbear. He is a man of inde-

pendence, his rules are his own, gathered from

all proper sources and incorporated with his

habits of thought and feeling. He speaks in

his own wa}', from the impulse of his own
spirit, and in accordance with his own con-

sciousness and good sense. He speaks not so

much for beauty as for effect. The highest ex-

ertions of power are sometimes inconsistent

with an exact and perfect finish. The sublime

and resistless agents of nature are not accus-

tomed to do things very precisely. The light-

ning does not stop to polish its shafts in its

rending, scorching track. George Shepard.

No doubt the preacher should be as suscep-

tible as any man to the interest which poetical

and historical associations give to the Scrip-

tures ; but then these should have for him
" no glory at all by reason of the glory that ex-

celleth." When his mind is smitten with the

revelation of those thoughts and ways of God
which are as much higher than man's thoughts

and ways as the heavens are above the earth,

then, as an in.strument of the Spirit of grace,

he is invested with his proper power. He will

perceive, as by a sacred instinct, how an utter-

ance on any given page is related to the truths

which shine from all the pages. He will know
that if he seizes that relation, he has the mind

of God in the specific utterance. When he is

borne along in the direction of that, he may
frequently have to declare things wliich fail to

be popular and for the moment pleasing ; but

he will not fall into the condemnation of hav-
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ing wasted the Sabbath hours, of having used

the noble instrument of public discourse, with

which he might have wielded over audiences

the power of eternal truth, merely to freshen

and set in some more striking combinations the

fading things of time. W. S. Kurr.

We are commissioned to preach the Gospel of

Jesus Christ, not simply in the gushing, super-

ficial fervor of repeating His name and pictur-

ing His cross. Paul was determined to know
nothing but Christ and Him crucified ; but

Paul's name is linked with fourteen doctrinal

epistles, setting forth the logical principles of

an intellectual Christianity. The cross of Cal-

vary is the focus, but the raj's of truth are radi-

ated on every side. Our work is declarative.

The range of need is broad ; the range of truth

is broad, and while Christ is the centre and Cal-

vary is the core, yet we are to gather every-

where from the rich fields of truth that God has

opened up, producing things new and old, and

bring them to bear upon the hearts and lives of

men, enriching their thoughts, ennobling their

conditions, exalting their ideals and bringing

them into harmony with the everlasting Father.

H. V. Miiitofi.

Everything costs which has any real worth;

costs in proportion to its worth, and costs all it

is worth. In scholarship only an alert and ath-

letic discipline tells. Every faculty must be

roused, informed and driven to do its best.

How one man surpasses another is not always

easily explained. Brains of course differ, both

in volume and especially in fibre. Tempera-

ments differ. Opportunities differ. But the final

strategic secret is in the will. The best schol-

arship, other things being equal, waits always

upon the most inflamed and steady purpose.

In ancient Christian art Matthew was the man,

Mark the lion, Luke the ox, and John the eagle.

The symbolism is most suggestive. Christian

scholarship must emulate them all. Insight,

courage, endurance, aspiration—these are the

four evangelists of a successful ministry. Om-
niscience has a jo}' of its own. But for the

finite mind there can be no greater benediction

than that of the endless search. R. D. Hitch-

cock.

The true preacher will not offer to God of

that which costs him nothing, but takes pains

aforehand with his sermons. Having brought

his sermon into his head, he labors to bring it

into his heart before he preaches it to his

people ; and surely that preaching which comes

from the soul most works on the soul. The
places of Scripture he quotes are pregnant and

pertinent. The similes and illustrations are

always familiar, but never contemptible. In

his opinion reasons are the pillars of the fabric

of a sermon, but similitudes are the windows
which give the best light. He provideth not

only wholesome but plentiful food for his

hearers. He makes not that wearisome which
should be ever welcome ; wherefore his ser-

mons are of ordinary length, except on an ex-

traordinary occasion. He counts the success of

his ministry the greatest preferment. Fuller.

The single eye, the pure intention, the con-

sideration of God's will, the love of Ills com-

mandments, zeal for His glory, ardor in His

service, affection toward H's creatures, these

are the grand and essential motives which God
looks for in His ministers. Bp. Jebb. An
illustration and example of the spirit indicated.

Dr. Thomas H. Skinner, of New York, near the

end wrote thus to one of his own generation :

'

' You and I are very near the end of our course.

Could any angel have coveted a greater calling

than that in which we have spent our days ?

Preaching to poor, perishing men the unsearch-

able riches of Christ ! Blessed be God that this

—not heaping up treasure on earth, not making

ourselves a name among scholars, and the

worldly wise, and great politicians, and place

seekers—has been our occupation. I am con-

stantly lamenting over my .shortcomings, my
little profiting by all my advantages and op-

portunities of serving my Lord, and my count-

less infirmities and sins ; but notwithstanding

all my drawbacks, I cannot but call on my soul

and all that is within me to bless the Lord that

I have been, here on earth, not a banker, or

lawyer, or statesman, or prince ; but a preacher

of the everlasting Gospel. And I am sure that

in this you are like me ; and how should we re-

joice together in the wonderful grace of God
toward us, in this respect, if we could talk

with each other of the ministry we have almost

completed ! Farewell ! In the bonds of the

everlasting covenant." Thomas H. Skinner.

1 6. The scope of the verse is that the ark,

and much more surely all else with it belonging

to the external forms and ceremonies of Juda-

ism, will pass away, being superseded by what

is altogether better and more glorious. H. C.

The ark of the covenant was the visible seat

of God's residence among His people ; it was
therefore the object of their boast ; but after

the destruction of the first Temple, they had it

no more. But to compensate this loss, they are

told in the next verse that " Jerusalem should

be called the throne of the Lord," to which not

the Jews only, but " all the nations should be

gathered.
'

' By Jerusalem is meant the Chris-
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tian Church. (See Gal. 4 : 26 ; Rev. 21: 2, 3.)

The greater privileges of this latter would su-

persede all boast on account of those which had

at any time belonged to the Jewish Church.

Blayney. JVcither shall it come to
nliid ; neither shall they remember
it. Meaning, The Jews shall then be convinced

that the ark and other parts of the Mosaical dis-

pensation are abrogated by Christ and His Gos-

pel, which they will then embrace. Wells.

1§. The form of this language has led many
to expect a literal restoration (yet future) of

both Judah and Israel (the ten tribes) to their

ancient land. Let it suffice to remark here, that

while the ancient economy stood, demanding
the concentration of the people within and

around Jerusalem, and withstanding their dif-

fusion among the nations of the earth, such a

return would be a blessing ; that the Jews did

in this manner return under Zerubbabel and

with Ezra and Nehemiah ; that the use of such

phraseology is accounted for by existing facts

and the whole genius of that system ; but that

when we pass over into the Cliristian age, all

the great facts of the case are changed. Israel

and Judah cannot return thither to set up
Judaism again, as this very passage shows,

and as the New Testament most abundantly

proves ; that the genius of the Christian system

demands diffusion and resists concentration

—

thus precisely reversing the genius, the aim

and the work of the ancient dispensation ; and,

finally, that Paul (Rom. 11), looking forward

to the future of his countrymen under the tri-

umphant sway of the Gospel in the latter days,

has not a hint about their returning to their

own land, but finds all these promises fulfilled

in their being engrafted into God's Church
again, and brought meekly and humbly to love

and serve the living Saviour. Hence, for these

main reasons, I cannot interpret this promise as

involving the yet future restoration of Israel

and Judah to their own land, but find in it the

far higher and richer blessing that Paul found

in it—their reception again into the bosom of

the Christian Church, with a power upon Zion

as that of life from the dead, that " so all Israel

may be saved," since " there shall come out of

Zion a Deliverer, who shall turn away ungodli-

ness from Jacob" (Rom. 11 : 15, 25, 26).

19. After such exceeding great and precious

promises, nothing could be more appropriate

than to show how the people could avail them-

selves of these blessings ; what they must be

and must do to ensure them. Hence the re-

maining verses of this chapter bear directly to

this point. Israel and Judah were united in

verse 18, and thenceforward through the chap-

ter are one, under the common name Israel

(verses 20. 21, 23), and are spoken of as both

"treacherous" (verse 20) and "backsliding"

(verse 22). The Lord raises the question :

" How shall I put thee among i//<? children ?"

This question the Lord Himself answers :

" Thou Shalt call Me, My Father, and shalt not

turn away from Me." Truly this is the way :

To return to God with humble faith in His pa-

rental love and with the filial spirit of a confid-

ing child, and then to prove faithful evermore.

These are the conditions of obtaining so great

blessings. H. C.

He does Himself return answer to this ques-

tion :
" But I said. Thou shalt call Me, My

Father." God does Himself answer all the ob-

jections that are taken from our unworthiness,

or they would never be got over. 1. That He
may put returning penitents " among the chil-

dren," He will give them the " Spirit of adop-

tion," teaching them " to cry. Abba, Father"

(Gal. 4 : 6). " Thou shalt call Me, My Father
;

thou shalt return to Me, and resign thyself to

Me as a Father, and that sliall recommend thee

to My favor." 2. That He may " give them
the pleasant land," He will " put His fear in

their hearts," that they may never " turn from

Him," but may persevere to the end. H.

The conditions of adoption iuto the Christian

Church, and of enjoying the privileges of the

Gospel covenant, are expressly stated by Christ

and His apostles to be the same as are here pre-

scribed—viz., the profession of a true faith in

God and uniform obedience for the time to

come. " Thou shalt call Me, My Father ; and

shalt not turn away from Me." Blayney.

It is not mere condescension to the infirmity

of man when God employs human language

or human forms of speech to make His charac-

ter known to us. There is just ground for it,

in the nature of the case. It is not mere meta-

phor. It is in part literal and substantial truth.

When He terms Himself our Father in heaven,

it is not a mere figurative appellation. He is

so in the strictest and fullest sense of the word.

This Avord conveys an impressive and most con-

soling idea of what is truly the fact. Instead

of its being an indication of the weakness of

human speech, it is doubtful whether the dia-

lect of angels could sujiply a better. B. B.

Edwards. In calling Himself our Father,

God recalls ta our mind the benefits of our

creation, our preservation and redemption ; the

blessing of adoption and of that sanctificalion

which He has given to His children. Denton.

Adoption is the act of God, and not of faith
;
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it 19 God that says, " How shall I put them

among the children?" and again, " I will be

their Father, and they shall be My sons and

daughters." It is the work and business of

faith to receive the blessing of adoption, which

it could not do unless it had been previously

provided in the mind and by the will of God,

and in the covenant of Ilis grace ; for the re-

ception of which Christ has made Avay by His

redemption, one end of which is " that we
might receive the adoption of sons" (Gal. 4 : 5)

—that is, by faith ; for God has appointed faith

to be the general receiver of Christ, and of all

the blessings of Grace through Him, and this

among tlie rest ; and to as many as receive

Christ, He gives a power, authority, dignity

and privilege to become the sons of God openly

—that is, to claim this as their privilege and

dignity ; which claim is made by faith, but not

the thing itself claimed ; even to them that

believe on His name, and who are described as

regenerate persons, which is an evidence of

their sonship, though not the thing itself
;

" who are born, not of blood, nor of the will of

the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God"
(John 1 : 12, 13). John Gill.

Adoption is evidenced by the renunciation of

all former dependencies. When a child is

adopted he relinquishes the object of his past

confidence and submits himself to the will and

pleasure of the adopter ; so they who are

brought into the family of God will evidence it

by giving up every other object, so far as it

interferes with the will and glory of their heav-

enly Father. " Ephraim shall say. What have

I to do any more with idols?" (Hos. 14:8.)
" Other lords liave had dominion over us ; but

by Thee only will we make mention of Thy
name" (Isa. 28 : 13). Anon.

Readoption is the guarantee of all highest

blessings. It is only children of God who are

heirs of God; if, then, we would enjoy the

privileges and blessings of His house, we must
be reinstated in that which we have lost. But
tliis is only possible on repentance and belief.

We are assured here and elsewhere that the sin-

ner can regain this title and relation without

lessening of the dignity, privilege and affec-

tion. When once this has taken place there is

no bar to the bestowal of God's richest benedic-

tion. As His children, as those who are actu-

ated by His love and governed by His Spirit,

there is ample security that His blessings shall

not be abused. A holy confidence and com-
munion are established, and the true end of

being is once more secured. P. C.

Amid all your conscious unworthiness, re-

member, you are Ilis cMldren. The soiled gar-

ments of earth which you may carr}' to the very

portals of glory cannot alter a Father's feelings

toward you, or lead Him to belie or forego His

promises. If there be joy in heaven (and that

joy deepest in the Father's heart) over the sin-

ner in the hour of his repentance ; what will be

that joy in the hour of his glorification, when,

stripped of his travel-worn, sin-stained raiment,

all his truant wanderings, estrangements and

backslidings at an end, he enters the threshold

of the paternal home ! Macduff. Every time

we are tempted to commit some sin, if we
would stop and think, " I am now a child of

God ; shall a child of God. destined to wear

Christ's image, stoop to be untrue or dishonest

or impure or to cherish wrath or bitterness ?"

would we not turn away from the temptation ?

Could we sin against God with the conscious-

ness of our high calling in our heart ? J. R. M.

21-23. God hears their voice of penitence

and sees their tears. They mourn on the liigh

hills, where their great sins of idol worship

have been committed, and He kindly invites

their return, with the promise to heal their

backslidings. They hear and respond, " Yea,

Lord, with joy we come 1" With glid hearts

they now declare, Thou alone art the Lord our

God ! Our salvation is in Thee I H. C.

22. The invitation God gives them to return

to Him :
" Return, ye backsliding children."

He calls them " children," in tenderness and

compassion to them ; foolish and froward as

children, yet " His sons ;" whom though He
corrects He will not disinherit ; for j-et they are

"children." H. Though backslidden, yet

He owns us as children. O Father, Thy love

ever lives, though folly is in our ways. He
calls in love. Return. He promises, " I will

heal your backslidings ;" I will freely and fully

pardon them, though ever so numerous,

heinous or aggravating, as though they had

never been committed. W. Mason.

God calls on His people to return to Him.

Not simple reformation of morals, but the res-

toration of personal relations with God as the

Father of His people is desired. They are apos-

tate children

—

i.e., they are far from God,

though they were once near to Him, and they

are still His children. As sinners, men have all

lost a first estate of innocence, but have not lost

and can never lose their filial relationship to

God. Hence the greatness of their guilt and

the hope of their restoration. God invites and

does not drive ; He here exchanges threats for

promises. God Avill heal, not simply receive

His children. God alone can heal their aposta-
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sies. Man repents of sin, but God cures it.

It is our part to turn from the evil, God's to

destroy that evil. Sin is washed out, not by
the tears of penitence, but by the blood of

Christ. P. C.

24, 25. Verily the people have come to see

their sins in their true light, as both most dis-

graceful and most ruinous. This course of

thought really includes the first two verses of

the ne.xt chapter, and may best be considered as

addressed to the whole ancient Israel, without

distinction between Israel and Judah. There

is a beautiful pertinence in this sequel to those

great promises in verses 14-18. H. 0.

Cliap. 4. The first two verses of this chap-

ter ought not to have been separated from the

foregoing ; being spoken in rc]Ay to the con-

fession of the people of Israel. Blayney.

This chapter is connected closely with the pre-

ceding, the first two verses, like the preceding

context (3 : 19-25), addressing Israel as a whole,

without distinguishing Judah from the other

tribes ; while from verse 3 onward the prophet

specially addresses Judah and Jerusalem, sol-

emnly threatening the invasion by the terrible

Chaldeans, and blending witli this threatening

repeated admonitions to deep searchings of

heart and radical repentance.

I, 2. When Israel shall reverence her own
God heartily and truly, other nations will be

induced to believe in Him, and to count it their

blessedness and their glory to have Him their

God. Truly this is a word for God's people in

every age, testifying that when they walk
closely and humbl}^ with God, their example

and influence will be a power through God to

the salvation of the wicked round about them.

3. Here the Lord turns His address from

Israel in general to Judah and Jerusalem in

particular. " Fallow ground" is that which
requires ploughing, and is set apart to be

ploughed, and not here (as in our modern
phrase), what has been ploughed. The exhorta-

tion, " Prepare your ground for seed sowing

by putting in the plough and rooting out the

thorns," means, in the moral sense, exterminate

the evils of your hearts ; break off your evil prac-

tices ; make a thorough, radical change in your
heart and life. H. C. An unconvinced, un-

humbled heart is like fallow ground, ground
untilled, unoccupied. It is ground capable

of improvement ; it is our ground, let out

to us, and we must be accountable for it ; but

it is fallow ; it is unfenced, and lies com-

mon, it is unfruitful, and of no advantage

to the owner, and (which is principally in-

tended) it is overgrown with thorns and weeds,

which are the natural product of the corrupt
heart, if it be not renewed with grace. Rain and
sunshine are lost upon it (Heb. 6 : 7, 8). H.
The life of every man is a process of spiritual

husbandry. There is a true analogy between
the soul of a man and the field in which a
farmer sows his seed. In each case there are

latent productive elements that may be turned
either to good or evil according to the condi-

tions of their development—capacities of in-

definite improvement or of indefinite deteriora-

tion, of boundless fruitfulness or of boundless

waste. The prolific virtue of the soil will

nourish alike the germs of precious corn or of

noisome weeds ; and. whichever it be, the

heavens above, by all the influences they shed

down upon it, will promote the process. Thus
will the faculties of our spiritual nature foster

either the seeds of Divine excellence or of

Satanic corruption, and then all the laws to

which our nature is subject, and all the associ-

ations of our life, will help to elaborate the

issue, until we reap either a glad harvest of

fruits that will endure forever, or one of shame
and sorrow—thorns and M'eeds and briars fit

only for the flames. P. C.

Fallow ground may not be utterly fruitless.

Even the bramble bears its wholesome fruit,

and good thoughts and good deeds spring up
in the midst of heathen nations and irreligious

people. God's Spirit has not wholly deserted

any. But such fruit is poor compared with the

fruit of cultivation, and the crop of it is thin.

The good which still pertains to a neglected soul

is imperfect, and small in the extreme compared
with the good which would spring up in that

soul under proper spiritual influences. The
highest thought, the purest morality, the

noblest effort, the largest charity, are only to

be found where the spiritual life is cultivated

by worship, instruction and discipline. P. C.

Hence we see that this admonition, whatever

its first aspect of obscurity, is really a most im-

portant one for all of us. The exhortation is to

nothing less tlian thoroughness In spiritual cul-

ture. Thoroughness in the cultivation of the

heart, as a soil wherein the seeds of Divine truth

are sown, pays in the highest sense of the word.

The word through Jeremiah here is but the

germ from which our Lord expounded His par-

able of the four kinds of soil. There is laid on

each one of us a heavy burden—the stewardship

of a human heart. And j'et it is a precious and

honorable burden. Far beyond the ripest,

sweetest and most copious fruits of the soil

beneath our feet, is the fruit that may come
from within us. But the culture must be
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thorough. True, that means toil, patience,

watchfulness, discrimination
; but what great

work was ever done without them ? P. C.

4. The moral significance of circumcision
is putting away everytliing impure and un-
clean. To this the Lord exhorts the people

;

else will His fury brealc forth like fire. H. C.

Even in the Pentateuch this initiatory rite

of the covenant was shown to point to another
circumcision, that of the lips and the heart,

which in the future would become a great
spiritual reality to all men. It is in this view
of circumcision that Moses speaks of himself as

of " uncircumcised lips"—that is, as unprepared
for great spiritual work, wliile in Lev. 26 : 41

we read of "uncircumcised hearts," and in

Deuteronomy the command to circumcise the
heart is explained as equivalent to being " no
more stiff-necked" (10 : 16). Quite in accordance
with this view, Jeremiah expresses his call to

repentance in the words before us. And that

this was intended to point to something very
real appears from the circumstance tliat it

forms the great Divine promise of the latter

days :
" Jehovah thy God will circumcise thine

heart ... to love Jehovah thy God with all

thine heart and wuth all thy soul" {De. 30 : 6).

Circumcision then was not a merely outward
rite, but symbolic of a spiritual reality

; and it

pointed beyond itself to the time of its spiritual

accomplishment. Accordingly we find that in
the prophetic writings it is associated with the
glory of the latter days. Thus Isaiah calls on
the holy city to awake and put on her beautiful
garments, for that henceforth the uncircumcised
and the unclean would no more enter her
gates. And that the outward rite could not
have been referred to appears from this, that
Jeremiah (9 : 26) foretells that the days would
come when Jehovah would equally punish the
circumcised with the uncircumcised, for that
while the Gentiles Avere uncircumcised, " all

the house of Israel were uncircumcised in the
heart." A. E.

5, 6. These verses solemnly announce the
near impending invasion by the Chaldeans.
The people are summoned to assemble for pro-
tection in their strongly fortified cities, and es-

pecially in Jerusalem. This is the sense of
" setting up a standard toward Zion, " as a rally-

ing point toward which the people should flee

for safety. The word rendered " retire" (verse

6) means "hasten with your effects;" take
what you value most, and fly in haste. " Evil
from the north," in the usage of Jeremiah,
means the Chaldean armies. (See 1 : 14, 15 and
34 : 9.) H. C.

6. From the tiorlli. Babylonia, Chal-
dea, Assyria and Media are constantly repre-
sented in Scripture as being to the north of
Judea. Probably the prophets speak of the
kings of Babylonia and Chaldea not so much
with a view to their geographical situation,

which is rather to the east of Palestine, as to

the course which they took in their expeditions
against Judea. The deserts of Arabia being
not practicable for an army, they commonly
crossed the Euphrates at Tiphsah, or Thapsacus.
and approached Judea on the north side, by
way of Damascus and Syria. Calinet.

7. The lion i§ come up. Nebuchadnez-
zar, king of Babylon, whose monarchy is rep-
resented by a lion. He is called here " the
destroyer of the Gentiles." or rather nations

;

Judea and all the neighboring countries be-
ing given up into his hands by God's decree.

W. Loicth.

10. The next preceding verse refers to un-
godly priests and false prophets. Through
them the people had been greatly deceived, and
the Lord had, in a sense, permitted these
wicked agencies and their sad results. We
need not assume that the prophet finds fault

with God for what He had done. H. C.

The prophet takes care to remove all pretence
of charging God by throwing the blame upon
the people themselves. (See verse 18.) In one
place " the sword" is said to " reach unto the
soul ;" in the other, the reason is assigned, be-

cause their " wickedness" had reached thither

before. The people had been desperately
wicked

; would accept of no sober counsel nor
bear any just reproof; they loved "smooth
things ;" they delighted in flattery and lies ;

they "walked after the imagination of their

own hearts" (chap. 23 : 17) ; and therefore God
gave them up to strong delusions, and suffered

them to be grossly imposed on by lying proph-
ets of their own choosing. In Scripture phrase,
God is frequently said to do what He permits
to be done, because all events are in His dis-

posal and wait His pleasure. The device may
be man's

; but God directs it to better purposes
than man could think of ; and so, by takin"-

the thing into His own hands, and governing
the issue of it, He makes it, in a certain sense.

His own. Waterland.

Our Lord refers more often than to any other
Old Testament Scripture to that word of
Isaiah's which tells of the Divine will, that
"seeing, they [his enemies] may see and not

perceive, and hearing, they may hear and not
understand." Men who will not hear come at

length to find they cannot. So with Judah and
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Jerusalem ; they 'were at this time " given up
to a strong delusion, that they should believe

the lie"—that peace could be their lot in spite

of what they were. We speak of Gospel-hard-

ened men, and, alas ! we too often see such.

And this is in keeping with God's law of habit

—a law most beneficent to those who obey Him,
but terrible in its effects on the disobedient. For

separate actions crj'stallize into habits, w^hereby

such actions, no matter what their character,

become easy to us, and at last can be performed

without any effort of our will. So that sepa-

rate acts of obedience to God will at length be-

come a blessed and holy habit of obedience, and

separate acts of sin repeated again and again

will become a direful habit of sin, from which
we cannot break away. And because all this

i.s in accordance with a Divine law, therefore

God is said to harden men's hearts, to hinder

their understanding of His word, to give them
over to strong delusions and, as here, to " de-

ceive the people." P.O.

13. These figures are plain ; they are also

magnificent and appalling. In numbers that

appeared as a cloud—His chariots dashing like

the whirlwind—His horses swifter than the

eagle ; the one thought that sinks into the heart

is. We are lost ! Alas ! the nation is gone
;

wasted, sacked, spoiled !

14, " O Jerusalem, wash thy heart from

wickedness, that thou mayest be saved. How
long shall thine evil thoughts lodge within

thee ?" Reverting suddenly to their only source

of hope and help—the thorough repentance of

the people, the putting away of all their heart

sins—he pertinently appends to his description

of coming ruin this call to moral cleansing as

their only salvation. "How long shall viriii

thoughts, deceitful, delusive hopes, find a quiet

lodging-place in your souls ? Will you not open

your eyes to your peril, and read here God's

testimony against your sin and guilt ?" H. C.

-The root of their corruption ; the evil

thoughts that lodged within them and defiled

tlieir hearts, from which they must wash their

hearts. Thoughts of iniquity or mischief, these

are the evil thoughts of the evil heart, from

which all other wickedness is produced (Matt.

lij : 19). These are our own, and they are most

dangerous when they lodge within us, w'hen

they are admitted and entertained as guests and

are suffered to continue." H.

The sins and miseries of human history are

the plentiful harvest of a single evil thought

lodged in the mind of Eve. No foundation of

virtue so solid evil thoughts will not under-

mine ; no defence so impregnable they will not

overthrow
; no piety so sound they will not

corrupt and ruin. We wonder as we read of

crimes perpetrated by reputable persons, whose
previous lives contradict them ; but we should

cease to wonder if we could see how evil

thoughts have eaten out the heart, leaving

nothing but the shell. Chapman. Use not

your thoughts to take their liberty and be un-

goverued
; for use will make them headstrong

and not regard the voice of reason ; and it will

make reason careless and remiss. Use and cus-

tom have great power on our minds ; where
we use to go, our path is plain ; but where
there is no use, there is no way. W^here the

water useth to run there is a channel. Baxter.

The heart is determined by the thoughts ; as

the thoughts, so the character ; the thoughts

form the passions, the passions form the ac-

tions, the actions form the man. The thoughts

are marked with an infinity of views and com-
plexions, but it depends upon ourselves what
thoughts we choose. The government of the

thoughts is the government of the inward re-

gions. A prince may possess the largest do-

minions and yet be the victim of his thoughts.

R. Hall.

Thoughts arc the expositors of the real con-

dition of the heart, embodying those habits and
displaj'ing those passions which prudence or

want of opportunity restrain from breaking

forth into spoken or acted sin. They are a

truer picture of ourselves than are our lives
;

because we have neither the same temptation

nor power to gloss them over with a fair ap-

pearance. The Christian, therefore, should

liave the mastery of his thoughts, as well as of

his appetites, and be able to turn them to the

service of God. Bp. Jackson.

The first beginning and hatching of any sin

is first in the thoughts of the heart ; and if

kings will have their servants in their accounts

answer even for pence, why may not God call

us to a reckoning even for our smallest debts ?

And if men punish words and deeds, because

they see and know them, why then should not

God punish our thoughts, which He knows far

better than any man can do our outward

actions ? We must therefoi-e make conscience

of the idle rovings of our brains ; our very

thoughts and imaginations must stoop and do

homage to God, who hath required of us to be

loved with all our thoughts, and biddeth us

tremble even at the very first rising of evil mo-

tions in our hearts, and sin not. Dyke, 1642.

Thoughts are the mutineers in the soul, which

set open the gates for Satan ; he has held a

secret intelligence with them, so far as he
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knows them, ever since the fall ; and they are

liis spies to assist him in the execution of his

devices. They prepare the tinder, and the next

fiery dart sets all on a flame. Can we cherish

these, if we consider that Christ died for them ?

He shed His blood for that which put the world

out of order, which was accomplished by the

sinful imagination of the first man, and con-

tinued by evil imaginations. He died to restore

God to His right and man to his happiness
;

neither of which can be perfectly attained till

those be thrown out of the possession of the

heart. Charnock.

LTuhallowed ambition may be replaced by the

deepest humility. But unclean thoughts once

harbored never leave the soul empty, and swept,

and garnished. There is always a taint.

Anon. A man may commit the same sin a

thousand times by renewing the pleasures of it

in his thoughts. Though the act be past, yet

as often as the mind runs over the passages and
circinnstanccs of the same sin, with the same
delight, so often the soul is polluted with a new
stain and laden with more guiltiness. Anon.
"For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts.

'

'

The heart—the heart—there is the evil ! The
imagination, which was given to spiritualize

the senses, is often turned into a means of

sensualizing the spirit. Beware of revery, and
indulgence in forbidden images, unless you
would introduce into your bosom a serpent,

which will creep, and crawl, and leave the

venom of its windings in your heart.

And now what is the remedy for this ? How
shall we avoid evil thoughts ? First, by the

fear of God—" Our God is a consuming fire."

Compare with this, " For the word of God is

quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two-

edged sword, piercing even to the dividing

asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and
marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and
intents of the heart." An awful thought ! a

living God, infinitely pure, is conscious of your
contaminated thoughts ! So the only true cour-

age sometimes comes from fear. We cannot
do without awe ; there is no depth of character

without it. Tender motives are not enough to

restrain from sin
;
yet neither is awe enough.

Love and hope will keep us strong against pas-

sion, as they kept our Saviour strong in suffer-

ing, " who for the joy that was set before Him
endured the cross, despising the shame." Sec-

ondly, by the promises of God. Think of

what you are—a child of God, an heir of heaven.

Realize the grandeur of saintliness, and you
will shrink from degrading your soul and de-

basing your spirit. F. W. Robertson.

Though we cannot keep evil thoughts from
knocking at the door of our hearts, nor from
entering in sometimes, yet we may forbear
bidding them welcome or giving them enter-

tainment. " How long shall evil thoughts
lodge within thee ?" It is bad to let them sit

down with us, though but for an hour, but it

is worse to let them lie or lodge with us. Siriu-

nock. Though we cannot hinder them from
haunting us, yet we may from lodging in us.

The very sparkling of an abominable motion in

our hearts is as little to be looked upon as the

color of wine in a glass by a man inclined to

drunkenness. Quench them instantly, as you
would do a spark of fire in a heap of straw.

^Ve must not treat with them. Paul's resolve

is a good pattern, not to confer with flesh and
blood. We do not debate whether we should
shake a viper off our hands. Chnrnock.
Every man is responsible for the tenor of his

thoughts. If not, there could be no room in

this matter for remonstrance or appeal. The
law of the association of ideas may be such that

it is as impossible to prevent some particular

thought from recurring to the mind as to

stay the tide of the ocean ; but it is certainly

possible for us to regulate our habit unl mental
conditions. It is given to us by watchful,

prayerful self-discipline, especially by occu-
pying the mind with higher and nobler things,

to secure that the main drift of our thinking

shall be in the right direction. We can choose
our own fields of daily contemplation. Those
thoughts will "lodge" in us which we most
encourage and cherish, and for this w^e are ac-

countable. It is impossible to measure the

corrupting power of such thoughts. No evil

imagination or purpose can enter the mind, and
be allowed for a moment to dwell there, with-

out leaving some moral stain behind it. Ac-
custom yourself to any extent to the pla}- of

suoh influences, your whole being becomes con-

taminated by them, and

" The baseness of their nature

Shall have power to drag you down."

Our minds cannot be in frequent contact with
mean or grovelling objects of contemplation

without finding that they poison all the streams

of moral life within us. W.
The world must be very near us when the

worldly thought is ever Avith us. Our best

treasure must assuredly be there, else our heart

and thought of our heart would not be always
there. Thoughts that are alicays running on
this world, on its hopes and fears, its gains and
losses, its victories and defeats, are vain
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thoughts ; and he that is wise "will see betimes

the peril and the danger with which they

threaten the whole life of his soul, and will

Avatcli against them, as knowing that we may
l)erish through things lawful as surely as

through things unlawful. Trcncli.

15-17. Dan lay on the northern border of

Palestine, so that the first tidings of the Chal-

dean irruption from the north would come from

that quarter. So also Mount Ephraim lay north

from Jerusalem. The " Avatchers that come

from a far country" are besiegers who come to

invest the city, and shut the people in on every

side, and so icaMi over them to prevent their

escape. Verse 17 plainly refers to their besieg-

ing the city, and gives the reason—the rebellion

of Judah against her God. H. C.

18. The cause is clear. " Thy way and thy

doings have procured these things unto thee."

It is from no decree of reprobation, from no

predestination to sin, but from the inevitable

action of the law of God which ordains that

" ways" and " doings" such as Judah 's were

shall at length so utterly deceive those who are

guilty of them that the most glaring falsehood

is not too glaring for them to believe. P. C.

19. The cause of this great sorrow is the

trumpet-blast for war—the Chaldean armies

coming to desolate the land.

21, 22. The question " how long" involves

the question
'

' ichy.
'

' Why does this fearful

calamity come at all on this goodly land ?

Verse 22 meets this question as from the mouth
of the Lord Himself, who replies :

" M}- peo^Dle

are wholly given up to the folly of sin and re-

bellion. They act as if they had never known
Me. They are ciinniug and intelligent in doing-

evil, but have no wisdom, no sense to do good.

Sin has terribly perverted their intellectual

powers." This is the common law of sinning

in its influence on the mind ; it blinds the in-

tellect, and, as to all that is morally good, seems

to rob it of reason and good sense, and subject

it to the supreme dominion of folly. This

moral state of the people is the reason why such

fearful calamities fall on the whole land. Noth-

ing can be more important than to announce

this to the people again and again, for all hope

of saving the nation lies in their heeding it.

H. C.

23-26. The images under which the prophet

represents the approaching desolation as fore-

seen by him present a most striking picture of

a ruined country. The earth is brought back

to its primitive state of chaos and confusion
;

the cheerful light of the heavens is withdrawn,

and succeeded by a dismal gloom ; the moun-

tains tremble and the hills shake under dreadful

apprehensions of the Almighty's displeasure
;

a frightful solitude reigns all around ; not a

vestige is to be seen of any of the human race
;

even the birds themselves have deserted the

fields, unable to find any longer in them their

usual food. The face of the countr}-, in the

once most fertile parts of it, now overgrown
with briars and thorns, assumes the dreary

wildness of the desert. The cities and villages

are either thrown down and demolished by the

hand of the enemy, or crumble into ruins, of

their own accord, for want of being inhabited.

Blnyney.

27. " Yet will I not make a/»^; end." God's

reserve of mercy. This Divine resolve regard-

ing the reserved remnant of the people of Judah
and Jerusalem, who should be excepted from

the desolation that was coming, is declared

several times. Here in the text, then again in

chap. 5 : 10 ; 30 : 11, and once again in chap.

46 : 28. And these are but the echo of what
God said to Israel long ages before in the desert

of Sinai, as we read in Lev. 26 : 44. And in

other parts of Jeremiah's prophecies, and in the

writings of all the prophets, this Divine resolve

to mercifully reserve from destruction a portion

of Israel is more or less plainly declared. Thus,
then, God does not conceal that the end He
makes will not be a full end. And there were
many reasons why this fact should be declared.

It would show that God was mindful of His

covenant with their fathers ; that their " un-

faithfulness could not make the faithfulness of

God of none effect." The scoff of the un-

believer, the dismay of the true-hearted, would
be alike prevented, for, by God's not making a

full end, the way was yet plain for the accom-

plishment of all that He had spoken. More-

over, such declaration would sustain the faith

of the faithful. They would see how they

were not forgotten, that God's watchful care

was over them, and that amid the coming deso-

lations He would find means to deliver those

who put their trust in Him. And the keeping

open of this door of hope was calculated to per-

suade some to enter through that door, and so

be saved. But while the oft-repeated words of

the text refer mainly to Judah and Jerusalem,

they really declare a principle of the Divine

procedure, a continual law of His government
and rule. God's way is, when making an end,

not to make a full end. He has ever a reserve

of mercy. P. C.

2§. God's purpose of delivering up the Jews
into the hands of Nebuchadnezzar was irreversi-

ble upon the supposition that the greatest part
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of them would continue impenitent, wliicli He
likewise foresaw. (See verse 22 and chaps. 7 : 16,

27, 28 ; 13 : 14 ; 14 : 11, 12 ; 25 : 9-11.) Though
elsewhere upon their repentance, to which God
frequentl}^ exhorted them by His prophets (see

chap. 25 : 4, 5), He promises the removal of His

j udgments. W. Lowth.

30. " When this spoiling shall become a

reality, what Avilt thou do V" No matter how
delicately clad or gayly oraamented thou may-
est be, th}^ lovers, those heathen nations from
whom thou hast sought their idol gods, or (ac-

cording to the figure of the prophets) with
whom thou hast played the harlot, will despise

thee and will seek thy very life ! How little

will it avail thee then to have sought them as

thy lovers when they shall have become thy

murderers ! So in every sinner's case there

will come an hour of doom in which his sins

will become his tormentors, and Satan, to whom
he has sold himself to do his bidding, will dro])

his mask and appear plainly the sinner's real

and worst enemy !

31. These are the customary Hebrew figures

to express extreme sorrow, aflliction and agony.
The whole people are thought of as a desolate

female, the daughter of Zion, bewailing her

sad lot, spreading forth her hands as if implor-

ing help, and crying, " Woe is me now ! my
soul is wearied because of murderers !

'

' Armed
men are drinking the blood of all my sons anil

daughters ! Thus closes this vivid portrayal

of the desolations which were near to come on
Judah and Jerusalem from the terrible Chaldean
armies, unless the people should at once turn

to God in penitence and find mercy. H. C.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTERS Y., VI.

5 : 1 Run ye to and fro through the streets of Jerusalem, and see now, and know, and seek
in the broad places thereof, if ye can find a man, if there be any that doeth justly, that seek-

2 eth truth
;
and I will pardon her. And though they say, As the Lord liveth, surely they

3 swear falsely. Lord, do not thine eyes look upon truth ? thou hast stricken them, but
they were not grieved, thou hast consumed them, but they have refused to receive corrcc-

4 tion
: they have made their faces harder than a rock ; they have refused to return. Then I

said. Surely these are poor : they are foolish ; for they know not the way of the Lord, nor
5 the judgement of their God. I will get me unto the great men, and will speak unto them

;

for they know the way of the Lord, and the judgement of their God. But these with one
6 accord have broken the yoke, and burst the bands. Wherefore a lion out of the forest shall

slay them, a wolf of the evenings shall spoil them, a leopard shall watch over their cities,

every one that goeth out thence shall be torn in pieces : because their transgressions are
7 many, and their backslidings are increased. How can I pardon thee ? thy children have for-
saken me, and sworn by them that are no gods : when I had fed them to the full, they com-

8 mitted adultery, and assembled themselves in troops at the harlots' houses. They were as
9 fed horses in the morning : every one neighed after his neighbour's wife. Shall I not visit

for these things ? saith the Lord : and shall not my soul be avenged on such a nation as this ?

10 Go ye up upon her walls, and destroy ; but make not a full end : take away her branches :

U for they are not the Lord's. For the house of Israel and the house of Judah'have dealt very
12 treacherously against me, saith the Lord. They have denied the Lord, and said, It is not
13 he

;
neither shall evil come upon us ; neither shall we see sword nor famine : and the proph-

14 ets shall become wind, and the word is not in them : thus shall it be done unto them. Where-

^
fore thus saith the Lord, the God of hosts. Because ye speak this word, behold, I will make

15 my words in thy mouth fire, and this people wood, and it shall devour them. Lo, I will
bring a nation upon you from far, O house of Israel, saith the Lord : it is a mighty nation,
it is an ancient nation, a nation whose language thou knowest not, neither understandest

16, 17 what they say. Their quiver is an open sepulchre, they are all mighty men. And they
shall eat up thine harvest, and thy bread, which thy sons and thy daughters should eat : they
shall eat up thy flocks and thine herds : they shall eat up thy vines and thy fig trees : tlie\-
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18 shall beat down thy fenced cities, wherein thou trustest, with the sword. But even in those

19 days, saith the Lokd, I will not make a full end with j'ou. And it shall come to pass, when
ye shall say, Wherefore hath the Lord our God done all these things unto us ? then shalt thou

say unto them, Like as ye have forsaken me, and served strange gods in your land, so shall ye

serve strangers in a land that is not yours.

20, 21 Declare ye this in the house of Jacob, and publish it in Judah, saying, Hear now this,

O foolish people, and without understanding ; which have eyes, and see not ; which have
22 ears, and hear not : Fear ye not me ? saith the Lord : will ye not tremble at my presence,

which have placed the sand for the bound of the sea, by a perpetual decree, that it cannot

pass it ? and though the waves thereof toss themselves, yet can they not prevail ; though
23 the}' roar, j'et can they not pass over it. But this people hath a revolting and a rebellious

24 heart ; they are revolted and gone. Neither say they in their heart. Let us now fear the

Lord our God, that giveth rain, both the former and the latter, in its season ; that reserveth

25 unto us the appointed weeks of the harvest. Your iniquities have turned away these things,

26 and j^our sins have withholden good from j'ou. For among my people are found wicked
27 men : they watch, as fowlers lie in wait ; they set a trap, fhey catch men. As a cage is full

of birds, so are their houses full of deceit : therefore they are become great, and waxen rich.

28 They are waxen fat, they shine : yea, they overpass in deeds of wickedness : they plead not

the cause, the cause of the fatherless, that they should prosper ; and the right of the needy

29 do they not judge. Shall I not visit for these things ? saith the Lord : shall not my soul be

avenged on such a nation as this ?

30, 31 A wonderful and horrible thing is come to pass in the land ; the prophets prophesy

falsely, and the priests bear rule by their means ; and my people love to have it so : and
what will ye do in the end thereof ?

6 : 1 Flee for safety, ye child-en of Benjamin, out of the midst of Jerusalem, and blow the

trumpet in Tekoa, and raise up a signal on Beth-haccherem : for evil looketh forth from the

2 north, and a great destruction. The comely and delicate one, the daughter of Zion, will I

3 cut off. Shepherds with their flocks shall come unto her ; they shall pitch their tents against

4 her round about ; they shall feed every one in his place. Prepare ye war against her ; arise,

and let us go up at noon. Woe unto us ! for the day declineth, for the shadows of the even-

5 ing are stretched out. Arise, and let us go up by night, and let us destroj' her palaces.

6 For thus hath the Lord of hosts said. Hew j'e down trees, and cast up a mount against Jerusa-

7 lem : this is the city to be visited ; she is Avholly oppression in the midst of her. As a well

casteth forth her waters, so she casteth forth her wickedness : violence and spoil is heard in

8 her ; before me continually is sickness and wounds. Be thou instructed, O Jerusalem, lest

my soul be alienated from thee ; lest I make thee a desolation, a land not inhabited.

9 Thus saith the Lord of hosts, They shall throughly glean the remnant of Israel as a vine :

10 turn again thine hand as a grapegatherer into the baskets. To whom shall I speak and

testify, that they may hear ? behold, their ear is uncircumcised, and they cannot hearken :

behold, the word of the Lord is become unto them a reproach ; they have no delight in it.

11 Therefore I am full of the fury of the Lord ; I am weary with holding in : pour it out upon

the children in the street, and upon the assembly of j'oung men together : for even the hus-

12 band with the wife shall be taken, the aged with him that is full of days. And their houses

shall be turned unto others, their fields and their wives together : for I will stretch out my
13 hand upon the inhabitants of the land, saith the Lord. For from the least of them even

unto the greatest of them every one is given to covetousness ; and from the prophet even

14 unto the priest every one dealeth falsely. They have healed also the hurt of my people

15 lightly, saying. Peace, peace ; when there is no peace. Were they ashamed when they had

committed abomination ? nay, they were not at all ashamed, neither could they blush : there-

fore they shall fall among them that fall : at the time that I visit them they shall be cast

down, saith the Lord.

16 Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the ways and see, and ask for the old paths, where is the

good way, and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for your souls : but they said, Wc will not

17 walk therein. And I set watchmen over you, myiny. Hearken to the sound of the trumpet
;

18 but they said. We will not hearken. Therefore hear, \e nations, and know, O congregation,

19 what is among them. Hear, O earth : behold, I will bring evil upon this people, even the

fruit of their thoughts, because they have not hearkened unto my words ; and as for my law.
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20 they have rejected it. To what purpose cometh there to me frankincense from Sheba, and

the sweet cane from a far country ? your burnt offerings are not acceptable, nor your sacri-

21 fices pleasing- unto me. Therefore thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will lay stumblingblocks

before this people : and the fathers and the sons together shall stumble against them
;
the

neighbour and his friend shall perish.

22 Thus saith the Loud, Behold, a people cometh from the north country
;
and a great nation

23 shall be stirred up from the uttermost parts of the earth. They lay hold on bow and spear
;

they are cruel, and have no mercy ; their voice roareth like the sea, and they ride upon

24 horses ;
every one set in array, as a man to the battle, against thee, O daughter of Zion. We

have heard the fame thereof ; our hands wax feeble : anguish hath taken hold of us, and

25 pangs as of a woman in travail. Go not forth into the field, nor walk by the way
;
for there

26 is the sword of the enemy, and terror on every side. O daughter of my people, gird thee with

sackcloth, and wallow thyself in ashes : make thee mourning, as for an only son, most bitter

27 lamentation ; for the spoiler shall suddenly come upon us. I have made thee a tower and a

28 fortress among my people ; that thou mayest know and try their way. They are all griev-

ous revolters, going about with slanders ; they are brass and iron : they all of them deal cor-

29 ruptly. The bellows blow fiercely ; the lead is consumed of the fire : in vain do they go on

30 refining ; for the wicked are not plucked away. Refuse silver shall men call them, because

the Lord hath rejected them.

Chap. 5. This chapter sets forth yet further

the grievous iniquity of the people, both in the

line of corrupt morals and of idol worship,

coupled with frequent intimations that such

guilt must bring down upon them the retribu-

tions of Divine justice.

1. This proposition, " Go, explore the city of

Jerusalem, and search diligently for one truth

loving man who executes justice ;
and if you

can find one such, I will pardon the city," gives

us a very strong vieAV of the utter and universal

degeneracy of the people. It reminds us of

Abraham's plea for Sodom, and the Lord's

pledge to spare it if he could find ten righteous

men in it. H. C.

The Lord asks importunately that " a man"

may be found, and then He defines and describes

what He means by "a man," in the Avords,

'• one that executeth judgment, thatseeketh the

truth." Such is His description of true man-

hood. So, then, the true man is he to whom
truth—that which is right, that which is in ac-

cordance with the will of God—is the all-impor-

tant thing. The habit of his mind, the purpose

of his life, is to discover this truth—to know

what is right. And when what professes to be

truth comes before him, he weighs it in the bal-

ance of conscience, tests how it tallies with the

mind and will of God ; and according to its

agreement thereto he approves or disapproves,

he gives his judgment. And then, when his

judgment is formed, his mind made up, as we

say. he does not linger in the outer courts of

mere approbation, but he presses on into the

very sanctuary, the holy of holies, of corre-

sponding action—he "executeth judgment."

Having sought, seen, approved the right, he

does it ; not once now and then, but habitually.

Such is the man after God's own heart, such

the Divine description of what manhood really

is. P. C.

2. 'I'he men of Jerusalem swore by Jehovah,

but this did not hold them to the truth. They

swore falsely and perjured themselves. Scarce

anything can be a surer test of the moral senti-

ments of a people than this. H. C.

3. The eyes, turned upon or toward an ob-

ject, denote not only a diligent inspection and

nice discernment of it, but also an earnest ex-

pectation or looking after it. The phrase may
here be taken in both senses—that God both

seeth and discerneth the truth, and also expects

it from others, especially from those who call

upon His name in attestation of it. Blayiwy.

What God requires of man. " O Lord, are

not Thine eyes upon the truth ?" This is bet-

ter rendered, " O Lord, look not Thine eyes for

fidelity ?" Faith is the grand requirement. It

is the condition of communion between man
and God, and man and man. Scripture lays

stress on this. Faith cannot be a mere logical

abstraction or a condition beyond the reach of

man. It must be practical—within the power

of the will, and such as may be reasonably

looked for in all. " Fidelity," the Old Testa-

ment equivalent for the New Testament " faith,"

has its expression in reality, honesty, thorough-

ness. These are the marks of the man God de-

lights to honor, and they are the obligation of

all (Mic. 6 : 8). P. C.

3-6. Chastisement thwarted by universal stub-

bornness. The chastisements are evidently in-
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dicated as severe, and the reason of the severity

is hinted in the preliminary question. God is

looking for truth, looking for it in the midst of

oaths broken and despised. He looks for faith-

fulness in all the ways in which it can be shown.

There must be correspondence between prom-

ises and performances ; there must be stability

of character ; the character must be such that

men will be the same out of sight as in sight,

working as ever in the Great Taskmaster's eye.

Moreover, God cannot be put off by the most

plausible appearance of fidelity ; He knows al-

ways whether the heart is steadfast in its affec-

tion and zeal. And thus seeing all this insin-

cerity among His people, this carelessness about

truth, He chastises them to make them feel tJicir

wrong, attend to His will, and alter tJieir deceiv-

ing ways so as to correspond with it. Y.

4, 5. There may be some hope, even for a

Avicked nation, while the fear of God remains

in any considerable number of the wealthy and

ruling part of it ; but when once they come to

be thoroughly corrupted, then everything is

ripe for ruin. And therefore the prophet, after

complaining very pathetically of the sinfulness

and impiety of the bulk of his countrymen,

still thought there was one resource left. But

when he found that those of high condition

were as bad or worse than the rest, he immedi-

ately gives up all, and pronounces their de-

struction. Apb. Seeker.

1 1. This verse gives a reason why they can

no longer be accounted the Lord's people.

They have been exceedingly treacherous tow-

ard God, breaking their covenant with Him in

ways most insulting and abusive.

14, The meaning of this is that all the

words of the Lord against them by the prophet

should be fearfully fulfilled, to their sure de-

struction.

15-17, Here, again, we have the Chaldeans.

They are surely coming to lay the land deso-

late. They are both powerful and ancient ; in

power, coming up at tliat time to be the con-

querors of all Western Asia ; in antiquity, run-

ning back to the earliest ages after the flood.

Their language bore some affinity to the He-

brew, yet was so unlike that the Jews would
not understand it. The comparison of their

quiver to an open sepulchre is graphic, signifi-

cant of death and destruction. It is remarka-

ble that the prophet returns so often to this

fearful prediction of invasion and ruin from the

north, the Chaldean power. No doubt it was
the merciful design of God to appeal to the

fears of the people, and thus arouse them to

serious consideration of their danger, and so of

their great sin. For the same reason the Bible,

and especially the New Testament, reveals the

fearful doom of the wicked in the world to

come.

1§, Again we have this merciful limitation,

" I will not make a full end with you." Fear-

ful as this destruction and captivity were to

be, a remnant would survive, and Judah be

again restored. So God is Avont to blend mer-

cies with His judgments all along through this

world of probation. But no such limitation

appears in the testimony given in the Scrip-

tures as to the final destiny of the lost ! N.o-

Avhere does the Lord say, Nevertheless, I will

not make a full and final end of your hopes

and happiness !

21. To have noble capacities for attaining

all needful moral truths, and glorious opportu-

nities for doing all duty, and yet to use neither,

but deliberately to paralyze the one, and neg-

lect or even spurn away the other—this is the

great sin of all sins ; this it is that dooms to

hopeless sinning and woe. H. C.

No man ever yet offended his own conscience

but first or last it was revenged upon him for

it. So that it will concern a man to treat this

great principle awfully and warily, by still ob-

serving what it commands, but especially what
it forbids ; and if he would have it always a

faithful and sincere monitor to him, let him be

sure never to turn a deaf ear to it ; for not to

hear it is the way to silence it. Let him strict-

ly observe the first stirrings and intimations

—

the first hints and whispers of good and evil,

that pass in his heart ; and this will keep con-

science so quick and vigilant, and ready to

give a man true alarms upon the least approach

of his spiritual enemy, that he shall be hardly

capable of great surprise.

On the contrary, if a man accustoms himself

to slight or pass over these first motions to

good, or shrinkings of his conscience from evil,

which originally are natural to the heart of

man, conscience will by degrees grow dull and

vmconcerned ; from carebssness it shall fall

into a slumber, and from a slumber it shall set-

tle into a deep and long sleep, till at last per-

haps it sleeps itself into a lethargy that nothing

but judgment shall be able to awaken it.

South.

There is no greater mistake in the world

than to suppose that we believe what we do

not disbelieve. The common state with many
of us is to do neither tlie one nor the other.

Neither to think that Christ's word is true, nor

yet that it is false ; but to think nothing at all

about it. But this is truly unbelief—trulj-.
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and in the scriptural sense of unbelief ;
be-

cause, although neither our tongue nor our un-

derstanding consciously sa)-s that Christ's word

is false, yet our whole being says so daily ; it

gives its witness agaiust Christ's truth, silently

indeed, but quite decisively. T. Arnold.

22. This representation of Jehovah as terri-

ble in the- greatness of Ilis power is surpass-

ingly grand. When the waters of the vast

deep are driven fiercely by the tempest, they

toss wildly about the largest ships ever built

by man, and even lift and bear away rocks

vast and ponderous ;
yet. when they reach

that low line of sand-beach where God has set

their limit, they seem marvellously shorn of

their power. The tiny sands build up the

mighty breakwater, because God sets them

there to mark the bounds beyond which the

furious waves may not pass. And shall not

that God be feared who is so great, and who is

clothed with power so transcendently sublime ?

Shall not mortal man tremble before Him ?

H. C.

Just so completely under God's control, at

His bidding and for the accomplishment of His

purposes, are all events set in motion in our

world, all arrangements ordered, all tides of

circumstance and influence. It is determined

just how high they shall rise, just what prov-

inces they shall cover, just what lines they

shall reach, beyond what measurement they

shall not go, and within what limits they shall

retire. Every movement among the nations,

every revolution in the empires of the world,

every change in the phases of human destiny,

all plans and all accomplishments are exactly

limited of God. All things are in His hands,

and He securely keeps the soul of every crea-

ture that trusts in His mercy. Surely in the

floods of great waters, they shall not come

nigh unto him. They may rise, and rage, and

threaten to overflow his habitation and carry

him away ; but in God be is safe ; nothing

hurtful can reach him. Cheever.

3 1 . Throughout this corrupt age of the na-

tion, there were numerous false prophets, pre-

tending to have messages from God, but of all

living men most wicked and most palpably led

by Satan. The priests themselves, horribly

corrupt, made common cause with them, and

availed themselves of their aid to augment their

own influence. The people enjoyed their de-

lusive promises of peace and prosperity. Hence,

the Lord fitly asks, Wliat will they all do in

the latter end, the final issue of such a course of

horrible wickedness ?

Chap. 6, The same general strain continues

through this chapter. Judging from its scope,

we must assign it to the same date as the two

next preceding. It paints the sins of the peo-

ple ; rebukes their hypocrisy ; and repeats the

fearful threatenings of the Chaldean invasion.

H. C.

1. Jerusalem was in the lot of the tribe of

Benjamin (Josh. 18 : 28), on which account the

inhabitants are addressed by the name of " the

children of Benjamin," and are directed to

leave the city, whicn God was about to de-

stroy, and to take refuge in the mountains.

Tekoa, according to Jerome, was a little town

about twelve miles from Jerusalem, and Beth-

haccerem (probably so called from the vine-

yards round about it) another little town on

the same side, but nearer Jerusalem ; and both

of them in the mountainous parts of Judah,

south of the capital.

4, 5. The alacrity and eagerness with which

the Chaldeans undertake and execute the com-

mission with which they were charged, is de-

scribed in this and the following verse in a

beautiful vein of poetry. Though it was late

in the day before they received their orders,

they are for beginning their march immediate-

ly ; and though it was night before they got

to the place, they are unwilling to put off the

assault till morning. Blayney.

6, 7. The ancient mode of besieging walled

cities was by raising a high mount outside,

around the city, as high or even higher than

the city walls. In this work, as well as in

their machinery, trees and timber would be

used. This visitation of judgment on the city

was due her for her oppression of her poor and

of her servants. (See chap. 34 : 8-23.) Op-

pression had become her ruling passion. Her

wickedness poured forth its developments and

manifestations as a fountain does its waters.

H. C.

§. Be thou instructed, Jerusalem. Take

warning by the many threatenings and judg-

ments I have denounced against thee ;
amend

thy ways and doings, lest if thou persist in thy

wickedness my mind and affection be utterly

alienated from thee (see Ezek. 23 : 17, 18 ;
Hos.

9 : 12), and I give thee up to ruin and desola-

tion. This threatening God fulfilled afterward

when He suffered the city and nation to be ut-

terly ruined and destroyed by Nebuchadnez-

zar ; but it still received a further completion

in that final desolation brought upon them

by the Romans, under Titus and Vespasian.

IF". Lowth.

10, 11. The prophet sees and feels the sol-

emn urgency of the case, and therefore person-
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ally longs to have his messages reach the hearts

of the people and bring them to repentance.

But he meets onlj^ resistance, hard hearts scorn-

ing his words and hating his Divine Master.

Where can he find a man to hear ? " To whom
shall I speak and bear this testimon}^ ? Who
will hear it ?" An " uncircumcised ear" opens

not itself to God and has never been consecrat-

ed to Him—circumcision being the ancient rite

of consecration. They cannot hear, because

they do not love and choose to hear. They in-

tensely hate and loathe the word of God.

13. Covetousness (the passion for unright-

eous gain is the sense of the original) was one

of the crying and damning sins of the people.

Prophet and priest alike were false, pretending

to speak for God, but really speaking only for the

" father of lies." That the fearful degeneracy

of the people was largely due to the influence

of false prophets and corrupt priests is repeat-

edly intimated in the records of those times.

But for their influence, the true prophets would
very probabl}' have been heard to purpose, and

the people have been saved. H. C.

Of covetousness, cunning is the chosen coun-

sellor and guide. It finds its way, as by in-

stinct, through all the intricacies of the great

labyrinth of fraud. It parts with no company
and refuses no aid through fear of contamina-

tion. Blood is not too sacred for it to buy, nor

religion too Divine for it to sell. From the

first step in fraud to the dreadful consumma-
tion of apostasy or murder, covetousness is fa-

miliar with every step of the long, laborious

and fearful path. Could we only see it embod-
ied, what a monster should we behold ! Its

eyes have no tears. With more than the fifty

hands of the fabled giant, it grasps at every-

thing around. In its march through the world

it has been accompanied by artifice and fraud,

rapine and injustice, cruelty and murder
;

while behind it have dragged heavily its swarm
of victims— humanity bleeding, justice in

cliains, and religion expiring under its heavy
burdens

; orphans and slaves and oppressed

hirelings, a wailing multitude, reacliing to the

skirts of the horizon
; and thus dividing the

earth between them (for how small the number
of those who were not to be found either tri-

umphing in its van or suffering in its train),

it has, more than any other conqueror, realized

the ambition of gaining the whole world, of

establishing a universal empire. J. Ilavris.

An absorbing master passion, like covetous-

ness or ambition, when it has grown so great

as to domineer over the enslaved soul, although

it may exclude some other inconsistent passion,

docs not reign (done, but has around and behind
it a gloomy train of satellites, which are little

tyrants in turn. Covetousness—let it sway the

soul, and suspicion, fraud, falsehood, discon-

tent, envy, malice, will get as firm a foothold

as the master demon himself, and no power of

his can afterward drive them from liis com-
pany. The miser cannot be also a prodigal, but
he must have spirits of hate and death in his

soul. So ambition may exclude covetousness

from the throne, but it has another train of its

own familiars, as greedy, if not as base as

those of covetousness. T. D. W.
It never strikes men of this sort that there is

a more excellent way to satisfy and exhilarate

the heart. God's eye is upon this unicerscd de-

sire for large possessions, and He can make a

Divine and truly wise use of the desire. He
turns our thoughts to the heavenly, the unseen,

the eternal. Man does well in having the lar-

gest views as to possessions ; he does well in

looking to an immense increase of goods. It is

a grand thing when he can pulldown his barns

and build greater, if it is only spiritual wealth

that he is heaping up. In this gathering of

goods there is no spoiling of the brethren, leav-

ing them hungry, naked and unsheltered. The
spiritual wealth of the godlj' man makes pov-

erty to none. Naj', rather—beautiful contrast

!

—the richer he becomes, the richer he makes all

with whom he comes in living contact. Y.

14. This case should be an admonition

against this form of sin in all ages and under

all circumstances. When God is using His

agencies of discipline and affliction for good
moral ends, let us take care lest we counteract

His efforts ! It is fearful at such a time to

whisper comfort to smitten hearts by saying,
" For no sin of yours ;" " No hand of God in

this;" '' Bear up under your inevitable fate,

and make as little of it as possible." It were

infinitely better to say notliing than to speak at

random, or to speak without noticing or un-

derstanding what God aims to accomplish.

H. C.

15. He who, after the commission of great

sins, can look God, his conscience and the

world in the face without blushing, gives a sad

demonstration that he is too far gone in the

ways of sin and death to be reclaimed to God
or recovered to himself without a miracle. For

having lost not only the substance of virtue,

but the very color of it too (as the philosopher

called blushing), and the principles of morality

having, upon the same account, lost all hold

of him, he now seems to claim a place in the

highest rank of sinners ; and from the condition
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of the actually disobedient and (as yet) impeni-

tent, to liave passed into the unspeakably worse

estate of the desperate and incurable. For

though Almighty God is very free and forward

in the addresses of His grace to the souls of

men, yet still there must be something in them

for grace to work upon—to wit, something of

natural spiritual sense and tenderness ; which, if

once extinct and gone (as they may be, and God
knows too often are), the Spirit of God will

find nothing in such a soul to receive His im-

pressions. South.

The sin against the Holy Ghost is set forth

here. For the sin is no one definite act, but a

condition of mind which renders repentance

hopeless and persistence in sin certain (cf. Re-

vised Version, Mark 3 : 29, where the true read-

ing is as there given, " is guilty of an eternal

sin"). But is not this the condition described

in the text, described vividly, accurately ?

They had hardened themselves till repentance,

yea, even shame, on account of " abomination"

was uttfrly absent from them. " ' They were

not at all ashamed,' no tinge of it, not the least

' blush ' was visible. Was it not certain that

such people who would go on, as they did, in

sin, were in danger of eternal sin ?" Hence
they had never forgiveness, and the prophet

was forbidden (see chai). 7:16) even to pray for

them. P. C.

Custom in sinning never fails in the issue to

take awa}^ the sense and shame of sin. And
the shameless person cannot but add iniquity

to iniquity, imtil his recovery becomes utterly

impossible. For where there is no place for

shame, there can be none for repentance.

Shamelessness naturally and necessarily seals a

man up under impenitence, and impenitence

seals him up to destruction. South.

16, 17. The " old paths" were the ways of

their early fathers, who walked humbly with

God, and adhered zealously to His worship as

opposed to the worship of idols. So walking,

they would find rest and peace. This pending-

invasion need not alarm them. They would
also have peace of soul, a consciousness of

right-doing, and a sense of God's favor. But
they said, " No, we will not walk in those

ways." The " watchmen," set of God over

the people, were the true prophets, their spirit-

ual shepherds. The same figure is drawn out

more fully, Ezek. 3 : 17 and 33 : 7. H. C.

16. The old path which men with the word
of God in their hands and His grace in their

hearts took to serve Him in this world, and to

dwell with Him in heaven in the next, is the

right one. By abiding in their old path, we

are most likel}' to abide in the true faith. Such
is the very counsel which God expresses by the

prophet in a figure drawn from pastoral life,

and intelligible to all who are in any measure

familiar Avith the scenery of our glens and the

habits of the sheep. "Wherever they have to

skirt a precipice, or wind through the black

morass, they march in single file, and stick to

the old, beaten path, trodden down and marked
even on scattered stones and outlying rock by
the feet of generations that have gone before

;

and referring to this, God addresses His people

thus—" Stand ye in the ways, and see, and ask

for the old paths where is the good way, and

walk therein, and ye shall find rest for your
souls." And so shall we, in the old faith of

" Jesus Christ and Him crucified," safely and

sweetly sheltered from every storm in the clefts

of that Rock of Ages. Guthrie.

The case assumed is that of a traveller, who,
on his journey, finds himself at the opening of

many ways, and knows not with any assurance

which of them leads to his resting-place, or

which of them will bring him thither by the

most direct and the safest road. The place

which he seeks is a most ancient citj', the way
to which men have traversed in all ages. That
fresh foot-path through the flowery meadows,

that bridle-path round by the marshes, this

fresh cutting through the hills—these will not

do for him ; he must ask for the old path. But
there may be more old paths than one. The
broad and pleasant way that leadeth to destruc-

tion is as old as and far better frequented than

the straight road that leadeth unto life. It is,

therefore, necessarj^ to seek not only " the old

path," but " the good way." Although every

old way may not be good, the good way is

certainly old ; if, therefore, the traveller finds

and follows the way that is both old and good,

he is safe—he shall without fail reach his home
at last, and " find rest to his soul." As this

last expression occurs onlj' in one other place,

the mind is carried forward to our Saviour's

invitation :
" Come unto Me all ye that labor

and are heavj^ laden, . . . and ye shall find

rest to pour souls." And to come is not to come
to Him, but by Him ; for again He says, " I

am the way, the truth and the life ; no man
Cometh unto the Father but by Me."
There was never yet found, and never will

be found, any way of rest or safety for the

soul, but by Him. And this is the old way.
The apostle, indeed, calls it " a new and living-

way" (Heb. 10:20), as having then received

new and fuller illustration
;
yet it is a way as

old as the fall, as old as the creation ; and in-
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deed, in the purpose and foreknowledge of

God, older than the creation. It was not then,

when the apostle wrote, a way newly opened,

for it existed before all time ; nor was it then

newly revealed, for it had been made known to

man so soon as he had fallen ; nor was it then

newly made use of, for all the Old Testament

saints were saved by the same grace of Christ,

and justified by His righteousness, and their

sins pardoned tlu-ough Ilis blood, and expiated

by His sacrifice, the same as those who have

lived under the New Testament. In those lat-

ter days this ancient path had been more clearly

shown and more fully opened up— j ust as now
many an old road is opened up to the sun and

air by the removal of the dense foliage that

grew on either side and met overhead, admit-

ting only here and there some stray beams of

the sun, and allowing only a few glimpses of the

clear blue sky. In all time there is but one

way of salvation ; there never was any other,

and never will be. It is therefore our course,

as it was formerly, still to inquire for the old

path, the good old way, the pleasant way of

Christ. Kitto.

The course of life should be determined after

tltougJitful deliberation. Jeremiah is to " stand

in the ways and see." It is foolish to go with

the multitude without individual convictions

of what is right, or to follow our own private

impulses blindly and aimlessly. The choice

should fall on a good way. Other ways may be

smooth, pleasant, flowery at the starting, only

to lose themselves in the pathless wilderness,

while this may look more rugged and steep at

first ; but it should not be the present attrac-

tiveness, but the direction, the whole course

and the end of a way, which should determine

our choice of it. There are old paths of right.

Religion has not to be made anew. It is not

left for the latest saint to discover the way of

holiness. Having found the right way, we
should forthwith " walk therein.^^ Knowledge
is useless without j^ractice ; nay, guilt is aggra-

vated if, knowing the right, we follow tha

wrong. In the right way is rest for the soul.

Even while on the earthly pilgrimage many
quiet resting-places may be found (Ps. 23 : 2),

through all the course an inward peace may be

enjoyed (Prov. 3 : 17), and at the end will be

found the perfect rest of the home of God
(Heb. 4 : 9). Adeney.

" Ask for the old paths, where is the good

way, and walk therein." Asking and acting,

inquiry after the right way, and a resolute de-

termination to follow it—when these conditions

are supplied there can be little doubt us to the

issue. A life of practical godliness, based on
faith in revealed truth, springing from the in-

spiration of the spirit of truth and purity in the

secret soul—this is the way. It is the "old
wa3\" New as regards the light Christiauitj-

has shed upon it, new as regards the revelation

of Him in whose redeeming work its deep
foundations have been laid, it is " old" as re-

gards its essential principles of faith and right-

eousness. The martyrs, prophets and holy

men of every age have left their glowing foot-

prints upon it. Elijah ascended from it in his

chariot of fire. David made the statutes of the

Lord his delight as he pursued his pilgrhmige

along it. Abraham trod the same path, led on

by the star of promise. Upon it Enoch walked

in lowly fellowship with God. P. C.

The law of the Christian life is continuous

increase in the knowledge of the depths that

lie in the old truths, and of their far-reaching

applications. We are to grow in knowledge

of the Christ by coming ever nearer to Him,
and learning more of the infinite meaning of

our earliest lesson that He is the Son of God
who has died for us. The constellations that

burn in our nightly sky looked down on Chal-

dean astronomers ; but though these are the

same, how much more is known about them at

Greenwich than was dreamed at Babylon !

A. M.

Love, joy, humility, heavenly-mindedness,

godly sorrow for sin and holy resolutions

against it, are not promoted so much by novel

speculations, as by placing in a just and affect-

ing light the acknowledged truths of the Gos-

pel, and thereby stirring up the mind by way
of remembrance. " While I am in this taber-

nacle," said Peter, " I will not be negligent to

put you in remembrance of these things,

though ye know them, and are established in

the present truth." We appeal to the experi-

ence of every real Christian, whether the sweet-

est and most profitable seasons he has enjoyed

have not been those in which he is conscious of

having learned no ncAv truth, strictly speaking,

but was indulged with spiritual and trans-

forming views of the plain, unquestionable dis-

coveries of the Gospel. As the word of God is

the food of souls, so it corresponds to that char-

acter in this respect among others—that the

strength and refreshment it imparts depend not

upon its novelty, but upon the nutritious

properties it possesses. It is a sickly appetite

only which craves incessant variety. li. Ilall.

Christianity is not a religion of sentiment, or
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philosophy, or speculation, or vague, glittering

generalities, or merely negative teachings, but

of definite, positive, fundamental, sharply de-

fined principles of faith and living, which can-

not be ignored, or questioned, or trifled with,

and not jeopardize all that is vital to man's

highest interest, in this world and the next.

Doctrine is the rock on which the Church is

built. Doctrine is the main weapon of her de-

fence and aggressive power. Doctrine is the

vital life of every believer. The Church is

weak to-day, and sickly, and has not power to

prevail with God or man, because not " rooted

and grounded" in the knowledge and spirit of

the distinctive, fundamental teachings of God's

revealed Word. " The good old way" of apos-

tolic faith, the old way of martyrs and reform-

ers, and of a " great cloud of witnesses," who
have testified for God, is widely departed from

at man}' poiats. Shcrioood.

The theology which is pre-eminently needed

in our times is that whose substance and man-

ner have met the needs of men in all times.

This, in its essential principles, is the old, time-

honored theology of the Christian Church, with

its two foci of sin and redemption, all viewed

as dependent on God. It is based upon the

solid granite rock (the only true j^etra) and

built up of living stones in massive proportions,

rising ever upward until its aspiring lines fade

away in the bosom of the infinite, whither it

leads us that there we may rest. That old the-

ologj'—older than our schools, older than the

earth and the stars—coeval with the Godhead
;

alway yet never old, never yet ever new ; it is

dateless and deathless as the Divine decree, yet

fresh as the dawning light of a new day in

every new-born soul ; it has been known from
the beginning to all penitent and believing

souls ; it is uttered in every humble prayer ; it

has been sung in such melodious and rapturous

strains as have nowhere else found voice. Some
one has said that it is a theology which can

never be sung ; but it is the only theology which
has called forth the tenderest and loftiest tones

of human feeling ; which finds its full expres-

sion equally in that saddest of human music,

the woful miserere which recalls the sacred,

RAvful passion of our dying Lord, and the jubi-

lant and triumphant anthem which celebrates

His accomplished victory. That old theology,

the living essence of our sacred Scriptures,

abiding substance of our creed, the sense of our
confessions, and the consensus of our schools,

has been held and taugbt by the most piercing

and soaring intellects of our Christian times

—

Athanasius and Augustine, Anselra and Aqui-

' nas, Luther, Melanchthon and Calvin, Turretine

and Edwards ; and through them it has taught

and fashioned the most vigorous and advanc-

ing churches and nations of modern times.

H. B. Smith.

20. The people still kept up the routine of

the temple-worship. In this they made use of

incense obtained from Sheba, a province of

Arabia Felix, celebrated for its rich spices.

But of what use were those costly spices of

which God speaks ? The people had no heart

in their worship of God, and hence He could

have no pleasure in their sacrifices. This last

statement should be taken in its strongest sense.

So far from merely taking no pleasure, He
loathed and abhorred them. So it must be

evermore when worship is offered to God in

which the offerer gives not his heart.

24, 25. The " fame" is the report, the tid-

ings of the Chaldean approach. It unnerved

the nation. They were utterly unable to cope

with such a power. They knew that help

from the God of their fathers could not be rea-

sonably expected, because they had revolted

from Him. Indeed, they had good cause to

know that this invasion was the sccmrge of

God on them for their sins. H. C.

27-30. The X)rophet a spiritual assayer. Of
interest as a description of process oi refining

precious metals among ancient peoples. The
grinding and washing of the ore to discover

and separate the precious metals, the fusing of

the silver with lead in order to its further puri-

fication, and the repetition of this under severer

heat, are processes which are used to illustrate

the influence of the words of revelation upon
the human heart. M.
To try the ways of the nation and its leaders

by their conformity to the injunctions of the

Divine covenant ; to insist with inexorable se-

verit}' upon the dignit}' and sole sovereignty of

Jehovah ; to testify unreservedly before high and

low, and especially before the theocratic office-

bearers, against every declension from Him
and from His law ; to proclaim the Divine j udg-

ments against the obdurately disobedient, and

to be in some circumstances themselves the ex-

ecutioners thereof, and, on the other hand, to

promise, when needful, deliverance and bless-

ing—such were the duties which constituted

the political agency of the prophets. Oehler.

2§. " Grievous revolters" is, in the original,

intenseh' strong—the superlative degree of re-

volt, corruption and wickedness. They are

only brass and copper, when they should be

gold and silver. They make others corrupt,

marring all they touch. H. C.
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29, 30. The words refer to the office of an

assayer of silver and gold ; and the manner of

assaying here intended is by the cupel. To
separate the alloy from the silver, they add a

portion of lead; and when all is fused to-

gether, and brought into a state of ebullition,

the cupel absorbs the lead, and with it the

dross or alloy ; and the silver is left pure and

motionless on the top of the cupel. The peo-

ple are here represented under the notion of

alloyed silver. They are full of impurities

;

and they are put in the hands of the prophet,

the assayer, to be purified. The belkncs are

placed, the fre is lighted up, but all to no pur-

pose ; so intensely commixed is the alloy with

the silver, that it cannot be separated. The
nozzle of the bellows is even melted with the in-

tensity of the fire used to effect the refinement
;

and the lead is carried off by the action of the

heat ; and the assayer melteth in vain, for the

alloy still continues in union with the metal.

The assayer gives up the process, will not in-

stitute one more expensive or tedious, pro-

nounces the mass unfit to be coined, and de-

nominates it reprobate silver (verse 30). Thus,

the evil habits and dispositions of the Israelites

were so ingrained that they would not yield to

either the ordinary or extraordinary means of

salvation. God pronounces them reprobate sit-

ter, not stei'liug, full of alloy, having neither

the image nor the superscription of the Great

King either on their hearts or on their conduct.

Thus He gave them up as incorrigible, and

their adversaries prevailed against them. This

should be a warning to other nations, and in-

deed to the Christian Church ; for if God did

not spare the natural branches, neither will He
spare these. A. C.

29. The idea of the verse is, that the people,

being assayed as ores from the mine, cannot

be purified ; they afford no precious metal.

Everything passes off in dross, and the process

proves the utter worthlessness of the material

subjected to this trial. The people are all and

only dross. H. C. The xoicked are not

plucked away. Or, " the bad are not separat-

ed." By "the bad" are meant, according to

the metaphor, " the base ingredients ;" that is,

the bad principles and habits, which prevail so

nuich and adhere so closely, that all the en-

deavors and pains used by the refiner to purge

them away and get clear of them are frustrat-

ed, and prove ineffectxial ; so that, as it follows

in the next verse, nothing remains but to throw

them aside, as a metal disallowed and cried

down by authority, counterfeiting silver, but

not capable of being brought to the sterling

standard. Blayney.

The dross of society, permitted thus to re-

main and flourish, spoils the social progress,

even under the best instrumentalities, because

they are not separated, the vile from the

good. But this is a part of God's administra-

tion under the atonement, in order that char-

acter should be thoroughly tried and develop-

ed, with its tendency and power ; that of the

evil, to do evil, and prevent good ; that of the

good, to do good, and be purified and perfect-

ed. Gheever.

30. Refuse silver shall men call them. As
base money is refused by every one because it

cannot bear the touchstone, so shall these hypo-

crites and evildoers be rejected both by God
and by man ; for none of their actions will

bear the test of God's laws, or abide His severe

trial. The Greek word which is rendered " rep-

robate" in the New Testament has an allusion

to this place ; and, in pursuance of the same

metaphor, the laws and judgments of God are

often compared to a refiner's fire. (See Prov.

17 : 3 ; Isa. 1 : 25 ; Zech. 13 : 9 ; Mai. 3 ; 2, 3
;

1 Pet. 1:7.) W. Lowth.

This is the conclusion of the whole matter.

The world will be compelled to call this people

of Judah and Jerusalem " rejected silver ;"

refuse matter
;
proved to be good for nothing.

The Lord hath assayed them, hath found them

worthless, and hath rejected them, H. C.
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JEREMIAH, CHAPTERS VH, VIH., IX.

y : 1 3 The word that came to Jeremiah from the Lord, saying, Stand in the gate of the

Lord's house, and proclaim there this word, and say, Hear the word of the Lord, all ye of

3 Judah that enter in at these gates to worship the Lord. Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the

God of Israel, Amend your ways and your doings, and I will cause you to dwell in this place.

4 Trust ye not in lying words, saying. The temple of the Lord, the temple of the Lord, the

5 temple of the Lord, are these. For if ye throughly amend your ways and your doings
;

if

6 ye throughly execute judgement between a man and his neighbour
;

if ye oppress not the

strano-er the fatherless, and the widow, and shed not innocent blood in this place, neither

7 walklxft'er other gods to your own hurt : then will I cause you to dwell in this place, in the

8 land that I gave to your fathers, from of old even for evermore. Behold, ye trust in lying

9 words, that cannot pr.ifit. Will ye steal, mnrder, and commit adultery, and swear falsely,

10 and burn incense unto Baal, and walk after other gods whom ye have not known, and come

and stand before me in this house, which is called by my name, and say. We are delivered
;

11 that ye may do all these abominations ? Is this house, which is called by my name, become

12 a den of robbers in your eyes ? Behold, I, even I, have seen it, saith the Lord. But go ye

now unto my place which was in Shiloh, where I caused my name to dwell at the first, and

13 see what I did to it for the wickedness of my people Israel. And now, because ye have done

all these works, saith the Lord, and I spake unto you, rising up early and speaking, but ye

U heard not ; and I called you, but ye answered not : therefore will I do unto the house, which

is called by my name, wherein ye trust, and unto the place which I gave to you and to your

ir, fathers, as I have done to Shiloh. And I will cast you out of my sight, as I have cast out all

your brethren, even the whole seed of Ephraim.

16 Therefore pray not thou for this people, neither lift up cry nor prayer for them, neither

17 make intercession to me : for I will not hear thee. Seest thou not what they do in the cities

18 of Judah and in the streets of Jerusalem ? The children gather wood, and the fathers kindle

the fire, and the women knead the dough, to make cakes to the queen of heaven, and to pour

19 out drink offerings unto other gods, that they may provoke me to auger. Do they provoke

me to auger ? saith the Lord ; do they not provoke themselves, to the confusion of tlieir own

20 faces ? Therefore thus saith the Lord God : Behold, mine anger and my fury shall be poured

out upon this place, upon man, and upon beast, and upon the trees of the field, and upon the

fruit of the CTound ; and it shall burn, and shall not be quenched.

21 Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel : Add your burnt offerings unto your sac-

22 rifices, and eat ye flesh. For I spake not unto your fathers, nor commanded them in the day

23 that I'brought them out of the land of Egypt, concerning burnt offerings or sacrifices :
but

this thing I commanded them, saying, Hearken unto my voice, and I will be your God, and

ye shall be my people : and walk ye in all the way that I command you, that it may be well

24 with you. But they hearkened not, nor inclined their ear, but walked in theii- own counsels

25 and in the stubbornness of their evil heart, and went backward and not forward. Since the

day that your fathers came forth out of the land of Egypt unto this day, I have sent unto

26 you all my servants the prophets, daily rising up early and sending them :
yet they heark-

ened not unto me, nor inclined their ear, but made their neck stiff : they did worse than their

fathers.

27 And thou shalt speak all these words unto them ; but they will not hearken to thee :
thou

28 Shalt also call unto them ; but they will not answer thee. And thou shalt say unto them.

This is the nation that hath not hearkened to the voice of the Lord their God, nor received

instruction : truth is perished, and is cut off from their mouth.

29 Cut off thine hair, Jerusalem, and cast it away, and take up a lamentation on the bare

30 heights ; for the Lord hath rejected and forsaken the generation of his wrath. For the chil-

dren of Judah have done that which is evil in my sight, saith the Lord : they have set their

31 abominations in the house which is called by my name, to defile it. And they have built the

high places of Topheth, which is in the valley of the son of Hinnom, to burn their sons and
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32 their daughters in the fire ; which I commanded not, neither came it into my raind. There
fore, behold, tlie daj's come, saith the Lord, tliat it shall no more be called Topheth, nor The
valley of the son of Hinnom, but The valley of Slaughter : for they shall bury in Topheth, till

33 there be no place to bury. And the carcases of this people shall be meat for the fowls of the

34 heaven, and for the beasts of the earth ; aod none shall fray them away. Then will I cause to

cease from the cities of Judah, and from the streets of Jerusalem, the voice of mirth and the

voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride : for the laud shall

become a waste.

§ : 1 At that time, saith the Lord, they shall bring out the bones of the kings of Judah,

and the bones of his princes, and the bones of the priests, and the bones of the prophets, and

2 the bones of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, out of their graves : and they shall spread them
before the sun, and the moon, and all the host of heaven, whom they have loved, and whom
they have served, and after whom they have walked, and whom they have sought, and
whom they have worshipped : they shall not be gathered, nor be buried ; they shall be for

3 dung upon the face of the earth. And death shall be chosen rather than life by all the resi-

due that remain of this evil family, which remain in all the places whither I have driven

them, saith the Lord of hosts.

4 Moreover thou shalt say unto them, Thus saith the Lord : Shall men fall, and not rise up
5 again ? shall one turn away, and not return ? Why then is this people of Jerusalem slidden

6 back by a perpetual backsliding ? they hold fast deceit, they refuse to return. I hearkened

and heard, but they spake not aright : no man repeuteth him of his wickedness, saying.

What have I done ? every one turneth to his course, as a horse that rusheth headlong in the

7 battle. Yea, the stork in the heaven knoweth her appointed times ; and the turtle and the

swallow and the crane observe the time of their coming ; but my people know not the ordi-

8 nance of the Lord. How do ye say. We are wise, and the law of the Lord is with us ? But,

9 behold, the false pen of the scribes hath wrought falsely. The wise men are ashamed, they

are dismayed and taken : lo, they have rejected the word of the Lord ; and what manner of

10 wisdom is in them ? Therefore will I give their wives unto others, and their fields to them
that shall possess them : for every one from the least even unto the greatest is given to covet-

11 ousness, from the prophet even unto the priest every one dealeth falsely. And they have

healed the hurt of the daughter of my people lightly, saying. Peace, peace ; when there is no

12 peace. Were they ashamed when the}' had committed abomination ? nay, they were not at

all ashamed, neither could they blush : therefore shall they fall among them that fall : in

13 the time of their visitation they shall be cast down, saith the Lord. I will utterly consume
them, saith the Lord : there shall be no grapes on the vine, nor figs on the fig tree, and the

14 leaf shall fade ; and the things that I have given them shall pass away from them. Why do

we sit still ? assemble yourselves, and let us enter into the defenced cities, and let us be silent

there : for the Lord our God hath put us to silence, and given us water of gall to drink, be-

15 cause we have sinned against the Lord. We looked for peace, but no good came ; and for a

16 time of healing, and behold dismay ! The snorting of his horses is heard from Dan : at the

sound of the neighing of his strong ones the whole land trembleth ; for they are come, and

17 have devoured the land and all that is in it ; the city and those that dwell therein. For, be-

hold, I will send serpents, basilisks, among you, which will not be charmed ; and they shall

bite you, saith the Lord.

18, 19 Oh that I could comfort myself against sorrow ! my heart is faint within me. Behold,

the voice of the cry of the daughter of my people from a land that is very far off : Is not the

Lord in Zion ? is not her King in her ? Why have they provoked me to anger with their

20 graven images, and with strange vanities ? The harvest is past, the summer is ended, and

21 we are not saved. For the hurt of the daughter of my people am I hurt : I am black
;

22 astonishment hath taken hold on me. Is there no balm in Gilead ? is there no physician there ?

why then is not the health of the daughter of my people recovered ?

9 : 1 Oh that my head were waters, and mine eyes a fountain of tears, that I might weep
2 day and night for the slain of the daughter of ni}- people ! Oh that I had in the wilderness a

lodging place of wayfaring men ; that I might leave my people, and go from them ! for they

3 be all adulterers, an assembly of treacherous men. And they bend tlieir tongue as it were

their bow for falsehood ; and they are grown strong in the land, but not for truth : for they

4 proceed from evil to evil, and they know not me, saith the Lord. Take ye heed every one
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of his neighbour, and trust ye not in any brother : for everj^ brother will utterly supplant,

5 and every neighbour will go about with slanders. And they will deceive every one his

neighbour, and will not speak the truth : they have taught their tongue to speak lies ; they

6 weary themselves to commit iniquity. Thine habitation is in the midst of deceit ; through

deceit they refuse to know me, saith the Lord.

7 Therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts. Behold, I will melt them, and try them ; for how
8 else should I do, because of the daughter of my people ? Their tongue is a deadly arrow ; it

spcaketh deceit : one speaketh peaceably to his neighbour with his mouth, but in his heart

9 he layeth wait for him. Shall I not visit them for these things ? saith the Lord : shall not

my soul be avenged on such a nation as this ?

10 For the mountains will I take up a weeiiing and wailing, and for the pastures of the wil-

derness a lamentation, because they are burned up, so that none passeth through ; neither

can men hear the voice of the cattle ; both the fowl of the heavens and the beast are fled,

11 they are gone. And I will make Jerusalem heaps, a dwelling place of jackals ; and I will

12 make the cities of Judah a desolation, without inhabitant. Who is the wise man, that may
understand this ? and who is he to whom the mouth of the Lord hath spoken, that he may
declare it ? wherefore is the land perished and burned up like a wilderness, so that none

passeth through ?

13 And the Lord saith. Because they have forsaken my law which I set before them, and

14 have not obej'cd my voice, neither walked therein ; but have walked after the stubborn-

15 ness of their own heart, and after the Baalim, which their fathers taught them : therefore

thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, Behold, I will feed them, even this people,

13 with wormwood, and give them water of gall to drink. I will scatter them also among the

nations, whom neither they nor their fathers have known : and I will send the sword after

them, till I have consumed them.

17 Thus saith the Lord of hosts. Consider ye, and call for the mourning women, that they

18 may come ; and send for the cunning women, that they may come : and let them make haste,

and take vip a wailing for us, that our eyes may run down wath tears, and our eyelids gush

19 out with, waters. For a voice of wailing is heard out of Zion, How are we spoiled ! we are

greatly confounded, because we have forsaken the land, because they have cast down our

20 dwellings. Yet hear the word of the Lord, O ye women, and let j'our ear receive the word
of his mouth, and teach your daughters wailing, and every one her neighbour lamentation.

21 For death is come up into our windows, it is entered into our palaces ; to cut off the children

22 from without, and the young men from the streets. Speak, Thus saith the Lord, The car-

cases of men shall fall as dung upon the open field, and as the handful after the harvestmau,

and none shall gather them.

23 Thus saith the Lord, Let not the wise man glory in his wisdom, neither let the mighty
man glory in his might, let not the rich man glory in his riches : but let him that glorieth

24 glory in this, that he understandeth, and knoweth me, that I am the Lord which exercise

lovingkindness, judgement, and righteousness, in the earth : for in these things I delight,

25 saith the Lord. Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will punish all them which
26 are circumcised in their uucircumcision ; Egypt, and Judah, and Edom, and the children of

Amnion, and Moab, and all that have the corners of titeir hair polled that dwell in the wilder-

ness : for all the nations are uncircumcised, and all the house of Israel are uncircumcised in

heart.

Cliaps. 7, S, 9. These chapters manifestly

constitute one message. Not onl}' is there no

evidence of closins; one message and beginning

cumstances and time lies in the following par-

ticulars : 1. In each message the prophet Avas

directed to go and stand in the Temple and de-

another throughout this portion, but the same liver it to the people who congregated—going

subject continues on throLigh the entire pas-
|

out and coming in—there. (See 7 : 2and 26 : 2.)

sage. Bnt it appears here without date. Yet
}

2. One of the salient points in each message,

a clew to its date is found in the evidence of ' the one which manifestly attracted most atten-

identitj^ as to circumstances and time between tiou, was God's threatening to make this Tem-
Ihis message and that which commences in

j

pie like Shiloh

—

i.e., to destroy it utterly,

chap. 26. This evidence of identity as to cir-
\

(Cf. 7 : 14 with 26 : 6.) 3. The burden of the
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exliortation and the only condition of sparing

the Temple, city and people, is in each the

same—" amend your ways and your doings."

(See 7 : 3-7 with 26 : 13.) This mention (chap.

26) gives us the date—viz., " in the beginning

of the reign of Jehoiakim." H. C.

Cliap. 7. Besides the prophets, who were

commissioned to announce the approaching ca-

lamities of Judah and Jerusalem, there were

others who took on themselves to flatter the

people with opposite predictions. They taught

them to look upon such threats as groundless,

since God, they said, would have too much re-

gard for His own honor to suffer His Temple

to be profaned, and the seat of His holiness

given up into the hand of strangers. Jeremiah

is commanded openly to reprove the falsehood

of these assertions, and to show, by an example

in point, that the sanctity of the place would
afford no security for the guilty ; but that God
would assuredly do by His house at Jerusalem

what He had done unto Shiloh, and cast the

people of Judah out of His sight, as He had

already cast off the people of Israel for their

wickedness (verses 1-16). God justifies the

severity of these proceedings by a representa-

tion of the people's impiety (verses 17-20).

The prophet declares their sacrifices to be of no

acceptance while they continue deaf to the

calls of God's messengers (verses 21-28). He
specifies the gross idolatries with which they

were defiled, and- pronounces a heavy sentence

of Divine vengeance both on the dead and on

the living (verses 29-34). Blnyney.

4. They that slight the words of truth, which
would profit them, take shelter in words of

falsehood, which cannot profit them. Now
these lying words were, " The Temple of the

Lord, the Temple of the Lord, the Temple of

the Lord, are these. These buildings, the

courts, the holy place, and the holy of holies,

are the Temple of the Lord, built by His ap-

pointment, to His glory ; here He resides, here

He is worshipped, here we meet three times a

year to pay our homage to Him as our King in

His palace." This they thought was security

enough to them to keep God and His favors

from leaving them, God and His judgments
from breaking in upon them. The prophet re-

peats it because they repeated it upon all occa-

sions. It was the cant of the times, it was in

their mouths upon all occasions. The privi-

leges of a form of godliness are often the pride

and confidence of those that are strangers and

enemiestothepowerofit. It iscomraonforthose

that are furthes*; from God to boast themselves

most of their being near to the Church. H.

Under a vivid picture of a scene at the door
of the old Temple, the prophet searches out a

moral danger that is apt to accompany all pub-

lic religious observances. Standing at the gate

he sees a multitude of men crowding in to go
through the forms of worship. He knows that

they have just come from the selfish practice,

in their markets, fields, streets and houses, of

injustice, cruelty to the weak, overreaching
" the stranger, the fatherless and the widow,"
of every kind of social, commercial, political

and ecclesiastical falsehood, for he goes on to

specify all these ; and what is a great deal

worse, that they are privately intending to go
back to the same kinds of meanness and out-

rage after the prayers and sacrifices are over.

He also sees that the moment their want of in-

tegrity is pointed out, they will, after the

Pharisaic fashion, undertake to throw over it

the screen of a religious profession. They will

answer, at every rebuke of their immorality,
" The Temple of the Lord, the Temple of the

Lord, the Temple of the Lord," as if they

would make up, by the threefold repetition

and noise of their zeal, for their hollow-heart-

edness. And so, having it for his business as a

prophet of God to denounce such corruption

everywhere, without apology for his Divine

commission, without arguing the matter, with-

out any roundabout or imbecile phraseology,

he goes to the point at once, and begins, " Trust

ye not in lying words ; amend your ways and

your doings. " The great instructive fact on

which attention is to be fixed is this : that out

of the multitude of persons who enter the sanc-

tuary, many have only a formal, external and

ostensible, not a substantial sympathy, or ac-

tual concern, with the holy Reality which is

there embodied and presented. They throng

the visible courts, without touching, in living

faith, the sacred Presence, the life-giving hand

of the Holy One who inhabits it. F. D. H.

5-7, This makes their moral duty toward

their fellow-men exceedingly emphatic, and

shows that one of the great, crying and fatal

sins of the nation was its rotten social morals,

the utterly corrupt moral life of the people. It

was not their idolatry merely that ruined them.

They had become horribly oppressive, cruelly

unjust, fearfully false to all the duties of the

second table of the law, as well as to those of

the first. In all these things they must thor-

oughly amend their ways, else the Lord could

not and would not let them remain in that land.

§-l I. The idea of the false prophets whicii

God here so strongly rebukes, was tliat they

were saved from all danger of incurring His
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displeasure and His judgments for their sins

by tlieir religious worship in this Temple.

This worship (in their view) bought for them

an absolute plenary indulgence for all the sin

they might choose to commit. They were so

saved by it that they could go on and perpe-

trate all these abominations named in verse 9

—

stealing, murder, adultery, false swearing and

idolatry—and yet have nothing to fear ! This

would be, indeed, making the house upon
which God's name had been called " a den of

robbers," where they might nestle securely,

might house and shelter themselves against all

danger from a just and holy God !

12. Shiloh, situated (Judges 21 : 19) " on the

north side of Bethel, and on the east side of the

highway that goeth up from Bethel to She-

chem," the location of the tabernacle from the

days of Joshua (18 : 1) to the death of Eli

(1 Sam. 4), lay within the kingdom of the Ten

Tribes, and had been utterly desolated when
that kingdom was destroyed by the Assyrian

arms, B.C. 722

—

i.e., one hundred and eleven

years before Jehoiakim came to his throne.

The Jews might look upon the doom of Shiloh,

and see that God did not shield a wicked city

from ruin because it had been the residence of

His own visible glory among His people, and

the one place of the required Temple worship.

They might see that it was for the wickedness of

His people Israel that God had laid that place

desolate, and in this fact might read their own
doom ! H. C. We cannot stand on Shiloh

without an oppressive sense of its God-forsaken

desolation. Scarcely a tree, not a dwelling is

in sight ; straggling valleys, too open to be

termed glens, within an amphitheatre of dreary,

round-topped hills, bare and rocky, without

being picturesque, are the only characteristics

of this featureless scene. Tristram.

13. They continued obstinate in their sin
;

that is proved by the testimony of God's mes-

sengers, by whom He spake unto them to re-

turn and repent, " rising up early and speak-

ing," as one in care, as one in earnest, as one

who would lose no time in dealing with them
;

nay, who should take the fittest opportunity

for speakiag to them early in the morning,

when, if ever, they were sober and had their

thoughts free and clear ; but it was all in vain
;

God spake, but they heard not, they heeded

not, they never minded ; He called them, but

they answered not, they would not come at His

call. What God has spoken to us greatly ag-

gravates what we have done against Him. H.
God is ever speaking to His children. There is

a Divine voice speaking, not to favored proph-

ets in rare moments of spiritual elevation, but

to all men, that all who will may hear. This

voice comes to us in many forms. The voice

of nature—the proclamation of the power and

wisdom of God in the awful, silent speech of

the stars (Ps. 19 : 3), and the gentler language

which tells of His tenderness and beneficence

in the songs of spring and the glad shout of

the harvest. The voice of history. God is in

histor}^ and speaks to us through the events of

the past, warning by judgments (verse 12), in-

viting by acts of deliverance and gifts of mercy

(Ps. 105). The voice of providence in daily life.

Has not God been speaking to us through our

own experience, using various prophetic agen-

cies—the advent of a new joy, the cloud of a

great sorrow, a visitation of the angel of death

to the home '? Has He not repeatedly roused,

invited, pleaded and consoled us with voices

from out eternit}' ? The voice of prophecy.

God had often so spoken to the Jews before the

days of Jeremiah, and reference is plainly made
to this fact in the text. That voice still lives,

because truth is eternal. Thus God speaks to

us through the inspired thoughts of the Bible.

The voice of Christ. He is the " Word" of

God made articulate in the dialect of men (John

1 : 1-14). He who sees Christ hears the voice

of God. The voice of conscience. This is God
speaking within the soul. Every time we feel

compunction at doing wrong or an inward urg-

ing to do the right God is pleading in our

heart by direct communion, spirit with spirit.

P. C.

15. That which will exhaust the long-suffer-

ing of God is clearly shown us. It is not the

fact of sin, great sin, repeated sin, but it is

when, as in the case before us, sin has been per-

sisted in in spite of every kind and degree of

jjlainest learning. God had not merely let them

know of the peril of their conduct, but His lov-

ing solicitude for them had shown itself in the

most marked ways. God not only spoke to

them, but like as " those who watch for the

morning" rise up early, so God Himself awoke

early

—

i.e., He chose the most favorable hours,

the most probable means for gaining attention

to the truths which He, by His prophets, spoke

to them. But it was all of no avail. " Ve

heard not; ... ye answered not." Now, it

is sin persisted in, in spite of all such Divine

solicitude so repeatedly manifested, that God

will not pardon. P. C.

16. This prohibition of prayer, this forbid-

ding the prophet, and, by implication, all other

good men to praj^ any longer for the reprieve

and pardon of the Jewish nation, most terribly
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sealed their doom ! In no other way could the

Lord testify so absolutely to His purpose to

destroy.

22, 23. There can be no doubt that this pas-

sage means, I never thought of requiring or of

accepting bloody sacrifices icithout obedience.

Comparing the one with tlie other, sacrifices

are nothing—obedience is everything. Even
when I brought your fathers out of Egypt and

gave them My statutes by the hand of Moses, I

was careful to promise My presence and favor

only on condition of obedience, saying, " If ye

will obey My voice indeed, and keep My cove-

nant, then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto

Me above all people" (Ex. 19 : 5). On the very

point now before us, the relative value of sacri-

fice and obedience, the Lord said, by Hosca

(6:6), "I desired mcrc}^ and not sacrifice ; and

the knowledge of God more than burnt offer-

ings ;" in which passage the latter clause is

the more precise statement. So Samuel said to

Saul (1 Sam. 15 : 22), " Hath the Lord as great

delight in burnt offerings as in obeying the

voice of the Lord ? Behold, to obey is better

than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of

rams." The strong form is put forcibly and

admirably by King David in his most penitent

hour :
" For Thou dtsirest not sacrifice, else

Avould I give it ; Thou delightest not in burnt

offerings. The sacrifices of God are a broken

spirit ; a broken and a contrite heart, O God,

Thou wilt not despise" (Ps. 51 : 17). Passages

of like import may be seen (Ps. 50 : 8-15 and

Isa. 1 : 11-17). Great moral lessons lie here :

first of all, that the rituals of worship have not

the least value before God unless the heart be

in them and they really represent a loving and

obedient spirit ; and next, that religious rites

—

the ceremonies and forms of worship— must
never supersede and supplant essential morality

in the sense of love supreme to God, and love

impartial and equal toward all fellow-men—the

latter evermore implying all the details of the

second table of the law. So that when men
think to make ritual services their price for an

indulgence to sin with impunity, they need not

expect, by such means, to bribe the Holy One !

Let them know that He abhors their sin, and

will be likely, in some decisive way, to show it !

31, 32. This valley of the son of Hinnom
lay on the south of Jerusalem. Topliet was a

special locality in this vallcj'. Here the Jews
built chapels, fanes or small-sized temples for

the worship of Moloch, in honor of whom they

burned their own cl ildren in the fire. This

murdering of children in idol worship was most
revolting to Jehovah. x\ud now, to make the

form of God's judgment on the nation a per-

petual reminder of the sin which it punished,

the Lord ordains that the place shall henceforth

be one of general slaughter, so that it shall no
longer be called Tophet, nor the valley of the

son of Hinnom, but " the valley of slaughter,"

and men shall bury in it till there be no more
place to bury. Josiah had previously defiled

the place to prevent its being used ever again

for the murder of children in honor of Moloch.

(See 2 K. 23 : 10.) JcAvish writers testify that

it was made the great receptacle for the filth of

the city, and that a fire was kept continually

burning there to consume this filth and the

worms that forever fed upon it. Hence the

place, with its ever-ascending columns of

smoke, its stench, its loathsome associations of

crime and of all abominations, became a vivid

image of hell— the place of eternal abode and

punishment for all the hopeless reprobates of

the moral universe of God.

The earliest reference to Tophet in the Scrip-

tures is by Isaiah (30 : 33). The other refer-

ences are 2 K. 23 : 10, where Josiah defiled it ;

and in Jeremiah, besides the present passage,

are 19 : 6, 11-14. Without naming it, Jeremiah

refers to it (31 : 40). The last verse of the Book
of Isaiah, without naming the place either as

Tophet or the valley of the son of Hinnom, j-et

manifestly alludes to it as a place not far from

the holj' city, to which, from time to time, the

people would " go forth and there look upon
the carcases of the men that have transgressed

against God ; for their worm shall not die. nor

shall their fire be quenched, and they shall be

an abhorring unto all flesh." Gehenna in the

New Testament is a word transferred from the

Greek language, in which it means " tlie land

of Hinnom." It is well known that our Lord

used this term for the place of future punish-

ment. Since some suggestive word must be

used, none could be found more appropriate

and significant. The history of Tophet and

Gehenna ; the associations that clustered about

it ; the cruel murder of infants there in honor

of Moloch ; its doom to be a place of slaughter
;

the dreadful carnage that came as a just retri-

bution for its horrid infant murders ; the depth

of its filth ; the loathsomeness of its stench ; its

worms that never died ; its fires that were

never quenched, and its smoke that never

ceased to rise in the distant view from the holy

city—all conspired to make this a fearfully

truthful image of hell.

Chap. §. The designation of date—" at that

time"—and the general course of thought, com-

bine to show that this chapter is closely con-
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nected with chap. 7, a part of the same mes-

sage. It pursues the same subject, the im-

pending doom coming upon the nation througli

the agenc}^ of the Chaldeans ; its causes in the

sins of the people ; tlie bitterness and the hope-

lessness of this doom.

6. The Lord still speaks. After each appeal

made to the people by messages sent through

His prophets, He listens to catch the words of

the people ; but alas ! none speak well ; none

of their words inspire hope of their repentance
;

no man gives his mind to reflection, saying,

What have I done ? Rather, after each mo-

mentary interruption, every man turns back to

his course of sin, as the war-horse, roused by

the trumpet-blast, rushes furiously to the bat-

tle.

7. These birds of passage imderstand when to

turn their course and migrate from northern

regions to southern, and again back to the

northern. They mark the indications of the

seasons and adj ust their movements according-

ly. But My people, saith the Lord, will not

understand the laws of ]\Iy moral kingdom
;

they will not see that sin brings ruin, and that

nothing but substantial turning back to God
brings promise of mercy. H. C.

There is a spiritual instinct working in man
with just as unerring certainty as that which
guides the turtle, the crane and the swallow

on their pathless way to climes and seasons at

the distance of near half the globe ; but man
disobej's it, and disregards the revelation which
appeals to it, and which was given for its culti-

vation and its guidance. Of course, the longer

it is neglected and disobeyed, the less percepti-

ble and the weaker it becomes. Still it never

goes out of existence ; there always remains

the consciousness of immortality, the instinc-

tive feeling of the necessity of preparing for the

future world, and an instinctive warning and
prediction of evil to come, if there be not this

preparation. The direction in which this in-

stinct impels the soul is always toward God,

and to the exercise of prayer ; and men experi-

ence it and disobey it countless millions of

times in their habitual existence, experience it

and disobey it almost unconsciously. If they

yielded to the instinctive warning impulse and
obeyed it, under guidance of God's Word, it

would become a power of discernment and of

knowledge in reference to the spiritual world,

infinitely more wonderful in precision and far-

reaching insight, even prophetic insight, than

the instinct of animals in regard to the sphere

of their existence in this world. Cheever.

§. It should be read, " Lo, certainly the

lying pen of the scribes makes it" (the law of

God) " into a lie." Of course these are false

scribes, fellow-workers with the false prophets,

who made it their business to pervert God's

words and to misinterpret His law so that it

could speak to them only falsehood and never

truth. The whole verse expostulates with the

people for their self-conceit and self-righteous-

ness : How is it that ye boast of your wisdom
and take to yourselves credit for having the

law of God in your hands ? Alas ! that very

law your false scribes .and teachers pervert to a

lie !

I(^-12. See the same sentiments, and nearly

the same words, in cbap. 6 : 12-15. The repe-

tition of set phrases is one of the features of

Jeremiah's stj'le.

19. The}' profess to think it marvellous that

God does not take care of His own city. Tem-

ple and people. To this assumed state of their

mind the Lord Himself responds : If ye regard

Me as your God and Saviour, why liave ye pro-

voked Me to anger with your graven images

and with your foreign idols that are only a

breath, mere emptiness and vanity ? How can

3'ou complain of Me for neglecting to save Je-

rusalem when she has done her utmost to repel

Me away and provoke Me to exterminating

vengeance upon her ?

20. The harvest is past, the siiin-

iner is ended, and we are not saved.
These are proverbial expressions, and very plain

in their significance. They speak of golden

opportunities forever lost ; of salvation long

within their easy grasp, yet utterly neglected
;

till at length ruin comes and salvation is no

longer possible. The harvest-time is past, and

no supplies for winter can now be gathered.

Opportunities for salvation come before remedi-

less damnation. The summer and the harvest

come before the inexorable rigor and the stern

wants of a cold and barren winter. But as

God lets the laws of nature take their course

and bring winter on in its resistless march

whether the sluggard gathers in harvest or

gathers not, so in his moral kingdom time rolls

us on toward eternit}' ; retribution stays not

for the folly of the self-hardened sinner, but

rather seems to hurry him on the more relent-

lessly to his appalling, inexorable doom ! Oh,

will there not be bitter and unavailing regrets

in that world of the lost ! Can there be one in-

gredient in their cup of woe more bitter than

this, that their summer and their harvest came

and went, and they were not saved ? The

sweet tones of mercy's voice fell gently on

their ear, but fell unheeded 1 Love wept over
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their folly ; fell at their feet imploring them to

be wise—but love wept and implored only in

vain ! And now they are not only doomed,

but damned. H. C.

As a season of preparation for eternity, life

may be regarded as sustaining the same rela-

tion which spring and summer do to the har-

vest. There is a time to plough and sow, and
there is an appropriate time for the harvest,

and if these are neglected, a gloomy winter sets

in when there can be no sowing, and when it

will be too late to secure a harvest. There are

favorable seasons in life to secure salvation.

They are, one after another, fast passing away.
When gone they cannot be recalled ; and the

favorable influence which might have been se-

cured to bear on our future being is gone for-

ever. We can no more recall it than the farm-

er can command the sun of springtime to

rise again, or the showers and dews of summer
to come down in the dreary winter. The op-

portunity of salvation will have passed away
forever. A. Barnes.

We are made for the enjoyment of eternal

blessedness ; it is our high calling and destina-

tion
;
and not to pursue it with diligence is to

be guilty of the blackest ingratitude to the au-

thor of our being, as well as the greatest cruel-

ty to ourselves. To fail of such an object, to

defeat the end of our existence, and in conse-

quence of neglecting the great salvation, to

sink at last under the frown of the Almighty,
is a calamity which words were not invented

to express nor finite minds formed to gra«p.

R. Hall.

How inexpressibly mournful is the lamenta-

tion, The harvest is passed, the summer is ended,

and we are not saved ! How heart-breaking

the wail, even of the weeping Saviour, over
that beautiful and beloved city, once the Zion
of the Holy One of Israel, and indulged with
so many warnings, so many waitings, so much
mercy, so much patience, so much long-suffer-

ing and forbearance, so many seasons of such
gracious and gentle visitation, so many and
such precious opportunities, precious and avail-

able, even to the last, and the last infinitely the

most precious of them all !
" Oh, that thou

hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy
day, the things that belong to thy peace ! But
now they are hid from thine eyes !" Cheever.

22. The people are morally diseased
; they

liave sinned against God and provoked Him to

destroy them. They are warned by the prophet
to repent and turn to God ; they refuse and
sin on. Destruction is come upon them. Might
they not have avoided it ? Yes. Was it the

fault of God ? No. Did He not send His
prophets Avith the richest offers of mercy ?

Did He not give them time, the best instruc-

tions, and the most effectual means of return-

ing to Him ? Has not mercy, the heavenly
balm, been ever at hand ? And has not God,
the great Physician, been ever ready to apply
it ? Yes. Why then are they not healed ?

Because they would not apply to the Divine

Physician, nor receive the only remedy by
which they could be spiritually healed. They,
then, that sin against the only remedy must
perish, because they might have had it but
would not. It is not because there is a defi-

ciency of grace, nor of the means of grace,

that men are not saved ; but because they

either make no use or a bad use of them.

Jesus Christ, by the grace of God, has tasted

death for every man ; but few are saved be-

cause tJtey will not come unto Ilim that they may
have life. A. C.

This soul-destroying plague, must it run its

course ? or is there any cure ? Is there no bal-

sam, no physician who can arrest its ravages

and restore the spirit's health, before it die the

second death ? Blessed be God, there is. The
Gospel guides us to Gilead. It bids us go up
and gather its balm ; it reminds us of its great

Physician, and invites us to carry to Him our

sin-sick souls, and prove His skill, and reveals

Him to us by that ancient name of His, Jeho-

vah-Rophi, the Lord the Healer. . . . The
holy life and atoning death of Immanuel are

the balm of salvation ; and it is by the Holy
Spirit, the Comforter, that the Divine Physi-

cian applies them to the soul. He takes the

things of Christ and shows them to the soul.

He is the Spirit of Life, and heals those who
are dying of their hurt, nay, even those who
are dead in trespasses and sins. God's truth in

the hand of God's Spirit, the Gospel applied

by the Holy Ghost, the Balm of Gilead admin-

istered by the great Physician ; this it is which
brings health, peace, joy. Hamilton.

The " balm" is a beautiful symbol of Christ.

The Mount Gilead, the tree, the pierced side,

the stream thence issuing and its mighty liealing

power—these severally send our thoughts to

Mount Calvary, the cross, the pierced side of

the Saviour, the precious blood and the un-

questionable spiritual healing might there is

therein. And Scripture is ever speaking of sin

as a disease ; of man as one whose liealth needs

recovery. The analogies arc obvious. And
the " physician," who is He but that Divine

Spirit whose ofiice it is to take of the things of

Christ and show them unto men ? He so shows
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to us the meaning and intent of our Saviour's

sacrificial doatli, that "by His stripes we are

healed." Yes; while we all are the stricken

with mortal disease, Christ is the balm that

surely heals, and the blessed Spirit is He who

reveals Christ to the soul. " For no man can

say that Jesus is Lord"—that is, in all the full

meaning of those words, and with sincere in-

tent—" but by the Holy Ghost." P. C.

Sin contains within itself no radical cure, no

real reformation. Man is not led by sin into

lioliness. The means of recovery lie outside of

the region of sin, beyond the reach of experi-

ence—they lie in the free grace of God, which

sin very often opposes and rejects, when it

comes with its healing medicines and its assur-

ances of deliverance. Tlie most which pru-

dence can do, acting in view of the experienced

consequences of sin, is to plaster over the ex-

terior, to avoid dangerous habits, to choose

deep-seated sins in lieu of such as lie on the

surface. Exchanging thus Pharisaical pride

for vice, respectable sin for vulgar sin, sin that

does not injure for sin that injures body and

good name, it seems to the unthinking to have

worked a marvellous cure. But there is no

true reformation, no giving of a new form to the

soul, in the case. The physician has changed

the seat of the malady, he has not driven it

out of the constitution. T. D. W.
Balm was offered, and the physician's skill

to apply it, but they would not come to be

healed. They preferred tlie pleasures of sin

along with its risks and pains. That their

state was bad they knew, but they believed it

was not near so bad as the prophet made it out

to be. Only physicians can tell how many cases

of bodily disease might be cured if the sick

were willing to go to the root of the matter,

and mend their habits as to eating and drink-

ing, working and playing. Ignorance, indif-

ference, prejudice and unblushing lust of the

flesh lie at the bottom of much bodily disease,

explaining botli how it originates and how it

continues. And similar causes operate with

regard to such ills as afflict the consciousness

of the entire man. Sinners must have a will to

go to Jesus if they expect healing and life, and

then life more abundantly. Y.

Deep down in the nature of God, deep down

in the nature of the world, the idea of healing

lay. God needed to be a healer, as the world

needed healing,' Sin brought disease and dis-

order into the world ; God brought healing and

harmony. The Divine purpose in the creation

of man was that he should become holy and

blessed in the free service of God ; and since

man has fallen into sin through the abuse of

his freedom, God carries out His original pur-

pose under the new conditions which sin has

produced. He works the painful consequences

of sin into the plans of love, and thus makes

them salutary instead of destructive. Toil

teaches obedience, pain produces humility and

death directs aspiration to a higher than a

worldly hope. And thus the darkest human

experiences enter as elements into the great re-

demptive process, and through the very evils

that his sin has brought upon him man is healed

and educated for the destiny for which he

was created.

God as the healer is revealed to us by Christ

Jesus. He manifested the Father in the spe-

cial form of the Healer. The miracles per-

formed by Him consisted chiefly in healing.

He went about all Galilee healing all manner

of sickness and disease among the people. And

the reason of this was that bodily diseases rep-

resented the more dreadful diseases of the soul

which He came to remove. Every cure which

He Avrought represented the delivei'ance of the

soul from some particular kind of moral evil.

... In the two great facts, that God has

given His own Son as the Healer of the world,

and has provided the means of healing from

the foundation of the world, we have a guaran-

tee that He wuU heal our Marah of trouble or

disease, whatever it may be, if we seek His help.

The individuality of human beings makes or-

dinar}^ medicine always more or less empirical

and tentative. When every organism is a sep-

arate problem, and no two constitutions are ab-

solutely alike, it follows that the treatment of

disease must necessarily be very uncertain.

But the blood of Jesus Christ cleanses from all

sin ; and His salvation is the only universal

panacea suited to all, sufficient for all and

available to all. Macmillan.

Cliap. 9. The connection of thought con-

tinues through this chapter unbroken. Hence,

! we can have no doubt as to its date and occa-

sion. It is part of the same message as the

two preceding chapters.

1, 2. This beautiful and touching utterance

of grief has been justly admired by all who
know how to appreciate the sensibilities of a

benevolent heart. To estimate its fitness and

force, we need to consider carefully the cir-

cumstances that called it forth. Think what

he has been saying, and also what he goes on

to say. His prophetic eye sees his own beloved

country laid desolate ; a fierce and bloody foe

comes in upon the land from the north ; the

neighing of his horses is heard from Dan ; they
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sweep over the land, leaving it a waste of ruin

—as if troops of serpents and vipers were let

loose upon them, whom no magic skill could

charm. He hears the wail of Zion's sons and

daughters coming up from their desolate wan-

derings in a strange land. They would fain

usk, Why are we thus spoiled ? Why does not

Jehovah take care of His own city and Temple ?

The answer comes : Whj' have they provoked

Me unto such judgments with their idols and

their incorrigible wickedness ? Alas ! he hears

them bewailing their wasted opportunities, and

mourning that their da}^ of hope and mercy is

past forever ! These are the things that op-

l)ress his heart so heavily. The fearful crisis is

not yet past. These calamities have not al-

ready fallen (save only in part) upon the nation,

but the}" are close at hand. H. C.

Such Christians as the " weeping prophet"

represents are men and uomen of great spiritual

'power. The world does not like them, but can-

not help respecting them. We love realities,

after all. W^e feel the power of the man who
knows the most of them, and feels them most

profoundly. The man or woman who takes

God's views of things, interprets human life as

God interprets it, looks out on eternity as God
reveals it, and whose visage bears the marks

of inward struggle of soul with the facts of

human destiny as God declares them, is a power

with us all. If we come into deep waters, and

the billows go over our heads, we look around

gasping for the friendly word or look or hand

of such to cheer us. The very men we have

laughed at, or shrunk from, are those whose

experience we want then. Phelps.

5. There is a reflex influence from every

tone and gesture of insincerity, which strikes

back and debilitates the moral energies. Utter

what j'ou do not believe, and j'ou will have

less and less capacity for believing anything.

Pretend what you do not feel, and feeling will

die out. The retribution is dreadful, and sure,

and works by an inevitable law. Or if you
stifle the religious life that really wakes and

rises within you, denjing it air and light, you
forfeit no less the blessing of the candid and

sincere. F. D. H.

6. It is through the intrinsic deceitf ulncss of

their hearts, their love of it and passion for it,

that they refuse to know Me. That they live,

not knowing God, is by no means their misfor-

tune or their fate ; it is truly and simply their

fault and their crime. They choose to have it

so. They viigld know the Lord, but they ^cill

not. H. C.

T. Such being their character, the Lord must

deal with them in tlie way of judgment if He
has anj' designs of mercy for them. He uses

the furnace of affliction as the worker in metals

uses the lire to purge away dross and all im-

purities from the ore. " How else should I do,

because of the daughter of My people ?" No
other course is consistent with either God's

righteousness or His grace, inasmuch as the

people are as they are and act as they do.

W. H. G. He will make trial of lesser afflic-

tions, before He brings upon them utter de-

struction, for He desires not the death of sin-

ners. They shall not be rejected as reprobate

silver till the Founder has melted in vain

(chap. 6 : 29, 30). He speaks as one consulting

with Himself Avhat to do with them that might
be for the best, and as one that could not find

in His heart to cast them off and give them up
to ruin, till He had first tried all means likely

to bring them to repentance. H.

8. Pretences of the truth are a disadvantage ;

for they argue a conviction of the truth, and

yet a refusal of it. It is a kind of practical

blasphemy to veil an impure life under a pro-

fession of faith ; for we do, as it were, tack on
and fasten the errors and excesses of our lives

upon religion. There is less dishonor brought

to God by open opposition than by profession

used as a cover and excuse for profaneness.

Man ton.

The assigning of pretexts and motives for our

conduct which do not exist is a very common
fault of our sinful nature. It takes place often

in regard to actions of trifling importance.

Little acts of selfishness are whitened into

something better ; excuses are pleaded which
are unreal ; bj^ a series of petty deceptions un-

pleasant impressions concerning ourselves are

brushed away from the minds of others. And
the little deceptions pave the way for great.

They blind us to ourselves. The pretexts we
use to impose on others we half put faith in,

and thus we weave a web of falsehood in which

we ourselves are entangled. T. D. W.
10-25J. The terrible threatenings of lore.

There are few more awful passages of Scrip-

ture than this. The doom denounced on the

guilty people is indeed dreadful. Nevertheless

that doom had not yet descended. There was

a merciful pause, during which space was

given for repentance. Meanwhile, the prophet

was bidden to utter these threatenings. P. C.

15, 16. (See 8 : 14.) God will give them a

thoroughly bitter portion, a lot intensely afflic-

tive and loathsome. This is tersely indicated

by the bitterest things known, upon which

they were to be fed, and which they must
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drink. Some of them were to be taken cap-

ti\'es to a land before unknown ; others must

fall by the sword. Precisely these judgments

had been threatened long before for these sins.

(See Lev. 26 : 33 and De. 28 : 64.) Another

prediction of this captivity, yet more full, may
be seen (Jor. 25 : 9-11). H. C.

17. The mourning Avomen, cun-
ning ivomcn. It was an ancient custom of

the Hebrews, at funerals and on other like oc-

casions, to make use of hired mourners, whose

profession it was to exliibit in public all the

signs and gestures of immoderate and frantic

grief, and by their loud outcries and doleful

songs to excite and stir up a real passion of

sorrow in others. Women wore chiefly em-

])loyed in this office ; and Jerome, in his com-

ment upon this verse, sa.ys that the practice

was continued in Judea down to his days. As
It required a degree of skill to discharge this

office, for that reason these " mourning women"
are likewise called " cunning"—that is, skilful

women. Frequent allusions to this custom are

to be met with in Scripture. Nor w^as this

practice peculiar to the Jews, as many instances

of it occur in heathen writers. Blayney.

Every particular here alluded to is observed on

funeral occasions at the present day. There

are in every city and community women ex-

ceedingly cunning in this business. These arc

always sent for and kept in readiness. When
a fresh company of sympathizers comes in,

these women " make haste" to take up a wail-

ing, that the newly come may the more easily

unite their tears with the mourners. They
know the domestic history of every person,

and immediately strike up an impromptu lam-

entation, in which they introduce the names of

their relatives who have recently died, touch-

ing some tender chord in every heart, and thus

each one weeps for his o^on dead, and the per-

formance, which would other\vi.se be difficult or

impossible, comes easy and natural, and even

this extemporaneous, artificial sorrow is there-

by redeemed from half its hollow-heartedness

and hypocrisy. Thomson.

23, 24. These impressive words—good for

all time and for all people—must of course be

considered here in their special reference to the

fearful ruin then impending over the city and

nation of the Jews. In view of such perils, in

an exigency so fearful, let not the wise statesman

glory in his wisdom, as if his skill could save

the nation. Let not the mighty chieftain glory

in his military science, nor in the prowess and

valor of his warriors. Let not the rich man
glory in his riches ; for what can gold avail

toward the salvation of his country in this hour

of her peril ? but let him who would glory at

all glory in this alone, that he understandeth

and knoweth God, and of course that he ad-

justs himself to this knowledge of God as one

who exercises loving-kindness indeed, but also

judgment and righteousness in all the earth
;

for these qualities of his character are dear to

God, and He will surely reign in harmony Avith

them, and will give them absolute sway in His

moral government over nations and over men.

Hence, if they Avould penitently seek His favor,

they might rely on His loving-kindness ; other-

Avise they must expect naked judgment and

rigliteousness, for the time had come to visit

judgment on all the incorrigibly wicked. It

was the ruin of the Jews of that age that they

had reckoned witliout God. Tlieir plans and

hopes liad left out the Almighty, and made no

account of His great attributes of loving-kind-

ness, justice and righteousness. They had

trusted in their own wisdom, might and riches,

and had made these their glor}'. H. C.

23. Strength, worldly wisdom or riches are

totally inadequate to furnish any pledge of hu-

man happiness ; and they provide not the least

exemption from the evils to which we are ex-

posed. They never, for a moment, can confer

on us the approbation of our own minds ; and

unless man approve himself, he never can en-

joy the suffrage of his fellow-creatures. Tran-

quillity of mind, especially in the prospect of

futurity, can never be the portion of these en-

dowments separately or combined ; that peace

of mind which passeth all understanding can

never be the result of these qualities ; on the

contrary, they have a tendency to destroy it by
engaging us in new schemes and enterprises,

which continually occupy the mind. Nor did

any man on his elevation to riches, or any dis-

tinction, ever arrive at such a condition as that

he felt himself happy and able to look around

him, and to reflect on the future or the past

with composure and satisfaction. Nor is there

protection in riches, strength and wisdom of a

worldly kind, against the attacks of enemies,

against the complaints of discontent, against

the perturbations of ungovernable passions,

against the canker of corrupt principles. And
they are of a very transient duration and posses-

sion. Some of them are extinguished in a mo-

ment. The least derangement of the nervous

system may throw into desolation the most

magnificent fabric of the human frame. And
i with respect to riches, do they not make them-
' selves wings, and leave their possessors behind ?

I

And it is likely that, if prudence were left to
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determine, the probability of success would not

be equal to the probability of failure. But

even suppose they could be carried forward to

the end of life, how short is tiiat period when
compared to that vast duration which awaits

us beyond it ! R. Hall.

You cannot truly live and merely possess.

You are out of line and out of touch with God's

great order if you keep yourself and its belong-

ings to yourself. If you merely accumulate, if

you merely grow big in fortune, knowledge,

culture, deftness, or anything else you are a

monstrosity, a deformity.

And so it is with knowledge. Suppose you

heap up knowledge. You know all the lan-

guages, and all the philosophies, and all the

sciences. What then ? If that is all—if your

knowledge and culture do not go out from j^ou,

are not worked at their highest power to form

and stimulate society's thought, to lift its igno-

rance, to expose and fight its popular fallacies

—you are nothing better than an unloaded lum-

ber-wagon. Remember that intellectual power

is not unselfishness. Remember that literary

and artistic pursuits, while they may be beau-

tiful ministers to humanity, may be only min-

isters to self. Remember that there may be an

intellectiial and aesthetic sensuality, no less than

a i5hysical and gross sensuality. You are debt-

ors. The worse the world is, the more it needs

the good man. The more ignorant it is, the

louder is the demand on the Christian scholar.

The place of the true man to-day is in the

world, not above it. Vincent.

24. But let Iiiin that glorietli. To
(/lory in a thing, is to depend on it as the means

or cause of procuring Jiapjnness. But there can

be no happiness but in being experimentally

acquainted with that God who exercises loving-

kindness, judgment and righteousness in the

earth. A. C. The true glory of the worst

of men is that he can be regenerated. The glory

of the best of men is that lie has been regenerat-

ed. The great end to be aimed at is that every

man should exult in his having been made a

partaker of the Divine nature. Y.

To know God denotes not merely an ac-

quaintance with His character, but a suitable

state of mind toward Him ; the terms see and

knoiD denote their appropriate afPections ; they

indicate the state of the heart. To know God
is to feel afEected toward Him in a manner suit-

ed to His character, to be submissive to His

government, willing to be dealt with by His

administration, to be in subjection to His an

thority, to yield obedience to His will. It is,

in fact, another expression for that religion

which unites the heart of the creature to the

Creator. Now this, the prophet tells us, is a

ground of boasting. The principles of true re-

ligion supply the deficiencies that belong to

the former acquisitions, and what is denied to

those is with the greatest propriety transferred

to true religion. B. Hall.

The knowledge of God and personal fellowship

with Him are immeasurably viore worth our seek-

ing and rejoicing in than all those endoicments

which to the carnal eye are so full of charm.

There is a natural tendenc}' in men to rejoice

unduly in the good that they derive by birth,

or education, or the favor of providence, for-

getting that the chief good is something of a

different kind, something that must come to

them in a different way. Nothing that tends

to enrich and adorn and gladden our life in this

world is to be despised ; but if we measure

things by a true standard, and esteem them ac-

cording to their real and relative value, we
shall place everything else that men call good

or great beneath that which connects us direct-

ly with God and heaven and immortality. This

higher good is more truly our own than anj^-

thing else ever can be. Unlike other forms of

good, it is incapable of abuse. It enables us,

as nothing else can, to appreciate all that is

true and good in this world. And it gives us

the power to confer the greatest benefits on our

fellow-creatures. W.
Imitation of God will spring from the knowl-

edge of Him. The more we know of Him the

more we must love Him, and admiration will

lead to resemblance in spirit and in life. " We
love Him, because He first loved us." Knowl-

edge depends on and leads to obedience (John

7 : 17). The knowledge of God sheds light

upon the universe and life, and directs the soul

and bod}^ into the channels of health, happiness

and usefulness. It is connected with and culmi-

nates in Divine fellowship. In this way the

character and presence of God are brought into

closest contact with the spirit of man, his char-

acter is moulded into the image of the Divine

original, and the joys of communion deepen

and enlarge into the blessedness of heaven.

" This is life eternal [even now], to know Thee,

the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom
Thou hast sent." M.

" This is life eternal, that they might know
Thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ,

whom Thou hast sent ;" and it is life temporal

also, for godliness hath the p:'omise of the life

that now is, as well as that which is to come.

The revelation of God—the Gospel of Clirist

—

is our hope for future good, as it is the ground
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of the blessings from which we give public aud

united thanks. It is so, because it places us

under the government of a just, omniscient,

almighty and good Sovereign, to whom all our

acts are known ; to whom all hearts are open,

and all thoughts are naked, and from whose

dominions and administration no one can es-

cape. It sets before us the highest possible

motives to a virtuous life in the allurements of

everlasting glory and joy in paradise ; and it

dissuades from vice by all that is dreadful in

eternal pain ; and thus it addresses our hopes

and fears with a force which has no parallel.

It provides for sinners pardon at the cross
;

aud b}^ a love passing knowledge subdues them

to penitence. In the Redeemer's life we have

a perfect example, in His precepts a guide for

our conduct invariabl}' safe, and so plain that

the wayfaring man, though a fool, need not

err therein. The Scriptures assure us that the

Gospel is the wisdom and power of God, the

riches of His goodness, the brightness of His
glory, the concentration of all possible power
and motive, and that if it fail to save us, noth-

ing can save us, aud nothing rtmaius for us

but a fearful looking for of j udgment and fiery

indignation. And while the Gospel is thus

adapted to reform men beyond all other sys-

tems, it has also the aid of the Spirit of God
superadded, a power beyond all argument, be-

yond all eloquence ; a power which renovates

the heart so that old things pass away, aud

all things become new ; a power which in a

short time effects the most happy changes

in individuals, neighborhoods and communi-

ties ; a power, in view of whose operations

it is predicted that the knowledge of the

Lord shall abound, all men know Him, wars

cease, and the earth be filled with His glory.

R. Tinker.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER X.

10 : 1, 2 Hear ye the word which the Lord speaketh unto yoti, O house of Israel : thus

saith the Lord, Learn not the way of the nations, and be not dismayed at the signs of heaven ;

3 for the nations are dismayed at them. For the customs of the peoples are vanity : for one

4 cutteth a tree out of the forest, the work of the hands of the workman with the axe. They
deck it with silver and with gold ; they fasten it with nails and with hammers, that it move

5 not. They are like a palm tree, of turned Avork, and speak not : they must needs be borne,

because they cannot go. Be not afraid of them ; for they cannot do evil, neither is it in them

6 to do good. There is none like unto thee, O Lord ; thou art great, and thy name is great

7 in might. Who would not fear thee, O King of the nations ? for to thee doth it appertain :

forasmuch as among all the wise men of the nations, and in all their royal estate, there is

8 none like unto thee. But they are together brutish and foolish : the instruction of idols, it

9 is but a stock. There is silver beaten into plates which is brought from Tarshish, and gold

from Uphaz, the work of the artificer and of the hands of the goldsmith ; blue and purple

10 for their clothing ; they are all the work of cunning men. But the Lord is the true God
;

he is the living God, and an everlasting king : at his wrath the earth trembleth, and the na-

tions are not able to abide his indignation.

Thus shall ye say imto them. The gods that have not made the heavens and the earth, these

shall perish from the earth, and from under the heavens.

He hath made the earth by his power, he hath established the world by his wisdom, and
13 bj' his understanding hath he stretched out the heavens : when he uttereth his voice, there

is a tumult of waters in the heavens, and he causeth the vapours to ascend from the ends of

the earth
;
he maketh lightnings for the rain, and bringeth forth the wind out of his treas-

14 uries. Every man is become brutish and'u without knowledge ; every goldsmith is put to

shame by his graven image : for his molten image is falsehood, and there is no breath in

15 them. They are vanity, a work of delusion : in the time of their visitation they shall perish.

16 The portion of Jacob is not like these ; for he is the former of all things ; and Israel is the

tribe of his inheritance : the Lord of hosts is his name.
17, 18 Gather up thy wares out of the land, thou that abidest in the siege. For thus saith

11

13
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the Lord, Behold, I will sliug out the inliabitants of the land at this time, and will distress

19 them, that they may feel it. Woe is me for my hurt I my wound is grievous : but I said,

30 Truly this is my grief, and I must bear it. My tent is spoiled, and all my cords are broken :

my children are gone forth of me, and they are not : there is none to stretch forth my tent

21 any more, and to set up my curtains. For the shepherds are become brutish, and have not

inquired of the Lord : therefore they have not prospered, and all their flocks are scattered.

22 The voice of a rumour, behold it cometh, and a great commotion out of the north country,

23 to make the cities of Judah a desolation, a dwelling place of jackals. O Lord, I know that

24 the way of man is not in himself : it is not in man that walketh to direct his steps. O Lord,

25 correct me, but with judgment ; not in thine anger, lest thou bring me to nothing. Pour
out thy fury upon the heathen that know thee not, and upon the families that call not on

thy name : for they have devoured Jacob, yea, they have devoured him and consumed him,

and have laid waste his habitation.

Cliap. 10. This chapter is manifestly not

connected with the preceding, and appears to

be distinct from the following one. The close

connection indicated here between verse 2 and

verses 3-16 favors the view that portents in the

heavens are referred to here only because they

are so fundamentally connected with the an-

cient systems of idolatry. In this view we
need not suppose this passage to have been oc-

casioned by the occurrence of any extraordinary

portents at that time. It may or may not have

been. There is ample reason for the allusion to

portents, apart from the supposition of their

recent occurrence. This message seems to have

been sent in anticipation of the residence of

the people among idolaters in their captivity.

There they would come into the closest contact

with the whole system. Hence the propriety

of exposing it to their view as ineffably fool-

ish, false, and baseless—as is done here. H. C.

2. The Chaldeans, among whom the Jews

were destined to live in captivity, were partic-

ularly addicted to astrology, and attributed to

the heavenly bodies a considerable influence

over human affairs. This naturally tended to

beget a religious dread and awe of those ob-

jects, from whence so much good or evil was

supposed to be derived. Blayney.

3-5. There is no method so effective, none

which the sacred writers so often adopt, to

show the utter folly of faith in images and

idols as to state with considerable detail how

they are made, and hence show what they really

are. (See this done by Isaiah, chaps. 40 : 19, 20
;

41 : 6. 7 ; 44 : 9-20 ; also in Ps. 115 : 4-8.) Here

they begin with cutting a tree out of the forest

with the axe. All that it is now more or other

than a tree the hands of the workman have

made it. Then another set of workmen take it

in hand
; they deck it with silver and with

gold ; but this puts no attributes of the real

God into it. They are obliged to fasten it with

nails and hammers, so that it cannot move ; else

it could not even stand alone. Now they are

" turned work"' (Heb.), smooth and straight as

the palm tree, but they speak not ; none of

them ever yet opened his mouth to utter a

word. They must needs be borne by other

hands, for they cannot walk. Be not afraid of

such senseless, motionless, powerless things !

They can do you no hurt, nor is it in them to

do any good. Impotent alike to curse or to

bless, it is simple folly to fear them, and, of

course, unutterable folly to revere and worship

them as God ! H. C.

Let living faith in the living God be lost, and

at once resort will be had to symbols and sub-

stitutes for God, which, though in form they

may be far different from the idols of the

heathen, yet in substance and effect are the

same. For we also may substitute reverence

for those things which are associated with the

worship of God for that worship in spirit and

in truth which He alone cares for. Symbols,

sacraments, creeds, churches, religious observ-

ances—any one of these may become an idol

—

that is, a substitute for God. They demand no

strain and energy of our spiritual nature ; the

senses or the intellect can grasp them ; and

they make no such strenuous demand upon the

surrender of the will, the yielding of the heart

to God ; they will let us do as we like, if not

entii-ely yet far more than true spiritual wor-

ship ever will. P. C.

9. The prophet returns to the method of re-

futing the whole system of idolatry by giving

the history of the manufacture of their gods.

From Tarshish (Tartessus in Spain) they

brought silver beaten out into thin plates for

overlaying their wooden gods. Gold, in like

manner, came from Uphaz, another name for

Ophir, which lay on the southern shore of

Asia. H. C.

10. There is no characteristic of the biblical
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revelation of God which is more striking than

the emphatic representation of God as the liv-

ing God. The intense personal and moral char-

acter which is ascribed to God raises the bibli-

cal conception of the Divine Being to a unique

and commanding height. Tliis pecwliarity

characterizes the very earliest forms of revela-

tion in Genesis, and constitutes one of their

claims to inspiration. This is the dominant

idea of the Jewish religion throughout, differ-

entiating it broadly from all systems of Pan-

theism and Emauatiouism. God is the active,

energizing one who is in living contact with

men, feels for them in trouble, sustains them in

distress, is angry with them in sin, j^et loves

them through all. This idea receives its crown-

ing glory in the teaching of Jesus concerning

God's sympathy, interest and care for men.

It is the key-note of those sacredest Scriptures,

the Sermon on the Mount and the parable of the

Prodigal Son. G. B. Stevens.

The Scripture everywhere, in the ancient

and in the later Testaments, manifests to us

God as a person. If there be any authority in

this word, if its inspiration comes from the

Holy Ghost, which pervades ail Scripture,

making it holj^, vital and majestic in every

part, then God is here declared to us a person
;

as strictly a person in His existence and life as

either of us, having all the elements and pow-
ers of a perfect personality in His eternal intel-

ligence and will and heart. Our own personal

constitution reflects, and one may say demon-

strates, that personality in God. Personality

is the highest fact in the universe. R. S. S.

11. This verse is written in Chaldee, as if

the prophet designed to put these words in the

mouths of the Jews, wherewith they might

make a public profession of their own faith

in the true God, and be able to answer the

lieathens that would entice them to idolatry.

W. Lowtli. Nothing could be more palpable

than the fact that those gods that were them-

selves made by human hands cannot be the one

great God that made the earth and the heavens.

In the argument the underlying truth is that

creatorsliip is t?ie only proof of divinity that is

everj'^where ostensible and forevermore reli-

able. He, and only He, who made all things is

God. When you have settled the question,

Who is God ? you have settled it that all false

gods, mere pretenders, arrayed of course in op-

position to the true God, must perish. Tlie

great force of this verse lies in its being en-

tirely free from anything offensive, and in its

assuming nothing but what is essentially self-

evident, at least so palpable and clear that no

mind can rationally, soberly, call it in ques-

tion.

Iti. In these varied forms the prophet affirms

that the power and wisdom of Jehovah were

the eSicient cause in the creation of the uni-

verse, the earth and the heavenly bodies. In

the middle clause, the Hebrew word rendered
" world" usually means the inhabited world,

the world considered as peopled. H. C. It

would seem that no one who believes in God as

being the Autlior of both the astronomical

heavens and the Bible can doubt that there is

a subtle harmony between them in virtue of

which they must, on the whole, be mutually

helpful wlion normally used. We are in the

habit of thinking that works of the same author

will throw liglit on one another. Accordingly

]

we believe that astronomy contains ver^^ great

I

help, not onlv for people alreadv religious in

I

the way of illustrating, emphasizing and en-

larging their faith, but also for those who are

yet so unfortunate as to be unbelievers of the

most radical type. Burr.

13. The thought throughout the passage is

sublimel}^ grand. Jehovah's hand is in all

those wonderful changes which take place in

the waters of our world, now gathered in the

atmosphere above us as in a vast storehouse ;

then descending in rain to feed the springs and

water the fields ; then flowing away to fill the

great lakes, gulfs, sesis and oceans ; then as-

cending in vapors to complete the circuit of

incessant and forever beneficent change. H. C.

16. " The portion of Jacob" is the same as

the God of Jacob ; He who had taken upon
Himself the guardianship and protection of that

family. But He was distinguished from all

the rest, who, as before observed, w^ere false-

hood and vanity all of them, having no otlier

existence than as lifeless images, the work of

deluded men ; whereas He was the Creator of

the universe, of all that exists ; and, that there

might be no room to mistake the Being intend-

ed. He is further characterized as He who made
choice of Israel for the special object of His

concern, had marked him out for His own pos-

session, as with a measuring rod ; and to whom
the name of Jehovah belonged. Blnyney.

It was the glory of Israel to be possessed,

claimed and regarded by Jehovah as His own
peculiar people. It would be everything toward

the great object aimed at in these messages by
Jeremiah if he could impress the people with

these ideas, and thus show them the pre-eminent

privileges and destinies open to the Hebrew^

race ; the pre-eminent greatness and glory of

the God they might have as their own portion.
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and so, the infinite folly of going after idols.

H. C.

LiOrd of Hosts. The significance of the

doctrine of Jehovah Sabaoth consists in the fact

that it teaches us to recognize not only the

supermundane power and glory of the living

God, but also makes Him known to us as in-

terposing, according to His free and sovereign

will, in the affairs of the world, and therefore

not bound to the elements or forces of nature

Avhich obey Him ; but as having, on the con-

trary, not only these, but also the spiritual pow-
ers of the heavenly world at His disposal for the

execution of His will on earth. Hence this

name not only expresses the contrast between

Himself and a deification of the heavenly

bodies, but also the general contrast between

Himself and those heathen deities which are

absorbed in nature and the world. Thus the

contemplation of the Lord of the heavenly

hosts is exijauded to that of the Omnipotent

Ruler of the Universe. (So. Ps. 24 : 10 ; Isa.

6:3; 51 : 15 ; 54 : 5 ; Amos 9 : 5, etc.) The
chief passage, however, in this respect is Jer.

10 : 16 in its connection with verses 1-10. O.

19. In this and the following verses the

prophet seems, by anticipation, to suggest

motives of patience and consolation to his

country, in regard to the evils that were com-

ing upon her. These he puts into her own
mouth, and makes her observe that her afflic-

tion, though great, was such as by experience

she had fouud to be tolerable ; that she had less

reason to complain of what she suffered, as it

was no other than might have been expected

from the misconduct of those who had the di-

rection of her affairs ; and that she was not

without hope in the mercy of God, who, upon
the humble supplication of His people, might
be moved to mitigate their chastisement, aud

turn His hand against the heathen that op-

pressed them. Dlayney.

21. The religious teachers of the people had

become utterly brutish, in the same sense in

which idolaters had been shown to be brutish

(verses 8, 14). They had gone into idolatry,

and led the people after them. On their souls

must rest the fearful guilt of ruining the na-

tion ! H. C.

23-25. Fruits of a chastened spirit. From
what foul soil do the fairest flowers spring !

Beautiful as they are, tliey are rooted in that

which is altogether unbeautiful. The sweet

perfume of many woods, seeds, flowers will

not be given forth until they are gaslied with

the axe, or bruised, or crushed, or otherwise

seemingly maltreated. We could not have the

many-hued arch of the exquisitely tinted rain-

bow were it not for the drear, dark clouds and
the descending rain. The most precious of the

Psalms were wrung out of the heart of David
when that heart was well-nigh borne down
with grief. And here, in these verses, it is the

chastened spirit of Judah, personified in the

prophet who speaks, that utters itself in the

lowly confession of the twent3^-third verse, the

holy submission of the prayer of the twenty-

fourth verse and the settled hatred of them
who hate God which burns- in the twenty-

fifth. Consider these fruits, and may God
make them to abound in ourselves. P. C.

23. " O Lord, I know that man's way is not

to himself," in the sense of being under his

absolute control. Thy hand is everywdiere and
evermore supreme, shaping all destinies and

even all the lesser subordinate acts and ways
of mortals. This recognition of God's uni-

versal agency introduces a prayer that God
would shape the issues of their destined cap-

tivity in His merciful providence. The people

express their sense of conscious Aveakness, and

cast themselves on the supreme agency and

control of God. Probably this language is put

into the mouth of the people by the prophet as

adapted to meet their case, rather than as truly

expressing their actual thought aud praj^er at

this time. H. C.

When life—as far as individual responsi-

bility is concerned—really begins, how wise he

proves to be who looks for the pointing of

God's finger, and feels that he must follow it !

The man who insists that he can make his own
way only finds it perish at last. Because no

way can be considered just as a way ; whether

it is pleasant or painful, easy or difficult, is not

the great matter, but whither it leads, what lies

at the end of it. As it would be foolish for a

man to take charge of a ship ignorant of his

destination and how to reach it, so it is equally

foolish for a man to suppose that any way will

do so long as it is as comfortable and easy as he

can make it. Man's right way must be accord-

ing to God's clear will ; and it is the way of

trust in Jesus, who is the Son and Clirist of

God. Note, further, the strong expression of

Individual assurance here given. " I know,"

says Jeremiah. He knew it indeed from his

own experience. The way in which he now
was, of prophet and witness for Jeliovah, was

not of his choosing. He did not think himself

fit for it. And yet so far was he from being

right in his own impressions as a young man,

that it appears God had chosen him for a special

purpose or ever his existence had begun. It
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is a great blessing to a mau wlien, eitlier from

experience of liis own wanderings or prudent

observation of tlie wanderings of others, lie can

say in this matter, " I know." He spares him-

self much anxiety and shame who is humble

enough to put himself under Divine guidance.

Ood must establish man wJuiii he is in the right

way. "It is not in man that -walketh to make
sure of his steps." In other words, though he

may have begun the journey rightly, that is

no proof that he will go on without hindrance

or disaster to the end. In days when long

journeys would have to be undertaken on foot,

this expression with regard to the walking man
would be very signiticant. The perils of such

a journej^ were well known—perils from rob-

bers
;
perils of losing one's way in the dark, and

sometimes j^robably in the da\light
;

perils

through trusting to strangers, who may deceive

or insufficiently inform him
;

perils through

sickness far frozn home and friends. And so

in the great spiritual way there is needed

humility all through. The way is made up of

little steps, and a false step may not be possi-

ble to retrieve. Divine knowledge and Divine

intimations must stand in the place of our ex-

perience. Faith in God's wasdom, which can-

not fail, and in God's word, which cannot lie,

must be our resource in all perplexity. There

are times when common sense and right feel-

ing are enough to guide our conduct, yet even

these are more the gift of God than may at first

appear. We cannot, then, be too minutely ob-

servant as to our need of Divine light and

truth and assurance. Thus, being found in

the right way and enduring to the end, we
shall be safe. Y.

By " the way of man" we mean surely more
than that chain of occurrences which strikes

the senses. There is an inner life, which,

though unseen, is loftier, vaster and more
eventful. The history of the man is the his-

tory of his immortal part. While men look on

the panorama of sensible things—the poverty,

the pleasures, the journeys, the expeditions, the

wars, the disasters, the triumphs of our race

—

eyes are gazing upon us from the spiritual

world, intent upon those great realities which
escape us, in the pilgrimage of the spirit—the

shade and texture of the reason ; the dangers,

and crosses, and wounds of the moral part
;

the new birth of the soul ; the mysterious

assaults of principalities and powers ; the sub-

lime conflict with evil ; the armor, the triumph

and the salvation. This is the way of man,

and it is not in himself. J. W. A.

24-25. The prayer here is, first, that God

would deal gently, tenderly Avith the people,

that their ruin might not be utter and perpet-

ual ; and, secondly, that, upon the heathen who
had rendered Him no worship, He would send

His judgments more heavily and fearfully, be-

cause they had consumed Jacob, and led the

people of the Lord away into a long and griev-

ous captivity. In due time the Lord answered

this pra3'er by His judgments on Babylon.

This passage is sometimes quoted as if it re-

ferred to family prayer. Such reference can

only be in the way of accommodation. H. C.

24. " O Lord, correct me, but," etc. This

is a model prayer. It confesses wrong. It

owns the need of correction. The man is no

longer right in his own eyes. He is seen, like

the publican, "standing afar off. " It desires

to be put right. (Cf. Ps. 51.) As there, so here,

there is the longing for renewal, the clean

heart, the right spirit. It deprecates not the

correction, but the wrath of God. The man
has a clear view of that wrath—its crushing,

destroying power. It is good to have this.

Without it there is the danger of our looking

lightly upon our sin. It is a most instructive

jvayer. It teaches us : That all the correc-

tions we have received have been fatherly ones
—" in judgment," not " in anger." For had

they been in auger we had not been here at all.

That we are alive and in God's presence proves

that the love of God, and not His anger, is

ours still. For His anger would have '

' brought

us to nothing." That there are corrections

in anger. There have been such. Where
are Egypt, Nineveh, Babylon, Rome ? God
brought thorn "to nothing." And there will

bo for all who harden themselves against God.

That, seeing all need correction and will there-

fore receive it, either " in judgment" or " in

anger," our wisdom is to make this prayer our

own. One or other of these corrections we
must have. Which shall it be ? This praj'cr

was answered for Israel. They have not been

brought to nothing, and they were corrected.

P. C.

We cannot pray in faith that we may never

be corrected while we are conscious to our-

selves that we need it and deserve it, and know
that as many as God loves He chastens. The

great thing we should dread in affliction is the

wrath of God. Say not, Lord, do not correct

me ; but. Lord, do not correct me in anger ; for

that will infuse wormwood and gall into the

afiliction and misery ; that will bring us to

nothing ; we may bear the smart of His rod,

but we cannot bear the weight of His wrath.

25. It is a prediction of God's judgments
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upon all the impenitent enemies of His Church
and kingdom. See how the heathen are de-

scribed, on whom God's fury shall be poured

out. They are strangers to God, and are con-

tent to be so. They know Him not, nor desii'e

to know Him. Thej- are families that live

without prayer, that have nothing of religion

among them ; they call not on God's name.

Those that restrain prayer prove that they

know not God ; for they that know Him will

seek to Him and entreat His favor. They are

persecutors of the people of God, and are re-

solved to be so. H.

Moral decay in the family is the invariable

prelude to public corruption. It is a false dis-

tinction which we make between public integ-

rity and private honor. The man whom you
cannot admit into your family, whose morals

are corrupt, cannot be a pure statesman.

"Whoever studies history will be profoundly

convinced that a nation stands or falls with the

sanctity of its domestic ties. Rome mixed
with Greece and learned her morals. The Goth
was at her gates ; but she fell not until she

was corrupted and tainted at the heart. The
domestic corruption preceded the political.

When there was no longer purity on her hearth-

stones nor integrity in her Senate, then and
not till then her death-knell was rung. F. W.
Robertson,.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTERS XL, XH.

11 : 1, 2 The word that came to Jeremiah from the Lord, saying, Hear ye the words of

this covenant, and speak unto the men of Judah, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem ; and

3 say thou unto them. Thus saith the Lord, the God of Israel : Cursed be the man that heareth

4 not the words of this covenant, which I commanded your fathers in the day that I brought

them forth out of the land of Egypt, out of the iron furnace, saying, Obey my voice, and do
them, according to all which I command you : so shall ye be my people, and I will be j'our

5 God : that I may establish the oath which I sware unto your fathers, to give them a land

flowing with milk and honej', as at this day. Then answered I, and said. Amen, O Lord.

6 And the Lord said unto me, Proclaim all these words in the cities of Judah, and in the

7 streets of Jerusalem, saying. Hear ye the words of this covenc.r-t, and do them. For I ear-

nestly protested unto your fatliers in the day that I brought them up out of the land of

8 Egypt, even unto this day, rising early and protesting, saying, Obey my voice. Yet they

obeyed not, nor inclined their ear, but walked every one in the stubbornness of their evil

heart : therefore I brought upon them all the words of this covenant, which I commanded
them to do, but they did them not.

9 And the Lord said unto me, A conspiracy is found among the men of Judah, and among
10 the inhabitants of Jerusalem. They are turned back to the iniquities of their forefathers,

which refused to hear my words ; and they are gone after other gods to serve them : the

house of Israel and the house of Judah have broken my covenant which I made with their

11 fathers. Therefore thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will bring evil upon them, which they

shall not be able to escape ; and they shall cry unto me, but I will not hearken unto them.

12 Then shall the cities of Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem go and cry unto the gods

unto whom they offer incense : but they shall not save them at all in the time of their

13 trouble. For according to the number of thy cities are thy gods, O Judah ; and according to

the number of the streets of Jerusalem have ye set up altars to the shameful thing, even

14 altars to burn incense unto Baal. Therefore pray not thou for tliis people, neither lift up
cry nor prayer for them : for I will not hear them in the time that they cry unto me for

their trouble.

15 What hath my beloved to do in mine house, seeing she liath wrought lewdness iritli manv,
16 and the holy flesh is passed from thee ? when thou doest evil, then tliou rejoieest.- 'i'he

Lord called thy name, A green olive tree, fair witii goodly fruit : with the noise of a great

17 tumult lie hath kindled fire upon it, and the branches of it are broken. For the Lorh of

hosts, that planted thee, hath pronounced evil against thee, because of the evil of the house
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of Israel and of the house of Judah, which they have wrought for themselves in provoking

me to anger by offering incense unto Baal.

18 And the Lord gave me knowledge of it, and I knew it : then thou shewedst me their

19 doings. But I was like a gentle lamb that is led to the slaughter ; and I knew not that they

had devised devices against me, saying. Let us destroy tlie tree with the fruit thereof, and

let us cut him off from the land of the living, that his name may be no more remembered.

20 But O Lord of hosts, that judgest righteously, that triest the reins and the heart, let me see

21 thy vengeance on them : for unto thee have I revealed my cause. Therefore thus saith the

Lord concerning the men of Anathoth, that seek thy life, saying. Thou shalt not prophesy

22 in the name of the Lord, that thou die not by oui hand : therefore thus saith the Lord of

hosts, Behold, I will punish them : the young men shall die by the sword ; their sons and

23 their daughters sliall die by famine ; and there shall be no remnant unto them : for I will

bring evil upon the men of Anathoth, even the year of their visitation.

12 : 1 Righteous art thou, O Lord, when I plead with thee : yet would I reason the

cause with thee : wherefore doth the Avay of the wicked prosper ? wlierefore are all they at

2 ease that deal very treacherously ? Thou hast planted them, j^ea, they have taken root

they grow, yea, they bring forth fruit : tliou art near in their mouth, and far from their

3 reins. But thou, O Lord, knowest me ; thou seest me, and triest mine heart toward thee

pull them out like sheep for the slaughter, and prepare them for the day of slaughter

4 How long shall the land mourn, and the herbs of the whole country wither ? for the wicked

ness of them that dwell therein, the beasts are consumed, and the birds ; because they said

5 He shall not see our latter end. If thou hast run with the footmen, and they have wearied

thee, then how canst thou contend with horses ? and though in a land of peace thou art

6 secure, yet how wilt thou do in the pride of Jordan ? For even thy brethren, and the house

of thy father, even they have dealt treacherouslj' with thee ; even they have cried aloud

after thee : believe them not, though thej' speak fair words unto thee.

7 I have forsaken mine house, I have cast off mine heritage ; I have given the dearly be-

8 loved of my soul into the hand of her enemies. Mine heritage is become unto me as a lion

9 in the forest : she hath uttered her voice against me ; therefore I have hated her. Is mine

heritage unto me as a speckled bird of prey ? are the birds of prey against her round about ?

10 go 3'e, assemble all the beasts of the field, bring them to devour. Many shepherds have

destroyed my vineyard, they have trodden my portion under foot, they have made my pleas-

11 ant portion a desolate wilderness. They have made it a desolation ; it movirneth unto me,

12 being desolate ; the whole land is made desolate, because no man layeth it to heart. Spoil-

ers are come upon all the bare heights in the wilderness : for the sword of the Lord devour-

13 eth from the one end of the land even to the other end of the land : no flesh hath peace. They

have sown wheat, and have reaped thorns ; they have put themselves to pain, and profit

nothing : and ye shall be ashamed of your fruits, because of the fierce anger of the Lord.

14 Thus saith the Lord against all mine evil neighbours, that touch the inlieritance which I

have caused my people Israel to inherit : Behold, I will pluck them up from off their laud,

15 and will pluck up the house of Judah from among them. And it shall come to pass, after

that I have plucked them up, I will return and have compassion on them ; and I will bring

16 them again, every man to his heritage, and every man to his land. And it shall come to

pass, if they will diligently learn the ways of my people, to swear by my name. As the Lord
liveth ; even as the}^ taught my people to swear by Baal ; then shall they be built up in the

17 midst of my people. But if they will not hear, then will I pluck up that nation, plucking

up and destroying it, saith the Lord.

Chaps. II, 12. These chapters are closely ' upon the prophet's life, show that it must have

connected, the persecution of the prophet by his I been later than Josiah's reign, and, in all prob-

fellow-townsmen and relatives of Anathoth con- ability, soon after Jehoiakim's accession to the

stituting a connecting bond. (Cf. 11 : 19-23 with I
throne. Persecution against the prophet be-

12:6.) Themcssageof chap. 11 appears without i came virulent during this king's reign. (See

any date ; but the points made in it, especially Vol. VII., Sections 44-47.) II. C.

the conspiracy found in Judah and.lerusalem to 3. Cursed be tlie man tliat obey-
apostatize from God, and the violent efforts eth not. After the reading, the prophet ap-
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pears to siim wp the things contained in Avhat

was read to them ; as if he had said, " Ye hear

what the Lord saith nnto you : remember, the

sum of it is tliis—tlie man is cursed who obey-

eth not ; and he is blessed who obeys. From
these declarations God will not depart." A. C.

5. Only those who are in communion with

God can truly understand and approve His

j udgments. The commandment is intelligently

alluded to, and its penalty stated. Tlie cor-

respondence of Judah's condition with that an-

ticipated in the original passage is pregnantly

suggested. All the more so that the trans-

gressors did not feel or admit the correspond-

ence. The proplict alone could say, " Amen ;"

but he said it emphatically and representa-

tively. How many of God's people find a sim-

ilar difficulty in acquiescing in His dispensa-

tions ? They do not examine themselves, or

their conscience is not sufficiently awakened,
and consequently they fail to recognize His

judgments and to profit bj' them as was in-

tended. M.

6, 7. " Protesting" is a solemn form of at-

testation. The Hebrew word is used for wit-

nessing, giving or taking testimony under sol-

emn sanctions. So the Lord had announced to

the people the terms of this covenant often and

in methods of the greatest solemnitj-, all along

from the daj' they came out of Egypt luito the

time then present. The expression " rising

early" is specially significant, and in our

prophet quite frequent, (riee 7 : 13 ; 25 : 3, 4
;

3o : 15.) The command, " Proclaim these words,

not only in the streets of Jerusalem, but in the

cities of Judah, " indicates the wide range of his

mission and the solemn earnestness of this at-

tempted reform. H. C.

11-17. This paragraph, which contains so

much of God's wrath, might very well be ex-

pected to follow upon that which goes next

l)efore, which contained so much of His

people's sin. When God found so much evil

among them, we cannot think it strange if it

follows, " Therefore I will bring evil upon
them" (verse 11) ; the evil of punishment for

the evil of sin ; and there is no remedy, no re-

lief
; the decree is gone forth, and the sentence

will be executed. H.

IJi. This gives us a vivid view of the extent

of idolatry at this time—idol gods in every city

throughout all the land and in every street of

Jerusalem. Very concise and expressive is the

original
—

" altars to tlmt shame"—that shame-
ful thing, Baal. IL C.

11-13. Idolatry confounded. Trouble is a

touchstone for religious truth. The idolatrv

that is played with in prosperity is found to be
useless in adversity. The Jews had regarded
mere stocks and stones as their gods. But in

the season of real distress they turn from these

and cry to the true God to arise and save them.
The ground of confidence xcMch gives icay in the

hour of need is tcorse than useless ; it is treacher-

ous and ruinous, and the discovery of its true

character confounds those who have relied on
it. A religion which will not stand the test of

trouble is a mockery. Trouble reveals the rainty

of an insincere faith. In trouble we need the

true, the real
; all false religiousness, all play-

ing at devotion, breaks down then. If our re-

ligion has been vain and ill founded, we are

then discovered and made to be ashamed, " like

a thief when he is found" (chap. 3 : 26). TJiere

is a deep instinct which cries out for the true God
in the hour of distress. Old memories then re-

vive, scouted faiths reassert themselves, the

first cr_y of the child to his Parent breaks out

again involuntarily, and the godless man in his

agony groans. " O my God !"

If we have forsaken God in prosperity we
have no right to expect Him to save us in ad-

versity. The religion which we accept in our
general life is that to which we should justly

look in our hours of need. Here is the natural

irony of religion. A man is punished b^- being

left to the protection of the creed of his own
choice. It must always be remembered, in-

deed, that whenever we truly repent and seek

God spiritually He will receive and save us

(Hos. 6 : 1). But the mere cry for God's help

in distress is not repentance, nor is it a spir-

itual return to God. It is a selfish utter-

ance, and may be made while the heart is

still far from God, and the sins which drove

us from Him still unrepented of. It would
be neither just nor good for us that God should

respond to so degraded and unspiritual a

praj'er. P. C.

14. Jeremiah's prayer shall not help them
;

what God had said to him before (chap. 7 : 16) He
here says again : " Pray not thou for this people."

This is not designed for a command to the proph-

et so much as for a threatening to tlie people, that

they should have no benefit by the prayers of

their friends for them. H. "When judgment
continues to rest upon the transgressor, it is

not mere vengeance whicli is represented, but

mercy working on the lines of severity. It is

God's emphasis upon His commandment which

must be heeded. The blessing that is latent in

it waits the appearance of a repentance not to

be repented of. Like pent-up waters, it will

flow in an overwhelming stream when once the
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barriers of law have been removed by the sin-

ner's return to God. M.

15. Nothing could be more offensive to God
than to see His people polluting His temple

with their idol altars and idol worship, think-

ing to atone for the wickedness of their idolatry

by bringing it into God's Temple and for the

immorality of their life by keeping up some of

the Mosaic ritual services. It was enough to

seal tiieir doom that they found their chief joy
in doing wickedness. H. C.

16. The Lord called thy name, A
green olive tree. Paul plainly alludes to

this verse (Rom. 11 : 17). The Jewish nation in

its flourishing state is sometimes compared to a
vine, sometimes to an olive tree, chiefly be-

cause of the fruits of good works which God
might justly expect from them, after all the

care and pains He had bestowed upon them to

make them thrive and fructify. W. Lowth.

16,17. The fated olive tree. God's com-
parison of His people to the olive tree. There
would have been force in the comjiarison if ap-

plied to any flourishing and fruitful tree, but
there was peculiar propriety in directing the

thoughts of the people to the olive. The olive

was already associated in sacred history with
the return of hope after the flood, and doubt-

less, in the time of Jeremiah, it was one of the

most valuable of trees, as it still is, for the rich-

ness of its produce and the variety of waj^s in

which that produce meets the common wants
of men. The extensive olive groves, composed
of trees that reach no great height, and unat-

tractive to a mere casual glance, were yet more
to the people than all the cedars of Lebanon.
And as the people were led to consider these

olive trees, full of vigor, abounding in blos-

soms, many of which never came to fruit, and
yet, after all, left abundance of fruit behind

;

as they recollected all the use of the oli ve—for

food, for light, for anointing, for soap-making
—the thoughtful among them would feel that

God could have employed no better figure to

suggest how full Israel was of productivity of

the most practical sort.

The destruction of this olive tree. All the

wealth that came from this olive tree was being
used for bad purposes. The fatness of the soil

went into the olive, but the fatness of the olive

did not come back to God in grateful and pro-

portionate service. Nay, rather, it was used
against Him ; and the harm it did was to some
extent measurable by the good it might have
done. The axe is laid not only at the root of

the tree that brings forth no fruit, but also at

the root of the tree that brings forth its fruit to

be used in hostility against Him who planted

the tree. Y.

1 §. The passage (verses 18-23) treats of a new
subject, and enters upon it abruptly, as men
are wont to speak or write when excited by a

sense of danger, and of merciful deliverance.

While the prophet was living quietly in his na-

tive Anathoth, suspecting no danger, all sud-

denly the Lord reveals to him that his fellow-citi-

zens there, and even some of his relatives (13 : 6),

were plotting his jnurder. With tbese facts be-

fore us, the sense will be plain. Literally.
'

' The
Lord caused me to know, and then I knew ; then

He made me see their doings." H. C.

19. We cannot wonder that many of the

fathers saw in Jeremiah a type of Christ. His
bodily and mental agonies ; his entire subjec-

tion to the will of God, though the prophet had
to overpower the revoltingsof his human will ;

his lamentations over the coming troubles of

his country, the general opposition to his teach-

ing and the union of priest and people in seek-

ing his death—all form an interesting parallel
;

and the idea was naturally suggested by his

describing himself as
"

' a lamb or an ox that is

brought to the slaughter." No doubt he was
emphatically "a man of sorrows." But the

comparison must not be pressed too far. Still,

this we may say, that of all the prophets, none
rises to a higher or more spiritual elevation than

Jeremiah, and none is more worthy of such a

comparison ; and yet even more true would it

be to say that he is an exemplification of the

Gospel principle that " God's grace is sufficient"

for a man, because God's "strength is made
perfect in weakness" (3 Cor. 13 : 9). R. P. S.

20. The Hebrew is not necessarily a prayer,

a malediction. It is the simple future, " I shall

see ;" I am sure of it, because I have laid open
my case before Thee [my God], and so have
committed it to Ihee. The committal is the

thing implied. The laying open to God is all

that the verb legitimately exjjresses. But, in

such a case, the laying open before God is the

preliminary act, and implies the committal.

The fact that the Lord had specially apprised

him of his danger might well be taken as a

guarantee that he would also take care to deal

righteousl}' with those wicked persecutors.

21-23. And here the Lord assures His

prophet, and directs him to write it out for a

warning to other persecutors, that He would
terribly punish and utterly exterminate those

wicked men of Anathoth who had sought to

seal his lips, that he should not speak truthfully

the word of the Lord.

Chap. 12. The first six verses treat of one
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subject, analogous to that of the next preceding

passage (11 : 18-23), only that this passage

(13 : 1-6) seems to touch the history of which
both treat at a point somewhat earlier than that.

For this represents the prophet as troubled by
the prosperity of the wicked (verses 1, 2), as

anno\"ed by their wickedness, and, perhaps, by
their opposition to him as the Lord's prophet,

and still as not having yet seen the worst, and
especially as not yet aware that his own brethren

and nearest relatives are plotting his destruc-

tion (verses 5, 6). The former passage (11 : 18-

23), as we have seen, touches tlie liistory at a

point further on, where the Lord reveals to him
the treachery of his friends, puts him in a way
to escape their plot, and announces their doom
of utter destruction. The rest of the chapter

(verses 7-17) seems to have no special connec-

tion with the first six verses. H. C.

1-4. Moral difficulties mtJi the providence of

God. The tone of this address to Jehovah is

strikingly contrasted with that to the men of

Anathoth. To them he is as a lion or a brazen

wall. To Jehovah he is as a fretful child, igno-

rant, wilful, perverse, and requiring to be cor-

rected. The tone of the prophet's prayer ap-

pears reasonable, considering the character and

pDsition of those to whom he refers. And there

is a recognition of the righteousness of God to

begin with. It is evident, too, that the con-

science of the prophet is without offence in the

sight of God, and yet there can be no doubt
that the language he adopts is not to be justi-

fied. He is carried away by excess of zeal, but

it is zeal without knowledge, and he himself

will be the first bitterly to regret his presump-
tion. It is a perilous thing for any man to at-

tempt to judge his fellows by infallible stand-

ards. One thing in the behavior of the prophet

was to be commended. He did not conceal

these thoughts within himself. He says, " Let

me talk with Thee, " conscious that in this open-

ness of soul lay his moral safety. A few min-

utes' honest communion with God will tap

many a festering sore and cnrrect many a subtle

error of spirit and life. The last lesson of Di-

vine revelation is not severity, but love. M.
Jeremiah sees the difficulty, but it does not

drive him from faith in the justice of God. Re-

ligion makes constant demands on faith—the
personal faith of trust in the character of God
where appearances are against what we believe

that character to be. Confidence in the un-

wavering righteousness of God will help us to

loiik for certain indications of a solution of the

difficulty occasioned by the prosperity of the

wicked. Right must and will be done, and if

it is not yet accomplished it will be ultimately.

From the character of God we may thus reason

to His certain action (Gen. 18 : 25). Hence we
have an argument in favor of future rectifica-

tion. Jeremiah expects it to come even in this

life, though it is long deferred (verse 3). The
Christian looks for it in the great j udgment, and
the fruits of this in the life to come. The difli-

culty may be lessened even for the present by
the reflection that material prosperity is not real

prosperity. It may be well for a good man to

suffer. Prosperity may be an evil. True wel-

fare consists not in success, not insecurity from
calamity, but in inward peace, in progress in

the Divine life. Adeney.

2. Grow, brings forth fruit. There is

in this world a perpetual progress of character.

God must interpose violently to prevent this

principle in the nature of things, to prevent

this law of a moral being from being accom-

plished. Everything, both good and evil,

hastens to its perfection. In depravity there is

no standing still, no amelioration, no change,

as to the pith of the character and destiny, but

a constant, ceaseless approximation, amid all

apparent forms and changes, to the one final

result. There is everlasting growth. Evil can-

not stop any more than good can stop. A de-

praved being goes on to the perfection of his

character by ju.st as svire a law, and with just

as certain a progress as a good being to the per-

fection of his. It cannot be otherwise. Cheever.

Personal religion involves growth in grace
;

so that where there is no growth, although there

may be interest in religious subjects, and keen-

ness about controversies, and a perception of

the importance of Divine truth, and a warm
defence of orthodoxy, there personal religion is

unknown. To say that personal religion is

characterized by growth is only another form

of saying that the man who has it is spiritually

alive. There is no organic life without growth

in nature ; and there is no spiritual life without

growth in grace, no continuous state of life.

The question whether any of us has personal

religion resolves itself into a question whether

he has in him a principle of spiritual growth
;

and spiritual growth implies spiritual life.

E. M. G.

Christian steadfastness means, at bottom, the

augmenting supremacy of the personal Christ

in the soul
;
growing convictions of His su-

preme worth, deepening attachment to His per-

son, enlarging drafts upon his Spirit for vital-

ity, progressive enfranchisement from set rule

and form that bind the flesh :
" For me to live

is Christ." " The kingdom of God is not meat
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and drink, but righteousness, peace and joy in

the Holy Ghost." We are sons not of the

bondwoman, but of the free, having a career

before us, a destiny to work at which tran-

scends tlie boundaries of fleshly virtues and

rises into the dignity of free and conscious son

ship with God. The Christian impulse must
organize into Christian living and growth, or

it will either ev^aporate or degenerate into me-
chanical conformity to a man-made code, a mere
slavery to form and rule, while the devil holds

the whip, drives Christ out of our lives and
leaves us hollow shapes of pretentious godli-

ness, a ghastly mockery of true righteousness.

W. W. Fans.

3. He appeals to God :
" Thou knowest my

heart toward Thee.
'

' We are as our hearts are,

and our hearts are good or bad. according as

they are or are not toward God ; and this is that

therefore concerning which we should examine
ourselves, that we ma}^ approve ourselves to

God. The cognizance to which he appeals :

" Thou knowest me better than I know mj'self,

not by hearsay or report, for Thou hast seen

me not with a transient glance, but Thou hast

tried my heart." God's knowing of us is as

clear and exact and certain as if He had made
the most strict scrutiny. The God with whom
we have to do perfectly knows how our hearts

are toward Him. He knows both the guile of the

hypocrite and the sincerity of the upright. H.
4. Because tliey said, He shall not

see our last end. That is, He will not

concern Himself about rewarding or punishing
us hereafter. The inference which bad men
are apt to draw from God's past forbearance is,

that He is totally regardless of the moral con-

duct of mankind. Hence, promising them-
selves the same impunity in future which they
have hitherto experienced, they are led to a free

indulgence of all their vicious inclinations.

Accordingly the Psalmist, complaining, as the

prophet does here, of the prosperity of the

wicked, represents their behavior and their

principles in terms exactly similar. (See Ps.

94:5, 6, 7.) Bhujney.

5. The close connection of verse 6 with this

verse 5 requires us to interpret this as spoken
to the prophet, and as implying that greater toils

and conflicts await him, and therefore it is not
well for him to faint under these of lesser sever-

ity. He has already encountered some persecu-

tion
; much more and worse is near at hand.

H. C. If the injuries done him by the men
of Anathoth made such an impression upon
him, what would he do M'hen the princes ami
chief priests at Jerusalem should set upon him

with their power, as they did afterward (chupp.

30 : 2 ; 32 : 2). H.

The expressions are proverbial, but clear and
forcible. If in a race with footmen he found
himself wearied, how could he stand a race witii

horses ? If in a quiet, peaceful land, where he
had no reason to fear dangerous animals, he
was in terror, how would he do along the thick-

ets of Jordan, where the lions had their lairs ?

This phrase translated " the swelling of Jor-

dan" occurs elsewhere in this prophet (49 : 19
;

50 : 44) ; also in Zech. 11 : 3). In Jeremiah it

is uniformly rendered as here, but in Zecha-
riah, " the pride of Jordan." In each of these

three passages it is thought of as the place

where lions had their coverts. Hence, the

phrase cannot refer to the rise of the waters ot

the Jordan, but must refer to the thickets and
shrubbery which might be considered the pride

and glory of Jordan. The original word means
that which is liigh, excellent, distinguished.

The connection of verse 5 with what precedes

I

may seem abrupt. It is rather thought than

I

expressed. The tone of the prophet's remarks
throughout verses 1-4 reveals a mind much ex-

ercised with the wickedness of men who were
probably thought of by him as his personal

enemies and persecutors. The Lord proceeds

here somewhat abruptly to apprise him that

worse enemies and sterner conflicts await him.

H. C.

The prophet of God was weary-hearted. Like
Job, like the writer of the thirty-seventh psalm,

like John the Baptist, he was sore perplexed at

God's dealings. The wicked prospered, the

righteous were cast down. Hence he sadly

asks, " Wherefore doth?" etc. (verse 1). Now.
God answers such questionings as these in dif-

ferent ways. Sometimes by showing His ser-

vant the true state of the ungodly, making him
" to understand their end." Sometimes by re-

vealing to the righteous the vast superiority of

their portion over that of the ungodly. Some-
times by gently soothing the ruftied spirit. At
other times, as here, by rousing rebuke and
sharp remonstrance, bidding him bethink him-
self, if he broke down under these compara-
tively small trials, how would he bear up when
much more terrible ones had to be endured ?

If running with " footmen" was too much for

him, then how would he " contend" with the

swift " horses" ? If he could feel secure only

in a quiet land, how would he do in a region

full of peril like that of the jungle-land, the

lair of the linn and other tierce beasts of prey,

which stretched along the banks of the Jordan?
Greater trials were to come to him than he had
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as yet known ; how would he meet them if he

failed in the presence of these lesser ones? C.

God has chosen to let the great and learned

sometimes fall, to show us what is in man
;

and to hold .up the timid woman and the feeble

child, to show us what is in God. But what

preparation have we for trials, losses, fears,

pains, bereavements and death ? If we can

ill bear the dailj' crosses of life, and are easily

affrighted b}' the sneers or the inconveniences

that befall us ; if amid these days of easy and

honorable Christianity w^e find it so hard to be

Christians, how will it be when we come into

the billows of mighty conflict ? J. W. A.

Holjf habits of living store away reserves of

strength which make one secure from the pres-

sure of life's trials. One whose daily life is

careless is always weak. But one who habit-

ually serves God and walks in the paths of up-

rightness and obedience grows strong in the

fountains of His being. Exercise develops all

the powers of life. Doing good continually

adds to one's capacity for doing good. Victory

in temptation puts new fibre into the victor's

arm. Thus he who forms habits of Avell-doing

is continually piling away in his soul reserves

of strength by which he will be ready to meet

the sudden shocks of danger or trial or the un-

expected demands of duty. J. R. M.

6. The general sentiment of this verse is,

that Ms own brothers of the same father and

family were dealing treacherously with him,

speaking fair words, but plotting foulest deeds.

This would be the severest of all his trials, cor-

responding to the race with horses or to meet-

ing the lions that spring forth from the thickets

on the Jordan. H. C.

7-17. God expressly challenges the national

calamities as the result of His own special de-

termination and judgment. He had discarded

His people for their malicious behavior toward

Him, and they were therefore given up to the

outrage and devastation of fierce and merciless

invaders (verses 7-13). At last He promises

tliem a restoration in future, and threatens

punishment upon their heathen neighbors who
had oppressed them ; but with this reservation,

that such of these as would come over to His

established worship, lie would receive and in-

corporate into His Church ; but the unbelieving

part should be utterly extirpated. Blayney.

14-17. The prophets sometimes, in God's

name, delivered messages both of judgment
and mercj^ to the nations that bordered on the

land of Israel ; but here is a message to them
all in general, who had in their turns been one

way or other injurious to God's people, had

either oppressed them or triumphed in their

being oppressed. H.

Mercy andjudgment. In these verses we have

one of the "larger words" which make the

whole world's testament of salvation and life.

The threatenings are stern, and will be exe-

cuted to the letter ; but the promises seem to

transcend the immediate occasion. A gate of

hope and redemption was herein opened to

multitudes who at that date were not included

in the covenant of Israel. The conditions upon
which their possible comprehension within the

future Israel is based are moral and spiritual,

and therefore truly universal. M.
Tlie tide thatJins no ebb, but everflows. Such

is tlie grace of God. The tide has never gone

back ; it has been butdelaj'ed. Wise and holy

fatherly love is at the root of all things, and is

the key which unlocks, as none else will, all the

problems of life. That love held His people

down to the sufferings they had to endure until

tiie evil mind departed from them, and so it

holds humanity down and individual souls

down to what they have to endure until they

be changed in the spirit of their minds. But
all this while the tide of His gracious purpose

is rising, and soon that Avhich hinders shall be

taken out of the way. Judah was to go into

captivity, but Judah was to be " plucked out"

from thence, and that is but a pattern of God's

dealings with us all.

But not only has this tide no ebb, it flows on

evermore. Not onh' was Judah to be restored,

but forgiveness and salvation are offered to her
" evil neighbors" (verse 14), who had done her

harm. God's pin-pose in the election of some

is not the reprobation of the rest, but the sal-

vation of all. " In thee and in tli}- seed shall

all the nations of the earth be blessed." The
"evil neighbors" had corrupted Judah (verse

16), and they had persecuted her (verse 14)

;

but now the set time to favor them also had

come, and salvation is offered to them (verse

16). Thus the tide of God's grace flows on

evermore, and where it seemed as if it would

never come. From all which we may learn :

The redemption of the world is the purpose of

God. But every nation and people in their

own order. The elect are the first- fruits ; those

nearest to them come next. If any refuse, their

national life is lost (verse 17). But the unfaith-

fulness of man shall not make the faith of God
of none effect. Let us take this tide at its

flood ; it will lead us on to life eternal. It is

the " tide in the affairs of men" which calls us

to launch forth upon it, that it may bear us to

never-endin": bliss. C,
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JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XHI.

13:1 Thus said the Lord unto me, Go, and buy tliee a linen girdle, and put it upon thy

2 loins, 'and put it not in water. So I bought a girdle according to the word of the Lord, and

3 put it upon my loins. And the word of the Loud came unto me the second time, saying,

4 Take the girdle that thou hast bought, which is upon thy loins, and arise, go to Euphrates,

5 and hide it there in a hole of the rock. So I went, and hid it by Euphrates, as the Lord

6 commanded me. And it came to pass after many days, that the Lord said unto me. Arise,

go to Euphrates, and take the girdle from thence, which I commanded thee to hide there.

7 Then 1 went to Euphrates, and digged, and took the girdle from the place where I had hid

8 it : and, behold, the girdle was marred, it was profitable for nothing. Then the word of the

9 Lord came unto me, saying, Thus saith the Lord, After this manner wiU I mar the pride of

10 Judah and the great pride of Jerusalem. This evil people, which refuse to hear my words,

which walk in the stubbornness of their heart, and are gone after other gods to serve them, and

11 to worship them, shall even be as this girdle, which is profitable for nothing. For as the girdle

cleaveth to the loins of a man, so have T caused to cleave unto me the whole house of Israel and

the whole house of Judah, saith the Lord ; that they might be unto me for a people, and for a

12 name, and for a praise, and for a glory : but they would not hear. Therefore thou shalt

speak unto them this word : Thus saith the Lord, the God of Israel, Every bottle shall be

filled with wine : and they shall say unto thee. Do we not know that every bottle shall be

13 filled with wine ? Then shalt thou say unto them, Thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will fill

all the inhabitants of this land, even the kings that sit upon David's throne, and the priests,

14 and the prophets, and all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, with drunkenness. And I will dash

them one against another, even the fathers and the sons together, saith the Lord : I will not

pity, nor spare, nor have compassion, that I should not destroy them.

15, 16 Hear ye, and give ear ; be not proud : for the Lord hath spoken. Give glory to the

'

Lord your God, before he cause darkness, and before your feet stumble upon the dark

mountains ; and, while ye look for light, he turn it into the sh;idow of death, and make it

17 gross darkness. But if ye will not hear it, my soul shall weep in secret for your pride
;
and

mine eyes shall weep sore, and run down with tears, because the Lord's flock is taken cap-

18 tive. Say thou unto the king and to the queen-mother. Humble yourselves, sit down :
for

19 your headtires are come down, even the crown of your glory. The cities of
^
the South are

shut up, and there is none to open them : Judah is carried away captive all of it
;
it is wholly

carried away captive.

20 Lift up your eyes, and behold them that come from the north : where is the flock that was

21 given thee, thy beautiful flock ? What wilt thou say, when he shall set thy friends over thee

as head, seeing thou thyself hast instructed them against thee ? shall not sorrows take hold

22 of thee,' as of a woman in travail V And if thou say in thine heart, Wherefore are these

things come upon me ? for the greatness of thine iniquity are thy skirts discovered, and thy

23 heels suffer violence. Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his spots ? then

24 may ye also do good, that are accustomed to do evil. Therefore will I scatter them, as the

25 stubble that passeth away, by the wind of the wilderness. This is thy lot, the portion meas-

ured unto thee from me, saith the Lord : because thou hast forgotten me, and trusted in

26 falsehood. Therefore will I also discover thy skirts upon thy face, and thy shame shall

27 appear. I have seen thine abominations, even thine adulteries, and thy neighings, the lewd-

ness of thy whoredom, on the hills in the field. Woe unto thee, O Jerusalem ! thou wilt not

be made clean ; how long shall it yet be ?

Chap. 13. This chapter is obviously one

entire message. It appears here without date.

The allusions to the deep infatuation that pre-

cedes destruction (verse 13) ; to the destruction

itself (verses 14. 16) ; to the humiliation of the

king and queen (verse 18) ; to being carried cap-

tive"(verscs 17, 19)—all conspire to point to the

short reign of Jehoiachin as the most probable

date. (Cf. 2 K. 24 : 10-16.) The prominence

given to the king's mother in both this history
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(2 K. 24 : 15) and this prophecy (verse 18) favors

this date. The prophecy points significantly

to pride as the fundamental sin of the people.

To mar this pride was the thing specially sig-

nified by this " rotten girdle." Over this pride

the prophet would weep sore, as the procuring

cause of their ruin (verse 17). It was this that

hardened their heart against the efforts made by
the Lord, through His prophet, to dissuade

them from idolatry, and draw them back to

true piety. H. C.

This chapter contains a single and distinct

prophecy, which, under two symbols, a linen

girdle left to rot, and all vessels being filled with

wine, foretells the utter destruction that was des-

tined to fall upon the whole Jewish nation, in-

cluding individuals of every rank and denomina-

tion (verses 15-21) ; and the cause of all the evils

is assigned in the general corruption and profli-

gacy of manners that prevailed without a pros-

pect of amendment (verse 22 to the end). The
particular mention of the joint downfall of the

king and queen (verse 18) seems to justify the

opinion which ascribes this prophecy to the be-

ginning of the reign of Jehoiakim, whose fate

with that of his queen is, in like manner, no-

ticed together. Blayney.

1-7. This statement is entirely plain. The
great question discussed among critics is,

whether this was a mere vision or a fact of

actual life. I accept it is a fact, because it

is affirmed to be a fact in most explicit terms
;

because mere visions are never put in such

terms, but in terms of a very different sort

—

e.g.,

" I saw ;" " the Lord showed me ;" "I was in

the Spirit and saw," etc. ; also because analo-

gous cases in this prophet must be taken as ac-

tual facts

—

e.g., the breaking of a potter's ves-

sel in Tophet (19 : 1-10), and the making of

symbolic yokes (27 : 2 and 28 : 10). H. C.

1. Put it not in water. God explains, at

verse 11, what was meant by the symbol of the

girdle or sash worn about the loins—viz., His

people Israel, whom He purchased and re-

deemed of old, and attached to Himself by a

special covenant ; that as a girdle serveth for

an ornament to the wearer, so they should be

subservient to the honor and glory of His name.

But, it is added, " they would not hear" or

conform to His intentions ; therefore being

polluted with the guilt of their disobedience,

they were in that state, and on that very ac-

count, to be carried into captivity ; conform-

ably to which tlie prophet was directed " not

to put the girdle in water"—that is, not to

wash it, but to leave it in that filthiness Avhich

it had contracted in wearing. Blayncg.

7, It is expressly said. He did as the Lord
commanded him, and thus gave a signal proof

of his obedience, to shame the stubbornness of

a disobedient people ; the toil of his journej''

would be very proper to signify both the pains

they took to corrupt themselves with their

idolatries, and the sad fatigue of their captivi-

ty ;
and Euphrates being the river of Babylon,

which was to be the place of their bondage,

was a material circumstance in this sign. H.

§-11. In these verses the Lord gives the ex-

planation of the symbolic act. It represented

the fact that He would mar the pride of Judah,

and hinted at the agencies He would employ
for this purpose

—

e.g., sending them into cap-

tivity to the Euphrates. As a man puts on a

girdle to bind his otherwise loose garments

close to his person, so the I.,ord had put on His

chosen people and bound them to Himself, and
would joyfully have held them in this relation

if they had honored and loved Him ; but they

would not. Hence, He had no alternative left

Him but to tear off this girdle and hide it away
by the Euphrates, till, humbled under their

affliction, they should lie low before Him and

plead for mercy. The phraseology (verse 11)

shows vividly how much the Lord would have

honored His people before the world with pros-

perity, and would have counted their prosperi-

ty an honor and a praise to Himself, if they

had adhered to Him in fidelity, love and obedi-

ence. No blessings are too great for God to

give to His willing, trustful people, provided

only they are so humble that He can bless them

safely, and so dutiful that He can bless them

with honor to Himself.

12. All the people of the land, their king,

princes, corrupt priests and false prophets es-

pecially, must be filled with drunkenness in the

moral sense of mad infatuation. The main

point of the verse, however, is to bring out the

insulting retort of the people : Could not you

tell us something that we do not already know ?

13, 14. This use of the idea of drunkenness

to represent the analogous infatuation that both

naturally and judicially precedes destruction

occurs very frequently in the prophets, drawn

out most fully by Jeremiah (chap. 25), but ap-

pearing in Isa. 51 : 17-21 ; 63 : 6 and often in

the minor prophets. It is, indeed, a terrible

fact in the providential government of God

over nations, and sometimes over individuals

as well, that when they scorn His wisdom and

scoff at His word. He turns their wisest coun-

sels into foolishness, gives up their heart to

madness, and so lets them rush and reel on to

the drunkard's doom.
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14. The last clause reads literal]}', " will not

have mercy so as not to destroy"

—

i.e., the cher-

ished mercy and kindness of His nature shall

not prevent His destroying- them—a startling

truth, which heaven-defiant sinners, who rest

their vain hope in the assimied mercy of God,

would do well to heed. H. C.

15. " Hear ye, and give ear ; be not proud."

Why should human beings be proud, seeing

that all their clothing is second-hand, worn

first by the lower animals before it is worn by

them ? The silken robe of a king's daughter

was woven by a worm, and the ermine that

adorns the mantle of the noblest office origi-

nally protected an insignificant weasel from the

cold. It is not the outward dress made by

other creatures that dignifies the life, but that

which truly belongs to the man himself—the

inward clothing which he has formed by his

own pure thoughts and lofty ideals, the habit

of a saintly life. The cloak brought from fairy-

land in King Arthur's court was a gift for the

purest and fairest ; and it is this cloak which

expresses the inward nature, and is in har-

mony with it, that is of any value. The robe

of Chosroes, made of cloth of gold and adorned

with jewels of inestimable value, covered a

base and despicable nature. The sheepskins

and goatskins in which the early Christian con-

fessors wandered about, d'istitute, afflicted, tor-

mented, covered the noblest natures, of whom
the world was not worthy. And Christ Him-

self wears the same robe in which His people

imbibe His spirit and imitate His example.

Macmillan.

Pride is a false estimate of one's self. It

lives " on the petty pre-eminences which here

for a little lift one mortal an inch or two higher

than another—an extra handful of gold, a better

education, a longer pedigree, a title, a serener

and less tempted life," or official distinctions.

But pride dies where "self-respect is born,"

since self-respect teaches one to rightly estimate

one's self ; to look on the inherent value of

one's immortal nature, on the soul's immeasur-

able capacities, intellectual and moral, and on

its relations to its Creator and Redeemer. It

does not value itself on the magnitude of its

merits, but because of its delightful and honor-

able relations to the Lord of the universe. It

places its possessor in the balances of the sanc-

tuary, weighing himself not by weights of

human invention, but by those which bear the

stamp of the court of heaven. And such self-

respect is near akin to humility, since it per-

ceives then no man's worth is self-derived, but is

all the gift of Him whose name is love. Di/kcs.

Truth provokes those whom it does not en-

lighten and convert. The proud man cannot

bear to be told that God owes him notliing ;

and hereby he renders himself still more un-

worthy of His grace ; he rises up against His

Physician, instead of turning his anger against

his pride and desiring the cure of it. Quesnel.

15,16. The Lord hath spoken. Should not

mortal man bend his ear to listen when God

deigns to speak ? Shall he suffer his pride to

be his ruin, as if it were beneath his dignit}' to

hear his Maker ? "Give glory to the Lord your

God," by humbling j'ourselvcs before Him, by

fully acknowledging His j ustice and His right

to reign and by deeply repenting of your sins

against H;2n. All this and more must be im-

plied in giving glory to the Lord your God.

A case in point, for illustration, occurs in the

words of Joshua to Aclian :

" I pray thee, my
son, give glory to the Lord God of Israel, and

make confession unto Him" (Josh. 7 : 19). On
the vital question of right and wrong between

the sinner and God, the sinner gives due glory

to God only when he humbles himself and con-

fesses that the w rong is wholly on his side, the

right wholly with God. The Lord enforces

this appeal through His prophet by implying

that a short time only remains ere, otherwise,

judgment without mercy must be their doom.

Hasten, " before He cause darkness," in the

sense of deeper calamity; "before your feet

stumble upon the dark mountains"—lost wan-

derers through imknowu mountain forests,

daylight all gone, where pitfalls and precipices

lie in wait, and there can be but a step be-

tween you and death. " And while ye look for

light"—in vain hope, anticipating the break of

day or some rift in the thick clouds that close

in heavily on your path—God shall turn your

darkness of night and of cloud into the dark-

ness of death-shade, and make it utter black-

ness of darkness. This graphic picture of

misery and woe coming on the proud sinners

of His time had its eye upon that fearful war

just then impending, with its fatal results.

H. C.

16. Light and the day are here as elsewhere

the emblems of those Divine influences which

ensure safetjs joy and life ; darkness and the

night, the absence of those influences, betoken-

ing peril, misery and death. The dark moun-

tains, with their cliasm-filled passes, represent

the paths of the world, with its concealed and

perilous abysses, in which the sinful soul is wan-

dering. They are the places of temptation and

danger, from which God's presence is banished

and in which there are chasms, into which the
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soul is liable to fall and perish. And it is them

places, with which the world is tilled, and

through which the godless are groping in sin-

blinded darkness looking for light—these places

of peril that the prophet declares God will sud-

denly convert into the shadow of death by

overturning the foot of the wanderer, and

make a perpetual gross darkness by precipi-

tating his fall into their dark and profound

ab^'sses. Under this effective tigure is shadowed

forth a momentous fact as a powerful induce-

ment for the sinful soul at once to give glory

to (jod by repentance and a return to the way
of holiness—the fact of its momentary liability

to fall into the fathomless depths and darkness

of the second death. B.

When, overwhelmed with a sense of corrup-

tion, I see before me " dark mountains" of

trouble and the terrors of the grave, the eye of

infinite goodness, brighter than the Shekinah

of old. glances upon me from the depths of

eternity. It is the smile of the King Immortal

from the throne of grace. I see in it free love,

the infinite merits of Christ, riches of mercy

and of grace, which compel me to look with

amaze. I am made to listen to the still, small

voice that follows—a voice such as Elijah

heard. It announces to me the mysteries of

the holy of holies. " Lo, I come, in the vol-

ume of the Book it is written of Me." " I

came to seek and to save that which is lost."

I rise from the depths of despair, and no

longer "stumble upon the dark mountains."

C. Evans.

Let the beams of the Divine character be

shed on the unholy mind, and its darkness

would not only not comprehend, it would repel,

that brightness ; it would recoil from such a

contrast to its own nature. But to come into

immediate contact with a holy God, this must
be, to tho.se who love darkness, insufferable

pain, in proportion to the fulness of that light '

On the contrary, those who love holiness, those

who war against sin, tho.se who have repented

a thousand times of tlie evil that dwells within

them, those who hunger and thirst after right-

eousness, to them holiness must be heaven
;

they will then reach the goal, rest in the haven
where they would be, and, like the Psalmist

who speaks their mind, "be satisfied when
they awake in the likeness of God, and l)ehold

His face in righteousness !" R. Hall.

IT. The spirit of this affectionate prophet
stands before us here in exquisite betiuty. lie

longed to have tlie jjcople hear, but he could

not compel them. All lie could do to induce

them he would most cheerfully and gladly.

But if his best endeavors fail, there is one re-

sort left him ; he can find some secret place to

weep over their guilty pride. He understands

full well the form which this ruin will assume
;

" the Lord's flock carried away captive." This

public statement to the people, backed up, we
must suppose, by his kaovvn character for a

tender spirit and a tearful eye, was in place

here as one hopeful means of making an im-

pression upon the people. It was a testimony

to his honest belief in their danger, and to the

solicitude and even anguish of his heart in

view of their certain ruin unless they should

repent. H. C.

20. The Church of God is His flock. His
" beautiful flock." Its members are very dear

to Him, "purchased with His own blood."

The Church is given, entrusted, to pastors.

"When Christ ascended up on high He gave

some " pastors." This method of ordering

His Church is the one He has willed. His

blessing has evidently rested on it. What does

not the Church of God owe to her faithful pjis-

tors ? But whatever their character they can-

not but have great influence. They are trust-

ed by the people. They have received special

gifts for their work in the form of mental and

moral endowments. They are much prayed

for. They are specially set apart for the charge

of the Church of God. They have every in-

ducement to fidelity. Faithful, the love of

their charge will gather round them ; the fear

of God will dwell within them ; the crown of

life awaits them. And these mighty motives,

acting upon hearts already prepared by God's

grace and devoted to this high office, have for

the most part secured a great degree of fidelity

in it. But there has been at times great un-

faithfulness. The Church has suffered in num-
bers, in purity of doctrine, in consistency of

life. In spirituality of character. And if it has

been through the negligence and unfaithful-

ness of the pastor, who shall deliver him from

the charge of blood guiltiness which will lie at

his door ? What will he answer when the

question is addressed to him, as one day it

surely will be,
'

' Where is the flock that was
given thee, thy beautiful flock ?" C.

Christ has made over to each of us a special

portion of His vineyard, to cultivate for im-

mortality. For that definite allotment, and for

every soul therein, we shall have to answer in

the day of wrath. Those are awful words of

the prophet :
" Where is the flock that was

given thee, thy beautiful flock ? What wilt

thou say when He shall visit upon thee 1"

Hundreds, yea, thousands, have passed through
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the hands of some of us ; what report of our

ministry have they brought into tlie world of

spirits ? Oh, brethren ! of a truth they are no

slight matters, these souls of men with which

we have to deal ! Eternal destinies are sus-

pended on our hourly work ; every forgetful

day is a robbery of Him whose chief reward

for all " the travail of His soul" is in the multi-

tude what we are to train for Him to glory.

Shall we disappoint Him, and, as far as in us

lies, neutralize the redeeming work of the

cross ? Called to be the stewards of His house-

hold, shall we lay waste His inheritance, or

what is as criminal, suffer it to lie fallow and

unproductive ? He has promised lis His un-

failing help in prosecuting the work He began
;

He has promised us a glory eminent above

others even in a world where all is glory

—

" rulers over many cities," "the joy of our

Lord," "the brightness of the stars forever

and ever." May we daily see before us the

crown, and willingly bear the cro.ss we call

upon others to carry ! May we keep before

our thoughts that great and final day of visita-

tion, more awful far than all these its earthly

images ;

" when the Chief Shepherd shall ap-

pear," even the " Shepherd and Bishop of our

souls," to inspect the accounts of our steward-

ship, to scrutinize our fidelity, to require the

blood of the unwarned sinner at the hand of

the faithless watchman, to recompense with

rest everlasting the humble and laborious min-

ister of truth and peace ! Archer Butler.

It will be seen that this was a question for

flocks as well as for shepherds. Rulers are re-

sponsible for right leading, but subjects and

followers are not altogether as sheep, that they

should blindly follow those in formal aulhori-

ty. Truth bus not been put within the formal

shepherd's exclusive protection. We must take

care whom we follow. It is a delusion to sup-

pos3 that we can hand ourselves over spirit-

ually to the guidance of any one less than

Christ. Others may help and suggest ; only

He can command. Paul came to his hearers

with arguments and persuasions, laying before

them the truth, which they were able to re-

ceive because it was the truth, not because the

authority of the speaker made it true. All

New Testament preaching goes on the assump-

tion that every one can be fully persuaded in

his own mind. The same Scriptures are open

to reader as to preacher. None can have their

eternal interests perilled except by their own
negligence. Y.

21. The idea is, that they had accepted the

gods of those foreign nations, and had thus

brought themselves into relations of acknowl-

edged inferiority and subjection, so that now
they could in no wise complain if the Lord put

the princes of those nations in power over their

whole land. "When they should come to expe-

rience this natural result of their idolatry,

would not the pangs of travail seize upon

them ?

23. The stubbornness of their hearts ; the

strength and persistence of this spirit of idola-

try ; the extreme difficulty of elfecting a moral

change, and the entire failure of all efforts thus

far made to reclaim the people—are tersely ex-

pressed by this analogy. H. C.

Then may ye also do good, etc. The meaning

of this is, that they who are accustomed to do

evil will find the work of repentance and refor-

mation to be not indeed impossible, but ex-

tremely difficult. That the words are to be

thus understood appears from the whole chap-

ter, which contains terrible denunciations

agamst the Jews of evils which should come

upon them for their impiety. These threats

are mixed with exhortations to repentance, and

then follow the words, " Can the Ethiopian,"

etc., which must not, therefore, be taken as a

declaration that they could not possibly re-

pent ; for then the prophet ought not to have

pressed them, in the same discourse, to amend

their ways, and to give glory to the Lord, be-

fore He caused darkness, and before their feet

stumbled, and they should fall to rise no more.

Jortin.

To cease to do evil we have not only to stay

the hand, but to purify the heart. To cease to

do evil we must cease to think it, to feel it and

to conceive it. So helpless is the sinner when

he stands face to face with the problem of ref-

ormation. Effort after effort is made and fails.

It is bound to fail because the source of the

wrong-doing has not been rectified. To change

himself—who is capable of this feat ? M.

Men habituate themselves to sin. Habit is

second nature. The sin which is wilfully cho-

sen becomes a tyrannous habit. We are color-

ing our very being by the tone of our thoughts

and actions. What we do to-day, that we will

be to-morrow. We are the result of our own

past deeds. He who speaks or acts a lie be-

comes a liar; he who indulges in impurity be-

comes an unclean being ; he who follows sel-

fish impulses becomes a creature of selfishness.

Thus every man is building up a habitation for

his soul by his own deeds. P. C.

Active habits are formed by the repetition of

voluntary acts. It is an ultimate fact in our

constitution, that repetition, practice, use, pro-
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duces always facility in doing the acts repeat-

ed, and sometimes, in addition, a tendency to

do them. M. H. From our very faculty of

habits, passive impressions, by being repeated,

grow weaker. Thoughts, by often passing

tlirough the mind, are felt less sensibly ; being-

accustomed to danger begets intrepidity—that

is, lessens fear ; to distress lessens the passion

of pity ; to instances of others' mortality lessens

the sensible apprehension of our own. And
from these two observations together—that

practical habits are formed and strengthened by
repeated acts, and that passive impressions grow
weaker by being repeated upon us—it must
follow that active habits may be gradually

forming and strengthening by a course of act-

ing upon such and such motives and excite-

ments, while these motives and excitements

themselves are by proportionable degrees grow-

ing less sensible—that is, are continually less

and leas sensibly felt, even as the active habits

strengthen. Bp. Butler.

Love increases the power of loving, just by
contituiance in loving. Hate grows malignant-

ly venomous before one knows how much his

better nature is overcome ; so that, at the last

moment, a wicked man discovers he is not un-

der his own control. What he likes, he must
continue to like ; what he dislikes, he must
continue to dislike. To will is present with

him, perhaps, but how to perform that which
is good, he finds not ; the evil, which he would
not do, he does ; he recognizes, then, a law in

his members warring against the law of his

mind, and bringing him into captivity to the

law of sin. He has educated and exercised his

affections, until now they defy him : they are

his despot, and he is their slave. G. S. Bohin-

Hon.

Repeated acts become principles of action,

and every num is the creature of his own past

life. If nature alone—treacherous and degrad-

ed nature- -is silent in denouncing sin—if she

has no instinctive power to arouse herself, what
shall she be when doubly and trebly indurated

by habit ; when the malformed limb becomes

ossified ; when tliat faculty which was destined

to be, under Divine guidance, the antagonist of

nature, " a second nature," as it is truly called,

to reform, and resist, and overlay the tirst, is

perverted into the traitorous auxiliary of its

corruption ? We know not oiu'selves sinners,

because from infancy we have breathed the at-

mosphere of sin ; and we now breathe it, as we
do the outward air, unceasingly, yet witli

scarcely a consciousness of the act ! A man
lives in the frigid formalism of external relig-

ion, or in the habitual necjleet of God (itself a

sin, and the parent of all sin), until it seems al-

most impossible to separate the habit from life

itself ; to live at all is to live thus ; and he as

little dreams of asking himself, can it indeed

be true that he is a sinner calmly travelling the

pathway to ruin, as he does of seriously inquir-

ing whether his lieart beats, or whether his hair

turns gray with years. The process has been

so constant as to be forgotten, and has at length

become almost equally independent of volun-

tary effort. He sins, so to speak, mechanically.

The terrible power of irreligion, become thus

habitual, to blind men to the momentous peril

of their daily state, is above all evinced in this

—that every form of exhortation or appeal is

weak to break the lethargy
;

yet not at all

from any unbelief of the facts or doctrines stat-

ed, but from an obstinate refusal or inability

to imagine that they can have the remotest

reference to the hearer himself. Archer Butler.

The disease that is inveterate is generally

thought incurable. Those that have been long

accustomed to sin have shaken off the re-

straints of fear and shame ; their consciences

are seared, the habits of sin are confirmed, it

pleads prescription, and it is just with God to

give those up to their own hearts' lusts that

have long refused to give up themselves to His

grace. Sin is the blackness of the soul, the de-

formity of it ; it is its spot, the discoloring of

it ; it is natural to us, we were shapen in it, so

that we cannot get clear of it by any power of

our own ; but there is an almightj^ grace that

is able to change the Ethiopian's skin, and that

grace shall not be wanting to those that in a

sense of their need of it seek it earnestly, and

improve it faithfully. H.

Observe that the impossibility referred to is

a natural one. It is not said that under no cir-

cumstances whatever can a man accustomed to

do evil be enabled to do good. The thing

affirmed is that the power of habit and custom

is so strong that he cannot turn himself. If

we are inclined to doubt this, and indulge in

that glorification of human nature which is a*;

once so easy and so perilous, we have only to

think of the illustrations here eniplo3'ed. It is

vain to discuss with a man who is determined

to magnify the power of the natural man tovv-

ard^that which is right and good. The better

plan is to assure one's own heart of the truth

which God would make plain by these illus-

trations of His own giving. If any one assert-

ed that an Ethiopian could change his skin or

a leopard his spots, he would be reckoned a

fool past arguing with. But there are multi-
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tudes who think it is very good ad ^'ice to tell

the poor slave of worldliuess and passion to be

a man and exert the strength of his will and

turn away from evil. Now, what God says

here by His prophet is that every such attempt

must end In disappointment. No doubt there

are certain times and stages in life when it is hard

to accept such a view. It is a humbling and

limiting view, one which exhibits in such an

uncompromising way our weakness. But the

sooner we come to take such a view—to take it

practically and not in a mere speculative man-

ner—to feel that the way of self-recovery and

self-perfecting is closed against us, the better

it will be for us.

The consequent need of a cjraeioun intervention.

This is not stated here, but we know that it is

meant to be remembered. In all such emphatic

assertions of human inability there lies the sug-

gestion that Ave may look confidently and ought

to look promptly for abundance of Divine help.

God puts His hand on our mouths to stop all

proud words, but at the same time He would

lead us to lay hold of His promises and be filled

with His strength. A clear vision of our own
inability means a clear vision of the need of

Divine intervention, and a clear vision of the

need of Divine intervention may be expected to

prepare for an equally clear vision of the reali-

ty of that intervention. That which measures

the impossibilities in the corrupted natural man
helps to measure the reasonable purposes and

expectations of the man who is renewed by the

Spirit of God. Y.

Self-reformation is impossible. Sin is not a

mere defilement to be washed off. It is in-

grained. It is in the blood, in the life, in the

nature. Action is according to character. If

the character is corrupt, so must be the action.

It is true we are free to do as we will, but so

long as our nature is corrupt we shall will to

do evil, because the will is part of the nature.

But apart from the vexed question of the free-

dom of the will, every man is conscious of the

difficulty of overcoming opposing habits, even
when his will is roused against them. When
he would do good evil is present with him, and
this evil is so strong that it can only be re-

garded as a law of (corrupted) nature (Rom.
7 : 21-23). Adeney.

Sin not only corrupts the springs of a maa's
moral life, but paralyzes all his nobler powers,
robs him of the ability to act out the better in-

stincts of his nature. The voice of natural

conscience may not be wholly silenced, the

natural heart may not be utterly destitute of

good impulses ; but there is no redeeming

power in these. As well expect the darkness

to give birth to light, and life to spring spon-

taneously out of death, as suppose that a sin-

loving, sin-hardened man will of himself for-

sake his evil ways. He will never be able by
his own hand " to pluck the vicious quitch of

blood and custom wholly out of him." The
complete moral helplessness of humanity was
made abundantly evident before the full reve-

lation of Gflspel grace. It was when we were
" without strength" that Christ " died for the

ungodly."

The wondrous efficacy of the regenerating poimr

of God. The most defiled and degraded nature

may be transformed by the touch of Him who
made it. Even the skin of the Ethiopian and

the leopard's spots must yield .to the sover-

eignty of the Divine energy. Deep-rooted

and habitual as the evil in a man's heart and

life may be, the blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth

him from it, and when the Spirit of Christ

moulds the substance of his being he becomes
" a new creature ; old things are passed away

;

behold, all things are become new" (2 Cor.

5 : 17). W. A true sorrow for sin may be

induced in answer to j^rayer, by the study of

Scripture, and the contemplation of Christ

;

but it is always the work of the Holy Spirit.

When that grace, however, has once been at-

tained, it is open to the sinner to reverse the

process by which he has been enslaved. After

conversion evil habit will assert itself, and can

only be met by constant dependence upon Di-

vine grace and constant effort after holiness.

The good habit formed by repeated and regular

actions according to the law of God is the best

antidote to the evil one. M.

26, 27. These figures have occurred already

(2 : 23, 24 and 3 : 2). They are fearfully signifi-

cant of the shamelessness of her idolatries and

the depth of moral corruption which they in-

volved. Oh, if Jerusalem would only con-

sent to be made clean ! After how long shall

it be ? The prophet longs for the distant

day when the processes of Divine judgment

shall have taken effect, and the nation shall

be once more washed clean of this great pol-

lution, incurred by her worship of idol gods.

H. C.
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JEREMIAH, CHAPTERS XIV., XV.

14:1 The word of the Lord that came to Jeremiah concernhig the drought.

2 Judah mournclh, and the gates thereof languish, they sit in black upon the ground ; and

3 the cry of Jerusalem is gone up. And their nobles send their little ones to the waters : they

come to the pits, and find no water ; they return with their vessels empty : they are ashamed

4 and confounded, and cover their heads. Because of the ground whicli is chapt, for that no

5 rain hath been in the land, the plowmen are ashamed, they cover their heads. Yea, the hind

6 also in the field calveth, and forsaketh her young, because there is no grass. And the wild

asses stand on the bare heights, they pant for air like jackals ; their eyes fail, because there

is no herbage.

7 Though our iniquities testify against us, work thou for thy name's sake, O Lord : for our

8 backslidings are many ; we have sinned against thee. O thou hope of Israel, the saviour

thereof in the time of trouble, why shouldest thou be as a sojourner in the land, and as a

9 wayfaring man that turneth aside to tarry for a night ? Why shouldest thou be as a man
astonied, as a mighty man that cannot save ? yet thou, O Lord, art in the midst of us, and

we are called bj^ thy name ; leave us not.

10 Thus saith the Lord unto this people. Even so have they loved to wander ; they have not

refrained their feet : therefore the Lord doth not accept them ; now will he remember their

11 iniquity, and visit their sins. And the Lord said uuto me, Pray not for this people for their

13 good. When they fast, I will not hear their cry ; and when they offer burnt offering and

oblation, I will not accept them : but I will consume them by the sword, and by the famine,

13 and by the pestilence. Then said I, Ah, Lord God ! behold, the prophets say unto them. Ye
shall not see the sword, neither shall ye have famine ; but I will give you assured peace in

14 this place. Then the Lord said unto me, The prophets prophesy lies in my name : 1 sent

them not, neither have I commanded them, neither spake I unto them : they prophesy unto

you a lying vision, and divination, and a thing of nought, and the deceit of their own heart.

15 Therefore thus saith the Lord concei'ning the prophets that prophesy in my name, and I

sent them not, yet they say, Sword and famine shall not be in this land : B}^ sword and

16 famine shall those prophets be consumed. And the people to whom they prophesj^ shall be

cast out in the streets of Jerusalem because of the famine and the sword ; and they shall have

none to bury them, them, their wives, nor their sons, nor their daughters : for I will pour

17 their wickedness upon them. And thou shalt say this word unto them. Let mine eyes run

down with tears night and day, and let them not cease ; for the virgin daughter of my people

18 is broken with a great breach, with a very grievous wound. If I go forth into the field, then

behold the slain with the sword ! and if I enter into the city, then behold them that are sick

Avith famine ! for both the prophet and the priest go about in the laud and have no knowl-

edge.

19 Hast thou utterly rejected Judah ? hath thy soul loathed Zion ? why hast thou smitten us,

and there is no healing for us ? We looked for peace, but no good came ; and for a time of

20 healing, and behold dismay ! We acknowledge, O Lord, our wickedness, and the iniquity

21 of our fathers : for we have sinned against thee. Do not abhor us, for thy name's sake ; do

22 not disgrace the throne of thy glory : remember, break not thy covenant with us. Are there

any among the vanities of the heathen that can cause rain ? or can the heavens give showers ?

art thou not he, O Lord our God ? therefore we will wait upon thee ; for thou hast made all

these things.

15 : 1 Then said the Lord unto me. Though Moses and Samuel stood before me, yet my
mind could not be toward this people : cast them out of my sight, and let them go forth.

2 And it shall come to pass, Avlien they say unto thee. Whither shall we go forth ? then thou

shalt tell them, Thus saith the Lord : Such as are for death, to death ; and such as are for the

sword, to the sword ; and such as are for the famine, to the famine ; and such as are for cap-

3 tivity, to captivity. And I will appoint over them four kinds, saith the Lord : the sword to

slay, and the dogs to tear, and the fowls of the heaven, and the beasts of the earth, to devour

4 and to destroy. And I will cause them to be tossed to and fro among all the kingdoms of the
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11

earth, because of Manasseh the son of Hezekiah king of Judah, for that which he did in Jeru-

5 salem. For who shall have pity upon thee, O Jerusalem ? or who shall bemoan thee ? or

6 who shall turn aside to ask of thy welfare ? Thou hast rejected me, saith the Lord, thou art

gone backward : therefore have I stretched out my hand against thee, and destroyed thee ; I

7 am weary with repenting. And I have fanned them with a fan in the gates of the land ; I

have bereaved them of children, I have destroyed my people ; they have not returned from

8 their ways Their widows are increased to me above the sand of the seas : I have brought

upon them against the mother of the young men a spoiler at noonday : I have caused anguish

9 and terrors to fall upon her suddenly. She that hath borne seven languisheth ; she hath

given up the ghost ; her sun is gone down while it was yet day ; she hath been ashamed and

confounded : and the residue of them will I deliver to the sword before their enemies, saith

the Lord.

Woe is mc, my mother, that thou hast borne me a man of strife and a man of contention to

the whole earth ! I have not lent on usury, neither have men lent to me on usury : yet every

one of them doth curse me. The Lord said. Verily I will strengthen thee for good ; verily I

will cause the enemy to make supplication unto thee in the time of evil and in the time of

affliction.

12, 13 Can one break iron, even iron from the north, and brass ? Thy substance and thy treas-

ures will I give for a spoil without price, and that for all tliy sins, even in all thy borders.

14 And I will make them to pass with thine enemies into a land which thou kuowest not : for a

fire is kindled in mine anger, which shall burn upon you.

15 O Lord, thou knowest : remember me, and visit me, and avenge me of my persecutors ;

take me not away in thy longsuffering : know that for thy sake I have suffered reproach.

16 Thy words were found, and I did eat them ; and thy words were unto me a joy and the

17 rejoicing of mine heart : for 1 am called by thy name, O Lord God of hosts. I sat not in the

assembly of them that make merry, nor rejoiced : I sat alone because of thy hand ; for thou

18 hast filled me with indignation. Why is my pain perpetual, and my wound incurable, which

refuseth to be healed ? wilt thou indeed be unto me as a deceitful brook, as waters that fail ?

19 Therefore thus ssdth the Lord, If thou return, then will I bring thee again, that thou may-

est stand before me ; and if thou take fortli the precious from the vile, thou shalt be as my
20 mouth : they shall return unto thee, but thou shalt not return unto them. And I will make

thee unto this people a fenced brasen wall ; and they shall fight against thee, but they shall

not prevail against thee : for I am with thee to save thee and to deliver thee, saith the Lord.

21 And I will deliver thee out of the hand of the wicked, and I will redeem thee out of the hand

of the terrible.

Chaps. 14, 15. These chapters belong to

one discourse. No date appears, nor does there

seem to be anything in the discourse itself to

fix its date precisely. It was occasioned by a

fearful drought. This fact gives tone to the

Avhole. It was also a time of war and famine

(verse 18), and the people were just on the eve

of captivitj'. But to which of the several sea-

sons of captivity this refers, is not clear. There

were three principal seasons—viz., in the fourth

year of Jehoiakim ; at the close of the short

reign of Jehoiachin ; and at the close of the

reign of Zedekiah. This chapter opens with a

graphic description of fearful drought (verses

2-6) ; records the prophet's interceding prayer

(verses 7-9) ; the Lord's answer (verses 10-12)

;

and further communications between the Lord

and His prophet (verses 13-18) ; closing with

yet another prayer in the spirit of most implor-

ing intercession for his people (verses 19-22).

This chapter is specially interesting as an in-

stance of interceding prayer under most de-

pressing circumstances, even when the Lord

had plainly intimated that He could neither

hear nor save.

14 : 1. A little attention to the subject mat-

ter of this chapter will show that it is rather

the history of a great drought, embracing pray-

ers to God and communications from Him.

than throughout a message from God concern-

ing the drought. Accordingly, the chapter

does not open with the formula which usually

precedes and introduces a message that is sim-

ply and only a direct revelation from God.

This reads literally, " What was the word of

the Lord to Jeremiah concerning the words'

'

(or history)
'

' of the drought.
'

' The important

points of the chapter are those things that come

from God in respect to this case of drought.

Let it be borne in mind that drought is one of
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the forms of great calamity which God had

stipulated, ages before, as the penalty to be

suffered by the people if they should forsake

their God and go into idolatry. The standard

passages are De. 11 : 16, 17; 28 : 23, 24 ; Lev.

26 : 19, 20. H. C.

1-6. In the southern climates of the East,

rain, as a rule, falls at fixed periods of the

year. Failure in the periodical showers is fol-

lowed by failure of the coming harvest. If

the drought be severe, and spread over a large

extent of couutr}', the outcome is scarcity, and

when prolonged, famine. The people perish

with hunger, and the cattle for lack of fodder.

Every green thing dries up ; the brooks fail

;

even the wells fall empty ; the naked ground
bakes and cracks ; the glare is intolerable, and

the atmosphere a furnace. The distress of man
and beast is here sadly pictured. Sir W. Muir.

7-9, The appeal of tJiose icJio have become

keenly sensitive to God's separation from them.

This is set forth by two figures. He has be-

come as a stranger in the land, as a wayfarer

pitching his tent for the night. The people

profess to wonder why it is so, and yet they

need not wonder. He who has been in their

midst because, first of all. He has gathered

them around Him as the recipients of measure-

less privileges, finds rivals raised on every high

place and in every grove. His special com-
mands are shut out from influence on the con-

duct of daily life. His messenger is scorned

by rulers and conspired against by His own
kinsfolk. What is all this but to become even

worse than a stranger ? Needless, then, was it

to ask the question, " Why shouldest thou be

as a stranger in the land ?" As well might the

ebbing sea ask the rock round which it rolled

at flood why it had forsaken it. Jehovah had
remained the same in truth, in love and in

purpose. It was the people who had failed,

and flowed further and further away from Him.
They talked of Him as a mere wanderer among
them, whereas they Avere the real wanderers,

wandering in heart, drifting about from one

temporary satisfaction to another. Y

.

7. Every word of this prayer is exceedingly

appropriate ; confession of sin ; the fullest ad-

mission that " our iniquities testify against

us ;" falling back upon the name

—

i.e., the na-

ture of God as the only plea. H. C. In a man-
ner like this does every soul pray that is deep-

ly contrite. It has boldness enough amid all

its guilt to come to God's throne and to keep
there, but beyond this it has sometimes no
boldness at all. It leaves God to show mercy
to it in His own way, and to deal with it after

His own will. It feels that it needs everything.

But it feels, too, that if its heavenly Father will

but look on it, will but pity it, that will be
enough. He is so rich, that He can give it all

it wants ; and so bountiful, that if He gives it

anything. He will keep back nothing which
will do it good. All it desires is to be treated

as His child, and tlien come what may, it will

bless Him for it. Come frowns or smiles, come
stripes or caresses, it is thankful. It is in its

Father's house and its Father's hands, and that

contents it. Bradley.

§. That God had so often been the Saviour

of Israel in her past seasons of trouble inspired

hope yet. The prophet begs that God will

come and dwell still with His people, and not

be as a stranger, one not at home, or as a trav-

eller who stops but for a night. All this is

beautifully expressive of holy desire and legiti-

mate prayer. The pious implore God to make
their heart and their people His permanent
abode, and never leave them. H. C.

Looking out upon the woful evils which
ravage earth—physical, intellectual, moral—dis-

eases, superstitions, sins—one can scarce for-

bear to cr}^ : Are the hands to which all power
in heaven and on earth is committed still

bound ? and, in the language of Jeremiah, to

question " the hope of Israel, the savior thereof

in time of trouble, why shouldest thou be as

a stranger in the land, and as a wayfaring man
that turneth aside to tarry for a night ? Why
shouldest thou be as a man astonied, as a

mighty man that cannot save ?" But ever

Cometh the answer, " What I do thou knowest

not now, but thou slialt know hereafter."

And " we trust that, somehow, good will be

the final goal of ill." There is that in the

Christian's heart that forbids his thinking

otherwise. By the breath of God frost is

given, and the seal of death is set on life. Daj's

and nights come and go, and snows make des-

olate the face of nature. But after winter is

spring ; and after death, resurrection ; and

after the hiding of His face, glory ; and behind
" the hiding of His power," omnipotence. We
rest in the firm conviction that He who abides

the same continually, and is Love, will evolve

harmony out of all the discords of earth. And
with the solution of the various vexed and vex-

ing questions that naturally arise in our minds

in connection with the existence and continu-

ance of evil, the solution that Fie will give, we
shall be satisfied. iV. W. Wells.

9. Is not the arm of Jehovah equal to any

demand upon it ? strong to save in every emer-

gency ? I will not (says the prophet) think of
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God as far away. Let mo rather think of Him
a8 still among us, for Ilis name is called upon

this people ; and let me pray that He will

never leave us. Such is his prayer. H. C.

The sinful nation confesses that in itself there

is no hope, but as that conviction is arrived at,

another asserts itself— viz., that God is the

Hope of Israel, and that in His name or char-

acter there is the promise and potency of res-

toration. It is in spiritual transitions like these

that the soul is lost and found again. Tempta-

tion is anticipated and overcome, sin is cast

away and God is throned in the heart. It is

better to make such honest discovery of our-

selves to God, even in our weakness and lack

of faith, than that we should carry these into

the conduct of life. It is in these transitions

of despair and hope reaching to and resting in

restored faith and settled purpose of righteous-

ness, that the overcoming of the world is al

read}' accomplished. M.

10-16. The dispute between God and His

prophet, in this chapter, seems to be like that

between the owner and the dresser of the vine-

yard concerning the barren fig-tree (Luke 13 : 7).

The justice of the owner condemns it to be cut

down, the clemency of the dresser intercedes

for a reprieve ; Jeremiah had been earnest with

God, in prayer, to return in mercy to this peo-

ple. H.

10-12. The Lord replies that the people

liave wholly given up their heart to sin, have

loved to wander from Him ; that the time of

retribution has now come, and He must j^un-

ish. Therefore He cannot hear the prophet's

prayer, and requests Him to desist. Indeed, if

the people themselves were now to pray even

with fasting and sacrifice, the Lord could not

liear their cry or accept their offeiings.

14-16. The Lord can take no responsibility

for their lies. But those very prophets shall

be terribly destroyed by the very sword and

famine which they declared should luA come
upon the land. And the people whom they

had deceived could not be held innocent. They
should have known better. They too must be

cast out to lie unburied ; for God will pour

back upon them the fruit of their own great

wickedness. H. C.

13-16. Attempts are constantlj^ made to

evolve religious truth out of the inner con-

sciousness of the thinker. No idle dreams are

more delusive, since men have not the nuiteriaU

out of which to build a theology of their own
;

they have not the faculties capable of using

those materials—sin perverts the spiritual vis-

ion, prejudice and self-interest distort views of

truth. False teaching in religion will be pun-

ished by fatal results. It ought to be clear to

everj'body that the first question concerning

any teaching is whether it is true. Yet this

question is often ignored. The prophet is elo-

quent ; the doctrine is pleasing ; the prediction

is inviting. But what of all that if it is false?

Then the false prophet will suffer by the fulfil-

ment in himself of the prophecy he denied,

and the people by the coming of the evil day

they were too ready to hear discredited. P. C.

The great peril of the day is compromise,

amalgamation and suppression of truth by mu-
tual consent. Our most dangerous foes are not

the decorative and monastic ritualist, nor the

loud-barking atheist or sceptic ; but the plausi-

ble, courteous, affiliating, " dearly-beloved breth-

ren," who would knit all the so-called churches

in one patchwork quilt, which might cover

them in a soft and downy bed of spiritual sleep,

leaving them to dream of security and charity,

while the noxious errors which prevail among
them are eating out the vitals of true godli-

ne.ss, spiritual experience and sound doctrine.

Dean of Carlisle.

17-22. It is plain by the prayers we find in

these verses that the prophet did not under-

stand it (verse 11) as a prohibition, but only as

a discouragement, like that (1 John 5 : 16), " I

do not say he shall pray for that." H. The

next chapter will show us that the Lord was

firmly fixed in His purpose to hear no prayer

for His sinning people. Yet it does not appear

that He frowned on His weeping prophet for

this imploring supplication in their behalf.

Jeremiah did not take issue with God against

His justice, but he did exceedingly desire of

the Lord pardoning mercy for the guilty peo-

ple. The Lord had therefore only to assure

him that his request could not be granted.

Cliap. 15. The subject continues from the

previous chapter, the Lord reaffirming His pur-

pose not to hear prayer for the people, but to

go on to execute His threatening of sore judg-

ments. Hence, we have the severity and cer-

tainty of these judgments discussed (verses

1-9) ; then mostly the mental trials, fears,

prayers and anguish of the prophet, with the

Lord's reply to him in verses 10-21. H. C.

To the supplication at the close of the pre-

ceding chapter God replies by declaring that

not even the intercession of His favored ser-

vants, Moses and Samuel, should divert Him
from executing His purpose of vengeance

against Judah, which is denounced in terms of

great severity (verses 1-9). At verse 10 Jere-

miah breaks out into a passionate exclamation.
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on account of the odium and persecution that

was brought upon him. God reproves him for

speaking slightingly of the Divine aid, the

benefit of which he had already experienced.

The prophet deprecates the ill effects of God's

displeasure, representing the cheerful readiness

with which he had obeyed the Divine call, and
the continual uneasiness he had felt in contem-

plating the melancholy subject of his commis-

sion (verses 15-18). Assurances of protection

and security are renewed to him, on condition

of obedience and fidelity on his part (verse 19

to the end). Blayney.

1. Though Moses and Scmiuel stood before Me.

Moses obtained pardon for the people after

their sin of making the golden calf (Ex. 32 : 34),

and again, after their despising the promised

land (Num. 14 : 20) ; Samuel's intercession pre-

vailed for their deliverance out of the hands of

the Philistines (1 Sam. 7:9); and these two
persons are mentioned together, as remarkably

prevalent by their prayers (Ps. 99 : 6, 8). But
here God saith, that if these very persons were

alive, and in that near attendance to Him which
tiiey formerly enjoyed (for that is the import of

the phrase " to stand before Him"—see verse

19 ; 18 : 20), yet even their prayers should not

avert His judgements from His people. (Cf.

Ezek. 14 : 14.) W. Lowth.

Imploring, fervent and, in the main, appro-

priate, as the prophet's intercessions for his

people were, the Lord having fully purposed

to punish, He could not hear prayer for the re-

versal of that purpose. He must, therefore,

give His servant to understand that this i>oint

is settled irreversibly. Hence He says, " Even
if Moses and Samuel were here pleading before

Me, My mind could not incline to mercy for

this people. Cast them out of My sight"—as

if the people themselves stood or were repre-

sented before Him. " Let them go" from My
l)resence and favor. The reader who is famil-

iar with the Scripture history of Moses and of

Samuel will readily see why they are named
in this connection as striking examples of pre-

vailing, intercessory prayer. H. C. Moses
and Samuel were two as great favorites of

Heaven as ever were the blessings of this earth,

and were particularly famed for the success of

their mediation between God and His offending

people ; many a time they had been destro^-ed

if Moses had not stood before Him in the breach
;

unci to Samuel's prayers they owed their lives

(1 Sam. 12 : 19) -, yet even their intercessions

sliould not prevail. H.

The fact that such intercession is declared in

this case to be vain implies that, under other

conditions, it might be effectual. Moses and
Samuel often stood before the Lord as media-

tors on behalf of the people whom they repre-

sented. Their power with God lay in the ele-

vation of their character and the intimacy of

their fellowship with Him. Every age has

borne witness to the reality and efficacy of this

power. "The effectual, fervent prayer of a

righteous man availeth much" on behalf of his

fellow-men. Who can tell how much it is ow-
ing to such intercession that a guilty world has

been saved from hopeless abandonment ?

There are times when no human intervention

is of any avail. Even the pleading of Moses
and Samuel could not have averted the threat-

ened j udgments.
'

' My mind could not be

toward this people. " Why? Simply because

of the obstinacy of their unbelief and irrelig-

ion. It is not that God is not merciful and

gracious and ready to forgive, or that the

l^leadings of good and holy men have no power
with Him. It is that the inveterate obduracy

of men nullifies all the persuasive influence

alike of Divine and human love. God's mind
cannot be toward those who witli obstinate im-

penitence refuse His grace. There is a limit

beyond which even Divine patience cannot go.

W.
4. I w\\\ cause tliem to be tossed

to and fro among; all the king^doms
of the earlh. Never was there a prophecy

more literally fulfilled ; and it is still a stand-

ing monument of Divine truth. The Jews are

scattered through every nation, and yet are not

a nation ; nor do they form even a colony on

any part of the face of the earth. A. C.

" For lo, I will command, and I will sift the

house of Israel among all nations, like as corn

is sifted in a sieve, yet shall not the least grain

fall upon the earth" (Amos 9:9). These are

merel)' examples of many predictions which

might be quoted ; they have the clearness of

history, and they have now the emphasis of a

fulfilment which is mvsterious in its antecedent

process, but clear as noonday in its results. By
the laws of amalgamation or extinction, we
cannot account for the changes which appear in

the smaller as well as vaster nations of the

world ; we can trace the causes by which Hun-

gary and Poland have been prostrated, and bj'

which Russia is still rising and extending in

her colossal strength ; we can see in the ruin of

France, in the triumph of Prussia and the

gradual collapse of the Turkish Empire vari

ous forces at work which have often reappeared

in history ; we can trace in the slow amalgama-

tion of races in America and in the rapid dis-
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appearance of Indian tribes laws definite al-

most as those which regulate the planetary sys-

tem ; we have a sound philosophy of histor\',

whose great aim is not the mere aggregate of

many facts, but the exposition of their causes,

and we are satisfied with the conclusions which

have been reached ; but in the Israelites "we

have a people which baflle historical adjust-

ment, and whose characteristics are not reduci-

ble within an}' commonly recognized classifica-

tion. They remain a marvellous isolation. In

Britain, the distinctions of Norman and Celt

and Saxon are fast disappearing ; but the Jews

are everywhere "scattered," and yet ever}'-

where retain not only their physical features,

but their intellectual, moral and religious con-

formation. Apart from the Bible, unaided rea-

son has failed to solve the problem of a people

scattered and down-trodden by the nations for

nearly two thousand years, yet universally pre-

served.

What a terrible past has been theirs ! What
a mj'sterious present ! Adrian made it death

to the Jew to set his foot amid the ruins of Je-

rusalem ; Justinian abolished the synagogues
;

Mahomet sought the destruction of every Jew
;

the Church of Rome has done her best for their

extirpation, and has failed. " The Jews" were

everywhere the objects of popular insult, of

almost intolerable oppression, and frequently

of a general massacre. No mode of cruelty

was deemed unjustifiable. Again and again

were they banished from France ; they were

driven from Spain ; England, during the Cru-

sades, gathered her forces to destroy them ; the

barons, to win popular favor during their

struggle with Henry III., slaughtered seven

hundred of them, and plundered their houses
;

Edward I. seized all their property, and drove

them in misery from the kingdom, and four

hundred dreary years elapsed ere they ventured

to return. There is no history which is not

darkened by their wrongs, and there is none

unstained by their blood. The Jew is, at this

moment, a wanderer in every land, with a

home in none. In no country is he unknown,
from Norway to Japan, from Spain to South-

ern Africa ; and no social grade in the East or

the West is without his presence. Yet from
obscurity and apparent helplessness, in our

great cities they rise through every social

stage, until they sit honored amid the proud-

est. In London, Paris, Vienna and Berlin they

are the monej'-holders of Europe, deciding the

questions of peace and war, and giving im-

pulse or restraint to the commerce of the world.

Although inwrought with the whole fabric of

society, they arc )"et not of it ; they are truly a
' l)eculiar people," resisting almost all those

social, intellectual and moral agencies by which

communities are changed. W. Fraser.

5. The object here is not to reflect upon
the prophet for his bitter tears over the fall

of his country, but rather to represent her

guilt as so great that eveij Gentile nations

and foreign cities would feel that she had

richly deserved to bear her doom uncared for

and un pi tied.

6. Often and most kindly had the Lord called

the people to Himself ; but they had only gone

backward from Him the more. He had repeat-

edly threatened, and then relaxed His purpose

to punish ; waited, borne and sometimes for-

given ; but now He is weary of repenting in

this sense, and is fully purposed not to yield to

any plea in their behalf, but to go on forthwith

to execute His long-threatened judgments.

Years had pas.sed since Manasseh's long reign

closed and he went to his grave. One more

vigorous effort had been made under Josiah,

sustained by such men as Habakkuk, Zepha-

niah and Jeremiah, to reclaim and save the na-

tion. It had promised fairly for a season, but

after Josiah's death the people relapsed with

terrific rapiditj'. They seemed to sink sudden-

ly to a horrible depth of depravity, for only a

three months' reign intervened under Jehoahaz

before Jehoiakim mounted the throne, and in

his fourth year the first great deportation of

captives took place. A considerable number

of Jeremiah's messages from the Lord bear date

within this first four years of Jehoiakim, all

showing that the state of morals was appalling,

and that the spirit of idolatry was deep and ap-

parently almost universal. H. C.

God may be iceury of repenting. We may
cease to repent of our sin ; then God will cease

to repent of His wrath. We may sin so deeply

and so persistently that He may no longer find

it possible to withhold His threatened punish-

ment. God is long-suffering ; He waits for the

return of His children. Though the recom-

pense of evil-doing is due, it is deferred ; God

spares the guilty for the sake of the interces-

sion of the righteous. But this cannot be for-

ever. We may sin away the grace of God.

Though God's mercy endureth forever the en-

joyment of it by the impenitent cannot be per-

petual. Eternal mercy may have to give place

to eternal justice. Adeney.

10-14, Jeremiah is now retired into his

closet ; what passed between him and his God

there we have an account of in these and the

following verses, which be published after-
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ward, to iiffect the people with the weight and

importance of his messages to them. H.

10. The connecting link of suggestive

thought between the doom of his people

—

which is the prophet's theme in verses 1-9

—

and his own personal case, which is mostly the

subject onward to the close of the chapter,

seems to lie in the prominence given to the

mothers of Jerusalem in the former portion,

suggesting to the prophet the case of his own
mother and of himself. The heart of the

prophet has not come up to view since we
closed chap. 14 till now. We may recollect

that Ave left him there imploring mercy for liis

people, his verj^ soul gushing forth in tender-

est pity over their calamity. In this chapter

the Lord absolutely shuts off his prayer, and

then proceeds to give a very touching picture

of the miseries that are to fall on young and

old, on fathers and especially mothers in the

general slaughter. Is it strange that the proph-

et's mind should revert to himself and to his

own lot, as one of almost insupportable trial

and anguish ? If his prayer might avail to

save his people, he could bear any amount of

persecution, hate, obloquy and peril of life.

But to be shut off from prayer on the side tow-

ard God, and from all sympathy on the side

toward men ; to receive no messages from the

Lord but those of doom and vengeance, and no

response from the people but curses ; to be

thrown into some doubt whether his overflow-

ing S3'mpathies and his general work as a

prophet were accepted before God, and to have

such terril)le assurance that it was in no sense

well received by his fellow-countrymen:—all

these circumstances constitute a crucible of

sevenfold heat to try his temper and to torture

his soul. Let us aim to appreciate his circum-

stances as we proceed to note his words and

study his spirit. His expressions here are by
no means so extreme as those of Job (chap. 3)

in that hour when, faltering under his almost

crushing burden of woe, he cursed his birthday

and all its surroundings, because they let him
live through that birth-scene in which he so

wished that he had died. Jeremiah's words
legitimately mean only this : Alas for me that

I was born to be a man of strife and conflict to

the whole earth ! to live only to be a mark to

be shot at ; a man to be hated and cursed on

every side ! What have I done that should

doom me to such odium ? '"I have neither lent

to others on usury, nor have they so lent to me,

yet they all curse me." II. C.

The proper way of regarding the words is to

take them as vividly indicating a position

which no words could sufficiently describe.

Jeremiah sometimes felt himself so hated and

so isolated that there seemed but one way of

accounting for his experience, and that was
that he had been born to it. We know, indeed,

that the truth was far otherwise. (See chap.

1:5.) There we see how Jehovah Himself

reckoned Jeremiah to have come into this

earthly existence not for suffering, but for a

career of noble and useful action, which, right-

ly considered, was a high privilege. But a

man who is constantly suffering from the sin

of his fellow-men in all its shapes and all its

degrees cannot be always looking at the bright

side and speaking in harmony with such a

view. Y.

12-14. It will be all in vain for the Jews,

weak as they are when their God is against

them, to break the power of their Chaldean in-

vaders from the north. The double allusion to

the north is forcible, the north being at once

the quarter whence the hardest iron came, and

the quarter whence the invincible Chaldeans

came. The previous verse had intimated a

time of sore calamity upon the Jews ; this inti-

mates the quarter whence it would come and

its resistless power.

15. This language is abrupt and broken, in

the tone of strong feeling. The prophet's nat-

ural love of life and indignation against his

persecutors demand and obtain utterance. The
middle clause, " Take me not away in Thy
long suffering," seems to mean. Let not Thy
long-suffering toward my enemies prove my
ruin. Do not bear with them till they have

taken my life. H. C.

O L-ord, Tliou kiiowcst. It is a mat-

ter of comfort to us that whatever ails us we
have a God to go to, before whom we may spread

our case and to whose omniscience we may
appeal, as the prophet here, " O Lord, Thou
knowest ; Thou knowest my sincerity, which

men are resolved they will not acknowledge
;

Thou knowest my distress, which men disdain

to take notice of. " H.

1 6. He means to say that as soon as he heaii\

the words of the Lord given him to be pub-

lished, he devoured them greedily—took them

to his mind and heart as a liungry man seizes

and eats food. This same figure reappears in

Ezek. 2:8; 3:1, and in Kev. 10 : 9. 10. The
prophet loved the words of God, and performed

his prophetic work with a dutiful and warmly

pious heart. Recognizing himself as bearing

the name of the Lord and as devoted to his

work, he made it his business and gave his

whole heart to it. This is truly a ujble record
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if true, and his history gives rich evidence of

its truth. H. C.

There is intimated liere : 1. The vital rela-

tion truth bears to the (lici)iely enlightened soul.

"I did eat it." No physical image could be

more suggestive of the intimacy of this spirit-

ual relationship. It indicates : The souVs "prepa-

ration to loelcome the truth. Tliere is a divinely

awakened appetite. The active participation

of the poicers of the soul in the process. It is

more than a mere passive reception. The as-

similation of the truth into the very being of the

man. As food is transformed into the living

fibre of the body, so that truth becomes a part

of the very substance of his spiritual nature,

the stay of his strength, the inspiration of his

life. The word is translated into the form of

holy character and godlike deed. 2. The glad-

dening effect of discovered truth. " Thy Word
was unto me the joy and rejoicing of mine
heart." There can be no purer, nobler joy

than that which springs from conscious com-

munion with the mind of God. His Word ad-

mits us to the realities of a world uudarkened

by the shadows and undisturbed by the storms

that trouble this. P. C.

They became to him the joy and rejoicing of

his inward life. All words of God, apprehend-

ed in their real meaning, give strength, peace,

satisfaction, harmony in the nobler parts of hu-

man nature. It was because these words were
readily accepted and fully received that they

became a joy and rejoicing to the heart, and
then in the strength, fortitude, zeal, thus com-
municated, the prophet went forth to his ardu-

ous work. Here surely is the secret of his

steadfastness. God had put His words in His

servant's mouth (chap. 1:9); but that was all

He could do. It was for the prophet himself

so to treat tl)e words that he should give them
with all the added force of his own sanctified

personality. Y.

The words of God are not so hidden that

they cannot be discovered by the earnest and
prayerful seeker after truth. He that seeks

shall find (Matt. 7 : 8). Many honest, earnest

men pass through a season of doubt, but few
such remain hopeless sceptics all their lives.

Of those who never find the light probably

some are suffering from some moral or intellec-

tual perversity which distorts their vision, and
others are not content to trust to the measure
of light that has been given to them, and re-

main restless and questioning because they de-

sire satisfaction in a direction wherein it can-

not yet be afforded. But so long as all such
men do not convert doubt into settled unbelief.

and are not satisfied with doubt, we may be

assured that ultimately the Father of lights

will dispel the darkness that now troubles their

souls.

The words of God are food for the soul.

Christ, the " Word made flesh," is the " Bread

of life." Truth is intended to feed our starv-

ing souls. The object of revelation is practi-

cal. The result of rightly using revelation is

seen in an increase of spiritual vitality, in re-

freshment, heightened energy and growth in

the inner life. If the words of God have not

attained this end, they have failed of their ob-

ject. Tliey are food because they are not

empty breath, but the vehicles of vital truths

—

of spirit and life (John 6 : 63). God is in His

own words. They are inspired words. With
the spoken words we receive the life-giving

Spirit.

The words of God must be eaten to profit us.

It is not enough that they are spoken, heard,

understood, believed, remembered, admired
;

they must be eaten. We must a2^ply them to

ourselves. The starving man gains nothing by
looking at food through a shop -window. The
external, intellectual study of truth is profitless

to the soul. We must hear the voice of God
speaking directly to us and in regard to our

immediate conduct. We must meditate over

the words of God. Truth must be analyzed,

ideas separated and compared, " inwardly di-

gested," hidden in the soul and quietly thought

over. Oiir common habit is to treat it too su-

perficially and hastily. We must abstract the

vital ideas from the dry husk of words. Words
are not profitable so long as they are regarded

from the outside as mere language. We must
break the shell and get at the kernel, casting-

aside the flesh that profiteth nothing and as-

similating the spirit that quickeneth.

The words of God bring joy when they are

found and eaten. To some they appear to be

dull sayings, to some stern iitterances of law,

to some harsh messages of judgment. This is

because they are not properly applied. They
must first be truly found and eaten—applied,

meditated on, spiritually assimilated. Then

they lead 1o joy, for : 1. All truth is essentially

noble, beautiful and glorious. 2. Even the

darker truth is wholesome as a warning, like

nauseous medicine that cures pain and restores

the serenity of health. 3. The highest truth is

a revelation of the love of God—a Gospel of

good-will to men. Adeney.

Sanctiflcation is the object of the entire vol-

ume. He who reads the Bible without experi-

encing in his heart, or evincing in his life, any
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sanctifying influence ; he whose affections it

never stirs, whose understanding it never en-

lightens, whose imagination it never exalts,

whose will it never directs, whose conscience it

never reaches, may be quite sure that, from

whatever cause, he does not read aright.

E. M. G. The life is leavened by that which

supports and nourishes it. The indwelling

Word is a consecrating influence and with-

draws men from the pursuits and fellowship

of the world. In this way the saint becomes

identified with his Lord ; a child of grace ; a

worker in the same great cause ; a subject of

like opposition, and an heir of the same king-

dom. By producing the character of holiness

they inscribe the Divine Name upon the heart,

and link the life and destiny of the saint with

the cause of God. ]M.

It is a perfectly legitimate position to say.

We hold a ground of certitude, from which

none of this strife of tongues is able to dislodge

us. We have heard Him ourselves, and know
that this is the Christ. The Scriptures which

we have received, not without knowledge of

the grounds on which controversialists defend

them, have proved themselves to us by their

own witness. The light is its own proof. We
have the experience of Christ and llis law.

He has saved our souls ; He has changed our

lives. We know whom we have believed ; and

we are neither irrational nor obstinate when
we avow that we will not pretend to suspend

these convictions on the issue of any debate.

All the opposition will be broken into spray

against that rock bidwark :
" Thy words were

found, and I did eat them, and they are the

joy and rejoicing of my heart." A. M.

17. The Lord had given him such views of

the case as between Himself and this wicked

people, that his heart, like God's, was burning

with indignation against their sin. It seemed

to him more than he could bear to think of

such an abuse of the great and blessed God,

and of such outrageous rebellion against Him.

Why should not his soul be tilled and flred with

holy indignation ?

18. This tone of complaint is strong—must

we not say too strong, especially the impli(;a-

tion in the last clause that God had not been

altogether truthful and reliable. Was not this

the prophet's human infirmity—nature in the

ascendant over grace ? It slightly softens tlie

severity of the language to translate as we may,

not as afailinrj brook, even as waters that fail.
'

'

19. The passage is exceedingly rich in its

instruction to ministers of the Gospel. How
should they stand by and with the Lord their

God in unfaltering allegiance, with the firmest

adherence to His truth and obedience to His

behests ! How should they be careful to expel

all that is vile from their temper and character,

and cultivate all the precious qualities that

grace has implanted and would fain develop

into vigorous and all-pervading vitality ! H. C.

Faithful ministers are God's mouth to us
;

they are so to look upon themselves, and to

speak God's mind, and as becomes the oracles

of God ; and we are so to look upon them, and

to hear God speaking to us by them. Observe,

if thou keep close to thine instructions, thou

shalt be as My mouth, not otherwise ; so far

and no further God will stand by ministers, as

they go by the written word, " Thou shalt be

as My mouth, what thou sayest shall be made
good, as if I Myself had said it." H.

It is by the gracious words of Divine mercy

that the hearts of men are to be subdued ; these

must always be the prime means of affecting

and vanquishing the impenitent. The human
mind is framed to be influenced far more by

hope and tenderness than by terror and rebuke.

This great truth may be assumed as one that is

fully established and universally confessed.

But the Christian ministry includes also an office

of commination ; and if the messengers of

Heaven, when they go forth among outcasts

and strangers, who, in utter ignorance of God,

have gone far astray from virtue, are to speak

much more of mercy than of wrath ; it is also

true that, when thej' stand up among those who,

being well informed in matters of religion, use

the grace of the Gospel to palliate their vices,

it is especially the message of wrath, which

they are called upon to proclaim. The abusers

of the Gospel are not to be treated as men theo-

logically lorong ; but in the ostensible and com-

mon character of evil doers and open contemners

of the awful authority of Heaven. /. Taylor.

20, 21. The Lord could say to him as to

Paul, " My grace is sufl[icient for thee ; for My
strength is made perfect in weakness.

'

' So here

in Old Testament phrase indeed, but in the very

sense of our blessed Lord to Paul, Jehovah

promises to make His prophet " a fortified

brazen wall" which they might assail but could

not overthrow, nor even breach. (See 1 : 18,

19, where the same promise was given him in

the outset of his prophetic life.) Will it not al-

ways be true that the Lord stands by those who

stand by Him ; will make their strength as their

day, and apportion grace to the measure of

human infirmity and weakness ? Only let His

servants put their trust in Him, so shall their

souls never be put to shame. II. C.
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JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XVI.

16:1, 2 The word of the Lord came also unto me, sajing, Thou shalt not take thee a

3 wife, neither shalt thou have sons or daughters iu this place. For thus saith the Lord con-

cerning the sons and concerning the daughters that are born in this place, and concerning

their mothers that bare them, and concerning their fathers that begat them in this land :

4 They shall die of grievous deaths ; they shall not be lamented, neither shall they be buried
;

they shall be as dung upon the face of the ground : and they shall be consumed by the

sword, and by famine ; and their carcases shall be meat for the fowls of heaven, and for the

") beasts of the earth. For thus saith the Lord, Enter not into the house of mourning, neither

go to lament, neither bemoan them : for I have taken away my peace from this people, saith

6 the Lord, even lovingkindness and tender mercies. Both great and small shall die in this

land : thej' shall not be buried, neither shall men lament for them, nor cut themselves, nor

7 make themselves bald for them : neither sliall men break bread for them in mourning, to

comfort them for the dead ; neither shall men give them the cup of consolation to drink for

8 their father or for their mother. And thou shalt not go into the house of feasting to sit with

9 them, to eat and to drink. For thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel : Behold, I

will cause to cease out of this place, before your eyes and in your days, the voice of mirth

10 and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride. And it

shall come to pass, when thou shalt shew this people all these words, and they shall say

unto thee, Wherefore hath the Lord pronounced all this great evil against us ? or what is

11 our iniquity ? or what is our sin that we have committed against the Lord our God ? then

shalt thou say unto them, Because your fathers have forsaken me, saith the Lord, and have

walked after other gods, and have served them, and have worshipped them, and have for-

13 saken me, and have not kept my law ; and ye have done evil more than j^our fathers ; for,

behold, ye walk every one after the stubbornness of his evil heart, so that ye hearken not

13 unto me : therefore will I cast you forth out of this land into the land that ye have not known,

neither ye nor your fathers ; and there shall ye serve other gods day and night ; for I will

shew j'ou no favour.

14 Therefore, behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that it shall no more be said. As the Lord
15 liveth, that brought up the children of Israel out of the land of Egypt ; but, as the Lord

liveth, that brought up the children of Israel from the land of the north, and from all the

countries whither he had driven them : and I will bring them again into their land that I

16 gave unto their fathers. Behold, I will send for many fishers, saith the Lord, and they shall

fish them ; and afterward I will send for many hunters, and they shall hunt them from every

17 mountain, and from everj^ hill, and out of the holes of the rocks. For mine eyes are upon

all their ways : they are not hid from my face, neither is their iniquity concealed from mine

18 eyes. And first I will recompense their iniquity and their sin double ; because they have

polluted my land with the carcases of their detestable things, and have filled mine inheri-

19 tance with their abominations. O Lord, my strength, and my strong hold, and my refuge in

the day of affliction, unto thee shall the nations come from the ends of the earth, and shall

say, Our fathers have inherited nought but lies, even vanity and things wherein there is no

20, 21 profit. Shall a man make unto himself gods, which yet are no gods ? Therefore, behold,

I will cause them to know, this once will I cause them to know mine hand and my might
;

and they shall know that my name is Jehovah.

Chap. 16, The special message commenc-

ing here embraces the entire sixteenth chapter

and the first eighteen ^Je^ses of chap. 17. The
date is not given, but the subject-matter favors

its date in the third or fourth year of Jehoia-

kim, about the time when he rebelled against

Nebuchadnezzar, and " the Lord brought upon

the land bands of Chaldeans, Sj^rians," etc.,

resulting in the first deportation of captives to

Babylon. (See 2 K. 24 : 1, 2.) These calami-

ties were obviously just at hand—the first in-

stalment of that series of judgments which

closed with the final and utter devastation and

depopulation of the country. H. C.
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1-9. The prophet is here for a sign to the

people ; they would not regard what he said,

let it be tried whether they will regard what
he does. In general, he must conduct himself

so in ever^^thiug as became one that expected to

see his country in ruins very shortly. This he

foretold, but few regarded the prediction
;

therefore he is to show that he is himself fully

satisfied in the truth of it. Others go on in

their usual course, but he, in the prospect of

these sad times, is forbidden, and therefore for-

bears marriage, mourning for the dead and
mirth. H. It is made plain upon the sur-

face of this command that the house of mourn-
ing and the house of feasting are not forbidden

in themselves. The man on whom the injunc-

tion is laid is a special man, and he is spoken

to in special circumstances. All others may
cross the threshold of such houses ; the prophet

alone must remain outside. This peculiar con-

duct was meant to emphasize his predictions.

Every time there is a funeral or a marriage

feast, the terrible judgments shortly coming on

the land are once more set forth. The worst

sorrows of the present are but as a child's shal-

low grief compared Avith the universal and

dreadful experiences that are j-et to come ; and
in the joys of the present it would be unseemly

for the man to share whose breast is filled with
the sense of how soon these joys must pass

away. A man who had to live as Jeremiah

lived, in such an age, with such a message,

seeing visions of so much woe, how could he

receive pleasure from any festive gathering or

bring pleasure to it ? The more he advances

in his mission as prophet the more he has to

walk alone. Y.

2. The prophet, remaining unmarried and

without family by a special command of the

Lord, would be a standing testimony to the

people of the judgments impending over the

land. It was also a kindness to him, exempting
him from some cares that might otherwise have

greatly augmented the difficulties of his very

difficult work. II. C.

5. Have taken away loviiig-kind-
nes§ and tender mercies. Nothing
sweeter than mercy when it is improved

; noth-

ing fiercer when it is abused ; nothing colder

than lead when it is taken out of the mine
;

nothing more scalding than lead when it is

heated ; nothing blunter than iron ; nothing

sharper when it is whetted. " The mercy of

the Lord is upon them that fear Him." Mercy
is not for them that sin and fear not, but for

them that fear and sin not. God's mercy is a

holy mercy; where it pardons it heals. WaUun.

9. Essentially the same things are said

(chap. 7 : 34). That this should occur before

their eyes and in their days indicates it to be
very near at hand.

10-13. Note the care taken to make the

people inquire after the causes of these sore ca-

lamities. For the desired moral results this was
of the utmost consequence. The Lord would
have them understand that these judgments
came because of their great sins, and very par-

ticularly because of their sins in the worship of

idol gods, and in violation of His law generally.

These phrases have occurred before. H. C.

10. The picture drawn by Jeremiah is vague
and yet terribly suggestive. It is so foreign to

the experience and expectation of his hearers

that they look upon it with incredulity and
astonishment. Instead of evoking from them
exiDressions of repentance and fear concerning

the way in which they are walking, it provokes

questions that exhibit the callous indifference

and self-deception of hardened hearts. They
cannot conceive of such a fate awaiting them.

What have they done? Is it just that their

conduct should be so dealt with ? If any
offence had been committed, surelj" it was out

of all proportion to such a judgment, and so

on. Is not this the attitude of the sinner to-

day ? The more awful the future predicted for

him the more secure he feels in himself now.

He fails to trace the definite line of connection

between the germ and the fruit of his sin. It

is a part of his infatuation to misapprehend the

law of the Divine reward and punishment, and

even the real outlines and proportions of the

Divine character. M.

14-21. There is a mixture of mercy and

judgment in these verses, and it is hard to know
to which to apply some of the passages here,

they are so interwoven ; and some seem to look

as far forward as the times of the Gospel. H.

14. God here gives the people notice of a

future restoration, on purpose to guard them
during their exile from falling into idolatry

through despair, by letting them see tliej' had

still a prospect of recovering God's wonted

favor and prote(;tion. Jilayncij. These words

of promise are interposed here for the comfort

of all pious hearts, to show that these judg-

ments would not exterminate the nation utterly,

for yet a remnant should siirvive and should

still enjoy the rich mercies of the God of their

fathers. The deliverance from this new cap-

tivity would so greatly eclipse the exodus from

Egypt as quite to supersede it in the thought

and speech of the people. Tlie former would

cease to be named as the one great deliverance
;
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the latter would take its place. In form the

same promises occur again (33 : 7, 8). H. C.

Here again we come upon the evangelical

element in Jeremiah's prophecies ;
and again

we have to notice that, when this element does

appear, it makes up for its infrequency by the

brilliance and emphasis of the prediction. The

prophet has just been compelled to speak of

domestic suffering, national exile and the with-

drawal for a season of Divine favor. These

necessary judgments must be magnified and

stated in all their severity ; not one of them

can be omitted ; the cup poured out by Jehovah

must be drunk to its last drop. But when all

these experiences are over, terrible and yet full

of discipline, a glorious future remains. The

manner of the prophecy is full of encourage-

ment, and not least in this, that there is such a

sudden turning from the deepest darkness to

the brightness of noon. Y.

15. God will bring back His banished ones,

and make good the promise :
" I Avill bring

them again into the land that I gave unto their

fathers." Till then, a church without a tem-

ple, a people without a country, a race without

a home, a nation meted out and trodden down,

they shall be a proverb and a by-word and a

perpetual hissing.

Strange fortunes these ! yet, far from prov-

ing God's hand to l)e shortened, they prove the

very reverse. With the regularity of a law of

nature, one of two fates has befallen all other

conquered nations. Like the Indians of Amer-

ica, who have fallen before the white man as

their forests before his axe, they have been ex-

tirpated ; or the conquered have intermarried

with their conquerors to breed a race like

ours, in whose veins flows the mingled tide

of Roman, Celtic, Saxon and Scandinavian

blood. The fate of the Jews how different and

how singular ! They have been oppressed,

persecuted, trodden under foot ; and, like the

grass which grows thickest when trodden on,

they have thriven under oppression—bearing a

charmed life—the true sons of their fathers in

the land of Egypt ; of whom it was said, the

more they wei'e afflicted, the more they multi-

plied and grew.

The Jews are everywhere, inhabiting every

country, yet belonging to none ; mixed with

every people, but combining with none. By
the thrones of kings, in the senate-house of na-

tions, in the mart of business, in the ranks of

armies, everywhere the same, the Jew preserves

his nationality, his faith, his haughty pride,

his blood so pure that, whether you encounter

him iu the streets of London, or Paris, or Rome,

or Petersburg, or Pekin, you can tell at once

by liis features that he is a son of Abraham.

Tliey exist among others as no other race ever

did—like oil in water ; and like oil, too, where

their talents and ambition have free play, they

usually rise to the top. They are not a holy

nation, nor are they zealous of good works
;

yet they are a peculiar people—a standing moral

miracle ; their history a mystery. Living,

multiplying, flourishing amid circumstances

that, by all the common laws of providence,

should have been fatal to their existence,

they illustrate the unchanging and unchange-

able purpose and power of God. Guthrie.

16. Enemies and oppressors are elsewhere

represented under the metaphors of " fishers"

and "hunters (see Gen. 10:9; Amos 4:2;
Hab. 1 : 14, 15), because they use all the meth-

ods of open force and secret wiles, frequently

compared to nets, in order to make men their

prey. (See Ezek. 13 : 13 ; Hos. 5:1.) These two

similitudes imply that the Chaldeans shall make

an entire conquest and booty of the whole land,

of its inhabitants and their riches ; and what

shall escape one party shall fall into the hands

of another. W. Lowth.

16-21. The striking imagery of these verses

teaches us that there shall be no hiding-place,

whether by sea or land, where God will not

find those whom His vengeance pursues. The

sinner may be sure that his sin will find him

out. Men doubt this. Long impunity has

made them bold. Such findings of them out

as have taken place, in defilement of conscience,

hardening of the heart, loss of psace with God,

etc., they do not care for. They onlj^ care for

public exposure and punishment. They see

others go on in sin unpunished. But the dec-

laration of God on this matter is nevertheless

true. The Scriptures affirm it (compare all

those which teach the omniscience and omni-

presence of God). Conscience attests it.

There is nothing in sin to show wherefore it

should not be. The revelation of the future

life distinctly provides for it. And even now

it is continually being proved true. A man's

sin finds him out in many ways—in body, mind,

estate, reputation, etc. And in one or more of

these sin does ever find a man out, even now.

The apparent exceptions are accounted for on

the ground of God's long suffering to the sin-

ful ; God's purpose to test and exercise the

faith of His own people.

A deep and abiding conviction of this to be

greatly desired. And such conviction may be

had. It is the sacred and salutary power of

prayer thus to make God real to us. In prayer
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we look to Him and we see Him looking upon us

;

we speak to Him and He speaks to us ; by aid of

it we walk with Him and He walks with us. He
who thus lives in daily fellowship with God can

never be without the conviction spoken of. C.

19, 20. Addressing God as his own strength

and refuge, he expresses his confident assurance

that Gentile nations, taught by His dealings

with Israel, will come to the true God, ac-

knowledging that the idol gods of their fathers

Avere lies and vanity, and astonished that a man
should think to make his own gods which yet

could be no gods at all. This must have been

a most delightful anticipation to the tried and

tender heart of this prophet. H. C.

They shall be brought to acknowledge that

their God only is God indeed, for He is a God
in need ; my Strength to support and comfort

me ; my Fortress to protect and shelter me,

and m}' Refuge to whom I may flee in the day
of affliction. Need drives many to God who
had set themselves at a distance from Him.
Those that slighted Him in the day of their

prosperity will be glad to flee to Him in the day

of their afliiction. H.

It was One who knew that said, " Blessed

are they that mourn, for they shall be com-

forted." Happy are they only who have sor-

row sweetened by the Divine promise. They
have storms, but they have both an anchor and

a haven. Goodness cannot be manifested more
clearly than in a sanctifying process, however
severe. There are thoughts in the darkened

chamber of sorrow which visit us nowhere else

—important, salutary thoughts, to instruct,

confirm, purify, arm and comfort ; thoughts

of our sin, our selfishness, our idolatry, our

worldliness, our unbelief ; thoughts of the

abiding joy laid up in heaven, where sickness,

alarm, despair and sin never come. And I

speak the mind of all sanctified affliction, when
I add, that among them all, no thought is more
constant than that of God's goodness as an

eternal refuge. J. "W. A.

We are in a state of trial because we are men,
because we are limited in the capacities of our
understanding and in the power of our endur-

ance ; but we are subject to so, painful a neces-

sity as this pre-eminently because we are sin-

ners, and because a heroic treatment is needed
if we are to secure salvation from sin. We are

full of pride, and the root of Pharisaism needs

to be cut by the sharp edge of God's truth.

The malady of the heart needs to be exposed
;

and sometimes that requires severe, stem, pain-

ful, persistent discipline. Oh, the obstinacy

of the human soul ! And then, if we remem-
ber that covetousness is idolatry, who of us is

there that has not been guilty of idolatry !

The riches of this world, the pleasures of this

life, the applauses of men—oh, how sweet they

are, how eagerly sought for amid the mad com-
petitions of life ! And it requires a stern and
bitter discipline sometimes to teach us that the

things that are seen are, after all, only tem-

poral, while the things that are unseen are the

only things that are eternal. O beloved ! God
loves you. He knows that there is weakness
in you. He knows j'ou will rest your souls'

salvation on the false foundation of your own
righteousness unless He sweeps that from un-

derneath you, and makes you feel that there is

nothing but emptiness under j'our feet ; and so

comes in the serious discipline of life, to teach

us our weakness and show us the weakness of

our supports, that we may hasten to find

refuge in His grace, and to find shelter under

the shadow of His wing. Behrends.

21. He v/ill give His people this experience

for the sake in part of its influence on the

heathen—as much as to say, Very true, the in-

fluence of these judgments on My apostate

people will reach and bless the heathen, tltere-

I fore all the more will I make My people know
the i^ower of My hand and the glorious attri-

butes of My eternal being. H. C.

The Gentiles are represented as coming to

Jehovah. They have groped their way out of

darkness and disentangled themselves from

superstitious, while the very people whom
Jehovah had brought to Himself with so much
power and patience, making their waj' clear

and safe, would not inwardly come, even though

they were outwardly brought. Their hearts

were not changed with their changed circum-

stances. And it is a thing which cannot be too

much remarked, that the Gentiles have long

had an understanding, not only of the New
Testament, but equally of the Old, which the

children of Israel have been utterly unable to

reach. And not only are these Gentiles to

come ; they are to come from the ends of the

earth. God's drawing power is felt every-

where. Jerusalem is the centre from which

light and truth in their great historical mani-

festations have gone out. Y.
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17 • 1 The sin of Judah is written with a pen of iron, and with the point of a diamond
:

it

3 is oraven upon the table of their heart, and upon the horns of your altars
;
whilst their chil-

3 dren remember their altars and their Asherim by the green trees upon the high hills. O my

mountain in the field, I will give thy substance and all thy treasures for a spoil, «;»? thy high

4 places because of sin, throughout all thy borders. And thou, even of thyself, shalt discon-

tinue from thine heritage that I gave thee ; and I will cause thee to serve thine enemies m

the land which thou kuowest not : for ye have kindled a fire in mine anger which shall burn

for ever.
, , ^, ^j i i

•

5 Thus «aith the Lord : Cursed is the man that trustcth in man, and makcth flesh his arm,

6 and whose heart departeth from the Lord. For he shall be like the heath in the desert, and

shall not see when good cometh ; but shall inhabit the parched places in the wilderness, a

7 salt land and not inhabited. Blessed is the man that trustcth in the Lord, and whose hope

8 the Lord is For he shall be as a tree planted by the waters, and that spreadeth out his

roots by the river, and shall not fear when heat cometh, but his leaf shall be green
;
and

9 shall not be careful in the year of drought, neither shall cease from yielding fruit. The heart

10 is deceitful above all things, and it is desperately si-k : who can know it ? I the Lord

search the heart I try the reins, even to give every man according to his ways, according to

11 the fruit of his doings. As the partridge that gathereth young which she hath not brought

forth, so is he that getteth riches, and not by right ;
in the midst of his days they shall leave

him and at his end he shall be a fool.

10 A glorious throne, set on high from the beginning, is the place of our sanctuary.

13 O Lord the hope of Israel, all that forsake thee shall be ashamed ;
they that depart from me

shall be' written in the earth, because they have forsaken the Lord, the fountain of hving

14 waters Heal me O Lord, and 1 shall be healed ; save me, and I shall be saved :
for thou

15 art my praise Behold, they say unto me, Where is the word of the Lord ? let it come now.

16 is for me I have not hastened from being a shepherd after thee ;
neither have I desired the

17 woeful day • thou knowest : that which came out of my lips was before thy face. Be not a

18 terror unto me : thou art my refuge in the day of evil. Let them be ashamed that persecute

me, but let not me be ashamed ; let them be dismayed, but let not me be dismayed
:
bring

upon them the day of evil, and destroy them with double destruction.

19 Thus saith the Lord unto me : Go, and stand in the gate of the children of the people,

whereby the kings of Judah come in, and by the which they go out, and in all the gates of

20 Jerusalem ; and say unto them, Hear ye the word of the Lord, ye kings of Judah, and all

21 Judah, and all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, that enter in by these gates
;
thus saith the

Lord
•'

Take heed to yourselves, and bear no burden on the sabbath day, nor bring it in by

22 the gates of Jerusalem ; neither carry forth a burden out of your houses on the sabbath day,

23 neither do ye any work : but hallow ye the sabbath day. as I commanded your fathers
;
but

they hearkened not, neither inclined their ear, but made their neck stiff, that they might not

24 hear and might not receive instruction. And it shall come to pass, if ye diligently hearken

unto' me, saith the Lord, to bring in no burden through the gates of this city on the sabbath

25 day but to hallow the Sabbath day. to do no work therein ;
then shall there enter in by the

gates of this city kings and princes sitting upon the throne of David, riding in chariots and

on horses they, and their princes, the men of Judah, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem :
and

26 this city shall remain for ever. And they shall come from the cities of Judah, and from the

places round about Jerusalem, and from the land of Benjamin, and from the lowland, and

from the mountains, and from the South, bringing burnt offerings, and sacrifices, and

oblations, and frankincense, and bringing sacrifices of thanksgiving, unto the house of the

27 Lord But if ye will not hearken unto me to hallow the sabbath day, and not to bear a

burden and enter in at the gates of Jerusalem on the sabbath day; then will I kindle a.fire in

the gates thereof, and it shall devour the palaces of Jerusalem, and it shall not be quenched.

CUap. IT. As indicated in remarks intro- i this chapter may be considered as a continua-

ductory to chap. 16, the first eighteen verses of 1
tion of the same message. The thought turns
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on the depth and strength of the national sin

(verses 1, 2); the exterminating judgments

that must ensue (verses 3, 4) ;
tlie comparative

results of trusting in man and trusting in God
(verses 6-8) ; the treachery of the heart, the

instability of riches, the scoffs of the wicked

against the prophet's messages, and his conse-

quent prayer. H. C.

In this chapter the prophet describes in the

first four verses the attachment of Judah to

idolatry, and foretells the fatal consequences.

He contrasteth the accursed condition of him

who resteth his trust on man with the blessed-

ness of one that trusteth in God, and illustrates

both by apt comparisons (verses 5-8). He
showeth that, be the human heart ever so wily,

God can detect, and will finally punish its

double dealing (verses 9-11). He acknowledg-

cth that sure salvation cometh from God, and

from Him only (verses 12-14). And, complain-

ing of those that scoffed at his jDredictions, he

prayed for the Divine countenance and support

against them (verses 15-18).

The remaining part of the chapter is taken

up with a distinct prophecy relative to the

strict observance of the Sabbath day, which the

prophet was sent—most probably immediately

after the deli very of the foregoing—to proclaim

aloud, in all the gates of Jerusalem, as a matter

which concerned the conduct of every individ-

ual, and the general hapi^iness of the whole.

1. With a pen of iron, and with the point of

a diamond. This is spoken metaphorically,

and is meant to denote that idolatry was indel-

ibly fixed in tlieir affections and memory, as

much as if it had been engraved with instru-

ments capable of making the strongest and

most durable impression, upon their hearts as

upon a writing tablet, and upon their altars so

as to be forever present before their eyes. (Cf.

De. 11 : 18-20 ; Prov. 3:3; 7:3.) Blayney.

1,2. The sin of Judah, and especially her

sin of idolatry, is deep in her heart ; as the

memory {i.e., love) of children do they love

their altars, groves, etc. In this construction

verse 2 amplifies and illustrates the thouglit of

verse 1, by comparing Judah's love of idols to

the love felt for children in parental bosoms. As
parents love their children with an enduring

love, that no perverseness can eradicate and no

coldness or ingratitude can quench, so do this

people love their idol altars and groves. H C.

Sin leaves a record of itself. It is not an iso-

lated act. It begets consequences, plants mem-
ories, creates guilt. The record remains even

if we do not read it. God still notes it, and

will some day confront us with it. Hence it is

not enough to amend our ways for the future.

We need to have past transgressions blotted

out if we are to be restored to peace with God.

Adeney.

That we do not see the evil of our life proves

one of two things—either that there is no evil

to see or that we are spiritually blind and can-

not see the evil which there is. Now, spiritual

blindness has for its usual concomitant spiritual

pride ; and the man spiritually blind is the

very last who will admit that he is so. If we
are left to ourselves we shall never discover the

original cause and fountain of all our troubles
;

something outside of ourselves must come in

and lead to an altered view of the purposes

and possibilities of life. Y.

3. " O my mountain, I will give thy sub-

stance in the field," etc. Nations and princes

of great power and eminence are figuratively

called " mountains," in regard to their strength

and elevation. (See chap. 51 : 25 ; Isa. 41 : 15
;

Zech. 4 : 7.) Judah is therefore stj'led God's

mountain, as having been chosen by Him, and

thereby raised to a degree of elevation above all

other people. Blayney.

5-S. Trust: human cmd Divine. The proph-

et here presents before us a vivid contrast

between two types of human character. He
does this by the use of suggestive images

drawn from the realm of nature, as one accus-

tomed to see the great lessons of man's moral

life and destiny reflected in visible forms in the

sandy desert and sterile places of the wilder-

ness, and in the fertile vallejs and woody banks

of the flowing river. The imagery is peculiarly

Oriental. We can all appreciate it in some

measure, but those who have seen the scanty,

stunted vegetable growths of the desert side by

side with the rich foliage that clothes the moist

ravines and the borders of the water-courses,

can best understand the exquisite truth and

fitness of the analogies. W.
5, 6. The Hebrew language, having three

distinct words for man, has the advantage of

our English in the finer shades of a passage

like this :
" Cursed is the man" (the strong

man) " who trusteth in man" (frail man of tlie

earth), " who maketh flesh" (mere weakness

as opposed to spirit) " his arm, and whose heart

departeth from the Lord"—in the sense of for-

saking His service and worship, and hence of

necessity ceasing to trust in God as his

strength. Tlie heath in the desert, according

to our English version, would be a shrub which

might possibly live in the desert under favor-

able circumstances. The picture is of one

who is cut off from all earthly good, from
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friends, society, helpers in trouble, everything

that gives comfort to man or joy to human
life. The sentiment is good for all time and

for all circumstauces ; for every individual,

everywhere and always. The moment we ac-

cept the truth of God's universal providence

and take in tlie precious views of it given by
our Divine Lord (Matt. 6 : 25-34), as shown in

God's care for the fowls of heaven and the lilies

and grass of the field, we shall see the fitness

of " casting all our care upon Ilim because He
careth for us," and because His care is infi-

nitely more and better than our own. H. C.

The sin here condemned is trusting in man,

putting that confidence in the wisdom and

power, the kindness and faithfulness of men,

which should be placed in tiiose attributes of

God only ;
making our applications to men,

and raising our expectations from them as

principal agents, whereas they are but instru-

ments in the hand of Providence. It is making

flesh the arm we stay upon, the arm we work
with, and with which we hope to work our

point ; the arm under which we shelter our-

selves, and on which we depend for protection.

God is His people's arm (Isa. 33 : 2). We must

not think to make any creature to be that to

us which God has undertaken to be. H.

y - To " make flesh one's arm" is suggestive of

personal reliance on merely human and eartlily

resources, in neglect of the spiritual and Di-

vine. It takes the form of undue self-confi-

dence—confidence in one's own wisdom and

strength, or confidence in our fellow-creatures,

who are as ignorant and weak and fallible as

ourselves, or confidence in that which is out-

ward and circumstantial—worldly riches, sensi-

ble gratifications, material guarantees. Such a

trust is false and delusive. It has no sure

foundation. It seeks life in the region of

death. As the plant finds nothing to nourish

it in the barren sand, so man can never draw
the nutriment his being needs from mere human
and earthly resources. W.

7, §. In beautiful antithesis stands the case

of him who trusteth in the Lord. He is

blessed. He is an Oriental tree whose roots

find living water on the river bank, and which

has no occasion for anxiety in the year of

drought. In this passage the author's mind is

manifestly on that beautiful description (Ps.

1 : 3) which paints the blessedness of the good

man. His heart always green and verdant, his

life always bearing the fruits of holiness, he is

a living witness to the riches of grace and to

the wealth of resources for essential victory

over sin which lie stored in the bosom of our

God, ever flowing out to fill the hungry, hum-
ble, trusting souls of His people. H. C.

In the first psalm the righteous man stands

like a graceful tree before an ornamented gate-

way to an Oriental garden. " Blessed is the

man whose delight is in the law of the Lord.

He shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of

water, that briugeth forth his fruit in his sea-

son ; his leaf also shall not wither, and what-

soever he doeth shall prosper.
'

' In these words

of Jeremiah this comparison is drawn out with

still greater minuteness :
" Blessed is the man

that trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope the

Lord is. For he shall be as a tree planted by

the waters, and that spreadeth out her roots by

the river, and shall not see when heat cometh ;

but her leaf shall be green, and shall not be

careful in the year of drought, neither sliall

cease from yielding fruit." In those Egyptian

deserts on the banks of the Nile the traveller

may see the very living picture that the prophet

and poet may have had in his own mind. He
may see trees apparently growing out of the

hot, glistening, scorching sand banks, in which

half their trunks are already buried, but all

verdant at the top with thick, luxuriant foliage,

where not even the spiky shrubs of the wilder-

ness can grow beneath. It is because they are

so deeply rooted now, where they sprang at

first, in the nourishing soil of the bed of tlie

river, and no upper external changes of sand,

or heat, or drought can afEect them short of a

complete submerging by a deluge of the desert.

Such is the delightful image of a Christian,

whose trust is in the Lord, and whose hope the

Lord is. Such is the perpetual and joyful ver-

dure and fiuitfulness of a soul that is rooted and

grounded in the love of Christ. Chcever.

The man " who trusts in the Lord" is planted

in the best soil for perfect growth. His leaves

are batiied in the air that is most healthful and

invigorating. The sun rises upon him and

sifts its gentle beams down through all his

being. He dwells in a land as different from

that of the man whose heart departeth from

the Lord—as different as the green valley

through whose bosom flows a crystal stream

is from the blazing sky and burning sand of

the desert. The living water flowing in glad

refreshment to the believer from Christ's love,

the rich soil of the Word contributing its nour-

ishment and the blessed light of hope lending

its inspiration, the man grows to his true pro-

portions and rises to his high and noble des-

tiny. There in his daily life is the beauty of

holiness. There the precious fruits of the

Spirit, love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentle-
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ness, goodness. There are the beneficeut

graces that shine out to the view. And this

ever-fresh life and fruitfulness the blasting-

heat of adversity and of temptation cannot de-

stroy. The refreshing waters are abundant,

and through faith they carry life to the thirsty

soul. In all the fiery trials that come, amid
all the adverse influences that surround it, the

life still shows in beauty, and the character

grows in enduring strength.

One of the grand duties in the service re-

quired of the Christian here below is just to

stand in the place where God has planted him
and grow up in the beauty of holiness and

3'icld the fruits of the Spirit. The Christian

who mourns a lack of ability and opportunity,

and who seems to himself to be doing nothing

for his Lord, may see here how greatly he mis-

takes his calling. To live Christ, to show the

power of faith and the practical working of

Christian truth in himself ; to show the beauty

of the Christian spirit and the sweetness of its

temper and the nobleness of its cliaracter—this

is the chief way to glorify God and advance

His kingdom in the world. To just grow up
before men as a tree by living waters, flourish-

ing in the grand proportions of a Christian

manhood, this is the most effective contribution

to the redemption of the world. Men seeing

your good works will glorify j'our Father in

heaven. And so let every Christian abide in

faith by the living waters, drink of them con-

tinually, and lift his head forever in the sun-

shine of the loving-kindness of the Lord. In-

terior.

He is the strong man who trusts in Jehovah,

and he is strong just as far as he does trust.

Notice how the requirement of trust is ex-

pressed twice over, first by a verb and then by

a noun, both of Avhich have the same root let-

ters. It is as if we first saw the man in the ac

tive exercise of trust, and then the habitual

confidence of his nature. We see the man
trusting and we also see the trusting man.
" All things are possible to him that believ-

eth." When God speaks, the trustful hearer

readily acts upon the strength of God meaning

what He says. The statements of the Gospel

transcend human powers of discovery, and

they can only be believed because God makes

them—He whose regular and beneficent ways
in nature prove Ilira to be so true. Man by

faith puts himself in the hands of God, liis

Maker, and then he can do things far beyond

what he has hitherto imagined tp be practica-

ble. Y.

Not careful in drought. We have

always or we can always get strength enough
to bear the evil when it comes. We have
not strength to bear the foreboding of it.

" As thy days, so shall thy strength be." In
strict proportion to the God-appointed existing

exigency will be the God-given power. But if

we crowd both the sorrows of to-day, which
we actually feel, and those of to-morrow which
we anticipate, into the narrow room of four-

and-twenty hours, there is no promise that our
strength will be as that day. God gives us
power to bear all the sorrows and cares of His
making

; but He does not bind Himself to give

us power to bear those which we manufacture
with perverse industrj' for ourselves by being
" over-exquisite to cast the fashion of uncertain

evils." The Lord would teach us that the ex-

ercise of that anxious care, which is the misuse

of the great faculty of looking forward and
picturing things to come, is contrary to nature,

revelation and providence ; that it weakens
and distracts ; that it takes the sunshine out of

every landscape and flings a shadow over all

good. Surely God gave us that wonderful

facultj' for better purposes than that Ave might
by it torment ourselves, and suffer every evil

twice over. Why should we exercise our power
of imagining the future chiefly in regard to to-

morrow's possible evils, when we might by its

aid fill the winter of our earthly life with the

glorious summer of eternity, and bring assur-

ance of things hoped for to lighten the dark

present ? We cannot but look forward ; but

we may choose whether we shall look but a lit-

tle way ahead on the low level, or beyond and

above all the trifles at hand to " that one far-

off Divine event to which the whole creation

moves." A. M.

9. The heart is deceitful above all

things, and it is desperately sick :

who can know it ? The plain sense of this

verse is, that the heart is more deceitful than

any other known thing, and is sick unto death

—a case to be despaired of—so deceitful and so

bad that the world may be challenged to fathom

and search it all out. " Who can know it" to

the bottom '! There is no word in Hebrew cor-

responding to our English word "wicked."

Hopelessly, irrecoverably deceitful so far as

human relief goes, seems to be the sense of the

original. There is reason for the suggestion

that the prophet had the case of King Jehoiakini

specially in mind here, as also in verses 6, 7.

But his form of statement is general and applies

to the deep and subtle depravity of the un-

renewed heart in all men. II. C.

The heart calls evil good, and good evil
;
puts
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false colors upon things, and cries peace to those

to whom peace does not belong. When men
say in their hearts, suffer their hearts to whis-

per to them, that either there is no God, or He
does not see, or He will not require, or they

shall have peace, though they go on ; in

these and a thousand similar suggestions the

heart is deceitful ; it cheats men into their own
ruin ; and this will be the aggravation of it, that

they are self-deceivers, self-destroyers. Herein

the heart is desperately wicked ; it is deadly, it

is desperate. The case is bad indeed, and in a

manner past relief if the conscience, which

should rectify the errors of the other faculties,

is itself a mother of falsehood and a ringleader

in the delusion. AVhat will becom;; of a man if

that in him which should be the candle of the

Lord give a false light—if God's deputy in the

soul that is intrusted to support His interests

betrays them '? Such is the deceitfulness of the

heart, that we may truly say, " Who can know

it ?" Who can describe how bad the heart is ?

We cannot know our own hearts, not what

they will do in an hour of temptation (Hezekiali

did not. Peter did not), nor what corrupt dispo-

sitions there are in them, nor in how many
things they have turned aside ; who can under-

stand his errors ? Much less can we know the

hearts of others, or have any dependence upon

them. H.

In the heart we find the true man. The outer

life is but the clothing, and may be the mask of

the man. From the heart spring all the actions

of life. The character of the fountain deter-

mines that of the stream. The root of the evil

of the heart is self-will. It is rugged above all

things, proud, not compliant with God's will,

wrapped up in self. The character of the evil

of the heart is desperate sickness, for sin is a dis-

ease of the soul, though one for which we are

responsible, aod it results iu suffering, general

derangement of life, and finally death. The

evil of the heart is inscrutable to man. " Who
can know it?" This is the case, because we
cannot read the hearts of our fellow-men, but

only judge from external conduct, which is

often deceptive ; because we are blinded to

our own sin by pride, prejudice and self-ad-

miration ; because there is an intricacj' and

subtlety about all wickedness which makes it

difficult to trace it out, a shamefacedness that

seeks concealment, and an essential falseness

that belies its own nature ; and because the

disease has made so great progress, has pene-

trated so deeply, ramified so far, and infected

every function of the soul so completely that

it is bcj'ond all measure. Adency.

Notice in particular that it is by the heart

that the heart is to be known. Heart knowl-

edge is not like other kinds of knowledge ; it

depends on the character of him who knows.

There is no essential contradiction between

high intellectual acquirements and a hard,

selfish and perhaps even, in some instances, a

profligate life. Men of refiucd tastes and great

intellectual sensibilities may be thoroughly

selfish, careless about the toil and suffering of

the world, so long as these plant no thorn in

their pillows, infuse no bitterness into their

cup. But one who would know the heart

must be very sure of his own motives, other-

wise he may make human nature to appear

better in some respects and worse in others

than it really is. The description here may,

therefore, be taken as applying even more

forcibly to the heart that knows than to the

heart that is to be known. Here the great diffi-

culty and danger lie. For the deceitful and

corrupt lieart can be known, if not by any one

else, at all events by Jehovah Himself. But

the deceitful and corrupt heart cannot know ;

it does not, in the fullest sense of the word,

know anything at all. With hearts put riglit,

what a wonderful increase of knowledge and

of the profit and pleasure of knowledge will

there be ! But till then we arc not unlike those

who suffer from diseased intellects. Y.

There is a secret disposition in the heart of

all to all sin ; temptation doth not fall on us

as a ball of fire on ice or snow, but as a spark

on tinder, or lightning on a thatched roof,

which presently is on a flame. Hence in Scrip-

ture, though tempted by Satan, yet the sin is

charged on us, " Every man is tempted, when

he is drawn away of his own lusts and en-

ticed." Mark ! 'tis Satan tempts, but our own

lust draics us. The fowler lays the shrap, but

the bird's own desire betrays it iuto the net.

Gurnall.

When the tenderness of the soul is lost, and

its first awe of God and religion broke by a

bold sin, it grows venturous, and ready to

throw itself upon all sorts of outrages and

enormities. It does not demur and tremble as

it used to do, when anything gross and foul

was proposed to it ; but it closes with it read-

ily, and steps undaimtedly into that stream

that is like to carry away and swallow it up

forever. This growing, encroaching mischief

perhaps first fastens but upon the thoughts,

and they take the liberty to settle upon some

unlawful base thing, like flies upon a carcass
;

from these it advances a step farther, and

seizes the desires, which presently are carried
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out with a restless eagerness after the same vile

object ;
and these at length meet with some

friendly opportunity, by the help of which

they break forth into actual commission ; which

actual commission grows from one into many,

and comes to be frequent and repeated, till it

settles into a custom and fixes itself immovably

and forever in a man's behavior. South.

"When once a man has done a wrong thing it

has an awful power of attracting him and mak-

ing him hunger to do it again. Every evil

that I do may, indeed, for a moment create in

me a revulsion of conscience, but stronger than

that revulsion of conscience it exercises a fas-

cination over me which it is hard to resist. It

is a great deal easier to find a m.an that has

never done a wrong thing than to find a man
that has only done it once. If the wall of the

dyke is sound it will keep the water out, but if

there is the tiniest hole in it, it will all come in.

So the evil that 3^ou do asserts its power over

you, it has a fierce, longing desire after you,

and it gets j'ou into its clutches. Beware of

the first evils, for as sure as you are living, the

first step taken will make the second seem

to become necessarJ^ The first drop will be

followed by a bigger second, and the second,

at a shorter interval, by a more copious third,

until the drops become a shower, and shower

becomes a deluge. The course of evil is ever

wider and deeper, and more tumultuous. The
little sins get in at the window and open the

front door for the big housebreakers. One
smooths the path for the other. All sin has an

awful power of perpetuating and increasing

itself. As the prophet says in his awful vision

of the doleful creatures that make their sport

in the desolate city, " None of them shall want

her mate. The wild beasts of the desert shall

meet with the wild beasts of the islands."

Every sin tells upon character, and makes the

repetition of itself more and more easy.
'

' None
is barren among them." And all sin is linked

together in a slimy tangle, like a field of sea-

weed, so that the man once caught in its oozy

fingers is almost sure to drown. A. M.

Great criminals struggle toward not against

their crime. They buffet with oiypodng waves

to gain the bloody shore, not to recede from it.

This man went on knowingly, with infinite

endurance, pains and perseverance to his deed

of guilt. Dickens.

It is not that the world does not abound with

manifestations of moral as well as of physical

beaut}'. It is not that many fair and admirable

impulses and principles of action are not every

day witnessed \)y men ; that the family rela-

tion, that the larger social relations, have not

their virtues respected and honored among us.

This is not what the Bible asserts when it

speaks of the heart of man as utterly depraved,

of the world as a moral ruin. What it does

assert is this—that all which is excellent in the

natural man is excellent irrespectively of his

God ; that he loves, hates, prefers, rejects—and

often rightl}' too—but without any thought of

God's laws of preference and rejection ; that

thus all—and there is much—that is beautiful

in his best impulses is beautiful only as the

flower or the landscape is beautiful ; his heart

as little moving through its circle of social kind-

ness from a desire to approve itself to the God

who has commanded them, as the flower ex-

pands its petals and sheds its fragrance in vol-

untary obedience to Him who created it—the

one beautj' being as much and as little religious

as the other. If every motive must be com-

paratively worthless for the activities of

eternity but that which connects us directly

with our God ; if with the earthly framework

the earthly impulses shall in death be dissipated,

and the immortal spirit be left to those alone

which can stand the fiery test of God's tre-

mendous presence, then no virtue but godli-

ness, no excellence but that which springs from

God, no affection but that which tends to God,

no rule of life but that which God has sanc-

tioned and which trains for God, can ever be

the virtue, or the excellence, or the affection, or

the rule, which is fitted for a creature travelling

hourly on through time to God's own eternity.

W. A. B.

To put the question concerning the natural

depravity of man to the severest test ; take the

best of the human species, the watc7iful, diligent,

self-denying Christian, and let him decide the

controversy ; and that, not by inferences drawn

from the practices of a thoughtless and disso-

lute world, but by an appeal to his personal

experience. Go with him into his closet, ask

him his opinion of the corruption of the heart,

and he will tell you that he is deeply sensible of

its power, for that lie has learned it from much
self-observation and long acquaintance with the

workings of his own mind. He will tell j'ou

that every day strengthens this conviction
;
yea,

that hourly he sees fresh reason to deplore his

want of simplicity in intention, his infirmity of

purpose, his low views, his selfish, unworthy

desires, his backwardness to set about his duty,

his languor and coldness in performing it ; that

he finds himself obliged continually to confess

that he feels within him two opposite princi-

ples, and that he cannot do the things that he
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would. He cries out in the language of the ex-

cellent Hooker, " The little fruit which Ave have

in holiness, it is, God knoweth, corrufit and tm-

soimd ; we put no confidence at all in it, we
challenge nothing in the world for it, we dare

not call God to reckoning as if we had Him in

our debt books ; miT continual suit to Him is,

and must be, to bear with our infirmities, and
pardon our offences!" Wilberforce.

10. " I the Lord search the heart ; I try the

reins, even to give every man according to his

ways, according to the fruit of his doings.

"

With great beauty and force w^e are taught

here that what man cannot search out God can.

It is His prerogative to search and to know the

inmost heart of man. Nothing can ever be

hidden from his piercing eye. Nor does He
search and know men's hearts for purposes of

idle curiosity, or for the mere information itself,

but for the far higher and more practical pur-

pose of awarding retribution to men according

to their ways. The connection shows plainly

that men's ways are here supposed to be esti-

mated according to the purpose and intent of

their heart. Their " ways," in the sense of ex-

ternal life, could notbe judged righteously save

by one who perfectly knows the heart. So the

Lord j udges not alone by what human eyes can

see, as it is written (1 Sam. 16:7), " The Lord
seeth not as man seeth ; for man looketh on the

outward appearance, but the Lord looketh on

the heart ;" or (as 1 K. 8 : 39), " Give thou to

every man according to his ways, loliose heart

thou knoicest ; for thou, even thou only, know-
est the hearts of all the children of men. " H. C.

" I the Lord search the heart." This is true

of all that is in the heart ; all the thoughts of

it, the quickest and those that are most care-

lessly overlooked by ourselves ; all the intents of

it, the closest, and those that are most artfully

disguised and industriously concealed from
others. Men may be imposed upon, but God
cannot. He not only searches the heart with a

piercing eye, but He tries the reins to pass a

judgment upon what He discovers, to give

everything its true character and due weight.

He tries, as the gold is tried, whether it be

standard or no ; as the prisoner is tried, whether

he be guilty or no. And this judgment which
He makes of the heart is in order to His passing

judgment upon the man ; it is to give to every

man according to his ways, according to the

desert and tendency of them ; life to those that

walked in the ways of life, and death to those

that persisted in the paths of the destroyer
;

and according to the fruit of his doings, the

effect and influence his doings have had upon

others
; or, according to what is settled by

the word of God to be the fruit of men's doings,

blessings to the obedient, and curses to the dis-

obedient. Therefore God is Judge Himself,
and He alone, because He and none besides

knows the hearts of the children of men. It is

true especially of all the deceitfulness and
wickedness of the heart ; all its corrupt devices,

desires and designs God observes and discerns
;

and (which is more than any man can do) He
judges of the overt act by the heart. God
knows more evil of us than we do by ourselves

;

which is a good reason why we should not flat-

ter ourselves, but always stand in awe of the

judgment of God. H.

God knows us in all our motives, through all

our concealments, and can set our secret sins

—

the operation of destroying causes that lie even
below our consciousness—in the light of His
countenance. When once we discover how
competent God is to search and try, w^e shall

then see that it is vain for us to deny what He
aflirms, to excuse what He condemns, and to

make out that we are not responsible when He
lays evil at our doors. Y.

We may often think very well of ourselves,

when, in fact, our liidden life is pining away
and dying ; or we may be unhappy and dis-

tressed about ourselves Avhen it is really grow-
ing daily stronger and more lasting ; but it is

not hidden from the eyes of God. He sees it

more than He sees anything else in us. We see

all the unrealities ; our eyes see shadows and fan-

cies much better than substances—they see all

the worldly, earthly, temporary, unreal things
;

but God sees the true, substantia], eternal

things. His eye is on our souls ; He sees

thoughts ; He sees the hidden life, its progress,

its healthiness, its growth and strength. He
alone knows by whom and how far the life that

He gave (the life that He is) is cherished,

prized, fed and strengthened by prayer and
holy obedience, or checked, blighted and
languishing by careless cultivation and neglect.

Bp. iloberly.

II. The covetous man, says Dahler, who
heaps up riches by unjust ways, is compared
to a bird which hatches the eggs of other fowls.

And as the young when hatched, and able at

all to shift for themselves, abandon her who is

not their mother, and leave her nothing to com-
pensate her trouble ; so the covetous man loses

those unjustly gotten treasures, and the fruit of

his labor.

And at his end shall be a fool. Shall be re-

puted as such. He was a fool all the way
through ; he lost his soul to get wealth, and
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this wealth he never enjoyed. A. C. He
was a fool all along ; sometimes perhaps his

own conscience told him so, but at his end lie

will appear to be so. Those are fools indeed

who are fools in their latter end ; and such

multitudes will prove who were cried up as

wise men that did well for themselves (Ps.

49 : 13, 18). They that get grace will be wise

in their latter end, will have the comfort of

it in death and the benefit of it to eternity

(Prov. 19 : 20) ; but they that place their hap-

piness in the wealth of the world, and, right or

wrong, will be rich, will rue the folly of it

when it is too late to rectify the fatal mistake.

This is like the partridge that sits on eggs and

hatches them not, but they are broken (as Job

39 : 15), or stolen (as Isa. 10 : 14), or they be-

come addle : some sort of fowl there was well

known among the Jews, whose case this com-

monly was. The rich man takes a great deal of

Ijains to get an estate together, and sits brood-

ing upon it. but never has any comfort or satis-

faction in it ; his projects to enrich himself by
sinful courses miscarry and come to nothing.

Let us therefore be wise in time ; what we get

to get it honestly ; and what we have to use it

charitably ; that we may lay up in store a good

foundation, and be wise for eternity. H.

Money honestly earned by useful labor of

muscle or brain, money honestly maile by skill

or industry that creates or increases values, is

a good and useful thing. Honestly gained and

worthily used—used conscientiously, benevo-

lently, devoutly—it is a means of grace and of

blessing. But our Lord spoke of the " deceit-

fulness of riches." Solemnh' He warned His

disciples to " beware of covetousness. " The
word thus rendered J'orcibly expresses the pas-

sion for accumulation. It is not the diligent

earning of money for good and generous uses,

but the getting in order to keep and accumu-
late. Upon no desire of the human mind can

the devil operate more successfully to persuade

men to try his methods. He has made multi-

tudes believe that his methods of doing business

are the only methods that are " practical" or

can succeed. Believe that and adopt his meth-

ods, calling them " laws of trade" or by any

other handsome name, and you are selling your-

self to the devil. U. A. Nelson.

Many are the personal temptations always

accompanying wealth — temptation to make
financial possessions the standard of w^orth,

and to look down on those who are less fortu-

nate as inferiors ; temptation to make a selfish

and tyrannous use of power (a temptation as

great in the commercial world as in the military

and governmental) ; temptation to use wealth
for the gratification of appetite and passion and
caprice, prostituting opportunity to purposes
of dissipation or idleness ; and temptation,

above all, to one who sees the constant obse-

quiousness of those who seek his aid, to " purse-

proud haughtiness, that worst sort of pride,

because it puts money above manhood, forget-

ting that a man is really rich or poor, according

to what he is, and not according to what he

has." Instead of blaming rich men for not

being better, I sometimes wonder, considering

how they are beset, that they are as good as

they are. For all these reasons, it requires ex-

traordinary grace and force of character to be

a rich man, and yet to be a good man. A. J.

Brown.

The conclusion of the whole matter is that

we are to use the world as not abusing it, and

so as not to let it abuse us. Really, what shall

it profit a man if he gain the whole world and

lose his soul ! Wealth is a means, not an end.

Happy is that man who, owning houses and
lands, mills and railways, stocks and bonds, is

yet bigger than all these, using them and for-

bidding them to use him, remembering his God,
his Church, his country and his kind, and so

utilizing the opportunities of earth to lay up
treasure in heaven. This universe is the richer

in all ways for every such man. God, multiply

them ! But equally to be commended is the

poor man who is not overcome by the world
;

who does not envy the rich, or waste his exist-

ence in struggling to ape them, or rave at God
and society because his lot is what it is, or shut

his mind to that blessedness which is higher

than what Mammon can bestow. I never chide

the laboring classes for their unrest. Much of

it is from God. It is the glory and hope of our

age that the common man is at last astir and

active and must be heeded. Nor are men to

blame for wanting more of the world's valu-

ables. The appetite for gain in itself is no part

of our depravity ; and the time is coming when,

in case of each honest man, it will be gratified.

What is sad is that so many of us ignore the

true, ultimate meaning of righteous unrest and

of righteous desire for gain. Walk with God,

get character, faith, life—something to spur

good discontent, and good love of possession,

and guide them to worthy ends ; making one

think it of slight moment after all whether he

personally owns little or much, so he only lives

and acts well ; this is the message of Jesus ;

this is the Gospel for our time. E. B. Andrews.

12-1 §. Here, as often before, we have the

prophet retired for private meditation, and alone
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with God. Those ministers that would have

comfort in their worlv must be much so. In

his converse here with God and his own heart

he talces tlie liberty, wliicli devout souls some-

times use in their soliloquies, to pass from one

thing to another, without tying themselves too

strictly to the laws of method and colierence. H.

12, The prophet thinks of God as symboli-

cally enthroned in His earthly temple, " tbe

place of ovir sanctuary," yet really as filling His

eternal throne in the highest heavens. H. C.

As in the preceding verses was set forth

the vain dependence of him who seeks to ad-

vance himself by indirect methods, so here we
are taught the solid foundation which he builds

upon who has recourse to the Divine blessing,

and seeks to recommend himself to the favor of

that Being to whom Israel was taught to look

up for support, and whose kingdom from all

eternity ruleth over all. Blayney.

13. " Ashamed" as usual in the sense of con-

founded, put to confusion by being utterly dis-

appointed and baffled in every purpose and

hope. They that depart from me (God) shall

be written in the dust, the sand, with only a

perishable record of fame, because they have

forsaken the Lord. The allusion to " the foun-

tain," etc., carries our thoughts to chap. 3 : 13 :

" They have forsaken" Me, the fountain of liv-

ing waters, and hewed out for themselves bro-

ken cisterns that cannot hold water. H. C.

Though not stated in so many words, it is

cheeringly implied that those cleaving to God
have their names written whence they can

never be erased. For their names are indeed

written, as it were, on the heart of God Him-
self. He cannot either forget or forsake them.

They are ever remembered in tlie wisdom of

His thoughts and the resistless movements of

His ways. The best thing that can happen to

us in purely human relations is to be written in

the hearts of those who love us ; when they re-

member us, not because it is their interest to do

so, but out of an unselfish fulness of desire for

our welfare and happiness. But how much
better is it to be thus remembered by God,

seeing that with Him there abides a love in-

expressibly deeper than any human affection,

and, along with this love, a wisdom and posver

with which even the highest human wisdom
and j>ower are not for a moment to be men-
tioned !

15. The lesson is plain : do not reject truth,

or in any wise try to evade it because it comes

through some one you do not like. What Jere-

miah said here, respecting the character and

work of these men, was true ; and they do not

deny the truth. They simply ignore the

charges, and by one scornful question hint that

the threatenings connected with the charges are

but as empty words.

16-1 §. The j)ropheVs consciousness of integ-

rity. We may take it that this one question

(verse 15), " Where is the word of Jehovah '?"

stands for a great deal in the way of taunt.

The appeal to God, Avith which the prophet

follows up the mention of this question, shows

how much he felt the attacks made upon him.

It would be too much to say that he did not

expostulate with his enemies upon their injus-

tice ; but evidently his great resort was to the

God who had sent him. If men perversely at-

tributed to him daring imposture and bitter

malignity, he could do nothing but fall back on

God's knowledge of his course and motives. Y.

16. This verse is a twofold vindication of

himself ; on the one hand, as toward God, and

on the other, as toward the people. On the side

toward God he says he has not torn himself

away from the work of a prophet, has not re-

fused to follow tlie manifest will of God in his

pastoral work ; and on the side toward the

people, he had not desired their punishment.

18. The prophet's sympathies are entirely

with God, and with righteousness and truth

against wickedness, and against those who in

this case represented wickedness and had identi-

fied themselves with it. Hence these utter-

ances. The issue is fully made between them

and ma— them, as Thine enemies and mine ; vie,

as Thj prophet, as the messenger of Thy fear-

ful words of judgment. Now, therefore, let

tliem be confounded and dismayed, and not me.

Break them with a double breaking for their

shocking blasphemy in which they defy

Almiglity God ! So ends this particular mes-

sage, full of sharp, searching, solemn truth, in-

dicating plainly that, as between the people on

the one hand, and the prophet and his Divine

Master on the other, matters were hastening to

their crisis.

19-27. The remaining portion of this chap-

ter enjoins the sacred observance of the Sab-

bath, and makes large promises on condition of

obedience. Obviously obedience, in this case,

is understood to imply obedience in other duties,

and the spirit of obedience generally ; else such

promises could not attach to it. Besides, it is

simply impossible that there can ever be the

spirit of obedience in any one thing, and not

the general spirit of obedience as to all known
duty. The prophet is to proclaim this message

speciallj' in the one gate through which the

king went in and out, and then in all the gates
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of the city, as being tlie place of public resort

where people " most did congregate." H. C.

21. From this and the following verses we
find the ruin of the Jews attributed to the

breach of the Sabbath ; as this led to a neglect

of sacrifice, the ordinances of religion and all

public worship, so it necessarily brought with

it all immorality. The breach of the Sabbath

was that which let in upon them all the waters

of God's wrath. A. C.

The meaning of the Sabbath is to be known
from the Old Testament alone. The chief pas-

sages relating to it are Gen. 2:3; Ex. 20 : 11
;

31 : 13-17, the essential matter of which is as

follows : God created the world in six days,

and rested on the seventh, and therefore blessed

and hallowed this day, on which His work was

complete. Hence the people whom He has

consecrated to Himself, and who acknowledge

the Creator and Lord of the world as their God,

are also to hallow the seventh day as a day of

rest after every six daj's' labor in the works of

their calling, and this is to be a sign of the cov-

enant between God and His people. These

propositions contain the following thoughts : 1.

Man, like God, is to work and to rest ; thus

human life is to be a copy of Divine life. But

especially must the people who are called to be

the instrument of restoring the Divine order in

earthly life be seen to be the peculiar posses-

sion of the living God, by an alternation of

work and rest corresponding with the rhythm

of the Divine life. 2. Divin3 labor terminates

in happy rest ; not till the Creator rests satis-

fied in the contemplation of His wox-ks* is His

creation itself complete. So, too, human labor

is not to run on in resultless circles, but to ter-

minate in a happy harmony of existence. The

idea of the Sabbath, however, extends farther.

That the whole course of human history is not

to run on in dreary endlessness ; that its events

are to have a positive termination ; are to find a

completion in an harmonious and God-given

order—is already guaranteed by the Sabbath of

creation and prefigured by the sabbatical sea-

sons. The Divine rest of the seventh day of

creation, which has no evening, hovers over the

world's progress, that it may at last absorb it

into itself. It is upon the very fact that the

rest of God is also to be a rest /or ma7i, and that

God has declared this by the institution of the

Sabbath, that Heb. 4 founds a proof for the

proposition :
" There remaineth a rest for the

people of God." Oehler.

We regard the Sabbath festival as ante-legal

—In other words, as an institution of Paradise.

The institution received its Cegal character for the

first time in connection with the giving of the

law at Sinai, and lost it again through the love

which, in the New Testament, is the fulfilment

of the law ; but the institution of the Sabbath

continued to exist after the law was fulfilled, as

it had already existed before the law was given,

and it is destined to continue until it has attained

to its fulfilment and completion in the eternal

Sabbath of the creature. Kurtz.

From the very l)eginning God has seen fit to

appoint outward types and emblems of spiritual

things and rites of worship. From the begin-

ning one day in seven has been set apart and

consecrated to religion. And we know that

under the patriarchal and mosaic dispensations

there were recognized sanctuaries, places dedi-

cated to worship, where men put off the shoes

from their feet because it was holy ground.

And as to the teachings of the New Testament

we know that our Saviour honored the Sabbath,

that He attended the synagogue and took part

in its services ; and that on two memorable oc-

casions He drove the merchants and money-

changers out of the temple which they pro-

faned.

If religion is to exi.st in the world as a spirit-

ual force, it must manifest itself in some out-

ward shape. It must have some local habita-

tion and be incarnated in some visible form.

The Gospel of the secular life ignores man's

material nature and environment. It is a

hyper-spiritualism. It would make us all

Quakers. Undoubtedly^ it is true that the

strongest bias of our nature is toward the out-

ward and the material. There is a temptation

to put holy water and consecrated oil in place

of the spirit ; to make the kingdom of God
consist in meats and drinks instead of righteous-

ness ; and we need to be often reminded that

the sacrifices of God are a broken spirit and

contrite heart. But if there is danger in the

direction of ritualism, there is danger also in

the direction of Quakerism and mysticism. In

this matter the via media is the true and safe

way. God is to be worshipped in spirit and in

truth, but He is to be worshipped ; and all sin-

cere worship will find outward expression. It

will clothe itself in articulate forms. It will

not disdain the use of those means of grace

which devout souls have always found help-

ful. A religion that never goes to church and

that contributes nothing to the support of the

Gospel may be a very refined and ethereal sort

of religion, but it can hardly thrive in this

world. It is doubtful whether it will even do

its possessor much good, and certainly his light

will not shine upon the path of others. The
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time may come when holiness to the Lord

shall be written npon the bells of the horses

and there shall be no distinction between sa-

cred and profane, because the earth shall be

filled with righteousness and with the glory

of the Lord. But that day seems far off.

We still need our Sabbaths and our sanctu-

aries, our sacred places and seasons. They are

not religion, but they are helps toward it.

Interior.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTERS XVHL, XTX., XX.

1§ : 1, 2 The word which came to Jeremiah from the Lord, saying, Arise, and go down
3 to the potter's house, and there 1 will cause thee to hear ray words. Then I went down to

4 the potter's house, and, behold, he wrought his work on the wheels. And when the vessel

that he made of the clay was marred in the hand of the potter, he made it again another ves-

sel, as seemed good to the potter to make it.

5, 6 Then the word of the Lord came to me, saying, O house of Israel, cannot I do Avith you

as this potter ? saith the Lord. Behold, as the clay in the potter's hand, so are ye in mine

7 hand, O house of Israel. At what instant I shall speak concerning a nation, and concerning

8 a kingdom, to pluck up and to break down and to destroy it ; if that nation, concerning

which I have spoken, turn from their evil, I will repent of the evil that I thought to do unto

9 them. And at what instant I shall speak concerning a nation, and concerning a kingdom, to

10 build and to plant it ; if it do evil in my sight, that it obey not my voice, then I will repent

11 of the good, wherewith I said I would benefit them. Now therefore go to, speak to the men
of Judah, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, saying. Thus saith the Lord : Behold, I

frame evil against you, and devise a device against you : return ye now every one from his

12 evil way, and amend your ways and your doings. But they say. There is no hope : for we
will walk after our own devices, and we will do every one after the stubbornness of his evil

heart.

13 Therefore thus saith the Lord : Ask ye now among the nations, who hath heard such

14 things ; the virgin of Israel hath done a very horrible thing. Shall the snow of Lebanon fail

from the rock of the field ? or shall the cold waters that flow down from afar be dried up ?

15 For my people hath forgotten me, thej^ have burned incense to vanity ; and they have caused

them to stumble in their ways, in the ancient paths, to walk in bypaths, in a way not cast up ;

16 to make their land an astonishment, and a perpetual hissing ; every one that passeth thereby

17 shall be astonished, and shake his head. I will scatter them as with an east wind before the

enemy ; I will look upon their back, and not their face, in the day of their calamity.

18 Then said they. Come, and let us devise devices against Jeremiah ; for the law shall not

perish from the priest, nor counsel from the wise, nor the word from the prophet. Come,

and let us smite him with the tongue, and let us not give heed to any of his words.

19 Give heed to me, O Lord, and hearken to the voice of them that contend with me.

20 Shall evil be recompensed for good? for they have digged a pit for my soul. Remember how
21 I stood before thee to speak good for them, to turn away thj^ fury from them. Therefore

deliver up iheir children to the famine, and give them over to the power of the sword ;
and

let their wives become childless, and widows ; and let their men be slain of death, and their

22 young men smitten of the sword in battle. Let a cry be heard from their houses, when thou

shalt bring a troop suddenly upon them : for they have digged a pit to take me, and hid snares

28 for my feet. Yet, Lord, thou knowest all their counsel against me to slay me ; forgive not

their iniquity, neither blot out their sin from thy sight : but let them be overthrown before

thee
;
deal thou with them in the time of thine anger.

19 : 1 Thus said the Lord, Go, and buy a potter's earthen bottle, and take of the elders of

2 the people, and of the elders of the priests ; and go forth unto the valley of the son of Hin-

nom, which is by the entry of the gate Harsith, and proclaim there the words that I shall tell
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3 tbee : and say, Hear ye the word of the Lord, O kings of Judah, and inhabitants of Jerusa-

lem ; thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, Behold, I will bring evil upon this place,

4 the which whosoever heareth, his ears shall tingle. Because they have forsaken me, and
have estranged this place, and have burned incense in it unto other gods, whom they knew
not, they and their fathers anil the kings of Judah ; and have tilled this place with the blood

5 of innocents ; and have built the high places of Baal, to burn their sons in the hre for burnt

offerings unto Baal ; which I commanded not, nor spake it, neither came it into my mind :

6 therefore, behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that this place shall no more be called

7 Topheth, nor The valley of the son of Hinnom, but The valley of Slaughter. And I will

make void the counsel of Judah and Jerusalem in this place ; and I will cause them to fall

by the sword before their enemies, and by the hand of them that seek their life : and their

carcases will I give to be meat for the fowls of the heaven, and for the beasts of the earth.

8 And I will make this city an astonishment, and an hissing ; every one that passeth thereby

9 shall be astonished and hiss because of all the plagues thereof. And I will cause them to eat

the flesh of their sons and the flesh of their daughters, and they shall eat every one the flesh

of his friend, in the siege and in the straitness, wherewith their enemies, and they tbat seek

10 their life, shall straiten them. Then shalt thou break the bottle in the sight of the men that

11 go with thee, and shalt say unto them. Thus saith the Lord of hosts : Even so will I break

this people and this city, as one breaketh a potter's vessel, that cannot be made whole again :

12 and they shall bury in Topheth, till there be no place to bury. Thus will I do unto this

13 place, saith the Lord, and to the inhabitants thereof, even making this city as Topheth : and

the houses of Jerusalem, and the houses of the kings of Judah, which are defiled, shall be as

the place of Topheth, even all the houses upon Avhose roofs they have burned incense unto

all the host of heaven, and have poured out drink offerings unto other gods.

14 Then came Jeremiah from Topheth, whither the Lord had sent him to prophesy ; and he

15 stood in the court of the Lord's house, and said to all the people : Thus saith the Lord of

hosts, the God of Israel, Behold, 1 will bring upon this city and upon all her towns all the

evil that I have jDronounced against it ; because they have made their neck stiff, that they

might not hear my words.

20 : 1 Now Pashhur the son of Immer the priest, who was chief officer in the house of

2 the Lord, heard Jeremiah prophesying these things. Then Pashhur smote Jeremiah the

prophet, and j^ut him in the stocks that were in the upper gate of Benjamin, which was in

3 the house of the Lord. And it came to pass on the morrow, that Pashhur brought forth

Jeremiah out of the stocks. Then said Jeremiah unto him. The Lord hath not called thy

4 name Pashhur, but Magor-missabib. For thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will make thee a

terror to thyself, and to all thy friends : and th^y shall fall by the sword of their enemies,

and thine eyes shall behold it : and I will give all Judah into the hand of the king of Baby-
lon, and he shall carry them captive to Babylon, and shall slay them with the sword.

5 Moreover I will give all the riches of this city, and all the gains thereof, and all the precious

things thereof, yea, all the treasures of the kings of Judah will I give into the hand of their

6 enemies, which shall spoil them, and take them, and carry them to Babylon. And thou,

Pashhur, and all that dwell in thine house shall go into captivity : and thou shalt come to

Babylon, and there thou shalt die, and there shalt thou be buried, thou, and all thy friends,

to whom thou hast prophesied falsely.

7 O Lord, thou hast deceived me, and I was deceived : thou art stronger than I, and hast

8 prevailed : I am become a laughingstock all the day, ever}' one mocketh me. For as often

iis I speak, I cry out ; I cry. Violence and spoil : because the word of the Lord is made a

9 reproach unto me, and a derision, all the day. And if I say, I will not make mention of him,

nor speak any more in his name, then there is in mine heart as it were a burning fire shut up
10 in my bones, and I am weary with forbearing, and I cannot cuntniii. For I have heard the

defaming of many, terror on every side. Denounce, and we will denounce him. my all my
familiar friends, they that watch for my halting : peradventure he will be enticed, and we

11 shall prevail against him, and we shall take our revenge on him. But the Lord is with me
as a mighty one and a terril)le : therefore my persecutors shall stimible. and they shall not

prevail : they shall be greatly ashamed, because they have not dealt wisely, even with an

12 everlasting dishonour which shall never be forgotten. But, O Lord of hosts, that triest the

righteous, that seest the reins and the heart, let me see thy vengeance on them ; for unto
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13 thee have I revealed my cause. Sing unto the Lord, praise j^e tlie Lord : for he hath de.

livered the soul of the needy from the hand of evil-doers.

14 Cursed be the day wherein I was born : let not the day wherein my mother bare me be

15 blessed. Cursed be the man who brought tidings to my father, saying, A man child is

16 born unto thee ; making him very glad. And let that man be as the cities which the Lord
overthrew, and repented not : and let him liear a cry in the morning, and shouting at noon-

17 tide ;
because he slew me not from the Avomb ; and so my mother should have been my

18 grave, and her womb always great. Wherefore came I forth out of the womb to see labour

and sorrow, that my days should be consumed with shame ?

Chap. 1§. The prophecies and transactions

contained in this and the two following chap-

ters successively hang together, and must be

referred to some part of the three first years of

the reign of Jehoiakim. The prophet is

shown, first, under the type of the potter,

God's absolute authority over nations and

kingdoms to regulate and alter their condition

at His own discretion (verses 1-10). He is then

directed to exhort the people to avert the evil

designed them by repentance and amendment
;

and upon their refusal to charge them with

the guilt of unprecedented revolt, and to fore-

tell their desti'uction (verses 11-17). They con-

spire against him : he protesteth against their

unmerited and ungrateful persecution of him,

and calleth for justice against them. Blayney.

In chaps. 18 and 19 we must recognize sj'm-

bolic transactions in real life. Here, too, the

proof of this lies in the form of the statement

:

" Arise and go down to the potter's house, and

there will I cause thee to hear my words."

Here is something to be done before the reve-

lation proper from the Lord even begins.

More still to our argument is the implication

(verse 6) that the house of Israel are witnesses

of what was done by the potter. " O house of

Israel, cannot I do with you as this potter ?"

This, of course, locates the scene in the external

world. So in chap. 19, something is to be act-

ually done in the outer world : "Go and get

thee a potter's earthen bottle, and take of the

ancients of the people, etc., and go forth unto

the valley of the son of Hinuom and proclaim

there the words that I shall tell thee." A part

of this message stands (verses 3-9), and then in

verse 10 the Lord said,
'

' Then shalt thou break

the bottle in the sight of the men that go with

thee, and say. Thus saith the Lord, Even so will

I break this people and this city, as one break-

eth a potter's vessel, that cannot be made
whole again.

'

'

Here we have the usual criteria of actualit}-.

Tilings are to be said and dons by the prophet

—not merely seen in vision ; and they are to be

said and done before the eyes of the people.

There can be no doubt that this is a symbolic

transaction. It stands, therefore, as further

proof of a constant Divine care and purpose to

distinguish between visions and things of

actual life, done for the greater effect through

the power of s^'mbol.

A potter making earthen vessels from clay is

the text for this discourse, the great doctrine

being that God can mould and shape the desti-

nies of nations with equal ease and with abso-

lute control.

1-4. For the sake of more deeply impress-

ing the truth which the Lord would teach both

the prophet and the people. He directs Jere-

miah to go down to the workshop of the pot-

ter and see him construct his earthen vessel.

The reader need scarcely be told that this

operation was probably performed then sub-

stantially as it is now

—

i.e., upon a horizontal

revolving wheel, the centrifugal force being

depended on largely to give shape to the plas-

tic clay. In this case his first efforts did not

succeed, and he forthwith massed the same

material and made a second effort, assuming of

course his right, and showing his poirer to do

anything with his clay that he chose. Using

this case as an illustration, the Lord proceeds to

assert His analogous right and power to deter

mine and shape the destiny of nations at His

pleasure. Let it be noted that this illustration

is not used here to show that God makes and

moulds the free moral activities of men, even

the free action of their will, according to His

absolute pleasure, allowing to them no more

responsibility or activity than the clay has in

the potter's hand. This is neither asserted nor

implied here. This is not by any means the

point of the comparison ; but the point is, as we
shall soon see, that God can speak concerning

a nation to pull it down and destroy it, or to

build it up, and instantly the agencies of His

providence prove themselves perfectly ade-

quate for this result. With infinite ease He
can say this and do it. The reader will spe-

cially note the bearing of this case upon the

theory of interpretation held by some wliich
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assumes that where inspired prophets were

commanded to go and to do, it was going and

doing in rmon only, and not in actual fact.

Was not this most obviously &fact ? Was not

this man at the wheel a living, working potter,

and the whole thing a scene in the outward liv-

ing world ? How can this be rationally doubt-

ed ? II. C.

We have, like Jeremiah, in the words of

Scripture, gone down to the potter's house,

and, behold, he wrought a work on the wheels.

Before him is a revolving horizontal disk ; be-

side him a heap of clay. Seizing a handful of

the clay, he throws it down, a rude, unformed,

shapeless mass, on the flying wheel ;
and how

curious it is to see that lump, as it spins round

and round, begin at the touch of his skilful fin-

gers to lose its shapelessness, assume a definite

form, and by and by swell out and rise up into

a vessel of perfect proportions. It is more than

curious ; it is instructive. One cannot watch

the plastic clay growing to the workman's

will and touch into a vessel for common or

sacred uses, for roughest hands or jewelled

fingers, without seeing God in the potter, and

man in the clay—feeling the beauty of Scrip-

ture figures, and how much ourselves and

fortunes are in the hands of Him who said, " O
house of Israel, cannot I do with you as this

potter ? saith the Lord. Behold, as the clay is

in the potter's hand, so are ye in Mine hand,

O house of Israel." Shall the thing made say

of him that made it. Why hast thou made me
thus ? T. Guthrie.

1-0. Than in this passage nowhere do we
get a more striking view of the general meth-

od of the Divine dealings with the human race.

It suggests :

God's absolute sovereignty over tlie being and

life of every man. The figure of the potter and

the clay is one of frequent occurrence in Holy

Scripture. (See Job 10 : 9 ; Isa. 64 : 8 ; Rom.

9 : 10.) It vividly represents the subjection

of our nature and our personal history to the

Divine control. The fact of our moral free-

dom, the mysterious prerogative that belongs

to us of choosing and following our own way,

must needs make the comparison defective.

There is some point at which all such physical

analogies fail duly to set forth the realities of

moral and spiritual life. But it is deeply true

as suggestive of the power God has over us to

mould us as He plenses. Free as our will may
be, is not our whole nature as plastic material

in the hands of Him who made us ? Free as

we may be to pursue our own chosen course of

life, can we ever escape the " Divinity that

shapes our ends" ? There is a hidden power,

whether we acknowledge it or not, the mastery

of which over thought, feeling, purpose and

action is the deepest reality of our existence.

His formative purpose. Distinguish between

a sovereign jjower and one that is arbitrary and

capricious. Complete as the Divine mastery

over us may be, it is not lawless or purpose-

less. It has always a definite end in view, and

that end is wise and holy and good. As the

potter seeks to fashion the clay into some beau-

tiful or useful form that his own brain has first

conceived, so God, by His providential and

spiritual control, seeks to work out a Divine

idea in our being and life, to bodj^ forth in us

some archetype of moral beauty that exists in

His own eternal mind. He would fain fashion

us into a noble form and fit us for some noble

use. In God's '" great house" there are many
utilities. And even the vessel " unto dishonor"

has its place and its purpose. Our faith in the

infinitely wise and holy love that governs all

leads us to rest in the thought :

" That nothing walks with aimless feet

;

That not one life shall be destroyed

Or cast as rubbish to the void,

"When God hath made the pile complete."

But He who formed us for Himself would not

have any of us to be content with an inferior

position and a lower aim. He would so mould

and fashion us that we shall be " vessels unto

honor, sanctified, and meet for the Master's

use" (3 Tim. 2 : 21).

His long-suffering patience. When the pot-

ter's work is marred, he presses the clay into a

shapeless mass and casts it upon the wheel

again. We are reminded of the various meth-

ods God employs in moulding us to His will,

and how if one fails He will often subject us

to another. There are events that sometimes

break up the whole form of a man's life ; old

ties are severed, old associations pass away ;

he begins an altogether new career, with new

responsibilities, new moral tests, new possi-

bilities of good. There are afflictions that

change the whole tenor of a man's inward life ;

his spirit is crushed, wounded, softened, that

it may the better receive Divine impres-

sions. " God maketh my heart soft," etc, (Job

23 : 16). " My heart is like wax" (Ps. 22 : 14).

Thus does God " humble us to prove us, to

know what is in our heart, whether we will

keep His commandments or not" (De. 8:2).

There may come a time when all these Di-

vine methods fail and the soul is found

to be reprobate. In chap. 19 : 1-11 we have a

figurative prophecy of the ultimate abandon-
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ment of the Jewish people to their fate. In
this case the vessel has been baked in the fire

;

it is incapable of taking a new shape, and is

broken so " that it cannot be made whole
again." Such is the doom of the finally im-
penitent and intractable. But God's patience
is very wonderful. In this world at least the
door of mercy is always open. There is al ways
the possibility of a new and nobler life. He
" is loug-suflferiug to usward, not willing that
any should perish, but that all should come to

repentance" (2 Pet. 3:9). W.
God has absolute authority over us. He has

the ultimate right of supreme sovereignty to

do as He will with His subjects. Yet there is

nothing alarming in this fact, but rather an
infinite consolation. For God is not a heartless

despot, displaying arbitrary power by mere
caprice

;
He is holy, and exercises His sover-

eignty according to principles of strict jus-

tice, truth and right. He is gracious, and
rules with purposes of love for the good of His
creatures. Our dependence on God is, like

that of the infant on its mother, the security
of our own welfare. Those applications of
the doctrine of Divine sovereignty Avhich at-

tribute to it designs that would be accounted
cruel in any responsible being are blasphemous
insults to the impartial justice and love of God's
character. If God's actions are not limited by
any physical compulsion or constitutional law,
they are governed by His regard to eternal

righteousness and by the beneficence of His
nature. Adency.

As the clay is in the potter's hand to destroy
the incipient form of one vessel and to mould it

into a new and better one, so are the nations
of men in God's hand, to mar and destroy, or to
build up and bless at His pleasure. This is the
point of the comparison. There is no occasion
to deny that this involves various agencies of
Divine providence upon the free moral activi-

ties of men. Such agencies God is every day
exerting, yet with no infringement upon the
freedom of the human will. God here shows
that He exercises His agency so as to meet their

moral state precisely, sparing the penitent and
destroying the incorrigibly wicked. H. C.

The purpose of God with regard to man is

essentially and persistently a creative one. The
first effort of the potter is formative

; and
when, through the marring of the vessel, he
has to reduce the clay into the lump again,
there still remains an intention to form anew.
The effects of sin are shown to be profound
from the fact that the potter is obliged to re-

make what has been marred. The effort of re-

storing love succeeds upon another, and '• where
sin abounded grace did much more abound"
(Rom. 5 : 20). There is no nation which has
not had many opportunities of recovering its

position and influence forfeited by unfaithful-
ness and unbelief, and there is no sinner hard-
ened in his sins who has not repeatedly rejected
a heavenly voice. Each proclamation of God's
Word is a fresh opportunity which may avail
for salvation to every one who will embrace
it. M.

Our wisdom is to turn from our hardness and
impenitent hearts, and allow God to lead us
into the full nE-dvoia (Rom. 2 : 4). Then with
understanding shall we address God, " We are

the clay, and Thou our potter" (Isa. 64 : 8). If

we by repentance come back to God and make
ourselves clay, such as will have in it a peculiar
responsiveness to the touch of God, then we
may leave ourselves to His loving-kindness.
He will fashion us into just that shape whereby
we shall be meet for the Master's service. And
if men say in their ignorance that we are turn-
ing out but vessels of dishonor, let us recollect

that of honor and dishonor God alone is judge.
If we only stoop from our pride to do the will

of God, God will take care of our position. For
is not God He who exalts the humble and abases
the proud ? Y.

Every life has not the same purpose. The
potter makes vessels of innumerable shapes.

Yet each life is successful as its own particular

purpose is fulfilled. A life is no failure be-

caiise it is lowly and put only to lowly uses so

long as it attains the end for which God de-

signed it. It is important to note that God's
first work with us is in forming our own souls

aright. The first question is not as to what we
do, but as to what we are. The potter is mak-
ing vessels

; God is making characters, souls,

lives. After this we may be put to some
further end—used for good after Ave have been
made right, as the vessel is of service after the

potter has done his work with it. Adc/iey.

7-10. God's action determined hy man's con-

duct. These verses may bs read as balancing
those that precede. The illustration of the pot-

ter at his work shows us simply the Divine side

of life. The following verses take us round to

the human side, and the human conditions in

accordance with which God exercises the rights

and power of His absolute sovereignty. God
does not act blindly, inconsiderately, on gen-
eral principles alone, without regard to individ-

ual cases, nor with one changeless course irre-

spective of the changes in the behavior of His
creatures. He takes note of these changes and
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modifies His treatment of men by their varying

requirements. This fact is not derogatory to

the absolute Hotereirjiity oi God. A just sover-

eign considers liis people. God acts according

to His ovrn will ; but Ilis will, though inflexible

in moral principles, varies in the choice of par-

ticular actions according as the application of

those principles varies with the circumstances

of the world. This fact is not inconsistent

with the dcfinitencss of thejmrposcs of God. The
l)Otter has his definite design, yet he proceeds

with his work to the conclusion or breaks up
the clay and begins again, according as he finds

it plastic or brittle. Adeney.

God does not threaten evil because He is re-

solved to inflict it, rather, He threatens it that

we may b}^ our repentance prevent it, and so

He may not inflict it. " He foretelleth," saith

Chrj'sostom, " what He will bring upon us for

this very purpose, that He may not bring it

upon us ; and warneth before He striketh to

make us careful to avoid the stroke." God
sends His servants, the prophets, to threaten

vengeance against sinners, not thereby to drive

them from hope of mercy, but to draw them to

repentance and humiliation. Nor is it to be ac-

counted among the least of God's mercies that,

when He might in His j ust displeasure over-

whelm us in the very act of sin, yet He forbear-

eth and forewarneth, foretelleth and threateneth

us before He punish ; that if we will take any
warning, He may do better to us than He hath

said, and not bring upon us w^hat He hath
threatened. Bp. Sanderson.

From these verses we may infer that God's
promises in Scripture, however uttered in gen-

eral terms, are yet for the most part to be un-
derstood conditionally, according as men behave
themselves. And as God did j ustly rej ect those

Jews who refused to embrace the Gospel, not-

withstanding the general promises He had made
to that people, so neither can particular Chris-

tians nor churches lay any claim to God's gen-
eral promise of preserving His Church any
further than as they adhere to that rule of faith

and manners whicli He hath prescribed to them
in His holy wf)rd. W. Lowth.

It is rigiileousness alone that exalteth a na-

tion. Hepentance toward God, flowing from
faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, is the only
effectual means for preventing the ruin of a sin-

ful people. Without this we may obtain a

temporary respite from punishment ; but the

clouds will return again after the rain ; and all

the while we are filling \ip tlie measure of our
ini(iuity, the consumption is advancing, and
every day we draw nearer and nearer to disso-

! lution. Whereas, if we accept of the punish-

ment of our iniquity, and put away from us

those evil doings which provoke the Lord to

jealousy, then may we hope that He will return

to us in mercy, and rejoice over us to bless us

and to do us good according to this encourag-

ing promise. R. W.
The Bible is pervaded by the idea of nations

as moral personalities, as true political or

organic entities, as moral powers to whom are

addressed the most solemn admonitions, the

most emphatic warnings of a retribution that

will surely come, though, it may be, genera-

tions, and even ages, after the then composing
individual masses have passed away from the

earthly existence. Along with this appears

everywhere that other idea of the Messianic

lordship. It is so distinctly set forth that any
nation denying it, or refusing its acknowledg-

ment in some way, by word or deed, must be

regarded as having forfeited the Christian name.
The passages are too numerous to be cited. . . .

God, law and retribution are the articles that

enter into the theology of every nation. To the

Christian State there belongs a fourth, without

which it utterly forfeits the Christian title.

This is the article of Messiah's dominion, or the

rule of One as God's vicegerent, whom He hath

appointed Judge of the nations, and to whom
" there is given," for this end, " all power in

heaven and upon the eartlt." T. Lcicis.

Without religion no nation can feel itself

secure. Ungodliness provokes the anger of the

Lord, and, like Israel of old, the nation that

neglects religion and gives itself up to iniquitj',

will not be able to stand before its enemies. It

may truly be said of such, their defence is de-

parted from them, for, by so doing, they incur

the displeasure of Him who is the only sure

defence and refuge in the day of trouble. War-
riors and statesmen may affect to despise all

this, while they put their trust in human wis-

dom and prowess, but God can soon teach them
that it is religion alone that can render a coun-

try truly invincible ; and that the prayers of

the godly are more to be trusted than swords of

steel—tlic sighs of true penitence a surer safe-

guard than all the thunders of artillery. Re-

ligion is, in truth, " the cheap defence of na-

tions." Syminr/ton.

The constructive and positive power, which

by a slow and persistent process builds society

up into a temple of order, truth and justice

—

this it is which the world has, in all past ages,

been groping after. Christianity is this power,

and no other has yet been discovered, or ever

will be. It is light streaming out from God ;
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it is the iubreatliiug love of God ; it is holy

Sabbaths, and voices of prayer, and hymns of

praise, and the prophet-teacher speaking as

God's voice to men—these with all the chari-

ties, and good works, and gentle ministries,

and deeds of righteous magistracy, and re-

generative public cares—these,which altogether

are the meaning of the word religion—these, and

these only, can make a State prosperous and

happy. Bushnell.

The State needs a morality. She cannot with

any consistency refuse to recognize the moral-

ity which the majority of her citizens consider

as the true and the Divine. That morality, in

the Christian system, is a portion—a vital por-

tion indeed, but not the entirety of the Chris-

tian religion. The State as a State takes for its

secular uses the morality, but is compelled

also in the oath, the rest-day and the marriage

contract to give a distant nod of recognition

to religion, as furnishing the requisite sanctions

of this morality. But while tlie State in mass

stops short with the morality, the several citi-

zens of the State, in their individual immortality

and in their accountability beyond the bounds

of this world, have larger and more lasting-

wants than the collective State ; thej' need per-

sonally and of free conviction to adopt the re-

ligion. And Avithout a large, active, prayerful

and resolute body of such citizens, so holding

individually the religion, the morality of the

State will not be kept in working order. The
State may indeed have no conscience of her

own ; but unless her citizens many of them
keep a conscience, she is lost. Christ does not

need the State, but tlie State needs CJinst as the

base and bond of her morality, without which

she cannot shape or keep her political life. And
every man, woman and child in the State needs

Christ, as the Ruler, Owner and Redeemer of

the soul for both worlds and for all days, here

and beyond. And He, the Thrice Blessed, in-

vites them to His salvation. William R. Will-

iams.

11,12. God changes the way of His provi-

dential proceeding according to the carriage of

the creature, without changing His will, which
is the rule of His providence. "When God
speaks of His repenting that He had made man
(Gen. 6 : 6), it is only His changing His conduct

from a way of kindness to a way of severity,

and is a word suited to our capacities to signify

His detestation of sin and His resolution to pun-

ish it, after man had made himself quite an-

other thing than God liad made him. " It re-

pents Me"—that is, I am purposed to destroy

the world, as he that repents of his work throws

it away ; as if a potter cast away the vessel he

had framed, it were a testimony that he re-

pented that ever he took j^ains about it ; so the

destruction of them seems to be a repentance

in God that ever He made them ; it is a change

of events, not of counsels. Repentance in us

is a grief for a former fact, and a changing of

our course in it. Grief is not in God, but His

repentance is a willing a thing should not be

as it was, which will was fixed from eternity
;

for God, foreseeing man would fall, and decree-

ing to permit it, He could not be said to repent

in time of what He did not repent from eter-

nity ; and, therefore, if there were no repentance

in God from eternity, there could be none in

time. Cliavnock.

These verses plainly teach that all God's

threatenings, even the most terrible, and all

God's promises, even the most blessed, are con-

ditional on the continuance of the moral character

to which they tcere addressed. When one would
give the alarm of fire he does not whisper the

word. So when God would warn sinners He
does not soften His words, but in most vivid

manner sets before men the awful doom of the

ungodly. Thus would God, by His terrors,

affright men—if naught else will do—to " flee

from the wrath to come," so that " He may re-

pent of the evil He thought to do unto them."

Such words are not the utterance of absolute

decrees against any soul to whom the}'' are ad-

dressed, but loving warnings to such soul to

turn to God and live. C.

II. Amend {or make good) your trays and your

doings. It has been well said that " there is

nothing at all in life except what we put

there." God has given us far more liberty

than we usually suppose ; He has put at our

command immense resources, and told us to go

on and use them to the best advantage. We
can throw them away if we choose, or we can

make of them wealth inestimable. He has

given us the potter's wheel and ample beds of

clay, to do with as we please. Bvxt there is no

value in this wealth of means unless it is used

for riglit ends. It is, in truth, not wealth until

it is utilized. Life can bo a bubble, a vacancy,

a failure, if we so will it. It can be a solid

world of worth, and a success if we s» will it.

God has made man in His own image ; and in

so doing He has made him, in a sense, his own
creator. S. S. T.

There are but two principles of moral life in

the universe : one which makes ourselves, or

the most limited private good, the centre ; the

other which makes God, who may be called

the universal good, the centre. And by that
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necessary law whicli says, Where there is life

there must be a principle of life ; when one of

these principles dies, the other emerges from

its state of abeyance and inactivity, and takes

the place of that which has passed away. So

that when self dies in the soul, God lives
;

when self is annihilated, God is enthroned. So

it must be that either self or God shall occupy

the throne of the heart. If self, then the life

is regulated from a selfish standpoint. If God
is at the helm, then everything will move God-

ward. We should never be satisfied unless God
is on the throne. F. W. Upham.

Much may be made of slender gifts, small

resources and limited opportunities, if carefully

cultivated as they should be, and as their slen-

derness should stimulate their being. The
most largely endowed has no more obligation

and no fairer field than the most slenderly

gifted lies under and possesses. God, who has

builded up the towering Alps out of mica

flakes, builds up His Church out of infiuitesi-

mally small particles—slendei-ly endowed men,

touched by the consecration of His love. If

we truly employ whatever gifts God has given

to us, then we shall be accepted according to that

Ave have and not according to that we have not.

The wholesome old proverb, " Many mickles

make a muckle" is as true about the influence

brought to bear in this world to arrest evil and

to sweeten corruption as it is about anything

else. Christ has a great deal more need of the

cultivation of the small patches that He gives

to most of us than He has of the cultivation of

the large estates that He bestows upon a few.

Responsibility is not to be measured by amount
of gift, but is equally stringent, entire and

absolute Avhatsoever be the measure of the en-

dowments from which it arises. A. M.
The most successful man is not the man who

acquii'es the most money, power, place, honor

or fame, but the man who gains the most man-
hood, and performs the greatest amount of use-

ful work in the discharge of human duty,

whose life is most replete with useful purpose

and well-directed effort. Anon.

More su1)Iime than sculptured stone, or snow-

crowned Alps, or sweetest music, or richest

rhetoric- is a noble life. Manhood dwarfs the

most magnificent of things inanimate. Royalty

of spirit may be uninvested with the circum-

stances of external grandeur. The noble heart

may look out upon the world through a face

that is ]lomelJ^ It may move upon a plane

that is lowly. It may spend its energies upon
endeavors that are ordinary. Its possessor may
be " in bodily presence weak, and in speech

contemptible," but let head and hand and heart

be welded together in the furnace glow of a

lofty and uplifting purpose, and men recog-

nize tlie king. Howard Duffidd.

Let this and every dawn of morning be to

you as the beginning of life, and let every set-

ting sun be to you as its close ; let every one

of these short lives leave its sure record of some
kindly thing done for others—some goodly

strength or knowledge gained for yourselves.

Ruskiii.

12. This subtle resort to the plea of no hope

indicates a deep-seated love of sin and a will-

ingness to cheat one's own soul out of the

blessings that God proffers rather than be dis-

turbed in the ways and pleasures of sin. H. C.

This assertion in the meaning designed by
those who thus responded to the prophet's

solemn annunciation, and as uttered or cherished

in similar meaning by any and all others unto

this day, is accurately true. That meaning was
simpl}^ a deliberate reaolve of continuance in

their long-accustomed evil way. There is no

hope, they truly said. If we may not be deliv-

ered unless we return from and change our

way of life, we must utterly despair of deliv-

erance, for we are rcsolned that we will submit

to no restraint, " we will walk after our own
devices, we will every one do every one after

the stubbornness of his evil heart." And the

inward thought of all who are thus resolved

is, though they dare not speak it out. We will

venture the issiie with the Almighty. And of

those who take this bold, defiant position, it is

true that there is no hope. The whole Word
of God affirms it—the character, the law, the

very grace of God, require and declare that

they who wilfully assume this position must

abide its consequences, and die in their sins. B.

14. The idea is, that Lebanon, lifting its

crest into the regions of perpetual snow, sup-

plies to the fields within its range the jjurest,

cool, luscious water all the year, even as God
supplies good for His trusting people ; aud it

is therefore sheer folly for men to forsake God,

or fear that He will fail to supply their need.

II. C. One of the most striking scenes visible

from a great distance is Hermon, with its snow

and vapors. It is covered with white snow all

the year round, and from its summits flow down
cold, pent-up streams to the valley beneath.

God asks why Israel has forsaken Him ;
whether

there was any failure of His grace and power.

Has He not been constant and ever ready to

help ? How is it, then, tliat He is forsaken ?

The snow of Lebanon is, like the dew of Her-

mon, a symbol of the grace of God abiding
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upon Zion, from which the streams of grace

flow forth iu inexhaustible supply. M.

18. Then said they, Come, and let us devise

devices. The people to whom Jeremiah had

delivered his message from God seem to have

been incensed against him on much the same

ground as the Jews were in aftertimes against

our kSaviour and His apostles. Tliey had per-

suaded themselves that God had intended for

them a perpetual establishment ; and would

accordingly provide them with a constant suc-

cession of men in all departments to preserve

and maintain the general welfare—viz., priests

to direct all matters of law and religion ; wise

statesmen to manage their civil concerns, and

prophets to make known to them the immediate

will of God on all important and extraordinary

occasions. Upon this presumption thcj^ inferred

that Jeremiah, who foretold the contrarj^ was

a false prophet, and as such they determined

to punish him. Blayney. The people turn

against Jeremiah to counteract his mission, and

to accuse him before the civil authorities,

"smiting him with the tongue." They will

not believe his affirmation that their priests,

wise men and prophets were deceiving them,

and really had no word from the Lord.

19, 20. The prophet looks to his God for

help in this emergency. He implores the Lord

to hear what they say against him. He bears

his case to God with confidence, because con-

scious of having sought to do right, faithfully

and benevolently as toward both God and the

people. He had done them good ; shall they

be allowed to requite him with evil ?

21-23. The spirit of this prayer is due to the

prophet's deep sympathy with truth and right-

eousness ; to his sense of what the cause and

honor of God demand, and to his consciousness

that he had honestly and with much benevo-

lent self-sacrifice labored to reclaim and save

the people, albeit they were proving themselves

hopelessly and madly incorrigible. Hence
what else could he do ? Shall he succumb and
make up his mind to let wickedness rule in

rampant defiance of God and of all righteous-

ness ? Nay, verily, tliere are sometimes imper-

ative reasons why guilty men should be given

up to exterminating judgments. Justice de-

mands it, and even ]\Iercy has no more to say

in bar or even delay of retribution. H. C.

It is important to remember that he is dis-

tinctly conscious of having had good motives

toward these enemies. He knew that God
meant their good, and he, in speaking, had
meant the same. It must be noticed also that,

whatever his feelings, he expresses them as a

prayer to God. He docs not take retaliation

into his own hands. His rights and interests,

whatever they are, he leaves in the hands of

Jehovah. He has, indeed, his own estimate as

to what his enemies deserve ; but he seeks that

they may get their deserts in the way of mani-

festly Divine judgments. Y.

Chap. 19. This chapter and the next are

closely connected in time and occasion, the

former being the prophetic message and the

latter a history of some of its results in the per-

secution of Jeremiah and his consequent men-

tal conflicts. The horrid forms of the existing

idolatry, as well as the persecution of the

prophet, must locate it in time after Josiah's

death, and indeed down very near to the end

of the kingdom. The siege described (verse 9)

must have been the final one in the time of

Zedekiah. Probably this message did not pre-

cede the final siege by any long interval. The

occasion is one : its circumstances are solemnly

impressive and significant. The prophet is di-

rected to purchase an earthen bottle ; to take

some of the elders of the people and of the

priests with him to Tophet in the valley of the

son of Ilinnom, and there deliver his message,

predicting the utter ruin of the city, fearful

slaughter, terrible famine, burying in Tophet

till there shall be no more room for graves ; and

then to break the bottle before their eyes as a

symbol of the complete though temporary de-

struction of the city and nation. He then re-

turns from Tophet to the city
;
goes into the

Temple, and there repeats before all the people

the substance of this fearful threatening. H. C.

1-11, Parables need not be in words ; they

may be acted ; and sometimes men inspired of

God have, instead of telling, acted them with

dramatic power. " Go," said the Lord to Jere-

miah, " and get a potter's earthen bottle, and

take of the ancients of the people, and of the

ancients of the priests ; and go forth unto the

valley of the son of Hinnom, and proclaim there

the words that I shall tell thee." To his sum-

mons they assemble, and the preacher appears

—nor book, nor speech in hand, but an earthen

vessel. He addresses them. Pointing across

the valley to Jerusalem, with busy thousands

in its streets, its massive towers and noble

Temple, glorious and beautiful beneath a south-

ern sk}^, he says, speaking as an ambassador of

God: " I Avill make this city desolate, and a

hissing : every one that passeth thereby shall

be astonished and hiss : I will cause them to eat

the flesh of their sons and the flesh of their

daughters, in the siege and straitness wherewith

their enemies, and they that seek their lives,
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shall straiten tliem. " He pauses, raises his

arm, liolds up the potter's vessel, dashes it on

the ground, and, planting his foot on its shiv-

ered fragments, he adds :
" Thussaith the Lord

of Hosts, Even so will I break this people and

this city as one breaketli a potter's vessel.
'

' The
scene, the aspect of the man, the beautiful but

fragile vase, the crash, the shivered fragments,

these all-important aids to the speaker, were

calculated to make an impression through the

senses and the fancy, much deeper than, the

mere message could possibly have done.

GntJirie.

This chapter is filled with these awfid warn-

ings of the prophet. And thej' are made the

more awful by tlie reflection that, fitted as they

were to rouse the most careless and hardened,

yet they failed with those to whom they were

addressed. And so this sad chapter teaches us

such lessons as these : The earnest pur2wse of

God to save man from Ms sin. Hence these

warnings. The awfully hardening poicer of the

sin which could despise them. What wise meth-

ods are to be employed in the endeavor to arouse

and alarm the xivgodly. C.

4, 5. " They have filled the place with the

llood of innocent ones. " This can mean noth-

ing less than burning to death great multi-

tudes of young children. Is it strange that God
should doom the nation to a most fearful ruin

as the least He could do to express His detesta-

tion of these murders, and as His only hope for

redeeming a remnant from idolatry, since the

nation as such were demoralized bj^ this sin

past hope 1

y, 8. So usually in God's order the cup of

madness conies before the cup of doom. First

wisdom and then might would fail them. That
the city should not onlj^ be desolate, but be an

object of scorn to all passers-by, indicates that

the Gentile nations had some general knowl-

edge of the guilt and crimes Avhich had pro-

voked God to these fearful visitations of His

wrath. A great citj^ and a strong nation blot-

ted out from among the nations, and lying des-

olate for seventy years, must be in any age of

the world a fearfully solemn and impressive

moral lesson, testifying before even heathen

minds to the wrath of their gods. Must we not

suppose that to some extent they knew the in-

gratitude, the rebellion against their own God,

the horrible immoralities and the murders of

innocent children which had called forth His
vengeance ?

9. This very doom—parents eating the flesh

of their offspring—had been predicted long

before as Jehovah's curse upon them for these

sins. (See Lev. 26 : 29 and De. 28 : 53.) This

siege continued one year and a half (Jer.

52 : 4-7), " Until the famine was sore in the

city, so that there was no bread for the people

of the land." In his Lamentations (4 : 10) the

prophet has recorded the fulfilment of this

dreadful doom :
" The hands of the pitiful

women have sodden their own children : they

were their meat in the destruction of the daugh-
ter of my people." Verily the hand of retrib-

utive justice was in this, that parents who had
thrust their own sons and daughters into the

fire to burn them to death for Baal and Moloch
should be straitened by war, siege and famine,

to boil and eat their own children ! H. C.

11. As the bottle was easily, irresistibly and
irrecoverably broken, so shall Judah and Jeru-

salem be broken by the Chaldean army (verse

11). They depended much upon the firmness

of their constitution and the fixedness of their

courage, which they thought hardened them
like a vessel of brass ; but the prophet shows
that all that did but harden them like a vessel

of earth, which, though hard, is brittle, and

sooner broken than that which is not so hard.

Though they were made vessels of honor, still

they were vessels of earth, and so they shall be

made to know, if they dishonor God and them-

selves, and serve not the purposes for which
they were made. It is God Himself Avho made
them, that resolves to unmake them : I will

break this people, and this city—dash them in

pieces like a potter's vessel—the doom of the

heathen (Ps. 2:9; Rev. 2 : 27) ; but now Jeru-

salem's doom (Isa. 30 : 14). A potter's vessel,

when once broken, cannot be made whole again

—cannot be cured, so the word is. The ruin of

Jerusalem shall be an utter ruin ; no hand can

repair it but His that broke it ; and if they re-

turn to Him, though He has torn. He will heal.

12. "I will make this city as Tophet." As

they had filled the valley of Tophet with the

slain which they sacrificed to their idols, so God
will fill the whole city with the slain, that shall

fall as sacrifices to the justice of God.

1 5. Whatever men may think to the coutrarj-,

the executions of Providence will fully answer

the predictions of the word ; and God will ap-

pear as terrible against sin and sinners as the

Scripture makes Him ; nor shall the unbelief of

men make either His promise or His threaten-

iugs of no effect. H.

The people are repeatedly apprised that these

judgments are coming, and must come because

they are hardening their heart and refusing to

hear the words of the Lord. Everything here

indicates that the great crisis is at hand. The
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threatened judgments have nearly reached the

climax of horrors. Their very recital makes

one's ears tingle ! What must the dread reality

have been ? Verilj^ the Lord is a God of

judgment ; and hardened sinners have cause to

tremble before Him ! H. C.

Chap. 20 is a continuation of chap. 19.

1, 2. Pashur's unjust displeasure against

Jeremiah, and the fruits of that displeasure

(verses 1, 2). This Pasliur was a priest, and

therefore, one would think, should have pi'o-

tected Jeremiah, who was of his own order, a

priest too ; and the more because he Avas a

prophet of the Lord, whose interests the priests,

his ministers, ought to consult ; but this priest

was a persecutor of him whom he should have

patronized. H. This Pashur was not the man
who bears the same name in 21 :

1—this being the

son of Immer ; that, the son of Melchiah. This

man was head prefect of the Temple, the priest

who had the general supervision there. This

may have been.the first case of personal violence

to the prophet. The " stocks" were an instru-

ment contrived not merely to confine the per-

son, but to torture it as well. The original

word implies this—a wrench, made to twist and

distort the body out of any natural, easy pos-

ture. H. C.

Pashur was a priest and of high rank in the

service of the Temple of Jehovah. Such a man
should have been able to recognize a true

prophet of Jehovah as his fellow-servant. Yet

he was first in persecuting him. Pashur was a

responsible officer ofjustice. Such a mau should

not have allowed himself to be carried away
by a flood of popular indignation, influences

of class jealousy or impulses of personal spite.

Judicial crimes are always the most atrocious

crimes. They poison justice at its very foun-

tain, they abuse high trusts, they disorganize

society.

Pashur replied to the words of prophecy with
the arm of force. He could not answer Jere-

miah, so he attempted to repress him. Unable
to refute the arguments of the prophet, he en-

deavored to restrain the utterance of them.

Here we recognize the folly, the injustice and
the cruelty of such persecution : the folly, for

to silence a voice is not to destroy the unpleas-

ant truth it declares ; injustice, for nothing can

be more unfair than to do violence to a man for

uttering words which we cannot deny to be

true ;
and cruelty, for it is a man's dutj' to make

known what he believes to be important truths.

Adeney.

3. After one day's confinement and torture,

Pashur brought Jeremiah forth. Undaunted

by this torture, Jeremiah announces to his tor-

mentor a new and terrible word from the Lord
for him personally. The name Pashur signi-

fies " security round about." The Lord does

not give him that name—certainly not any
longer—but " fear round about," a name sig-

nificant of his doom—referred to in the follow-

ing verses. H. C.

We do not find that, when Pashur put Jere-

miah in the stocks, the latter gave him any
check for what he did ; he appears to have

quietly and silently submitted to the abuse
;

when he suffered, he threatened not ; but when
he brought him out of the stocks, then God put

a word into the prophet's mouth which would
awaken his conscience if he had any. For when
the prophet of the Lord was bound, the word
of the Lord was not. What can we think

Pashur aimed at in smiting and abusing Jere-

miah ? Whatever it is, we shall see by what
God saj's to him that he is disappointed. H.

7-18. The remaining verses of this chapter

are personal to Jeremiah, recording his own ex-

periences, his prayer and his language ad-

dressed to God. In order to judge him fairly,

we must bear in mind that, in addition to the

unceasing trial of failure in his efforts to re-

claim and save the people, in addition also to

scorn and reproach from every quarter, he had

now spent one day in torture, and came forth

only to confront his arch persecutor with an-

other message of terror from the Lord. H. C.

There are many such photographs of the

inner heart-life of God's people. It is the touch

of nature which brings them near to us. The
words and work of Jeremiah become more liv-

ing and influential when we witness his spirit-

ual struggles. M.

7. The true meaning is, " Thou didst per-

suade me"—i.e., to undertake the prophetic

work, quite against my wish and preference,

but I yielded ;
" Thou wert stronger than I,

and didst prevail," for in this struggle I could

not decide against Thy will, expressed so clearly

and so strongly. Yet he goes on to say,

" Although I entered upon this work only un-

der the strong pressure of Thy command, I have

been in derision all the time ; every one mocks
me." H. C.

Lord, Thou hast deceived me. The original

word here may signify to " persuade" or

" allure," and that by fair, as well as by indi-

rect means. The passage alludes to that en-

couragement which the prophet received from

God, either at his first appointment (chap. 1 : 7,

8, 17-19), or afterward, when he began to

complain of hardships (chap. 15 : 19-21). The
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meaning, therefore, of the prophet's words in !

tliis place is consistent with the most perfect

piety and reverence toward God, who, he says,

had prevailed on him to undertake an honorable

though painful employment, and had encour-

aged him to go on with it by assurances which

he acknowledges to have been made good

(verses 11-13), notwithstanding the unmerited

scorn and reproaches of his countrymen had

often tempted him to wish that he could with-

draw himself out of the way (verses 8, 9).

Blayney.

Verses 8-11 furnish an effective illustration of

the comparative excellence of the Revised Ver-

sion. The reader can readily make the com-

parison. B.

9. Then the thought comes up (the tempta-

tion, shall we not call it ?), "I will prophesy

no more ; I will not name the Lord to this

people again. But the present hand of God
upon me—is in my heart as a burning fire shut

up in my bones"—a most vivid account of the

intense pressure of his convictions of duty and

of his sense of a present God pressing him on in

his work. H. C.

Many an earnest ministering spirit has felt

like this, overborne by tlie force of the world's

evil, impatient of the slow progress of the

kingdom of truth and righteousness. But the

prophet cannot so easily throw up his work.

God, as at tje beginning, is " stronger than

he," and holds him firmly in HLs grasp ; holds

him to his office and ministry by the force not

so much of outward circumstance as of a spirit-

ual persuasion by the strong necessity' of an

inward law. W.
The risk of unfaithfulness is put beyond Jere-

miah's control. He is put between two great

"cannots. " He cannot bear the reproaches of

the people. That on the one hand. But, on

the other hand, he finds that he cannot keep

unexpressed the message of Jehovah. God
takes His Word into His owm keeping. The

pain of prophesying, great as it was, was less

than the pain of withholding the prophecy. It

is ever a mark of God's true servants, that in

times when there is great need of testimony

they cannot keep silent. Better to burn at the

stake than to have one's true, inner life burned

up in resisting God. Y.

In like manner Paul says of himself, that

" necessity was laid upon him, so that woe

would be to him if he preached not the Gospel,

the dispensation of which was committed unto

him" (1 Cor. 9 : 16, 17). The psalmist makes

use of the like expression," the fire burned,"

to denote the inward agitation he felt, while he

endeavored to stifle the sentiments which
labored for utterance (Ps. 39 : 3). Blayney.

The same experience is felt by all men who
have spiritual relations with truth. They do

not hold truth ; they find that truth holds them.

The reason of this is found in the real presence

of the Spirit of God. Revelation is by inspira-

tion, and inspiration is the breathing of God's

Spirit into a man's spirit, so that he becomes

possessed by it. The tremendous importance

of the truth revealed increases this compulsion

of utterance. Jeremiah had revealed to him no

barren, abstract dogmas, no trivial religious

notions, no empty answers to curious, prying

questions of little practical moment, but terrible

truths concerning his people and their high-

est interests. Flow could he hide such truths

as we have seen he had been entrusted with ?

If God speaks it must be to utter important

words. The burden of them urges their custo-

dian to declare them. Adeney.

There is only one source from which the en-

thusiasm of the Gospel ministry can come, and

that is a deep and ever deeper Christian life of

our own. Live deeper. Let God do more for

you. Be sure that you have not begun to reach

the limits of what He can do. Give Him a

larger liberty to help you ; and then the

thought that any man should go unhelped by

Him will seem dreadful to you, and you must

speak so that men will hear. Bp. Brooks.

The preacher's words had power because they

accorded with his thoughts, had reality and

depth because tney harmonized with the life

he had always lived. It was not mere breath

that this preacher uttered ; they were the words

of life, because a life of good deeds and holy

love was melted into them. Pearls pure and

rich had been dissolved into the precious

draught. Hawthorne.

The Incarnate Son of God bids us disciple all

the nations and preach the Gospel to every

creature. Shall we not do it ? Oh, for the Pen-

tecostal breath and the flaming tongues of fire !

Oh, for the vision wliich Stephen had in the hour

of his martyrdom ! Oh, for the flaming feet of

the Master in all our assemblies, and the passion

of His speech, as showing us His pierced side

and palms ! He says :
" All this I suffered for

thee; what hast thou done for Me?" That

question made Zinzendorf the pioneer of mod-

ern missions ; that question ringing in our

ears will sandal our feet for the world's evan-

gelization. Come again, to each one of us, O
Thou Incarnate Son of God, that we may count

it our supreme joy to live, and toil, and die for

Thee I Behrenda,
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If we have found Christ for ourselves, we
shall undoubtedly wish to speak forth our

knowledge of His love. Convictions which are

deep demand expression. Emotion which is

strong needs utterance. If our hearts have any

fervor of love to Christ in them, it will be as

natural to tell it forth as tears are to sorrow or

smiles to happiness. True, there is a reticence

in profound feeling, and sometimes the deepest

love can only "love and be silent," and there is a

just suspicion of loud or vehement protestations

of Christian emotion, as of any emotion. But
for all that, it remains true that a heart warmed
with the love of Christ needs to express its love,

and will give it forth, as certainly as light must

radiate from its centre or heat from a fire.

The possession of the Gospel imposes the

obligation to impart it. All our possessions

are trusts, but especially is this the case in re-

gard to our religion. " God hath shined into

our hearts" that we may to others " give the

light of the knowledge of the glory of God in

the face of Jesus Christ." We are bound to

impart the Gospel by our common humanity
;

for the possessions of each are for the good of

all. We are bound by loyalty to Jesus Christ,

who will have us make plain who is our mas-

ter. He is a coward who hides his colors. No
church commission or sanction is needed. God
makes men preachers, in the true sense of the

word, by making them Christians ; and there

can be no more stringency given to the obliga-

tion to proclaim Christ than it already pos-

sesses, though all the churches were to summon
to the work, or the angel that impelled Peter

on the road to Cesarea were to lay his hand on

our shoulders. The necessity of utterance ac-

companies all deep convictions about moral or

religious matters ; and if a Christian man has

never felt that God's word is as a fire in his

bones, which must have vent, he has need to

ask himself whether he is a Christian. God
forbid that we should say that such men are

not ; but, if they are, they certainly are verj*

imperfectly so. A. M.

10. The terribly bitter thing to the heart of

this loving prophet was that those who stood

in the relations of friendship and protection to

him had turned so cruelly against him. H. C.

13. Jeremiah closes his prayer with praise.

No sooner has he asked for God's help than he

feels so assured of receiving it that he antici-

pates it in imagination, and breaks forth into

grateful song as though he were already enjoy-

ing it. This is a proof of genuine faith. Faith

makes the absent seem near and the future ap-

pear. Adeney.

14-1 §. Divested of its poetical heightening,

all that the prophet says amounts only to this :

that the man who had brought his father the

tidings of his birth had been, in reality, the

messenger of ill news instead of good ; for that,

as things had turned out with him, it would
have been a kinder and more charitable office to

have strangled him in the womb than to have

assisted in bringing him into the world to lead

a life of so much bitterness and disquietude.

W. Loxoth, Br. Blayney.

Jeremiah was making the huge blunder of

looking at things entirely from the point of

view of his own feelings,. and his present feel-

ings. His actions were better than his words.

Speaking out of his own feelings, he talked

great folly ; speaking as the prophet of God,

his utterances were those of wisdom and truth.

The fact was that of no one belonging to his

generation could it be more truly said than of

him that his birth was a good thing
;
good for

the nation, good for himself, good for the glory

and service of Jehovah. We must not bemoan
existence because there is suffering in it. Suf-

fering may be verj- protracted and intense, and

yet life be full of blessing. Y.

Jeremiah and Elijah had seasons of being

strong in the Lord, and also seasons of being

sadly weak in the Lord, or rather weak through

not being just then very much in the Lord, but

rather in the flesh, and under the control of a

prostrate nervous system. Elijah one day
faces down eight hundred idol prophets, and

sees them laid dead at his feet ; but the tax on
his nervous energy was exhausting, and the

next day he fears a single woman, and flies for

his life, and even begs that God will take him
out of the world. These verses are a sad record

of the spirit of Jeremiah ; for, after making all

the allowance we can for these words of his on

the score of Oriental usage, and on the score of

their manifest imitation of Job's imprecations

upon the day of his birth (Job 3), we cannot

bring them into harmony with the sweet spirit

of trust in God's love and universal provi-

dence, which it is the Christian's privilege and

glory to maintain through every possible ex-

treme of earthlj' trial. Very probabl}'' Jeremiah

had it in mind to compare his case tacitly with

that of Job, and to say within himself. If Job

had occasion to utter such imprecations upon

the day of his birth, and upon all the parties

who either had or might have had any agency

there, fully as much, or more, have I ; but this

view of the case, though it may suggest the oc-

casion, fails to justify the spirit of such words.

H. C.
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When grace has got the victory, it is good to

remember the struggles of corruption, that we
may be ashamed of ourselves and our own
folly, may admire the goodness of God in not

taking us at our word, and may be warned by
it to double our guard upon our spirits another

time. See here how strong the temptation was
which the prophet, by Divine assistance, got

the victory over, and how far he yielded to it,

that we may not despair if we through the

weakness of the flesh be at any time thus

tempted. H. God lets a true heart dare

much in speech ; for He knows that the sput-

ter and foam prove that " the heart's deeps boil

in earnest. " A. M.
Jeremiah was a prophet, a good man, a man

of faith, a man of prayer. Yet he cursed the

day of his birth. Jeremiah was not without

precedents for his conduct. Not to mention
Jonah, whose character is by no means exem-
plary (though, poor man, he may have been
good at heart), the patient Job and the coura-

geous Elijah had both regarded existence as a

curse, and cried passionately for death. Jere-

miah had great provocations to despair. His

mission seemed to be a failure ; his old friends

had become spies in league with his inveterate

foes ; he stood alone, watched, maligned, hated,

cruelly misjudged. We cannot be surprised

that his patience broke down. Though impa-
tience and a yielding to despair are proofs of

weakness, they are far less culpable than un-

faithfulness. Many would have quietly de-

clined the tasks which Jeremiah manfully per-

formed, though they led him to the verge of

despair. It must be noted that, though the

prophet cursed the day of his birth, he did not

flee from the mission of his life ; though he

longed for death, he did not commit suicide.

From his experience the sorrowful may learn

that deeper depths of sorrow have been trav-

ersed than any they are in, and yet the light

has been reached on the farther side ; the de-

sponding may see how good men have been

near despair before them, and so be encouraged
by knowing that their despondencj' is not a sin

of fatal unbelief. Adeney.

The life of Jeremiah, "the sorrowful

prophet," should encourage us to noble things

in spite of the hardest trials and oppositions.

Like Job, he drank affliction and hostility to

the dregs ; yet what was bitter in his experi-

ence turned to sweetness in his character. Like

Elijah, he was a man of life passions with our-

selves, sensitive to pain, susceptible of tempta-

tion, liable to sin
;
yet he conquered against

tremendous odds by means of the Divine grace

open to us all. Moreover, he was a man not

without sin. Occasionally, he failed even in

his characteristic excellences. Scej^ticism

sometimes touched him with its icy finger

(4 : 10). Once he was tempted, like Jonah, to

desert his task (1 : 6). Like Job, he was be-

trayed into cursing the day of his birth (20 : 14-

18). Nevertheless his life was, upon the whole,

a psalm of heroic nobility. Standing alone

amid the crashing foundations of Judah, his

character remains erect and enduring. The
dirges which came so plaintively from his riven

soul have brought pa3ans of praise to many later

sufferers. He triumphed because he believed

in God and in every word of God. He endured,

like Moses, as seeing him who is invisible.

There his faith cast anchor, and the stormy sea

was powerless to dislodge it. It made him
sure of final safety whatever earthly illusions

might vanish, whatever earthly catastrophes

might befall. It stationed him at the view

point of the Unchangeable and Omniscient, and

enabled him to see things as they actually

were. This martyr to truth has become the

hero of immortal honor, because he trusted in

the God who holds the future as well as the

present.
'

' The sorrows of Jeremiah, more than

those of any other single prophet, correspond to

the desertion, the isolation, the tenderness, the

death, and the final glorification of the Divine

Sufferer." McPherson.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXI.

Embodied with the Hli^tory, Vol. YII., page 436.
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JEREMIAH, CHAPTERS XXH., XXHI.

22 : 1 Thus said the Lord : Go down to the house of the king of Judah, and speak there

2 this word, and say, Hear the word of tlie Loud, O king of Judah, that sittest upon the throne of

3 David, thou, and thy servants, and thy people that enter in by these gates. Thus saitli the Lord :

Execute ye judgement and righteousness, and deliver tlie spoiled out of the hand of the oppres-

sor : and do no wrong, do no violence, to the stranger, the fatherless, nor the widow, neither

4 shed innocent blood in this place. For if ye do this thing indeed, then shall there enter in by the

gates of this house kings sitting upon the throne of David, riding in chariots and on horses,

5 he, and his servants, and his people. But if ye will not hear these words, I swear by myself,

6 saith the Lord, that tliis house shall become a desolation. For thus saith the Lord concern-

ing the house of the king of Judah : Tliou art Gilead unto me, and the head of Lebanon : yet

7 surely I will make thee a wilderness, and cities which are not inhabited. And I will prepare

destroyers against thee, every one with his weapons : and they shall cut down thy choice

8 cedars, and cast them into the fire. And many nations shall pass by this city, and they shall

say every man to his neighbour, "Wherefore hath the Lord done thus unto this great city ?

9 Then they shall answer, Because they forsook the covenant of the Lord their God, and wor-

shipped other gods, and served them.

10 Weep ye not for the dead, neither bemoan him : but weep sore for him that goeth away ;

11 for he shall return no more, nor see his native country. For thus saith the Lord touching

Shallum the son of Josiah, king of Judah, which reigned instead of Josiah his father, which

12 went forth out of this place : He shall not return thither any more ; but in the place whither

they have led him captive, there shall he die, and he sliall see this land no more.

13 Woe unto him that buildeth his house by unrighteousness, and his chambers by injustice
;

14 that useth his neighbour's service without wages, and giveth him not his hire
;
that saith, I

will build me a wide house and spacious chambers, and cutteth him out windows ;
and it is

15 cieled with cedar, and painted with vermilion. Shalt thou reign, because thou strivest to

excel in cedar ? did not thy father eat and drink, and do judgement and justice \ then it was

16 well wnth him. He judged the cause of the poor and needy; then it was well. Was not

IT this to know me ? saith the Lord. But thine eyes and thine heart are not but for thy covet-

18 ousness, and for to shed innocent blood, and for oppression, and for violence, to do it. There-

fore thus saith the Lord concerning Jehoiakim the sou of Josiah, king of Judah : They shall

not lament for him, saying. Ah my brother ! or, Ah sister ! they shall not lament for him,

19 saying, Ah lord ! or, Ah his glory ! He shall be buried with the burial of an ass, drawn

and cast forth beyond the gates of Jerusalem.

20 Go up to Lebanon, and cry ; and lift up thy voice in Bashan : and cry from Abarim
;
for

21 all thy lovers are destroyed. I spake unto thee in thy prosperity ;
but thou saidst, I will

22 not hear. This hath been thy manner from thy youth, that thou obeyedst not my voice. The

wind shall feed all thy shepherds, and thy lovers shall go into captivity : surely then shalt

23 thou be ashamed and confounded for all thy wickedness. O inhabitant of Lebanon, that

makest thy nest in the cedars, how greatly to be pitied shalt thou be when pangs come upon

24 thee, the pain as of a woman in travail ! As I live, saith the Lord, though Coniah the son

of Jehoiakim king of Judah were the signet upon my right hand, yet would I pluck thee

25 thence ; and I will give thee into the hand of them that seek thy life, and iuto the hand of

them of wiiom thou art afraid, even iuto the hand of Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon, and

26 into the hand of the Chaldeans. And I will cast thee out, and thy mother that bare thee,

27 into another country, where ye were not born ; and there shall ye die. But to the land

28 whereunto their soul longeth to return, thither shall they not return. Is this man Coniah a

despised broken vessel ? is he a vessel wherein is no pleasure ? wherefore are they cast out,

29 he and his seed, and are cast into the land which they know not ? O earth, earth, earth,

30 hear the word of the Lord. Thus saith the Lord, Write ye this man childless, a man that

shall not prosper in his days : for no man of his seed shall prosper, sitting upon the throne of

David, and ruling any more in Judah.
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23 : 1 Woe unto the shepherds that destroy and scatter the sheep of my pasture ! saith the

2 Lord. Therefore tlius saith tlie Lord, tlie God of Israel, against the shepherds tliat feed my
people : Ye have scattered my flock, and driven them away, and have not visited them ; be-

3 hold, I will visit upon you the evil of your doings, saith the Lord. And 1 will gather the

remnant of my flock out of all the countries whither I have driven them, and will bring them
4 again to their folds

; and they shall be fruitful and multiply. And I will set up shepherds
over them which shall feed them : and they shall fear no more, nor be dismayed, neither shall

any be lacking, saith the Lord.

5 Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David a righteous Branch,
and he shall reign as king and deal wisely, and shall execute judgement and justice in the

6 land. In his days Judah shall be saved, and Israel shall dwell safely : and this is his name
7 whereby he shall be called, The Lord is our righteousness. Therefore, behold, the days come,

saith the Lord, that they shall no more say. As the Lord liveth, which brought up the chil-

8 dren of Israel out of the land of Egypt ; but. As the Lord liveth, which brought up and
w^hich led the seed of the house of Israel out of the north country, and from all the countries

whither I had driven them ; and they shall dwell in their own land.

9 Concerning the prophets. Mine lieart within me is broken, all my bones shake ; I am like

a drunken man, and like a man whom wine hath overcome
; because of the Lord, and be-

10 cause of his holy words. For the land is full of adulterers ; for because of swearing the land
mourneth

; the pastures of the wilderness are dried up ; and their course is evil, and their

11 force is not right. For both prophet and priest are profane
;
yea, in my house have I found

13 their Avickedness, saith the Lord. Wherefore their waj' shall be unto them as slippery places

in the darkness : the}' shall be driven on, and fall therein : for I will bring evil upon them,
13 even the year of their visitation, saith the Lord. And I have seen folly in the prophets of

14 Samaria
;
they prophesied by Baal, and caused my people Israel to err. In the prophets of

Jerusalem also I have seen an horrible thing ; they commit adultery, and walk in lies, and
they strengthen the hands of evil-doers, that none doth return from his wickedness : they are

all of them become unto me as Sodom, and the inhabitants thereof as Gomorrah.
15 Therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts concerning the prophets : Behold, I will feed them

with wormwood, and make them drink the water of gall : for from the prophets of Jerusa-
16 lem is profaneness gone forth into all the land. Thus saith the Lord of hosts. Hearken not

unto the words of the prophets that prophesy unto you ; they teach you vanity : they speak
17 a vision of their own heart, and not out of the mouth of the Lord. They say continually

xmto them that despise me, The Lord hath said. Ye shall have peace ; and unto every one
that walketh in the stubbornness of his own heart they say, No evil shall come upon you.

18 For who hath stood in the council of the Lord, that he should perceive and hear his word ?

19 who hath marked my word, and heard it ? Behold, the tempest of the Lord, ci'en his fury,

20 is gone forth, yea, a whirling tempest : it shall burst upon the head of the wicked. The
anger of the Lord shall not return, until he have executed, and till he have performed the

21 intents of his heart : in the latter days ye shall understand it perfectly. I sent not these

22 prophets, yet they ran : I spake not unto them, yet they prophesied. But if they had stood

in my council, then had they caused my people to hear my words, and had turned them from
23 their evil wa}^ and from the evil of their doings. Am I a God at hand, saith the Lord, and
24 not a God afar off ? Can any hide himself in secret places that I shall not see him ? saith the

25 Lord. Do not I till heaven and earth ? saith the Lord. I have heard what the prophets
26 have said, that prophesy lies in my name, saying, I have dreamed, I have dreamed. How

long shall this be in the heart of the prophets that prophesy lies ; even the prophets of the

27 deceit of their own heart ? Avhich think to cause my people to forget my name by their

dreams which they tell every man to his neighbour, as their fathers forgat my name for Baal.

28 The prophet that hath a dream, let him tell a dream ; and he tliat hath my word, let him
29 speak my word faithfully. What is the straw to the wheat ? saith the Lord. Is not my

word like as fire ? saith the Lord ; and like a hammer that breaketh the rock in pieces ?

30 Therefore, behold, I am against the prophets, saith the Loud, that steal my words every

31 one from his neighbour. Behold, I am against the prophets, saith the Lord, that use their

32 tongues, and say. He saith. Behold, I am against them that prophesy lying dreams, saith

the Lord, and do tell them, and cause my jieople to err l)y their lies, and by tlieir vain boast-

ing : yet I sent them not, nor commanded them ; neither shall they profit this people at all,
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33 saith the Lord. And when this people, or the prophet, or a priest, shall ask thee, saying.

What is tlie burden of the Loud ? then slialt thou say unto tliem. What burden ! I will cast

34 you off, saith the Lord. And as for the prophet, and the priest, and the people, that shall

35 say. The burden of the Lord, I will even punish that man and his house. Thus shall ye say

every one to his neighbour, and every one to his brother. What hath the Lord answered ?

36 and. What hath the Lord spoken ? And the burden of the Lord shall ye mention no more :

for every man's own word shall be his burden ; for ye have perverted the words of the living

37 God, of the Lord of hosts our God. Thus shalt thou say to the prophet. What hath the

38 Lord answered thee ? and. What hath the Lord spoken ? But if ye say. The burden of the

Lord ; therefore thus saith the Lord : Because ye say this word. The burden of the Lord,

39 and I have sent unto you, saying. Ye shall not say, The burden of the Lord ; therefore, be-

hold, I will utterly forget you, and I will cast you off, and the city that I gave unto you and

40 to your fathers, away from my presence : and I will bring an everlasting rep roach upon you

and a perpetual shame, which shall not be forgotten. '

Chaps. 22 and 23 are connected together by
similarity of subject. The temporal and spirit-

ual leaders of the people, who are mainly re-

sponsible for the national catastrophe, receive

their merited castigation. Verses 1-8 of chap.

23, properly speaking, belong to chap. 23
;

thus we get a well-rounded discourse on the

conduct of the kings, with four symmetrical

parts or strophes—verses 1-12, 13-19, 20-30 and

chap. 23 : 1-8. Each begins with a general ex-

hortation or meditation, and continues with a

poetical description of the fates, successively,

of Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin. The
prophecy is concluded, according to the rule of

Isaiah, by a Messianic promise. P. C.

The prophecy which follows to chap. 23 : 8

was evidentl}^ delivered in the reign of Jehoia-

kim ; for it speaks of his immediate predecessor

as already gone into captivity, and foretells the

death of Jehoiakim himself. It is likewise

probable that it followed immediately after

what is said in the 19th and 20th chapters to

have passed in the Temple precincts ; from

whence, as from higher ground, the prophet is

ordered to " go down to the house of the king

of Judah." (Cf. chap. 36:12.) The begin-

ning of this prophecy is an address to the king

of Judah, his servants and people, recommend-

ing an inviolable adherence to right and jus-

tice, as the only means of establishing a throne,

and preventing the ruin of both prince and peo-

ple (verses 1-9). The captivity of Shallum is

declared to be irreversible (verses 10-12). Jehoi-

akim is severely reproved for his tyrannical

oppressions, and his miserable end foretold

(verses 13-19). His family is threatened with

a continuance of the like calamities ; the fall

and captivity of his son Jeconiah are explicitly

set forth, and the perpetual exclusion of his

seed from the throne (verses 20-30). The name
of Zedekiah is not mentioned for obvious rea-

sons ; but he is, no doubt, principally intended

in the two verses of chap. 23 under the general

character of those evil shepherds, who should

be punished for dispersing, instead of feeding,

the flock. In the six following verses, with

which the prophecy concludes, the people are

consoled with gracious promises of future bless-

ings ; of their return from captivity, and of

happier times under better governors ; of the

glorious establishment of the Messiah's king-

dom ; and, it may be, of the subsequent restora-

tion of all the dispersed Israelites to dwell once

more in their own land. Blnyney.

1,2, As one who must not fear the face of

the proudest or most wicked of monarchs on

his throne, Jeremiah must go to the king's

house and there proclaim this word. There

w^ere things in this message that were keenly

cutting and humiliating, but they were also

fearfully true, and being true, they should be

said even though the guilty man who had done

them were a king on his throne. It was perti-

nent to remind this wicked Jehoiakim that he

sat on the throne of David, for David was in

an important sense the founder of this king-

dom.

3. With admirable clearness and point the

one supreme purpose of all civil government,

and consequently its prime duties and obliga-

tions, are here set forth— viz., to execute judg-

ment and righteousness, to secure even-handed

justice and equity between man and man ; to

shield the weak against the strong, and all

classes against oppression and wrong. It was
for these purposes that God ordained a civil

government over His chosen people. These

are the ends He aims to secure in His sanction

of civil government in all human society.

Rulers should be " a terror to evil-doers and a

praise to them that do well." In the present

case He promises, provided they will rule thus,
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to continue the succession of kings on David's

throne indefinitely long, and with great pros-

perity.

5-7. If Jehoiakim and his court will not

Lear, God dooms them to utter desolation.

Nothing could be more solemn than this fear-

ful oath, in which the Lord God swears by

Himself :
" As truly as I live, I will execute

this sentence of remediless doom !" It would

be in vain for the king and his princes to say.

It cannot be that God will destroy His own
Temple and His own city, and let His name be

blotted out from among the nations of men. It

would be all in vain for them to flatter them-

selves that they were so identified with the

house, the worship, the name and the honor of

God on earth, that they could have nothing

to fear from a foreign enemy, no such thing to

fear as the ruin of their city and kingdom.

H. C.

6. Thou art Gilend unto Me, and tJie head of

Lebanon. Lebanon was the highest mountain

in Israel ; and was, therefore, an apt emblem
of the reigning family, advanced to the highest

rank and dignity in the State. Gilead was the

richest and most fertile part of the country.

The meaning then is plainly this. By ]\Iy provi-

dence thou art not only supreme in rank, but

hast been rendered exceedingly wealthy and

flourishing ; but the same power that raised

thee, will likewise be exerted in reducing thee

to the lowest state of indigence and distress.

Blayney. The greater privileges any church

or nation enjoys, the sorer will prove its pun-

ishment, if it abuses the favor and goodness of

God. Wogan.

8. And many nations sliall 2mss by this city.

They who had heard that this city had been

called the city of God, and the place of His es-

pecial residence, would be astonished to find it

the scene of His judgments and vengeance.

Thus was fulfilled that threatening of Moses,

that God would make the Jews '

' an astonish-

ment" to other nations (De. 28 : 37. See like-

wise 1 K. 9 : 8.) W. Lowth.

lOo Weep ye not for the dead. " Weep not

for the dead"—that is, for the good Josiah,

who, though dead, was happ}^ and in peace
;

but weep rather for his wicked son Shallum, or

Jehoahaz, who after a very short and impious

reign was carried captive into Egypt, and was
never to return or see his native country any

more. Wogan.

13-lT. This woe does not begin with nam-
ing Jehoiakim, the king then on the throne.

The prophet first describes him in points too

plain to be mistaken. He then addresses him

(verse 15), and finally (verse 18) gives his name
and God's solemn message to him announcing

his terrible doom. The repeated exhortations

to Jehoiakim to do justice, to execute judg-

ment, to abstain from oppression (see above,

verses 3, 4 and chap. 7 : 5-9), plainly intimate

the general character of his reign in these re-

spects. The history gives us a hint of this in

its brief notice of his heavj^ exactions of tribute

from the people (2 K. 23 : 33, 35). The prophet

represents him as lavishing the wealth of the

nation upon his palace at this very time when
his people were crushed with taxation—extort-

ing labor from them without wages, and

building his house by unrighteousness. This

was both mean and wicked, and we instinc-

tively honor the Lord for frowning upon it and

dooming this proud tyrant to a dishonored

grave as a fit retribution for building his costly

and magnificent palace with coerced, unpaid

labor, in the midst of the general suffering of

an overtaxed people. In verse 15 the Hebrew
reads, not precisely " closest thyself in cedar,"

but ' dost rival or emulate in cedar"

—

i.e., rival

all other kings ; seek to outdo them all in the

costliness and splendor of thy palace. Will

this guarantee to thee a long and prosperoiis

reign? Far otherwise. " Did not thy father

eat and drink," enjoying the good things of

life quite sufficiently, and yet without any such

extortion and wasteful expenditure as this of

thine? Did not he do justice and judgment,

and thus ensure prosperity ? Do not you, his

recreant son, know that he judged the cause of

the poor and needy, and that so judging and

so doing it Avas well with him? And is not

this administration of justice—done withal in

kindness and compassion— " to know Me, saith

the Lord?" Is anything else knoinng Me?
Will not every king who really knows Me rule

thiis ?

18, 19. Note the striking contrast between

the great mourning over the death of the fa-

ther, Josiah, and the utter absence of even one

note of grief over the burial of his godless,

graceless, guilty son ! Nobody shall say over

him, " Ah his glory !" There was no glory

lost there to be deplored !

Verses 20-30 refer to Jeconiah, otherwise

called Coniah, the son of Jehoiakim. In the

first four verses he is not brought out by name

(Jehoiakim was not at first ; see verses 13-17),

but the manner in which he is introduced in

verse 24 shows that these four verses (20-23)

refer to him. Indeed, they can refer to none

other, for Jehoiakim has gone to his dishonored

grave. The Lord had spoken to this young
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king in friendly warning while he was pros-

perous, but he would not hear. Indeed, from

his youth he had persisted in this wicked

course, regardless of the voice of God. Of
necessity this must ensiire his ruin. H. C.

20. Go uj:) to Lebanon, and cry. This is an

ironical expression, addressed to Jerusalem, or

more probably to the royal house or family of

Judah ; the whole chapter being a prophecy

concerning it and its several branches. She is

styled " inhabitant of Lebanon" (verse 23) for

the same reason as her state and dignity is de-

noted by "'the head (or summit) of Lebanon"
(verse 6), as being highest of all. Here she is

called upon ironically to go to the tops of the

highest mountains, and to the frontiers of the

country, and cry aloud for help to the neigh-

boring powers, but in vain ; since all those

who had any inclination to favor her, the Egyp-
tians in particular, were themselves crushed

and disabled by the arms of the king of Babj^-

lon. Blayney.

21. I spake unto thee in thy prosTperity ; hut

thou saidst, I will not hear. God speaks to us in

our prosperity. There are important words

which need to be spoken to us at such a'time.

We can never have all the wants of our souls

supplied by the richest abundance of material

good things, and we need heavenly words for

our soul's sustenance then as much as in the

conscious helplessness of trouble. We have

special duties belonging to the time of pros-

perity. Prosperity brings talents, opens up
opportunities for enlarged service, calls for re-

newed devotion of l^ve and gratitude. There

are also peculiar dangers attending prosperity',

and it is well that we should hear a Divine

voice warn us against them, and heed a Divine

counsel which will direct us how to conquer
them. There are means by which God speaks

to us in prosperity. He is ever speaking to

us, even when we do not hear His voice—by
the Bible we should be reading, b}^ the ordi-

nances of the Church and the institution of

preaching, by the course of providence, by the

life of nature, by the still small voice of con-

science. But there are special voices of pros-

perity. Prosperity speaks to us of the good-

ness of God exercised toward us in spite of our

ill-desert and in a degree beyond all reckoning.

There is danger lest we should disregard the

voice of God in prosperity. God does not thrust

His messages upon unwilling ears. We may
refuse to hear. Yet He speaks so that we may
always hear, so that if we do not heed His

voice it must be because we will not hearken to

it. Prosperity may disincline us to do this

because it seems to satisfy us without God.
Really satisfy us it cannot. But temporarily

it acts as an opiate, and when we do not feel

the need of God we are tempted selfishly to

disregard His voice. Then prosperitj' is dis-

tracting. Sorrow is lonely and silent, and leaves

us in the dark night to listen to heavenly voices

and gaze on the wonders of the world above.

The garish day of prosperity, with its noisy

and dazzling distractions, withdraws our atten-

tion from such things. Further, prosperity

begets pride. It leads us to think much of self,

to yield to self-will, and to rebel against the re-

quirement to act as God's servants and stoop

beneath the yoke of His will. Hence it inclines

us to a rebellious disregard for His voice. If

men have been hardened against God from
their youth, it is not likely that they will heed

His voice in the time of prosperity. The longer

we neglect this voice the more deaf do we be-

come to it. It is terrible to think of the folly

and wickedness of persistent disregard to God's

truth while He is patient and long-suffering

and persevering in seeking access to our hearts.

Some great shock seems to be required to dis-

turb this habit of hardened indifference. An
earthquake of adversitj^ may be required to

break up such fallow groimd. If trouble comes
with this end it. is a great blessing. The ad-

versity of the Captivity was such a blessing to

the Jews ; it led them to regard the voice that

was unheeded in their prosperity. So our sor-

rows are often blessings if they make us to hear

the voice of our Father in heaven. Adeney.

Prosperity is as real a test of what men are

as is adversity. It draws forth a different set

of qualities, but is not the less a means of prov-

ing and intensifying a man's character, be it

good or bad. When we say that sometimes

success in commerce, literature, science or mili-

tary skill makes a man vain and scornful of

others, or humble and considerate, we really

mean that it has developed hidden weakness in

the one case, and moral strength in the other.

He who can conquer prosperity is often a

greater man than the conqueror of adversity.

Onljr the spirit of Him who '' made Himself of

no reputation," who "became poor" that we
" might be rich," will enable us to subdue all

things to His glory. Chapman.

24, 25. The signet-ring on the right hand

would represent whatever was peculiarly valu-

able and precious. Though Coniah was in

some respects as valuable and dear to the Lord

as a signet ring, yet for his sins the Lord would
pluck him off His finger

—

i.e., hurl him from

his throne, and send him into captivity. The
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history of this young but wicked king shows
that he was taken captive to Babylon ; that he

lay there at least thirty-seven years in captivi-

ty ; was then brought forth from prison on the

accession of Evil-merodach, and treated with

princely kindness. This Chaldean king reigned

but two years. We hear no more of Jehoia-

chin. (See 2 K. 25 : 37-30 and Jer. 52 : 31-34.)

Ezekiel, a fellow-captive, dates from the years

of his captivity. (See Ezek. 1:2; 8:1, etc.)

30. This young king was doomed to be child-

less, not in the sense of having no offspring,

but of having none to succeed him on the throne

of David and to rule any more in Judah. That
he had sons appears in 1 Chron. 3 : 17, 18 and

in Matt. 1 : 12. In him the royal line became
extinct—a fact pregnant with significance in

this connection, opening the way for tlie sub-

ject of the next chapter, the new king whom
God would raise up for a shepherd to His peo-

ple (23 : 5, 6). H. C.

Cliap. 23. This chapter stands in the closest

relations of thought to the preceding. The suc-

cession of wicked kings, the three recreant sons

of Josiah, brought to view, delineated and
doomed there, are here referred to as " the pas-

tors that destroy and scatter the sheep on the

Lord's pasture-field." They are doomed to

fearful judgments ; but the Lord in His loving-

faithfulness will yet save His people, and for

this end will raise up a rigliteous King in the

person of the INIessiah, under whose just sway
the people will have salvation, instead of such
judgments as their wicked kings had brought
down upon them. This is the course of thought
which introduces and illustrates this signal

prophecy of the Messiah (verses 5, 6) and of

His blessed reign (verses 7, 8). The remaining

portion of the chapter (ver.ses 9-40) treats of

the false prophets whose influence had been
and then was so pernicious to the people.

I . That the word " pastors" is applied to the

kings that sat on David's throne comes natu-

rally from the fact that David himself was
taken from the care of his father's flocks and
put to the care of the Lord's people. He was
in more senses than one the sJiephcvd-king—i.e.,

a king who rose from shepherd-life to the life

of king, and who made that kingly life a fine

example of pastoral care and influence over the

Lord's covenant people. In the light of his

example suggested by this very term, it was
most fit that the direst woes should fall on
those recreant kings recently named and de-

scribed, who had destroyed or scattered into

foreign lands the sheep who were on the Lord's
pasture-land in Canaan. The main thoughts

in this passage (verses 1-8) are found even more
fully expanded in Ezek. 34.

2. " The Lord God of Israel" is the appro-

priate designation of Jehovah in such a con-

nection as this. He appears here in glorious

promise and prophecy as the deliverer of His

people, because He is by covenant the Lord
God of Israel—of Israel as a whole people, irre-

spective of the revolt and loss of the Ten Tribes

—of Israel as the offspring of Him who was a

prince with God.

5. " Branch" is rather a slioot or sprout

which springs up from the root and becomes
itself the tree. The word appears earliest in

Isa. 4 : 2, and is said of the Messiah elsewhere

—e.g., Jer. 33 : 15 ; Zech. 3:8 and 6 : 12. He
would be righteous in broad distinction from
the unrighteous kings brought to view in the

previous chapter, especially Jehoiakim, who
was unsurpassed in shameless in j ustice and op-

pression. (The same word is used of the Mes-

siah in Isa. 53 : 11 and Zech. 9 : 9.) H. C.

Behold, the days co)ne, saith the Lord. It hath

been universally agreed by Christians, and al-

lowed by several of the most eminent Jewish

interpreters, that this is a prophecy of the

coming of Christ, and the glorious state of

God's Church consequent thereupon. Nor is

it possible to think of anj' other person or event,

to which the characters here mentioned agree
;

while they all evidently conspire to point out

the Messiah and His kingdom.

/ will raise xmto David a righteous Branch.

It is an usual figure for the head of a family,

and the descendants from him, to be represent-

ed by the root or body of a tree, and the branches

growing out of that tree. God, therefore, hav-

ing frequently declared that the Messiidi should

be born of the house and lineage of David, the

prophet, here and in chap. 33 : 15, with allu-

sion to this figure, mentions it as an act of Di-

vine power and mercy that " God would raise

unto David a righteous Branch." Dean Stan-

hope.

The Messiah is often called "the Branch,"

to denote His descent fi-om the stock of David.

(See Isa. 4:2; Zech. 8:8; 6:12, and cf. Isa.

11 : 1.) W. Lowth. And a King shall reign

and deal icisely. The Messiah was continually

from the time of David foretold under this

character, and as such He was expected by

the Jews. Accordingly the New Testament

abounds in affirmations concerning the regal

character of Jesus ; in conformity with which,

though His kingly authority be not so visibly

and powerfully exerted as it shall one daj' be,

yet we are not left under any reasonable doubt
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whether our blessed Lord be the promised Mes-

siah. The amazing vengeance talien on His

murderers, in destroying their city and their

constitution, and the no less wonderful success

of His Gospel, propagated and preserved in

opposition to all its enemies, are instances of

His unlimited " power in heaven and in earth"

(Matt. 28 : 18). The enlightening of Jews and
Gentiles, by bringing such multitudes of the

one and so many nations of the other to the

acknowledgment of the truth, are a partial

completion of the prophecies, though there be

still a nobler in reserve, when the fulness of

both shall come la. He reigns now actually in

the hearts of men, and subdues the most for-

midable of our enemies by the holiness of His

law and the mighty operations of His grace.

His dominion and conquest indeed will be

much more absolute when the time shall come
for every enemy to be utterly destroyed. In

the mean time, we may be well assured that

what remains shall certainly come to pass, be-

cause nothing has hitherto failed of what was
seasonable and expedient to be done, as an evi-

dence of Christ's regal authorit3^ Dean Stan-

hope.

And shall execute judgment and justice in the

earth. This character is elsewhere given of the

kingdom of Christ (see Ps. 72 : 2 ; Isa. 11:5;
32 : 1), His laws being the most perfect rule of

righteousness, and He Himself the most impar-

tial Rewarder of every man according to his

works (Rev. 22 : 12). W. Lowth.

6. In His days Jiidali shall be
§aved, and Israel sliail dwell safe-
ly : and tbis is His name ^vhereby
He sball be called, THE LORD IS OUR
RIGHTEOUSNESS.
Judah and Israel must here be thought of as

representing the true Israel of God according

to Gal. 6 : 16 :
" Peace be upon them, even

upon the Israel of God.
'

' This means the Mes-
siah's kingdom as enlarged by tlie accession of

the Gentiles, and lifted to a higher plane of

spiritual life by the fuller revelation of God
through His Incarnate Son, and by the mission

of His Spirit. In its terms, and indeed in its

spirit as w^ell, this promise (" In His days Judah
shall be saved, and Israel shall dwell safely")

refers to that most sublime description of Jeho-

vah's care for His people, seen in De. 33 : 26-29 :

" There is none like unto the God of Jeshurun,

who rideth upon the heavens in thy help, and
in His excellency on the sky. " " The eternal

God is thy refuge, and underneath are the ever-

lasting arms ; and He shall thrust out the ene-

my from before thee, and shall say, ' Destroy

them. '
" " Israel then shall dwell in safety

alone.'" ... " Happy art thou, O Israel !

who is like unto thee, O people saved by the

Lord"—" the shield of thy help, and wiio is

the sword of thine excellency !" So blessed

shall be the future reign of our great King
Messiah, when His Gospel shall have unbound-

ed sway, and His love shall rule in all hearts

without a rival, and imto the real holiness in

heart and life of His whole people ! Then
Zion's King shall bear this name, the Lord our

Righteousness. In determining iis significance,

it is manifest that we ought to be governed by
the general course of thought which obtains

throughout the passage. And further, we are

bound to give it a sense which will not conflict

with that which we must give to precisely the

same name, "the Lord our Righteousness,"

when we find it applied (33 : 16) to the Lord's

people—to Jerusalem as the mother of us all.

Guided by these principles, we must reject the

interpretation which tinds in this word " right-

eousness" the idea of Christ's perfect obedience

and merit, as constituting a fund or stock

which is transferred to His people, and be-

comes theirs by substitution

—

i.e., by being ac-

counted theirs irrespective of their own per-

sonal righteousness of heart and life. This

idea need not come under special discussion

here, farther than to say that it has no sympa-
thy with the context ; is altogether foreign

from the course of thought in this passage
;

can by no means be taken as the sense of the

same phrase in chap. 33 : 16 ; and therefore

cannot be found here without violence and

caprice. For the same reasons we must reject

the analogous construction whicli finds in this

word " righteousness," as applied here to the

Messiah, the idea of justification in the sense

of the forgiveness of sin, bj'^ which sinners be-

come right before the Divine law. This doc-

trine is amply taught in the Kew Testament

;

but the fact of its being true, and taught there,

does not prove that it is taught here. The
course of thought here holds us to the idea of a

just and righteous regal administration, in the

strongest contrast with the cruelly unjust reign

of the last Jewish kings on David's throne. It

looks also to the resulting peace, prosperity

and salvation under King Messiah, which stand

over against the resulting wickedness and na-

tional ruin whicli came upon the nation through

those wicked kings. H. C.

"Jehovah is our Righteousness," says the

prophet, using a pregnant Hebrew idiom, ex-

pressing that He is the ground and source and

guarantee of our righteousness. Interpreting
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his words in the light of the future, and trans-

lating them into Christian phraseology, we
may say that they teach us to look to God as

the source of our righteousness through Christ.

Driver.

" The Lord is our Righteousness," be it the

title of Prince or people, is sufficiently signifi-

cant to explain its own essential meaning.

There would be a transfer of the righteous

character of the Ruler to be ruled ; their spirit

and aims would be identical with His ; and He
would embody their ideal life and present it to

God. Through Him the Divine righteousness

would be the possession of the least saint.

This evidently could only be perfectly accom-

plished in Christ. Nothing less than a unity of

spirit and life with Jesus Christ, through faith,

could achieve such a result. M.

Christ secures redemption for us by His life-

work and His sacrificial death, and with this

comes righteousness. Christ is the incarnation

of the Divine righteousness, and breathes that

into us by His vital contact with His people.

Christ rules in righteousness over a people

whom He teaches to follow and obey Him with

righteousness. Adeney. God counts us as

righteous, not alone because Christ is our Rep-

resentative, but because He will restore our

souls. He will make us righteous in ourselves

as well as before God. And He does this by
setting before us in His own life the perfect

example, and attracting us thereto by an ever-

increasing attraction ; and hy imparting to us

His own Spirit, who nourishes us in all good-

ness ; and by bringing to bear upon us the

mightiest motives which can ever control or

influence the human heart—love, gratitude,

holy fear, bright, blessed hope—all these and

j-et others ; so day by day does He strengthen

and confirm the good will which, when we
first came to Him, He gave us as His first gift.

Thus does He make those righteous whom God
for His sake now counts to be so. C.

One day, as I was passing into the field, and

that too with some dashes on my conscience,

fearing lest yet all was not right, suddenly this

sentence fell upon my soul :
" Thy righteous-

ness is in heaven;" and methought withal I

saw with the eyes of my soul Jesus Christ at

God's right hand—there, I say, as my right-

eousness ; so that wherever I was, or whatever

I was doing, God could not say to me, He
wanted my righteousness, for that was just be-

fore Him. I also saw, moreover, that it was
not my good frame of heart that made my
righteousness better, nor yet my bad frame

that made my righteousness worse ; for my

righteousness was Jesus Christ Himself, " the

same yesterday, to-day and forever." Bun-
yan.

How His RigJiteonsnefis Becomes Ours. 1. As
the ground of our forgiveness. Faith in Him as

our righteous " Advocate with the Father" de-

livers us from condemnation. We believe in

no "transference of a moral quality." Asa
man's sins are his own and not another's, so

whatever of virtue there may be in him be-

longs to himself alone. But is it incredible

that God should deal with sinful men in the

way of mercy because of the perfect righteous-

ness of " the man Christ Jesus" ? "He was
made sin for us, who knew no sin, that we
might be made the righteousness of God in

Him" (2 Cor. 5 : 21). There is an instinctive

witness in our souls to the fact that if " grace

reigns" toward us it must be " through right-

eousness." This is God's answer to that in-

stinct :
" By the righteousness of One the free

gift came upon all men unto justification of

life" (Rom. 5 : 18). 2. As the inspiring cause of

our personal sanctification. The Gospel is God's

method of making men righteous, not a scheme

bj' virtue of which He reckons them to be so

when they are not. Faith in Christ's media-

torial work as the ground of forgiveness draws

the soul irresistibly into living sympathy with

Himself. It is impossible to dwell in fellow-

ship with Him without sharing His spirit and

becoming " righteous even as He is righteous."

Not more surely does the prepared surface re-

ceive the picture the sun's rays paint upon it

than does the reverent, trustful, loving soul

reflect His image. " We all, with open face

beholding as in a glass," etc. (2 Cor. 3 : 18).

Thus does His righteousness become ours. 3.

As the rectifying power in the general life of the

world. " A sceptre of righteousness is the

sceptre of His kingdom," and wherever He
reigns the discords of the world are resolved

into a blessed harmony. He is the Creator of

" the new heavens and the new earth, wherein

dwelleth righteousness." W.
The " righteousness" of Christ is " imputed"

to us, in this sense—that, in the abundance of

His mercy, we are to be treated as if we were

righteous as Jesus Christ. Let there be no re-

serve in our faith in this matter. Let no fear

nor shame prevent us from rising to the

" height of this great argument." If this

were language written or spoken by man, in

the exultations of excited hope, we might be

incredulous as to its truth ; but the mouth of

the Lord first uttered it, and the pen of the

Holy Ghost first recorded it. The righteous-
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ness of God ! the righteousness of our Re-

deemer ! We to be regarded ami treated as

if this righteousness were our personal quality

and property—as if we were holy as God Him-

self—holy as His spotless Son ! The magna-

nimity of God is nothing less than this. When
He describes the method of His forgiveness, it

is with an affluence of promise such as com-

pares only with His own iniinity. Not only

does He forgive, but forgives freely. He for-

gives, and remembers not. He foi-gives, and

blots out iniquity. He forgives even to the

uttermost. He forgives exceeding abundant^,

above all we can ask or think. We read not

only of redemption, but of plenteous redemp-

tion ; not only of mercy, but of tender mercy
;

not only of kindness, but of loving kindness
;

and these repeated and multiplied beyond plu-

ral forms, into the " miiltitude of His loving-

kindnesses." To read of grace sufficient for us,

grace from the throne, were enough ; but this

is amplified into "abundant" grace, "exceed-

ing abundant," "superabundant," grace " im-

mense," grace " manifold," the " riches of His

grace," the
'

' exceeding riches of His grace," the

" riches of the glory of His grace." It would

seem that, on that point, where fallen humanity

needed " strong consolation," all the fulness of

God were poured into the very language which

assures us of the entire oblivion to which sins

" that are jxtst" shall be consigned, and the en-

tire rectification of the fallen in reference to

judicial and retributive notice. W. Adams.

7, 8. The sentiment here must be that this

deliverance and the consequent blessedness of

it Avill surpass and eclipse the exodus from

Egyptian bondage, and lieuce this will take the

place of that as a standing witness and illus-

tration of God's redeeming power and mercy.

That they should be thought of as coming back

from the north country to their own land is the

natural result of the antithesis between the

fruits of those last wicked reigns of the kings

of Judah, and of this one all-righteous, wise

and prosperous reign of King Messiah. This

must needs undo the evils of that ; this must re-

store Ziou from the ruin produced by those wick-

ed kings. The wickedness of those vile kings

caused the captivity ; the righteousness of this

good King Messiah must cause the correspond-

ing restoration from captivity. The force of

this antithesis naturally determines the form of

the expression here ; and yet we should greatly

err if we were to assume that the Messiah's

work consisted in precisely the literal undoing

of those evils

—

i.e., in restoring Judah from

her captivity, and in little or nothing else.

This mode of interpretation would teach that

the main if not the only work of the Messiah

would be to restore the Jews to Palestine and

to re-establish Judaism forever. Paul held an

entirely different view of Christ's great mis-

sion. The New Testament teaches the very

opposite of this. H. C.

The deliverance of Israel after the flesh is in-

finitely surpassed by the rescue of Israel after

the Spirit from a tyranny and bondage with

which the Egyptian is not worthy of being

named. And the remembrance of the former

is in great measure swallowed up and defaced

by the abolition of those ceremonial rites and

festivals ; in the place of which have succeeded

the two Christian sacraments, and our seasons

of public thanksgiving, as commemorations

and perpetual monuments of this latter and

better redemption. Bean Stanhope.

9-32. The following head of prophecj^

though probably delivered at the same time

with the foregoing one, treats of a subject en-

tirely different. Jeremiah testifies the horror

he felt within him on contemplating the wick-

edness of the priests and prophets of Judah,

and the vengeance which God was about to

execute upon them for the corruption Avhich

had been diffused through the whole land, by

the influence of their evil doctrines and exam-

ple (verses 9-15). He exhorts the people, in

the name of God, not to listen to the words of

the prophets, who prophesied of peace when

evil was determined, and would infallibly take

place, as would in time appear ;
and charges

those prophets with speaking of themselves,

and not from the Divine commission (verses

16-22). God asserts His omnipresence and om-

niscience, and reproveth the audaciousness of

the false prophets, who affected to place their

own idle dreams on a level with the all-power-

ful and efficacious word of Divine revelation,

declaring Himself against the several species of

those impostors (verses 23-32). In fine. He re-

quireth all sorts of persons to desist from an

indecency in common use, of styling His word
" a burden ;" and threatens severely to punish

those who, in defiance of this command, should

continue to cast such a slur upon it. Blayncy.

11. "Profane" in the strong sense of im-

pious, reckless of the fear and honor of God.

It was horrible that both prophet and priest,

the orders who chiefly bore the religious re-

sponsibilities of the nation, to whom men looked

for pious example and instruction, were utterly

lost to all sense of their duty, and were deeply

apostate from God. " Yea, in My house" (the

Temple) " have I found altars for Baal," which
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is the thing referred to here. (See 2 K. 21 : 5
;

23 : 12 ; Ezek. 8 : 3, 9, 10, etc.)

13, 14. The noticeable thing in these verses

is the stronger shading of odiousness and of

guilt in tlie prophets of Jerusalem than in tlie

prophets of Samaria. The reason of tliis dis-

crimination against tlie prophets of Jerusalem

obviously is, that they sinned against far

greater light than their brethren of Samaria.

They had the house and the worship of God in

the midst of them, and the Lord's true proph-

ets had often borne their testimony there.

16, 1 7. Most fitly the Lord exhorts the peo-

ple to give no heed to their words. So it is al-

ways ineffably perilous to listen to men who
profess to speak truly for God, yet in fact

speak only the visions of their own heart. Men
sometimes pervert the Bible so that it no longer

utters (in their construction of it) the true voice

of God, but seems to endorse their own lies.

So doing they wield a terrible power for evil.

They assume a fearful responsibility before

God. H. C.

We should seek to strengthen the hands of

all who want to be good. They are so often

weak in action. " The spirit is willing, but

the flesh is weak." They are hindered by
strong temptations which come in their way,
when they are striving to get nearer God's ideal

for them. They are in need of sympathy.
They have to be helped in reaching encourag-

ing views of Divine truth. They need to be

remembered in jDrayer, and generally to liave

more heart and spirit put into them ; then,

having abundant life within, they will not lack

force, steadiness and persistency of hand. If

we are actively engaged in strengthening the

hands of the good, we are to this extent weak-
ening the hands of the evil. And finally, it is

very consoling to recollect that when those

who profess to be good are found strengthen-

ing the hands of evil-doers, this is precisely the

time when God's indignation is aroused and
His opposition most effective. " If God be for

us, who can be against us ?" Y.

18. In the matter of tlie false and the true

prophets, nothing could be more important

than to draw the line between them definitely

and distinctly, giving the marks and tests

whereby each class may be known. Hence the

Lord gives tliese tests here. In the fiirst clause

the sense is, one who has been in close and inti-

mate communion with God, who has listened

carefully and affectionately to His words, and
who has enjoyed precious manifestations of

His love. The further description in our text

should be carefully noted :
" One who has seen

and heard His words ;" and in the parallel

clause, " Who is lie that has bent his mind in

closest attention to the word of the Lord, and
so has truly heard it ?" The.se are the men who
may be relied on to speak the word of God
truly and honestly. A thoroughly docile and
humble spirit, a heart in deep sympathy with
God, a supreme regard for His will, and for

His revealed word as its reliable manifestation

to men—these are decisive tests by whicli the

true prophet may be distinguished from the

false in every age. H. C.

20. They will not consider now, But in the

latter days ye shall consider it perfectl}', con-

sider it with understanding (so the word is), or

with consideration. Those that will not fear

the threatenings shall feel the execution of

them, and will then perfectly understand what
they will not now admit the evidence of, what
a fearful thing it is to fall into the hands of a

just and jealous God. They that will not con-

sider in time will be made to consider when it

is too late. Son, remember. H.

IIow many times did God by His messengers

here call upon them. And yet these men would
never be brought to consider. Bat in the lat-

ter days, saith the Lord, they shall perfectly

consider it, when God hath arrested them and
judgment is passed upon them, then they can-

not choose but consider it, whether they will

or no. Now they have no leisure to consider,

nor any room in their memories for the things

of another life. Ah ! but then they shall have

leisure enough, tliey shall be where they shall

have nothing else to do but consider it ; their

memories shall have no other emploj^ment to

hinder them ; it shall even be engraven upon the

tables of their hearts. God would have the

doctrine of their eternal state to have been

written on the posts of their doors, on their

houses, on their hands, and on their hearts ; He
would have had them mind it and mention it,

as they rise and lie down, and as they walk

abroad, that so it might have gone well with

them at their latter end. And seeing they re-

jected this counsel of the Lord, therefore shall

it be written always before them in the place

of their thraldom, that which way soever

they look they may still behold it. Richard

Baxter.

" Son, remember !" It is the voice, the first

voice, the perpetual voice, which meets every

man when he steps across the threshold of earth

into the presence chamber of eternity. All the

future is so built upon and interwoven with

the past, that for the saved and for the lost

alike this word might almost be taken as the
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motto of their whole situation, as the explana-
tion of tlieir whole condition. Men)ory in an-

other world is indispensable to the gladness of

the glad, and strikes the deepest note in the

sadness of the lost. We believe that what a
man is in this life, he is more in another, that

tendencies here become results yonder, that his

sin, that his falsehood, that his whole moral
nature, be it good or bad, becomes there what
it is only striving to be here. We believe that

in this present life our capacities of all sorts are

hedged in, thwarted, damped down, diluted,

by the necessity which there is for their work-
ing through this material body of ours. We
believe that death is the heightening of a man's
stature—if he be bad, the intensifying of his bad-
ness

;
if he be good, the strengthening of his

goodness. We believe that the contents of the

intellectual nature, the capacities of that nature
also, are all increased by the fact of having
done with earth and having left the body be-

hind. It is the teaching of common sense and
it is the teaching of the Bible. True, that for

some, that growth will only be a growth into

greater power of feeling greater sorrow. Such
an one grows up into a Hercules

; but it is only
that the Nessus shirt may wrap round him
more tightly, and may gnaw him with a fiercer

agony. But whether saved or lost—he that

dies is greater than when yet living ; and all

his powers are intensified and strengthened by
that awful experience of death and by what it

brings with it. We forget notJdng, in the

sense of not being able, some time or another,

to recall it ; we forget much in the sense of

ceasing for a time to have it in our thoughts.
The fragmentary remembrances which we have
now lift themselves above the ocean of forget-

fulness like islands in some archipelago, the

summits of sister hills though separated by the

estranging sea that covers their converging
sides and the valleys where their roots unite.

The solid land is there, though hidden. Drain
off the sea, and there will be no more isolated

peaks, but continuous land. In this life we
have but the island memories heaving them-
selves into sight, but in the next " the Lord"
shall " cause the sea to go back" by the breath
of His mouth, and the channels of the great
deep of a human heart's experiences and ac-

tions shall be laid bare. "There shall be no
more sea ;" but the solid land of a whole life

will appear when God says, " Son, remember !"

A. M.

I was once told, by a near relative of mine,
that having in her childhood fallen into a river,

and being on the very verge of death but for

the critical assistance which reached her, she
saw in a moment her whole life, in its minutest
incidents, arrayed before her simultaneously as
in a mirror, and she had a faculty developed as
suddenly for comprehending the whole and
every part. This, from some opium experi-

ences of mine, I can believe. I have indeed
seen the same thing asserted twice in modern
books, and accompanied by a remark which I

am convinced is true—viz., that the dread book
of account which the Scriptures speak of is in

fact the mind itself of each individual. Of
this at least I feel assured, that there is no such
thing as forgetting possible to the mind. A
thousand accidents may and will interpose a

veil between our present consciousness and the
secret inscriptions on the mind—accidents of

the same sort will also rend away the veil ; but
alike whether veiled or unveiled the inscription

remains forever, just as the stars seem to with-
draw before the common light of day, whereas,
in fact, Ave all know that it is the light which
is drawn over them as a veil, and that they are

waiting to be revealed when the obscuring day-
light shall have withdrawn. De Qnincy.

History is as the world's memory
; and mem-

ory itself is a perpetual witness of immortality.

Memory seems to be, as it were, our witness
against time, our witness that we are indepen-

dent of time, our witness that we have a

greater being than one which depends on dura-

tion.
'

' The soul of man, " as a powerful writer

says, " grasping and gathering together a long-

series of diu-ation into itself, makes an essay to

free itself from the rigid laws of it, and to pur-
chase to itself the freedom of a true eternity."

Memory lives in the past, as well as in the

present. It throws itself into it with the vivid

consciousness of its reality. It does not ac-

knowledge the past to be gone, and done, and
done away, as something only to be matter for

reflection or ground of retribution, but as a
still living and being reality, which the soul by
its inherent immortal powers comprises as it

were at a glance, never loses, and can, but for

bodily imperfection, recall and render present

at will.

This is the case with our own personal mem-
ories. Our life is indeed a series of successive

acts, and a gradual growing ; and there are

changes, and gains and losses, and progres-

sions and retrogressions in it, in all its dura-
tion. But in memory, the witness of immor-
tality, they all live together. The whole is one
picture

;
presented to the eye of memory, in

some sort, as to the eye of God, presented as it

were upon one plane—ourselves seen all at
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once—no question then of successive personal

identity—ourselves in all our history. Bp.

Moberly.

The memory of all present events will abide

with the soul, saved or lost, in the future

state. In this life we find ample evidence

that nothing is absolutely forgotten, that all

thoughts and feelings once cherished by the

mind are graven indelibl}^ upon it, and therefore

susceptible of recall. The mind is so construct-

ed as to secure their return by the operation of

certain fixed laws of suggestion and associa-

tion, which operate irresistibly, entirely apart

from the mind's own volition. By their opera-

tion it is possible that all things ever thought

or felt, said or done, may be recalled and

grouped together as a chain, so that taking

hold of auj' link memory may flash backward
and forward, and bring up with the vividness

of a present realit}' every event of the past.

Kor is there the least evidence that death will

break or detach a single link from the chain.

Facts are abundant in proof that the nearer

the living approach to death the more effective,

full and vivid does memory become. The very

weakness and decay of the body seem to in-

tensify and quicken it with new life. And in-

spiration declares that the deeds of men in the

body, the evil as well as the good, shall fol-

low them. It affirms that upon each guilty

soul will be held a strict inquisition of its

everj^ word and act, tliat iU oicn testimony con-

cerning each shall determine the final award.
" Son, remember" is the thrilliugly conclu-

sive expression which the Divine Teacher, He
who was Truth itself, applies to the rich man
in the very experience of torment. Assuredly,

then, memory and reflection shall immovably
abide with the unforgiven soul, perfect, un-

clouded memor}' and clear, unbroken reflection

upon the long- wasted past, upon its minutest

particulars of neglected duty, privilege and
opportunit}'. And thus it shall be that in the

self-revelation of the eternal world, by the in-

conceivable quickening and expanded power
of memory and reflection, conscience shall be

compelled to the undying remorse of a perpet-

uated self- revelation and confession. B.

Memory is not all Mithin the power of the

will on earth ; and probabl}', memory in an-

other world is still more involuntary and still

more constant. Why ? Because I read in the

Bible that there is work in another world for

God's servants to do ; but I do not read that

there is work for anybody else but God's ser-

vants to do. The work of an unforgiven sin-

ner is done when he dies. And that not only

because he is going into the state of retribu-

tion, but because no rebel's work is going to

be suffered in that world. The time for that is

past. And so, if you will look, all the teach-

ings of the Bible about the future state of those

that are not in blessedness give us this idea—

a

monotonous continuance of idleness, shutting

them up to their own contemplations, the mem-
ories of the past and the agonies of the future.

There are no distractions for such a man in an-

other world. He has thought, he has con-

science, he has remembrance. He has a sense

of pain, of sin, of wrong, of loss. He has one
" passive, fixed endurance, all eternal and the

same ;" but I do not read that his pain is ano-

dyned and his sorrow soothed by any activity

that his hand finds to do. And in a most tragic

sense, we maj^ sav, " there is neither work, nor

labor, nor device" in that dark world where
the fruits of sin are reaped in monotonous suf-

fering and ever-present pain. A memory that

tcill have its own way ; what a field for sorrow

and lamentation that is, when God says at last,

" Now go—go apart ; take thy life with thee
;

read it over ; see what thou hast done with it !"

One old Roman tyrant had a punishment in

which he bound the dead body of the murdered

to the living body of the murderer, and left

them there scaffolded. And when that voice

comes, " Son, remember !" to the living soul

of the godless, unbelieving, impenitent man,

there is bound to him the murdered past, the

dead past, his own life ; and in Milton's awful

and profound words,

" Which way I fly is hell —myself am hell !"

There is enough—without any ghastl}', sen-

sual external figures

—

there is enough to make
the boldest tremble ; a memory embracing all

the past, a memory rapidly grasping and con-

stantly bringing its burdens, a judgment which
admits of no mistakes, and a conscience Avhich

has done with palliations and excuses !

It is not difficult to see how that is an instru-

ment of torture. It is more difficult to see how
such a memory can be a source of gladness

;

and yet it can. The old Greeks were pi'essed

with that difficulty ; they said to themselves.

If a man remembers, there can be no Elysium

for liim. And so they put the river of forget-

fulness, the waters of Lethe, betwixt life and

the happy plains. Ah, we do not want any

river of oblivion betwixt us and everlasting

blessedness. Calvary is on this side, and that

is enough ! Certainly it is one of the most

blessed things about " the faith that is in Christ

Jesus," that it makes a man remember his own
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sinfulness with penitence, not with pain—that

it makes the memory of past transgressions full

of solemn joy, because the memory of jxtiit

transgressions but brings to mind the depth and

rushing fulness of that river of love which has

swept them all away as far as the east is from

the Avest. A. M.

23, 24. The special bearing of these interro-

gations is upon the case of those false prophets.

Do they think, saith the Lord, that I do not

know their hearts ? Do they flatter themselves

that I am too far off to see and to know them '?

or that they can hide in secret places so as to

escape the searching glance of My eye ? In

these sublime strains the Lord asserts His om-

niscience and omnipresence. Himself ever}^-

where. His eye looking through all hearts

—

how vain for the wicked to dream that they

can think a thought God will not know, or

frame a device that His eye will not pierce

through, or do a foul deed which He will not

surely see and terribly disclose before the uni-

verse ? H. C.

Two atti'ibutes—omnipresence and omnis-

cience—are asserted. But they are so mutual-

ly dependent and so inseparable as to be vir-

tually one. By the very necessity of His Being

as the infinite Spirit, God is not more in one

place or sphere of existence than another, but

alike in all, " afar off" as well as " at hand,"

filling heaven and earth ; and wherever He is,

there He is in all the fulness of His perfect in-

telligence, not observant or cognizant of some

things or beings more than others, but having

infallible knowledge of all. W.
Do not I fill heaven and earth ?

One of the most striking features of what we
call nature is its vastness. Think of plains

stretching to the horizon ; of mountains pierc-

ing the clouds ; of roomy continents anchored

in roomier oceans ; of this whole earth-sphere,

with its huge baldric of twenty-tive thousand

miles, covered with innumerable vegetable

products, peopled with men to the potential

figure of a thousand millions, swarming still

more potentially with the lower animals, and

so flooded with microscopic life that almost

every cubic inch of air and water and soil is

panting with an incalculable population, some
of whose smaller individuals multiply them-

selves into one hundred and seventj- billions in

four days
;
gather their five hundred millions

in a single drop of water ; and yet make up,

with the stony cerements of the merest fraction

of their fossil ancestry, whole mountains and

geologic beds. Such is our world. Out in

yonder vault, find that millionfold world

which we call the sun, with its invisible ret-

inue of a hundred earths ; out in yonder

vault, when night falls, find a thousand suns

similarly attended ; with tube Galilean, thou-

sands more ; Avith tube Herschelian, millions

more ; with tube Rossian, billions more. Is

this the end ? Not even Darwin doubts that

successive improvements in the space-penetrat-

ing power of our instruments would go on in-

definitely opening up firmaments at every step.

"Where is the verge of the universe ? Who
would undertake the roll-call of its orbs ? Who
dares to say that he could count through the

grand total of its firmaments, even though he

should count a thousand years ? Figures go

but a small way toward expressing the dimen-

sions of such a universe—whether one considers

the number of its worlds or the expanse of

space through which they are distributed. Our
world spins round its ellipse, of well-nigh two

hundred million axis, without ever having a

neighbor nearer than thirty millions of miles,

save its own moon. The interval between our

sun and the nearest star of the same galactic

nebula is twelve hundred thousand times this

distance. And then the distance from nebula

to nebula—it is absolutely awful. Our tele-

scopes sweep a sphere of stars whose diameter

is seven millions of years, as light travels.

Calculation covers its abashed face with its

great wings in the presence of these over-

whelming amplitudes. And such is nature !

Certainly such a universe as this does not cry

out against the existence of a God whose essen-

tial attribute is immensity. On the contrary,

it is just such a universe as one would have ex-

X)ected to come from such a being. Kay, given

a Deity who is practically at home in every

point of space, whose attributes are laid out on

a scale of unbounded vastness, to whom it is

just as easy to make and govern a trillion of

worlds as it is a grain of sand, and the imperial

fitness of things would demand that He people

vacancy with very much that profusion and

breadth of being that we actually see. The

work ought to express and honor the work-

man. And when I am told of an author of na-

ture who is immense Avith a threefold bound-

lessness of intelligence, might and years ; so

that to Him our great and small, our far and

near, our centre and circumference—though

that circumference sweep around all the ex-

panses of modern astronomy—are practically

the same ; so that He can properly challenge,

" Do not I fill heaven and earth ?" when I am
told of this, and I then place myself out under

the open dome of nature, amid its exuberant
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objects and marvellous stretches, I feel that

tlie doctrine matches facts ; that the theory has

in its favor a comprehensive verisimilitude and

presumption ; that nature, instead of saying,

" There is no immense God," significantly asks,

in a tone of encouragement and with a look of

incipient expectation, " Is there not such a

Being?" . . . A God who Himself has no du-

ration to speak of—if there may be such a God
—would never have stored His nature with

such mighty cycles ; a God who Himself never

did a swift thing would never have set His

laws to spuriing on planets and suns so as-

toundingly ; a God who Himself never did a

slow thing would never have yoked such slow-

footed forces to events, as we observe actually

dragging at some of them. It is only a God
who has substantial forevers on His hands, and

who on occasion can lighten and on occasion

can linger ineffably along the highway of His

purposes, who is properly represented by such

a nature. E. F. Burr.

28, 29. If any of those false prophets have

a dream, let them tell it as a mere dream, a

simple fancy of the mind in sleep ; but Ipt

them and let all who hear them distinguish

broadly between such dreams and My words.

If I give My word to auj^ prophet, let him utter

it faithfully at whatever cost—a suggestion not

without its use to Jeremiah. What hath the

chaff to do with the wheat, saith the Lord ?

Let chaff go for chaff and nothing better.

Never let it arrogate a place for itself with the

wheat and claim to be wheat. In verse 29 the

point on wliich these questions bear might be

either the energy of God's word in its power
on human hearts in general, or its energy when
God puts it in the hearts of His prophets to

deliver to lost men. The former seems on the

whole the preferable view as setting forth the

essential, eternal distinction between the wheat
and the chaff. Yet the latter has a great truth

in it—VIZ., that God's word in the heart of a

prophet was with burning power, as Jeremiah

had occasion to say. (See 20 : 9.) But this lat-

ter thought is really included under the former.

H. C.

2§. Speak My word faillifullj . The
weapons which the pulpit-speaker wields are

truths and facts, than which the Divine Mind
knows none more vast and momentous ; are

'principles unchangeable as the pillars of hea-

ven, on which God conducts His own great

affairs ; are motives which the divinity Himself

obeys ; are interests which are transcendent,

immeasurable, infinite. He brings messages

which involve all good, all evil ; all time, all

eternity. He brings messages from Jehovah.

C. White.

The Book is full of vital principles, resting

upon great and permanently fruitful facts. In

the use of this treasury it is the preacher's busi-

ness to bring forth things new and old, to be

progressive and conservative, to spread a fresh

and inviting banquet. The old statements must
not be discarded or ignored ; but they must
not be mechanically repeated. Their vital en-

ergy must be eliminated ; and in this very way
there will be real progress, a constantly clearer

and better apprehension of what the real mind
of Christ is. Behrends.

From the pulpit there should now and ever

flow a pure river of water of life clear as crys-

till. The grand doctrine of j ustification by faith

only should be uplifted as a beacon on a thou-

sand hills. Hearers should be distinctly taught

our grand verities : the Father's eternal love,

the terms of the unfailing covenant, the Son's

perfect and finished work, the Spirit's indwell-

ing, the beauty and simplicity and purport of

our Sacraments, the evidence of faith, the might

of prayer, the delight of praise, the labor of

love, the patience of hope, the loveliness of

purity, the high walk of uprightness, the so-

lemnity of worship, the happiness of godly life.

Where such faithful teaching abounds there is

no room for fear. Them that honor God, God
will honor. Law.

What is wanted now, and silently called for,

is the preaching of just such a Christ as the

charities, and miracles, and fellow -tendernesses,

and death, and resurrection of Jesus put in out-

line before us : God in Christ reconciling the

world ; He that could suffer, the just for the

unjust, to bring us unto God ; He that could

endure enemies and came down from heaven to

bear the curse of their bad lot to gain them ; He
that loved the poor and feared not the great ; He
that flavored the world by living in it ; He that

went through society and made His quickening,

medicating power felt everywhere ; He that

has gone up to prepare mansions and to set His

judgment-seat for the world. Oh, if He could

now be preached, as lie might be and some

time will, what a cleaving to Him would there

be ! And the supernatural glory of His life

and works, instead of being an objection,

would only kindle the greater fire. BusJiiteU.

Preach Jesus Christ. Preach Him in the

meekness and loveliness of His heart
;
preach

Him in the grandeur of His death and the

glory of His resurrection
;
preach Him in the

beauty of His condvict ;
preach Him in the

sublime exactions of His morality
;
preach Him
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for the remission of sins
;
preach Him as the

power of an endless life. Preach Him as Paul

preached Him to Jew and Greek, barbarian and

Roman ; not with enticing speculations, but in

the demonstration and the power of the Holy

Ghost ; out of the depths of an experience

growing richer and a knowledge growing

clearer and larger ; out of the peace of God

which passeth understanding and the love of

God which passeth knowledge ; by gentle,

lucid and courageous speech ; by judicious and

heroic silence ; by patience and fortitude and

faith ; by forbearance and by deed, preach

Him the life and light of men. Preach Him as

He preached Himself, the shepherd of lost sheep,

the likeness of the Father, the friend of sinners,

the Redeemer of mankind. C. J. Little.

We would fain have the ministry of the Word
of God surrounded with all that can serve to

win attention, command reverence and excite

interest ; we should be alert to look out for

such things, and to secure them so far as we
may ; but let us sec to it that they be but sub-

ordinate, that they all are used as aids to what

is far higher and more important than them-

selves—-that within this husk the pure grain of

God's Word is enshrined and preserved. What
is the good of any preaching or instruction,

however pleasing or attractive it may be, that

does not set the pure wheat of Gnd's Word be-

fore hungry souls ? Souls must live, and they

cannot live on chaff. C.

Fill with food, not flowers. Hungry men
cannot eat flort'ers. Food, not chaff. Chaff is

worse than flowers ; they are at least pleasant

to look at before they fade, but dry, tasteless

preaching gives neither pleasure nor profit.

The finest of the wheat is in the granary, and

only needs serving out. But fill, do not give

short measure. There need be no stint. There

is plenty. I'he less the mind that comes, the

more pains should be taken that it has a full

sack. T. Champness.

Grace is contented with the simplicity of the

Gospel
;
gifts are not contented therewithal.

You see how it is with a child that comes into

a corn-field ; he is mightily taken with the

blue or red weeds or the daisies that grow
there ; but now, when the husbandman comes,

he looks at the corn, and is not so much taken

with the blue and red weeds, or the company
of daisies, but is taken with the corn itself. So
take a man that hath gifts only, and bring him
to a sermon or a prayer, and if there be any fine

expressions, any daisies, he is much taken with
them

; he prizeth and magnifieth them, and he
hangs on them. But now bring a man that

hath grace to a prayer or to a sermon, and he

looks at the corn ; he doth not look at the

daisies so much, but at the spirituality and

power of those things that are there delivered.

Guraall.

The Gospel is either true history or it is a

consummate fraud ; it is either a reality or an

imposition. Christ was what He professed to

be or He was an impostor There is no other

alternative. His spotless life, His earnest en-

forcement of the truth. His suffering in its de-

fence, forbid us to suppose that He was follow-

ing an illusion of a heated brain. Every act of

His pure and holy life shows that He was the

author of truth, the advocate of truth, the ear-

nest defender of truth and the uncomplaining

sufferer for truth. Now, considering the puri-

t}^ of His doctrines, the simplicity of His life

and the sublimity of His death, is it possible

that He would have died for an illusion ? In

all His preaching, the Saviour made no popular

appeals. His discourses were all directed to

the individual. Christ and His apostles sought

to impress upon every man the conviction that

he must stand or fall aloue^—he must live for

himself and die for himself, and give up his

account to the omniscient God as though he.

were the only dependent creature in the uni-

verse. The Gospel leaves the individual sinner

alone with himself and his God. To his own
]\[aster he stands or falls. He has nothing to

hope from the aid and sympathy of associates.

The deluded advocates of new doctrines do not

so preach. Christ and His apostles, had they

been deceivers, would not have so preached.

If clergymen in our day would return to the

simplicity of the Gospel, and preach more to

individuals and less to the crowd, there would

not be so much complaint of the decline of true

religion. Many of the ministers of the present

day take their text from Paul, and preach from

the newspapers. When they do so, I prefer to

enjoy my own thoughts, rather than to listen.

I want my pastor to come to me in the spirit of

the Gospel, saying, " You are mortal
;
your

probation is brief
;
your work must be done

speedily. You are immortal, too. You are

hastening to the bar of God ! the Judge stand-

eth before the door." When 1 am thus admon-

ished, I have no disposition to muse or to sleep.

Daniel Webster.

There are two ways of regarding a sermon,

either as a human composition or a Divine mes-

sage, li once we begin to regard the preacher,

whatever his faults, as a man sent with a mes-

sage to us, which it is a matter of life or death

whether we hear or refuse ; if we look upon
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him as set in charge over many spirits in danger

of ruin, and having allowed to him but an hour

or two in the seven days to speak to them ; if

we make some endeavor to conceive liow pre-

cious these hours ought to be to him, a small

vantage on the side of God, after His flock has

been exposed for six days together to the full

weight of the world's temptation, he has but

thirty minutes to get at the separate hearts of a

thousand men, to convince them of their weak-

nesses, to shame them for all their sins, to warn

them of all their dangers, to try this way and

that to stir the hard fastenings of those doors

where the Master Himself has stood and knocked

yet none opened, and to call at the openings of

those dark streets where Wisdom herself hath

stretched forth her hand and no man regarded

—thirty minutes to raise the dead in—let us

but once understand and feel this ; and we
shall Avish that His words may be simple even

when they are sweetest, and the place from

which He speaks like a marble rock in the des-

ert, about which the people have gathered in

their thirst. Buskin.

His sole object will be to make the message

clearly understood, and to wrap its burning

imperative around the hearer's conscience. The

axe must be sharpened, that something may be

cut down. The rifle must be loaded, and sight-

ed with the care of an expert that the bullet

may speed unerringly to its mark. The ban-

dages and balm must be prepared that wounded

hearts may be heeled. Not reputation, but

righteousness, must be the preacher's ambi-

tion. He cannot be too careful in his analysis.

He cannot have too much living logic. He
must remember that nothing can bind the will

which is not true to the reason ; that the un-

derstanding supplies the rule of judgment to

the conscience. He cannot have too much
healthy passion ; and he will have all the feel-

ing he can take care of if moral verities are real

to him. But he must lose himself in his hear-

ers. He must seek them, not theirs, not even

their applauses, least of all himself. It must

be his habitual passion to save them, to save

them from sin, to save them here and now. to

bring them face to face with God in Jesus

Christ, until they discern their dignities and

duties as the sons and daughters of God, and

live accordingly. It is not the future, but

the present with which he deals. It is not

heaven which he is called upon to people, but

to Christianize mortal men and women, and

convert earthly society, in all its multitudinous

activities and competitions, into the kingdom of

God. It is a historical judgment and a histori-

cal redemption which constitute the burden of

ancient prophecy, and which Paul has so

graphically sketched in the first chapters of the

Epistle to the Romans. They are in time ; we
have been disposed to push them to the end of

time. And so we talk of a final judgment, as

if there were no great white throne now ; and

we talk of a future salvation, as if man's great

business was to prepare for death, as if heaven

were some fairy, shadowy country whose glo-

ries were never meant to make this planet radi-

ant. But the New Jerusalem which John saw

in his exile was not a city in celestial places,

nor did it hang in mid air. It came down from

God, out of heaven vapon earth. Rome was to

yield to its immortal sovereignty. The gates

of pearl, the walls of jasper, the streets of gold,

the river of life proceeding from the throne of

God and of the lamb, and the tree of life whose

leaves are for healing of nations, are symbols,

one and all, of an earthly empire of righteous-

ness. It is a historical triumph which the apoc-

alypse heralds, coming through broken seals

and emptied vials of judgment, and sounding

trumpets, by famine, and earthquake, and the

convulsions of nations and the overthrow of

Babylon, and the sealing of the pit and the

resurrection of martyrs, and the second death
;

just as Daniel had seen the stone smite the im-

age of gold, silver, brass, iron and clay sym-

bols of unsanctified political power, grinding it

to powder, and filling the whole earth ; and to

secure that historical triumph of righteousness

in this land, and in all lands, is the sole work to

which we are to spend our energies. Not to

get men into heaven, but to get heaven into

men, is our business ; not, as has been well

said, " to keep them out of hell, but to keep hell

out of them" is our commission. Behrends.

29. " Is not My word like as a fire ? saith

the Lord ; and like a hammer that breaketh the

rock in piecf^s ?" Here we have the native in-

herent energy of Divine truth, set forth under ap-

propriate figures. It has power to consume all

our inward corruptions, and to kindle upon the

altar of our hearts the pure flame of love and

zeal ; it has power to reduce to contrition the

stoutest and most obdurate heart of man, even

the heart which seems to promise most resist-

ance to its agency. E. M. G.

The word of God is like fire. The law was a

fiery law (De. 33 : 2), and of the Gospel Christ

says, " I am come to send fire on the earth" (Luke

12 : 49). Fire has different effects, according as

the matter is on which it works ; it hardens

clay, but softens wax ; it consumes the dross,

but purifies the gold ; so the word of God is to
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some a savor of life unto life, to others of death

unto death. God appeals here to the con-

sciences of those to whom the word was sent,

" Is not My word like fire ? lias it not been so

to you ? (Zech. 1 : 6). Speak as you have

found." It is compared likewise to a hammer
breaking the rock in pieces. The unhumbled

heart of man is like a rock ; if it will not be

melted by the word of God as the fire, it will

be broken to pieces by it as the hammer. What-

ever opposition is given to the word will be

borne down and broken to pieces. H.

In all lands and ages a Bible ministry has

been a ministry of power. " Is not My word

like as a fire, saith the Lord, and like a hammer
that breaketh the rock in pieces ?" Yes, botli

fire and hammer, both shield and sword, both

spade and pruning hook, both bread and water.

Wonderful in the variety of its adaptations is

the word of the Lord ! With it we are strong,

with it we are wise. With it we are ready for

all duties and for all conflicts. And the helmet

of brass that has protected us through life will

be a pillow of down to rest our heatls on in the

hour of death. A home where the Bible is

studied and obeyed will be thoroughly fur-

nished even if there are no carved and uphol-

stered sofas in it. Bible truth and Bible love

will adorn the rudest environment and make
palatable the coarsest fare. A heart in which

the Bible is enshrined will be a holy and a

happy heart, though it beat in a body racked

with pain. A Christian filled with the Bible

and feeding daily on its promises will be strong

in the Lord. A plant of righteousness rooted

in the Scriptures will be
'

' like a tree by the

rivers of water, that bringeth forth fruit in his

season, his leaf also shall not wither, and what-

soever he doeth shall prosper." The great

want in the Church to-day is a more thorough

Gospel furnishing— a more systematic and

prayerful study of the Scriptures. Interior.

In the forty years of my ministry I have onlj^

touched the hem of the garment of Divine

truth ; but what virtue has flowed out of it !

The word is like its Author, infinite, immeasur-

able, without end. If you were ordained to be

a preacher throughout eternity, you would

have before you a theme equal to everlasting

demands. Spurgeon.

30. The crime of these false prophets lay in

stealing these words, these prophetic formula).

They are said to steal them every one from

his neighbor, but originally they came from

the true prophets, and really from God Him-
self. Then they passed them round among
themselves from hand to hand—stolen goods

—

used by them to make the people think they

were God's true prophets, and bore His mes-

sages.

31. To " use their tongues" is here to make
too free use of them—to misuse them. How
they misused them will be understood from the

remarks just made in notes on verse 30.

33. If any one—prophet, priest or of the

people—should ask Jeremiah what " the bur-

den of the Lord" is, in the well-understood

sense. What message of calamity does the Lord

send ? he was told what to answer : I will even

forsake you, saith the Lord. The utmost depth

of ruin lay in that burden. To be forsaken of

the Lord was the direst calamity that could be-

fall them, or any of us either.

35-37. In these verses the Lord instructs

the people what phraseology they may fitly

use, and solemnly cautions them against tho

usage of the false prophets above referred to

w^hich had grown up into a grievous abuse.

They might properly say, " Wliat hath the

Lord answered" or "what hath He spoken?"

But they must not say, " The burden of the

Lord," since this phrase belonged exclusively

to God and His true prophets, and the wicked

perversion of it by any false prophet would be

done at his own peril.

40. If they persisted in abusing these sol-

emn words, sacredly appropriated to signify

revelations direct from God, He would terribly

punish them, forgetting, forsaking them and

casting them forth from their city and land to

make them a perpetual reproach and shame.

This should be the righteous doom of the false

prophets, and of all who gave currency to their

delusions by abetting their objects and helping

them to assume the phraseology and reputation

of true prophets. H. C.
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JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXIV.

24 : 1 The Lord shewed me, and, behold, two baskets of fis;s set before the temple of the

Lord ; after that Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon had carried away captive Jeconiah the

son of Jehoiakim, king of Judah, and the princes of Judah, with the craftsmen and smiths,

2 from Jerusalem, and had brought them to Babylon. One basket had very good figs, like the

figs that are first ripe : and the other basket had very bad figs, which could not be eaten,

3 they were so bad. Then said the Lord unto me. What seest thou, Jeremiah ? And I said.

Figs ; tlie good figs, very good ; and the bad, very bad. that cannot be eaten, they are so bad.

4, 5 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying. Thus saith the Lord, the God of Israel ;

Like these good figs, so will I regard the captives of Judah, \vhom I have sent out of this

6 place into the land of the Chaldeans, for good. For I will set mine eyes upon them for good,

and I will bring them again to this land : and I will build them, and not pull them down
;

7 and I will plant them, and not pluck them up. And I will give them an heart to know me,

that I am the Lord : and they shall be my people, and I will be their God : for they shall

8 return unto me with their whole heart. And as the bad figs, which cannot be eaten, they are

so bad ; surely thus saith the Lord, So will I give up Zedekiah the king of Judah, and his

princes, and the residue of Jerusalem, that remain in this land, and them that dwell in the

9 land of Egypt : I will even give them up to be tossed to and fro among all the kingdoms of

the earth for evil ; to be a reproach and a proverb, a taunt and a curse, in all i)laces whither

10 I shall drive them. And I will send the sword, the famine, and the pestilence, among them,

till they be consumed from off the laud that I gave unto them and to their fathers.

Chap. 24. This is one of those prophecies

which were delivered after the reign of Jehoia-

kim, and iu the former or peaceable part of

Zedekiah's reign, before he renounced his alle-

giance to the king of Babylon. We cannot be

mistaken in placing this chapter at the very

beginning of Zedekiah's reign, within the first

year at least, since the vision is dated from

after the carrying away of Jeconiah and the

people with him into captivity, as from an

event which liappened but a little before.

Blayncy. The date and subject of this short

chapter are obvious—the date being after the

second deportation of captives to Babylon at

the close of the short reign of Jehoiachin

(" Jeconiah"), and, indeed, after Zedekiah, his

successor, had ascended the throne. The sub-

ject is the character of those who were carried

to Babylon in contrast with the character of

those who remained behind. H. C.

This short chapter helps us to put a very

comfortable construction upon a great man}'

long ones, by showing us that the same provi-

dence which to some is a savor of death unto

death, may by the grace and blessing of God be

made to others a savor of life unto life ; and

that though God's people share with others in

the same calamity, yet tliat it is not the same

to them that it is to others, but is designed for

their good, and shall issue in their good ; to

them it is a correcting rod in the hand of a ten-

der Father, while to others it is an avenging

sword in the hand of a righteous Judge. H
During the miserable eleven years of Zede-

kiah's reign, the prophet had consistently de-

clared that not the king and the nobles and

people of Jerusalem were God's true Israel, but

the exiles carried captive to Babylon with Jeco-

niah. In chap. 34 he compares these latter to

a basket of very good figs, like those first ripe,

while Zedekiah and his people were bat the

refuse, " very naughty figs, which could not

be eaten, Ihey were so bad." I need not say

how irritating such a method of treatment

would be to both king and nobles ; but at

Babylon it had a different effect. Jeremiah,

though not without opposition, became the

great authority there. He wrote the exiles also

a letter (chap. 29), directing them to dwell

quietly at Babj'lon, and build houses, and

plant gardens, and take wives, and in all things

prepare for a lengthened sojourn of seventy

years. They were even " to seek the peace of

Babylon," and settle down as loyal and indus-

trious citizens. And then God would grant

them a return to their land ; in them the for-

tunes of Israel would revive ; for they were

Jehovah's people, the possessors of tlie prom-

ise, and not Zedekiah and his court, and the

dwellers at Jerusalem, for whom Jeremiah pro-
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diets nothing but evil and misery, and again

contemptuously calls them " vile figs, too bad
to be eaten" (verse 17.)

As time rolled on, and the destruction of Je-

rusalem condrmed the truth of the prophet's

Avords, his prediction of a restoration after sev-

enty years became the great solace of the ex-

iles. They ruad with pleasure how God had
chosen them as the depositories of the promise,

even while Jerusalem was still standing ; they

saw that that promise was not bound up so

much with places and things as with true and
believing hearts. And gradually a change

passed over them. No doubt among the exiles

there were many whose characters had been

formed by Jeremiah, and who wrought heart-

ily for the same ends. The children of the

men who had stood by Josiali in his reforms

were the dominant leaders at Babylon. And
there they prevailed. Instead of the old long-

ing for idolatry, a passionate devotion to the one

true spiritual God became inwrought deeply

into their hearts. And Jeremiah they felt to

be, as in truth he was, the deliverer of their

nation. The man who in life had been branded

as a traitor and falsehearted, became the object

of their fervent'love. R. P. S.

1-3. The prophet indicates that these baskets

of figs are seen in vision only, and have no re-

ality in actual life. He did not say, "The
Lord sent me to gather one basket of first ripe

figs, very good, and another of foul rotten figs,

and I did so ;" but he says, " The Lord sJiowed

me"—i.e., by the Spirit upon me caused me to

see two baskets, etc. The deportation of cap-

tives with Jeconiah took away the better class

—the princes, artisans and mechanics who had
more stamina of character, and would be more
useful to the king of Babylon in his great

building schemes, than the lower, less skilled,

less industrious classes. The author of 3 Kings
(in chap. 24 : l-i-16) was careful to state pre-

cisely this fact—that Nebuchadnezzar took

away all the better people, " the mighty of the

land," the skilful mechanics as well as the

princes. The selection and removal of these

classes would not only augment the working
force in Babylon, but would lessen the work-
ing force in Jerusalem.

4-7. The basket of good figs represented

these better classes taken away to Babylon. In

His kind and wise providence the Lord had
taken this method to sift the nation and save

the more precious grain for replanting in the

land after the captivity. The Lord twice sift-

ed the Jewish people to get good seed where-

with to replant the land ; first, in taking away.

under Nebuchadnezzar, the more indiistrious

and skilful citizens, who may, on this very

ground, be safely presumed to have been less

corrupt morally, and less debased by idolatry,

than the indolent classes. Laziness and idle-

ness are Satan's recruiting officers. He never
fails to find work for idle hands to do. Then,
again, the Lord sifted the captive population

wdien the decree of Cyrus invited them to re-

turn to their land. The men of faith in God,
the men who cherished most fondly in their

hearts the love of their holy city and sacred

Temple and the classic memories of their heroic

dead, would tear themselves away from their

Chaldean homes and their accumulated com-
forts, and strike out upon the hardships of a
wilderness journey and of a new settlement.

This call would also somewhat test their physi-

cal energy. Invalids and men broken down by
their vices or their age would shrink from these

hardships. These better people taken to Baby-
lon, the Lord would meet there with His bless-

ing. H. C.

5. God owns their captivity to be His doing
;

whoever were the instruments of it. He ordered

and directed it ; I have sent them out of this

place into the land of the Chaldeans. It is God
that puts His gold into the furnace to be tried

;

His hand is, in an especial manner, to be eyed
in the afflictions of good people. The j udge
orders the malefactor into the hand of an execu-

tioner, but the father corrects the child with his

own hand. Even this uncomfortable captivity

God intended for their benefit, and we are sure

that His intentions are never frustrated : I have

sent them into the land of the Chaldeans for

their good. It seemed to be every way for their

hurt, not only as it was the ruin of their estates,

honors and liberties, parted them from their re-

lations and friends, and put them under the

power of their enemies and oppressors, but as

it sunk their spirits, discouraged their faith,

deprived them of the benefit of God's oracles

and ordinances, and exposed them to tempta-

tions ; and yet it was designed for their good,

and jjroved so, in the issue, as to many of them.

By their afflictions they were humbled under

the hand of God, taught to pray, and turned

from their iniquity, particularly they were
cured of their inclination to idolatry ; and thus

it was good for them that they were afflicted.

6. God assures them of His protection in

their trouble, and a glorious deliverance out of

it in due time (verse 6). Being sent into cap-

tivity for their good, they shall not be lost

there ; but it shall be with them as it is with
gold which the refiner puts into the furnace.
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He has his eye upon it wliile it is there, and it

is a careful eye, to see that it sustain no dam-
age : I will set Mine eyes upon them for good,

to order everything for the best. He engages

to prepare them for these temporal mercies

which He designed for them, by bestowing

spiritual mercies upon them. It is this that

will make their captivity be for their good
;

this shall be both the improvement of their

affliction, and their qualification for deliver-

ance. When our troubles are sanctified to us,

then we may be sure that they will end well.

Now that which is promised is that they should

be better acquainted with God ; they should

learn more of God by His providences in Baby-

Ion tlian they had learned by all His oracles

and ordinances in Jerusalem, thanks to Divine

grace, for if that had not wrought mightily

upon them in Babylon, they would forever

have forgotten God. It is here promised, I will

give them, not so much a head to know Me, as

a heart to know Me, for the right knowledge
of God consists not in notion and speculation,

but in the convictions of the practical judg-

ment directing and governing the will and
affections. H.

A heart to knoic tlm Lord. It was " for good"
that God sent the captive portion of His people
" into the land of the Chaldeans" (verse 5).

The germs of the better life of the future were
preserved in them, and their very tribulations

were the instruments of His gracious purpose

and blessings in disguise. In the " evil figs"

—the refuse left behind—there was nothing

Avorth preserving (verse 8). Of all tlie benefi-

cent Divine purposes, this had in it the prom-
ise of highest good—" I will give them an
heart to know Me, that I am the Lord." W.
8-10. On the other hand, the renuiant that

were left in the land, including those also who
went into Egypt, were the dregs of the popu-
lation, and God let them gravitate to the very

bottom of human existence, and finally become
extinct. They went into Egypt in defiance of

the Lord's repeated warnings by His prophet.

Their going was itself proof of their vain confi-

dence in themselves and in human help, in con-

tempt of the word of the Lord their God.
Hence they could rationally expect nothing-

better than His exterminating curse. It never

can be well for men to press their way in a

course of defiance against the warnings of Je-

hovah. What can result from such a course

but ruin ! This chapter is a beautiful lesson

on the ways of God in His providence over na-

tions and entire classes of men. With far-

reacliiug plans, with perfect command of all

the agencies of war and of captivity, with full

control over the master mind of Nebuchadnez-
zar, and of his schemes for building great

Babylon, the Lord makes all these agencies

subserve His purpose of sifting the Jewish
people, and taking out for His future use all

the nobler elements. These He purposed to

convert to Himself, under the dii3cipliue of this

fearful captivity, and then to lead them back
to rebuild His city and Temple, to reconstruct

the Hebrew nation, and to nurture the germs
of their religious life, till in the fulness of time,

the Messiah should come. What cannot this

all-wise and all-pervading providence of God
accomplish ! Was ever anything too hard for

the Lord ! Let such manifestations of His Di-

vine power and wisdom inspire our confidence

afresh in His resources now and evermore to

fulfil all His plans of mercy for His Zion and
for this lost world. H. C.

The exposition and application of this vision.

God intended by it to raise the dejected spirits

of those that were gone into captivity, by as-

suring them of a happy return, and to humble
and awaken the proud and secure spirits of

those who continued yet in Jerusalem, by as-

suring them of a miserable captivity. The
good figs were the first ripe ; these represented

the pious captives, that seemed first ripe for

ruin, for they went first into captivity, but
should prove first ripe for mercy, and their cap-

tivity should help to ripen them ; these are

pleasing to God, as good figs are to us, and

shall be carefully preserved for use.

The best men may be the greatest sufferers.

The good figs represent the Jews who suffered

most severely from the invasion of Nebuchad-
nezzar, who were torn from their homes,

robbed of their property, driven into captivi-

ty ; the bad figs represent the seemingly more
fortunate Jews over whose head the tide of in-

vasion passes, leaving them still in their homes
and in quiet, and also those who escaped from

it entirely by a flight into Egypt. We may
often notice that very good people are not only

not spared, but suffer the most severe calami-

ties.
'

' Whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth.
'

'

Therefore chastisement is an evidence of God's

love. Good men should understand this, and

not be surprised at the advent of trouble, but

expect it ; not be dismayed at the incongruity

of it, but recognize its fitness ; not despair of

themselves, and think that they must be hypo-

crites after all, nor doubt and distrust God, but

submit to what is clearly foretold and wisely

arranged. Adency.
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It is to be noticed also that the figure chosen

to set forth the difference between the good and

the bad in Israel is taken from fruit. It was

something presented as the result of growth

and in connection with culture. The question

was suggested how such a difference should

come between the good and the bad. For if

trees of the same sort grow in the same soil and

have the same attention, and the same external

influences, how comes some of the fruit to be

very good and some very bad ? Notice also the

sharpness of the distinction. These fruits were

either good or bad. To be excluded from one

is to be included in the other. There is no

third, no medium class. This exactly agrees

with the way of speaking in the New Testa-

ment, especially by Jesus Himself

—

e.ff., the

seed in the good and bad ground, the sheep and

goats, the good kinds of fish and the bad ones,

the five wise and the five foolish virgins. It is

of the first importance to bear in mind that the

imperceptible gradations, as we reckon them,

count for nothing with God. There are only

two kinds of hearts, the good and the bad. Y-

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXV.

25 : 1 The word that came to Jeremiah concerning all the people of Judah in the fourth

year of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah, king of Judah ; the same was the first year of Nebu-

2 cliadrezzar king of Babylon ; the which Jeremiah the prophet spake unto all the people of

3 Judah, and to all the inhabitants of Jerusalem, saying : From the thirteenth year of Josiah

the son of Amon, king of Judah, even unto this day, these three and twenty years, the word

of the Loud hath come unto me, and I have spoken unto you, rising up early and speaking
;

4 but ye have not hearkened. And the Lokd hath sent unto you all his servants the prophets,

rising up early and sending them ; but ye have not hearkened, nor inclined your ear to hear
;

5 saying. Return ye now every one from his evil way, and from the evil of your doings, and

dwell in the land that the Lord hath given unto you and to your fathers, from of old and

6 even for evermore : and go not after other gods to serve them, and to worship them, and

7 provoke me not to anger with the work of your hands ; and I will do you no hurt. Yet

ye have not hearkened unto me, saith the Lord ; that ye might provoke me to anger with

8 the work of your hands to your own hurt. Therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts : Because

9 ye have not heard my words, behold, I will send and take all the families of the north, saith

the Lord, and / will send unto Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon, my servant, and will

bring them against this land, and against the inhabitants thereof, and against all these nations

round about ; and I will utterly destroy them, and make them an astonishment, and an hiss-

10 ing, and perpetual desolations. Moreover I will take from them the voice of mirth and the

voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the sound of the

11 millstones, and the light of the candle. And this whole land shall be a desolation, and an

13 astonishment ; and these nations shall serve the king of Babylon seventy years. And it shall

come to pass, when seventy years are accomplished, that I will punish the king of Babylon,

and that nation, saith the Lord, for their iniquity, and the land of the Chaldeans ;
and I will

13 make it desolate for ever. And I will bring upon that land all my words which I have pro-

nounced against it, even all that is written in this book, wliich Jeremiah hath prophesied

14 against all the nations. For many nations and great kings shall serve themselves of them,

even of them : and I will recompense them according to their deeds, and according to the

work of their hands.

15 For thus saith the Lord, the God of Israel, unto me : Take the cup of the wine of this fury

16 at my hand, and cause all the nations, to whom I send thee, to drink it. And they shall drink,

17 and reel to and fro, and be mad, because of the sword that I will send among them. Then

took I the cup at the Lord's hand, and made all the nations to drink, unto whom the Lord
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18 had sent me : to wit, Jerusalem, and the cities of Judah, and the kings thereof, and the

princes thereof, to make them a desolation, an astonishment, an hissing, and a curse ; as it is

19 this day ; Pharaoh king of Egypt, and his servants, and his princes, and all his people
;

20 and all the mingled people, and all the kings of the land of Uz, and all the kings of the land

21 of the Philistines, and Ashkelon, and Gaza, and Ekron, and the remnant of Ashdod ; Edom,
23 and Moab, and the children of Amnion ; and all the kings of Tyre, and all the kings of Zidon,

23 and the kings of the isle which is beyond the sea ; Dedan, and Tenia, and Buz, and all that

24 have the corners of their Jiair polled ; and all the kings of Arabia, and all the kings of the

25 mingled people that dwell in the wilderness ; and all the kings of Ziniri, and all the kings of

26 Elam, and all the kings of the Medes ; and all the kings of the north, far and near, one with

another ; and all the kingdoms of the world, which are upon the face of the earth : and the

27 king of Sheshach shall drink after them. And thou shalt say unto them, Thus saitli the Loud
of hosts, the God of Israel : Drink ye, and be drunken, and spue, and fall, and rise no more,

28 because of the sword which I will send among you. And it shall be, if they refuse to take the

cup at thine hand to drink, then slialt thou say unto them. Thus saith the Lord of hosts : Ye
29 shall surely drink. For, lo, T begin to work evil at the city which is called by my name, and

should ye be utterlj' inipunished ? Ye shall not be inipuuished : for I will call for a sword

80 upon all the inhabitants of the earth, saith the Lord of hosts. Therefore prophesy thou

against them all these words, and say unto them, The Lord shall roar from on high, and

utter his voice from his holy habitation ; he shall mightily roar against his fold ; he shall

31 give a shout, as they that tread tJie grapes, against all the inhabitants of the earth. A noise

shall come even to the end of the earth ; for the Lord hath a controversy with the nations, he

will plead with all flesh ; as for the wicked, he will give them to the sword, saith the Lord,

82 Thus saith the Lord of hosts, Behold, evil shall go forth from nation to nation, and a great

83 tempest shall be raised up from the uttermost parts of the earth. And the slain of the Loud
shall be at that day from one end of the earth even unto the other end of the earth : they

shall not be lamented, neither gathered, nor buried ; they shall be dung upon the face of the

84 ground. Howl, yc sbepherds, and cry ; aiid wallow yourselves in asJies, ye principal of the

flock : for the days of your slaughter are fully come, and I will break you in pieces, and ye

83 shall fall like a pleasant vessel. And the shepherds shall have no way to flee, nor the princi-

86 pal of the flock to escape. A voice of the cry of the shepherds, and the howling of the prin-

87 cipal of the flock ! for the Lord layeth waste their pasture. And the peaceable folds are

88 brought to silence because of the tierce anger of the Lord. He hatli forsaken his covert, as

the lion : for their land is become an astonishment because of the fierceness of the oppressing

sword, and because of his fierce anger.

Cliap. 25. The date of this chapter is defi-

nitely given—viz., in the fourth year of Je-

hoiakim was also the first of King Nebuchad-

nezzar—the very year in which the first great

invasion of Judea was made by the conibini^d

forces of Chaldea, Moab, Ammou and Syria.

(See 2 K. 24 : 1, 2.) The great central thought

of ihe chapter is, Jchorali, Jviny of the nations

of the earth, judging and punishing them for

their iniquities ; beginning here with His own
covenant but now apostate people ; continuing

and widening the sweep of His judgments, so

as to include Egypt and all those powers of

Western Asia which had allied themselves with

Egypt and Judea against the Chaldean emjiire
;

and then, after seventy years, turning His iiand

in righteous retribution to judge aud punish

the Chaldeans and proud Babylon. How God
would bring about these visitations of judg-

ment ; how He would pass around among all

the nations the wine-cup of His wrath, and

make them drink to their own infatuation, and

reeling, and madness, so that they would fall an

easy prey to those enemies whom the Lord

would use as His rod for their destruction, are

also embraced in this chapter. H. C.

This chapter seems to come next in succes-

sion to cliaps. 32, 33. It is dated in the fourth

year of Jehoiakim, aud most probably belonged

to the earliest part of that year. For the de-

feat of the Egyptians at Carchemish, aud the

subsequent taking of Jerusalem, are both

placed in the same year. But from verse 9 I

think it may be concluded that Nebuchadnez-

zar had but just entered upon his expedition,

and had not yet carried into execution any of

tliose designs for whic^h God thf^re says He
would " send and take" him. The propliet

reproveth the J(!ws for their disregard of the

Divine calls to repentance (verses 1-7). He
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foretelleth their subjugation, together with

that of the neighboring nations, to the liing of

Babylon for seventy years, and the fall of the

Babylonish empire at that period (verses 8-14).

The same is foreshown under the symbol of the

cup of God's wrath, with which Jeremiah is

sent, perhaps in a vision, unto all the nations,

which are enumerated at large, to make them

drink of it to their utter subversion (verses

15-29). And the like prophecy is the third

time repeated in a strain of sublime and poetic

imagery (verse 30 to the end). Blayncy.

3, 4. In verse 3 the prophet solemnly re-

minds the people how long he had been bear-

ing to them the messages of the Lord, even

since the thirteenth year of Josiah—then twenty-

three 3^ears. Josiah reigned thirty-one years
;

Jehoahaz three months ; Jehoiakim was now
in his fourth year. Hence the footing stands

thus : Under Josiah say nineteen ; under the

next two kings four—equal to twenty-three.

He reminds them filso that he had brought

these messages in solemn earnestness, rising up

early and speaking, as one awake betimes,

upon whose heart the burden lay so heavily

that his sleep was short and the morning hour

found him waiting and full of ardor for his

work. But they had not hearkened. Other

prophets, too, Zephaniah and Habakkuk, had

the Lord sent to them. H. C.

Jeremiah had been a constant preacher among
them twenty-three years ; he began in the thir-

teenth year of Josiah, who reigned thirty-one

years ; so that he prophesied about eighteen or

nineteen years in his reign, then in the reign of

Jehoahaz, and now four years of Jehoiakim's

reign. God keeps an account, whether we do

or no, how long we have enjoyed the means of

grace ; and the longer we have enjoyed them,

the heavier will our account be if we have not

improved them. IL

9. Nchuchddrezzar the king of Babylon, My
servant. Kings and princes are the great in-

struments of providence with respect to human
affairs. Some of them God raises up to be ex-

ecutioners of His judgments upon sinful peo-

ple ; such was he of whom God saith (Hos.

13 : 11), " I gave thee a king in Mine auger."

Such was Nebuchadnezzar here spoken of,

whom God calls Mis "servant," because he
" wrought for Him," as God speaks concerning

him (Ezek. 29 : 20)—that is, he executed God's

judgments upon Tyre, God making use of his

ambition and desire of conquest, and prosper-

ing his arms, in order to the punishment of the

neighboring countries for their sins. See a

like instance in the king of Assyria, whom

G(;d calls " the rod of His anger" (Isa. 10 : 5).

W. Lowth.

9-1 1. There is not the slightest doubt that

Jeremiah, following Micah, who lived a cen-

turj' before, foretold the destruction and cap-

tivity in the Chaldean period, and added the

notice of a return after seventy years. This is

recorded in Jer. 25 : 9-11 ; and the circum:

stances are such, that if the delivery of this

prophecy be denied, no event in the life of the

prophets can be accepted. Now this issue

could not have been foreseen by an}' natural

means. The return of a departed people was
against all historical analogies, as not only the

case of the Ten Tribes showed, but the existing

usage on which recent discoveries have thrown

so much light, of occupying such conquered

lands by an exchange of peoples, that admitted

usually of no succeeding break or disturbance-

Now the utterance of Jeremiah was fulfilled by

the edict of Cyrus (c.c. 536), a fact which is

not contested ; and all that is required is to

suppose that Jeremiah, instead of counting

from the last siege and captivity (u.c. 588),

counts from the first (b.c. 606), as captivity

then really began. Cairns.

1 0. Hie sound of the millstones, and the light

of the candle. In the East the people grind

their corn at break of day ; and on going out

in a morning, one hears everywhere the noise

of the mill, accompanied with the voice and

songs of those that grind. Sir J. Chardin.

There is an affecting contrast in the text.

Gloomy shall be the silence of the morning,

melancholy the shadows of the evening ; no

cheerful noise to animate the one, no enliven-

ing ray to brighten the darkness of the

other. Desolation shall everywhere reign.

II<irmer.

10, 11. In Oriental life the sound of the

millstone is heard in every famil}-, each one

doing its grinding with its own hand-mill. So

the light of a candle is among the necessaries

of comfortable life. Hence not only should all

joyous sounds cease from those lands, but all

the sounds of busy common life, indicating

that the country was left void of inhabitants

—

an utter desolation. " An astonishment" of

course means an occasion for astonishment to

all the people of the earth ; a marvel before the

world. The duration of this wide sway of

Babylon and of the Chaldean jjower should be

seventy years. The records of profane history

concur with the testimony of Scripture to con-

firm the fact here stated. Beginning with the

reign of Nebuchadnezzar, the duration of that

dynasty was seventy years, closing with its
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subversion by Cyrus at the head of the com-

bined armies of Media and Persia. In the line

of profane history we have a witness, every

way competent and worthy, in the so-called

" Canon of Ptolemy," which contains a table

of the reigns of the several monarchs of Baby-

lon from B.C. 747 to b.c. 331—the end of the

Persian dynasty. " This ancient document,''

remarks George Rawliuson, "which has al-

ways stood high in authority, has recently

been confirmed in so many points by the in-

scriptions found in the ruins of Nineveh and

Babylon, that its authentic character is estab-

lished beyond all possibility of cavil and dis-

pute." In this canon we have the reign of

Nebuchadnezzar, forty-three years ; of Evil-

merodach, two ; of Neriglissar, four ; of Na-

bouned (alias Labynetus), seventeen ; and

jointly with him in the closing period of his

reign, his son, Belshazzar ; in all equal to sixty-

six ; an approximation to the scriptural record

which seems to make the time about seventy.

In the line of Scripture history, we have the

authority of Daniel (9:1, 3), who in the first

year after the fall of the Chaldean dynasty,

finding by the prophecies of Jeremiah that the

captivity was set for seventy years, saw in his

own personal history that this period was near

its close. He went to Babylon with the first

captives in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, and

of course knew that he had been there then

about seventy years. The length of Nebu-

chadnezzar's reign, the most important item in

this chronological series, is in like manner con-

firmed by the concurrent testimony of both

sacred and profane history. Sacred history

gives us first the years of Jehoiakim coincident

with Nebuchadnezzar

—

i.e., eleven, less four,

equal to seven. Add to this the years of the

captivity of Jehoiachin, his immediate successor

—viz., tliirty-six ; the amount is forty-three.

In the line of profane history, not only the

" Canon of Ptolemy," but the testimony of

Berosus makes his reign forty-three years. Of

course in our text (verse 11) " the king of

Babj'lon" is not to be restricted to any one

king, but embraces the dynasty of Babylonian

kings down to the Persian rule. See a differ-

ent but accurate form of stating the same gen-

eral fact in chap. 27 : 6, 7. H. C.

II. Those nations shall serve the king of

Babylon seventy years. The fixing of the time

during which the captivity should last would

be of great use, not only for the confirmation

of the prophecy, when the event (which in this

particular could by no human sagacity be fore-

seen) should exactly answer the prediction, but

for the comfort of the people of God in their

calamity, and the encouragement of faith and

prayer. Daniel, who was himself a prophet,

had an eye to it (Dan. 9 : 2). Nay, God Him-

self had an eye to it (2 Chron. 36 : 22), for there-

fore He stirred up the spirit of Cyrus, that the

word spoken by the mouth of Jeremiah might

be accomplished. Known unto God are all His

works, from the beginning of the world ; whicli

appears by this that when He has thought fit,

some of them have been made known to His

servants the prophets, and by them to His

Church.

12-14. The ruin of Babylon, at last, is here

likewise foretold, as it had been long be-

fore by Isaiah. The destroj^ers must them-

selves be destroyed and the rod thrown into

the fire, when tlie correcting work is done with

it. This shall be done when seventy years are

accomplished, for the destruction of Babylon

must make way for the deliverance of the cap-

lives. H.

And so it came to pass. After seventy years

the Medo-Persian power subjugated Babylon,

and struck the first fatal blow at her supremacy

and pride. She never rose again to her former

splendor. Not many years passed before the

doom of desolation marched on apace to its ac-

complishment, and Babylon went rapidly down
toward utter extinction. During more than

two thousand j'ears past it has been only a mass

of ruins. Verse 13 seems to allude to those ex-

tended prophecies of Jeremiah " against all the

nations" which we find in chaps. 46-51. Nat-

urally the critics raise the question how this

allusion can be accounted for in this place ?

Were those prophecies already written at this

time ? Or is this reference precisely prophetic

—i.e., in anticipation of portions yet to be writ-

ten and embraced in this Book of Jeremiah ?

Or w^as this clause added by the compiler of

these prophecies after all the materials of the

volume Jiad been written ? 1 incline to the

last-named supposition—viz., that the last half

of verse 13 was added by the compiler. In

verse 14, the rather unusual phrase, " Serve

themselves of them." means to exact service of

them
;

to compel them to serve. The tables

shall be turned ; the relation between the par-

ties reversed. Whereas Babylon made those

nations her servants for seventy years, they

shall make Babylon serve during other long

periods thereafter. (See chap. 27 : 6, 7 and Isa.

14:2.)

15, 16. It gives us a vivid sense of the great

truth so oflen illustrated in human history,

that whom God would destroy He first leaves
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to infatuation ; or, in the terse phrase of the

ancient heathen autliors :
" Whom the gods

would destroy, they first make mad."

17. " Made all the nations to drink," carries

out the peculiar phraseology brought to view

first in this prophet's original commission

(chap. 1 : 10) :
" See, I have this day set thee

over the nations to root out, to pull down, and

to destroy, and to throw down, to build and to

plant." What the prophet is commissioned to

announce, be is said to do ; or, as here, to

"make" the nations do. Of course this is a

figurative conception, involving no literal cup

of wine whatever.

1§. For obvious reasons, Jerusalem and Judah

come first. Their sins had been most provok-

ing to God. Indeed, it might be said, perhaps,

that their case determined (as to time and man-

ner) this whole series of judgments on the

nations of Western Asia, calling forth those

schemes of Divine providence which then raised

up the great Chaldean power, and made it a

hammer to break those nations in pieces. The

clause, " As it is this day," seems to have been

written by the compiler of these prophecies,

who added it after the first great instalment of

fulfilling events. H. C. It is most likely

that this narrative was either written by the

prophet himself, or dictated by him to Baruch,

who wrote for him, after the destruction of Je-

rusalem, when a compilation Avas made of all

his prophecies ; this supposition will account

for the words, " as it is this day," found at the

close of the 18th verse. Blayney.

19. Pharaoh of Egypt legitimately comes

next. For many centuries, even back to the

age of the early Pharaohs, the kingdom that

sat on the Nile had been the pitted antagonist

of the kingdom that sat on the Euphrates.

Between these two great powers of ancient

times, wars were frequent ; antipathies eternal.

Each sought to draw into alliance with itself

whatever other tribes and sovereignties lay in-

termediate or adjacent. Hence, Egypt had

drawn into her alliance the powers named in

these subsequent verses, especially verses

20-24, and consequently involved them in her

own doom. The first decisive blow against

the Egyptian power was struck in the great

battle at Carchemish, to which Jeremiah re-

fers (chap. 46 : 2). From this she never ral-

lied during the sway of this Chaldean dynasty.

H. C.

19-26. Pharaoh, king of Egypt, comes next,

because the Jews trusted to that broken reed

(verse 19) ; the remains of them fled to Egypt,

and then Jeremiah particularly foretold the de-

struction of that country (chap. 43 : 10, 11).

All the other nations that bordered upon Ca-

naan must pledge Jerusalem in this bitter cup,

this cup of trembling. The mingled people,

the Arabians, so some ; some rovers of divers

nations that lived by rapine, so others ; the

kings of the land of Uz, joined to the country

of tlie Edomites. The Philistines had been vex-

atious to Israel, but now their cities and their

lords became a prey to this mighty conqueror.

Edora, Moab, Ammon, Tyre and Zidon are

places well known to border upon Israel ; the

isles beyond or beside the sea are supposed to

be those parts of Phoenicia and Syria that lay

upon the coast of the Mediterranean Sea.

Dedan and the other countries mentioned

(verses 23, 24) seem to have lain upon the con-

fines of Idumea and Arabia the desert. Those

of Elam are the Persians, with whom the Medes

are joined, now looked upon as inconsiderable,

and yet afterward able to make reprisals upon

Babylon for themselves and all their neighbors.

The kings of the north, that lay nearer to Baby-

lon, and others that lay at some distance, will

be sure to be seized on and made a prey of

by the victorious sword of Nebuchadnezzar.

Nay, he shall push on his victories with such

incredible fury and success, that all the king-

doms of the world that were then and there

known should become sacrifices to his ambi-

tion. Upon this whole matter we may ob-

serve : 1. That there is a God that judges in

the earth, to whom all the nations of the earth

are accountable, and by whose judgment they

must abide. 2. That God can easily bring to

ruin the greatest nations, the most numerous

and powerful, and such as have been most se-

cure. 3. That those who have been vexatious

and mischievous to the people of God will be

reckoned with for it at last. Many of these

nations had in their turns given disturbance to

Israel, but now comes destruction on them.

The year of the Redeemer will come, even the

year of recompenses for the controversy of

Zion. II.

27-29. None of these nations could be ex-

cused from this wine-Ciip and its doom. Since

the Lord had begun with Mis own people as

having sinned against greater light, yet recog-

nizing them still as His own, He could not

judge them and leave other idolatrous nations

unpunished. See this law of the Divine ad-

ministration (1 Pet. 4 : 17, 18).

30-33. Calamities take a wide and fearful

sweep. The nations of the earth are agitated

with wars and conquests. A new power arises

in the person of the Chaldean empire, and gains
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a world-wide ascendency, subjugating all other

nations and tribes to its sway. This is titly

compared to the roaring of a lion and to his inhabited world. H. C

going forth to destroy ; or to an earthquake

Avhich rocks the nations from end to end of the

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXVI., IN VOL. VII., PAGE 399.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXVII., IX VOL. VIL, PAGE 430.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXVIII., IN VOL. VIL, PAGE 430.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXIX.

S89 : 1 Now these are the words of the letter that Jeremiah the prophet sent from Jerusalem

unto the residue of the elders of the captivitj^ and to the priests, and to the prophets, and to

all the people, whom Nebuchadnezzar had carried away captive from Jerusalem to Babylon :

2 (after that Jeconiah the king, and the queen-mother, and the eunuchs, and the princes of

Judali and Jerusalem, and the craftsmen, and the smiths, were departed from Jerusalem ;)

3 by the hand of Elasah the son of Shaphan, and Gemariah the son of Ililkiah, (whom Zedekiah

4 king of Judah sent unto Babylon to Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon,) saying, Thus saith

the LoKD of hosts, the God of Israel, unto all the captivity, whom I have caused to be cairied

5 away captive from Jerusalem unto Babylon : Build ye houses, and dwell in them ; and plant

6 gardens, and eat the fruit of them ; take ye wives, and beget sons and daughters ; and take

wives for your sons, and give your daughters to husbands, that they may bear sons and

7 daughters ; and multiply jc there, and be not diminished. And seek the peace of the city

whither I have caused you to be carried away captive, and pray unto the Loud for it : for in

8 the peace thereof shall ye have peace. For thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel

:

Let not your prophets that be in the midst of you, and your diviners, deceive you, neither

9 hearken ye to your dreams which ye cause to be dreamed. For they prophesy falsely unto

10 you in my name : I have not sent them, saith the Lord. For thus saith the Lord, After

seventy years be accomplished for Babylon, I will visit you, and perform my good word

11 toward you, in causing you to return to this place. For I know the thoughts that I think

toward you, saith the Lord, thoughts of peace, and not of evil, to give you hope in your

13 latter end. And ye shall call upon me, and }'e shall go and pray unto me, and I will hearken

13 unto you. And ye shall seek me, and find me, when ye sliall search for me with all your

14 heart. And I will be found of you, saith the Lord, and I will turn again your captivity,

and I will gather you from all the nations, and from all the places whither I have driven

you, saith the Lord ; and I will bring you again unto the place whence I caused you to be

15 carried away captive. For ye have said. The Lord hath raised us up prophets in Babylon.

16 For thus saith the Lord concerning the king that sittcth upon the throne of David, and con-

cerning all the people that dwell in this city, your brethren that are not gone forth with you

17 into captivity ; thus saith the Lord of hosts : Behold, I will send upon them the sword, the

famine, and the pestilence, and will nuUce them like vile figs, that cannot be eaten, they are

18 so bad. And I will pursue after them with the sword, with the faniini', and with the pesti-

lence, and will deliver them to be tossed to and fro among all the kingdoms of the earth, to

be an execration, and an astonishment, and an hissing, and a reproach, among all the nations

19 whither I have driven them : because they have not hearkened to my words, saith the Lord,

wherewith I sent unto them my servants the prophets, rising up earl}' and sending them
;

20 but ye would not hear, saith the Lord. Hear ye therefore the word of the Lord, all ye of

the captivity, whom I have sent away from Jerusalem to Babylon.
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21 Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, concerniug Ahab the son of Kolaiah, and
concerning Zedekiah the son of Maaseiah, whicli prophes}^ a lie unto you in my name : Be-

hold, I will deliver them into the hand of Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon ; and he shall

22 slay them before your eyes ; and of them shall be taken up a curse by all the captives of

Judah which are in Babylon, saying, The Lord make thee like Zedekiah and like Ahab,
23 whom the king of Babylon roastetl in the fire : because they have wrought folly in Israel,

and have committed adulter}^ with their neighbours' Avives, and have spoken words in my
name falsely, which I commanded them not ; and I am he that knoweth, and am witness,

saith the Lord.

24, 25 And concerning Shemaiah the Nehelamite thou shalt speak, saying, Tlius speaketh the

Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, saying. Because thou hast sent letters in thine own name
unto all the people that are at Jerusalem, and to Zephaniah tlie son of Maaseiah the priest,

26 and to all the priests, saying. The Lord hath made thee priest in the stead of Jehoiada the

priest, that ye should be officers in the house of the Lord, for every man that is mad, and
27 maketh himself a prophet, tliat thou shouldest put him in the stocks and in shackles. Now

therefore, why hast thou not rebuked Jeremiah of Anathoth, which maketh himself a prophet

28 to you, forasmuch as he hath sent unto us in Babylon, saying. The captirity is long : l)ui]d

29 ye houses, and dwell in them ; and plant gardens, and eat the fruit of them ? And Zepha-

30 niah the priest read this letter in the ears of Jeremiah the prophet. Then came the word of

31 the Lord unto Jeremiah, saying. Send to all them of the captivity, saying, Tiius saith the

Lord concerniug Shemaiah the Nehelamite : Because that Shemaiah hath prophesied unto
32 you, and I sent him not, and he hath caused you to trust in a lie ; therefore thus saith the

Lord, Behold, I will punish Shemaiah the Nehelamite, and his seed ; he shall not have a man
to dwell among this people, neither shall he behold the good that I will do unto my people,

saith the Lord : because he hath spoken rebellion against the Lord.

Chap. 29. According to the proper ar-

rangement, this chapter appears to follow the

24th ; being the second of those which were

delivered in the early part of Zedekiah's reign.

(See the note at the beginning of chap. 24.)

Some embarrassment and incoherence are to be

perceived in particular parts of this chapter,

which are removed by transposing verse 15 and

placing it immediately before verse 21, where

it stands in the version of the Septuagint. Bj'

this emendation a due order and connection is

restored both in the place from whence the

verse is removed and in that to which it is re-

stored.

This chapter contains the substance of two

letters written at different times, as is evident

from comparing verse 28 with verses 4, 5 ; al-

though the title at the beginning announces

only one, and there is no mark of distinction to

be found afterward. The distinction, however,

is certainly to be made at the end of verse 20.

For in the first letter the prophet exhorts the

captives to accommodate themselves to their

present circumstances, under an assurance that

their captivity would last to the end of seventy

years, after which period, and not before, God
would visit and restore them. And to prevent

their listening to any false suggestions that

might flatter them with hopes of a speedy re-

turn, he informs them of what would happen

to their brethren that were left behind at Jeru-

salem, for whom a harder fate was reserved

than for those that had been carried away.

After this, finding, as it should seem, upon the

return of the messengers, the little credit his

first message had met with, he sends a second

to the same persons, denouncing the Divine

judgments against three of their false proph-

ets, by whose influence chiefly the people had

been prevented from hearkening to his good

advice. Blayney.

The second letter by Jeremiah followed the

first with no long interval. Tliis letter shows

that the Lord made use of Jeremiah in Ilis

spiritual care and culture, not only of the peo-

ple remaining in Judea, but of those who were

taken into captivity as well. The sympathies

of the prophet were strongly with those cap-

tives. In his policy he warmly approved of

their giving themselves up to the king of Baby-

lon. He knew that God had repeatedly prom-

ised good to those who should do this, and that

He depended on those captives to preserve Ilis

word and name among Ilis people, and purposed

to take from among them His choice seed for re-

])lanting the land of promise, and re-establish-

ing the institutions of religion there. Hence
lie entered warmly into the spirit of this inter-

esting correspondence. It is not clear that

Jeremiah ever went to Babylon to labor with
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his captive brethren there in person. The next

thing to a personal visit—a kind, fraternal

epistle—he could give them, and did. Of his

mission to the Euphrates, referred to in chap.

13 : 1-7, nothing further is known, save that

briefest possible notice. 11. C.

1 . 7b the prophets. Ezekiel and Daniel were

then in captivity—Daniel in Babylon, and

Ezekiel in Mesopotamia, on the river Chebar.

Ezekiel did not begin prophesying till the fifth

3'ear of the captivity of Jeconiah ; but Daniel

was already acknowledged as a j^rophet of the

Lord. There were probably other prophets

also in that country, to whom Jeremiah ad-

dresses this letter ; nor is it at all singular, that

one prophet should advise and instruct others.

David received instructions from Nathan ; and

Peter informs us that the prophets applied

themselves to the study of the writings of the

more ancient prophets. Daniel read and stud-

ied Jeremiah. The Chaldee, under the name
of "prophets," understands the scribes, or

doctors of the law ; the LXX translate the He-

brew by " false prophets." Calmct.

1-3. " The remnant of the elders" are named
specially and first among the parties addressed,

because they have all along been the most hope-

ful class. If the reader will bear in mind, that

falling back to a point twelve years before the

captivity of Jehoiacliiu, we come to the death

of Josiah, and that his great reformation com-
menced in his twelfth year, while his deatli oc-

curred in his thirtj'-tirst, he will see that those

nineteen years of reformation would lie within

the active life of the elders here addressed.

Might not these words of the prophet stir up
in their hearts precious reminiscences of those

better days ? The reader will find this captiv-

ity of Jeconiah and others historically recorded

in 2 K. 24 : 12-16 ; 2 Chron. 36 : 10, and referred

to in Jer. 22 : 26 ; 28 : 4.

4-6. Let them by all means keep their eye

on the liand and purpose of God in their cap-

tivity, and so the more patientlj' bear their pri-

vations and wait in hope for the good which
lies at the end of all the Lord's great purposes.

This point having been suggested, the Lord
directs them to make their homes there, to sur-

round themselves as they might be able with

the comforts of life, and raise up families so

that they should be not diminished, but rather

increased, because better times would surely

come for their children to enjoy and to fill with

their earnest and useful activities. H. C.

Uow to make the best of adversity. Jeremiah
advises the captives in Babylon to take a course

that is eminently brave and wise. The first in-

clination would be to stir up a useless revolt,

the second to sit down in sullen despondency.

When trouble overcomes us we are tempted to

follow one or other of these courses—to rebel

or to despair. Jeremiah teaches us, as he

taught the Jews of his day, that neither is

right. He indicates a better way. Submit
patientl}^ to inevitable adversity. Seek the

brightest course under the darkest circum-

stances. The captives could not return home.

They were not, therefore, to treat the land of

their exile as a hopeless desert, but to build

and plant and eat the fruit of it. Cherish

hopes for the future under the most trying

present circumstances. The Jews were to re-

member the promise of the restoration. They
were not to allow their race to die out (verse 6).

A. great future was still before them. History

has confirmed the prediction of the prophets.

The scattered and ruined people were recalled

to their homes. From the stock of the de-

spondent exiles there sprang not only all that

was great and good in later Jewish history,

but also Jesus Christ and Christianity. In our

darkest moments we should not forget that,

though not a ray of light has yet appeared on

the horizon, the sun will surely rise and the

day return. Christianity is peculiarly a relig-

ion of the future ; it encourages us to press for-

ward to the golden age which is yet to come.

Adeney.

7. It behoved them so to pray and labor for

the good of even proud Babylon, that their

spirit and life should adorn the religion of the

God of their fathers. So they would make
their life both useful and pleasant while they

remained there, and would hopefully prepare

the way for returning to their own more loved

home, in the land made sacred by ancient

promise and by their fathers' graves. H. C.

God assures His people that Babylon's peaco

is their peace. This sets before us a principle

of action which Christian people cannot too

diligently observe. While it is true that we
are not of this world, but must constantly rise

superior to its habits and maxims, yet at the

same time we cannot do too much to maintain

the stability of governments and the public

order of the land in which we live. While the

Spirit of God promotes the highest individuali-

ty. He also promotes the greatest order (1 Tim.

2 : 1-4). Y.
" In the peace thereof shall ye have peace."

All parts of the social system are so linked to-

gether by a law of mutual dependence and in-

fluence that the well-being of one is, in a meas-

ure, the well-being of all. " The eye cannot
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say to the hand," etc. ;
" Whether one member

suffer," etc. We are all personally affected for

good or ill by the political order and the gen-
eral tone of the moral life around us. There
are deep rankling wounds in the body politic-
ignorance, drunkenness, roving beggary, do-

mestic vice and violence, the systematic train-

ing of the young in crime, the oppression of

the hireling in his wages, etc.—which it is to

the interest of us all most earnestly to seek to

heal. No class of the community can escape
the ill effect of these things, and religion does
but bring us into the deeper sympathy with
those who most suffer by such forms of wrong.
And we are bound to live for the world's highest

benefit. '
' Seek the peace of the city, and pray

to the Lord for it." Real peace is the fruit of

righteousness. There can be none while the

Divine order is violated and the Divine will set

at nought. The Gospel is in every way God's
message of peace to the world. The Church is

called to be the " light of the world" and the

"salt of the earth," as a witness for God's
truth and righteousness. The Christian phi-

lanthropist alone has in his hands a thorough
cure for the diseases and woimds of our hu-

manity
; and of all the weapons he can wield

in his conflict with them, none so mighty as

prayer, inasmuch as that unseals the fount of

all blessing, and brings down from heaven the

healing, saving power. Well may a Cliristian

apostle enlarge and emphasize the old pro-

phetic message, saying, " I exhort therefore,

first of all, that supplications, prayers, inter-

cessions, thanksgivings, be made for all men"
(1 Tim. 2 : 1-4). W.
Thus the primitive Christians, according to

the temper of their holy religion, prayed for

the powers that were, though thsy were perse-

cuting powers. And if they were to pray for

and seek the peace of tlie land of their captivi-

ty, much more reason have we to pray for the
welfare of the land of our nativity, where we
are a free people under a good government,
that in the peace thereof we and ours may have
peace. Every passenger is concerned in the

safety of the ship. H.

8, 9. Even far away in Babylon and among
the better class of the Jews, the false prophets
and vain dreamers were still a curse to the peo-
ple, and it was needful that the Lord through
Jeremiah should warn them of these men.
H. C.

10. After seventy years be accomplished at

Babylon. This prophecy was first delivered in

the fourth year of Jehoiakim, and the same
year it began to be put in execution, seventy

years from which time will bring us down to

the first year of Cyrus, when he made procla-

mation for the restoration of the Jews, and the
rebuilding of the Temple at Jerusalem. If we
fi.x the commencement of the seventy years at

the time when Jerusalem was burned and de-

stroyed, their conclusion will fall about the
time when Darius issued his decree for rebuild-

ing the Temple, after the work had been sus-

pended. Or if we fix their commencement at

the time when Nebuzaradan carried away the
last remainder of the people, and completed
the desolation of the land, their conclusion will

fall about the time when the Temple was fin-

ished and dedicated, and the first passover was
solemnized in it. " So that. " as Dean Prideaux
says, " taking it Avhich way you will, and at

what stage you please, the prophecy of Jere-

miah will be fully and exactly accomplished
concerning this matter." It may be said to

have been accomplished at three different times
and in three different manners

; and therefore,

possibly, all might have been intended, though
the first, without doubt, was the principal ob-

ject of the prophecJ^ Bp. Newton.

I will visit you. There were but few of these

captives, in comparison, who returned in per-

son to their own country. (See Ezra 3:12.) So
this promise was chiefly fulfilled in their pos-

terity
; and it is common in Scripture to speak

of blessings bestowed upon the children, as if

they had been actually made good to their

progenitors. W. Loicth.

10, II. It had been intimated in a some-
what indefinite way that the captivity would
continue but seventy years (chap. 25 : 11, 12).

The precise thing said there was that those na-

tions, subdued by the king of Babylon, should
serve him seventy years, and then the Lord
would reverse those political relations and make
Babylon the servant and other nations the mas-
ters. But here it is clearly said that after sev-

enty yeai-s God would visit His people there

and restore them to their own land. To con-

firm this to their wavering hearts, the Lord
beautifully subjoins, " For I know My thoughts

touching you. that they are thoughts of good
and not of evil, to make your latter end hope-
ful and happy." H. C.

II. Thoughts of peace. Such is the consol-

ing word that God sends to His " banished
ones" in their afliiction. He bids His ser-

v^ant " speak comfortably" to them, even now
that their "warfare" is only beginning, and
they are having their first taste of the bitter-

ness of exile. Blending with the lamentations

of the weeping captives as they " hung their
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harps on the willows by the waters of Baby-

lon," we can imagine that this gracious word

would have a more salutary effect upon them

than the living voice of the prophet ever

had. W.
B2, 13. But these great blessings can come

only through prayerfully seeking the face of

God and finding mercy before Him. The bless-

edness of this captivit}^ would lie in its thor-

oughly uprooting their idolatry, emptying their

souls of all self-righteous reliance on the forms

of religion, and in casting them only and wholly

upon the Lord their God. Thus self-emptied,

consciously guilty and needy, they would seek

after God. At this point He gave them His

promise to hear and to save. Beautifully the

Lord expands these cardinal ideas in respect to

what constitutes successful seeking :
" Ye shall

seek and find when ye shall search for Me icith all

your ]ieart." "When they were deeply and sol-

emnly in eai'nest, when they could think of

nothing else, when llieir whole souls were ab-

sorbed in the one supreme desire to find God

—

then, so seeking, they would surely find. To
such seeking God gives His promise, but to no

other sort of seeking, to no seeking which en-

lists but half the heart, to no seeking which

but slightly moves the sensibility, or which in-

spires effort only now and then, spasmodically.

The illustrations given to the same point by

our Divine Lord in such cases as blind Bar-

timeus, the Syropheuician woman, and the

prodigal son, develop the same quenchless zeal,

the same determined purpose, the same intense,

all-absorbing interest and devotion. Precisely

this is searching for the Lord with all the heart.

It is the only way of seeking God so as to find

Him. God has a right to demand both honesty

and sincerity ; and He does. He has a right to

suspend the blessings of His mercy upon this

sole condition, that they shall be sought with

all the lieart. He does so. II. C.

12. ¥c shall cull upon Me, ye sliall

S;o and pray unto Ific, aii<l I will
liearken unlo you. The Lord's car is in-

clined to hear the prayer of the godly. He
takes it well that they offer it up as due wor-

ship to Him ; that they desire tnus to serve

Him. He accepts of those offerings gracious-

ly, passes by the imperfections in them, and

hath regard to their sincere intention and de-

sire. It i^leases Him well, that they delight in

praj^er as converse with Him ; that they love

to be much with Him, to speak- to Him often,

and still aspire by this way to more acquaint-

ance with Him. He willingly hears their pray-

ers as the expressions of their necessities and

desires, being both rich and bountiful ; He
loves to have blessings drawn out of His hands

that way. Leighton.

Genuine prayer is passing by and putting

aside all legal and official conceptions of God,

and coming face to face with Him as Father,

Friend and Helper. It does not leave out of

thought the conception of His kingdom, the

holy and beneficent order of His universe. It

cries out for it. But it begins with His name,

His personality. It takes the gifts that that

order brings as the daily bread from a Father's

hand. It cries for His forgiveness of the sins

which have come between us and Him, and

pleads to that end that we have been forgiving

and loving toward our brethren. It cries for

His wise guidance through a world of tempta-

tions, \\ here every step we take seems to be de-

termined by inevitable law. S. S. T.

Prayer is the expression of our wants to God
as our Father. Too many pray as criminals

deprecating the wrath of a judge, instead of

praying as children asking the blessing of our

Father who is in heaven. The first model

prayer taught us is, " Our Father which art in

heaven ;" and the less of deprecation and the

more filial confidence in our prayers, the more

we exhibit the characteristic spirit of the Gos-

pel of Christ. But when all is deep and ear-

nest deprecation of wrath, without one single

expression of filial trust, such a litany or prayer

sounds more like the wail of despair than the

hopeful cry of the still beloved, though long a

prodigal son, seeking bread from his father's

stores, and a shelter under his father's roof-

tree. For what did the prodigal say, at his

greatest distance from home, in the depth and

bitterness of his worst estrangement ? "I will

arise and go to my father." That was the last

lingering tie or link within him, and that

thought thrilled, in blessed vibrations, through

his soul, awakened in his lonely heart all the

music of the blessed, and made him arise, and

with delighted hopes go to his father, and

seek—what he found there— a blessing, and

bread, and a joyous welcome. Cummiug.

What is prayer for ? Not to inform God nor

to move Him, unwilling, to have mercy, as if,

like some proud prince. He required a certain

amount of recognition of His greatness as the

price of His favors. But to fit our own hearts

by conscious need, and true desire and de-

pendence, to receive the gifts which He is ever

willing to give, but we are not always fit to re-

ceivc. As Augustine has it, the empty vessel

is by prayer carried to the full fouutaia

A. M.
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As faith is the one great jirinciple of the

spiritual life, so is prayer its one great exercise.

And though prayer is a very simple thing, and

it is perfectly easy to grasp the idea of going

to God for what we want, and telling out be-

fore Him the desires of our hearts, all experi-

ence teaches that prayer—at all events, stated

and continuous prayer—is very difficult to

practise. The true policy in spiritual things

always is to endeavor, and to go on endeavor-

ing, after that which we feel quite unequal to

do. Where you cannot pray as you wish, pray

at all events as you can, and make more vigor-

ous endeavor. If you are troubled and re-

buffed by distractions in your prayer, pray on
;

*' stretch forth thy hand" at the gate of mercy,

till something is put into it from above.

E. M. G.

The pattern of prayer taught by Christ

teaches that true prayer is a child's voice to

its Father ; that it puts God's glory first and

ourselves second ; that the deepest desire should

be for the hallowing in men's hearts and

thoughts of the revealed character of God,

which will bring His kingdom ; that, for our-

selves, our outward wants should be the lowest

subject of prayer, and our desires be limited

within modest compass ; that forgiveness is our

universal and daily need, and cannot be given

to the unmerciful ; and that, after pardon, we
ever need guarding, lest we fall. A. M.

" No answer to prayer" must ever be writ-

ten over the petitions of all who, having asked,

expect that all is done. Even if the thing

asked is all and altogether beyond the range of

what we ourselves could bring about, never-

theless we may have an all-important part in

the answering of our requests. No one can

tell what little thing, wrought in answering

obedience to God's call, may fashion itself into

the events that are to combine in unity to

make our answered prayer, or that may fit us

for the reception of the answer. For it is as

true that we need the preparation for the an-

swer to our prayers as it is that we need to

pray at all. All praying has a place, a most

real place, in the economy of God, as He shapes

us after His image and likeness as the clay is

fashioned by the hands of the potter. Perhaps

it is here that more prayers are awaiting an

answer, and so are at present unanswered for

individual souls, than almost anywhere else
;

for the preparation within for the answer, and

the moving out which has in it the willingness

to do all that God gives us to do, to make the

answer to the prayer easy and present and

practically possible. It may be that God is

going to heal with a word, but it is much more
likely that He will call upon us in all natural

and spiritual ways to have some part in the

healing, and men must not complain that prayer

-is not answered who are not up and about the

work God appoints for them. One way and
only one makes possible no prayers unan-

swered, that we seek only God, God HimseL '

then everywhere, on the right hand and the

left, on sea or land, we can never miss the an-

swer to all our desire, for God is in all places,

and neither height, nor depth, nor any other

creature can separate us from His love in Christ

Jesus our Lord. Anon.

13. Ye !!>liall seek ITIc and And Me,
when ye shall search for ]IIe wxtlk
all your heart. Religious character is more
than mere natural character, and different from
it, as what we are by constitution is different

from what we do, and practically seek, and
freely become. It is that which lies in choice,

and for which we are thus responsible. It is

made by what the soul's liberty goes after with

a reigning devotion, what it chooses and lives

for as its end. If the man, therefore, lives ioi

himself or for the world, as all men do in the

way of sin, he is without God, without relig-

ious character, and is all the more guilty in it

that his nature is feeling after God in throes of

disappointed longing. A man is never in re-

ligious character till he has found God ; and he

will never find Him till his whole voluntary

nature goes after Him, and chimes with Him
in His principles and ends. Whatever ends he

has had of his own must be given up as being

his own, and God's must be enthroned in him
by a supreme devotion. " Ye shall seek for

Me and find Me, if ye search for Me with all

your heart. " Bushnell.

In seeking God, we must search for Him, ac-

complish a tliligent search, search for directions

in seeking Him and encouragements to our

faith and hope. We must continue seeking,

and take pains in seeking as those that search
;

and this we must do with our heart, in sin-

cerity and uprightness, and with our whole

heart, with vigor and fervency, putting forth

all that is within us in prayer ; those who thus

seek God shall find Him, and shall find Him
their bountiful Rewarder (Heb. 11 : 6). He
never said to such. Seek ye Me in vain. H.

Our lives are determined by our practical

theology, our working knowledge of or our

common feeling about God. The life is never

better than the heart's secret thought of God-

True love makes straight paths from heart to

heart. AVho truly loves must seek, as the neo-
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41e does the magnet point. " And ye shall

find Me." Ah, what a discovery is that !

Men count those fortunate who discover a gold-

mine, who discover a continent, who discover

a law in nature, who discover a new star calm-

ly sweeping through space—but what is that

to him who discovers God ! InteiHor.

God must have the heart or nothing, and have

its direct loyalty and love, or none that is accept-

ed. He looks in to see which way the inmost

spirit kneels—and not Sunday only, but all days

—whether toward the Father of Righteousness

or some idol of the popular admiration. He
lifts the folds that are plaited so cunningly over

our inmost selves, and judges what that inner

rule is by which we refuse or accept bribes

from the hand of man or woman, by which we
do or scorn to do an unclean deed. So that, in

reality, the difference between seeking God and

seeking Him not is something more than a rela-

tive or comparative difference. It is absolute

and decisive. It supposes a distinct centre of

attraction, and so another sort of life ; what

the New Testament calls a "new man."

F. D. H.

He seeks us before we seek Him. Our search

is the response of our hearts to His invitation

(Ps. 27 : 8). But this search must be made.

The promise of finding is attached to the con-

dition of seeking (Matt. 7 : 7). The prodigal

must return to his father before he can receive

the welcome home. Men are waiting for God
to visit them, reveal Himself to them, do some-

thing that will bring them back to Him. They
may wait forever and in vain. God is waiting

for us. It is our part to arise and seek Him.

This search must be with all tlie heart. The

reason why we are disappointed of the an-

swers of our prayers is often that our prayers

are so insincere, so cold, so half-hearted. It is

reasonable to expect God, the all-seeing, to an-

swer our prayers, not according to the vigor of

the language, but according to the fervency of

our desires. If we value the knowledge and

communion of God aright, we shall seek Him
with all the heart ; with the heart

—

i.e., sin-

cerely, spiritually, inwardly, not with mere

formal inquiries ; and with the whole heart

—

i.e., with singleness of purpose, intensity, ear-

nestness. " Blessed are they that seek God

with all the heart, for they shall find Him ;"

that is enough for a perfect beatitude. To find

God is to find our light, our rest, our home.

To know Him is life eternal ; to commune with

Him is the joy of heaven. Adeney.

15. Because ye have said. The Septuagint

properly inserts this verse between the twenti-

eth and the twenty-first, and thus the connection

here is not disturbed, and the connection below

completed. A. C.

20-23. From general remarks about the false

prophets, Jeremiah here becomes specific

;

names two of these false prophets, probably the

leaders ; details their case and announces their

terrible doom. When people wished to impre-

cate the direst curses on the worst of men, they

might say,
'

' The Lord make thee like Zedekiah

and Ahab, whom the king roasted in the fire."

Their crimes included both the most flagrant

immoralities and the most shocking blasphemy

in their work as false prophets. H. C.

20. Hear ye therefore the word. Dr. Blayney

thinks there were tioo letters written by the

prophet to the captives in Babylon, and that

the first ends with this verse. That having

heard, on the return of the embassy (Elasah

and Gemariah, whom Zedekiah had sent to

Babylon, and to whom the prophet entrusted

the above letter—verse 3), that thejcaptives had

not received his advices favorably, because

they were deceived by false prophets among
them, who promised them a speedier deliver-

ance, he therefore wrote a second letter, begin-

ning with the fifteenth verse, and going on with

the twenty-first, etc., in which he denounces

God's judgments on three of the chief of those

—Ahab, Zedekiah and Shemaiah.

^\. He shall slay them before your eyes. Neb-

uchadnezzar would be led by political reasons

to punish these pretended prophets, as their

predictions tended to make his Israelitish sub-

jects uneasy and disaffected ; and might ex-

cite them to rebellion. He therefore slew

them ; two of them it appears he burned

alive—viz., Ahab and Zedekiah. Burning alive

was a Chaldean punishment (Dan. 3:6; Amos
2 : 1). From them other nations borrowed

it. A. C.

24. Speak to Shemaiah. Zephaniah was the

second priest, sagan, or chief priest's deputy
;

and Seraiah, high-priest, when Jerusalem was

taken. (See chap. 52 : 24.) Shemaiah directs

his letter to the former, and tells him that God

had appointed him to supply the place of the

high-priest, who was probably then absent.

His name was either Azariah, or Seraiah, his

son, but called Jehoiada from the remarkable

zeal and courage of that pontiff. (See the pas-

sages in the margin.) Dodd,

24-29. Another of those false prophets

among the captives at Babylon, Shemaiah by

name, did not like the command sent out by

the hand of Jeremiah, " Build ye houses and

make yourselves homes and families there in
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Babylon." So he wrote back to Jerusalem to

all the people there, especially addressing Zeph-

aniah, the priest, reminding him of his respon-

sibilities and of his duty to suppress such mad
fellows as the Lord's true prophets by impris-

onment and the stocks. He especially named
Jeremiah of Anathoth, who he said was assum-

ing to be a prophet of the Lord among them.

The reader will note the contemptuous tone of

his description of the Lord's true prophets,
" For every man that is mad, and that maketh
himself a prophet." On receiving this letter,

Zephaniah read it to the prophet Jeremiah.

H. C. God's faithful prophets are here repre-

sented as prophets v^f their own making, usurp-

ers of the office, and lay intruders, and as men
that were mad, actuated by some demon, and

not divinely inspired ; or as distracted men, and

men in a frenzy. Thus the characters of the

false prophets are thrown upon the true ones.

If this had been indeed their character, they

ought to be bound as madmen and punished as

pretenders, and therefore he concludes that

Jeremiah must be so done to. He does not bid

them examine whether Jeremiah could produce
any proofs of his mission, and could make it

to appear that he was not mad. H.

30-32. Hereupon the Lord gives Jeremiah

a special message for this Shemaiah, which is

sent to all the captives—a terrible warning to

them all to beware how they encouraged the

false prophets, how they implicated themselves

in their wickedness, or in anywise gave heed to

their falsehoods. It also denounced upon him
the utter extermination of his family. God will

punish him and his posterity. Thus this chap-

ter affords yet other illustrations of the bold

and daring impiety of the false prophets ; of

the pernicious and widespread results of their

influence, and of the fearfully stringent meas-

ures which became necessary to eradicate thia

evil. H. C.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXX.

30 : 1, 2 The word that came to Jeremiah from the Lord, saying, Thus speaketh the

Loud, the God of Israel, saying, Write thee all the words that I have spoken unto thee in a

3 book. For, lo, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will turn again the captivity of my
people Israel and Judah, saith the Loud : and I will cause them to return to the land that I

gave to their fathers, and they shall possess it.

4 And these are the words that the Loud spake concerning Israel and concerning Judah.

5 For thus saith the Loud : We have heard a voice of trembling, of fear, and not of peace.

6 Ask ye now, and see whether a man doth travail with child : wherefore do I see every man
with his hands on his loins, as a woman in travail, and all faces are turned into paleness ?

7 Alas ! for that day is great, so that none is like it : it is even the time of Jacob's trouble ; but

8 he shall be saved out of it. And it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord of hosts,

that I will break his yoke from off thy neck, and will burst thy bands ; and strangers shall

9 no more serve themselves of him : but they shall serve the Lord their God, and David their

10 king, whom I will raise up unto them. Therefore fear thou not, O Jacob my servant, saith

the Loud ; neither be dismaj'^ed, O Israel : for, lo, I will save thee from afar, and thy seed

from the land of their captivity ; and Jacob shall return, and shall be quiet and at ease, and

11 none shall make him afraid. For I am with thee, saith the Loud, to save thee : for I will

make a full end of all the nations whither I have scattered thee, but I will not make a full

end of thee ; but I will correct thee with judgement, and will in no wise leave thee unpun-

ished.

12, 13 For thus saith the Loud, Thy hurt is incurable, and thy wound grievous. There

is none to plead thy cause, that thou mayest be bound up : thou hast no healing medicines.

14 All thy lovers have forgotten thee ; they seek thee not : for I have wounded thee with the

wound of an enemy, with the chastisement of a cruel one ; for the greatness of thine iniquity,

15 because thy sins were increased. Why criest thou for thy hurt ? thy pain is incurable : for

the greatness of thine iniquity, because thy sins were increased, I have done these things
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16 unto thee. Therefore all they that devour thee shall be devoured ; and all thine adversaries

every one of them, shall go into captivity ; and they that spoil thee shall be a spoil, and all

17 that prey upon thee will I give for a prey. For I will restore health unto thee, and I will

heal thee of tny wounds, saith the Lord ; because they have called thee an outcast, saying. It

18 is Zion, whom no man seeketh after. Thus saith the Lokd : Behold, I will turn again the

captivity of Jacob's tents, and have compassion on his dwelling places ; and the city shall be

19 builded upon her own heap, and the palace shall remain after the manner thereof. And out

of them shall proceed thanksgiving and the voice of them that make merry : and I will mul-

tiply them, and they shall not be few ; I will also glorify them, and they shall not be small.

20 Their children al.so shall be as aforetime, and their congregation shall be established before me,

21 and I will punish all that oppress them. And their prince shall be of themselves, and their

ruler shall proceed from the midst of them ; and I will cause him to draw near, and he shall ap-

proach unto me : for w^lio is he that hath had boldness to approach unto me ? saith the Lord.

22 And ye shall be my people, and I will be your God.

23 Behold, the tempest of the Lord, even his fury, is gone forth, a sweeping tempest : it shall

24 burst upon the head of the wicked. The tierce anger of the Lord shall not return, until he

have executed, and till he have performed the intents of his heart : in the latter days ye

shall understand it.

Chap. 30. This chapter and the next are

in the same strain, and must be assumed to

bear the same date. They manifestly contem-

plate the Captivity as fully begun, and were

written for the reading and the comfort of the

exiles already in their foreign land. For it

should be noted that this is not a message to

be pronounced orally to the people, but it is

to be written in a book, so that it may be sent

to the exiles as in the case of the letters con-

tained in chap. 29. Thus written for the

people in their captivity, its tone is mainly one

of promise and of rich encouragement. H. C.

This undated prophecy may not be unreason-

ably presumed to have followed immediately

after the preceding one, in which the restora-

tion of the people from the Babylonish captiv-

ity is in direct terms foretold. From hence

the transition is natural and easy to the more
glorious and general restoration that was to

take place in a more distant period, and was
designed for the ultimate object of the national

hopes and expectations. Both events are fre-

quently thus connected together in the pro-

phetic writings, and perhaps with this design,

that when that which was nearest at hand

should be accomplished it might afford the

strongest and most satisfactory kind of evi-

dence that the latter, how remote soever its

period, would in like manner be brought about

by the interposition of Providence in its due
season. Blayney.

l-S. Verse 2 raises the question. How much
is comprised in " all the words I have spoken

to thee" ? Verse 4 seems designed to answer

the question and to suggest the limitation

—

VIZ., to these words which follow in this im-

mediate connection, including this chapter and

probably the next (31). Hence it does not in-

clude all that we now have in the Book of Jere-

miah. At another time he was directed to

write out all his prophecies. (See chap. 36 : 2.)

Verse 3 gives the key-note of this chapter and

the next—the great elementary promise of res-

toration from the captivity to their own land.

This would be naturally addressed to the exiles.

H. C.

3. / icill bring again the captivity of my people

Israel and Judah. Israel and Judah having

been carried away^ by two distinct captivities,

into different parts of the world, several proph-

ecies of the Old Testament not only foretell the

restoration of each of them, but likewise their

reunion after their restoration. (See Ezek. 37 :

6-22; Hos. 1 : 11.) W. Loicth.

The present physical, moral, and social con-

dition of the Jews must be a miracle. We can

come to no other conclusion. Had they con-

tinued from the commencement of the Christian

era down to the present hour in some such na-

tional state in which we find the Chinese, walled

off from the rest of the human famih', and by

their selfishness on a national scale, and their

repulsions of alien elements, resisting every

assault from without in the shape of hoLtile in-

vasion, and from an overpowering national

pride, forbidding the introduction of new and

foreign customs, we should not see so much
mystery interwoven with their existence. But

this is not their st'ite— far from it. They are

neither a united and independent nation, nor a

parasitic province. They are peeled, and scat-

tered, and crumbled into fragments, but, like

the broken globules of quicksilver, instinct
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with a cohesive power, ever ready to amal-
gamate. Geography, arms, genius, politics,

and foreign lielp do not explain their exist-

ence
; time and climate and customs equally

fail to unravel it. None of these are or can be
the springs of their perpetuity. They have
been spread over every part of the habitable
globe

;
tliey have Uved under the regime of

every dynasty
; they have shared the protec-

tion of just laws, the proscriptions of cruel
ones, and witnessed the rise and progress of
both

; they have used every tongue, and have
lived in every latitude. The snows of Lap-
land have chilled, and the suns of Africa
scorched them. They liave drunk the Tiber,
the Thames, the Jordan, the Mississippi. In
every century, and every degree of latitude and
longitude, we find a Jew. It is not so with
any other race. Empires the most illustrious

have fallen, and buried the men that constructed
them

;
but the Jew has lived among the ruins,

a living monument of indestructibility. Per-
secution has unsheathed the sword and lighted
the fagot. Papal superstition and Moslem bar-
barism have smote with unsparing ferocity

;

penal rescripts and deep prejudice have visited
on them the most unrighteous chastisement,
and notwithstanding all, they survive.

Like their own bush on Mount Horeb, Israel

lias continued in the flames, but unconsumed.
Tliey are the aristocracy of Scripture, bereft
of their coronets—princes in degradation. A
Babylonian, a Theban, a Spartan, an Athenian,
are names known in history onlv ; their

shadows alone haunt the world and flicker on
its tablets. A Jew walks every street, dwells
in every capital, traverses every exchange, and
relieves the monotony of the nations of the
earth. The race has inherited the heirloom of
immortality, incapable of extinction or amal-
gamation. Like streamlets from a common
head, and composed of waters of a peculiar
nature, they have flowed along every stream,
without blending with it, or receiving its color
or its flavor, and traversed the surface of the
globe, to the close of the many centuries,

peculiar, distinct, alone. The Jewish race at

this day is the most striking seal of the truth
of the Sacred Oracles. There is no possibility

of accounting for their perpetual isolation,

their depressed but distinct being on any
grounds save those revealed in the records of
truth. Their aggregate and individual charac-

ter is as remarkable as their (;ircumstances.

Meanness the most abject and pride the most
overbearing—the degradation of helots, and
yet a conscious and a manifest sense of the dig-

nity of a royal priesthood
; looking back along

many thousand years to ancestry beside which
that of our peers and princes is but of yester-
day

; regarding justly Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob as their great progenitors, and pressing
forward on the wings of faith, and hope, and
promise to a long-expected day when they,
now kings and princes in disguise, shall become
so indeed by a manifestation the most glori-

ous and a dispensation the most sublime. The
people are a perpetual miracle—a living echo
of heaven's holy tones, prolonged from genera-
tion to generation. Fraser's Magazine.

I behold the unconverted Gentiles barring
the path to the cross for the sons of Israel, and
I can imderstand the strange logic of the Epistle
to the Romans, that only when the fulness of
the Gentiles shall have come in will the hard-
ness of Israel give way. They have been scat-
tered to the ends of the earth ; tliey have been
ground between the millstones of race preju-
dices

;
but they have maintained their lineage

and blood, and they have never ceased to be
proud of their traditions. The future has its

mission for them, but our hands must break
the bars, and beat down the gates that have
hitherto kept them back. Even in tlieir exile,

they are " beloved for the fathers' sakcs," and
their conversion can be nothing less than " life

from the dead," the herald of the millennial
reign. Behrends.

4-7. This passage contemplates the exile,

with its antecedents, as " tlie day of Jacob's
trouble," and has for its special object to say,

Yet he shall be saved out of it.'' H. C.

7. Alas ! for that day is great. The word
day often comprehends a succession of time, in
which a whole series of events is transacted

; so
it here contains the whole time of the siege and
taking of Jerusalem, the destruction of the city
and Temple, and the carrying away the people
captive. This is described as a time of great
tribulation, in which it was an earnest of the
day of judgment, called the great and terrible
day of the Lord (Joel 2 : 31).

" W. Lowth.

8. "In that day" is not precisely the time
of Jacob's trouble, said in verse 7 to be great,
but is rather the day in which he shall be saved
out of that trouble.

9. The Jews shall serve, not the king of
Babylon, but the royal sou of David, their own
King Messiah. This would be really serving
the Lord their God, both because this King
Messiah is Himself God, and because He re''-

ceives His kingdom from the Father. Both
modes of expression are used in the Scriptures.
According to His oft-repeated promise, the Lord
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will raise up this glorious king for them in His

own due time. (See the same phraseology,

Hos. 3:5; Ezek. 34 : 23, 24 ; 37 : 24, and the

game essential ideas in 2 Sam. 7 : 12-16 ; Ps.

2:6-8; 89 : 19-37.)

' 10. That Jacob and Israel are grouped to-

gether in this promise looks to the restoration

of the true Israel, without respect to the revolt

and separation into two kingdoms. We should

quite miss the sense of this promise if we were

to restrict it to the restoration of the Ten Tribes

in the literal sense from their Assyrian exile.

11. Those nations, Assyria and Chaldea, that

once scattered and enslaved the Hebrew people

have long since become extinct. But God's an-

cient people still exist, and, what is more, the

true Israel has already grown so as to pervade

the great civilized nations of the world with the

name of Christ. H. C.

Thougli I make a full end of all nations, yet

will I not make a full end of thee. We have

here ocular proof of prophecy accomplished in

an instance without a parallel. It was repeat-

edly foretold, both in the Old and New Testa-

ment, that, for the rejection and murder of

their Messiah, the Jews should be dispersed

into all countries ;
yet that they should not be

swallowed up and lost among their conquerors,

but should still subsist to latest times a distinct

people. By Jeremiah God declared, " He

would make an end of the nations," their op-

pressors, " but He would not make an end of

them." It cannot be said this prediction was

written since the event ; and certainly an oc-

currence more singular or improbable could

not have been predicted. In the course of

Imman affairs, who hath heard such a thing ?

Yet so it is. The mighty monarchies of As-

syria. Persia, Greece, and Rome are vanished

like the shadows of the evening or the phan-

toms of the night. Their places know them no

more. Nothing remains of them but their

names ; while this little despised people,

strangely secure, without a friend or protector

amid the Avreck of empires, oppressed, perse-

cuted, harassed always, by edicts and execu-

tioners, by murders and massacres, hath out-

lived the very ruins of them all. " Except ye

see signs and wonders, ye will not believe."

Behold then a sign and a wonder ; the accom-

plishment of prophecy in a standing miracle.

Contemplate the sight as it deserves ;
and be

not faithless, but believing. Bp. Home.

14, 15. In even a cursory review of it, one

is struck with the boldness with which the

Bible claims the infliction of sorrow as the in-

tentional work of Ood. We find no adroit hiding

of the Divine hand,no obtrusion of second causea

to relieve its stern, often its appalling proced-

ures. It is the way of science to evade the name

of God. The way of revelation is to proclaim

and exult in it, even when the deed done makes

the ears of men tingle at its tragic story. Phelps.

16. All that prey upon thee will I givefor a

prey. The Assyrians were destroyed by the

Babylonians ; the Babylonians by the Medea

and Persians ; the Egyptians and Persians were

destroyed by the Greeks, under Alexander. All

these nations are now extinct ; but the Jews, as

a distinct people, still exist. A. C.

16, 17. The logical connection indicated by
" therefore" is this : Because thy case is des-

perate, past all help from thyself, and because

thy lovers—the heathen whose friendship thou

wert seeking, and whose gods thou wert serv-

ing—all fail thee, I will Myself undertake for

thee—will devour those that devoured thee,

will drive into exile those who have exiled

thee, and spoil those that have spoiled thee.

But unto thee will I restore health in place of

thy sickness, and healing in place of thy

wounds, moved to this by jealousy for mine

own great name, because the nations have

taunted thee as an outcast, and called thee

" that Zion for whom no man cares." H. C.

17. I will restore health unto thee, and I will

heal thee of thy wounds, saith the Lord. The

words that were spoken by Jeremiah to console

the hearts of Israel had a deeper significancy

for the Israel of all ages. The ministers of

Christ stand forth with a heaven sent commis-

sion to restore ; it is the leading character of all

their teaching. It is even felt to be so by those

who reject it. And I know no more melancholy

contemplation than is afforded by the sight of

the numbers who, feeling the necessity, and

even believing the reality, of this restoring

efficacy, support with all their hearts and souls

the existence of the Christian churches, that

are formed to minister to its operations ; ac-

knowledge in all their words, and in many of

their actions, the beauty and perfectness of our

doctrine, as distinguished from all other kinds

of moral instruction ; contend for it earnestly

in conversation, public and private ; declare

unreservedly for church-teaching in preference

to all other teaching ; and yet—as if no churches

existed—as if no real change had come upon the

spirit of things by the preaching of Olivet and

the death of Calvary—live and move, devoted

Christians—without Christianity ! W. A. B.

18, 19. The promise of restoration is here

renewed in slightly differing phrase, but in the

same general sense. '* Captivity," as losual, in
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the sense of captives. The city shall be rebuilt

on her original hill, although this word ren-

dered " heap" may mean pile of ruins. " Hill"

is its better established and more usual sense.

In the remote future, and through the spiritual

fulfilment of these precious promises, the city

of God shall be immensely enlarged, beautified,

and glorified. E.xternally considered, the re-

stored Temple and city under Zerubbabel, and

perhaps even under Herod the Great, never

reached its magnificence in the days of Solo-

mon. The joy and peace of the restored people

in the days of Zerubbabel, and of the prophet

Zechariah, were memorable rather as a token

and pledge of Messianic times and blessings,

than as being in themselves very great, either

absolutely or relatively to the times of David

and Solomon. When we cannot find an ade-

quate fulfilment for a prophecy like this in its

external and literal application, Ave are certainly

justified in assuming its outlook onward to the

better, brighter days of King Messiah, and es-

pecially so when, as here, this King Messiah is

manifestly present to the prophet's thought.

(See verse 9.) This view of the passage before

us is supported by various parallel passages, in

which the multiplying and glorifying of the

future Israel stands among the prominent

features of Messianic prophecy. (Cf. Ezek.

37 : 26 ; 36 : 37, 38, and Zech. 10 : 8-10.) II. C.

21. The immediate reference is to Zerubba-

bel and the elders who returned from the Cap-

tivity ; but there is a larger significance than

any merely human personage could exhaust or

satisfactorily correspond to. There can be no

doubt as to the Messianic character of this

promise. But it is precisely the vagueness of

the reference, the primary uncertainty as to

who it was to be in whom all the hope of Israel

was to be realized, that constituted the moral

force of the prediction. In Israel was the sec-

ular government to be identified with and

crowned by the moral and spiritual ; but to the

very last was it kept in reserve as to whether

or not the kingdom thus foretold was to be of

this world. Jesus Christ had Himself to de-

clare the real essence and nature of His king-

dom. He constituted the ideal Ruler of Israel

in His relation to His subjects. lie was to be of

the same kindred. A stronger guarantee of the

Divine favor could not be given. No foreigner

was to hold permanent sway over the Israel of

God. In one of themselves the holy people

would find a legitimate centre for loyal attach-

ment and patriotic devotion. That from their

own midst their Prince should spring was proof

that their indeoendence libert" and national

individuality should be preserved. He would
therefore lepresent its honor, and secure for

himself the strongest personal attachment. The
hopes of the race would be embodied in such a

personage, who would vitally perpetuate its

glory. lie was to be allied to them in their ex-

perience and sympathies. As their fellow-coun-

trj-man he will understand their aims and as-

pirations. By the vicissitudes of their fortune

his sympathies will be drawn forth, and he will

share the enthusiasm of their future. In Jesu3

Christ these conditions were fulfilled. M.

He shall approach unto me. The
words admit of being applied, with the great-

est propriety, to the Lord Jesus Christ. The
prophecy contained in the thirtieth and thirty-

first chapters looks forward to Gospel times,

and has an ultimate respect to the final restora-

tion of the Jews, and their conversion to the

Messiah, of whom Zerubbabel was an illustrious

type. The prophet, foreseeing the coming of

the Messiah, and descrying His character, spake

with an air of surprise :
" And who is He that

hath boldness to approach unto Me ?" None
ever approached unto God so nearly, or under

the same character, as He did. He, considered

as man, was taken into an intimate personal

union with the Deity, so as to become Im-

manuel, or " God with us ;" and He approached

to God, in the office of Mediator, to make peace

between the offended Majesty of Heaven and

His sinful creatures. B. Hall.

22. " Ye shall be My people, and I will be

your God," is the crowning promise, full of

richest significance, most compactly expressed.

They shall meet all the relations of a people

peculiarl}' the Lord's. He will be everything

to them that a God can be or need be. What
can be better than this ?

23, 24. With only slight variations these

words occurred (chap. 23 : 19, 20). There they

looked to the judgments of God brought on the

land and cities oi Judali for their sins through

the agency of the Chaldeans. Here they must

be taken in the same sense and with the same

application. In this view they are parallel to

verses 5-7, and are introduced here for their

moral bearing on the hearts of the exiles, who
amid the richest promises of mercy must not

forget how terrible God's judgments have been

upon their countrymen for their great sins

against Him. The last clause, " In the latter

daj's ye shall consider it," intimates the reason

for introducing these verses here. It is whole-

some and well to think of those fearful judg-

ments even in the latter days of promise and

hope. H. C.
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JEEEMIAH, CHAPTER XXXI.

31 : 1 At that time, saith the Lord, will I be the God of all the families of Israel, and they

S shall be my people. Thus saith the Lokd, The people which were left of the sword found

8 grace in tlie wilderness ; even Israel, when I went to cause him to rest. The Lord appeared

of old unto me, mying. Yea, I have loved thee with an everlasting love : therefore with lov-

4 ingkindness have I drawn thee. Agaiu will I build thee, and thou shalt be built, O virgin of

Israel : again shalt thou be adorned with thy tabrets, and shalt go forth in the dances of them

5 that make merry. Again shalt thou plant vineyards upon the mountains of Samaria : the

6 planters .shall plant, and shall enjoy the fruit thereof. For there shall be a day, that the

watchmen upon the liills of Ephraim shall cry, Arise ye, and let us go up to Zion unto the

7 Lord our God. For thus saith the IjOrd, Sing with gladness for Jacob, and shout for the

chief of the nations : publish ye, praise ye, and say, O Lord, save thy people, the remnant of

6 Israel. Behold, I will bring them from the north country, and gather them from the utter-

. most parts of the earth, and with them the blind and the lame, the woman with child and her

9 that travaileth with child together : a great company shall they return hither. They shall

come with weeping, and with supplications will I lead them : I will cause them to walk by

rivers of waters, in a straight way wherein they shall not stumble : for I am a father to

Israel, and Ephraim is my firstborn.

10 Hear the word of the Lord, O ye nations, and declare it in the isles afar off ; and say. He
11 that scattered Israel will gather him, and keep him, as a shepherd doth his flock. For the

Lord hath ransomed Jacob, and redeemed him from the hand of him that was stronger than

12 he. And they shall come and sing in the height of Zion, and shall flow together unto the

goodness of the Lord, to the corn, and to the wine, and to the oil, and to the young of tho

flock and of the herd : and their soul shall l)e as a watered garden ; and they shall not sorrow

13 any more at all. Then shall the virgin rejoice in the dance, and the young men and the old

together : for I Avill turn their mourning into joy, and will comfort them, and make them

14 rejoice from their sorrow. And I will satiate the soul of the priests with fatness, and my
people shall be satisfied with my goodness, saith the Lord.

15 Thus saith the Lord : A voice is heard in Ramah, lamentation, and bitter weeping. Rachel

weeping for her children ; she refuseth to be comforted for her children, because they are

16 not. Thus saith the Lord : Refrain thy voice from weeping, and thine eyes from tears : for

thy work shall be rewarded, saith the Lord ; and they shall come again from the land of

17 the enemy. And there is hope for thy latter end, saith the Lord ; and thy children shall

18 come again to their own border. I have surely heard Ephraim bemoaning himself tlius.

Thou hast chastised me, and I was chastised, as a calf unaccustomed to the yoke: turn thou

19 me, and I shall be turned ; for thou art the Lord my God. Surely after that I was turned,

I repented ; and after that I was instructed, I smote upon my thigh : I was ashamed, j'ea,

80 even confounded, because I did bear the reproach of my youth. Is Ephraim my dear son ? is

he a pleasant child ? for as often as I speak against him, I do earnestly remember him still :

therefore my bowels are troubled for him ; I will surely have mercy upon him, saith the

Lord.

21 Set thee up waymarks, make thee guide-posts : set thine heart toward the high way, even

the way by which thou wentest : turn again, O virgin of Israel, turn again to these thy cities.

22 How long wilt thou go hither and thither, O thou backsliding daughter ? for the Lord hath

created a new thing in the earth, A woman shall encompass a man.

S3 Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel : Yet again shall they use this speech in

the land of Judah and in the cities thereof, when I shall bring again their captivity : Tho

24 Lord bless thee, O habitation of justice, O mountain of holiness. And Judah and all the

cities thereof shall dwell therein together ; the husbandmen, and they that go about with

25 flocks. For I have satiated the weary soul, and every sorrowful soul have I replenished.

26, 27 Upon this I awaked, and beheld ; and my sleep was sweet unto me. Behold, the days

come, saith the Lord, that I will sow the house of Israel and the house of Judah with the
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29

30

31

28 seed of man, and with the seed of beast. And it shall come to pass, that like as I have
watched over them to pluck up and to break down, and to overthrow and to destroy, and to
afflict

;
so will I watch over them to build and to plant, saith the Lord. In those days they

shall say no more. The fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the cliildren's teeth are set on
edge. But every one shall die for his own iniquity : every man that eateth the sour grapes,
his teeth shall be set on edge.

Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new covenant with the house of
32 Israel, and with the house of Judah : not according to the covenant that I made with their

fathers in the day that I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt

;

which my covenant they brake, although I was an husband unto them, saith the Lord.'
33 But this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after those days, saith the

Lord
;
I will put my law in their inward parts, a^d in their heart will I write it ; and I will

34 be their God, and they shall be my people : and they shall teach no more every man his
neighbour, and every man his brother, saying. Know the Lord : for they shall all know me,
from the least of them unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord : for I will forgive their

35 iniquity, and their sin will I remember no more. Thus saith the Lord, which giveth the
sun for a light by day, and the ordinances of the moon and of the stars for a lightly nio;ht,

36 which stirreth up the sea. that the waves thereof roar; the Lord of hosts is his name" If
these ordinances depart from before me, saith the Lord, then the seed of Israel also shall

37 cease from being a nation before me for ever. Thus saith the Lord : If heaven above can be
measured, and the foundations of the earth searched out beneath, then will I also cast

38 off all the seed of Israel for all that they have done, saith the Lord. Behold, the
days come, saith the Lord, that the city shall be built to the Lord from th« tower

39 of Hananel unto the gate of the corner. And the measuring line shall yet go out
40 straight onward unto the hill Gareb, and shall turn about unto Goah. And the° whole

valley of the dead bodies, and of the ashes, and all the fields unto the brook Kidron.
unto the corner of the horse gate toward the east, shall be holy unto the Lord ; it shall not
be plucked up, nor thrown down any more for ever

Chap. 31. This chapter continues the same
subject, freshly glowing with promise and
hope for the exiles. Remarkably the discourse

is of Israel and Ephraim throughout verses

1-22. (See verses 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 18, 21)

;

and then of Judah (verses 23-26), and finally

of both Israel and Judah jointly (verses 27-40).

This fact I take not as a prediction of the lit-

eral restoration of the Ton Tribes to Canaan,
which would be all too little for promises so

great, and withal would quite miss the Messi-
anic tone and bearing of this entire portion
(chaps. 30 and 31), but the fact should be
taken as an index of the great depth of God's
love and of the wealth of His purposed bless-

ings for the kingdom of His anointed. H. C.

2-40. The second part of this prophecy be-

gins (chap. 31 : 2), and is marked by a sudden
transition to a distant period of time, repre-

sented in a vision, and embellished with a va-

riety of beautiful scenes and images. God
announces the renewal of His ancient love for
Israel, and promises, in consequence thereof, a
speedy restoration of their former privileges

and happiness (verses 2-5). Already the her-

alds have proclaimed on Mount Ephraim the
arrival of the joyful day; they summon the

!

people to reassemble once more in Zion, and
promulge by special command the glad tidings

of salvation which God had accomplished for

them. God Himself declares His readiness to

conduct home the remnant of Israel from all

parts of their dispersion, to compassionate and
relieve their infirmities and to provide them
with all necessary accommodations by the way
(verses 6-9). The news is carried into distant
lands, and the nations are summoned to attend
to the display of God's power and goodness in

rescuing His people from their stronger ene-
mies, and in supplying them after their return
with all manner of good things to the full ex-

tent of their wants and desires (verses 10-14}.

Here the scene changes, and two new person-
ages are successively introduced, in order to

diversify the same subject and to impress it

more strongly. Rachel first, who is represented
as just risen from the grave, and bitterly be-
wailing the loss of her children ; for whom she
looks about her in vain, but none are to be
seen. Her tears are dried up, and she is con-
soled with the assurance that they are not lost

forever, but shall in time be brought back to
their ancient borders (verses 15-17). Ephraim
comes next. He laments his past undutiful-
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ness with great contrition and penitence, and

professes an earnest desire of amendment.

These symptoms of returning duty are no

sooner discerned in him than God acknowl-

edges him once more as a darling child, and

resolves with mercy to receive him (verses

18-20). The virgin of Israel is then earnestly

exhorted to hasten the preparations for her

return, and encouraged with having the pros-

pect of a signal miracle wrought in her favor

(verses 21, 22). And the vision closes at last

with a promise that the Divine blessing should

again rest upon the land of Judah, and that

the men of Judah should once more dwell

there, cultivating it according to the simplic-

ity of ancient institutions, and fully discharged

from every want (verses 23-26). In the third

part, by way of appendix to the vision, the

following gracious promises are specifically

annexed : that God would in time to come sup-

ply all the deficiencies of Israel and Judah, and

would be as diligent to restore as He had ever

been to destroy them, and would not any

more visit the offences of the fathers upon
the children (verses 27-30). That He would
make with them a better covenant than He had

made with their forefathers (verses 31-34).

That they should continue His people by an

ordinance as firm and as lasting as that of the

heavens (verses 35-37). And that Jerusalem

should again be built, enlarged in its extent

and secure from future desolation (verses 33-

40). Blayney.

1. Tbe Ood of all the fainilles.

Amid all the vicissitudes of nations and gov-

ernments, the institution of the family has

been perpetuated. Moral and spiritual forces

travel along this road rather than any other.

It is God's great highway for those principles

which, when fully embraced by men's hearts,

shall bring in the kingdom of God itself. And
it is by the natural increase of the family that

God designs His truth should spread and His

way come to be known upon earth, and His

saving health among all nations. But ere this

be accomplished the family will have developed

into the Church. When one and another

household are possessed of a common spirit,

share a common faith and hope and render

obedience to one Divine law, it is in accordance

with all spiritual instincts that these should

meet together for their mutual comfort, edifi-

cation and support.
'

' Then they that feared

the Lord spake often one to another." And
Buch holy convocations have reacted on the

family, and, deepening the hold of those sacred

principles which first drew the members of the

Church together, have made more firm the faith

and hope which already existed. Thus by the

Church the spirit of the family is not only pre-

served, but strengthened, and its perpetuation

and reproduction made more certain in the

future. And the process goes on. Divine

principles, faith in God, fear and love of His

name, established in the family, expand and
develop into the church, and there slowly,

with ever accelerating force, surely and irre-

sistibly they make their way until at length it

will be seen that the godly seed has the start

of the seed of the wicked one, and is ever

pushing it out of the way, driving it forth

from its long-held but usurped dominion. In

illustration of this see how the Christian races

do even now inherit the earth. " The charac-

ter of the family lies at the very foundation of

all permanent moral improvement in the human
race generally, and in Christian churches in

particular ; and until it be intelligently and,

under the influence of right principles, prac-

tically attended to, all the preaching and all the

religious machinery with which we are fur-

nished will fail, as they have hitherto failed, to

improve materially the moral condition of the

world." C.

2. In the wilderness. Though God, on the

passage of the Israelites from Egypt, cut off

many of them by the sword for their iniquities

—some by the Amalekites, some by the hands

of their brethren—yet the survivors found

grace and were conducted by Him into the

land of rest. God here parallels His future

gracious purposes with His former merciful

providences. Poole. Through the great

wilderness that lay between their country and

Babylon the Lord led those captives, conduct-

ing them to a peaceful repose in Chaldea, and

watching over them for good, till in due time

He could bring them home again. It is no

great evil to go into a wilderness, provided

only that the Lord leads you, and leads from a

state of sinning and turmoil to a state of peace

and rest. H. C. The afflictions of the pres-

ent may not onl}'^ be the punishment for past

transgressions, but much more—a preparation

for future blessedness and usefulness, a grace

in germ if not in formation. In the case of the

Church they may bring back to a study of the

title-deeds of faith ; in that of the individual

they may promote humility, heart-searching

and efforts to amend. However hard to bear,

they should be endured as a grace preparing

for grace. M.

3. The people are introduced as speaking

here, and they cite the words of the Lord. The
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word rendered "of old" usually refers to

place, and means from afar ; but can be used

of time, as our translation has it here. The
sense of place would not be bad. The Lord

appeared in the remote distance as one repelled

and withdrawn because of my sins
; yet He re-

veals Himself from afar with these precious

words, affirming His enduring love. H. C.

I have loved thee with an everlast-
ing love, therefore with loving-kind-
ness have I drawn thee. The Bible is

constantly advancing from the domain of threat-

ening and outward promise to that of free and

unselfish love. Its strength of appeal from the

very beginning lies in the mercy of God par-

doning unconditionally—a mercy which, when
the clouds are severed, is seen to be the face of

the son of God, and the Man of Sorrows devot-

ing Himself for those who had no claim on

Him but that of guilt and misery. He comes

from a throne to a cross for them, and we see

written on it, " Herein is love, not that we
loved God, but that God loved us." This love

comes from a Divine fountain through a human
heart, that human hearts may feel the respon-

sive throb, " We love Him who first loved us."

Ker.

God loves with an everlasting love. He loves

Israel, not only in the days of prosperity and

wealth and beauty, but in the days of downfall

and despair. His thought penetrates through

to the abiding worth of humanity. We do not

slander human affection, or in any way under-

estimate it, when we say that man cannot love

his fellow-man as God loves him. God it is

who first of all shows man what love really is.

Y. It is wonderful that God should ever

love such unworthy creatures as we are, but it

is " passing strange" that He should not cease

to love us after all our provocations of His

wrath, that He should love us with " an ever-

lasting love," and should " have continued His

loving-kindness unto" us. Adeney.

If the Lord have " drawn you with loving-

kindness," it is because He hath " loved you

with an everlasting love.'.' This grace of God
is no purpose of yesterday, which may change

with the perpetual changes of which you are

conscious, and which rob you of your peace

and joy. It was laid up for j'ou from eternity

with God. Then His heart was toward you be-

fore creation started into being. Then it was

His plan to bring you to Himself. Then your

Divine Surety pledged Himself to all that was

necessary for j'our redemption, and the blessed

Spirit of God engaged to perfect this grace in

you till you were ripe for glory. No ages

have altered this everlasting design of God
;

no multitude of counsels have diverted His
thoughts from its accomplishment ; no aggra-

vated offences have caused Him to repent of

His purpose. His eye saw you when as yet

you were not ; His providence has brought you
into being ; and His grace, beginning in eter-

nity, has brought you into second being, and
will presently issue in never-ending blessed-

ness and glory, in the immediate vision of your
God. Goode.

Love may have many objects, but it must
select them one by one. Love affects not

masses, but individuals ; not humanity, but

men. " Jesus loves me," truly sings the child.

" Who loved me and gave Himself for me,"
justly says Paul. The human heart demands
the element of personal choice. The sinner

needs to know and feel that God's love is fixed

on him. This means personal selection. Re-

demption without this feature could not pro-

ceed from love ; love refuses to work by any
other process. Occident. Salvation is per-

sonal. It is a relation constituted by God's

love for an individual, and that individual's

love for God. It finds expression in personal

communion. " He is mine and I am His." It

involves personal choice. All this is clear in

thought, and it is the sole basis of the Chris-

tian's joy and peace in God. But the source

of this definite love is the Divine nature. God
would be love if there were not an intelligence

in the universe beside Himself. He so loved

the world that He gave His only begotten Son,

that whosoever believeth on Him might not

perish. He is quick to hear and sure to save

all who will come unto Him in the only way
that can be taken without trampling upon His

own immaculate righteousness. He is not will-

ing that any should perish. Interior.

He that loves may be sure that he was loved

first ; and he that chooses God for his delight

and portion may conclude confidently that God
hath chosen him to be one ot those that shall

enjoy Him, and be happy in Him forever ; for

that our love and electing of Him is but the

return and repercussion of the beams of His

love shining upon us. Leighton.

The greatness of " the love of Christ" ap-

pears in tlie benefits which He bestows. These

are such as would never have entered into the

conception of created minds. To have sin par-

doned, to be set free from eternal death, this is

an unspeakable deliverance ; but the benefits

are not only negative ; they are positive in the

highest degree. He accepts us, adopts us into

His family ; He gives His children portions of
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His own Spirit in their hearts ; He makes them

members of His body, fits them to dwell with

Himself in a vast eternity, gives them to re-

joice in the hope of the glory to be revealed,

purifies them from their defilements, instructs

them in heavenly truth, in death sustains their

spirits, and after death preserves them in His

holy presence for tlie great day when all shall

be united in heaven ! Clirist's love, in its du-

ration, extends from eternity to eternity. " I

have loved thee with an everlasting love, there-

fore with loving-kindness have I drawn thee."

Before the mountains were brought forth, be-

fore the earth and the world were created—then

His delights were among the sons of men.

This earth exists chiefly as the theatre of this

love. Nothing short of having His people to

dwell with Himself forever can satisfy His

generous and immense benevolence. He can-

not be content unless they are where He is.

" Father, I will that those whom Thou hast

given to Me may be with Me where I am." They
partake with Him of His glory, and He says to

each at the hour of death, " Enter thou into the

joy of thy Lord !" R. Hall.

You were upon His heart from eternit}'
; jou

are upon His heart this day in heaven ; for you
His eternal Son' came to the world ; for you

He lived, for you He died
;
your love to Christ

is a reflex of His and His Father's love to you.

ErHkiae.

The love of God is changeless and eternal.

Heaven and earth may pass away, but the

kindness of the Lord shall never depart from

any of His children. Let us try to grasp this

truth. Then, come what may, joy or sorrow,

prosperity or adversity, we shall know always

that the love of God abides unchanging—that

we are held in its clasp with a hold that never

can be severed. J. R. M.

That there is one Being in the universe who,

with no taint in His inefl'able purit}', can look

down upon this world with mild, pitying, for-

giving eyes—this one thought of God in Christ

is the conception of Him against which guilt

has been contending for six thousand years.

The power which conquers guilt is the omnip-

otence of love. Let it be repeated and reiterat-

ed therefore—God is the sinner's friend. Throw
open the windows to the light of heaven, Let

the glory of God stream in from golden skies !

The whole Godhead is the sinner's friend. " I

will rejoice to do them good with my ichole heart

and with mj ichole soul." God is never more
the sinner's friend than in the very quickening

of conscience which he resists. Phelps.

The secret of the love of God and of its eter-

nal endurance is to be sought in His nature and
in His relations to us. " God is love." He
loves because He cannot but love, because He
delights to love, because His love must be ever

flowing and is so vast that it must needs flow

out eternally in all directions. It is not the at-

traction of the object, but the character of the

love, that accounts for its perpetual endurance.

Adeney.

Love hath for its nature to make itself known
and to have itself believed. The infinite love

of God to the soul is not satisfied imtil it pours

itself into the consciousness, saying, "I have

loved thee with an everlasting love, therefore

with loving-kindness have I drawn thee."

There must be a distinct act of the Spirit to

carry this home to the individual conscious-

ness. And so many are the doubts and mis-

givings engendered by indwelling sin, that we
need our beloved Saviour to tell us again and

again that He is at peace with us and loves us

still. The words which He employs for this

purpose are the very words which stand re-

corded in His written testament ; but they are

uttered with a new tone of personal love and a

voice trembling with individual compassion.

J. W. A.

The most wonderful thing in the universe is

our Saviour's love for His own. Christ bears

with all our infirmities. He never tires of our

inconsistencies and unfaithfulnesses. He goes

on forever forgiving and forgetting. He fol-

lows us when we go astray. He does not for-

get us when we forget Him. Through all our

stumbling and sinning, through all our provo-

cation and disobedience, through all our way-

wardnesses and stubbornnesses, through all our

doubting and unfaithfulness, He clings to us

still, and never lets us go. Having loved His

own, He loves unto the end. J. R. M.

The old taunt of His enemies, as they stood

beneath His cross, might have been yielded to

— " If Thou be the Son of God, come down, and

Ave will believe. " I ask why did not He ? The
only thing that kept Him there, the only an-

swer to that question is—Because He loved me
tnith an everlasting love, and died to redeem me.

Because of that love. He came to earth ; be-

cause of that love. He tabernacled among us
;

because of that love, He gazed all His life long

on the cross of shame ; because of that love. He
trod unfaltering, with eager haste and solemn

resolve, the rough and painful road ; because

of that love. He listened not to the voice that

at the beginning tempted Him to win tlie world

for Himself by an easier path ; because of that

love, He listened not—though He could have
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done it—to the voices that at the end ta'jnted

Him with their proffered allegiance if He would

come down from the cross ; because of that

love, He gave up His Spirit. And through all

the weariness and contumely and pain, tliat

love held His will fixed to its purpose, and

bore Him over every hindrance that barred Plis

path. Many waters quench it not. I'hat love

is stronger than death ; mightier than all op-

posing powers ; deep and great beyond all

thought or thankfulness. It silences all praise.

It beggars all recompense. To believe it is

life. To feel it is heaven. A. M.
" I will draw all men unto Me." No demon-

stration of duty, no motive of interest, no por-

tents of hell, no pictures of virtue, can win

men to God like a sight of Jesus on His cross

and His throne. It is when we see that He
first loved us that we love Him, and we delight

to serve Him because He so loved us as to give

Himself for us. Then it is that the enmity of

our minds against God is slain, and the penitent

clings to Him like a loving child ; then the

root of sin, from which the works of the flesh

spring with such vigor and plentifulness, is

cut, and the soul, grafted into the Living Vine,

Christ Jesus, brings forth grateful praise in the

spiritual virtues of a Christian life. Bethune.

Our safety and security lie not in our weak
holding upon Christ, but in Christ's holding

us fast in His everlasting arms. This is our

glory and our safety, that Christ's left hand is

always under us, and His right hand doth always

embrace us. T. Brooks.

To make Christ's forgiving love our own
there must be the personal contact of my soul

with the loving heart of Christ, the individual

act of my own coming to Him, and, as the old

Puritans used to say, "my transacting" with

Him. Like the ocean of the atmosphere, His

love encompasses me, and in it I live, and

move, and have my being. But I must let it

flow into my spirit and stir the dormant music

of my soul. I can shut it out, sealing my heart

love-tight against it. I do shut it out unless

by my own conscious, personal act I yield my-
self to Him, unless by my own faith I come to

Him and meet Him, secretly and really as did

the penitent apostle, whom the message that

proclaimed the love of His Lord emboldened to

meet the Lord who loved, and by His own lips

to be assured of forgiveness and friendship.

It is possible to stimible at noontide as in the

dark. A man may starve outside of barns filled

with plenty, and his lips may be parched with

thirst though he is within sight of a broad river

flowing in the sunshine. So a soul may stiffen

into the death of self and sin, even though the

voice that wakes the dead to a life of love be

calling to it. Christ and His grace are yours

if you will, but the invitations and beseechings

of His mercy, the constant drawings of His

love, the all-embracing offers of His forgive-

ness, may be all in vain if you do not grasp

them, and hold them fast by the hand of faith.

A. M.

Too late I loved thee, O thou beauty of an-

cient days, yet ever new ; too late I loved thee.

For thou wert within and I abroad ; there I

searched for thee, I in my deformity plunging

among the fair forms which thou hast made.

Thou wert with me, but I was not with thee.

Things held me far from thee, which unless

they were in thee were not at all. Thou didst

call and shout, and didst burst through my
deafness. Thou didst flash and shine and S(;at-

ter my blindness. Thou didst breathe forth

odors, and with every breath I draw I pant for

thee. I tasted, and I hunger and thirst. Thou
didst touch me, and I yearn for thy peace.

Where hast thou not walked with me, O Truth,

teaching me what to beware and what to de-

sire, when I referred to thee whatever I could

discover in this earthly state ? Nor in all these

things can I find a safe place for my soul but

only in thyself ; there may my scattered mem-
bers be gathered, so that nothing of me shall

be separated from thee. And sometimes thou

admittest me to an unusual affection, felt in

my inmost soul, and rising to a strange sweet-

ness, which if it were perfected in me, I know

not Avhat in it would not belong to the life to

come.

O Truth who art Eternity, and Love who art

Truth, and Eternity who art Love, Thou art

my God ; to Thee do I cry night and day !

Augustine.

7. We cannot fail to notice how much this

verse and indeed the greater part of Ihis chap-

ter is in the glowing, joyous strain of Isaiah.

The blessedness and glory of Ziou's latter days

thrill the prophet's heart, and he cannot do less

than call for pseans of praise to God, and im-

plore men to publish these glad tidings among

the great nations of the earth, and stir up the

people of every land to prayer and to praise.

S, 9. To speak of " bringing them from the

north country" links the glorious future to the

sad and suffering past, showing that the Church

of God is one in every age, and that from the

remnant of these exiles God proposes to evolve
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a more glorious Church that shall embosom the

mightiest nations of the earth. When He so

wills it and lends His hand to do it, it will be

easy to bring the captives home ; the blind and

the lame, the enfeebled and those of most deli-

cate situation—all alike are borne along with

ease as if on the strong arms of God's minister-

ing angels. What are human weaknesses, and

what is a dreary and vast wilderness to Him or

to His people when He stands for their help !

He can make their way straight and smooth,

and can pour rivers of water alongside their

wilderness paths ; so be it their hearts are bro-

ken and humbled before Him. It is beautiful

and very significant to see the returning exiles

weeping and praying as they set forth and

press onward in their long desert journey ; but

God turns their mourning to joy ; makes their

desert pathway a blooming paradise ; and gives

as His reason that great truth—good for all His

people in every age :
" For I am a father to Is-

rael, and Ephraim is My first-born." Does not

the great God love His people ? When their

hearts are humble and tender before Him, is

anything too much for Him to do for their

prosperity and joy ? H. C.

The most solemn spiritual relations, and the

most comforting promises, are presented in

the Old Testament in figurative language de-

rived from the family relationship. Jehovah
is both husband and father ; the Jewish Church
His bride, Israel His children. The paternal

training, watchfulness, goodness and mercy
;

the maternal tenderness ; and the filial rever-

ence, love and obedience which His children

owe Him, are among the most familiar image-

ries employed by the prophets in their message.

Thoughts like these must, surely, have shed

heaven's light and sanctity around the life of

the family. And so, when they speak to us of

the merely earthly character of the Old Testa-

ment institutions and promises, we answer,

that there are two modes of viewing the spirit-

ual : that in which the earthly is lifted into the

heavenly, which is that of the New Testa-

ment, and that in which the heavenly is

brought down into the earthly, which is char-

acteristic of the Old Testament, as preparatory

to and preceding the New. A. E.

10-14. It adds to the interest of this mag-
nificent strain of promise that God would have

it proclaimed among all the Gentile nations

and published in the distant islands

—

i.e., in all

the countries lying beyond the great sea. Let

them all behold and see what God will do for

His people. H. C.

TJie redemption of Israel is to be proclaimed

as of universal import and consequence. The
scattering of Israel may be alluded to in speak-

ing of " the nations" and " the isles," or these

may be addressed simply as onlookers of the

mighty drama. What happens to God's peo-

ple must concern the whole world.

It betokened the restoration of God's favor

(verse 10). The term of punishment was to

draw to a close, and the era of reconciliation to

commence. Just as He had "scattered" the

Israelites, now He was about to recall them to

Canaan. In the one act, as in the other, the

Divine intervention and its moral significance

would be made manifest. The greatest judg-

ments of God on earth have their limits. " He
will not always chide, neither will He keep His

anger forever." How carefully should the

times of Divine discipline and reconciliation be

observed by those who are concerned in them !

TJie power of God would be displayed in it (verses

10, 11 ; cf. verse 8). As Sovereign. The words

used, " He that scattered Israel will gather

him," would seem to mean—He that scattered

Israel would alone know where to discover

them again. The figure of a shepherd and his

flock is also suggestive of skill and authority.

As the restored unity and national life of Israel

were to be a marvellous phenomenon, much
more would the spiritual unity of God's people

throughout the world, of which the former was

but the prototype. " The Lord knoweth them

that are His." Another proof of the Divine

power was afforded in the fact that Israel was

to be delivered from one " that was stronger

than he." The power of Nebuchadnezzar was

to be broken. So the world-power which pre-

vents the true freedom and unity of the Church

from being realized will be destroyed. In-

deed, already Christ has declared Himself as

" Him that overcometh the world ;" and in

view of this the " little flock" are not to be dis-

mayed. The day is coming when all enemies

will be put under the feet of Christ, the Lord

of the Church.

It was not only to be a restoration of the peo-

ple to their own land (verses 12-14). God does

nothing by halves. The industry, social and

national development, and the spiritual life of

Israel would be abundantly blessed. The icell-

bcing of God's people is viewed as connected—the

spiritual with the material, and the material

with the spiritual. There is no austerity in the

religion of the restored, and yet their life is full

of the spirit and practice of religion. The

blessing of God upon the fruits of the earth is

gratefully recognized, and as with a common
thankfulness the people " flow together" to the
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great festivals of the Temple. It is only as

men exhibit this spirit—the spirit of righteous-

ness and thankfulness—that the earth will yield

the fulness of her increase. Other things being

equal, the good man will succeed better than

the wicked, even in secular pursuits. " Godli-

ness is profitable unto all things," etc. (1 Tim.

4 : 8). It is to be complete and glorious. How
spontaneous the piety of the redeemed ! In

the picture here sketched we seem to catch a

glimpse of the fulness of the millennial joy. It

is a state of overflowing, ecstatic blesisedness.

The religious and the secular pursuits of men
are to be harmonized. Age is to forget its

weakness, and the bereaved their grief. The
Church is to share in the general prosperity,

and, as a consequence of the efficiency and

fervor of its ministrations, the people are to be

"satisfied with My goodness." When shall

this vision of human life in its wholeness and

its glory be realized ? Our own times exhibit

few signs of such a golden age. Yet the Word
of the Lord has spoken it, and we should

with patience both labor and look for its fulfil-

ment. M.

12-14. The deepest meaning of this proph-

ecy is that spiritual men only can really praise

God, because they are praising Him out of

hearts that are being sustained by the richness

of spiritual blessings in heavenly places in

Christ Jesus. The satisfied heart must praise,

else there is a proof that the heart is not really

satisfied. Satisfaction can no more be con-

cealed than dissatisfaction. When in the writ-

ings of the apostles we come across outbursts

of doxology, it is just what we might expect

as being in harmony with the greatness of the

blessings received. And this is just what often

makes the praise part of worship eminently

unsatisfactory, that men are thanking God for

what they have not received. All compositions

having praise and thanksgiving for their ele-

ments, and being successful compositions, must,

by the very nature of the case, owe their origin

to some actual experience of God's goodness.

Hence it is important in this passage to notice

how three things are bound together in the

one prediction. 1. There is the gift of God.

2. The consequent satisfaction. 3. The irre-

pressible joy. And what greater gift can we
have from God than a heart filled with pure,

abiding joy, free from reproach, free from ap-

prehension ? Y.

14. Shall be satisfied. There is a satis-

faction which suffices. That of trust, which

prevents all murmuring at the dispensations of

God, and which says, " I will trust, and not be

afraid." That of meekness, which says, " It is

the Lord ; let Him do what seemeth good in

His sight." That of experience—the conscious-

ness that God is carrying on His work within

us, deepening the hold of that which is good,

loosening more and more the power of that

which is evil. Consciousness of growth in

grace. C.

15-17. Ramah, the home of the prophet

Samuel (1 Sam. 7 : 17), was very near the sepul-

chre of Rachel, as may be seen in 1 Sam 10 : 2.

Samuel said to Saul, " When thou art departed

from me this day, then thou shalt find two men
by Rachel's sepulchre in the border of Benja-

min." On the poetic conception in this pas-

sage, J. D. Michaelis makes this comment :

" An exquisite figure. Rachel, during all her

life ardently desirous of children, dying in

childbirth and buried on the border of Benja-

min, lifts her maternal head from her tomb,

looks around on the wide waste of ruin, and

sees not one of her children in all the land !

She pours out her heart in most bitter tears
;

then God appeal's for her consolation. " It was
indeed exceedingly natural for the prophet to

think of Rachel who so loved her children as

being inconsolable when she saw them all gone

from their native land. Her sorrow doubt-

less represented the sorrow of many Hebrew
mothers, then bewailing their dead and mourn-

ing the desolation of their long-loved country.

To hearts so borne down with grief, the words

of Divine consolation come as cold water to a

thirsty soul. " Thy works shall be rewarded,"

seems to mean : All thou hast borne of pain

and grief, and all thou hast done with toil in

thy love for Zion, shall find its due reward.

Thy children shall return again ; thine end is

full of hope ; a glorious future awaits thy sons

and daughters. So timely and so precious are

the words of God's consolations. H. C.

15, A voice was heard in Ramah. Ramah
was a city of Benjamin, near which Rachel, the

mother of Joseph and Benjamin, was buried ;

who is here, in a beautiful figure of poetry,

represented as come forth out of her grave, and

lamenting bitterly for the loss of her children,

none of whom presented themselves to her

view, being all either slain or gone into exile.

The evangelist applies these words to Herod's

massacre of the infants at Bethlehem, and in

its environs (Matt. 2 : 17, 18). Blayney.

This figurative representation was, in a great

measure, literally true, when Herod slew the

infants at Bethlehem, not far from Ramah, and

therefore Matthew tells us that this prophecy

was fulfilled in that event ; several other in-
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stances may be alleged where the sense of the

prophecies which relates to the times of the

Gospel is the interpretation that most exactly

answei*s the natural and genuine import of tlie

words. Lovotli.

It was the sad death of Rachel's which made
her the typical mother in Israel. It was not

an unclouded, merely prosperous life which

could fitly have foreshadowed the lives of those

by whom the promised seed was to come ; and

least of all of the virgin to whom it was said,

" A sword shall pierce through thine own soul

also." It was the wail of Rachel that poetical

minds among the Jews heard from time to time

mourning their national disasters
—

" Rachel

weeping" for her children, whcu by captivity

they were separated from their mother country,

or when, by the sword of Herod, the mothers

of Bethlehem were bereaved of their babes.

But it Avas also observed that that which
brought this anguish on the mothers of Bethle-

hem was the birth there of the last sou of Is-

rael, the blossom of this long-growing plant,

suddenly born after a long and barren period,

the son of Israel's right hand. Dods.

1§. Having promised the return of the peo-

ple from their exile, the prophet here speaks of

the manner and spirit of this return. The es-

sential point in it is, that the heart is touclied.

It begins with serious thought upon God's chas-

tising hand under a conviction of personal stub-

bornness and guilt, and Avith some deep moving
of heart toward return to God. With exquisite

beauty and force the Lord here represents Him-
self as hearing the plaintive, solitary moans of

Ephraim as he begins to think upon his ways
and sets his face toward his long-forsaken God :

" I have surely Iteard.'" Then let no sinner im-

agine that God cares not for his soul, and never

takes note of his penitential tears. If only

those tears betoken humiliation, confession,

sorrow and shame for sin. then surely tlie eye

and the heart of God are upon ihem, and those

bemoanings of sin and folly will come up into

his ear. An untamed and unbroken bullock

fitly represents the stubborn, refractory spirit

of the unhumbled sinner. He rebels against

the judgments of the Lord, and thus compels

the Lord to yet sterner blows. But sober

thought comes at last, and with it an entire

change in his views of himself and of his God.

Is not his soul overwhelmed now with shame
and grief ? Oli, might he only turn to God
thoroughly and acceptably ! Nothing can

more befit his case than this uplifting of his

heart in prayer :
" Turn Thou me ; for Thou

art the Lord my God." H. C.

Ephraim says, • Thou didst correct me, and
I received correction." Herein is one of the

chief ends of suffering
; even when deserved

for sin it is not to give penal deserts and only

satisfy justice, but rather to urge the wrong-
doer to see his fault and repent. Chastisement

leads to reflection, humbles, makes us feel our
need and helplessness, shows the want of God
and His consolations, and so inclines us to re-

turn to Him. To profit us, however, it must
be rightly endured. We must receive correc-

tion, not harden our hearts against it.

The Divine life in man begins with the turn-

ing round of the soul toward God. This " con-

version" is the first step. It may not be sud-

denly discernible. It may not be indicated by
any one epoch in our history. But it must take

place. We have been wandering further and

further from God. The most momentous step

is the first step back to Him. We have to learn

the necessity of this ; to understand that while

we remain in the old way, however pleasant it

may be, it is leading us away from God, our

mission, and our home ; to see the importance

of a change, a revolution, a regeneration, a new
creation. Religion cannot begin with a sinful

man in a mere improvement, much less in a

natural development. He must turn round.

God only can turn His children back to Him-
self. Ephraim prays, " Turn Thou me, and I

will return." We lack the desire to return

until He " from whom all good desires pro-

ceed" implants the earnest wish in our hearts.

We have not the strength to return. Old hab-

its of sin are fetters that bind us down to the

old life. The will is corrupt, and therefore we
cannot will aright. But God does move us to

return and give us power to return. The Gos-

pel is not only an invitation ; it is the power of

God. By His Spirit God gives us new birth

and the free life of His children. Yet for this

grace we must seek in faith and penitence.

Ephraim prays that God will turn him. We
cannot turn ourselves. God will not turn us

against our will. If we seek His grace, He will

turn us to Himself. Adeney.

19. Godly sorrow worketh repentance unto

life, not to be repented of. It is not itself re-

pentance, because this is a practical change
;

but it is a grand means of producing this

change, and it arises from the view of sin in its

true light, as contrariety lb God, neglect of the

highest good, ingratitude to the best Friend,

rebellion against our Maker—the vietv of sin as

sin, independent of its effects. This sorrow

produces an abhorrence of sin ; he who feels it

will have no idea of retaining a single sin in
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his heart. The elements of repentance are
found in the mourner's mind ; he turns to the
Lord in earnest, yields himself up to be guided
by the Lord, and utters the language of Ephra-
im :

" Surely after I was turned, I repented, I

was ashamed, yea, confounded." R Hall.

20. /*• Ephmim my dear sou ? Rather the
sense is, " Is not Ephraim My dear son V Is he
not a pleasant child ?" That is. Is he not one
that I have set my affections upon, as a parent
does upon a child in whom he delightr, ? God
proceeds to say, Ever since I have so severely
reproved and chastised him, I have still re-

tained for him a fatherly kindness
; I am moved

with compassion toward him, and will in due
time pardon and receive him into favor. W.
Lowth. In all exigencies of His children He
is overcome with their complaints, and cannot
hold out against their moanings ; He may, as

Joseph, seem strange for a while, but cannot
act that strangeness long ; His heart moves and
sounds to theirs, gives the echo to their griefs

and groans. Is Ephraim a dear son ? Oh, the
unspeakable privilege to have Him for our Fa-
ther, who is the Father of mercies and compas-
sions, and those not barren, fruitless pityings,
for He is withal the Ood of all consolations. Do
not think that He can shut out a bleeding soul
that comes to Him, and refuse to take, and to
bind up. and heal, a broken heart that offers

itself to Him, puts itself into His hand, and en-
treats His help. Doth He require pity of us,

and doth He give it to us, and is it not infinite-

ly more in Himself ? Leighton.

This inimitably precious passage closes fitly

with the promise,
'

' I will surely have mercy
upon him, saith the Lord." Nothing can be
more sure than God's mercy to the really hum-
bled penitent. His infinite love forbids that
mercy should fail to reach such a sinner. The
showing of such mercy to such souls is the
chief delight He finds in this revolted world.
Oh, would sinners only believe this, then would
they not turn from all sinning and press to His
open arms to pour out their warm tears of sor-

row for sin and of gratitude for such free and
abundant pardon ! H. C.

22. How long icilt thou go about f Accord in"-

to the first evangelical promise concerning
" the seed of the woman," followed this pre-

diction of the prophet, " The Lord hath created

a new thing in the earth, A woman shall com-
pass a man." That new creation of a man is

therefore
'

' new," and therefore " a creation,"

because wrought in a woman only, without a
man, compassing a man. This interpretation

is ancient, Uteral and clear. The words import

a miraculous conception ; and the ancient Jews
acknowledged this sense, and applied it deter-
minately to the Messiah. This prophecy is

illustrated by that of Isaiah, chap. 7 : 14. Bp.
Pearson.

23. The cities shall be habitations of jus-
tice

;
the mountain of Israel (so the whole land

is called—Ps. 78:54), and especially Mount
Zion, shall be a mountain of holiness. Justice
toward men and holiness toward God must go
together. Godliness and honesty are what God
has joined, and let no man think to put them
asunder, or to make one to atone for the want
of the other. It is well with a people when
they come out of trouble thus refined, and it is

a sure presage of further happiness.

25. This is applicable to the spiritual bless-

ings God has in store for all true penitents, for
all that are just and holy

; they shall be abun-
dantly satisfied with Divine graces and com-
forts. In the love and favor of God the weary
soul shall find rest, and the sorrowful soul
joy. H.

26. If we look attentively at the contents of
chaps. 30 and 31, we find very sufficient causes
for the sweetness of the prophet's sleep. Jeho-
vah makes one long announcement of favor,

restoration and comfort. Hitherto when the
prophet has had to listen to Jehovah, if there
have been consolatory utterances, they have
been mingled with denunciation and words of
the most melancholy import. But now there
is one imbroken stream of good tidings, and
the effect is shown even in sleep. And if in

sleep, how much more in waking hours ! The
whole round of the day becomes different when
God looks favorably on the life. Sweetness of

sleeping hours must come from all being right

in waking hours. Now, with Jeremiah, as to

his own personal life, all was right in waking
hours, but with his nation all was wrong

; and
so through the day he went about seeing sin

and foreseeing suffering, and at night his vivid

imagination must often have kept him awake
or peopled what broken sleep he got with the

most terrible dreams. Bad men may sleep bet-

ter than good ones, so long as there is nothing
to awaken their selfish fears, and good men
spend restless nights over the troubles of those

in whom they are interested. Yet the restless-

ness must come from the failing to see the abid-

ing goodness of God. Here, for a little. God
drove every cloud from the sky of His servant,

and showed him how heavenly brightness was
a thing entirely above earthly confusions

; and
then His servant could get sweet sleep. And
God will give to all that wait upon Him that
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quiet calm of the heart which is to our higher

life what sweet sleep is to the body. It is

God's will tliat our present life, with all its

varied needs, should have all the refreshment

He can give. Y.

29, 30. " The fathers have eaten sour grapes,

and the children's teeth are set on edge." There

would have been truth in this saying had it

been used only in reference to the mere natural

consequences of their fathers' sins. In this

sense their teeth were set on edge by the sour

grapes their fathers had eaten. But the proph-

ets pointed out the falsehood involved in the

proverb as it was understood by the people.

They showed that it was utterly false when
applied to the spiritual relation in which each

person stands in the judgment of Him who is

no respecter of persons (Ezek. 18:2-4 sqq.).

Clark.

30, " Every one shall die for his own in-

iquity. " "Circumstances," "bodily organi-

zation," " temperament," " the maxims of so-

ciety," "the conventionalities of the time"

—

all these thints have something to do with

shaping our single deeds and wiih iniluencing

our character ; but after we have made all al-

lowances for these influences which affect me,

let us ask the philosophers who bring them
forward as diminishing or perhaps annihilating

responsibility, " And what about that me which
these things influence?" After all, let me re-

member that the deed is mine, and that every

one of us shall, as Paul puts it, give account of

Mmselfbefove God. A. M.

31, The Old Testameid itself, while it regards

tlie decree of salvation revealed in it, and the

kingdom of God founded thereupon, as eternal,

as extending to all times and to all races of men,

acknowledges that the manifestation of God's

kingdom at that time was imperfect and tem-

porary ; for it points forward to a new revela-

tion, in which that which is demanded hy the

letter of the law and signified by its ordinances

shall become a reality through Divine commu-
nication of life ; indeed, at the very time in

which the old form of the theocracy was ovcr-

tlirown, it predicts the new eternal covenant

which God would make with His people. O.

31-34. The remaining verses of this chapter

have but one theme—the richer spiritual bless-

ings of the Gospel age, surpassing those of the

age before Christ came. They are presented

under the phrase, " a new covenant." In the

first covenant the Lord projwsed to Israel to

enter into relations of special alliance, service

and trust with Himself, and prescribed minute-

ly the terras and conditions of this relationship.

He delivered them from their bondage in Egypt,
and on the basis of this deliverance exhorted

them to become His people, and promised on
His part to become their God. They assented,

and then He gave them His moral law of Ten
Commandments, and next His ceremonial and
civil institutes which were designed as means
of religious culture and of protection specially

against idolatry and generally against sin. As
is indicated in our passage, those agencies were
mainly external

; the law itself was written on
tables of stone. But the "new covenant" in

its agencies for begetting and maintaining the

religious life was to be inward and spiritual.

The Lord would write it, not on stone tables,

but on living hearts. There can be no doubt
that this refers to the great, the special and dis-

tinguishing feature of the Gospel age

—

the gift

of the Spirit. By this Divine agency the law
of God is written on the very hearts of men :

"They are all taught of God" (Isa. 54:13).

They are taught the spiritual nature and bear-

ings of the Divine law as never otherwise, and
what is yet more, they not on\j understand it,

but they lore it, and joyfully obey it. They
respond to its perceived claims with joyful

promptness, and find their supreme delight in

learning and doing the will of God. As here

so tersely and beautifully expressed, the result

of this new covenant and of this writing of

God's law upon their heart is that the Lord be-

comes their God and they His people. God is

theirs and they are His. All that God is, all

that He can do for His creatures. He becomes
to them and does for them. All that is in-

volved in being His own—controlled and used

by Him they become toward their God. These

relations are exceedingly broad and intensely

rich and blessed. God gives them His love and

protection ; and they give Him their heart's

best love and the whole service of their life.

As appears more fully in verse 34, this new
covenant makes special account of the forgive-

ness of sin :
" For I will forgive their iniquity

and I will remember their sin no more." This

forgiveness implies the atoning sacrifice of

Christ, and shows that this sacrifice also was

embraced in the new covenant. So that under

this phrase must be included the great essential

blessings of the Gospel dispensation—the gift

of God's Son as teacher and sacrifice for sin ;

and the gift of God's Spirit as also a spiritual

teacher and an agent of spiritual power on hu-

man hearts luito holiness. The scope of this

passage puts this new covenant somewhat in

contrast with the old. The new is not like the

old. Its prominent features are different ; its
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main agencies are new and peculiar. This

must not be pressed too far, for it cannot imply

that there was no forgiveness of sin under the

old economy, or that there was no Holy Spirit

there. But it does imply that the prominent re-

ligious agencies in that were external ; were iu

the letter ; made up largely of ritual forms
;

the law itself being written on stone ; while

under the new covenant the great religious

agencies are the mission and death of Christ

and the permanent work of tlie Divine Spirit

on human hearts. II. C.

The first covenant had been repeatedly and

flagrantly broken. As a system of morals, it

was perfect and without flaw ; but human na-

ture, being corrupt, was unable to keep its con-

ditions (Rom. 7 : 12). Universal corruption wit-

nessed to the hopelessness of salvation by such

a method. And yet the transgressions of men
were not thereby excused. The essential de-

pravity of man was revealed in a stronger and
more definite character ; but it already existed,

and was an occasion of the Divine anger. As
the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews phrases

it, God, " finding fault with them" (Ileb. 8 : 8),

reminds Judah and Israel of His delivering

mercy (" I took them by the hand," etc.), and
declares His constancy and uninterrupted ten-

derness (" I was an /msband," etc.). In strict

justice the transgressors of the law had no

claim to any consideration. They had incurred

the righteous displeasure of God. But His

merciful purpose was not laid aside. Another

opportunity of salvation was afforded, and

when the first covenant failed, a second cove-

nant was designed of grander conception and

more universal adaptation. The love of God
affronted does not withdraw itself, but busies

itself with new schemes to supplement human
frailty and diminish the occasions and possibil-

ities of failure. M.

The old covenant starts with law ; the new
one springs out of life. Verse 33 gives one of

the Old Testament ways of expressing the doc-

trine of regeneration. God writes the laws of

spiritual life on the heart, just as He writes the

laws of natural life on every natural germ
;

and then all the rest is a matter of unfolding,

of growth, of encouragement, of culture. The
old covenant was one long, exhaustive, thor-

ough experiment by which the fact became
clear that in the natural man there was noth-

ing to unfold. The new covenant established

within a very brief period that, given a new
life-principle working within him, man is in-

deed a being of glorious capabilities. Y.

The new covenant is a promise, is the assur-

ance indeed, that God has taken the matter of

our salvation into His own hands. It is all of

grace ; He gives everything ; nothing is left to

our own solitary effort. If we read over the

words of the covenant as they are given here

from first to last, there is not a single word
about anything to be done by us. The whole
covenant is not so much between man and His

Maker as between Jehovah and man's Repre-

sentative, the Lord Jesus Christ. The human
side of the covenant has been already fulfilled

by Jesus, and there remains nothing now but

the covenant of giving, not the covenant of re-

quirements. The whole covenant with regard

to us, the people of God, now stands thus :
" I

will give this ; I will bestow that ; I will fulfil

this promise ; I will grant that favor." The
old covenant said, " Do this, and thou shalt

live." The new says, " I will do all." C.

This covenant is a revelation of positive and
uplifting truth iu a time of negations and false

refuges. It is as evangelical as any disclosure

of Isaiah ; it is indeed a foretelling of the re-

generative outpouring of Pentecost, the New
Testament set in the heart of and contrasted

with the Old (Heb. 8). The new covenant is

spiritual. It begins in the heart, and works

from within outward. The law of life and of

influence is as atomic as leaven and as volun-

tary as the choices of man. If any man will

do the Divine will, he shall know it. Whoso-
ever will may take the water of life freely.

The terms of the new covenant are universal in

their sweep. No welcoming soul is ext^luded

from them or by them. They are so easy to

understand that any child may apprehend them.

Their criterion is not intellectual culture, but a

willing heart enlightened by the Spirit of God.

Forgiveness is perfectly free under these con-

ditions ; it has only to be sincerely accepted
;

and forgiveness is the first of these terms to be

received. We are saved by faith, and faith is

God's gift to us. The new covenant is sure,

surer than the ordinances of earth or sky, as

sure as the character of the unchangeable God.

It is final and eternal, for the Lord of hosts has

witnessed it. McPherson.

The prophet was not commissioned to give

them any new commandment, still less to ad-

monish to strict observance of tlie old, but to

bring the promise, which characteristically was

to this effect, that God would give them a new
heart to know Him that He was Jehovah. And
that it was not in any wise connected with

ignoration of the law, nor, on the other hand,

expected in conjunction with a return to its

merely outward ordinances, appears from this,
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that the great promise of "the latter days"

—

of the Messianic time of completioa—was that

Jehovah would then make a new covenant with

Israel, not according to that when He brought

them out of Egypt, but one in which He would

put His law in their inward parts, and write it

on their hearts. And most important as add-

ing yet another element : then would one man
no longer teach his neighbor, but all be taught

directly of God. This indicates the existence

of the old elements, while at the same time it

points to an entire change in the future. Then
would not only the old covenant and the old

law, but even proplietism be superseded, or

rather fulfilled. All this in the " latter days,"

or Messianic time, when, as Zechariah predicts,

all ritual ordinances would merge in that uni-

versal consecration to God, in which " Holiness

unto Jehovah," the inscription on the high

priest's mitre, would, so to speak, be that on

all vessels in common use in Jerusalem (14 : 20).

But what does all this mean, when translated

into the prose language of history, but the ful-

filment of the law in its spiritual aspect, such

as we find it described in the Epistles of Paul

and, indeed, throughout the whole New Testa-

ment ? But even this is not all. Jeremiah

connects with the prediction of the new law,

which was to be written on the heart when
man's teaching would give place to universal

knowledge of God, this promise deeply signifi-

cant, even if in its then form it applied to Is-

rael :
" For I will forgive their iniquitj', and I

will remember their sin no more" (verse 34).

Similarly Ezekiel, the priest-prophet, speaks of

the time when God would sprinkle clean water

upon them, and cleanse them from their filthi-

ness, give them a new heart, put His Spirit

within them, take away their stony heart, and

make them to walk in His statutes (36 : 25-27).

And that these promises would find their ful-

filment in the time of the Messiah, the Son of

David, is thus expressly stated by the same
prophet in the following chapter of His pre-

dictions : "And David My servant shall be

king over them, and they all shall have one shep-

herd ; they shall also walk in My judgments,

and observe My statutes, and do them." And
this is what Ezekiel emphatically designates as

the covenant of peace, the everlasting covenant

which God would make (37 : 24-26). Lastly,

with this also agrees both the saying of Zecha-

riah (13 : 1) :
" In that day there shall be a

fountain opened to the house of David, and to

the inhabitants of Jerusalem, for sin and for

\incleanness," and this of Micah (7:19, 20),

that God would cast all their sins into the

depths of the sea, and thus " perform the truth

to Jacob, and the mercy to Abraham" which
He had " sworn unto our fathers from the days
of old." A. E.

To what time or person the promises made
here by Jeremiah and by Ezekiel (chaps. 34 : 23,

26 ; 36 : 26) related might be uncertain before

Malachi prophesied ; though they have inter-

nal marks which point to the Messiah. But
Malachi, by his prophecy concerning " the

Messenger of the covenant" (chap. 3 : 1), put it

out of all doubt. This was to say, in other

words, that Messiah should be the declarer, the

publisher, the mediator of that better covenant,

as Moses was of the old covenant ; and that a

law should be given by Him. Bp. Chandler.

33. Says Jeremiah, speaking of the "new
covenant," or gracious relation between God
and His people, and uttering the very words of

God, " I will piit My law in their inward parts,

and write it in their hearts ; and I will be their

God, and they shall be My people." This re-

lation between God and His people is identical

with His dicelling in them, as the gift of His

Spirit, and He produces this relation by put-

ting His law in their inward parts, and by writ-

ing it in their hearts. The law here evidently

means a knoicledge of God and His will. The
writing it in their hearts is the work of the

Spirit, giving inward effect to the truth ; and

the resulting relation between God and His

people is all they need or can have of Him,
save the sacred peace, the holy delight, the Di-

vine communings which follow on that rela-

tion. J. S. Stone.

In their heart will I ti^rite it. It lies

in the nature of the case that the law at the

time in which it was given did not present it-

self as a law to be abrogated, for thereby the

law would have weakened itself. Certainly the

Mosaic regulations are given very positively,

as everlasting regulations, from which Israel

was not to deviate ; but that the position of the

people toward the laic shall in the future be dif-

ferent from what it is in the present time, is

stated in the Pentateuch very distinctly—viz.,

De. 30 : 6, where it is declared, that in the

last times God will circumcise the Jieart of the

people, and so will not meet them merely iu

the way of command, bxit will awaken in them

a susceptibility for the fulfilment of the law.

Thus the germ of the prophecy of a new cove-

nant of an essentially different character, as it

was uttered by Jeremiah in those very days

when the battlements of the old city of David

sank in the dust, lies already in the Penta-

teuch, O.
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The law shall be written in their hearts by the

finger of the Spirit, as formerly it was written

in the tables of stone. God writes His law in

the hearts of all believers, makes it ready and

familiar to them, at hand when they have occa-

sion to use it as that which is written in the

heart (Prov. 3 : 3). He makes them in care to

observe it, for that which we are solicitous

about is said to lie near our hearts. He works

in them a disposition to obedience, a conformi-

ty of thought and affection to the rulfs of the

Divine law as that of the copy to the original.

This is here promised, and ought to be prayed

for that our duty may be done cousciuntiously

and with delight. H.

Furthermore, there is wrought in the heart by

God a love to the law as well as a consent to it,

such a love that the man thanlis God that He
has given him such a fair and lovely representa-

tion of what perfect holiness would be ; that

He has given such measuring lines, by which

he knows how a house is to be builded in which

God can dwell. The law is fully written on

the heart when a man takes pleasure in holi-

ness, and feels a deep pain wlienever sin ap-

proaches him. It is not so much what you do

as what you delight to do, which becomes the

clearest test of your character. The main point

of the whole is this, that whereas our nature

was once contrary to the law of God, so that

whatever God forbade we at once desired, and

whatever God commanded we therefore began

to dislike, the Holy Spirit comes and changes

our nature, and makes it congruous to the law,

so that now whatsoever God commands our

will commands. How much better to have the

law written upon the heart than upon tablets

of stone ! Anon.
" The word" must not only be heard and re-

ceived, but " engrafted" in us. It is God's

gracious promise, " I will put My laws in their

hearts, and write them in their inward parts"

—

that is, He will enlighten our minds to the un-

derstanding of His will, and frame our hearts

and affections to the obedience of it. This is

the true engrafting of the word. Then " the

root of the matter is within us." If it be en-

grafted by the Master's hand, you will know it

by this token, it will be fruitful, it will spring

up and be visible in your life, conduct, and

conversation. The graft draws all the sap of

the stock to itself ; your affections, your pur-

poses, your cares, your thoughts, will serve the

word. T. Manton.

Afflictions of the flesh, such as watchings and

fastings and subjecting of the body, have no

tendency in themselves to make meu better
;

they often have made them worse. They are

no test of holiness and true faith, taken by
themselves. A man may be most austere in his

life, and by that very austerity learn to be cruel

to others, not tender. It should ever be borne

in mind that the severest and most mortified

life is as little a passport to heaven or criterion

of saintliness as benevolence is, or usefulness,

or amiableness. Self-discipline is a condition,

but not a sign of holiness. It may leave a man
worldly or make him a tyrant. It only minis-

ters to God's purposes when God uses it. It

is only when grace is in the heart, when power
from above dwells in a man, that anything

outward or inward turns to his salvation.

Newman.
I will be their Ood, and ttaey !iliall

be Hy people. " / icill—I will be to them

a God ;" so, also, He says of them, " 2'hey

shall —they shall be to Me a people." It is a

provision of this perfect covenant, wherein all

spiritual blessings are made over, no less surely,

than freely, to the heirs of promise, that God's

power, wisdom and goodness shall effectually

work together to overcome all difticulties and

opposition in the way—first, of establishing,

and then of maintaining to the end, this bless-

ed relationship between Himself and them.

Whether these difliculties arise from the power
and subtlety of spiritual enemies from with-

out or from the strength of natural depravity

in the hearts of His children—let what will

stand in the way to prevent, God declares, " I

will be their God, and they shall be My peo-

ple.

"

His peo2)le awning God as theirs.
'

' They shall

be My people"—that is, they shall so demean
themselves ; their spirit and deportment among
men shall witness for them that they stand to

Me in this relation. We may specify four un-

questionable marks by which the people of God
evidence this relation to Him ; and whereby

they that are such may assure themselves,

again, of His eternal foreknowledge ami choice

of them so to be, " holy, and without blame

before Him, in love." They j-ield themselves

to His authority. They separate themselves

from an evil world. They devote themselves

to His service. They live on Him for protec-

tion and happiness. Unalterable is that rela-

tion into which they are brought who have

come to God for mercy to their unrighteous-

ness, through Christ. He puts them among
His children ; He contends with their remain-

ing corruptions by the power and grace of His

spirit ; He disciplines them by afflictions ; He
warns them, and inspires them with godly fear.
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by the admonitions of His word and Spirit

;

He departs from them, in sensible comforts,

for a season, that they may not depart from

Him, nor He from them, forever. By these,

as well as by direct allurements of His love.

He keeps them in obedience ; weans them from

the world ; wins their affections ; and having

caused them to be a people to Him on earth.

He ministers to them " an abundant entrance"

into His everlasting kingdom and glory. There

that word has its complete accomplishment, " I

will be to them a God, and they shall be to Me
a people." Goode.

34. Is it not remarkable that almost at the

verj' point when it attained its full develop-

ment the seeds of dissolution in the old econ-

omy begin to show themselves ? The prophet

gives the promise of another covenant ; there-

by the first one is declared now to be growing

old, and sooji about to disappear. " I will for-

give their iniquities, and remember tlieir sins

no more"—so runs the promise in the covenant
—" for they shall all know Me, from the least to

the greatest.
'

' Thou morning of a brighter day,

how long thou dost delay beneath the rim of

earth ! Lo, heaven opens for the sweet angelic

song, " Good-will to men !" Another revelation

is beginning now. But there is being institut-

ed, too, a new kind of communion between
heaven and earth ; and while Moses dedicated

the old covenant by blood of bulls and goats,

Christ dedicates the new one in His own, and
by His offering fills up the chasm that separates

a holy God from an unholy world. Yea, the

propitiation which could but be dimly shadowed
forth by Moses in those sacrificial rites—pro-

phetic, though mysterious—that grand atoning

work, Christ shows in its reality. Van 0.

No one will contend that until the Gospel is

known universally, it will ever cease to be the

duty of Christians to say to all around them,
" Know the Lord ;" or that we have any rea-

son to expect that the Bible will ever be super-

seded by a miraculous dispensation which shall

flash Divine illumination on the mind, and thus

raise mankind above the use of means. The
import of the prediction appears to be simply

this, that when the reproach of indolence sliull

liave been wiped away from the Church, and

every man shall have said to his neighbor,
" Know the Lord" (verse 34), the reproach of

ignorance shall be wiped away from the world
;

for the Spirit of God will so graciously and
universally bless the means employed as to ren-

der their continudnce coinparativeli/ u iinecessdry

.

Tliis amnesty from heaven having been uni-

versally preached and received, the earth shall

be filled with the knowledge of the glor}^ of Je-

hovah, as the waters cover the sea. J. Har-
ris.

35-37. After promises so rich, it is a merci-

ful condescension to the weakness of human
faith that God should append such sublime as-

surances and asseverations. These are made
doubly strong by the choice of their terms and
figures. We are reminded that the God who
gave the.se glorious promises is He who gave
the sun for our light by day, and can not He
make another sun arise on the darkness of our

souls ? It is also the same who ordained the

courses of the moon and of the stars for our

light by night ; and cannot He break up the

otherwise dense and hopeless darkness of the

human soul by the rays of heavenly light ?

Things impossible to be done are adduced to

show that this casting off of Israel can never be.

The things thus adduced certify to us the vast-

ness of His power who has made these prom-
ises, and may be taken as His pledge that Omni-
potence can surely accomplish what His love

has devised and his veracity stands pledged to

perform. The Lord touches the point of man's

worst fear when He says, " I will not cast off

Israel for all her great sins." When we think

of Israel as representing the visible Church of

God, and then look at her great corruptions

and the infinite trial the Lord must have felt

under her waywardness and backslidings, it is

exceedingly comforting to read this promise

and find in it the assurance that the Lord will

never cease to have a people, but will purify

and discipline, redeem and save, till they shall

be a people to His praise, and be fitted to do

His appointed work on earth.

38-40. In these verses Jerusalem, the an-

cient city of the Lord, represents His Church

and kingdom in the latter days. It is here re-

built, considerably enlarged, and what is much
more significant, so enlarged as to include the

unclean and loathsome localities outside but

near its former walls. It now encloses all these,

yet not as unclean and repulsive, but as now
cleansed and made holy to the Lord. That is,

the Church of God makes aggressions upon the

kingdom of darkness. She goes down into the

valley of Sodom, and liaving cleansed it out,

converts it into a paradi.se. The figure corre-

sponds to Ezekiel's river of waters from under

the sanctuary (chap. 47) flowing down into the

desert, bearing verdure, fertility and beauty

on its bosom and pouring healing virtue into

the Dead Sea. So this enlarged city becomes

all "holy to the Lord," and enduring also,

" for it shall not be plucked up nor thrown
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down any more forever." To tliis tlie Lord

God of Hosts pledges His omnipotence and sig-

nifies that when Ills ISpirit shall have written

His law on the very hearts of men, the thing

will be done ! It deserves special notice that

these two prophecies illustrate each other.

What is promised in the " new covenant"

paves the way for what is done in the " new
city" built to the Lord. The writing of God's

law upon human hearts by His Spirit supplies

the power that is to transform all thi. t is vile

and unclean in our world to moral beauty and

holiness. The gospel goes down into the deep-

est sinks of human pollution to diffuse there

the sweetness of love and the fragrance of piety

—to redeem those wrecks of humanity from the

loathsomeness and the curse of sin and restore

them to the purity and bliss of paradise. And
shall we not praise God for all this ? Shall not

the promise and prophecy of it be a joy and a

strength to His people in their gospel mission,

sustaining their hearts in the " work of faith

and the labor of love and the patience of

hope" until prophec}" sludl become history, and
" not one good word shall fail of all that the

Lord has spoken ?" H. C.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXXH., IN VOL. VII., PAGE 442.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XXXIH.

33 : 1 Moreover the word of the Lord came unto Jeremiah the second time, while he

2 was yet shut up in the court of the guard, saying, Thus saith the Lord that doeth it, the

3 Lord that formeth it to establish it ; the Lord is his name : Call unto me, and I will answer

4 thee, and will shew thee great things, and difficult, which thou knowest not. For thus saith

the Lord, the God of Israel, concerning the houses of this city, and concerning the houses of

the kings of Judah, which arc broken down to make a defence against the mounts, and against

5 the sword : They come to fight with the Chaldeans, but it is to fill them with the dead bodies

of men, whom I have slain in mine anger and in my fury, and for all whose wickedness I have

6 hid my face from this city. Behold, I will bring it health and cure, and I will cure them
;

7 and I will reveal unto them abundance of peace and truth. And I will cause the captivity of

8 Judah and the captivity of Israel to return, and will build them, as at the first. And I will

cleanse them from all their iniquity, whereby they have sinned against me ; and I will par-

don all their iniquities, whereby they have sinned against me, and whereby they have trans-

9 gressed against me. And tJtis city shall be to me for a name of jo3% for a praise and for a glory,

before all the nations of the earth, which shall hear all the good that I do unto them, and shall

10 fear and tremble for all the good and for all the peace that I procure unto it. Thus saith the

Lord : Yet again there shall be heard in this place, whereof ye say, It is waste, without man
and without beast, even in the cities of Judah, and in the streets of Jerusalem, that are desolate,

11 without man and without inhabitant and without beast, the voice of joy and the voice of glad-

ness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the voice of them that saj^ Give

thanks to the Lord of hosts, for the Lord is good, for his mercy enditreth for ever : and of them

that bring sacrifices of thanksgiving into the house of the Lord. For I will cause the captivity

12 of the land to return as at the first, saith the Lord. Thus saith the Lord of hosts : Yet again

shall there be in this place, which is waste, without man and without beast, and in all the

13 cities thereof, an habitation of shepherds causing their flocks to lie down. In the cities of

the hill country, in the cities of the lowland, and in the cities of the South, and in the land of

Benjamin, and in the places about Jerusalem, and in the cities of Judah, shall the flocks again

pass under the hands of him that telleth them, saith the Lord.

14 Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will perforin that good word which I have
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15 spoken concerning the house of Israel and concerning the house of Judah. In tliose days,

and at that time, will I cause a Branch of righteousness to grow up unto David ; and he shall

16 execute judgement and righteousness in the land. In those days shall Judah be saved, and
Jerusalem shall dwell safely : and this is the name whereby she shall be called. The Lord is

17 our righteousness. For thus saith the Lord : David shall never want a man to sit upon the

18 throne of the house of Israel ; neither shall the priests the Levites want a man before me to

19 offer burnt offerings, and to burn oblations, and to do sacrifice continually. And the word
20 of the Lord came unto Jeremiah, saying. Thus saith the Lord : If ye can break my cove-

nant of the day, and my covenant of the night, so that there should not be day and night in

21 their season
;
then may also my covenant be broken with David my servant, that he should

22 not have a son to reign upon his throne ; and with the Levites the priests, my ministers. As
tlie host of heaven cannot be numbered, neither the sand of the sea measured ; so will I mul-

23 tiply the seed of David my servant, and the Levites that minister unto me. And the word of

24 the Lord came to Jeremiah, saying, Considerest thou not what this people have spoken, say-

ing, The two families which the Lord did choose, he hath cast them off ? thus do they de-

25 spise my people, that they should be no more a nation before them. Thus saith the Lord :

If my covenant of day and night stand not, if I have not appointed the ordinances of heaven

26 and earth ; then will I also cast away the seed of Jacob, and of David my servant, so that I

will not take of his seed to be rulers over the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob : for I will

cause their captivity to return, and will have mercy on them.

Chap. 33, God reveals His gracious pur-

pose of healing the wounds of Jerusalem, re-

storing the captivity of Judah, forgiving their

sins, and distinguishing them with such bless-

ings as to strike the astonished nations with

fear and trembling (verses 1-9). He foretells

that the land, whose desolation they deplored,

should again flourish with multitudes, both of

men and cattle (verses 10-13). He confirms His

former promise of establishing a kingdom of

righteousness in a branch of the house of David,

and rendering it perpetual, together with the

priesthood of the sons of Levi (verses 14-18).

He declares His covenant in this respect with

David and the Levites. to be as sure as the cov-

enant of day and night (verses 19-22). And, to

remove the reproach of having cast off those

families, whom He had once distinguished by
His choice, He renews His protestations of in-

fallibly restoring the seed of Jacob, and of ap-

pointing the seed of David to rule over them
forever (verse 23), to the end. Blayney.

The city was at this time besieged, and tot-

tering to its fall. This prospective ruin of the

city and Temple chilled the hearts of those who
would fain hold fast to the promises of the

Lord, and hence became a sore temptation to

despondency and even despair. To reassure

tlieir sinking faith, these reiterated promises

are given here in the very jaws of national

ruin. H. C.

Verses 1-13 may be characterized as God's

fvoviise to Judah and Israel of ultimate return

and restoration. Uttered just before the final

captivity, the words were designed for the

comfort of devout Jews. Through all the long

dreary history there had always been true wor-

shippers, for whose sake, in great part, God
had forborne with His guilty people. The fer-

vent intercession of these faithful ones, like

that of Elijah, had always availed much, even

in the darkest crises of Israel's guilt. And now
to these devout and loyal souls, just about to

be tried with the fire of utter destruction, God
utters these words of hope by Jeremiah. To
such as were to be taken captive to Babylon,

and to their faithful successors who should

arise in the generations of the captivity. He
utters these cheering predictions. For the com-

fort, the faith, patience and hope of all the

true-hearted and devout throughout the sad

j^ears of exile by the rivers of Babylon, when
the throne of David was vacant ; when Judah

as well as Israel was desolate of people ; when
there was neither capital nor Temple nor priest-

hood ; when all evidences of their nationality

should cease to exist, Jeremiah was here in-

spired, while announcing the great calamity, to

promise a return from exile, and the rebuilding

of the Jewish state. B.

1. Jeremiah had resolutely witnessed to the

truth, and now he was confined in the king's

prison in order to his being silenced. But so

far from the Divine communications being less

frequent, the}^ were more so, and, if possible,

more weiglity and important. The Avord of

the Lord came to him the second time, and i\

gracious revelation of God's power and willing-

ness to bless. M.

2, 3. Hie basis ofprayer ; the clear invitation
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and expUeit promise ; and the specific results lierc

pledged. la the sublime self-assertion of His

creative, fonnative and sustaining might, and in

the simple utterance of His covenant name, God
invites His troubled people to liud evidence of

His ability to answer to their utmost call. In

this is found the single basis of all prayer ; His

sovereign might and control in providence, and

His covenant mercy toward men. In words of

invitation so clear that they cannot be misappre-

hended, so personal and direct that their sum-

moning force cannot be avoided. He challenges

their faith to test His power and willingness,

even in respect to issues vast as those involved

in this calamity. And we are further to note,

that His promise to give in response to their

call is absolutely without qualification. Like

every other Divine promise in the Old and

New Testament, that of the answer to prayer is

conditioned upon a right spirit and a trusting

heart. The prayer of such a spirit God will

assuredly answer ; either with that gift which

is asked or with a better blessing. What were

the great and mighty tilings promised as the spe-

cific result of their call, we learn in the verses

following. In these words God discloses the

grand results of future Jewish history, involv-

ing the coming of Messiah. This disclosure He
makes to the praying, trusting and hoping Is-

raelites, that in the da^^s of darkness they

might be encouraged to continue their trust

and prayer and hope. And not less to faithful

believers to-day is this God's assurance con-

cerning themselves, their households and the

Church of Christ. To every faithful, trusting

soul to day, as in every day of all the jiast,

God's invitation and promise. His declaration

of ability and willingness to do great things in

response to fervent supplication, still finds ex-

pression and fulfilment. B.

Asking, on the one side, and giving in an-

swer to that asking, on the other, would seem

to be nearly as unmistakable an account of a

direct transaction as speech is capable of com-

posing. Especially would it appear to stand

clear of all possible ambiguity, when we re-

member that the whole Revelation, from end to

end of its records, offers no hint of any differ-

ent theory ; that it was precisely in this spirit,

and with this understanding, that every bibli-

cal believer prayed, from Adam in Eden to

John in Patmos—Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,

all patriarchs speaking to Jehovah, and an-

swered by Him ; Moses, Samuel, Elijah and

the whole line of valiant, praying prophets
;

David, whose devotions have been the conunon

language of worship through both dispensa-

tions, and bear to-day fresher marks of perpe-

tuity than when his own tears fell upon the

lines he wrote—whose petitions were accounted

worthy to be taken upon the lips of the Re-

deemer Himself amid the tortures of the cru-

cifixion
;
the disciples, the mother, evangelists,

apostles—all, with undivided agreement, ask-

ing the Father for what their soul craved, and
receiving at God's invisible hand, immediately,

blessings that, but for such asking, could not

have been bestowed. The witnesses are ex-

plicit. There are placed before us two parties.

One is just as literally and exactly a person as

the other ; the Divine side of the mutual trans-

action involving precisely the same attributes

of personality as the human—no hint to the

contrar}^ ; and—mark especially—the fact of

conscious request and conscious compliance

every way as distinct—the difference between

faith and sense being of course granted—as if a

hand were visibly stretched out on one side open,

and were visibly filled from the other. F. D. 11.

He is told to pray for great things. The
great and mighty things which it pleased the

Lord to bestow and Jeremiah to receive related

to the deliverance of the people of God from

their future captivitj', and the restoration of

God's goodness to them. You observe that

God requires to be asked for the great and

mightj^ things of His grace before He bestows

them. G. Bowen.

To pray with the firm persuasion that God
hears, and will, in His own time and way, an-

swer, but to require no sensible impressions

upon the mind at the time, in reply, is to ask

in faith. But to make our comfort and the

performance of our duty depend on the re-

sponse which we may seem to receive is not

the highest exercise of love to God or trust iu

Him. Communion with Christ does not re-

quire responsive influences upon our hearts in

order to be real. N. Adams. The answer

may be delayed to test our faith, to sift our

motives, to prepare us for the right reception

of the answer ; but let us never doubt that

whatsoever we ask in Christ's name will be

granted imto us. And this faitli, nothing wa-

vering, is itself the test of the sincerity of our

heart, and the Christ-conformed character of

our petitions. A. Saphir.

Call unto Me and I will answer, saith the Lord.

Find in this explicit Divine promise an inspired

Old Testament commentary directly responsive

to Paul's sublime ascription (Eph. 3 : 20), " to

Him that is able to do exceeding abundantly above

all that ice ask or think, according to the power
that worketh in us."
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4-9. Ood'siiledge of restoration and rebuilding

after cajjtivity. Verses 4 and 5 vividly depict

the ruin and desolation of city and nation.

" Houses thrown down" and the debris " filled

•with the dead bodies of men," slain at the

Chaldeans' hands, yet according to Jehovah's

purpose, in punishment of Judah's wickedness

—these broken homes and this decimation by

the sword were to be followed by the long ban-

ishment into a strange land. This was the great

calamity, then near at hand, which the proph-

et announced.

But over against this was he bidden to prom-

ise a return from exile and a restoration to

their home-land. Under a figure of the healing

of one long and sorely diseased, God declares

that He will at length bring to the nation health

and cure. Then without figure He explicitly

affirms that He will bring back Judah and Israel

from captivity and build them again. Then

their iniquities shall be pardoned and they shall

be cleansed. And their name shall be " a joy,

a praise, and an honor before all the nations of

the earth ;" Avho shall thus be taught the won-

derful loving-kindness of Jehovah to men. In

verses 10-13 the same glorious and rich prom-

ises continue to find utterance—promises oft re-

peated by oilier prophets, with larger particu-

lars. Verses 14-18 intimate that only a partial

and inconsiderable fulfilment of these grand

and far-reaching pledges was realized upon the

return from the seventy years of captivity, and

onward until the coming of Christ. Around

Him all these Old Testament promises cluster
;

to His person and work they point ; in the estab-

lishment of His kingdom they are centred and

are completely fulfilled. B.

6. 21ie Divine treatment of sin. "Behold,!

will bring it health and cure, and I will cure

them." Here, as in so many other Scriptures,

the moral, political, social, and spiritual recov-

ery of Israel is spoken of under the image of

bodily healing. For all healings of the body

are types and pledges of the better healing. If

God so cares for the body, which to-day is and

to-morrow is cast into the tomb, shall He not

care for the soul, which is e^'ernal ? This verse

6 is a promise that the Divine treatment of sin

shall be effectual. The Lord is Jehovah-rophi.

He heals them that have need of healing. C.

Sin is man's self-induced disease, unnatural,

and self-incurable. Righteousness or lightness

is wholeness, wholth, or health, which is the

meaning of the Old Testament peace. This is

wrought in the soul by God, and is the restora-

tion of its nature as made originally in His

image. This " health and cure" He is always

able, willing, and glad to impart to those hum-
ble, repentant souls that trust in and call upon
Him. B.

10, II. To the expressions common in this

prophet to denote the peace and happiness of

the people, are added here words of thanksgiv-

ing and praise to God. The people will not

onl}^ be full of joy ; they will also remember
the great Giver of all their blessings wnth over-

flowing soul, adoring His goodness and mercy

that endure forever. This indicates the rich-

est spiritual blessings—the work of the Spirit

of God upon their heart, and not merely the

accumulation of worldly good. H. C.

11. Tiie Lord is good, His mercy
cndiiretli forever. Goodness belongs to

nature and to Providence. It presides over all

the resources of creation—opens the mine, and

covers the field, and adorns the garden—pours

out daily the treasures of its full horn into the

hands of men. What goodness giveth, they

gather. But Mercy belongs especially to the

gospel ; she is seen walking along the paths of

patriarchs, prophets, and pi'iests—in the taber-

nacle and in the temple, in worship and in

teaching—-giving them hints about the seed of

the woman, and the sceptre of Israel, and the

star of Jacob, and the Man of borrows, and the

Lamb slain, and the fountain opened ; and

then, after this typical and prophetic course,

Mercy shows us, at Bethlehem, Christ's man-

ger and cradle ; and then, at Calvary, reveals

the cross under which she stands. Stoughton.

Sacrifices of tlianiisgiving. Inter-

mixed with searching and inspired doctrines

and ordinances of religious sacrifice, we find in

the Bible such expressions as the " sacrifices of

thanksgiving," the " sacrifices of praise," and
" sacrifices of joy." If there is any parados, it

clearly belongs to that grand paradox which

runs all through the Gospel, and its transform-

ing work ; the " service that is perfect free-

dom ;
" "as poor yet making many rich;"

" having nothing, yet possessing all things."

That is, if the Church would fill out her right-

ful office, restore the waste places, and extend

the kingdom of Christ in the world, she must

restore first the Divine plan of faith working

by love which God gave her ; she must re-

affirm the doctrine of stated, sj'stematic and

adequate sacrifices for that holy end ; she must

not cheat her children with any delusive dream

of putting the cloak of Christ's righteousness

on themselves or others so long as the thick

undergarment of their own selfishness and

avarice clings close to them and is not rent

apart and torn off ; she must teach and train
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every cliild slie baptizes to keep his eyes, his

hands, his feet, and all his powers ever ready

and intent to seek out and to occupy the occa-

sions of self-denial for her honor and the glory

of her crucitied Head ; and then it will come

about, as the promises of God are true, under

the wonder-working law of the Spirit of life in

Christ Jesus, that a love for this kind of service

will grow up, and a sacred passion for the

Church's honor will be kindled, such as will

cast out the bondage of constraint, enthroning

the gracious and rojal law which is " ready to

give and glad to distribute," making of each

disciple the "cheerful giver" whom the Lord

loves. F. D. H.

12, 13. In these verses, when the prophet

would set forth the blessed life that the re-

stored people should enjoy, he drew a picture,

not of city, but of country life ; not of hard,

exacting toil, but of healthful, peaceful occu-

pation—the pastoral life of a quiet, beautiful

land. It is a symbol of all healthful employ,

and such employ shall be a further feature in

the blessedness that is to be. C. As a quiet

pastoral life tilled their highest ideal of peace,

repose, and abundance— a fact due somewhat

to the examples of the patriarchs and of David

—

so here this state of spiritual enjoyment and

peace is clothed in these images. The contrast

is made strong ; in this very place, doomed to

be so desolate as to have in it neither man nor

any of his domcsric animals—here shall yet be

the dwellings of shepherds, with their flocks re-

posing most quietly. The last clause of verse

13 refers to the usual mode of counting their

flocks—viz., causing them to pass under the

hand of one who should number them. H. C.

14. / icill perform that good tiling which I
Jiave promised. The coming of the Messiah was

that good thing which God had promised, which

is therefore called in a peculiar manner, ' The
promise made unto the fathers" (Acts 13 : 32),

as being the greatest of all the promises, and

that in which all the rest were comprehended.

Bp. Bereridge.

15. The righteous Scion of Dacid. Here is a

great leading prediction, which enables us to

interpret as to the time and mode in which the

rest of the glorious predictions connected with

it were to be fulfilled. We know full well who
this righteous Scion was, and when we look at

His work, we can translate all the figurative

language inio spiritual realities. We no longer

go looking for Israel and Jerusalem in any

mere local way, and the vineyards and corn-

lands and pastures of the restored people of God
we understand to be only feeble indications

of the spiritual satisfactions coming through

Christ. This righteous Scion springs from

David. According to the flesh. He is connect-

ed with a name suggestive of past days of pros-

perity and glory. David himself is emphati-

cally to be reckoned as a righteous stock. That
he fell into grievous backslidings is not to be

denied ; but we know his aspirations, his sigh-

iugs and strugglings after conformity with the

law of God. Y.

15-l§. The pith of the promise was that

the Lord would bring forth that glorious Scion

from the stock of David, His greater son, the

Messiah, and make Him king forever on His

throne over all the people of the Lord. But
this promise affirms also the perpetual succes-

sion of the Levitical priesthood :
" Neither shall

the priests the Levites ever want a man before

Me to offer burnt-offering," etc. Zechariah

and the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews
are authorized expounders of this remarkable

prophecy. Zechariah taught (chap. 3) that

after the captivity the priesthood was to be re-

stored in its purity and beaut}^ and that the

high-priest and his associates were men of typi-

cal significance, forashadowung God's " servant,

the Branch." who will " take away the iniquity

of that land in one day"—thus " by one offering

perfecting forever them that are sanctified"

(Heb. 10 : 14). Zechariah also taught in chap. 4,

that through the priesthood the Lord would
pour the oil of His grace upon His people ; and

in chap. 6, that the Branch (Messiah) should
" build the temple of the Lord" and " be a

priest upon His throne"

—

i.e., be both king and

priest, thus uniting in Himself the functions of

David and of Aaron. The Epistle to the He-

brews elaborates the great idea that Jesus Christ,

after He had once offered a sacrifice for sins as

the great High Priest of His people, " forever

sat down at the right hand of God"—" a great

High-Priest passed through the heavens,"
" ever living to make intercession for them"
(Heb. 10 : 12 ; 4 : 14 ; 7 : 25, etc.). So com-

plete are the appliances for the salvation of lost

men. Well may the great apostle say," And
ye are complete iu Him" (Col. 2 : 10). In

Him every want of their souls is met. H. C.

IT. David shall never want a onan. So long

as Israel remained a kingdom, those of the line

of David ruled over it ; when that failed, Christ

came in the flesh, who ruleth, and shall rule,

over the Israel of God forever. Poole. In a

spiritual sense, the kingdom of Christ, the Son

of David, has been for some time established

over those whom the Apostle calls " the Israel

of God" (Gal. 6:16), and "the children of
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Abraham" (Gal. 3:7); meaning thereby all

true believers, whether of the Jews or of the

Gentiles. And in the Church of Christ there

hath been a constant and uninterrupted suc-

cession of persons appointed to perform the

public offices of religion in the room of, al-

though not taken out of the family of the

priests, the Levites. And the perpetuity of this

kingdom and this priesthood is, in the opinion

of many learned expositors, looked upon as a

full and authentic completion of the intention

of tliis prophecy. Blayney.

17, l§. King and iwiest in perpetuity. The
declarations of these verses come by a natural

association after the declaration of His advent

who is the righteous Scion of David. King-

ship and priesthood in perpetuity—that is the

general assurance ; but what a difference be-

tween the assurance looked at from the point

of view given by Jeremiah's time and the point

of view given by ours ! We look back on the

achievements of history, and then see how much
more a prediction means than anything that

could have been supposed possible at the time

it was spoken.

The way in. loliicli the perpetuity is manifested.

The king is one ; the priest is one. Looking

back, we are made to see this clearly. " Of

His reign there shall be no end," says Gabriel

to Mary. Whatever wisdom, power, and be-

neticeuce are in Jesus, are in perpetual exercise.

Death, which ends the authority of purely hu-

man kings, only enlarged and deepened the

authority of Jesus. He not only claims per-

petuity for His demands, but we have ample

reason now to say that the claim is admitted.

And as to priesthood, what more need be

said than make a reference to the expositions

of the priesthood of Jesus made in the Epistle

to the Elebrews ? It is the priesthood forever,

according to the order of Melchisedec. What
an abidingly helpful thought it should be that

we look to a Mediator ever active in sympathy
with human wants, ever understanding them,

knowing them indeed far better that the sub-

jects of tliem ! All the externalities are gone

—

sacrifices of beasts, furnishings of the holy place,

symbolic garments of the priests, symbolic or-

dinances of service ; but the reality remains

and must remain in the priesthood of Jesus

Christ. The deepest evils of human life, the

evils that cause all others, are swept away by
the priesthood of Jesus. And so also the great-

est goods of human life, those that are seminal

and full of energy toward the production of

other goods, come through the siime priest-

hood. Compared with the possibilities of the

future, the predictions of these verses are, indeed,

only at the beginning of their fulfilment. Y.

17-26, Three of God's covenants—that of

royalty with David and his seed, that of the

priesthood with Aaron and his seed, and that of

peculiarity with Abraham and his seed—seemed
to have been all broken and lost while the Cap-
tivity lasted

; but it is here promised that, not-

withstanding tJiat interruption and discontinu-

ance for a time, they shall all three take place

again, and the true intents and meaning of

them all shall be abundantly answered in the

New Testament blessings, typified by those

conferred on the Jews after their return out of

captivity. H.

19-22. Here, as in chap. 31 : 35-37, the rich-

est promises are confirmed by the strongest as-

surances. The Lord's covenant of the day and

of the night (see Gen. 1 and Ps. 136 : 8, 9), the

Divine constitution of nature whereby the suc-

cession of day and night will continue while

the world shall stand, is beautifully appropri-

ated as the symbol and the pledge of this never-

failing promise respecting the eternal kingship

and priesthood of the Messiah. H. C.

TJte permanence of nature is an assurance of

th.e "permanence of grace. The same God rules

in the physical and spiritual spheres. In the

one He is not capricious and uncertain. Why
should we fear His being so in the other ?

Night, tempest, winter—things dark and wild

—do not set aside the eternal ordinances of be-

neficent nature. The blue sky survives the

black cloud that hides it for a season only to

reveal it the more clearly after shedding itself

in thunder-showers. Why, then, should we
think that the heavenly grace of God's love

should be less enduring ? If the ordinances of

nature fail, we may expect the same of the cov-

enant of grace ; but not till then, since both de-

pend on the same Divine endurance.

The successions of nature are pledges of the suc-

cessions of grace. Nature is ever changing,

though changing according to uniform laws.

In spiritual experience we meet with change.

Neither of God's kingdoms is a Chinese em-

pire. Progress marks both ; and progress

means change. But the change, though it

alters events, does not alter principles ; it only

develops them to fuller exercise. Do the

changes of life make us fear the loss of God's

blessing ? Let us remember that the changes

in nature do not upset its laws. Our experi-

ence varies, but God's love is changeless. He
shows this love, however, rather by a succession

of blessings than by maintaining present bless-

ings unaltered. So is it in nature—day and
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night, summer and winter, alternate. To-day's
grace will not last for to-morrow

; but new
grace will be bestowed then if we seek it. The
succession does not fail in nature, nor will it in
grace. Adeney.

26. Christ is that seed of David that is to
be perpetual Dictator to the seed of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob

; and as this people shall never
want such a king, so this king shall never want
such a people. Christianity shall continue in

the dominion of Christ, and the subjection of
Christians to Him, till day and night come to
an end. And as a pledge of this, that promise
is again repeated, I will cause their captivity
to return

;
and, having brought them back, I

will have mercy on them. Whom this promise
refers to appears Gal. 6 : 16, where all that
walk according to the Gospel rule are made to
be the Israel of God, on whom peace and
mercy shall be. H.
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JEREMIAH, CHAPTERS XLVI., XLVII.

46 : 1 The word of the Lord which came to Jeremiah the prophet concerning the nations.

2 Of Egypt : concerning the army of Pharaoh-neco king of Egypt, which was by the river

Euphrates in Carchemish, which Nebucliadrezzar king of Babylon smote in the fourth year

of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah, king of Judah.

3, 4 Order ye the buckler and shield, and draw near to battle. Harness the horses, and get up,

ye horsemen, and stand forth with your helmets ; furbish the spears, put on the coats of

5 mail. Wherefore have I seen it ? they are dismaj'ed and are turned backward ; and their

6 mighty ones are beaten down, and are fled apace, and look not back : terror is on every side,

saith the Lord. Let not the swift flee away, nor the mighty man escape ; in the north by the

7 river Euphrates have they stumbled and fallen. Who is this that riseth up like the Nile, whose

8 waters toss themselves like the rivers ? Egypt riseth up like the Nile, and his waters toss them-

selves like the rivers : and he saith, I will rise up, I will cover the earth ; I will destroy the city

9 and the inhabitants thereof. Go up, ye horses ; and rage, ye chariots ; and let the mighty

men go forth : Cush and Put, that handle the shield ; and the Ludim, that handle and bend

10 the bow. For that day is a day of the Lord, the Lord of hosts, a day of vengeance, that he

may avenge him of his adversaries : and the sword shall devour and be satiats, and shall

drink its fill of their blood : for the Lord, the Lord of hosts, hath a sacrifice in the north

11 country by the river Euphrates. Go up into Gilead, and take balm, O virgin daughter of

12 Egypt : in vain dost thnn use many medicines ; there is no healing for thee. The nations

have heard of thy shame, and the earth is full of thy cry : for the mighty man hath stumbled

against the mighty, they are fallen both of them together.

13 The word that the Lord spake to Jeremiah the prophet, how that Nebuchadrezzar king of

Babylon should come and smite the land of Egypt.

14 Declare ye in Egypt, and publish in ]\Iigdol, and publish in Noph and in Tahpanhes : saj' ye,

15 Stand forth, and prepare thee ; for the sword hath devoured round about thee. Why are thy

16 strong ones swept away ? they stood not, because the Lord did drive them. He made many to

stumble, j'ea, they fell one upon another : and they said. Arise, and let us go again to our own
17 people, and to the land of our nativity, from the oppressing sword. They cried there, Pharaoh

18 king of Egypt is but a noise ; he hath let the appointed time pass by. As I live, saith the King,

whose name is the Lord of hosts, surely like Tabor among the mountains, and like Carmel

19 by the sea, so shall he come. O thou daughter that dwellest in Egypt, furnish thyself to go

into captivity : for Noph shall become a desolation, and shall be burnt up, without inliabi-

20 tant. Egypt is a very fair heifer ; but destruction out of the north is come, it is come.

21 Also her hired men in the midst of her are like calves of the stall ; for they also are turned back,

they are fled away together, they did not stand : for the day of their calamity is come upon

22 them, the time of their visitation. The sound thereof shall go like the serpent ; for they shall

23 march Avith an army, and come against her with axes, as hewers of wood. They shall cut

down her forest, sailh the Lord, though it cannot be searched ; because thej^ are more than

24 the locusts, and are innumerable. The daughter of Egypt shall be put to shame ; she shall

25 be delivered into the hand of the people of the north. The Lord of hosts, the God of Israel,

saith : Behold, I will punish Amon of No, and Pharaoh, and Egypt, with her gods, and her

26 kings ; even Pharaoh, and them that trust in him : and I will deliver them into the hand of

those that seek their lives, and into the hand of Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon, and into

the hand of his servants : and afterwards it shall be inhabited, lus in the days of old, saith the

27 Lord. But fear not thou, O Jacob my servant, neither be dismayed, O Israel : for, lo, I will

save thee from afar, and thy seed from the land of their captivity ; and Jacob shall return,

28 and shall be quiet and at ease, and none shall make him afraid. Fear not thou, O Jacob my
servant, saith the Lord ; for I am with thee : for I will make a full end of all the nations

whither I have driven thee, but I will not make a full end of thee ; but I will correct thee

with judgement, and will in no wise leave thee unpunished.
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47 : 1 The word of the Lord that came to Jereruiah the prophet concerning the Philistines,

before that Pharaoh smote Gaza.

2 Thus saith the Loud : Behold, waters rise up out of the north, and shall become an over-

flowing stream, and shall overflow the land and all that is therein, the city and them that

;'. dwell therein : and the men shall cry, and all the inhabitants of the land shall howl. At the

noise of the stamping of the hoofs of his strong ones, at the rushing of his chariots, at the

rumbling of his wheels, the fathers look not back to their children for feebleness of hands
;

4 because of the day that comelh to spoil all the Philistines, to cut off from Tyre and Zidon

every helper that remaineth : for the Lokd will spoil the Philistines, the remnant of the isle

n of Caphtor. Baldness is come upon Gaza ; Ashkelon is brought to nought, the remnant of

6 their valley : how long will thou cut thyself? O thou sword of the Lord, how long will it

7 be ere thou be quiet ? put up thyself into thy scabbard ; rest, and be still. How canst thou
be quiet, seeing the Lord hath given thee a charge ? against Ashkelon, and against the sea

shore, there hath he appointed it.

Chaps. 46-51. Compare these prophecies

against Egypt, Philistia, Moab, Ammon, Edom,
Damascus, Kedar and Hazor, Elam, Babylon,

with similar prophecies of Isa. 13-23
; Ezek.

25-32 ; Amos 1:3-2: 3. W. J. B.

Chap. 46. In this chapter are two distinct

prophecies concerning Egypt. The first (verses

1-12) appears to have been delivered at the time

that the Egyptian army lay along the banks

of the Euphrates, waiting to oppose the en-

trance of Nebuchadnezzar into Syria, in the

fourth year of the reign of Jehoiakim, king of

Judah. The two armies came to an engage-

ment near the city of Carchemish, the same
Avhich Pharaoh-necho was going against when
he was opposed by King Josiali (2 Chron.

35 : 20). The event of the battle proved very

unfortunate to tlie Egyptians, who were routed

with a prodigious slaughter, as is here foretold

by the prophet in a very animated style, and
with great poetic energy and liveliness of color-

ing. In the third and fourth verses, the mighty
preparations of the Egj^ptians for war are de-

scribed, which occasions the prophet, who fore-

sees the defeat, to express his astonishment at

an event so contrarj^ to what nnght Inxve been

expected ; but he accounts for it by ascribing

it to the disposition of the Almightj', who had

spread terror all around, and had decreed that

neither swiftness nor strength should avail the

owners, so as to save them from the impending

overthrow (verses 5, 6). In the verses that fol-

low next, the king of Egj'pt is represented as

beginning his march with all the ostentation and

insolence of presumed success. He is compared
to a mighty river, the Nile or the Euphrates,

when it swells above its banks, and threatens

to overwlielm the country with ruin and deso-

lation (verses 7, 8). lie is heard calling aloud

to the nations of which his army is composed,

giving them the signal for action, and rous-

ing them to deeds of desperate valor (verse 9).

But all in vain ; the time is come for God to

avenge Himself of His ancient foes ; they are

doomed to slaughter, to fall a bloody sacrifice

on the plains of the north (verse 10). The
whole concludes with an apostrophe to the

daughter of Egj-pt, whose wound is pro-

nounced incurable, and her disgrace univer-

sally known ; forasmuch as the number of her

wurriors have served onl}- to augment the gen-

eral disorder, and more effectually to destroy

each other.

] . The icord of the Lord, etc. This verse is a

general title to the collection of prophecies

contained in this and the five following chap-

ters. The nations spoken of are the same as

those of Avhich an enumeration is made (chap.

25 : 19-26). These propliecies were not deliv-

ered all at the same time. To some the date

is annexed ; in others it is left uncertain.

Blayney.

1-12. In this passage we have the fullest

account that has come down to us of one of the

most important among the " decisive batLlesof

the world." The contending powers are Egypt
and Babylon, the contending princes Neko
(Pharaoh-necho), the son of Psamatik I., and

Nebuchadnezzar, the son of Nabopolassar—the

founder of the second empire of the Chaldeans.

Neko, having (in B.C. 608) defeated Josiah,

king of Judah, at Megiddo, on the border of

the great plain of Esdraelon, pressed forward

to meet the " house with which he had war at

Carchemish by Euphrates" (2 Chron. 35:20).

Complete success for the time attended his ex-

pedition. He made himself master of the whole

tract of territory intervening between the " river

of Egypt" (Wady-el-Arish) on the one hand
and the river Euphrates on the other (2 K.

24 : 7). Syria in its widest extent, Phoenicia,

Philistia and Judea submitted to him. It
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seemed as if the days of the Thothmeses and

Amenhoteps were about to return, and Egypt
to be once more the predominant power in the

Eastern world, the "lady of nations," the

sovereign at one and the same time of Africa

and of Asia. Had Babylon acquiesced in the

loss of territory, her prestige would have been

gone, and her empire would probably have

soon crumbled into dust. Egypt and Media

would have stood face to face as the two rivals

for supremacy ; and possibly the entire course

of the world's later history might have been

changed

.

But Nabopolassar appreciated aright the im-

portance of the crisis, and before Egypt had

had time to consolidate her power in the newly

conquered provinces, resolved on making a

great effort to recover them. In the year b.c.

605—three years after Neko's great success

—

having collected his troops and made his prepa-

rations, he sent his son and heir. Nebuchadnez-

zar, at the head of a large army, to reconquer

the lost territory. Nebuchadnezzar marched

upon Carchemish, the strong frontier fortress

near the Euphrates, which had originally been

the capital of the early Hittite kingdom, and

the site of which is now marked by the ruins

called " Jerablus" or "Jerabus. " Here he

found Neko encamped at the head of a consid-

erable force, in part, no doubt, Egyptians, but

mainly Ethiopians, Libyans and Gryeco-Carians

from Asia Minor, perhaps the " Lydians" of

Jeremiah (verse 9). The battle poetically de-

scribed by Jeremiah was fought. The Egyp-
tian force of foot, horse and chariots was com-

pletely defeated ; a great carnage took place

(verse 10) ; and the few survivors fled away in

dismay (verse 5), evacuating province after

province, and retiring within their own fron-

tier. Nebuchadnezzar followed on their traces,

at least as far south as Jerusalem, where he re-

ceived the submission of Jehoiakim (2 K. 24 : 1),

and from which he carried off a portion of the

Temple treasures (Dan. 1 : 1). He would prob-

ably have gone further and invaded Egypt had
not the news reached him (late in b.c. 605) of

liis father's decease, which necessitated his own
immediate return to his capital. Accompanied
by a small force lightly equipped, he crossed

the desert by way of Damascus and Tadmor,
while tie heavy-armed troops, the baggage,

and the prisoners made their way to Babylon
by the usual but circuitous route, down the

valley of the Orontes, across Northern Syria to

Carchemish, and then along the banks of the

Euphrates.

We have one profane account of this expedi-

tion, entering far less into details than Jere-

miah, but in complete accord with his state-

ments, and supplying various points of inter-

est, which have been worked into the above
narrative. The Babylonian historian, Berosus,

as quoted by Josephus, says, speaking of Neb-
uchadnezzar :

" When his father, Nabopolassar,

heard that the satrap appointed to govern
Egypt, and the districts of Coelesyria and Pha^-

uicia, had revolted from him, as he was not

himself able any longer to endure hardships,

he assigned a certain portion of his army to his

son, Nebuchadnezzar, who was in the flower

of his youth, and sent him against the rebel.

And when Nebuchadnezzar had fallen in with
him, and engaged him in battle, he defeated

him, and from this beginning proceeded to

bring the country under his own rule. Now it

chanced that his father, Nabopolassar, just at

this time fell sick, and departed this life, having
reigned one-and-twenty j^ears. Nebuchadnez-
zar shortly after heard of his father's decease,

and, having arranged the affairs of Egypt and

the other countries, and appointed certain of

his friends to conduct to Babylon the captives

which he had taken from the Jews, the Phoeni-

cians, the Syrians and the parts about Egypt,

together Avith the heavy-armed troops and the

baggage, started himself with a very small es-

cort, and, travelling by the way of the wilder-

ness, reached Babj'lon." G. R.

2. Carcliemisli. This great battle was
the first decisive exploit of the young prince,

Nebuchadnezzar. The latter followed up his

great victory with energy ; drove the van-

quished Egyptians back to Egypt ; himself

subdued Syria and indeed most of tlie powers

of Western Asia ; came upon Jerusalem and

subjugated it in this very year, the fourth of

Jehoiakim ; and then returning home, ascended

the throne recently made vacant by the death

of his father. The entire political aspect of

Asia was suddenly changed.

11, 12. The fatal blow has fallen on Egypt

!

You may see it in the changed tone of the

prophet's graphic touches :
" Let Egypt go to

Gilead and take balm thence to heal her deep

and deadly wounds !" But all Gilead can avail

her nothing ! All the nations hear of her hope-

less defeat.

13-15. Suddenly the scene changes. We
are no longer at Carchemish on the Euphrates,

but in Egypt itself. The victor there is the in-

vader and conqueror here. At no long inter-

val Nebuchadnezzar follows his smitten foe to

his own cities to chastise and subjugate him
more thoroughly. In the usual manner of the
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prophets when predicting an invasion, Jere-

miah summons Egypt to be iu readiness for the

devouring sword, and but too plainly intimates

that her valiant men will be swept away. God
is against them ; how can they stand ? II. C.

15, The real cause of the decline of empires.

" Because the Lord did drive them." If we
read ordinary histories, the overthrow of any

monarchy is traced to such an invasion or to

the hiss of such a battle, or to some other ordi-

nary and well-known cause. And no doubt it

is true that, through and by these things, tlie

results have been brought about. But there is

ever a moral cause which lies behind, and it is

to that must be traced up the series ol' events

which have followed. The history of most an-

cient empires, iu their origin, progress, decline

and fall, has been very much the same. A
hardy, temperate, courageous people, driven by

necessity or attracted by the hope of gain, fall

upon some decrepit power, destroy it, and on

its ruins build their own fortunes. For a while

the same courage and virtue which enabled

them to gain possession of their prize are man-

ifested in consolidating their power and in

building up their rule. But after the lapse of

years, they have gained secure foothold, and

are able to live less on their guard against ene-

mies. Wealth and luxury increase and exert

their enervating power. In this soil the vices,

whatever they may be, to which as a people

they are predisposed, grow rapidly and affect

the national habit and character. Then their

decay has begun. It hastens rapidly on until,

in their turn, this once victorious people are

vanquished, overthrown by a nation more bold

and righteous and therefore more powerful

than themselves. This law can be readily

traced in the histories of Egypt, Assyria, Baby-

lon, Persia, Greece, Rome, and in more modern

instances as well. P. C.

The sufficient reason is found in the action of

Jehovah. Jehovah drove them. All forces that

find expression in matter are completely at God's

disposal. He can paralyze the mightiest armj'

in a moment. The mighty man is not to glory

in his might (chap. 9 : 33). True it is that God
lets the strong man do generally all his strength

permits him to do. The success military men
look for is on the side of the strongest battal-

ions. But then all strength of this sort fails

against spiritual strength. Not all the armies

of Rome and not all the Avild beasts of the am-

phitheatre could persuade a single true Chris-

tian to forsake Christ. The strength of tlus

world achieves great things in its own field,

but directly it goes beyond and tries to inter-

fere with conscience and spiritual aspirations,

its weakness is made manifest. Y.

1§. The great King, Jehovah of hosts, sol-

emnly affirms that thy destroyer, O Egypt,
shall come with sui passing majesty and power,

as Tabor stands pre-eminently glorious among
the mountains and Carmel by the sea ; there-

fore prepare for going into captivity. The
point of the comparison is Nebuchadnezzar, in

pre-eminence and power like Tabor and Car-

mel. Tabor lifts its summit seventeen hundred

and fifty-five feet, and Carmel fifteen hundred

above the level of the Mediterranean. With
majesty befitting the subject, God assumes liere

the descriptive epithet, " The King, who.se

name is Jehovah of hosts. " Being King of the

hosts of heaven, why should He not also be

recognized as King of nations in this lower

world ? So also chaps. 48 : 15 ; 51 : 57.

25, 26. This poetic and boldly descriptive

prophecy closes here with a very plain state-

ment of the main facts of the case. God will

bring terrible judgments upon the great and

idolatrous cities of Egypt ; upon all those idol-

gods and " upon all who put their trust in

her"—which last clause refers plainly to the

Jews, and especially to that last feeble remnant

whose history we followed in chaps. 41-44. The

passage closes with an intimation that the con-

trol of the Chaldeans over Egypt would ulti-

mately cease and better days return. H. C.

26, Punishment not destruction, but j^urifi^a-

tion and preservation. In verse 28, in chap.

48 : 21, and in chap. 49 : 6, 39, we have similar

assurances that " afterward," when God's judg-

ments have done their work, the chastised and

afflicted nations shall be restored. Such prom-

ise is here made to Egypt. It is repeated in

Ezek. 29 : 8-14. And from this i-eiterated word,

concerning not one people only, but so many,

we gather the intent and purpose of God in

regard to all His punishments which He sends

upon men—that they are not for men's destruc-

tion, but for their purification and preserva-

tion. C.

27, 28. God's care of His men. The need

of the fullest possible assurance. Jehovah, who
has visited Israel with many and great suffer-

ings, will also visit other peoples. Egypt is

spoken of in this chapter ; and Philistia, Moab,

Amnion and Babylon in following chapters.

Hence the need of Divine w^ords such as would

keep the believing element in Israel calm and

confident through all these disturbances, and

so it ever is meant to be with the true Israel of

God. God is ready with comforting words amid

the necessary turmoil of external conditions.
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The solid grounds of this assurance. They lie

in Jehovah's continued connection with Israel,

and His purposes for its safety, peace and pros-

perity. We have no assurance in ourselves or

our circumstances, but the moment we can feel

that we are in God's hands, that He has plans

with respect to us and a future preparing for

us, then assurance is possible. God never tells

man to take courage and put away fear with-

out giving good reason for the exhortation, and

showing that fear is rather the unreasonable feel-

ing to allow. The moment we can take in the

full force of that wonderful word, " I am with

thee," then we are freed from alarms and from

dependence on the shifting phenomena of this

present life.

The difference Ood will make hetioeen Israel

and other nations. A full end is to be made of

them. And a full end has been made of them.

Here, of course, the distinction must be borne

in mind between nations and the individuals

composing them. A nation is but a certain ar-

rangement of human beings, and this arrange-

ment may be productive of such wrong feel-

ings and such danger to the world as to make

it fitting that the nation should cease. But the

people composing the nation remain, and their

descendants pass into new and better combina-

tions. So with regard to Israel ; the people

who are to return and be in rest and without

fear, the people who are not to be made a full

end of, are those of whom literal Israel is but

the type. There are really but two nations in

the world—those who believe in God and in

His Son, and show their faith by their works
;

and those who trust in themselves, in their

power and their purposes. Of all these latter

God must make a full end, if in no other way
by bringing them to see their folly, so that

they may turn to the ways of faith.

Jehovah's chastisement of His own even while

He protects them. There is a purpose in all

suffering, a real need for it. Men seem to be

mixed up indiscriminately, and suffering looks

as if it often fell irrespective of character, but

this is only a seeming. The suffering of Is-

rael, though it may look the same outwardly,

is really as different as possible from the suffer-

ing of Egypt. There is a fire which ends in

the destruction of what passes through it. It

must be so, for the thing is destructible and

shows its nature when the fire tries it. The

same fire attacking indestructible things only

separates destructible accretions from them,

and consumes these accretions away. God's

intention is that the believer may be able to

say, " I cannot be destroyed in this furnace of

trials ; I cannot go to pieces as others do. But
still I must remain in it for a while ; I must
submit to God's wise ordinances, so that at last

I may return to my true rest and fear no more
forever." Y.

The preservation of the Jews through so

many ages, and the total destruction of their

enemies, are wonderful events ; and are made
still more wonderful by being signified before-

hand by the spirit of prophecy, as particularly

in the passage before us. Their preservation

is really one of the most illustrious acts of Di-

vine providence. They are dispersed among
all nations, yet not confounded with any. The
drops of rain which fall, naj' the great rivers

which flow into the ocean, are soon mingled

with and lost in that immense body of waters.

And the same, in all human probability, would

have been the fate of the Jews ; they would

have been mingled and lost in the common
mass of mankind ; but, on the contrary, they

flow into all parts of the world, mix with all

nations, and yet keep separate from all. They

still live as a distinct people ; and yet they no-

where live according to their own laws, no-

where elect their own magistrates, nowhere

enjoy the full exercise of their religion. Their

solemn feasts and sacrifices are limited to one

certain place ; and that hath been now for many
ages in the hands of strangers and aliens, Avho

will not suffer them to come thither. No peo-

ple have continued unmixed so long as they

have done ; not only of those who have sent colo-

nies into foreign countries,but even of those who
have abided in their own country. The north-

ern nations have come in swarms into the more

southern parts of Europe ; but where are they

now to be discerned and distinguished ? The

Gauls went forth in great bodies to seek their

fortune in foreign parts ; but what traces or

footsteps of them are now remaining anywhere ?

In France, who can separate the race of the

ancient Gauls from the various other people

who from time to time have settled there ? In

Spain, who can distinguish between the first

possessors, the Spaniards, and the Goths and

Moors, who conquered and kept possession of

the country for some ages ? In England, who
can pretend to say certainly which families are

derived from the ancient Britons, and which

from the Romans, Saxons, Danes, and Nor-

mans ? The most ancient and honorable pedi-

grees can be traced up only to a certain period ;

and beyond that there is nothing but conjecture

and uncertainty, obscurity and ignorance. But

the Jews can go up higher than any nation ;

they can even deduce their pedigree from the
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beginning of the world. They may not know
from what particular tribe or family they are

descended ; but they know certainly that they

all sprung from the stock of Abraham. And
yet the contempt with which they have been

treated, and the hardships they have undergone

in almost all countries, should, one would think,

have made them desirous to forget or renounce

their original ; but they profess it ; they glory

in it ; and after so many wars, massacres and

persecutions, they still subsist ; they are still

very numerous. And what but a supernatural

power could have preserved them in such a

manner, as no other nation upon earth has been

preserved ? Nor is the providence of God less

remarkable in the destruction of their enemies

than in their own preservation. For, from the

beginning, who have been the great enemies

and oppressors of the Jewish nation, removed

them from their own land and compelled them

into captivity and slavery ? The Egyptians

afflicted them much, and detained them in

bondage several years. The Assyrians carried

away captive the Ten Tribes of Israel ; and the

Babylonians afterward the two remaining tribes

of Judah and Benjamin. The Syro-Macedo-

nians, especially Antiochus Epiphanes, cruelly

persecuted them ; and the Komans utterly dis-

solved the Jewish state, and dispersed the people

so as that they have never been able to recover

their city and country' again. And where are

now these great and famous monarchies, which
in their turn subdued and oppressed the people

of God ? Are they not vanished as a dream
;

and not only their power, but their very names,

lost in the eartli ? The Egyptians, Assyrians

and Babylonians were overthrown and entire-

ly subjugated by the Persians ; and the Per-

sians, it is remarkable, were the restorers of the

Jews as well as the destroyers of their enemies.

The Sj'ro-Macedonians were swallowed up by
the Romans ; and the Roman Empire, great and
powerful as it was, was broken into pieces by
the incursions of the northern nations ; while

the Jews are subsisting as a distinct people at

this day. And what a wonder of Providence

is it, that the vanquished should so many ages

survive the victors ; and the former be spread

all over the world, while the latter are no

more ? Bp. Neirton.

Chap. 47. This short chapter is devoted to

the Philistines—for several centuries the for-

midable border enemies of the Hebrew people

on the west and southwest. They come in the

same order here (next after Egypt) as in chap.

25 : 19, 20. Several other prophets speak of

the fall of the Philistine principalities

—

e.g.,

Ezek. 25 : 15-17 ; Amos 1:6-8; Zeph. 2:4-7;

Zech. 9 : 5-7.

1-7. As the Egyptians had often proved

false friends, so the Philistines had always been

sworn enemies to the Israel of God and the

more dangerous and vexatious for their being

such near neighbors to them. They were con-

siderably humbled in David's time, but, it

seems, they had got head again, and were a

considerable people till Nebuchadnezzar cut

them off with their neighbors, which is the

event here foretold. The date of this prophecy

is observable ; it was before Pharaoh smote

Gaza ; when this blow was given to Gaza by
the king of Egypt is not certain, whether in

his expedition against Carchemish. or in his

return thence, after he had slain Josiah, or

when he afterward came with design to relieve

Jerusalem ; but this is mentioned here to show
that this word of the Lord came to Jeremiah

against the Philistines when they were in their

full strength and lustre, themselves and their

cities in good condition. H.

1. The historical allusion, " Before Pharaoh

smote Gaza," has been explained by critics va-

riously. Among these various opinions, none

seems to me more probable than that of Rosen-

miiller, who thinks it was Pharaoh-necho, and

that the time was before his battle with Josiah

at Meggido (2 K. 23 : 29), and perhaps when on

his way from Egypt to the Euphrates. At this

time the Chaldean power had not yet risen to for-

midable proportions. Carchemish fell into the

hands of this same Necho soon afterward, and

no human sagacity could foresee that the Chal-

deans from the north country would ever over-

power and desolate the cities of the Philistines.

Their danger seemed to lie in the opposite di-

rection

—

i.e., from Egypt on the south. These

circumstances suggest a pertinent reason for

this note as to the point of time before which

the prophecy was revealed.

2, 3. A flood of waters, coming down with

the power of a deluge, is a common and perti-

nent figure for an invading and conquering

army. Here it refers to the Chaldeans. So

terrible will be the tramp of his cavalry and

the thunder of his chariots, that, under the gen-

eral consternation, fathers in their flight will not

look back after their children, being conscious-

ly too feeble to afford them any protection or

help. H. C.

4. To cut off from Tyrus and Zidon. The
siege of Tyre by Nebuchadnezzar, which last-

ed thirteen years, was an action famous in the

history of that age. (See Ezek. 27, 28.) Zidon

partook of the same fate as Tyre, both in pros-
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perity and in adversity. (See Isa. 23 : 2, 4.)

And her destruction is joined with that of 'i'yre

by Ezekiel (chap. 28). W. Lowth.

The remiiant of the country of Caphtor. The
Caplitorini, as well as the Philistim, are said to

have been descended from Mizraim, the father

of the Egyptians. (See Gen. 10 : 14.) They

expelled the Avim from that part of Philistia

which is contiguous to Gaza, and fixed them-

selves there (De. 2 : 23) ; on which account the

country was afterward called " the country of

Caphtor. " "The remnant of the country of

Caphtor" is therefore to be understood of the

few that remained out of a great number that

formerly dwelt in that part of Philistia.

Blayney.

5. Gaza is one of the oldest cities known to

history. It appears (Gen. 10 : 19) as one of the

border cities of the Canaanites ; it is standing

to-day with more population than Jerusalem.

It has a record in New Testament history (Acts

8 : 26) ; it figured conspicuously during the cru-

sades ; and since the daj's of Abraham has never

ceased to be a city of very considerable strength

and importance. Ashkelon, the most western

among the great cities of the Philistines, close

on the sea-coast, is spoken of as suflEering se-

verelj% '' being cut off." Little of it remains

to this day, though its site is known with rea-

sonable certainty. It has long since " been cut

off" as to any political power or importance.

6, 7. This bold apostrophe to the sword of

the Lord is exquisitely beautiful. The prophet

sees in the future a series of fearful devastations

coming on those doomed cities of the Philis-

tines ; his poetic genius conceives of the Lord's

instrument as itself living, conscious and re-

sponsible, and he cries out, " O thou svvord of

tlie Lord, why not desist from that work of

slaughter ? How long ere thou wilt rest ?

Betake thyself to thy scabbard, rest, and be

still." Then the spirit of prophecy shuts off

the possibility of this, and the prophet gives us

his outlook into the future in these expressive

words, " How can it rest, seeing the Lord hath

given it a commission against Ashkelon and the

cities along the seashore ? It must execute

the Avill of God !" The poetic beauty and in-

deed the moral power of these verses have rare-

ly been surpassed by any of the old Hebrew
prophets. PI. C.

At first the answer of the prophet appears

little other than a repetition of the Philistines'

thought ; but it is far more. This is not blind

fate, but judgment strictly meted out and deter-

mined. It declares, in effect, that the wicked

cannot be suffered to remain on the earth. They
must be subjects of continual and exterminat-

ing judgment. There is no escape so long as

they remain impenitent and at a distance from

Him. Is it contradictory, then, for Zechariah

to prophesy the conversion of the Philistines ?

The rightful end of judgment is mercy. The
sinner is driven into the arms of the Divine

love. Our helplessness prepares for the recep-

tion of His salvation. M.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER XLVIH.

48 : 1 Op Moab. Tluis saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel : Woe unto Nebo ! for

it is laid waste ; Kiriathaim is put to shame, it is taken : Misgab is pxit to shame and broken

2 down. The praise of Moab is no more ; in Heshbon they have devised evil against her,

Come, and let us cut her off from being a nation. Thou also, O IVIadmen, shalt be brought

3 to silence ; the sword shall pursue thee. The sound of a cry from Horonaim, spoiling and

4, 5 great destruction ! Moab is destroyed ; her little ones have caused a cry to be heard. For

by the ascent of Luhith with continual weeping shall they go up ; for in the going down of

6 Horonaim they have lieard the distress of the cry of destruction. Flee, save your lives, and

7 be like the heath in the wilderness. For, because thou hast trusted in thy works and in thy

treasures, thou also shalt be taken : and Chemosh shall go forth into captivity, his priests

8 and his princes together. And the spoiler shall come upon every city, and no city shall

escape ; the valley also shall perish, and the plain shall be destroyed ; as the Lord hath

9 spoken. Give wings unto Moab, that she may fly and get lier away : and her cities shall

10 become a desolation, without any to dwell therein. Cursed be he that doeth the work of
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11 the LOKD negligently, and cursed be he that keepeth back his sword from blood Moabhath been at ease from his youth, and he hath settled on his lees, and hath not been emptiedf om vessel to vessel, neither hath he gone into captivity : therefore his taste rema neth n
^'" '

-d his scent IS not changed. Therefore, behold, the days come, saith the Loko ^at Im;iI1 send unto him them that pour off, and they shall pour him olf and they ,h!n empty13 his vessels and break their bottles in pieces. And Moab shall be ashamed of Chemo a" the
4 house of Israel was ashamed of Beth-el their confidence. How say ye, We are m o V mf,

his chosen young men are gone down to the slaughter, saith the King, whose name is the

ye tt'^r: loTnt 1 T ^'^'''T'
°' ''''^' ^^ ^^^^^ *^ ^°-^' ^^^ ^^« ^^^^^^ l^asteth f^st. Al

fiom thy glory, and sit in thirst
; for the spoiler of Moab is come up against hee he hath

20 hat flee h, and her that cscapeth
;
say. What hath been done? Moab s put to shame for21 ^s broken down

:
howl and cry

;
tell ye it in Arnon, that Moab is laid wLte. AndTudgement IS come upon the plain country

; upon Holon, and upon Jahzah, and upon Mephaath •

22. 23 and upon Dibon, and upon Nebo, and upon Beth-diblathaim
; and upon Kiriathaim and24 upon Beth-gamu

,
and upon Beth-meon

; and upon Kerioth, and upon Bozrah In upon all
2 the cities o the land of Moab. far or near. The horn of Moab is cut off. an his. m is bro

t^d'4:L";:,^ri ^^f^^^^-^^--^^^'^-^ ^or l. magnified himself 'against rLoHn:^7 and Moab shall wallow in his vomit, and he also shall be in derision. For was not Israel aderision unto thee ? was he found among thieves ? for as often as thou speakest o lim tllu28 waggest the head. O ye inhabitants of Moab, leave the cities, and dweiurthfroc 1 nd be

n H /m'V''?
°'''''*^ ^''•"^^^ '"^ the sides of the hole's mouth. We have h Ird of thepride of Moab tnat he is very proud

; his loftiness, and his pride, and his arLa y and the30 haughtiness of his heart. I know his wrath, saith the Lord, tha it is nought rsboastino-s31 have wrought nothing. Therefore will I howl for Moab
; yea, I will cry cm t' fo all Moab

32 for thee. O vine of Sibmah
: thy branches passed over the sea, they reached even o thlsea

ancnris t 'k" '
""r"'''

'"'^^ '"' "^'^'^ '''' ^^^^^^^ "- «P-^- - f^nen. And glate"and joy is taken away, from the fruitful field and from the land of Moab ; and I have causedwine to cease from the winepresses
: none shall tread with shouting

; th shoutin shall be84 no shouting. From the cry of Heshbon even unto Elealeh, even unto J^ have hevuttered their voice from Zoar even unto Horonaim, to Eglath-;helishiyah • f r he^ a e o^So Nimnm also shal become desolate. Moreover I will cause to cease in Moab sait^ tL Shd36 urn that offereth ,n the high place, and him that burneth ineense to his gods tTc' c^re^h?;leartsoundeth or Moab like pipes, and mine heartsoundeth like pipes for the men o kthe"

00 Dcara clipped
.
upon all the hands are cuttings, and upon the loins sackclofli On «11 thlhousetops of Moab and in the streets thereof ^there is iLentatinever; where • for I ha e39 broken Moab like a vessel wherein is no pleasure, saith the Lokd. How is t broken down!A., do they howl

!
how hath Moab turned the back with shame ! soII 1 Mo d beco^^^^

he shall flj as an eagle, and shall spread out his wings against Moab. Kerioth is taken andthe strong holds are surprised, and the heart of the mighty men of Moab at that day shin be42 as the heart o a woman in her pangs. And Moab shall be destroyed fron/b L' ^people43 because he hath magnfied himself ao-ainsf th,> T r.T,T^ v^ a T, •
''

-i people,

46 head of the tamultuous ones. Woe unto thee, O Moab ! the people of Chemosh is undone47 for thy sons are taken away captive, and thy daughters into captivity Yet w 1 I br^.agam the captivity of Moab in the latter day, saith theW Vhus^far is the judgement
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Chap. 4§. The succession of pictures of

approaching judgment which Jeremiali draws

are not monotonous repetitious of ilie same de-

scription. They are definite and distinctively

applicable to the respective subjects of them.

The grounds of this judgment are given in

the revelation of the sins of Moab. The head

and front of her offence is pride {e.g., verse 29).

Other characteristics arc closely related—viz. :

trust ill loealth and material resources (verse 7) ;

self-indulgent ease (verse 11) ; boastfxlness {verse

14) ; scorn (verse 27) ; defiance of heaven (verse

26). Such a catalogue of offences is peculiarly

hateful to God. Sins of appetite and passion

are partly the result of vreakness. The culpa-

bility of them is less than that of the intellec-

tual and spiritual sins by all the weight of

temptations which arise out of the natural con-

stitution of man. For such sins as those of

Moab there is no excuse. They are nearest to

the most diabolical wickedness. Adam fell by

a sin of appetite ; Satan by a sin of spiritual

pride. Adeney.

3-6. The outcries of warriors spoiling her

cities and the bitter wails of the spoiled and

fleeing people are heard throughout the land.

Luhith, on the side of the mountain as the fugi-

tives ascended, and Horonaim, on the other side

where they descended, are here named in con-

nection to say that this sorrowful troop wept

as they went up, and wailed as on the other

side they went down. H. C.

7. Trusted in tliy treasures. Riches

are not evil things in themselves. The gifts of

God in nature, or the fruits of man's industry,

they are valuable just because they have in

them some serviceableness for human wants.

Money is not the root of all evil, but the love

of it (1 Tim. 6 : 10). It is they who trust in

riches who find it impossible to enter into the

kingdom of God (Mark 10 : 24). But riches are

snares, and the possessor of them had need be-

ware of the dangers they necessarily bring.

When the servant becomes a god the degraded

worshipper is on the road to ruin. Before God
we are judged by what we are, and by our use

of gifts. Adeney.

7-9. Moab liad probably trusted in her great

exploits and in her accumulated treasures.

Therefore is she doomed to be taken forcibly

by her enemies. Chemosh was the national

god of Moab (see 1 K. 11:7; 2 K. 28 : 13),

whose worship Solomon introduced and Josiah

exterminated. That the god himself, with his

priests and princes, together goes into captivity,

is a triumph of Jehovah over them to show all

people their utter vanity.

10. Cursed be he that doeth the
work of the Lord negligrently. The
case contemplated is not that of one who pre-

tends to do the work better than he actually

does, but of him who fails to do it vigorously

and effectually, as the last clause being parallel

shows—" who" through false pity " restrains

his sword from blood. " The spirit of the Lord

and consequently of His prophet is fired with

the sense ot j ustice and its now inexorable de-

mands. The Moabites must fall, and woe to

him whom God appoints as His executioner if

he shrink from his work ! 'I'he passage re-

minds us of Judges 5 : 23 :
" Curse ye Meroz,

said the angel of the Lord ; curse ye bitterly

the inhabitants thereof ; because they came not

to the help of the Lord, to the help of the Lord

against the mighty." H. C.

God executes His judgments upon sinners

by tlje ministry of men, and those oftentimes as

great sinners as those that suffer. He had de-

clared by Jeremiah His purpose of making the

Chaldeans His instruments in punishing the

Jews and the neighboring countries. (See

chap. 25 : 9.) Their success answered the pre-

diction, and Nebuchadnezzar seems to have

looked upon Jeremiah as a prophet, and had a

particular regard to his character. (See chap.

39 : 11.) Being thus assured that he had a com-

mission from God, he might confidently pro-

ceed in his conquests, and it would have been a

fault to have shown mercy to those whom he

had good reason to believe that God had marked

out for destruction. W. Lowtli.

Cursed be he that doeth the work of the Lord

negligently, that pretends to do it, but does it

not to purpose, makes a show of serving God's

glory, but is really serving his own ends, and

carries on the work of the Lord no farther than

will suit his own purpo.ses ; or that is slothful

in business for God, and takes neither care nor

pains to do it as it should be done (Mai. 1 : 14).

Let not such deceive themselves, for God will

not thus be mocked.

Moab at ease from his youth. He has not

been emptied from vessel to vessel, has not

known any troublesome weakening changes,

but is as wine kept on the lees, and not racked

or drawn off, by which it retains its strength

and body. lie has not been unsettled nor any

way made uneasy ; he has not gone into cap-

tivity, as Israel had often done, and yet ^Nloab

is a wicked, idolatrous nation, and one of the

i confederates against God's liidden ones (Ps.

I

83 : 6). There are many that persist in unre-

i pented iniquity, and yet enjoy uninterrupted

j
prosperity. Note, while bad people are as
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happy as they used to be in the world, it is no

marvel if they are as bad as they used to be.

They have no changes of their peace and pros-

perity, therefore they fear not God, their hearts

and lives are unchanged (Ps. 55 : 19). H.

Daring two centuries and a half Moab re-

gained all, and more than all, of its former

prosperity. For the land was beautiful and

rich in the extreme. Its pastures were covered

over with sheep and its valleys with corn. The

very name " Moab" is thought to mean the land

of desire—that is, the desirable land. Now,
during these long periods, the description here

given is applicable. They had enjoyed much
case, and the natural evils engendered by their

cruel, idolatrous system had become more fixed

and settled ; "their scent had not changed."

The truth, therefore, which is here taught is

that prolonged and abundant ease, however

coveted by men, is full of peril to their higher

nature, and tends continually to the deteriora-

tion of character and the hardening of the habit

of evil. C.

There is a reference here to wine, or to the

process by which it is prepared and finished.

It is first expressed from the grape, when it is

a thick, discolored fluid or juice. It is then fer-

mented, passing through a process that sepa-

rates the impurities, and settles them as lees at

the bottom. Standing thus upon its lees or

dregs in some large tun or vat, it is not further

improved. A gross and coarse flavor remains,

and the scent of the fecvilent matter stays by and

becomes fastened, as it were, in the body of the

wine itself. To separate this, and so to soften or

refine the quality, it is now decanted or drawn
off into separate jars or skins. After awhile

it is done again, and then again ; and so, being

emptied from vessel to vessel, the last remains

of the lees or sediment are finally cleared, the

crude flavors are reduced, the scent itself is re-

fined by ventilation, and the perfect character

is finished.

So it has not been, the prophet saj's, with

Moab. He hath been at ease from the first,

shaken by no great overturnings or defeats,

humbled and broken by no captivities, ventilat-

ed by no surprising changes or adversities. He
has lived on, from age to age, in comparative

security, settled on his lees ; and therefore he

has made no improvement. What he was, he

still is ; his taste remains in him, and the scent

of his old idolatries and barbarities of custom is

not changed. Accordingly the prophet goes on

to declare, in the verses that follow, that God
will now deal with hiin in a manner better

adajDted to his want ; that He will cause him

to wander, empty his vessels, break his bottles,

give him all the agitation he needs, and so will

make him to be ashamed of the idolatries of

Chcmosh, even as Israel was made ashamed of

Bethel, their confidence.

There has all along been a kind of mental

reference, it will be seen, in his language, to

the singular contrast between Moab and Israel,

which here in these last words comes out. Is-

rael, the covenanted people, have had no such

easy and quiet sort of history. They have been

wanderers, in a sense, all the while ; shaken

loose or unsettled every few years by some
great change or adversity ; by a state of slavery

in Egypt, by a fifty years' roving and fighting

in the wilderness, by a time of dreadful an-

archy under the Judges, by o'/erthrows and

judgments under the Kings, by a revolt and

separation of the kingdom, then by a captivi-

ty, then by a another ; and so, while Moab,

heaved and loosened by no such changes, has

retained the scent of its old customs and abom-

inations, Israel has become quite another peo-

ple. The calves of Bethel were long ago re-

nounced ; the low superstitions, the coarse and

sensual habit, all the idolatrous fashions and

affinities which corrupted their religion, have

been gradually fined away.

The principle that underlies the text is one

that may be universalized in its applications. It

is this : That tee require to be unsettled in life by

many changes and interruptions of adversity, in

order to be most effectually loosenedfrom our own

evils, and iirepared to the will and work of Ood,

We need, in other words, to be shaken out of our

places and plans, agitated, emptied from vessel

to vessel, else the flavors of our grossness and

impurity remain. We cannot be refined on our

lees, or in any course of life that is uniformly

prosperous and secure. The very scheme of life

appears to be itself a grand decanting process,

where change follows change, and all are emp-

tied from vessel to vessel. Here and there a

man, like Moab, stands upon his lees, and com-

monly with the same effect. Fire, flood, fam-

ine, sickness in all forms and guises, wait upon

j

us, seen or unseen, and we run the gauntlet

I
through them, calling it life. And the design

I

appears to be to turn us hither and thither, al-

lowing us no chance to stagnate in anj' sort of

benefit or security. Even the most success-

ful, who seem, in one view, to go straight

on to their mark, get on after all, rather by a

dexterous and continual shifting, so as to keep

their balance and exactly meet the changing

conditions that befall them. Nor is there any-

thing to sentimentalize over in this ever-shift-
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ing, overturning process, which must be en-

countered in all the works of life ; no place for

sighing—vanity of vanities. There is no vani-

ty in it, more than in the mill that winnows
and separates the grain. Bushiiell.

Steady sunshine is ruinous. Jeremiah ex-

plains the profitlessncss of Moab by saying that
" Moab had been at ease from his youth, had

settled upon his lees, never been emptied from

vessel to vessel, never gone into captivity."

We have to be shaken out of the stupefying

routine of quietness. " Because they have no

changes, therefore they fear not God," wrote

David. Earthly splendors eclipse the celestial,

just as the sun that hangs comparatively close

by so fills our eyes with near light that we
know nothing, till after nightfall, of the larger

suns that blaze out in the deeps of the sk}'.

We touch things celestial and Divine when the

air is not loaded with things human and earth-

ly. The bruised flower yields the sweetest per-

fume, and the finest poetry of the Church has

been inspired in seasons of persecution. Hor-

ace Bushnell once said :
" I have learned more

of experimental religion since my little boy
died than in all my life before." It was he also

that wrote, " Deserts and stone-pillows prepare

for an open heaven and an angel-crowded lad-

der. " John did not receive his revelations till

he was shut up in little sea-girt Patmos. Paul's

most jubilant epistle was written in jail ; as

birds sometimes have their cage darkened in

order to teach them to sing. We often pray

that God would enable us to bear adversity
;

there is quite as much need of His grace to

keep us from falling in seasons of prosperity.

C. H. P.

12. Possessions give opportunities of ser-

vice, opportunities denied to many who see the

needs of others, have the will to meet them and

lack the power. Is it not a righteous thing that

God should deal severely with those whose cir-

cumstances give them the means and the time

for doing great good, and yet who fill their lives

with selfish pleasure ? Such lives will come out

at last in pitiable contrast with what they might
have been. Note how the vessels that should

have been used toward the perfection of the

wine, and the bottles that should have held

them, become at last useless. If we will not

use our opportunities for God's purpose, God
will secure, in due time, that we should not use

them for our own. Y.

13. Betrayed by their gods. This statement,

as it is more especially from the religious stand-

point, is a generalization of the cause of Moab's
ruin, full of spiritual insight and sagacity. It

is in such directions as these we are to seek for

the reasons of human success or failure ; every-

thing else is but superficial. The true causes

of human success or failure, happiness or mis-

ery, are of a moral or spiritual kind. M.
14-47. The destruction is here further

prophesied of very largely, and with a great

copiousness and variety of expression, and in

moving language, designed not only to awaken
them by a national repentance and reformation

to prevent the trouble, or by a personal repent-

ance and reformation to prepare for it, but to

affect us with the calamitous state of human
life which is liable to such lamentable occur-

rences, and with the power of God's anger

and the terror of His judgments when He
comes forth to contend with a provoking peo-

ple. H.

15. All in vain are their boasts of might or

strength for war. With exquisite beauty and
force these words are said to be the words of
" the King, that great King of nations, whose
name is Jehovah of hosts." The Lord of the

armies of heaven, the Captain of that vast

celestial host of starry worlds, may well speak

with majesty of the fall of a power so small

and yet so proud as Moab. (Cf. chap. 46 : 18
;

51 : 57 ; Isa. 47 : 4 ; 48 : 2.) H. C.

17. Our visions are dull ; our conceptions

are material, and we judge from what we see

with our natural eye, and we think of heaven

as very far away, and of those who leave us

here as gone forever from our sight. And
when some illustrious servant of God lays

down his battered armor, and his shield and

spear, bruised and broken in the conflict, to go
up to the presence of the King, and be crowned,

and enter upon his kingdom, we cry out in our

sorrow and tears :
" How is the strong staff

broken, and the beautiful rod !"

We too often fail to read God's providence

in the light of the world to come. We do not

avail ourselves of the light God gives us to in-

terpret what else is so dark and mysterious.

We look to poor human reason alone, and aie

sadly misled in matters that are vastly above

all reason and all natural light. We try to

look at the outer court, and find all mysteries

solved there, and forget the glory of the inner

sanctuary, deluged with light and with the

clear revelation of God. We weep over the

present and forget the joy of tlie future. We
place our faces in the dust of earth and cry

out, " How dark this world is," and forget to

look up at the stars, where the glory of the

Lord is revealed. When we cry out. How is

the strong staff broken, in regard to the depart-
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ure of God's servants, we forget that God has
said, " I will make him a pillar in the temple
of my God, and he shall go no more out. " We
forget that the beautiful rod instead of being
broken and thrown away has budded more
beautifully in the House of the Lord than did
that of Aaron in the Tabernacle, and is stronger
and more beautiful in heaven than it could be
upon the earth. Earth is but the training

school of heaven. The redeemed of the Lord
are on the earth prepared for their work in

heaven. And as true life only dawns when
the gates of immortality are thrown open, so

the full service only commences when God's
people pass through this gate, and look upon
God, and see His kingdom in all its length and
breadth and beauty and glory ! Oh, not bro-

ken, but made strong is the staff, when the
sweet, restful change comes ! Still more beau-
tiful and glorious is the beautiful rod, when
the curtain is rolled away that separates be-

tween the holy place of this life and the Holy
of Holies of the life to come. 8. J. M. Eaton.
19-24. The whole plain of Moab is spread

out before us, and wherever we turn our eyes,

deserted towns and villages are seen. Bozrah
is on the west, some twelve miles distant—an
old road running toward it straight as an
arrow. The town of Beth-gamul, now Um-el-
Jemal, is faintly visible far away on the south-
west. In the plain immediately to the south
are several deserted villages. South by west,
about three miles off, is the high hill Abd-el-
Maaz, with a deserted town on its eastern de-
clivity . To the soutlieast, the ancient road runs
straight across the plain, far as the eye can see.

About two hours along it, on the summit of
a hill, is a deserted town, called Malah. On
the segment of the plain, from south to east, I

counted fourteen large villages, none of them
more than twelve miles distant, and almost
all of them, so far as I could see with a tele-

scope, still habitable, like Sulkhad, but entirely
deserted. Not less than thirty deserted sites can
be counted from this commanding spot. Well
may we exclaim, with the prophet, as we look
over this scene of utter desolation, '

' Moab is

confounded
; for it is broken down ; howl and

cry : tell ye it in Arnon, that Moab is spoiled,
and judgment is come upon the plain-country :

upon Beth-gamul, and upon Beth-meon, and
upon Kerioth, and upon Bozrah, and upon all

the cities of Moab far and near." J. L. Porter.
2S-30. In verse 29 the accumulation of

words denoting pride and arrogance is remark-
able. In this connection the word in verse 30
rendered " wrath" seems to mean the outburst

and overflowing of scorn. It does indeed usually
mean " wrath," but its primary sense is of what
overleaps due bounds, is excessive, outbreak-
ing

;
and in such a connection as this should

refer to his insolence. In the latter part of this

verse, the words rendered " not so" mean, not
sound, right—i.e., empty and vain ; thus :

" I

know his insolence, saith the Lord, and the van-
ity (unsoundness) of hi's lying boasts (" lies")

;

they do all things vainly, proudly. In this

rendering I change the principal pause so as to
attach the word "lies" to the middle clause
rather than to the last. In this construction,

the passage has a pertinent and forcible signifi-

cance. H. C.

29. The sin which they had been most noto-
riously guilty of, and for which God now reck-
oned with them, was pride. It is mentioned
six times (verse 29). We have all heard of the
pride of Moab ; his neighbors took notice of it

;

it has testified to his face, as Israel's did, he is

exceeding proud, and grows worse and v^rorse.

Observe his loftiness, his arrogancy, his pride,

his haughtiness
; the multiplying of words to

the same purport intimates in how many in-

stances he discovered his pride, and how offen-

sive it was both to God and man. It was
charged upon them (Isa. 16 : 6), but here it is

expressed more largely than there. Since then
they had been under humbling providences,

and yet were unhumbled ; nay, they grew more
arrogant and haughty, which plainly marked
them for that utter destruction of which pride

is the forerunner. H.

Pride. With accumulated phrases emphasis
is laid upon this leading sin of Moab, a sin

which is condemned throughout Scripture as

one of great wickedness. Pride is a passion

rising out of an inordinate opinion of our own
worthiness. It is to be distinguished from
vanity. Vanity is eager for the admiration of

others, though, periiaps, in its own heart con-

scious of possessing but little to deserve it.

But pride is inwardly elated with the feeling of

self-importance, and may be quite indifferent

to the opinion of the world. Indeed, the

height of pride is to scorn the admiration as

much as the hatred of other men. It is possi-

ble, however, for a man to have a very high
opinion of his own powers, importance, etc.,

without much pride. For pride is not a mere
conviction of the great worth of one's self, it is

an emotion, a passion, a disposition to dwell on
one's own merits and make idols of them.
Why is this so strongly condemned in Scrip-

ture ? so hateful to God ? Pride is the denial

of guilt, the assumption that the good we re-
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ceive from God is deserved ; it is, therefore, a

gross presumption, an evidence of base ingrati-

tude, a proof of self-will that refuses to humble
itself before the good and holy Father. Adeney.

There never was a saint yet that grew proud

of his fine feathers but what the Lord plucked

them out by and by ; there never yet was an

angel that had pride in his heart but he lost his

wings, and fell into Gehenna, as Satan and

those fallen angels did ; and there shall never

be a saint who indulges self-conceit and pride

and self-confidence but the Lord will spoil his

glories, and trample his lionors in the mire, and

make him cry out yet again, " Lord, have mercy

upon me !" less than the least of all saints, and

the " very chief of sinners." The first Adam
was for self-exaltation, and to be as gods ; the

second bids us to be as He was, " meek and

lowly in heart." Anon.

Suggestions for its cure. How entirely all our

gifts are gifts ! Much as we may think of our-

selves on account of them, we are excelled by
very many. If we have many gifts, that does

but mean much and solemn responsibility.

How ill it would fare with us were we to be

called now to account for the use we have

made of our gifts in the past ! How but for

the mercy of God in Christ, the most gifted is

but a poor, lost sinner, cast out from the pres-

ence of God forever ! C.

35. Idolatry had blighted her morals, de-

based her character and insulted the living

God ; why should not His judgments smite

those who " brought offerings to her high places

and burned incense to her gods ?" H. C.

36. The abundance lie Iiatli gotten
is perished. Earthly treasure can only en-

able its possessor to surround himself with su-

perfluous pomp, to " walk in a vain show ;" it

can only gratify the taste and imagination or

catch the applause of the midtitude ; it has no

power to come into contact with the soul ; none

to calm the perturbations of conscience, heal

the corrosions of remorse or give comfort to

the dying-bed ; wealth cannot meet the requi-

sitions of the heart, it cannot impart purity to

the affections ; it can shed no mental grace or

joy, nor let in the light of hope upon eternity
;

it leaves the mind as exposed as ever to all the

terrors of judgment and the wrath of God !

But heavenly riches illuminate the understand-

ing, pacify the conscience, and fill the heart

with unutterable joy. " The good man is sat-

isfied from himself ;" he is admitted to tlie

communion of saints and angels ; he dwells in

love, he dwells in God, and God in him !

The wealth of this world can never, by its na-

ture, become truly our own. "We may identify

ourselves with it, and seem as if we were en-

larged by our possession ; but this is merely a

fiction of the imagination ; we must at least

shrink back into our proper selves, and feel

that our possessions are utterly separate from
our souls. Whatever our circumstances, we
are left unaltered in our moral state, our spirit-

ual reality. But the riches of eternity are part

of ourselves. R. Hall.

36-39. Here are clustered the prominent
oriental tokens of a great public mourning.
The prophet sympathizes, as is shown by his

heart sounding or moaning like pipes. The
central fact from which this expression comes
is, that extreme grief violently convulses the

bodily organs. Then the hair is torn out or

shorn off ; the flesh gashed ; the coarsest cloth

girded about the loins. People ascend the

housetops to retire from public view, as the

Orientals went there for secret prayer (Acts

10 : 9). They howl and wail, giving expression

in this plaintive way to their grief. H. C.

3§. The broken vessel was not broken by acci-

dent. A vessel broken by accident would not

have furnished the proper figure. Lives that

are as real serviceable vessels in the hand of

God never do get broken by accident. Earthen

vessels though they often be, there is a provi-

dence and a watchfulness which preserves them
till their work is done. They are kept through

days of persecution ; they are restored from

sickness ; they live on into a good old age,

while men apparently stronger and of greater

phj^sical resource are stricken down. And
when there seems sometimes a premature and

unaccountable breaking, yet it is really to be

regarded in another light, namely, as a change

to higher and fuller service. Only service gives

value to a human life. Y.

40-42. This destroj'er, " He who should

come like an eagle," was primarily the king of

the Chaldeans. Moab fell before the same

power which desolated Judah and Jerusalem.

Here we meet again, as in verse 36, with the

vital truth that Moab ceased from being a na-

tion because she had magnified herself against

the living God. If all the historians who re-

cord the ultimate extinction of nations were

inspired of God to give the true reasons of

their fall, we should often meet this testimony,

" Perished of national pride, producing contempt

of God and offundamental morality." H. C.

43, 44. The frequent prosperity of the wick-

ed is indeed a fact not at all concealed or quali-

fied in the Scriptures. A man of the world

takes his own worldly way to keep peril at a
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distance, and he seems to fall into no pit, no

snare. Let all this be allowed. Nothing is

gained by trying to make out that the wicked

have no advantages. It was an old-world leg-

end that some men sold themselves to the

devil, and that his protection secured to them

their wonderful immunities and prosperity.

But all that is gained is in the way of postpone-

ment. Wicked men travel in a narrowing path,

and at last are shut up to face the judgments

of God. Y.

47. Tet will I bring again the captivity of

Moab. The Moabitcs were afterward restored

to their country, as appears from Josephus.

W. iMwth. But these and such like prom-

ises of mercy after judgment are chiefly to

be understood of the conversion of the Gen-

tiles under the Gospel, called the latter days in

the prophets. (Cf. chap. 15 : 15, 16, 17 ; 49 : 6,

39 ; Isa. 18 : 7 ; 19 : 18, etc. ; 23 : 18.) The

conversion of idolaters is expressed by return-

ing their captivity (Ezek. 16 : 53). ^Y. Loicth.

In the dearth of precise historic records, it is

not easy to accommodate to each other these ap-

parently conflicting statements ; on the one

hand, that " Moab shall be destroyed from be-

ing a people" (verse 42) and, on the other, that

" God will bring again the captivity of Moab
in the latter days" (verse 47). The fact seems

to be that under the Chaldean arms, shortly

after Jeremiah wrote, Moab suffered severely,

yet that she rallied again, and was prosperous

and powerful in the age of Josephus and sub-

sequently. But its nationality has long since

utterly ceased. The same promise of bringing

again the captives is made to Egypt (chap.

46 : 26) ; to the Ammonites (chap. 49 : 6), and

to the Elamites (chap. 49 : 39). H. C.

JEREMIAH. CHAPTER XLIX.

49 : 1 Op the children of Ammon. Thus saith the Lord : Hath Israel no sons ? hath he no

2 heir V why then doth Malcam possess Gad, and his people dwell in the cities thereof ? There-

fore, behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will cause an alarm of war to be heard

against Rabbah of the children of Ammnn ; and it shall become a desolate heap, and her

daugliters shall be burned with Are : then shall Israel possess them that did possess him, saith

3 the Lord. Howl, O Heshbon, for Ai is spoiled ; cry, ye daughters of Rabbah, gird you with

sackcloth : lament, and run to and fro among the fences ; for Malcam shall go into captivity,

4 his priests and his princes together. Wherefore gloriest thou in the valleys, thy flowing val-

ley, O backsliding daughter ? that trusted in her treasures, saying. Who shall come unto me ?

5 Behold, I will bring a fear upon thee, saith the Lord, the Lord of hosts, from all that are

round about thee ; and ye shall be driven out every man right forth, and there shall be none

6 to gather up him that wandereth. But afterward I will bring again the captivity of the

children of Ammon, saith the Lord.

7 Of Edom. Thus saith the Lord of hosts : Is wisdom no more in Teman ? is counsel perished

8 from the prudent ? is their wisdom vanished ? Flee ye, turn back, dwell deep, O inhabitants

of Dedau ; for I will bring the calamity of Esau upon him, the time that I shall visit him.

9 If grapegatherers came to thee, would they not leave some gleaning grapes ? If thieves by

10 night, would they not destroy till they had enough ? But I have made Esau bare, I have

uncovered his secret places, and he shall not be able to hide himself : his seed is spoiled, and

11 his brethren and his neighbours, and he is not. Leave thy fatherless children, I will preserve

12 them alive ; and let thy widows trust in me. For thus saith the Lord : Behold, they to

whom it pertained not to drink of the cup shall assuredly drink ;
and art thou he that shall

13 altogether go unpunished ? thou shalt not go unpunished, but thou shalt surely drink. For

I have sworn by myself, saith the Lord, that Bozrah shall become an astonishment, a re-

14 proach, a waste, and a curse ; and all the cities thereof shall be perpetual wastes. I have

heard tidings from the Lord, and an ambassador is sent among the nations, saying. Gather

15 yourselves together, and come against her, and rise up to the battle. For, behold, I have
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16 made thee small among the nations, and despised among men. As for thy terribleness, the

pride of thine heart hath deceived thee, O thou that dwellest in tlie clefts of the rock, that

holdest tlie height of the hill : though thou shouldest make thy nest as high as the eagle, I

17 will bring thee down from thence, saith the Loud. And Edom shall become an astonish-

ment : every one that passeth by it shall be astonished, and shall hiss at all the plagues

18 thereof. As in the overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah and the neighbour cities thereof,

19 saith the Lord, no man shall dwell there, neither shall any son of man sojourn therein. Be-

hold, he shall come up like a lion from the pride of Jordan against the strong habitation : but

I will suddenly make him run away from her ; and whoso is chosen, him will I appoint over

her : for who is like me ? and who will appoint me a time ? and who is the shepherd that

20 will stand before me ? Therefore hear ye the counsel of the Lord, that he hath taken against

Edom ; and his purposes, that he hath purposed against tlie inhabitants of Temau : Surely

they shall drag them away, even the little ones of the flock ; surely he shall make their habi-

21 tation desolate with them. The earth trembletli at the noise of their fall ; there is a cry, the

23 noise whereof is heard in the Red Sea. Behold, he shall come up and fly as the eagle, and

spread out his wings against Bozrah : and the heart of the mighty men of Edom at that day
shall be as the heart of a woman in her pangs.

23 Of Damascus. Ilamath is ashamed, and Arpad ; for they have heard evil tidings, they are

24 melted away : there is sorrow on the sea ; it cannot be quiet. Damascus is waxed feeble,

she turneth herself to fl(;e, and trembling hath seized on her : anguish and sorrows have

25 taken hold of her, as of a woman in travail. How is the city of praise not forsaken, the city

26 of my joy ? Therefore her young men shall fall in her streets, and all the men of war shall

27 be brought to silence in that day, saith the Lord of hosts. And I will kindle a fire in the

wall of Damascus, and it shall devour the palaces of Ben-haded.

28 Of Kedar, and of the kingdoms of Hazor, which Nebuchadrezzar king of Babylon smote.

29 Thus saith the Lord : Arise ye, go up to Kedar, and spoil the children of the east. Their

tents and their flocks shall they take ; they shall carry away for themselves their curtains,

and all their vessels, and their camels : and they shall cry unto them. Terror on every side.

30 Flee ye, wander far off, dwell deep, O ye inhabitants of Hazor, saith the Lord ; for Nebu-
chadrezzar king of Babylon hath taken counsel against you, and hath conceived a purpose

31 against you. Arise, get you up unto a nation that is at ease, that dwelleth without care,

32 saith the Lord ; which have neither gates nor bars, which dwell alone. And their camels

shall be a booty, and the multitude of their cattle a spoil : and I will scatter unto all winds

them that have the corners of their hair polled ; and I will bring their calamity from

33 every side of them, saith the Lord. And Hazor shall be a dwelling place of jackals, a deso-

lation for ever : no man shall dwell there, neither shall any son of man sojourn therein.

34 The word of the Lord that came to Jeremiah the prophet concerning Elam in the beginning of

35 the reign of Zedekiah king of Judah, saying, Tims saith the Lord of hosts : Behold, I will break

36 the bow of Elam, the chief of their might. And upon Elam will I bring the four winds from

the four quarters of heaven, and will scatter them toward all those winds ; and there shall be

37 no nation whither the outcasts of Elam shall not come. And I will cause Elam to be dismayed

before their enemies, and before them that seek their life : and I will bring evil upon them,

even my fierce anger, saith the Lord ; and I will send the sword after them, till I have con-

38 sumed them : and I will set my throne in Elam, and will destroy from thence king and

39 princes, saith the Lord. But it shall come to pass in the latter days, that I will bring again

the captivity of Elam, saith the Lord.

Chap. 49. This chapter comprises five dis-

tinct prophecies—viz., of Ammon (verses 1-6)
;

of Edom (verses 7-22) ; of Damascus (verses

23-27) ; of Kedar and Hazor (verses 28-33)
;

and of Elam (verses 34-39). H. C.

1-6. The Ammonites were next, both in kin-

dred and neighborhood, to the Moabites, and

therefore are next set to the bar. Tlieir coun-

try joined to that of the two tribes and a half,

on the other side Jordan, and was but a bad
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neighbor ; however, being a neighbor, they

shall have a share ia these circular predic-

tions. H.

I. Amnion, like Moab, descended from Lot.

His country lay north of Moab and east of that

assigned to the two and a half tribes on the east

of Jordan. Hence his people not unnaturally

came from time to time into hostile attitude

toward Israel. Malcom, rendered here " their

king," is rather the proper name of their na-

tional god. Hence this first verse implies that

Ammon had taken possession of the territory

of Gad. Is it because Israel has no sons to in-

herit after him, that the god of Ammon inherits

the land of Gad, and his people dwell in the

cities of Gad ? These two and a half tribes had

probably been largely borne away into captiv-

ity by the Assyrian armies at the fall of the

northern kingdom. God rebukes Ammon for

too greedily seizing upon their territory.

3. Here also " Malcom" should have been

transferred as the proper name of their god,

and not translated as if a common noun. His

name appears in the slightly different form of

Milcom in 1 K. 11 : 5, 33, and 3 K. 23 : 13, as

the tutelar god of Ammon. This god would
have his own priests and his princes. The
former could not be said of " tlieir king." He
would not have his priests. H. C.

7-^^. The Edomites come next to receive

their doom from God, by the mouth of Jere-

miah ; they also were old enemies to the Israel

of God ; but their day will come to be reck-

oned with, and it is now at hand, and is fore-

told, not only for warning to them, but for

comfort to the Israel of God, whose afflictions

were very much aggravated by their triumphs

over them, and joy in their calamity (Ps. 137 : 7).

Many of the expressions used in this prophecy

concerning Edom are borrowed from the proph-

ecy of Obadiah, which is concerning Edom
;

for all the prophets being inspired by one and

the same Spirit, there must needs be a wonder-

ful harmony and agreement in their predic-

tions. H.

This prophecy concerning Edom should be

studied in connection with Obadiah, and with

Ezek. 25 : 12-14 and Lam. 4 : 21, 23. In all

these passages it is intimated that Edom is

punished for his envy and cruelty toward his

brethren, the posterity of Jacob. Obadiah

names " his violence against his brother

Jacob," his " looking on his brother in his ca-

lamity," etc. Ezekiel says, "Because Edom
hath dealt against the house of Judah by tak-

ing vengeance, and hath greatly offended and

revenged himself upon them," etc. Hence the

j udgment here predicted against Edom comes

in the way of moral retribution. Seveial ex-

pressions found here occur also in Obadiah.
" Temau" was the name of the country adja-

cent to Edom, 'and probably in its alliance. Its

people had been celebrated for their wisdom.

The apocryphal book of Baruch (chap. 3 : 33,

23) bears testimony to this general reputation.

H. C.

7, The failure of wisdom. Edom, the coun-

try of Job, the haunt of ancient lore, is to find

that her learning and science will prove no

safeguard against the deluge of destruction

that is about to burst over the nations. The
disaster which fell upon ancient " Avise men"
of the East may be a warning to the higher in-

telligences of all ages. Adeney.

Edom, celebrated for its wisdom from of old

(Obad. 8 ; Job 11 : 11), had secured itself in in-

accessible fastnesses of the mountains, dwelling

in rock-hewn cities. It was chiefly in interna-

tional relations that the skill or subtlety of the

IdumiEans displayed itself. Their diplomacy

was full of craft and falsehood, and could not

be relied upon. Their Avisdom was essentially'

of this world—cold, calculating and unscrupu-

lous. Of this it is predicted by Jeremiah that

it shall be brought to naught. M.

8. " Dwell deep, O inhabitants of Dedan."

The prophet is foretelling the calamities that

are to come on the different heathen nations

who dwelt around the land of God's people, and

from whom they, at various times, had re-

ceived sore wrong and harm. The Edomites

—

the descendants of Esau—were the traditional

foes of Israel, and it is they who in all proba-

bilitj' are referred to. The country they in-

habited was full of rocks, cliffs, deep gorges in

the sides of which were many all but inaccessi-

ble caves. The rocky dwellings of Edom have

been often told of—how they served as an al-

most impenetrable fortress for the robber bands

which mostly inhabited them. But now ven-

geance was to come on these people, and the

prophet is bidding them betake themselves in

flight to the far- off desert, or to hide them-

selves in the deep recesses of their rocky caves,

and there, if possible, safely dwell. C.

16. The word rendered " clefts of the rocks"

means the refuges, the recesses. The descrip-

tive points in this verse are wonderfully accu-

rate. Petra, the ancient capital of Edom, for

ages the main thoroughfare of the great trade

and travel between India and Mesopotamia on

the east, and Egypt and North Africa on the

southwest ; the seat therefore of wealth and

art, perhaps of wisdom also and of culture.
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held a position of great military strength. It

was built in a vast ravine, partly on the broad

area enclosed by lofty precipitous walls of rock,

which by some of nature's mighty convulsions

had been rent asunder, and partly in those very

fronts of lofty rock, chiselled out with immense

labor, so that the pillars of its temples and the

apartments of its tombs and dwellings were

wholly cut from the solid eternal rock. Here

—her nests built high in these crags like the

eagle's—old Petra sat in her pride and her

strength, cherishing the vain fancy that no

power could ever bring her down. But the

Almighty spake and it was done ! The site of

ancient Petra, for ages unknown, has been

brought to light during the present century.

A number of travellers have visited and ex-

plored it. Laborde, Dr. Robinson, and others

have given full and precise statements of its

wonderful ruins, placing Petra in the front

rank of those ancient witnesses who bear their

silent but resistless testimony to the precision

of the old prophetic descriptions and to the

marvellous correspondence in the most minute

details between prophecy and history—the

prophecy of twenty centuries ago and the his-

tory of to-day. H. C.

Such cities as the rock-hewn Petra, and Boz-

rah seated on her lofty hill, would seem by

natural position impregnable. Consequently

their inhabitants would grow insolent and

proud, and thus deserve the more that fate

which their natural resources could not avert,

and their self-confidence would prevent them

from mitigating. Worldly resources are dan-

gers when they lead us to forsake the true Ref-

uge in order to trust in them. The rich and

great are not the more secure for their privi-

leges, and they will be the less safe if they lean

upon them when without them they would

seek help in God. Adeney.

17, 18. Every word of this fearful descrip-

tion is fulfilled. The ancient site of Sodom

and Gomorrah is scarcely more void of in-

habitants this day than the site of ancient

Petra. Some of her dwellings hewn from the

solid rock remain, but no human beings dwell

therein. They echo only to the cry of the

owl and the scream of the vulture. (Isa.

34 : 11-15.) H. C.

18. As in the omrtlirow of Sodom and Oomor-

rah. A proverbial expression, denoting an

utter desolation. (See chap. 50 : 40 ; Isa. 13 : 19.)

W. Loioth. We know little more of the his

tory of the Edomites than as it is connected

with that of the Jews ; and where is tlie name

or the nation now ? They were swallowed up

and lost, partly among the Nabathean Arabs,

and partly among the Jews ; and the very

name was abolished and disused about the first

century after Christ. Thus were they reward-

ed for insulting and oppressing their brethren

the Jews, and hereby were fulfilled the prophe-

cies of Jeremiah in this chapter ; and of the

other prophets enumerated in the note under

verses 7-22. Bp. Newton.

19, Beliold, he shall come up like a lion, etc.

A description of Nebuchadnezzar, marching

with his array against Idumea. W. Lotnth.

Upon occasion of the inundations to which the

Jordan is subject, we arc told by Maundrell

that several sorts of wild beasts which are wont

to harbor among the trees and bushes by the

river-side are forced out of their covert, and in-

fest the neighboring plains. To this circum-

stance the prophet here alludes. Blayney.

What leader or general can enter the lists

with Me ? The word " shepherd" often sig-

nifies a prince or commander. (See chap. 6:3;
25 : 34.) But here it is used in opposition to

the "lion," mentioned before; as if he had

said, A shepherd may as well encounter a lion,

as the best-appointed warrior contend with God
Almighty, or those whom He makes the instru-

ments of His vengeance.

21. The earth is moved at the noise. The

surrounding countries are astonished at its ruin,

and the sound of it reaches even to the Red Sea,

which was at a considerable distance from the

land of Edom. The prophet compares the de-

struction of a nation to the fall of a great build-

ing. (See Ezek. 26 : 15 ; 31 : 16.) W. Lowth.

2S-27. The kingdom of Syria lay north of

Canaan, as that of Edom lay south, and thither

we must now remove, and take a view of the

approaching fate of that kingdom, which had

been often vexatious to the Israel of God. Da-

mascus was the metropolis of that kingdom,

and the ruin of the whole is supposed in the

ruin of that
;

yet Hamath and Arpad, two

other considerable cities, are named (verse 23),

and the palaces of Bcn-hadad, which he built,

are particularly marked for ruin (verse 27) ; see

also Amos 1 : 4. Ben-hadad (the sou of Hadad,

either their idol or one of their ancient kings,

whence the rest descended) was a common name

of the kings of Syria, as Pharaoh of the kings

of Egypt. H.

23. Concerning Damascus. Damascus was

the capital of the kingdom of Syria, and had

seemingly at this time swallowed up all the

other petty sovereignties of that country.

Isaiah had before uttered a prophecy concern-

iug it of calamitous import (chap. 17), which
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had been fulfilled by Tiglath-pileser's taking it

and carrying away the people captives to Kir

(2 K. 16 : 9). Amos also had foretold the same

event (chap. 1 : 3-5). But it had recovered it-

self after the fall of the Assyrian empire, and

is here doomed to suffer again the like calami-

ties from the resentment of Nebuchadnezzar,

probably about the same time with the other

nations. B layney.

H'i-'ii'i. Hamath and Arpad (otherwise called

Arvad) were cities north of Palestine, i)robably

the chief cities of independent sovereignties.

They were at that time smitten with consterna

tion, hearing that Damascus had fallen before

an inviiding force. They apprehended that

their turn must come next. Arpad was near

the Mediterranean Sea. Hence perhaps the

clause, " Sorrow on the sea ;" or the reading

may be, " Their agitation is like that of the

sea," which cannot be quiet. Some good crit-

ics favor this reading and sense. Verse 25 may
be understood as the language of any one of

the inhabitants of Damascus :

'

' How is the

city of my pride" (which I have praised) " and

of my joy abandoned of all good !" What
good has not forsaken it ! What calamity has

not befallen it! " Therefore" (verse 26) does

not indicate here a logical inference from what
precedes, but should be read "corresponding-

ly;" accordingly, her young men fall, etc.

Along with the utter fall of the city came the

slaughter of her warriors. Inasmuch as the

prophecy against Kedar refers to Nebuchadnez-

zar as the destroyer, and as the same is said

also of Egypt (chap. 46 : 26), it is highly prob-

able that most if not all of these prophecies

contemplate the .same scourge and " hammer
of the nations"—the more so from the manifest

correspondence between these chaps. 46-49 and

chap. 25 : 15-25. H. C.

23. '

' There is sorrow on the sea ; it cannot

be quiet." We must remember that the sea to

the Jew of old time was an object of almost

unmixed terror. Nearly all the allusions in the

Bible tell of its power and peril, never of its

preciousness and value to man. The Jews were
a non-seafaring people ; they dreaded it. In

De. 28 : 68 the being taken back to Egypt in

ships is held out as a great threatening. They
had no seaport worth mentioning For centu-

ries their seaboard was held by the Philistines.

All their conceptions of it relate to its hurtful

and destructive power. C.

2§-33. These verses foretell the desolation

that Nebuchadnezzar and his forces should

make among the people of Kedar (who de-

scended from Kedar, the son of Ishmael, and

inhabited a part of Arabia the Stony), and of

the kingdoms, the petty principalities of Hazor,

that joined to them who, perhaps, were origi-

nally Canaanites, of the kingdom of Hazor, in

the north of Canaan, which had Jabin for its

king, but being driven thence, settled in the

deserts of Arabia, and associated themselves

with the Kedarenes. H.

Kedar (the dark-skinned), a son of Ishmael,

gave his name to an ancient Arab tribe distin-

guished for wealth and power. It long held

possession of the northwest district of Arabia

proper, and comes frequently to view in the

Scriptures—e.gr., Isa. 21:13-17; 43:11; 60:

7 ; Ezek. 27 : 21. Hazor, if a name for an

Arab sovereignty, is less known. There was

a strong city and sovereignty of that name in

the north of Canaan when Joshua conquered

the country, but that people were not known
in that country in the time of Jeremiah. Prob-

ably this Ilazor, so closely associated with

Kedar, is also, an Arab tribe. The Lord com-

missioned Nebuchadnezzar to go and smite

those children of the East. The description in

verse 29 is of a nomadic race, whose wealth

consisted in their tents and flocks, with a few

simple utensils and also camels. The direc-

tions, " Flee, get you far off, dwell deep," were

precisely adapted to their habits, describing the

very things they do when attacked by a resist-

less foe—mount their camels, flee far off, plunge

into the depths of their vast deserts, where no

enemy not thus furnished with animals for the

desert can follow them. In verse 31, " Arise,

get you," etc., like the same words in verse 28,

are addressed to the king of Babylon. These

Arab sovereignties were dwelling carelessly,

with no apprehensions of danger. Arabs never

protect themselves Avith " gates and bars."

Their camels and fleet horses are their only re-

liance for safety. Yet despite of this protec-

tion, usually ample, the Lord will bring on

them a fearful desolation. The Hebrew phrase

rendered " Those that are in the utmost cor-

ners," means men having the corners of their

beards shorn—a designation of contempt often

given to the Arabs of the desert. (See the

same phrase, chaps. 9 : 25 and 25 : 23.)

34-39. This prop^iecy is dated in the begin-

ning of Zedekiah's reign ; it is probable that

the other prophecies against the Gentiles going

before were at the same time. The Elamites

were the Persians, descended from Elam, the

son of Shem (Gen. 10 : 22), yet some think it

was only that part of Persia which lay nearest

to the Jews, which was called Elymais, and

adjoined to Media- Elam, which, say they, had
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acted against God's Israel, bare the quiver in

an expedition against tlieni (Isa. 22 : 6), and

therefore must be reckoned with among the

rest. It is here foretold, in general, that God

will bring evil upon them, even His fierce

anger, and that is evil enough, it has all evil in

It (verse 37). H.

Ehim was an independent and even powerful

kingdom in the days of Abram (Gen. 14 : 1).

AVhen the monarchy of Persia was established

under Cyrus, Elam was blended into and formed

a part of it ; but before that time they were

two distinct kingdoms. According to the pres-

ent prophecy, Elam is spoken of as having ac-

tually become a province of the Babylonish

empire (Dan. 8:2); and Daniel appears to have

presided over it, having Shushan for the seat

of his government. It therefore probably was,

as the name would lead us to suppose, the

country called by heathen writers Elymais,

which Pliny and Strabo, in conformity with

Daniel, describe as separated from Susiana by

the river Eulieus, or Ulai. On the final sub-

version of the Babylonisli monarchy, Elam was

restored again, as is intimated below (verse 39),

to its former possessors, wlio had fought under

the banners of the Medes and Persians. (See

Isa. 21 : 2.) Blaymy.

Elam is sometimes confounded with Persia,

and does in some cases represent Persia, but

was anciently a distinct kingdom, in very an-

cient times one of great power, for Chedorlao-

mer, king of Elam, seems to have headed the

powerful allied army from the East in the first

war of extant history (Gen. 14 : 1-12). Little

is known of its subsequent liistory. In the

Scriptures Elam appears (Gen. 10 : 22) as the

S3n of Shem ; in Gen. 14, as above, a power-

ful kingdom of the East ; in Isa. 21 : 2 and

22 : 6, as associated with Media in the conquest

of Babylon, where the name would seem to

represent Persia as a whole. In Ezra 4 : 9, the

Elamites are among the nations who composed

the vast Medo- Persian empire ; in Ezek. 82 : 24

they are among the great uncircumcised na-

tions who had been the terror of the world ; in

Jer. 25 : 25, with the Medes and many others,

tliey are doomed to drink the wine-cup of Di-

vine judgment ; and in Dan. 8 : 2. they are a

province, probably of the Persian empire.

Hence it is generally supposed that Elam is

identical with the Elymais of the Greek his-

torians—a province having Media on the north,

and the Persian gulf on the south, with Baby-

lonia on the west, and Persia proper on the

east, about half as large in territory as Persia.

Very probably it was subjugated by Nebu-
chadnezzar and brought under the world-wide

sway of Babylon in the height of its glory, yet

it would seem to be associated with Media and

Persia in the siege and conquest of Babylon by
Cyrus. (See Isa. 21 : 2 aud 22 : 6.) To that

subj ugation this prophecy (verses 35-38) may
refer, and verse 39 to a subsequent indepen-

dence. The precise date of this prophecy is

given—unlike the usage in the other prophecies

of this series

—

e.g., against Egypt, the Philis-

tines, Moab, Ammon, Edom, Damascus and

Kedar. Why the precise date is given here

aud not in those other cases does not certainly

appear. Perliaps because this was nearer the

time of its fulfilment, so that only by a precise

date would the reader in future time have the

means of knowing that tlie prophecy came be-

fore the events it predicted. The bow was a

prominent weapon of war among all the an-

cient nations, pre eminently so with the Elam-

ites, the chief source of their strength. To
" break their bow" therefore would effectually

crush their military power. Verse 36 indicates

the widest and most diversified dispersion of

her people. Our knowledge of ancient liistory

is too imperfect to verify the accuracy of this

prediction. H. C.
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JEREMIAH, CHAPTER L.

50 : 1 The word that the Lord spake concerning Babylon, concerning the land of the

Chaldeans, by Jeremiah the i)rophct.

2 Declare ye among the nations and publish, and set up a standard
;
publish, and conceal

not : say, Babylon is taken, Bel is put to shame, Merodach is dismayed ; her images are put

3 to shame, her idols are dismayed. For out of the north there cometh up a nation against her,

which shall make her land desolate, and none shall dwell therein : they are fled, they are

4 gone, both man and beast. In those days and in that time, saitli the Lord, the children of

Israel shall come, they and the children of Judali together ; they shall go on their way weep-

5 ing, and shall seek the Lord their God. They shall inquire concerning Zion with their faces

thitherward, saying. Come ye, and join yourselves to the Lord in an everlasting covenant

that shall not be forgotten.

6 My people hath been lost sheep : their shepherds have caused them to go astray, they have

turned them away on the mountains : they have gone from mountain to hill, they have

7 forgotten their resting place. All that found them have devoured them : and their

adversaries said, We offend not, because the}^ have sinned against the Lord, the

8 habitation of justice, even the Lord, the hope of their fathers. Flee out of the midst

of Babjdon, and go forth out of the land of the Chaldeans, and be as the he-goats

9 before the flocks. For, lo, I will stir up and causa to come up against Babylon an

assembly of great nations from the north country- : and they shall set themselves in

array against her ; from thence she shall be taken : their arrows shall be as of an expert

10 mighty man ; none shall return in vain. And Chaldea shall be a spoil : all that spoil her

11 shall be satisfied, saith the Lord. Because ye are glad, because ye rejoice, O ye that plunder

mine heritage, because ye are wanton as an heifer that treadeth out tlie corn, and neigh as

12 strong horses
;
your mother shall be sore ashamed ; she that bare you shall be confounded :

behold, she shall be the hindermost of the nations, a wilderness, a dry land, and a desert.

13 Because of the wrath of the Lord it shall not be inhabited, but it shall be wholly desolate :

14 every one that goeth by Bab3ion shall be astonished, and hiss at all her plagues. Set your-

selves in array against Babylon round about, all ye that bend the bow ; shoot at her, spare no

15 arrows : for she hath sinned against the Lord. Shout against her round about ; she hath

submitted herself ; her bulwarks are fallen, her walls are thrown down : for it is the ven-

16 geauce of the Lord ; take vengeance upon her ; as she hath done, do unto her. Cut off the

sower from Babjdon, and him that haudleth the sickle in the time of harvest : for fear of the

oppressing sword they shall turn everj^ one to his people, and they shall flee every one to his

own laud.

17 Israel is a scattered sheep ; the lions have driven him away : first the king of Assyria hath

devoured him ; and last this Nebuchadrezzar king of Babj'lon hath broken his bones.

18 Therefore thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel : Behold, I will punish the king of

19 Babylon and his land, as I have punished the king of Assyria. And I will bring Israel again

to his pasture, and he shall feed on Carmel and Bashan, and his soul shall be satisfied upon

30 the hills of Ephraim and in Gilead. In those daj's, and in that time, saith the Lord, the in-

iquity of Israel shall be sought for, and there shall be none ; and the sins of Judah, and they

shall not be found: for I will pardon them whom I leave as a remnant.

21 Go up against the laud of Merathaim, even against it, and against the inhabitants of

Pekod : slay and utterly destroy after them, saith the Lord, and do according to all that I

22, 23 have commanded thee. A sound of battle is in the land, and of great destruction. How
is the hammer of the whole earth cut asunder and broken ! how is Babylon become a desola-

24 tion among the nations ! I have laid a snare for thee, and thou art also taken, O Babj^lon, and
thou wast not aware : thou art found, and also caught, because thou hast striven against the

25 Lord. The Lord hath opened his armoury, and hath brought forth the weapons of his indig-

nation : for the Lord, the Lord of hosts, hath a work to do in the land of the Chaldeans.

26 Come against her from the utmost border, open her storehouses : cast her up as heaps, and
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27 destroy her utterly : let nothing of her be left. Slay all her bullocks ; let them go down to

38 the slaughter : woe unto thera ! for their day is come, the time of their visitation. The voice

of them that flee and escape out of the land of Babylon, to declare in Ziou the vengeance of

39 the Lord our God, the vengeance of his temple. Call together the archers against Babylon,

all th3m that bend the bow ; camp against her round about ; let none thereof escape : recom-

pense her according to her work ; according to all that she hath done, do unto her : for she

30 hath been proud against the Lord, against the Holy One of Israel. Therefore shall her

young men fall in her streets, and all her men of war shall be brought to silence in that day,

o\ saith the Lord. Behold, I am against thee, O thou proud one, saith the Lord, the Lord of

33 hosts : for thy day is come, the time that I will visit thee. And the proud one shall stumble

and fall, and none shall raise him up : and I will kindle a fire in his cities, and it shall devour

all that are round about him.

33 Thus saith the Lord of hosts : The children of Israel and the children of Judah are

oppressed together : and all that took them captives hold them fast ; they refuse to let them

34 go. Their redeemer is strong ; the Lord of hosts is his name : he shall throughly plead

35 their cause, that he may give rest to the earth, and disquiet the inhabitants of Babylon. A
sword is upon the Chaldeans, saith the Lord, and upon the inhabitants of Babylon, and upon

;!6 her princes, and upon her wise men. A sword is upon the boasters, and they shall dote : a

:i7 sword is upon her mighty men, and they shall be dismayed. A sword is upon their horses,

and upon their chariots, and upon all the mingled people that are in the midst of her, and

38 they shall become as women : a sword is upon her treasures, and they shall be robbed. A
drought is upon her waters, and they shall be dried up : for it is a land of graven images.

39 and they are mad upon idols. Therefore the wild beasts of the desert with the wolves sball

dwell there, and the ostriches shall dwell therein : and it shall be no more inhabited for ever
;

40 neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to generation. As when God overthrew Sodom and

GomoiTah and the neighbour cities thereof, saith the Lord ; so shall no man dwell there, neither

41 shall any son of man sojourn therein. Behold, a people cometh from the north ; and a great

43 nation, and many kings shall be stirred up from the uttermost parts of the earth. They lay

hold on bow and spear ; they are cruel, and have no mercy ; their voice roareth like the sea,

and they ride upon horses ; every one set in array, as a man to the battle, against thee, O
43 daughter of Babylon. The king of Babylon hath heard the fame of them, and his hands wax
44 feeble : anguish hath taken hold of him, and pangs as of a woman in travail. Behold, he

shall come up like a lion from the pride of Jordan against the strong habitation : but I will

suddenly make them run away from her ; and whoso is chosen, him will I appoint over her :

for who is like me ? and who will appoint me a time ? and who is the shepherd that will

45 stand before me ? Therefore hear ye the counsel of the Lord, that he hath taken against

Babylon ; and his purposes, that he hath purposed against the land of the Chaldeans : Surely

they shall drag them away, even the little ones of the flock ; surely he shall make their habi-

46 tation desolate with them. At the noise of the taking of Babylon the earth trembleth, and

the cry is heard among the nations.

Cliap. 50. This chapter and the next con-

tain a prophecy concerning the fall of Babylon,

intermixed and contrasted with predictions con-

cerning the redemption of Israel and Judah,

who were not, like those oppressors, to be

finally extirpated, but to survive them, and,

upon their repentance and conversion, to be

pardoned nnd restored. The prophecy was de-

livered and sent to Babylon in the fourth year

of Zedekiah's reign, as apj^ears from chap.

51 : 59. Blnyney.

As the catalogue of nations doomed to drink

the Lord's wine cup of judgment (Jer. 35 : 15-33)

enumerates substantially all the tribes and sov-

ereignties of Western Asia and Egypt first,

and Babylon after them, so this series of more

expanded prophecies (chaps. 46-51) gives the

most prominent of those nations first, and

closes Avith Babylon. This series of prophe-

cies is manifestly an expansion of that sum-

mary statement. The German critics force

upon us the question of the authorship of tlie.se

prophecies against Babylon (chaps. 50 and 51).

. . . When the fact of Divine inspiration is

accepted according to the constant and consis-

tent tenor of these 'writings, and according to

all the evidence that bears upon the case, and

when moreover due regard is had to the special

object of these chapters and the standpoint of

view from which thej' were written, all critical
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difHculties vanish. Everything is as vre should

legitimately expect. All is rational and perti-

nent.

1-3. Remarkably, before Chaldea became a

first-class ^ov/er—before Babylon became the

wonder of the world and the first city of her

age—this humble prophet of Anathoth an-

nounces to tho nations of the earth that she is

doomed erelong to fall ! Her proud city is to

be captured ; her idols are to be confounded

and utterly broken to pieces. This is real

prophecy ! Such are its lofty prerogatives

—

indefinitely high above the utmost reach of

human sagacity ! Bel and Merodach are only

different names for the same god—the patron

god of great Babylon—the same whom Nebu-

chadnezzar, both in the sacred Scriptures and

in profane records, continually recognizes

and adores as his own god. (See Dan. 4:8;
3 : 14.) These heathen gods were accounted

the patrons and protectors of their worship-

pers. Hence the fall of Babylon woukl be the

confounding and breaking down of their god.

In their view, Babylon could not fall until its

god had been overpowered. This conquering

power before which Babylon falls comes from

the north. When the prophet wrote, this

power also, even more than that of Babylon,

was undeveloped. No eye save that of God
could see its future greatness.

4, 5. Thus early in the course of this mag-
nificent prophecy appears this clear intimation

that, coincident with the fall of Babylon, the

Lord's people would earnestlj^ seek their God,

asking the way to Zion with their faces set to

go thither, and most fitly proposing to join

themselves to the Lord in a covenant sacred

and perpetual, and never, like their former

covenant, to be broken and forgotten. Dan. 9

is an interesting comment on this prophecy.

We may suppose that Daniel was not alone in

his spirit of humble confession and earnest sup-

plication for Divine mercy. There were others

with him who set their faces fully toward the

Zion of their fathers. The author of Ps. 137 is

pei'sonally unknovvn to us, but plainly he ex-

pressed the feelings not of one man alone, but

of many of the waiting and hoping captives

alongside the rivers of Babylon. The spirit of

that psalm would readily culminate into the

prompt and earnest passion for seeking God
and His Zion which stands out in this proph-

ecy with such life-like boldness and beauty.

H. C.

The value of such vows and covenants is

that they render going back from God more
difficult. They help to steady the will and

confirm the wavering purpose. They commit
us to the right side. It is a kind of breaking-

down the bridges behind us, a burning of the

boats, so that the soldiers started on the enter-

prise may not be able to recross the river.

Hence we urge such open and solemn avowal,

consecration and covenanting with God. It

tends to make your adhesion to God " perpet-

ual," and your holy purpose to serve Him far

less likely to "be forgotten." Thus was it

with Israel and Judah—never since have they

fallen into idolatry, and though yet " the veil

is before their faces,
'

' they are far other than

what they were. And in our own churches

such consecration has again and again been

greatly blessed. C.

7, They plead in justification, " We have

done no crime, for these people have sinned

against their own Lord, the hope of their fa-

thers, the God who is the home (habitation) of

justice, and who, therefore, demands justice in

His people, and visits on the guilty a righteous

retribution." These points made in this sev-

enth verse are indeed very remarkable. They
are admirably adapted to make a profound im-

pression upon the exiles in respect to the cause

of their national calamities and the views of

their case which might well be taken by at

least the more intelligent among their captors.

H. C.

9. The commission and charge given to the

instruments that were to be employed in de-

stroying Babylon. The army that is to do it

is called an assembly of great nations (verse 9),

the Medes and Persians and all their allies and

auxiliaries ; it is called an assembly, because

regularly formed by the Divine will and coun-

sel to do this execution. God will raise them

up to do it, will incline them to and fit them

for this service, and then He will cause them

to come up, for all their motions are under Hifi

conduct and direction ; He shall give; the word
of command, shall order them to put them-

selves in array against Babylon (verse 14), and

then they shall put themselves in array (verse 9)

for what God appoints to be done shall be

done ; and from thence she shall be quickly

taken ; from their first sitting down before it

they shall be still gaining ground against it till

it be taken. H.

11-13. Throughout this prophecy the idea

of retributive justice is mads prominent. Be-

cause Babylon exulted proudly in her conquest

of Judah, and because she forgot the Lord Al-

mighty, and waxed fat and haughty against

Him (e.g., Belshazzar in his wine-cups and rev-

elry—Dan. 5 : 1-4), therefore the Lord will
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bring on her this uttef and fearful desolation.

In verse 12 " your mother" refers to Babylon,

the mother city of the nation. E ven she should

lose all her prestige and glory, and be utterly

put to shame. The great Chaldean power,

once first among nations, shall become the last

(" hindermost' ') and lowest of them all. H. C.

13. " Babylon shall be an astonishment"

was the voice of prophecy ; and Babylon has

become an astonishment, is the voice of all

those who have stood among its desolations and

remembered its history. The majestic stream

of the Euphrates wanders in silent solitude,

like an aged pilgrim, through its lonely ruins.

Upon its banks are the river-weeds, and the gray

Avillows on which the captives of Israel hung
their harps, and refused to be comforted while

their beloved Jerusalem was not. These re-

main ; but not one thing which the prophets

declared should be destroyed, from outer wall

to inner court, can now be seen in that ancient

and mighty metropolis of the world. From
its palaces, its arches and its terraces, broken

and fallen ; from this throne of the kingdom
sitting in the dust ; from its active life, the

thronging of its busy feet, now clad in silence

and buried in the grave—do we not seem to

bear ascending in solemn grandeur the re-

sponse, " The Lord God Almighty hath spoken

it" ? L. T. Toiomend.

17-19. The conception of Israel as scattered

and lost sheep, driven and devoured by lions,

appears here again (see verses 6-8) for the sake

of connecting with it the retribution due and

about to fall on her destroyers. The king of

Assyria first took the Ten Tribes into captivity

(B.C. 723) in the reign of Hosliea, king of Is-

rael, and of Hezekiah, of Judali. (See 2 K. 17.)

Now Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon ends the ruin

by crushing and cranching his bones. The
Lord bad already punished Assyria by the

utter ruin of Nineveh (b.c. 625). He here de-

clares that He will in like manner punish

Babylon. He did so by using Cyrus at the

head of the Medo-Persian armies. H. C.

20. God will pardon their iniquity ; this is

the root of all the rest (verse 20). In those

days the iniquity of Israel shall be sought for,

and there shall be none. Not only the punish-

ments of their iniquity shall be taken off, but

the offence which it gave to God shall be for-

gotten, and He will be reconciled to them.

Their sin shall be before Him as if it had never

been, it shall be blotted out as a cloud, crossed

out as a debt, shall be cast behind His back
;

nay, it shall be cast into the deptli of the sea,

shall be no longer sealed up among God's treas-

ures, nor in any danger of appearing again or

rising up against them. This denotes how
fully God forgives sin ; He remembers it no

more. H.

Those whom He had spared to survive and

remain He would fully and freely pardon.

Thus pardoned, their sins would not appear

before the face of God as demanding punish-

ment. And as justice would no longer demand
their punishment, it would demand the punish-

ment of their oppressors. "When the Lord's

people become penitent and are forgiven,- the

moral reason for punishing them ceases ; but

all the greater is the reason for punishing their

oppressors. The former are now the Lord's

accepted flock, taken under His special protec-

tion. Will He not therefore visit retribution

upon those that devour them ? The subse-

quent context pursues this train of thought.

H. C.

Divine forgiveness an absolute oblivion. The

attribute of completeness characterizes God's

work of destruction (verses 14-16) ; equally

does it pertain to His work of salvation (verses

19, 20). In both is manifested His righteous-

ness in its elements of wrath and mercy. His

forgiveness acts in perfect harmony with His

severity. M.

When God forgives a man He pardons him

completely, as Christ thoroughly cured all the

sick persons whom He healed in any way.

There is no middle course here. Either the

forgiveness is total or it is not accorded at all.

This is more than the remission of penalties.

Some consequences of sin must still remain,

though these are no longer indications of God's

anger, but converted into merciful chastise-

ments. But the essence of forgiveness lies

deeper than any manipulation of external ex-

perience. It is inward, in the relation of God
to the soul. This spiritual forgiveness consists

in the removal of all estrangement between God

and the sinner. It is perfect reconciliation

with no shadow cast upon it by old offences.

Adeney.

29-32. This description, " archers" and
' bowmen," applies well to the Medes and

Persians. The Lord takes special pains to

show that this curse on Babylon is for her

pride and for her oppressive cruelty. All the

nations of the world through all time ought to

know and to heed this.

33, 34. " Redeemer" is here used in its orig-

inal, legitimate sense—one who rescues from

bondage ;
who buys off or recovers by force

the enslaved and oppressed. In this sense the

Lord of Hosts proves Himself the Redeemer of
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His captive people. His interposition would

give rest to His own land and to His people,

restored and dwelling there, while it would

equally give disquiet to the people of Babylon.

H. C.

34. This is their comfort in distress, tliat

tliough they are weak their Redeemer is strong

(verse 34—their Avenger, so the word signi-

fies) ; He that has a right to them and will

claim His right, and make good His claim ; He
is stronger than their enemies that hold them

fast ; He can overpower all the force that is

against them, and put strength into His own
people though they are very weak. The Lord

of Hosts is His name, and He will answer to

His name, and make it to appear that He is

what His people call Him, and will be that

to them for which they depend iipon Him. It

is the unspeakable comfort of the people

of God that though they have hosts against

them, they have the Lord of Hosts for them
;

and He shall thoroughly plead their cause
;

pleading He shall plead it, plead it with

jealousy, plead it effectually, plead it and

carry it, that He may give rest to the land, to

His people's land, rest from all their enemies

round about. This is applicable to all believ-

ers who complain of the dominion of sin and

corruption and of their own weakness and

manifold infirmities ; let them know that their

Redeemer is strong. He is able to keep what

they commit to Him, and He will plead their

cause, sin shall not have dominion over them
;

He will make them free, and they shall be free

indeed ; He will give them rest, that rest which

remains for the people of God. H.

The almightincss of Ood is our assurance oj

redemption. The massive strength of the rock

makes it painful for us to fall upon it, and

fearful and fatal for it to fall upon us ; but

this very characteristic renders it a blessing if

we rest under its shadow, build on its founda-

tion, or cling to it for support in the driving

tempest. Men may well shrink from the might

of God when they are opposed to it, and trem-

ble and despair when it rises up, awful and

irresistible, to crush them ; but if they can

turn to it with trust and know it is working

their good, they will find in it a ground for

solid assurance. How disastrous would it be

for us to have a weak God, though He might

have all other Divine perfections ! His love

might be infinite ; but if He could only pity,

and not effectually save us, His grace would be

of little use. Bat our Redeemer is the Lord of

hosts. If a host encamp against us, the Lord

of Hosts is on our side. Adeney.

40. A desolation like that of Sodom and Go-

morrah is the extreme of ruin, beyond which

all figures and comparisons fail us.

43. The account of Belshazzar (Dan. 5) and

the records of profane history conspire to ful-

fil every vpord of this prophecy. Belshazzar

was in dismay and anguish ; his night of rev-

elry became his night of doom.

46. The fall of Babylon shook the whole

earth ; the cry of it went forth among all the

nations. No nation could be unaffected by

this event. She was the great central power

in the whole eastern world. Hence, the shock

of her fall was felt in every land like the shock

of an earthquake. H. C.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER LI.

51 : 1 Tnrs saith the Lord : Behold, I will raise up against Babylon, and against them

2 that dwell in Leb-kamai, a destroying wind. And I will send unto Babylon strangers, that

shall fan her ; and they shall empty her land : for in the day of trouble they shall be against

3 her round about. Let not the archer bend his bow, and let him not lift himself up in his

4 coat of mail : and spare ye not her young men ; destroy ye iitterly all her host. And they

5 shall fall down slain in the land of the Chaldeans, and thrust through in her streets. For

Israel is not forsaken, nor Judah, of his God, of the Lord of hosts ; though their land is full

6 of guilt against the Holy One of Israel. Flee out of the midst of Babylon, and save every

man his life ; be not cut off in her iniquity : for it is the time of the Lord's vengeance ; he

7 will render unto her a recompence. Babylon hath been a golden cup in the Lord's hand,

that made all the earth drunken : the nations have drunk of her wine ; therefore the
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8 nations are mad. Babylon is suddenly fallea and destroyed : howl for her ; take balm for

9 her pain, if so be she may be healed. We would have healed Babylon, but she is not liealed :

forsake her, and let us go every one into his own country : for her judgement reachetli unio

10 heaven, and is lifted up even to the skies. The Loud hath brought forth our righteousness :

11 come, and let us declare in Zion the work of the Lord our God. Make sharp the arrows
;

hold firm the shields : the Lord hath stirred up the spirit of the kings of the Medes ; because

his device is against Babylon, to destroy it : for it is the vengeance of the Lord, the ven-

12 geance of his temple. Set up a standard against the walls of Babylon, make the watch

strong, set the watchmen, prepare the ambushes : for the Lord hath both devised and done

i;^ that which he spake concerning the inhabitants of Babylon. O thou that dwellest upon

many waters, abundant in treasures, thine end is come, the measure of thy covetousness.

14 The Lord of hosts hath sworn by himself, myiwj, Surely I will till thee with men, as with

tlie cankerworm ; and they shall lift up a shout against thee.

lo He hath made the earth by his power, he hath established the world by his wisdom, and by

16 his understanding hath he stretched out the heavens : when he uttereth his voice, there is a

tumult of waters in the heavens, and he causeth the vapours to ascend from the ends of the

earth ; he maketh lightnings for the rain, and bringeth forth the wind out of his treasuries.

17 Every man is become brutish and is without knowledge ; every goldsmith is put to shame

by his graven image : for his molten image is falsehood, and there is no breath in them.

18 They are vjvnity, a work of delusion : in the time of their visitation they shall perish.

19 The portion of Jacob is not like these ; for he is the former of all things ; and Israel is the

tribe of his inheritance : the Lord of hosts is his name.

20 Thou art my battle axe and weapons of war : and with thee will I break in pieces the

21 nations ; and with thee will I destroy kingdoms ; and with thee will I break in pieces the

22 horse and his rider ; and with thee will I break in pieces the chariot and him that rideth therein
;

and Avith thee will I break in pieces man and woman ; and with thee will I break in pieces

the old man and the youth ; and with thee will I break in pieces the young man and the

2'i maid ; and with thee will I break in pieces the shepherd and his flock ; and with thee will I

break in pieces the husbandman and his yoke of oxen ; and with thee will I break in pieces

24 governors and deputies. And I will render unto Babylon and to all the inhabitants of Chal-

dea all their evil that they have done in Zion in your sight, saith the Lord.

25 Behold, I am against thee, O destro^'ing mountain, saith the Lord, which destroyest all the

earth : and I will stretch out mine hand upon thee, and roll thee down from the rocks, and

26 will make thee a burnt mountain. And they shall not take of thee a stone for a corner, nor a

27 stone for foundations ; but thou shalt be desolate for ever, saith the Lord. Set ye up a

standard in the land, blow the trumpet among the nations, prepare the nations against her,

call together against her the kingdoms of Ararat, Minni, and Ashkenaz : appoint a marshal

28 against her ; cause the horses to come up as the rough cankerworm. Prepare against her the

nations, the kings of the Medes, the governors thereof, and all the deputies thereof, and all

29 the land of his dominion. And the land trembleth and is in pain : for the purposes of the

Lord against Ba))ylon do stand, to make the land of Babylon a desolation, without inhabit-

30 ant. The mighty men of Babylon have forborne to fight, they remain in their strong holds
;

their might hatii iailed ; they are become as women : her dwelling places are set on fire ; her

81 bars are broken. One post shall run to meet another, and one messenger to meet another, to

82 shew the king of Babylon that liis city is taken on every quarter : and the passages are sur-

prised, and the reeds they have burned with fire, and the men of war are affrighted.

33 For thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel : The daughter of Babylon is like a

threshing-floor at the time when it is trodden
;
yet a little while, and the time of harvest shall

34 come for her. Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon hath devoured me, he hath crushed me,

he hath made me an empty vessel, he hath swallowed me up like a dragon, he hath filled his

3o maw with my delicates ; he hath cast me out. The violence done to me and to my flesh be

upon Babylon, shall the inl.al)itant of Zion say ; and, My blood be upon the inhabitants of

36 (Mialdea, shall Jerusalem say. Therefore thus saith the Lord : Behold, I will jilead thy cause,

37 and take vengeance for thee ; and I will dry up her sea, and make her fountain dry. And
Babylon siiall become heaps, a dwelling place for jackals, an astonishment, and an hissing,

38 without inhabitant. They shall roar together like young lions ; th(>y shall growl as lions'

39 whelps. "When they are heated, I will make their feast, and I will make them drunken, that
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40 tliey may rejoice, and sleep a perpetual sleep, and not wake, saith the Lord. I will bring

41 them down like lambs to the slaughter, like rams with he-goats. How is Sheshach taken !

and the praise of the whole earth surprised ! how is Babylon become a desolation among the

43 nations ! The sea is come up upon Babylon : she is covered with the multitude of the waves
43 thereof. Her cities are become a desolation, a dry land, and a desert, a land wherein no man
44 dwelleth, neither doth any son of man pass thereby. And I will do judgement upon Bel in

Babylon, and I will bring forth out of his mouth that which he hath swallowed up ; and the

nations shall not flow together any more unto him : yea, the wall of Babylon shall fall.

45 My people, go ye out of the midst of her, and save yourselves every man from the fierce

46 anger of the Lord. And let not your heart faint, neither fear ye for the rumour that shail

be heard in the land ; for a rumour shall come one year, and after that iu another jear sludl

47 come a rumour, and violence iu the laud, ruler against ruler. Therefore, behold, the daj-s

come, that I will do judgement upon the graven images of Babylon, and her whole land shall

48 be ashamed ; and all her slain shall fall in the midst of her. Then the heaven and the earth,

and all that is therein, shall sing for joy over Babylon ; for the spoilers shall come unto her

49 from the north, saith the Lord. As Babylon hath caused the slain of Israel to fall, so at

50 Babylon shall fall the slain of all the land. Ye that have escaped the sword, go ye, stand net

51 still ; remember the Lord from afar, and let Jerusalem come into your mind. We are

ashamed, because we have heard reproach ; confusion hath covered our faces : for strangers

53 are come into the sanctuaries of the Lord's house. Wherefore, behold, the days come, saith

the Lord, that I will do judgement upon her graven images ; and through all her land the

53 wounded shall groan. Though Babylon should mount up to heaven, and though she should

fortify the height of her strength, yet from me shall spoilers come unto her, saith the Lord.

54 The sound of a cry from Babylon, and of great destruction from the land of the Chaldeans !

55 for the Lord spoileth Babylon, and destroyeth out of her the great voice ; and their waves
56 roar like many waters, the noise of their voice is uttered : for the spoiler is come upon her,

even upon Babylon, and her mighty men are taken, their bows are broken iu pieces : for the

57 Lord is a God of recompenccs, he shall surely requite. And I will make drunk her princes

and her wise men, her governors and her deputies, and h-'r mighty men ; and they shall sleep

58 a perpetual sleep, and not wake, saith the King, whose name is the Lord of hosts. Thus
saith the Lord of hosts : The broad walls of Babylon shall be utterly overthrown, and her

high gates shall be burned with fire ; and the peoples shall labour for vanity, and the nations

for the fire ; and they shall be weary.

59 The word which Jeremiah the prophet commanded Seraiah the son of JSTeriah, the son of

Mahseiah, when he went with Zedekiah the king of Judah to Babylon in the fourth year of

60 his reign. Now Seraiah was chief chamberlain. And Jeremiah wrote in a book all the evil

that should come upon Babylon, even all these words that are written concerning Babylon.

61 And Jeremiah said to Seraiah, When thoti comest to Babylon, then see that thou read all

63 these words, and say, O Lord, thou hast spoken concerning this place, to cut it off, that none
63 shall dwell therein, neither man nor beast, but that it shall be desolate for ever. And it shall

be, when thou hast made an end of reading this book, that thou shalt bind a stone to it, and
64 cast it into the midst of Euphrates : and thou shalt say, Thus shall Babylon sink, and shall

not rise again because of the evil that I will bring upon her : and they shall be weary.

Thus far are the words of Jeremiah.

Chap. 51. Verses 1-4 are the very words of

the Lord. Verses 5-13 are the words of the

prophet. H. C.

5. "Suffering, but not forsaken." Israel is

not forsaken because she is driven from her

liomc. Babylon is not more favored because

she flourishes for a season as a " golden cup
in the Lord's hand." For the land of the

Chaldeans is filled with sin against the Holy
One of Israel. Thus the truth is quite con-

people He must not be thought to have for-

saken them. The chastisement is for their own
good. It is, therefore, a proof that God has

not neglected them. Instead of being an in-

dication of hatred or indifference, chastise-

ment is a sign of God's love. Moreover, when
His people suffer God is peculiarly near to

them, and often nearest in those dark hours

when bitterness of soul prevents us from hav-

ing any comforting hope in Him. Adeney.

trary to appearances. When God chastises His j
Outward prosperity is not essential to signify
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God's satisfaction with us. Nor must we in-

fer that, because a baclisliding Christian has

fallen into trouble and misery, therefore God

has forsaken him. The signs of man forsak-

ing God are made very clear, so that there may
be all possible incentives to repentance ;

but if

God ever does forsake a man, leaving him ut-

terly to his own folly and recklessness, no sign

of it is given to us. There is quite enough

already in our own wild fancies to make us

desponding and despairing. Y.

10. The prophet speaks in the name of the

Jews. " The Lord hath brought forth our

righteousness" in the sense of pleading and

avenging our cause and testifying His dis-

pleasure against our enemies and captors.

Come and let us praise Him in our holy Tem-

ple and city, and speak of His deliverances

there.

12, 13. This ruin of Babylon is God's retri-

bution for her sins, especially against His Tem-

ple. Verse 13 intimates that ambushes would

be among the agencies of this victory, in which

the prophecy and the historj^ are at one. Cyrus

took the city hj a species of grand ambush-

ment, turning the river elsewhere and march-

ing his army into the city through its dry chan-

nel. "Verse 13 addresses Babylon as " dwelling

upon many waters," with reference to her po-

sition on the great Euphrates, out of which she

took large supplies of water for irrigation by

canals, and thus literally " sat upon many wa-

ters. " " The measure of her covetousness had

come" in the sense that God now set a limit to

her greed and grasp after unrighteous gain,

showm in the exaction of unpaid labor from her

hosts of captives. H. C.

19. Jehovah being the portion of Jacob, it is

equally true that Jehovah's portion is His peo-

ple (De. 32 : 9). God will be our inheritance

just in proportion as we are God's inheritance.

We cannot get satisfaction out of God unless

He is getting satisfaction out of us. Our faith,

our obedience, our devotion, are the conditions

of His peculiar and richest bounty. Y.

24. The idea of retribution on Babylon for

the evil they had brought on Zion before the

very eyes of His people stands out prominent-

ly in verse 24, and really underlies the whole

passage (verses 20-24).

26. That from her vast structures not a stone

sliould be taken for the building of other cities

is a very extraordinary prophecy, since it quite

reverses the common law. In fact, large build-

ing stones loere never there. Her immense struc-

tures were built of brick, either sun-dried or

kiln-burned. Hence the great mass of these

materials lie to this day more or less decom-

posed in the mountains of rubbish which mark
the site of that once magnificent city. But
how came a prophet in Palestine to know that

of the great structures of Babylon, most of

them as j'et unbuilt, men sliould take away no

corner or foundation-stone when they should

lie in ruins ? How else can such minute and

improbable, yet truthful predictions be ac-

counted for except as inspired of God ? H. C.

30. Looking at events on their human side,

it is quite true to say that Abraham founded

the Hebrew race, and that David founded the

Jewish monarchy, and Judas rescued his coun-

try from destruction. But it is of supreme im-

portance, if we would see God in history, and

in the history of our own times in particular,

to recognize in the sages, and heroes, and re-

formers, and also in the philosophers, and dis-

coverers, and inventors, whose several labors

have changed the aspect of the world at partic-

ular epochs, God's special instruments sent for

that very thing ; and to recognize in the changes

brought about, not merely the action of those

instruments, but the results of the will of God.

As long as God is pleased to preserve a nation

in greatness and power, He continues to raise

up among them warriors, divines, men of genius

and statesmen. When the set time of deca-

dence is come, there arise no great men among

them ; their mighty men become as women
(Jer. 51 : 80), and counsel perishes from the wise

{iUd. 18 : 18). In applying these truths to our

own Church and country it behooves us to re-

member that we owe all our own national pros-

perity, both in spiritual and temporal things,

to the undeserved mercy of God ; that the con-

tinuance of that prosperity depends upon the

continuance of His favor ; and that the only

way by which to preserve that favor is to walk

in righteousness and godliness. Unless God

wills to maintain our power and greatness

among the nations, all the courage and policy

in the world will not suffice to do so ; and even

courage and policy may cease to grow among

us. Bp. Ilervey.

31, 32. The word rendered " post" means

a courier, a runner. It need not surprise us

that in this vast city, whose outer wall, accord-

ing to Herodotus, was sixty miles in circum-

ference, one end might be taken by the enemy

some time before the other end would hear the

tidings. These runners report to the king that

the gates opening from the city to the river

which ran through its centre are seized by the

enemy ; that the reeds (palisades) with which

the banks were fortified to prevent an enemy
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from gaining access to the city through the

river-bed were burned with fire, and that the

Chaldean soldiers were panic-smitten. No his-

tory could describe the progressive steps of this

assault and capture with more precision than

this prophecy written by Jeremiah before these

vast walls of Babylon were even built. For

all reliable history testifies that Nebuchadnez-

zar was the great builder of Babylon ;
that

nearly all of its vast structures, including the

city walls and the defences along the river

bank, were either built or rebuilt by him. Yet

the prophet saw things that were not as though

they w^ere, and so put on record this wonder-

fully minute account of their capture and ruin.

H. C.

32. That the passages are surprised. These

were most probably the entrances into the city

from the river side, which were secured by

gates, that ought, as Herodotus observes, to

have been fast bai-red ; which, if it had been

done, would have effectually frustrated the at-

tempt of the enemy ; but, being left open and

unguarded on account of the public festivity,

the assailants were in possession of those en-

trances, and in the heart of the city before the

besieged were aware of it. Blayney.

And the reeds they have burned with fire. The

soldiers, seeing the Euphrates nearly dry, set

fire to the reeds which covered its borders in

order to facilitate the approach of the troops to

the walls. The messengers reported to the

king this circumstance for the purpose of sig-

nifying to him that all the waters round about

Bab3-lou were dried up, and that there was no

longer anything to slielter the city from the

enemy. These reeds are said to have been very

large and high, and, together with the mud on

which they stood, to have formed as it were

another wall round the city. PooU.

33-35. The figures of the threshing-floor

and of the harvest are common in the Hebrew

poets to indicate the destruction of cities and

the slaughter of their people. (Isa. 21 : 10
;

17 : 5 ; Amos 1:3; Micah 4 : 13 ; Joel 3 : 13
;

Rev. 14 : 15, 18.) The ancient threshing in-

strument was a heavy roller, ridged with iron,

drawn by animals, and made to crush both the

straw and the grain with great force. Hence

it vividly represented the instruments of Jeho-

vah's vengeance on guilty nations. In verses

34 and 33, Judah and Jerusalem speak, recog-

nizing the fall of Babylon as God's righteous

retribution for her violence against the holy

city and people. This is one of the most prom-

inent thoughts in this entire prophecy against

Babylon, the object being to assure the exiles

that the Lord remembered and would yet

avenge them ; would break down Babylon and

release them to return to their own land.

H. C.

34. Xehuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, hath

devoured me. A pathetic description of the ca-

lamities brought upon the Jews b}^ Nebuchad-

nezzar and his forces, who, after they had de-

voured the wealth and laid waste the beauty

of their countrj', then turned them out of it,

and led them captives into a strange land.

W. Lowth.

36. / icill dry iip her sea, and make her

springs dry. (See Isa. 14 : 23 and verse 31 of

this chapter.) B}' the means there described,

Babylon was taken, as here foretold. The city

would have been otherwise impregnable, as it

was supplied with provisions for many years,

saith Herodotus ; for more than twentj' j'ears,

according to Xenophon ; for, as Herodotus

saith, if the Babylonians had but known what

the Persians were doing, by shutting the gates

which opened upon the river, and by standing

upon the walls which were built as banks,

they might have taken and destroyed the Per-

sians as in a net or cage. Bp. JS'eicton.

37. The foundations of Babylon were to fall,

her lofty and broad walls were to be thrown

down (Jer. 50 : 15), and she was not to present

the appearance of a ruined city at all, but sim-

ply to " become heaps." It is the constant re-

mark of travellers that what are called the ruins

of Babylon are simply a succession of unsight-

ly mounds, some smaller, some larger
—

" shape-

less heaps of rubbish," "immense tumuli,"

elevations that might easily be mistaken for

natural hills, and that only after careful exam-

ination convince the beholder that they are hu-

man constructions. The complete disappear-

ance of the walls is particularly noticed ; and

the visitor, who has alone attempted to conjec-

ture the position which they occupied, can

mark no more than some half-dozen mounds

along the line which he ventures to assign to

them. Only a single fragment of a building

still erects itself above the mass of rubbish

whereof the mounds are chiefly composed, to

show that human habitations really once stood

where all is now ruin, decay and desolation.

When Babylon was standing in all its glory,

with its great rampart walls from two hundred

to three hundred feet high, with its lofty pal-

aces and temple-towers, with its " hanging

gardens," reckoned one of the world's won-

ders, and even its ordinary houses from three

to four stories high, it was a bold prophecy

that the whole would one day disappear—that
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the edifices would all crumble into ruin, and

the decomposed material cover \\\) and conceal

the massive towers and walls, presenting noth-

ing to the ej'e but rounded hillocks, huge \m-

sightly " heaps." It may be that such a fate

had already befallen the great cities of Assyria,

which had been destroyed nearly a century

earlier, and which, from the nature of their ma-

terials, must have gone rapidly to decay. But

the lessons of the past do not readily impress

themselves on men ; and it must have required

a deep conviction of God's absolute foreknowl-

edge on the part of the Hebrew prophets to

publish it abroad, on the strength of a spiritual

communication, that such a fate would over-

take the greatest city of their day—" the glory

of kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldees' ex-

cellency" (Isa. 13 : 19). G. R.

42-44. The vast plains around Babylon

were flooded by the Euphrates in its great

freshets, presenting the appearance of an in-

land sea. (Cf. verses 13, 36.) To regulate these

inundations, Nebuchadnezzar, with immense

labor, constructed a vast reservoir, an inland

lake, and then cut canals from this lake to irri-

gate the country when water was needed. But

when the huge brick structures of Babylon be-

came heaps of ruins, these canals and even the

river itself were blocked up, and the whole

plain was flooded during large portions of the

year. Consequently, it passed from a state of

most luxuriant fertility to one of utter bar-

renness, a vast quagmire, a continent of mud,

marsh, bog, miasm, desolation ! Thus was this

wonderfully minvite, and to human view im-

probable prophecy, literally fulfilled. Bel, the

chief and ' patron god of Babylon, is thought

of as having taken into his stomach the vast

amount of treasures brought into his temple
;

but in righteous judgment, tlie great God com-

pels him to disgorge it ! The nations shall no

more "flow together," making their long pil-

grimages with votive offerings to his shrine.

The word rendered "flow together," is the

same which represents the confluence of the

nations to Jehovah's Temple " in the latter

days" {e.g., Isa. 2:3; Micah 4:1; Jer. 81 : 12).

That the walls of Babylon should fall was a

great event, which such a prophecy could not

omit. Herodotus, an eye-witness, describes this

double wall, an outer and an inner ; the outer,

threes hundred and thirty-seven and a half feet

high, eighty-five feet thick, with one Jmndrcd

gates of brass. It was the wonder of the age

—indeed, of the world. Yet under the mighty

hand of God, how easily it was made to fall !

H. C.

43. Not only the site of Babylon herself, but

the whole plain of Bab^'lonia, covered with the

shapeless heaps under wliich the great Chal-

dean cities lie hidden, bears a perpetual witness

to the truth of the prophecy, every word of

which is a historic description :
" Her cities

are a desolation, a dry land and a wilderness, a

land wherein no man dvvelleth, neither doth

any son of man pass thereby." " Besides the

great mound," says the most distinguished in-

vestigator of the site, "other shapeless heaps

of rubbish cover for many an acre the face of

the land. The lofty banks of ancient canals

fret t):e country, like natural ridges of hills.

Some have been long choked with sand ; others

still carry the waters of the river to distant vil-

lages anJ palm-groves. On all sides fragments

of glass, marble, pottery and inscribed brick

are mingled with that peculiar nitrous and

blanched soil which, bred from the remains of

ancient habitations, checks or destroys vegeta-

tion, and renders the site of Babylon a naked

and hideous waste. Owls start from the scan-

ty thickets, and the foul jackal skulks through

the furrows" {Layanl). P. S.

51. This is what the exiles arc supposed to

say when exhorted to think of their own Jeru-

salem. "It is sad" (say they) "to think of

her ; we remember how the heathen reproached

us, and how they laid unclean hands upon the

most holy things of the house of our God."

54-56. Among numerous other indications

of the ruin of Babylon, we have here the fear-

ful outcry of terror at her fall, coupled also

with the crash and the roar when her lofty

towers and walls are fjeen in vision to fall to

the ground. In the last clause of verse 55,

" Her waves that roar like great waters," are

probably her enemies rushing upon her with

the shout of victory, and in point of the ruin

they bring, resembling a mighty inundation.

The next clauses show that the mind of the

writer is on the invading hosts of spoilers.

5§. This closing verse of this elaborate pro-

phetic description sums up the most vital facts.

The broad walls of Babylon, though eighty-five

feet broad, and built apparently for immortali-

ty, shall be utterly broken. The original im-

plies that their foiuidations shall be laid naked,

the very ground on which they stood being

made bare. Her hundred lofty gates shall be

burned with fire. The armies of captives

whose labor she employed for years in their

erection will appear to have spent their

strength and toil in vain, working and build-

ing only for the fire to destroy. And they

shall be utterly exhausted, past all power to
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recuperate their strength. This is the sense of

" being weary." Hab. 2 : 13 treats of the same

subject, and was perhaps in tlie mind of Jere-

miah. The reader wlio sliall carefully group

together all the minute and special points of

tliis prophecy Avill find himself already pos-

sessed with the great facts of that wonderful

history. Let him note that Babylon is here-

a

great city of vast extent ; of lofty and broad

walls ; of a large foreign population, v/ho scat-

tered and fled each to his own country ; that

her kings and princes were revelling in a

drunken debauch on that fatal night ; that her

armies were panic-smitten and forbore to fight
;

that tidings first came to the king that his city

was taken at one end ; that " the passages"

from the city to tlie river were seized by the

enemy, and the palisades that fortified those

points were burned ; that her broad walls were

levelled to the ground ; that a fearful ruin ulti-

mately swept over her, and left nothing but

emptiness and desolation ; that the sea covered

her ; and, in another line of facts, that her de-

stroyers came from the north ; that the Medes
were prominent among them ; that there were

many other great nations combined with them

in this final conflict ; that they were armed
with the bow, etc.—these are a portion of the

definite points made in this propliecy, all which

are definitely confirmed by historians who never

read Jeremiah, and who, if they had, could

have no interest in making out a fulfilment of

his prophecies. Yet when Jeremiah wrote, tJie

Babylon of the great Chaldean dynasty was yet

in great measure to be made. Its immensely

broad and lofty walls were yet to be built.

Cyrus was yet unborn. The great Median
power was scarcely known. The Divine prov-

idences which brought up those northern king-

doms, developed their strength and effected

their combination, were yet to be unfolded.

What mortal eye could pierce into that dark-

ness of yet unmade history ? What human
line could fathom those depths of the distant

future ? Verily this cometh only of the wis-

dom of Ilim who " calleth the things that are

not as though they were," and who can read to

mortals their yet unmade history, because it is

His province to shape the making of all human
history. H. C.

Of its splendor under Nebuchadnezzar there

can be no doubt. Pliny says, " It was the

greatest city the sun ever shone upon.
'

' Isaiah

called it the " Golden City." Its walls, three

hundred feet in height, according to one of its

historians, and seventy-five feet in breadth, ap-

peared more like the bulwarks of nature than

the workmansliip of man. They were regard-

ed by Strabo as one of the seven wonders of the

world. The entire area within its massive walls,

according to Herodotus and Ctesias, its chief

historians, was two hundred square miles. Its

temples, its palaces, its fortresses, its brazen

gates, its enamelled brick, its plated pillars, its

huge embankments along the shores of the Eu-

phrates, its artificial mountains as high as the

dome of St. Peter's, its ornamental architec-

ture, its artificial lakes, and its lofty palaces,

with its hanging gardens piled in successive

terraces to the top of its walls, displayed more
of the mighty works of mortals than have ever

elsewhere been concentrated in one spot on the

earth. Such was Babylon. And yet, while

the city was in its glory, while royal power de-

fended it, one hundred and sixty years before

the foot of an enemy had entered its gates or

menaced its walls, the prophets of God de-

clared that the spearmen and the horsemen

from the north should deluge the city in blood,

and that the Almighty Himself should sweep it

with the besom of destruction. L. I'. Town-

send.

59-64. This passage stands here as a sequel

to the prophecy against Babylon comprised in

chaps. 50 and 51 : 1-58, showing especially that

the prophet, having written it, committed it to

Seraiah to carry to Babylon—he being one of

the attendants of King Zedekiah in his journey

to Babylon in the fourth year of his reign.

Seraiah was directed, on arriving at Babylon,

to read this prophecy ; then to repeat certain

words here recited ; and, finally, to bind a stone

to this roll and sink it in the Euphrates, saj'ing.

" Thus shall Babylon sink, and shall not rise

from the evil which I will bring upon her
;

and they shall be weary"

—

i.e., exhausted so

as never to regain their national vigor and

vitality. This Seraiah was not the one who
bears this name in chap. 36 : 26, nor the

other who bears this name in chap. 40 : 8, as

is shown by the name of his father, Neriah.

But he was a brother of Baruch, and there-

fore of a family who were warm and fast

friends of the prophet. Seraiah manifestly

held a place of responsible trust under Zede-

kiah. H. C.

63. This was a significative emblem of Baby-

Ion's sinking irrecoverably under the judg-

ments here denounced against her. (Cf. Rev.

18 : 21 .) This threatening was, in a literal sense,

fulfilled. W. Loioth. This stone lost in one

sense was not lost in another. Nay, it was
serving a higher purpose than any it could

have served simply as a stone. It became a
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teacher, and it is a teacher still, warning all

ambitious men and all neglecters of the com-

mandments and predictions of Jehovah. Y.

64. Thusfar are the words of Jeremiah. This

is probably mentioned to show that the next

chapter was added by Ezra, or Baruch, or who-

ever collected this prophecy into one volume.

W. Lowth.

JEREMIAH, CHAPTER LIL, WITH HISTORY.

VERSES 1-]1 ; 31-34, VOL. VII., PAGE 418.

VERSES 13-30, VOL. VII., PAGE 447.



BOOK OF LAMFJTATIONS.

CHAPTER I.

1 : 1 How (loth the citj' sit solitary, that was

full of people !

How is she become as a widow !

She that was great among the nations, and

princess among the provinces,

How is she become tributary !

2 She weepeth sore in the night, and her tears

are on her cheeks
;

Among all her lovers she hath none to com-

fort her :

All her friends have dealt treacherously with

her,

They are become her enemies.

3 Judah is gone into captivity because of

affliction, and because of great servi-

tude
;

She dwelleth among the heathen, she find-

eth no rest

:

All her persecutors overtook her within the

straits.

4 The ways of Zion do mourn, because none

come to the solemn assembly
;

All her gates are desolate, her priests do

sigh :

Her virgins are afflicted, and she herself is

in bitterness.

5 Her adversaries are become the head, lier

enemies prosper
;

For the Lord hath afflicted her for the mul-

titude of her transgressions :

Her young children are gone into captivity

before the adversary.

(5 And from the daughter of Zion all her maj-

esty is departed :

Her princes are become like harts that find

no pasture.

And they are gone without strength before

the pursuer.

7 Jerusalem remembereth in the days of her

affliction and of her miseries

All her pleasant things that vrere from the

days of old :

When her people fell into the hand of the

adversarj^ and none did help her,

The adversaries saw her, they did mock at

her desolations.

8 Jerusalem hath grievously sinned ; there-

fore she is become as an unclean thing :

All that honoured her despise her, because

they have seen her nakedness :

Yea, she sigheth, and turneth backward.

9 Her filthiness was in her skirts ; she remem-

bered not her latter end
;

Therefore is she come down wonderfully
;

she hath no comforter :

Behold, O Lord, my affliction ; for the ene-

mj^ hath magnified himself.

10 The adversary hath spread out his hand

upon all her pleasant things :

For she hath seen that the heathen are en-

tered into her sanctuary.

Concerning whom thou didst command that

they should not enter into thy congre-

gation.

11 All her people sigh, they soek bread
;

They have given their pleasant things for

meat to refresh the soul :

See, O Lord, and behold ; for I am become

vile.

12 Is it nothing to yon, all ye that pass

by ?

Behold, and see, if there be any sorrow like

unto my sorrow, which is done unto me.

Wherewith the Lord hath afflicted me in

the day of his fierce anger.

13 From on high hath he sent fire into my
bones, and it prevaileth against them :

He hath spread a net for my feet, he hath

turned me back
;

He hath made me desolate and faint all the

day.

14 The yoke of my transgressions is bound by
his hand

;

They are knit together, they are come up
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upon my neck ; he hath made my
strength to fail :

The Lord hath delivered me into their

hands, against whom I am not able to

stand.

15 The Lord hath set at nought all my mighty

men in the midst of me ;

He hath called a solemn assembly against

me to crush my young men :

The Lord hath trodden. as in a winepress

the virgin daughter of Jiidah.

16 For these things I weep ; mine eye, mine

eye runneth down with water
;

Because the comforter that should refresh

my soul is far from me :

My children are desolate, because the enemy
hath prevailed.

17 Zion spreadeth forth her hands ; there is

none to comfort her
;

The Lord hath commanded concerning

Jacob, that they that are round about

him should be his adversaries :

Jerusalem is among them as an unclean

thing.

18 The Lord is righteous ; for I have rebelled

asrainst his commandment :

Hear, I pray you, all ye peoples, and behold

my sorrow :

My virgins and my young men are gone
into captivity.

19 1 called for my lovers, but they deceived me :

]\Iy priests and mine elders gave up the

ghost in the city.

While they sought them meat to refresh

their souls.

20 Behold, O Loud ; for I am in distress ; my
bowels are troubled

;

Mine heart is turned within me ; for I have
grievously rebelled :

Abroad the sword bereaveth, at home there

is as death.

21 They have heard that I sigh ; there is none

to comfort me
;

All mine enemies have heard of my trouble ;

they are glad that thou hast done it

:

Thou wilt bring the day that tliou hast pro-

claimed, and the}" shall be like unto me.

22 Let all their wickedness come before thee ;

And do unto them, as thou hast done unto

me for all my transgressions :

For my sighs are many, and my heart is

faint.

The Book of Lament.vtions.

Teis book, like the several books of the

Pentateuch, is denominated in Hebrew Eicah

(How !) from its first word, and sometimes Kiii-

noth (Lamentations), from its subject. It is

one of the books of the Megilloth or Roll among
the Jews ; and because it relates to the ruin of

their affairs, and contains promises of restora-

tion, it is peculiarly prized, and frequently

read. The five Megilloth are—Ecclesiastes,

Canticles, Lamentations, Ruth and Esther. The
whole current of antiquity and modern times

have pointed out Jeremiah as the writer ; of

this the style is a sufficient evidence. A. C.

Jerusalem, after the fall and ruin of the city

at the hands of Nebuchadnezzar and the Chal-

deans, long predicted by Jeremiah, is the gen-

eral subject of all the five elegies ; of the three

(first, second and fourth), in which considerable

points of likeness occur : the first dwells on the

sad, ruined city, Zion. The second sings of

the fons et origo of the woe of Zion—Jehovah,

who at last has carried out the awful threats of

punishment on a wicked people. The theme

of the fovirth depicts the sufferings of the vari-

ous classes of the people at the hands of their

conquerors. The third of these elegies again

is distinguished by the alphabetical structure

of the poetry. It is even more artificial in its

arrangement than the first, second and fourth.

It too dwells on the sorrow of the people, but

it is more personal. The writer in this poem
speaks of himself as

'

' the man that has seen

the affliction. " Spcnce.

Among all Orientals, poetry and music lend

their aid to the expression of grief. The He-

brews give a liberal space in their literature to

elegiac song in the form of plaintive elegies in

commemoration of the virtues of the dead, and

in sad recollection of great calamities. The
reader will at once recall the elegies of David

upon the death of Saul and Jonathan (2 Sam.

1 : 17-27) ; of Abner (2 Sam. 3 : 33, 34), and of

Absalom (3 Sam. 18 : 33). Jeremiah prepared

a similar elegy on the death of Josiah (2 Chron.

35 : 25, 26). In the same strain, though more

extended, are these " lamentations" over the

fall of Jerusalem, the defeat of her armies, the

murder of her priests and princes, the fearful

slaughter of her yoimg men and maidens, and

the utter desolation of her holy Temple. The

third chapter is chiefly occupied with the

prophet's own personal trials and sorrows.

The whole is in Hebrew poetry. The first

four chapters are acrostic. In chaps. 1, 2 and 4

the successive verses begin with the succes-

sive letters of tiie Hebrew alphabet, twenty
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two in number ; while chap. 3 is composed in

triplets of verses, each verse in the first triplet

beginning with the first letter of the alphabet,

and each verse of the second with the second
letter, etc. This artificial arrangement would
aid the memory, and ma}' have been also a matter
of literary taste. In their moral tone, these

"lamentations" naturally partake somewhat
deeply of the general character of such compo-
sitions among the Jews of that age. They are

thoroughly elegiac. It follows almost or quite
of necessity, that they contemplate the great
subjects of public grief ns seen upon their hu-
man side, and not merely as they would appear
when considered in the light of a moral disci-

pline sent of God, or in the light of that fearful

apostasy from God which called for a retribu-

tion so signal as this. Yet coming from the
hand of such a prophet as Jeremiah, we might
naturally expect occasional allusions to the
moral causes of these calamities—some recog-
nitions of the anger of a just God, and some
confessions of national sin. Such, in fact, we
find. There is nothing in this Book of Lamen-
tations to militate against its inspiration. It

liad a noble moral purpose. It availed itself

most wisely of a current usage in regard to

public lamentations in order to give direction
to the feeling of public grief, and so to turn to
good account the chastened sensibility of a
deeply stricken people. The subject precludes
all special messages from the Lord, whether of
a prophetic or hortatory character. It would
be out of place to look for them here. The
phrase so oft recurring in the other book of
Jeremiah, "Thus saith the Lord of hosts,"
does not occur in all this book. The only pas-
sage that seems in any wise prophetic is chap.
4 : 21, 22, which gives an outlook upon the fu-
ture doom of Edom and the termination of ca-
lamity on Zion. The third chapter differs

widely in its general scope from all the others.
It is thoroughly personal to the prophet, giv-
ing his own experiences, and not those of the
people. There was good reason for his recit-

ing thus his own personal trials and griefs. It
was adapted to secure for him the sympathy of
at least the more considerate among the people,
and would help them to appreciate his charac'-
ter and his work. We have reason to be thank-
ful for this chapter. All the other chapters
were prepared for the use of the people, and
were designed to represent their actual feelings
of grief and sorrow, as also to lead them on to
a proper recognition of the hand of the Lord,
and into a spirit of due confession of sin and
prayer for pardon. It is clear that this elegy

was written after the fall of the city and the
destruction of the Temple. But whether writ-
ten specially for the exiles in Chaldea, or spe-
cially for those in Egypt, or for both indis-

criminately, the book affords no decisive data
to show. Yet inasmuch as the remnant that
went into Egypt were mostly cut off by the
judgments of God, while those who went to
Chaldea multiplied and ultimately furnished
the returning pilgrims who replanted Judea
and rebuilt Jerusalem, it cannot well be doubt-
ed that this book was sent to them, and by
them preserved with the other sacred books.
Jeremiah understood very well that the hope
of the future Zion lay in that party and not iu

the Egyptian, and hence would have a special
reason for whatever effort he could make for
their moral culture. H. C.

The Legal or Forensic Element in the Book.

Are there evidences of a consciousness of this

element as a present and operative influence ?

Let us look at the first chapter, by way of seek-
ing for a reply to this question. In the fourth
verse we find the prophet lamenting on behalf
of Zion that none come to her solemn feasts, but
that her ways mourn. Now this word ren-

dered solemn feast is the one used in Exodus
and elsewhere of the appointed feasts of the
Lord

; it is that after which the tabernacle of

the congregation, or tent of meeting, was
named. It is clear, therefore, that the prophet
refers to some such kind of gathering as is con-
templated and provided for in the Law. At
the time of the Captivity, when he wrote, the

observance of these feasts, which had been a

custom of old. had ceased. But besides this he
refers to the principle of centralization by
which they are characterized, and implies that

they were held in Zion, and that the people
went up to Zion to keep them. Now there

must have been some reason for this custom,
to the observance of which his language is a

witness. But we know that this principle of

centralization was a main feature of the legal

system, so much so that on the establishment

of the second kingdom, Jeroboam made a point

of imitating it.

Again, the prophet speaks also, in verses 4, 7

and 19, of her priests, and her sabbaths, and her

elders, and alludes in verse 8 to legal separation
on account of uncleanness ; so that, in addition

to a recognized priesthood and company of

elders, we have two main features of the law
implied in the remarkably characteristic insti-

tution of the Sabbath and in the stringent pro-
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visions for ceremonial uncleanness found in it.

In the tenth verse we have express reference to

the regulations of De. 23, and a clear proof

that the prophet regarded these regulations as

divine. This is the more remarkable because

they are only found in the fifth book of the

law. "We may just notice the mention of the

Nazarites in 4 : 7, implying the law in Num. 6,

but otherwise it is not necessary to pursue this

examination further. Any one can do so for

himself. This first chapter is taken only as a

specimen of a book of the Captivity period,

such as the Lamentations are. It affords un-

deniable testimony to the national condition of

that period, and to what it must have been for

many generations previously. Leathes.

Cliap. 1:1, 2. Tlie contrasts of adversity.

The key-note of this strain of sorrow, this po-

etical and pathetic dirge, is struck in the open-

ing words of the composition. The heart of

the prophet laments over the captured and

ruined city. How natural that the present

should recall the past ! Jerusalem, now in the

hands of the Chaldeans, was once, in the days

of David and of Solomon, the scene of glory

and tlie seat of empire, the joy of the whole

earth. So much the sadder is the contrast,

the deeper the fall, the bitterer the cup of

woe. T.

2. In her distress Jerusalem looks for com-

fort to those neighboring nations which flat-

tered her during her prosperity and behaved

then as " lovers ;" but she is disappointed in

finding that they all desert her in the hour of

her need. Jerusalem had her " lovers." This

fact throws a significant light on the statement

that she had " become as a widow" (verse 1).

What shame that she, the wife of the Eternal,

should have to be spoken to of " lovers" ! But
having them, she must find her comfort in them.

She dare not look to her husband for comfort.

In plainer language, the Jews had adopted the

idolatry of neighboring nations as well as re-

nounced the exclusive and retiring position

which had been required of them b}^ their God.

It was fitting that they shoukl find their con-

solation from the Babylonian invasion in these

foreign connections and religions. If we let

our business, our pleasure, our ambition, or

any other earthly thing usurp the place of God
in our hearts, the time will come when we shall

have to try what help we can get in trouble

from our idol. Adeney.

Nights of 7ceepinf/ explained. The metaphor
is kept up with which this first song of lamen-

tation begins. The sensitiveness of the woman-
nature helps to bring out the prostration of Je-

rusalem. It is not onl}' that her condition is

lamentable, but she herself is a prey to the

keenest anguish. People do not always see

their own sad state as others see it. There is

either a shallowness of nature or something has

happened to deaden the sensibilities. But in

this verse we have both the mention of tears

and of most sufficient causes for tears. Y.

4. TJie abandoned feasts. Jerusalem was the

religious centre of the nation. Thither the

tribes came up to present themselves before

the Lord. Great assemblies and joyous feasts

were held there for the benefit of all tlie Jews.

But after the Babylonian destruction all this

was suspended. None now came to the solemn

feasts. The high-roads which were wont to

be thronged with pilgrims mourn for the lack

of travellers ; the gates through which they

used to press are unused
;
priests sigh with

weariness and distress, having no glad offer-

ings to present ; and the virgins who led the

song and dance in honor of God are smitten

with afl3iction. Adeney.

Zion. forsaken as a religious centre. The ways
of Zion mourned now, but the very fact that

such a thing should be said showed that they

had once been filled with rejoicing. The gates

had been crowded with worshippers from every

district of the land. Zion was glorified as the

site of the Temple, and the Temple was glori-

fied as holding within its imposing walls the

ark of the covenant. Zion was the city of so-

lemnities. Things were done there not accord-

ing to will .worship or mere immemorial tradi-

tion, but according to Jehovah's definite in-

structions given in the wilderness through

Moses centuries before. Praise continually

waited for God in Zion. Jehovah loved the

gates of Zion more than all the dwellings of

Jacob. There was no day without its morning

and evening sacrifice, and every Sabbath and

new moon brought their peculiar additions.

Nor must we forget the feast of the Passover,

of the first fruits, of the Pentecost, and the

great feast of the seventh month. If as noth-

ing more than times of mirth and relaxation,

these would play a large part in the life of the

people, and true prophets and who soever

among the priests had deep reverence for God

would get much strength out of these services,

finding in them, according to the measure of

their faith, zeal and diligence, constant means

of grace. Y.

llie decline of national religion. Nowhere

has the great truth of the close dependence of

national prosperity upon national religion been

more plainly and emphatically taught than in
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the writings of the Hebrew prophets. Their

spiritual insight detected the true cause of na-

tional degradation. Whoever looks below the

surface may see that the decline and fall of

nations may usually be traced to spiritual

causes, to the loss of any hold upon eternal

principles of righteousness and piety. T.

5. The sins of Jerusalem are here complained

of as the procuring, provoking cause of all these

calamities. Whoever are the instruments, God
is the author of all these troubles ; it is the

Lord that has afflicted her (verse 5), and He
has done it as a righteous judge, for she has

sinned. H.

6. Her beauty departedfrom Zion. The dwell-

ings of Zion shone splendid in cedar and gold.

A softer beauty was shed over her from old

memories and tender associations. The spirit-

ual Zion hfis her beauty. It is not the magnifi-

cence of marble columns and gilded decora-

tions. The beauty of Zion is the beauty of her

worship and life. Adeney.

7. All her pleasant things. What these pleas-

ant things are we may learn from Isa. 64 : 11,

where, to the complaint of the burning of the

Temple, it is added. All our pleasant things are

laid waste ; the ark and the altar and all the

other tokens of God's presence with them, these

were their pleasant things above any other

things, and these were now broken to pieces

and carried away. Thus from the daughter of

Zion all her beauty is departed (verse 6). The
beauty of holiness was the beauty of the daugh-

ter of Zion ; when the Temple, that holy and
beautiful house, was destroyed, her beauty was
gone ; that was the breaking of the staff of

beauty, the taking away of the pledges and
seals of the covenant (Zech. 11 : 10). H.
The recollection of the past may be the occa-

sion of the highest joy or of the profoundest

sorrow. To remember former happiness is one

of the great pleasures of human life, if that

happiness did but lead on to its own continu-

ance and increase. The first beginnings of a

delightful friendship, the first steps of a dis-

tinguished career, are remembered by the pros-

perous and happy with satisfaction and joy.

It is otherwise with the memory of a morning
of brightness which soon clouded, and which
was followed by storms and darkness. In the

text the anguish of Jerusalem is pictured as

intensified by the recollection of bygone felic-

ity. T.

/;; is foolish to yield tofond regrets of the j^leas-

ant things in tlie days of old. The past cannot
be recalled. Let it die. The future is ours.

The west will not brighten again with a return

of the fading glow of sunset, but a new day

will break in the east. We may call to mind
the happy things in days of old, not to increase

our present distress, hut to encourage hope. The
sun did sliine, then it may shine again. God is

the same now as ever. If He blessed in the

past He can bless in the future. Former mer-

cies encourage us to hope for better things still

to come. Adeney.

9-11. Jerusalem's God is here complained

to, concerning all these things, and all is referred

to His compassionate consideration (verse 9), " O
Lord, behold my affliction, and take cognizance

of it ;" and (verse 11), " See, O Lord, and con-

sider, take order about it." The only way to

make ourselves easy under our burdens is to

cast them upon God first, and leave it to Him to

do with us as seemeth Him good. II.

10. Spoliation and profanation. The pres-

ence of a foreign foe in its capital has always

been regarded, and is still regarded, as among
the heaviest calamities that can befall a nation.

In our own times, a neighboring nation has

been required to endure this humiliation and

indignity, shocking its patriotism and its pride.

We can understand how bitter must have been

the anguish of the Jews when the Chaldean

hosts patrolled their city, quartered themselves

upon its inhabitants, appropriated its wealth,

and violated the sanctity of its Temple. T.

1 1 . The real need of the soul made manifest

by experience. The greatest need of the natural

life is bread, taking the word " bread" as rep-

resentative of all food. Clothing and shelter,

while they may indeed be reckoned as needs,

are not needs after the same imperative fashion

as food ; and every one. however easily his

daily bread comes to him, will assent to this

same general truth that food is the great need

of natural life. But he will only really feel

this in such circumstances as are indicated in

this verse. For a long while these people of

Jerusalem had found bread lying to their hands

when they were hungry. They could buy it,

and have abundance of pleasant things beside.

The feeling of their hearts was that they could

not do without these pleasant things, and when
at last they gave them up to keep body and soul

together, it must have been with terrible pain

they made the surrender. And what is true of

bread for the natural life is also true of the

Bread coming down from heaven for the spirit-

ual life. Christians, living in the midst of all

manner of pleasant things of this world, with

no lack of money to buy them and faculty to

enjoy them, try to feel at the same time that

more than all pleasant things are the grace, the
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life, the wisdom, the everflowing fulness of the

Spirit, which come from Christ. But all the

testimony of believers proves that the pleasant

things need to be withdrawn before it can be

apprehended that Christ is emphatically the

Bread. It is when we lose relish of nature's

best contributions to our liappiness tlv.'t Christ

comes forward, conhdent as ever in His power

to satisfy us. Y.

12-22. The complaints here are for sub-

stance the same with those in the foregoing

part of the chapter ; but in these verses the

prophet, in the name of the lamenting Church,

does more particularly acknowledge the hand

of God in these calamities, and the righteous-

ness of His hand. H.

12. Sorrow unequaUed, yet unlieeded. Jeru-

salem sits alone in her unparalleled grief, and

the bitterness of it is intensified by the pitiless

disregard of spectators. Bedouins of the desert

pitch their tents in sight of her ruined towers,

and merchants passing north and south see her

deserted streets, and yet all gaze unmoved at

the heart-rending picture. Never was city move

favored than Jerusalem. She was the chosen

seat of Divine grace. In her Temple stood

God's mercy-seat. High privileges of revela-

tion and spiritual blessings descended on her

sons and daughters. The loss of these privi-

leges brought a distress that men who had

never enjoyed them could not feel. They who
have tasted of the heavenly gift will find the

outer darkness more terrible than those who
have had no anticipation of the joys of the

wedding feast. Apostate Christians will suffer

agonies which the heathen and godless will not

liave to endure. Never teas city more loved than

Jerusalem. This city of sacred memories and

tender associations was dear to the hearts of

her inhabitants. Her overthrow brought a

grief that was proportionate to this love. The

most fatal wound is one aimed at the heart.

We are pained most cruelly when we are

wounded in affection. What grief can be greater

than that of parents for ruined children, and

especially when the parents' sin has been the

children's temptation ? Never was city more

risited by Divine wrath than Jerusalem. Here

is the secret of her deepest trouble. She is

afflicted in the da}' of God's fierce anger. God
is most angry with her because she has sinned

against most light, most ungratefully, and

most rebelliously. Adeiwy.

The bitter tears shed by our Saviour over

impenitent Jerusalem are shadowed forth in

the prophet's prolonged and profound lament

over his own idolatrous and disobedient coun-

trymen. His well-knovvu words, "Is it noth-

ing to you all ye that pass by ?" uttered con-

cerning the sorrows of Jerusalem and her peo-

ple, have come to be so universally appropriated

to our Lord, that the prophet's own deep dis-

tress which they tell of, and the occasion of

that distress, are alike almost if not entirely

forgotten. " His sufferings come nearest of

those of the whole army of martyrs to those of

the Teacher against whom princes, and priests,

and elders, and people were gathered together."

To him, as to the great apostle, was it given to

know " the fellowship of Christ's sufferings,

and to be made conformable unto His death."

P. C.

She sits by the highway, and the crowd

passes on, taking no notice. The spectacle of

a conquered nation and a pillaged capital was

not a rare thing. The nations asked to sympa-

thize had been through the same experience

themselves. We are all prompted to say,

" Surely no trouble has been like our trouble ;"

and yet, as our observation of human affairs

enlarges, we see how human nature, in every

individual instance, is made to know its extra-

ordinary capacity for suffering. Nevertheless,

the piteous appeal here is not a baseless one.

The trouble of the children of Israel had not

come upon them after the manner of a common
nation. They were peculiar in constitution,

privileges and history. If only there had been

eyes to see it, there was something very sig-

nificant to demand attention. But the thing

to be seen did not lie on the surface, nor was it

to be discovered save by faculties specially

illuminated. The downfall and the sufferings

of Israel, as they are to be seen both in the

Scriptures and subsequent history, belong to

the things that are to be spiritually discerned.

Therefore this complaint, while superficially it

may be called unreasonable, is yet reasonable

enough, if we only consider the position and

mission of Israel, and the work which, even in

her degradation, she has done for the world.

Here was a nation that in obedience might have

rested confidently and happily in Jehovah's

promise. The power behind that promise was

more than all the armies of the great empires

round about. But when the power was with-

drawn it meant not nierely suffering ; the with-

drawing had in it the nature of a judicial, sol-

emn sentence from Jehovah Himself. Y.

I'l, 15. Figures of speech are multiplied ;

a yoke on her neck, mtule up of her sins and

bound by the hand of God, against which she

has no strength ; the Lord " treading under foot

her mighty men ;" making all their strength of
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uo account
; and finally treading down the

daughter (whole people) of Judah as grapes are

trodden in a winepress. H. C.

1§. The Lord is rig^liteous, for I
have rebelled. Righteousness in God is

conformit}^ with truth, justice and honor. It

means that God has no subtle double-dealing,
but acts in perfect integrity. He moves in

straight lines. Further, it means that God is

fair to all, doing, if not the same thing to each,
which would often be unjust, that which is

fitting for every one. It also includes God's
regard for the standard of right in His govern-
ment. His care to make His creatures righteous,
and His determination to check all unrighteous-
ness. Why we are to believe in it. It is de-
clared most forcibly by those who know God
best. Sceptical strangers may doubt it ; but
they who have entered into the presence of God,
whether in holiness or in inspiration, alike

agree in testifying to the righteousness of God.
The deeper our Christian experience the more
shall we be brought to admit this great truth,
Adeney.

The spirit of our life determines, by a most
fixed law, the way in which God will treat us.

It is perfectly impossible for the disobedient to
escape suffering. But it is equally impossible
for the obedient to lose their reward. Joy and
blessedness, the exquisite peace and rapture of
holiness, must come to them by the very nature
of things. Y.

20. Tlie cry of the contrite. Trouble, when
it leads to an inquiry into its cause, when it

prompts to submission and to repentance, proves
a means of grace. The cry of suffering and
distress may have no moral significance ; the
cry of contrition and of supplication is a sign
of spiritual impression, and is a step toward
spiritual recovery. T.

LAMENTATIONS, CHAPTER IT.

2 1 How hath the Lord covered the daughter
of Zion with a cloud in his anger !

He hath cast down from heaven unto the
earth the. beauty of Israel,

And hath not remembered his footstool in

the day of his anger.

2 The Lord hath swallowed up all the habita-
tions of Jacob, and hath not pitied

;

He hath thrown down in his wrath the
strong holds of the daughter of Judah

;

He hath brought them down to the ground :

He hath profaned the kingdom and the
princes thereof.

3 He hath cut off in fierce anger all the horn
of Israel

;

He hath drawn back his right hand from
before the enemy :

And lie hath burned up Jacob like a flam-
ing fire, which devoureth round about.

4 He hath bent his bow like an enemy, he
hath stood with his right hand as an
adversary.

And hath slain all that were pleasant to the
eye:

In the tent of the daughter of 2Ron he hath
poured out his furv like fire.

5 The Lord is become as an enemy, he hath
swallowed up Israel

;

He hath swallowed up all her palaces, he
hath destroyed his strong holds :

And he hath multiplied in the daughter of

Judah mourning and lamentation.

6 And he hath violently taken away his taber-

nacle, as if it were of a garden
;

He hath destroyed his place of assembly :

The Lord hath caused solemn assembly and
sabbath to be forgotten in Zion,

And hath despised in the indignation of his

anger the king and the priest.

7 The Lord hath cast off his altar, he hath ab-

horred his sanctuary.

He hath given up into the hand of the ene-

my the walls of her palaces :

They have made a noise in the house of the

Lord, as in the day of a solemn assem-
bly.

8 The Lord hath purposed to destroy the wall
of the daughter of Zion

;

He hath stretched out the line, he hath not
withdrawn his hand from destroying :

But he hath made the rampart and wall to

lament
; they languish together.
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9 Her gates are sunk into the ground
;
he

liatli destroj'ed and broken her bars :

Her king and her princes are among the

nations where the law iii not
;

Yea, her prophets find no vision from the

Lord.

10 Tlie ciders of the daughter of Zion sit upon

the ground, they keep silence
;

They have cast up dust upon their heads
;

they have girded themselves with sack-

cloth :

The virgins of Jerusalem hang down their

heads to the ground.

11 Mine eyes do fail with tears, my bowels are

troubled,

My liver is poured upon the earth, for the de-

struction of the daughter of my people
;

Because the young children and the suck-

lings swoon in the streets of the city.

13 They saj^ to their mothers, Where is corn

and wine ?

When they swoon as the wounded in the

streets of the city,

When their soul is poured out into their

mothers' bosom.

13 What shall I testify unto thee ? what shall I

liken to thee, O daughter of Jerusalem ?

What shall I equal fo thee, that I may com
fort thee, O virgin daughter of Zion ?

For thy breach is great like the sea : who
can heal thee ?

14 Thy prophets have seen visions for thee of

vanity and foolishness
;

And they have not discovered thine iniqui-

ty, to bring again thy captivity :

But have seen for thee burdens of vanity

and causes of banishment.

15 All that pass by clap their hands at thee
;

They hiss and wag their head at the daugh-

ter of Jerusalem, saying :

Is this the city that men called The perfection

of beauty. The joy of the whole eartli ?

16 All thine enemies have opened their mouth
wide against thee

;

They hiss and gnash the teeth ; thej^ say.

We have swallowed her up
;

Certainly this is the day that we looked for
;

we have found, we have seen it.

17 The Lord hath done that which he devised
;

He hath fulfilled his word that he com-

manded in the days of old
;

He hath thrown down, and hath not pitied :

And he hath caused the enemy to rejoice

over thee.

He hath exalted the horn of thine adversa-

ries.

18 Their heart cried unto the Lord :

O wall of the daughter of Zion, let tears run

down like a river day and night
;

Give thj'self no respite ; let not the apple

of thine eye cease.

19 Arise, cry out in the night, at the beginning

of the watches
;

Pour out thine heart like water before the

face of the Lord :

Lift up thy hands toward him for the life

of thy young children,

That faint for hunger at the top of every

street.

20 See, O Lord, and behold, to whom thou

hast done thus !

Shall the women eat their fruit, the children

that are dandled in the hands ?

Shall the priest and the prophet be slain in

the sanctuary of the Lord ?

21 The youth and the old man lie on the

ground in the streets
;

My virgins and my young men are fallen

by the sword :

Thou hast slain them in the day of thine

auger ; thou hast slaughtered, and not

pitied.

22 Thou hast called, as in the day of a solemn

assembly, my terrors on every side,

And there was none that escaped or re-

mained in the day of the Lord's anger :

Those that I have dandled and brought up
hath mine enemy consumed.

Cliap. 2. The strain of this chapter goes

first to show that God has brought on Zion

these fearful calamities for her great sins ; and

then to sjiread before the Lord the; details of

her sufferings as an appeal to His compassion.

H. C.

1-9. It is a very sad representation which is

here made of the state of God's Church, of

Jacob and Israel, of Zion and Jerusalem ; but

the emphasis in these verses seems to be laid

all along upon the hand of God in the calami-

ties which the}' were groaning under. The

grief is not so mucli that such and such things

are done, as that God has done them, that He
appears angry with them ; it is He that chastens

them, and cliastens them in wrath and in His

hot displeasure ; He is become their enemy,

and fights against them ; and this is the worm-

wood and the gall in the affliction and the mis-

ery. H.

I. The anr/i'r of the Lord. Men have fallen

into two opposite extremes of opinion and of
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feeling with regard to the anger of the Lord.

There have been times when they have been

wont to attribute to the Eternal the passions of

imperfect men, when they have represented

the holy God as moved by the storms of indig-

nation, as subject to the impulses of caprice

and the instigations of cruelty. But in our

own days the tendency is the contrary to this
;

men picture God as all amiability and forbear-

ance, as regarding the sinful and guilty with

indifference, or at all events without any emo-

tion of displeasure. Scripture warrants neither

of these extremes. T.

Ood not remembering His footstool. The ark

was regarded as God's footstool
; and the Tem-

ple in which the ark was kept was also some-

times called the footstool of God. "When the

Temple was destroyed and the ark stolen, or

broken, or lost, it looked as though God had

forgotten His footstool. The symbolism of the

ark and the ritual connected with it give a

pccvdiar significance to this fact. Acleney.

3,4. The "horn," as usual, is an emblem
of power. The Lord had broken down all the

military strength of the Jews. In the next

clause, the Hebrew might mean either that God
had withdrawn His right hand as one who
would help His people no more, or that He
had caused the right hand of His people to turn

back before their enemy. The ultimate sense

is substantially the same. H. C.

4, 5. The Lord may become to us as an enemy.

We must not suppose the relations of God to

those who forsake Him to be purely negative.

He cannot simply leave them to their own de-

vices. He is a King who must needs maintain

order and restrain and punish rebellion, a Judge
who cannot permit law to be trampled under-

foot with impunity, a Father who cannot aban-

don His children, but must chastise them in

their wrong-doing just because He is so closely

related to them. Let it be well understood,

then, that in opposing ourselves to God, we
run counter to a power, a will, an active au-

thority. We provoke the anger of God. We
do not simply strike ourselves against the

stone, we cause the stone to fall upon us and
grind us to powder. Adeney.

If Israel had to say, " Jehovah acts as an
enemy toward us," Jehovah had to saj, " My
people act as an enemy toward Me." These
people had now for a long time been travelling

in the wrong way, and it was in the very na-

ture of things that the more they advanced the

more opposition should multiply and become
intensified. God not only appeared to be an

enemy, but in certain respects He really was an

enemy. He hated the evil that had risen to

such a height among those whom He had taken
for His own. Our love for evil is ever the

measure of His hate of it ; and the more deter-

mined we are to cling to it, the more His hos-

tility will appear. God Himself always keeps
in the same path of law and righteousness and
order. When we, according to our measure,
follow in His footsteps, then real opposition

there cannot be ; but the moment we think fit

to become a law to ourselves and do what is

right in our own eyes, then inevitably He must
oppose us. Y.

6, y. The rejected altar. In the first elegy

we read how the feasts are neglected by the

people (chap. 1 : 4). Now we see that God
Himself has broken them up and cast off His

altar. Thus we advance a stage in understand-

ing the deplorable condition of Jerusalem. At
first the human side only is seen and the visible

facts are lamented over. Then the Divine side

is discerned and the terrible cause of the cessa-

tion of the solemn festivals revealed. It is not

simply that the people cease to present them-

selves before the altar. God has abandoned
and rejected all the Temple services. Adeney.

There are occasions when it is well to ponder

seriously the calamities which befall a nation,

to lay them to heart, to inquire into their causes,

and to seek earnestly and prayerfully the way
of deliverance, the means of remedy. " They
that lack time to mourn lack time to mend. " T.

The solemn feasts and the sabbaths had been

carefully remembered, and the people con-

stantly put in mind of them ; but now the

Lord has caused those to be forgotten, not only

in the country among those that lived at a dis-

tance, but even in Zion itself ; for there were
none left to remember them, nor were there the

places left where they used to be observed.

Now that Zion was in ruins, no difference was
made between sabbath times and other times ;

every day was a day of mourning, so that all

the solemn feasts were forgotten. It is just

with God to deprive those of the benefit and

comfort of sabbaths and solemn feasts who
have not duly valued them nor conscientiously

observed them, but have profaned them, whiLh

was one of the sins that the Jews were often

charged with. H.

9, 10. Beautifully this elegy groups to-

gether those elements which made Jerusalem

the joy of the whole land ; not her gates and
bars alone, but her kings and princes, her ad-

ministration of law, and her prophets receiving

visions from the Lord. All these had gone.

H. C.
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9. Tlie jyrophetic office suspended. There is

something of a climax about this statement

that the prophets find no vision from Jehovah.

Jeremiah has already spoken of God destroying

the outvpard resources and defences of Jerusa-

lem. Next, he mentions the exile of the king

and the chief men, and then, as if to hint that it

was a still greater calamity, he tells us how the

prophet had no longer anything to see or to

say. He did well to magnify his own office
;

for no office could be more important than that

of the man whom God chose to communicate

needed messages to his fellow-men. Y.

Tlie writer laments the loss of teaching and

vision as abnormal and disastrous. The vision

of the prophets was not simply nor chiefly con-

cerned with the distant future and recondite

counsels of providence. It dealt with present

facts and unveiled their true character. It

guided in the present and with regard to the

uncertainties of the very near future. The

humbler office of teaching was associated with

it. The prophet, a seer of visions in private

and on special occasions, was a teacher among

his fellow-men and under ordinary circum-

stances. It is important to see how essential

the knowledge of truth is to a healthy spiritual

life. Without it devotion becomes supersti-

tion. Religion is based on revelation. The

school precedes the workshop. Teaching must

prepare the way for service. Adeney.

The eternal law of righteousness, the ever-living

mtness of sjnritual prophecy, can never cease.

The words, the commandments and prohibi-

tions, the outward ordinances, might pass away
for a season of Divine displeasure, might be

absorbed in the fuller revelation of the Gospel.

But the principles of the moral law, the obliga-

tions of unchanging righteousness, can never

cease ; for they are the expression of the mind

and will of Him whose kingdom is an everlast

ing kingdom. The vision may no longer be

granted to the seer of Jerusalem ; tlie city may
stone her prophets or the Lord Himself remove

them. But every purified eye shall through all

time behold God's glory, and the ear that is

open to truth and love shall not cease to recog-

nize the voice of God. T.

11. Jeremiah speaks here in his own behalf,

giving utterance to the grief of his heart. Yet

any Jew who should read or chant tins plain-

tive song might use these words of himself as

expressing his own bitterness of soul. H. C.

12. T'he suffering of the children. It must

be noticed how the mention of the children fol-

lows on the mention of the elders. There is

suffering at each extreme of life, and hence we

are to infer that there is suffering all between.

The elders suffer in their way and the children

suffer in theirs. The elders are bowed down
with confusion, shame and disappointment.

The children know nothing of this, but they

are tormented with the pangs of hunger ; and

what a pathetic touch is that which represents

them as breathing out their little lives into the

bosom of their mothers ! The sins of the par-

ents are being visited upon the children. It

has often been represented as a luoustrous in-

iquity that things should be put in such a light,

but is it not an undeniable fact that the little

ones suffer what they would not siiffer if pro-

genitors always did what was right ? These

children were not clamoring for dainties and

luxuries. Corn and wine, the common food,

the pleasant grape-juice, what they had been

used to and what all at once they began to

miss. What is here said is a strong admonition

to us to consider how the innocent and unsus-

pecting may be affected by our unrighteous-

ness. All our conduct must affect others, and

it may affect those who cannot lift a hand to

avert ill consequences. The sufferings of chil-

dren and infants, the immense mortality among
them—these are things awful to contemplate ;

and yet nothing can be more certain than that

the clearing away of prejudice and ignorance

and hurtful habits founded on bare tradition

would bring into child-life that abundance of

joy which a loving Creator of human nature

meant children to attain. But even with all

the suffering there are compensations. These

hunger-stricken children cried for bread, and

getting none they poured out their lives into

their mothers' bosoms ; but they had no self-

reproach. Remorse did not add another degree

of agony to starvation. Y.

13. The captive city is a picture of the des-

olation and misery to which (sooner or later) sin

will surely bring all those who submit them-

selves to it. The commiseration shown by the

prophet is an example of the state of mind with

which the pious should contemplate the rav-

ages of sin and the wretchedness of sinful men.

The Gospel forbids despondency over even the

most "dtter debasement and humiliation of man.
" There is balm in Gilead ; there is a Physician

there." T.

14. Very pertinently the prophet refers to

this active and prolific cause of her ruin, the

influence of the false prophets. The reader

will recall the frequent allusions to the false

prophets in the other Book of Jeremiah (chaps.

3 : 8 ; 5 : 30, 31 ; 14 : 13-16 ; 23 : 9-40 ; 27 ; 14-18 ;

29:8, 9). The visions which they saw foi
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the people were vain and foolish, false and

without good sense. They did not remove the

cloak which concealed the sins of the people

—

so the original implies ; hut had suffered those

sins to remain hidden from view, and indeed

had done what they could to Iceep tliem out of

sight. If they had honestly exposed those sins,

they might have forestalled the captivity and

saved the nation. H. C.

There are the deep things of God to be pene-

trated and explored by those willing to receive

the insight. The Holy Spirit of God, offered

so abundantly through Christ, is a Spirit of

prophecy to all who have it. They need no

formal prophet, inasmuch as they have a word,

living and piercing, to all who take a right re-

lation toward it. God means us to be occupied

with serious, substantial matters, so large and

deep and fruitful that we shall never outgrow

our interest in them. The heart of man in its

meditating power was made for great themes.

The heart can never be filled with mere trifles.

That is good advice given to preachers of the

Gospel to speak most on the greatest themes,

such as are set forth again and again in the Scrip-

tures, and whether these things be preached

about or not, every individual Christian should

think about them. For while we cannot se-

cure the topics of preachers, the topics of our

own thoughts depend upon ourselves. It is

just those who concern themselves a great deal

about dogmas who are also most interested in

the details of life and conduct.

These prophets felt bovind to magnify their

olflce and say something. They ought to have

spoken the truth ; but for this they lacked in-

clination and perhaps courage. The next best

thing would have been to remain silent ; but

then where would the prophet-reputation have

been ? and, more serious question still with

some, what would have become of the prophet

emoluments ? Hence we have here the double

iniquity that the false was spoken and the true

concealed. The prophets could only get credit

for their falsehoods by a careful concealment

of the truth. They had, as it were, to paste on

truth a conspicuous label, proclaiming far and
wide, " This is a lie." This verse suggests

how they had the common experience of one
lie leading on to another. The true prophet
said that the burden Israel had to bear and the

exile into which it had to go arose from its in-

iquities. Whereas the false, or rather the un-

faithful prophet, having set iniquity as the

cause of trouble altogether on one side, could

only go on inventing explanations which ex-

plained nothing. Ezek. 13 is a chapter which

may very profitably be read in connection with
this verse. The great lesson is to search for

truth no matter with what toil, and keep it no
matter at what cost. Y.

15. Tlie glory and tJie shame of Jerusalem.

Contrast with misery escaped heightens the joy
of the rescued and the happy ; and, on the

other hand, contrast with bygone prosperity

adds to the wretchedness of those who are

fallen from high estate. There is a day of

visitation which it behoves every child of

privilege and mercy to use aright. To neg-

lect that day is surely to entail a bitter over-

taking by the night of calamity and destruc-

tion. T.

16. The triumph of tlie foe over {he Church.

The fall of Jerusalem was the fall of the

Church. The enemies of the Eternal rejoiced

in the destruction of His Temple and the scat-

tering of His people. There are alwaj's adver-

saries on the lookout for disaster in the Church
of Christ. The evil spirit of the world is vexed

and shamed by the standing rebuke of a pure

Church. Corrupt men see in her an example
contrasting with their own conduct and there-

by condemning it. Thus there arise dislike

and enmity. The shame of the Church is a re-

lief to this worldly opposition. There have

been times when the name of God has been in-

sulted through this evil pleasure of the wicked
in the shame that the sin and failure of His peo-

ple have brought upon His cause. Here is a

motive for preserving the sanctity of the Chris-

tian Church. The loss of it will not merely in-

volve suffering to the Church herself ; it will

encourage the foes of Christ by giving them
the elation of victor}^ and it will dishonor His

name by making His work appear unworthy of

Him. Adeney.

17. True to his mission as a prophet, and to

his sense of the great sins of the people, Jere-

miah returns continually to this vital truth,

Tlw Lord has brouglit this calamity on the people

for their sins. He had threatened it long cen-

turies ago. (See De. 38 : 15-67 ; Lev. 26 : 14-39.)

Now that the day of vengeance can be delayed

no longer, He hath thrown down His Zion with-

out pity ; hath lifted her adversaries to power,

and let them rejoice over her fall. H. C.

Ruin from God. In the fifteenth and six-

teenth verses we find strangers and enemies in-

dulging in unseemly jubilation over the fall of

Jerusalem. Now, we see—what they do not

see—that the cause of that fall was the direct

action of God. This fact aggravates the dis-

may and wretchedness of the suffering city, for

it signifies that her own King and Friend has
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brought about her ruin—not outsiders and an-

tagonists. God Himself lias handed her over

to the contempt and derision of the world. At

the same time, the sight of God's hand in the

calamity reveals the follj' of the world's tri-

umph. How shallow and ignorant that ap-

pears to be directly the veil which covers the

awful action of God is lifted ! Man's spite and

malice sink into insignificance before the awful

wrath of God, as the growling of beasts of the

forest is drowned in the dread roar of thunder.

The triumph of man is also shown to be mis-

placed. ]\Ian has not done the deed. He is

but a spectator. This is a dread work of God.

Let human passion be hushed before the solemn

sight. Adeney.

IS, 19. Tlie entreaty of anguish. This sure-

ly is one of those passages which j ustify the

tile of this book ; these utterances are " lamen-

tations" indeed ; never did human sorrow make
of language anything more resembling a wail

than this. T.

19. The citizens have sunk down in sullen

despair. Night has come like a cloak to cover

the scenes of misery and death. Then a voice

rings through the darkness, " Arise, cry out."

This voice bids all hearers pour out their hearts

in prayer to God. Adeney.

20. It is a sad picture, and the Lord would

surely have felt the most tender compassion

over it, and indeed would never have either

done or permitted it but for the presence of

awful sin which He " could not pardon."

Those mothers had burned some of their own
children in the fire to Baal and Moloch. Those

prophets and priests had utterly apostatized

from God, and with their prodigious influence

had drawn the whole people away from even

common morality, and from the worship of the

true God to the mad worship of idols.

22. As in the solemn assemblies on the na-

tional Jewish festivals, the people came in

crowds and thronged the courts of the Temple,

so the Lord had now summoned the awful ter-

rors of war and carnage to throng thick around,

so omnipresent indeed that none could escape.

Even those who were j'et in helpless infancy

the cruel enemy had utterly destroyed. H. C.

My terrors on every side . . . none
escaped. The selfish, sinful man may get

the evil day put off ; he may find gate after

gate opening, as he thinks, to let him away
from trouble and pain ; but in truth he is only

going deeper and deeper into the corner where

he will be completely shut up. God can sur-

round us with providences and protections if

we are willing to trust Him. No other power

can surround us with causes of terror. Our
own hearts may imagine a menacing circle, but

it only exists in Imagination. If w^e seek the

Lord He will hear us and deliver us from all

our fears (Ps. 34 : 4). Y.

LAMENTATIONS, CHAPTER III.

J : 1 I AM the man that hath seen affliction by

the rod of his wrath.

2 He hath led me and caused me to walk in

darkness and not in light.

3 Surely against me he turneth his hand again

and again all the day.

4 My flesh and my skin hath he made old ; he

hath broken my bones.

5 He hath builded against me, and compassed

me with gall and travail.

6 He hath made me to dwell in dark places, as

those that have been long dead.

7 He hath fenced me about, that I cannot go
forth ; he hath made my chain heavj'.

8 Yea, when I cry and call for help, he shut-

teth out my prayer.

9 He hath fenced up my ways with hewn
stone, he hath made my paths crooked.

10 He is unto me as a bear lying in wait, as a

lion in secret places.

11 He hath turned aside my Avays, and pulled

me in pieces ; he hath made me deso-

late.

12 He hath bent his bow, and set me as a mark

for the arrow.

13 He hath caused the shafts of his quiver to

enter into my reins.
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14 I am become a derision to all my people
;

and their song all the day.

15 He hath filled me With bitterness, he hath

sated me with wormwood.

16 He hath also broken mj- teeth with gravel

stones, he hath covered me with ashes.

17 And thou hast removed my soul far off

from peace ; I forgat prosperit3^

18 And I said, My strength is perished, and

mine expectation from the Lord.

19 Remember mine afiiiction and my misery,

the wormwood and the gall.

20 My soul hath them still in remembrance,

and is bowed down within me.

31 This I recall to my mind, therefore have I

hope.

22 It is of the Lord's mercies that we are not

consumed, because his compassions fail

not.

23 Tliey are new every morning
;
great is thj'

faithfulness.

24 The Lord is my portion, saith my soul
;

therefore will I hope in him.

25 The Lord is good unto them that wait for

him, to the soul that seeketh him.

26 It is good that a man should hope and

quietly wait for the salvation of the

I Lord.

27 It is good for a man that he bear the yoke

in his youth.

28 Let him sit alone and keep silence, because

he hath laid it upon him.

29 Let him put his mouth in the dust ; if so be

there may be hope.

30 Let him give his cheek to him that smiteth

him ; let him be filled full with re-

proach.

31 For the Lord will not cast oflf for ever.

32 For though he cause grief, yet will he have
compassion according to the multitude

of his mercies.

33 For he doth not afflict willingly, nor grieve

the children of men.

34 To crush under foot all the prisoners of the

earth,

35 To turn aside the right of a man before the

face of the Most High,

36 To subvert a man in his cause, the Lord ap-

proveth not.

37 Who is he that saith, and it cometh to pass,

when the Lord commandeth it not ?

38 Out of the mouth of the Most High cometh

there not evil and good ?

39 Wherefore doth a living man complain, a

man for the punishment of his sins ?

40 Let us search and try our ways, and turn

again to the Lord.

41 Let us lift up our heart with our hands unto

God in the heavens.

42 We have transgressed and have rebelled
;

thou hast not pardoned.

43 Thou hast covered with anger and pursued

us ; thou hast slain, thou hast not pitied.

44 Thou hast covered thyself with a cloud, that

our praj'er should not pass through.

45 Thou hast made us as the offscouring and

refuse in the midst of the peoples.

46 All our enemies have opened their mouth
wide against us.

47 Fear and the pit are come upon us, devasta-

tion and destruction.

48 Mine cjg runneth down with rivers of

water, for the destruction of the daugh-

ter of my people.

49 Mine eye poureth down, and ceasetli not,

without any intermission,

50 Till the Lord look down, and behold from

heaven.

51 Mine eye affecteth my soul, because of all

the daughters of my city.

52 They have chased me sore like a bird, that

are mine enemies without cause.

53 They have cut off my life in the dungeon,

and have cast a stone upon me.

54 Waters flowed over mine head ; I said, I am
cut off.

55 I called upon th}^ name, O Lord, out of the

lowest dungeon.

56 Thou heardest my voice ; hide not thine ear

at my breathing, at my cry.

57 Thou drewest near in the day that I called

upon thee : thou saidst, Fear not.

58 O Lord, thou hast pleaded the causes of my
soul ; thou hast redeemed my life.

59 O Lord, thou hast seen my wrong
;
judge

thou my cause.

60 Thou hast seen all their vengeance and all

their devices against me.
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61 Thou hast heard their reproach, O Lord,

and all their devices against me
;

62 The lips of those that rose up against me,

and their imagination against me all tlie

day.

63 Behold thou their sitting down, and their

rising up ; I am their song.

Cliap. 3. The title of the 102d Psalm might

fitly be prefixed to this chapter," The prayer of

the afflicted, when he is overwhelmed, and

pours out his complaint before tlie Lord ;" for it

is very feelingly and fluently that the complaint

is here poured out. H. In the interpre-

tation of this chapter, we must assume either

that Jeremiah spoke of himself, or of the peo-

ple—/<?/• himself, or for the people—giving his

own personal experience, or the experience of

the people as a whole. I accept the former theory

—viz., that Jeremiah here speaks of and for

himself, giving his own personal experiences,

and not specially those of the people. H. C.

1. The man that has seen affliction has gained

knowledge of some of the deepest facts of life. We
do not know life till we have felt pain. Suf-

fering opens the eyes to the facts of life and

breaks up many idle dreams. Mere show and

pretence are then felt to be vain and mocking.

True friends are discriminated from idle ac-

quaintances. The value of inward things is

discovered. Adeney.

Affliction leads some to doubt tlie existence of

God. It is not uncommon for people to say in

their hearts, what some even venture to say

with their lips, " If there were a God, I should

not be suffered to pass through misfortunes

and sorrows so distressing and so undeserved."

Affliction leads some to doubt God's kindly inter-

est in human beings. Not denying the exist-

ence of Deity, these afflicted ones question His

moral attributes. They ask, " If God were a

Being of boundless benevolence, Avould He suf-

fer us to go through waters so deep, flames so

fierce? His kindness and comfjassion—were

such attributes part of His nature—would inter-

pose on our behalf and deliver us. " Some who be-

lieve that God j)ermits affliction misinterpret it as

a sign of His wrath. This it may be ; this it was

in the case of Jerusalem. Yet God in the midst

of wrath remembers mercy ; He doth not keep

His anger forever. And there are instances in

which no greater misinterpretation could be

possible than the view that suffering is mere
penalty, that those who suffer most are neces-

sarily sinners above all tlieir neighbors. Afflic-

tion should be regarded by the believer as a proof

64 Thou wilt render unto them a recompence,

O Lord, according to the work of their

hands.

65 Thou wilt give them hardness of heart, thy

curse unto them.

66 Thou wilt pursue them in anger, and de-

stroy them from under the heavens of

the Lord.

of Divine mercy and as meant for their good.

Scripture represents suffering as the chastening

of a Father's hand. The experience of many a

Christian is summed up in the language of the

psalmist :
" It was good for me that I was

afflicted." Affliction may thus become tlie occa-

sion for devoid thanksgiving. How often have

mature and holj^ Christians been heard to say,

" I would not, upon looking back, have been

without the ruggeduess of the road, the bitter-

ness of the cup" ! T.

7. Fenced me about. Every life is sur-

rounded by Divine limitations. God hedges all

of us about. Some have a narrow field of free-

dom and others a wider field. But every man's

field is fenced in. Within certain limits we
have scope for choice and will. Yet even there

choice is fettered. For there is not only the

hedge that bounds our area of action, there is

the chain on our own person that hampers our

movements. Free-will is far from being un-

limited. Or, if the will is not fettered, the ex-

ecution of it is. Adeney.

Sin is but another name for self-direction.

We cast off the will of God in it, and set up for

a way and for objects of our own. We lay off

plans to serve ourselves, and we mean to carry

(hem straight through to their result. What-
ever crosses us, or turns us aside, or in any way
forbids us to do or succeed just as we like, be-

comes our annoyance. And these kinds of an-

noyance are so many and subtle and various,

that the very world seems to be contrived to

baffle us. In one view it is. It would not do

for us, having cast off the will of God, and set

up our own will, to let us get on smoothly and

never feel any friction or collision with the will

cast off. Therefore God manages to turn us

about, beat us back, empty us from vessel to

vessel, and make us feel that our bad will is

liedged about, after all, by His Almighty pur-

poses. It would not answer even for the Chris-

tian, who has meant to surrender his will, and

really wants to be perfected in the will of God,

to be made safe in his plans and kept in a con-

tinual train of successes. He wants a reminder

every hour ;
some defeat, surprise, adversity,

peril ; to be agitated, mortified, beaten out of
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his courses, so that all remains of self-will ia

him may be sifted out of him. Bushnell.

The highest obedience is not the restraint of

our will before God's will, but the assimilation

of the two. We learn to will what God wills.

Then we keep within the Divine limitations,

and yet they cease to be limitations to us. They

never touch us because we never attempt nor

wish to cross them. Here lies t)ie secret of

peace as well as of holiness. Adeneij. Resig-

nation to His will, Avaiting for His time of de-

liverance, confidence in His goodness—such is

the attitude of heart in which true consolation

and ultimate prosperity will be found. T.

9-13. We must interpret Jeremiah to say

only, The Lord hath led me into paths of sore

trial, where I found myself involved in con-

stant reproach from my people, in more or less

peril of my life, in no small suffering under

imprisonment and torture, and an immense

amount of heart-sorrow in benevolent labors

for a people who could not be won back to pen-

itence and to God. We ought to be very slow

to interpret Jeremiah's words to mean that God
seduced him into sin. H. C.

18. I have even given up all for gone, con-

cluding, " My strength and my hope are per-

ished from the Lord, I can no longer stay my-
self upon God as my support, for I do not find

that He gives me encouragement to do so ; nor

can I look for His appearing in my behalf, so

as to put an end to my troubles, for the case

seems remediless, and even my God inexora-

ble." Without doubt it was his infirmity to

say thus (Ps. 77 : 10), for with God there is

everlasting strength, and He is His people's

never-failing hope, whatever they may think.

H.

19-21. In his distress the sufferer cries to

God, calling upon his great Helper to note his

condition and remember it. Then he is calmed

by prayer, and rests in the assurance that God
does not forget his trouble. Recalling this

thought to mind, he recovers hope. Adeney.

There is gall and wormwood in the trans-

gressor's cup, but it is in the after-taste that

the bitterness is perceived. With those that

suffer under the loving chastisement of the

Lord, the case is reversed ; all the bitterness is

concentrated in the suflEering, the after-taste is

joy and consolation ; no savor of the worm-
wood remains ; but in proportion to the bitter

quality of the first infliction is the delight with

which he tastes and sees that the Lord is gra-

cious, and full of compassion and loving mercy
to His obedient children. No chapter in the

Old Testament is more rich in comfort than

this. The character of Jeremiah is peculiarly

sweet and interesting ; hardly could he finisi\

his pathetic complaints, suggested by the sor-

rowing recollections of which his heart was
full, before the promises of Jehovah burst

upon his view with the brightness of a sun-

beam, and the sudden transition of his thoughts

from the anguish he had suffered to the assur-

ances the Spirit had given him of blessedness

that was to last forever, is one of the most

striking instances to be found in all Scripture

of the efficacy of Divine grace in wiping away
the tears from off the cheek of the faithful.

Anon.

22. At this point the meditations ot the

prophet take a turn. He looks away from his

own and his fellow-countrymen's afflictions and

directs his gaze heavenward. The scene of his

vision changes. No longer the calamities of

Jerusalem, but the character and the purposes

of the ]\Iost High absorb his attention. There

is a rainbow which spans even the stormiest

sky. Earth may be dark, but there is bright-

ness above. Man may be cruel or miserable,

but God has not forgotten to be gracious. T.

Let those who enjoy health and hilarity

acknowledge dependence, and consider from

whom the blessing comes. As there is a pride

of family, of beauty, of riches, so there is a

pride of health ; and some of the most signal

and admonitory reverses we have ever known
have befallen families and individuals whose

habit it was to vaunt that they owed nothing

to the physician. Every day, if possible, every

hour, let us give thanks that our health has

had no interruption, or that it has continued

long, or after illness and decay, that it has been

restored. "It is of the Lord's mercy that we
are not consumed, and because Ills compas-

sions fail not." That balance of the faculties,

mental and bodily, which causes each and all

together to work to the greatest advantage,

manifests itself by a natural lightness of tem-

per and clear animation of spirits, which is

most remarkable in youth, but which we some-

times observe even in the autumnal days of a

beautiful old age. It is the greatest of all

blessings to the body ; but at the same time it

is a blessing which nothing bodily has power

to confer. And therefore, we must look higher.

J. W. A.

It is of the Lord's mercies. Here are mercies

in the plural number, denoting the abundance

and variety of those mercies ; God is an inex-

haustible fountain of mercy, the Father of mer-

cies. We all owe it to the sparing mercy of

God that we are not consumed ; others have
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been consumed round about us, and we our-

selves have been in the consuming, and yet we
are not consumed. Had we been dealt with

according to our sins, we had been consumed
long ago ; but we have been dealt with accord-

ing to God's mercies, and we are bound to ac-

knowledge it to His praise. Even in the depth

of affliction we still have experience of the ten-

derness of the Divine pity, and the truth of the

Divine promise. God's compassions fail not
;

no, not when in anger He seems to have shut

up His tender mercies. These' rivers of mercy
run fully and constantly, but never run dry

;

no, they are new every morning ; every morn-

ing we have fresh instances of God's compas-

sion toward us ; He visits us with them every

morning. When our comforts fail, yet God's

compassions do not. H.

22, 23. The unceasing mercies of God. It

would seem, according to the best authorities,

that we ought to read the first of these two
verses thus :

" The Lord's mercies, verily they

cease not, surely His compassions fail not."

Thus we are assured of the enduring character

of God's mercies. How striking is this assur-

ance, coming where it does after monstrous

dirges of despair ! In the Lamentations we
meet with one of the richest confessions of faith

in the goodness of God. The black clouds are

not universal ; even here there is a break, and
the brightest sunliglit streams through, all the

more cheering for the darkness that precedes

it. This is a remarkable testimony to the

breadth and force of Divine grace. Surely it

is a great consolation for the desponding that

even the exceptional sufferer of the Lamenta-

tions sees the unceasing mercies of God !

Adeney.

Neio mercies are constantly hestoicecl. The suc-

cessive stages of our earthly pilgrimage reveal

fresh wants, call for fresh supplies from the

bounty and benevolence of our God and Father.

With new needs come new favors. Varying
duties, fresh relationships and changing circum-

stances are the occasion of ever-renewed mani-

festations of Divine goodness. And our re-

peated errors and infirmities are the occasion of

new manifestations of Divine forbearance and
forgiveness. T.

Every trusting child of God can have this

prophet's comfort and this prophet's hope.

The Lord's mercies are " new every morning,"
and he whose portion is by faith in Him who
is ever saying, " Behold, I make all things

new," can joy in every new morning as a New
Year's morning—new in truth as well as in

name. " If any man is in Christ, he is a new

creature ; the old things are passed away ; be-

hold they are become new." Old sins, old sor-

rows, old failures, old disappointments, old

weaknesses—they are all passed away ; and in

their stead are new opportunities, new possi-

bilities, new hopes and new strength. Faith

in Christ is in itself " newness of life ;" and its

possession is the possession of the Fountain of

Internal Youth. To him who would find new
freshness at any other fountain, Jesus says :

"Everyone that drinketh of this water shall

thirst again, but whosoever drinketh of the

water that I shall give him, shall never thirst
;

but the water that I shall give him shall be-

come in him a well of water springing up into

eternal life. " This is not a mere abstraction,

but a practical truth for everyday help.

There are those who have found the Fountain

of Eternal Youth, and whose faces glow in its

freshness
—

" new every morning." And there

are careworn faces which are growing old in

hopelessness, because they will not trust, and

take, the Lord's gracious provisions for their

spiritual renewing. S. S. T.

24, 25, The sense of this is plain. To take

God for one's portion implies tlie cheerful re-

linquishment of all good inconsistent with His

service. You accept His will as your supreme

law, and cheerfully forego everj^thiog that He
declines to give. For better or for worse, you
take Him and His work and His reward as your

own, discarding all other portions, all other good.

So doing, you are welcome to hope in Him. You
may expect Him to deal well enough by you,

and you can surely afford to be satisfied with

whatever His allotments may be. The testi-

mony of the prophet here is that the Lord will

surely do well by all those who thus receive

Him as their God and portion. It is safe to

presume that His own experience through a life

of terrible hardship testified to this great fact.

H. C.

24. That God is, and ever will be, the all-

sufficient happiness of His people, and they

have chosen Him and depend upon Him to be

such. The Lord is my portion, saith my soul.

" When I have lost all I have in the world, lib-

erty and livelihood and almost life itself, yet I

liave not lost my interest in God." Portions

on earth are perishing things, but God is a por-

tion forever. " While I have an interest in

God, therein I have enough ; I have that whicli

is sufficient to balance all my troubles, and

make up all my losses." Whatever we are

robbed of, our portion is safe. " That is that

which I depend upon, and rest satisfied with
;

therefore will I hope in Him. I will stay my-
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self upon Him, and encourage myself in Him,

when all other supports and encouragements fail

me." It is our duty to make God the portion

of our souls, and tlien to make use of Him as

our portion, and to take the comfort of it in

the midst of our lamentations. H.

A " portion," as the word is here employed,

denotes Avhatever constitutes the stable and

permanent source of our chief enjoyment, as

distinguished from an occasional and transient

benefit. The prophet rests in God as his por

tion
;
places on God his expectation of good

;

concentrates all his hopes and affections, all the

sentiments of confidence and complacence on

Him, and on Him alone. Other beings might

administer to his relief, but God alone could

supply his supreme good. B. Hall.

The happiness derived from the affections

must arise from their exercise, and the highest

conceivable happiness would arise from the per-

fect love of such a being as God. It is in this

way only that God can become the portion of

the soul ; and thus He luay become its infinite

and only adequate portion. Let the affections

rest upon a perfect being, and happiness, so far

as it can be derived from them, will be com-

plete ; but when their object is not only per-

fect, but infinite and unchangeable, then is

there provision both for perfect happiness, and

for its perpetuity and augmentation forever.

M. Hopkins.
" The Lord is my portion, saith my soul."

Though God alone is fit to be the portion of

any of His creatures, He is not such to any,

unless they choose Him. Till He is fixed upon
us such, and preferred to all besides, we have

no part or lot in His favor and perfection. All

that choose this Divine portion first entertain

such notions of His character, His administra-

tion and their own need of His favor as deter-

mine their choice of none beside. And when
this choice is made, it is made with the whole
heart ; all the activity of the mind, all the

powers of our nature, are well employed here
;

he that has turned to the Lord often retraces

the course he has been led, often reflects with

delight on the choice he has made ; he never

thinks of regretting it ; the more experience of

it he obtains, the more his satisfaction in it is

confirmed ; that this is his portion, his soul

saith it ; it never enters into his thoughts to

doubt the propriety and wisdom of his choice
;

the consciousness of having such a portion illu-

minates the future, while it cheers the iireseut.

B. Hall.

The secret of hope. The reader of the psalms

is familiar with the utterance, " The Lord is

my portion.
'

' The characteristic peculiarity of

the adoption of this confession of faith by the

sufferer of the Lamentations is his taking it aa

a ground of hope. The present is so dark that

he can have little joy even in God, Earthly

things are so unpropitious that he can hope lit-

tle from them. But with God for his portion

he can look forward from the troubles of the

present and the threatenings of earthly calami-

ties to an unearthly joy in the future. To have

God for our portion is the secret of hope. Adeney.

When the Christian is uniting himself with

God and Christ by acts of faith, by efforts of

devotion, contemplation, love, the influences

of peace and union with Christ are such, and

so endearing, that it is some participation of

the Divine happiness itself. God is His own
portion. His own rest. His own centre, and the

Christian derives his happiness from resting

upon that eternal centre of felicity, in finding

in God a fulness of good ; all desires being

subdued to that one desire after happiness,

which is only to be found in God. The com-

munication of those holy pleasures which spring

from love, from faith, from devotion, is to have

fellowship with the Divine fulness of felicity.

B. Hall.

24-26. God and his salvation are the object

of his desire. Gladly would he possess them,

but if he cannot, he will make them the object

of his hope, and if hope fails, he will quietly

wait. There is no case so desperate, no weary

disappointment so prolonged, in Avhieh there

does not remain some duty toward God. This

is what we have to consider. In the 24th verse

this sufferer speaks of his hope in God :
" The

Lord is my portion, saith my soul, therefore

will I hope in Him." In the 25th verse he

speaks of " wailing for God." " The Lord is

good unto them that wait for Him, to the soul

that seeketh Him." And in the 26th verse he

combines the two. "It is good that a man
should both hope and quietly wait for the salva-

tion of the Lord." Ker.

26. B is good that a man should both hope.

Hope is essentially necessary to faith ; he that

hopes not cannot believe ; if there be no expecta-

tion, there can be no confidence. When a man
hopes for salvation, he should wait for it ; use

every means that may lead to it ; for hope can-

not live if there be no exercise. If hope become

impatient, faith will be impossible—for who
can believe for his salvation when his mind is

agitated ? He must therefore 5?«V% ?miY. He
must e.i'pect, and yet be dumb, as the words im-

ply, ever feeling his vttcr unworthiness ; and,

without murmuring, struggle into life. A. C.
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Quiet waiting. We are here first reminded

that God does not disregard those wlio seelt

Him. Tliough His grace may be delayed, it

will come in due time. Then we are told that

this waiting for God's response to our prayers

is for our good, provided it be patient. That
this waiting may he 'profitable it must he quiet.

Impatience wrecks faith and submissiveness

and obedience, and all the graces that are neces-

sary for a right reception of Divine salvation.

It is difficult to be quiet while waiting. We
grow restless and fret ourselves as the weary
hours drag past. It is harder to wait than to

work, because work occupies us as waiting

does not. Yet we lose much for lack of pa-

tience. We are not quiet enough to hear the

still small voice that would bring salvation.

In our patience we must possess our souls if

Ave are to receive into them the richest gifts of

the goodness of God. Adeney.

What is wanted is that we should put all our

highest interests in the hand of God, and then

go quietly about our daily opportunities of

serving Him. When the passenger goes on

board ship at the beginning of a long voyage
he puts complete confidence in the captain, and
thus he hopes and quietly waits for the voyage
to come to an end. Through all perils of the

sea he can only hope and quietly wait, know-
ing that the master of the vessel is the only one

who can guard against the perils. And so in

the voj^age of life ; we cannot shorten it, we
cannot determine wliat its circumstances will

be ; but we can put ourselves in the hands of

the great Guide. He will look after our safety,

if we only take heed to our part in the doing of

His work. Y.

We must cultivate patience by a calm atten-

tion to duties. Quiet waiting is not inaction.

We may be tvaiting for one object, while we
are steadily working for another. If some aim
that engrossed our life is withdrawn, and some
way of usefulness tliat had all our affection is

closed, we shall find there are other roads to

walk in, and other works to perform, provided

the heart will accept th(?m. Even though the

heart shriuks, if the hand will only give itself

to what it finds to do, and will do it with its

might, the heart will follow. It is a kind law
of our nature, that labor expended on any ob-

ject gives an interest in it ; and it is a still

kinder law of the kingdom of God, that the

tamest and most insignificant of daily duties

may be made noble and divine, w^hen the

thought of God and the will of Christ are car-

ried into them. One soul may rise to heroism in

the narrowest circle of routine, when another

dwindles upon the grandest fields of action.

Thus the means are at our disposal for build-

ing up these virtues of hope and patience in

our character. When we give our souls up in

trust to God, He gives them back to us again

with His hand on them, that we may labor to

fill them with all that can make them happy in

the future and strong in the present.

We shall find increasingly " how good it is."

It is good now in the depth of the soul, in the

conscious assurance that it is better to rest in

the hardest of God's ways than to wander at

will in our own. " Behold, we count them
happy who endure." We shall find it good in

the growth of all the Christian graces, under
the shadow of patience. Were we to gain

every blessing so soon as sought, the blessing

itself Avould be small, and we should gain

nothing more. But now, while we patiently

wait, faith becomes stronger, resignation sinks

into a deeper attitude of reverence, gentleness

and meekness are clothed with softer beauty,

and courage and fortitude, and all the stronger

powers of the soul, arouse themselves and put

on armor " to endure hardness as good soldiers

of Jesus Christ." Ker.

Hope and quietly ivait. Contentment

does not come of one's possessions or of one's

position, but it comes of one's way of looking

at these. He who realizes that he is where God
wants him to be, and that he has what God
Avants him to have, will be contented with his

lot and his store, whatever they are ; but he

Avho fails to realize this truth would never be

contented, though he Avere the most favored

man in all the world. S. S. T. They that

deserves nothing should be satisfied Avith any-

thing ; bless God for what you have, and trust

God for Avhat you Avant ; if we cannot bring

our condition to our mind, Ave must bring oiu-

mind to our condition ; if a man is not content

in the state he is in, he Avill not be content in

tlie state he would be in. Erskine Mason.

The fountain of content must spring up in the

mind, and he who has so little knowledge of

human nature as to seek happiness by chang-

ing anything but his own disposition will waste

his life in fruitless efforts and multiply the

griefs which he proposes to remove. Anon.

Discontent is n miserable fault. It grieves

God, for it springs from a want of faith in Him.

It destroys one's own heart-peace ; discontent-

ed people are always unhappy. It disfigures

beauty of character. It sours the temper,

ruffles the calm of sweet life, and tarnishes

the loveliness of the spirit. It even works out

through the flesh, and spoils the beauty of the
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fairest face. To have a transfigured face, one

must have heaven in one's heart. Just in pro-

portion as the lesson is learned are the features

brightened by the outshining of the indwelling

peace. Besides all this, discontent casts shad-

ows on the lives of others. One discontented

person in a family often makes a whole house-

hold wretched. If not for our own sake, then,

we ought at least for the sake of our friends

to learn to be contented. We have no right to

cast shadows on other lives.

But how can we learn contentment ? One
step toward it is patient submission to vinavoid-

able ills and hardships. No earthly lot is per-

fect. No mortal ever yet in this world found a

set of circumstances without some drawback.

Sometimes it lies in our power to remove the

discomfort. Much of our hardship is of our

own making. Much of it would require but a

little energy on our own part to cure. We
surely are very foolish if we live on amid ills

and frets, day after day, which we might

change for comforts if we would. All remova-

ble troubles we ought, therefore, to remove.

But there are trials which we cannot change

into pleasures, burdens which we cannot lay

off, crosses which we must continue to carry,

" thorns in the flesh" which must remain with

their rankling. '\Vhen we have such trials,

why should we not sweetly accept them as part

of God's best way with us ? Discontent never

made a rough path smoother, a heavy burden

lighter, a bitter cup less bitter, a dark way
brighter, a sorrow less sore. It only makes
matters worse. One who accepts with patience

what he cannot change has learned the secret

of victorious living. /. R. 3Iiller.

I do not know that I can better mark out the

limits of Christian contentment than in these

words. The ills which we cannot cure we
must bear, with Christian patience and resig-

nation ; and they are thus converted into bless-

ings. But with anything in us, around us, or

in the world, which is wrong, imperfect, un-

satisfying, when it might be made better, there

is a glorious discontent whose goadings should

urge us to action. This noble discontent with

the present is the great lever that moves the

world. It has impelled man's progress in the

arts and sciences, and social life, in govern-

ment, in civilization ; it has added its stimulus

to the pious zeal of evangelists and mission-

aries in carrying the glad tidings around the

whole earth. Like Cajsar, it deems nothing

done so long as anything remains to be done
;

like Paul, forgetting the things that are be-

hind, it is always stretching forward to the

things that are before. Let us cherish this dis-

content, this unwillingness to acquiesce in any

evil which we can possibl}* remedy ; and let us

not be content with the absence of any good,

unless it is impossible to attain it, or its at-

tainment will interfere with other ends which

our duties to God and our fellow-men make
even more desirable. T. Chase.

27. In this matter of taking the yoke in

one's youth, Jeremiah doubtless spoke from

his own experience. He is supposed to have

been not far from twenty years of age when
the Lord put this heavy yoke of his prophetic

mission upon his neck. (See Jer. 1.) He gave

him then to understand that it would be a life

of stern self-denial, of bitter opposition, and of

great trial. H. C.

That he bear the yoke in Ms youth.. Early

habits, when good, are invaluable. Early dis-

cipline is equally so. He who has not got

under wholesome restraint in youth will never

make a useful man, a good man, nor a happy
man. A. C. The discipline experienced in

youth jits for the toil and suffering of after life.

This is why it is " good" then to endure it.

Many of the noblest characters have known
trouble in early life, and have thus learned the

wholesome lessons of adversity which have

stood them in good stead in after years. Thej"-

who are afflicted in their youth learn the limita-

tion of their own powers, learn the inexora-

ble necessities of human life, and become apt

scholars in the great school of Divine prov-

idence. T.

Here it seems to be meant of the yoke of

affliction ; many have found it good to bear

this in 3^outh, it has made them humble and

serious, and has weaned them from the world

who otherwise would have been proud and un-

ruly and as a bullock unaccustomed to the

3'oke. But when do we bear the yoke so that

it is really good for us to bear it in our youth ?

He answers in the following verses : 1. When
we are quiet under our afflictions ; when we
sit alone and keep silence, th?t we may con-

verse with God and commune with our own
hearts, silencing all discontented, distrustful

thoughts, and laying our hand upon our mouth,

as Aaron, who under a very severe trial held

his peace. We must keep silence under the

yoke, as those that have borne it upon us, not

wilfully pulled it upon our own necks, but pa-

tiently submitted to it when God laid it upon

us. When those who are afflicted in their

youth accommodate themselves to their afflic-

tions and study to answer God's end in afflicting

them, then they will find it good for them to
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bear it, for it yields the peaceable fruit of right-

eousness to those who are thus exercised there-

by. 2. "When we are humble and patient under

our affliction ; he gets good by the yoke who
puts his mouth in the dust in token of sorrow

and shame at the remembrance of sin. H.

2§, Alone. The God of our lives puts

into all of tliem some solitude, for a purpose of

His own. Nothing else would do as well. He
arranges it for us that we cannot be always in

anybody's company. He keeps curtains about

us, and drops them very often. Friend after

friend departs. Something happens that tells

you there is a space of mutual misunderstand-

ing or want of understanding between you and

the nearest and dearest heart on earth. There is

a night between every two days. He ordains

sickness, and shuts us in chambers, and sends

us on journeys, and beckons away from us all

our companions. Is it not plain that this is be-

cause the deepest and holiest exercises of the

Spirit are where no human presence is by ?

Before the Spirit has done His deepest and best

work in you He will have you all to Himself.

The question of everlasting love is a private

question : Wilt thou be Mine forever ? The

bridegroom must stand at your heart's door

when no human form, or face, or voice, can come

in between you and Him. Each succeeding

struggle, when we get the better of a besetting

sin, when we wrestle with a fierce tempter and

finally cast him behind us, when we make the

terrible sacrifice which carries us clear of some

entangling alliance or corrupting but fascinat-

ing acquaintance and sets our feet on a rock,

or when God Himself puts out His hand and

cleanses us by some unsought sufliering, is soli-

tary work. F. D. H.

Silence. Looking round on the noisy in-

anity of the world, words with little meaning,

actions with little worth, one loves to reflect on

the great empire of silence. The noble silent

men, scattered here and there each in his de-

partment, silently thinking, silently working,

of whom no mention is made. Carlyle.

30. The prophet, profiting by his own ex-

perience and by that of his countrymen, ad-

monishes all to meekness and submission. In

resistance is neither peace nor deliverance ; in

patient subjection and waiting is true wisdom,

for such is the way to contentment and to final

salvation. T.

31-33. The Lord will not cast off forever His

real friends, those who humbly trust in Him.

He may sometimes smite them sorely in chas-

tisement for their sins, or, as in the case of Jere-

miah, may lay heavy burdens upon them, be-

cause he has hard work to be done ; but He
will surely have compassion in accordance with

the multitude of His mercies. Verse 33 ex-

presses its thought beautifully :
" God doth

not aSixctfrom His heart.'" H. C.

Oo(Vs good purposes in causing pain. All this

is the language of hope, and continues naturally

what is said in verses 21 and 24. The existence

of present trouble presses upon the heart, but

along with it there is the confident assurance of

future deliverance. God casts men off, as it

were, that they may realize their weakness and

true state, and then, when they make the full

discovery, God's hand is stretched out to re-

store. Y. God does " cast off" and " cause

grief." His love does not nullify His wrath.

When grieved and disownad by God the soul

feels utterly desolate. But the terrible judg-

ment is only for a season. It will end in recon-

ciliation and compassion. This great truth

gives an entirely new complexion to our views

of life and providence. We see at times the

severe side. But we misjudge if we take that

as a sample of the whole. Indeed, the very

severity prepares the way for mercy ; for God
can show compassion after chastisement to a

degree that would not be good before the

wholesome discipline. Adeney.
" God does not willingly afflict the children

of men ;" He seems to share in the suffering

while He inflicts it, and to feel the very pain of

His own blows, while they fall heavy upon

the poor sinner. Judgment is called God's
" straQge work;" a Avork that He has no

proncness to, nor finds any complacency in
;

and therefore, whensoever He betakes Himself

to it, we may be confident that it is not for the

sake of the work itself, but that He has some

secret, overruling design of love, which He is

to compass after an unusual, extraordinary

way. He never lops and prunes us with His

judgments because He delights to see us bare,

and poor, and naked, but because He would

make us fruitful ; nor would He cause us to

pass through the fiery furnace, but to purge

and to refine us. For can it be any satisfaction

to a father to employ a surgeon to cut off his

child's arm, were not the taking away a part

found necessary to secure the whole '? Com-

mon humanity never uses the lance to pain and

torture, but to restore the patient. But now,

the care and tenderness of an earthly parent or

physician is but a faint shadow and resem-

blance of that infinite compassion and affection

which God bears to His children, even in the

midst of His severest usage of them. South.

Evil and suffering are all around us, but it is
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a part of our faith in the fatherliness of God to

believe that " He doth not afflict willingly nor

grieve the children of men ;" and to say with

the psalmist, " I Ivnow, O Lord, that Thy judg-

ments are riglit, and that Thou in faithfulness

hast afflicted me." Tlie universe is in the in-

terests of comfort and happiness and joy.

Everything is contrived to bend toward a bless-

ing ; God started man in Paradise ; as good a

Paradise as he could bear and a good deal bet-

ter ; and all that lies after Paradise is prepara-

tion for a Paradise improved. The Paradise

regained is not the Paradise that Avas lost. God
does not willinglj'' afflict. There is no sorrow

that has not lodged in it the possible seed- ker-

nel of fruition. Faith in the fatherliness of

God involves all this. When we experience

vexation and tribulation we must always be-

think ourselves of the issue to which in our

Christian faith we are sure it is divinely de-

signed to conduct. C. H. P.

Thy Heavenly Father sometimes hides His

face from thee, and withdraws His quickening

and refreshing presence for a time, not for

want of love, for He loves thee freelj' ; He loves

thee with an everlasting love ; He loves thee

with the very same love with which H3 loves

Jesus Christ ; and that dear Son of His loves

thee with the same love His Father loves Him
;

but to put more heat and life in thine affec-

tions toward Him and heavenly things ; to

cause thee to relish communion with Jesus

Christ, when thou enjoyest it, more sweetly
;

to preserve it more carefully, to joy in it more
thankfully, and to shun more watchf ullj' what-
soever might rob thee of it ; to stir up all the

powers of thy soul, and all the graces of God
in thee, to seek His face and favor again with
tnore extraordinary and universal seriousness

and industry. For we find with pleasure, pos-

sess with singular contentment, and keep with
special care what we have sought with pain.

Seeming desertions then and delays of this na-

ture are fruits of thy Heavenly Father's love,

and ought to be no discouragements to thee at

all, holding thy integrity. Bolton, 1631.

God never dispenses any event to us, so much
with intent to exercise His power over us, as

to express His goodness toward us ; He never
*' doth afflict or grieve" us more against our
will than against His own desire ; never in-

deed but when goodness itself calleth for it,

and even mercy doth urge thereto. Isaac Bar-
row. Omnipotence cannot do an unloving
thing toward a believer. Oh, rest quite sure.

Christian, a hard thing, an unloving thing

from God toward one of His own people is

quite impossible ! The only question is, Art
thou His child ? If so. He hath rebuked thee

in affection, and there is love in His chastise-

ment. Spurgeoii. Take all afflictions as to-

kens of God's love to thee and trials of thy

love to Him, and purposes of kindness to en-

rich thee, and increase more plentifully in thee

His blessed gifts and spiritual graces, if thou

persevere faithfully unto the end. LeifjMon.

Consider your affliction as a mark of your
relation to tlie Father of your spirits ; a proof

of His love and care ; of His preparing you for

His kingdom ! He is melting you in the fur-

nace, that j-ou ma}^ bear His image. He values

you too much not to bestow pains upon you.

This is the mysterious process by which He is

conducting you to heaven, and training you
for its enjoj'ment. Be not, then, overmuch cast

down ! Remember the immutability of His

promises ; the stability of His covenant ; the

perpetuity of His love !

'

' Remember the years

of the right hand of the Most High 1" Let

those who have been afflicted seriously consider

what has been the effect of their trials upon
themselves. If no effect has been produced,

what can they expect but " sorrow upon sor-

row" ? What but greater severity, since the

former chastening has failed of its purpose '?

It is a fearful thing to have come out of the

furnace hardened! to have produced none of

those "fruits of righteousness," for the pro-

duction of which the chastening was sent I

Consider that unsauctified affliction can only

be succeeded either by final impenitence or

by greater affliction, in order to our recovery.

Let us be anxious that, being made, by our

trials, more patient, more spiritual, we may
be found, as gold tried and purified, to praise

and honor, at the appearing of Jesus Christ

!

R. Hall.

Suffering is intended to prepare and make
room in our hearts for the grace of Christ, be-

cau.se the tendency of the human heart, if left

to itself, is to pride and self-dependence
; and

if suffered to work our own way, we will al-

most inevitably make shipwreck of our souls.

He who has infinite Avisdoni knows what bal-

last of suffering we want, as well as what fair

wind to swell our sails ; and His love will un-

dertake both for the one and the other, and so

temper them together, that we may not be

stranded on the heavj' sands of adversit}^ nor

be drawn off out of our reckoning by too strong

a gale of apparent prosperity. Let us adore

our heavenly Father for His merciful and wise

dispensations, and pray with sincerity of heart

that He will neither give us those possessions
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which would in any wise draw our hearts aside

from Him, nor take away that suffering which
is designed to drive us to Him, until it has

wrought this effect, nor suffer our ears to get

heav^y or dull iinder His teachings. That is a

striking word of Jeremiah, true, alas ! of very

man}', " I spake unto thee in thy prosperity,

and thou saidst, I will not hear." How often

is it so, a man's ear wanton and ungoverned,

or quite deaf to expostulation and to the voice

even of God, and the heart obdurate as marble,

till the deaf ear is pierced, and the hard heart

made tender by suffering ! Anon.

Trial brings man face to face Mith God—God
and he touch ; and the flimsy veil of bright

cloud that hung between him and the sky is

blown away ; he feels that he is standing oul?-

sidc the earth, with nothing between him and

the Eternal Infinite. Oh, there is something in

the sick-bed, and the aching heart, and the

restlessness and the languor of shattered health,

and the sorrow of affections withered, and the

stream of life poisoned at its fountain, and the

cold, lonely feeling of utter rawness of heart

which is felt when God strikes home in earnest,

that forces a man to feel what is real and what
is not. F. W. R.

The thought that God is training us for a

widei sphere than this life affords is both en-

nobling to character and helpful in serving

Him while upon the earth. We are at present

absent from home. The classes for spiritual

instruction are now being formed for our sakes
;

each soul is being called to his definite and ap-

propriate place. The keenest, sharpest disci-

pline God may find necessary in some cases.

A prolonged stay in primary principles He
may see to be the only way toward advance-

ment. Even a seeming withdrawal of His

favor may be the Divine way of dealing with

some of us. He is our Teacher. His eye is

fixed upon our spiritual growth. His provi-

dential arrangements are adjusted to our indi-

vidual need. He is striving to lead us up to

graduation into a perfect life, the chief charac-

teristic of which shall be perfect readiness for

service through endless ages. That we know
so little of what that service shall be is only an

evidence that its scope will surpass the limits

of our present capacities. That will be the

employment of perfected natures—an employ-

ment for which the school of this life is pre-

paring us. Anon.

Suffering subserves our sanctiflcation, as it

is a necessary means of self-knowledge, as it

leads to self conquest and promotes the growth
of the Christian graces, as through self-knowl-

edge it imparts the knowledge of duty to oth-

ers, and as through self-conquest it prompts to

and strengthens for the actual discharge of this

duty. Thus we see that God's discipline is

wholly for " our profit.'' Our heavenly Father

chastens, not for His pleasure, but " that ice

may be fartakers of Ilis holiness.
'

' B.

34-36. The form of this Hebrew sentence

makes it entirely clear that these three verses

are to be constructed together thus : God does

not look with favor on these things—viz.,

crushing under foot the prisoner ; subverting

a man's inherent rights before God ; defeating

his rightful cause. H. C. In these verses

certain acts of tj'ranny, malice and injustice

are specified, which men often indulge them-

selves in the practice ol, one toward another,

but which the Divine goodness is far from

countenancing or approving by any similar

conduct. Blayney.

3§. Out of the mottth of the Most High pro-

ceedeth not evil and good ? Do not calamities

come from God's will and disposal, as well

as prosperity ? (See Isa. 45 : 7 ; Amos 3:6.)

W. Loirth. It is not sin, but suffering, that

is referred to, as the context clearly shows.

We have just been told that God will not cast

off forever because He does not afl[iict from

His heart. We are now reminded that it is not

the less true that God sends adverse as well as

pleasant things. Adeney.

There is here an assertion of universal and

particular providence. The inequality of the

human lot has ever been the theme of medita-

tion, inquiry and study. It has been attributed

to chance, to men themselves, to the operation

of law. But the enlightened and religious

mind recognizes the voice and the hand of the

Most High in human society, even when the

immediate causes of what takes place are appar-

ent. Nothing is so vast as to be above, and

nothing is so minute as to be beneath. Provi-

dence. The afflictions and sufferings of life, as

well as its joys and prosperity, are all allowed

and all overruled for good to God's people.

And all may become means of grace and bless-

ing to such as receive them in a teachable and

submissive spirit. T.

Upon this theme of universal and intense in-

terest a word of caution calls for suggestion.

It is that very much of human suffering is the

necessary result of purely natural causes, and

is produced solely by man's own wilful or neg-

ligent infringement of fixed and known physi-

cal laws. To alter existing natural laws for

every such infringement would be not only to

work by perpetual miracle, but it would be to
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stop the complicated machinery of Nature, to

reverse the wliole movement of her admirable

system and involve it in ceaseless changes and

utter planless confusion and instability. And

yet, notwithstanding this most obvious truth,

it is a strange fact that the mass of objections

to the doctrine of Providence and the loudest

murmurings and complaints uttered against it

relate to these very cases—to suffering induced

simply by the ignorant or deliberate disregard,

the voluntary infraction of phj^sical laws. B.

39. Wherefore doth a living man complain.

How great soever his affliction may be, he is

still alive; therefore he may seek and find

mercy unto eternal life. Of this death would

deprive him ; let not, therefore, a living man
complain. A. C. If we consider God's

afflictions as a just reward of our evil deeds,

this will prevent all murmuring and repining

against Providence ; especially as long as men
are on this side of the grave, they ought to be

thankful for having an opportunity given

them for repentance. W. Lowth.

Whyimirmur? The world is full of com-

plaints and murmuring. It sometimes is ob-

servable that those whose lot is peculiarly

fortunate, whose circumstances are peculiarly

favorable, are foremost in complaint when any-

thing occurs to them which does not fall in

with their expectations, which does not corre-

spond with their desires. On the other hand,

we now and again meet with the poor, the suf-

fering, the friendless, who display a cheerful,

uncomplaining disposition. T.

Murmuring is a species of blasphemy. You
are in the Lord's guest chamber. You sit at

His table. If j^ou complain of the fare, you

insult Him on whose bounty you live. If you

doubt whether you will be taken care of, you
impugn the truthfulness of Him who declares

that He is more w^illing to give good things to

them that ask Him than parents are to give

bread to their children. If we had eyes and

hearts of faith, we would see that whatever He
gives is best for us. Anon.

Sin is the cause of every other source of com-

plaint on earth ; were there no sin, there would
be no sorrow. This holds good of the pain which

comes directh' from above, but not less of the

pain which others procure for us—nay, even of

that for which we have only ourselves to

blame ; not a suffering is to be named which

stands entirely without connection with sin, by
whomsoever perpetrated. Wherefore, then,

does a living man complain, who through his

sins has merited more than the worst of his

sufferings, and has long since forfeited the en-

joyments of his lot? Let us rather appear as

our own accusers, than dare to criticise the

ways and the work of a holy God ! Thou, who
so long and loudly complainest over an infi-

nite number of things here below, complain

above all of thine own sins, which have pro-

duced so much sorrow, and have closed to thee

the only source of consolation. Van 0.

The woes of broken health and grim depres-

sion ; the pains, the unspeakable agonies by

w^hich human bodies are wrenched for whole

j^ears ; the wrongs of orphanage
;
pestilence,

fire, flood, tempest and famine—how can a

good God launch His bolts on men, we ask, in

severities like these ? And the sufferers them-

selves sometimes wonder, even in their faith,

how it is that if God is a father. He can let fall

on His children such hail-storms of inevitable,

unmitigated disaster. No, suffering mortal !

a truce to all such complainings. These are

only God's merciful indirections, fomentations

of trouble and sorrow, that He is applying to

soften the rugged and hard will in you. These

pains are only switches to turn you off from

the truck of His coming retributions. If your

great, proud nature could be won to the real

greatness of character by a tenderer treatment,

do you not see, from all God's gentle methods

of dealing with mankind, that He gladly would

soften your troubles ? And if diamonds are

not polished by soap, or oil, or even by anj^

other stone, but only by their own fine dust,

why should you complain that God is temper-

ing you to your good only by such throes and

lacerations and wastings of life as are neces-

sary ? Bushnell.

We cannot be useless while we are doing and

suffering God's will, whatever it may be found

to be. And we can always do that. If we are

bringing forth the fruits of the Spirit, we are not

useless. And we can always do that. If we

are increasing in the knowledge of God's will

in all wisdom and spiritual understanding, we

are not useless. And we can always do that.

While we pray we cannot be useless. And we

can always do that. God will always find us a

work to do, a niche to fill, a place to serve, naj',

even a soul to save, when it is His will, and not

ours, that we desire to do ; and if it should please

Him that we should sit still for the rest of our

lives, doing nothing else but waiting on Him,

and waiting for Him, why should we complain ?

" Here is the faith and patience of the saints."

Bp. Thorold.

40-42. At this point it was exceedingly ap-

propriate that the prophet should change his

strain of discourse to the plural, should include
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the people with himself, and so exhort both

them and himself to most thorough, self-search-

ing repentance, prayer and confession. The

last clause was painfully true ; the sins of the

people had reached a depth of depravity that

God could not pardon. H. C.

40. How are we to get the pardon of our

sins ? The prophet tells us : Let us examine

ourselves. Let us turn again to the Lord. Lxt

us lift up our Jieart ; let us make fervent prayer

and supplication for mercy. Let us lift up our

hand ; let us solemnly promise to be Ilis, and

bind ourselves in a covenant to be the Lord's

only ; so much lifting up the hand to God im-

plies. We have transgressed ; let our confession

of sin be fervent and sincere. And to us who
profess Christianity it may be added. Believe on

the Lord Jesus Christ as having died for tliee ;

and thou shalt not perish, but have everlasting-

life. A. C.

Self-introspection may easily, and will cer-

tainly , become morbid, if it be not checked by

a constant outlookiug of the mind. True relig-

ion is all comprised in two precepts, " Look

into yourself to see your own vileuess. Look

out of yourself to Christ." Little enough

health, comfort, peace and satisfaction shall

we derive from the first of these precepts, un-

less we constantly couple with it the second.

The knowledge and consciousness of guilt is

only valuable as a background, on which to

paint more vividly to the mind's eye the rain-

bow colors of the love of Jesus. Walk abroad

ever and anon, and expatiate freely in the sun-

light of God's grace and love in Christ. Breathe

it, bask in it, walk in it, there is no other mode
of really invigorating the spiritual system. A
religion, if it is to be strong, must be joyous

;

and joyous it cannot be without the light of

God's love in Christ shining freely into every

corner of the soul. Goulhurn. Two things

our afflictions should put us upon. 1. A seri-

ous consideration of ourselves, and a reflection

upon our lives past. Let us try our ways, that

by them we may try ourselves, for we are to

judge of our state not by our faint wishes, but

by our steps ; not by one particular step, but

by our ways ; the ends we aim at, the rules we
go by, and the agreeableness of the temper of

our minds and the tenor of our lives to those

ends and those rules. 2. A sincere conversion

to God ;
" Let us turn again to the Lord, to

Hira who is turned against us, and whom we
have turned from ; to Him let us turn by re-

pentance and reformation, as to our owner and

ruler ; we have been with Him, and it has

never been well with us since we forsook Him,

let us therefore now turn again to Him.
'

' This

mTist accompany the former, and be the fruit

of it ; therefore we most search and try our

ways, that we may turn from the evil of them
to God ; this was the method David took (Ps.

119 : 59), " I thought on my ways, and turned

my feet unto Thy testimonies." H.

Times of affliction are special times of con-

fession and repentance. Usually in prosperity

men will not be at leisure to search their hearts

and take notice of their sins. Therefore the

Lord draweth them to confession by drawing
them from the world, by laying them upon sick

beds, or by bringing them into straits. Caryl.

41. Our hearts must go along with our

prayers ; we must lift up our hearts with our

hands, as we must pour out our souls with our

words. It is the heart that God looks at in

that and every other service ; for what will a

sacrifice without a heart avail ? If inward im-

pressions be not in some measure answerable

to outward expressions, we do but mock God
and deceive ourselves. Praying is lifting up
the soul to God (Ps. 25 : 1), as to our Father in

heaven ; and the soul that hopes to be with

God in heaven forever will thus, by frequent

acts of devotion, be still learning the way
thither, and pressing forward in that way. H.

" Drawing nigh to God" is the most compre-

hensive expression to describe the soul's atti-

tude toward God. Prayer is the culminating

point of this attitude. If we rightly view

prayer, it embraces our whole life, our thought

and feeling, our will and work, our conflict and

rest. " Drawing nigh to God" describes the

character of the Christian's life. In the medi-

tation of our hearts, in the desires of our soul,

in the activities and enjoyments of our daily

path, we approach God ; for we wish to live

before Him, conscious of His presence, in con-

stant dependence and in constant enjoyment of

His grace. And all Divine revelations encour-

age us to draw nigh to God. They disclose the

abundant mercy, the overflowing riches, the

infinite love, awaiting us when we draw nigh
;

the atmosphere of free and all-sufficient grace

which we breathe when we approach the God
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Saphir.

Prayer has just two limits : the first is,

that its range is confined to the promises ; but

within these, what a bank of wealth, what a

mine of mercies, what a store of blessings !

The second is, that God will grant or deny our

requests as is best for His glory and our good.

He makes His answers to correspond with our

wants rather than to our wishes. Guthrie.

42, 44, 49, 50. When the believer's re-
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pentings are kindled, "when he knows how evil

and bitter a thing it is to forsake the Lord, and

to depart from His fear, and when he considers

how long God has borne with him, how many
favors he has received, and how brutisli has

been his ingratitude, his heart is broken, his

tears flow, he seeks the lowest place in the dust

of abasement, wonders that affliction has not

long since overtaken him for his carelessness and

neglect, and bows down before the Lord without

a murmur. At such a time the language of

the afflicted soul will be :
" "Wherefore doth a

living man complain, a man for the punish-

ment of his sins ? Let us search and try our

v/ays, and turn again unto the Lord. Let us

lift up our heart with our hands unto God in

the heavens. We have transgressed and have

rebelled ; thou hast not pardoned. Thou hast

covered thyself with a cloud, that our prayer

should not pass through. Mine eye trickleth

down and ceaseth not, without any intermis-

sion, till the Lord look down and behold from
heaven." J. W. A.

43, 44. What can be more dreadful than

this ! To have all hearing of our prayer shut

oif ; clouds enveloping our great Father's

throne which no prayer of ours can pierce

through ! To our joy let us remember that

this can never be, save because of our great

sins, and that then deep and true repentance

scatters this cloud away. H. C.

44. So long as we are praying, rebelliously

demanding our own way and not submitting

to God's will, no prayer of ours can reach His

throne in heaven. We may dare to lay our

wish before God in humilit\% but yet in frank

expression of it. Nevertheless, it can only be

entertained by God when we add in spirit, if

not in words, " Xot my will, but Thine, be

done." Thus may we cry to the void and
have back only the mocking echo of our foolish

prayer. We may send urgent requests toward
heaven, and they will only lose themselves in

the thick, black clouds of Divine disfavor which
come between us and God. It is hopeful, how-
ever, for a soul to know this. When we see

the cloud we are half-way toward the removal

of it. Adeney.

48-51. In these points the prophet could

not unite the people with himself, and say
" Our eyes," etc. But of himself he could truly

say it. He had said before, " O that my head
were waters and mine eyes a fountain of tears,

that I might weep day and night," etc. (Jer.

9 : 1). The strong expression, " rivers of

waters," for intense weeping, is altogether

Oriental. (See Jer. 9:18; Ps. 119:136.) In

verse 51, the prophet means, " Mine eye sad-

dens my heart;" my tears, instead of afford-

ing relief, seem only to make my sorrows the

more poignant. I'he weeping prophet felt that

he could not cease to weep until the Lord should

look down propitiously and mercifully from
heaven and reverse the sore calamities of His

people. This was the great burden of his

prayer and of his heart. H. C.

51. T7ie eye and the life. " Mine eye affect-

eth mine heart." More correctly, "Mine eye

paineth my soul, or my life"—that is, what I

see, so melancholy is it, that it preys on my
mind and undermines my health. What we
get from the exercise of our senses will depend

upon what we bring. The prophet saw deso-

lation all around him where once there had

been crowded and prosperous life. What could

he do but feel as if a broken heart would be

the end of his thoughts ? But the spoilers

would look at the scene differently, for to

them it was the place of enrichment and tri-

umph. Y.

55-66. We may observe throughout this

chapter a struggle in the prophet's breast be-

tween sense and faith, fear and hope ; he com-

plains and then comforts himself, yet drops his

comforts and returns again to his complaints,

as Ps. 42. But as there, so here, faith gets

the last word, and cgmes off a conqueror, for

in these verses he concludes with some com-

fort. H.

55-57. Here are the thoughts of his heart

and the fearful trials he passed through when
cast repeatedly into jirison and sometimes sub-

jected to torture. " They have cut off my life

in the dungeon," does not state an actual fact,

but probably the purpose and aim of his ene-

mies. Twice they had thrust him into a dun-

geon under ground—viz., once in the prison of

Jonathan the scribe (37 : 15, 16, 20), which was

a dungeon with its underground cells, of which

the prophet said to the king, " Do not send me
back lest I die tliere ;" and again in the dun-

geon of Malchiah, where he " sunk in the mire"

(38 : 6), and whence the good Ebed-melcch

saved him. From this terrible darkness and

mire he lifted up his imploring cry to his God
and received the joyous reply, "Fear not."

The Lord did not close His ear to the outbreak-

ing of his agony of prayer. He never does !

When His real children have cried unto Him
from the depth of their distress, was it ever

known that He shut His ear against their

breathing and their cry ? H. C. The
prophet testifies that his cry had not been un-

heeded. Even when immured in a pit so deep
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tbat his voice could not reach his fellow-men,

his entreaty had reached the ear and roused

the pity of the eternal Lord. And He who
had heard had answered too, and had sent His

messenger to deliver His servant. Where is

there a child of God who has not experienced

the compassionate interposition of the Most

High ? T.

58-62. As between himself and his viru-

lent, cruel and wicked persecutors, the Lord

had fully interposed, vindicating and avenging

His faithful servant and confounding his ene-

mies. H. C.

60, 61. Jeremiah's belief that God's eye icas

iqjoii these enemies. " Thou hast seen." It is

a great matter to feel that God has His eye

upon all human wickedness. We may suffer

greatly from it, and yet see only a very small

part of what He sees. We are forever running

into extremes, exaggerating or palliating, mag-
nifying the reality or else diminishing it. We
look at things too much in reference to our in-

dividual selves, and as they concern us. But
God sees things as they truly are, in all their

relations and possibilities. Some things are

worse than we think them, others better. And
so we are enabled to feel that all wickedness is

kept within comparatively innocuous limits.

The mischief only reaches the outside of what
is attacked, for the same God who watches

the wicked watches the good at the same
time. Y.

63-66. This passage must be expounded in

the same way with various other passages in

the Psalms which breathe similar imprecations.

The pious heart reaches essentially the same
standpoint of view which God has when He
dooms incorrigible sinners to destruction. Both
alike look upon the wicked as hopelessly in-

corrigible—past the moral possibility of being-

reclaimed to repentance. Both alike feel the

resistless demands of justice, and can, in fact,

say nothing less than this : Let justice take its

course ! Let the great interests of a moral uni-

verse be saved and not sacrificed. H. C.

We have to distinguish between the prophet

taken out of himself by inspiration and the

man of like passions with ourselves, who has

to pass through a long discipline before he can

pray as he ought to pray. We may feel here

that a silent waiting upon God would have

been better than any imprecations of ven-

geance, and yet, at the same time, we must
acquit Jeremiah of anything like personal

malice. He wished that the wicked might be

recompensed according to the work of their

hands. The wicked wished Jeremiah to be

treated according to the ferocity of their own
hearts. Y.

The puriMse for which retribution is implored.

Not for the gratification of vindictive feelings.

Not for the exaltation of the oppressed at the

expense of the oppressor. But for the speedy

deliverance of God's wronged and harassed

people. For the advancement of God's cause

upon earth. For the honor of God's glorious

name. " Shall not the Judge of all the earth

do right ?" T.

LAMENTATIONS, CHAPTER IV.

4 : 1 Hov/ is the gold become dim ! how is the

most pure gold changed !

The stones of the sanctuary are poured out

at tlie top of every street.

2 The precious sous of Zion, comparable to

fine gold, i

How are they esteemed as earthen pitchers,

the work of the hands of the potter !

3 Even the jackals draw out the breast, they

give suck to their young ones :

The daughter of my people is become cruel,

like the ostriches in the wilderness.

4 The tongue of the sucking child cleaveth to

the roof of his mouth for thirst :

The young children ask bread, and no man
breaketh it unto them.

5 They that did feed delicately are desolate in

the streets :

They that were brought up in scarlet em-

brace dunghills.

6 For the iniquity of the daughter of my peo-

ple is greater than the sin of Sodom,

That was overthrown as in a moment, and

no hands were laid upon her.

7 Pier nobles were purer than snow, they were

whiter than milk,

They were more ruddy in body than rubies,

their polishing was as of sapphire :
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8 Their visage is blacker than a coal ; they

are not known in the streets :

Their skin cleaveth to their bones ; it is

withered, it is become like a stick.

9 They that be slain with the sword are better

than they that be slain with hunger
;

For these pine away, stricken through, for

want of the fruits of the field.

10 The hands of the pitiful women luxve sodden

their own children
;

They were their meat in the destruction of

the daughter of my people.

11 The Lord liath accomplished his fury, he

hath poured out his tierce auger
;

And he hath kindled a fire in Zion, which

hath devoured the foundations thereof.

12 The kings of the earth believed not, neither

all the inhabitants of the world.

That the adversary and the enemy should

enter into the gates of Jerusalem.

13 It is because of the sins of her prophets, and

the iniquities of her priests.

That have shed the blood of the just in the

midst of her.

14 They wander as blind men in the streets,

they are polluted with blood,

So that men cannot touch their garments.

15 Depart ye, they cried unto them, Unclean !

depart, depart, touch not

:

When they fled away and wandered, men
said among the nations. They shall no

more sojourn Itere.

Chap. 4. This chapter resumes the strain

of a funeral elegy from the clo.se of chap. 2.

The prophet bewails the calamities which have

fallen on Jerusalem as a whole, on her infant

children and on her guilty princes and leading-

men. H. C.

1-12. The elegy in this chapter begins wnth

a lamentation of the sad change which the

judgments of God had made in Jerusalem.

The city that had been as gold, as the most
fine gold, so rich and splendid, the perfection

of beauty, and the joy of the whole earth, is be-

come dim, and is changed, has lost its lustre,

lost its value, is not what it was, it is become
dross. The Temple is laid waste, which was
the glory of Jerusalem and its protection ; it is

given up into the hands of the enemy. The
stones of the sanctuary, which were curiously

wrought, were thrown down by the Chaldeans
Avhen they demolished it or v/ere brought down
by the force of the fire, and were poured out
and thrown about in the top of every street,

they lay mingled without distinction among

16 The anger of the Lord hath divided them
;

he will no more regard them :

They respected not the persons of the priests,

they favoured not the elders.

17 Our eyes do yet fail in looking for our vain

help :

In our watching we have watched for a na-

tion that could not save.

18 They hunt our steps, that we cannot go in

our streets :

Our end is near, our days are fulfilled ; foi

our end is come.

19 Our pursuers were swifter than the eagles

of the heaven :

They chased us upon the mountains, they

laid wait for us in the wilderness.

20 The breath of our nostrils, the anointed of

the Lord, was taken in their pits ;

Of whom we said. Under his shadow we shall

live among the nations.

21 Rejoice and be gUul, O daughter of Edom,
that dwellest in the land of Uz :

The cup shall pass through unto thee also
;

thou shalt be drunken, and shalt make
thyself naked.

22 The punishment of thine iniquity is accom-

plished, O daughter of Zion
;

He will no more carry thee away into cap-

tivity :

He will visit thine iniquitj', O daughter of

Edom
;

He will discover thy sins.

the common ruins. When the God of the sanc-

tuary was by sin provoked to withdraw, no

wonder that the stones of the sanctuary were

thus profaned. H.

1, 2. In the first clause I understand the

word " gold" to represent, not the literal and

identical gold which was yet in the Temple at

its fall, nor the chief men in either civil or re-

ligious stations, but in general the glor}" and

beauty of Zion. Wliat was exceedingly beau-

tiful and glorious has now faded and lost its

splendor. The precious " stones of the sanc-

tuary" are probably its building stones ; ten-

derly sacred in the eyes of God's people, now
thrown about rudely anywhere !

" The pre-

cious sons of Zion," including probably both

priests and princes who would naturally be

compared to fine gold, how are they now only
" as earthen pitchers," vile wares ! H C.

1. How is the gold become dim! How is the

glor}' of the Temple obscured ! The sanctuary

now lies in ruins ! And the stones of it are

not distinguished from the common rubbish !
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In like manner the priests and Levites who at-

tended iipon the service of God, and the eUlers

of the peopk\ the members of the great San-

hedrim who kept their court within the pre-

cincts of the Temple, these persons, that might

be resembled to the pillars or corner-stones of

that sacred building, are now involved in the

same common destruction with the meanest of

the people. (See verse 16.) W. Lowth.

2.
'

' Precious sons . . . fine gold, " ... be-

come " eartTien fiteliers.'' The prophet's ap-

preciation of the proper dignity and value of

his nation was naturally very exalted ; in pro-

portion were his sorrows and humiliation when
his country rebelled against the Lord, and be-

came, in consequence, a prey to the despised

and hated foreigner. The reflections are ap-

plicable, not to Judah only, but to all the

sinful and rebellious among men ; for there is

no escape from the action of the moral law,

from the chastisement of the righteous Judge.

The true value and froper dignity of man.

Comparable to " fine gold" in beauty, precious-

ness and use is our humanity when in the state

designed by the Creator, free from the corrod-

ing rust of sin, and minted and stamped with

the image and superscription of the Most High.

Sin involves chastisement, and chastisement brings

disgrace. The striking contrast between gold,

fine and solid, on the one hand, and " earthen

pitchers" on the other hand, is a pictorial and

effective representation of the change which

took place in Judah. A holy nation, a king-

dom of priests, the chosen of the Eternal, was
reduced to the level of the poorest, meanest

tribe vanquished and despoiled by an unsparing

enemy. Here, as so often, the chosen nation

was an emblem of humanity. For though man
be by nature the sublimest of God's creatures,

when he is abandoned to sin and all its conse-

quences he sinks below the level of the brutes.

Onl}^ Divine grace and power can restore the

beauty and dignity of which sin has robbed

liumanit}'. The Gospel of Christ transforms

the earthen pitcher into the fine gold of the

sanctuary. T.

In the dimming of the brightness of the

Temple mourning patriots saw an illustration

of the shame that had come over the nation,

and especially of the degradation of the noblest

of the citizens of Jerusalem. But whenever
rich gifts and graces of God are corrupted we
may echo the same lament, " How is the gold

become dim !" The graces of the spiritual life

are as finest gold. God counts His people as

His jewels (Mai. 3 : 17). Rare and bright and
beautiful, glorious and golden in the sunlight

of God's love, is the character of true saintli-

ncss. There is no beauty comparable to the

beauty of holiness. But alas ! when the saint

trails his white robe in the ways of sin and
casts the pearls that adorn him to the swine,

how is all the glory and beauty degraded ! The
fallen Christian defiles himself and dims his

gold and brings shame on the name of Christ

by his sin. Adeney.

3-5. These points in the description reveal

the horrors of famine. Had the mothers of

Jerusalem become heartless and cruel like the

ostrich forsaking her eggs, that they should

cease to furnish them sustenance ? Job (chap.

39 : 13-16) gives the character of the ostrich

who " leaveth her eggs on the earth and forget-

teth that the foot may crush them ; she is hard-

ened against her young ones as though they

were not hers." H. C.

A more graphic, a more terrible picture than

this of the misery of a captured, starved and

desolated city no pencil could paint. If the

circumstances of the famine-stricken popula-

tion of Jerusalem are portrayed with too literal

a skill and with too sickening an effect, it must

be borne in mind that the description is not

that of an artist, but of a prophet, and that the

aim is not merely to horrify, but to instruct,

and especially to represent the frightful conse-

quences involved in a nation's sin and apostasy.

T. " The daughter of mj- people" would

not have become cruel if her life had gone on

in its ordinary way. But all at once the sup-

plies that have been so regular become uncer-

tain, and at last virtually stop. The cruelty,

if in such circumstances it may be truly called

so, is an involuntary one. And yet it is not

involuntary in this sense, that the state of

things was altogether unpreventable. The

famine came from disobedience to God. It is

stated on authority. It were presuming far

too much to trace a connection between partic-

ular suffering and particular wrong-doing, but

where the connection between particular wrong-

doing and particular suffering is made perfect-

ly plain, we shall be very foolish if we do not

take heed to it. "Whatever wrong thing we do

will have some evil consequences, and we know
not how soon they may come, how widely they

may spread, and how much suffering and diffi-

culty they may bring to the innocent. Y.

6. This verse sets forth that the punishment

of Jerusalem was more terrible than that of

Sodom, because the latter was sudden and tran-

sient, while the former was the slow torture of

famine and the lingering slaughter of a siege.

H. C. God was doing nothing new or inde-
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feasible in allowing Jerusalem thus to be wast-

ed and humiliated. The Israelites had in their

possession illustrations more than one of how

great sin had been followed by great suffering.

Jeremiah quotes Sodom, and he might have

said something about Egypt when God visited

it with the plagues. We must not, of course,

press too literally the statement that the sin of

Jerusalem was greater than that of Sodom.

The prophet's aim is simply to insist that no

sin could have been greater than that of Jeru-

salem. If it was a right and a necessary thing

that Sodom should be so suddenly visited, so

completely overwhelmed, then assuredly no

complaint could be made against the severe

treatment experienced by Jerusalem. Indeed,

relatively, Jerusalem might think itself very

well off. If the height on which Jerusalem

stood had sunk in another Dead Sea, there

would have been no ground for complaint.

No impartial Israelite, looking at the privileges

of Israel, considering how much it had been

instructed and warned, and how patiently it

had been dealt with, could do anything but

confess that on the whole it had been mildly

visited. Y.

12. On the part of the Jews, this extreme

self-confidence came of their strong presump-

tion that the Almighty was on tlieir side and

would not let His Temple and His holy name

go down before the heathen. Alas, they did

not consider that their tins had provoked Him

to wrath, so that instead of being their great

defender, He must, by virtue of Kis own eter-

nal attributes, become their terrible destroyer !

This precisely was their grand mistake ! They

had lost the true idea of God as holy and j ust,

and as demanding pure hearts and clean hands

in His covenant people, and, moreover, as one

•who forevermore holds all nations to justice

and righteousness, and visits fearful retribu-

tion on guilty oppressors. H. C.

The people of Jerusalem had come to rest in

the comfortable feeling that their city was

reckoned impregnable. Do not let our safety

rest in what other people think about us. If

our safety is not of God, if it does not rest in

trusting Him and obeying Him, then sooner or

later that will happen to us in our life which

happened to Jerusalem. The walls of our

life will be broken down, our most precious

treasures taken away, our hearts made deso-

late. Y.

Jerusalem was deluded by the flatterj' of

her neighbors. When there is a general opin-

ion that all is well it is hard for individual

souls to see and feel their danger. In a condi-

tion of worldly ease the prophet of repentance

is opposed by the mocking indifference of pop-

ular opinion, and souls are lulled to sleep with

a hollow security that says, " Peace, peace,"

when there is no peace. The antidote to this

dangerous anodyne of conscience must be

sought in the Word of God, wliich speaks of

j udgment, and warns us to flee from the wrath

to come for refuge where only safety can be

found—not in the flattery of our neighbors, but

at the cross of Christ. Adeney.

13, 14. The false prophets and the wicked

priests were the chief instigators of that perse-

cution before which some (we know^ not how

many) just men like Urijah (26:20-23) fell.

For their sins they now wander like blind men

in the streets, as men so stained with the inno-

cent blood of victims murdered by their own

hand that none could touch their garments.

H. C.

Once again, as so often, the prophet and

priest stand forth in a shameful revelation.

Their life is so contrary to their office. The

prophet whose force should have come from

the strong righteousness of his heart within

and be directed straight against all evil-doers, is

found ranging himself with the wicked and

making evil put on the semblance of good.

And as for the priest, he does holy things with

his hands and offers sacrifices for sin, while

those whose lives are a continual protest against

sin he hates and strives to slay. Not that we

must reduce the prophet and the priest here

spoken of to the level of vulgar murderers.

Doubtless, in many instances, they persuaded

themselves they were right and doing God's

service. Fanaticism and class feeling, where

each one blows the flame of his neighbor's zeal,

will urge men on to the greatest atrocities.

There may be no danger, most likely there will

be no opportunity, that we should go as far as

these prophets and priests, but we need to

guard against having their narrow spirits in

our hearts. We may not shed the blood of the

just, but nevertheless we may do much to hin-

der and trouble them. Y.

14. The cause of this blindness. Sin (see

verse 13). Priests and prophets had shed the

blood of the just. Gross abuse of power and

tyrannous violence were iniquities enough to

blunt the spiritual vision of the most gifted.

This is one of the most terrible fruits of sin.

It always tends to deaden conscience and

darken the eye of the soul. We must do right

if we would see truth. It is not only sensuali-

ty, passion and gross worldliuess that debase

the soul beyond the power of perceiving higher
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things, but more spiritual sins—pride, bigotry,

self- will, etc.—also blind it. Purity of heart is

essential to clearness of vision. The effect of

this blindness. " They wandered as blind men
in the streets." Darkness of vision leads to

confusion in action. We must see clearly that

we may walk straightly. A confused con-

science will make an uncertain will. Piactical

truth is not merely a subject for discussion in

the seclusion of the study. It is a necessary

chart to guide our course by. When the see-

ing and teaching of this is at fault all life is

thrown into helpless disorder.

15. Jerusalem, when in her prosperity she

abandoned herself to idolatry and immorality,

was more unclean than when she lay in ashes a

charnel-house of slaughtered citizens. Yet no

man cried, " Unclean !" in the prosperous

times. The degradation was thought to be de-

filing, while the sin which led to it was con-

nived at. This mistake is common in various

forms. The criminal with the brand of pun-

ishment upon him is shunned, while the far

more vicious man who has contrived to keep

himself safe is courted. Parents fear the cor-

ruption of manners which their children may
contract by mingling with social inferiors, and

yet permit them to mix with far more corrupt

society if only the rank of it be higher than

their own. Many people look with contempt

on certain kinds of honest business, who will

engage in pursuits of very questionable moral-

ity without compunction. We want a healthier

conscience, that will declare no honest pursuit

to be dishonorable and no immoral one to be

respectable simply because jjatronized by rank

and fashion. Adeney.

1 7-20. Here the elegy speaks for the masses

of the people. Up to the last moment their

eyes were looking for some help that proved

all in vain. They expected the Egyptians to

intervene, but they could not save. The enemy
hunted them so closely that none were safe in

their streets. Clearly, their final end had

come ! Verse 20 must refer primarily to Zede-

kiah, then on their throne. They seem to have

hoped that the Chaldeans would take him un-

liarmed witli themselves into captivity, and

allow them to live quietly under him as their

king. But he was " taken in their pits," as a

lion or a bear in the pit-holes dug to entrap

them, and he found little mercy. How could

they assume so confidently that God would
save their nation out of His regard to kings so

base and wicked as the last three—apostate off-

spring of the good Josiah—Jehoiakim, Jehoia-

chin his son, and Zedekiah. H. C.

17. Vain help and hope. When Jerusalem

was besieged by the Chaldeans its inhabitants

seem to have looked for assistance from their

Egyptian neighbors. This was a policy and
an expectation displeasing to Jehovah, who
ever taught His people to rely, not upon an

arm of flesh, but upon the eternal King of

righteousness. In this verse the prophet pic-

tures the attitude of the Jews as day after day
they strained their weary eyes to catch some
glimpse of an approaching deliverer. How
striking a picture of the folly and vanity of those

hopes which man fixes upon his fellow-man !

1§. The end is come! The progress of the

enemy's works, the approach of the enemy's

forces, the frequency of the enemy's assaults,

all tended to dishearten the citizens of the be-

sieged Jerusalem. The prophet represents the

discouraged and dismayed citizens as gazing

with terror upon the assailants and their strat-

egy, and exclaiming in despair, " Our end is

come !" The dealing and the discipline of

God with the souls of the disobedient and re-

bellious may well awaken the same conviction

and elicit the same ciy. T.

21, 22. This address to Edom is keen irony.

" Rejoice and be glad" if thou wilt, O Edom
;

go on ! So wilt thou only the more surely seal

thy righteous doom ! Let Edom exult in our

fall, if she will.. The wine-cup of God's wrath

will come round to her lips all the sooner and

the surer ; she will be drunken, and will ex-

pose herself in her nakedness and filth before

all the nations. (See Jer. 25 : 15-36.) H. C.

It will be a righteous destruction ; God will

herein visit thine iniquity and discover thy

sins ; He will punish them, and to justify Him-
self therein He will discover them, and make it

toappearthatHehas just cause tlius to proceed

against them. Nay, the punishment of the

sin shall so exactly answer the siu that it shall

itself plainly discover it. Sometimes God does

so visit the iniquity that he that runs may
read the sin in the punishment. But, sooner

or later, sin will be visited and discovered, and

all the hidden works of darkness brought to

light. H.
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LAMENTATIONS CHAPTER V.

5 : 1 Remember, O Lord, what is come upon

us :

Behold, and see our reproach.

2 Our inheritance is turned unto strangers.

Our houses unto aliens.

3 We are orphans and fatherless,

4 We have drunken our water for money ;

Our wood is sold unto us.

Our mothers are as widows.

5 Our pursuers are upon our necks :

We are weary, and have no rest.

6 We have given the hand to the Egyptians,

And to the Assyrians, to be satisfied with

bread.

7 Our fathers have sinned, and are not

;

Aud we have borne their iniquities.

8 Servants rule over us :

There is none to deliver us out of their hand.

9 We get our bread with the peril of our lives

Because of the sword of the wilderness.

10 Our skin is black like an oven

Because of the burning heat of famine.

11 They ravished the women in Zion,

The maidens in the cities of Judah.

13 Princes were hanged up by their hand :

The faces of elders were not honoured.

13 The young men bare the mill.

And the children stumbled under the wood.

14 The elders have ceased from the gate,

The young men from their music.

15 The joy of our heart is ceased ;

Our dance is turned into mourning.

16 The crown is fallen from our head

:

Woe unto us ! for we have sinned.

17 For this our heart is faint
;

For these things our eyes are dim ;

18 For the mountain of Zion, which is desolate ;

The foxes walk upon it.

19 Thou, O Lord, abidest for ever
;

Thy throne is from generation to genera-

tion.

20 Wherefore dost thou forget us for ever.

And forsake us so long time ?

21 Turn thou us unto thee, O Lord, and we

shall be turned
;

Renew our days as of old.

22 But thou hast utterly rejected us,

Thou art very wroth against us.

Summary of the Book. In the first two chap-

ters of this book the prophet describes princi-

pally the calamities of the siege of Jerusalem.

In the third he deplores the persecutions which

he himself had suffered ; though he may in this

be personifying tlie city and state, many of his

own sufferings being illustrative of the calami-

ties that fell generally upon the city aud peo-

ple at large. The fourth chapter is employed

chiefly on the ruin and desolation of the city

and Temple, and upon the misfortunes of Zede-

kiah. At the end he speaks of the cruelty of

the Edomites, who had insulted Jerusalem in

her miseries and contributed to its demolition.

These he threatens with the wrath of God.

The fifth chapter is a kind of form of prayer for

the Jews in their dispersions and captivity. In

the conclusion of it he speaks of their fallen

royalt3% attributes all their calamities to their

rebellion and wickedness, and acknowledges

that there can be no end to their misery but in

their restoration to the Divine favor. A. C.

Chap. 5. This chapter also is elegiac. The

sad state of the Jewish people and of their be-

loved city is made the ground of their plea

before God for His compassion and restoring

mercy.

The whole of this last elegy is in the form of

a prayer. Other laments are interspersed with

cries to Heaven. This poem is one continuous

address to God. We see here true wisdom ;
for

mere complaining is useless. To wail to the

winds is foolish and vain. To make our

troubles known to our fellow-men often avails

little, for we may only weary them instead of

eliciting their pity ; or, if we do succeed in

gaining commiseration, that may be of little

real use to us. But God is the great Comforter.

His car is ever open to the cry of His distressed

children. His heart is always tender to feel

compassion for their woes. His hand is strong

aud willing to work substantial deeds of help-

fulness. Adeney.

1-3. It is pleasant to see the language and

the tone of prayer blended with this strain of

bitter lamentation. It may well be our endur-

ing joy that under any afliiction, liowever se-

vere, we may always look prayerfully and hope-

fully to the hand which visits upon us the afliic-

tion. " Come, and let us return to the Lord ;
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for He hath torn, and He will heal us ; He hath

smitteu, and He will bind us up" (Hos. 6 : 1).

So here the writer brings up before God the

desolations and the woes of His people as rea-

sons why He should consider their case and re-

turn in His mercy to restore and to save. H. C.

T. Oil}' f<fthe?-s Jiave dnned, and are not. Xa-

tions cannot be punished in the other loorld

;

therefore national j udgments are to be looked for

only in this life. The punishment which the

Jewish nation had been meriting for a series of

j^ears came now upon them, because they copied

and increased the sins of their fathers and the

cup of their iniquity was full. Thus the cldl-

dreii might be said to bear the sins of their fa-

thers—that is, in temporal punislLment ; for in

no other way does God visit these upon the

children. (See Ezek. 18 : 1.) A. C.

The sin of tlie fathers and the suffeiHng of the

children. This chapter is the complaint of those

who suffer. " We," " us," " our"—these are

the prominent words. The complainers are

those who have lost inheritance and houses,

become fatherless, and entered into a galling

servitude. And now what do they give as the

reason of all this terrible experience ? This

—

that "our fathers have sinned." That was an

historical fact. The utterances of former proph-

ets, recorded, perhaps, in far greater abundance

than we have any idea of, attested the iniqui-

ties of past generations. No generation of

which there was any record had been without

its disobedience. And had it not also been said

that the sins of the fathers should be visited on

the children '? Hence there is plain logic in

these words, "Our fathers have sinned . . .

and we have borne their iniquities." Great is

the suffering in bodil)^ pain, in privation, and

in emotion, of every generation ; and each gen-

eration has a right to say that some, at all

events, of this suffering would have been es-

caped if only preceding generations had lived

according to the full law of righteousness.

Hence the appeal to us, when self-indulgence

presses with all its energies, to consider others.

Indulging self, we have to make ready for

after-pains ; but those pains cannot be kept

within the limit of our own lives. But we
need to travel round to the other aspects also.

There is a difference between retribution and

suffering. Some kinds of pain and injury may
be inherited to the third and fourth generation,

but a guilty conscience belongs to the indi-

vidual. The worst pains, the worst conse-

quences, and those on which llie Saviour looks

with the most pity, are surely those coming out

of our own wrong doing ; and searching into

the connection between the sins of past genera-

tions and the suffering of the present one will

do harm rather than good if such a searching

tends to obscure our own lawlessness, our own
want of attention to the requirements of God.

There is, indeed, a great difference in kind be-

tween the suffering coming on us from the

wickedness of others and that which comes

from our own. Y.
" We," says the prophet, speaking of him-

self and of his rebellious and ungodly contem-

poraries
—

" we have borne the iniquities of our

fathers." The apostasy and rebellion of the

former generations were visited upon those

who endured the horrors of the siege and the

degradation of the Captivity. There is mys-

tery in the providential appointment that not

only shall every man bear his own burden, but

that some shall bear the burden of those also

who have gone before them. But the fact re-

mains, and it gives solemnity to the life of

families and of nations. T.

In private life, poverty, disease and disgrace

are inherited by children from their parents.

Now, it is a sign of the robust truthf idness of

the Bible that this dark fact is distinctly recog-

nized. There is no attempt to shun it because

it is mysterious. We have in the Bible an hon-

est, brave confronting of the evils of life, and not

a system which is only beautiful to contemplate

in idea and which cannot be squared with facts.

This fact should not shake our faith in God.

Men in all ages have faced it clearly and yet

have retained their trust in Providence

—

e.g.,

the writers of the Bible. The very idea of faith

implies that we must confide and wait in the

darkness where we cannot und(!rstand. The

necessary greatness of the scheme of the gov-

ernment of a world should lead us to expect

mysteries in it. Adeney.

15-1 §. All joy and honor have ceased.

Alas that we have so grievously sinned !—an-

other wholesome admission that their national

sins have brought upon them this desolation.

It was peculiarly afflictive to every pious heart

that their ever-honored Mount Zion liad become

so desolate, so abandoned of its former wor-

shippers, that now, instead of men bowing rev-

erently there in worship, the foxes go up and

down upon it. H. C.

16. God is righteous, for we have sinned.

All our woes are owing to our own sin and

folly. If the crown of our head be fallen (for

so the words run), if we lose our excellency

and become mean, we may thank ourselves—

we have by our own iniquit}^ profaned our

crown and laid our honor in the dust. H.
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16, IT. The degradation of sin. The prom-

ise of sin is something very different from

this ; no flattery is untried, no prospect with-

held which may induce men to rebel against

God. But, as with our first parents, as with

the dwellers in Jerusalem, so is it in the experi-

ence of all men ; the promises which sin makes

are unfulfilled ; the wages of sin is death. T.

17. The faint heart and the dim eyes. Jeru-

salem had been satisfied with out'w ard things.

Wherever it turned there had been enough to

satisfy its pride and its pleasure. And now Je-

hovah, by efficient agents, had taken these out-

ward things away. The difference that had

been made in Jerusalem was perceptible to any

eye. But another difference could only be

known when it was confessed—viz., the differ-

ence made in the hearts of the people when
their outward circumstances were so complete-

ly changed. Proud, resolute men, full of joy

in their selfish purposes, found the interest of

life completely gone. It would have availed

nothing if all these chastisements had ended in

leaving the people real Stoics, able to say that

it was all the same whether they kept tlieir tem-

poral possessions or lost them. God did not

desolate Jerusalem for any delight that he took

in this ; it was to find a way to humble hearts

that were unsubdued after every prophetic ap-

peal. When men are delightedly occupied with

the things of sense, then it is a great end gained

if, through losses and changes, their hearts be-

come faint and their eyes dim. For then they

may accept the ministry of Christ to put into

their hearts an energy which will tend for

righteousness and direct their eyes to look on

the world in tlie right way. Y.

19-22. Under a sense of human frailty, the

passing away of generations and the falling of

earthly thrones, it is a relief to the pious heart

to turn to God and say :
" Thou, Lord, remain-

est forever ; Thy throne from generation to

generation." The contrast is refreshing, and

inspires hope in the saddest heart, especially

when we truly accept this everlasting God as

the enduring portion of our souls. H. C.

It will be felt that this prayer is a fitting

conclusion to the book. What could be more
proper than that these people, having looked

all around with an ever-deepening sense of

loss and humiliation, should now look above?

Upon earth, in strength or skill of man, there

is nothing to be looked for ; if anything is to

be got it is by looking to heaven. This chap-

ter has had in it the tones of penitence and con-

trition. It is admitted that the cause of all this

desolation is the people's turning away from
God. And now there is the petition wliich re-

sults from a full self-discovery. Inward weak-

ness is discovered. The last cry of the book
indicates that the turning of men to God is the

great thing to be desired. Not a restoration to

external possessions and comforts, but a turn-

ing to God consequent on His turning to us.

The results that come from our being turned to

God by His power will one day be seen to jus-

tify all the loss and pain needed to bring them
about. Y.

19. Consolation in the siqyremacy of Ood.

The Divine supremacy is often regarded as a

topic of dread rather than as one of comfort.

The awful throne towers above poor human-
ity, sublime and majestic, and men turn from

it to seek refuge at the humbler footstool of

mercy. But the writer of this elegy finds deep

satisfaction in contemplating the supreme and

eternal government of God. Adeney.

The eternal throne. The believer in God has

this great advantage : he has a firm conviction

that all things are under the control and rule of a

wise, righteous and benevolent King, who reigns

both in heaven and on earth. Atfiictions, person-

al and relative, may distress his mind, calamities

may overwhelm his imagination and baffle

his reason, but he has this consolation—he

knows that the Lord remains forever on His

throne. T.

21 . Renewal. When they do not lead to im-

provement lamentations are profitless, though

they may be unavoidable. It is vain to mourn
the past if our grief does not help us to make
the future better. Sorrow for sin is good only

when it leads to an active repentance. It is

therefore necessary that a true consideration of

the miserable condition into wliich evil living

has brought us should rouse an earnest desire

for a new and better life. The writer does not

simply resolve to do better, nor hope that a

happier state of affairs will come about of its

own accord. He prays, and the object of his

prayer is to plead with God to produce the great

change which is so much needed. Adeney.
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